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PROCEEDINGS

BRITISH COLUMBIA
ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY

The meetinii was called to onler by the Chairman, Mr. Tom Wilson,

at 2:30 p.m., on December 9th, 1911, in the Auditorium of the Aber-

deen School, Vancouver, with 17 re;zular members in attendance.

CHAIRMAN'S ADDRESS (Mr. Wilson).

Gentlemen :—The iluty falls upon me on this occasion to occupy the

chair, in lieu of the Rev. G. W. Taylor, who has been and is now the

President of this Society. At the last meeting of the Society I had the

honor of occupying the position of Vice-President, with Mr. R. V.

Harvey as Secretary of the Societ\

.

I regret very much to have to inform you that our President has

been, during the last few years, far from well and he finds it impossible

to be present with us to-day, and in fact impossible to take a very active

part in the work of the Society at the present time. No one regrets the

illness of our President more than myself, for he was elected President

at the inception of the Society in 1901, and as he still retains the position,

1 feel very sorry he is not here to-day, at the first meeting of the Society

after a period of four or five years. In \iew of the fact that the Society

has been in a state of suspended animation for the past few vears, perhaps

it would be well for me to address my remarks towards a brief review

of the history of the Society.

In 1901, the late Dr. Fletcher had occasion to visit British Columbia

in connection with the work of his Department. During his stay in

Vancouver I had the opportunity- of introducing him to Mr. R. \'.

Harvey of the city, who was then Principal of Queen's School. In

discussing matters in connection with the Entomological work in B. C,
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the idea was suggested to form a society- whose special object was to

unify the work of those particularly interested in the study of insects in

the Province. The idea came to maturity and the Society was formed.

For two \ears we had a live Society here in Vancouver with such

members as Messrs. G. W. Taylor, Sherman, Bush, Dashwood-Jones,

Ed. Wilson, Draper, iMarrion, Bryant, L. D. Taylor, Hanham and

myself in more or less regular attendance. There may have been a few

more members whose names I do not recall at the present moment. One
year later, about 1903, the idea was conceived, passed and acted upon,

to unite our efforts with the Entomological Society of Ontario, which

in actual fact was a Canadian Entomological Society. Correspondence

was begun with the Rev. Dr. Bethime of Port Hope, Ontario, resulting

finally in the amalgamation of the two societies, our Society becoming

a branch of the Entomological Society of Ontario. Through the courtesy

of the parent Society, our members were privileged to receive its annual

reports, as well as the regularly issued "Canadian Entomologist," for the

fee of 50 cents per head per year. This arrangement continued up till

a few years ago. Regular meetings were held here in Vancouver and

reports were issued semi-monthly on matters of interest. These reports

took the form of letters which were forwarded from one member to

the other by the members themselves. Gradually, however, interest

waned—not, let it be understood, in entomological work, but rather

as a Society. Finall\ Mr. Harvey, who from the beginning had taken

so active a part in the organization—in fact, I think I may say it was

entireh' due to him that the work of the Society progressed as it did

—

left Vancouver to reside in Victoria. For the past four or five vears

no meetings have been arranged for and no exchange of opinions have

been received among the members, until at this time, when, through the

energy of Mr. R. C. Treherne, the members have again met, with this

excellent programme before them. Even now we cannot say it is much
more than an experiment, but I know we all sincerely hope it will be an

experiment which will turn out the right way.

Mr. Treherne, acting Secretary, followed with a few remarks on

his endeavours to resuscitate the Societ\-, stating in brief that while he

had endeavoured to broaden the scope of the Society, uniting the work

of all engaged in entomological pursuits in the Province, he personally

desired the Society to remain as a branch of the Entomological Society

of Ontario and consequently an integral unit with the Entomological

work of the Dominion.

Mr. Chairman— I will now ask the members to nominate and ap-

point their officers for the ensuing year.
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The following officers were appointed for the year 1912:

—

Hon. President Rev. G. \V. Taylor

Departure Ba\ , \'ancouver Island.

President Tom AVilson

1105 Broadway West, \'ancouver.

\ice-President G. O. Day, F.E.S.

Duncans Station. N'ancouver Island.

Secretary R. C. Treherne, B.S.A.

1105 Broadway West, Vancouver.

Advisor\ Board: .Messrs. T. Wilson, G. O. Day, R. C. Treherne, W.
H. Lyne, R. S. Sherman, J. R. Anderson.
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REPORT FROM OKANAGAN DISTRICT.

The purpiisc of this paper is to take a more or less rough survey of

the Okanagan ih'strict, not confining myself necessarily to last season,

as I have not haJ time to do an\- collecting worth speaking of during

1011.

I hope, however, that the paper ma\' not be altogether uninterestmg

to the members present. I feel that a list of my captures would not be

of much particular interest. I shall, therefore, begin by giving notes on

those species which have been, during the last few years, of some

economic importance, with notes on other species that may be of use to

those who are working on the distribution and life histories of the

insects of the Province.

The past few years have not been marked by any serious outbreak

of injurious insects, but certain species have done a good deal of harm.

Among these the Fall Webworm has been quite troublesome in some

districts. Hand picking or burning the webs with a torch has been

found the most simple and effective means of destroying them ; but

where spraying has to be done for fungous troubles, Paris Green may
be mixed with the Sulphate of Copper solution to advantage.

The Caterpillar of the Diamond Back Woth, which is very numer-

ous at all seasons, was found to be attacked by a parasite, a species of

Ichneumon which emerged in large numbers from the chrysalids in

breeding jars. The Diamond Back Moth is becoming as serious an

enemy to cabbage growing in the open as Pieris rupae, but as the same

remedy, the mixture of flour and insect powder destroys both, there is

not much danger for the crop where steps are taken in time.

The larvae of Datana ininistra attracts some attention by stripping

the leaves from young fruit trees during the summer, but this species

never appears in sufficient numbers to cause any great harm.

During the summer of 1908 there was a somewhat interesting attack

on prune trees, by a small larva to which I have applied the name

the "Prime Twig Borer." My attention was attracted by noticing that

the terminal shoots were in many cases drying up for no apparent reason.

On examination, however, it was found that these twigs were being

bored by a small brown caterpillar eating the pith of the young shoot.

By and bye I noticed that these shoots broke off with the contained larva,

which no doubt enters the ground to pupate. I have so far been imable

to discover to what species the damage is due.
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The beetle, Otiorrynchiis siilrutiis. the Strci\\berr\ weevil, which does

considerable damage to strawberry plantations by depositing ejitis in the

crowns of the plants, the larvae boring into and destroying the plants,

was \ery common during the past season, appearing in houses in some

numbers. This beetle is very often foimd in early spring imder stones

and in other sheltered places. Another Otinrrynchid that is always

found in large numbers during the months of May and June is Feri-

tihipsis glul/k'i ittrh, a small gre)' snout beetle which feeds upon the

leaves of the so-called wild sunflower. The beetle is qm'te troublesome

and is readily taken when one is sweeping with the net among the leaves

of the food plant, which grows thickl}- over wide tracts of open country

around Vernon. I have so far been unable to discover an\thing of the

breeding habits of this beetle.

Rhyncliites l/uolor is another snout beetle that does some damage to

cultivated and also to wild roses, b\ boring into the blooms, before they

are fully expanded.

The Apple Tree Tent Caterpillar has not been of an\ importance

for the last two years, its place being taken b\ the Fall Webworm, of

which I ha\e already spoken.

Coryinbilcs inflatus is an Elater that has during the last few years

been the cause of some considerable damage to newly planted fruit trees,

b\- eating out the buds during the early summer. Reports have also

appeared of their destroying the bloom in some cases, but by far the

most harm is done to the leaf buds. These beetles are extremely

numerous during most years, and the harm they do has been remarked

by many orchardists. As soon as the blue lupine begins to bloom they

congregate on the stalks in great numbers. They are mostly seen around

the blossoms, as many as fifteen to twenty occurring on one stem. Of

the breeding habits of this beetle 1 know nothing, but it is probable that

it passes the larval stage in the ground near the food plant.

I have in m\ notes details of an interesting case of a clergyman who

some few \ears ago, whilst working in the open, felt a fly enter his ear.

After some trouble he managed to remo\e it. Some time later, however,

he began to feel great pain in the ear, which increased to such an extent

that he felt sure, that in removing the fl\ , some eggs had been deposited

in his head. Assistance was secured and a quantity of warm oil was

poured into his ear, from which was e\entually expelled a number of

maggots. After some hours work a number more were removed, and

after a time the pain subsided. I did not hear of this till some days

after it had happened, so was unable to try and rear any of the flies, to

discover the species. Similar cases have been recorded in entomological

papers at various times, and these have been considered to be due to flies

of the genus Sarcophaga or Calliphorii. It would be interesting to hear

of other cases of this kind.
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1 li:i\c hciMi abli' to work out the lite history nt the butterfly,

LiiiKin'uis niiiiid. up to the thiril stage, but on reaching this stage the

larvae refused to eat the food plant provided and they all died. Below

is given a summary of what I ha\e myself obscr\ed.

May 31. Found several females ovipositing on the lea\es of the common

snow hfrr\ bush. ( )ut of ten egg clusters examined, all were laid

on the unik-r side of the leaf, with the exception of one egg which

was placed above. Egg period, in one cluster, from May 24 till

Jime 12. The remainder, taken 31st May, hatched June i2th to

14th. When newly laid the eggs are of a slight lemon yellow color,

changing after a few da\s to a dull purplish-red, which again with

time changes, just before hatching, to a dull ash color.

On hatching the larvae devour the egg shells and spin a mass

of silk in which they congregate. In the first stage the larvae are

3mm in length ; general color grayish-green, lighter beneath. Head

dark brown, almost black, with a few short straggling hairs, segment

behind head brown dorsally. Thoracic tubercles 1, 2, 3, large,

brown, 4, 5, d, smaller but same color, 7 and fore-legs brownish

black. Fore-legs with a few short hairs. Abdominal tubercles

1, 2, 3, large brown, 4, 5, b, smaller, 7 the same as prolegs, which

are greenish. Last abdominal segment, gray-brown at apex, body

not tapering. After feeding a few days the body shows a decided

greenish tinge owing to the food showing through the skin. The
young larvae are gregarious in habits and cover the leaf, on which

they feed, with a dense silky web.

2nd Stage. Head bilobed, length 4mm, segment behind head

dark brown. Head black, shining, no markings. General color-

of body dull black shading into a light brown at anal extremity.

Underside light brownish-green : the whole body becomes lighter

after a few days. Body armed dorsally and laterally with rows

of stout spines, bearing six or seven hairs each, apical ones longest

and cur\ed. Owing to color of spines the skin appears brownish.

Face hairy. Prolegs dirty brown. Fore-legs darker. Just before

moulting a tinge of yellow appears on the dorsal surface of ab-

dominal segments.

Moult 2. Head black, shiny, hairy. General color of body

didl black. Three segments behind head marked with a double

dorsal row of dull whitish blotches with no definite arrangement.

These are continued on each segment to the end of the body.

Scattered spots of the same color appear on sides. Abdominal

segments 1-8 each bear a dorsal spine of orange yellow. Fore-legs

black. Prolegs pale green. Larvae still gregarious in habits eating

out the leaf and leaving the veins.
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Moult 3. Length a little over 7mm but stouter than before.

Color of skin bluish black clothed with fine diverging black hairs.

Markings as before, except that the dorsal tubercles are duller.

Larvae do not spin so much silk, but are gregarious.

The larvae refused the food plant at this stage and were evidently

wanting to hibernate. I was unable to bring them through the winter.

Owing to want of time many details of the life history were not

noted, but perhaps some of our members will have the opportunity of

completing in a more extended manner what I have begun.

As I am leaving this country in a few weeks and shall be in England

when this paper appears, I shall, I am afraid, not be able to take any part

in the meeting, but I most sincerely hope that the B. C. Society will

take on a new lease of life and not be allowed to lose foothold, now that

the members have got together again. I also hope that this short, and I

am afraid uninteresting paper, will be the beginning of a regular series

of reports and addresses by the members, and that its dull character will

not deter others from doing something far better and more detailed, and

that our new secretary will arouse interest, as did our old secretary, Mr.

R. \'. Harvey.
E. P. \'en'ables,

\'ernon. B.C.

Mr. Chairman—If there is any discussion on this paper we should

be glad to hear it.

Mr. Cunningham— I believe the Prune Twig Borer mentioned in

the paper is in reality the Peach Twig Borer, Anarsia lineatella.

Mr. Treherne—The fly described as depositing eggs in the head of

the clergyman resembles the "screw worm fly" LucUia of the Southern

United States.

Mr. Wallace stated he had once been attacked by a fl> in the same

wa\'.

]\Ir. Chairman—We will now proceed with the programme and I

will call on Mr. Bush to give his paper. Mr. Cockle has written saying

he will not be able to be with us to-day, so I will ask the Secretary to

read his report from the Kootenay when Mr. Bush has presented his.

REPORT FROM VANCOUVER DISTRICT.

During the season of 1911 I have not been able to do much collecting,

but I will endeavour to give a short account of some of the insects

I have noticed on the lower Mainland of British Columbia.
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Piirnassius clodiiis was more plentiful than I have seen it for many

years. Adults were taken during the latter part of June and in July.

Pal>Uo eurymcdon and rutulus were common flying throughout the

entire season, hut zoliacon was rather rare. Neophasia menapia, the

Pine White, was not as plentiful as usual, the adults appearing in the

early part of August.

The Cabbage Butterfly, P'lci'is rapac, was very common and did a

great deal of damage in this district. Polygonia satyrus and silenus were

present in numbers, as were also Eugonia californica and the Mourning

Cloak butterfly, Euvanessa antiopa. As you know these four all winter

in the adult stage, and may often be taken in houses late in the fall and

earl spring.

I saw only a few specimens of the Red Admiral, f ancssa atidanta.

Thev are never very plentiful. J . caryat and J . cardui, the latter so-

called the Thistle butterfly, did not appear in such numbers as was usual.

These also winter as adults. BasUarchla lorquini was particularly in evi-

dence this summer, appearing about the first week in June.

During the summer I had the pleasure of climbing Mount Cheam

and there, at a height of 7,000 feet above sea level, I found Enhia

vidlifi \ex\ plentiful. It feeds on grasses and is flying usually in the

first and second week in August. Several specimens of another moun-

tain butterfly, probably descendants of former Arctic fauna, Oeneis

norn/i var. beanli. were taken at the same time at the summit of this

mountain. It is particularly interesting to note in connection with this

latter butterHy that it will, immediately on alighting, lay over on its

side, resting in a position parallel to the object upon which it has

alighted. No doubt its windy habitat had forced this habit upon it the

better to protect itself against the elements.

On the mainland again, Epidemia hclloidcs was very much in evi-

dence during the month of July. I noticed further two or three speci-

mens of Lepisesia ulahnnc in the early spring at the time when the

cherry trees were in blossom attracted by the blossoms themselves. The
White Lined Sphinx, Deilephila lincata and D, gallii were both fairly

common, the larvae of the latter in particular were very plentiful in the

late summer feeding upon Fireweed.

The Tussock Moth, Notolophus antiqua, was very common this year

in the vicinity of Vancouver, and the larvae did considerable damage,

especially during the month of July. This is the first year I have

noticed this moth doing any damage worth mentioning. The Tent

Caterpillar, RIalacosoina disstr'ui. has caused much annoyance in this

district, attacking fruit trees and ornamentals. It has been verv prevalent

for the last three or four years and does not yet show an\' appearance

of decreasing its numbers.
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I have iioticeti for the first time in my recollection a black aphis

attacking the Rluibarh, Cucumber and also one on the Holl\. While up

Mount Cheam 1 again noted a black aphis present in large numbers.

1 am unable to say to what species any of these aphids belong. The

green aphis was not very troublesome this year, but the Wooly Aphid

was \ery prevalent.

I have noted further that the spittle insects, Cercopidae, caused a

great deal of annoyance to flower gardens here in Vancouver.

I trust these few remarks will be of interest.

A. H. Bush,

1105 Hroadwa\', \Vest, \'ancouver.

REP(mT FROM KOOTENAY DISTRICT.

The season just closed has been fruitful in demonstrating that at

least one insect which is usually considered a bad pest and one that it is

necessary to destroy by spraying, can at least prove a blessing in disguise.

I refer in this case to the Black Cherry Aphis, Alyziis ccrasi. This

insect made its appearance in large numbers at the commencement of

July and as usual attacked the tips of the sweet cherries. So bad was

the infestation that in some cases the fruit required washing before being

marketable, as the brood had spread all over the trees. The main brood

was, as previously stated, securely placed in the curled up leaves at the

tips of the young shoots. Here thei,' remained for o\ er a month, and at

the end of that time died. 'Fhe foliage all turned black, greatly dis-

figuring the trees. E.xamination of the young shoots revealed the fact,

that but few of the shoots were killed, and that the infestation had

residted in retarding the excessive growth which it might have been

necessary to remove by pruning. The aphis had most effectually checked

the excessive growth and had left the buds on the season's growth in fine

healthy condition. No summer pruning could have so markedly im-

proved the trees as did this aphis infestation. I must not, however, be

quoted as an advocate of the propagation of this insect, to do the work

which is required in summer pruning, but I onl\ cite this as an instance

where out of evil good may come.

The white maggots attacking the roots of the cauliflower in the early

spring months were the cause of great loss to the market gardener.

During June and early July we had a remarkable infestation of cut-

worms several varieties were greatly in evidence, but the most common
were the lar\-ae of M/uiicstrii cantulinsh. These not onl\- attacked the
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growing vegetables, completely destroying them, but they also attacked

the young shoots of young apple trees, in some cases, that came under

my observation in a newly planted block of trees, entirely denuding the

trees of all foliage and cutting off the tips of the young shoots. I quite

expected to see a large brood of these insects emerge after the pupal

stage, but for some reason I cannot account for, few of them ever

emerged as imagoes. I was too busy at the time to make a collection

of the larvae, so I cannot give any details of the probable causes which

led to their destruction.

The season just passed was remarkable for immense swarms of

J'anessa califonika. These insects, though not so numerous as in the

vear 1891, were everywhere in evidence and a large number are now
hibernating.

I received several reports of the devastation of Tamarac and

Pine trees by the larva of Neophasia menapia, but these were entirely

local in occurrence and probably did but little permanent damage.

I was much interested in receiving a box containing some specimens

of the wood tick. The local form Dermacenter venustus is always

fairly common, but those to which I previously referred are from a

district in the southern boundary of the Province. I have heard, on

various occasions, that the ticks in this district caused intense irritation

by their bites, and that those bitten by them often experienced great

suffering from the pimples and blotches which showed on their skin after

being attacked by this animal, and there is one case on record where a

child was supposedly killed from this cause. The specimens are smaller

than those found here, and though very similar to D. venustus, are, I

think, a different species. I have not had time to go over the specimens

and sort them out for further identification, but that will be eventually

done and the authorities can decide as to the merits of the species.

My regrets are that I have little of interest in the way of captures to

record ; true I have secured duplicates of one or two noctuids that

previously stood as undescribed uniques, but I was fortunate in securing

a topotype of Eupithecia agnesata Taylor, the species having been named

by Mr. Taylor from an unique. The type is now in my collection.

During last winter I submitted specimens of Colias, including

philodke, curythemc, eryphile and Kootenai, to Mr. Bean, who was a

great collector and breeder of this genus when located at Banff, Alta.

This comparison was undertaken to secure his views of the validity of a

variety of Colias that I have tentatively named Kootenai. Mr. Bean's

views are that this variety should be merged with eryphile, but he is not

prepared to say just where philodice begins. The specimens were later

sent to the Montreal Entomological Society for study and from this

source I am credited with the naming of a new species and the ex-
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pression of the opinion that I was fully justified in adding to the already

long list of varieties of this genus.

I regret that another butterfly to which I applied a tentative name,

Lyccne quesnellii, still remains in my cabinet represented by two worn

specimens, but I trust that by the assistance of some of the members

of the B. C. Entomological Society I may yet secure a large series of

this butterfly from its local habitat, that of Au Bah Lake, Quesnelle.

Any of our members taking this Blue in that locality will confer a

great favor by submitting them to me tor examination.

I extremely regret that I am unable to be present to read these

rambling notes, but wish to express my best wishes for the success of the

British Columbia Entomological Society.

J. W. Cockle,

Kaslo, B.C.

INSECTS OF THE YEAR IN BRITISH COLUAIBIA.

This is a very comprehensive title and a large order. I hope I shall

not be expected to deal with all the insects of the year in British Co-

lumbia. I presume that the thought in the mind of the party who ar-

ranged the programme was that I would be expected to deal with

destructive or noxious insects.

Even if it were contemplated that I would deal with all the de-

structive insects of the year, the subject would be much too large to be

dealt with in the time allotted. I see that there are seven other subjects

to be dealt with, and each in turn must receive a fair share of the time

at our disposal. I will, therefore, confine myself to a few of the most

destructive insects with which we have to deal in this Province.

I may say that we have always had them with us, and mankind has

had from the earliest history of civilization to suffer more or less from

the destruction of insect pests, which prey on fruit, vegetables and grain.

It is the common experience of all mankind since the Creation.

We have evidence of the existence of noxious insects even in geo-

logical times. Dr. Dawson, our own Canadian Geologist, has abun-

dantly demonstrated this fact. In the early history of Egypt and Pales-

tine it has been shown that the inhabitants of those countries suffered a

great deal more from the depredation of insect pests than we are suffering

to-day, although I am bound to admit that it is the experience of

economic entomologists the world over that there is rapid increase in the

number of insects that afflict the agriculturist, horticulturist and gar-

dener.
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British Columbia, being a comparativeh' nevvl\^ settled Province, has

suffered less than most countries from destructive insect pests, although

we are, by our geographical position, and having trade relations with

practically every nation on earth, especially the Orient, more exposed to

insect invasion than any other section or province of North America.

Early in the history of the Province the pioneer fruit-growers wisely

took precaution to protect the country from insect invasion. We profited

by the experience of California, and were determined to protect our-

selves. In this we were aided by the Government of the day. In 1890

steps were taken to create a Board of Horticulture, with power to make

regulations governing the inspection of imported nursery stock, trees,

plants and fruit. The Regulations of the Board have, by Act of Par-

liament, the force of statute law, and it is entirely owing to the pro-

visions of these Regulations that the Province is free from many of the

most destructive of insect pests, which inflict such financial loss to our

neighbours to the south, and the Eastern Provinces of our own
Dominion.

We have, however, a few very destructive pests. I think it is wise to

deal with these. I presume that the object of this Society is to study

insect life with the view of protecting the country from the depredations

of destructive insects. I think we may take this for granted, and there-

fore I will deal briefly with some of our most injurious insects.

Lepidosaphes ulm't, commonly known as the Oyster Shell Scale, or

Mussel Scale. I can well remember when this Scale was not known

either in California, Oregon, W^ashington or British Columbia. I was

quite familiar with conditions in these States up to, and including the

year 1885, and am clearly of the opinion that this Scale did not exist

anywhere on the Pacific Coast prior to the year 1887, and that probably

it was imported on nursery stock from Ontario.

I saw it first on some grand old apple trees in the vicinity of London,

Ontario, in the year 1888. The owner of the trees was entirely oblivious

of the presence of the Scale, and was greatly astonished when I sug-

gested that he should examine it under a pocket lens. I myself was

amazed at the number of scales that were sucking the very life out of

these beautiful trees, which were in full fruitage.

On the completion of the Transcontinental Railroad we began the

importation of large quantities of nursery stock from Ontario. This

stock was planted mostly on the Lower Mainland, Vancouver Island

and the Islands, and I have no doubt whatever that the Oyster Shell

Scale was imported on this stock.

Fortunately for the Province, it is rarely found east of the Cascade

Mountains in British Columbia. I did discover a case of infection in the

Grand Forks Valley last October. In looking over the fruit that was
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being packed for shipment, I detected the Scale, traced the infection to

the orchard from which the fruit had been sent for packing, and notified

the owner that unless immediate steps were taken to destroy the infec-

tion, I would quarantine the orchard, although it is a large commercial

concern, consisting of thousands of bearing trees, and in the vicinity of

several very promising young orchards.

I have the assurance that the infection will be promptly dealt with.

It is by taking such precautions as these that we have been enabled to

keep the interior of the Province comparatively free from this pest.

Coming now to the life history of this insect, it completes the round

of life once a >ear. It belongs to the order "Hemiptera," Family

Coccidae, sub-family Diaspinae (Armoured Scales). It is owing to the

fact of being protected by the covering scale that it is one of our most

difficult pests to eradicate.

The winter is passed in the egg, underneath the protecting scale of

the female. I have here a sample of the egg clusters, which I will

submit for the inspection and information of all who should care to

examine it. These eggs hatch out usually the latter part of Ma\- on

the Lower Mainland, probably from one to two weeks earlier on \'an-

couver Island.

It is after the insects arc hatched, and the tiny youngsters are seeking

for a place to settle, that they are most exposetl to the effect of our

contact sprats. They cannot be poisoned, but must be destro\ed by

contact sprays.

If our fruit-growers will keep a close watch from the middle to the

last of May, and immediate!)- apply contact spraying material, such as

the "Black Leaf 40," a compound of Sulphur and Nicotine, and spray

the trees thoroughly with this mixture, the)' will do a great deal to

eradicate the pest.

If not destroyed at this time, the young insect establishes itself at a

favorable point on the bark of the trunk and branches. A favorite loca-

tion is on the fruit spurs. It inserts its beak and begins to suck nourish-

ment from the tissues under the bark.

As the female lays from fifty to eighty eggs, the increase is exceed-

ingly rapid, and with all those little suckers extracting the juices of the

fruit-tree, we may expect a rapid deterioration both in quantity and

quality of the fruit, for the juices that should properly go to the building

up of the tissues of the fruit are supporting an encrustation of these

Scales.

It takes about three months from the date on which the young are

hatched out till the female attains full maturity, and begins its egg-

la\ ing process. As soon as the tiny insect establishes Itself, white waxy

filaments extend from the back of the \oung. This excretion mats down
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and soon forms a protecting covering, which together with the skin of

the first molt forms a covering scale. Another molt occurs later, and a

second cast-off skin serves to enlarge the covering scale. The last molt

occurs in this latitude, probably about the first of August, or sixty to

seventy-five days after the eggs hatch out.

As stated above, the female begins to deposit her eggs soon after the

second molt. After she lays her eggs, her life work having been com-

pleted, she shrivels up and dies. The eggs remain under the scale until

the following spring, thus completing the round of life.

In the destruction of this pest, I have pointed out that the most

vulnerable period of their existence is after the young have hatched out,

but this is generally a busy time with fruit-growers and owners of fruit-

trees, and protective measures are usually neglected.

Fortunately we have in the commercial Lime-Sulphur solution, if

prepared in the proportion of one to nine or ten, and applied with a

spray pump having great force, a fairly good remedy for the destruction

of the pest.

Unfortunately this insect is exceedingly omnivorous, one of its favor-

ite food plants being the wild crab-apple, which is found in vast quan-

tities over the entire Lower Mainland and Vancouver Island. I believe

it is owing to the existence of this natural plant food that we have not

succeeded better in destroying this pest.

I believe the time is not far distant when the Government will be

obliged to bring down legislation to compel all owners of land through-

out the Province to cut down and destroy all wild crab-apples. If this

Society will give this suggestion their favorable consideration, and co-

operate with me in making this recommendation, I think it would be

one of the most useful things it can do.

Although we have many other minor scale insects, none of them, I

believe, are of sufficient economic importance to be dealt with in this

paper. My desire is to deal with the most destructive pests, irrespective

of the order to which they may belong.

This leads to a consideration of the order "Lepidoptera," Family

Lacosmoidae, of which the "Clisiocampa americana," commonly known
as the Tent Caterpillar, is the most prominent representative, and which

has been very destructive in some sections of the Province during the

year, but compared with sections of Washington, we have not suffered

nearly as much by the depredations of this insect.

There are several species of the Tent Caterpillar, and curiously

enough, most of them belong to the Pacific Coast. The "Clisiocampa

americana" is quite common in the Eastern States and our Eastern

Provinces, but I do not think it is quite as destructive in the East as it

is on the Pacific Coast.
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The moth is buff color, or dull brownish red, with two transverse

whitish, or pale yellowish, lines on the fore win^^s. This is the distin-

guishing mark from that of the forest Tent Caterpillar, which belongs

to the same family and is closely allied.

The "CUsiocampa" jMoth appears early in summer and lays its eggs

upon the tender shoots and fruit-spurs of the year's growth. The eggs

are laid in a ring-like cluster, about the twig, and are glued together

by a substance which is practically impervious to our most caustic sprays.

The eggs hatch out early in spring, just at the time when the tender

leaves are available for the food of the young caterpillars. Soon after

hatching they begin to form a tent in the nearest fork. Here they live

in company, moving out from time to time to feed. It is not uncommon

to see all the foliage destroyed in the vicinity of these nests. Any

season when they are very plentiful an entire orchard may be defoliated.

This has happened at several points on the Lower Mainland and on

Vancouver Island during the past summer.

Fortunately we have a remedy whereby these leaf-eaters may be

speedily destroyed. Arsenate of Lead, in the proportion of three pounds

to a barrel of water, if carefully sprayed on the foliage before any

serious injury has been done, will speedily destroy them. The Arsenate

of Lead is preferable to any other Arsenical sprays, because of its

adhesive qualities.

The caterpillars must feed on the foliage. It is their only food, and

if the material has been properly prepared and applied, they must inevi-

tably perish.

I would recommend that a close watch be kept on the trees during

the pruning season, and the egg clusters destroyed. This is the most

economical method of dealing with the infection.

After the caterpillars have obtained their full growth, they abandon

the nest and crawl to some convenient shelter in the vicinity. They

often seek the eaves of houses and sometimes fences, and weave a rather

thin cocoon of jellowish texture, this tinge being caused by a fine powder

of the color of sulphur. In these cocoons transformation occurs, the

pupal state lasting about three weeks.

After the moth emerges, she seeks the most desirable position for

laying her eggs, and she seems to be endowed with sufficient intelligence

to place the egg masses where the young may find proper food after

hatching.

This completes the life cycle of this insect. Fortunately it is subject

to a fungous disease which carries them off very speedily. It is not

uncommon to see thousands of them dead on a bush or tree. They are

subject also to a parasitical attack, to a slight degree. Entomologists will

often notice small white, globular eggs on the heads of the caterpillars.
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These hatch in due course, and the larvae penetrate the body of the

caterpillar, which is quickly destroyed.

The "CUnocampa americana" attaclcs various deciduous trees, but the

apple and wild crab-apple seem to be preferred, so that taking the two

most destructive insects with which we have to contend in British

Columbia, it will be seen that the wild-crab, to which reference was

made when I was dealing with the Oyster Shell Scale, constitutes a real

danger, which seriously interferes with the eradication of this destructive

pest.

It would be a relief to not only the fruit-growers, but those who

have shade-trees and plants, which are liable to be attacked by the Tent

Caterpillars, if the wild crabs throughout the Province were destroyed.

East of the Cascade Range the Tent Caterpillar is not nearly as

common as it is on the Coast. I think this is largely owing to the fact

that great care has been taken in the inspection of nursery stock, for it is

practically impossible for a tree or plant having an egg mass of the Tent

Caterpillar to pass the rigid inspection, vv^hich has been in force during

the last twenty years.

This is also true in regard to the Oyster Shell Scale. No tree or

plant infected with either pest is permitted to pass inspection.

The next most destructive pests are the Aphides Family, which

include the Woolly Aphis, "Schizoneura lan'igera," Plum Aphis, Green

Aphis of the apple, and Black Aphis of the peach and cherry.

These are all sucking insects, and more or less in evidence every-

where that fruit is grown. We have also the Hop Aphis, which is very

destructive some seasons, but which is easily controlled by using contact

sprays. I find by experience that the "Black Leaf 40," to which refer-

ence has already been made, has given by far the best results.

I have the most flattering testimonials from various sections of the

Province, stating that nothing that has been used hitherto has proved

so effective.

I may say it has also proved a very excellent remedy against the

aphis which attack cabbage, turnips and other root crops. A test was

made with the "Black Leaf 40" at the Government Old Men's Home,
in Kamloops, this year, and both superintendents of the Gaol and Old
Men's Home have reported that nothing they have ever tried has given

such good results, and that their garden crops were saved this year by
the use of this very valuable insecticide.

I refer to this for the guidance of those who may be interested in

protecting their gardens and bushes.

The "Pulvineaia occidentalis" has been more or less in evidence on

the Coast during the present year. It is not a very destructive pest, and

yet a bush may be greatly injured by its attacks. I have seen severa'
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such during; the present year. The Kerosene Emulsion has proved the

best remedy for this pest.

During the coming year it is my intention to use the Distillate sprays

more extensivel}-. They are comparatively cheap and easily applied, and

seem to give excellent results, both in California and Australia. Con-

sidering their cheapness, and the ease with which they can be applied, I

quite expect that they will become very popular in dealing with scale

insects.

I have made provision for supplies of this ver\ popular spra\ for the

coming season. The order has already been sent forward.

In conclusion, I may sa\ it is my intention to keep the public well

informed as to the general merits of the various spraying materials, which

are being constantly introduced.

Thomas Cuxxixgham,

Inspector of Fruit Pests.

]Mr. Treherne—In connection with the Oyster Shell Scale, may I

inquire if the scale is to any extent controlled naturally by parasites in

B. C. ? In the southern portion of Ontario where the majority of the

nurseries are situated, the scale is usually commonly parasitised h\

.J phi/in us inytildspidis.

Mr. Cunningham—\ es, large numbers are parasitised.

Mr. Wilson— If the scale was introduced into B. C. on nursery stock,

as you suppose, how do you account for it being taken miles away from

orchard land? I have found it on June berry, Barberry, Vine Maple,

as well as on the crab-apple, and also at an altitude between 2-3000 feet.

Mr. Cunningham—The medium of spread is undoubtedly birds, and

I have found ^oimg scales on the legs of flies.

Mr. Treherne—If the Oyster Scale is so common in the forests,

would the destruction of crab-apple trees in the vicinity of orchards

effectually control this insect?

Mr. Cunningham— I claim that in addition to the crab-apple trees

you mention, all crab-apple trees on the lands of speculators and land

companies should, by Government enactment, be destroyed. I ask this

Society to assist me in my endeavors to obtain Government control in

connection with these trees which undoubtedly represent a serious

nuisance to the Province. The acreage of crab-apple trees is so tremen-

dous and the ground they occupy so valuable that it would be a wise

measure to destroy them, as they harbor injurious insects and in par-

ticular this 0\ster Shell Scale.
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Mr. Bush— I quite agree that the crab-apple trees are bad and as

they grow more or less in clumps, their destruction would not entail so

much labor as one would think.

Mr. Wallace—How about the Government lands?

Mr. Cunningham—Let them also be attended to.

Mr. Chairman— I am sure we have to thank Mr. Cunningham for

his excellent paper, and I trust he will favour us with another of equal

practical importance another \ear. I wish now to draw your attention

to the ne.xt paper on the programme, the commercial culture of the

Narcissus. A recent importation in the form of the Narcissus Fly from

Holland is causing much consternation to the growers of bulbs on Van-

couver Island, and we are pleased to welcome Mr. Wallace here today

as a practical grower of this class of stock. It has been the special en-

deavour on the part of our secretary to introduce the practical side into

these meetings. I will now call on Mr. Wallace.

Mr. Wallace proceeded to give the members a short extempore

account of the trouble the Narcissus Fly has been to him on \ ancouver

Island, dealing briefly with methods he had himself tried towards

eradicating this insect. (His paper will appear at some later time.)

Mr. Chairman—Our secretary has been fortunate enough to obtain

an account of the depredations of this Narcissus Fly by ]\Ir. Priestly

Norman of \'ictoria, a gentleman who has been in close touch with the

commercial aspect of bulb-growing on the Island. I will now ask our

secretary to read Mr. Norman's paper.

"MERODON EQUESTRIS" IN SOUTHERN BRITISH

COLUMBIA.

"Mfrodon Equcslns ," or Narcissus Fly, is an insect, resembling,

roughly speaking, an ordinary bumble-bee, about the size of a large blue-

bottle or blow-fly.

A still closer resemblance may be drawn to the horse-fly of the

LTpper Countr\', with which many are familiar. The similarity to the

latter insect is so striking that the name " Eqiiestris" was derived from

it, this insect being much better known to the world generally, and

having a far greater sphere of action than the Narcissus F!}-, whose

ravages are principally confined to the Narcissus alone.

In speaking of this insect, let it be understood that I make no asser-

tions. I only give my observations and opinions. Having accepted as

theories, several of the popular dogmas connected with this insect (which

even at first hand are vague and unscientific), in the first place I was
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firadually led to belie\e tliat in several \ ital ways the habits of the insect

differed in British Columbia from its habits in Holland.

The perfect Hy is seen from the end of March to the beijinninL; of

September, but practically all the harm done is in the month of May,

as the hot sun, so essential to insect life, is during that month tempered

by a dampness, which keeps the Narcissus leaves fresh and succulent.

Their activit\- is naturally greatest in the hottest part of the day,

from 12 o'clock till about 2:30 or .\ and in badly affected areas their

peculiar hum at such a time is sufficient to attract the attention of the

uninitiated.

At this period the H\ mo\es in the air with a spasmodic, lateral

movement, is ver> restless when disturbed, and alights \ery lightlv some

distance off.

May being the month that the Narcissus Fl\ is most common and

vigorous, this is the time it is seen in copula, when in this condition it

seeks bj' preference a high growing object, such as a tree, bush or even

a high growing weed. A hedge is a very favorite spot, and b\ going

around the hedges or fences with a flat board or card it is possible to

kill any quantity in such a position, as naturall\' they are slow on the

wing when coupled, and disinclined to move \ery far.

The perfect fly is easil}" drowned, and, unlike nearly all other flies,

positively helpless in the water (I ha\e proved this by experiment),

which is a point worth noting.

The breeding season seems more clearl\ defined than an\' other

stage. This is probably due to the short life of the perfect insect.

I believe the insect lays its eggs in the centre of the crown of leaves

by means of a long o\ipositor, the grub in due time hatches out, and

enters the bulb.

How it affects an entry is a disputed point, as although it would

appear that the easiest way would be into the heart under the crown

of leaves, there is no proof that this is so, and I have never found a trail

that way.

The insect is poisonous to the narcissus, and sets up a rust ( which

is one of the ways to detect its presence), and there is never an\ mark

in the top half of the bulb. Therefore, the onl\ conclusion is that it

must enter from the base and work upwards.

This seems difficult to understand, as one would think that the

minute grub would have difficulty in making a passage through the

earth to the base of the bulb.

The grub takes about six months to feed, from the time of its entry

into the bulb, and then lies dormant till the turn of the year, or about

February-, when it vacates the bulb, and changes into pupa state, about
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half an inch below the surface of the ground, and ultimatel}' hatches

out, as mentioned previously.

I will now mention the varieties of Narcissus most liable to attack

by the fly, in order of percentage in each \ariet\ observed. The true

Narcissus type is most susceptible, then come the intermediate season

daffodils. (Commonest varieties mentioned).

Ren/rvus—most subject.

Bfirii rrj/ispiciiis—nearly as bad.

Orntitii):

Poetarum

Sir H'ntkin

Airs. Laiigtry

Von Sion

Emperor

Earl\- daffodils, like "Henry Irving," "Golden Spur" and "Princeps,"

are almost free, as are the late daffodils.

In the true white Narcissi the easiest way to detect the grub is to

examine the root crown, and as these varieties rarely stop rooting, the

year round, it makes it all the easier. If there is a portion where the

roots have not sprouted and looks brown, it is almost sure to contain a

grub. The usual way of squeezing the bulb to see if it is soft does not

so readily apply in the case of daffodils, as the true white Narcissi are

very hard bulbs. (Only a very small percentage of affected bulbs have

any external puncture, except at base of bulb.) My reason for believing

that an entrance is made there is that the progress of the grub upwards

is registered on the root crown ( this is only apparent in the continual

rooting Narcissi, which, incidentally, is the class particularly attacked

by the Fly), consequently as each bulb layer is bitten or pierced, a

corresponding number of roots decay.

Although the base is thus affected, and in advanced stages the root

growth ceases entirely before the dormant stage of the grub, a sporadic

growth of the flower spike and leaf crown often continues, with the

usual appearance (if strong enough to push through the earth) of a

sickly yellow leaf, nearly always single. This is an infallible sign of

the previous habitation of the grub in the month of February and

March.

The next point is the appearance of the grub in the bulb. The grub

seems to develop much more rapidly and healthily on damp spots (damp,

I am persuaded, is essential), as in harvested bulbs out of the ground

the grub is practically quiescent and torpid, starting to attack the bulb

vigorously when planted in the ground.

The fact that the grub has had a check is noticeable in this way: if

the grub is pure white and vigorous, it has received no check or shock

;
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if brown, leathery ami slujjj;ish, the bulb has been too dry for consump-

tion. In this case the passafi;e is filled with pulverized, effete matter,

instead of the liquid slush which characterizes the perfect development

of the grub.

As a proof of the irregularity of the grub stage, I have found

minute grubs in bulbs alongside full-fed grubs in the next bulb.

I believe the pest was imported into British Columbia about six

years ago, and was allowed to increase. As precedent was lacking in

Holland (the labor there being very cheap and efficient), the pest was

not dreaded. If they came across an affected area, they raised the bulbs

and destroyed the grubs. This process is necessaril\ more difficult here,

on account of the higher wages.

PRIESTLY NORMAX,
\'ictoria, B. C.

Mr. Wallace—I am inclined to differ from Mr. Norman in his

persuasion that dampness is essential to the healthy growth of the grub.

With the more susceptible varieties of bulbs attack is just as severe in

dry, warm, sheltered positions.

Mr. Bush—In one instance at least I am virtually certain I have

found the grub of this fly in a snowdrop.

Mr. \Vilson— 1 am of the opinion that it will also attack the iris.

Mr. Treherne— I woidd like to draw the attention of the florists

interested in this fly to the fact that there is a true bulb mite {Rhizogly-

phus hyacirithi Boisd) which is capable of being the primary cause of

injury to originally healthy bulbs. This mite has been taken in the East

on importations of bulbs from France, Holland and Japan. I take

pleasure in reading to you a short account of this mite as reported in

the Journal of Economic Entomology, February, IQll. 1 merely men-

tion this for fear of confusion in estimati(jn of the injury due to thL'

Narcissus Fly.

Through the courtesy of Dr. C. Gordon Hewitt, I am at liberty

to read an account of the insect as reported in his annual report lor

1911:

"Narcissus Fly {Mi-rodon Equcstris F)—During the past few years

this insect has been noticeably present in British Columbia. It was re-

corded in 1908 by Prof. R. C. Osborn, having been caught by Mr.

Harvey frequenting especially the flowers of the Salmon Berry [Rubus

spectabilis) . Professor Osborn believes that it properly belongs to our

North American fauna, but I am unable to agree with him on account

of its history in Canada and other countries. I am of the opinion that

it has been introduced into Canada on imported bulbs, as I lia\e found
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the larva durinf!; the present year on bulbs imported into Ontario from

Holland. It had been previously captured on Mount Royal, Montreal,

by Mr. A. Chagnon in 1903. In British Columbia, it is now a serious

pest of bulbs, and Mr. A. E. Wallace reported it as attacking narcissus

and daffodil bulbs near Victoria, B. C, about 50,000 bulbs having been

destroyed in the year. Mr. P. Norman has kindly furnished me with

particulars as to many of its habits in that locality which was visited

in October.

The perfect insect is seen from March to September, and appears

to begin to breed in May. The eggs are probably deposited in the

centre of the leaf crown. The larva are found in the centre of the

bulb, having made their entrance through the base of the bulb. The
bulbs are destroyed by the larva or maggots eating away the flattened

stem at the base of the bulb and afterwards destroying the centre of the

bulb. Professor Ritzema Bos, State Entomologist of Holland, who has

written a complete account of this insect, records the eggs as being laid

in the soil near the foliage. He informs me that it attacks chiefly

Nairhsus tagetta in Holland. Mr. Norman has observed that the early

varieties of daffodils, 'Princeps,' 'Golden Spur' and 'Henry Irving,' are

not attacked and that such varieties of narcissus as A', pocticiis oruatus

and N. p. poiinniin suffer considerably. The method of eradication

which has been found most simple and efficient in Europe is the annual

lifting of the bulbs and the destruction of all those which are found to

be attacked by the maggots, as can readily be seen. This method has

been found effective in England, and also, Professor Ritzema informs

me, in Holland. Soaking in water is of no value and the destruction of

the pupae in the soil by the removal of the latter in the spring is im-

practicable in a large scale. Satisfactory results may possibly be ob-

tained by poisoning the adult flies with sweetened arsenical baits, and

experiments on this are being carried on in British Columbia."

INSECTS INEECTING IMPORTED NURSERY STOCK,
FRUIT AND GRAIN, RECEIVED AT THE PROVINCIAL
FUMIGATION AND INSPECTION STATION, VAN-
COUVER, B. C.

Commencing with the Family Coccidae, of the order "Hemiptera,"

taking the Scale insects first

:

"Aspidiotus perniciosus." or San Jose Scale, the genus and species

of first economic importance, for which a large quantity of imported

nursery stock has been condemned, those principally affected being de-
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ciduous fruit-trees and bushes, ornamental trees and shrubs, imported

from the United States, Japan and Ontario.

( )tliers of this tienus are the "J. nslicnt foriiiis" and ".I. iiniyli/s," or

respectively, European and Putnam Scale, but not such serious pests as

the San Jose, on account of their less rapid production. Imported from

United States, Ontario, Japan, France, Holland, Beli^ium ami Enfi-

land.

"./. furlusi." or ^Vhite Cherry Scale, another of this genus, import-

ed from the L'uited States and Japan.

"A. rafiax." known as California Greedy Scale, imported from Pa-

cific Coast States, Fiji Islands and Japan, on apricot, peach, plum, cur-

rant, rose, ornamental shrubs and citrus trees. One or two other species

of this genus on ornamentals, citrus, palms, etc., from United States,

Australia and Japan, including "A. auvantl" and "A. citiiiahi," or Red

and Yellow Scale.

(jenus " Di/ispis." . Several species of the genus Diaspis on peach,

pear, prune, ornamental trees, shrubs and palms, orange and pineapple

from United States, Australia, China, Japan and Hawaiian Islands,

that of most economic importance being the "Diaspis pyricolii." ver\-

troublesome to many of the deciduous fruit-trees on the Pacific Coast,

and "Aulacaspis rosac." on blackberry and rose bushes, etc.

"Chion/ispis." The genus Chionaspis has been in e\'idence on fruit

and ornamental trees and shrubs, palms and citrus trees, and friiit from

England, Holland, Belgium, France, United States, Mexico, Australia,

China, Japan, Fiji and Hawaiian Islands, and Ontario. Probably the

most injurious species is "C. furfura," infecting many of the decitluous

fruit and ornamental trees and shrubs.

"M^TIL.\SPIS."

The genus Alytilaspis often puts in an appearance at the inspection

station, being found on both deciduous and citrvis fruit and ornamental

Oyster Shell Scale, "Lepidosuphcs tilini." and Purple Scale, "M. cilri-

cola." imported from ever\ countr\ alread\ mentioned.

"Lec.anilm."

Several species of the genus Lecanium have also been recorded

:

"Siiissclia oliiii." or Black Scale on prune, almontl and olive stock;

" Etih'ciiniiini arnnniiuiirii ." or Apricot Brown Scale, on apricot and

peach, mostly from California. Other species infecting ornamental trees

and shrubs have appeared very frequently on nursery stock from Europe,

England, United States and Japan.
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"Icerya purchasi." Cottony Cushion Scale, on grape stock, and

"Pulvinaria inniiiiuiiibilh." on several ornamental trees and shrubs, are'

also on record.

"Mealy Bugs": " Dactylofiius destructor" and "Dactylopius Utng'i-

y?//.f/' imported on ornamental shrubs and palms, often very numerous

on azalea from Japan, and pineapple from Hawaiian Islands.

"Aphis": "Schizo/ieurri lanigera," Woolly Aphis, on root and branch

of apple and crab trees from England, United States, France, Holland,

Belgium and Eastern Canada.

"Aphis pcrsiau-niger," Black Peach Aphis, on peach root from the

United States.

Green Aphis, "Aphis mali," eggs on apple-trees from England,

Europe, United States and Eastern Canada.

Plum Aphis, "Hyaloptcriis priini." eggs on plum-trees from United

States and Eastern Canada.

Cherry Aphis, "Myziis ccrasi," eggs on cherry-trees from the United

States.

Buffalo Tree Hopper, "Cerasa bubalus" Family "i\lt>nbraiidae,"

eggs inserted in bark of apple-trees from United States.

Order-Lepidoptera.

The insulated egg masses of the Tent Caterpillar (Clisiocainpa sp.)

have been found on the twigs and small limbs of many varieties of

nursery stock, both fruit and ornamental trees and shrubs, imported

from England, France, Holland, United States and Eastern Canada.

On similar stock the cocoons of the Fall Web Worm have also been

found, also the egg masses of the Tussock Moth, "Orgyia sp." and the

Fall Canker Worm, " Alsophila poinetaria."

Of far more economic importance is the "Sanninoidca cxitiosa." the

larva of which has often been found embedded in its own excavation in

the roots of peach, plum, apricot, almond and cherry trees, and com-

monly called the Peach Root Borer. It has been imported on nursery

stock from United States and Eastern Canada, and for which a large

quantity of stock has been condemned and destroyed.

Another insect causing tremendous loss to the peach, apricot and

plum growers in California and Oreogn is the Twig Borer, "Anarsia

lineatclla." the larvae of which have been found in stone-fruit trees im-

ported from California and Oregon.

The cases of the Bag Worm, "Thyridopti-ryx cphfiinriujnrinis," on

ornamental trees from United States and Japan.

The nests of the Brown Tail Moth, "Euproctis chrysorrhea." wiiich

has proven such a scourge in some of the Eastern States, have been im-
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ported into British Columbia on apple, pear and quince seedlintr and

rose stock from France, but in evcr\ case the nests containing: the \oung

larvae were carefully destroyed.

One single egg cluster of the Gipsy Aloth, "''" F'lrthctrla ilispar."

has appeared on ornamental stock from Europe.

The Mediterranean Flour Moth, "Ephcstin kiichnicUn." F"amily

"Phycitinae," and the "Angoumis Grain Moth," "Sitdlniya rcrcallclla."

of the Family "Tineina," imported in grain, corn and rice from United

States, Australia and Japan.

Order—"Coleopter.4."

The Flatheaded Apple-tree Borer, " Chrysohothris jctiiorata." and

the Roundheaded Apple-tree Borer, "Sapcrihi caudiila." larvae found in

trees from United States.

The Sinuate Pear Bark Borer, "Jynlus siniialiis." larva fountl in

trees from United States and Japan.

The Apple Twig Borer, "Schistocfros li/uii/itiis." pupa found in

elder and maple from England and United States.

The Blackberry Cane Borer, "Agrilus ruficollis." larvae found in

blackberry cane from United States.

The Giant Root Borer, "Prioniis InluoUis." lar\ae in roots of orna-

mental and fruit-trees from United States and Japan.

Old crops of rice from Japan are often badly infected with larvae

of the beetle "Tenebrio molifor," but are easily dispatched bv the use

of Carbon Bisidphide, along with the Angoumis Moth and Rice Weevil

of the genus "Calandra."

The fruit bark beetle. "Scolytiis ruyulosus." which is of considerable

economic importance on many of the deciduous fruit-trees and some

ornamental, has been foiuid on rare occasions.

The Black Gooseberry Borer, " Xylocriiis J ijassizii." larva in root

of gooseberry bushes from United States.

Raspberry Root Borer, " Mtinb'icui inarg'inatd." from United States.

Order—"H^mexoi'ter.a."

Blackberry gall insect, " Diastr<jphus nthulosits." larvae in galls on

stem of blackberr\ from United States.

*As this record is the first of its kind to be taken in Canada, it would
be well to state the details. Two or three years ago an egg cluster on
imported ornamental stock from Holland closely resembled the egg
cluster of the much dreaded Gipsy Moth. The eggs failed to hatch,

so no definite determination was made.—\V. H. L.
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"AcARixA," OR Mites.

The Red Spider, "Tctranychus sp.," and the Clover Mite, "Bryobia

pratensls." often found on apple, plum and many ornamental trees from

England, Eastern Canada and the United States, the eggs being de-

posited around the base of the small twigs and laterals.

Pear Blister Mite, "Eriophyes pyri," in the bud scales of pear-trees

from England and the United States.

This about completes the list of insects that have arrived in British

Columbia as undesirable immigrants, and have been treated accordingly.

W. H. LYNE,

Assistant Provincial Inspector Fruit Pests.

BOMBVCIA IMPROVISA, EDW. AND ITS CONGENERS.

In Dyar's list of orth AmericaN nLepidoptera (1902) the name

" tcarl'n" Edw. is given as a synonym of Bombycia " itnprovisa" Edvv.

On our finding two Bombycias in the Duncans District of Vancouver

Island somewhat alike, it was at first thought that one was merely a

variety of the other, namely, "i/riproviso" the species and "tearlii" the

variety. But for the last two or three years I have felt convinced that

the two forms were distinct species. This conviction has recently been

confirmed by Messrs. Barnes and McDunnough in the September, 1910,

number of the New York Entomological Society (Vol. XVII., No. 3),

where, under the heading of "Bombycia fasciata, new species," is given

a description of the moth which we have been inclined to regard as

"tearlii" Edw., but which Messrs. Barnes and McDunnough state is

not that species. 1 may remark that the insect figured in Holland's

"Moth Book" as B. tearlii Edw. is evidently B. improvisa, Edw.

For the benefit of anyone who has not the Journal of the New York

Entomological Society to refer to, I will quote the description and re-

marks, as follows

:

Bombycia fasciata, new species.

"Collar and prothorax rudd\ brown: patagia crested, gray, edged

with dark brown ; posterior portion of thorax gray ; abdomen smoky

brown ; base of legs clothed with rosy hairs
;
primaries, ground color

light purple brown, suffused at base and terminal portion of wing

with light whitish green and crossed by a broad median band of the

same color ; the basal green portion of wing is bordered by an in-

distinct geminate, outwardly oblique, subbasal line, angled inwardly
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on submedian fold and fiUeil with light green ; at a short distance

beyond, a geminate t, a. line filled with ruddy brown runs parallel

to subbasal line, outer line of the two being broadly black; median

area with small black spot in cell and a wavy black median shade

exterior to spot ; t, p. line geminate, almost perpendicular, slightly

outcurved opposite cell, incurved on submedian fold ; inner line deep

black, space between ruddy brown; at a point beyond t. p. line, ecpial

to distance between subbasal and t, a. lines, a perpendicular, hnui-

late, pale green line, the area beyond this being almost entirely-

whitish green; below apex of wing a slight black curved line, con-

tinued indistinctly as a greenish shade edged with dusk\- to anal

angle, often entirely absent; terminal black line slightly lunulate;

fringes rosy gray. Secondaries dark smoky gra\-, lighter along outer

margin with traces of black subbasal line and lighter median band.

Beneath smoky, banded with lighter, costa, apex of wing and fringes

rosy ; small discal spot on secondaries.

"Expanse, 37.5 mm.
"Habitat,—Duncans, Vancouver Island (Oct. 1-7), 2 males, 9

females.

"Type, Coll, Barnes.

'This species, which is very constant in markings in all speci-

mens before us, we consider distinct forms both 'improvisa' Edw.

and 'tearIa (sic) Edw. The latter species can at once be separated

by its dull gray color and lack of contrasting markings ; the median

area is scarcely lighter than the remainder of the wing and there is

no green whatever present ; Dyar is evidently in error in making it

synonymous with 'improvisa' Edw. The green basal area of 'impro-

visa is more limited than in fasciata and of a decided apple green

shade ; the broad suffusion of greenish in the outer portion of wing

bordered inwardly by geminate line is almost lacking in improvisa,

being confined to an apical patch continued as a waved line; the

course of the t, a. line also differs in the two species; in improvisa it

is strongly oblique below costa and well angled inwardly on sub-

median fold ; in fasciata it is much less oblique and the angle is not

prominent ; this latter distinction holds good in six specimens of

improvisa and eleven of fasciata compared by us."

My own observations entireh agree with the foregoing descriptions

and remarks pertaining to improvisa and fasciata. with the exception

that all the markings which Messrs. Barnes and McDunnough call

"black" are in my specimens a very dark chocolate brown.

I will now proceed to give my reasons for considering that "impro-

visa" and "fasciata" are distinct from each other and the latter worthy

of being raised to the rank of a species.
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In both cases the imajies bear a superficial resemblance to each

other, but an.vone well acquainted with the insects would have no diffi-

cult) in separating them. The greatest difference, however, lies in the

time of appearance and also in the early stages of the insects. To take

the time of appearance first, fasciata is on the wing from the end of

September to about the middle of October, and just when it is getting

worn and over, iinprovisa puts in a first appearance quite freshl)

emerged
; and continues for a fortnight or so after fasciata has practically

disappeared. In some years, however, the two species overlap a little.

With regard to o\a : at the present time I have eggs from both

species

—

fasciata laid 9th to 12th October

—

iinprovisa laid 23rd to 28th
October. Perhaps it would be plainer to contrast the other special dif-

ferences of the ova in separate columns.

Fasciata. Improvisa.

1. Laid singly and promiscuously 1. Laid end to end regularly (in

attached (lengthwise) to box. lines containing varying num-

2. Shape, cylindrical, with round- bers of eggs) like strings of

ed ends ; about one-third longer elongated beads, and attached

than broad. Length, half a firmly to box.

line. Breadth one-third of a

r c„ I t J •»! 1 • -• The same, but the. size consid-
Ime. sculptured with longi-

^ 1- 1 . • ,- ^ I
erably smaller and with tlie

tudinal stnations, strongly
. .

1 J

'

striations not so pronounced.

3. Color (after the first few da\'s 3. Greenish yellow at first, after-

when they were the usual wards purplish brown with a

greenish yellow), medium greenish tinge, like bloom on a

brown with a somewhat irrides- plum. Not as irridescent as

cent purplish tinge. fasciata.

So far as the egg stage is concerned, the foregoing may be relied

upon to apph to the respective species.

With regard to the larvae, the following descriptions are taken from

my notebook for 1908, in which year I possessed examples of both spe-

cies, but they all died when nearly full grown, so that I cannot positively

say which was which. Assuming, however, that the earlier larva turned

to the earlier moth {fasciata) and the later larva to the later moth

(B. improvisa) , the following notes would hold good:

B. fasciata, Barnes and McDunnough.

Lar\a (nearly full fed) beaten from wild cherry. May 8th,

1908. Color, dirt\' brown, underside lighter, a central lighter

band runs from the head to anal segment where it ends in a point

cut off by a transverse chocolate colored line. This marking is the
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most conspicuous on the lar\a. There are six other dark h'lies,

three on each side of the central band near tlie head at the hinder

part of tlie 1st, 2nd. and jrd segments pointinj; diagonally forward

from the central band. At the base of the last pair of marks are

indistinct bands margining the central band. Tiie central band has

a central line widening a little on each segment except on the last

three, where it is hareh traceable. Head pinky brown with blackish

blotches. There are groups of three and four dark dots on both

sides of each segment, situated in the darkish band on each side of

the central band and also dots below the spiracles. There is a short

putty colored line exteniiing backward from each spiracle.

B. improvisn, H. Edw.

Ova hatched at the beginning of May, 1909. Larva quite small

when one larva of fasciatu found wild half grown and another full

fed. General appearance of the larva when young the same in both

species. Newly hatched larvae chose wild cherry out of several food

plants offered them and continued feeding on the same until they

died. At the end of May imfirovisa much brighter in color than

f/isciatd and of a more orange brown. The markings are distinctly

mustard yellowish. The central channel ends posteriorly in light

brown transverse marking and not in a dark one like fasciatu. Above

the spiracles the subdorsal area is a tawny brown.

All the lar\'ae (5) found dead in sleeve (on growing wild

cherr\ ) 5lh June. They were flaccid as if killed h\ heat. The

largest was then 1 ' 4 inch long.

To sum up the most striking differences, fasciata larva was full

grown about the second week in May, whereas improvisa would have

been full grown about the second week in June. Fasciata is duller than

improvisa and has not the distinct mustard yellowish markings along

the sides, nor the arrangements of shading which give the impression

of diamond shapes down the back. On the other hand, the markings

behind the head and on the anal segment are darker in fasciata than in

improvisa.

Of course further experience with the early stages will be required

to ascertain if the differences I have noted are constant or not. and it

will be necessary to breed the separate forms right through, before one

can speak with any degree of certainty, but perhaps the foregoing may

be acceptable, pro tempore, as a contribution to the subject.

I may state that my "rough and ready" and incomplete descriptions

of the larvae were noted for m\' own information and not with the idea

of publication.

(^,1:0. O. DA^'.

"Sahlatston," Duncans, R. C, 14th Nov., 1911.
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CLniATIC INFLUENCES AT WORK IN THE PROVINCE
AFFECTING PLANT AND INSECT LIFE.

I may preface my remarks tonight by saying that I like to pick out

my own text, and don't profess to be a literary man nor yet an universal

genius who, with the pen of a ready writer, can atack any subject under

the sun, or the earth, or the waters under the earth.

It is a little hard to know just exactly how to treat the subject

which has been laid down for me in the programme. There are sev-

eral methods of getting at it. We might, for instance, go away back

into the womb of time and look at the gradual distribution of plants

and insects in their struggle for existence. We might compare some of the

general and even the species of this country with those of the old country.

When I say this country, I mean this part of British Columbia. In

some cases we find they are identical, as witness our Droceras and

Lentibularias, both insectivorous plants. Where there is a difference it

is generally that the individuals here are larger. Take, for instance,

the Cowparsnip of the old country, Heracleu?ii spfiondi'lium, a plant

seldom growing more than three feet high, and compare it with our

H, lanatum, which I have seen over eight feet in height and with leaves

inclusive of the petioles as much as 3^ to 4 feet. Again, take the little

plant belonging to the old country, Adoxa moschatalina, a little thing

seldom more than an inch high, and compare it with its gigantic cousin

the Devils Club, Fasia horrida, which grows in semi-tropical profusion

on our mountain slopes, where the soil is rich and the copious showers

of warm rain are driven in from the Pacific. Such instances as these

indicate the primaeval condition of our vegetative growth where do-

mestication and its relative diminishing effect on plant growth have not

made themselves so noticeable. Let me for one instance compare our

mammals here with those of the old country. Take the little roedeer

and place it side by side with such gigantic herbivores as the Elk and

the Moose. These instances I consider as due to climate conditions and

to the factor whereby the food materials for plants still remain virginal

resulting in the raising of large quantities of food for the indigeous

animals which up to this stage of the world's history have not been

affected to any marked degree by the hand of man.

I have said that where differences exist in this country the types

here are larger ; I ought to say that this does not apply so much to in-

sects. I have not found that there is very much difference in the size

of the individual, but when it comes to numbers the preponderance is

vastly on the side of British Columbia. I do not necessarily mean to

imply that excessive numbers of certain insects during certain years is

a factor peculiar to British Columbia, because I know other parts of
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the fjilobe are at times disturbed b\ unusual outbreaks of anno\ int; in-

sects; but the point I wish to make is that the ch'matic temperament

of B. C, while influencing the size of both plants and animals in B. C,
the same factors with insects affects their numbers. Some eight years

ago the waters of Esquimalt Harbour were completely covered by the

adults of the Pine White, Mentipia iieophasla, and two years ago in

Southern Okanagan this same insect was so common on the Bull Pines

that six or seven adults could be caught b\- each sweep of the net In

their direction.

Again, on comparing the vegetation of the coast with the so-called

Dry Belt of B. C, the difference is very marked. In many cases the

same species are common to both districts. Take onl\ one instance, the

Douglas Fir. It is no uncommon sight to notice a tree cut six feet on

the stump on the coast, but such a thing would be unknown in the dry

belt.

I am afraid the subject is too vast to bring within the scope of a

paper of this kind, so instead I shall take the liberty to switch off a

little and try and show the effect of distribution of some of our common
insects, at the same time pointing out where this might be due to climatic

influences.

If we take a map of B. C. and look at the \alle\' of the Fraser

River, from Hope down to its mouth, you will notice that we have

here one of the most important farming districts in the Province. This

comprises the districts of Agassiz, Harrison, Chilliwack, Dewdney,

Matsqui, Langley, Surrey, Delta and Lulu Island. This part of the

country is, from its climatic and soil conditions, naturally one which

carries a most luxuriant plant growth, and consequently is a rich feed-

ing ground for many species of destructive insects. The insect which

has caused the most visible destruction is the Tent Caterpillar. For

five jears it has devastated the forests, and where timely protection has

not been given the orchards have also been destroyed. Long stretchs

of country in the Fraser \ alley may be seen where the bush has been

killed, and in such numbers were they on occasion that I have known

them on the C. P. R. railway line to cause the engineer considerable

difficulty in starting a grade owing to the grease from these insects on

the rails. On Vancouver Island the depredations of this insect have

been confined to more restricted areas. These are the immediate

neighbourhood, the Saanish peninsula ; the neighbourhood of Duncans,

from whence there is a gap of nearly ninety miles over onto the low,

rich land about Alberni. Now when we examine the soil and vegetation

in all of these different districts, we find a preponderance of what I

think is the natural and favorite plant food of this insect. \iz., the wild

crab-apple. 1 ha\e observed that it attacks something like this:
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1. Wild crab-apple, willow, orchard-apple, cherry.

2. Birch and plum.

3. Alders and sometimes hazel.

I have also seen it strip the leaves from poplars up to 40 and 50 feet

high. I have never seen it attack the pear or the maple. I have had a

number of men, both white and Indian, taking observations on this

point, and they will bear me out. I took a photograph of two trees

growing side by side, an apple completely denuded of foliage and that

of a pear untouched. I know I do not see eye to eye with some of our

Entomologists in the East, but perhaps our B. C. insects have different

habits from the Eastern forms.

Much has been written and preached about the Divine given instinct

which teaches insects to choose for their egg-laying that plant whose

leaves will afford the most suitable food for the future generation. I

am afraid this insect has not profited by its teaching, as it often makes

mistakes. I have observed the egg masses laid on different plants which

could not by any possible chance be of any use to the young larvae.

For instance, I have found them on a number of deciduous plants such

as nettle stems, fireweed, Epilobium augustifoUum, hop vines, several

of the grasses, including wheat and oats, and last summer I found a

nest that had hatched out on the Douglas Fir. I may say that from

observations which I have made during the past summer and fall, that

with the exception of a few local spots, Nature has again reasserted

itself, and through the agencies of fungous and parasites we are likely

to be free from any serious infestation of the Tent Caterpillar for a

short time to come. So much, then, for the Tent Caterpillar.

An insect which is common both to the Coast and the Dry Belt is

the Fall Webworm, which attacks all classes of deciduous trees and

shrubs. It is earlier and more virulent in its operations in the dry

country than it is near the coast. I have noticed it in the Dry Belt

as early as July, while down on the Coast district it seldom commences

work before September.

What threatens to become a menace to cherry and pear groweis,

more especially in the dry part of the Province, is the "slug" Eriocdiii-

poides liinacina. I noticed this insect as early as the end of June on

the wild thorn in the woods and on cherry and pear in the orchards

around Salmon Arm, and all down the Okanagan country as far as

Penticton. There are two, if not three, broods in the season in the Dry

Belt ; on the Coast seldom more than one. The Dry Belt of the in-

terior seems conducive to the spread of this pest, and unless efforts are

put forth to combat it in the early summer it will certainh weaken

the tree through denuding them of their foliage.
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I dare say you have read, and perhaps seen, the effects of the de-

predation of the Spruce Bud Worm. It has ravaged the forests of

Douglas Fir and other conifers on different parts of the south end of

Vancouver Island and also the islands of the Gulf lying adjacent to

the east coast. This insect cetrainly owes its distribution and spread

to climatic conditions. The prevailing winds are from the South

around Victoria and the spread of the insect is from the south northward.

From observations it seems to be disappearing from the neighborhood

of Cowichan Bay, where it was very plentiful last year, but on the other

hand it has increased its distance about four miles further north from

Victoria along the line of the E. &: N. Railway.

In this already too long paper I have purposely confined myself to

some of the leaf-destroying insects, but I hope at some future meeting

to have something to say about the aphides and others which infest our

low rich alluvial lands of the Fraser \'alle\.

Tom Wilsox,

1103 Broadway West, \'ancouver, B.C.

THi: LIFE HISTORY OF IXODES ANGUSTUS (BANKS)

by

Seymour Hadwex, D. V. Sci.

This tick is found on a variety of animals, but in British Columbia

occurs principally on squirrels {Sciurus hudsonius douglasi and Sciurus

hudsonlus vancouverensis.

)

The life history, as gi\en below, is the result of a series of experi-

ments made in summer and winter at room temperature. The time

given of 221 days for the complete life c\cle is probably very nearly

what occurs in nature. It would appear that the time required for

Ixodes angustus to go through its life cycle is shorter than in many

other varieties of Ixodes, as squirrels have nests, and it is in these that

ecdysis occurs, the process being naturally hastened by the warmth of

the animal.

The squirrels from which the ticks were taken, were shot at all

times of the year and had about an equal number of ticks upon them.

One point to note about squirrels is that they do not seem to wander

far away from their abodes, and are often seen feeding day after day

in the same spot; thus, any gorged ticks which dropped off them to

moult would stand a good chance of getting onto the same animal

again. Another interesting feature is the fact that males were seldom
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found together with the females on the squirrels, nearly 200 females and

nymphs were captured before a single male was encountered. This

means that copulation between the sexes occurs almost wholly in the

squirrels' nests or on the ground.

The same general life history should apph' also to the ticks found

on other nesting animals, such as coons, and perhaps skunks, but to those

which move about a great deal, like the mink and martens, I do not

think it would apply, nor for bears, which den up after the cold weather

has started and would no doubt go into their dens free from ticks.

Ixodes texanus (Banks) was found twice on coons (Procyon lotor)

captured in hollow trees, both times in the dead of winter
; one of them

up North when the thermometer was much below zero. The exact

temperature was not ascertained, but the trees round about were crack-

ing with the frost.

These observations are further confirmed by the fact that no ticks

have been found on the hares (generally known as rabbits) of the

lower mainland in the winter, whereas in the summer ticks are almost

invariably found on these animals.

Though ticks are able to withstand low temperatures without being

killed, they become torpid when cold, and in my experiments, would

not attach themselves to animals unless they had been previously warmed.

Once they are firmly attached they are protected by the hair, and are,

of course, kept warm by the animal's heat.

In conclusion I desire to express my gratitude to Professor Nuttall,

F.R.S., of Cambridge, for his help and encouragement in the study of

these and other blood-sucking parasites, and to Mr. F. Kermode,

Curator Provincial Museum, for giving me the scientific names of the

various animals I have been working with.

Ixodes angustus (Banks).

Gorged, female

—

Average of

Oviposition began at 16 days

Larvae hatched at 73 days

Larvae fed on rabbit

—

Average time of feeding 2.3 days

Ecdysis, larvae issue as nymphs 61 days

Nymphs fed on rabbit

—

Average time of feeding 2.5 days

Ecdysis, nymphs issue as adults 29 days

Adults attach and remain for 7 days

Allowance for hardening of skin after ecdysis and time

in waiting for host, ten days at each stage 30 days

221 d avs

Thus it is possible for Ixodes aityiistus to go through its various

stages in seven months.
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OBITUARY

REV^ GEORGE W. TAYLOR, F.R.S.C, F.Z.S.

The subject of this memoir was born in Derby, England,

in 1851, and came to Canada when he was twenty-five years of

age. He settled in Vancouver Island and studied for the min-

istry under the Rt. Rev. George Hills, D.D., Bishop of Colum-

bia. He was made a deacon in 1884, and ordained to the

priesthood in 1886. His first clerical charge was Cedar Hill,

a few miles out of Victoria, and his next a parish in that city,

where during his charge a church was built. After some years

of active service in the Columbia Diocese, he moved to Ottawa

and there founded the Church of St. Barnabas. This was

after the death of his wife.

After a few years in Ottawa, for the benefit of his health

he moved back to British Columbia and bought some property

on Gabriola Island, a large island off Nanaimo, on Vancouver

Island. Here he resided for a short time, looking after his

young family and devoting his spare time to the study of shells

and insects, continuing the work, in this line, that he had taken

up on his arrival in the Colony.

From Gabriola he moved to Wellington, near Nanaimo,

and became rector of the church there; this charge he retained

until five years ago, when he was appointed by the Federal

Government, Curator of the Marine Biological Station at

Departure Bay. He was largely responsible for the estab-

lishment of this Station, chose the site on Departure Bay, and

had the building of the Station left entirely in his hands. He
held this position until his death.

Mr. Taylor died of paralysis on August the 22nd last,

and was buried in the cemetery at Nanaimo. He leaves to

mourn his loss, a married daughter and three sons. The
funeral service was read by a dear friend of the deceased, the

Venerable Archdeacon Scriven.

For several years prior to leaving Wellington, I believe

he conducted the services there without any recompense in the

way of a stipend, and after the move to Departure Bay he



carried on a Sunday service in a school building about a mile

away from the Station, whenever possible, until failing health

prevented.

In 1881, Mr. Taylor was made a Fellow of the Royal

Society of Canada. He had been for many years a Fellow of

the Zoological and Entomological Societies of England, and

fifteen years ago was elected a Corresponding Member of

the Ottawa Field Naturalists' Club. All these societies have

been benefitted by his labors. In 1887 he was appointed Hon-

orary Provincial Entomologist of British Columbia. About six

years ago, a B. C. Entomological Society was formed, and of

this he naturally became the President.

Soon after his arrival on Vancouver Island, he gave atten-

tion to the attractive and then but little known fauna of the

Pacific Coast, for in the preface to the Toronto Check List of

Insects, which was published in 1883, Messrs. Brodie and

White speak of him as a collector to whom their thanks were

due, and at the annual meeting of the Entomological Society

of Ontario, held in London, Ont., October 15, 1884, Mr.

James Fletcher presented, on behalf of Mr Taylor, a collec-

tion of Diurnal Lcpidoptcra to the Society. On this occasion

Mr. Fletcher said "that although Mr. Taylor was but a new
member, he had already done good work." In the report of

this meeting, the first contribution by the Rev. G. W. Taylor

to the annals of the Society appears. It is entitled "Notes on

the Entomology of Vancouver Island." In the "Canadian

Entomologist" for the same year (Vol. XVI.) other papers

written by him will be found. In the Annual Report of the

Entomological Society for 1887, he published a very interest-

ing account of Mount Finlayson, in search of Chionabas gigas,

Butler. It was during the period of his second residence in

Vancouver Island, that he became a constant contributor to

the pages of the "Canadian Entomologist." In the volumes

of that magazine numbered from XXXVI. to XLII., inclu-

sive, no less than eighteen papers from his hand appear. His

last contribution, entitled "On Some New Species of Meso-

leuca," is given in the number for March, 1910.

Of late years Mr. Taylor gave much attention to the

Geometridae, especially those belonging to the genera Eplth-

ecia. Curtis, and Mesoleuca, Hubner. Of these he described



and named many new species. The whole of his collection of

Geometridae was recently purchased by Dr. Wm. Barnes, of

Decatur, 111., who without doubt will make excellent use of it,

but we cannot but regret that so much of the fruit of our late

friend's research and ability should have passed from the Do-

minion.

Mr. Taylor was well known as a student of Pacific Gsast

shells, especially those of British Columbia ; he was a keen

collector in conchology, and was also well posted in many
other branches of Natural History, and he leaves a very large

and valuable collection of shells, particularly rich in Limpets

and Unionidae. In the transactions of the Royal Society of

Canada, 1S95-96, he published a Preliminary Catalogue of the

Marine Molusca of the Pacific Coast of Canada, with notes

upon their distribution ; also a Supplement to the same a year

or two later, and was engaged upon a new Catalogue for

publication, which, owing to poor health, was never com-

pleted.

He contributed articles on shells, to the "Nautilus" (a

monthly devoted to the interests of Conchologists, now in its

26th year), in Vol. V. to VIII. and X. When living in Vic-

toria in 1891, he published a List of the Land and Fresh Water

Shells of Vancouver Island (Vol. V.), and in Vol. VII. a very

interesting account appears of dredging operations in Departure

Bay with Professor Macoun. Mr. Taylor was also a contrib-

utor to the Ottawa Field Naturalist.

One of the writers corresponded with Mr. Taylor as far

back as 1888, chiefly in connection with their mutual hobbies

(shells and insects), but did not meet him until the spring of

1901, when he was moved from the Prairies to Victoria, but

since their visits were exchanged whenever possible, and some

of the writer's happiest recollections are of pleasant evenings

spent under his hospitable roof at Wellington, and later at

Departure Bay.

Undoubtedly Mr. Taylor's chief scientific work was done

in connection with Marine Zoology, and in recognition of this

the Federal Government in 1905 appointed him a member of

the Dominion Fisheries Commission for British Columbia. In

the report of that Commission Mr. Taylor described as many



as thirty kinds of edible shellfish, and there is in course of pub-

lication by the Dominion Government at the present time a

very long and valuable report on the crabs, shrimps, and other

Crustacea of British Columbia. (Ottawa Evening Journal,

Aug. 24th, 1912). In the thirty-fourth Annual Report of

the Entomological Society of Ontario appears a highly apprecia-

tive and eulogistic account of Mr. Taylor from the pen of the

late Dr. Fletcher. From it we learn that many naturalists have

given honor to Mr. Taylor by naming after him new species of

various kinds, as for example, Melitaea taylori, W. H. Edwards.

Modiolaria taylori, Dall. Lcucandra taylori, Lambe.

The following words written by Dr. Fletcher in the life-

time of Mr. Taylor, and in the paper above referred to, were

justly due to the deceased: "Mr. Taylor is an indefatigable

collector, and a generous correspondent, who considers no

trouble too much to make observations or secure specimens when

specially desired. In his parish work he is painstaking, gentle

and self-denying—always ready to help. A clear and forcible

preacher, and an earnest liver, who shows in his works that

religion is not an accessory of everyday life, but an integral part

of it."

Both the Rev. George W. Taylor and Dr. James Fletcher

(Dominion Entomologist and Botanist) were men of striking

personality and rare attainments, and neither were permitted to

see old age ; in them Canada has lost men and scholars whose

place it will be very difficult to fill.

A. W. Han HAM,
F. W. Fyles.

Note.—The pbotograph of the late Rev. G. W, Taylor appeared as the frontis

piece to the last Annual Report.
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The Thirteenth Annual Meeting of the British Columbia Entomo-

logical Society was held in the Botanical Room, Parliament Buildings,

Victoria, B. C, on January 9th, 1913.

The meeting was called to order by the President. Mr. Tom
Wilson, at 10:00 a. m., with 22 members present. The day was divided

into morning, afternoon and evening sessions. At the evening session 27

members were present.

Mr. Chairman—We will commence proceedings by receiving

reports from the various districts. I notice that I am first on the pro-

gramme with a report from the Lower Mainland, so without further

delay I will present it.

REPORT FROM VANCOUVER DISTRICT.

On account of the unusually wet season which has not been con-

ducive to the propagation and spread of many of our pests throughout

the Eraser Valley and surrounding districts, we were not very greatly

troubled with many injurious insects during the summer of 1912. The
attack of the caterpillar Malacosoma erosa seemed to be confined to the

west and southwest of the mainland, comprising part of the Municipality

of Surrey and part of the Delta, as far as Blaine on the American

boundary, and the immigration laws with regard to pests seemed not to

have been put in force, so the insect exchanged visits to both sides of the

International line in a perfect spirit of reciprocity. In the town of

Blaine they were not only a nuisance, but were positively loathsome,

crawling over fences and into open doors and windows. All along the

shore of Simiamhoo Bay the few orchards and all the diciduous trees
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were completely denuded of foliage. The attack seemed to get less as

we got further inland till around Chilliwack and at Harrison on the

opposite side of the Fraser River, although the worms emerged in large

numbers, many of them dried up and did no further harm, while as a

whole, the most of them remained sluggish and nearly all were attacked

by parasites. What these were I have not been able to determine. A
rather bad, thougii isolated, attack of this insect was around Agassiz,

where many of the orchards and also the crab apple brush were defoliated.

This infestation did not extend beyond a mile east of Agassiz. I am
glad that the point has now been cleared up with regard to the feeding

habits of this insect. I think I was the first to report to the Department

at Ottawa that I had never seen it attack the foliage of the pear, but

this seemed to be pooh poohed down there. Now it has remained for

some of our American friends to make the same observation, and to

prove it.

Red Humped Apple Tree Caterpillar, Schizura concinna, I found

doing extensive damage in the arid and semi-arid parts of the Fraser

Valley. It seemed to be most voracious, sometimes four or five caterpillars

would be hanging to the margin of a leaf gradually eating their way into

the midrib. One could almost fancy one could hear the sound of their

jaws when they were busy feeding. Some of them I found to be

attacked by the parasite Limneria.

Fall Web Worm, Hyphantria textor. This insect is no respector

of plants when it wants food. All the deciduous trees seem to have

been made for it. It attacks the apple, plum, cherry, pear and peach in

the orchards ; and maple, choke cherry and thorn are rendered unsightly

by the destruction of the leaves and also by the filthy webs which remain

long after the foliage has disappeared. This web will be full of the

remains of the worms and their excreta. This insect extends its work

from the Fraser far into the interior.

Several of the Cut Worms, Noctuids, did much injury in different

parts of the district. The first that I noticed was up the Coast about 20

miles, at Sechelt. A little later I found cut worms all the way down the

Fraser Valley between Lillooet and Lytton, where they had eaten ofif

such things as cabbages, tomatoes, cauliflowers, etc. In some cases these

had been planted three times before a crop could be insured. I may say

that I also saw the same grubs at Alberni near the West Coast of Van-

couver Island.

Bud Moths, SpUonota (Tmetocera) ocellana, were very prevalent

and certainly injured such fruits as apple, plum and cherry, and more

especially the Italian prune, and I believe reduced the output of this

by 50 per cent.
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Click Beetles were very numerous, working among the plum blos-

soms. They also were to be blamed, in some measure, for reducing the

crop in some districts.

The Hop Flea Beetle, Psyloide punctulata, was still in evidence in

the hop yards at Chilliwack, but I think on account of the rather moist

season it did not do so much damage as usual and good crops were

gathered. This insect is very catholic in its feeding habits, as it will

eat nettles, clover, chickweed, tomatoes, beets and other farm crop.

It is very fond of the bright sunshine, when it is extremely active, and

correspondingly sluggish in dull weather.

Cherry Slug, Eriocampoides limacina, did, on the whole, very little

damage during the past season in the coast districts, but in the dry and

semi-arid parts of the Interior it was very numerous and destructive. It

does not confine its attention to cherries and pears, but attacks the

thorn, the apple, and other plants of the Rosacae.

Thrips during one or two hot dry spells which we had I noticed

did much harm by injuring the learves of some varieties of roses. They
seemed to suck the chlorophyl, leaving the leaves a pale, sickly gray.

Saw Flies also injured the leaves of certain varieties. They seemed

to confine their attacks to roses of the Spinosissima class.

We have had, in certain districts, some very bad attacks of root

maggots on early turnips, radishes and cabbages. I have recommended

the use of discs of tar paper which has been advocated by the Department

at Ottawa, but this is almost out of the question on a large scale, and

adds too much to the cost of production. In the event of discing not

being practical, a solution of crude carbolic acid and soap has been

found to be fairly effectual and it has the merit of being easily applied.

On a recent visit I paid to the Nicola countr)', I noticed a very serious

infestation of Chionaspis p'lnifolia on the bull pines, P. ponderosa. Some
of the trees were covered from the ground to the top and so conspicuous

was it that they seemed to have been powdered over with sawdust.

Many of the pines are dying, though whether from this cause or not I

am unable to say.

I noticed some time ago some curious looking galls on the poplars in

some parts of the Okanagan. I thought at first that they were an aggre-

gation of buds, but on examination they were found to be the work of

one of the mites Eriophyes. Very little harm seems to accrue from the

attack, as most of the trees seem healthy enough.

The dry belt seems to be the happy hunting ground for several of

those gall forming insects, more especially among the Artemesia. I

have found stems of those plants which were scarce recognizable on
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account of these galls. I don't know whether very many of these insects

have been described.

During the past season we have had the usual complement of Green

and Wooly Aphis, but I don't think it has been larger than other years

—

certainly the Green Aphis has not. I have confined my remarks almost

entirely to insects doing damage to orchard and other crops, as they have

come more especially under my own observation. I should like to give

you a list of captures of Lepodoptera, but as this paper is already too

long, I shall refrain.

Tom Wilson,

1105 Broadway W.,

Vancouver.

Mr. Treherne—Mr. Gibson of Ottawa wrote to me recently and

mentioned the fact that M, erosa was a variety of "disstria." In connec-

tion with the Root Maggots in relation to the market gardening industry

of the Lower Fraser Valley, I noted that the great majority of the

enquiries at the Agassiz Experimental Farm were relative to these insects.

I invariably replied giving the thin tarred felt paper discs and the

Carbolic Emulsion remedies as having been the most effective in the

matter of control. Has any one experience in this country with these

remedies ?

Mr. Wilson^—I can certainly recall instances where the Carbolic

Emulsion has given the gardeners in the Fraser Valley very satisfactory

results. One grower saved 90 fo to 9Sfo of his crop a year or so ago by

using this emulsion, much to his satisfaction. Previously his crops had

been failures.

Mr. Brittain—Fresh pryethrum has also been effective.

Mr. Bush—The tarred paper discs are thoroughly effective.

Usually this remedy is only advocated for small areas, but after all it is

not such a big job over a larger area.

Mr. Lyne—Is there any merit in puddling the roots in a sulphur

and mud bath previous to transplanting?

Mr. Wilson—That method is of very little use. The eggs of the

fly are laid after the plant is in the ground.

Mr. Lyne—But the sulphur might be objectionable.

Mr. Wilson—Its aroma is not sufficiently strong.

Mr. Bush—That is why the tarred discs are so effective. They

throw off quite a considerable odor when fresh and thus affect the fly.

Mr. Wilson—-Discs cannot be used with satisfaction for radishes

or carrots.
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Mr. Cunningham—How is the Carbolic Emulsion made?

Mr. Wilson—One pound of soft or hard soap in a gallon of

water to which is added one pint of crude carbolic acid. This is boiled

together for a few minutes and held as stock solution. When required

for use this mixture is diluted at the rate of one part to twenty and

poured around the plants. Weekly applications increase the percentage

of good results.

Mr. Cunningham—Does the liquid not harm the plants?

Mr. Wilson—The liquid does no harm to the plants and for that

matter can be poured over the plants themselves. I have seen plants

dipped right into the mixture before planting.

REPORT FROM VICTORIA DISTRICT.

Nineteen hundred and twelve from a collector's standpoint was

without doubt the most disappointing season for many years past. This

was due to frequent cold and wet weather which prevailed throughout

the spring and summer months, therefore making systematic collecting an

impossibility ; furthermore, in the field it was most discouraging, for at

times nothing could be seen, save an occasional rapae, antiopa, grapta, or

some other common insect unworthy of note ; however, during the year

in spite of weather conditions I succeeded in securing a number of good

captures.

The Tent Caterpillar, as usual, did considerable damage to the

apple trees. It is gratifying to state that over 60% of a large number of

Tent Caterpillars examined, were infested with ova of the small ichneu-

mon fly ; this fact alone will greatly reduce the numbers next season.

The disappearance of "Neophasia menapia," the Pine White Butter-

fly, was most noticeable in the outskirts of Victoria, for in places on

previous years, where thousands occurred, hardly a single specimen could

be seen. During the months of September and October this insect usually

occurs in numbers about Metchosin and Coldstream districts amongst the

valleys of the conifers.

Therina (Ellopia) somniaria, Hulst., commonly known as the Oak
Tree Pest, did no great damage as in previonus years, for the only spot

I noticed any devastation whatsoever was on three or four scrub oaks near

Cadbora Bay.

List of Captures.

Pontia occidentalis (Reak) May 29th, one male, Goldstream.

Oinis gifius (Butler) July 7th, Mount Finlayson, near Goldstream.

While collecting birds and eggs for the Provincial Museum I found this

fine insect fairly common near the top of the ridge of the western slope.
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I saw at least thirty of these beauties, and managed to capture two speci-

mens without the use of a net.

Lepiscsia ulalume (Strk.) May 19th, Saanich, (one female).

Lepisesia clarkiae (Bdv.) June 22, Victoria.

Samia rubra, (Behr.) July 6th and 11th, Victoria.

Telea polyphemus, several taken at light, June and July, Victoria.

Pseudohaxis eglanterina, (Bdv.) (Sheep Moth), Goldstream.

June 2nd.

Apantesis ornata (Pack.) var, Achaia (G. & R.), May 28th,

June 7th.

Apatela perdita (Grote), May 24th.

Hadena claudens (Walker) May and June.

Hadena cinefacta (Grote) May 20th.

Hadena cermana (Smith) June 4th and 8th.

PoUa epichysis (Grote) May 17th.

Feralia columbiana (Smith) May 2nd. '

Rhynchngrotis costata (Grote) June 19th, 27th, 28th.

Noctua inopinatus (Smith) Aug. 3rd, 6th.

Noctua plebia (Smith) August 4th, 7th, 11th, 18th, 19th, Sept. 1st.

Paragrotis vetusta (Walker) July 29th.

Xylomiges pulchella (Smith) May 14th, 18th.

Xylina holocinerea (Smith) May 5th, 8th.

Eucharveya carbonaria (Harbey) May 23rd.

Xanthia pulchella (Guenne) May 26th.

Autographa ampla June and July.

Catocala aholibah (Strk.) August 7th, two taken at sugar.

Gluphisia danbyi (Neum.) April 16th, one male.

Bombycia improvisa (Hy. Edw.) October 6th, on fence.

Hepialus hyperboreus (M.) Ghost Moth, June 4th, Goldstream.

Erebus odora (Linn.) one specimen of male, Victoria, October 8th.

This is the second specimen I have taken in Victoria. It is a straggler,

belonging to Florida and Central America.

In addition to the above captures I have gathered considerable

Coleoptcra, Neuroptera, D'tptera, Hymenoptera, and other orders.

Possibly there are some good species amongst them, and if so, will report

them at the next meeting.

Ernest M. Anderson,

Provincial Museum,

Victoria.
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Mr. Bush—Erebus odora has been taken all alonfi the Canadian

boundary line.

Mr. Bi.ACKMdRE— I can concur with Mr. Anderson in the matter

of the apparent disappearance of Neophasia menapia. I never took one

during the past summer.

Mr. Wilson—And I can remember a few years ago how the dead

bodies of this moth covered the waters of Esquimalt harbour they were

so numerous.

Mr. Chairman— I will now ask Mr. Brittain to read Mr. Ven-

ables' report on the Okanagan District.

REPORT FROM OKANAGAN DISTRICT'.

During the past summer there has been a freedom from any

important insect pest in the V^ernon District. The summer was fairly

moist and heavy crops were for the most part the rule.

H. ttxtor, the Fall Web Worm, was more abundant than for many

year>. It is always present to a greater or lesser extent upon its natural

food plant, the choke cherry, which is occasionally entirely defoliated

by the larvae. Burning out the webs with a torch is the most simple

method of extermination.

The Cherry Slug was not very numerous during 1912 and the

second brood appeared very late in the season and larvae were found

feeding after several sharp frosts had occurred. The larvae of this Saw
Fly also feeds upon the wild thorn and are to be commonly seen upon

this tree during the summer.

The Apple Aphis {A malt) appeared in some numbers during July

and spra\ing had to be done in the young orchards where the new

growth was in many cases covered with a mass of insects. The Black

Leaf 40 Mixture was used with great success in fighting this insect

as well as other species of plant lice.

Some of their natural enemies were present in large numbers. A
species of Chrysopa the Lace Wing Fly, being numerous with their eggs,

each one of w-hich is laid at the extremity of a fine thread of silk about

half an inch in length often in clusters of twenty or thirty together,

resembling somewhat a cluster of delicate moss sporangiaphores. They

were remarked by several persons engaged in orchard work.

The Coccinellidae were not so abundant as in other years when

Aphids were common, Hippodamla 5 signata being most numerous.

Besides this species Hippodamia convergent and Coccinella transverso-

gutta were noted as doing good work. I have in my collection 14 species

of this family of useful insects.
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Otiorhynchus ovatus is becoming more numerous every season and

the damage to strawberry plantations is considerable.

Black Flies (Simulidae) were very troublesome to stock during late

summer and early autumn. I have not yet determined the species.

The Horse Bot Fly {Gastrophiltis equi) is another stock pest which

was unusually abundant in 1912.

It would be interesting to hear from some member of the Society

who has taken adult specimens of the Flat Headed Apple Tree Borer

{Chrysobothris femorata) in B. C. So far I have not done so, although

the damage ascribed to this species is common enough. In Henshaw's list

of North American Coleoptera, seven varieties are given. Which of

these, then, is our enemy?

A subject about which there is much to be learnt, is the manner In

which various species of insects pass the winter. Many new
facts are no doubt observed by collectors at various times, but probably

they are not recorded because it is thought that the observation would

not be new. In a back number of the Entomological News, I noticed

an account of the finding of adult specimens of a species of Lachnosterna

hibernating at the depth of four feet in sandy soil. The specimens were

in fresh condition and must have emerged in the autumn from the pupa

and were awaiting till spring to appear above ground. This was the

first week in March and the ground was frozen for the depth of some

inches. I have taken the larvae of this genus in early spring in grass

land. The beetles mentioned above must, from their appearance, have

emerged late in the autumn from the pupae.

Another species that I have always found somewhat rare in its usual

surroundings during the summer is the beetle Agabus davatus. This

insect is taken by dredging ponds and streams during spring and summer,

but I always considered it uncommon until last November when dredging

for Hydrophylidae and other aquatic forms. But in this instance finding

but few specimens after a short time I went ashore to try for other

things under stones, logs, etc. I had broken open a rotten log on the

edge of the swamp and there was davatus in large numbers among the

ruins.

A careful search brought many more to light in similar situations.

They had evidently left the water and retired to pass the winter beneath

the dead bark and In the crevices of the dead wood lying near the water.

Besides Agabus davatus I found Agabus semipunctatus In some numbers.

Other members of this family are to be taken by dredging at all seasons,

even In winter. Another insect that I have detected in partial hiberna-

tion is the butterfly Vanessa Milberti. This butterfly is the earliest to
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appear in the spring and is often to be seen before the snow has all melted

from the hillsides. Some few years ago in early spring after a warm
period, during which this insect was observed flying along the warm
slopes round Long Lake, which locality is the usual one for most of the

early species to first appear and this often long before the snow further

inland has begun to melt. After a few bright days during which Mil-

berti was often seen, there came a lowering of the temperature with

two or three inches of snow which lasted several days. I was anxious to

observe Milberti under these conditions. After a good deal of searching

among the piles of loose rock lying on the lake shore, I found two

individuals beneath a projecting flat stone in the shelter of which they

had taken refuge. They were hanging with their wings folded together

and were quite dormant, but on bringing them to the warmth they

began in a short time to move about.

Gryllus pcnnsylvanicus I have found under a log in February.

Some ten or a dozen individuals were closely packed together in a

small excavation in the soil. These crickets were quite coated with

frost, but soon showed signs of life when placed near the fire. The
common Wasp, Polistes bellicosus, is commonly found, frequently as

many as 50 or 60 individuals together underneath the bark of decaying

pine trees in the depth of winter. On one occasion I discovered a large

gathering of these insects under the bark of a pine and among them a

large number of adult Lace Wing Flies (Chrysopa sp). Evidently these

flies had taken refuge among the wasps in the autumn and had been

allowed to settle down unmolested by Polistes in their winter quarters.

The flies and wasps were mixed up in some confusion.

Some of these notes may be common knowledge to some of us but

they may, on the other hand, be of interest to others who have not

paid attention to this phase of insect life.

I regret not being present at the meeting as I have no doubt there

will be interesting discussion on the part of the members over some of

the subjects on the programme.

E. P. Venables,

Vernon.

It might interest some of the members to hear of some few of the

insects noted in the Okanagan during the past season and not men-

tioned, I believe, by Mr. Venables in his report.

Budworm (Tmeiocera ocellana)—Both broods very common at

Victoria, rare in the Okanagan. Capable of doing considerable damage

and apt to become one of our most serious pests.
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Woolly Apple Aphis {Eriosoma {Schizoneura) lanigcra)—Fairly

common everywhere throughout this season. Winged forms quite com-

mon in the fall. No roots forms seen. Not a serious pest in well-

cared-for orchards.

Plant Bugs {Capsidac)—Injuries resembling those done by various

Capsids were very common to the young apples of some varieties. In some

cases this caused an extensive drop of the young apples and in others the

fruit remained on the tree, but became badly distorted. Injuries of this

kind caused quite a little loss in some places and the subject demands

further study.

Red Spider {Tetranychus bimaculatus)—Quite common every-

where. Doing appreciable dainage to plums in some cases.

Oyster Shell Scale {Lepidosophes ulmi)—A little of this pest

almost everywhere but only of importance in uncared for orchards.

Cutworms (species undetermined—Very abundant and injurious,

chief damage being the defoliation of young apple trees. Many growers

report poisoned bran ineffective ; should be further tested.

Click Beetle {Corymbites inflatus)—Very abundant in nearly all

parts of the valley, feeding upon the buds and young leaves of young

apple trees. Damage done in many instances was considerable and some

control measures should be worked out.

Click Beetle (Corymbitcs hicroglyphkus)—Similar to the pre-

ceeding.

Bud Weevil {Circopcus artemiscae)—Not widespread, but doing

considerable damage to young apple trees in isolated cases, by boring into

buds and tender foliage. Deserves further attention.

Bud Weevil {Mime tus setulosus)—Similar to preceding.

Ants (species undetermined)—Boring into nectaries of peach

blossoms, destroying pistil. More a matter of interest than anything else.

Flat Headed Cherry Tree Borer {Dicerca d'waritkn)—Only one

adult female found. Long Lake, Vernon.

Pear Leaf Blister Mite (Eriophyes pyri)—Quite common, injuring

pears only. Liable to increase in destructiveness.

Apple Leaf Hopper {Empoasca mali)—Very common everywhere;

does some damage and is rather difficult to control.

Apple Tree Tent Caterpillar {Malacosoma sp)—Quite common
during the month of May. Subject to periodic epidemics, but is easy

to control.

The Pear Slug (Eriocampoides limacina)—Very common and

did considerable damage. No need for this, however, as control is

simple.
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Lesser Apple Worm (Enarmonui prunivora)—A little present in

most districts, but not in alarming numbers.

Fall Webworm {Hyphantria cunea)—Abundant on apples and

wild shrubs. Easy to control.

Common or Gray Hair Streak {Urariotcs melinus)—Larva boring

into a small apple at Salmon Arm. As far as I know this is the first

record of the insect feeding on the apple.

The Gray Bug {Glyptoscelis pubescens)—Said to be doing con-

siderable damage by feeding upon the unfolding leaves of young apple

trees. Did not see it actually at this work, but found upon trees the

leaves of which had been badly chewed. Should be watched.

Banded Purple {Basilarchia iorqinii)—Larvae quite common, feed-

ing upon foliage of apple. Little importance.

Red Humped Apple Tree Caterpillar {Schtzura concinna)—
Fairly numerous in July. Little importance.

Yellow Necked Apple Tree Caterpillar {Datana ministra)—Some

specimens of half grown larvae sent in by Mr. Middleton from Nelson.

Apple Saw Fly—A green larvae, about 3 on. long, making burrows

in the mature or nearly mature apples on the tree. Did considerable

damage in a few cases. It burrows in the apple apparently for the

purpose of hibernation, as the larva remains quiescent after making its

burrow. Regular food is probably some wild plant and injury to apple

only incidental. More information required.

Peach Tree Borer {Snnninoidea sp)—Quite common where

peaches are grown and a number of trees were killed.

Peach Twig Borer {Anarsia lincatelln)—Common, the chief dam-

age being done to the fruit.

Other Insect Pests.

White Marked Tussock Moth (Hemtrocampa leucostigma)—Not

common this season, but often a serious pest of shade trees.

Mealy Bug {Pseudococcus. probably n. sp.)—Injuring spruce;

easily destroyed by lime-sulphur.

Spruce Gall Louse (Chermef similis)—A common and serious

enemy of the spruce.

Pine Leaf Scale (Chionaspb pinifolia)—Common everywhere on

the pines.

Forest Tent Caterpillar (Malacosoma disstria)—Fairly numerous.

Rose Leaf Hopper {Typhlocyha rosae)—Common and fairly in-

jurious.
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Cabbage Aphis {Aphis brassicac)—Common.

Cabbage Worm {Pontia rapae)—Common.

False Wire Worm (Rhodes obscura var sulcipennis and E. puniel-

eodcs)—^Adults of these two species were very numerous. Damage

was done to potatoes in several districts bj' Eleodes larvae, probably

belonging to these two species.

Rose Weevil {Rhynchites hkolor)—Common.

Cottony Grass Scale (Eriopcltis fcstucae)—Reported.

The following records were made during the past summer

:

Among the Buprcstidae—
Chalcophora angulkoltis, Lee, Larkin, B. C.

Buprestis confluenta. Say, Swan Lake, B. C.

Cypriacis brevis, Casey, Swan Lake, B. C.

Dicerca prolongata, Lee, Vernon, B. C.

Dicerca divar'icita. Say, Vernon, B. C.

Melanophila drummondi. Kirby, Larkin, B. C.

Anthaxia aaieogaster, L. & G., Fintry, B. C.

Chrysobothris dentipes. Germ, Larkin, B. C.

Chrysobothris trinervia, Kirby, Larkin, B. C.

Among the Etateridae—
Alaits melanops, Lee, Vernon, B. C.

Among the Melo'uiae—
Epicauta maculaia, Fab, Vernon, B. C.

The Following Ipidae are Recorded—
Pithyogener carinulatus.

Ips perttirbans and other species undescribed.

A number of insect enemies of the Douglas fir and the bull pine

were taken during the summer belonging chiefly to the families Buprcs-

tidae and Cerambycidae. A few Ipidae were also captured and among

them I am informed by Mr. Swaine, Dominion Forest Entomologist,

were some new to science.

W. H. Brittain,

Vernon, B. C.
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REPORT FROM THE KOOTENAY.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the British Columbia Entomological

Society :—The honor has fallen to my lot to report on the insects of the

Kootenay districts in the place of my friend, Mr. J. W. Cockle, of

Kaslo. I am very sorry Mr. Cockle found it impossible to attend the

meeting as I am sure he would have had a much more interesting report

to present to you than any which I could give. My work, however,

as District Horticulturist brings me in very direct contact with the

injurious insects or those found in the orchards. With the compara-

tively short time I have had to prepare anything, my report must of

necessity deal particularly with those economic insects which have come

under my notice during the past year. I might state in the beginning

that our list of injurious insects is very small indeed, so that my task

will be comparatively small also. We cannot, however, expect to be able

to report this state of affairs for all time for, wherever we have a

district adapted to the culture of fruits we are always liable to have

it visited sooner or later by most of the serious insect pests with which

fruitgrowers in other districts and other countries are troubled. Fortu-

nately we have at the head of our Provincial Inspection branch at

Vancouver our old and esteemed friend, Mr. Cunningham, who is

always upon the look out for insects entering the Province through the

agency of imported nursery stock, fresh fruits, etc. This with your

energetic Secretary, Mr. Treherne, for the Dominion, and Mr. W. H.

Brittain of the Provincial Staff, along with your President, the Dominion

Inspector of Orchards for the Province, and all these gentlemen aug-

mented to a certain extent by the local horticulturists stationed through-

out the Province, should in a very thorough way protect our orchards

against the ravages of our present pests and the entrance of any new ones.

Possibly our worst insect pest is the Common Green Aphis (A mali).

They came in numbers very early in the spring, but did not spread or

multiply so rapidly as in previous years, consequently for this reason

were less troublesome than in former years. We have the Apple, Plum

and Cherry Aphis. The Woolly Aphis (Eriosoma (Schizoncura)

lanigcra) fortunately has not made its appearance in the Kootenays to

my knowledge.

In our spraying experiment for the Green Aphis we came to the

conclusion that the lime and sulphur mixture had very little effect in

destroying the eggs on the branches. Last year the Aphis were hatching

out and spreading over the branches, which were yellow with the lime

and sulphur. Applications of Black Leaf 1-70 gave excellent results where

thoroughly applied. The newer mixture. Black Leaf 40, gave very

varying and more or less unsatisfactory results with us. I believe this is a
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contrary finding to experience with the two mixtures in other districts, so

perhaps, while stating our experience, it would be well to try further

experiments.

The Green Fruit Worm was quite noticeable in some of the orchards,

particularly those located near timber. These came on and did their

damage before the thinning of the fruit was completed so that by a little

care in thinning all the punctured or bored apples were removed. No
spraying was deemed necessary for these insects.

The Leaf Miner {Tischeria) was quite noticeable in the orchards

near the timber line. These usually do so little damage that no means of

control are practiced.

The Cicada, or called locally the Salmon Fly, did quite a lot of

damage to the young trees along the Columbia River by laying its eggs

in slits made in the young shoots, many of these shoots snapping off

later in the wind.

The Climbing Cutworms were exceptionally troublesome this last

year. I have taken as many as 60 around one small tree. This was brought

about by an intercrop of clover having been plowed under in the spring

and the worms gathered around the small trees. In many instances

every single bud was eaten of? the trees. Poisoned bait was tried of

the usual strength, viz.: 100 lbs. Bran, 1 lb. Paris Green, and 2 lbs. of

sugar. No results were obtained. We next applied a stronger and

sweeter mixture with good results, viz.: 50 lbs. Bran, 1 lb. of Paris

Green and 3 lbs. of sugar. This seemed to be more palatable and the

worms preferred it to the buds of the trees, for on the following morning

after application dozens of dead worms were to be found around each

tree. The mi.xture should be applied fairly dry and crumbly and should

be sweetened according to the plants upon which the larvae are feeding.

While on the subject of Paris Green baits for Cutworms it might be

well to sound a brief warning on the likely effect this bait will have on

young and tender plant growth. This last season has shown us that the

bait applied too close to the trunk, in fact, touching the trunk, is liable to

cause a girdling effect on the plant tissues. In a number of cases this

last summer our young trees were completely girdled from no other

cause than Paris Green injury. The larger trees do not suffer in the same

way, but it is reasonable to suppose that some evil results when

applied too close to matured wood.

The California Tortoiseshell {Vanessn ca/ifornica)was found work-

ing in great numbers on the Ceanothus. They were particularly abun-

dant along the Columbia, Slocan and Kettle River sections. Many fruit

growers became alarmed at the outbreak, at the numbers and at their

ravages. However, as they kept to their own plant food and did not
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affect any cultivated tree, there was no harm done. 1 believe this insect

must have been very heavily parasitised, for I was led to believe that a

second brood or a second emergence of caterpillars would appear in the

latter part of the summer. Very few appeared, however.

As I said previously we in the Kootenays are particularly blessed

with but few insect pests, in fact no serious pests, at present, consequently

I hope these rambling notes will be acceptable to the members of the

Society for their records on the district which I have the honor to

represent.

M. S. MiDOLETON,

Nelson, B. C.

Mr. Chairman—Having received these very interesting and

valuable reports from the districts, we will proceed with the next item

on the programme. I will now call on the Secretary for his correspond-

ence for the year and his Financial Statement.

Mr. Secretary—Re Financial Assistance;

Care Inspector of Fruit Pests, Court House,

_,.„., Vancouver, November 6th, 1912.
The Honorable '

The Minister of Agriculture,

Victoria, B. C.

Sir,—

On behalf of the members of the British Columbia Entomological Society, of

which I have the honour to represent as Secretary for the present year, I beg

respectfully to address this letter to you for your consideration.

The Society now known as the British Columbia Entomological Society was

formed in the year 1901, with a membership of about ten individuals. During

the course of its active career as a Societj' following the year 1901, I am given

to understand that a quarterly grant of $25.00 or $100.00 annually was allowed

at the hands of the Provincial Department of Agriculture through the kindness

of the Minister of Agriculture. During the past few years interest in the Society

gradually waned owing to the fact that the Secretary, Mr. R. V. Harvey, left

Vancouver, the Society's headquarters, and also owing to the severe illness and

ultimate death of the President, Rev. G. W. Taylor, of the Biological Station

at Departure Bay. I, on my part, have endeavored to reorganize the Society,

with the result that a very successful meeting was held on December 9th, 1911,

in Vancouver, with a paid-up membership of twenty-four individuals. I am
glad to say that the membership during the past year has increased to nearly

forty; consequently I feel safe in saying that the Society bids fair to remain as

a Society in the Province and hopes to become, as years go on, an economic

factor in the practical economic control of insect pests in the Province.

The objects and the endeavors of the Society are somewhat as follows:

To co-ordinate the work of those engaged in Entomological pursuits in the

Province of British Columbia.

To assist and promote the study of Entomology in the Province of British

Columbia.
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To render assistance and information to fruit-growers and farmers on the

subject of Entomology, relative to the subjection of insect pests of farm crops,

of stock, and of all other and pertaining branches of agriculture.

With such an object before us, I respectfully request you to grant the sum
of $200 annually to be placed towards the maintenance of the Societ>\ I should

feel honored of you would reply to me as Secretary of the Society, so that I

could place the proposition before the members as their annual meeting, which

will be held in Victoria about the first week in January, 1913.

With such a grant in our hands we will guarantee

—

1. To publish an annual report on the proceedings of the Society, copies

of which report will be placed at the disposal of the Provincial Department of

Agriculture for distribution to any that may require copies.

2. To hold an annual meeting at some point favorable to the members.

3. To forward an account of the expenditures to the Honorable the Min-

ister of Agriculture annually, and to publish the same in the printed report of

the proceedings of the Society.

I have the honor to be,

Your obedient servant,

R. C. TREHERNE,
Secretary B. C. Entomological Society.

Treasury Department,

Victoria, 11th November, 1912.

R. C. Treherne, Esq.,

Secretary B. C. Entomological Society,

Vancouver, B. C.

:

Dear Sir,—
I am in receipt of your communication of the 6th inst., re the above Society,

and in reply beg to inform you that I will have your request in mind when
the Estimates are brought down, to see what can be done.

Wishing you every success with your organization in the interests of fruit-

growing, believe me,

Yours faithfully,

PRICE ELLISON,
Minister of Finance and Agriculture.

RE CANADIAN ENTOMOLOGIST.
Entomological Society of Ontario,

R. C. Treherne, Esq., Guelph, Ontario, Canada, Oct. 9, 1912.

Vancouver, B. C.

:

Dear Sir,—
Enclosed please find copies of resolutions re alteration of the Constitution of

the Entomological Society of Ontario and change of subscription price of the

"Canadian Entomologist." Before these can become law they must be sanctioned

according to the Constitution by two-thirds of the members present at the meet-

ing of your Branch where they are considered. Would you please call a meet-

ing of your Branch at your earliest convenience and place these resolutions

before them. Please let me know the decision of the Branch in regard to them
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as soon as possible, as it is necessary that I have the decisions of the various

Branches in time to present them at the Annual General Meeting of the Society

on November the 19th and 20th, at Ottawa.

The purpose of these resolutions, as you will see by comparing them with

the original Constitution, is to do away with the Associate Members. Persons

not resident in the Dominion of Canada will obtain the magazine by paying

the new subscription price of two dollars per annum, but they will not be mem-

bers of the Society. Persons resident in Canada may become members of the

Society on payment of the annual fee of one dollar, and will receive the maga-

zine and other publications free of charge. Owing to the enhanced cost of

printing and postage, it is estimated that each copy of the "Canadian Entomolo-

gist" costs per annum one dollar and sixty cents. It does not seem reasonable

that the Society should supply persons resident in other countries with the maga-

zine at a OSS of sixty cents per annum. If it were not for the grant from the

Ontario Legislature, it would be impossible to continue the publication. In the

case of subscribers in the United States, there is a further loss of twelve cents

per annum for postage.

Yours truly,
^^ ^_ gAlCER.

RESOLUTION RE CHANGE OF SUBSCRIPTION PRICE OF
THE CANADIAN ENTOMOLOGIST.

Moved by Dr. C. J. S. Bethune, seconded b.\ A. VV. Baker, that

the annual subscription price of The Canadian Entomologist shall be two

dollars ($2.00), postage included, payable in advance. Members of the

Society shall receive the magazine free of charge as stated in Section III.,

Part I. of the Constitution of the Society. This resolution shall be

placed in the Constitution of the Entomological Society of Ontario as

Section VIII. (Subscription Price of the Magazine).

RESOLUTION RE ALTERATION OF CONSTITUTION.

Moved by Dr. C. J. S. Bethune, seconded by A. W. Baker, that

the Constitution of the Entomological Society of Ontario as published in

Volume 3 of the Canadian Entomologist be amended as follows

:

Section I, Part 2 to Read:—
The Society shall consist of three classes, viz:—Members, Life

Members and Honorary Members.

Part 3 10 read:—
Members shall be persons whose pursuits, or studies, are connected

with Entomology, or who are in any way interested in Natural History

and who are resident within the Dominion of Canada.

Part 5 :—

To be dropped completely. Parts 6, 7 and 8 becoming then Parts 5,

6 and 7, respectively.
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Section II, Part 1 to read:—
All candidates for Life Membership must be proposed by a member

at the regular meeting of the Society and be balloted for ; the affirmative

vote of three-fourths of the members present shall be necessary for

the election of a candidate.

Section III, Part 1 to read:—
The annual contribution of members shall be one dollar ; all con-

tributions to be due in advance on the first day of January in each year,

the payment of which shall entitle the member to a copy of all the

publications of the Society during the year. All new members except

those elected at and after the Annual General Meeting and before the

following first of January, shall be required to pay the subscription for

the year in which they are elected.

Section J'l., Part 4 to read:—
All the members of the Branches shall be members of the Society

and entitled to all the privileges of members.

Part 5 to read:

No Honorary Members shall be appointed by the Branches, but

such members may be proposed at General Meetings of the Society by

any Branch, as well as bv individual members.

Guelph, Ontario, Canada, Oct. 26, 1912.

R. C. Treherne, Esq.,

Vancouver, B. C:

Mv Dear Treherne,—
When writing to you the other day, I omitted to refer to the proposed

changes in the Constitution of the Society of which you have no doubt received

a draft from our Secretary, Mr. Baker. In order to effect the changes in the

Constitution, it is necessary that each Branch should concur in the proposed

alterations. We are anxious to have these changes ratified at the Annual Meet-

ing next month, and in order to do so would like to have the concurrence of

the B. C. Branch as well as of those in Toronto and Montreal. Vour regular

meeting is not to be held until December, but probably you could gather to-

gether the residents in and about Vancouver and submit the matter to them.

This would fulfill the requirements of the Constitution. We think that the

increase in the price of the magazine to persons who do not reside in the

Dominion of Canada is very necessary. It actually costs us one dollar and

sixty cents at least to publish each copy per annum, and it seems absurd to

offer the magazine to outsiders so much below cost. It is not likely that we
should lose many subscribers, while it will place the publication on a more

nearly paying basis. As far as Canadians are concerned, it will make no

difference whatever. With kind regards,

Yours faithfully,

CHARLES J. BETHUNE.
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1625 Nelson Street,

Dr. C. J. S. Bethune, Vancouver, B. C, November 9th, 1912.

Guelph, Ont.

:

Dear Dr. Bethune,—
Referring to your request that I should call a meeting of the B. C. Branch

of the Ontario Entomological Society', previous to our annual meeting and in

time to refer our opinions re the change in the Constitution to the annual meet-

ing of the Ontario Society taking place in Ottawa on November 19th of this

month, I regret to say that this is not possible, for the reason that the members

are scattered too much over the province. We have so few members in Van-

couver and in the immediate vicinity that no representative resolution could be

passed. With the few members that I have seen and referred the question ver-

bally there seems little doubt that they are in favor of the proposed changes.

The B. C. Branch has lain dormant for several years. It has now been reor-

ganized, but it is still in a formative condition, consequently I feel personally

and as Secretary for the Branch that I should be voicing the feelings of the

members that they would prefer to defer a resolution on this point and agree to

accept the ruling of the majority of the members of the other Branches.

I remain.

Yours truly,

R. C. TREHERNE,
Secretary B. C. Entomological Society.

Mr. Cunningham—I move that the action of our Secretary be

upheld in his reply to the Ontario Society.

Seconded and Passed.

Mr. Treherne— I think that we should discuss the question of our

future policy in regard to the affiliation of this Society to that of Ontario.

So far as I have been able to find out, this Society, in the years gone

by, originated as a separate society with a small membership consisting

of men interested in Entomology. The question then came up as to

whether they should still remain as a separate society or become affiliated

to the Ontario Entomological Society as a branch of that Society.

Apparently the decision was reached that they should unite their efforts

with Ontario, for we find the Ontario Society extending courtesy to the

members of the B. C. Society by forwarding the monthly numbers of

"The Canadian Entomologist" and the Annual Reports of the Ontario

Entomological Society. Such a condition continues till the present

day. But now we have developed a little bit beyond the standing of

the Society as it was at its inception. Our numbers have increased,

fresh blood has been infused into our midst and we have a large number

of men engaged in or interested in Entomological pursuits. It is a

pit> that the work of these men should be lost to the people of the

Province and it is unreasonable to expect the Ontario Government to

print the work of these men detailing conditions peculiar to British
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Columbia and the West. Consequently we must make our own

arrangements for this Province. And the question is merely this. It is

most desirable to still retain our present arrangements with Ontario

not only to receive the latest word in economic and systematic prac-

tice of the older country, but also to unite and co-ordinate the entomo-

logical work of the Dominion, and there will be no difficulty in doing

this if we are financially assisted by the Provincial Government here.

If, however, we are forced to depend on our own financial resources

the question of affiliation with Ontario immediately becomes vital.

I have already interviewed the Honorable the Minister of Agricul-

ture and have addressed the letter, I have just read, to him. I have

received the reply, also mentioned before, to my letter. I have further-

more respectfully asked him to be so kind as to make an effort to meet

us here this afternoon and I am in hopes he will be able to come. You

will then be able to judge the situation yourselves. Yesterday I was

present at the convention of B. C. Fruitgrowers and I will quote you

a resolution that was passed unanimously by the members present:

10. RESOLUTION RE B. C. ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Moved by R. M. Winslow:

"Whereas there is a very large field for investigation into the scientific

and economic sides of the study of insects in this Province;

"And whereas a Provincial organization, properly encouraged, would be

in a position to greatly stimulate the development of our knowledge of insects,

and particularly of insect pests;

"Be it resolved that we, the members of the British Columbia Fruit Grow-

ers' Association, in annual convention, do hereby petition the Hon. the Minister

of Agriculture to make an annual grant in the sum of Two hundred and fifty

dollars ($250.00) to the British Columbia Entomological Society, and to make

provision for the publication of their Annual Report."

I may say that this matter was a surprise to me as it is no doubt to

the members of this Society. We were not consulted as to our require-

ments, yet I think we ought to feel we are indebted to the Fruitgrowers

for their forethought and interest in our endeavors. You will notice

that the sum of $250.00 is petitioned for and also "to make provision

for the publication of their Annual Report."

Yesterday I was asked to speak to the resolution at the Fruitgrowers'

convention and I took the opportunity, on behalf of the Entomological

Society to thank them for their consideration and forethought.

That is how the matter stands today. I am in favor of remain-

ing a branch of the Ontario Society, which, as I understand it, is the
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Canadian Society financed by an annual grant from the Ontario Legis-

lature, and that we should still remit our 50 cents per member to

Ontario to receive the monthly numbers of the "Canadian Entomolo-

gist" and to exchange Annual Reports with the Ontario Entomological

Society.

I am pleased to say that we have with us today a gentleman who is

one of the old original Entomologists from Ontario, Mr. Baynes Reed.

I am sure that a few words from him on the formation of the Ontario

Society would be much appreciated.

Mr. Baynes Reed tlien gave the members present a short account

of the early foundation days of the Ontario Entomological Society in

London, Ontario. He explained how the members grew from a mere

handful to that of an important number and how the Society enlarged

and became of use and direct benefit to the Province. He showed

how the appropriation was applied by the Provincial Government of

Ontario and how this had grown with years. Engravings for illustrating

the publications of the Society was another example of its growth. He
believed there were 3,000 cuts available now for use. "This in itself

is an argument that should be used and considered by you as a branch

of the Ontario Society for I have no doubt you will have complete access

to any that you may require for use in this Province."

He said he was very glad to see the steps that had been taken to

ask the Provincial Government for financial assistance and he wished us

all luck in the endeavor and in the Society for the future.

Mr. Bush— I personally am strongly in favor of retainmg our

Ontario connection. There are difficulties in the matter of finances, as

have been pointed out, consequently I would move

"That in the event of any change being necessary in the policy of

this Society, other than that which now prevails, we endeavour to

affiliate with the University of British Columbia."

Seconded by Mr. Lyne.

Mr. Chairman—Any discussion?

Mr. Day—It seems that this proposal is somewhat premature. The
University is not yet built and we do not know whether we would be

allowed to become affiliated with the University.

Mr. Treherne-—You understand that the motion reads "we en-

deavour to affiliate in the event of any change."

Mr. Wallace— I also think this motion is unnece.ssary. As it

appears the question resolves on the financial outlook, we have a letter

from the Honorable Price Ellison regarding the grant to the Society.
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We had better wait until we find out whether we get the grant or not.

I therefore move an amendment "that the question be laid over for

another year."

Seconded by Mr. Day.

Mr. Treherne—I believe I stated that 1 had invited the Honorable

the Minister of Agriculture to be present at this meeting. I have just

received this communication from him

:

R. C. Treherne, Esq., January 9th, 1913.

Secretary B. C. Entomological Society

:

Dear Sir,—
Replying to your favor of the 19th ult., which arrived during my absence

from the city, I note that you are to hold a meeting of your Society in the Par-

liament Buildings on the 9th inst., on which occasion I am invited to be present.

This will afford me great pleasure if it is at all possible. I am gratified indeed

with your progress, and I am sure your efforts will prove to be, without doubt,

of the greatest benefit.

Thanking you for the invitation, believe me.

Yours faithfully,

(Sgd.) PRICE ELLISON,
Minister of Finance and Agriculture.

Mr. Cunningham— I am very pleased indeed to hear this com-

munication from the Honorable Minister. I am certain that the Hon-

orable Mr. Ellison has our interests at heart, as indeed he has the

interests of all phases of agriculture and horticulture. I feel sure that

he will make all possible endeavour to be present this afternoon or

evening so that I beg to move an amendment to the former two

motions "that the matter be laid on the table until the afternoon or

evening session."

Seconded bv Mr. Collins. Carried.

Central Experimental Farm,

R. C. Treherne, Esq., Ottawa, October 9, 1912.

Vancouver, B. C.

:

Dear Sir,—
Dr. C. G. Hewitt, Dominion Entomologist, has just placed me in charge

of the collection of Bumble-bees (Bombi and Psithyri) in this Division. I am
anxious to make it representative of the whole of Canada, and should be most

grateful for any specimens of these useful insects from your district, especially

of the rarer species, if you could kindly spare them. If desired, 1 would return

any specimens after naming them as far as it is possible to determine them.

I have made a special study of the Bumble-bees in Britain and Europe, and am
hoping that a continuation of their study in this country, where they appear

to be of greater importance, will be productive of good results.

I have the honor to be, sir.

Your obedient servant,

F. W. L. SLADEN,
Assistant Entomologist for Apiculture.
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Central Experimental Farm,

Ottawa, 23rd October, 1912.

Mr. R. Treherne,

1625 Nelson Street,

Vancouver, B. C:
Dear Sir,—

I thank you for your letter received yesterday, and fcr your kind promise

to send a copy of your Proceedings containing the list of members of your Ento-

mological Society, so that I may write to them direct for Bumble-bees. I am
also workinfi up the other Aculeate hymenoptera, and shall be pleased to receive

specimens of Wasps, of Sand-wasps and solitary Bees.

I remain,

Your obedient servant,

F. W. L. SLADEN,
Assistant for Apiculture.

Mr. W. H. Brittain, Provincial Entomologist, also requested the

members present, as well as those who were unable to be at the meeting,

to send him specimens of British Columbia Coccidae (Scale insects) for

identification and study.

Note—Financial Statement follows the list of members on last

page.

RE IMPERIAL BUREAU.
The Secretary then read a letter which he had received from Dr.

C. Gordon Hewitt, Dominion Entomologist, in regard to the formation

of an Imperial Bureau which is being formed in London and will be

maintained by the various Governments within the British Einpire.

"It would probably interest the members of the Society, when they

meet in January, if you informed them of the formation of this Bureau.

The first move which was made towards its formation was the calling

of a Conference in 1911 by the Right Honourable the Secretary of State

for the Colonies of the Ministers of Agriculture of the various Dominions

and Colonies who were in London at that time. At this Conference it was

decided that such a Bureau was desirable for the purpose of assisting the

various countries in the British Empire in the matter of preventing the

spread of and furthering the investigations on injurious insects. The
Colonial Office then drew up a scheme for the formation of a Bureau of

this nature and this was submitted to the various Dominions and Colonies

for their consideration. While the scheme submitted did not benefit

Canada to the extent that it benefitted other parts of the Empire, chiefly

because our entomological service is well organized, but more especially

because the scheme proposed to confine itself, so far as the collecting of

information regarding insect pests was concerned, to the countries within

the British Empire, we wished to further its aims and co-operate, if
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possible. As we obtain most of our natural products and with them

our new insect pests from non-British countries, it was necessary, if the

scheme were to be of use to us, and in our opinion of real use to the

other Colonies, that its survey should not be confined to the British

Empire, but should be world-wide. Such a more extended scheme was

considered to be desirable by us. I conferred with the Colonial Office

authorities in London in January and in August, after the International

Entomological Congress, the Rt. Hon. the Secretary of State for the

Colonies called another conference of the Government entomologists of

the Dominions and Colonies and of the Entomological Research Com-

mittee of the Colonial Office to work out a scheme for inspection co-

operation.

At this conference the more extended scheme whicii we proposed was

unanimously adopted and an Imperial Entomological Bureau will be

formed and will be maintained by financial contributions from the

self-governing Dominions and Colonies and also from the Colonial Office.

It will supply information on the subject of insect pests and will also

identify insects sent in by those entomologists who have not access to large

collections or who are unable to get their material identified. One of

its most useful functions will be the publication of a journal containing

abstracts of current literature relating to insect pests and their control.

The co-operation which will result from the formation of this

Bureau will be of undoubted benefit to the Colonies concerned and will

materially assist all parts of the British Empire in their efforts to

control insect pests."

AFTERNOON SESSION.

"CARBON BISULPHIDE FUMIGATION."

During the last ten to twenty years many methods aiming at the

destruction of insect pests infecting trees, shrubs, plants and grain, etc.,

have been put into practice.

The (problem has always been : What is the most deadly to the

insects, the least harmful to the stock they infect, and also within the

bounds of economic practice?

The methods in use may be quoted as, Spraying, Dipping and

Fumigating. All three of these have their special merits, according to

the conditions under which they are applied.

Fumigation has been very extensively adopted by the Government

Departments in many parts of the world, for the purpose of preventing

the spread of insect pests from one country to another.
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For this work Hydrocyanic Acid Gas, for nursery stock, trees and

shrubs, and Carbon Bisulphide for grain, roots and bulbs, etc., are

almost universally used. The action of these two gases accounts for

their separate uses.

The Hydrocyanic Acid Gas is lighter than air and works upwards.

It is generated by placing Cyanide Potassium into an earthen jar con-

taining Sulphuric Acid and water. It is one of the deadliest gases

known, and poisons the lungs instantly. Owing to its rapid action, the

nursery stock is quickly treated and does not have to remain exposed

to the fumes long enough to do it injury.

There are certain insects, such as Spiders, Root Borers, some Moth

Larvae, Aphis, etc., that are immune to the short exposure and are cap-

able of withstanding the gas longer than might be good for some of

the nursery stock.

Carbon Bisulphide Gas is heavier than air and works downwards.

It is a colorless liquid, resembling water, and is formed by the union

of two elementary particles of sulphur with one of carbon. (The

chemical symbol is CS.) The commercial Carbon Bisulphide is now

made on a large scale by a new electric process.

The fumes of burning sulphur are passed over red-hot charcoal

and the resulting vapors are condensed to a liquid by cooling. This

liquid gas is one-fourth heavier than water. Its specific gravity is 1.29

at the freezing temperature of water. The gas is generated by coming

in contact with the atmosphere, and is 2.63 times heavier than air.

For this reason, it is peculiarly adapted for the fumigation of solid

masses of grain, roots or soil.

There are hundreds of tons of imported rice and grain treated

at the Vancouver and Victoria Fumigating Stations eacli year, and the

process is as follows:

The sacks containing the rice or grain are stacked two or four

deep on the floor of the fumigation chamber. Soup plates are placed

at equal distances on top of the sacks, all windows and doors are sealed,

and the amount of liquid Carbon Bisulphide necessary to the cubic

space measurement of the chamber is distributed in equal quantities in

each soup plate. The chamber is then closed and sealed for thirty-six

hours.

During the process of distributing the liquid in tlie plates, one

naturally becomes acquainted with some of the peculiar effects of the

gas, which commences to generate directly it is poured out.

The operator does not experience any disagreeable sensation, and

has no desire to leave the chamber, but after a few minutes he may
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begin to feel a cool, tingling sensation penetrating his clothes, and a

little later may experience a slight congestion at the back of his head.

This should be a sign for him to get out into the fresh air, otherwise,

if no one were watching, he might sit down and go to sleep, which

would be fatal if he were not rescued in time to resuscitate. A few

minutes in the fresh air will usually dispel all effects of the symptoms

just referred to, though some men may be slightly intoxicated.

I recollect on one occasion, the man who was helping to distribute

the liquid, went home directly we were through, and upon his arrival

there, his wife accused him of being drunk, and the poor fellow was

a total abstainer.

Another precaution should be taken, to see that no one smoking

pipe or cigar comes an>'where near the chamber in which Carbon

Bisulphide is being distributed. The gas is explosive and highly

inflammable, and a warning should be posted on any building where

it is confined.

Cubic space measurement for deciding the quantity to be used does

not always work successfully. If the charge by space measurement

does not equal one pound of Carbon Bisulphide for every ton of grain

confined in the space, sufficient chemical should be added to equal that

quantity.

I do not know of any insect confined in grain, roots or fruit,

which was properly charged with Carbon Bisulphide for thirty-six

hours, that has ever survived. Some insects require heavier charges

and longer exposures than others.

When Japanese Brown Rice commenced to arrive in Vancouver,

the question arose as to whether the Carbon Bisulphide fumes would

affect the flavour of the rice. To test this, a small quantity of rice

that had been fumigated and a like proportion that had not been

fumigated were cooked in separate vessels, and given to the Japanese

importers and others to taste. All declared they could not detect any

difference in the odor or flavour of the rice.

The same results were obtained in making tests of fruit, such as

pineapples, oranges, apples and pears. The flavour or condition of the

fruit was not affected in the least.

When treated with proper care, the germinating power of grain,

seeds and bulbs is not injured, if they are perfectly dry.

The CS2. has been used very extensively in fighting "Phylloxera"

in grape vineyards in France and California. For this work consider-

able allowance has to be made for the nature and moisture of the soil

;

otherwise tlie treatment may result in great injury to the vines.
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The same care should be taken when treating the root system of

other trees, vines, shrubs, plants or bulbs, any of which may require a

different method of application, according to their susceptibility to

injury.

Willis G. Johnson, State Entomologist and former professor at

Maryland Agricultural College, is editor of a very useful book dealing

with the different methods of fumigation of all kinds of stock. (This

book is published by the Orange Judd Co., New York.)

Several years ago the orchardists in California commenced using

CS2. very extensively, in order to rid their deciduous fruit-trees of the

peach-tree root borer, "Sanninoidea opalescens," but, as the result of

careless application, many trees were killed outright and others injured.

The favorite practice was to make a trench about six inches deep

around each tree, pour in one or two ounces of the CS2. liquid and

cover up the trench with soil. This treatment was very effective in

killing the borers within twenty-four hours, when the soil around the

tree would be removed and the space aired before replacing it. But

injury resulted from applying the liquid to the bark of the tree, instead

of keeping it two or three inches away, or in some cases the soil was

too wet for the operation. Too much moisture in the soil, or sudden

rain within a short time of the distribution of the liquid, would always

result in injury.

I shall never forget the sight of a whole ten-acre block of fine

seven-year-old prune trees on almond root totally destroyed as the result

of careless application of CS2.

Carbon Bisulphide is a valuable servant, when properly handled,

but capable of doing untold injury when used by inexperienced people.

The insecticidal properties of CS2. were discovered in 1856, but

it was not until twenty years later that it was brought into prominence

in France, for use in fighting "Phylloxera." l^his commercial grade

is now known as "Fuma."

W. H. Lyne,

Assistant Inspector of Fruit Pests.

Mr. Cunningham— I want to endorse what Mr. Lyne has said

in his paper. Carbon Bisulphide is a most satisfactory fumigant after

we are used to it.

Mr. Anderson—What effect would it have on the Codling Moth?

Mr. Cunningham—Ver} good effect.

Mr. Lyne—Directly we undertake to fumigate and pass infected

fruit on consignment the moral effect on the shippers is reduced.
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Mr. Brittain—Importers would be only too glad to import

infected stock to be cleaned here. Has anyone had any exjjerience in

fumigation by dry heat ?

Mr. Treherne—Certain experiments in the States, where mill

and grain insects have been subjected to 122 degrees of dry heat have

showfn that all eggs, larvae, and adults have been killed.

Mr. Wilkinson—My experience with the use of CS2. in Victoria

has been that it is very satisfactory. I remember fumigating a carload

of beef scraps from Chicago which was alive with predaceous beetles of

all kinds. The gas was highly satisfactory.

Mr. Lyme—The United States will not allow raw hides coming

from Australia through V^ancouver into their country unless accompanied

by a certificate of ours certifying that the hides have been duly fumi-

gated by CS2.

Mr. D.avidson—How long do you expose to fumes?

Mr. Lyne—Thirty-six hours is full exposure. Less will not

guarantee to kill all eggs of all species and the Mediterranean Flour

Moth is also not affected by a lesser time.

Mr. Taylor—What effect in comparison would Hydrocyanic

Acid gas have ?

Mr. Lyne—The two gases have opposite properties in many

respects and the differences account for their respective uses. Hermetically

sealed cocoons of the Brown Tail Moth are not penetrated by Hydro-

cyanic Acid gas and many borers in root or stem or larvae confined in

their coccoons are immune the same way.

Mr. Chairman— I now take great pleasure in calling upon Mr.

Brittain for his paper and at the same time introducing him and wel-

coming him to this Province. He has recently been appointed Provincial

Entomologist and Plant Pathologist for this Province and we hope as

years go on he will be able to further our knowledge on British

Columbia insects.

BENEFICIAL INSECTS.
by

W. H. Brittain,

Provincial Entomologist and Plant Pathologist.

If we look into the history of our insect enemies we find that as

far back as our records go they have been a source of annoyance and

financial loss to those who make their living from the soil. As to
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whether the San Jose scale and the codling moth were present in the

Garden of Eden, history is silent, though some cynic has suggested that

Eve presented the historic apple to Adam because she found a worm
in it. However that may be, away back 1500 years before the Christian

era, we hear of the ancient land of Egypt undergoing a succession of

plagues, not the least trying among them, being those due to insects.

Several centuries later the prophet Joel makes this pensive complaint:

"That which the palmer worm hath left hath the locust eaten, and

that which the locust hath left hath the canker worm eaten, and that

which the canker worm hath left hath the caterpillar eaten."

Insect pests at the present time levy a heavy tax upon the farmer

and horticulturist. Aside from the injuries they do our crops, they are

harmful in numerous other ways. Scarcely a single product of man's

activity—from lead pipes to tobacco—is immune from their ravages.

In summer they transform the quiet woodland places into veritable

torture chambers, and as carriers of disease they have justly acquired

an evil reputation. Even in these days man's own person is liable to be

invaded by several disgusting pests.

It is therefore a relief to turn from this gloomy picture and consider

insects in another relation—that of man's friend and all).

Of all the beneficial insects, the parasitic and predaceous forms are

probably the most important. Those of you who have had experience in

rearing insects realize to what an extent natural parasitism occurs, and

those with practical orchard training are well aware of the important

part played by Lady Bird beetles in keeping down plant lice. It has

been said, and we have no reason to doubt it, that if it were not for

the insectivorous birds the world in three years' time would be con-

verted into a howling wilderness. However true this may be, it is

certainly a fact that if it were not for the work of insect allies, all

vegetation would soon be destroyed by the countless hordes of injurious

forms, kept in check at present, by these silent but effective friends of

mankind. The terrible depredations of the Gypsy and Brown Tail

Moths in the Eastern States is evidence of how an insect, of compara-

tively little importance in its native home, may become a serious scourge

when removed from the attentions of its own peculiar parasites.

The Hemiptera, Neuroptera, Lepidoptera, Cnleoptera, Diptera,

Hymenoptera and a few other orders contain parasitic or predaceous

forms. Among the Hemiptera the Masked Bedbug Hunter ( Ops'icaetus

personatus) is of service in destroying bedbugs and other injurious

insects. In the Neuroptera the members of the order Chrysopidae

(aphis lions) are probably best known. The order Lepidoptera con-

tains only a few

—

Feneseca tarquinius. the larva of wiu'ch feeds upon
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the woolly alder aphis, is a well Itnown species. In the Coleoptera the

chief predaceous families are the Coccincllidae, the Carabidae, and the

Cicindelidae. In the Diptera many species of Tachina flies are useful

parasites, while numerous species of Syrphidae are predaceous on aphides.

The order Hymenoptcra probably contains more parasitic forms than

all others, members of the orders Ichneumonidae, Braconidae, Chalcidae,

Proctotrupidae and others taking part in this useful work.

Any stage in the life of the host insect may be attacked. Among
the parasites of most service to man, those which attack the egg are not

the least important. Hubbard, in 1880, found that a minute parasite,

Trichogrammii pretiosa, alone and unaided, almost annihilated the fifth

brood of the cotton worm in Florida, 90% of the eggs being attacked.

A tiny Proctotrupid, Telenomus orgyae, has been reared from the eggs

of the White-marked Tussock Moth and Telenomi are known to attack

the eggs of fourteen species of Lepidoptera in America. The elm leaf

beetle which for several years had proved a serious pest to the elms in

the vicinity of Paris, was in one season almost wiped out by an egg

parasite, Tetrastichus xanthomelaenaf. Numerous egg parasites of the

Gypsy and Brown Tail have been imported into the Eastern States and

have there become established.

The larval stage is particularly susceptible to attack from parasites.

A Braconid Apanteles glomeratus has done good work against the

imported cabbage worm, it having been imported from England for that

purpose. Another important parasite of the same pest is a chalcis fly,

Pteromalus puparum. The larvs of nearly all the leaf eating cater-

pillars are attacked by numerous hymenopterous or dipterous parasites.

Even when apparently well protected larva are frequently discovered

and attacked by their parasites. The larva of the May Beetle

{Lachnosterna fusca) feeding under ground upon the roots of grasses

is often parasitized by a tiny Scoliid (Tiphia linornata.)

Though not so numerous as larval parasites, pupal parasites are,

nevertheless, frequently found. The Ichneumon, Pimpla conquisitor, is

parasitic on several species of Lepidoptera, and is an important pupal

parasite of the Tussock Moth.

The imagoes of injurious insects are subject to attack from numer-

ous predaceous forms.

Take the history of any insect pest over a number of years and

it will be found to be one of epidemics alternating with periods of

comparative immunity. This is due chiefly to the work of its parasites.

As the host insect increases in numbers the parasites also multiply with

the greater supply of food, and ultimately succeed in reducing the

numbers of their host, sometimes almost to the verge of extermination.
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The parasites have thus destroyed their food supply, and as they them-

selves are often subject to parasitism, their own numbers will be greatly

reduced. The pest insect will then breed up ahead of its parasites and
we eventually have another epidemic. The fact that secondary parasites

are not uncommon and that tertiary and even quaternary parasitism

may sometimes occur greatly complicates this whole process. On the

average, however, a balance will be struck between host and parasite,

the former never reaching such numbers as to destroy its food supply,

and the latter never increasing so rapidly as to exterminate its host.

The utilization of parasites in insect control is a new and promising

field in economic entomology. The signal success attending the intro-

duction of the Australian Lady Bird Beetle into California, where it

succeeded in checking the ravages of the dreaded fluted scale {Icerya

purchasi), and a like happy result from the introduction of the same

parasite into several other countries, gave a great impetus to this work.

A determined attempt has been made by the United States Department

of Agriculture and the different State legislatures concerned, to intro-

duce and establish European parasites of the Gypsy and Brown Tail

Moths. Though many parasites of these pests have been successfully

introduced and much valuable work accomplished, the same degree of

success has not been attained as was the case in the instance already

cited. It was, of course, scarcely to be hoped that one specific parasite

could be found that would be as efficient for these highly specialized

insects as was the novius against the fluted scale. The reasons for

this, as pointed out by Dr. L. O. Howard in his bulletin on the subject,

are plain. The novius is an active insect, crawling actively as a larva

and capable of flying from place to place as an adult. It is a very

rapid breeder, having at least two generations to every one of the host.

It feeds upon the eggs of its hosts, and, strange to say, it seems to have

no parasites of its own. Its host, on the other hand, except when newly

hatched, is entirely motionless and has no means of escaping or of

defending itself against its enemy. These are things which do not hold

good in very many cases and consequently it was hardly to be expected

that such immediate results could be obtained. Those engaged in the

work are convinced that the desired result will be attained when they

have secured a sequence of parasites, of egg, larva, and pupa ; and of

forms differing among themselves in life history and method of attack,

all working harmoniously together towards the same end.

The whole subject of insect parasitism, however, is so large that

to discuss it any further in a paper of this general character would be

out of place and would take up altogether too much time. I will there-

fore proceed to the next topic.
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In any discussion of beneficial insects those that act as poUenizers

deserve a large place. Bees, wasps, moths, butterflies, a number of

bugs, some flies, and a few beetles take part in this work, so essential to

most plants of economic importance. The red clover for instance can-

not set its seed without the aid of the bumble bee, while the apple, pear,

and many other Rosaceous plants depend very largely upon the honey

bee for pollenation. The benefit that insects do in this way is incalculable

and does much to counterbalance the ravages of injurious forms. Darwin

was the first to prove experimentally that as a rule cross-fertilization

is indispensable to the vigour of plants, and in his great work. Cross

and Self Fertilization in Plants, cites many marvellous instances of

plant adaptation to insure cross-fertilization by insects. A study of

these adaptations, and of the part that insects have indirectly played, in

the evolution of the plant kingdom is one of great fascination. It is,

however, outside the scope of my present subject.

As scavengers insects are also of considerable service to man. They

destroy vast quantities of dead and decaying animal and vegetable matter

which, if left to accumulate, would soon render the globe uninhabitable.

By breaking down organic matter in this way, as well as in many other

respects, insects play important parts as makers of soil. They open it

up to the action of the air by burrowing through it in all directions,

bring up subsoil to the surface, carry vegetable matter below ground,

and on dying yield their own bodies to further influence the changes

that go on in the soil.

The work of insects in destroying noxious weeds is also worthy of

mention. An interesting case of this came under my notice last fall.

In attempting to collect a supply of seeds of the common Canada thistle

I found every head the habitat of a small maggot, and had difficulty

in getting a sound seed in the whole district.

Examples of this class are: The milkweed butterfly {Anosia

plexippus) ; the thistle butterfly (Pyramris cardui) and the purslane

Sphinx moth (Deiliphila lineata.)

Commercially, insects and insect products have a varied and e.xten-

sive use. Furnishing us with an article of dress and forming the basis

of an important industry, we have the silkworm (Bombyx mart). The
dessicated bodies of a scale insect. Coccus cacti, yields us cochineal, and

another scale insect, Tacchaldia laccn, supplies us with the lac of

commerce.

This subject would be incomplete without "^ome mention of

insects and their products as food. The first insect that naturally

suggests itself in this connection is the honey bee, which is one of our

oldest domesticated animals. Locusts from time immemorial have been
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used by semi-civilized people as food. The great New Testament prophet

John the Baptist is reputed to have subsisted on an exclusively insecti-

vorous diet—locusts and wild honey. The eggs of a water bug,

Corixa, in Mexico, are said to be much relished by the natives of that

country. The manna upon which the Children of Israel fed on their

long journey through the wilderness on the way to the Land of Promise

is said to have been the secretion of a scale insect, and it seems safe to

say, that in the insect world are to be found many undeveloped culinary

possibilities, only awaiting exploitation.

The subject of insects as food for fishes is a separate study in itself.

In this capacity insects are of considerable indirect benefit to man.

Still another way must be mentioned in which insects are useful

to man. Even the injurious forms are not an unmixed evil. They

may stimulate the farmer to more careful methods of culture. They

may force him into a systematic crop rotation, which otherwise, to the

detriment of his soil, he would not follow. A prominent fruit grower

once told me that the advent of the San Jose scale to his district was

the best thing that ever happened it, for it drove the lazy and careless

men out of the business and enabled the careful growers to make some

profit for their pains. There is undoubtedly something in this attitude.

Though it is no argument in favour of letting foreign pests gain a

foothold in our orchards, still it is encouraging to note that even the

worst of them have been brought under control by the methods of

modern applied entomology.

I am well aware that the facts that I have here brought to your

attention are already well known to all of you. Nevertheless, the subject

of pests looms so large in our daily horizon, that at least it will do

no harm to review in this way the other side of the question. So that

while we strive by every means in our power to rid the country of its

injurious forms, we do not forget that many of our humble insect

friends are doing their best in a quiet way to make the world a better

place for man to live.

Mr. Treherne—The principles of entomology relating to insect

parasitism ranks in the forefront of entomological practice today. I

fully expect to see the day when our systems of spraying will be reduced

and our principles of breeding and distributing insect parasites will be

increased. The greatest movement in the past few years has taken

place with imported parasites of imported insects, but I believe we will

see the day when more use will be made of such native parasites as we

have. Spraying at the best is an unnatural process, but we dare not at

the present day advocate otherwise.
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Mr. Anderson—I have been interested in what has been said and

cannot add much. Today the Oak Tree Caterpillars are hard to find

and I have no doubt their natural enemies are checking them. Fungus

diseases play an important part in the natural control of insects.

Mr. Wilson—In 1900 we had a severe infestation of the Cut-

worm, Peridromia saucia. Following this outbreak 90% were parasitized.

Mr. Anderson—Yes. That was a severe outbreak. Daylight

habits were adopted by the larvae although a noctuid.

Mr. Bush—^They could be heard feeding.

Dr. Hadwen—I hope to have some slides to show tonight of the

mite parasitism of Horn Flies.

NOTES ON XANTHIA PULCHELLA, SMITH.

This species appears to be increasing in numbers in the Quamichan

district of Vancouver Island. Five years ago odd specimens only were

taken, whereas in 1910, 11, and 12, it was not unusual to see five or

si.x in an evening at "sugar." A female thus taken on October 9th,

1911, laid eggs about October 15th. The ova were deposited in batches

and clusters in a chip box. Color at first greenish yellow, changing

after a few days to a light grayish brown. Eggs round, with base

slightly broader and top somewhat flattened. Surface shining, well

sculptured by lines running from base to top where they finish in a

well pronounced micropyle. Hatched February 25th to March 5th,

1912. Young larvae with jet black shining head ; body with series of

spines. Head the broadest ; body tapering posteriorly fairly evenly.

General colour a dirty white with faint indications of lemon colour.

For half the length from the head there is a distinct lavender shade

which fades away gradually towards the tail. Eggshell not eaten. The
young larva rests on the two anal pairs of legs and with head in the

air. As soon as the young larva begins to eat the lavender shade goes

and the colour becomes a uniform glaucous green. From a number

of plants presented to the larvee, rose was chosen, but chickweed and

another kind of weed were nibbled at. The appearance of the larva

changes considerably after the first moult. The black shining head

gives place to a green one, and three whitish stripes appear, running

the entire length of the body—one in the middle of the back—the

others a short distance away on each side—the three enclosing the dorsal

area. The spines not so conspicuous as in the first instance. They
are emitted from small warts—two above the legs, two between first

white line and the median line, and the same of course on the other
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side (taking each segment across). General colour a lighter green.

The larva continues to be of a light green until nearly three-quarters

of an inch long. At this stage the larva isi semi-transparent, of a

yellowish green colour, with five white lines running the whole length

of the body. The middle line in the centre of the back is quite narrow

but distinct. The side white lines are more conspicuous and contain

the spiracles. They are margined on the upper side (immediately above

the spiracles) by a green line somewhat darker than the ground colour.

There is a fainter white line between those just noted. This is edged

on both sides by darker green. The central white line also has a green

edging. In the next instance the larva presents a complete change. It

then becomes a dark velvety brownish green with very conspicuous

markings. These markings consist of dark (almost black) V-shapes

on each segment—each V being cut through the angle by the middle

white line. The middle white line shows very distinctly ; the spiracle

white line also survives, but the intermediate lines have entirely dis-

appeared. Head light brown. The segment next the head is dark with

two white lines, between which are two white dots. There are also

white dots on each segment transversely, arranged differently on the

2nd, 3rd and 4th segments. After these there appear to be four dots

on each segment. There are also single short hairs on each side of the

centre line on each segment. The latter description was taken May 1st,

1912).

As the larva grows larger the greenish tinge goes and the prevailing

colour is various shades of brown. At this stage my larva; were very

voracious and the sprigs of wild rose supplied were soon stripped. All

the larvEe had gone into earth by May 12th. The pupae were kept

indoors, so the dates of emergence of the perfect insects (August 17th

to September 5th) are earlier than usually occurs in the natural state.

In this district the wild moths appear from about the middle of Sep-

tember to the middle of October.

As the species seems to be local and not generally known, perhaps

a description of the perfect insect may be acceptable.

Expanse 32mm. Primaries narrowish with outer margin slightly

hollowed below apex ; general colour a rich red brown with purplish

tinge; basal area purplish brown (broadest in middle) edged outwardly

by a light line followed by a darker transverse anterior line; then follows

a lighter area commencing at the costa where it is as wide as the basal

patch, broadens out to take in the orbicular and extends to the lower

part of the reniform, from which point it contracts until it reaches the

inner margin ; the lower half of this area is ochreous and more shaded

than the upper ; it is bordered outwardly by the transverse posterior
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shade of darker brown which surrounds the reniform and throws it up

in strong relief, especially at the lower part where it is conspicuously

white ; between the t. p. shade and the subterminal line the band is

slightly lighter and more purplish ; in this band, where it touches the

costal margin, are three minute wedge-shaped ochreous marks ; the outer

edge of the s. t. line is fairly parallel with the outer margin, only some-

what wavy and notched ; the s. t. line is thin about the centre but thickens

out slightly to the anal angle and more so towards the costa where it

forms a darkish, somewhat triangular, apical patch ; next comes the

outer band ; this being of fairly uniform width and lighter than the

general ground colour (and more ochreous) forms a rather striking

feature in the markings ; fringes plain and of ochreous olive.

In some specimens a whitish dash sprinkled with rosy scales runs

along the costa from the thorax to the orbicular stigma which it includes

;

the orbicular is small (occasionally almost obsolete) and, when present,

outlined in white; the reniform, long in shape, is outlined in white, the

lower part markedly so as already mentioned, the upper part being filled

in with ochreous. Secondaries plain, of a rosy brown, lighter than the

primaries ; there is an indication of a discal mark ; this is more distinct

on the under side. Thorax purplish brown, slightly crested along central

line ; collar and head more ochreous. Body purplish brown, shading

off lighter towards thorax. Palpi clothed with hairs; eyes smooth.

Under side a rosy ochreous with costa and outer band of primaries

strongly ochreous. Antennae simple in both sexes.

A variable species within certain limits. Gfeneral appearance of

sexes similar, except that the females are perhaps in the majority of

cases more strongly marked than the males.

G. O. Day,

Duncans, B. C.

NOTES ON SCHIZURJ UNICORNIS, SMITH & ABBOT.

Perhaps some of those present may have noticed on their fruit trees

a curious looking caterpillar, remarkable for two strongly contrasting

colors, besides other peculiarities of shape. The segments between the

head and a kind of double pointed hump on the third segment are a

light green color, almost transparent, the rest of the body being differ-

ent shades of brown and pink. There is also a conspicuous white V-
shaped mark in front of the anal hump. A brownish-purple narrow

band connects the head with the first hump. This marking shows

strongly against the green of the first two segments already alluded to.
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The prevailing color of the body behind these segments is purplish-

brown. Commencing with the first hump is a series of triangular pink-

ish markings on four segments plainly seen. Posteriorly the last two

extend more towards the legs and stretch each side of the white V-
shaped mark already mentioned—being separated therefrom by a darker

band, which also forms a V (with the apex towards the head). There

are also two small cream colored markings (like the "gamma" mark on

some of the moths of the Plusia family) on each side just above the

fourth pair of legs—on the same segment as the broad part of the white

V, and just below it. The larvae are found on apple, plum, apricot and

other plants. They are not plentiful nor likely to become so numerous

as to be a pest. They, however, appear to have a fine appetite and eat

a good many leaves without showing much trace of their ravages. The
larvae often rest with their anal legs raised, and when in this position

may easily be mistaken for part of a curled leaf with brown edges.

The larvae are found in September ; spin up in cocoons and produce

moths the following June. The expanse of the male moth is 36mm.
Both the larvae and perfect insects possess the well known characteristics

of the Notodontidae, of which family this species is a branch. In the

moth state the male is often attracted to light. The female, which is

slightly different from the male in markings and shape of antennae, and

somewhat larger, is less frequently seen.

Geo. O. Day.

Duncans, B. C.

LIFE HISTORY OF OTIORHYNCHUS OVATUS, THE
STRAWBERRY ROOT WEEVIL, UNDER LOWER

ERASER CONDITIONS.

By R. C. Treherne, Dominion Field Officer.

The insect with which I wish to deal this afternoon is one which is

becoming a large economic factor in the culture of the strawberry in the

Lower Eraser Valley. There is no question at all that the depredations

of this insect are causing considerable loss to the growers of this fruit

not only in the Lower Eraser Valley alone, but also in those sections on

the Pacific Coast where strawberries are being grown commercially and

in large quantity.

I had an exceptional opportunity this summer for studying this

insect, and I believe I have definitely determined some good points in its
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life history. There are a number of points which require more corrobo-

ration by further experiments, consequently I wish this paper to be con-

sidered more or less in the light of a preliminary report founded on a few

months' observations taken during the past summer (1912).

The weevil has been assigned a variety of names. We will find it

referred to as the "Pitchy legged Otiorhynchus," "the Strawberry Crown
Girdler" and the "Sleepy Weevil." I prefer to give it the name which

heads this paper—the Strawberry Root Weevil—because it seemed to

me that none of the names assigned to it are really applicable to its

nature or appearance. It does not appear to affect the crown in any

instance that I have observed, and it only feeds, I believe, on the roots

of the plant which permeate the ground in all directions and which

arise in a mass from the crown. Larvae can be found feeding on the

fine roots 6 to 8 inches deep in the ground, and at depths varying from

this to the roots on the immediate surface of the ground. Its numbers so

far exceed those of its near relative, O sulcatus, that I feel justified in

claiming this insect, under B. C. conditions, as the prime injurious spe-

cies of the two and therefore more worthy of bearing the general name

of the Strawberry Root Weevil or "Root Girdler."

Distribution.

This insect occurs in B. C. at Hammond, Haney, Mission, Hatzic,

Agassiz, Burnaby, on the shore of North Vancouver, in the Victoria

district and in the interior at Vernon. Its distribution probably is

general in the province, but at present it is only on the immediate coastal

districts of B. C. that it has become an economic pest of first magnitude.

The Individual Egg.

Is very minute, almost spherical, breadth .25mm. When freshly

laid it is milky white in color, changing after a day to a pale shade of

brown ; the bounding membrane is hard and firm, and there does not

appear to be any mucilaginous material on the exterior to retain it se-

curely in the position it may be deposited in the soil or on the crown of

the plant. The period of incubation lasts in the neighborhood of 21

days.

The Individual Larvae

Is characteristic of weevil larvae in shape and color ; body lightly

covered with minute hairs, white, sometimes colored pink or grey from

the nature of the contents of the intestines, and slightly curved. The
head is white at hatching, and after each moult, smooth, gradually assum-

ing a light shade of brown as age increases ; mouth parts a darker shade

of brown to the color of the head.
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The duration of the larval stage is, at least, seven months, the win-

ter period being experienced in the middle of the stage, during which

time the larva forms a rough earthern cell in the soil at varying depths

and apparently becomes entirely dormant.

The Individual Pupa

Is milky white in color, very soft and delicate. It lies in its little

earthern cell in the soil, free and not enclosed by an special silken or

shell-like device. The size approximately corresponds to that of the

adult. The various parts of its anatomy are distinctly apparent, its legs,

antennae, and elytra carefully folded on the ventral surface. The

appendages are covered by a pupal membrane, which sloughs off as the

adult stage is approached.

The pupal stage lasts from 21 to 24 days.

Transform.ation.

Several dajs elapse from the time the pupa first changes to the

adult in the soil and the time that the adult leaves the soil finally to

assume its normal adult life and color. During this period the imma-

ture adult, which resembles the mature adult in all respects but color,

gradually hardens its exoskeleton sufficient to withstand pressure through

the soil and gradually changes its color from that of a white to that

of a yellow. I would judge that at times fully five days elapse from

the termination of the pupal stage to the assumption by the adult of a

pale yellow color.

Furthermore, some additional days elapse from the time the adult

has appeared on the surface of the ground to the time it assumes its

fully developed normal color. I should judge that in some cases, at

any rate, seven days elapse—making 12 from the pupa—to complete the

full transformation. I cannot tell as yet what physical influences in-

crease or decrease these transformation stages, under strictly natural

conditions, as the records above were made under laboratory conditions.

The Individual Adult

Is dark brown, almost black, when fully developed, egg-shaped in

general outline, about j4-'nch long by ^^-inch broad; thorax deeply

pitted ; elytra striated, convex and deeply punctured in the striae, fused

together in a median line over the abdominal segments, consequently

useless for flight and only serving for protection, very hard and horny,

overlying the abdominal segments laterally and at the extremity pos-

teriorly.
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The duration of life of the adult without food, moisture or exer-

cise, bred through from the nearly mature pupa, was determined by

experiments thus far carried on, to be on the average of 42 days. Adults,

fed but confined as used in the "egg deposition" tests, lived 67 days in

some cases. There seems no doubt, however, that some adults are

empowered by a greater degree of longevity under natural conditions

than the instances mentioned above, for we find adults carrying over

the winter on the surface of the ground, under shelter of rocks, boards

and in crevices. There can be no doubt about this, for the last pupa

was found in the ground in the early part of *July, so that if we only

allowed three months longevity per individual we would expect to find

no adults on the surface of the ground during winter. But we do

;

consequently 67 days duration of life becomes more of a minimum

standard than a maximum. The adult insect has a peculiar habit of

"playing possum" when disturbed, and it remains in this peculiar atti-

tude for some time after interference. It does its feeding at night and

is only active then. It remains dormant during the daytime, hidden in

crevices of the soil, under leaves and debris. I am inclined to think

that egg-laying is an entirely nocturnal affair. Chickens have been

shown on several occasions to be fond of the larvae, and, I have no

doubt, of the adults as well.

Food Habits of Larva.

This insect is a general feeder. During the past summer larvae

were taken in a clover and timothy grass sod, and larvae were bred

to the adult on the roots of timothy grass alone in the laboratory.

Larvae were also taken in the roots of the wild strawberry at sea level

and at the elevation of about 500 feet. There is evidence to show that

the larvae will feed, furthermore, and thrive on roots of the cultivated

peach tree in cleanly cultivated orchards. There is no direct evidence

as yet that potato plants in fields infested by this insect are attacked

by the larvae, although larvae have been taken in volunteer potato

plants in fields two years free from strawberry plants. The same has

occurred with rhubarb, and there is a current opinion prevailing in the

Lower Fraser plantations that crops following infected strawberries

suffer to some extent and may take several years to recover. Popular

opinion, on the other hand, claim that red or crimson clover is not

is refers to the cultivated strawberry plantation. As a matter of fact, pupae were
I the ^ound in bush land and in uncultivated places two weeks later than this.
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affected to any appreciable extent, and it is therefore recommended to

be planted following a crop of infected strawberry plants.*

Rumex acetosella, a common weed in strawberry plantations, is

also fed upon by the larvae of this weevil. It was curious to note that

roots of this weed intermingling in the row with the roots of the straw-

berry plant, were chosen by the larvae for food in preference. This indi-

cates the impartiality and general feeding characteristics of the larvae.

Besides these few notes, literature on this weevil shows that the fol-

lowing plants have been recorded as attacked by the larvae : Roots of

cultivated strawberry, blue grass, Potentilla glandulosa, Balsamorhiza

sagatata, timothy grass, Poa cerotine, Poa pratensis, and white clover.

Food Habits of Adult.

During this past summer, adults were seen feeding directly upon

the fruit of the strawberry, on the fruit of the raspberry, on the vine,

on a fallen peach on the ground, and also on a fallen apple. The
foliage of the strawberry plant is devoured, but not, in my opinion, to

any appreciable extent.

In literature further records are as follows: Foliage of raspberry

and of the potato, both under natural conditions. Miss Patch, of

Maine, has given a long list of plants fed to adults in confiement, which

clearly shows that under laboratory conditions any kind of vegetation

will offer itself as food to this insect.

Susceptibility of Variety.

From the foregoing account of the feeding habits, larval and adult,

I feel safe in claiming that no susceptibility of any one variety of straw-

berry over any other exists, and vice versa, no immunity from attack

can be claimed by any variety of strawberry. This point is further

borne out by observation in the field. Certain varieties of strawberries

may resist an attack better than others, but this degree of resistance

is not resultant upon any standard of immunity possessed by the variety

so much as by the productivity and vegetative capabilities of that variety,

viz., deep rooted and vigorous varieties, capable of producing a num-

ber of runners, which throw the heaviest yield the first spring from

planting. The varieties recommended in this regard from Lower

Fraser conditions are the Dunlap, Wilson, Warfield, Williams, and

William Belt. The varieties not so suited are the Magoon, Clarke's

Seedling, Jessie, and the Marshall.

•The inference is not intended that red or crimson clover is immune from attack, but

rather that it is able to withstand an attack without apparent injury to itself.
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Nature of Injury.

Small irregular feeding areas on the edge of the leaves of the

strawberry plant indicate the feeding habits of the adult weevil. The

larvae attack the roots at all depths in the soil to which roots penetrate.

Portions of the epidermis of the root forming longitudinal slits are

devoured. This is evidently an initial stage leading either to a com-

plete "girdling" of the root or to a longitudinal feeding area on the

root, resulting sometimes in a spiral efiFect. Some larvae apparently

pass from the egg to the pupa in the immediate surface zones of the

soil, but the majority, at the approach of winter, burrow to the depth

of four to six inches, some reaching the depth of eight inches. There

is no doubt that the larvae are capable of moving freely in the soil

(sandy loam), and there also appears to be a general tendency of the

larvae in the first place to burrow downwards to the finer roots of

the plants and then gradually work their way towards the surface as

the period of pupation approaches. The roots therefore are attacked

at all depths, the most serious damage being done in early spring, when

the larvae are nearly full grown and thereby better able to attack the

main roots of the plant. I have never seen any larvae feeding directly

upon the crown of the plant, but I have evidence in plenty where roots

have been "nipped off" two inches or so from the crown. Plants there-

fore thus attacked, with their root system considerably diminished, nat-

urally suffer from the drying effects of the sun and wind, and this

taking place conjointly with the period of blossoming and continuing

as the fruit begins to set. greatly interferes with the yield and the profit.

We can, however, accept this maxim from the study of the life

history of this weevil: that if no injury to the plantation has become

apparent by the end of June of one year, no further injury will become

apparent that year, or, in other words, the plants attacked in the spring

of one year, having reached their highest degree of injury by the end

of June, for the remainder of the year tend to improve and re-establish

themselves in the soil. This point should be made use of in the matter

of applying commercial fertilizers.

Deposition of Egg.

The customary places where eggs were found to be laid during

the past summer were as follows: In the crevice made in the soil by

the crown of the plant, on particles of soil filling the crown below

surface, below debris directly on the surface of the soil and laid pro-

miscuously in the soil to the depth of one-half inch.
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Invariably tlie eggs noted in situ, as above, were laid singly and

individually, apparently devoid of any adhesive covering, consequently

easily detached from the place where laid.

Adult female weevils are capable of laying 50 eggs each, as shown

by records of individual weevils in confinement and also hypothetically

shown by the multiplication of the average number of eggs laid in one

night by 59 female weevils, viz., 10.6, and the average individual period

of egg deposition, viz., 4.72 days. The maximum individual period of

oviposition is shown by notes in hand thus far to be 15 days.

Period of Oviposition.

Egg deposition for the generation as a whole began about the date

of June 22nd of this year (1912), and it continued until August 22nd,

a period of two months. During this period of oviposition a summer
migration evidently occurs. This year it took place for two weeks

around July 8th, midway in the oviposition period. The object of the

migration, whether it be for the purpose of distributing eggs on new
lands or for the purpose of rest, still remains dark. I have undoubted

proof that certain of the migratory individuals lay eggs ; furthermore,

there seems no doubt that the weevil has a strong tendency to remain

localized in one area, provided that area offers sufficient food and pro-

tection.

Migration.

In addition to the above-mentioned, there occurs a second migratory

period in the fall. This apparently is purely for the purpose of winter

protection and hibernation, but what proportion of the brood, in this

case again, travels at this time of year, still remains a question for

hibernating adults can be found the year round on the surface of the

ground in a strawberry plantation.

Injuriousness.

Crops of strawberries grown on the matted row system are not as

a rule seriously affected the first year from planting unless the ground

was previously infected. The injury is noticeable the third summer,

often reducing the crop fully 50 crates to the acre from what with

reason might be expected. When a plantation is kept down for more

than three years, the crop may be totally destroyed.

When these points are understood, the object of rotation on a

small scale is interfered with and in many cases means no rotation at

all, for although the piece of ground down to strawberries changes one
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year with another, the weevil is fairly localized within the area and

free to infest the crop which is being grown. Rotation, however, on a

large scale is much more effective, because the weevil not only has to

travel a greater distance to find the new plantation, but its egg-laying

period is per individual comparatively short and the larvae are capable

of feeding on the roots of most vegetation on the way.

Two things are certain that the presence of this weevil is very

largely detracting from the profits of the strawberry industry as a

whole, and that the injurious nature of this weevil is more particularly

noticed on farms of small area, in fact, there need be little hesitation

in saying that unless radical steps are taken to prevent the introduc-

tion of this weevil into strawberry plantations, or fight it when it is in,

on farms of five acres or less, the continuous growing of strawberries

will prove wholly unprofitable.

Suggested Remedial Measures.

(1.) Varieties of strawberries should be grown which, by reason

of their vigorous nature, are more apt to throw the best returns in

yield the first spring from planting. Such varieties are recommended

previously in the text of this paper for Lower Fraser conditions. (See

"Susceptibility of Variety.")

(2.) Chickens devour the larvae in the soil with readiness. Use

should be made of them in a rotation with strawberries. (See "Indi-

vidual Adult.")

(3.) Adult weevils take shelter during the daytime under boards,

etc., and thereby can be easily trapped. This method, however, is only

practicable by growers on a small scale. (See "Individual Adult.")

(4.) A plan may yet be evolved which takes advantage of the

weevil's inability to fly. It can only crawl, consequently any evil-

smelling mixture placed around a field or some sticky mixture placed

around a field, may in time be originated. Thus far no method can

be advised for immediate adoption. (See "Individual Adult.")

(5.) Arsenate of lead applied in the form of a spray immediately

after the first crop is taken off, may be tried in certain cases when the

adult weevils are so numerous as to warrant attention. Under ordinary

conditions this method can only be recommended as a minor remedy.

(See "Food Habits of Adult.")

(6.) Cyanide of potassium and carbon bisulphide gas are effec-

tive fumigants. The cost of the operation militates against their use.

It may be stated here that it is extremely doubtful that any remedy.
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tvhich will eradicate or kill the weevil, egg, larvae or adult, can be

devised, ivhich will not at the same time destroy the plant.

(7.) Burning the crop is recommended, by application of a straw-

mulch on a day when a light wind is blowing.* The ivhole efficiency

of this measure depends upon the time it is done. It should be done

conjointly with the termination of the first crop. Every day's delay

from this time reduces its efficiency, as the egg-laying period begins

about June 22nd and continues till about August 22nd. The last crate

of berries came off about June 29th this year (1912), and the adult

weevils began emerging from the soil in the second week of June,

reaching their maximum emergence about July 6th. The point, there-

fore, can be readily seen. (See "Period of Oviposition.")

(8.) Observing the dates given above (7), and noting the large

proportion of weevils on the surface of the ground as compared to

the number of larvae in the soil, which latter are reducing as the adults

are increasing, it is recommended that the field be not ploughed up

until at least the end of July or the beginning of August, thereby

allowing the plantation to act as a trap crop for the emerging adults

to deposit eggs in and preventing in a large measure the new plantation

from attack. This course should be followed up by fall ploughing

and as frequent cultivation as possible previous to or during winter.

(See "Period of Oviposition.")

(9.) Fall planting is recommended for the Lower Fraser and

can be followed with satisfaction. Possibly the same yield from the

same area is not obtained as compared with the usual spring planting

plan, but from the standpoint of the weevil, we must make some con-

cession, and by planting after August 22nd, the benefit is apparent if

the land is previously uninfected. (See "Period of Oviposition.")

(10.) A system of plant renewal is advocated during the middle

of the second summer. This is accomplished either by burning or by

the removal of the old leaves from the plants in July. An application

of some commercial fertilizer—ammonium sulphate, nitrate of soda,

or a complete fertilizer—would be found of most benefit to the planta-

tion at this time of year. (See "Nature of Injury.")

(11.) The "one crop plan" of strawberry culture is recommended

from the standpoint of the weevil and its nature, but from the stand-

point of the local economics of strawberry culture in the Lower Fraser

Valley it is not recommended. Those who cannot raise strawberries

*Care should be taken to see that the straw is not matted, but loosely laid so that there be
no fear of concentrating heat at any one point.
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on the "two year plan," owing to the depredations of the weevil, and

who now prefer the "one crop plan," would in all probability obtain

better financial results by substituting the "fall planting plan" for the

"one crop plan." The "two year system" of strawberry culture is to

be preferred when possible as being the most desirable plan of the three.

The question of hill planting and the "four or five year plan" has many

points in its favor, but it is not fully considered here.

(12.) Rotation of crops, while being strictly in accordance with

the best agricultural practice, is strongly advocated against this weevil.

From popular opinion, red clover is suited to follow strawberries, fol-

lowed successively by potatoes and rhubarb. Growers with large acre-

age, under judicious management, can combat the effects of this weevil

satisfactorily with proper rotation alone, assisted by general cultural

methods, but the smaller growers of ten acres or less, more or less con-

gregated into communities, as they usually are, will not find rotation

the same comparative benefit as the large grower, although of course

a benefit will be noticed. It may be tentatively stated that not more

than one acre in ten should be down to strawberries in an infested

locality so as to provide for a system of proper rotation.

The Honoil-\ble Mr. Ellison, Minister of Agriculture, offered

a few encouraging remarks to the meeting on their re-formation and

evident progress. He said that he personally had been much interested

in the discussions which he had been listening to, and he only wondered

that more people were not active Entomologists to study these ques-

tions on insect pests which yearly cost the province so much. He
assured the Society of his regard and promised to do all in his power

to obtain for them the necessary financial assistance.

Mr. Wilson, Chairman, briefly thanked the Honorable Minister

for his kindness at being present and for his assurance of some financial

assistance to the Society.

ADDRESS.

Thomas Cunningham, Inspector of Fruit Pests.

Ever since the creation of man, and in all ages of man on earth,

we have evidence from remotest antiquity that the agriculturist and

horticulturist have suffered enormous loss by the depredation of destruc-

tive insects and plant diseases. No country in the world, as far as is

known, is free from this scourge. Animals, including man, and plants

suffer from infection.
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Probably there is no part of the world that has suffered more than

North America, particularly the United States. The annual loss due to

insect pests in the United States, as published by the authority of the

United States Department of Agriculture, now reaches the enormous

sum of $1,272,000,000. This is more than the entire expenditure of

the National Government, including pension roll and the maintenance

of the Army and Navy. 1 quote from the authority of Professor C. L.

Marlatt in the Journal of Economic Entomology, 1909, and the same

author in the Year Book of the Department of Agriculture of 1904.

The question will naturally arise why the United States suflfer

more than other countries. The reason is easy 'jf explanation. It is

owing largely to the enterprise of the agriculturists and horticulturists

in searching the world for new varieties of fruits, cereals, plants and

vegetables. Hundreds of species not common to this continent, have

been brought in from other parts of the world, including the Orient,

the Mediterranean, Africa and as far north as Siberia. Australasia

also has contributed largely to the list of economic plants of great

value which have been brought into the States with the view of

increasing the value of the products of the soil.

Many of these plants were infected with Scale and Boring insects

which are kept under control by predaceous insects in their native

country. Nearly all the predaceous insects fly, while the Scales adhered

closely to the plant and the Borers were safely concealed in the body

of the plants and trees, so that of course they were protected from the

attack of their natural enemies. This accounts for the importation of

pests, and not the parasites which hold them in check.

Most of these importations occurred before the discovery of such

protective measures as fumigation with Hydrocyanic Acid Gas and

Carbon Sisulphide. In point of fact, there were no quarantine regu-

lations governing the importation of new varieties of plants until long

after many of them had been introduced into the United States. It

was not until after the discovery of the San Jose Scale that any

steps were taken to quarantine or inspect importations from the Far

East, which is now known to be the home of some of the most destructive

pests that afflict this country.

Not until the San Jose Scale had been widely distributed in Cali-

fornia and several other States were any steps taken to bring this very

destructive pest under control and prevent the introduction of other

very serious pests.

It is acknowledged by the highest entomological authorities that

over fifty per cent, of the noxious insects that prey upon plants and

animals in the United States have been imported from foreign countries.
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I will name a few: Codling Moth, imported from Europe; San Jose

Scale, from China and Japan ; Oyster Shell Scale, from Europe

;

European Fruit Scale; Gypsy and Brown Tail Moths; Mediterranean

Fruit Fly. All these and many others have been imported direct from

the countries producing the plants. The Hessian Fly, one of the most

destructive pests that infect wheat cereal, was imported from Europe,

so that taking the whole list of destructive insects, as stated above, over

fifty per cent, were imported.

Had a judicious system of quarantine been adopted in the early

history of North America, these destructive pests would have been kept

out, and much of this terrible annual loss of $1,272,000,000, would have

been prevented.

While Canada may not suffer as much in proportion as the United

States, still we have to pay our annual toll in the destruction of vege-

tables, grain and fruits. I am not sure that I can give a correct estimate

of the annual loss of Canada, but I think it is safe to assume that it

would bear about the same proportion as our neighbors to the south.

Fortunately for us, British Columbia suffers less than any other

section of North America. This is largely owing to the early pre-

ventative measures that were instituted nearly a quarter of a century

ago. California led the way to the adoption of quarantine inspection.

Shortly after British Columbia fell into line, and the pioneer fruit-

growers suggested to the Government the creation of a Board of Horti-

culture with power to formulate regulations for the inspection of

nursery stock and fruit. It is greatly to the credit, I believe, of the

horticultural pioneers that these preventative measures were introduced,

and many of the most destructive pests have been kept out. If this

Province is probably the cleanest country in the world today, I think it

is largely owing to the foresight of the pioneer fruit-growers.

We have the reputation today of being the only Province in North

America that is free from the Codling Moth, San Jose Scale, Gypsy

and Brown Tail Moths and the several Fruit Flies. Shall this reputa-

tion be preserved, and how, is a matter that should receive the immediate

consideration of the B. C. Fruit Growers' Association, the Central

Farmers' Institute and the B. C. Entomological Society.

It devolves upon me to suggest the means that may be safely

adopted for our protection. In doing this I am following the lead of

California again, and also the Federal Government of the United

States.

On December 24th, 1911, the Governor of California called a

special session of the State Legislature to consider the passage of a

Quarantine Law, which would enable the horticultural authorities to
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frame regulations for the better protection of the State from the intro-

duction of insect pests and diseases.

The time allotted to me is too short to give you more than a few

quotations from this valuable law, the title of which is:

"An Act provided for the protection of Horticulture and to prevent

the introduction into this State of insects or diseases or animals injurious

to fruit or fruit trees, vines, bushes, or vegetables, providing for a quaran-

tine for the enforcement of this Act, making a violation of the terms of

the Act a misdemeanor, and providing a penalty therefor
;
providing

that said Act shall be an urgency measure and go into effect immediately,

and repealing that certain Act, entitled "An Act for the protection of

Horticulture, and to prevent the introduction into this State of insects or

diseases or animals injurious to fruit or fruit trees, vines, bushes or

vegetables, and to provide for a quarantine for the enforcement of this

Act," approved March 11. 1899."

Section I provides:

"Any person, persons, firm or corporation who shall receive, bring

or cause to be brought into the State of California, any nursery stock,

trees, shrubs, plants, vines, cuttings, grafts, scions, buds or fruit pits, or

fruit or vegetables, or seed, shall immediately after the arrival thereof

notify the state commissioner of horticulture, or deputy quarantine

officer, or quarantine guardian of the district or county in which such

nursery stock, or fruit or vegetables, or seed are received, of their arrival,

and hold the same without unnecessarily moving the same, or placing

such articles where they may be harmful, for the immediate inspection

of such state commissioner of horticulture, or deputy quarantine officer

or guardian. Provided, however, that all articles of nursery stock,

trees, shrubs, plants, vines, cuttings, grafts, scions, buds, fruit pits, fruits,

vegetables, or seed which are infested or infected with such' species of

injurious insects or their eggs, larvae or purpae or other animal or plant

disease which may be or be liable to be injurious to the orchards, vine-

yards, gardens or farms within said State, shall be destroyed or reshipped

out of the state as hereinafter provided. The said officer so making an

inspection shall not permit any of the described articles so coming in

contact with said infested or infected articles or any articles which

might convey infection or infestation to be removed or taken from any

such car, warehouse, depot, ship, dock, wharf or any other place until

such infection or infestation shall have been destroyed."

Section 2: "Each carload, case, box, package, crate, bale or bundle

of trees, shrubs, plants, vines, cuttings, grafts, scions, buds or fruit

pits, or fruit or vegetables, or seed imported or brought into this

state, shall have plainly and legibly marked thereon in a conspicuous
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manner and place the name and address of the shipper, owner, or

owners or person forwarding or shipping the same, and also the name

of the person, firm or corporation to whom the same is forwarded or

shipped, or his or its responsible agents, also the name of the country,

state or territory where the contents were grown and a statement of the

contents therein."

Section 4: "When any shipment of nursery stock, trees, vines,

plants, shrubs, cuttings, grafts, scions, fruit, fruit pits, vegetables or

seed, or any other horticultural or agricultural product passing through

any portion of the State of California in transit, is infested or infected

with any species of injurious insects, their eggs, larvae or pupae or

animal or plant disease, which would cause damage, or be liable to

cause damage to the orchards, vineyards, gardens or farms of the

State of California, or which would be or be liable to be, detri-

mental thereto, or to any portion of said state, or to any of

the orchards, vineyards, gaidens or farms within said States, and

there exists danger of dissemination of such insects or disease while such

shipment is in transit in the State of California, then such shipment shall

be placed within sealed containers, composed of metallic or other

material, so that the same can not be broken or opened, or be liable to

be broken or opened, so as to permit any of the said shipment, insects,

their eggs, larvae, or pupae or animal or plant disease to escape from

such sealed containers and the said containers shall not be opened while

within the State of California."

Section 5 : "No person, persons, firm or corporation shall bring or

cause to be brought into the State of California any fruit or vegetable or

host plant which is now known to be, or hereafter may become a host

plant or host fruit of any species of the fruit fly family "Trypetidae"

from any county, state or district where such species of "Trypetidae" is

known to exist and such fruit, vegetables, or host plant, together with

the container and packing, shall be refused entry and shall be imme-

diately destroyed at the expense of the owner, owners or agents."

Section 6: "No person, persons, firm or corporation shall bring or

cause to be brought into the State of California any peach, nectarine,

or apricot tree or cuttings, grafts, scions, buds or pits of such trees,

or any trees budded or grafted upon peach, stock or roots that have been

in a district where the disease known as "peach yellows" or the con-

tagious disease known as "contagious peach rosette" are known to exist,

and any such attempting to land or enter shall be refused entry and shall

be destroyed or returned to the point of shipment at the option of the

owner, owners, or agent, and at his or her expense."
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Section 7: "No person, persons, firm or corporation shall bring

or cause to be brought into the State of California any injurious animals

known as English or Australian wild rabbit, flying fox, mongoose or any

other animal or animals detrimental to horticultural or agricultural

interests."

Section 8 : "Any person, persons, firm or corporation violating

any of the provisions of this Act shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and

shall be punished by imprisonment in the county jail for a period not

exceeding six months, or by a fine not exceeding five hundred dollars,

or by both such fine and imprisonment."

Acting under authority of this Law, the State of California has

quarantined the States of Florida, North and South Carolina, Georgia,

Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana and Texas, or any other section known

to harbor either of the "Aleyrodes citri" or "Aleyrodes nubifera."

"Quarantine Order No. 15.

—

August 30, 1912."

Whereas^ a quarantine order, No. 1, issued March 6, 1906, was

declared against the Citrus White Fly {Aleyrodes citri) from the

States of Florida and Louisiana, and only from these states, and,

Whereas, we have information from the entomologists of the

United States Agricultural Experiment stations of the South Atlantic

and Gulf States that this same White Fly {Aleyrodes citri) is widely

distributed in North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida,

Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana and Texas; and,

Where.as, it has been received into California on nursery stock

from North Carolina and Mississippi, and.

Whereas, another species of the White Fly {Aleyrodes nubifera) is

present in Florida, and,

Where.'\s, both of these White Flies are serious pests, being

regarded in Florida as second to none in their injurious work on citrus

and other trees, and.

Whereas, there is great danger of introducing "Aleyrodes citri"

into the citrus groves of California on plants or nursery stock from

each of the states aforesaid at the present time ; and.

Whereas, there is danger of said "Aleyrodes nubifera" being intro-

duced into California from Florida, and into the South Atlantic and

Gulf States from Florida, and from thence into California, therefore it is

Declared: That a horticultural quarantine be and is hereby

established against fruits and vegetables (excepting tomatoes), nursery

stocks, scions, grafts, buds, cuttings, fruit pits, orange seeds, trees, vines,
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plants and shrubs of all kinds imported from the States of North Caro-

lina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana

and Texas, or any other section known to harbor either "Aleyrodes citri"

or "Aleyrodes nubifera," or both, into the State of California; all quar-

antine guardians and deputies of the State Horticultural Commissioner

are hereby instructed and required to hold any and all such fruits and

vegetables (excepting tomatoes), nursery stock, scions, grafts, buds, fruit

pits, orange seeds and plants of all kinds, subject to the order of the

shippers or owners thereof, for exportation out of the State, or to be

destroyed."

"Quarantine Order No. 14.

—

August 13, 1912."

Whereas, the alfalfa fields of the following counties of Utah:

Salt Lake, Tooele, Juap, Utah, Wasatch, Summitt, Davis, Morgan,

Weber, Boxelder, Cache and Rich; of the two counties of Idaho:

Oneida and Bear Lake; and of Uintah County in the State of Wyoming,

are infested with the Alfalfa Weevil {Phytonomus posticus) ; and,

Whereas, the devastation of this insect is very serious, often

ruining the entire crop, and.

Whereas, our alfalfa product is very important, the estimated

cash value the present year being a little short of $50,000,000; and.

Whereas, there is danger of our receiving this pest through the

importation of alfalfa hay from the counties aforesaid, as determined

by the chief deputy of this Commission, who has visited and thoroughly

studied the conditions in the devastated area;

Wherefore, it is declared that a quarantine be, and the same is

hereby established against all alfalfa hay from the several counties

hereinbefore mentioned of Utah, Idaho and Wyoming. All horticul-

tural commissioners, local inspectors and deputies of the State Horticul-

tural Commission are hereby instructed and required to refuse shipment

into the State of California of all alfalfa hay from the said quarantined

counties. If such hay is shipped into the State by any oversight, it must

at once be destroyed or returned to the shipper.

All transportation companies are ordered to refuse for shipment into

California any alfalfa hay from the said infected counties."

A. J. Cook,

_ _
,

State Commissioner of Horticulture.
Sacramento, Lai.

"Quarantine Order No. 10.

—

January 29, 1912."

Whereas, There exists in the nurseries of Santa Clara, Alameda,

Santa Cruz and San Mateo Counties a serious insect pest known as the
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California or Western Peach Tree Borer, "Sanninoidea pacifica" Riley,

and,

Whereas, Several afFected trees have been shipped from said nur-

series into other counties of California within the past few days ; and,

Whereas, Said insect is a serious enemy of all stone-fruit-trees, as

the borers girdle or seriously wound the crown of infested peach, plum,

apricot, prune, nectarine, cherry or almond-trees; and.

Whereas, This caterpillar or borer is not known to be a pest in

other counties and its introduction would be a serious injury, and must be

resisted ; and.

Whereas, The borer, when young or small will elude the keenest

inspection ; therefore, it is hereby

Ordered, Directed and Declared: That a quarantine be and

the same is hereby established in accordance with Section 2319b of the

Political Code of the State of California, against the shipment of

peach, plum, apricot, prune, nectarine, cherry and almond trees from any

of the aforesaid counties."

A. J. Cook,

State Commissioner of Horticulture.
Sacramento, Cal.

These are fair samples of the Quarantine Regulations that have

been enforced by the horticultural authorities of California. But they

were not satisfied with their own state law. A movement was set on

foot early in 1912 to bring pressure to bear upon the Federal Govern-

ment to pass a general quarantine Act covering the importation of

plants and plant products throughout the United States. This Act

was approved by the President of the United States, August 20th, 1912.

The time allotted to me will not permit of reciting the provisions of

the entire Act. I will, therefore, content myself with giving you

quotations from the most important sections:

Section 4: "That no person shall ship, or deliver for shipment

from one state or territory or district of the United States into any

other state or territory or district any such imported nursery stock, the

case, box, package, crate, bale, or bundle whereof is not plainly marked

so as to show the general nature and quantity of the contents, the name

and address of the consignee, the country and locality where such

stock was grown, unless and until such imported stock has been inspected

by the proper official of a state, territory, or district of the United

States."
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Section 5 : "That whenever the Secretary of Agriculture shall

determine that the unrestricted importation of any plants, fruits, vege-

tables, roots, bulbs, seeds or other plant products not included by the

term "nursery stock" as defined in section six of this act may result

in the entry into the United States or any of its territories or districts of

injurious plant diseases or insect pests he shall promulgate his deter-

mination, specifying the class of plants and plant products the importa-

tion of which shall be restricted and the country and locality where they

are grown, and thereafter, and until such promulgation is withdrawn,

such plants and plant products imported or offered for import into the

United States or any of its territories or districts shall be subject to all

the provisions of the foregoing sections of this Act
;
provided that before

the Secretary of Agriculture shall promulgate his determination that

the unrestricted importation of any plants, fruits, vegetables, roots,

bulbs, seeds, or other plant products not included by the term "nursery

stock" shall include all field-grown florists' stock, trees, shrubs, vines,

the United States or any of its territories or districts of injurious plant

diseases or insect pests, he shall, after due notice, give a public hearing,

under such rules and regulations as he shall prescribe, at which hearing

any interested party may appear and be heard, either in person or by

attorney."

Section 6. "That for the purpose of this Act the term "nursery

stock" shall include all field-grown florists' stock, trees, shrubs, vines,

cuttings, grafts, scions, buds, fruit pits and other seeds of fruit and

ornamental trees or shrubs, and other plants and plant products for

propagation, except field vegetables and flower seeds, bedding plants,

and other herbaceous plants, bulbs and roots."

Section 7 : "That whenever, in order to prevent the introduction

into the United States of any tree, plant or fruit disease or of any

injurious insect, new to or not theretofore widely prevalent or distributed

within and throughout the United States, the Secretary of Agriculture

shall determine that it is necessary to forbid the importation into the

United States of any class of nursery stock, or of any other class of

plants, fruits, vegetables, roots, bulbs, seeds, or other plant products from

a country or locality where such disease or insect infestation exists, he

shall promulgate such determination, specifying the country and locality,

and the class of nursery stock or other class of plants, fruits, vegetables,

roots, bulbs, seeds, or other plant products which in his opinion should

be excluded. Following the promulgation of such determination by

the Secretary of Agriculture, and until the withdrawal of the said

promulgation by him, the importation of the class of nursery stock or

of other class of plants, fruits, vegetables, roots, bulbs, seeds, or
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Other plant products specified in the said promulgation from the country

and locality therein named, regardless of the use for whicn the s;xme is

intended, is hereby prohibited ; and until the withdrawal of the said

promulgation by the Secretary of Agriculture, and nothwithstanding

that such class of nursery stock, or other class of plants, fruits, vege-

tables, roots, bulbs, seeds, or other plant products be accompanied Dy

a certificate of inspection from the country of importation, no person shall

import or of?er for entry into the United States from any country or

locality specified in such promulgation, any of the class of nursery

stock or of other class of plants, fruits, vegetables, root!--, bulbs, seeds

or other plant products named therein, regardless of the use for which

the same is intended; provided, that before the Secretary of Agriculture

shall promulgate his determination that it is necessary to forbid the

importation into the United States of the articles named in this section

he shall, after due notice to the interested parties, give a public hearing,

under such rules and regulations as he shall prescribe, at which hearing

any interested party may appear and be heard, either in person or by

attorney
;
provided further, that the quarantine provisions of this section,

as applying to the white-pine blister rust, potato wart and the Mediter

ranean Fruit Fly, shall become effective upon the passage of this Act
"

Section 8 : "That the Secretary of Agriculture is authorized and

directed to quarantine any state, territory, or district of the United

States, or any portion thereof, vvhen he shall determine the fact that a

dangerous plant disease or insect infestation, new to or not theretofore

widely prevalent or distributed within and throughout the United

States, exists in such state or territory or district ; and the Secretary of

Agriculture is directed to give notice of the establishment of such quar-

antine to common carriers doing business in or through such quaran-

tined area, and shall publish in such newspapers in the quarantined

area as he shall select notice of the establishment of quarantine.

That no person shall ship or offer for shipment to any common carrier,

nor shall any common carrier receive for transportation or transport,

nor shall any person carry or transport frorri any quarantined state

or territory or district of the United States, or from any quarantined

portion thereof, into or through any other state or territory or district,

any class of nursery stock or any other class of plants, fruit, vegetables,

roots, bulbs, seeds, or other plant products specified in the notice of

quarantine except as hereinafter provided. That it shall be unlawful

to move, or allow to be moved, any class of nursery stock, or any other

class of plants, fruits, vegetables, roots, bulbs, seeds, or other plant

products specified in the notice of quarantine hereinbefore provided, and
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regardless of the use for which the same is intended, from anj' quaran-

tined state or territory, or district of the United States, or quarantined

portion thereof, into or through any other state or territory or district,

in manner or method or under conditions other than those prescribed

by the Secretary of Agriculture."

Under authority of this Act, the Secretary of Agriculture for the

United States has quarantined large sections of the States of Maine,

New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut and Rhode

Island. This quarantine embraces coniferous trees, such as spruce, fir,

hemlock, pine, juniper, cedar, arbor vitas, and decorative plants, such

as holly and laurel ; forest plant products, such as logs, tan-bark, posts,

poles, railroad ties, cordwood and lumber, and all field-grown florists'

stock, trees, shrubs, vines, cuttings and other plant products for planting

or propagation, and these shall not be moved or allowed to be moved,

inter-state, or to any point outside the quarantined area, until such

plants and plant products have been inspected by the United States

Department of Agriculture, and pronounced free from the Gypsy

Moth. Every crate, box, bale or other bundle of plant products, of

which inspection is required by these regulations, shall be plainly marked

with the name and address of the consignor, and shall bear a certificate

showing that the contents have been inspected by the United States

Department of Agriculture.

Carload or other bulk shipments of plants and plant products, for

which inspection is required, shall not be transported or offered for

transportation inter-state, by cars, boats or other vehicles, unless each

shipment is accompanied by a certificate showing that the plants and

plant products have been inspected by the United States Department

of Agriculture, and pronounced to be free from moth infestation. Cer-

tificates of inspection will be issued only for plants and plant products

which have been actually inspected by the United States Department

of Agriculture.

On November 25th, 1912, until further notice, by virtue of said

Section 8 of the Act of Congress, approved August 20th, 1912, it shall

be unlawful to move in inter-state commerce, any of the above described

plants or plant products from the areas herein quarantined, except in

accordance with these regulations and amendments thereto.

On September 20th, 1912, the Secretary of Agriculture issued a

quarantine against the plant disease known as "Potato Wart," "Potato

Canker," "Black Scab" and so forth, prohibiting the importation into

the United States of potatoes from Newfoundland, the Islands of St.

Pierre and Miquelon, Great Britain, including England, Scotland,
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Wales and Ireland ; Germany and Austria-Hungary. The quarantine

reads as follows

:

"Now, therefore, I, Willett Hays, Acting Secretary of Agriculture,

under authority conferred by Section 7 of the Act approved August 20th,

1912, known as the 'Plant Quarantine Act,' do hereby declare that it

is necessary, in order to prevent the introduction into the United States,

of the disease known as 'Potato Wart,' 'Potato Canker,' 'Black Scab'

and so forth, to forbid the importation into the United States from the

hereinbefore named countries, of the following species, namely, the

common Irish Potato, 'Solanum tuberosum.'
"

Quarantine No. 2, against the Mediterranean Fruit Fly. The

United States have quarantined their own favorite colony, the Territory

of Hawaii. The quarantine reads as follows:

"Now, therefore, I, Willett M. Hays, Acting Secretary of Agri-

culture, under the authority conferred by Section 8 of the Act approved

August 20th, 1912, known as 'The Plant Quarantine Act,' do hereby

quarantine said Territory of Hawaii, and do prohibit, by this notice

of quarantine No. 2, under the authority and discretion conferred on

the Secretary of Agriculture by said Section 8 of the Act of Congress

approved August 20th, 1912, the movement from the Territory of

Hawaii into or through any other State, Territory, or District of the

United States of the following fruits, seeds, vegetables and other plant

products

:

Alligator pears

Carambolas

Chinese ink berry

Chinese orange

Chinese plums

Coffee berries

Damson plums

Eugenias

Figs

Grapes

Grape fruit

Green peppers

Guavas

Kamani seeds

Kumquats

Limes

Loquats

Mangos

Mock Orange

Natal, o

Oranges

Papaya

Peaches

Persimmons

Prickly pears

Rose apple

Star apple

String beans

Kafir plum

Moimtain apple Tomatoes

"Hereafter, and until further notice, by virtue of said Section 8

of the Act of Congress, approved August 30th, 1912, it shall be unlawful

to move any of the fruits, seeds, vegetables, or other plant products

herein named from the Territory of Hawaii into or through any other
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State, Territory, or District of the United States, regardless of the use

for which the same is intended."

Done at Washington this 18th day of September, 1912.

Witness my hand and seal of the U. S. Department of Agriculture,

WiLLETT M. Hays,

Acting Secretary of Agriculture.

Quarantine Order No. 5

—

"The Cotton Boll Weevil."

In order to prevent the introduction of the cotton boll weevil,

"Anthonomus grandis," into the State of Arizona, it is hereby ordered:

(a) That the introduction of cotton seed into the State of Arizona

from any other state or territory, or from any foreign country in which

the cotton boll weevil is known to exist, is hereafter prohibited.

(b) That this quarantine order shall be immediately effective upon

proper notification of persons concerned, against the following states

and countries: Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Ala-

bama, Florida, Republic of Mexico, Guatemala, Costa Rica and Cuba.

(c) That this quarantine order shall be extended to any state, terri-

tory or country in which the cotton boll weevil may hereafter be dis-

covered, upon public announcement by the Arizona State Entomogolist.

(d) That all persons, firms or corporations in the State of Arizona

are prohibited from having possession of, transporting, selling or giving,

away any cotton seed introduced into the State in violation of this order.

(Adopted November 1, 1912.)

Quarantine Order No. 6

—

"California Red and Yellow Scales."

In order to prevent the introduction of either the California red

{Chrysomphalus aurantii) . or the yellow scale (Chrysomphalus aurnntii

var. citrinus) , into the State of Arizona, it is hereby ordered:

(a) That the introduction of citrus nursery stock, either budded or

seedling, into the State of Arizona, from any county in the State of

California, with the exception of Tulare and Fresno, is prohibited.

(b) That this order shall not be construed to interfere with the

introduction into the State of citrus bud wood under the provisions of

the Arizona crop pest law providing for the inspection of shipments of

such material at destination.
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(c) That all persons, firms, or corporations in the State of Arizona

are prohibited from having possession of, transporting, selling or giving

away any citrus stock introduced into the State in violation of this order.

(Adopted November 1, 1912.)

(Extract from Monthl\ Bulletin No. 10, State Commission of Horti-

culture, Sacramento, California.)

"Arizona and Inspection of Mexican Fruits."

It will be interesting to all California to know that Arizona has

recently passed a law revising and giving added power to those in charge

of the horticultural work there. With regard to the new work in

Arizona, Dr. A. W. Morrill, State Entomologist, writes the following:

"The commission of Agriculture and Horticulture under our new

law has informally adopted a quarantine restriction prohibiting the

importation of mangoes, guavas, and oranges from Mexico. This quar-

antine order will be formally adopted as soon as the members have

qualified for their new appointments under the amended law, which I

expect will be in the course of a few days. During the next few weeks

I shall be busy organizing our inspection service, and I expect that before

the end of September I will have completed arrangements for the pro-

tection at Nogales similar to that which you have in California at your

Pacific ports. As soon as the quarantine order of the Commission has

been formally agreed upon I will send you a copy. These orders will

include a quarantine order against white flies affecting citrus, the alfalfa

weevil, and the Mexican orange maggot."

It will be thus seen that the United States are determined to

prevent the introduction and spread of either destructive insects and

plant diseases. This leads up to the question of the protection of our

own favored Province.

Hitherto we have been using such preventative measures as the

Regulations of the Board of Horticulture provide. All imported nursery

stock is carefully dealt with, and our present system is found to be

fairly adequate, but the time may come when it will be necessary to

exclude the importation of nursery stock from countries known to be

infected with dangerous pests and diseases not common to British

Columbia.

We have also carefully inspected, as far as possible, imported fruit,

grain and vegetables, but the time has come when, owing to the large

importation of fruit, it is utterly impossible to adequately protect this

Province.
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During the year 1912 there were imported into Vancouver alone:

200,795 Boxes Apples

312 Half-boxes Apples

34 Bbls. Apples

708 Boxes Crabs

685 Half-boxes Crabs

37,045 Boxes Pears

590 Half-boxes Pears

27,755 Boxes Plums

88,100 Boxes Peaches

21,353 Boxes Apricots

139 Boxes Nectarines

2,755 Boxes Prunes

180 Boxes Quince

380,451 Total No. Packages

which I think would fairly represent half the importations into this

Province of deciduous fruit from countries known to be infected with

the Codling Moth, San Jose Scale and other destructive pests. As

practically all this fruit was wrapped, and a thorough inspection would

involve the unwrapping and inspection of each individual fruit, you

will see how utterly impossible it is, no matter how careful we may be,

to prevent the introduction of these destructive pests. It is a physical

impossibility to unwrap, inspect, re-wrap and pack all this fruit, and

restore it to the condition in which it is found when the packages are

opened. It would involve the labor of over one hundred experts to

handle the fruit properly in Vancouver alone, and then there is the

added danger of infection being brought in in infected cars.

Many times during the year 1912 we have found cars badly infected

with larvs of the Codling Moth. These cars containing the larvae

are shipped throughout the Province, and if transformation from the

cocoon stage to the moth occurs while the cars are passing through the

Province, certain infestation is sure to follow.

In a word, under our present system it is utterly impossible to

guarantee the protection of the country from the introduction of the

Codling Moth and the Peach Worm.

I think the time has arrived when we should seek greater protection

from the Dominion Government. In doing so, we are following the

lead of California and the United States Federal Government. Surely

we can make no mistake in adopting protective measures which are
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now being rigidly enforced by our neighbors, with whom we are in

constant communication.

I have, therefore, drafted the following resolution, which I will

submit for the consideration of this Convention:

Whereas, the policy of the Dominion Government of Canada and

the Provincial Government of British Columbia, respectively, has been

for many years directed towards the encouragement of immigration into

this Province ; and,

Whereas, the aforesaid Governments have jointly and severally,

by exhibitions, lectures, circular letters, bulletins and other means, pointed

out to the intending settlers the splendid advantages that British Colum-

bia ofiers, by reason of her climate, soil, geographical position and exten-

sive markets; and.

Whereas, both the aforesaid Governments have from time to

time, by numerous methods, held out to the intending settlers unmistak-

able assurance that the fruit industry would be fostered and protected

by such legislation as may be found necessary in the development of the

horticultural industry ; and.

Whereas, the eflect of such assurance has resulted in large and

ever increasing areas of agricultural land being planted in orchards

—

many millions of dollars have been invested and numerous settlers of a

very superior character have embarked in the fruit industry, greatly to

the advantage of the Dominion and the Province ; and,

Whereas, the importation of trees and plants during the three

years ending December 31, 1911, reached the enormous total of

8,975,663, which, when added to the output of our local nurseries, will

swell the total to considerably over 10,000,000 trees and plants, (this

is the best evidence of the great expansion of the fruit industry) ; and,

Whereas, there is undoubted evidence before this Board that this

valuable industry is now, and has been for some time, threatened with

very serious danger by the importation of insect pests and diseases in

fruit and fruit packages infected with such pests as Codling Moth, Cydia

(Carpocapsa) pomonella, which attacks apples, pears, crab-apples and

quinces, also several destructive scale insects, such as "Aspidiotus

pf'rniciosus," "Aspidiotus rapax," "Saissetia oleae," "Lepidosaphis ulmi,"

and several other scales of economic importance; also the very destructive

Peach Worm, technically known as "Anarsia Uneatella" which is

reported by the horticultural authorities of California as being respon-

sible for the annual destruction of from twenty-five to thirty per cent,

of the entire peach crop of California ; and.
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Whereas, the imminence of the danger of the introduction of these

destructive pests is abundantly proved by the returns of fruit condemned

for infection at the Port of Vancouver, during the four years ending

December 31, 1912, which are as follows:

1909 12,351 Packages

1910 8,394

1911 7,199

1912 - 16,949

Total No. Packages Deciduous Fruit 44,893

besides some 27 cars intended for this market, but were diverted by

reason of their infection, the shippers not caring to run the risk of con-

demnation. In addition to the number of boxes condemned at Van-

couver, as above, there were 8,000 boxes condemned at the Port of

Victoria during 1912. This, when added to the above, makes the sum

total of packages condemned during the year at the two Coast cities,

24,949. This record abundantly proves the terrible danger which this

Province is exposed to under the present system of importing such large

quantities of fruit from countries known to be seriously infected with

pests from which this Province is happily free ; and.

Whereas, the United States Federal Government, in Congress

assembled in the month of August, 1912, did enact a General Quaran-

tine whereby nursery stock, plants, fruits, vegetables, bulbs, seeds or

other plant products may be excluded from entering the United States

and its territories when such nursery stock, plants, fruits, vegetables,

bulbs, seeds or other plant products are shipped from any country known

to be infected with diseases and insect pests not commonly found in

the United States and its territories; and,

Whereas, the States of California and Arizona have already put

into force the provisions of the Federal Quarantine Act, against the

States of North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama,

Louisiana, Texas, Utah and Hawaii, or other territory infested with

certain insect pests; also the following countries foreign to the United

States, namely, Newfoundland, the Islands of St. Pierre and Miquelon,

Great Britain, including England, Scotland, Wales and Ireland ; Ger-

many and Austria-Hungary ; therefore.

Be It Resolved: That this Association, respectfully, but very

earnestly, urge the Dominion Government to enact such legislation as

will exclude deciduous fruit, such as apples, pears, crab-apples, quinces,

peaches, apricots and plums from being imported into this Province
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from countries, states and provinces known to be infected with the before-

mentioned insect pests or other insect pests and diseases, not widely

prevalent or distributed within or throughout the Province of British

Columbia.

I may say that 1 have already submitted this resolution to several

Boards of Trade throughout the Province, and purpose submitting it

to every Board of Trade througiiout British Columbia, requesting their

co-operation and assistance.

It has been kindly received wherever it has been presented. At

every meeting, except one, the resolution has been adopted unanimously,

by a standing vote. I have found only two dissenting voices in the

sections of the Province visited.

I plead most earnestly for the protection of the reputation of our

beloved Province. It is not a question involving anj- difference of opin-

ion or affecting trade in the slightest degree.

The question resolves itself into this: Shall we maintain our

splendid reputation? Shall we protect the fruit-grower from the

expense of fighting pests and diseases from which we are now immune?

This can only be done by quarantining countries that are known

to be infected.

Fruit inspection has served a good purpose this far, but it is no

longer a safe and practical protection.

I take pleasure in moving the foregoing resolution.

Mr. Brittain—I take leave to second this motion and in so doing

I wish to say that when I first heard about this measure and the course

it proposed to adopt, the whole consideration appeared to me to be of

too drastic a nature. However, we have received evidence that the

same considerations are taking place across the line, and I must say

that I have been somewhat astonished at the breadth of the movement.

The evidence is now before us, skilfully compiled by Mr. Cunningham,

and I feel now that we are fully justified in adopting measures such as

have been proposed, and I believe that we as a Society of Entomologists

should lend our thorough support.

Mr. Treherne—I also believe this measure to be sound from our

standpoint as entomologists, as it seems to be in accordance with up to

date present day economic entomology. I believe, however, it should

be carefully considered before we pass judgment upon it. When we

cannot inspect for an insect pest with safety to ourselves then we are

justified in placing quarantine measures against it, and there seems little

doubt that cases arise in Codling Moth inspection which cannot be
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covered by an inspection certificate. Our only resource then is whole-

sale condemnation or quarantine. If we as entomologists pass this

resolution I have no doubt our opinions will carry weight with those,

through whose hands the measure will go, for we are judging the situa-

tion from a scientific and unbiassed standpoint. We have nothing to

lose or to gain by it beyond that of the protection of the Province from

dangerous insect pests, consequently we can only judge this issue on its

merits, and it is only on its merits as an entomological problem that it

should be judged.

Mr. Taylor—An exactly similar state of affairs occurred in Cape

Colony, South Africa. Certain districts infested with Codling Moth
were isolated and kept isolated.

Mr. Treherne—When was that?

Mr. Taylor—Some four or five years ago.

Mr. Wilson—Will whole states or only infested territories or

localities be barred in this resolution ?

Mr. Cunningham—That is a matter for the Government to deal

with.

Mr. Lyne—To show any exemption in this regard would be

dangerous.

Mr. Brittain—Has the Province power to isolate districts in the

Province ?

Mr. Cunningham—That has not been fully dealt with. Per-

haps by way of further explanation, it might interest the members to

know that during the season of 1912 a slight infection of "Cydia

(Carpocapsa) pomonella" was discovered near Armstrong. After

samples had been submitted to me, I immediately got four of my staff

on the ground. We made a close inspection from tree to tree, and

succeeded in locating the infection in about a dozen trees, close up to

the wire fence which separated another orchard. The infection had, I

believe, come from the adjoining orchard. At any rate, we found it on

both sides of the fence.

I negotiated with the owners for the purchase of the fruit, as it

was of the utmost importance to stamp out the infection lest it should

be carried by air currents down the Okanagan Valley. We examined

every tree in the two orchards, and to make "assurance doubly sure,"

we extended the inspection to the next adjoining orchard. The quantity

of the fruit was estimated and a lump sum was agreed upon, to be paid

for all the fruit in the three orchards. After this had Deen done, I

engaged a number of men to pick the fruit. I bought several hundred
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sacks and had every fruit in the three orchards, including apples, pears,

crab-apples and quince, picked and carted to the sawmill, where I had

provided a large tank holding half a carload of apples. Into this tank

two jets of steam from the boiler were introduced. I placed 2x4 inch

scantlings on the bottom of the tank and put rows of sacks on top of

these scantlings. This was to permit the steam to circulate all around

the sacks, so as to ensure the cooking of the fruit. Tier after tier was

then placed until the tank was full. We then turned on the steam, but

unfortunately the pressure was too great, and not only cooked the

apples, but blew the pulp and seeds through the sacks, covering the

sides of the tank and cover with about an inch of apple pulp. However,

needless to say, all the larva? were destroyed.

In the second grist that we put through we reduced the pressure

to about 120. This cooked the apples completely in the course of a

few hours, all the fruit being reduced to pulp.

I regard this as a very valuable discovery, a.s it will enable us,

when we shall have completed the new Fumigating Station, to prov' le

a chamber whereby we can steam to pulp all condemned fruit rather

than have it cremated at a very large expense. This pulp, after having

been steamed thoroughly, will constitute food for animals.

Dealing with these three infected orchards involved a very con-

siderable expense. We paid for the apples and cooked them, but I con-

sider that no expense is too great if we are to succeed in stamping out

incipient infection. This, I believe, has been done most effectively,

because I have been able to prove by several experiments that the only

way this Codling Moth can be stamped out is to destroy the food on

which the larva feed.

I am informed that as the result of my success at Kamloops, which

is well known to most of the entomologists present, Australia has prac-

tically adopted a similar method. I am informed by Mr. Hutchison,

who has recently returned from Australia and is now resident on the

Delta,that this destruction of the fruit is the favorite method of dealing

with Codling Moth infection in the Australian States. Mr. Simms,

who has been for many years in the Government Service in New Zealand,

reports that the Government adopted that method in dealing with the

Fruit Fly.

That we have succeeded in stamping out the infection at Arm-

strong, I have the best reasons for believing. The question now is how

was this infection introduced ? It is my opinion that cases which con-

tained nursery stock which had been shipped from Oregon had been

previously stored in fruit-houses badly infected with Codling Moth, and
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became infected, thus conveying the infection to the orchard where we

discovered the larvae. I made diligent enquiry on this point and found

that a case of trees had been delivered in the adjoining orchard early

last spring. The nursery stock was taken out and planted, but the case

was allowed to remain for some months. I believe that probably the

larvae transformed early in the month of May and found the conditions

just right, with food already prepared.

It will be asked how can we guard against a repetition of such

infection ? My plan is to have a chamber constructed in the new

Fumigating Station which is about to be built, in which cases containing

nursery stock and the packing used shall be run into this chamber and

steamed. This will eliminate all possible danger of carrying infection

over in the case or packing.

I may add that the orchards in question will be carefully sprayed

with Arsenate of Lead, not once nor twice, but three times during the

coming season, at the rate of three pounds of Arsenate of Lead to the

barrel of water. The spraying will be done by my own staff, as we do

not intend to take any chances in dealing with this insidious pest. It

goes without saying that it will be impossible for the Government to

continue this system of purchasing fruit. The expense would be too

great ; besides there might be cases of the introduction of the pest all

along the Boundary Line where thorough inspection would not always

be available. The only rational and business method of protecting our-

selves is to rigidly exclude the importation of fruit from countries

known to be hopelessly infected with the Codling Moth.

We had another slight outbreak this season at a place named Rut-

land, adjacent to Kelowna. This was different in kind from Armstrong.

The infection was not introduced in fruit nor yet in nursery stock cases,

but was traced to baggage and household effects that had been stored

in a fruit cellar in a section of Ontario, pending the removal of the

owner to British Columbia. The cocoons were undoubtedly conveyed

in this household stuff. The owner innocently conveyed the infection

from his farm house to the orchard, which he had recently purchased at

Rutland.

This involves another problem which will be difficult to deal with.

The question arises what shall be done to prevent infected baggage and

household effects from coming into this Province? It is a difBcult

matter to deal with, but a remedy must be discovered, for we cannot

afford to take the risks of the introduction of the Codling Moth into

this fair Province. We shall have to devise some means whereby baggage

may be closely inspected on the frontier. This may be an inconvenience
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to the immigrant coming from infected countries, but every precaution

must be taken, and the means found wherebj' we can successfully deal

with it.

Another problem that awaits solution is how best to deal with

cars infected with cocoons of the Codling Moth. We have found

during the year 1912 in the Okanagan Valley cars that had been sent

in to load with potatoes and other farm produce were badly infected

with cocoons of the Codling Moth. These were mostly cars from

the American side that had come to Vancouver and other points with

American fruit. Needless to say, this constitutes a very serious danger,

for if transformation takes place while the cars are in British Columbia,

the moth will surely seek its natural food and thus obtain a footing in

the nearest orchard. Of course, if the quarantine be established, it will

reduce the number of infected cars that cross the Boundary. The diffi-

culty in dealing with this problem arises out of the fact that all such

cars do not come to Vancouver. They may come in at Mission Junction

or other points.

The question arises, what steps shall be taken to deal with these

infected cars? Fumigation with Carbon Bisulphide would be a success-

ful remedy, but we could not reach all the cars that come in, nor keep

track of them. This is another problem which needs solution, but I

trust that a way will be found to deal with it successfully.

We have been fairly successful this far in solving some very serious

problems and I trust that a way will be found whereby we can handle

this. At any rate, the quarantine protection, which we are seeking, and

which I think we have the right to demand, will go a long way to elimi-

nate the dangers to which this Province is exposed at the present time.

Mr. Chairman—Any further discussion? If not, you have heard

the resolution placed by Mr. Cunningham before you, that a system of

quarantine be requested to prevent the introduction of fruit infected with

dangerous insects from entering the Province.

(Resolution adopted by unanimous standing vote.)

Mr. Cunningham—I feel very much pleased at your endorsement

of my resolution and thank you accordingly. I know that your voice

on this question will carry a great deal of weight in the matter of its

enforcement, for, as has been said, you are judging the issue on its

merits as an entomological problem, not with any idea of pecuniary

profit. Before closing this subject I would like to ask your consideration

on just one more point. I want a representative appointed from this

society to assist in the future developments of my resolution. I will
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propose the name of our Secretary, Mr. Treherne, to act as representative

for the society.

(Seconded and passed.)

Mr. Treherne—I feel very much honored at this appointment.

I will say that provided it does not interfere with my official work I

shall be only too pleased to assist in any way for the benefit of the

Province.

NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS ON THE SEASON.

W. E. Scott, Esq., January 8th, 1913.

Deputy Minister of Agriculture,

Victoria, B. C:
Dear Mr. Scott,—

I shall be glad if you can bring before the attention of the Entomologists

about to assemble in Victoria, two pests which in my own garden give a good

deal of interest. One is a large white grub, which bores into the roots of the

oak trees for a distance of one or two feet. While it is found in decayed woods,

it is quite possible that the decay has been caused by the operation of the grub.

In the summer time the leaves of our elm trees are covered with an insect

of the nature of thrip, which consumes all the green matter on the leaves and

spoils the beauty of the trees. We have tried to get rid of this by spraying with

water, but this has not been effectual.

I shall very much appreciate any suggestions which will enable the above

pests to be exterminated.

Yours truly,

(Sgd.) J. J. SHALCROSS.
P. O. Drawer 730, Victoria, B. C.

Mr. Anderson said that the Borer was probably Prionus

californicus. He did not think that it did any serious injury as it does

not bore in the green wood.

Mr. Brittain said that the "Thrips" referred to were probably

the Elm Leaf Hoppers, popularly called thrips.

R. C. Treherne, July 3rd, 1912.

Hatzic, B. C.

Dear Sir,—
You will be interested to know that the caterpillars of what

I have always called the American Tortoiseshell, have been most active at Cas-

cade this year. We had a number of butterflies carry over the winter in the school

house, and the children watched them carefully.

The eggs were laid on the leaves of an evergreen shrub with an aromatic

odor, popularly known as "buck brush." Apparently the entire life is spent

on these bushes, as everywhere they were completely stripped of leaves, and

when I left the caterpillars were hanging themselves along the bare stems and

changing into chrysalids. We had a number of the caterpillars at the school
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where they ate heartily, changed their skins and did not hesitate to hang them-

selves from the covers of boxes, and in one case from the roof of the building,

and proceed to go into retreat. What seemed remarkable to me was the fact

that if a spot at the end of the little sarcophagus is touched the whole thing

becomes instantly violently agitated. I am told that the same thing happens

if when passing a bush covered with the chrysalids, a person emits a thrilling

sound.

I think nowhere have I seen such a variety of insect life as at Cascade.

I have got several large Moths, which I have taken for IVestern Cecropia, many
Sphinx, quantities of Deltoids and Owlets, not to speak of innumerable bugs,

beetles and ants

I am.

Cascade, B. C.

Yours truly,

ANNE H. ROSS.

Adelphi P. O., Grand Prairie, B. C, July 24th, 1912.

R. C. Treherne,

Hatzic, B. C:
Dear Sir,—

We have quite a few pests up here, chiefly Aphis, spoiling cabbage and

turnips, curling up apple and currant leaves, etc.; also flea beetles in the

spring. But not nearly as many as in the older provinces.

I wish I knew how to prevent a bug laying eggs in the gooseberry and

currants when in flower. As the berries increase in size the worm inside does,

too, finally the fruit appears to ripen partially and drops off. The worm comes

out then and remains in the ground until it emerges from the chrysalis in spring,

I suppose, and so begins again. I always get some currants, but never any

gooseberries; they all fall off when small. I intend to dig them up unless you

can tell me what to do to keep the fly off in early spring. In my raspberries

I have a rust and cane borers, but not so far to any great extent.

I remain.

Yours sincerely,

(MRS.) R. E. WOODS.

The nature of the above insect resembles the Currant Maggot,

Epochra canadensis. The only remedies that are advised are:

1. The collection of the fallen fruit or diseased fruit on the bush.

2. The sprinkling of the ground at the time of egg deposition with

airslaked lime and carbolic acid.

3. The hand-spading of the earth, and allowing hens to scratch for

the pupa;.

Adelphi P. O., August 19th, 1912.

R. C. Treherne,

Hatzic, B. C:
Your description of the appearance and habits of Epochra canadensis ex-

actly fits the pest which spoils the fruit. I once tried sprinkling the trees with

a solution of crude carbolic, but only succeeded in burning the foliage and buds,
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so now I let it alone, as in spite of its depredations I always have enough cur-

rants, although I have given up expecting gooseberries and intend rooting up

the rest of the bushes.

I have often found the chrysalis, a small oblong yellow one, under the

bushes in the fall, slightly beneath the surface. My young chickens have access

to the garden and appear to find plenty to eat among the bushes. If I can be

of any service to you, it will be a pleasure to rae to be of assistance.

I remain.

Yours sincerely,

(MRS.) R. E. WOODS.

Experimental Farm, Ottawa, Ont., Dec. 13th, 1912.

J. R. Anderson, Esq.,

Union Club,

Victoria, B. C.

:

Dear Mr. Anderson,—
Recently Mr. Gussow handed to me some leaves of arbutus which he had

received from you, which were infested by one of the White Flies.

I sent a leaf containing some specimens to Prof. Quaintance, who is the

authority on the Aleyrodidae. I have just received from him a letter in which

he states that the species appears to be Aleyrodes merlini Bemis.

With kindest regards, I remain,

Yours sincerely,

C. GORDON HEWITT.
Dominion Entomologist.

EVENING SESSION.

PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS.

Gentlemen—I am sure it is most gratifying to me and to us as

a Society to see and to feel the enthusiasm that has been in evidence

throughout this meeting. The quality of the papers presented and

the general tone of the discussion point most favorably towards the

assumption that we are working surely but gradually away from the

experimental element on to that of a practical firm foundation.

Our membership has increased double what it was last year and

if the success of this meeting so far presented indicates enthusiasm for

the future, we may reasonably expect a larger showing in another's year's

time. At any rate we are now fairly introduced to the Province as an

active Society, and we hope that we may remain one in the future.

Perhaps before proceeding further I might make reference to the

date and the time of year upon which this meeting has been called.

That is today, January 9th, 1913. Our last annual meeting was held

on December 9th, 1911, in Vancouver. It would have only been right,

therefore, to make this an annual convention, to have held this meeting
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a month ago on December, 1912. However, it was thought more advis-

able to delay it until the first part of the New Year, for not only is this

time of year considered more of a holiday season, but it is also the recog-

nized time of year for holding conventions in the Province. We could,

therefore, by holding our meeting at this time of year, invite our members

to a week's entertainment to discuss all phases of agriculture instead of

revievi', in one day, the entomological work alone. Furthermore, the

Ontario Entomological Society hold their annual meeting in November

of each year and they prepare their proceedings for printing in the early

part of the New Year. Here in British Columbia it is difficult and not

convenient for us to hold our meeting so early in the fall as they do in

Ontario. We must wait until December at any rate and then even

waiting this late in the year we are too late to forward the proceedings,

and very often the proposed programme alone, of our meeting, to be

read at the meeting of the Ontario Society for that year. Our proceed-

ings can with a little haste be compiled to be included in the Ontario

Report, but this is liable to lead to inconveniences at times as can be

readily understood. I consider and would propose January of each

year as the most favorable time to hold our meetings. I do not wish

to arbitrate or say that this shall be so, but I wish to leave the point

with you as a suggestion. By holding our meeting in January we will

prepare our proceedings for print during the spring and forward the

same to Ontario to be presented in the fall of the same year to the

Ontario Society. This allows more leeway and time for action on our

part, for the work of the Secretary is strenuous enough just previous

to and following the annual meetings without being rushed to prepare

reports for presentation to Ontario to be included in their Annual

Report. By this suggested arrangement, of course, the year 1912 has

been missed in the incorporated report for Ontario, but it will only

be for this year, and, if we adopt this plan I suggest, the matter will be

adjusted next year and in future years.

During the past season the Provincial Government have appointed

Mr. W. H. Brittain as Provincial Entomologist and Plant Pathologist

and I wish to welcome him among us and take this opportunity of

extending the good wishes of this Society on his endeavors. He has, I

understand, made his headquarters at Vernon in the Interior, and I am

sure that he will be glad to receive and extend information relative to

insects to all who ask. The outbreak of Codling Moth this past summer

at Armstrong was reported by Mr. Brittain, and I am sure that if he

had done nothing else than report this outbreak he has fully justified his
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appointment, and we as entomologists, holding the entomological inter-

ests of the Province in our minds, feel safe and satisfied that the economic

phase of our study is well placed in the hands of Mr. Brittain.

Together with this recent appointment we have another to mention.

The Dominion Government is establishing a field station for entomo-

logical research work in British Columbia under the authorization of

Dr. C. Gordon Hewitt, Dominion Entomologist, Mr. R. C. Treherne,

Field Officer of the Dominion Division of Entomology, who has recently

come to us from Ottawa and who has now been with us for rather more

than a year, will in all probability build a small station at Agassiz on

the Dominion Experimental Farm in the Lower Eraser Valley. During

the past summer, pending definite arrangei'^ents with the Department, he

has been engaged in the study of the Strawberry Root Weevil, an insect

which is causing considerable annoyance to the strawberry growers of

the valley, and therefore offering itself as an immediate cause for study.

The work of Mr. Cunningham, Provincial Inspector of Fruit

Pests, and his stafi of inspectors continues of much use and benefit to

the Province, and we all hope this may long continue.

But while sounding these notes of satisfaction, 1 grieve very much

to have to inform you of the death of one of our most able and influential

entomologists in the Province. I refer to the late Rev. G. W. Taylor, of

Departure Bay. He for many years encouraged entomological thought

in this Province, fathered this Society in its early years, contributed many

useful articles to eastern periodicals, particularly, I believe, to the

"Canadian Entomologist," and, in short, was an entomologist with a

widely known reputation of a high standard. At the time of his death

he was Honorary President of this Society and I feel, as we all feel, a

deep feeling of loss at his untimely death.

Gentlemen, I hope that this year will be a successful one to you all

in your private business as well as in your entomological interests. I

wish to draw your attention to the importance of noting the distribution

of plants in relation to and affecting insects and their habits. For

instance Anosia plexipus feeds on the Milkweed and this plant occurs in

the Interior of the Province in arid or semi-arid regions. Consequently,

with such universal and common insects, by knowing their food plant

we obtain the distribution of both. Similarly so with Milltaea feeding

on the Scrofularieae and the White Admiral, Basilarchia, frequenting

poplars. That very widespread plant, the Thistle, is invariably

accompanied by its butterfly, Pyrariieis cardui. Again, as has been

reported this past summer, Vanessa californica attacks Ceanothus

thrsiflorus and C. laevigatus, thus we determine by observation the areas

common to both. Neophasia menapia attacks conifers, sometimes doing
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great damage to forests. Thecla johnsoni is in particular a good example

in this regard, for it frequents the native mistletoe, which is a parasitic

or epiphytic plant on pine, consequently very local in prevalence. Papilio

daunus attacks the Rosacae and Rhamnus and another species is

occasionally seen here which is very destructive to citrus trees in Florida.

I hope during this year to further such knowledge as I now possess

in this interesting study, possibly, therefore, I may be enabled to present

a paper next winter at this meeting or at some future date.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

The regular officers for 1913 were appointed as follows:

Honorary President

:

E. B.'VYNES Reed, Meteorological Office, V^ictoria.

President

:

G. O. Day, f.e.s., Duncans, B. C.

Fice-President:

R. S. Sherman, 2024 1st Ave. East, Vancouver, B. C.

Secretary-Treasurer

:

R. C. Treherne, Agassiz Experimental Farm, B. C.

Assistant Secretary

:

W. H. Brittain, Dept. of Agriculture, Vernon, B. C.

Advisory Board:

Messrs. G. O. Day, R. S. Sherman, R. C. Treherne, W. H.

Brittain, A. H. Bush, Tom Wilson, W. H. Lyne.

RESOLUTIONS.

(1.) Moved by Mr. Cunningham:

"That a semi-annual meeting of this Society be held in Ver-

non during the month of June, 1913."

Seconded by Mr. Brittain. Carried.

(2.) Moved by Mr. Treherne:

"That we add another officer to the Society in the position

of Assistant Secretary, and that Mr. Brittain become that

officer."

Seconded by Mr. Cunningham. Carried.
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(3.) Moved by Mr. Winslow:
"That the Advisory Board draw up Provisional Constitution

and By-Laws for the guidance of the Society, during the

current year, and that they be instructed to submit a per-

manent Constitution and By-Laws to the June meeting for

discussion and amendment, and to the next annual meet-

ing for discussion, amendment and final adoption."

Seconded by Mr. Wallace. Carried.

(4.) Moved by Mr. Treherne:
"That we retain our connection with the Ontario Society of

Entomologists as under present arrangements, viz., that we
send 50 cents per member to the Treasurer of the Ontario

Society, to receive in return the Annual Report of their

Society and the monthly issues of the 'Canadian Entomolo-

gist.'
"

Seconded by Mr. Wilson. Carried.

(5.) Moved by Mr. Hanham:
"That the Advisory Board be allowed to add to their num-

ber if found necessary."

Seconded by Mr. Blackmore. Carried.

(6.) Moved by J. R. Anderson:

"That this Society, in annual convention, extend their heart-

felt appreciation to the Ontario Society for the life and

work of the late Dr. Fletcher, Dominion Entomologist and

Botanist, and the warmest sympathy with the same Society

for his untimely death, whereby Entomologists throughout

the entire Dominion of Canada suffered an irreparable loss.

Furthermore, that this Society extend to the Ontario Society

their congratulations on having attained their Jubilee Year."

Seconded by Mr. Bush. Carried.

(7.) Moved by Mr. D.4y:

"That this Society, in annual convention, extend to the sur-

viving members of the family of the late Rev. G. W. Tay-

lor, Past President of this Society, their heartfelt sympathy

for the loss they have sustained."

Seconded by Mr. Hanham. Carried.

(8.) Moved by Mr. Treherne:
"That this Society thank the Provincial Department of

Agriculture for their kindness in allowing us the use of

their rooms on this occasion."

Seconded. Carried.
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MOUNTAIN FAUNA.

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen,—
The title which our Secretary has given, "Mountain Fauna," em-

braces a very large field, and in the present paper I have neither the

knowledge nor the space to do more than touch on a few points of this

deeply interesting subject ; but if these few observations cause anyone

to take a deeper interest in this study, I shall feel amply repaid.

We notice as we ascend into the higher altitude, that the flora

and fauna change in their character completely. In some instances

this change is gradual ; in others there is a distinct line of demarkation.

I notice the latter in a very marked degree in the Vermillion Pass.

In ascending the mountain side, the Balsam gradually decreased

in size, and at about 7,000 feet entirely disappeared. Immediately above

this was a belt of Lyall's Larch or Tamarack, some of the trees attain-

ing a diameter of over two feet. Above this belt of some 300 or 400

feet all timber disappeared.

Just at timber line I observed several specimens of Ocncis: 1 think

it was chryxus, but as none were captured the specie^ could not be

determined.

At an elevation of 8,000 to 10,000 feet we observed Ocncis noma,

fairly common. The color of this insect makes it very difficult to see,

as the under side of the wing has the appearance of a rock covered with

lichen, and it has the peculiar habit of dropping on its side as soon

as it lights.

At about the same elevation we occasionally see that very rare and

showy tiger-moth, Neoarctia yarrowi, variety remissa. I saw nine or

ten of these moths last year, two of which I captured. I have never

seen it below 8,500 feet.

Some of our common butterflies are found at quite high eleva-

tions, the swallow-tails, Papillio rutulus, eurymedon and zolicaon, also

the whites, Pontia, occidentalis, napi and rapae, the orange-tips, the

painted lady, the tortoise-shells, and the sulphurs, we find as high as

9,000 feet.

In our mountain valleys, at an altitude of 4,000 to 7,000 feet, we

find a great variety of in.sect life. The wood-boring beetles and horn-

tail flies are very noticeable. In fact the mountains are the happy

hunting ground for a lover of nature.

We move up from the temperate zone and in a few hours are

in the arctic, with all the vegetable, insect and animal life we would

find in the .'\rctic Circle.
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This heritage, I regret to say, is not properly appreciated by the

people who live amongst these mountains. There is too great a tendency

to value everything by the standard of dollars and cents.

When seated on some rocky spur above the timber-line we study

and survey nature in her primitive grandeur and fail to see the work of

man anywhere ; then for a short time we lose sight of the almighty

dollar and feel that it is good to be alive.

Before closing I should like to call the attention of this meeting to

the advisability of encouraging the study of systematic Entomology which

appears in this Province to be on the decrease. Even our own Society

which a few years ago was composed almost entirely of systematic men
has given place largely to economic men. It is well for us to remember

that the foundation of Entomology is systematic and without this work

the economic man is quite unable to cope with our insect pests. Indeed,

if you ask the latter a question off hand he can seldom answer you

until he has referred to the work of some man who has taken up this

study purely for the love of it.

The systematic Entomologist has been treated more or less in all

ages as a joke, and even some of our leading economic Entomologists

in Canada today refer to him as an "amiable old gentleman who runs

around with a net and a bottle catching butterflies." Remarks like this

are very humorous and will always cause a laugh in a mixed audience,

but this "amiable old gentleman" has been working away catching butter-

flies, and incidentally many other insects, for many generations, without

any pecuniary reward, and the result of his labours is Entomology as

we know it today.

Any of us who are profiting by his researches would be showing

very poor taste in trying to belittle his work. If we had men like this

scattered over our Province at the present time we should have no

difficulty in determining the distribution of any insect.

The late Dr. Fletcher thoroughly appreciated this fact, and gave

all possible encouragement to young entomologists and collectors. It is

only now, after several years, without his kind counsel and assistance

that we appreciate the irreparable loss we have sustained by his untimely

death.

A. H. Bush.
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PRELIMINARY NOTE ON THE FINDING OF HYPODER-
MA BOVIS'AT AGASSIZ, B. C, TOGETHER WITH

NOTES ON THE BIOLOGY OF THE FLY.

By Seymour Hadwen, D. V. SCI.

Experimental Farm, Agassiz, B. C.

The species of Warble-fly recorded here for the first time in Can-

ada, and probably for North America, is Hypodcrma bovis (DeGeer).

Up to the present time, Hypoderma lineata has been considered to

be the Warble-fly of North America. During the past summer (1912)
six specimens of H. bovis were captured attacking cattle, and seven flies

were bred from pupae. The average time taken for the emergence of

flies from the pupa was 34.7 days.

Experiments on Oviposition.

Experiments were made with flies which had tlieir wings clipped,

but, though eggs were extruded, the usual mode of oviposition was not

ascertained. On tying cattle up securely, and allowing flies to oviposit

on them, it was found that the eggs are laid on the legs, and that none

were discovered above the stifle on the hind legs, or above the elbow

on the fore limbs. It was proved that the eggs are attached to the

base of the hairs, and that they are laid singly. The egg comes out

of the ovipositer with the grooved end first, the groove being fitted on

to a hair, and adhering to it with a gummy substance. Eggs laid by

flies in captivity (in vials) were not found to be sticky, so that the

assumption is that the gummy substance is enclosed within the groove.

Egg-laying was witnessed a number of times, and the conclusion was

reached that the terror which inspires cattle to stampede, or "gad," is

caused by the persistent attack of the insect. When Tabanidae, for

instance, annoy a cow, she flicks them ofif with her tongue or tail, and

they leave for a moment, but Warble-flies seem indifferent to the kicks

or stamps of an animal, and when cattle lose their heads and run, the

fly still follows, inspiring them with terror, and the result is a stam-

pede.

That the fear of Warble-flies is contagious among cattle, was

proved by the fact that stabled animals, seeing others stampeding through

the windows, endeavored to break away.

Larvae.

Lar\'ae under 5mm. in length were secured from the gullets of

cattle as early as August 15th. All the full grown larvae collected at
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Agassiz proved to be those of H. bovis, but two larvae of H. lineata

were secured at Mount Lehman, B. C.

Most of the cattle from which the larvae were obtained came

from Ontario the previous autumn, so that H. bovis should be found

there also.

I am indebted to Dr. F. Torrance, Veterinary Director General,

for permission to publish this note. A full account of the experiments

conducted at Agassiz is being published by the Department, also an

article on the "Economic Aspect of Warble-flies in Canada."

FINANCIAL STATEMENT.

January 31st, 1913.

Deficit from 1912 $ 4.50

Printing of 1912 Report 115.00

Postage 1912 5.25

Stationery .60

Printing programme 9.25

Postage 1913 3.50

Subscription to "Canadian Entomologist" at 50 cents

per member 34.50

Engraving Map of B. C 3.20

500 Copies of Map Printed 2.25

Print of Photo Group (1913) from "Colonist" .75

Copper Plate of Group for Report 7.20

Private Subscription received toward 1912 Report $ 60.00

Membership Subscription received 1913-1914 at $1.00

per member 70.00

$186.00 $130.00

Deficit 56.00
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NOTICE.

To become a member of this Society the present annual fee is $1.00,

payable to the Secretary. Members will receive the monthly issues of the

"Canadian Entomologist," the Annual Report of the Ontario Entomolog-

ical Society and the Reports of the B. C. Entomological Society, as

well as receive assistance by all and every member, in the identification

of insects and the methods of control of insect pests.

The three blank maps of the southern portion of the Province are

inserted with perforated edges for the use and benefi*' of the members.

Their manner of use is as follows: Each map is preferably reserved for

one insect, the name of that insect being clearly written on the map (in

the top left hand corner) and the presence of that insect being reported

by a red ink mark at point of capture. The object of this scheme is

to obtain the exact distribution of important insects in the Province and

to illustrate the area involved in unusual yearly outbreaks of insect

pests. If more than one insect is desired to be shown, the method of

illustration can be left to the discretion of the members. Duly paid up

members can, on application to the Secretary, obtain as many more out-

line maps as he or she may require. The maps when completed, partially

or entirely, can be retained by the members as they wish or be forwarded

to the Secretary or Assistant Secretary, to be placed on file for the use

and benefit of the Society,

R. C. Treherne.

Experimental Farm,

Agassiz, B. C.

W. H. Brittain,

Vernon, B. C.
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BRITISH COLUMBIA ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

MIDSUMMER MEETING, 191:

|HE first miilsuramer, semi-amuial meeting of the British Coliimljia

Eutomological Society was held iu the Court-liouse, Veruon, B.C., ou

Jnl.v 18th and 10th, 1913. Between fifty and sixty individnals were
jircsmt at the meetings during the session, and these included repve-

^'ut.itives from Vancouver Island, Lower Mainland. Salmon Arm,
Koutcnay, and Okanagan Districts. The President, Mr. (i. O. Day,

of Duncan, was in the chair, and the meeting was called to order at 1.4.5 p.m. on

July 18th, 1913.

The President : I am very pleased indeed to see the splendid number of

enthusiasts present here to-day at this opening meeting of the first special semi-

annual gathering of this Society. I will reserve my few words of welcome to a

later occasion on the programme and. without further delay, will ask Jlr. John
Davidson, Provincial Botanist, to present his )iaper on " Entomology from the

Standpoint of the Botanist."

ENTOMOLOGY FROM THE STANDPOINT OF A BOTANIST.

T.v J. D.wiDSON, F.L.S., i\B.S.E., Provinci.\l Botanist.

In the course of one's botanical experience there are many occasions when some
knowledge of entomology is absolutely necessary, just as to the entomologist it is

necessary to know .something about plants. Iu the short time at my disposal I

propose to summarize the interrelationship of plants and insects, and if I can

stimulate some of those present to make observations and notes of the inter-

relationships which are to be seen in our own Province. I shall be glad to render

them further assistance and obtain their co-operation.

Insects spnE.\D Pl.^nt-diseases.

It is well known that insects pla.v a very important part in the distribution of

disease, and it must be remembered that most of our contagious and most dreaded

diseases belong to the ve.getable kingdom. In addition to bacteria, mould, and other

fungi carried by contact, we find that insects such as some of the Diptera suck the

putrid deliquescent mass of spore-tissue of such fungi as belong to the Phallineae

(the Stinkhoru Fungus family) and other groups. This fluid is charged wllfi; .

myriads of minute spores which pass uninjured tlirough the insect, and are dis-

Iributed in its excreta.

Chificcpfi pinpiirca. the ergot fungus which attacks rye and other grasses, is

similarly distributed, the fungus forming a sweetisli fluid, attractive to flies. During

their visits the flies are liberally smeared witli spores, and these on being carried to

liealthy grasses spread the disease.

We do not find, however, that insects are nuich interested iu the benefit done

to the fungus in spreading its spores, or iu the injury done to the host in spreading

tlie disease. The insect is more concerned about the maintenance of the individual

and the propagation of Its species.

In connection with the egg-laying operations of insects, tliere is nuich that is

interesting regarding the indirei-t results. Fur exanijile. some of the T'oleojitera are
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held responsible for iniicli of the larch-disease (Dasyscyplia iviUcommU) . Beetles in

boring or inserting the ovipositor into the fungus-infested tissue of diseased trees

carry the minute ascospores to healthy trees and set up infection there, just as

mosquitoes are believed to carry infection from one human being to another.

Insects produce Malformations.

Again, the Cccidomyia and other gall-forming insects cause the formation of

wonderful and often beautiful structures on the leaves and branches of many of

our native plants. This subject is much in need of working-up. What plants do

you find galls on? What insect is responsible for each? Does one species of insect

produce galls on more than one species of plant? If so, are the resulting malforma-

tions similar? It is intere.sting to examine the structure of these galls and note

the abnormal growth which has taken place, compared with the natural growth of

an unaffected part. It is believed that when the egg is deposited a little fermentive

fluid is exuded which stimulates the cells in the immediate neighbourhood to absorb

more-nourishment ; this nourishment is absorbed by the young larva, which is capable

of stimulating a larger number of cells to ultimately form these curious malforma-

tions known as galls.

Insects destroy much Vegetable Life.

As to the depredations of the larvse of butterflies and moths, sawflies, etc., the

systematic botanist is perhaps not so severe as the economic entomologist. These

insects require food, just as our cattle and horses do. Insects may be responsible

for the destruction of much vegetable life, but man himself is the greatest of all

sinners in this respect. Nevertheless, the botanist is interested in the causes which

lead up to these depredations, which come home to him in other ways besides the

increased cost of living.

We find that in nature such depredations leave us with a greater proportion of

plants more able to resist attack, and if insects prefer cultivated plants rather than

native plants, it is because the cultivated ones are unnatural, abnormal. Indeed,

to the systematic botanist, most of our farm and orchard crops are freak specimens,

which, on account of their long isolation from their natural environment, are less

able to resist the attacks of their natural enemies, and without the aid of man to

keep them as they are they would revert to their natural condition, or become

exterminated altogether.

Battle between Plants and Insects.

All through nature we have this constant battle between plants and insects.

It is not a one-sided battle ; sometimes the insects win, and sometimes they lose.

Insects win.—Most people are familiar with the depredations of caterpillars, and

'inany believe that the vegetable kingdom is pretty much at the mercy of the animal

kingdom, but this is not so. We are all dependent on the vegetable kingdom, and

seeing that* the plant world has supported the population of the animal world for

many thousands of years, it is only natural that insects should select the best food

they can get from the enormous menu at their disposal.

Plants icin.—Comparatively few people, however, are familiar with the depreda-

tions of plants on insects. Take, for example, the common house-fly. One of the

most deadly diseases of this far too common insect is a fungus known as Empusa
muscw. In the north of Scotland, where this is common, I have seen within an

area of two or three square yards hundreds of dead flies attached to the stems and
leaves of small plants such as grasses and shepherd's purse.

The spores of this fungus are extremely small, and have a viscid coat around

them. They are shot off from the ends of minute fungus-threads, and float about

readily in the air. If one should come into contact with a fly, it sends a small

sucker into its body and gradually begins to grow in the interior of the insect.

Finally, the fly becomes weakened, and settles down to rest ; the fungus then pushes
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out a whole mass of fine threads and fastens the fly to its hist rosthi^-placo. From
a layer of fungus-threads all over the body of the fly thousands of these minute

spores are again shot into the atmosphere, until all the food substance in the fly is

exhausted.

Some of you may have seen a dead fly on the window-pane with a halo of white

around it ; this halo is composed of the many threads of fungus-hyphfe fixing the

fly to the glass, while it liberates its spores.

I presume that most of those present have reared larvfe of Lepidoptera. Have
you ever found that some of those larvfe which pupate in soil did not go through

their whole metamorphosis, but died in the pupa stage; that on the pupa a white

coat appeared accompanied by minute outgrowths? This is another plant Icnown

as Isarin, whose spores are found in some soils. The larva when attacked is usually

not killed until after it has pupated.

There are other insect-diseases of equal interest; perhaps the most curious one

is what has been popularly termed the " vegetable caterpillar." This, it is explained.

is an organism which at one stage of its life is actually a creeping caterpillar, and

at another stage is a plant, having a root in the ground and a stem bearing fruits

above the ground.

This marvellous creation is in reality a caterpillar attacked by a disease known
as Cordi/ccps militaris, a fungus closely allied to Claviceps (the ergot-disease of

grasses). In this case, however, the fungus fills up all the available space inside

the caterpillar without destroying the vital organs, and the caterpillar grows to

practically its full size. When it descends into the soil to pupate, the fungus kills

It, and proceeds to absorb all the remaining food material. This results in the whole

interior h^ing filled by a hard woody substance composed of fungus-threads.

Later on, from one end of what was a caterpillar, a stem-like structure grows

to a few inches above the surface of the ground, and this bears thousands of spores

which lie about, or are blown from place to place, infecting other larvre.

This i>articular species of Cordyceps is common in New Zealand, but is found,

along with several other species, in North America.

P.\EASiTiSM V. Introduction of Disease.

We have heard a good deal about parasitism as a means of combating orchard

pests, but I am always sceptical as to the ultimate result of introducing new species

of animals into a country, and more particularly when you introduce one lot to get

rid of another.

By introducing other insects, you are introducing the food of other animals

which prey on these. There is a risk of nature restoring the balance by the increase

of insectivorous birds, and, as Is well known, birds are recognized agents in spread-

ing disease and insect pests, so that we may ultimately find ourselves worse in the

end than we were at the beginning.

As I already mentioned, the majority of our most dreaded contagious diseases

belong to the vegetable kingdom. It would be interesting to see what could bo done

in introducing parasitic fungi to combat insect pests. The introduction of disease

amongst rats has been responsible for great havoc in reducing their numbers, and

we may yet be able to treat our insect pests in a like manner.

Friendship between Plants and Insects.

In the mid.st of the battle between plants and insects, let us not forget that there

are many friendships. There is some good business transacted between the two
kingdoms. I need only refer to the arrangenieut existing between certain insects

and certain flowers, whereby the insect acts as a pollen-bearer in return for the

nectar w-hich the flower provides.

I cannot possibly enter into the various schemes, devices, and dodges adopted by

flowers to attract certain insects and keep out others; this would take several days.
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I'>ut I shoukl liUe to refer to some very interesting partuersliips where not only .1

temporary acquaintance is made witli eacli otlier, bnt wliere botli insect and plant

have found it to their mutual advantage to live friendly.

Ants protect Plants.

Perhaps the most outstanding example is to be found in Mexico. The mere
mention of that country may give a clue to the reason for the partnership. In

Mexico there is an Acacia (,Acacia sphwroccpliala) which is subject to the attacks

of herbivorous quadrupeds. A common means of protection against these has been

adopted by converting the stipules into spines. This not being sufficient, an arrange-

ment has been made for a fierce race of stinging-ants to act as a standing army,

which the Acacia has undertaken to keep, in peace or war.

The ants pierce the bases of the spines and eat out the interior; this stimulates

the spines to increase in size, sufficient to accommodate several of these soldiers in

each cavity. The Acacia^ has compound pinnate leaves, and at the tips of the leaflets

small grain-like food-bodies are produced. The ants are continually running over the

plant attending to these, picking and eating them when matured.

In addition to free board and lodgings, the ants are provided with free drinks,

in the form of nectar exuded by minute saucer-shaped nectaries borne on the midrib

of the leaf.

Altogether, the ants have some reason to defend this hospitable Acacia, and, in

return, unwelcome visitors are accorded such a warm reception that it has proved

a quite successful means of defence.

Plants protect .Vnts. *

In tropical forests ants often find difficulty in keeping their accumulations of

debris together on account of the liability of being washed away by heavy rains.

These heaps are usually formed on the branches of trees because the surface of the

earth is more or less swampy, but the ants have found that by including seeds and
small portions of certain plants an abundance of roots ramify throughout the heap,

and help to keeiJ it together ; whilst the mass of foliage covering it is sufficient to

break the force of the rain, or help in divertiug it from the ant's home. We find

that many plants grow best in such situations, and on this account are included

amongst the myrmecophilous, or ant-loving, plants.

One genus of plants, round in Malacca and New Guinea, has been named
Hijfliwphytum foiinicaruin on account of its symbiotic relationship with ants. The
plant is epiiihytic (living on the branches of trees), and at an early stage in its

development it is attacked by black ants, who eat their way into the tuber.

Ultimately a large irregular-shajied ball-like structure develops, through which a

whole mass of galleries and i)assages ramify and anastomose, serving as a hom(!

with many doors for entrance and exit. One can readily understand that the tuber

now transformed into an anfs nest will be well looked after b,y the inhabitants.

Inqenuity of Methods of Higher Plants.

I can only briefly refer to the insectivorous plants, and if I had time to describe

the ingenious traps of Dionwa, 'Nepenthes, Utricuiaria, Drosera, and others, I think

you'd agree that truth is certainly stranger than fiction.

To hear how some plants set miniature rat-traps to Instantaneously capture

insects ; how others tempt insects by intoxicating fluid, and that when under its

irffluence they are drowned and utilized as food ; how other jjlauts lure the unwary
insect to partake of an imaginary feast only to find that the apparent drops of nectar

were viscid glands ou the ends of sensitive hairs which, like the arms of a gigantic

octopus, envelop the struggling creature, I am sure you'd agree that their ingenuity

would be hard to beat.
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Miiuy of the methods adopted by plants to prevent undesirable insects are well

known, but there are many of our native plants which deserve to be more fully

studied, in order to ascertain the full relationship between the entomologist and the

botanist.

Opportunities for Entomologist .\nd Botanist.

We want to know what insects are responsible for the pollination of our native

plants, and what are the food-plants of their larva-. I feel that in this particular

subject much good work might be done by the co-operation of entomologist and
botanist. Wo may see other parts of the subject from different standpoints, but it

is good for us to occasionally meet on the same ground, to compare notes, witli the

hope that our observations may be mutually beneticial.

Mr. T. Wilson : In regard to the relation of the animal to the vegetable kingdom,

in one of Darwin's writings we find that he claims that the success of the clover-cro])

depends on the number of cats in the district. He deduces that crops most abundant
in seed occurred near villages, and that the crops were lightest some distance away.

He found that the cats killed the mice, the mice destroyed the bumble-bees' nests, and
as the bees were necessary to fertilize the clover, consequently the crop depeuds on

the number of cats. Mr. Davidson also mentioned the relation of insects to plants.

I remember some experiments that were carried on in regard to insectivorous plants.

They took the Venus fly-trap in order to prove its carnivorous habits. Seedlings

were raised, some under bell glasse.s, some open, and some were fed beef and scraps.

The result of the experiment proved that the carnivorous diet was merely an

acquired habit.

Mr. Brittain : The disease known as fire-blight is well known to be carried by
insects. Bees are perhaps the greatest factor. I have found centres of blight-

infestation in very isolated spots well away from other districts already infested

to a marked degree. Birds will also carry the disease, for we find the blight occur-

ring at points geographically isolated. The green aphis also spreads the disease

on trees from fruit-spurs to the twigs. The apple-leaf hopper (Empoasca mali) is

another medium of spread. Many wound-parasites, such as flies, etc., also help to

spread the disease.

The Chairman (Mr. Day) : Any further remarks? Before closing, I would
like to say that on Vancouver Island we find many caterpillars affected with fungous

diseases. The same also with ground-insects. I will now call on Professor Wilson,

who has come to us to-day from the C'orvallis Agricultural College in Oregon. I

take great pleasure in welcoming him here to-day and introducing him to the

members present.

COMBINATION SPRAYS AND RECENT INSECTICIDE INVESTIGATIONS.

By II. F. Wilson, Entomologlst, Oregon Agkicultlrvl Experiment St.vtion.

CoRVALLis, Oregon.

Jlr. Chairman, Members of the British Columbia Entomological Society, and

Friends,— It is indeed a pleasure for me to be able to meet with you at this time,

and I wish to publicly thank Mr. Brittain, your Provincial Entomologist and Plant

Pathologist, who so kindly extended to me the invitation to attend this meeting.

Mr. Brittain also kindly suggested my subject for me, and he tells me that it is one

in which you are intensely interested.

COMBIN.^TION SpR.WS .IND RECENT INSECTICIDE InvESTIG.VTIONS.

I deem it advisable to exjilain in general and in detail the factors which have

led to the study of this subject.

(1.) I consider this to bo the most important problem before the farmers and

fruit-growers of to-day.
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(2.) For some one or more reasons not clear to us, tmr kuowleilye of spraj's and
their effects is very unsatisfactory.

(3.) Wliile our commercial insecticides are more or less stable, under certain

ideal conditions the results obtained from their use are too variable for us to make
definite and well-defined recommendations.

(4.) The economy of spraying and the uumerous new sprays ou the market at

the present time demand an entirely new investigation of the subject.

Outline of Experiments.

With these facts in view the following series of experiments have been out-

lined :

—

(1.) Knowing that certain sprays are effective when used alone, to determine

what ones may be successfully combined without lessening insecticide values.

(2.) Having effected the combination of certain sprays, to determine, if possible,

the factors that govern successful application with a miniuiura of injury to fruit and
foliage and at the same time give a maximum of protection.

Combination Sprays.

During the last few years the economy of proper plant-protection has become a

problem of great importance to the farmer and fruit-grower. We have well-known

insecticides and fungicides which are quite effective in the control of different pests,

but in order to be effective they mu.st be applied at the proper time. Every pest has

a distinct life-history method of development and manner of attacking its host or

hosts. These factors in most cases determine the method of treatment and time of

application.

In former years the number of standard sprays for insect pests or fungous dis-

eases was very limited, and combination or mixed sprays were practically unknown.

With the development of the fruit-growing industry the number of important pests

increased, and at the same time more elaborate methods of control became necessary.

The time of application of a spray for a fungous disease often coincides with the

time of application for some one or more important insect pests. This has led to

many experiments in the combining of insecticides and fungicides to determine the

practicability of applying two or more sprays at the same time, instead of making
separate applications of each. Considerable success has resulted from these experi-

ments, and the combining of a fungicide and an Insecticide or two insecticides is now
a common orchard practice of considerable value to the fruit-grower.

However, many complications have arisen in the work, and while many general

conclusions have been upheld, combination sprays are very unstable and many details

are yet to be worked out. The greatest difliculty arises from the fact that arsenic

is the base of nearly all poison insecticides. Free arsenic will cause great injury to

foliage, and in order to use it some insoluble compound is necessary. In the form

of lead-arsenate, when jjroperly prepared, arsenical sprays can be applied with a

reasonable degree of safety, but in combination with other compounds the nature of

the original arsenical may be easily changed and free arsenic liberated. A very

important factor is also found in that lime-sulphur and Bordeaux mixture, the two
most important fungicides, are liable to cause spray injury when used alone, and
arsenates or arsenites are very apt to accentuate this danger. Climatic conditions

are also supposed to enter more or less into the serious injury that sometimes

happens from the use of these sprays.

Some experimenters have claimed that in the combining of lime-sulphur and
arsenates of lead certain chemical reactions take place which impair the efficiency

of both. As there seemed to be no published data on experiments which might throw
light on this subject, the Dejiartments of Plant Pathology and Entomology of the

Oregon Agricultural College undertook in 1912 to make a series of experiments
svhich would at least show some indication as to the relative combative effects of
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combinatious oC lime-sulphur autl acid arsenate; of lead, lime-sulijhur aud neutral

arsenate of lead, and lime-sulphur aud arsenite of zinc. These experiments were to

be continued through three seasons in order to get checks on all data.

Several factors entered to interfere with the first season's work, so that the

results were very unsatisfactory and detailed data is not worth mentioning. In

going over the notes at the end of the season, however, several interesting facts

were noted and are here summarized.

(1.) Lime-sulphur 29..5° Be. (1-301 + acid arsenate of lead 2 lb. to 00 gallons

(lid not cause any more spray injury to foliage and fruit than did the lime-suliihur

and neutral (spray injury was quite bad on Newtowns and Ben Davis). Injured

fruit was worst on south side of tree and in direct rays of sun.

(2.) Lime-sulphur 29.5° Be. (1-30) + arsenite of zinc 1 lb. to 50 gallons (two

different brands) did not cause but very little injury to foliage, and except in the

case of Ben Davis did not cause any more injury to the fruit than was found on

unsprayed trees. (Ben Davis suffered badly.) The injured fruit on these trees

was worse on south side of tree.

(3.) Injured apples similar to those on the spra.ved trees could occasionally

be found on unsprayed trees in the check plot, but the difference in pin-centagc

was so great that we must conclude that the injury on the spr.-iycd trees had in

some way been caused by the spray.

In 1012, in connection with the above experiments, a series of experiments were

started upon the decomposition of combined sprays when allowed to stand. The
materials in each case were kept in corked bottles and examined from time to time

during the following year. Apparently no further change occurred and each

combination retained its characteristic odour. An examination on .Tune 1st, 1913.

gave the same conditions and tests for the insecticidal values aud showed them to

be apparently as eflicient as freshly prepared materials.

Observations for the present season's work show some startling results, and on

account of this a number of them were immediately checked. The same results

were obtained in both cases.

The arsenates of lead used in these experiments were specially prepared by the

Station Chemist, and were, according to methods of determination that will be

published in the near future, theoretically pure.

^
The lime-sulphur was known as the Dependable Brand, made at 8alem, Ore.,

and when analysed w^as found to be satisfactory in every particular. The arsenite

of zinc used was manufactured by the California Spray Co., at Watsonville,

California.

To determine the effect upon apple-foliage of the above chemicals alone and in

combination, a series of experiments were conducted as follows : A block of twenty

Newtown apple-trees was taken and each tree was used for one spray.

In 1913, under press of other work, the Department of Plant Pathology discon-

tinued their part of the work, and so the investigations this year have not included

the study of fungicidal values.

The Experiments were as follows :

—

jxpcritiients on the Decomposllion of Coiiihiiicd S/icni/.s irhcn allowed to stand.

* Sjjrays combined as follows on Man 2i)lli, 1SI2. Lune-sulphur used in these

Experiments tested 2S.t5 Be.

(1.) Lime-sulphur 17.5 cc.

Black Leaf 40, 1-1,000. .482.5 cc.

Aisenate of lead, non-
acid (C.S. Co.) 2.4 gms.

C.S. Co. — California Chemical
Spray Co., Watsonville, Cal.

.May 29tli. Combined the above materials on
morning of this date. At 3 p.m. residue
settled in bottom, changed from white to a
grey. The odour of the Black Leaf 40 and
'the lime-snlphur are readily distinguished.
The solution retaintKl its amber colour and
resembled lime-sulphur diluted to the same

* Materials combined at the rate of : Lime-sulphur 1 to 30 ; arsenicals at 2 It), to TiO

gallons for neutral and 1 It), to 50 gallons for tlie arsenate of load acid and the arsenite
of zinc.
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(2.) I/ime-sulpluir 17.5 cc.

ILO -182.5 cc.

Ar-senate o£ lead, non-

acid ( C.S. Co. ) 2.4 gms.

(3.) Lime-sulphiir

H.O
Arsenate of

(C.S. Co.)

. 17.5 cc.

.482.5 cc.

(4.) Lime-sulphur 17.5 cc.

Black Leaf 40, 1-1,000. .4S2.5 cc.

Arsenate of lead, acid

(C.S. Co.) 2.4 gms.

(5.) Lime-sulpluir 17..5cc.

ILO 482.0 cc.

Arsenate of lend, acid

( Vreelands) 1.2 gms.

(6.) Lime-sulphur 17.5 cc.

Black Leaf 40, 1-1,000. .482.5 cc.

Arsenate of lead, acid

(Vreelands) 1.2 gm:

strength, except that it appears slightly

muddy or cloudy. The arsenate of lead settles

faster than the residue from the Black Leaf
40, and the latter settles on top of the first

in a floccnient blackish mass.
June 1st. Liquid colour of dilute lime-sulphur.

A considerable amount of free sulphur thrown
down. A strong smell of both Black Leaf 40
and lime-sulphur still present.

May 29th. Combined the above materials to

get data on reaction and to find unsatisfac-

tory results if any be present. This solution

appears identical to that of Ex. (1), except
muddy colour.

June 1st. Solution colour of dilute lime-

sulphur. A small amount of free sulphur
thrown down.

May 29th. Combined the above materials to

get data on reactions ; also to note any visibU

effect of decomposition of the materials. The
arsenate of lead a white paste changed to a
black-grey colour and more residue is appar-
ent than in the case of the neutral arsenate.

The liquid or solution remains cloudy and
muddy after several hours' standing. A
decided difl'erence between the colour of the
residue in this solution and that of Exs. (1)
and (2) is apparent. The residue is blacker
in this solution.

June Isit. lyiquid colour of dilute lime-sulpluir

in addition to a large amount of black pre-

cipitate. A small amount of free sulphur is

present.

May 29th. Combined the materials in this

experiment to find the resultant reactions

and to get data on the effect of the different

materials. Everything is similar to Ex. (3).

except that the residue from the Black Leaf
40, which was not placed in Ex. (3), is slowly
settling on the arsenate of lead, which has
already settled to the bottom. When Black
Leaf 40 and lime-sulphur are combined, a fine

precipitate slowly settles out. The nature of

this is unknown to us at the present time.

June 1st. Liquid colour of dilute lime-sulphur.
A considerable amount of a yellowish-black
precipitate has been thrown down in addition
to the dark-grey arsenate of lead residue.

This mixture seems to be a combination of

free sulphur and the lime-sulp'hur-f- nicotine-

sulphate residue.

Jlay 29th. Combined the above materials to

get data on effects and also to note any appar-
ent decomposition. After settling for several

hours the solution differed very little from
a similar dilute solution of straight lime-
sulphur and water, except that there was a
slight cloudiness. The residue was a very
black-grey with minute particles of sulphur
scattered through it.

June 1st. Liquid colour of dilute lime-sulphur.

A very small amount of free sulphur has been
thrown down on top of the black residue.

May 29th. Combined above materials to get
data on effect of combination and to note any
decomposition of materials which might take
place. There is a difference of colour in the
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(7.) Limn-sulphui' 17.5 cc.

H.O -1S2.0CC.

Zinc - arsenite ( Slierwin

Williams) 0.6 gms

(S.) Black Leaf 40, ]-l,flO<). .500.0 cc.

Zinc - arseuite (Sherwiu
Williams) 0.6 gmi

(0.) Lime-sulphur ]7.5cc.

Black Leaf 40, 1-1,000. .482.5 cc.

Zinc - arsenite (Slierwin^

Williams) 0.0 gms

(10.) Limo-snlpliur 17.5 cc.

Black Loaf 40, 1-1,000.. 4S2.5 cc.

solution of this experiment, due to the sus-

pended particles of residue formed by the

Black Leaf 40 and lime-sulphur. Some of

this residive has already settled, but appar-
ently not all. The arsenate of lead, which is

a dirty black, settled first and the other settled

on top of it.

June 1st. Liquid colour of dilute lime-sulphur.

A considerable amount of free sulphur has
been liberated, and there is also present a con-

siderable amount of hlack flocculent residue

from the lime-sulphur+ Black Leaf 40 mixture
which has settled on the black-lead deposit.

BetweeBi these residues there is a thin line of

some thin crystalline substance which Pro-

fessor Tartar suggests may he arsenate of

lime.

May 29th. Combined above materials to get

data on results and to note any decomposi-

tions of materials. Colour of solution quite

similar to that of lime-sulphur of an equal
strength with straight water. Slightly cloudy

or muddy. The residue was a light grey, being

quite a little lighter than that of the neutral

arsenate of lead.

.Tune 1st. Solution colour of dilute lime-

sulphur. A ver.y small amount of free

sulphur shows <>u top of the residue (only

a trace).

May 2!>th. Combined the above materials to

gi»t data on results and to note any decom-
position of materials used. The colour of the

arsenite of zinc was covered with a pink

colouring substance. After standing several

hours there seemed to be decomposition of

either the Black Leaf 40 or the zinc-arsenite.

The latter lost most of its pink colour and
appeared dirty white. This zine-arsenite is

more finely divided than that of the Cali-

fornia Spray Co.

June 1st. Liquid almost white with a slight

tinge of black. Jvo change. Apparently no
decomijosition.

May 20th. Combined the above materials to

get d.ata on combinations and to note any
decomposition of materials whicli might take

place. The solution was hlack, but appeared

no different from the solution of lime-sulphur

and Black I-eaf 40. The zinc-arsenite had
of course settled and, being more or less

mixed with the residue formed by the' Black
Ix'af 40, appeared slightly different from the

z.inc-arsenite lime-sulphur combination. The
zino-arsenite does not seem to be affected by
either the lime-sulphuT or Black Leaf 40 to

any great extent.

June 1st. Solution colour of dilute lime-

sulphur. Arsenite of zinc a grey colour,

showing dark grey at upper surface when
solution and residue of Black Leaf 40 come
in contact. Black Leaf residue black and
flocculent. A small amount of free sulphur
present.

May 29th. The above materials were combined
to get data on the result and lo note any
decomposition which might take place. When
first combined the liquid turns a very dark
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(11.) Lime-suli5hur 17.5 cc.

Soap-water at (be r.ite

of 1 lb. soap to 100
gallons of water . . . .482.5 cc.

green, and one can hardly see the reason. A
close examination will show that there are

present such finely divided particles of some
green material as to fill the liquid and give

the dark appearance. Later these form into

larger flocculent masses and settle to the

bottom. The liquid is then a dark green.
The colour is given by many particles of

suspended unlinown material.

June 1st. Many very minute crystals of sulphur
have collected on the side of the bottle. The
hlacli precipitate from the Black Leaf 40 still

present and settled.

May 29'th. Combined these materials to get

data on results and to no'te any decomposition
that might take place. The resultant solution

was similar to thai of dilute lime-sulphur of

an equal strength. However, the soap imme-
diately coagulated and formed a flocculent

mass which settled to the bottom of the flask.

This shows that soap-water and lime-sulphur
cannot be combined for spraying purposes.

.June 1st. Same as above.

AppVications made June IGfh, 1013.

E.-!. No
(1.) Arsenate of lead (acid) 8 lb. to 100 gallou.s water.

(2.) Arsenate of lead (acid) 4 III. to 100

(.3.) Arsenate of lead (acid) 2 lb. to 100

(4.) Arsenate of lead (uon-acid) ..^ 11). to 100

(.o.) Arsenate of lead (non-acid i . .4 lb. to 100

(G.) Arsenate of lead (non-acid) . .2 lb. to 100

(7.) Arsenite of zinc 8 11). to 100

(8.) Arsenite of zinc 4 lb. to 100

(9.) Arsenite of zinc 2 lb. to 100

(10.) Arsenate of lead (acid) 8 lb. to 100
j

(11.) Arsenate of lead (acid) 4 lb. to 100
{

gallons water.

jallous water.

gallons water.

gallons water.

'allons water.

gallons water.

gallons water.

gallons water.

;allons lime-sulpUnr 1-30.

;allons lime-sulphur 1-30.

(12.) Arsenate of lead (acid) 2 lb. to 100 gallons lime-sulphur 1-30.

(1.3.) Arsenate of lead (non-acid) ..8 lb. to 100 gallons lime-sulphur 1-30.

(14.) Arsenate of lead (non-acid) ..4 lb. to 100 gallons lime-sulphur 1-30.

(1.5.) Arsenate of lead (non-acid) . .2 lb. to 1(X» gallons lime-sulphur 1-30.

(16.) Arsenite of zinc 8 lb. to 100 gallons lime-sulphur 1-30.

(17.) Arsenite of zinc -1 lb. to 100 gallons lime-sulphur 1-30.

(IS.) Arsenite of zinc 2 lli. to 100 gallons lime-sulphur 1-30.

(19.) Water w-ithout chemicals.

(20.) .Lime-sulphur 30.5° Be. 1-30.

These trees had not been previously sprayed, and the leaves were more or less

aftected with scab. The orchard bad only been cultivated once, and therefore was
In prime shape to give results in an experiment of this kind.

The two days following the application were more or less cloudy, and the week
following varied from rain to sunshine, mostly rain.

Summani of Results.

Lime-sulpbiir -1- arsenite of zinc, lime-sulphur -f arsenate of lead (acid), and
lime-sulphur + arsenate of lead (uon-acid) in all strengths caused serious burning.

If anything, the non-acid injury was slightly the worst.

Lime-sulphur caused considerable injury, but not one-half as much as in the

combination sprays.

Arsenite of zinc alone and in all strengths caused some injury. The injury

w-as different, however, from that of the combination and lime-sulphur sprayed trees.
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Willi the ((iiiihinatioii sprays (lie enlii-o loaf was destroyed, or else the injury

covered a distinct porlioii, all iiarts of which were discoloured. Scah-spots on the

leaves appeared black, ordinary leaf-tissue hrown.

With the arsenite of zinc only the scab-spots were injured. In a few cases

entire leaves were blackened or browned. The majority of the injured leaves were

spotted with injury. Each one of these spots was determined to be the seat of

germination of a scab-spore. The leaf-tissue between and surrounding these spots

did not appear to be injured.

Arsenate af lead (acid) and arsenate of tcad (non-acid ) did not cause injury

in any case.

The tree siirayed with water did not show injury. Tlie injury did not besin to

show U|i badly for about five days, when suddenly, overnight, it aii]>earcd .-it its

worst.

As soon as the injury on trees sprayed with arsenate of lead (nou-acid)4-

lime-snlphur 1-30 became apparent, checks were made on different trees of the same

block. The cheek sprays were the same as ou the trees 10, 12, 13, lo, 10, IS. The
utmost care was used in these applications, and as the same injury occurred a

second time, we must conclude that, even with the purest of chemicals, lime-sulphur

-f- arsenate of lead is not a stable spray under North-west conditions.

The controlling factors are yet to be determined. Two other e.\periments for

the control of the codling-moth have not yet been finished. But in one of these lime-

sulphur + arsenates of lead, acid and uon-acid, and arsenite of zinc did not cause

more than slight injury at the tirst application. The second application on June 30th

caused serious injury. Therefore we may say that the above combination sprays are

safe for the calyx spray, but are unsafe at the time of the second codling-moth

spray.*

Recent Insecticide Investig.\tioxs.

(1.) To tind the value of lime-sulphur as a stomach-poison.

(2.) To find the value of arsenate of lead (acid) as a stomach-poison.

(3.) To find the value of arsenate of lead (non-acid) as a stomach-poison.

(4.) To find the value of arsenite of zinc as a stomach-poison.

(,">.) To find the value of arsenate of lead (acid) -f- lime-sulphur as a stomach-

poison.

(0.) To tind the value of arsenate of lead (non-acid) -|- lime-sulphur as a

stomach-poison.

(7.) To find the value of arsenate of lead as a stomach-poison.

The chemicals used were secured from the same source as those used in the

spray-injury experiments.

Larvre of the tent-caterpillars Maiacusoma crosa. and Malaca.soina iiluriatis were

used in these experiments, and were placed on sjirayed twigs in the open part of the

insectary. Newspapers were placed under the twigs to catch the dead larva; and
every experiment kept sejiarate from the rest.

tiitinmari/ of licsatts.

In these experiments arsenite of zinc was a quicker-acting poison than arsenate

of lead, acid or non-acid, and remained in suspension much better. .\cid arsenate

of lead was a quicker-acting poi.son than the non-acid .'ind remained in sus))ension

better.

Non-acid arsenate of lead was slow in its action, but was satisfactery in that

death finally occurs.

Lime-sulphur In our experiments iias not proven to be much value as a stomach-

jioison.

Limesulpluir with arsenicals seems to retard to a moi'e or less extent the action

of the iioison, and it is possilile for larvre to feed ou foliage spra.ved with weak

• .\rsonilc «f zinc is npparontly iint pntiri'ly satlsfactor.v under .ill conditious. and should
not bo used until after niore-expcriniental work has been done.
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strengths of lime-sulphur + arsenate of lead, and to recover if transferred to fresh

foliage within a few days.

Very young cateriJillars placed on twigs freshly sprayed with lime-sulphur 1-30

died within two or three days, but, as they did not feed, death must have resulted

from the gases given off.

Very young caterpillars placed on twigs that had been sprayed with lime-sulphur

1-30 and allowed to stand refused to eat, and finally died from starvation.

Half-grown larvte iilaced on twigs sprayed with lime-sulphur did not feed like

larva; on unsprayed twigs, but did eat to some extent. After two weeks on lime-

sulphur sprayed twigs they were transferred to fresh-sprayed leaves, and finally

matured, pupated, and emerged in the adult stage.

Lime-sulphur probably acts as a repellent to biting-insects in the same way that

Bordeaux does against the potato flea-beetles. Lime sprinkled or sprayed on the

foliage in the same proportions as found in a certain amount of lime-sulphur had

no effect.

Mr. B. W. White : I have been delighted to listen to the address of Mr. Wilson.

I am sure we will all feel the benefit of his remarks. With our conditions here in

British Columbia, contrary to the Oregon conditions, we probably do not under

ordinary conditions need to apply more than two sprays annually—the first as the

buds show green with lime-sulphur and Black Leaf 40 for aphis, and the second

as the blossoms fall for scab and leaf-eating Insects.

Jlr. Tom Wilson : Professor Wilson claims that aphis-eggs are not killed by

the use of winter aisplications of lime-sulphur. I may say that I believe this to

be quite true; I have failed to do so myself. By the addition of caustic soda the

necessary effect will be produced. For the woolly aphis I have seen the use of

lead paint advocated.

Mr. Lyne : There is one item that occurs to me, and that is the burning effect

of sprays. AVhen applying the usual formulre, if we find the foliage suffering, I

find that the addition of lime will control the burning effect of lime-sulphur.

Mr. Cunningham: By adding 6 lb. of lime to lime-sulphur 1-15 no damage
results on fruit or foliage. We can also apply a lime spray to control the burning

effect of lime-sulphur.

Professor Wilson : All these points bear out our recommendations. We find

that lime-sulphur 1-10 can be applied without any Injury, but, on the other hand,

sometimes an application of 1-40 will result in injury. Consequently no recom-

mendation can be stable.

Mr. L. L. Palmer : I notice in your paper that you have been carrying on your

experiments with the use of pure arsenicals. How can we as fruit-growers obtain

them? What firms sell them?

I Professor Wilson : All our experiments in the past were based on commercial

sprays, and we find they vary. We believed that experiments previously carried on

by other experimental stations were unreliable, • as they never really knew with

what they were working. In our work, then, we believed it best to have a reliable

basis to work on, and our chemists at the station did this for us. I may say there

are two pure arsenates of lead on the market, but I am not at liberty to inform you
of the names of the satisfactory firms. The great variations that have taken place

in arsenical experiments in the past probably account for the variations in the

results. In our work, however, we carried on duplicate experiments with the

ordinary commercial sprays. There has been, I fancy, a great improvement in the

arsenates of lead during the past few years.

Mr. Taylor: Sherwiu Williams arsenate of lead had no effect on cherry-slugs

at the rate of 1-40, but 1-20 killed the insects.

Professor Wilson : Pyrethrum at the rate of l-.jO is a most satisfactory spray
for cherry-slugs.

A member : Which would you advise us to use, the powdered or paste form of
arsenate of lead?
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Frof'es!-or Wilson: It is only a question of time that iiowdered arsenates will

be used altogethef.

The Chairman : This has been a very excellent discussion. Forasmiieb as the

next paper by Jlr. 'Winslow lias a bearing on the present discussion, I take [Pleasure

in asking Mr. Winslow. Provincial Ilorticnlturist, to present bis paper.

THE ECONOMIC SIDE OF PEST-CONTROL.

By It. >I. WiN.SLOW. rROVINCIAL IIORTICULTURLST, A'ICTOIUA. B.C.

I propose to deal with pest-control on fruit-trees and with the economic side

of that question, largely in its relation to the question of costs of production. The

cost of controlling insects and diseases on fruit-trees is a part of the larger one of

total cost. Our present cost of fruit-production, I am safe in saying, is out of

proportion not only to the market prices being received for the product, but is

further greater than the production costs of our competitors in those markets. It

is true that our fruit has a certain percentage from the Customs tariff, and is, in

addition, ju'otected in some cases even more heavily tlian b.v the tariff, by more
advantageous freight and express rates than our competitors enjoy. It is my own
conclusion, however, that the advantage given us by lower freight rates and the

Customs tariff does not nearl.y equal the higher cost of production. If, therefore,

iiur competitors were receiving remunerative prices for their product, our prices,

though relatively higher, would be actually less remunerative because of our much
higher costs. For instance, skilled orchard labour costs us approximately 25 per

cent, more than it does iu Oregon and Washington. Most of the materials, such as

land, nursery stock, spraying materials, tillage, tools and implements, fruit-padcages,

paper, nails, packing-house equipment, etc., cost us approximately 20 to 40 per cent,

more than our competitors. The fruit-grower's cost of livipg itself is, perhaps, even

higher proportionately, while money both on mortgages and on personal loans costs

from 10 to 25 per cent. more. The effect of all these differences is to raise the

average cost of apple-production, for instance, in bearing orchards in the interior of

British Columbia to about 75 cents a box, as against 50 cents for our competitors

;

in many cases the difference is very much greater.

The big problem of successful fruit-culture is strictl.v an economic one. Wo
must be able to sell our fruit at a return that represents at least a margin of profit

to the producer, and every possible assistance should be given him to that end.

.-Vction has been taken to provide a marketing organization which, while it may not

be expected to reduce the cost of marketing, is expected to enhance to some degree

the selling-price of the fruit, so providing a larger net return to the grower. The
cost of actual production is beginning to give many fruit-growers much concern, and
many of them are working to reduce their costs as much as they justifiabl.v can.

As Secretary of the British Columbia Fruit-growers' Association and as Pro-

vincial Horticulturist, I have had special opportunities to study the costs of fruit-

liroduction, and I am aware that much remains to be accomplished in making savings

in every operation in the oi-chard. Our growers are just beginning to study the

economics of their work. Many of them started in fruit-growing with the assumption

that profits were so great as to make little economies in production unnecessary.

It is an economic law that one part of any general business in the world will stand

inordinately high costs, and fruit-growing in British Columbia is not likely to prove

any exception. The history of fruit-growing in California and in Western Oregon,

the first two fruit sections of the Pacific Coast, amply illustrates this.

Among other things, then, the cost of pest-control is a consideration. You may
remember that in the literature issued by Government and by those with land for

sale it has been said that pests are at a minimum in the Dry Belt, in which the

greater part of our orchards are located; the absence of codling-moth, San Jo.se

scale, and apple-scab, the three most injurious orchard pests, as cited, was undoubt-

edly correct, and by this intending fruit-growers were led to conclude that injuries

3
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from pests would be small and the cost of pest-coutrol correspoudingly so. As a

matter of fact. I find that pest-coutrol is costing us a great deal.

It has been a matter of considerable ditBcnlty to get anything definite on what

our efforts at pest-coutrol are really costing us, and I must ask you to taUe my figures

only as general estimates, which I have made, however, to the best of my ability.

For the Province, expenditures in lill.3 are estimated as follows:

—

Materials .1521,170

Application 20,000

25 per cent, of e(iuipment costs 12,500

Total $53,G70

Si,\ty per cent, of this, which is for the Interior, equals .$32,202.

The total value of the fri'iit-crops of the Interior in 1912, about 1,000 cars at an

average of $500 apiece, both of which I think sufficiently high, was $500,000, and the

cost of pest-coutrol was therefore approximately G.4 of the total value packed. From
this total there is about $250,000, packing and selling charges, to be deducted. The

growers thus received $250,000 for their product, and pest-control, other than fire-

blight, costing them $32,202, took 12.8 per cent, of their returns; this was too much.

We may easily understand, then, the great drop in the use of lime-sulphur, the

principal item, this year to about 58 per cent, of the 1912 consumption.

Tliere seems considerable evidence that growers feel less confidence in the lime-

sulphur spray, finding that it does not act as a tonic to the trees, and that it does

not destroy aphis-eggs. >Spraying each year with lime-sulphur is evidently declining

in popularity. Inspector Darlington writes me that in Wenatchee, where San Jose

.scale has to be controlled, about 50 per cent, of the orchards get lime-sulphur every

year, others once in two, and others once in three years. Non-bearing orchards, he

states, are sprayed even^le.ss. The tendency there seems to be to i-estrict spraying

almost altogether to bearing trees, neither codling-moth nor San Jose scale being of

much consequence until trees begin to fruit. In that district, which much resembles

the Okanagan, the spraying is confined almost altogether to bearing trees. For this

reason, I consider it proper to charge the great part of the cost of spraying to the

fruit produced.

I might note that, coincident with the decrease of 41.7 per cent, in the amount
of lime-sulphur used in British Columbia in 1913 from that used iu 1912, there is

an increase of 24 per cent, iu the sales of Black Leaf 40, indicating that growers

consider aphis the principal pest, and find control during the growing season most
satisfactory.

It is possible that more lime-sulphur has been used than was required for most
economical pest-control. Wenatchee used one barrel to 25 acres ; British Columbia
used one barrel to 20 acres, and they have San Jose scale to control, which we have

not. A saving, then, might be effected by more judicious use. Sprayiug at a loss

occurs too commonly, and could be avoided If fruit-growers could be induced to study

their trees aud their needs, and to reason for themselves on how to care for them
economically.

Fruit-growers from time to time raise the question of home manufacture of lime-

sulphur. I reported on the subject to several interested parties some time since, one

of whom has since taken it up successfully. The report is very short and is as

follows :

—

"Report on Cost of manufacturing Lime-sulphur at Okanagan Points.

"Present Cost ii:hen produced on Coast.—The cost, f.o.b. Victoria, is $9 per

40-gallon barrel, which weighs 625 lb. approximately. The freight rate in car-load

lots to Vernon is 38 per cent, per 100 lb. The freight to Kelowna and Summerlaud is

slightly greater. Freight charges to Vernon are, therefore, about $2.44 per barrel,

making a total cost of, f.o.b. Vernon, $11.44 per barrel, wholesale rates in car-load
lots for cash or short terms.
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"To maniifai-tiirc in Olcunugdn.—On a small scale nianiifacturins in singlo-barrol

lots of concentrated spray, the materials required per barrel are as follows: 112 lb.

sulphur, 50 lb. lime. The approximate price of sulphur at Victoria is $2S.-jO per ton.

The freight rate to Vernon on sulphur, car-load lots, in bags, is 67 cents per 100 lb.,

while the rate on lime in barrels is 33 cents per 100 lb. There is a slight increase to

Kelowna, Summerland, and Penticton. The cost of 112 lb. sulphur is $1.00, freight

is SO cents, total $2.40 ; 5G lb. of lime costs approximately 32 cents and the freight

costs 16 cents, a total of 4S cents, f.o.b. Vernon. The lald-down cost of materials is,

therefore, $2.88.

" To make up a barrel of spray requires boiling for one hour. Preparation might

be estimated at another hour, and there must be a barrel to put the material in.

Labour will cost probably 65 cents; a barrel will cost about $1.25; fuel will cost say

30 cents ; total cost, $2.20. Paying car-load freight" rates on materials, total cost

will apparently be around $5.08 per barrel.

"This will not, however, be quite as strong as the commercial product, which

tests 32%° Beaume, and the value depends in direct ratio to the Beaume test.

Usually it should test about 20° if made under proper conditions.

" If lime and sulphur were brought up to the Okanagan in less than car-load

lots, the total cost w-ould be increased to about approximately .$7 per barrel, the

L.C.L. rate on sulphur $1.24, and on lime 74 cents.

" There would be, in addition, the cost of a hydrometer—.?1—and the first cost

of the boiling plant, which on a one-barrel scale need not be over $12, and might

be kept as low as $3 or $4.

" The local prices of lime and sulphur would probably put the manufacturing of

small lots out of the question. There is, in addition, the need for experience and
skill in manufacture and in using the Beaume test. The variation in strength of the

home-made is an ob.iection."

I learn from Captain Brush, manager of the K.L.O., that he effects a considerable

saving by making lime-sulphur on the ranch.

It would seem that, given proper conditions, several dollars per barrel might be

saved. On the small scale, esijecially with inexperience, the saving, however, would
be more apparent than real. The O.A.C. bulletin on " Making Commercial Lime-

sulphur " is very good and may be followed to advantage. A good report on a

successful plant of fairly large capacity is given by Professor Cole in the Wash-
ington State Plorticultural Society's Report of 1012.

The cost of spraying machinery here is greater than elsewhere, because of a

duty of 25 per cent, and long distance from the Eastern manufacturers and conse-

quent high freight charges. We have looked into the question, but fail to find any
hope of materially reducing the cost to the purchaser in either tariff or freights.

The retailers' margin for handling is small, especially in Vernon, and there is little

profit in it for them.

The British Columbia Fruit-growers' Association secures wholesale rates on the

principal spraying materials for its members for cash, and the saving effected, by
Coast growers principally, amounts to a very considerable sum. They buy about

$3,000 annually through the Association, and save about $700 by so doing. This

price-list has al.so resulted in retailers generally quoting these materials at small

margins, and I do not look for much reduction in cost there.

SUMMABV.

(1.) Our total cost of production is too high.

(2.) The cost of pest-control seems excessive considering our comparative free-

dom from pests.

(3.) The high cost of pest-control is due, partly, to high cost of machinery,

mateiials, and labour, but there seems little chance of reducing these costs. None of

these are providing excessive profits to makers and dealers under present economic

conditions.
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(4.) The high cost is partly due to sprays applied as preventives against

dangers, minor or fancied, and to the general use of lime-sulphur as a tonic and

aphiscide.

(5.) Costs will be most easily reduced by more intelligent study of pest-control.

leading to greater efficiency of sprays applied, and to omission of control measures

not justified by the net results.

(a.) There may be a saving, under favourable circumstances, by mailing concen-

trated lime-sulphur at home, and possibly a nicotine spray could be made to

advantage from tobacco-waste in the Kelowua district.

Mr. Cunningham : Would you start economy with spraying?

Mr. Winslow : I can't talk economy in packing and the other branches of fruit-

production to the Entomologicijl Society.

Mr. Cunningham: Why not? The growers are falling down on spraying. Did

not the low prices that prevailed last year raise the percentage of the cost of

spraying? When I was in Wenatchee the one point that impressed me the most was

the fact that every grower who had six acres of orchard owned a sprayer.

Professor Wilson : Some of our growers in Oregon are spraying too little, some

just right, and some are ruining themselves with spraying.

Mr. Cunningham : I do not know one man in this Province who is using too

much spray. I recollect an instance where a man lost his entire crop of Mcintosh

Reds while the majority of the fruit could have been saved by the use of a spray.

What was the 2,"j or 50 cent cost of spraying in comparison to the value of the

apples?

Professor Wilson : Let it be understood clearly that 1 am not arguing against

spraying—much the reverse. I can instance a case of one grower who sprayed four

times for apple-scab and you never saw a worse proposition after it all. He did not

get the spray on at the right time; he was too late with each application. The
amount of spray used has no bearing on the results ; it must be put on right.

Mr. Taylor (Kelowna) : In my opinion, the use of home-boiled mixtures for

scab are superior to the commercial brands. It cost us about 10^/2 cents to spray a

tree yielding $6 worth of fruit. I believe the average grower overestimates the cost

of production.

A member: Do not these home-boiled mixtures crystallize before use?

Mr. Taylor : They had better be put on fresh and warm.
Professor Wilson: In regard to crystallization of home-made products, we find

that this does not affect the spray in any way. The crystals can be dissolved out

in cold water and then used.

Mr. Winslow : If we can control our pests for half the money, will not the other

half be saved?

Mr. Cunningham : I do not think the possibility has been shown.

Mr. Treherne : I usually prefer to figure out in a general way the average cost

of jiroduction of an infected crop and the average yield of that crop to the ordinary

grower, and then after allowing a fair interest as returns, about S per cent., the

difference gives me an approximate idea as to how much may be spent to apply a

remedy. This method is not safe, however, if there is danger of losing the tree on

which the croiD is being grown, and this brings up the question of tree, bush, or

annual crops. The personal equation is another important point, for we find a groat

variation in the business abilities of individuals, and each one can only apply that

amount of remedy suited to his pocket, to obtain the best results, economically and

practically. I would suggest, however, that the discussion be confined to the iJoint

where we can advise the grower what sprays to use on his crops one year with

another, or, in other words, what annual sprays are necessary.

Mr. Brittain : There are difficulties in the way of doing this, as conditions

change so materially from year to year with different localities. A Vernon grower

could not be expected to spray for a pest in Pentictou. It is a local problem. Last
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year we had an outbreak of cutworms; this year there are very few. It is usually

conceded, however, that a spring and fall spraying are necessaries for our condition.

Mr. Cunningham: Can we raise first-class marketable fruit without spraying?

If so, where? I don't know. If we are going to compete on the markets, we have

to get busy and raise first-class fruit, and this can only be done by spraying. I

consider it would be a most unfortunate thing if it gets abroad that the growers are

spraying too much. Some men near Vernon have not sprayed for two years. How
are they getting along? Are they to remain growing unmarketable fruit? No; get

them the machinery and teach them how to spray.

Mr. Taylor: I rather criticize Mr. Winslow if he claims we do not need to

spray non-bearing trees.

Mr. Winslow: It is not a question of spraying *!'t'r.«i(.< non-spraying. It would

be most unfortunate if the idea got abroad that I am advocating a cessation of spray

application. What I do claim is that a lot of spraying has been misdirected and
with consequent discouragement, and how best to find the economic basis.

Mr. Brittain : I think the difference of opinion has arisen from the different

view-points taken. I think we can all now gauge the situation.

Mr. Winslow : Lime-sulphur ma.v be made with economy in the valley.

Jlr. Taylor : It isn't every one who can make lime-sulphur. The great difficulty

is experienced in the resulting varying strength, a variation of 19 to 30 degrees.

Another difficulty is the question of the employment of a licensed engineer for small

plants.

Professor Wilson : .Vt Corvallis we can make lime-sulphur for .^.S.TS, the retail

price being JS.IO. It is thus useless paying freight on water.

The Chairman: I think perhaps we had better terminate this excellent dis-

cussion, as time is getting on. I am afraid we had lietter proceed. I will now ask

our Secretary. Mr. Treherne. to present his pajior.

METHODS OF TAKING INSECT RECORDS IN THE FIELD.

By It. C. Tkeherne.

In preparing this paper, I had in mind the requirements of the field inspectors

working in the various orchards, farms, and nurseries in the Province, with the

intention of presenting to them certain ideas in estimating the approximate pre-

valence of an insect pest and its corresponding injuriousness, so that we may be able

to obtain a definite and co-ordinated idea on the nature of our local insect pests one

year with another.

In order to determine the present rate of an infestation by any insect pe.st or

fungous disease for comparison with an infestation in pa.st or future seasons or

periods, or in order to determine the rate at which an infestation increases in

different territories with relation, as well, to dates of migration, emergence, or

injuriousness, it is desirable that a definite system of recording the prevalence of

an insect pest, one year with another, be employed.

I do not claim originality, altogether, for my suggestions that follow, for, after

all, the problems of simple arithmetic are the only ones involved, neither do I wish

to force those who are vi-orking in the field as inspectors to adopt the systems I

propose, but personally I prefer to work with a system when in the field, and the

following which I am putting forward as suggestions have been useful.

To DETERMINE PEHCENTAGE OF INFESTATION ; INJURY OBSERVED.

Select five typical locations in the field to be examined. At each of tliese five

locations select a typical row, tree, or plant to be inspected. Emphasis should be

laid upon the word " typical," no partiality or impartiality being shown in the

selection. When this is done, count fifty plants, buds, fruit, or leaves, as desired,

and examine carefully for injury. Then the total iinmhcr of injurious marks divided

l)U the total number of objects examined, multiplied hy JOO, glues the percentage of
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infestation. If it is possible to examine tlie objects without injuriug them in any-

way, and it is wished to follow the observations by others during the same season

to obtain the progress of infestation, stakes or markers should be used, so that the

same area or ground is covered each time. The number of insect injuries that can

be examined in this way are necessarily limited, but we find examples in the

stinging of fruits, etc., by such insects as the curculio, capsids, sawflies, and so on.

Progress of infestation can, however, be obtained, when the objects are destroyed,

by frequent examination within a certain area. Results then can only be gauged

by charting the notes obtained and general survey taken over a greater or lesser

period of time.

Let us take the instance of a field of turnips affected with the root-maggots

(Pegomyia, (Pliorbia) hrassiew). If before thiuning we pulled up fifty young plants

in each of five locations in the field and examined for maggots and their injury to the

roots, and noted it in the following manner, viz. :

—

North Out of 50 plants, were infested.

South 50 ., 7

Centre 50 „ 8

East 50 „ 10

West •. 50 „ 9

Total Out of 2.50 plants, 34 were infested.

Then 13.6 represents the percentage of infestation.

Determinations of this nature can be made the basis of many series of observa-

tions and experiments, and the details can be arranged to suit the requirements of

the case at the discretion of the inspector.

To estimate the egg, larval, or adult abundance to an acre when the insect or its

stages are observed, we first must know the lineal feet of row per acre. The follow-

ing table, therefore, is compiled, derived by division of the number of square feet per

acre—viz., 43,5G0—by the width of the row :

—

Rows in Running Feet
Feet apart. per Acre.

2V2 17,424

3 14,520

3% 12,445

4 10,890

414 9,680

5 8,712

5% 7.920

6 7,2G0

6% 6,701

7 6,222

7% 5,808

8 5,445

9 4,840

10 4.356

11 3,960

12 3,030

15 2.904

IS 2,420

20 2,178

30 1.452

40 1,089

To put this table into application, let us suppose we wish to determine the egg-

abundance of the cabbage-maggot {Pegomyia (Phorbia) brassica;} in a field of turnips,

the adult abundance of the strawberry-root weevil (Otiorhynchns ovatus), the adults
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of wliicli are found on the ground surface in rows of strawberries, or any such insect

affecting small fruits or vegetables in cultivated field or garden rows; first stake off

1 foot of row, count the insects or insect forms as desired, and estimate the average

per 100 feet of row ; then divide the running feet of row per acre, coinciding with the

distance of rows apart, by 100, and then with the figure thus obtained (as per tal>lel

miiltii)ly by the number of insects estimated on the average of 100 feet of row. For
e.^ample :

—

In 1 foot of row 4 insects taken.

„ 1 2

„ 1

„ 1 5

„ 1 4

Tims in 5 feet of row 15 insects were taken.

The average per 100 feet of row is 300. Let rows be 4 feet apart. Thus
300 X 108.90 gives an estimate of insect-abundance of 32,670 to the acre.

Supposing, once more, the above estimate referred definitely to the egg-notes of

the cabbage-maggot, by reference to the habits of the insect we know that each female

is capable of laying on the average fifty eggs ; thus by dividing 32,070 by .50 we
estimate with reasonable assurance the number of adult female flies at work on

the acre at any specific time.

Of course, in a ca.se like the above the flies may be at work laying eggs at the

same time as our records were being taken, and the same might occur with any in.sect

liaviug a continuous generation, consequently our results taken two or three days

later might be ver.v different to the first ones taken ; thus it is advisable, in order

to obtain uniformit.v, moderate exactness with a minimum of error, to examine the

same pilants several days in succession or several times during a certain period.

In the case of making estimates on nursery-stock rows, gooseberries, currants,

raspberries, or such-like bush-fruits. 1 foot of row is too small an area to obtain

results; consequently 100 feet of row or fractions of the same are taken. For

example :

—

In 100 feet of row 10 insects are observed.

..100 2

..100

.. ino 14

.,100 4

Total 500 feet of row and 30 insects observed.

Average per 100 feet is insects. Let rows be 4% feet apart. Thus G x 00.80

equals 5S0.S insects to the acre.

In the case of young orchard trees set on the squai'e-planting jilan, coru-hills,

tomato-plants, or any jilants grown on the square equidistant hill s.vstera, the follow-

ing computation on tlie number of square feet of row per acre will be found most
useful as a basis for figuring :

—

Distance No. of I'lants
in Feet. per .\cre.

1 43,5(50

1% 19,3G0

2 10,890

2% G,9G9

3 4.S40

3% 3.550

4 2.722

5 1,742

G 1,210
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Distance No. of Plants
in Feet. per Acre.

7 SS9

8 GSO

9 537

10 435

12 802

15 103

IS 134

20 108

24 75

25 G9

28 55

30 48

40 27

To obtain records to the acre from this table, the uumber of insects foiiud

infesting a tree or a hill would be multiplied by the number of plants to fill out the

acre, coinciding with the width of the rows.

To the working field inspector some sort of system as mentioned would be of

value. The tables might be typewritten and pasted in the front of the pocket note-

book for ready reference.

The type of note-book of most use, to my mind, is a fling-cover loose-leaf kind,

about 7x4i/i inches to the cover, with pages about 0x4% inches. Each page may
be already printed in form somewhat as follows:

—

Orchard of

Address :

Name of insect present

Prevalence '.

Degree of injury

Condition of crop

Remarks
Inspected by

Date

Each form is preferably reserved for one insect, and each one, when filled out

at the end of the week, is filed away for future reference and report.

However, all these details are merely incidental and subject to individual

preference; the main jiriuciples, however, are accuracy of report based on a con-

tinuous and satisfactory system.

I wish, in conclusion, to say that these various methods of obtaining insect

records in the field are far from scientific. The facts obtained are too general in

nature ancl the possibility of error is too great. However, to the working field

inspector these may prove of use in his work.

The Chairman : I am sure the schemes suggested will be of use in a general

way. I will now ask Mr. Cunningham to give his paper.

THE WORK OF THE INSPECTOR OF FRUIT PESTS.

By Thos. Cunningham, Inspector of Fruit Pksts.

I have been requested to prepare a paper for this meeting on the work of the

Government Entomologist. The title was chosen without my knowledge, and I have
therefore taking the liberty of making a slight change which I believe will more fully

describe the duties of the Inspector of Fruit Pests. This title is comprehensive and
unique; it was cho.sen in the early pioneer days when the few fruit-growers then in

the Province were feeling their way cautiously toward the development of an
industi-j- which has since attained such proportions, and now plays such an impor-
tant part in the settlement and commerce of this country.
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Some twenty-five years ago the fruit-growers of British Columbia formed tliem-

selves into a society I^nown as the " Provincial Fruit-growers' Association." the object

being mutual assistance in selection of lands best adapted for horticulture, and the

varieties of fruit that gave promise of success in a new and practically undeveloped

and untried country. The Government of the day, from the very first, took a kindly

interest in our affairs, assured us of their readiness to assist us financially, and by
such legislation as would receive the approval of the Association. As earnest of

the Government's good intentions the sum of ?1,000 was placed on the estimates for

the use of the Association. I may state that in those days this was considered a

ver.v liberal grant. But the financial assistance, though very helpful, was not by

any means as valuable and important as the protection which the Government sub-

sequently, and at the request of the Association, placed in the Statutes of British

Columbia.

Taking advantage of the assurances given, the As.sociation drew up a Bill

entitled the " Horticultural Board Act," by which a Board of Horticulture was
created, and the Province divided into three horticultural districts. The members
of the Board were chosen by the Government, the term of service being four years

;

they were eligible for reappointment at the will of the Government.
The " Horticultural Board Act " empowered the Board to make such regulations

for the promotion and protection of the fruit industry as the Board thought neces-

sary and expedient, subject, however, to review by the Attorney-General. After

having the approval of that oflicer. the regulation, or regulations, were published in

the Government Gazette, after which they had all the force of a statute law. This
valuable provision is the key to the success of British Columbia in protecting the

Province from any of the destructive pests which afflict the horticulturist in other

countries. It is, I believe, greatly to the credit of all the Governments that have
been in power during all these years, and also to the prudence of the Board of

Horticulture, that not one regulation or decision of the Board on any matter affect-

ing the fruit industry- has been vetoed or disallowed during the entire history of

the Board, nor has the Federal Government refused its consent to the enforcement

of our regulations even when such enforcement bordered on interference with trade

and commerce.

I trust that I will be pardoned for venturing the opinion that the good fortune

which has attended the operations of the Board and its oflicers is mainly due to

firm, just, and impartial administrations of the horticultural regulations. Not once

in the history of the Board has it been shown that even-handed ju.stice was not

administered alike to small and great. Not once has the Government been compelled

to interfere or reverse the decision of the officer having charge of the enforcement

of the laws. Considering the cosmopolitan character of the settlers of this Province,

such as importers, consignees, and canning companies, and the varying interests

involved, this record is something of which all good citizens may well be proud.

Immediately after the Board had agreed on a code of regulations it was found

necessary to appoint an executive officer whose duty it is to enforce such regulations,

and as his duties involved inspection of all nursery stock, whether imported or home
grown, and all imported fruit, it was agreed that the tjtle of Inspector of Fruit

Pests would he most appropriate. All destructive insects, fungous and bacteriological

diseases may be included in the term " pests," so that the title, though very

imcommon, was, perhaps, as consistent and satisfactory as any that could have

been chosen.

During the first few years of the operations of the Board there were only three

varieties of fruit sul>ject to inspection—viz., apples, pears, and quinces. Not until

the appointment of the present incumbent were peaches, apricots, plums, cherries,

oranges, lemons, grape-fruit, and pine-apples subject to inspection. As trade with

the Orient, Australasia, Sandwich and Fiji Islands began to develop, it was found

that we were exposed to the introduction of many destructive pests not commonly
distributed in the neighbouring States; this has led up to the inclusion of all vegota-
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tiou arriving from those countries being subject to close inspection. Tlie discovery

of tlie larva of the tuber-moth in Californian potatoes, worms in cabbages, carrots,

and turnips during the present year has resulted in all those vegetables being made
subject to inspection, and are now very carefully inspected.

There are some twenty ports of euti-y in this Province where fruits, vegetables,

and grain may be entered. The Board of Horticulture maintains an officer at each

port whose duty it is to inspect all such importations before the goods can be

delivered to the owners or consignees. Goods coming from other Provinces of the

Dominion and British possessions throughout the world are subject to the same
system of insi>ection as those coming from foreign States and Territories.

It is the duty of the Inspector of Fruit Pests to see that this system of iuspee-

tion is firmly enforced. Each officer is required to make monthly returns of all

inspections, so that the Government is kept informed regarding any threatened

danger, and the Board advised of such additions and amendments to the horticultural

regulations as may be found necessary to meet new conditions.

All nursery stock, trees, and plants of every description are subject to rigid

inspection ; all plants and trees carrying visible infection of destructive insects,

fungous or bacteriological diseases are iiromptly condemned, and either cremated or

reshipped to the country from whence they were exported. During recent years a

very small proportion of condemned stock has been reshipped ; nearly all has been

cremated. It has been our policy at the inspecting and fumigating station to dis-

courage the return of nursery stock. We believe that the only safe place for

infected nursery stock is the furnace.

As
I
a further precaution all nursery stock, including ornamental shrubs and

phmts. except those grown under glass, are fumigated with hydrocyanic-acid gas,

United States formula.

All Indian corn, brown rice, or other grain showing infection are fumigated with

carbon-bisulphide. This treatment has been found to be exceedingly effective; all

animal life is destroyed without the slightest injury to the grain.

It often happens that hides and pelts in transit from Australia to the United

States must be fumigated at Vancouver. We are glad to undertake all such service

on behalf of our cousins, who have from the earliest history of the Province of

British Columbia I'endered willing and most valuable service in the interest of

horticulture. I take this opportunity of testifying that not once in my experience

of a quarter of a century have I been refused the very best technical information

and assistance from our cousins south of the International Boundary, despite the

fact that I have often been obliged to inflict severe financial loss on some of their

people by the destruction of diseased and infected vegetation. Not in a single

instance have any of their experts or oflicials who are in any way connected with

the great fruit industry, or their educational sy.stem, suggested that we were too

severe in the administration of our defensive system. On the contrary, I have ever

received encouragement from their Entomologists and Plant Pathologists to enforce

our horticultural regulations with firmness and justice.

I desire publicly to thank the repre.sentatives of that great and noble nation

who are jireseut with us to-day for the generous assistance and encouragement that

they have given, with unstinted measure, during the whole of my experience.

The duties of the Inspector of Fruit Pests are often, indeed they are mostly,

unpleasant ; but considering the importance of protecting this beautiful and promis-
ing young Province, which is teeming with undeveloped wealth, and is being rapidly

settled with a superior class of peoijle, impleasant duties must not be considered.

The regulations of the Board of Horticulture have been devised and pronmlgated
in the interest and for the protection of the fruit-grower, the farmer, the capitalist,

tlie canning companies, the consumer—in fact, for every resident in this Province.
It is the duty of the executive officer of the Board to see that these wholesome and
necessary regulations are enforced. It is no less the duty of every man who profits
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by this valuable system of in'otectioii to aid by all lawful means those who are

appoiutetl from time to time to enforce the horticultural laws of British Columbia.

The reorganization of this Society is bound to have an important and beneficial

effect on the agricultural and horticultural development of this Province. The
presence of trained experts here to-day, to give us the benefit of their research and
experiments, is a sure guarantee of a great forward and benevolent movement for

the good of all concerued.

May our deliberations result in stimulating our people to greater efforts and

deeper research in all matters that pertain to insect-life and plant pathology is llie

earnest desire of the Inspector of Fruit Pests.

THE IMPORTANCE OF ECONOMIC ENTOMOLOGY AS A SUBJECT OF
EDUCATION.

By M. II. KuHMAN, Gkand Fokks. BX'.

In this vast country with its wonderful agricultural and hortirulf ural future the

study of economic entomology is of vital importance to the general welfare of the

country. The business-man in town is as much concerned as the farmer, fruit-grower,

and lumberman ; the success of our agricultural communities and forestry-work will

always, In a great measure, affect the business of our cities and towns and the general

finances of the country.

With the rapid development of the land, the insect pests are not yet very notice-

able, except in the more settled districts, but such pests as are native to this country,

and such introduced pests as have become established, are slowly but surely spreading

and increasing throughout the country, and consequently increasing the already great

annual loss of crops, which, in cash value to the individual grower, would be the

equivalent of a high rate of interest on his legitimate profits, which, if he only

realized the extent of this tax, he would surely try to avoid.

It is stated that 50 per cent, of the insect pests of the United States of America

are introduced species. Introduced insect isests are generally the most serious and
the more difficult to control, as frequently the parasites of these pests do not exist

in the country into which they have been introduced, and as the parasites are by
far the best, and in some eases the only means of lieeping insect pests in control,

it therefore becomes essential that the life-histories of insect pests be studied, both

in this country and in the country or countries from which they have been introduced

(where they may not be considered serious on account of parasitic control), that

the parasites may also be introduced when found necessary.

The very rigid inspection of nursery stock, plants, and fruit enforced in Canada
makes it almost impossible for insect pests to be introduced through the.se channels,

but there are minor channels through which insect pests could and probably are

being introduced which it would be impossible for the Government to entirely control.

I might mention such possibilities as migration from the United States of America,

introduction with general effects of immigrants and in material in which merchandise

is packed and shipped fi-om foreign countries; these minor channels are a real danger

which cannot be entirely avoided. The business-man in town may leave the packing

material of imported products lying about, or uses it again for padving things for

shipment to home points instead of destroying it; also the farmers and fruit-growers

are apt to leave packing material about for some considerable time before destroying

it. thereby giving insect-eggs which it may contain an opportunity to hatch and the

minute larvie to get to some food-plant which may be near, or imagos may emerge

from pupaj which the packing may contain.

The most destructive pests are generally very small and would, on that account

alone, escape notice; even the larger species if seen would not attract attention unless

the observer were a live entomologist. In the event of the introduction of a few

insect pests in this way they could escape notice for some considerable time, perhaps
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until they are actually doing serious damage and have become well established.

A small infection, if immediately noticed, can generally be stamped out without much
trouble or expense.

The reason that a pest could become well established in this country is, I think,

obvious ; the general public, particularly the farmers and fruit-growers who are most
concerned, do not realize the importance of economic entomology, and consequently

talie but a passive interest in the great work the Department of Agriculture is doing

for them on this subject. It carries on investigations in all branches of agricultural

science, and issues its bulletins and circulars when necessary or desirable, giving the

growers information and advice on the various problems before them; but it lies

with the growers to act upon such information and advice, which they no doubt do
in matters which they understand and appreciate, but how many realize the impor-

tance of economic entomology to themselves? To appreciate the importance of this

subject one must have at least an elementary training iii the study of insect economy.
Amongst the later generation of farmers and fruit-grovcers we find more people

with a business training who apjjreciate the importance of economic principles, and
who are anxious to obtain the best possible results for their investments and labours

;

they make use of the information and advice provided to the best of their ability,

but in the case of insect pests most of them have not the elementary knowledge,

nor the powers of observation, necessary to make use of the advice to their best

advantage.

To be successful in this important branch of his work the farmer and fruit-

grower mu.st in the first place take an active interest in insect-life; they must learu

to recognize the more common insects that they meet with every day, and learn the

metamorphoses of insects generally ; they should also develop their powers of obser-

vation sufficiently to be able to notice a small Insect at rest on a leaf, flower, or fruit.

Once a man has acquired a slight knowledge of insect economy, he cannot help but

be greatly interested in the subject ; once a practical interest is taken by the farmer

and fruit-grower, there will be little danger of a serious pest escaping notice for any

length of time. They may not recognize the insect, but they would be all the more
likely to take notice of it on that account, and have it identified at the earliest

opportunity, and there would be very few growers reluctant to sjiray and use other

preventive and remedial measures.

Man has a natural love for nature which he seldom realizes, and which in later

years is all too frequently entirely superseded by the all-absorbing hunt for the

elusive dollar. It would be thought strange if a child did not love the flowers, birds,

and butterflies; it is the natural instinct of a child to be iutei-ested in nature; yet

very little effort is made to develop the child's natural instincts to a practical purpose.

I think an effort should be made to get the children in the schools practically

interested, by giving them, say, one hour a week for instruction in botany and

economic entomology, not dry scientific matter which would be all Greek to them,

but teach them to recognize the common flowers, weeds, and trees. The same with

the common insects ; explain their metamorphoses to them and their economic impor-

tance; teach them to place the insects in their proper order, according to their

structural peculiarities
;
give them a very elementary and popular training in these

subjects, and in later years we will have a great number of people in this country

with a fair knowledge of plant and insect economics, and also tend to develop-

systematic and economic entomologists, who are greatly lacking in this country.

Induce the older children to form field-naturalist clubs in each district and assist

them in every way possible with instruction and advice. This country needs

systematic and economic entomologists, and needs them badly; we cannot have too

many of them, and they are not made in a day. Let us get busy to attain this end;

it will incalculably benefit our groat Dominion.
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PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.

(G. O. Dav, F.E.S.)

It gives 1110 groat ploasure to bo Iioro to-day and to tako jiart in this voi-y

succossful mooting. It was a happy .snggestion, which I think is dne to Mr. Uriltaiu,

that a snnimer meeting should be held, and held in Vernon. I think the Society i.s

fortunate in having as Secretary and Assistant Secretary such able, energetic, and
enthusiastic men as Mr. Treherne and Mr. Brittain. So long as they are kind enough

to act, I feel sure that the Society will have its interest sustained, and the precedent

the.v are setting will be a tine incentive to those who follow after. It appears to

me that you have in this neighbourhood more numerous—I will not say more
enthusiastic—followers of the study of entomology than the Coast and Vancouver
Island, and that Vernon might easily become the headquarters of the Society.

Ill regard to this question, it occurs to me that iu appointing future Presidents

and Vice-Presidents it might be advisable to choose one from each district ; that is

to say, a President from Vernon and a Vice-President from Vancouver, or vice versa.

But. of course, that can be discussed at the general meeting in January.

What I particularly want to do this evening, in the few remarks I have to

address you, is to make a plea for the study of what is called, for the want of a

better description, " Systematic Entomology." When I looked through the pro-

gramme of the proceedings of this meeting, it seemed to me that the economic side

held the field. I was in hopes that some of the jiapers might include general

oiitomolog.y, but this was not to be. Please do not mistake me and thinlc that X do

not appreciate economic entomology. The study is mo'st interesting and valuable,

but I wish to urge on all our members the broader view of the whole field of

entomology. The collecting, naming, classifying, and making life-histories of any
order of insects possess a great charm, which no doubt most of us realize. It is

quite right that economic entoraologj- should hold iirst place. It is a most important

stud.v, and its importance is being increasingly recognized as time goes on—prin-

cipally, I think, because the general public are being enlightened by the bulletins

on the subject which have been published by the various scientific bodies, showing

the enormous damage collectively done to growing crops and trees, and also by
interesting articles on insects given in the popular magazines. Up to quite recent

years entomology was looked upon as a merely puerile pursuit. It is a curious fact

that anything that is cheap and plentiful is held in light esteem. I might almost say

despised, by mankind in general. To them all insects are common and insignificant

looking and below the serious notice of grown men and women (except the said

insects sting), and the person who dabbles in them and studies their little ways is

considered a poor harmless kind of individual of very eccentric tastes. But when
•' the man in the street " recognizes that there is money in it—that the control of

insects means money, and the State considers the matter important enough to employ

specialists to obtain information and to pay them for the work—then the subject

assumes a different aspect.

This is a great gain in public opinion, and I hope that the increased respect

already obtained for the subject will continue to grow, and that the appearance of

a person with a butterfi,v-net in the country will not cause any more amusement than

seeing a man with a fishing-rod or a bag of golf-clubs.

Then, again, the importance of the economic side is emphasized by the fact that

the Society is subsidized by a grant from the Provincial Government, and the

authorities will naturally like to see some practical results from the members of

our Society. This is already assured by the useful and informing paixM's which have

lieen read and which are to be dolivored to-morrow. So I may urj^o ujion the

members what I may call the natural-science side in contradiction to the ultra-useful

side. I must confess to feeling rather out of place among such a nunibor of eminent
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economic entomologists; your studies and knowledge are along lines differing from

those of the systematist, and you know so much more of your subject than I do.

The economic side is all for destroying. To paraphrase a sentence in the Bible, the

economics say :
" This is an insect, come let us kill it, that the fruits of the earth

may be ours."

While systematists are not bound by the law -'Thou shalt not kill," and it is

true that a great number of insects are killed by collectors, still the object of all

lovers of the pursuit is to ijreserve species from extinction, and the tendency is

against killing, for to every one of a sensitive uature the wholesale destruction of

life must always be distressing. JNIy object is to advocate some endeavour to make

the two sides overlap, by urging the economics to take some interest in the collecting,

naming, and recording of insects of whatever order they may feel a preference for

;

and for the collectors to do a little more work in the life-histories of their respective

pet orders. I think the more attention is given to this, the more interesting the

study becomes.

There is a wide field of useful work waiting to be done in British Columbia,

and our Society has a fine opportunity of doing the work. The Society is a nucleus

to which will be attracted all those iu the district who take an interest in entomology,

and which can gather up and record and preserve the work of its individual members.

I look forward to the day when the Society shall possess an establishment of its

own where it can have collections of named specimens in all orders and with a

library of books of reference for the use of its members. It will be a great gain

>vhen students can compare specimens with those In the Society's collections and

have a certain degree of certainty as to the correct name of the specimen they are

examining. Moreover, it would be an incentive to the members to work to obtain

species not represented in the Society's collection. The subject of Lepidoptera has,

I think, so far received most attention. But even in this branch only the surface

has been skimmed. The commoner species are pretty well known, but assiduous

work by a greater number of collectors would, I feel confident, bring to light many
species hitherto unrecorded, at all events in British Columbia.

What authoritative voice have we on the British Columbia insects? True, Mr.

F. H. Wolly-Dod is making a special study of the Noctuidte, and Drs. Barnes and
McDunnough have published valuable notes on some of the rarer species, but since

the lamented death of the Rev. G. W. Taylor I know of no special authority on the

Geometridse. Some little work has been done in the Diptera and quite a fair

amount in Coleoptera, but, so far as I am aware, the other orders have been sadly

neglected.

There is a good field for the study of Neuroptera, Including the dragon-flies, and
any one taking up Hj-menoptera would find the subject most interesting, with untold

opportunities for finding new specie.?. I would strongly recommend to our members
the serious study, as systematists, of some branch of this order, either ichneumons,

gall insects, ants, wasps, bees, sawflies, or any other subdivision, for Hymenoptera
is rather a large order to take as a whole. Unfortunately, there does uot appear
to be any authoritative list on the order in Canada to work upon as a basis. If

you look through the records of the Canadian Entomological Society for the last

six or seven years, you will find that meagre attention has been paid to this order.

Therefore there is a splendid opportunit.y for original research.

Moreover, in Hymenoptera specially, the economic entomologist and the syste-

matist would work on common ground, for in this order is found nature's chief

control of other insect pests.

The scientific study of the order would add materially to our general knowledge
and should make a valuable contribution to our British Columbia list of insects,

and, above all, it would forward the amalgamation of the economic and systematic

sides for which I am pleading.
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SOME PROBLEMS IN APHIS-CONTROL.

By L. L. Talmer, IIorticiltiiust, Coldstream Estate Co.

No one should appreciate the value of the present me<3tings more than the fruit-

growers and farmers of British Columbia. The men actuallj' engaged in the cultural

operations of their farms, day after day, need to get away from local conditions.

Such a change broadens the scope, and they go back to their work witli renewed

energy and zeal.

Individually and collectively, the growers of British Colnmbia are facing a great

economic problem. Not a phase of the fruit and gardening industry of our Province,

from the different cultural operations to the wide questions of marketing and

distribution, that is not being systematically and thoroughly studied, in the endeavour

to place our industry on a par with the industrial enterprises of our cities.

This work must not be left to the Government alone. Without the co-operation

of the growers themselves the greatest good cannot be accomplished. The tinal

product will measure up to the standards, which as a united body we are aiming

to attain, directly in proportion to the manner in which each farmer and producer

turns over his finished product to the public.

There is not one single operation in the proper care of orchards that may not

influence the quality, the size, and tlie aiijiearance of the fruit produced. These

operations the individual owner or director must control, and upon his knowledge

and ability to apply that knowledge depends the success of the Industry. He must

kuow his own local conditions, so that he may prune wisely; that he cultivate

advantageously; that he may spray timely. The Government cannot study each

separate ranch so minutely and practically as the owner ; but what the Government
can do. and is doing, is to furnish scientific principles and definite knowledge which

must be applied to peculiarities of each varying location.

Of all the orchard operations, none tax the ability of the grower more than the

prevention and control of the insect pests and diseases to which his special district

is subject. This is a question upon which the grow-er must continually renew- his

store of knowledge, because great progress is constantly being made as to improved

methods of control and as to actual information regarding life-habits of economic

insects. Mr. Winslow has given us a grasp of the amount of damage done annually

to our fruit-trees by insect iiests. As fruit-growers, it is our duty to be sure that

we are not, by neglect on our part, adding to and influencing the cost of decreasing

such a loss.

Chief among the economic pests of British Columbia are several species of

aphides. These sucking-insects are very generally scattered throughout fruit-growing

regions, and cause the grower a large amount of trouble. It is not my purpose to

give you a detailed description of the life-history and habits of all different sjiecics

of aphides which may be found in different parts of British Columbia, nor will

time allow me to give a discussion of the relative merits of different sprays used in

controlling these. Many experimental stations have printed good descriptions and
effective methods of spraying, which are gladly furnished upon written application.

I want to call your attention to some of the problems the grower faces in combating

aphides in the Okanagan, and the relation of other orchard oi)erations to this

important factor in the production of "quality fruit."

When a grower's fruit falls below standard, some operation, or series of opera-

tions, is at fault, unless the grower is so unfortunate as to be trying to produce

under adverse soil or climatic conditions. Did he plough the past spring so as to

get the greatest good from soil conditions? Was his orchard subject to seepage?

Did his pruning result in forced growth? Did ho skip his usual spraying? Many
(piestions will arise, any one of which answered negatively may have been the cause,

directly or indirectly, of his poor results.
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The poiut I want to underline here—to exaggerate if necessary—is the fact

tliat every operation performed in the orchard has its influence on the final product;

also upon the efhciency of all operations depends the success of spraying, of pruning, .

of cultivating, and of all other phases of orchard-work. If you neglect one, you

lose most of the value of the work expended ou all the others for the current year.

On an orchard of my own, I thoroughly cultivated, I carefully pruned, I properly

thinned, I effectually sprayed for codling-moth ; but the result of these operations

l)roduced a large per cent, of small gnarly fruit. Each operation cost money—money
advisedly spent if the final product had been up to standard. Gentlemen. I neglected

to spray for rosy apple-aphis because I thought I could save about $5 an acre by

so doing. In tbe end my product was ^yorth from $50 to $100 an acre less. But

that was not my only loss ; I had expended from $10 to $15 an acre to thin. Where
and when was I to get that back? A conclusion to me was self-evident: A fruit-

grower cannot aftord to allow any insect pest which directly or indirectly injures

the quality of the product turned out to go uncontrolled, or he will not only lose

tlie value of the crop, but also the cost of producing it.

If the cost of production is too high, the grower must reduce it, not by neglect

of any single operation, but by making one operation aid another, by more thorough

work in fewer operations ; in fact, by better balancing of all the factors which make
for the production of No. 1 fruit.

In controlling orchard pests, economy Is just as essential as in other lines of

business. If the orchard is infested with several different insects, endeavour at

one operation to destroy as many as possible by using that combination of sprays

which scientific research and practical application have jjroven most effective.

Many orchards in the Okanagan are infested with woolly and green apple-aphis

and scale-insects. Thanks to the work of entomologists, we know something of the

life-history and habits of these insects, and what class of sprays is effective against

them.

The best time for the application of .spray material, were we treating these

insects separately, would vary, but it is possible by thorough work to kill the one

which is doing the most damage, or the two which are of greatest economic impor-

tance, and also very effectually cheek the third. Thus, had I an old orchard infested

with these three pests—woolly apple-aphis, green apple-aphis, and oyster-shell scale

—under Vernon District conditions I would spray as follows : Previous to the

opening of the leaf-buds in early spring, apply with power-sprayer and pressure of

at least 175 lb., winter-strength lime-sulphur, dilution 1 part concentrated lime-

sulphur to 9 parts water, to which is added 1 part of Black Leaf 40 to every SOO

parts of the lime-sulphur solution. This combination should kill all over-winter

woolly aiihis above ground, as well as oyster-shell scale, when thoroughly brought

in contact with insects. Be sure every crevice and crack in the trunk and limbs

is drenched with the spray. This will not, however, kill all the green apple-aphis

eggs. The addition of Black Leaf 40 seems to be much more effective in killing

both the woolly aphis and the scale than the lime-sulphur alone. In the Vernon
District the past season, which was a late one, this spray was applicable April

5th to 15th, inclusive.

Should the orchard in question be principally infected with green apple-aphis,

as are many of our younger-bearing orchards, an application of spring-strength lime-

sulphur, 1 part to 30, to which is added Black Leaf 40, 1 part to 900 parts of diluted

lime-sulphur, applied after the leaf-buds h.ave just opened, will kill effectually the

greater part of .green apple-aphis, which have mostly emerged from eggs but have
not yet had time to curl the leaves.

I consider the spring spraying the most important and essential, as the killing

of all aphides present in the orchard at that time gives the trees an opportunity
to make good, strong growth before reinfestation. The woolly apple-aphis requires
special attention in this section. I do not believe growers appreciate the damage
caused by it. I cannot but attribute a large amount of the diseased cankers on
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1he trunks and limbs of trees to these piercing plant-liee. At least, I am sure of

the orchards on Coldstream Estate; those which have been infested with woolly

aphis have been clearly the most subject to many forms of canker which found

foothold through punctures in bark caused by these aphides. It is likely tliat where

continued infestation has taken place the stimulated growth and gall formations

caused by woolly apple-aphis will so weaken a tree as to make it more subject to

tlie ills of adverse physiological conditions.

Many growers are attributing their losses of crops, and their troubles willi

silver-leaf and fruit-pit, to physiological troubles, and yet are neglecting to study

ways and means of keeping their orchard conditions balanced, so as to meet any
excessive moisture during summer or fall season ; to better withstand the inroads

of frost in winter ; in fact, to hold the trees as nearly to the normal as possible.

A tree loaded with woolly aphis is not only injured in the trunk and limbs so that

they are not able to perfectly perform their functions, but the roots are often killed

to such an extent as to prevent the proper flow of sap. Yet growers wonder why
such trees are not producing good crops of high-class fruit every year.

In addition to the early spring spraying for woolly apple-aphis, an application

of a 15-per-ceut. solution of kerosene emulsion, or Black Leaf 40, 1 part to 900,

about the 10th to 15th of September, in Vernon District, will free the tree-tops

of these insects previous to the appearance of the winged viviparous females, which
probably migrate to another host-plant, beyond control.

There are many .spray combinations equally effective in other locations as are

the ones I have briefly suggested for this district, and oi)inions differ widel.v as to

when and how they should be applied. But the orchardist's problem in controlling

pests does not stop with the knowledge of the life-history of insects; with the best

sprays to use or the right time to apply them ; nor is spraying alone the most

economically effective means of controlling them.

It is necessary to make every phase of orchard operation tend to hull) every

other, and the grower who successfully does this reduces to a minimum the expense

of orchard care. For example, trees infested with woolly apple-aphis are most
dangerously infected in the roots and generally in the first foot of .soil, within a

radius of 3 to 4 feet of the tree. It is very expensive to shovel the dirt away
from the crown of the tree for spraying, but sometimes even this would pay.

However, I believe you can do better. In the spring or early fall, if moisture

conditions are favourable, start single jdoughing by throwing a furrow away from
tree on each side—a necessary operation every other year. Have a man follow uji

the plough and with a large digger-hoe, or shovel, expose as much of crown and
roots as possible within a 4-foot radius of the tree. This can be done very quickly

if you catch moisture conditions just right. Follow this up with a thorough spraying

of kerosene emulsion, forcing the spray well into the soil about the crown and base

of the tree. You are in this ca-se taking advantage of another orchard operation

which makes the spraying more effective.

Another example : The eggs of the green apple-aphis are found extensively

towards the end of tlie previous season's growth. Very frequently those eggs

w ill be deposited on one or two growths only to a tree. If you can arrange your

labours so as to prune the trees from one to four years old in late winter or early

s])ring, you can easily see the shining black eggs and clip them off in the regular

pruning operation, putting the cuttings in neat iiiles at one side of the tree, to be

easily hauled off and burned. B.v pruning young trees in the late winter bere,

you avoid exposing immature wood to our cold winter weather.

In connection with pruning to control aphides, some growers practise cutting

off shoots in summer as fast as aphides appear on them. The infection is so

scattered that it seldom pays to take out the power-.sprayer, and with the exception

of very small trees the ordinary hand knapsack sprayer is not effcetivo.. It is

certainly a complicated problem. If you prune off the infested shoots in early

July you cause a forced, soft, bunched growth which never matures and is easily
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frozen back in winter. If you taUe out the power-sprayer the co.st is excessive,

yet if you wait for the whole orchard to become infected and then talie out power-

sprayer the leaves become badly curled, making it hard to kill all the aphides, and

the growth of the shoots is so bent and crooked that it gives the tree a bad

appearance.

Personally, I have often practised cutting off the young shoots as they become

infected, helping the expense by removing unnecessary water-sprouts and suckers

at same time, but I believe spraying is the only way, under Veruou conditions, where

we must do all we can to avoid excessive soft growth.

I now use a knapsack sprayer called the Standard Spray Pump, with which

It is possible to spray trees even up to twelve years old, and can be used with

bucket, knapsack, or barrel, and works very much like a bicycle-pump. It comes

fitted with three nozzles, one of which gives a fine mist spray, with surprisingly

strong pressure, so that it can be thrown 10 to 20 feet effectively. I have brought

one with me and shall lie pleased to demonstrate it to any one at close of meeting.

There are a great many other problems in " aphis-control " which are special

to the grower under his particular exposure. In fact, like all operations in the

orchard, the really efflcient and economic control of pests must be met by the

ingenuity and practical knowledge of the individual grower, because he alone knows

all the other factors which influence successful fruit-culture.

TWO INJURIOUS INSECTS OF ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE ATTACKING
PEACH, APRICOT, AND PLUM TREES.

By W. H. Lyne.

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen.—In dealing with the subject assigned to

me on the programme under the title of " Peach Insects," with your permission I

will confine my remarks to discussing two insects of considerable economic impoi--

tance. These two insects—namely, the peach-twig borer (Anarsia UneateUa) and the

peach-root borer {SanninoiHea esoitiosa)—do not confine their work of destruction to

the peach-tree alone, but also attack the apricot, plum, almond, and occasionally the

cherry-tree.

The Peach-twio Boree (Anarsia lineatella).

The adult of this insect is a small brown moth with wings expanding about % to

^2 inch. It has a jaunty little head, reminding one of that of a quail in a miniature

way. There are two distinct broods during spring and summer, and in some lati-

tudes a later brood in the fall. As soon as the new growth apiiears the young larvaj

commence to bore into the tender new twigs, the tips of which soon wilt, and upon
examination the larvse, about 14 inch long, may be found burrowed into the heart of

the tree just below the wilted portions. In the course of a month the larva? leave

the young twigs and spin cocoons, which they secure in a crevice in the limbs of the

tree with a few cross-webs. These pupate and in about two weeks the second brood

of moths begin to fly. After mating, the females deposit their eggs on or near the

fruit. When the new larva} hatch out, they immediately commence to bore into the

fruit just under the skin and gradually work farther in as they grow older ; thus

the second brood are fruit-borers. Some of these leave the fruit before it is picked

and spin their cocoons in the crotches and crevices of the trees, as did the first brood

;

others of the later brood bore into the bark, spend their winter in the larval stage,

and so are ready to operate on the young growth directly it appears in the spring.

I think this irregularity of habit depends greatly upon latitude and atmospheric
conditions. The loss resulting from the attack of this insect in some districts is

enormous, hundreds of tons of peaches, apricots, and plums being condemned as culls.

Many car-loads are condemned after being carefully packed and delivered at points

of distribution. When the egg or the young larva just hatched out is the only
evidence of infection at the time the fruit is being sorted and packed, one can easily

realize how hard it would be to guarantee a car-load free from infection.
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ConlroJ.—The remedy adopted so far consists of winter spraying with limo-

siilplaur l-]0 just as the buds are opening, and arsenate of lead 3 11). to .^)0 gallons

of water when the new growth starts. To protect the fruit from the attaclc oC the

second brood of larva?, spray with arsenate of lead 3 lb. to 50 gallons of water just

about the time the moths commence to fly. which will depend somewhat on the

atmospheric conditions of the season. In this latitude the moths are on the wing

by the middle of July.

The Peach-boot Borer (Sanninoidea exitiosa).

The peach-root borer {SanninoidGa opalcsccns) is known as the western species,

the eastern species being Hunnlnoidea exitiosa.* Tliere is a slight difference in the

abdominal markings of the adult insect. The moth is a clear wing, belonging to

the family Sesiida?. It has a wasp-like appearance, the males being black with

narrowly yellow-banded abdomen, and almost entirely transparent wings. The
females are much larger, the fore-wings bluish black and entirely covered with

scales. The under-wings are transparent, while the abdomen is bluish black with

a broad orange band about the middle. Moths hatched out in this district answer

this description. The moth lays its eggs on the bark near the surface of the ground

the latter part of July or the beginning of August. These hatch out in a few days

and immediately commence boring into the bark in a downward direction. By winter

they are from % to % inch lotig, and have already eaten out considerable of the

inner-bark tissue near or just beneath the surface of the ground. In spring they

resume feeding, attaining a length of a little more than 1 inch long. Their presence

underneath the bark may be easily detected by the gummy exudation mingled with

brown granulated eastings. By selecting one of the points of exudation and cutting

in with a good sharp horse-shoeing knife, the channel in which the larvte are working

is easily found. Follow this down and the borer is soon found doing his best to

girdle the tree. About the end of June, or a little later in this latitude, the larva?

crawl out to near the entrance of the excavation and spin a cocoon of silk covered

with bits of chips and gum, and change to pup;^. In this stage they remain about

two or three weeks ; then emerge as moths ready to start a new brood. In cutting

out the borers, one should avoid as much as possible cutting into the healthy bark,

especially in a horizontal direction, as the borer may have left very little solid bark

with which to maintain the life of the tree. Perhaps the best time to cut out borers

would be June, when they are full grown and easier to find, before they pupate and
the new moths fly. After cutting out all the borers and before replacing the earth

around the tree, the following wash should be applied from the crown of the roots

to IS inches above the ground : One part lime-sulphur to 6 parts water, with enough

fresh-slaked lime to thicken 5 gallons of the mixture to a good thick paint ; into this

stir thoroughly i^ lb. whale-oil soap and Vi pint of carbolic acid or 1 lb. of coal-tar.

When the paint has had time to dry on the trees, replace the earth, banking up 4 or

.5 inches. Thi.s wash will also jirotect the roots from fungous rot, etc., besides making
it very difficult for the young larva? to penetrate.

In some sections the practice of fumigating the roots with carbon-bisulphide in

order to kill the borers has been resorted to, to save the cutting of the trees ; but is

not very popular on account of the danger of killing the trees, which has often

happened if the carbon-bisulphide was allowed to come in contact with the bark, or if

the soil is too wet at the time or soon after the application. The peach-root borer is

one of the most injurious insects' attacking the peach and other stone trees, on account

of its deadly work in the most vital part of the tree, where it works unseen ; and
often its presence is not even suspected until too late, when the tree wills and dies

as the result of the crown of the roots having been completely girdled.

Jfr. McCubbin gave an account of the depredations of the fruit-lly in West
Australia.

Mr. Boncquet : In regard to the root-borers of the peach, in Minnesota a few
years ago the trees were troubled by rabbits, mice, and borers. One of the jn'ofessors

* .S'. exitiosa was Ihc vnrioty I>ro(l in tlio Okanagan.
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suggested the use of boiled linseed-oil, and burning it until it became sticlcy like

tanglefoot. Aloes and carbolic acid were added to ttie mixture and tlie whole applied

to the trees. It proved, I believe, au effective remedy.

Mr. Lyne: I might say that there are numerous washes in operation. Crude

coal-tar has been proved effective.

Mr. Tom Wilson: I have tried coal-tar on sapling ash against rabbits; so far

as I know, no harm resulted. We used to band holly-trees for half a foot.

Mr. Brittain : Asphaltum is being used largely now. It expands and contracts

with the temperature and it is permanent.

Mr. Lyne: This has been experimented with, and I believe that, on occasion,

injury resulted.

Mr. Kennedy: I never saw asphaltum used in the Santa Clara Valley, California.

Mr. Lyne : They used whale-oil also.

Mr. Brittain : They also use carbolic and limewash ; with a system of " worm-

ing " the wash allows one to see the borings better.

Mr. Boncquet: When are the eggs laid?

Mr. Lyne : In July and early August.

Mr. Edwin Smith: Have you any notes on the eggs of AnarsUi Uneatclla in

fruit and the effect of cold-storage on them?

Mr. Lyne : Refrigerated peaches will come in and they will be pronounced fairly

clean. If many crates come in at one time, the merchants unload at their own time.

By holding the fruit thus many worms will hatch out.

The Chairman: We will now proceed to the next paper.

CUTWORMS AND THEIR CONTROL.

By M. S. Middleton, Distkict Horticulttjkist, Nelson, B.C.

The cutworms in the Kootenay and other Interior points did practically no injury

this year (1913) to crops. This is attributed to the larvie having been parasitized

last fall. It was almost impossible to find a cutworm this year, where last year they

could be found in millions. It seems to be the history of all insect ijests taken over

a number of years that it is one of epidemics alternating with periods of comparative

immunity, which is brought about almost wholly by parasitic attacks. These para-

sitic controls are of the greatest advantage iu keeping down the ravages of all insect

pests, and for this rea.son the study of the new entomology is not only interesting,

but, I believe, quite practical at least in many cases. These periodical outbreaks are

always liable to appear, however, and we should always be prepared to combat them

to the best advantage. We find that the cutworms were extremely bad during the_

seasons of the years 1900, 1906, and in 1912. They gradually worked up to this

epidemic stage and in the year following were extremely scarce.

Although we are able to control the outbreaks of cutworms quite satisfactorily,

there still remains a great field for further investigation and experimentation work.

It was my intention to have carried on a number of experiments this summer, with

the object in view of finding out, if possible, more effective means of controlling these

pests, but owing to the immunity this year was unable to do so. We must all feel

pleased that the cutworms were scarce and the cause of very little loss this year.

I shall have to confine my remarks to the results I obtained last year while dealing

with possibly the greatest scourge of cutworms which the Kootenay District has had
since the advent of agriculture. The worms were so thick that the ground could

be actually seen moving with them, and they could be heard feeding on the clover.

In parts the clover-crops were completely devoured by the cutworms. Various con-

trols of poisoned baits were used with varying results.

I found them doing injury to nearly every cultivated plant, including green

grain. The greatest los.ses were caused in the vegetable-gardens and in youug
orchards, where the worms of the climbing species would crawl up the small trees

and eat out the upper buds. This did not result in the killing of the trees, but the
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gro^tlf would be so checked and disarranged that the trees had to be cut back or
reset. In cabbage, turnip, aud tomato fields they were very destructive, and i]i

strawberry-beds a great deal of harm was done. In the strawberries the injury was
principally on the roots and crowns of the plants. I really think that we have little

idea of the great damage done b.r the cutworms.

Amongst the most common species that we have in the Interior are the red-

backed (Parafirotis ochrogaster) , the greasy (Agrotis ypsUon), the variegated (Pcvi-

(Iroma saucia), and the zebra caterpillar {Mameatra canadensis). Some twelve;

species of cutworms are known in Canada, aud our list might be extended to include

the following: Vellow-headed (Hadena arctica), spotted {Xoctua c. nigrum), brown
iXcpliclades miniaiis), W. marked (Xocliia clandectina), common striped (Enxo<i

tcsscliuta), white climbing {Canieadcs srandiens) , spotted legged {PosograU vcliistu),

and dingy (Fcltia suhigothica)

.

The poison bait is possibly the best all-round material to control the cutworms.
It is best made by using 1 lb. of paris green, 50 lb. of bran, and about 3 lb. of sugar.

The best way to make it is to first moisten the bran a little to cause the paris green

to adhere better to it ; then add the paris green and mix well. Where large quanti-

ties are needed a canvas sheet is a good article upon which to mix the paris green

and bran thoroughly. Just spread the moistened bran on the canvas, sprinkle over
it the paris green, and mix well by the use of a garden-rake. Then add the sugar
as sweetened water. The bait should be considerably sweeter than the plants which
the worms are feeding upon. I found much the best results where the bait was well

sweetened and well poisoned. Apply the mash fairly dry, just so that it will almost

crumble through the fingers, and apply it in the evenings. About 25 to 50 lb. of the

mixture should suffice for an acre of vegetables and fruit. Where fruit-trees only
have to be treated much less will be required. It is a wise precaution here to keep
the mixture well away from the trees or plants, as the arsenic in the mixture will

cause scalding of the bark, and in many cases I have seen trees girdled by the effects

of the paris green. In the case of fruit-trees and larger plants the use of tanglefoot

has given good results in some districts. .Just place about an inch strip of the

tanglefoot around the trunk of the tree about G inches to 1 foot from the ground.

This has to be watched closely, lest the dust from cultivating or windstorms might
destroy its effectiveness. There was a sticky tree-oil sent out by a Tacoma firm, but

it did not give good results, as it melted with the heat of the sun and then crystal-

lized. Banding the trees with cotton batten has al.so been used to very good
advantage. Just take a tuft of batten and fasten it around the trunk of the tree,

leaving it loose on top, and the worms will not climb over it. Running chickens in

the orchard is also very effective in controlling the cutworms.

Cultivation methods can also be practised to assist considerably in controlling

the cutworms. If we could have all weeds and plants cut down each fall a great

mauy of the larvre and eggs would be destroyed. Cover crops where they have to

1)0 left over winter as a protection ci"op is often bad for harbouring the cutworms,

and when ploughed nnder in the spring the worms flock to the trees in the orchard.

By sowing the cover crops a little later the eggs might be destroyed before the

cover crop is sown. The worms make their appearance about the middle of May
aud are bad until the end of .Tune. They then pupate and the egg-laying should be

over about the end of August. If these dates are correct the cover crops and pro-

tection crops could bo sown late in August, when they would not be likely to harbour

the worms.

ECONOMIC ORNITHOLOGY.

By LioKEf. E. T.\Yi.oi!, F.Z.S., M.B.O.U.

The best definition I can find of "economic ornithology," the title of this paper.

is given by Jlr. T. S. Palmer in the U.S.A. Year-booic of the Department of Agricul-

ture of 1S99 :
" Economic ornithology has been defined as the study of birds from

the standiioint of dollars and cents. It deals with birds in their relation to agricul-
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ture, horticulture, trade, and sport ; it treats of species importaut to tlie farm#r, •tlie

fruit-grower, tlie game-dealor, tlie milliner, and the sportsman ; iu short, it is the

practical application of the knowledge of birds to the affairs of every-day life. The
study of the relations of birds to agriculture is as intricate and difficult as it is

broad aud comprehensive. Its successful ijrosecution presupposes not only an

accurate knowledge of classification, distribution, migration, and habits, but also

an acquaintance with the measures which have been adopted for the preservation of

useful or the destruction of noxious species. Theoretically, it should be one of the

first branches of oi-nithology to receive attention; in reality, it has been one of the

last."

It is as regards the value or otherwise of birds to the farmer that I wish to

direct your attention. I do not claim to be an entomologist, and I do not intend to

analyse the food of insectivorous birds to try and prove that this species feeds on

harmful insects, and that one on useful ones. Such information is readily obtainable

from the numerous valuable bulletins on the food of birds published by the Biological

Survey of the U.S.A. Government and other publications. I am anxious rather to

plead for a more general treatment of the subject; that is, from the standpoint of

the balance of nature, to show how Importaut it is to consider the matter from this

point of view and how easily one can be led astray by ignoring it.

To first of all take the case of seed-eating birds, there is no doubt that almost

any one can be shown to be a destroyer of millions of weed-seeds during the course

of a year. Many people naturally think that it would only require a suflicient

number of certain birds to entirely rid them of certain weeds. Nature, however, has

made other arrangements by which the weeds shall remain iu spite of even plagues

of birds. A certain number of seeds are permitted to pass through the birds' alimen-

tary sj'stem unharmed. Professor Collinge has recently shown this in the Journal

of the Board of Agriculture, where he gives the result of experiments in the

germination of seeds from bird-excrement as follows : 133 weeds of 7 species were

grown from 3S droppings of the house-sparrow, 52 of 7 species from 3S droppings of

the g'reenflnch, and 96 plants of 9 species from 50 droppings of the bullfinch
;
proving

that seed-eating birds are greater distributers of weed-seeds than is generally sup-

posed. He finally says :
" We cannot rely on weeds being kept down by birds, and

the exjjense of cultivation to eliminate weeds is, I believe, not reduced in the slightest

by the_ action of birds." In conclusion, he states that he cannot regard seed-eating

birds as beneficial.

Now, to take the case of insect-eating birds, I cannot d,o better than quote from

a review of recent literature on the subject of economic ornithology in the Auk for

January, 1913, where the writer compares the value of controlling insect pests by

natural and artificial means. He says :
" There is a deep-seated and persistent

(because founded on love of ease) idea that if natural enemies are only sufficiently

encouraged and protected, crop-production free from the annoyance of insect pests

will be assured. That this is a dream impossible of fulfilment is evident from the

fundamental interrelations of living things. Natural enemies have developed because

there was an excess of individuals of certain species that could be destroyed without

any permanent decrease in the numbers of the species as a whole. In creatures with

annual or shorter generations, as is the ease with most insects, all but an exceedingly

small proportion of the offspring must die without participating in reproduction ; the

way of their taking-off is unimportant. They may as well be eaten as to starve, dry

up, or freeze. Whatever happens to the supei'numeraries, a small but fecund mino-

rity remains. The average number of the species is about the same from year to

year. If there is an excess of individuals, under natural conditions, that satisfies

the demands of enemies, without endangering the existence of the species. What an

overwhelming excess of a species there must be where we give over acres or hundreds
of acres to pure cultures of its favourite food-plant. No wonder there are constantly

recurring outbreaks with which natural enemies are unable to deal." He further

states : " AVheu we consider the degree of insect-control necessary to the commercial
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success of crops, it is evident that man must invariably clei)eucl iipou tiis own efforts,

lie must know about natural enemies, give them all due credit and protect them,

but we must beware of exaggerating their services. People are only too easily misled

in this direction, but the tiual result of too great faith in natural enemies is dis-

appointment. Let the student of natural economics see, therefore, that blame for

such disappointment cannot be justly laid upon him."

These remarks are particularly applicable to fruit-growing, where hundreds of

acres are planted in a confined area, furnishing an inexhaustible food-supply for

scores of insect pests, which can only be controlled by artiflcial means and not by

natural enemies, because the balance of nature has been upset. To think that any
number of birds could control an attack of aphides, for Instance, where ideal con-

ditions for the feeding and propagation of these insects has been created, is out of

the question. One has only to think of Huxley's well-known calculation, that one

single aphis would produce in ten generations " more ponerable substance than five

hundred million of stout men ; that is, more than the whole population of China."

It is obvious that if the birds left one or two individuals in the orchard, and nature

had not provided the means for destroying them, either natural or artificial, there

would not be much orchard left.

It is without thinking of these matters, certainly through want of knowledge,

that there are more periodical agitations hero and in many other parts of the world

for the introduction of exotic birds as aids to the farmer. The question of the

Government introducing birds into this Province is brought up at Farmers' Iustitut(>

meetings and other meetings every year. As you are probably aware, the Govern-

ment sanctioned the introduction this year of several hundred songbirds from England

by the Natural History Society of Victoria. I protested as strongly as I could to

the Government against such importation, but without avail, and the birds have

since been liberated. The birds introduced were the European skylark, goldfinch,

linnet, robin, and blue-tit.

I will now briefly put before you some facts in connection with the economic

standing of these birds in other countries. In the U.S.A. Xear-book of the Depart-

ment of Agriculture for 1S98 there is an instructive article by Mr. T. S. Palmer, of

the Biological Survey, on "The Danger of Introducing Noxious Animals and Bird.s,"

in which the author says :
" Species usually regarded as beneficial in their native

home, such as the European skylark, green linnet, etc., are likely to prove injurious

in new countries. The skylarlc confines its injuries mainly to turnips, eating the seed

soon after it is planted. The green linnet is similarly injurious to grain. In New
Zealand linnets have spread to other islands five and six hundred miles away."

The following is an extract from a leading article in the Morning Post on the

subject of the " Plague of Birds "
:

" The green linnet is a serious nuisance to the

hop-grower, settling on the hops just as they get ripe and tearing them to pieces in

order to extract seed, until the whole ground is green with the fallen petals. The
common or green linnet is usually regarded as a quite harmless eater of weed-seeds,

but in the eastern counties he often takes heavy toll from the grower of turnip

and radish seed, settling in great flocks upon the fields as the crops ripen and while

they are being harvested. One Norfolk grower this autumn stated that the linnets

had taken at least one-third of one of the crops of swede-seed which the weather had
forced him to leave out rather longer than usual." In the guide to the birds in the

British Museum (Natural History), written by Mr. W. R. Ogilvie Grant, now head

of the Bird Department and one of the leading ornithologists of the day, the follow-

ing occurs under the description of " Blue Titmouse " (Parus cccruleus) :
" Insects

and their larvre form the principal food, and though this diet is supplemented in

autumn by fruit, the small damage done in gardens is compensated for by the whole-

sale destruction of insect i)ests." Professor Collinge, in the above-mentioned work,

quotes the following charge brought against the blue-tit by one of his correspondents

:

"Ten years ago I should have said that a blue-tit was deserving of all protection,

for its food consisted almost entirely of insects. Recently, however. I have had
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cause to change my opinion of this bird, for it now piclis boles in apples, pears, and

strawberries, and causes a considerable amount of damage."

Mr. Colliuge. however, speaks in favour of the blue-tit in siiite of all that has

been chronicled against it, although he arrives at this conclusion by balancing its

good and its evil deeds. This is all very well for the ordinary farmer, but it is cold

comfort for the fruit-grower.

From the above it will be seen that there is a- chance of the skylark, linnet, and

lilue-tit being injurious to the farmer, and the general opinion in all countries where

the acclimatization of foreign birds and animals has been attempted is that it is

not wise to Introduce any birds or animals of whose characters there is the slightest

suspicion. Personally. I think it very unwise to introduce any seed-eating bii'd, such

as the goldfinch and linnet, and I cannot see the object of introducing blue-tits Into

this country where we have several closely allied species of the same genus (Parus)—
namely, the chickadee, already resident in enormous numbers in this Province.

In order to obtain further information on this subject, I wrote to Mr. J. Lewis

Bonhote, secretary of the British Ornithologists' Union, a well-known authority on

birds, asking for his opinion on the advisability of importing these birds into British

Columbia. The following is Mr. Bonhote's reply :
" Re the importation of the birds

you mention, I am strongly against any such practice. Nature is so carefully

balanced that one can never tell how far-reaching may be the effect of importation

;

in most cases, if not in all, where the imported species have thriven, the results

have been bad, and the useful economic purposes for which the introduction was
made have not been successful and many harmless and useful indigenous species

killed off. To attempt, therefore, such a dangerous experiment for mere testhetic

jjurposes is, I should say, to run far too great a risk, and I would certainly advise

you to oppose the suggestion as strongly as you can. To take the actual species you

mention, it is difficult without knowing the country to give any definite advice;

seed-eaters (goldfinch and linnet) are always risky, as, although in England those

birds feed chiefly on the seeds of weeds in uncultivated districts, yet, if the.y did not

find suitable weeds in Canada, they would soon turn their attention to the cultivated

grain; where mustard is grown in any quantity, as in the fens of Cambridgeshire,

the linnets do considerable damage. The robin is practically harmless, but he is a

terrible fighter, and would be nearly sure to dislodge more useful native insect-

eating birds. Beware of tits, especially in a fruit-growing country ; they all attack

the buds of fruit-trees, and also, though to a lesser degree, ripe fruit and many
kinds of seeds. Larks seem to me the most harmless on your list, but, of course,

they are largely seed-eaters, and I quite believe that they might do more than good.

One has to remember that each country has its own fauna—which lives on each

other—special flowers being fertilized by special insects, which in turn are kept in

check by special birds. To introduce any strange animal, therefore, must upset the

balance, and it is impossible to tell you what the effects will be. I cannot call to

mind a single case of successful introduction, though there are many that have been

harmful, and I am sure you would be well advised in opposing this suggested intro-

duction as strongly as you can." This letter speaks for itself, and fully bears out

my contention that there is an element of risk, and that the Government should not

take any chances iu allowing the importation of any foreign birds whatsoever.

The cause of all trouble where introduced animals and birds have become pests

is the upsetting of the balance of nature. The reason for this was given by the

Hon. John Cockburn, K.C.M.G., in a paper read by him on bird legislation in

Australia at the Fourth International Ornithological Congress :
" The equilibrium of

life is less stable in a new country than an old. The limits of food-supply and
natural enemies do not afford so rigid a check to propagation, and consequently any
newly introduced form of life may, under favouring conditions, run riot throughout

the land."

I think, from the remarks and quotations given, that you will agree with me
that there is a chance of these so-called birds becoming a pest and upsetting the
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balance of uatiire. Such being the case, it is tlie duty of scientific societies, such as

tills one, to protest to tlie Government against perniissioQ being granted to introduce

an.v exotic birds into this country, eitlier from aesthetic or economic considerations.

Jlr. Tom Wilson : On the North Thompson the grouse is a destructive bird in

orchards, as it attacks growing buds of trees. Pheasants are also a cur.se. and this

is accentuated by the fact that they are not allowed to be shot except in season.

I am a little opposed to the introduction of birds into the Province, and partly also

to game birds.

Mr. Cunningham: In confirmation of Mr. Wilson's remarlis, I wish to evidence

the importance of destroying wild crab-apple on the Island and around Vancouver.

These trees breed the oyster-shell scale. A few years ago I advocated this, but a

great protest arose, accompanied by press writing. The extermination of wild crabs

would materially affect the grouse, which feed on these trees. The fruit-grower was
not considered.

Mr. McCubbin : There is also, I believe, a bounty on horned owls. These birds

prey on mice and rats. They also destroy these game birds.

Jlr. Tom Wilson : I recollect an instance when 75 per cent, of an orchard was
girdled b.v mice and the man obtained good money for owls.

Mr. Taylor : This bounty on owls has since been removed. In regard to the

mice question, in 120 acres a man had to replant 60 acres. This was not, however,

the fault of the owls ; the orchard was in poor shape. The starling in England is a

fairl.v harmless bird. When introduced into Australia and New Zealand it began

to feed on grapes, the natural food being absent. Cecil Rhodes in South Africa

introduced the same bird. In six years it spread enormously and fed again on the

grape. There is now a bounty on starlings in that country.

Mr. Cree.se : I must sa.v a word to support the blue-tit. In England this liird

feeds on woolly aphis and the currant bu<l-mite. It will also attack eggs of insects

in winter.

Mr. Taylor : Quite true. Possibly 05 per cent, good and 5 per cent, harm ; but

to me there appears to be no ob.iect obtained in this country. The native chickadee

belongs to the same genus and has the same habits; wh.v not patronize thrni'/

Besrdes, the blue-tit may become dangerous.

Mr. Day: I quite agree with the folly of upsetting nature.

Mr. Winslow: Our Department in Victoria when asked for an ojiini^n replied

that, while we admitted the sentimental gain, we took the stand that the po.ssib]e

harm outweighed the possible good.

A member: Why not protest against the granting of permits?

Mr. Day : It is now too late to make any protest. We might draw uii a resolu-

tion to present later.

It was moved and seconded, " That this Societ.v, in view of recent researches

into the economic value of introduced birds in other countries, disapproves of the

practice of granting permits for the introduction of any exotic birds in this Province."

Carried unanimously.

THE ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE OF CANADIAN IPIDAE.

By J. M. SwAI^'E. Dominion Division of Entomoi.oov, Assist,\nt Kntomologlst

FOR Forest Insects.

Among the Canadian species of the family Ipidie (bark-beetle and ambrosia-

beetle) are many of greater or less economic importance. Their destructive activi-

'ties are along several lines in accord with their varied habits.

The bark-beetles breed in the inner bark or between the bark and the wood of

health.v or dying trees. A few species prefer living trees ; others prefer dying bark,

but attack and kill green timber when in immense numbers; and still others are

found almost solely in rai)idl.v dying bark, or with a few species in bark that is dead

and fairly dry: botli coniferous and deciduous trees are attacked, but the former
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are more subject to serious injury in Canadian forests. Those species which arc

able to liill healthy trees prove among the most destructive of forest insects. The

genus Dendroctonus contains a number of species most injurious to coniferous trees.

D. piceaperdu, Hopli:., in successful outbreaks, has liilled an immense amount of the

finest spruce timber in Maine and New Brunswick. This species is a constant menace

to the spruce forests of eastern Canada, but does not appear to be concentrated at

present in destructive outbreaks. D. valcns, Lee, is commonly found in dying bark

of spruce and pine stumps and logs, and, not rarely, is the primary cause of the

death of trees. It is assisting D. hrevicomis in killing bull-iMne in the south-western

part of this Province. In the timber attaclvcd this season, and still green, valeiis

is working in large numbers. It may be considered a destructive species in bull-

pine in British Columbia.

An undescribed species of Dendroctonus breeds in immense numbers in the fire-

injured timber of northern Manitoba, and has killed a small amount of jack-pine

timber, mostly in the neighbourhood of the burns. D. simplex breeds abundantly in

dying larch-bark from Manitoba eastward, and apparently kills many trees weakened

by the larch sawfly.

An undescribed species of Dendroctonus, assisted by species of the genus Ips

(TomiousJ , is apparently killing much fine white-spruce timber along the AthabasUa

River, above and below Athabaska Landing. This infestation has not yet been care-

fully investigated. D. pseudotsiigw, Hopk., breeds abundantly in logs of Douglas

fir and western larch in British Columbia. It everywhere attacks and kills injured

and weakened trees, and frequently kills considerable green timber.

D. m'onticolae, Hopk., has killed much western white-pine (Pinus monticolm) in

the Sugar Lake region of British Columbia, and the outbreak is still spreading. This

species also attacks and kills the black-pine in that district. D. hrevicomis is

destructive to bull-pine in British Columbia.

In the Princeton section an outbreak by this species has been running for three

years and much valuable timber has been killed. The clumps of " red-tops " may Ijo

distinguished upon the mountain-side and in the valleys for many miles. Tlie

infestation is sijreading rapidly and threatens the entire bull-pine stand of that

region. The same trouble is appearing in other sections. D. monticolce and D.

valens are working in the same trees, and the former appears to be as destructive

as 'brev-icomis. D. engelmanni, D. horeaUs, D. murraijamr, and D. ohesies are

variably destructive to spruce and pine in different parts of the Province. The
habits of these and other ipid beetles of British Columbia are being carefully

investigated.

Many species of the genus Ips (Tomicus) are abundant in dying bark of pine,

spruce, and larch. Most species of this genus found in Canadian forests are impor-

tant secondary enemies of trees, but are seldom found attacking green timber.

There are, however, several important exceptions. Ips Itulsaineus, Lee, is a serious

enemy to balsam fir throughout Ontario, Quebec, and New Brunswick, and to a

lesser extent is injurious to larch. Several species of the genus are injurious to

pine and spruce in British Columbia and Alberta.

Potygraphus rufipennls, Kuby, and allied undescribed forms are everywhere

important secondary enemies to pine, spruce, and larch. They are usually found in

dying bark, but are apparently able to attack and kill healthy trees. Several species

of Phloeosinus are locally injurious to cedars. A large number of species belonging

to various genera are important secondary enemies, breeding in the bark of injured,

weakened, and dying trees.

Certain twig-beetles of the genus Piti/ophthoriis excavate and kill the twigs of'^

various pines, and at times become sufliciently numerous to check seriously or even,

rarely, to kill the infested trees. Such injury was common two years ago in southern

Quebec to white and red pine; and in this season abundant on jack-pine in northern

Ontario, and bnll-pine in British Columbia.
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Two species of this group are injurious to fruit-trees. Tlie peacli-tree barlv-

beotle (Phlttotribus liminaris) aud the fruit-tree bark-beetle (Eccoptogastcr rugii-

losus) are important pests in southern Ontario. The former breeds also in wild

cherry in Quebec Trovince; but E. ruguJosus does not apparently occur elsewhere in

Canada.

The clover bark-beetle {Hylastinus oiscurus, Marsh) cuts tunnels similar to

those of true bark-beetles in roots of red mammoth alsike and crimson clovers, and
is injurious in parts of Quebec and Ontario.

The deciduous trees of Canadian forests are less subject to injury by. members
of this family. Several destructive species found in the northern half of the United

States have apparently not yet ventured to cross the boundary. We have many
species, but, in the experience of the writer, few attack green bark.

Ambrosia-beetJes, although belonging to the same family, have quite different

habits. The adults bore round tunnels through the bark and into the wood. These
tunnels are invariably stained dark brown or black by fungi which grow upon the

walls. The eggs are deposited free in the tunnels (Anisand/'iis aud Xylehorus) or in

niches similar to those of the bark-beetles, cut along the tunnel-sides (Gnathotrichus,

Trypodendron, Pterocyclon) . The larvre of these species enlarge the niches to elon-

gate cavities, larval cradles, slightly more than their own length. Each species has

invariably associated with it, growing in a dense layer upon the walls of the tunnel

and larval cradles, a particular species of fungus. Several species of these ambrosia-

fungi have been carefully studied by the writer. Under the proper conditions the

conidia germinate readily and pass through the conidial cycle in about sixty hours.

Both beetles and larvaj feed upon the fungus. The larvte of Anisandrus and
most species of Xylehorus feed upon the fungus exclusively ; and with the larvse of

all ambrosia-beetles, of this country at least, the fungus is a necessary diet. All our

coniferous trees are subject to attack by species of Trypodendron and Gnafhotrichiis.

roplar, oak, birch, beech, maple, aud alder are attacked by species of Trypodendron,

Anisandrus, Xylehorus, aud Pterocyclon.

The ambrosia-beetles do not, as a rule, attack sound trees in Canadian forest.s.

They enter dying trees, or their parts, and recently felled logs and stumps, in which
chemical changes have apparently rendered the sap more suitable to the growth of

their fungi. With us their injury is only noticed in felled timber left out of water

or in fire-injured stuff.

RESOLUTION RE QUARANTINE MEASURE.

" AVhereas this Association at the annual meeting in Victoria last January did

pass vnanimously a resolution introduced by the Inspector of Fruit Pests, requesting

the Dominion Government to enact such legislation as would prevent the importation

of fruit aud other vegetables from countries and Provinces infected with insect

pests, bacterial and fungous diseases, not widely prevalent in this Province

:

"And whereas the Dominion Government has admitted that the legislation

requested may properly be enacted by the Provincial Legislature, and has graciou.sly

signified its desire that a Quarantine Act, with such provisoes as may be necessary

to meet the peculiar conditions of this Province and the wishes of the people, as

voiced by the Boards of Trade. Fruit-growers' Associations, Farmers' Institutes, this

Association, and other public bodies throughout the Province, may be speedily

enacted

:

" Be it therefore Resolved, That this Entomological Society, in convention

assembled at Vernon, B.C., in the month of July, ]913, hereby reaffirms its opinion

that the legislation requested is necessary and expedient, and renews its appeal to

the Provincial Government to bring down such legislation at the first meeting of the

Provincial Legislature as will adequately protect the agricultural and horticultural

industries of this Province from pests and diseases not widely prevalent in British

Columbia."

Moved by G. O. Day, seconded by Lionel E. Taylor.
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BRITISH COLUMBIA ENTOMOLiXilCAL SOCIETY

PROCEEDINGS. 1914.

;^Ty-- '^HE Thirteenth* Auiiual meeting of the Entomological Society of British

rp Pi Columbia was held in the Provincial Mnsenni, Parliament Buildings,

'.r.'y' 1 1] Victoria, on January 23rd and 24th, r.»14. The following members

, ;^2ffi£^i were present : E. il. Anderson, J. R. Anderson. E. H. Blackniore,

L--^^^^l J. W. Cockle, Thos. Cunningham, G. O. Day, L. A. Breun, D. Gavet.

Dr. S. Hadwen, A. W. Hanham, W. Hugh. W. H, Dyne, E. H.

liobinson, L. E. Taylor, R. C. Ti'eherne. G. E. Wilkerson, Tom Wilson, and H. II.

Whiting. Among the visitors were noticed : R. V. Harvey. R. Elli.s, F. Kermodc.

C. BlacUmore, and a few others.

The meeting was called to order by the President. G. O. Day, F.E.S., of Duncan,

at 10 a.m. on Januai'y 23rd. The day was divided into morning, afternoon, and

evening sessions. Paiiers were also presented till noon of the following day,

January 24th.

The President: I notice I am to present my few annual remarks at a later

stage of the programme, so, reserving what I have to say till then, I will now call

on our Secretary, Mr. Treherue, to present his report on the finances of the Society

and the correspondence of the year.

SECRETARY-TREASURER'S REPORT.

CORBESPONDENCE.

lietween forty and fifty letters have been received and answered incidental to

the business of the Societ.v during the past year. This does not include the mailing

of bulletins (Xos. 2 and 3) and the issuance of the programmes of this meeting and

of the Vernon meetings. Mr. W. H. Brittain officiated as Assistant Secretary during

the past summer. The success and manipulation of the special summer meeting at

Vernon last July were entirely due to him. Unfortunately we have lost him now.

as he has gone to the College of Agriculture. Truro. Nova Scotia.

The proceedings of the January meeting at this time last year were arranged,

proof-read, and duly printed. Roughly, 1,200 copies have to date been distributed

of the bulletin (Xo. 2). These were sent to various parts of the States to the south

of us, to England, to Australia, to every member of the other Provincial branches of

the Ontario Entomological Society, aud. of course, to our members, as well as to the

members of the British Columbia Fruit-growers" Association as required them. A
number of copies were left in tlie hands of Mr. R. .M. Winslow, who distributed

copies to the last members named.

The results of the special Vernon meeting weri^ \ery satisfactory and pleasing

to all. The proceedings were dulj' reviewed by me and )irescuted to the printers.

Through the kindness of the Provincial Department of Agriculture, through our

amiable Minister of Agriculture, we were permitted to submit the proceedings of

this Veruou meeting to the hands of the King's Printer, Victoria. The issue in due

course appeared, 1,500 copies being printed, which have been distributed as before.

• The last Proceedings. No. 2, N.S.. 1M12. ri'cmintiii!,' tlio propontllnKs of the annual nipet-

ing on .January 9th. 1913, were wrousl.v entitled " tlic' Tliiit.-i'ntli .\nnuai Meeting-." .\ccord-

ing to information now come to our hand, we are inl'onneii that • the lirst meeting of this

Society was called on Slarch l.'ith. 1902." Conslderathms lor the e.iiiinu-ueement of the Society
were hegun in 1901. This would Indicate that the pnsent I'roceedings detailing the papers
pre-sented before the Society on .Tnnuary 23rd and 24th, 1914. were on the occasion of the
Thirteenth .\nnual Meeting of the Society.



B.C. Entomological Socjety.

Our cumijlimeutary mailiug-list iueludes the following at tbe preiseiit time:

—

Editor, Keview of Applied Entomology, London, England.

Journal of Economic Entomology, Concord, Xew Hampshire.

Smithsonian Institute, Washington. D.O.

Library, T'.S. Department of Agriculture. Washington. D.C.

Library, Division of Entomology, Ottawa, Canada.

L. J. Newman. Entomologist. Perth, Western Australia.

P. J. Parrott, New York Agricultural Exposition Statical, Geneva, N.Y.

H. F. Wilson, Entomologist, Corvallis, Oregon.

A. L. Lovett, Assistant Entomologist, Corvallis, Oregon.

Dr. Edwin C. Van Dyke, Berkeley L^niversity. California.

Prof. .T. C. Bridwell, Berkeley X'niversity, California.

The Monthl.y Bulletin, Sacramento, California.

The Fruit and Farm Magazine, Vancouver, B.C.

Harry A. Smith, Parasite Laboratory, Sacramento. California.

Le Roy Childs, Horticultural Dei>artment. Sacramento. California.

W. H. Brittain, Agricultural College, Truro, Nova Scotia.

Letters of congratulation on our rec-eut imblications have been received from

—

S. J. Neville, Cottonwood, Saskatchewan.

Theo. D. A. Cockerel!, Boulder. Colorado.

John Dearness, London, Ontario.

Prof. H. F. Wilson. Corvallis. Oregon.

Dr. C. Gordon Hewitt, Dominion Entomologist.

The correspondence of the Society is retained in a special book kept for the

purjiose and is open to all members for ])erusal at any time.

Mr. Arthur Gibson, Chief Assistant Entomologist, Ottawa, has written asking

our members to assist him in the collection of all moths and butterflies, in particular

the Arctiids.

Prof. H. F. Wilson wishes to obtain all specimens of Aphididae that he can from

the Pacific North-west, and has asked me to place his request before the members
of this Society.

Mr. J. D. Tothill, of the Division of Entomology, Ottawa, is particularly inter-

ested in parasitic Hymenoptera and would be pleased to receive any sjiecimens from

the West. He wishes, in particular, to obtain the parasites of the tent-caterpillars.

Mr. .T. M. Swaine. of the Division of Entomology. Ottawa, again requests

siiecimens of forest insects, and Mr. F. W. L. Sladen. of the same Division, renews

his wishes for Aculeate Hymenoptera, bees and wasps.

Respectfully submitted,

R. C. Trehebne.

FINANCIAL STATEMENT.

Year endino Decemdek 31st. 1913.

Deficit carried forward .f .50 tX)

Printing Report No. 2. N.S 307 00

Printing jirogrammes, 1013 summer meeting .... S 00

Printing programmes, 1014 winter meeting 11 .">0

Postage. 1913 12 00

Provincial Government grant . . .?2o0 00

By sale of copies of Report No. 2 . . 3 00

Membership subscriptions received for the year

1914-1.=) to date, January 23rd 4.5 00

$394 50 $298 00

Deficit $9G 50
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The President : It is misatislaetory to feel that we have a deficit ou our hands,

l)ut under the cireunistauees, and in view of the iive-.it strides our Society has made
during the past two years, we cannot complain. It gives me a great deal of gratifica-

tion to feel that this Society is attracting such widesiiread attention in other lands

than our own. It is nice to think that we are making some headway and adding,

l>o.ssibl.v, a few iotas of knowledge to the entomological world.

The next Itciii c;f business that confronts us is the important discussion relative

to the adojition of by-laws. A.s has been pointed out in our proceedings from time

to time, this Society is a ju-operl.v constituted branch of the Canadian Society of the

I'Jast. conseiinently as such we are bound tu accept the constitution of our parent

Society. I take pleasure in reading you and recording for our proceedings the

c<mstitution of our parent Society. You will remember that at this meeting of last

year a resolution was imssed asking tlie Advisory Board to draw up a system of

by-laws to present to the special summer meeting that was arranged at Vernon in

the month of .Jul.v. 1013. The members present at this meeting were then asked to

amend, if necessary, and present their opinions to this meeting for adoption. How-
ever, owing to the fact tliat the Constitution of the ])arent Society was undergoing a

change in certain iiarticulars. it was thought inadvisable to draw up our own by-laws

until these changes were made known and properly ratified. The parent Society

held their me«»ting last August at Guelph. and the following Constitution, which

appeared in a recent issue of the Ciniuiliiiii Eiit(»i}(iU>(iisl, is the amended and adopted

code. It is well that we full.v digest this Constitution, as it is also the one that

governs our Society. We are at liberty, however, to frame our own by-laws, and
these our Secretary has arranged for discussion on the hack of the progrannnes

before the meeting, so, after the Constitution of the imrent Society has been read,

we will proceed with our own by-laws.

CONSTITUTION OF THE ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF ONTARIO.

IXCORPORATKP 1S71.

Section I.

—

Ob.jects axd Meiibership.

1. The Society shall be called "The Entomological Society of Ontario.'" and is

instituted for the investigation of the character and habits of insects, the improve-

ment and advancement of entomological science, and more espeeiall.v its practical

bearing on the agricultural and horticultural interests of the Province. The Society

.-hall consist of not less than twenty-five meml>ers.

2, The Societ.v shall consist of four classes, viz: Members, life members,
honorary members, and corresponding members.

.3. Members shall be i)ersons whose pursuits, or studies, are connected with

entomology, or who are in an.v wa.v interested in natural history, and who are

resident within the Dominion of Canada,

4. Life niembei's shall be persons who have ni.ide donations to the value of .$2.">

in money, books, or specimens (the two latter to be valued b.v competent ijersons),

or who may be elected as such at the general meeting of the Society, for important

services performed, and after due notice has been given.

5. Entomologists residing outside Canada ma.v be elected corresjionding incmbiTs

of the Society, but such membership will not entitle tliem to the publications of the

Society except on payment of tlie subscription to the .Tmirnal of the Societ.v.

(>, Ilonorar.v memliers shall be inenilM>rs of high st.-uidini; and eminence fur tlu'ir

attainments in entomology.

7. The number of honorar.v members shall be limited to twenl.v-five.

S. The otiicers of the Societ.v shall consist of a President, a Vice-President, a

Secretary-Treasurer, and not fewer than tliree, and not more than Ave, Directors, to

form a Council; all of whom, with two Auditors, shall be elected annuall.v at the

annual general meeting of the Society, and shall be eligible for re-ele<-tion. The .said

Council shall, at their meeting, appoint ;i Curator.
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Section II.

—

Election of Members.

i. All eaiuliciates for ordinary or life membership must be proposetl by a member
at a regular meetiug of the Society and be balloted for ; the affirmative vote of tbree-

fourth.s of the members present shall be necessary for the election of a candidate.

2. Honorary members must be recommended by at least three members, who
shall certify that the jwrson named is eminent for his entomological attainments:

the election in their case shall be conducted in the same manner as laid down for

other members.

3. Corresponding members shall be elected in the same manner as honorary

members.

4. Whenever any person is elected a member in any class, the Secretary shall

immediately inform him of the same by letter, and no i)erson shall be considered a

member until he lias signified his acquiescenc-e iu the election.

.5. Every person elected a member is required to pay his first contribution within

one month of the date of his election: otherwise his election shall be null and void.

Section III.

—

Contributions.

1. The annual contribution of members shall be $1 ; all contributions to be due

in advance on the first day of January iu each year, the payment of which shall

entitle the member to a copy of all the publicatious of the Society during the year.

All new members, except those elected at and after the annual general meeting and

before the following first of January, shall be required to pay the subscription for

the year in which they are elected.

2. Every member shall be considered to belong to the Society, and as such be

liable to the payment of his annual contribution, until he has either forfeited his

claim oi- has signified to the Secretary, iu writing, his desire to withdraw, when his

name shall lie erased from the list of members.

3. Whenever any member shall be one j'ear in arrear in the payment of his

annual contribution, the Secretary shall inform him of the fact in writing. Any
member continuing two years in arrears sliall be considered to have withdrawn from

the Society, and his name shall be erased from the li.st of members.

4. Life and honorary members shall be reciuired to pay an annual contribution.

Sect'ion IV.

—

Officeiis.

1. The duties of the President shall be to preside at all the meetings of the

Society, to preserve good oi'der and decorum, and to regulate debates.

2. The duties of the Vice-President shall be tlie same as those of the President

during his absence.

3. The duties of the Secretary-Treasurer shall be to take and preserve correct

minutes of the proceedings of the Society, and to present and read all communications

addressed to the Society; to notify members of their election, and those in arrear

of the amount of their indebtedness; to keep a correct list of the members of the

Society, with the dates of their election, resignation, or death, and their addres.ses

:

to maintain the correspondence of the Society, and to acknowledge all donations to it.

He shall also take charge of the funds of the Society and keep an accurate account

of all the receipts and disbursements, and of the indebtedness of the members, and

render an annual report of the same at the annual general meeting of the Society,

in the manuer required by the Act resijecting the Board of Agriculture and Arts.

4. It shall be the duty of the Curator to take charge of all books, specimens,

cabinets, and other properties of the Society; to keep and arrange in their proper

places all donations of specimens ; to keep a record of all contributions of books and

specimens, with a list of the contributors ; and to oversee and direct any exchange

of siiecimens. He shall also report annually to the Society on the condition of the

specimens and cabinets under his care.
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5. The officers of the Sttciety shall form a Council who shall have the direction

and management of the affairs of the Society. The Coum-il shall meet once in every

quarter, the time and place of meeting to be appointed by the President, and notice

tt) be given by tlie Secretary at least ten days beforehand.

C. The Council .shall draw up a yearly report on the state of the Society, in

which shall be given an abstract of all the proceedings, and a duly audited account

of the receipts and expenditure of the Society during tlieir term of office; and such

report shall be read at the annual general meeting.

Sectiox V.

—

Meetings.

1. Ordinary meetings shall be held once a month, on such days and at such hour

ns the Society by resolution may from time to time agree upon.

2. The annual general meeting of the Society shall be held at the place and
during the same time as the E.xhibition of the Agricultural and Arts Association is

being held in each year, to receive and deliberate upon the report of the Council on

the state of the Society, to elect officers and Directors for the ensuing year, and to

transact any other business of which notice has been given.

3. Special meetings of the Society may be called by the President upou the

written request of five members of the Society, provided that' one week's notice of

the meeting be given, and that its ob.iect be si)ecified.

Section VI.

—

Bbanciies oi the Society.

1. Branches of the Society may be formed in any place within the Dominion of

Canada on a written application to the Societ.v from at least six persons resident

in the locality.

2. Each branch shall be required to pay to the i)arent Society ,"0 cents per

aunum for each paying member on its list.

3. Every branch shall be governed by the Constitution of the Society, but shall

have power to elect its own officers and enact by-laws for itself, provided tliey he

not contrary to the tenor and spirit of the Constitution of the whole Societ.v.

4. All members of the branches shall be members of the Societ.v and entitled to

all the privileges of members.

5. No corresponding or honorary member shall be appointed by the branches, but

such members may be proposed at general meetings of the Si>eiety by any branch as

well as by the individual members.

li. Each branch shall transmit to the parent Society, on or before the first of

September each year, an annual report of its proceedings; sn<-h report to l)e read at

the annual general meeting.

Section VII.

—

.Vltekatiox oe CoxsTiTtTiox.

1. No article in any section of this Constitution shall be altered nr added to.

unless notice be first given at an ordinary meeting of the Society, or of a branch,

and the alteration or addition be sanctioned by two-thirds of the members present at

the next ensuing meeting; the Secretary of the Society, or of the Branch, shall then

notify the Secretaries of all the other branches; when the sanction of all the

branches has been obtained in the same niauuer, the alteration or addition shall

become law.

Section VIII.

—

Subscription Price op Mag.\zine.

The annual subscription price of the Canadian Entomologist shall he $2, postage

included, payable in advance. Members of the Society who have paid their annual

dues shall receive the magazine free of charge, as stated in section III., clause 1.

of the Constitution of the Societ.v.

The by-laws of the Society were approved and voted uixju. article by article, and

are herewith recorded as passed by the Society in annual convention, .Tanuary 23rd,

1914.
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BY-LAWS OF THE ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Title.

Article 1.—This Society shall be kuowu as the " Entomological Society of British
( 'olumhia." being the British Columbia Branch affiliated with the Entomological

Society of (Jntario (hereinafter called "the loarent Society").

Relationship.

Article 2.—This Society shall remain an integral unit in the entomological work
of the Dominion of Canada, shall remain embodied in aims and endeavours with

other branches of the parent Society, and shall continue in connection with and under

the constitution of the parent Societ.v.

Objects.

Article .3.—The objects of this Society shall be

—

(1.) To endeavour to co-ordinate and unite the work, notes, and observations of

all those engaged in the study of insects, and to encourage those interested

in the same study throughout and within the eonfiues of this Province of

British Columbia

:

(2.) To collect and study the insects of the Province of British Columbia and

to render aid and assistance to the best of it.s ability, either through the

members individuall,v or through the Societ.v in convention, to all students

in the science of entomology in the Province:

(.3.) To obtain, by exchange with the parent Society and branches of the same,

specimens of insects from all parts of the Province of British Columbia,

the same to be the property of the branch, and to form a complete collection

of the insects of the Province for the use and benefit of the members of the

Society under the charge of a duly apiiointed Curator

:

(4.) To identify for and render aid and assistance, or cause the same to be done,

to fruit-growers, farmers, gardeners, and private individuals, either through

the knowledge or advice of individual members in their respective localities

or through the medium of the Society, its members and its publications, on

all subjects relating to insect-life, economically affecting the household, farm

crops, fruit, or live stock, or any other iiertaining branch of Agriculture.

SUBSCBIPTION.

Article 4.—The annual subscription .shall be ?1 (50 cents of which shall be sent

to the parent Society to receive the publications of that Society), on payment of

which, and on approval of three-fourths of the members present at the regular annual

meeting, the individual becomes a duly accredited member. To obviate the necessity

of paying the dues annually and in season, members shall be permitted to pay .$5 for

five successive years. •

Papers.

Article 5.—Papers bearing on entomological subjects only may be presented at

any of the meetings of the Society, and the members are permitted to use and publish

their own papers in any manner they choose, the Executive also reserving the right

to use and pul)lish them as they deem fit.

Annual Meeting.

Article 6.—The regular annual meeting of the Society shall take place during the

month of January in each year.

Ordinary Meetings.

Article 7.—Ordinary meetings ma.v be held at any time or at any place without

the consent of tbe P^xecutive by not less than five members, the results of such meet-

ings being duly ijresented to the Executive at the time of the annual meeting.
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Special Meetings.

Arti<le N.—Special meetiugs of the Society may be held iit auy time or at any

place, tho time aiul the place being ajiproved of and decided upon by the members

present at the time of the regular annual meeting. At neither any ordinary or

special meeting may business of the Society be transacted relative to the altering of

any of these by-laws or opposing the general tenor of the same.

Br.\N(HE.S.

Article 0.—Branches of the Society may be formed in any place within the

I'roviuce of British Columbia on written application to the Executive from at least

six persons resident in the locality.

Article 10.—Each branch shall be required to pay to the parent branch $1 per

annum for each ijaying member on its list, aud shall be governed by the constitution

of the parent Societies, but shall have power to elect Its own officers aud form its

own bj'-laws.

Officers.

Article 11.—The officers of the Society shall consist of a President, two Vice-

Presidents, a Secnetary-Treasurer, an Assistant Secretary, and with these not fewer

than three and not more than five members to act as an Advisory Board.

Alterations.

Article 12.—These by-laws may be altered or amended only at the regular annual

meeting of the Society by the approving vote of three-fourths of the members. Such
alterations must be made by notice of motion, which shall have been sent to the

Secretary, and a cojjy of such be in the hands of the members at least one month
previous to the annual meeting. Written votes by members upon subjects about

which one month's notice has been giveu may be accepted by the Society at the

annual meeting in lieu of presence.

The President: The next item on the progrannne will lie the presentation of

reports from the various districts.

REPORT FROM THE VICTORIA DISTRICT: INSECT NOTES OF THE YEAR.

Bv E. H. Blackmore, Vktoiua.

I notice that the yearly reports from the different districts generally relate to

the year's economic conditions, but, as I am a systematic and not an economic

entomologist, my report will have to be along the lines of the systematic collector,

and as there are some of these gentlemen present this morning, I hope it will not

be without some interest. I would like to mention here that during the past season

my occupation has taken up the whole of my evenings, leaving me the days free, so

that most of my observations and captures have been amongst the Diurnals and
day-flying moths.

There were fewer insects on the wing than usual this season, some of our
commonest butterflies being very scarce, especially the first broods of P. rapw (the

couunon white), f. ampclos (the ringless ringlet), and E. hrlloidea (the purplish

copper). I'UjiilUi nitiiliis (the common tiger-swallowtail
I and /'. ciirjiiiicOoii were

fairly common at Goldstream in mid-June, although /'. zulicuoii- was very scarce.

This is never a common species by any means ; in fact, I only observed two specimens
the whole sea.son. Aif/iinnin hrciiiitcrii (Bremner's silver-spotted fritillary) ami
.1. liiodope were not so plentiful as in former years, but, on the other hand, lirenthix

cpitlioic was fairly common. Eurymua uccUlcntulis (the yellow sulphur) was to be
obtained in early .Iiuie. but mo.stly only males, the females being very scarce, which
may account for the siiecies not being very iilentiful at auy time. Its orange con-

gener (E. ciiri/thrmc) was again absent, and I have not sii'U a siiecimen for two
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years. There is another butterfly which seems to have disappeared, aud that is the

liine white (Neophasia menapia). I made a special trip after it at Coldstream the

lirst weelv in September, but did not see a single specimen. I captured three in

September, 1911, but have not seen one since. Eiigonia californica (the California

tortoiseshell) was scarce, and I did not see a red admiral {Vanessa atalanta) duriug

the whole season, although I kept a shai-p look-out for it, as I have only taken two

specimens during the last three years. Vanessa cardui (the painted-lady) and

V. carym I have not seen at all during the same length of time, although cardui is

supijosed to be fairly common.

There is still another butterfly which I have been trying hard to get, and that

is aSncis nevadcnsis, Feld (better known as gigas, Butler). It generally appears

about June 10th, but owing to the wet weather which occurred at that time, I did

not see a single specimen.

Coming to the family of the L.vcienidjB (the hairstreaks, blues, and coppers), I

found Uranotes molinus (the common hairstreak) and Thecla californica much
scarcer than usual, the first brood of the first named being exceedingly so. On April

ISth I took eight Incisalia mossi, six males and two females. The next three days

it rained, and I went again on the fourth day, but did not see any flying about. As
I wanted to get a few more, I made a careful search of the bracken over which

they play, and found one male, but after that date I did not see it again.

Behr's eyed blue and Ci/aniris ladon var. nigrescciiH were the first blues out,

appearing towards the end of April, and they were fairly plentiful, but Evcres

(iiiiiiiit)ila (the Western tailed blue), which came out two weeks later, was very

uiuch scarcer, and Cupido swpiolns, which did not put in an appearance until June

2nd, this year was scarcer still. The weather, which was very wet about this time,

seemed to kill them ofl: in a few days. The skippers apparently were made of sterner

stuff, and they seemed to stand the vicissitudes of the weather better, as Thanaos
propertius was very common in the sijring and Thorijbes pylades (the Northern

dusky-wing) was more plentiful than it usually is, but unfortunately after the first

few days they were entirely unfit for the cabinet. I am glad to be able to record

the capture of one each of Thecla hlenina (Hewitson's hairstreak) and Eri/niiis

camma rar. nerada, which two species are rather rare in this district, especially the

first named.

Turning to the Nocturnals, I found SmerintliKS optliahnicus fairly plentiful from
!May 13th to 20tli, hanging to the cables between the arc lights and the electric-light

poles. On the first morning that I went around, in company with the lamp-trimmer,

I obtained nine specimens of j8'. opthalmi<;us on one cable; on another I found five,

four males and one female, evidently a case of double attraction, that of light aud
that of sex. In the same way I captured Hphinx rancouverensis, Deilephila gallii.

Hamia colvmhia, and several other good things, only in much smaller numbers.
Diacrisia i-irgiiiica (the Virginian tiger-moth) was extremely abundant from the end
of April until the end of June, and I took one in perfectly fresh condition as late

as August 8th.
] j;

As I was unable to do any sugaring, I do not know what results were obtained

along that line of attraction, but " sallowing " was very late this season. Owing to

the cold wet spring the sallows were very late in blooming, and when they did

bloom the weather continued so bad that a start could not be made until the bloom

was nearly over. At the kind invitation of an entomological friend, I went to

Qnamichan Lake in April for a couple of nights " sallowing." During the afternoon

it had I'ained very heavily and the evening was a little chilly, so that our expecta-

tions were not very great. However, the " catch " turned out much better than was
expected, and from six trees visited that night we gathered eighty-six specimens,

rejiresentiug twenty different species, amongst which were Graphiphora ferrigera,

Xijlina fcrrealis, X. torrida, X. holocinerea; Calocampa nitpera, and Enharveiia

((irhoriaria rar. dircs.
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The Geometridiie with a few exceptions were rather scarce durins the past

season ; out of a total of seventy-two different species talven from JIareh to November,
there were no less than forty-four species of which I only obtained from one to three

specimens of eadi Icind. The exceptions were the genus Hj/driomoia and its allies.

the Petrophoras and the Cleora group. I am pleased to record the taking of two
specimens of that rather rare Geometer Zenophelps rit-loria, which was described by

the late Rev. O. W. Taylor from two specimens taken in this city. I took them both

in August, one on the 14th and the other on the 20th.

I collected quite a number of Coleoptera during the season, which included

several very interesting forms that as yet I have not had time to determine. I was
fortunate in capturing three specimens of that very rare beetle Zacotiis mattlieivsil

in the garden attached to m.v house. I obtained two in July and one in August.

I was on the look-out for tiger-beetles in the spring and ear].v summer, but did not

see any until the first week in September, wheu I took several specimens of Ciciiulela

oregona at Goldstream. Appended is a list of the rarer moths captured during 1913

and not included in the foregoing remarks. The numbers in front of each species

correspond to those in Dyar"s List.

Year 1013.

7SS.

S4S.

S4Sb.

S64.

S73.

952.

1219.

1487.

1494.

1496.

1S51.

1901.

1951.

2222a.

24S2.

2514.

2524.

3081a.

3151.

3253.

3294.

3337.

3353.

3357.

3456a.

3550.

3656.

3776.

3902.

3976.

3784.

Scepsia packardii July 22nd.

Leptarctia californicje April 27th.

Leptarctia californicw var. dimidata April 29th.

Diacrisia rubra May 1st.

Platyprepia virginalis .July 8th.

Alypia langtonii June 3rd.

Hadena suffusca June 14th.

Noctua rosaria Ma.v 26th.

Noctua inopinatus July 30th.

Noctua clandestina Sept. 17th.

Mamestra pensilis July 30th.

Xylina cognata March 2Sth.

Nephelodes pectinatns Aug. 14th.

Orthosia ferruginoides Sept. 20th.

Autographa mappa July ICth.

Autographa celsa Sept. 7th.

Autographa corrnsca Jul.v 30th.

Hypena decorata Oct. 2ncl.

Schizura unicornis June 11th.

Philopsia nivigerata Ma.v 4th.

Eupethecia coagulata Ma.v 0th.

Eupethecia columbiata July 16th.

Eplrrata dilutata Oct. 20th.

Perstroma nubilata June 19th.

Neolexia x.vlina Aug. 27th.

Mesoleuca oceidentata, Taylor Jul.v 23rd.

Mesoleuca oceidentata var. mutata, Taylor .... Jul.v 20th.

Mesoleuca decorata, Taylor July 20th.

Petrophora munitata var. labradorensis. Pack.. June nth.

Eois sideraria Jnne 18th.

Sciagrapha neptaria Ma.v 7th.

Enypia venata July 24th.

Enypia packardata, Taylor Jnl.v 31st.

Sieya macularia Aug. 20th.

Synaxis pallulata Sept. 6th.

Alcis sulphuraria July 13th.
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4037. Brephos infans April loth.

4043. Callizzia amorata Aug. stli.

The followiDg Geometers are new to the British Columbia List :

—

Eupethecia mutata, Pearsall .Tul.v 18th.

Dysstroma citrata var. suspectata .^ug. 12th.

Dysstroma eitrata var. punctum notata .Vug. 20th.

Hydriomena autumnalis var. erockeri. Swett May 4th.

Ilyilriomeua speciosata var. ta.vlori, Swett .July 3r(l.

Hydriomena edeuata, Swett .Vpril .")tli.

Ilydriomeua irata, Swett Jlay 7tli.

Petrophora defensaria var. amorata Sept. 24th.

REPORT FROM THE OKANAGAN DISTRICT: INSECT PESTS OF THE
YEAR IN THE OKANAGAN.

Bv W. H. Brtttain, Provincial Entomologist for Xova Scotia (formerly of

British Columbia).

The summer, of 1913 was not marked by any insect outbreaks of unusual severity.

Host of the usual pests were present in greater or less numbers, while several

interesting records were made for the first time. The following are some of the

most important jjests to receive attention during the year :

—

BUD-WOR.M {Tmctocera ocelJatw).

This insect was found working in several orchards in the Kelowna District,

though not in sufficient numbers to do a great deal of damage. Three distinct

species of moths were reared from larvae resembling those of the true bud-moth

{Tinetoccra oceU(i)ia). This is interesting in view of the fact that the twig-boring

habits of the bud-moth, which have been repeatedly observed in British Columbia,

do not appear to have been noted elsewhere. It is possible that one of these other

species is responsible for this work.

The Antique Tussock-moth (Orgyia antiqtia).

The larvfe of this insect were unusually numerous in the orchards this season.

l>ut it is of only minor importance as a fruit pest.

Climbing Cutworms (Noctuidse).

These insects, of which we had nearly a plague last year, could hardly be found

at all this season. As we had no facilities for rearing these insects last season and

they occurred in such small numbers in the spring of the present year, we do not

know of what particular species they belonged.

Tent-caterpillars {Malaeosonia .s;//). ).

These insects appeared in large numbers in the spring, but were practically

wiped out before reaching maturity by their parasites and b.v a bacterial disease

with which they were attacked. From the large number of larviie we collected for

rearing no adult moths emerged.

Codling-moth {Cudia pomoncVa).

There was no further outbreak of this insect in the Armstrong District this year,

the measures taken for its eradication having apparently proved successful. An out-

break occurred at Kelowna, however, though not in the same orchards as last .vear.

IvESSEK Apple-worm {Enarmonia prunivora).

This insect was unusually abundant throughout the orchards of the Okanagan
this season, and many specimens reached the office from the different districts. Prom
the letters that we have received, it would seem that this insect is on the increase.

From its general resemblance in habits, life-history, and appearance to the codling-

moth, it is frequently mistaken for this more serious pest.
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In going over a large number of apjiles attacked by tbis insect we found that

about 00 per cent, entered by tbe side of tlie ai)i)le. Here tbe greater uunil)er made
shallow borings just below the skin, the larva, in most cases, being risible from the

outside. Some few bored right to the core and fed around it, somewhat after the

manner of the codling-moth ; others, again, bored aimlessly thi'oughout tbe pulii in

all directions. About 25 per cent, entered l>y way f)f the stem end of the apple and

the I'emainder through the calyx end.

The Fall Web-wokm (Hyphantna cinieu).

The ugly webs of this insect were very much in evidence throughout the countrj

this sunnner. The.v were commonest on the apple and the wild cherry-trees.

Red-hu.mped .Vpple-trke r.\TEBPiLLAR (.(KdeuKixiu roncinna).

Very abundant and doing cnnsideralile damage locally to the foliage of apple-

trees.

Yellow-necked Apple-tree Caterpillar (Datana mini.itra).

The.se insects were present in unusually large numbers. In some of the youni:

orchards they were responsible for the almost entire defoliation of a large number
of trees.

Peach-tree Borer (Saiuiiiujidca rj-itiosa).

This insect is a serious enemy of tbe jieach in the southern Okanagan. A male

and a female moth were reared this season from jmpa' collected and sent me by

Mr. W. H. Lyne. The male emerged on July 30th and the female on August 4th.

That we have the Eastern species in British Columbia is interesting, as else-

where in the North-west a related species. Sunninoiilca npulcsccns, is the common
form.

The Imported Currant-boreb {.TCgeria iipulformix).

This insect was present and doing noticeable damage in a few places.

Plum and Apple Sphinx {Sphiii.r dnipifcrnniin).

This large caterpillar will often .strip all the leaves from a young tree in a very

short time. They are very subject to the attacks of parasites, and for this reason

never become numerous enough to do widespread damage.

Cicada (Plaiiipcilia pidiiami?).

These insects appeared in l.irge numbers this year and were responsible for a

certain amount of damage to the apple-trees by oviiiositing in tlie twigs.

Cherry-tree Tortrix (Archips cerasicorana).

A very common insect on the choke-cherries, but also found (K'casionally feeding

on the leaves of apple-trees.

Fruit-tree Leaf-roller (Arcttip.t armiroKpila).

This insect was jiresent in fairly large numbers throughout the Okanagan during

the past .summer. They feed upon the foliage of the apple, first bending over the

leaves and tying them together with silk. Tliey also feed upon the blossoms, but

their worst injury is done to the young fruit. This they tie up as they do the foliage

and eat small cavities in the sides. Consideral)le loss was occasioned in some places

by this work.

Oyster-shell Scale (LcpitlD-wphcs iilini).

This insect is rarely injurious in young or in well-cared-for orchards lu the

Okanagan. In old neglected orchards, however, it is freipiently the cause of con-

siderable loss. Not only is it of importance as attacking the twigs and limbs, but

not uucommonly the young scales find their way to the fruit and tlierc form their

scale. Some bad cases of this were noticed Ibis season.
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European Scale (Aspidiotus ostrcwformis)

.

Specimens of this insect were received from Teiiticton and from Kelowna. I'p

to ttie present time it lias not occurred in injurious numbers.

Apple-leaf Hoppeb {Empoa^ca mull).

Tlie egg-blisters of this insect were abundant everywhere this spring in the new-

growth of the apple. Most commonly they were found in one-year-old wood, occa.s-

.sionally in two-year-old wood, and rarely in three-year-old. One or two eggs are

found in each egg-blister. In examining a large number of these eggs this spring

it was found that about 20 per cent, were parasitized by a small hymeuopteran,

which could readily be observed fully formed within the egg. The young hoppers

began to emerge in the laboratory on May 9th, and a week later were ijractically

all out.

Two distinct broods of this insect occur in the Okanagan. Leaves attacked by

the leaf-hoppers rarely become curled in this district, as has been described else-

where, but such leaves ai'e mottled over with whitish or yellowish spots. On the

fruit the injury .shows as small, white circular marks about l^ inch diameter.

Tarnished Plant-bug (Lygus pratensis).

This insect was noted attacking a wide range of crops, but probably the most

damage was done to nursery stock. Leaves that are attacked when young become

wrinkled and curled. Sometimes small areas of the leaves become brown and die.

subsequently dropping out and producing a " shot-hole " effect. Blossom-buds

attacked are retarded in development, if not killed. Leaf-buds, when pierced at the

base, frequently die and drop off.

Gheen Apple-aphis (Aphis pomi).

This insect, which is the most widespread and destructive of our apple-insects,

was considerably less numerous than last year in most sections. In fact, the loss

resulting from its attacks in the Okanagan was this year very slight.

Rosy Aphis (Aphis sorlii).

This insect was found for the first time this season in the Okanagan. Specimens

were taken both at Vernon and Kelowna. It has not gained a very firm foothold

in either district as yet, but may be expected to cause trouble in the future.

The Woolly Apple-aphis (Eriosoma lanigcra; americanaf).

This insect seems to be upon the increase and to be growing in importance as

a fruit pest. Very few young orchards are badly infested, but a number of the older,

more or less neglected ones have suffered severely. The root form of this insect is

sometimes found in the Okanagan.

Elm-leaf Louse (Eriosoma americana).

The elm-leaves in the City of Vernon this summer were badly attacked by this

insect. In some cases it caused partial defoliation of the trees.

The Cuebant-aphis (Myzus ribis).

This insect was very common on the currants everywhere.

The Black Cherry-aphis (Myzus cerasi).

This aphis was fairly abundant in most sections. It is the most important insect

of the cherry.

Mealy Plum-aphis (Mylopterus anintJiiiis).

A common insect pest of the plum.

Cabbage-aphis (Aphis hrassicm).

Common and injurious to cabbages and turnips.
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Fruit-leaf Beetle {Sijiieta ulhida).

A number of S)iGciincns of this beetlp were scut in frum Kami. B.C.. whcro tUcy

wei'e reporter! to be doing damage to strawberries and clover. In Oregon this insect

is reported to cau.se serious damage to the foliage of fruit-trees, and no satisfactory

control measures have so far been found.

Flea-eeetles {Epitrix .'<iihcii}iit(i) .

These insects appeared in large numbers this year, and in some sections did

a great deal of injury to tcmiato plantations. Potato-fields were in like manner
attacljed and damaged Ii.v tlie insects, which also fed freely upon the lamb's-quarters

and other weeds aliout the lields.

Bkonze Apple-borer (yagdalis aiicscens).

This insect is very connnonly found boring into the injured wood of apple-trees.

Though I have not seen this insect enter an absolutel.v soimd tree, it may sometimes

be found lioring from diseased wood into the Iiealthy tissue.

Click-beetles (Elateridie).

Though practicall.v nothing has l)een written on the leaf-eating hal)its of thesi^

insects, they every year do considerable damage in the Oljanagau by feeding upon

the buds and tender foliage of aiiple-trees. Lilie the climbing cutworms, these

insects prefer young trees, one-, two-, and three-year-old trees being injured worst.

As no satisfactor.y remed.v is at present in vogue, a knowledge of the life-history and
early habits of these insects is very desirable.

The most common and injurious species is Corymhites inflatus. This; spring I

found a very severe infestation at Shorfs Point of Cardiopliorus fenestratus.

Other species taken from orchards in the Okauagan are : Corymhites moruliifi,

C. fallax, C. maunis, C. furtivus, C. canjungenn. C. acripennis, C. cruciata, C.

triundulatus, Cardiopliorus tenebrosus, Elater nigrimis, Dolopiiis lateralis, Limoniun
pilosns (iiifuscatiis), L. discoideus, L. venahlcxi, L. cauKs, Cardiopliorus tiimidicnilis.

Grey Leaf-beetle {Glyptoscelis ptibescens?)

.

This insect is present in abundance in the spring, feeding mainly upon

Bulsamorrhixa sagiHata, but it occasionally attacks apple-foliage.

Currant Fruit-fly (Epochra canadensis).

Considerable damage was done to the currants this season by this pest.

Raspberry-cane JIaggot (Plwrhia mhivora).

Tliough I have never taken this insect in the Okanagan. numbers of specimens

have been sent in from otlier sections of the Province.

Onion-maggot (Pegomyia ccparum).

Fairly common in gardens alxjut Vernon.

The Hyacinth-mite (Rhizaglypliux hyacintlii >.

This spring my attention was called to an onion plantation at Vernon where a

large proportion of the young onions were withering and dying away. On examining

the roots and young bulbs, they were found to be covered b.v these mites, whicli in

many cases had burrowed right into the root. If these mites over become widely

injurious, control will be rendered ditliiult by the fact that they have no res|iiratory

system.

The Red Spider i'l'rtriiiiiirlnis hiiiiiiriildliix) and the Brown Mite (llri/nliid

liiatrnsis).

Both these mites were eonnnon in the Olcan.igan this year, but the former was
present in much larger numbers and responsible for mure daniag<'.
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Pe.\e-i.eaf Blister-mite {Eriophyes pyrl).

Ill a few isolatecl cases foiiud this mite sevcrel.v in.1iiriu.i; pears. Have never

foniid it attacking apjile-trees in British Columbia.

The "Rusty-leaf" Mite {PlnjUocoptes schlcciendaU, Xalepa).

This species is widel.v distributed all over the northern United States and

probably Canada. It has been recorded from Oregon by Prof. P. J. O'G-ara.

This mite feeds upon tlie npper surface of the apple-leaves. The symptoms
exhibited by foliage so attaclied varies greatly. In some eases the leaves present

a red. rusty api>earance which gives the mite its popular name. More often,

however, at least in the 'Wrnon District, the leaves have a decided silvery appear-

ance. On this account, the work of this pest is almost invariably confused with

the disease called " silver-leatV

The two troubles differ fi-om each other, however, in several important particu-

lars. In the case of the silver-leaf the entire leaf is uniformly silvered, while in

that of the mite-work it is usually more or less patchy. When a leaf attacked by

the mite is examined with a lens.' small islands of normal greeu tissue can be

detected among the rest. The leaves of trees attacked by the true silver-leaf are

characterized by a soft niilk.v gloss, while those attacked by the mites liave usually

a decided metallic lustre.

The prevalence of these two troubles, so similar in appearance, has caused a

great deal of confusion in the minds of ffuit-gro\^'ers and others, and something

should be done to distribute in the fruit sections accurate information of how to

distinguish between them.

Several other species of mites produce a silver.y appearance upon the leaves

of the trees which ' they attack. A very bad attack of the common red spider

(Tctratiychiis himacuhitus) frequently pi-oduces this effect on plum-leaves. Elm-

leaves attacked by mites also frequentl.v exhibit a decided silvery sheen.

The "Apple-scab" Mite (Eriophj/es malifolw?).

The work of this mite is very abundant in the Vernon District on apple-foliage,

and is almost invariably mistaken for apple-scab. The presence of the mites was
first pointed out to me by Mr. PI. T. Giissow, Dominion Botanist, and the species

was determined by Dr. Nathan BanlvS as probably Erlophi/es walifolkr.

The work of mites is characterized by brownish or black areas upon the leaf,

convex on the upper side, concave on the lower. The mites themselves are found

on the under-side, concealed by the pubescence of the leaf. When the mites are

present in large numbers the entire leaf may be withered and brown.

The Garden Millipede (^JiiIus liortensis).

Though iiyury from millijiedes is not common, reports of damage done, particu-

larly to vegetables in gardens, are received from time to time. The reme{l.v is to

soak slices of turnip, carrot, etc., in lead-arseuate solution, 2 lb. of the paste form

in a gallon of water, and to distribute this poisoned bait around the infested portion

of the field.

I append a list of captures for the Okauagan, mainly Coleoptera :

—

COLEOPTERA.

Arodus crenatus. La.v B.C.

Eleodes pimelioides, Mann.

Epieauta maculata. Fab Swan Lake. B.C.

Eleodes obscura, Mann Larkin, B.C.

Corymbites inflatus Peiiticton. B.C.

Trogositus virescens, Fal. (eatiiig-a]i])lel Larkin, B.C.

Corymbites hierogl.vphicus, I^ay B.C.

Alares melanoi>s, Lee Larkin, B.C.
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Blyjiliylhi (leceinlineate, L.iy Swau Lake. B.C.

I'riouus califoi-nieus Swan Lake. B.C.

I'acliyta spiirea, Lee. (.Jlily, 1!)]2 1 Swan Lake, B.C.

AcantUocinus obliquus. Lee Swan Lake, B.C.

Clytus planifrous, I^ec Larkin, B.C.

Xylotreclius nnilulatus. Lay Larkin, B.C.

D. valeus Swan Lake, B.C.

Liptura canaclen.«es. Fab Swan Lake, B.C.

Tetropiuiu velutinuui, Lee. (on fir, .Inne ]sr. 1'.)V2\ Cuklstreani, B.C.

Ascnum atrum, EscU (June 20tb, 1!)]2) Larkin, B.C.

Jlonohamnius .stutellatus, La.v larkin, B.C.

Clerus spliegerus, Fab Larkin, B.C.

R. l)icolor (on rose. June ]st, lini!) Coldstreaui. B.C.

Cicindela vulgaris var. obliijua. Kirliy.

Ciciudela G-guttata, Fall.

Carabus taedatu.s near var. agassii, Lee.

Platynus bogemanni.

Adoxus obscurus var. vitis, Linn,

llaltiea biiuarginata, Sa.v.

Luperode.s varipes. Say

Temnocbila chloroida, Mann.
Hydropbilus triangularis, Say.

Cucujus clavipes var. puniceus, Mann.
HipiHidaiuia 5-signata, Kirby.

Hipijodaniia eonvergens, Gnen.

Cocciuella trifasciata, Linn.

Coccinella transversoguttata. IIal>.

C'occinella 9-notata, Hl)st|i

Cycloneda sanguinea, Liim.

Eleodes hispilabris. Say. J

Eleode.s humeral is.

Couiontis ovalis, Le€.

Helops regulus, Blaisd.

Nemognatba dicliroa, Lee,

Podabius tomentosns var. pruinosus. Maun.

Cremastoc-hilus pilosicollis, Horn.

Epicauta puuetieollis, Miinn.

Phytonomus punctatus.

Nocboles torpidus, Lee.

SilpUa ramosa. Say.

Dichelonyca vicina, Fall.

Lacnosterna tri.sta, Fal).

f Monohanimus confusor.

LePII/OPTERA.

Sihenniu.-; argente<5niaculatus.

REPORT FROM VANCOUVER DISTRICT: INSECTS ECONOMICALLY
IMPORTANT IN THE LOWER FRASER VALLEY.

By R. C. TitEHERNF, Field Okeiceb, Dominio.n Divlsion of Kxto.moi.ogv,

E.XPERIMENTAL FaRII, AgaSSIZ.

Tlio object I bave in presenting this paper is to record, as best I am able, as a

result of the past two seasons' observations, the various insects occurring in the

TiOwer Fraser Valle.v which are of greater or lesser economic importance to the fruit-

growers and farmers. I shall endeavour to describe, for the benefit of all. the
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various insects by their most distinctive larval and adult characteristics and their

respective injuries to their host-plants, with brief notes on the life-histories under

Lower Fraser conditions and remedies suggested for control.

Tbee-fkuit Insects.

The Eye-spotted Bud-moth {Tmetocera- ocellana, Schiff).*

This Tortricid probably ranks first among the various insects attacking the apple

in the Fraser Valley. It is destructive only in the larval (worm) stage. The winter

is passed in the partially grown larval stage attached to the main limbs and trunks

of the trees, securely covered by a silken web. When the buds begin to burst in the

spring, the young larv.-e cut through their silken coverings and commence to feed on

the buds and developing leaves. The larva can be recognized by its colour. It is

chestnut-brown, with head, legs, and thoracic shield black, smooth, and shiny.

When full grown the larva is % inch in length, although in the spring and early

summer the larva may vary from Vs to % inch.

As all the eggs are not laid at one time and as the hatching from the eggs does not

occur conjointly with all the individuals, consequently the larvre enter their winter

quarters in the fall in various stages of growth, and, in turn, appear in the spring

with the same variations. The result of this is that larvse continue feeding to all

dates until the last days of July before passing to the next stage of its history, the

resting stage, or the pupa. The moth is supposed to be single-brooded, no evidence

yet being received to indicate even a partial second bi'ood. On the other hand,

puiire may be formed by the more mature larvse by the first week of June. The pupa
may be recognized, in its turn, by its length and colour. It is chocolate-brown in

general colour, with the abdominal segments somewhat lighter than the head, thorax,

and appendages ; each segment of the abdomen possesses two rows of numerous
tooth-like processes, while the last segment pos.sesses several hooked bristles used for

the purpose of retaining it securely in its place of pupation. Length, approximately

Vs inch. Pupse of this description may be found in the dried curled leaves so

commonly seen on apple-trees in the Lower Fraser during the summer. The pupal

stage lasts from thirteen to twenty days and carries over from the first week of

June until well Into August. The adult moth, which is ashy grey and capable of

expanding its wings about % inch, then ajjpears from the resting pupa to lay eggs

and again produce the destructive larviie. It is assumed at the present time that

all of the eggs hatch and produce larvse before fall. The eggs are very minute and
are laid on both surfaces of the leaves.

The main injury is caused in the early spring, when the young larvae attack the

developing buds, terminal and lateral, preventing the normal growth of shoots and
forcing the growth of many side and lateral shoots in place of one, and by affecting

the formation of blossom by the attack on fruit-buds. The most eflScient remedy is

the application of arsenate of lead in the form of a spray at the time of the bursting

of the buds and previous to the formation of bloom.

The Lesser Apple-worm (Enarmonla prnnivora, Walsh).

The life-history of this Tortricid is very imperfectly known, as yet. under our

local conditions. It is universally spread over our present fruit areas of the Lower
Fraser and Vancouver Island. It is commonly seen in the latter part of the summer,
at the time of the fall fairs, on fruit in the orchards. For the reason that its nature

of injury closely resembles that of the codling-moth, it was thought advisable to

prevent confusion by a brief reference to its characteristics.

The larva of the codling-moth (Carpocapsa pomoneUa, L.), another Tortricid,

is when full grown about % inch in length, white or pinkish in colour, with a brown
head and faint tubercles over the body. A great proportion of the larvre of the first

* The scientific anrt common uames for the majority of the insects in this paper are
those recommended l)y the Americixn Association of Economic Entomologists in Circular No. 1,
June, 1909.
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brood enter the apple through the calyx eud, some enter at the stem end, and some,

when apples are touching, enter through the side. The well-known excreta at point

of entrance leaves a clue to the iiresence of the larva in an apple. The larva after

entering the apple penetrates to the core and there remains until full grown, when,

as a rule, it works its way by a different route to the side for the purposes of

pupation.

The larva of the lesser apple-worm enters the apples from either the calyx or

stem end, and also on the side when apples are touching, in these respects resembling

the larva of the codling-moth. The larva; of the former, however, feed to a greater

extent on the surface of the apple, devouring the flesh around the calyx and stem

basins to the depth of y-2 inch. The larv;c undoubtedly penetrate to the core, as do

the codling-moth larvaj, but usually only in well-ripened apples. The larva does not

appear to form so definite a channel to the core as does the codling-moth larva,

appearing to feed more or less continuously on the flesh of the apple en route. The
greatest difference between the two, possibly, is the colour and shape. When full

grown the larva is not more than half as long as the codling-moth larva and is more
pinkish in colour. Furthermore, the terminal portion of the last segment is furnished

with a small brown structure consisting of seven teeth.

It may be readily assumed that an arsenate-of-lead spray applied in the spring

and again iu July would offer the best i-emedies.

Olethkeutes, sp.

There is evidently a leaf-roller of the above genus at work in Lower Fraser

orchards which closely resembles the bud-moth in habits. The adult moth is larger

throughout, however, but of an ashy-grey colour. Its occurrence in the field is very

local, and thus far has not been observed in great numbers.

Mr. Arthur Gibson, Chief Assistant, Dominion Division of Entomology, to whom
the adult was referred, believed it to be of the above genus and similar to the

Eastern species nim^atana.

The Fall Web-wobm (Hyphantria ciinea, Dru.).

In 1003 the webs of this Arctiid were very conspicuous in British Columbia.*

In recent years this insect has not been so common, but the well-known webs can be

observed at times in the Lower Fraser Valley.

The full-grown larvje are about 1 inch long, covered with long black and white

hairs which project from numerous black tubercles. They feed on the foliage of

fruit-trees and woodland shrubs, and are confined within a thick silken web and thus

are readily distinguishable. Arsenate-of-lead spraying when the larva; are quite

small in the middle of summer, or the removal of the webs when they are more
mature, will prevent marked injury to the trees.

The Tent-caterpillar {Malacosoma crosa. Stretch).

Has not been prevalent during this jiast season. It is subject to years of preva-

lence and scarcity. It is apparent that parasites play an important part iu the

natural control of this insect. The following description of the larva is taken from
Prof. H. P. Wilson's report of the Division of Entomology in the Biennial Crop Pest

and Horticultural Report, 1911-12, Corvallis Experiment Station, Oregon, relative to

the species :—
" M. Eromi.—Wliitish. irregular oval spots on middle of l)ai-k on all but tlic first

few segments. On either side of these siwts and somewhat separated from them is

a broad blue band bordered on either side by a brick-red line. Below that, on either

side, and reaching to the legs, is a bluish space, characterized by one blackish dot

on each segment marking the position of spiracles or 'breathing-holes.' Below the

Fletcher, .\nnual Uupurt Experimental rariiis, Canada, under II. te.xtor.
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caterpilliU'S are dark blue, with oval spots in median on all but first tew segments.

Over tbe whole of the caterpillars are numerous, fine, yellowish or cream-coloured

hairs."

Insects of this species attack all orchard trees in the Lower Fraser with the

exception of the pear, which apparently appears immune. The nature of the injury

from these caterpillars is so well known that further reference is unnecessary.

Suffice it to say that spraying with arsenate of lead in the early summer and the

mechanical destruction of the larvre are recommended in years of prevalence.

The Apple Fkuit-mineb {Argyresthia conjugcUa, Z. ).

In 1S9S Dr. Fletcher, the late Dominion Botanist and Entomologist, referred to

this insect as one of the worst enemies of the apple-grower in British Columbia.

Of recent years its presence has not been noted.

The Plum-cukculio (Conotracltelus nenuphar, Hbst.).

It has been considered advisable to mention the characteristics of this insect.

Tlie adult is a thick-set snout-beetle about i/4 inch long, and it lays its eggs in

peculiar but characteristic crescent-shaped punctures on the skin of many orchard

fruits, particularly the apple, peach, and plum.

The female weevil first removes a portion of the skin of the fruit with her

snout and in the cavity thus formed deposits an egg. She then, by instinct, cuts

Ijortions of the skin of the fruit in either direction from the point of oviposition,

so that as the fruit swells and grows the pressure will not crush the eggs, the

expansion being alleviated around the egg by the two latter formed incisions. Thus
a characteristic crescent-shaped puncture is produced. These shaped punctures have

been observed on some apple-trees for a long time neglected, growing at Agassiz

this summer. Furthei-more, verbal reports of the same have been received from

Salmon Arm. No eggs, larvre, or adults have been taken, but as this insect is

regarded as one of the worst affecting the fruit orchardist in other portions of

Canada, it is well that a sharp look-out be kept in British Columbia.

The Cheeky Fruit-fly (Rhagoletis cingulata, Loew).

" This imported insect was recorded by Dr. Fletcher in lOOG. lie received it

from Mr. W. R. Palmer, Victoria, B.C., where it was injuring some cherries. This

was its first recorded appearance in Canada, and Mr. Palmer stated that he first

noticed the holes in cherries in 1004."*

No further records appear to have been received during recent years regarding

this insect and it is hoped it will not appear again. The adult is a fly and it lays

its eggs just beneath the skin of the cherry during the summer. Maggots about one

quarter inch long may be found in the flesh producing a rot of the fruit.

The Woolly' Apple-aphis (Schlsoneura lanigera, Hausm.).

This aphis is probably the commonest-known insect of its class to the fruit-

grower in the Fraser Valley. Its conspicuous white flocculent clusters in cracks and
crevices of limbs and in ijruning scars at once indicate its presence. Root-forms

also occur, forming swellings and scars on the finer roots of the trees, but as these

forms are hidden from view their importance is lost sight of. The secondary injury

caused, allowing fungous disease access to the tree, is as important as the attack on

the tree by the aphis itself.

During the winter, on the stems will be found masses of the dead bodies of the

summer's generations, but underneath, protected from the eft"ects of temperature,

may be found several small aphides of a brown colour. If these survive the winter,

as many probably do, in the milder parts of this Province, they commence to migrate

to the hew wood of the past summer, when the buds begin to open." Tliey begin to

* Extract .\nniial Report. Dr. C. Gordon Hewitt, Dominion Entomologist, March 31st.
1911. Experimental Farms, Canada.
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feed by iuserting their beaks iuto the wood and iiroduce a white waxy exeretiou as

they grow. These all prove to be females, and each one is eai)able of jiroduclng

young, which, in turn, produce more young, and so on until early in the fall, when
winged forms are produced. These winged forms are black to the unaided eye, with

distinct black nerved wings. At this point there appears to be a certain amount of

doubt at the present time as to the next step in the life-history. It is supposed that

some of these winged forms migrate to the elm and there produce several male and

female aphides, which in turn produce eggs.

The actual life-history under Lower Frascr conditions has not. I believe, been

studied; consequently we cannot do more at the present time than regard the

researches of other investigators as approximate to our own.

The aphides on the stems can best be controlled by a weak dilution spray of

kerosene emulsion or by summer-strength lime-sulphur with an addition of Black

Leaf 40. Where root-forms are known to exist, these same sprays applied to the

roots may be used, allowing the liquid to reach the aphides by partially removing

the soil around the tree.

The Rosy Aphis (Aphis sorli, Kalt).

This aphis occurs in the Lower Fraser. but its presence and the injury caused

is probably not associated to the average grower. The fruit is not attacked, but

by the indirect influence of the aphis attack on the fruit-bearing spurs and adjoining

leaves, the fruit becomes luiarled, irregular, and misshapen. These clusters of poorly

shajied fruits are conunouly to be seen in any orchard of the valley, but we have

no definite idea, as yet, on its prevalence or degree of injury in comparison witli

the attack of other aphides. It is altogether probable that we wUl find this species

the most serious aphis pest of our apple-trees unless due regard is paid to its

control.

The life-history of this insect is, like the woolly aphis, only imperfectly known.

Colonies may be found on fruit-spurs and in the cui-led leaves adjoining the blossoms

in the spring. These colonies have sprung from an over-wintering egg laid the

previous fall and are wingless. Several generations occur during spring and early

summer. At Agassiz, at the latter part of June and during early July, winged forms

aiipear and they migrate in numbers from tbe apple-leaves to some unknown host-

l)lant. All efforts to trace the secondary host-plant failed this past summer. Accord-

ing to Prof. II. F. Wilson, of Coi'vallis, Oregon, this spring migi'ant " is in general

colour black, abdomen brow-n, with black markings and a black dorsal square-shaped

spot. The antenniE are about as long as the body and brown to black. Along each

side of the abdomen is a series of dentate tubercles." Later in the year, about

Septenibei', winged females return again to the ajiple, giving birth to several furms,

which in turn produce eggs.

The knarled appearance of the fruit in the clusters and the absence of any

assignable cause, by the migration of the summer forms is liable to confuse the

grower, who ma.v expect an explanation of the condition of liis fruit.

The remedy suggested has proven itself very etiicient, and referring again to

Prof. Wilson's work in Oregon, for want of any local experience of our own. we
quote :

'• Lime-sulphur should be used, winter strength, and Black Leaf 40 added at

the rate of 1 part to 000 parts of the diluted lime-snlplnir. It is very essential fur

success that this spray be aiijilied ju.st as the buds are opening into leaf. Wlien tlie

leaves commence to curl, spraying cannot be accomplished with proper results."

The Europe.\n GRAix-Aniis {HiphoconjiK' iircna: Fab.).

This apliis occurs commonly on the ai>ple in the Lower Fraser, being often found

associated in the colonies of Ai>liis sorhi in the spring on the leaves. Apparently tlie

life-history resembles that of Aphis sorhi in the general details, with the exception

that more is known of its hosts. It uses the apple as the host in the spring and

fall, migrating to small grains and grasses during the summer. At Agassiz. during
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the past summer, these aphides imder observation migrated to young wheat-plants i)i

the hitter part of Juue. The remedies recommended are similar to those for the

rosy aphis.

The Apple-aphis {Aiiliis poiiii. L.).

This commou green ajihis is present in all orchards, and is universally recog-

nized by its habit of clustering in great numbers ou the new shoots and under the

fresh green leaves of the apple. The shiny black eggs are also common sights to the

orchardist during the fall and spring on his apple-trees. The same remedies as

before suggested are again of value in controlling this pest, an early application being

again necessary. It might be mentioned that the eggs are not amenable to practical

treatment.

The Cherry-aphis (Mysus cerasi, L.).

This black aphis may be found throughout the summer in the curled leaves of

the cherry-tree. The lime-sulphur and Black Leaf 40 spray is again of benefit in

the early spring.

The Oystee-shell Scale (Lcpidosophes uUni, L.).

This Coceid is very commou on all classes of trees in the Fraser Valley. The

moist, humid climate of the immediate coastal region is particularly well suited to

its life and reproduction. The scale can be recognized from its well-known shajje.

such as its name implies, and is known to all orchardists. lu a general way the

scale is not dangerous, as the methods of orchard-culture tend to retain its numbers

within reasonable bounds. Branches of trees, however, and, in rare cases, whole

trees in neglected orchards or woodlots may be killed by the effects of this scale

alone. At certain points in the Fraser Valley wild crab-apple trees may be seen

standing dead by the roadside. Undoubtedly the oyster-shell scale and the tent-

caterpillar have combined forces to cause their death, but while we do not mourn
the loss of these wild crab-trees, yet they stand as examples of what might happen

in the orchard if proper precautionary measures are not taken.

The female scale is about % inch in length, usually dark brown in colour. In

th« spring a few may be grey, but this is apparently the result of winter or old age.

The male scale resembles that of the female in shape and colour, but is considerably

smaller. Eggs are laid in the fall under the scale of the female, and if one of these

scales be removed during winter, numerous small white eggs (from 40 to 100) will

be noticed.

In the spring these eggs hatch, producing some very miuute yellowish insects

which are comparatively active soon after batching. In time each individual will

settle down, insert its beak into the plant and commence to suck the sap. At this

time the insect is free of any covering or " scale." However, as it grows and molts

a waxy excretion covers the body, forming gradually the characteristic " oyster-shell

scale." The female scale remains at the one point throughout her life and becomes

full grown in from two to three months. The male scales continue their stationary

feeding until full grown, when they develop two very minute and delicate wings,

fertilize the female, and die. The female insect then, iu turn, produces eggs under

her scale and dies, and the eggs pass the winter as such, awaiting spring before they

hatch. Thus the scale is single-brooded and only capable of producing up to 100

individuals per individual during the season.

As regards remedies, it has been found that the lime-sulphur spray has little

effect on the eggs during winter, except perhaps a number of old scales and eggs

may be loosened and washed from the tree, but is very efficient against the .young

insects hatching iu the spring. Watch should be kept to determine when this hatch-

ing takes place, but as a rule it occurs after blossoming. In the Lower Fraser Valley

apples begin to bloom the last days of April, and they bloom for a month ; conse-

quently one might spray summer-strength lime-sulphur the second week of May or

thereabouts. As a general rule, it will rot be necessary to spray every year for this



iusect, but as often as the careful discretion- of the grower would warrant. It should

be remembered that this statement refers only to this insect. In cases whei'e trees

have become very badly encrusted with scales, mosses, and lichens, it would be well

to apply a dormant winter spray of either a 3-per-cent. caustic-soda solution or 1 lb.

of Gillett's lye in 4 gallons of water. This procedure is better not followed more
than one in four or five years, as it has a tendency to hidebound the trees.

The scale is heavily jDarasitized in the Fraser Valley.

The Eed-humped Apple-tkee Catebpill.\r {Schixura concinna, S. & A.l.

The name of this caterpillar is obtained from a prominent red hump on the

fourth segment of its body. Specimens of the larva of this species may at times

be met with devouring the leaves of apple-trees. A simple spraying of arsenate of

lead will effectively control them.

The CIG.4E-CASE Be.\rer (Goleopliora flctchercUa, Fernald).

At every orchard in the Lower Fraser visited during the past two years this

insect has been foimd to occur. It cannot, however, be classed as one of the

important insects of the orchard. The grower may recognize the species when a

small cigar-like case is seen standing erect on the surface of a leaf. This case con-

tains a small caterpillar which feeds on the surface of the leaf. The winter is

passed as the larva in its case attached to stems and twigs. Migration to the leaves

occurs in the spring, and the adult moths appear in July, giving rise to the ne.\:t

season's generation. Arsenate of lead applied either before or after blossoming will

control this species.

The Pe.\k-slug (Eriocampoidcs limaciiia, Retz).

A smooth slimy-looking slug may often be met with on the leaves of cherry, pear,

and plum. This is the larva of a sawfly. The adult is about % inch long, black,

somewhat shiny, with four wings, rather dusky in appearance, which are folded over

the abdomen when at rest on a leaf.

Adults have been observed flying in the Fraser Valley during May and early

.Tune, depositing eggs. Small blister-like areas may be seen on the upper leaf surface,

indicating that an egg has been deposited there by the female. Minute larvaa (slugs)

have been observed on the leaves during the second week of June. The first brood

of larvm evidently commences about this time. From the middle till the end of

July the period of pupation is in progress, as but few slugs can be found on the trees.

During the last days of July and early August adults may again be seen flying

and depositing eggs, so that during August and September larvte ai'e quite common
again. Thus this insect in the Lower Fraser is double-brooded. The first larval

brood of June may cause injury to the tree, but by arsenate of lead or pyrethrum
liowder the.v can be combated. The second brood of larvre in August can almost be

classed as a benefit to the tree, for the attack by defoliation checks the growth and
assists the tree to ripen its wood for winter.

Click-beetles (Elateriiw).

During the month of May in the Fraser Valley, when the apples are in bloom.

large numbers of elater or click-beetles may be seen clustered around the blossoms

and developing buds. Several species appear to be involved at the one time. By an

experiment, performed to find out what damage was caused, it was shown that tliese

large black beetles were cutting off the pistils and stamens of the blossoms, devouring

the calyx-cup and the petals as well as developing leaves of the tree.

There is no question at all that a large number of in-ospective fruits are

destroyed by the destruction of the blossoms and the calyces. Furthermore, the

depredations of these beetles are continued during the summer upon leaves and young

fruit. Portions of the epidermis and pith of the apple will be devoured. These

areas heal over, but fruit attacked in this way, later in the year, show brown and
depressed areas on its skin, greatly in.1urying the marketable appearance of the fruit.
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This form of iu.iiivy i.s, so far as known, practicall.y uni-eeordeil : consequently we
are unable to aclvi.se an.y definite course of remedy. Arsenate of lead aiiplied in the

spring might have the right effect so long as the blossoming period and the setting

of fruit were not interfered with.

Thk Fruit-tree Leaf Syneta (Siincta albida. Lee.).

This is another species of beetle found in early spring attacking the blossoms

of apple-trees. Its comparative economic importance is not known.

The Bronze Apple-tree Weevil (Maijdalis wncsceiis. Lec.K

Is present in Lower Fraser orchards, and aiipears to be secondary and asso-

ciated with the canker of the stems and trunks of apple-trees. The egg-chambers

may be recognized in the bark by a series of minute punctures closely congregated.

The adults may frequently be seen in the spring in the vicinity of blossoms and on

the new leaves. We have no evidence as yet that this insect is of sufficient economic

importance to warrant attention.

The Pear-le.\f Blister-mite {Eriophijes pyri, Pagnst.).

This Arachnid is to be found in every orchard visited in the Lower Fraser

A'alley. Its work can be recognized by the rusty, rough, blister-like appearance of

the under-surfaces of the leaves. The mites are microscopic in size and can only

.Inst be seen with a lens; consequently the orehardist may account for the apparently

unassignable cause for the appearance of his leaves. The mites pass the winter in

the egg stage in the buds, hatch in sjiring, and migrate to the leaves when the buds

are expanded. Here they burrow between the two surfaces of the leaf and feed

and set up an irritation which produces at first the rusty-brown colour on the surface,

which later becomes black.

To control these animals great care is required. Lime-sulphur or Bordeaux mix-

ture, or an.y of the oil emulsions, applied in the fall or spring, under pressure, will

lie found quite eflieacious as remedies.

The Apple-leaf Hopper (Empousca mall, LeB.).

Causes the peculiar white specking of apple-leaves. Caustic or soap sprays

applied in the spring, with special attention being paid to the under-snrfaces of the

leaves, will retain these insects within reasonable bounds.

Small-fruit Insects.

The Strawberry-root Weevil {Otiovhynchns ovatus).

The larva of this weevil is a small white grub which when full grown is about

% inch iu length. It is commonly found in the soil of a strawberr.y plantation

among tlie roots of the plants, which it devours readily and causes, in so doing,

rapid deterioration of the field. The adult is a small dark-brown almost black beetle

about % inch long. It feeds during the night on the leaves, forming irregular feed-

ing areas on the edge of the leaf. In the adult stage it has not proven destructive,

and the appearance in houses during the summer and in fall is not indicative of any

harm. In the larval stage it is of great economic importance, and as such is the

worst enemy of this class of fruit. The eggs are laid during June, July, and August
in the soil to the depth of % inch. The larvse feed lightl.y on the roots until fall

and pass through the winter without causing untoward injury to the roots. In the

spring the larvre continue feeding ravenousl.y until the pupal stage is reached in May
and June. From these pupre which are formed in the soil, from 1 to 3 inches deep,

the adults emerge to continue the generation. In the Fraser Valley the weevil is

single-brooded and in habit inclined to be gregarious, which means that, provided

sufficient food and shelter is at hand, they do not move very much and remain con-

gregated in infestation areas. From these considerations it has been found that

plantations suffer more each succeeding year of growth, it frequently happening that
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the third season of growth is rendered unreniunerative in yield of fruit. All efforts

to control this weevil by artificial methods or spraying have proven more or less

unsatisfactory. However, by .iudicious management of crops, by rotation, thorough
cultivation, by the use of chiclcens, and the growth of suitable varieties, the depre-

dations of the weevil will be much alleviated.

The Black Vine-weevil (OtiorJiiincliu.i mdriitKx).

This species is similar in habits to O. oviitiix. It is larger throughout in all its

stages. It is found iu strawberry plantations to a minor degree as compared to the

smaller species. This species may be mentioned as lieing more troublesome to garden
and greenhouse plants than to strawberries.

Spittle-insects ( CercopicUe)

.

Are frequently met with in strawberry-fields and in grass and garden plots, and
may be recognized by the objectionable saliva-lilie substance that surrounds them.

The amount of their in.iury, beyond rotting the fruit it may be in connection with,

is not very extensive, and no control measures have been proven essential. Should
such be required, however, kero.sene emulsion applied with pressure will be of use.

The CunRANT-BOEER (.'Eficfiu lipiilifoDiiif:. Clerck).

The adult, insect is a moth. It is probably not Icnown to the average grower
in the Fraser Valley as the cause of injury to his currant-bushes. Local observations

on this insect indicate that the moths are flying the second weelc of June. On any
bright, sunny day at this time of year, by carefully watching the currant-bushes and
surrounding vegetation, the moths may be seen darting raiiidlj- about in the air,

resting at times on the leaves of plants. On dull days they are not so active, for

it would seem that the bright, warm days of summer are more in accord with their

nature. If one of these moths be captured, it will prove to be one of the most
beautiful of the many insects of the orchard. It is a clear-winged Sesiid about V2

inch in length, w-ith a body of a steel-blue lustre with several bright golden bands

around the neck and across the abdomen, while on the last segment is a prominent

tuft of long scales.

At the latter part of June the female has deposited her eggs; in one case,

under observation, eighty eggs were laid by a single moth. The eggs were ver.v small

and yellowish in colour, and were tucked away under corrugations of the bark of

the bushes in axils of buds and under the edges of lichens which grow' so frequently

on the stems of shuts and trees in the valley. On July 1st the larvjie had hatched

from the eggs and had penetrated to the iiith of the stems, small amouuts of cast-

off material indicating the point of entrance. The larvjie feed on the central pith of

the currant-bushes and they become half-grown at the approach of winter. The
following spring feeding and growth is continued uninterruptedly uutil May. The
full-grown larva is about % inch long, yellow, with a brown head. The pupa is

then formed in the pith, and it remains dormant about fifteen days until the adult

moth is ready to emerge. When read.v, the pupa forces its way through a hole to

the outside of the stem until it protrudes nearl.v its whole lengtli from the stem.

The anterior portion tlien breaks open and the adult moth ajijicars ready to com-

mence the generations again.

Affected bushes will show a slight yellowing of the leaves an<l a general dwarfed
appearance of the plant. The insect is very common in the Lower Fraser Valley on

currants, and no evidence has as yet been given where bushes die from tlie effects

of this moth alone, although in severe infestations such may prove the case. The
remedy is comparatively simple. Prune out all the old wood in the early sjiring or

in late fall and burn the cuttings. The standard form of bush should also be

avoided.

The Currant Fruit-fi.v (Epoclira canadensis, Loew.).

Dr. Fletcher in 1901 reported this insect injuriously [irevalcnt on Vancouver

Island and in the Lower Fraser Valley. It is probable that it is still present in
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the immediate Coast regions, but not in sufficient numbers to attract attention from
fruit-growers. The dryer portions of the Province appear to suit this insect, for

from there it is reported recently of economic importance. In short, the adult is a

small fly with a flue tapering abdomen. In the early summer the female fly will

deposit her eggs just beneath the skin of the fruit and the maggots will devour the

pith and seeds. When ready to pass to the pupa, the maggot burrows out of the

berry and will drop to the ground, where it pupates just below the surface.

Chickens and cultivation will assist in controlling this insect.

Truck-crop Insects.

The Potato Flea-beetle {Epitrix cucumeris, Harris).

This insect is common to the Fraser Valley and may be seen as minute black

specks on the surface of potato-leaves during the summer. The adults devour

portions of the ejjidermis of the leaf, and when disturbed bop freely to great dis-

tances. The larv£e and pupse are found in and around the roots of the plants in

the soil. ReiDorts of injury from this insect have been received from the Coast

since 1001.*

The adults are very minute, being only about 1/16 inch long, jet black, with

yellow antennm and legs. They are mainly destructive in the early spring, but can

be controlled by the use of arsenate of lead. The arsenate can well be mixed with

the Bordeaflx mixture which is used to offset the ill effects of blight and fungous

diseases of the plants. Nicotine sprays are believed to be equally efficacious.

The Red Turnip-beei'le (Entomoscelis adonUUs, Fall.).

This beetle has been reported at Hazelton and points north of Lillooet, B.C.,

and from as far north as Dawson, Y.T., as destructive to cabbages and turnips.f

During the past summer a report, without specimens, was received from Fort George,

probably referable to this insect. It would appear that arsenate of lead would again

prove applicable for control.

The Cabbage-maggot (Pegomya hrassiccv, Bouche).

This insect is by far the most serious and important one attacking cabbages,

radishes, turnips, cauliflowers, celery, rape, and the various wild cruciferous plants

in the Lower Fraser Valley. It yearly exacts a toll from gardeners and farmers

far exceeding any other insect of its class. More requests for satrsfactory control

measures are yearly answered about this insect than any other in the valley. It

must be admitted, however, that we yet await a satisfactory aud practical remedy
applicable, iu particular, to field conditions.

The adult is a small fly, smaller but resembling the common house-fly. It

appears in April in the Fraser Valley, ready to lay eggs on youug cabbage and
other plants.

The eggs are laid against the plant-root on the surface of the ground. They are

white and thus i-eadily distinguishable to the unaided ej-e. Small footless white

maggots emerge from the eggs and ijeuetrate the root. Here they continue to feed

aud grow to approximately % inch long before passing to the pupa in the soil.

From the pupa the fly eventually emerges, giving rise to further individuals. The
entire individual life-history carries over approximately two months, and two and

probably a partial third brood occurs during the summer. The life-history under

strictly local conditions has not yet been ijroiserly studied ; consequently we are

unable, as yet, to state exactly what occurs at the latter part of the seasou. Larvne

in cabbage-roots have been taken in December at Agassiz.

The control of this maggot has been experimented with at Agassiz during the

liast summer, and while it is not proposed to give the results at this juncture, a

few significant points may be stated, aud judged accordingly as passing results.

• Dr. J. Fletcher, Annual Report. Experimental Farms. 1901.
t Ur. J. Fletcher, .Annual Report, Experimental Farms, iyo.j-190G.
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It is proposed to foutimie the investigations during tlie next and future seasons.

Tlie main mixture experimented witli was tbe carbolic emulsion. Tliis mixture is

made by dissolving 2 lb. of soft soap in 2 gallons of warm water, to wliieh is added

2 pints of crude carbolic acid. This stock solution is then diluted 1-20 and applied

at the rate of 5 oz. to each cabbage.

It was figured that 10 cents' worth of the diluted mixture would treat 100

plants once at this rate, not including the cost of labour. It was necessar.v to

treat each cabbage seven times between the end of May and the middle of July :

consequently the cost per 100 plants was approximately 70 cents, exclusive of

labour.

The past summer's work indicated that the above mixture applied seven times

only held a balance in favour of treatment of 33 per cent, covering a great many
varieties of cabbages. There is undoubtedly much variation in tbe degree of resis-

tanc.y between the various varieties of cabbage; consequently it is not fair to judge

the 33 per cent, with too great a degree of detail. It is merely wished to point out

that the carbolic emulsion, which is the most recommended mixture for control, has

not offered perfect results from treatment.

A greater benefit than maturity was noticed under the above treatments in

the individual comparative weights of the cabbages harvested. Without going into

details again with the various varieties, it was found that, covering the whole
experiment, a net increase of approximately 2 lb. per individual cabbage was figured

in favour of the treated cabbages over those left untreated. Quicker maturity of

the treated plants also resulted.

The diluted mixtures did not harm any cabbage, not even those in the seed-

bed, when treated while growing. Dipped plants at tran.splanting were apparently

checked somewhat, but in the main survived. The eggs were not affected by treat-

ment by either carbolic or kerosene emulsions.

In a large turnip-field experiment performed at Agassiz two significant points

appear to have been demonstrated: (1.) The net results in weights of turnips

harvested on equal proportions of an acre from roots treated with solutions of kero-

sene and carbolic emulsions over untreated roots do not warrant the time, labour,

or expense of liquid treatment of the roots. (2.) That thinly seeded rows possess

more eggs and maggots per root than thickly seeded rows, and that the process of

"thinning" the roots in the row again al^ects the infestation per individual. Conse-

quently, from the past summer's experience, it would seem advisable to seed heavily

—

roughly, sixty to eighty plants to the lineal foot—and follow this by "thinning" in

the month of June.

Experiments performed by others in tbe past have indicated that good success

may follow the use of thin felt-paper tarred disks iilaced around the neck of cabbages

and cauliflowers flush to the ground; that radishes may be screened against the fl.v;

that the old cabbage-stalks and refuse left around the field had best be destroyed

as soon as the crop is harvested; and that rotation of land be practised as far as

possible.

The Imported Cabbage-worm (Pontia rupa:, Sch.).

According to the late Dr. Fletcher in his Annual Rejwrt of 1001-1902, this insect

was first recorded at Kaslo in 1S99. It proved very troublesome in I'JOl, having

spread over the entire Province. During tbe summer of 1900 it reached Vancouver

Island. This insect of recent years, though present, has not attracted very much
attention from gardeners and farmers. The white butterflies are noticed early in

the spring and are known to all. The caterpillars feed on a number of plants of

the cruciferous family. They are green in colour and over 1 inch in length wheu
fully mature.

Ar.sonate of lead applied before the cabbages " bead out " will bo found the best

remedy.
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The Cutworms (Peridroma saueia, Hbu. ; Eupsephopoectes prochictus, Grt.).

Are both recorded for the Lower Fraser Valley. These troublesome insects are

known to all, and at times, in years of jirevalence, become very destructive. Tbe.v

can be c-ontrolled when their damage is observed by the use of a mixture of bran,

molasses, and Paris green. The " worms " as a rule only feed at night, so if this

mixture is placed near the plants in the evening many cutworms will suffer from

the effects of the arsenic.

The Onion-waggot (Pliorhla ccpctoniiii. ileade).

Is a .species very similar to the cabbage-maggot in characteristics and habits,

and can be controlled the same way. with the addition that affected plants can be

pulled up whenever .seen during the season.

Greenhouse and Garden Insects.

The Chrysanthemum Leaf-mineb (Phytomyza chrpsanthemi, Kowarz).

This insect is very common in and around the City of Vancouver. It is princi-

pally destructive as a greenhouse insect, attacking white daisies and chrysanthemums.

It is believed also to breed in the leaves of wild plants in the open.

The adult is a very small black fly, somewhat sluggish in its movements. It

la.vs its eggs just beneath the epidermal layer of the leaf, and the larvjp mine and
feed between the two surfaces. PupjB are formed in the leaf and can be observed

to have punctured the epidermis of the leaf to render the escape of the fly somewhat
easier, and possibly also for breathing purposes. From the pupje the fly eventually

emerges, to again begin the cycle of life. Tlie generations appear to be very rapid,

especially under the heated conditions of greenhouses; consequently a continuous

watch must be kept for the fly and the larvfe.

It is believed that the nicotine extracts would prove beneficial as a control for

the larvre and pupaj within the leaves. Hand-picking of the affected leaves is of

value, but is troublesome. Both measures followed closely by sulphur or hydro-

cyanic-acid, gas fumigation to prevent the flies from depositing eggs would probably

reduce the numbers of the insect effectively.'

The Tarnished Plant-bug (Lygus pratensis, L.)T

This Capsid has been reported and observed destructive to dahlias, carnations,

and chrysanthemums in British Columbia greenhouses. From its proven omnivoi'ous

habits it probably attacks many more plants than observed. The adult is about 1,4

inch long, somewhat shield-shaped in outline, brown in colour, marked with black,

red, and yellow. The displacement of the colour and markings is variable.

Unlike the majority of insects mentioned throughout this jiaiier, which iiass from

an egg to the larva, to the pupa, and thus to the adult, this Capsid passes from the

egg to the nymph, which grows and moults several times before attaining the size

and appearance of the full-grown adult. Consequently we may find stages of the

nymphal period all at work on our plants conjointl.v with the adults.

Messrs. F. H. Chittenden and H. O. Marsh, in the Journal of Economic Ento-

mology, Vol. 3, 1010, claim that the eggs of this species are laid on a variety of plants,

among them being the kale, turnip, and mullein, on the upper side of leaves, in

petioles of leaves and in the stems of plants. From these eggs the nymphs hatch

and commence to suck the juices of the host-plants. This insect, while being of

economic importance to the farmer, has become a nuisance to the greenhouse

gardener. It will attack the young developing buds and flowers of the plant, suck-

ing the juices from one side, so that as the bloom opens up it will be found to have
developed on one side only, or malformations in a variety of ways takes place,

which hinders the market value of the cut bloom.

As a control in tlie greenhouse, Icerosene emulsion or one of the nicotine

extracts sprayed in weak dilution, perferabl.v as earl.v in tlie morning as possible.
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(iwing to tlie fact tluit the lings are less active at this time of day. will retain the

insects within reasonable bouncls. For further efficiency spraying had best be carried

on more or less once a weeli.

The Greenhouse Thrip.

It is popularly supposed among florists in Vancouver that this Thrip is a more

economic pest than the before-mentioned tarnished plant-bug to bloom in the green-

liouse. It is claimed that injury to chrysanthemums is different to the injury caused

by the "bug"; that the bud is attacked at an earlier stage by the Thrip, and that

the entire bud is destroyed and -thrown blind." We are not in a position to state

definitely the actual state of affairs without further study. The main injury by the

Thrip is caused to the leaves, which it readily attaclvs, with attendant loss to the

plant. The injury to the bloom is questionable as yet, there being a certain eon-

fusion in the respective attacks of the " bug " and the Thrip.

The same control measures as applied for the "bug" will apply to the Thrip.

The Bulb-mite (Rhixofiliiphiis hyacinthi, Boisd.).

This mite is considered from many shades of opinion. Some of the most promi-

nent entomologists of the I'nited States claim great damage due to the mite, and

claim no infected bulbs should reach the planter; others acknowledge the undoubted

and primary injury to bulbs by the mites, but their universality and habits prohibit

satisfactory quarantine measures, inspection, or control; while others, again, con-

sider the mites as secondary in importance and injury. This mite is present in

British Columbia to-day. but we can offer no data as to the extent of its actual

injury. Specimens of this mite arrive every year from Europe and Japan, and

it is doubtful whether any consignment of bulbs can be considered free. The mites

so commonly seen in onions and decaying roots, cabbages, or vegetable matter arc

probably referable to the same species. There is no doubt that these mites are

r.-iimlilc of being the primary injury to sound bulbs, but from their usual association

with injuries caused by rots and other insects in roots and bulbs, it is probable that

more often their presence is secondary.

The economic status of this animal is only recent in study ; consequently no

control measure can be considered.

X.iBcissus-FLY (Merodon equestris, F.).

Mr. Priestly Xorraan, of Victoria, in the Broeeedirgs of this Society for 1911.

has published as extensive a paper on the habits and prevalence of this insect

in tills I'roviuce as we have for reference. Dr. C. Gordon Hewitt. Dominion

lOntomnlogist. in his Annual Keport for 1011, refers to this insect under British

Columbia conditions, as follows: "In British Columbia it is now a serious iiest of

bulbs, and Mr. A. E. Wallace reported it as attacking narcissus and daffodil bulbs

near Victoria. B.C., about oO.OW bulbs having been destro.ved in the year."

We gather, therefore, that this insect is a most serious one on Vancouver Island.

Mr. Xorman believes it was imiiorted into British Columbia about 1904 on bulbs

and has been allowed to increase. On tlie Mainland, in and around Vancouver, this

insect is most decidedly gaining in imiiortance and prevalence. From reports from

owners of gardens in the City of Vancouver and from personal observations, it would

appear tliere has been a decided gain in the numliers and injuriousness of this insect

witliiii the city. Xo special endeavour has been put forward up to the present to

iiistrnit people in regard to this insect, and, as mention of it has been si>ontaneous,

we are safe in assuming that the insect is gaining ground and liable to become a

serious pest.

Mr. Norman, in referring to tliis insect, desires it to be known that he has only

judged this insect somewhat impersonally, and tliat the following life-history notes

are merely ojiiuions gathered from the practical association with bulb-growing.

The adult is a fl.v resembling a hor.se-f!y, and may be seen from the end of March

till September. It is more connnimly observed in May. The point of egg-dejiosition
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is iu the ei'owu at the surface of the ground. The " grub " or larva then finds its

way to the heart and here feeds, grows, and sets up a rot iu the bulb. The larva

will then remain in the bulb until the following February, when it vacates the bulb

and changes to the pupa state about i/i inch below the surface of the ground, and

from there hatches to the fly. " The true narcissus type is most susceptible to

attack, then come the Intermediate season daffodils. Reciirvus and Barii conspiciun

are most subject to attack, while ' Henry Irving," ' Golden Spur,' and ' Princeps

'

are almost free as are the late daffodils."

Quoting the report of Dr. C. Gordon Hewitt :
" The method of eradication whicli

has been found most simple and efficient in Europe is the annual lifting of the bulbs

and the destruction of all those which are found to be attacked by the maggots as

can readily be seen."

Consequently, iu the spring aud fall, when bulbs are planted and dug, care

should be taken in selection and bulbs found infested should be destroyed. The grub

can be detected by pressure of the bulb, indicating a softness within, or by an

examination of the root-crown, wbere infested bulbs will show a point of entrance.

The grub may vary in length, but it attains a growth of % to 1 inch in length and
is broad iu proportion. Bulbs should not be left in the ground throughout the

summer.

Rose-leaf Hoppeb.

Frequently rose-bushes and other garden plants will exhibit their leaves finely

speckled with minute whitish or yellow dots. Later the dots form areas of

discoloration which are white or yellow at first, but later may become brown. On
the under-surface of the leaf minute yellowish green insects which hop freely when
disturbed will be found. They are the cause of the mischief. It is believed that the

winter is passed in the egg stage under the bark of the new wood. In the spring

these eggs hatch to form small active nymphs which are at first wingless, but

gradually grow by successive moults to the fully winged hopping individual. These

adults will have developed by June.

The best remedies are the soap emulsions, Iverosene emulsion being particularly

satisfactory applied in the form of a spray during May. Particular attention should

be paid to forcing the spray to the under-sides of the leaves.

The Oblique B.mvded Leaf-roller (Archips rosaceana, Harr.).

This insect is common in Vancouver and is the cause of much disaijpointment to

the amateur rose-gardener. The larva is generally light green in colour, with a

dark-brown or black head, and is found in a curled portion of a leaf. It readily

devours the leaf, clustering several leaves together, making the bush unsightly.

When disturbed, the larvfe become very active, wriggle away, aud drop from their

nest by means of a thread.

The most annoying injury caused is to the young blossom-bud in the spring.

When the rose finally blooms it will be found to be riddled aud perforated by a

number of feeding areas, totally spoiling the appearance. Frequently the entire bud

will be destroyed. 'S^lien the larva has become full grown the pupa is formed, being

light to dark brown in colour and about % inch long. Later from these pupaj the

moths appear. In Vancouver they fly the first days of July, being attracted iu great

numbers to electric lights. In general colour they are brown. It is believed that a

second brood of larvse appear in August and September.

As a control, arsenate of lead at the rate of 1 oz. to a gallon of water at once

commends itself as an efficient remedy for the larvMS, applied in the form of a spray

at the early part of the Spring. Trap-lights set in pans of water will also catch

many moths in July.
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In .snmmariziug the pssential times for spray apiilication to apples in the Lowcr

Fraser Valley, we deduce the following :—

. Insect.
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While not posiug as a learned gentleman. I have been asked to write for this

Society a brief paper on " Bee-diseases in British C'olnnibia," with the solemn

warning from the Secretary that I must limit my verbosity to the reasonable

duration of fifteen minutes. But in one respect I can emulate the brevity of the

learned gentleman who was iwsted on snakes, and say :
" So far as I know, there

are no scrinus liccnlisc'isi's in British Columbia." Understand, please, that we are

not witliniit wni ri.-s. i<ir if tiic chiefs of our Agricultural Department had not luckily

inaugurated luve-inspeetion at a most opportune moment, we in British Columbia

would to-day be probably fighting a rearguard action against a most insidious foe.

Three times in three years foul-brood, the most deadly of all bee-diseases, has broken

out in the Province, but thanks to the all-pervading system of apiary-inspection in

force, each outbreak has been discovered and so terminated before it had a chance

to spread from the centre of hifection. British Columbia, so far as I know, is the

only part of the world where .systematic inspection of every hive is the rule, and

the results of the past three years demonstrate the wisdom of the procedure.

The first discovered case of foul-brood was introduced from Ontario by a settler.

The second case as the result of the bringing-in of a colony of bees from England by

a rancher, who had a warm spot in his heart for the kind of bees he had handled

in the Home-laud. The third case was found In an apiary that had been imported

from Oregon. The most noticeable feature of the last case lies in the fact that the

germs apparently lay dormant for three years at least, for the disease did not

develop until the hives had been in their new location for that period of time.

There is a report of a possible fourth case. One bee-l^eeper reported to me that

several of his colonies had been affected and that he had traced the infection to an

empty honey-can that had been thrown outside by a neighbour. The honey came
from Ontario, a Province wliere foul-brood is so widespread that sixteen Inspectors

are unable to make headway against its ravages. The bee-keeper at once destroyed

all infected combs and apparently eliminated the disease, but with the delayed

development that happened in the Oregon case before us, you maj' be sure this

liarticiiliir :ipi;ii-y will be closely watched in ]9]4.

Oiilsiile .if rmil liruocl. there are many minor bee-diseases which have been loosely

classified as • pickle-l)rood." In 1012 there were hundreds of cases of pickle-brood

in the district of the Lower Fraser '\'alley, so many that I had considerable anxiety

;

so about half a dozen samples were submitted to the Bacteriological Department at

Washington, D.C.. where special investigations on the causes of the bee-diseases have

been conducted for many years. It is comforting to know that in every instance

they reported that the ailment was not of a serious nature.

The trouble reappeared in lfll.3, but in a very mild form, and in greatly

diminished uumlier of cases. By the end of 1012 I had come to the opinion that

the very variable weather of the spring and summer was the cause of the trouble.

During the " building-up " season, when nectar is coming in, the unsealed honey

is naturally first fed to the larv.-e. , Should this become exhaiisted, then the sealed

stores are brought into requisition. Given a week of warm weather in spring with

a free flow of nectar, the colony will expand the brood-nest and induce the queen

to lay freel.v. Then let a few days' rain occur, with a consequent stoppage of nectar,

the natural result is that the unsealed honey is all used up and the bees must uncap

the old stores.

This takes time, but the work of the hive has been organized on the basis of

easily reached food-supply. As a consequence, many larvje are sealed up for the

pupation period with insufiicient food-supply, and consequently die of starvation.

This particular form of iiickle-brood is really starved brood, and therefore not

infectious. Until I 'came to grasp the real facts of the situation there was naturally

an anxious time for me.

By deciding to quarantine all imjiorted bees at the point of entry, the Province

has practically eliminated the possibility of introducing foul-brood along with
settlers' effects, but unfortunately we are unable to completely attain immunity.
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We are very seriously threatened all along the luternational Boiintlary-liue. for In

many parts of the . State of Washington, to the south, foul-brixxl is ramijaut.

isiiecially in the Seattle and Taconia districts. Every dead cedar-tree is a possible

home for a swarm, and so we must look forward to the time, and that not very f.ir

distant, when the trouble will reach British Columbia by the dead cedar niutc.

I have seen at least a hundred bee ti'ees in my territory, so I am led to expect that

there are mure wild bee colonies than those under control in the valley of the Lower

Fraser. Since man has but little influence over bees in trees, a long wearisome

tijiht will have to be waged while the increasing population is clearing the land.

The danger from infested honey is ever imminent, for every jar of imported

honey is a jwssible menace. I am in hopes that in a few years this particular form

will be materially lessened, as the Bee Inspectors, in giving instruction in apiculture,

have materially brought about an increase in the honey-production. It is now
evident that there is in e.^isteuce at the present time in British Columbia sufficient

hives of bees to produce as much honey as we import, provided all of them are as

intelligently managed as are the most efficient. There has been a widespread

opinion among bee-keepers that our Province was not a good honey country, but

the Inspectors have beeu able to devise methods for each lo&ility, so that the more

eiiterprising men have got enough of a honey-crop to encourage them to put more

time into the study of apiculture, feeling that the monetary returns will more than

.justif.v the effort.

After all has been said and done, the most efficient corps of Foul-brood Inspectors

will ultimately consist of efficient and successful bee-keepers. To produce these is

the chief aim of the B(^ Inspectors of the Trovinee of British Columbia at the

present time.

The President : Yon have heard this very interesting paper by Mr. Todd. It

is to be regretted that he v(-as unable to be present with us to-day to say these things

in ]ierson. However, if there are any present who would like to say a few words

on the subject, I am sure we would be glad to hear them,

Mr. Treherne: It is unfortunate Mr. Todd, in his paper, has not beeu more

delinite in his reports of the foul-brood cases. I presume he refers to the Ixiwer

Fraser A'alley alone.

Mr. Robinson: I am sorry ilr. Todd is not present also, as I would like to ask

.some questions.

Mr. Day: I notice Mr. Todd was a little indefinite in reporting the occurrence

of foul-brood in the Province. Are there any specific ca.ses determined and rcporte<l

in British Columbia?

Mr. Robinson: For myself, I do not know whether any exist or not. Two
supposed C'ases occurred at Vernon la.st year. Our official reports on the subject

are too vague for correct diagnosis.

Mr. Treherne: To what extent does American fonl-brooTl occur in the State

of Washington?

Mr. Robinson: I have no records with me. but I fancy llicre is (luite a good

deal of it.

Mr. Day: And it can be carried by bees in Hight?

Mr. Robinson: Certainly.

Mr. Treherne: How- close is it to the border?

Mr. Robin.son : We do not know. 1 would like to sa.w in discussion on Mr.

Todd's paper, that in my opinion the present quarantine regulations which force

bees to be held for ninety days at the border is not only not humane, but not an

efhcient safeguard to the Province. The bees will die from worry or from starvation,

and the danger of an infected colony confined at the border Is no guarantee that the

disease is held in bounds. For a complete .safeguard I would like to see a complete

and efficient quarantine against all imported bees and bee products of the hive.

Honey is one of the prime causes of infection and distribution of fonl-brood. and the
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case lueutiiiiied in ilr. TocM's paiier, in liis Oregon cas* where the disease, if it

proved to be, held over for three years, is quite possible. Enipt.v hiiuey-tius of

imported hoiie.v may also spread the disease.

(A long and intere.sting disoussion on the above lines jn-oceeded for some time,

in which all the members .ioined. In the evening session the discussion again began

regarding the possibility of introducing foul-brood, with the result that a resolution

was moved -and pas.setl relating to the issue. This resolution will be seen on

page 74.)

Mr. Taylor: While we are on the sulyect of bee-diseases. I would like to bring

up the question of the possibility of the germs of fire-blight {liacillii-s ainylovonts)
' carrying over " in hives during winter. I may say that at a recent meeting at

Ivelowna a discussion on the above subject was begun and it caused quite a stir.

The growers thought that the disease was spread from the hives to tlie tree.'i in the

spring, and if this was so it meant another way of combating the disease which

during the last year has been very destructive to our orchards in the Okanagan.

1 told the meeting in Kelowna that I would bring the matter to the attention of the

entomologists in session in January to determine what was known in the matter.

Can any one offer any sugge-stions?

Mr. Lyne : I would like to remark that there is an excuse for the growers in

their supposition that there is a possibility of carrying over the disea.se in wax or

honey in bee-hives. It is well known, of course, that the bees are the active agents

in the spring for spreading blossom-infection ; consequently it may be so as the.v

suggest. I am not prepared to say. The question may prove to me a scientific

problem which may be of use.

Mr. Taylor : I may say that I asked Mr. Brittain when he was with us in the

Okanagan, and the question was new to him. I placed ray bees at his disposal, but

he had no time. At any time I slio\i!d be glad to place my bees at the disposal of

any who would care to work (.iit tlio jiroblem.

Mr. Robinson: I have no data on this point, neither have I heard the question

asked before. I can offer no suggestions on the point beyond the fact that, if this

disease you mention can be carried over in bee-hives during winter, the same treat-

ment as D. A. Jones some thirty years ago applied to foul-brood colonies may be

applicable. In this case germs are carried over and all attempts at disinfection

were useless. The starvation cure, however, proved successful. This consisted of

shaking the bees into new liives and starving them. When some dropped it was
supposed the germs or spores of the disease were liilled. The bees were tlien

returned to tlieir quarters.

Mr. Taylor: In view of the disconnected knowledge on this point I believe some

kind of investigation would be in place. I will therefore place the following resolu-

tion before yon. (This resolution Avill be found on page 73.)

Mr. Day: We will now adjourn for lunch, meeting liere at 2 p.m. this afternoon.

THE TENT-CATERPILLAR.

By Tom Wilson.

The species of tent-caterpillar that we have with us in the Lower Fraser Valley

is probably that known as Malacosmna ernsa, which we are informed is only a

variety species from M. ditistria. Its appearance in the valley is periodical. It is

subject to years of ups and downs in the matter of prevalence. The same occurs

with a great many insects, and this periodical occurrence of insect-life, in abnormal

numbers or otherwise, is, of course, influenced by natural causes, climate, fung\is,

bacterial diseases, or insect parasites being the main causes.

The stud.y of the real and actual causes under strictly local conditions and
relative to this species of tent-caterpillar has not up till now been proceeded with,

and I do not propose dealing with these issues in this paper. Suffice it to say that

the tent-caterpillar, a familiar insect to all of the farmers in the valley, varies in
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its centres of infestation one year following another. One .year it will be very

troublesome on the Delta, and another year at Agassiz, and so ou. It is therefore

with the puriiose of detailing the centres of infestation, such as I hare notes on, each

succeeding year, to demonstrate the trend and the migrations of these insects, that

is the main reason for this paper.

In 1890 the caterpillars were very prevalent in the Lower Fraser Valley from

Agassiz down to the mouth of the Fraser Valley; that is, the entire valley was

severely troubled by the presence of these insects.

In 1S07 the caterpillars were again present throughout the valley, with a slight

iui-rease in numbers in the Chilliwack District and a lessening or easing off through

the Delta.

In 1.S9S Chilliwack. Langley, and Surrey were the centres of infestation, while

there was a lessening in abundance on the north shore of the Fraser and a practical

disappearance ou the immediate coast.

In 1S99 only a few caterpillars were observed in the valley this year, which

indicated that some disease coupled with its own insect parasites had been active

(luring the fall of 1898. This remarkable disapi)earance of the insect in injurious

numbers is worthy of note, for this condition of almost freedom continued until 1907.

a period of nearly ten years. I do not wish to advance any theories ou these happen-

ings, as they are beyond my ken, but I merely wish to record the dates and the year.-:

when these caterpillars were troublesome to the farmer. The points or centres of

infestation already mentioned 'were severe infestations, the caterpillars causing

.serious injury to the foliage of orchard as well as to ornamental or forest trees.

In 1908 the caterpillars appeared again during the summer, evidently from eggs

laid the iircvious fall. They evidently had come up from the State of Washington

from the south, as they were very destructive from the International Boundary-line

through the Delta, Surrey, and Langley Districts. They appeared in slight numbers

in the Chilliwack and Agassiz'Districts and only lightly on the north shore of the

Fraser. This 1908 Infestation was severe and covered a great deal of territory, and

when it is considered that in the year previous (1907) there was a practical freedom,

with the exception of a slight infestation somewhat heavier than elsewhere in that

year about Maple Itidge on the north shore of the river and at Langley ou the south,

it seems the more remarkable.

In 1909 the infestation had increased to a great extent, about the same territory

as in 1908 being still the worst infested. It may be practically said that the infesta-

tion was doubled at each point as compared with the year previous.

In 1910 the moths had evidently flown up the river towards Lytton, for during

this summer a few caterpillars were observetl at this point. Hope, Ruby Creek.

Agassiz, Chilliwack, Harrison River, and Dewdney were evidently the centres of

infestation, while there was also a continuance, but possibly to a lesser degree, in

the Langley, Surrey, and Boundary Di.stricts. It was apparent the infestation was

moving eastward.

In 1911 only a few caterpillars renntined at Chilliwack and Surrey. I have no

notes on the country east up the river, hut judging from the migration route it would

appear possible that the Lytton District- was the centre of infestation.

In 1912 only a few remained up tlu' river, while the Fraser Valley was fairly

free.

In 1913 there were no caterpillars in tlie Lower Fntser Valley, but the country

about the I'emlierton Jleadows and as far up the Fraser River Valley as CJuesnel

were very severely infested. An account of this infestation I have included in

another part of this bulletin imder the heading of " Insects for the Year."

This present winter (1914) I have been on the search for egg-nnisses. but I Inivc

lieeu forced to consider that we are not likely to be again visited by the caterpillars

this coming season. If there is such a thing as recurring seas<ms, and any delinitc

r\ile on which Mother Nature works, it may be i)ossiblo that we will not again be

trnulilcd liv a serious outbreak, such as Ihe ones I have uu'ntioued. for possibly teii
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years. It will be very iiiterestius to see when and from where the next infe.sta-

tioii comes, but in the meantime I will not dare to set my brains to work to offer

.suggestions as to the controlling influences in the universe, to predict when the next

outbreak occurs.

So far as Vancouver Island is concerned, my notes extend back only as far as

1008, in which year the eatei-pillars were ver.v numerous and destructive in the

neighbourhood of Victoria and up the line of the EsQuimalt and Xauaimo Railway

to all points where there was a preponderance of crab-apple trees.

In 1909 it was again very prevalent about the same points and through as far

as Alberni.

In 1910 there was a distinct lessening of the attack at all the above points ou

the Island. I have notes to show that a great deal of parasitism took place this

summer, which must have been very effective, for in 1011 they had practically

disappeared, and thus far have not appeared again.

Here again, as on the Maitdand, it is gratifying to note the scarcity of egg-masses

in most of tlie districts which have been subject to the heaviest attacks in the past,

both in orchard and forest.

PRELIMINARY NOTE ON THE WORK OF ERIOPHYES SP. UPON APPLES,
APRICOTS, AND PLUMS.

By W. II. Beittain, B.S..V., I'bovincul Entomologist.

The first specimen of the work of this mite to come under my notice on some

young apples was sent in by Mr. Chas. Holt, of Balfour, B.C., ou July 3rd, 1912.

Since that time I have had samples sent in from all parts of the Kootenay and

Okanagan Districts. The corresixindent nearly invariably .stated that the trouble

attadced the same trees year after year and did not seem to spread rapidly through

the orchard. Nearly always it was confined to a few varieties—Wealthy. Duchess,

and Yellow Transparent.

Affected fruit has a iieeuliar spotted or Ijlotched appearance. The injury varies

from slight elevations or blisters upon the skin, of about 1 m.iu. diameter, to large,

slightly raised blotches, which may involve one-quarter to three-quarters of the

surface of the fruit, the cells below the surface being also affected to some extent.

The raised patches vary considerably in colour, some appearing dark green or water-

soaked; others dark red or reddish-brown; and others, again, a dark yellowish-

brown. The smaller blisters are in most cases red or reddish. In some cases the

blotches are not raised at all.

Where the injury is very severe tlie fruit may be dwarfed or stunted. The death

of the cells and underlying tissues sometimes results in tlie formation of brown
sunken spots or even craclcs upon the fruit. The fruit may reach its normal size,

but more often it drops prematurel.y.

Where the mites are active a clear, slightly yellowish fluid will sometimes be

detected oozing through the skin. I^ater the fluid may become cloudy, or whitish in

colour. On examining tliis exudate and the tissue beneath, the adults and eggs of

the mites were found in abundance. The exudate was first noticed on July 10th

;

and hundreds of samples of such fruit were examined at intervals throughout the

season, the mites being present in each instance.

On August loth a number of apricots were sent in from Naramata, covered with

reddish and brownish-yellow unraised blotches. Examination revealed the presence

of the mites and their eggs. Similar specimens obtained from different parts of the

Okanagan, obtained at the packing-house of the Vernon Fruit Union, showed the

apricots to be affected by the mites.

On August 19th Mr. Win. Middleton. Jr.. sent in a box of plums from Peuticton.

These plums were co^•ered with raised russet spots and beads of a clear fluid. From
these .specimens were also obt.iined mites and their eggs.
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All attempt was made to tiMiisfer the mites from diseased to lieultliy fruit.

Though negative results were i)l)taiiie(l in most cases, the typical mite-blisters were

produced in a few instances and the mites again recovered from the inoculated fruit.

From this it would seem that these mites are probably responsible for the foregoing

symptoms on apples, apricots, and plums.

From inifuiries which we have received, and from notes taken regarding the

distribution and destructiveness of tlie •'apple-blotch mite." there seems to he no

doul)t that this pest is one to 1h> reckoned with liy fruit-growers in all parts of the

I'rovince.

A number of corresiiondents claim to have exhausted every means of control

without efl'ect. A careful study should undoubtedly be made of the life-history of

the mite, and experiments i-onducted with n view of olitaiiiing some satisfactory

method of (dutrol.

ANTS AS FRUIT-TREE PESTS.

P.v W. H. F.KiTTAiN. B.S.A.. Provincial Entomologist.

I first noticed the work of these ants, which were determined by Dr. Wheeler

as Foniiica lupi. Linn., subs. oliscitrii)cs. upon peach-blossoms at Pentlcton on May
3rd. 1032. The ants were boring into the nectaries of the blossoms, destroying the

pistil and feeding upon the nectar. In some cases small round holes were eaten iu

the petals, and iu a few instances the young tender foliage was injured in a similar

manner.

In an orchard at Summerland on May 10th. 1913. I noticed a Morello cherry-tree

in which 7.") per cent, of the blossoms were destroyed by the.se ants, which swarmed

over tlie tree and ate out the pistil of the flower to get at the nectar.

At Kelowna on May 12th. 1912. Mr. Lionel Taylor, of the Bankhead Orchards,

called my attention to apple-blossoms injured in the same manner as above.

In no case where I have seen this injury has there been any aphides present

on the tree.s. It is conceivable that herein lies the explanation for this strange

l>ehaviour of the ants. In a German paper (Vosseler J. Verhinderung des Fruchtan-

satzes bei ("obipa durch Ameisen. Zeitschr. Wiss. Insectenbiol. 11. 190G. pp. 204-200)

mention is made of an ant boring into the blossoms of Cohaa acaiidcns to get at the

nectar.

Though this species is an abundant one everywhere in the North-west, little

seems to be known of its habits and life-Iiistory. I have only one note on the habits

of the species, taken at Vernon on .lune l.jth, 1013. A large number of the ants

were swarming around the base of the a]iple-tree, busily engaged in destroying and

carrying off the cutworms whicli were abundant iu the soil of the orchard. Though

the insect is a very small one. it seemed capable of handling a laitworm considerably

larger than itself.

PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.

(G. O. Day. F.E.S.)

(lentlemen.—When I was casting about in my mind for a subject for an address

this evening, it appeared to me that a review of the study of entomology iu the

Province would be suitable and useful and perhaps acceptable to our members,

especially to those who have joined our Society in recent years. On mentioning the

matter to our Secretary. Mr. Treherne. I found that be had already written a paper

covering much the same ground that I had intended to deal with, and snppleni<aitiug

the information contained in Mr. Tom WiI.son"s address in 1911.

I urged Mr. Treherne to read the paper himself, and I would content myself with

a few general remarks on otiier matters. However, with great generosity he placed

the results of his labours at my disposal. So you must please understand that the

following is a joint production. I feel extremely reluctant to approiu-iate another

man's work for my address to-day. but as Mr. Treherne w.is down on the programme
to read .mother paper, and also becausi' I am confident that the notes he has gathered
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together will form an interesting rei-onl t'f.v Intnro retVrence. I Inive i)nt my lie^ii.i-

tiou at using them on one side.

All records point to one man, the late Rev. George W. Taylor, F.R.S.C., F,Z,S.,

as the first active entomologist in this Province. He settled (m Vancouver Island in

about the year 1S77 and studied for the mini.stry. In 1,SS1 he was made a Fellow

of the Royal Society of Canada, obtaining this honour largely through his interest

in entomology. During the next few years Mr. Taylor proved himself an active

collectnr and a keen student in the order. At the annual meeting of the Eutomo-

lo;;i.al S(m iety of Ontario, held in Loudon, Ontario, October l-jth, 1884, he presented

the Society with a collection of Diurnal Lepidoptera through the medium of Mr.

James Fletcher.

In ISSo a record is found on the " Entomolog.v of Vancouver Island; Notes

on Seventy-six Species of Ciciudelidie and Carabidie collected near Victoria, Van-

couver Island," by George TV. Taylor, Victoria, B.C. In the remarks on this paper.

Mr. Taylor says: "The beetles enumerated were all taken by m.vself in the neigh-

-bourhniid of Victoria during the past few seasons. ... A large number (40) of

those I now record are new to the Canadian fauna, that is as far as my knowledge

of the same goes, and some of these additions are very interesting ones." Mr. Taylor

adds further in the same paper :
" I have added to the list two Hi>ecies taken on

the Mainland of British Colnmliia by Mr. .lames Fletcher (of Ottawa) in 3883 and

ver.v generously given to nic."

A demand for entcmiological knowledge was evidently beginning to be felt within

the I'rovince at this time, for in 1887 Mr. Ta.vlor was appointed Honorary Provincial

Fntomiilogist for British Columbia.

The next evidence of activity is in 1893, when In a bulletin of the Natural

History Societ.v of British Columbia, which was printed under the auspices of the

Government, we find a " Report on the Entomology of British Columbia," prepared

by Messrs. W. H. Danb.v and C, De Blois Green. In the text of this report we
receive light on the status of entomology at the time. A " Preliminary Check List

of Lepidoptera collected in British Columbia " is included therein. This list contains

the nances of ninety species of Diuruals and seventy-one species of Heterocera, all.

with the exception of one species of butterfly, given on the authority of the two

authors, Messrs. Danby and Green. There is also included a plate illustrating seven

new sjiecies, viz., Eumclin (Iiiiihjii. Xiilomines Candida. Rancora strigata, Pleroma

oiilKixilii. Xjilomif/cs piitclirJIii. Xjilomigcs cognata. and Taeniocampa ferrigera.

Working Lepidopterists here tliis evening will form a judgment from this list

of species recorded as new in 1803 how little collecting had been done before that

date. for. with the exception of the last two of the species mentioned, the rest are

now known to be more or less common. The list does not include any of the

Geometrid» nor any of the Microlepidoptera. In explanation of the omission, the

following note is recorded :
" Tlie names of species belonging to the Geonietrina

cannot be included iu this report, for the reason that to get them named by competent

autliorities takes considerable time, in consequence of the great care necessary to

avoid mistakes." The report further states: "No great work was done (in 1892)

in collecting Coleoptera, with perhaps the exception of capturing that rare beetle

lliii-hii It'K Iciiiiiiiiis. wliich is one of the few short-winged species of this family in

our fnuiia. a single siiei-inien being taken at Alert Ba.v, and a few other rare species

being collected in Victoria, names of which have yet to be recorded. Many Diirtera

were collected, names unknown, with the exception of Aiiinopogoii liidiiis. n. .sp. nam.

ed., by Mr. D. W. Coquillet, Los Angeles. Cal., which was captured at Gold.streaui

on Jlount Austen. Amongst the Arachnida very little was achieved, the species

taken being collected more for friends than for stud.y. However, a few specimens

were kiudl.v named by Dr. Nathan Banks, of Washington, D.C., amongst them being

new species of Pardova and Conatactiiie. also a variety of E/jeiia infuilariK. Hentz."
No entomological work of importance seems to have been done in the Province

between the date of this liulletin (ISO:-!) and liKll. the year in which the British
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Columbia Eutoinologieil Society was iuaiignrateil. Before dealing with the fonu:i-

tiou of tbe Society, it would perhaps be well to touch upon the literature applying

to the insects of the Province available to students prior to lilOl. and also noticing

some of the works published since.

At that time It is doubtful if local collectors had access to any illustrated books

of any great use to them on any orders other than Lepidoptera. Most of tlie

material had to be sent away to si>ecialists for identifleation and naming. I may
remark, in passing, that this necessity still exists, unfortunately, though to a lesser

extent. Comstock's •' Manual for the Study of Insects " was published in 180."). But
this book, excellent though it is, so far as it goes, comprises all the orders of insects.

and of necessity cannot treat the separate orders more than in a brief manner within

the .space of a single volume.

When our branch of the Entomological Society of Ontario was formed, the

Smithsonian Institute of Washington, D.C., presented it with a number of works
relating respectively to most of the orders of insects. A list of these books is given

in the British Columbia Entomological Society's Bulletin No. 5, and the works are

still in our library.

British Columbia collectors laboured under a further disadvantage, because most
of these iiublications related to United States insects, and it was only in cases where
the same insects occurred in both countries that our entomologists could obtain from

books the information they wanted.

On Lepidoptera the most generally accepted work was the " List of the Lepidop-

tera of Boreal America," by John B. Smith, Se.D., and others,, published in 1891.

This list was merely a list, and, moreover, did not contain a good many of the

British Columbia species, but it was the only foundation students had to work upon
at that time. It is therefore little wonder that the study made slow progress.

A more ambitious and more comprehensive work on the same lines was imblished

by the Smithsonian Institution, Washington, in 1902. The title of this is " A List

of North American Lepidoptera and Key to the Literature of this Order of Insects."

by Harrison G. Dyar, Ph.D. This catalogue, which found greater favour than

Smith's, was in general use in the Province in 190.3, and without doubt gave a

great impetus to the systematic recording of moths and butterflies by our local

entomologists.

Other works which were, and still are, of great service to collectors in Briti.sh

Columbia are Mr. W. J. Holland's " Butterfly Book," published in 189S, and the same
author's " Moth Book," published in 1903. These two volumes contain coloured

illustrations of most of the better-known sisecies of Lepidoptera found in America
north of the Rio Grande of Texas, and include many British Columbia insects. The
price of these two books is within the reach of most of us. A more expensive worlc

on the butterflies had previou.sly been published, for in a preface to his " Butterfl.v

Book " Mr. Holland states :
" A few years ago the preparation of such a work as

this at the low price at which it is sold would have been an utter impossibility.

' The Butterflies of North America.' by W. H. Edwards, published in three volumes,

is sold at $150, and, as I know, is sold even at this price, below the cost of

manufacture."

Another book useful to British Columbia collectors, but covering much the same
ground as Holland's, is W. G. Wright's " Butterflies of the West Coast of the United

States," published in 1905.

In 1904 Mr. August Busck, of the United States Department of Agriculture,

published an account of the " Tineid Moths from British Columbia, with Descriptions

of New Species." In the preface to this work the author honours, among others,

Messrs. J. W. Cockle, of Kaslo. B.C., and Theodore Bryant, of Wellington, B.C.. for

assistance rendered in the work.

In 19(14 Dr. Harrison G. Dyar again iiul)lishes .-i valualilc work on the " Lepidop-

tera of the Kootenai District of British Coluniliia." In this work again the

experience of Mr. J. W. Cockle is often referred to.
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In 1004, again, largely resultant from the impetus given the science of ento-

mology in the Province by Dr. Dyar's " List of Lepiiloptera," and founded directly

on that list, Mr. Francis Kermode, Curator of the Provincial Museum. Victoria,

assisted by Mr. E. M. Anderson, also of the Museum, published a " Catalogue of

British Columbia Lepidoptera " from cabinet specimens in the Museum.
This list was revised and enlarged in lOOG by the officers and other members

of the British Columbia Entomological Society, and published by the authority of

the Legislative Assembly from the Provincial Department of Agriculture.

I Ti-ill now go back to the point where I broke off to speak about the literature

available to students iu the Province.

In 1901 we read of the formation of the British Columliia P^ntoniological Society,

of which the Kev. George W. Taylor naturally became the first President. The
following account records the initi" ^-ention proceedings, and the subse-

ijuent occurrences relative to the Society, in the words of Mr. Tom Wilson when
Vice-President in 1911 :

" In 1901 the late Dr. Fletcher had occasion to visit British

Columbia in connection with the work of his Department. During his stay in Van-
couver I had the opportunity of introducing him to Mr. H. V. Harvey, of the city,

who was then I'rincipal of Queen's School. In di.scussing matters iu connection with

the entomological work in British Columbia, the idea was suggested to form a

Society whose special object was to unify the work of those particularly interested

in the study of insects in the Province. The idea came to maturity and the Society

was formed. For two years we had a live Society here in Vancouver, with such

members as Messrs. G. W. Taylor, Sherman, Bush, Dashwood-Jones,« Ed. Wilson,

Draper, Marrion, Bryant, L. D. Taylor. Hanhani. and myself in more or less regular

attendance. . . . Regular meetings were held in Vancouver and reports were

issued semi-monthly on matters of interest. These reports took the form of letters

which were forwarded from one member to the other by the members themselves."

The first meeting of this Society was called on March 13th. 1902. in Queen's

School. Vancouver. Biannual meetings appear to have been held from this date

until February Gth. 190.5. The records of such meetings are preserved iu a minute-

book, no attempt being made to print them for permanent distribution and I'ecord,

Great credit is due R. V. Harvey. M.A., for his earnest endeavours iu maintain-

ing and recording the minutes and transactions of the Society, These same are

Iteing retained on the shelves of the Society to-day, and as they contain many
notices of important captures and worthy resolutions, they will long be referred

to by students in entomology. In fact, next to the late Rev. G. W. Taylor. I think

we are mostly indebted to Mr. Harvey for the continuance of the Society as a Society

from the commencement in 1901 until 190S. during which period he acted as Secre-

tary, for when he gave up active interest in entomology, principally, no doubt, on

account of increased professional responsibilities, not only were the bulletins (to be

mentioned) dropped, but the meetings of the members ceased temporarily.

This is not to be wondered at when it is remembered that mo.st of the articles

appearing in the bulletins were from Mr. Harvey's pen. The bulletins contain nuich

interesting reading and I cordially recommend them to your attention. Copies are

to be found in the library of the Society.

The first quarterly l)ulletin was published in March. 1906. In the opening

paragraphs we find the following words :
" Ever since our Society was formed

we have laboured under a difficulty which has severely handicapped our work

—

namely, the distance which separates individual members. . . . Attempts have

been made to meet this difficulty by sending round MS. notes, but here the neglect

of one member has thrown the whole system out of gear. . . . Last December

the Secretary approached the Provincial Department of Agriculture to obtain aid

in printing a regular bulletin of our proceedings and work. This assistance has

been promised for one year, and it rests with us to prove to the Department the

value of our work. The bulletin will be published in March. June. September, and

December, and a copy will be sent to each member."
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These bulletins contain reports of annual meetings, articles on breeding, collect-

ing, etc. ; on the " Distribution of Insects in British Columbia "
; on the " Captures

and Lists of British Columbia Insects"; besides much other readalile matter. It is

refreshing to see that it is not only the order Lepidoptera that is dealt with, but

that there is much information on other orders, especially Diptera and Coleoptera.

The whole series of notes contained in these pamphlets represent good basal work
for students in the Pi-ovince for the future.

The bulletins, ten in number, continued to be issued until June, lOOS, when, in

the final number, the last record of an annual meeting of the Society, which took

place at Duncan at the residence of Mr. O. O. Day on Thursday. April IGth. 190S.

is found.

Thus for so long—from March l.'Sth, 1002. luitil April Kith, lOOS—the Society

was active and strong, but after this date no further regular meetings appear to

have been held, until the Society was resu.scitated later, on December 9th, 1911, In

the words of Mr. Tom Wilson, Vice-President of the Society :
" Interest gradually

waned—not, let it be understood, in entomological work, but rather as a Society."

On March 29th, 1905, a circular letter was sent out by the Secretary, Mr. Harvey,

duly authorized by the Society, stating that the British Columliia Entomological

Society had been duly affiliated as a branch of the Entomological Society of Ontario,

and that the subscriptions of members, $1 per annum, would cover all the privileges

attaching to both Societies—namely, the receipt of the Canadian Entomologist

monthly and the monthly list of recoi'ds circulated among the local members. This

arrangement has been carried out ever since that date, with the exception that the

monthly list of records ceased.

In addition to the literature already mentioned and the lists, notes, etc.. in the

quarterly bulletins, the Canadian EntomologiBt. issued monthly, contains from time

to time, many notes and recoi'ds for the Province of British Columbia.

I will not deal with the review of the economic phase of the subject, as I am
leaving this to Mr. Treherne, but before closing I would like to say a few words to

bring the history of the Society up to date.

It is no doubt in the recollection of all of you that it is entirely owing to the

energy and enterprise of Mr. Treherne that the Society has been made active again.

He called a meeting in December, 1911, at Aberdeen School, A'ancouver, at which

seventeen regular members were in attendance and various papers read.

The next meeting did not take place until January, 191.3. This was held in the

Botanical Room, Parliament Buildings, Victoria, kindly placed at our use by courtesy

of the Minister of Agriculture, and the attendance of members was very satisfactory.

A new departure was made by a proposal to hold a siiecial summer meeting at

Vernon, B.C. The meeting was duly held on July 18th and 19th, when between

fifty and sixty persons were present at the various sessions. The papers read were,

by a generally accepted arrangement, chiefly devoted to .such subjects as injurious

insects and spraying. The meeting proved most successful, the papers presented

being instructive and valuable contributions to the science of economic entomology

in connection with fruit-growing.

Owing to the liberality of the Minister of Agriculture, the Honourable Price

Ellison, the Society has been enabled to print and publish full reports of all the

papers given, and by the energy of our Secretary ooiiies have been widely distriiiuted

throughout Canada.

Lookin.g back upon the work of the i)a.st year. I think we have every reason to

feel satisfied at the activities and progress of our .Society, and be greatly encouraged

to look forward to further usefulness and a continuance of interest in our particular

study.

Speaking fcir myself. I wmild like to say that I have felt much buiiourcd in

holding the cillice of I'resident for the past year. Besides lieing an hniimir. it has
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lieeu a great pleasure to me to help forward the subject of eutomology in the Prov-

ince, and iucideutall.v to meet so many men interested in the realm of insects

injurious or otherwise.

On completing m.v .vear of office as President. I wish to thank you most cordially

for your attendance and support and for all the time you have devoted to the study

of entomology.

May I be permitted to e.xpress the hope that your interest will not he allowed

to wane, and that our Society may continue to show its vitality by giving evidence

of good work accomplished, and may further justify its existence by fostering a

feeling of mutual help, encouragement, and incentive among the members, and that

as individuals we may each derive benefit from our association and co-operation as

a body.

Before I sit down, there is another matter I wish to mention, and that is the

aid and recognition the Society has received and is receiving from the Government
through the Department of Agriculture, of which the Honourable Mr. Ellison is the

liead. I, for one, fully realize the importance and value of the support given, and
I think it is our bounden duty to pass a formal resolution at this meeting, which

can be done in its proper place later in the session, expressing our thanks and

ai>i:)reciatiou of the assistance rendered by grant of money and by the printing of

our Report, and, not least, of the encouragement and personal interest in the Society

liy the Honourable Mr. Ellison himself.

NOTES ON SOME OF THE VARIABLE SPECIES OF THE GENUS HYDRIO-
MENA AND ITS ALLIES OCCURRING ON VANCOUVER ISLAND.

By E. H. Blackmoue. Victoria.

As I have been giving special attention to the genus Hj/drimncna and its allies

during the past season, and in addition have had my material determined by a

well-known si)ecialist, I thought that a short note on a few species and varieties of

this group would be of some use to the science of entomology in the Province. This

winter while cla.ssifyiug and rearranging the species belonging to the Hydriomena,

<oUected during the past season, I was struck by the remarkable variations occurring

in some of the species, and in some instances the constaue.v of the variations was
jiarticularly noticeable. As many of these forms were new to me, I compared them

Mith several local collections, and was surprised to find them listed under one or the

other of two names. However. I was convinced that the.v were different species, or

at least good varieties. I sejiarated them into as many series as their variations

would allow and sulimitted the whole to L. W. Swett, of Boston, Mass. He has been

to a great deal of trouble to get some of them determined, necessitating several trips

for comparison with large collections in the New York and Cambridge Museums, and

I am greatly indebted to him for his deteruiinatimis and also for a great deal of

information given me in his replies.

The first species 1 wish to take up is the one listed as Mc.sulcucti U-unciita.

Ilnfnagel. in Dyar's List No. 3379. In the catalogue of British Columbia Lepidoiitera

issued in 1904 it is listed under that name, with the words " ver.v variable " after

it, .nid in th.e Check IJst of British Columbia Ijcpidoptera, published two years later.

MisoIcKca immanata is listed in addition to tntiicata, which is No. 3380 in D.var"s

List. Now. M. Iniiicata and M. iiitinanata were very badly mixed up until Mr. L. B.

Prout, of England, worked them out, giving the synonym.v and varieties in the
• Transactions of the City of London Entomological Society " in 1908. He showed

tliat triuicata is strictly European, and though closely allied to our form here is not

the same. The form we get in North America is cUrata, Linn., and described by

bini in 1701 from a specimen taken in Scandinavia, and is quite different from

Uuncata. The chief difference lies in the extra dislcal band beneath the hind-wing:

in tnincnta it is rounded all the wa.v, whereas in citrata it ends in a sharp angle as

it reaches the base. On the primaries above, the projections in tniiiciita are more
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nmiuled and less toothed than in citrata. Mr. L. B. Prout has resurrected the genus

niomtiuiiia, which was a syuon.vui of Ilj/tlrioiiiciia, and in it he has phued tniiiruta.

( ilialu, and tlieir varieties, uialiing Iniiwata the type. Spealviug of varieties, in

Europe alone tniiicata has seven and citrata thirteen named varieties, which, in

addition to live or six varieties of the latter which occur in North America, imilvos

it no easy matter to separate theui. Dysstrama titruta, Linn., occurs in the eastern

portion of this country and does not occur in the West at all, altliough we have tour

of its varieties occurring on Vancouver Island—viz.. iiiinuinitlii. Haw.: siisimtalii.

MoscJi.: iiiiiUi'oluta. Huhst. ; and jiiiicliiiii-iiotata. Haw.

I will now try and de.scril)e the differences between these varieties as briefly as

possible. ( I have with me specimens of typical insects and the varieties, and also,

through the kindness of Jlr. Swett. a siiecimen of the Eastern citrata and one of the

Euro))ean truncatu.)

The uorniiU citrata is grey, with a solid grey central band and no re<l or brown

markings whatever. The variety iriiiiaiiata has the median band black instead of

grey, and the rest of the primaries brownish. Jiiiictiiiii-iiotata has the central

portion of the mesial band white, and in general appearance is very much like the

true triiiwata. but can always be told by the differences in the extra diskal baud

beneath the hind-wing. The variety siispectata has no white in the mesial band, is

orange-red towards the apex of the fore-wiug, and has the median band more toothed,

and in the upper part of the same band has a slight projection which does not occur

in the other varieties. The fourth and last species, miillcolatu, which Dyar lists as

a synonym of truncatn. is much larger than the other varieties; the hind-wings are

darker and the projections on the median band are more rounded.

In summing up the above changes and additions, we will have to drop the

names of Mesolciicu triincata and immaiiata from our British Columbia lists and add

the following, which is how this species stands at present:

—

Djisxtroinu. Linn., var. iiiiiiianata. Haw.
siixpectata, Jlosch.

iiiiilleotata, Hubst.

jiiiictum-notata, Haw.
Before leaving the genus I would like to remark that in all our local collections

1 have seen McsoJciua vasiliafa, Gue.. var. niitcifascia. Hubst.. is listed wrongly as

Mesolcuca rasiliata, Gue. The variety has a white band which is eutii-ely lacking

in the typical vusiliata. Of course, the true rasiliata may occur here, but all the

specimens I have seen so far are the variety itiiicifascia.

Coming to our genus Hydriomena, we find another name has to be dropped from

our list, and that is ta'iiiuta. Now, Hydriomena taniata. Stephens, is a strictly

European si>ecies and does not occur in North America ; the form whicli takes its

place in the East is haxaliata. Walker, which Dyar lists as a synonym of laiiiata.

It is not a synonym, but a good species.

We have another form here on the Pacific Coast calleil iiiiiikHs. whicli Dyar

erroneously placed in the genus h'licymutoge. Hub., but there is no doubt that iiraiKlis

is the Western form of hasaliuta, the median band being a little different in outline

and there are other minor differences. I have also taken a variety of praitdin both

in Victoria and at Duncan. V.I., which is a little different in markings, being of a

warm brown colour. This species is as yet undescribed. but it will probably be

described .some time this year. Both hasatiata. Walker, and uraiidis. Hubst., along

with a few others are being taken out of the genus Hydriomena and placed in

the old European genus TAircntia. thus reserving Hydriomena for the true IHrnis.

such as califiirniuia. aiitiininalix. fiircala. etc. Our species therefore will stand .-is

I.arentia yrandis. Hubst.

'I'he next species on my list is Jl ydrioniiiia lalifuriiiata. Packard, which is our

commonest and at the same time the most variable species of this genus that occurs

on Vancouver Island. I have seen three and in one instance four different sjiecies

listed under this one name. As far as is knnwii. it only occurs on the Pacific t'oast
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and is tlie We.steni representative of H. autumnalis, Strom., differing from tbis latter

species in liaviug red sliadings to lines and mesial .space. Strange to say thai,

altliongh cnlifnni'mla has no described varieties of the Eastern form occurring here,

there is one which is generally listed under the name of Hi/dridiiiciKi uiiliiiniKilit!:.

Strom., var. ciokerii, Swett, which has the green shadings of the typical form

replaced by yellow and has an intensely black, irregular median band, which
separates it at once from any other variety. It was described by Swett in Can.

Ent. XLII.. page 278, ]ylO, from specimens sent to Iiini by Mr. A, J, Croker, of this

City (Victoria, B.C.).

The other one is Hiidriiniii'iia aiitiiiinialis. Strom., var. coliiiiibiata, Taylor (Can.

Ent. XXXVIII., page 399, 1900). It is easily distinguished by its much larger size

and its narrow mesial area, which is shaded with dark cinerous where the typical

species is while.

There is also another species lilie cnliforniuta occurring here, and that is

Ilildriomena irala, Swett. These two species are separated chiefly by the length

of the palpi, which in irata is short, not exceedirg 1 nnu. in length, and is moderately

long in californiala, and also by the time of their emergence, irnta flying early in

lla.v. while ciiUforuiuta- does not appear until the end of .June. There is generall.v

a period of from six to seven weeks between them.

l[]i-Jrioiiiciiu i-ilciiaiiu Swett, is another species which has in some cases been

labelled as ealifoniiata, but is easily distinguished by the wide black bar at the base

of the inner margin, and by its much larger size, my specimens being 35 mm. in

expanse. Its earl.v appearance would also separate, as it emerges towards the end

of JIarch, and is. I believe, the first species of this genus to appear.

Itiidriomena spcciosata, Packard, which occurs here fairly plentifully, varies but

very little, but there is a distinct colour variety of it which is much scarcer, and

was first taken by the late Rev. G. W. Taylor at Departure Bay in 190S. It is a

very pretty variety, and differs from the normal sprciosata in having all the pea-

green areas of the typical form replaced by olive-brown. It was named H. spcciosaia.

Packard, var. toiilori, by Swett. who described it in Can, Ent. XLII., page 277. 1930.

This concludes my remarks on the more variable species of this genu.s. There

are a few other species I would like to have touched upon, but lack of time prevents

me on this occasion.

NOTES ON THE LIFE-HISTORIES OF BLOOD-SUCKING DIPTERA OF BRITISH

COLUMBIA, WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE TABANIDAE.

I!v Sr.vMoi 1! 11ai>\vi:.\. I>.\'.Sci.. AiiAssiz. B.C.

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen.—First of all, I intend to give you a list nf the

species of Tabanidte which are known to me to occur in British Colunilda. I wish

to refer to the pioneer work of Mr. IJ. ^'. Harvey, who was the first to do any

systematic work on this important group of insects, and who published the first list

of species. Most of my collecting has been done on the Lower Eraser and on

^ancouver Island, and there are doubtless a number of up-country forms yet to

be recorded. The determinations of Harvey's specimens were made by Professor

nine, as were also some of my own. Others I sent to the British Jluseum. This

has led to a little confusion in one or two species. For instance. Professor Hine

names one of the species Tnbnniis hixiirtii-s. O. S. : whereas the authorities at the

British Museum refer to it as an Atiilotiis. Hine's Tabanus fratellus. Wills., the

British authorities name T. putulliis. Walk. Hine also gives priority to T. captoniK,

JIartin. over T. coiiiii.stc'i. Wills.

I shall now give you a list which Mr. Harvey gave me of the Tabanidte in his

collection. I liave collected all these forms myself, and in addition have found three

more species which I am adding to his list.
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List of Taisaxiu.e ix the Cou.kction of K. V. Habvey, Victokia. B.C.. l'.J14.

Name.
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Chryaops piocliris. <). 8. This fly appears about the middle of May, is a pest in

.Iniie, aud becomes rare towards the eud of July. Its biting habits are much the

same as those of C. iiortifcr.

CJirysops frhiitliis. O. S. This is a comparatively rare species. My best catch

was of nine specimens on July ].jth. 1012. On the 2.jith of the same month I caught

(inly two. In other years also I have captured only a few si)ecimens.

Tahaiiiiii Itirfidufi, Bigot. Tliis is invariably the first of its genus to appear. It

comes in the latter part of Ma.v. Its season is at its height in June, and it dis-

appears about tlie middle of Jul.v. It is undoubtedly the worst pest of cattle on the

Lower Mainland. It bites on all parts of the body, but is frequently seen on the

teats.

TahaiiHs nffliiis. Kirby: Ttihtiiiiis- raittotiis. Martin. These flies appear a little

after T. liirtulus. They are at their worst in Jul.v. They bite cattle aud horses

mainly on the shoulders and face. It seems that animals are very helpless against

flies which rest on their faces, especially when they are in the field. In the bush, of

course, it is a different matter, as they can simply rub their noses against the bushes.

Tahunu.H soiininciinis, O. S. It appears about July loth aud continues up to the

middle of August. It is the most annoying fly after T. }iiritilus. and bites on the

neclv. face, shoulders, and flanks. Its bite appears to cause a good deal of pain and

ha'uiorrhage.

Tahanus insuctus. O. S., appears in the middle (if July and has a short season.

It is not a serious pest in those districts where I have collected it. Most of the flics

I have caught were biting on the abdomen.

Tahanus fratellus. Wills. It only occurs in the hottest weather, not before July

l.!ith. This fly is a bad pest; it bites exclusivel.v on the abdomen and might easily

be overlooked by the casual observer. Its habits are sluggi-sh; it crawls slowly over

the hairs aud can easily be taken by hand.

Tahanus nivosus, O. S. Only seen twice: five specimens were caught.

Tahanus scquax. Wills. Only a few captured.

HilvUig gigantnliis, Loew. Appears in July in limited numbers. It bites the

neck by preference.

Tahanus aef/roius, O. S. Taken only on Vancouver Island; occurs in the Dry
Belt, but I have not taken it in the Lower Fraser. This is the largest of all the

species described. It occurs in July. Considering its size, it seems to cause animals

surprisingly little annoyance.

Notes on other Dipteba.

It may be of interest to the members for me to give a few notes on other Diptera.

Stomoa-ys calcitrans. This fly appears with great regularit.v about the middle

of April. In three different years its first appearance has been recorded, twice on

the 20th and once on the 22nd of April at Mount Lehman, Chilliwack, and Agassiz.

Hwmatohia serrata, the horn-fl.v, and the black-flies, Simuliidie, appear about the

same time, though I cannot give the exact dates. Mosquitoes seem to return each

year at almost the same dates, which shows that the seasons must be very similar.

In 1910-11 I took careful notes which illustrate this. They were as follows :

—

Culk-ina; (Notes taken at Hit. Lehman, B.C.).

1910, March 16th: 1911, March 12th. Biting-animals. These were ragged-

looking Insects and had no doubt survived the winter.

1910, April 21st : 1911, April 2.5th. First larvie.

1910, May ISth. Larva- aud egg-rafts found in water-butts.

1911, same period. Not so plentiful.

1910, July 5th. Mosquitoes scarce.

1911, .Tuly .5th. Mosquitoes very numerous.

1911. July .5th. Mos(iuitoes came from the flooded lauds of Sumas prairie, which
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ni-e about fifteen uiiU's distant from Jlount Lehman ; they came in on a north wind
and toolc about three days for tlieir journey.

Some of you may wonder how some of these results have been obtained. How-
ever, the solution is comparatively simple. With many insects it would appear, I

imagine, to be very difficult to determine when their numbers were actually on the

increase or decrease, since they have several hosts. But in this case with bitin^-

Hies the hosts are limited to domestic animals. As an example of my method of

determining the comparative numl>prs of the different .species, I give the records

for July .5th, ITith. and 2.-ith. liJll :—
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THE PREPARATORY STAGES OF DIACRISIA KASLOA, DYAR.

r.v AimuR (JiiisoN. CHiEir Assistant ENTOiioi-OGisx, Division ok Entojioi.ogy.

Ottawa.

Ill I'.iOO we received at Ottinva specimens of a reddisli arctiiin wliicli we iilaced

under the name Antaietiu nifiihi, Bdv. Tliese were collected at Kaslo, B.C.. b.v

llr. J. W. Cockle. Two years later (1902) Mr. Cockle sent us eggs of the moth, and

notes were taken by me on the preparatory stages. In J9t>4 Dr. Dyar described the

moth as new and gave it the specific name kusloa;* one of the co-types was deposited

in the Division collection. In the same year the same author described the egg and

larval stages.f

As the notes which I made on the iireparatory stages of the species are different

ill many respects from those published b.v Dr. Dyar. it seems advisable to present

them. They are as follows :

—

The eggs were received frnin Mr. Cockle on .June 19th. 10li2. probably laid on

June ]2tli; hatched .Tune 20th.

Egy.—O.S mm. in diameter, 0.0 mm. high, shaped like that of TIn/mcUciis wtnu.

Scud.; semi-ovoid: at first pale creamy, changing to a dirty white before hatching;

seta» plainly visible at this time; shining, smooth, except under a microscope, when
the surface appears slightly roughened.

Larval Stage I.—Length at first 2.2 mm., colour white, the tubercles giving tlie

body tlie appearance of being striped traiisversel.v witli black lines. After feeding

the larv;e are pale green, the skin sliiuiug. Head OA mm. wide, pale brown, ocelli

black. Thoracic shield concolorous with head, paler in centre, S-haired. Tubercles

greyish-black, shining, i small, ii large and rounded, iii and iv smaller than ii and

elongate, about same size, v sliglitly smaller than iv. Tubercle iii, 2-haired, others

single. Seta= long and slender. Between tubercles ii and iii and iv and v a series

of reddish-brown blotches are iiresent. Spiracles minute, black. Thoracic feet

slightly darker than venter
;
prolegs smoky exteriorly.

Tlie young larvie were given sorrel, dock, dandelion, lainb's-quarters, timotliy,

and lupin, and fed on all of tliese.

Stage 11.—Length 4 mm. Head O.G mm. wide, in some specimens wholly pale

brown, others jiale brown with .a smoky patch near vertex of clypeus. Body pale

green. The whole skin is now more or less splashed with crimson, quite intense in

some specimens, the larger blotches in a line with tubercle ii. Tubercles black,

shining, the dorsal series bearing mostly black bristles, and the lower lateral series

silvery bristles. A very faint whitish dorsal stripe is present, dividing tlie thoracic

shield, which is reddish in some larvfe and black in others. Feet all concolorous

with venter, but bearing blackisli plates.

Stage III,—Length C..5 mm. Blackisli larva-, having a pale-brownish head, a

pale-blue dorsal stripe, and bearing slender blackish bristles. Head 1 mm. wide.

After one day's feeding the larvm lose their blackish colour ; under a lens the skin

aiipears green, and the whole body is splashed and marked as before, but the blotches

are not now so intense in colour, being more of a dark brownish-red, the larger

blotches being near tubercle ii, as previously. Tubercles black, shining, i about one-

fifth the size of ii, iii as long but not so wide as ii, iv and v smaller than iii.

Spiracles very small, black, and immediately above the auterior edge of tubercle iv.

Bristles as before, faintly barbed. Thoracic shield blackish. Thoracic feet con-

colorous with venter semi-translucent, bearing dark iilates; prolegs dark smoky.

Stage lY.—Length 11 mm. Head 1.4 to l.i! ram. wide; yellowish-brown, or

yellowish-brown with a large dark-brown patch near apex of elypeu.s. Blackish

larva with black bristles on dorsum and upper portion of sides, and yellowisli or

rust-red bristles along the lower portion of sides. Dorsal stripe yellowi.sh. in some
specimens faint. The ground colour of the skin is greyish-green, but the whole body

* Proceedings of Entomological Societ.v of Washington. \'I.. p. 18, .Tauuni-y. ltJ04.

t rroceedings o£ Entomological Sociot.v of Unit.'d States National .Mns.'um, X.WII.. ii. Tftl.
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is mottled and marked with black. Tubercles i and ii wholly black, ill, iv, and v

black with a whitish centre, others black. Tubercle iii is widely circled with the

ground colour of the body, and in most specimens on the posterior four or five

segments. This is tinted with orange. Bristles from tubercles i and ii mostly black,

from iii and lower tubercles nearly all yellowish or reddish. Spiracles light yellow

ringed with black. Thoracic feet black at apex, reddish towards base; prolegs

outside upper two-thirds lilack, shining, lower third pale, seta; on feet pale reddish.

Stafii' ^'—Length 10 umi. Larvje in general appearance much as in previous

stage. Head 2 mm. wide, same colour and marked as in Stage IV. Under the lens

the skin of body is greyish-green, varying in intensity of these colours, marked with

s|ilashes or blotches of black, principally on dorsum. Dorsal stripe yellowish or

whitish and faint. Tubercles i and ii black, shining; other tubercles whitish.

Bristles faintly but distinctly barbed, from 1 and ii mostly black, remaining ones

yellowish or rust-red. Bristles from iii and lower tubercles yellowish or rust-red

and black, the reddish ones greatly predominating. Spiracles yellowish, rimmed with

black, close to upper anterior edge of iv. Tubercle iii on four posterior segments is

rather widely margined anteriorly with orange, llauy of the tubercles also bear

long, slender, silvery bristles. Thoracic feet pale reddish.

t<ta<je TV.—I./ength 24 mm. Head 2..5 mm. wide, soniewliat ipiadrate. slightly

indented at vertex, flattened in front
;
yellowish-brown excepting front, which is

dark reddish, almost blackish in some specimens, shining; anteclyi)eus, labrum and
anteun:B yellowi.sh-white, mandibles dark reddish, setffi yellowish, long and slender.

Skin of bod.r almost wholly black, i.e., greyish-green ground colour densely blotched

and marked with velvety black, or very dark purple. The dorsal stripe has

disappeared in most specimens, in .some it is only present on anterior segments.

Tubercles large (i about one-third the size of iii. in some individuals all whitish,

but in most specimens tubercles i and ii are black, the remaining ones whitish. In

some larva' tubercles iii, iv, v. vi, vii, and viii are black at base, whitish at summit;
in others tubercles vii and viii are wholly black. The bristles from the tubercles of

most specimens are as in Stage Y., but in a few examples all of the bristles from all

tubercles are of a pale rust-red colour. Spiracles pale yellowish, black-rimmed. On
segments 6 to 13, inclusive, a red patc-h occurs before tubercle iii, very conspicuous

in some specimens, particularly on posterior segments. Thoracic feet reddLsh, prolegs

also reddish, but paler, darkened exteriorly.

On July LSth one larva began to spin its cocoon, and by .July 21st h.-ul changed

to pupa. The cocoon, which is thin, was spun between the leaves in the bottom of

the breeding-jar, the pupa being plainly discernible.

Pupa.—Length 15 mm., width at widest part mm., dull reddish-brown;'

abdomen coarsely punctured ; wing-cases and thorax wrinkled ; spiracles pale yellow,

lilack-rimmed; cremaster short, blunt, bearing 12 short, capitate bristles of varying

lengths.

SNOW-INSECTS.

By .T. William Cocklk. Kaslo, B.C.

The collecting nf entuniological specimeiLs is usually associated with llie warm
months of summer, when the ever-changing hues of gorgeous butterHies, the wldr
cif beetles, the singing of the niosipiito, and tlie lium of bees and flies presents an

. ver-chauging scene before the collector's eye. But allow me to draw your attention

for a few minutes to what may be found on a winter day. when the thermometer

is down to near freezing-point and the snow lies thick on the grmnid.

First let me introduce to your notice the snow-fleas of the genus Aplioiiira.

Passing over the common blac-k species of tills genus, which may be .seen in abundance
on the melting snows in the spring, and which frecpient water-holes and other damii

places during the summer months, breeding in soft humus, we next come to one

species which is only known to exist at Kaslo. Dr. Folsom lias given tills species,

wliicb is closely allied to .1. <ih<-ricii. the name n( .1. rncl-Ui. It is a beautiful
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gokleu yellow and is found at a low altitude having a southern exposure on the

banks of Kasio Creek. They congregate in millions, and ^vhen at the heiglit of

tlieir emergence completely cover several square yards of snow, turning it to a golden

patch. They exist only a few days, and, unlike their black brothers, die in the

rivulets of water running off the melted snow. How and when they breed is

unknown, and how the.v contri\-e to reach the surface of the snow from a depth

of 2 or more feet is also wrapped in mystery. I have been unable to devise any
suggestion of the whys and wherefores of their presence. I have in my collection

.specimens of four species of this genus, the golden one only being named, a black

species found on melting snow, a smaller blacli species which breed in hotbeds, a

white species found under a flower-pot in the house. None of these are yet identified.

We next come to a larger insect of the genus Podnra. These may be also

collected on the winter snows when the temperature is near freezing. They are

very active, and when disturbed spring away several inches and wriggle themselves

into any crevasses in the snow. They are about 0.0.!> mm. in length and dark grey

to black in colour.

But possibly the most interesting find of a snow collecting trip ai'e the snow-

fleas proper of the family Borcus. They may be seen on freshly fallen snow, usually

singly, and resemble minute grasshoppers. Tliey are presumed to share the

characteristics of the order to which they belong and to be carnivorous in their

habits. The late Dr. James Fletcher suggested that they probably fed on the genus
ApJiorni-a and Podnra, but of this we have no evidence. Their leaping-powers

are great, and I have often observed one jump 6 inches. Their usual mode of

locomotion, however, is by walking. The most curious fact about them is that

they are so little affected by cold. They will walk around when the temperature

is several degrees below freezing, although they are most active when the mercury

rises to 35-40 degrees.

In the Canadian Entolnolof/ist for March, 1908, I published a short paper on

the peculiar mating habits of this insect, and more recently I prepared another

article which more fully describes the extraordinary method of copulation, which

I now take pleasure of presenting to this meeting of our Society. I have in my
collection two species of these insects, B. calffornious and another species which
can only be identified from fresh specimens? The latter has a brown stigmatal

fold, the wing-coverts black, and the species generally is more hairy. The
difference in the colour of the stigmatal fold disappears after drying, so that the

disparity cannot be cited as applicable to cabinet specimens.

I have many specimens of Diptera and other orders of flies whicli I have
collected during the winter and have recorded. The capture of Tortricids, Tineids,

and Chrysopha found under the bark of drj' standing trees during the winter

months, and as a systematic collector I am inclined to treasure my winter captures

rather than the profusion of forms which are to be found everywhere in the

summer.

THE MATING OF BOREUS CALIFORNICUS.

By J. W. Cockle, Kaslo, B.C.

Whilst on the 'hunt for snow-inseots to-day, February 9th, and having been

successful in securing several specimens of Borcus. I was returning home when I

discovered a pair in copulation. The temperature, which had been below freezing

all day, had .inst risen, and at the time was about .S.T° Fahr. It is well to state

here that I have found these curious Insects hopping about on the snow when the

thermometer showed several degrees of frost, but they are usually most active

just after a snow-storm, when the temperature is from 35-40 degrees. Wishing

to know how copulation was possible witli these curiously formed insects, I lay down
on the snow in order to be able to use the small pocket-lens for observation. The
female was perched on the back of the male, her front legs folded up so that she
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kuelt on his back ; tbe second pair rested on tlie male's back, whilst the longer
back pair hung down beside the body of the male.

Then the most curious fact presented itself, that the male was holding the
female with its wings, which were hooked over the femora of the front legs. What
appeared to be the ovipositor of the female was thrust down perpendicularly into

the organ of the male. In this latter observation I subsequently discovered I was
at fault, as on February 23rd I again had an opportunity of studying these insects.

and instead of being the ovipositor I found that It was the lower half of the
ovipositor-shield; the upper portion of the shield remained in a normal position.

The fact of the male using his aborted wings to hold the female during
copulation was new to me, as it had never occurred to me to imagine that wings
could be placed to such use. Jly recumbent position on the snow being very
unpleasant, I removed the pair to a box, but as they immediately se])arated I

was unable to make any further observation. On February 27th I again had the

good fortune to find a second pair mating, and in order to verify tbe observations

I had made on the previous pair of these insects, I proceeded to lift them on a
sheet of snow with the aid of a piece of bark. Having done this successfull.v

without disturbing them, I was able to observe them more leisurely. The female
in this ease had the front pair of legs crossed underneath the body, whilst the

other two pairs were folded close against her sides. None of tbe legs were touching

the male at any point. She was held by the male in the same way as In the first

pair observed, by the wings of the male being clasped over tbe femur of the front

legs. Both tbe large bill and antennie of the female were folded back between tbe

wings of tbe male. In the case of the first pair observed, I thought that the

ovipositor was thrust down Into the male organs; this was incorrect. The lower

half of the ovipositor-shield is thrust down and is firmly held by the claspers of

the male, and the reason I overlooked tbe male organ Is that it is transparent,

and viewed against a background of snow is invisible. I pushed the female awa.v

from the clasp of the male's wings, but be immediately snapped tlieui together,

catching one antenna ; upon my releasing this, he commenced to run off, the female

being unheld except by the claspers, and such is the strength of this hold that he

was able to run around holding the female In an upright position by this support

alone. Whenever the legs of the female touched bis back, his wings shut like a

rat-trap over them ; this movement of the wings was repeated at short intervals

whenever the legs were removed from this clasp.

I brought them home and was then able to observe tbe genital organ of the

male, which, as I previously stated, is transparent and is directed upward In the

inside shell of the ovipositor-shield. This shield opens laterally nearly at its centre;

the upper half is stationar.v, whilst the lower half is capable of being deflected at

an acute right angle downward ; the tip of this portion which is held by the claspers

is armed with short spines and hairs.

The wings of tbe male, which are less than half the length of the abdomen,

are curved downward and are armed on the costal edge with a row of sharp horny

spines ; there are a few spines on the lower margin. These no doubt add materially

to the holding-power and prevent the femora of the female from slipping along the

wings. Tbe suggestion is made that, the male being capable of supporting and

carrying the female by the hold of its claspers. an examination of these might add

to the knowledge of the structure of these insects and the reason why such a

support is possible. Upon reaching home I placed the specimens under a glass

for further observation; the female, being unheld and having regained her feet,

was able to tow tbe male around on his back ; this she continued to do for two

hours, but during tbe first portion of the time the male made frantic efforts to

regain his feet, and also to snap his wings over some appendage to the female.

Imt In this he was unsuccessful ; it was all to no purpose; she dragged him to death,

or very near it. and it was only when I pinched her with my forceps and rendered

her partially paralysed that separation from tbe male took place. When this
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oecui'i-etl I was able to fully observe the transjiareut male organ. I am not aware
liow far the mode of holding the female uia.v be practised by other insects having

a like structure to this, but this record can stand as to what extraordinary use the

wings may be put and their adaptability for the purpose for which they were
created.

February 27th. I went out to-day on a special hunt for Borcus, armed with

vials of ether and alcohol. The first pair I discovered I dropped into the vial of

ether, but they separated instantly. The second pair I decided to try to freeze,

so lifted them and transferred them to a box of snow. The male released his

wing-hold and ran around with the female in au upright jwsitiou, holding only by

the daspers. The female made no effort to extend her legs, but kept them in the

previously described position, folded close to the body. The male made repeated

efforts to regain his wing-hold by jerking the abdomen upward, thus throwing the

female forward within reach of his wings, which snapped together at every such

effort. I left them quiet in the box of snow and the male soon regained his wing-

hold. I'pon my jiouriug a little ether on the snow and closing the box in the hope

of reducing the temperature to a sutliciently low degree to render them comatose,

the male again released his wing-hold. It seemed thus impossible to kill them in

the desired position. I transferred them to the vial of ether. I think the female

can release herself even at the instant of death, and it remains yet to be seen if

I can succeed in freezing them in the desired position by the aid of a freezing

mixture applied outside to the liox in which they are enclosed.

INSECTS COLLECTED IN THE OKANAGAN VALLEY, 1913.

By E. M. Andkrson, rRoviNciAL Museum, Victori.\.

Early in April, accompanied by an assistaut, Mr. C. B. Garrett, I was detailed

by the Department to collect birds and mammals for the Provincial Museum,
Victoria. B.C. Although my work was chiefl.v confined to collecting and preserving

birds and mammals, we managed to secure about 4.000 entomological specimen.s.

A large number of very interesting forms of insect-life fell to the net, many
specimens still awaiting identification, mostly in Coleoptera, Hymeuoptera, and
Diptera.

From my point of view, the Oknnagan Valley offers to the entomologist one 'of

the best collecting-grounds in British Columbia, and I feel certain that, \\ith a

season's s.vstematie research, an enthusiastic student would add n)any species to

the British Columbia list, which is far from being complete.

The 'weather during the early part of April was very unsettled, still keeping

cold and wet, and nothing much in the insect line could be found save a few

beetles, crickets, and a small scorpion under bark. After collecting a week at

Penticton, we moved camp south sixteen miles to Shuttleworth Creek, a distance

of about two miles from Okanagan Falls. On arrival at the creek things began

to look brighter, the smi was shining, and we observed a number of insects on the

wing. Here we camped from April l.^itb to 20tb, taking at intervals a series of

the early blue Cyaniri.i mgresceiis,_ Incisalia eryphon and /. iroldes, Pontia sisyinhii.

P. occidentali'i, Synchla: crensa. Ansonidcs. and Sara, the beautiful orange-tip. A
few Xoctua were collected at light, the nights still keeping cool ; nothing but au

occasional Xi/loniinen simplci; or common Geometer, made their appearance.

Drasieria rrasfiiiiscula and Leptnrciia cnllfnrniata were common about the camp
on sunny days.

On April 20th we moved camp to Schoonover Cabin. ,an old trap]ier's home in

the mountains at an elevation of about 3..500 feet. With an early start, accom-

panied by Charlie Shuttleworth and two pack-horses, we started on our way up

the mountain-side through a drizzling rain, which shortly afterwards turned into

sleet and snow, this making travel slow over the slippery mountain-trail. We
travelled about five hours, arriving at the cabin about 1 p.m. The hor.ses, tired

out, were immediately luipacked, a camp-fire made, and after a meal of hot coffee
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and beans we were soon wanned tlinnigh and felt fine after mir tramp uf abont

ten miles.

Tlie weather was an.vtliin^c but ijromisiug for insect-life during onr stay of a

week, amidst continual sleet and snow falls, only seeing the sunshine for an hour
or so at a time. Nevertheless, it was remarkalile how much insect-life could he

found as soon .-is the sun ni;ulo its a]>iH'ar:ince after a snow-storm. Poiiiia

occhlcntalis. P. xixiinilui. Siinchhiv miisti. 'I'licchi criiiilioii, T. mossi. and Eiicliilea

riispidra were fairly common close to the cabin in a sheltered clearing in the woods.

Several small day-flyers and a few specimens -of Hymenoptera and Coleoptera were
also taken.

We departed from Schoonover Cabin at 1 p.m. on Ajiril 2Gth. arriving at

Shuttlewortli Creek about .") p.m. 'I'IkxIu irnidcs and Lycwna ni(/reKcrns were
common in spots along the mountain-trail. With the use of a lantern we collected

every fine night in camp, but with little success. onl,y a few CucuUia and Geometers

being attracted by the light. Being disgusted with our previous catches. "ive decided

to try our luck in an orchard a short distance from the camp.

On the night of Jlay ."ith moths were found in countless numbers feeiling on

cherry and peach blossoms. I'.y spreading a blanket under the tree and shaking

the branches carefully, a dozen or more moths would fall intoxicated to the ground,

and with tlie use of a lantern and foroeiis the desired specimens were riuicljly

phiced in killing-bottles and pinned and labelled the following da.v. We collected

long interesting series of Muiiirstia. XiiHiki. Xnloiiiii/rx. flrui)}iii)liora. and other

early moths mentioned in list of captures in the following pages. About 1.000

moths were taken in two nights.

The most undesirable of insects during April and May were the ticks, which

were so abundant in the grease-wood benches in tlie vicinity of onr camp that

Mr. Garrett and I were both badly bitten, and at times the jaws of ticks were

found well buried under the skin, and had to be removed with a lance, absolutely

refusing to release themselves when coal-oi! or the lighted end of a cigar or

cigarette was applied (a method frecjuently used by settlers).

On May Ifith another camp was jiitched at A"aseaux Lake, seven miles soutli of

Okanagan Falls, Camping close to the roadside and lake-shore, we were situated

in an ideal spot for collecting. We managed to find time to collect daily during

the heat of the day. taking scores of PapUios. LeiiiniiUis. Pniitian. Si/iirlilirx (orange-

tips), skippers, and blues, and many others too numerous to mention.

A second trip to Schoonover Mountain was made with the aid of pack-hor.ses

on June 1st, returning to Yaseau.x Lake on June Gth. The trip over the mountain

was a pleasant one. and instead of encountering rain and snow, as in April, the

weather was at its best, trees and wild flowers were in splendour, and nature

seemed at peace with all the world. In crossing Schoonover prairie, insects were

found in thousands—blues, skipi)ers, Eirlihis. liiTjitliix, AUiiJias, etc.—and many
small day-flyers hovered all round us as we wended our way through the tall

grass. The prairie is a beautiful grassy plateau at an altitude of about 3,0iX) feet

on the south side of Schoonover Mountain.

Returning from the mountain, we candied from June cth to July Sth at Vaseaux

Lake. Dog Lake. Okanagan Falls, and Penticton. Considerable rain fell in June;

nevertheless, we took advantage of all the tine weather and added a large variety

of insects to our collection. It was remarkable to note the disappearance of certain

species of Lepidoptera after a heavy rainfall of two or three days" duration. Some

insects quite connnon previous to a wet S|pell were enlirely wiped out of existence;

this was noticed principally among the blues and Thcvliix. The skippers and other

forms seemed to survive all weather conditions thro\ighout the season.

I shall endeavour to make a list of the most important captures. There still

awaits a number of insects to lie classified and arranged in the Museum collection.

Before concluding. I wish to thank Mr. C. B. Garrett for his valued assistance

in the field, and also for bis careful .-ind jiainsljiking methods in Ibe iireservation

of the specimens.
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LePIDOPTEKA ( BUTTEBFUES)

.

P.'Uiilio daiiiuis. ('oiiinion. May and Jiir.e, Vaseaux Lake.

Papilio eiirymedon. C'ouunou. Jlay aud June, Vaseaux Lake.

Paiiilio rutulus. A few taken at Vaseaux Lake. May 20th to SQth.

Papilio turnus. Vaseaux Ljike. Schoonover Mountain. May loth, June 6th.

Papilio zolieaon. Common, Okanagan Falls. May 10th; Schoonover Mountain.

June 1st to 0th.

Puntia berkeri. Osoyoos. May 2.'5vd.

Pontia sisynibri. Okanagan Falls. Api-il 12l:h. Ma.v loth. Common.
I'nntia occidental is. Okanagan Falls, April 12th, May loth. Common.
Pontia rapiP. Okanagan P''alls, April 12th, May 15th. Common.
Synclilde creusa. Okanagan Falls. April 12th. Ma.v loth. Common.
SyiiilUdc auscmides. Okanagan Falls, April 12th. May l.">th. Common.
Synchkjc sara. Okanagan Falls. April 12th, May loth, and June Oth. Conmiou.

Eurymus erijihyle. Vaseaux Lakke, Okanagan Falls, May 20th to June 20th.

Common.
Eurymus hatfordii (?). Okanagan Falls. May 2.")th.

Eurymus occidentalis. Vaseaux Lake, May ISth ; Oso.voos, May 2.jth.

Brenthis frei.ia. Schoonover Mountain, common. June 1st to Gth.

Brenthis belloua. Schoonover Mountain, common, .Tune 1st to 6th.

Brenthis epithore. Schoonover Mountain, coumion. June 1st to 6th.

Lemonias cooperi. Okanagan Falls, Vaseaux Lake, June 1st.

Lemouias palla. Vaseaux Lake, June 1st to 10th.

Lemoni'as whitneyii. Vaseaux Lake, June 1st to 10th. '

Lemouias baroni {'!). A'aseaux Lake, June 12th.

Ph.vciodes pratensis. Okanagan Falls, June lltli.

Ph.vciodes mylitta. Vaseaux Lake. June Kith.

Eugouia cali'fornica. Schoonover Mountain, June 1st.

Euvauessa antiopa. Okanagan Falls, April loth.

Basilarchia archippus. Vaseaux Lake, May 14th to 30th.

Basilarchia lorquiui. Penticton. June 30th.

Cercyonis charon. Vaseaux Lake. June 1.5th.

Erebia epipsodea. ^aseaux Lake, Schoonover Mountain. .luue. Common.
Coenonympha elko. Vaseaux Lake, Schoonover Mountain, May loth aud June.

Anosia plexippus. Vaseaux Lake, May 15th to 30th.

Traiiotes nielinus. Okanagan Falls, May 20th.

Callipsyclic behrii. Vaseaux Lake, June 26th.

Incasalia iroides. Okanagan Falls.

Incasalia mossi. Schoonover Mountain, June 1st to Gth.

Incasalia eryphon. Okanagan Falls. Schoonover Mountain, May ith, June.

Epidemia zeroe. Vaseaux Lake, June 10th to loth.

Epidemia helloides. Vaseaux Lake. June. Common.
Cupids heteronea. Schoonover Prairie, June 1st to Gth.

Cupids fnlla. Okanagan Falls, Schoonover Mountain, conunon. May 20th to

June Gth.

Cupids sfepiolus. Okanagan Falls, Schoonover ilountain, common. May 20lh to

June Gth.

Noniiades antiacis. Common everywhere in the valley. May and June.

Xoniiadcs couperii. Schoonover Mountain. June 1st to 6th.

Phiedrotes sagittigera. Schoonover Jlountain. June 1st to Gth.

Kustieus melissa. Vaseaux Lake. June 10th to 15th.

Rustieus anna. Vaseaux Lake. June 10th to 15th.

Cyaniris nigrescens. Common in April and Ma.v, Okanagan Falls.

Everes comyntas. Vaseaux Lake. Ma.v 20th.

Anililyscirtcs vialis. Common in Jlay aud .June. Okanagan Falls.
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I'limpbila iinl.Tinon. Sehoonover Mountain, June 1st to Gtli.

Ei'junis uianitoba. Vaseaux Lake, May 30tli ; Sehoonover Mountain. Jnni' ."tli.

'J'liymelicus cei-nes. Sehoonover Jlountain, June 3rd.

Thorybes pylades. Olianagan Falls, June.

I'hoiisora eatullus. Okanagan Falls, Sehoonover Mountain, June 1st to Gth.

Thanaos icelus. Yaseaux Lake, May 30th.

Thauaos persius. Okanagan Falls, June 1st.

llesperia ciespitalis. Okanagan Falls, Sehoonover Mountain. May and Juni'.

Common.

Hetebocer.\ (Moth s )

.

Lepisesia ulalunie. One rubbed speeinien, Sehoonover Mountain, June 3rd.

Marumba modesta. Penticton, July 5th ; one specimen.

Samia eolumbia. Okanagan Falls, June 10th ; one speeimen.

Scepsis eocUleyi (?). .Penticton, June 2Sth ; two taken at light.

Leptarctia californiata. Okanagan Falls, common in April and early part of

May.

Isia i.sabella. Penticton, July .5th.

Apantesis achaia, var. oruata. Vaseaux Lake, May 3Uth to June 10th ; six

specimens taken.

Audroloma maeeullochi. Common at Sehoonover Mountain, June 1st to Otli.

Hadena eogitata, Penticton, July 3rd.

X.vlomiges simplex. Okanagan Falls, common in May; took five in orchard.

Xylomiges perlubens. Okanagan Falls, common in May.

Xylomiges Candida. Okanagan Falls, common in JIay.

Grapiphora paciflea. Okanagan Falls, common in Ma v.

Stretchia uorraalis. Okanagan Falls, May (ith to sth.

Xylina contenta. Common on blossoms, May Utli.

Cucullia (?). Okanagan Falls, May 1st to 5th; at light.

Rancora solidagiuis. Okanagan Falls, May 3rd; at light.

Orthosia crispa (?). Okanagan Falls. May 5th.

Meliothis (?). Vaseaux Lake, May 22ud; one speeimen.

Drasteria erechtea. Okanagan Falls, May 5th to 20th.

Drasteria crassiuseula. Okanagan Falls, May 12th to 20th.

lOuelidea euspidea. Okanagan Falls. May and June. Common.
Xadata gibbosa. Penticton, June Sth; one speeimen at light.

Ulnphisia seiitentrionalis. Okanagan Falls, April 2Sth ; one si)ecimen at li;;ht.

Euthyatira pudens. Okanagan Falls, May Cth ; one speeimen at blossoms,

Geometrid.e ( Geometers )

.

Tephroclystis (? sp.). Okanagan Falls, May 1st to 10th; at light.

Hydria undulata. Okanagan Falls. April 27th ; at light.

Eois sideraria. Sehoonover Mountain, June 1st to 0th. Common.
Lycia coguataria. Penticton, July (ith to Sth.

Marmopteryx marmorata. Okanagan Falls, May 4th.

I!rei)hos infans. Okanagan Falls, May 1st.

Coleopteba (Beetles).

The following is a list of beetles collected in the Okanagan Valley. A mis-

cellaneous collection of over 1,000 still awaits elassitieation :

—

Coccinella transversalis. Platynus subseriCeus.

Comontis ovalis. Chalacins intei-uptus.

C'or.vmbites fallax. Creophillus villosns.

Trogisita chloridea. Clerus sphegus.

Trichodes ornatus. Elodes eordata.
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Didolouyeha fulgkLi.

Sapriiuis lugens.

Lacliuostenia errans.

Cincinclella oi'egoua.

Ciiieiuclella obliquata.

Haltica bimargiuata.

Chalcophaga angulicollis.

Poclabnis comei.

Silplia lappouiea.

Necrophoru.s nielseliemeri.

Meloe moiitanus.

(ieoderces nielhuotlirix.

Cleoiuis 4 liueata.

Khagium lineatima.

Leptiira Ifetiflca.

Ellychnia ealifornica.

A TRIP UP MOUNT CHEAM.

By a. H. Bush.

Mount Clieam stands on the south bank of tlie Fraser River, ovei'looking Agassiz.

It is a beautiful mountaiu and an ideal collectiug-groiiud, both from an entomological

and botanical standpoint. It takes the greater part of a day to reach timber limit.

where a fine choice of camping-grounds await the wear.v climber. Starting from the

Fraser River, we pass through some heavy timber and dense underbrush which is

characteristic of this district. The maidenhair fern {Adhintum pedantum) and deer-

grass (Adas triphilu.) grow here in great profu.sion. Some distance up the side of

the mountain the underbrush gradually thins out and the character of the timber

changes. At 4,000 feet we have lost the Douglas fir and cetlar, the white fir and

hemlock taking their places. Between 5.000 and 6,000 feet up we pass many open

glades, and here the first alpine flowers are encountered. We pass knee-deep through

the large mountain-musk {ilimulus lewisii) and patches of heather, aud so up

through these park-like hillsides we climb till we reach the ridge, when the splendid

beaut.y of the mountain bursts on our view.

To the south, west, and east stretch meadows and rolling hillsides, a blaze of

colour with flowers of many kinds. Over these meadows tower the rock and snow
peaks of " The Lady " and " The Angel." Here we pitch camp convenient to some

stream or snow-bank. Close to and occasionally forcing their way through these

snow-banks, we find the glacial lilies with their beautiful golden flowers, amidst,

possibl.v, various jiatches of red snow. This later phenomenon is caused by a micro-

scopic fungus which gives the snow a pink or blood-red appearance. In the wet

hollows, formed by melting snow, the ground is covered with a carpet of buttercups.

All colours of flowers are to be seen, for on the hillsides the white valerian, the red

painter's-brush, and the blue lupines form the most conspicuous colours. In passing

along the hillside we notice a plant 3 or 4 feet high with large green leaves and a

spike of bright-green flowers. This is called " Veratrum -viridc." We see, again,

acres of mountain-blueberry only a few inches high, and on the ridges masses of the

light-jjurple phlox. spii-n?a, aud rock roses. At our feet we may find the Arctic

willow, which rises only 3 or 4 inches from the ground.

At the summit of the nioiuitain, which is formed of broken slate, we see

thousands of ladybirds in the cracks of the rocks. Why they should congregate thus

on a mountain-peak awaits explanation. Here also many butterflies are seen

—

"painted-ladies," white argynnis, " chequer-.siiots," Vaiiexsas, Errhias. various
' blues," and occasionally some rare tiger-moths such as Neoarctia yarroifii and
-V. hrucii. The moths are well represented on the mountain. Many Noctuids have

been taken, which all appear to fly in the daytime, no doubt on account of the cold

nights. Bees and wasps are very plentiful, and the flowers of the mountain-ash form
a flue banqueting-hall for flies and beetles.

Looking down into the valley, we see the districts surrounding Agassiz and
Chilliwack spread out like a chequer-board, with the river like a silver ribbon flowing

along. Beyond Agassiz, Harrison Lake can be seen for forty miles of its course, with
" Fire " Mountain at its head. To the .south the majestic summit of Mount Baker,
covered with its eternal suow-cap, greets the eye; and this is the scene before us
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e around the oaiuii-flre iu the eternal stillness, thinking of the slare and noisi'

ity streets, and so concluding that it is good for us to be here,

onclusiou, I wi-sh to record the occurrence of several beetles that I liavr bail

ol lection for several years.

following insects have been identified by l>r. K. ('. van Dyke, of P.erki'lcy

ty, California, from specimens collected in Rrllish Columbia:

—

Omus dejeani, Reid Vancouver. April 20th. 1!mil'.

Cicindela oregona, Lee. ( var.) 8tikine, 1904.

Cychrus tuberculatus, Harr Xicdmen, Sept. 12th, 1003.

Scaphinatus (Cychrus) angusticollis, Fisch Stikine, 1004.

Scaphinatus (Cychrus) margiuatus, Fisch Stikine, 1904.

Opisthins richardsoni, Kirby Stikine. 1004.

Nebria metallica, Fisch.

rterostichus amethystinus, l>e,i Vancouver. April 2Gth. lOli.'J.

Amara farcta. Lee. (var.) \'an(0uver. April 20tb, 1!»(I2.

Amara littoralis, Mann.

Amara subienea, Lee Mount Cheam. Aug. 11th. T.m:;.

Dytiscus marginicollis, Lee.

Silpha lapponica, Hbs't Cherry Creek. .July 12th. lOOo.

Colymbetes strigatus, I^ec Mount Cheam, Aug. 10th, lOO.'J.

Acilius semieulcatus. Aubc Mnniit Cheam, Aug. 10th. 1003.

Xecrophorus melsheimeri. Kirl)y Vancouver. Aug. 17th, 1903.

Xecrophilis hydrophiloides. Mann Vancouver, May 14th. 1903.

Oreophilus villosus. (irav Vani f)nver. May Tth. 1904.

Listrotrophus ciugulatns. c;rav.

Staphylinus rutilicauda. Horn.

Peltis pippingskoeldi, Mann X. Vancouver, April 27th. 1902.

Calitys scabra. Thub Vancouver.

Ava?opus monachus, Lee Vancouver,

Cucujus puniceus. Mann Vancouver.

Byrrhus geminatus, Lee. (?) Vancouver,

Chilocorus bivulnurus, Muls.

HipiK)damia .5-signata, Kirby Uevelstoke

Ilippodamia sinuata (var.) Vancouver.

Hippodamia 13-puuctata. Linn Vancouver.

Coccinella mouticola, Muls

Coccinella transversoguttata, Fab. . .

.June 7th, 1903.

Jlay 8th. 1902.

May 23rd, 1905.

June loth. 1904.

.July 29th. 1!H14.

May 17th. 1909.

Sept. 20th. 190."t.

Cherry Creek, July 12th. 1903

lievelstoke. July 21st 1904.

Coccinella trifasciata, Linn Vancouver, April 20th. 1903.

Coccinella sanguinea. Linn Vancouver. .Vpril 20th. 1903.

Tilea cavicollis, F.

Alaus melanops, Lee.

Adeloeera rorulenta. Lee A'aneouver. May 17th, 190().

Corymbites suckleyi, Lee. Vancouver, May 2oth, lOOS.

Corymbites aeripeunis, Kirby X. Vancouver, April 27tli. loou

Corymbites cruciatus, Ijinu Vancouver, May Sth, VMfl.

Corymbites respleudens, Escli.

Corymbites angusticollis, Mann \'ancnuver. Jlay 13th, 1904,

Corymbites Mouticola, Horn Vancouver. Jlay 3rd. 1902.

Corymbites volitans var. umbricola, J^ch.. .(Jrouse Mtn, June 20th. 190.3.

Dolopius lateralis. Esch V.inconver, March 29th, 1903.

Elater apicatus. Say Vancouver, April 12th, 1903.

Elater phoeuicopterns. Germ Vancouver. May 3rd, 1903.

Eros h.iniatus. M.inn Vancouver. May 1.3th. 1904.

Ell.vclinia californica. Mots Vanciniver. May 2."itli. 1902.

Telephorus divisus. Lee Vancouver. -Vpril 2t;tli. 1902.

Enoclerus .sphegeus Fal) X'anenuver, .Ma.v 2!itli, 1904.
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(4568.) Chalcopliora angulk-ollis, Lee.

(.Jl.jS.) Tric'hodea oruatus. Sa.v N. Vancouver, .Tiily lOtli, 1003.

(4010.) Buprestis auruleuta, Lliui.

(4007.) Buprestis fasciata. Fab Hope, Aug. 21st, 1903.

(4007a.) Buprestis fasciata var. laugii. Maun Vancouver. June 2Stli, 1903.

(4G06B.) Buprestis rusticorum, Kirby.

(4040.) Chrysobothris carinipeunis, Lee Kaslo, July 2otb, 1004.

(41)21.) Alelanopbila drummondi. Kirby (var.) ....('berry Creelc, July 12tb, 1903.

(4010.) Melauophila acuiuinata, De (Jeer Vancouver, July Stb, 1903.

(5417.) Platycerus oregonensis, West Vancouver, May 21st, 1903.

(5421.) Cerucbus striatus. Lee.

(5423.) Sinodeudron rugosum. Maun.

(5594.) Odoutaeus obesus, Lee.

(5080.) Seriea antbraeina, Lee Revelstoke, July 20tb, 1904.

(5537. ) Aiibiidius pardalis, Lee Kevelstoke. Oct. 29tb. 1903.

(594S. I Spouilylis upiformis. Mann Stikine, 1904.

(50G7. ) Trajiusoiua Uarrisii, Lee.

(5974.) Criocepbalus produetus. Lee Vancouver, Aug. 1st, 1905.

( 5992. ) Hylotrupes ligneus. Fab \'ancouver, April 10th. 1004.

(0002.) Phymatodes dimidiretus, Klrby Stikine, 1904.

(C183.) Xylotrecbus undulatus. Say Vancouver, July 18tb. 1003.

(0232.) Khagium lineatum, 01 iv Vancouver. April 27tb, 1002.

(0219.) Atimia dorsalis, Lee \'anei)uver. May 22nd. 1903.

(0249.) Pachyta armata, Lee Mount Cbeam, Aug. 7tU, 1003.

(0247.) Pachyta mouticola, Rand (var.) Vancouver, April 13th. 1904.

(0274.) Acmasops pratensis, Laich Nelson, July 23rd, 1904.

(0341.) Leptura chrysocoma. Kirby Kaslo, July 20tb, 1904.

(0340.) Leptura quadrilluni, Lee Popeuni. July 31st, 1903.

(0340.) Leptura dolorosa, Lee Poiicum, July 31st, 1903,

(0332.) Leptura canadensis, Lee Sieamou.s. July 31st, 1904.

(0327.) Leptura matthewsii. Lee.

(0299.) Leptura obliterata. Hald Vancouver, Aug. 1st, 190.5.

(0300.) Leptura valida. Lee Vancouver, Aug. 6th, 190.5.

(63S7.) Monohammus scutellus, Sa.v.

(6348.) Leptura erassipes, I.«c Itevelstoke. July 21st, 1904.

(6367.) Pleetrura spiuieauda. Maun \'aneouver, Juue 23rd, 1910.

(6228.) rioeha'tes leoninus, Lee Vancouver. Aug. 5th, 1904.

(6o13b.) Tetraopes basalis. Lee Cherry Creek, July 12th. 1903.

(7050.) Phryganophilus eollaris. Lee Vancouver. May 22nd. 1904.

(7729.) Ditylus gracilis, Lee Vancouver, April 20th, 1902.

(0741.) Cbrysochus auratus. Fab Cherry Creek, July 12th, 1903.

(0S05.) Calligrapha elegans, Oliv. (var.) Chilliwack. May 15tb, 1908.

(0907.) Galerucella decora. Say (var.) Vancouver. May 14tb, 190.3,

(0837,) Melasoma lapponiea, Linn, (var.) Stikine. 1904.

(0332.) Lejitura canadensis var. beua, Leng.

(GSIOa.) Calligrapha bixbyana, Kirby Harrison, July 30th, 1903.

(7724.) Calaphus angustus, Lee. (?) Vancouver, April 11th, 1903.

(7726a.) Phellopsis porcata, Lee.

(7394.) Iphthimus serratus, Mann X, Vancouver, April 13th, 1902.

(S15S.) Cantharis sphrericollis. Say Vernon, Aug. 1st, 1004.

(8092.) Epicauta maeulata. Say Cherry Creek, July 12th. 1003.

(8474.) Pissodes faseiatus, Lee.

(8438.) Lepyrus gemiuatus. Say ; . . .Stikine. 1904.

(8471.) Plintbus carinatus. Boh.

(8200.) Dyslobus segnis, Lee (Tirouse Mtn.. June 3rd. 1910.

(0742.) Cbrysochus cobaltinus. Lee Uevelstoke. July 29tb. 1904.
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SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE HYMENOPTERA OF THE OKANAGAN.

Bv E. P. Venables, Vernon.

In speaking upon this group of insects, I should state at the outset that I have

(hine little active work in the order for some years now. But as I have brought

together a fair collection, comprising representatives of most of the families, it may
be of interest to give the notes that I have of the various species.

This district is undoubtedly a favoured spot as regards the Hymenoptera, and

careful work among any of the families would bring to light many new and interest-

ing forms. During the coming season I propose to work at the sawflies, and shall

hope to get some notes of interest. The Hymenoptera include some of the most

beneficial and at the same time the most interesting insects known. We have only

to consider the vast number of parasitic forms to be found in the superfamilies

Ichneumonoidea and Chaleidoidea, without the intervention of which most species of

leaf-eating caterpillars would soon devastate all plants, both wild and cultivated.

We find in the former group a great assemblage of parasitic forms ranging in size

from some 2 inches in length down to others of quite microscopical dimensions. As
to numbers, it is enough to state that Ashmead, who worked at the genera of the

world, recognized 1,140 distinct genera of these strictly beneficial insects. The Chal-

eidoidea is considered to be probably the largest in numbers of species of any of the

Hymeuopterous groups ; only a few of these have so far been described. They are

with few exceptions parasitic in habit, some of the species being found as egg

parasites within the eggs of other insects, a few producing certain plant-galls.

The ants, bees, and wasps are undoubtedly the most interesting as well as the

most highly developed of all insects exhibiting that complicated but orderl.y com-

munal life such as is found in every ant-hill or bees' nest, the study of which reveals

some almost astounding facts, both as regards division of labour and also, as among
ants, symbiosis of a highly complicated nature.

There are many hundreds of different species of insects found inhabiting the

tunnels and galleries of ants' nests in different parts of the world, some of which

are able to furnish the ants with certain secretions from glands situated in different

parts of the body, as is the case with the larvfe of certain Lycrena, butterflies which

are found attended by ants, for the purpose of feeding upon the excretions of honey-

dew which is extruded by the Lyctena larva from a specialized gland situated on the

dorsal surface of the abdomen. We have also the case well known to all who have

paid any attention at all to insects of the consociation of ants and aphides. This

well-known phase of ant behaviour has not been acquired by all ants, for although

many species have developed the habit and have in the course of time learnt to

take great ijains to secure the excretion of the aphides, some species, in fact, building

roofs over the colonies of these insects to protect them, others, as e.xampled by

certain carnivorous groups, care nothing for the plant-lice and never, so far as is

known, feed upon their excretion. It is not uncommon to find in early spring, on

opening an ants' nest, numbers of aphis-eggs which have been taken in for protection

by the ants in the autumn. When these eggs hatch the ants remove the young

aphides to their natural food-plant near the nest, and so ensure a supply of honey-

dew for the summer months. There are many other insects found to inhabit ants'

nests. Many Coleoptera, Homoptera, and scale-insects may be found. These latter

furnish excretion for the ants and are protected by their hosts.

The beetle Cremastocheilus /pilosicolUs I have found frequently in the galleries

of nests beneath stones, etc. Wheeler states that the ants employ themselves gnaw-
ing the anterior thoracic angles of these beetles. I might state, to show the intricacy

of the phase of the subject, that there have been enumerated by Wassmann no less

than 1,24G species of various small animals, " not only inserts, but certain spiders

and Crustacea, known to inhabit ants' nests either as true guests, or tolerated

.scavengers, or as persecuted intruders."
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Volumes might be written upon this most iuterestiug group of insects, and any

one proposing to worlj upon the ants would do well to examine some of Professor

Wheeler's papers upon the group.

Befiire leaving the subject of ants, I should like to mention those most interesting

species, the fungus-ants. These interesting creatures, first carefully observed by Belt

in Nicaragua, have developed the extraordinary faculty of cultivating for food a

certain species of fungus which is grown by the ants upon decaying leaves that are

brought to the nest for that purpose. This fungus is only known to be produced iu

the nest of ants of tropical and sub-tropical America. The tribe to which they belong,

the " Attii," consists of about 100 species, all of which are known to be cultivators

and eaters of this ijeculiar fungous growth.

It had constantly been remarked by travellers in the tropics that vast numbers

of ants were found engaged in carrying into their nests quantities of freshly cut

leaves; that these leaves served as food was for a long time taken as the explanation

of the iihenomenon. But careful observation led to the discovery that the leaves

were used as a manure tor raising the crops of fungous plants for the food of the

ant colony. It is grown within certain large chambers of the nest and is fed upon

by the larvse and adult Attii. When a colony is disturbed the ants remove every

particle of the fungous masses to a new site, aud again iu forming a new colony a

supply is carried along by the ants with which to stock their new quarters.

We might dilate upon the many other strange facts of ant behaviour which have

Iu the last few years been made known by various careful workers, but I think that

enough has been given to show the intense interest of the study. I will now give you

a short list of the species of the Hymenoptera that I have found in my somewhat
desultory collecting, but I hope it may be the nucleus of a far more comprehensive

aud complete list in the f\iture for this country compiled by the co-operation of many
of our members.

Among the earliest aud most notk-eable of the Hymenoptera are the various

siiecies of BiunbirtiP. of which I have I'epresentatives of some si.xteen species in my
collection. In their relation to the cross-fertilization of plants, the insects of this

group are of the greatest importance and benefit to agriculture, for without their

presence many of the most valuable plants would never set their seed.

In the Okanagau we have the following siiecies :

—

Bonibus melanopygus (the most Bombus nevadensis (the

showy species of the genus largest species),

and the first to appear in the Bombus fervidus.

spring). Bombus occidental is.

Bombus rufociuctus. Bombus vancouverensis.

Bombus appositus. Bombus edwardsii (Vane).
Bombus nearcticns. Bombus vagaus.

Bombus jnxtus. Bombus pennsylvanicus.

Bombus couperi.

Psltiirus insiilaris, a parasitic form in the Audrenidre or short-tongued bees, I

have the following species, viz. :

—

Andrena illiuoiensis. Halictua pacificus.

Andrena nigrocoerula. Synalonia nevadensis.

Halictua ligatus. Synalonia edwardsii.

Halictus montauus. Megachile frigida.

Halictus lerouxii. Coelioxus nifitarsus.

The following wasps are to lie found commonly:

—

Vespa diabolica (also from Vaiicunver I. Polistes aurifer.

Vespa fernaldi. Polistes pallipes.

Vespa maculata. Polybia flavitarsus.

Vespa marginata. Trachytes pepticus.

Vespa occidentalis. Psamophila robusta.

Polistes bellicosus. Sphex ichneunionea.
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I also have thirty-two species of Tenthreainiaie, as follows :

—

Cirubex amerieaua. Lophynis abiatis.

Tenthredo uigroeostata. Steoulyogaster flclus.

Teuthredo vai'ipictus. Haplocaiiipa spissipes.

Tenthredo varicgatus. Hylotoma clavicoruis.

Teuthredo mellina. Hylotoma abdominalis.

Tenthredo morosa. Hylotoma mcleayi.

Tenthredo evansii. Monophaduus tibi;e.

TJrocerus cyaneus. Macrophya tibiator.

Urocerus albieornis. Macrophya fumator.

Sirex fiavicornis. Pachynematiis extensiconiis.

Sirex abdominalis. Pachynematus clypeatus.

Dolerus bicolor. Poecilosoma maculata.

Dolerus aprilis. Trichiocamiius gregarius.

Jlonohadnius rubi. Haplocampa montana.

Mouohadmus medius. T'bia amerieaua.

Monostegia roste.

1 also have siime unnamed si)ec-ies in this groiiii. and would feel it a fnvdui' tn

exchange with any of the members, either in this family or any other in which they

are interested. In the eai-ly days of our Society we had, if I remember rightly, a

considerable list of insects compiled by the different members, and if this list is still

preserved it would no doubt be of value to draw up a catalogue of British Columbia

entomology, or perhaps a copy might be made and utilized in the forthcoming list at

present being worked up by our parent Society on Canadian iusects.

I regret I am unable to be present at this meeting, but the distance is somewhat
great. I regret also not having been able to attend the Vernon meeting during last

summer, but nevertheless the Society lias my best wishes and continued support.

REPORT OF THE FIFTIETH ANNUAL (JUBILEE) MEETING OF THE
ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF ONTARIO.

I!v 1!. C. TrEHEHNE, EXPEIilMENTAL FARM, AgASSIZ.

On August l!Tth. 2Sth. and 20th, 1913. at the Ontario Agricultural College,

fiuelph. Ontario, a special meeting of the Ontario Entomological Society took place,

in commemoration of the fact that the Society had been in existence and active for

exactl.v fifty year.s. The meeting was not to be missed, as it was of historic interest

to all interested in the science of entomology in Canada. Through the courtesy of

Dr. C. Gordon Hewitt. Dominion Entomologist. I was permitted to suspend my
operations at Agassiz for a period of three weeks to attend this meeting at Guelpli.

and to transact other business of a personal as well as official character.

As we are out here an integral unit in the entomological work of the Dominion

of Canada, and a branch of the parent Society in Ontario, apart from the interest

tills Jubilee meeting will arouse in our member.s. I believe it well to record in our

annals the origin, formation, and growth of this Ontario Society, which, as I will

show in a few moments, was and is the Entomological Society of Canada. I do

not believe I could do better than to quote word for word the synojisis that was

printed as an introduction to the programme arranged for the occasion :

—

'• The first meeting of entomologists in Canada was held in September, isi;2.

II was then decided to form an entomological society, whose chief objects were the

fiirination of a collection of Canadian insects, the interchange of duplicate material,

and the holding of meetings with the object of advancing the science. Accordingly,

in April, ].S63, the Entomological Society of Canada was orgauixed. the original

membership being twenty-tive. The publication of a .series of valuable papers was

begun, and it is a matter of great gratification to know that we shall have with

lis at our Jubilee meeting the coiilriliutors of the first two jiapers. and two of the

founders of the Society. Dr. P.etbnne and Dr. Win. S.iiiiiders. C.M.C. The activity
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of the Society and the zeal of its members were evinced liy the pulilicatiou by the

Society of the first mimber of the Canadian Entomologist in Angnst, 1S68, and
since that time the Society's journal has regularly appeared each month. In 1870
the Society received a grant from the Council of the Agricultural and Arts

Association of Ontario for the formation of a collection and the publication of an
annual report on injurious insects. Accordingly, the ' First Annual Report of the

Noxious Insects of the Province of Ontario ' was prepared in 1870. and published

Iiy the Ontario Government in the year following. In 1871 the Government of the

Province of Ontario passed a Statute incorporating The Entomological Society of

Canada as The Entomological Society of Ontario, which was instituted ' for the

investigation of the character and habits of insects, the improvement of entomo-

logical science, and more especially its practical bearing on the agi'icultural and
horticultural interests of the Province.' A grant was made to the Society by the

Provincial Government, and the same has been continued annually, as also has the

publication of the Society's Annual Report. The national character of the Society,

notwithstanding its Provincial designation, was continued, and branches were
formed outside Ontario, at Montreal, Quebec, and in British Cohnubia. Its history

has been one of steady progress, and the systematic siele of the science has not

been divorced from the economic, as the pages of the Society's journal, the Cunadinn
Entomologist, abundantly testify. The continued progress of the Society has been

largely due to the untiring efforts, fired by an enthusiasm and devotion which ever

increased, of our Jubilee President, who from its foundation has, as secretary,

president, editor of the journal, and permanent counsellor, devoted himself whole-

heartedly to its welfare and to the advancement of Canadian entomology."

Dr. C. J. S. Bethune had been elected previously as Jubilee President in honour

of his energy and zeal for the cause of entomology in the Dominion. He was unable,

however, to act in his official capacity on account of defective eyesight. The Vice-

President, Dr. C. Gordon Hewitt, Dominion Entomologist, ably filled Dr. Bethmie's

position, seated on Dr. Bethune's left hand throughout the meetings. Mr. A. W.
Baker acted as Secretary, and he also performed his arduous duties with pleasure

to all.

As a further detailed description of the early days of the Society. I beg leave

to extract the text of Dr. Bethune's address from the pages of the Canadian
Entomologist of November. 191.3:

—

" The President, Dr. Bethune, stated that, owing to defective eyesight, he was
unable to prepare a formal written address, and would therefore endeavour to give

some account of the origin of the Society and the proceedings that led to its

formation.
" When a student at Trinity College, Torooto, he began the collection and study

of insects. At that time there were no available books on the subject. The flret

worlc that gave him any assistance in naming specimens was Gosse's ' Canadian

Naturalist,' a delightful work giving an account of ol)servatious made in various

departments of natural history during each month of the year in the eastern

townships of the Province of Quebec. In the Canadian journal there were published

excellent short descriptions of the more conspicuous beetles found in the neighbour-

hood of Toronto by Wm. Couper, a printer by trade. These were supplemented by

lists furnished by Professor Croft, of the University of Toronto. Kirby and

Spence's ' Entomology ' and Westwood's ' Modern Classification of Insects ' were

published about that time and afforded the first scientific aids to the knowledge of

insects. Through the kindness of Professor Croft, the speaker had access to the

library of the University of Toronto, which contained several rare works on

entomology. He was also permitted to consult the books in the library of

Parliament, which at tliat time was located in Toronto. In these libraries ho

spent much of his leisure-time in laboriously transcribing descriptions of Canadian

insects, which, for the most part, had to be translated from Latin and French, and
also in making copies of illustrations. These difficulties can liardly be realized by
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students at the pi-eseiit day who have such au abuudanee of literature uiiou cvtM-y

deiiartment of natural history. Such works as Coiiistock's 'Manual for the Study

of Insects' and Mrs. Coiustock's 'How to Know the Butterflies' would at: that

time have been treasures indeed. However, there is no doubt that the ditiicnities

encountered helped one to build upon a sound foundation and to acquire a more

complete knowledge than could be attained by attemptius to hastily read a super-

aliundance of publications.

" At the suggestion of Professor Croft, the speaker made the acquaintance of

Mr. Wm. Saunder.s, of London, who carried on at the time the business of chemist

and druggist on a moderate scale. The ac(piaintance thus formed soon ripened

into a mutual fi-iendshi]) and esteem which has continued unbroken to the present

time.

"In the ('(iiHiiliaii Stitiiralixt for June. 3802. there appeared a list of persons

residing in Canada, all interested in the collection and study of insects, which

contained no less than thirty-si.x names. This was prepared by the speaker, with

the assistance of Jlr. Saunders. It was then proposed that a meeting should l)c held

for the purpose of bringing together as many as possible of those interested, and to

form some kind of club or society which would be of general benefit to those

concerned. The result of this publication was the holding of a meeting in Toronto

at the residence of Professor Croft in September, 1802. As there were only ten

persons present, it was thought inadvisable to form a society at that time, but a draft

of a constitution was drawn up and it was decided to hold another meeting during

the coming year. On April liJth, 1S(;.3, a meeting was held in the library of the

Canadian Institute, and the formation of the Entomological Society of Canada was

then decided upon and its constitution drawn up and adopted. The attendance was

small, but several who were unable to be present had given in their adhesion to the

movement. Dr. Henry Croft, Professor of Chemistry in the University of Toronto,

was elected President; Mr. Saunders, of London, Secretary-Treasurer; and the Rev.

.las. Hibbert, Cur.-itor. The others present were: The Rev. Wm. HincUs, Professor

of Botany and Zoology at the University of Toronto; Dr. Sangster, Principal of the

Normal School, Toronto ; Dr. Beverley R. Morris, an Englishman who not long after

returned to England and there became editor of a popular magazine on natural

history; Dr. Cowdry and his son, Jlr. X. II. Cowdry, of York Mills; and Messrs.

Saunders and Bethune. The following gentlemen were unable to be present, but

became original meml>ers of the Society : Mr. E. Baynes Reed, Barrister, Loudon

;

Mr. E. Billings, editor of the Canadian tiaturaUst and Geologist, for many years

attached to the Geological Survey; Mr. R. V. Rogers, Barrister, Kingston; Mr. T.

Re.ynolds, Engineer of the Great Western Railway, now part of the Grand Trunk

system, Hamilton; Mr. B. Billings, Prescott, who subsequently lived in the neigh-

bourhood of Ottawa and formed a large collection of Coleoptera ; Rev. V. Clementi,

Peterborough, an English Church clergyman, who was gi-eatly interested in the

various asi>ects of natural history. Mr. Wm. Saunders was appointed by the

Dominion Government in 1886 to establish and superintend a series of experimental

farms extending from Xova Scotia to Briti.sh Columbia. For twenty-five years Dr.

Saunders conducted this work in a most able and successful manner, and his name
is well known not only tliroughout Canada, but also in the United States and Great

Britain.

"The Society thus formed began its career of active usefulness and it has

steadily grown and prosperetl to the present time. In 1808 the publication of the

Canadian Entomolonist was begun, the first number consisting of only eight pages.

It is now in its f(irty-fifth year of publication and is sent to all parts of the world.

In 1870 the first .\nnual Iteiiort of the Society on " Noxious, Beneficial, and other

Insects' was publislu'<l. the three contributors being Dr. Saunders. Mr. Baynes Reed,

and the speaker. What reall.v made the fortunes of the Society was the invasion of

Ontario by the Colorado potato-beetle. The Board of Agriculture for the Province
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requested the Society to report on the insect and to advise as to tlie best metbotls

of cliecljing or controlling its ravages. An admirable report was prepared by Messrs.

Saunders and Reed; the former, being a practical chemist, was able to experiment

with vnricius poisons and to discover that Paris green was the most convenient and
reliable substance for the destruction of the beetle. The result of this report was a

grant from the Deiinrtment of $400 per annum, which Was afferwards increased to

$1,000. and the incorporation of the Society under tiie name of the ' Entomological

Society of Ontario.' For a few years the Canadian Institute in Toronto gave the

Society the privilege of using its library and museum for its meetings and collections.

After a few years, however, the headquarters were removed to London and continued

there until 1900, when a change was made to the Ontario Agricultural College.

Guelph.
" The speaker expressed the great iileasure which it gave him and his colleagues

to find that so man.v friends had come from long distances to join in the celebration

of the Jubilee meeting of the Six-iet.v. He .ioined in giving them all the most heart.v

welcome and expressed his hoiie that they would fully enjoy their visit."

As indicated by Dr. Bethuue, the meetings were well attended and well repre-

sented b.y delegates from Scotland, England, T'nited States, and from the various

Provinces of Canada. In all, between forty and fifty individuals were in more or

less regular attendance throtighout the session. Addres.ses of congratulation to the

Society and to its Jubilee President were tendered by representatives from the

University of Toronto, University of McOill. I'niversit.v of Manchester, Royal Society

of Canada, Academy of National Sciences of Philadelphia, the Canadian Department

of Agriculture, University of Edinburgh, Imperial Bureau of Entomolog.y, Harvard
University, Boston Society of Natural History, Cornell University, the Entomological

Society of London, the Entomological Society of America, the American Association

of Economic Entomologists, the New York Entomological Society, the Entomological

Society of AVashington, the United States Bureau of Entomology, the United States

Department of Agriculture, the Ottawa Field Naturali.sts' Club, the Quebec Society

for the Protection of Plants, the Montreal Branch of the Ontario Entomological

Society, the Toronto Branch of the Ontario Entomological Society, and the British

JIuseum, Loudon, England ; and on behalf of this Society I conveyed the good wishes

and congratulations that I was .sure was felt by all the members.

An excellent programme had been arranged by the Executive, and contributors

delivered their pai>ers for two days of the meeting. The last day was spent by the

members and visitors in a trip through the famous Niagara Fruit District.

A large number of letters of recognition and congratulation were read from

various European centres of learning, by cable from Russia, from Germany, from

England, and from Scotland. A number of letters were also read from various

entomologists stationed throughout the United States at the various experiment

stations. It was very evident, throughout the whole, that entomologists throughout

America and Europe and probably throughout the world had been taught to recognize

the Canadian Entomological Societ.y as an active and sound adviser in the entomo-

logical world. The meetings closed with evei\v good feeling and regard on Fi'iday,

August 29th.

Before closing, I would like to draw the attention of the members to the fact

that there exists on the Pacific Sloije an Association of Economic Entomologists.

The fourth annual meeting of this Society was held on April 10th to 12th, 1913, at

the University of California, Berkeley, California. The meeting was held, as it

appears they usually are held, in affiliation with the Pacific Association of Scientific

Societies, This present yearl.v meeting is to be held, I fanc.v, at Seattle. The
various societies, of which the Entomological Society is one, enrol their officers

and members from all of the immediate Pacific Coast States, from Mexico to Wash-
ington, Including also the Canadian Provhice of British Columbia, and the United

States Islands of Hawaii. Several of the bordering interior but western States are

included within the scope of the Societ.v. I fancy the place and date of the meeting
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fur the sucoeeiliug year is arraii^'i'd liy .joint couiniittees uiiitiiiK nil the Viirioiis

societies couibiued. I'lof. \V. I!. Ileniis is Secretary-Treasurer of the Entomological

Society, and he resides at the Vniversity of California, Berkeley, Cal. Should any
of our members wish to become members of this Society. I am sure that Professor

Ilerms would be willing to give you a.ssistance and notification regarding the by-laws.

It might be quite advisable if a small representation of our members went to Seattle

in the spring to attend the meetings, to show our appreciation of the fact that the

I'acific Association of Scientific Societies are bringing the results of their labours

near to our doors. California is too far for most of us to go every year, but if u

good turn-out of Xorth-westeru entomologists were present at this spring meeting it

may impre.ss the authorities of the advisabilitj- of invading our territory once every

so often.

A REVIEW OF APPLIED ENTOMOLOGY IN BRITISH COLUMBIA.

P.v I;. C. Theiikkne, Experiment.\l Farm, Aoassiz.

lu an attenijit to sniiiilement the paper that our President, ilr. Day. has just

presented, representing as it does a i-eview of the systematic side of the science in

the Province, I will refer, in as few words as possible, to the history and progress

of the economic considerations that have taken place within our boundaries.

As will be noticed through this paper, applied entomology in this Province

originated and has its place in the published annals of the British Columbia Fruit-

growers' Association. Sundr.v notes and observations by those interested in fruit-

growing in the early days brought forth remarks concerning insects. Consequently

we find that the phase of entomology, dealing with insect pests of the agi'icnlturist.

and referre<l to as "economic entomology," began almost conjointl.v with the

formation and foundation of the British Columbia Fruit-growers" Association.

This Association began its active career in the year 1880.

In 1897 we find "An Act respecting the Provincial Board cjI' IIortic\iltun'."

cited as the "Horticultural Board Act" (1894, c. 20, s. 1), in operation. This

enactment was the result of two previous Acts regarding the Board of Hoi-tlculture.

the first coming into operation about 1802. In the wording of the Act. it states

that " the Lieutenant-Governor in Council shall appoint ... a competent person

especially qualified by practical experience in horticulture, who shall be known as

' Inspector of Fruit Pests." "" *

Mr. Ernest Hutcherson. of I.adner, was first apiKiinted as Inspector of Frviit

I'ests in about the .year 1802 under the authority of the original Board Act. Two
years later he was succeeded by Mr. R. M. I'almer. who occupied this position in

tlie neiglilninrhood of eight years, finall.v banding the office over to Mr. Th(mias

Cunningham in 1902. who to-day (1014) is still operating the Act in a most efficient

manner; Mr. Cunningham, jirevious to his appointment, had charge of the fruit-

inspection work since 1800.

The "Horticultural Board Act," however, after various changes, insertions.

and amendments, finally, in 1011. was comliine<l in the "Act respecting .Vgricultnral

.Associations."' and cited as the "Agricultural .Associations Act,"' I'art IV.. the

former Act and title being reiK'aled.

As I have already said, we look to the Horticultural Board and to the Fruit-

growers' Association for our information relative to the economic pests of fruit and

agriculture of the time.

Two men compiled and jndilislied notes and remedies on insect jiests of

the agriculturist in the Province from the records of the British Colundiia Fruit-

growers" Association. Mr. .1. K. Anderson, formerly Deputy Minister of Agriculture,

and Mr. R. M. Palmer, formerly Inspector of Fruit Pe.sts and later succeeding

Mr. Anderson as Deputy Minister of .Vgriculture for the Province, are responsibli-

tor tlie dissemination of practic.il knowledge on economic entomology in these early

' Hort.. cliap. 04. sec. 0.
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times. The various members of the Executive of the Horticultural Association,

through their interest in the fruit-growing problems of the Province, have added
mucli to our entomological knowledge.

As a result of their labours, in 3895 the Horticultural Society and Fruit-growers'

.\ssociation of British CoUimliia published a " Pest and Remed.v Supplement " as

adopted by a committee appointed at an annual meeting of the Society. This

committee consisted of Messrs, G. W. Henry. Hatzlc ; Thos. Cunningham. New
Westminster ; Michael Baker. Victoria ; R. M. Palmer, Victoria ; G, Hadwen,
Duncan ; E. Ilutcherson, Ladner ; and T. A. Sharpe, Agassiz ; and it was under the

direction of these gentlemen that the "Supplement" was issued.

The first officers of the Horticultural Society were J, M. Browning. Thos.

Cunningham. G. W. Henry, and A. H. B. McGowan. In the six succeeding years

a number of officers were appointed to the Executive of the Society, among them
being W, J. Harris, Tom Wilson, John Kirkland. Wni. Knight, T, G. Earle. and

J. 11. Anderson.

In 1899 and 1901 two reports by Mr. R. M. Palmer, Inspector of Fruit Pests,

were issued, containing remedies and suggestions recommended for adoption h.v

farmers, fruit-growers, and gardeners of the Province, prepared for the Provincial

Board of Horticulture,

In 1907, and reissued again in 1908, Mr. Thomas Cunningham, as In.specfor of

Fruit Pests, published a " Spraying Bulletin " on " Orchard Cleansing,"

In 1908 Mr. J. R. Anderson, at the time Deputy Minister of Agriculture,

published Bulletin No, 24 from the Department of Agriculture of British Columbia,

and he titled his bulletin " Farmers' Foes and their Remedies," In presenting

this bulletin to the agriculturists of the Province, Mr. Anderson states in the

introduction :
" The purpose of the present bulletin is to afford a description in a

succinct form of those pests which are prevalent, reported, or are likely to be

introduced in the Province, and their natural enemies, with the remedies prescribed

by competent authorities or which have been found by experience to be the most

effective." This bulletin represents careful and painstaking construction and to-day

is the most useful issue we have relative to in.sect pests of the Province.

Touching the sub.i'ect of artificial control measures and spraying, some interesting

rec-ords can be gleaned from private .lournals and diaries. Few published records

appear to be available on the number of machines and to what extent spraying

for insect pests was practised by the fruit-growers. Consequently, while the follow-

ing records appear to stand, it is just possible that omissions have occurred to

some extent.

In 1885 Mr. Thomas Cunningham bought a 4r)-gallou spray-pump from the

Field Spra.v Pump Company of New York. Mr. William Clarkson. of New
Westminster, also sprayed for aphis and apple-scab with a similar hand-pump of

his own purchase in the SO's, In 188S Mr. W. J. Brandrith, of Ladner, owned a
" stirrup " spray-pump. This was of cast iron with a wrought-iron plunger, and

was only capable of throwing a spray some 12 feet or so, Mr. Brandrith in 1890

again arranged for the purchase and sale of six 5-gallon bucket Spramotor hand-

]iumps to various fruit-growers in the Lower Fraser Valley. These pumps cost, laid

down, $30 each. In 1892 he again bought a No. 2 40-gallon Spramotor for his

own use.

Bordeaux was in use between the years 188.5 and 1890 at the 4-4-50 formula

and whale-oil soap, which latter was imported from the Standard Soap Company
of San Francisco, Cal„ at the time.

In the eai'ly OO's Mr. T. A. Sharpe. Superintendent of the Dominion Experi-

mental Farm, Agassiz, had a Spramotor hand-pump sent out from London, Ontario,

for use on the Government Farm. As far as can be gathered, at least six more

spray-pumps from the same firm came into the Fraser Valley and on to Vancouver

Island about the same time. Mr. Tom Wilson, on his farm near Harrison, in the

Fraser Valley, liought a Jlyers spra.v-pump in 1892 and fitted it to a barrel. He
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says :
" Tlie only thing we used to siiray for was the green aphis, and we used

tobacco-stems steeped in water. Previous to that we used a solution of concentrated

lye or caustic soda applied with a swab or whitewash-brush to the bodies and larger

limbs of the trees. About 1S93 woolly aphis used sometimes to be noticed, and it

was the iiractice to apply a little raw coal-oil to the affected parts with a swab.
Oyster-shell scale, when treated at all, used to got a lick of lie and water. I

remember seeing this scale in the woods In the early OO's."'

Itecords for the Okauagan District are limited. In 1S95 one hand-power Bean
sprayer was in use on the Coldstream Hanch, Vernon. With the exception of a

brass SiJramotor No. 2, owned and bought liy Mr. Trice Ellison, M.L.A., later and
at the present time Minister of Agriculture for the Province, it is doubtful wUelher
any other existed in the Upper Country previous to this time, although conjointly

in the Lower Mainland spraying fruit-trees for fungi and insects was more or, less

general. Spraying, however, for insect pests did not become general all over the

Province in the fruit-growing areas until about IIJOO.

As a precautionary measure to the rapidly increasing fruit-growing industry.

and to safeguard this industry from the introduction of more insects than those

indigenous to the Province, a station was built in Vancouver in 1895, to be used

for the inspection of all fruit-trees and vegetation that were passing into the

Province from points outside. In 1896 the fumigation of Incoming nursery stock,

combining tree to tree-inspection with fumigation, was begun by the Provincial

authorities. Mr. Thomas Cunningham had cliarge of this work as a member of

the Board of Horticulture. To Mr. Cunningham is due the credit for the erection

and manipulation of this detention-shed for incoming vegetation, and to his opinion

on the Executive of the Board we are indebted for tlie foundation of the present

efficient system of pest-control.

In 1900 the Dominion Government, directed by Dr. ,Iames Fletcher, Dominion

Entomologist and Botanist, operated a separate fumigation-station in Vancouver

under the " San Jose Scale Act." Mr. Tom Wilson had charge of this work. It was

not until several j'ears later that a co-ordination of the Dominion and Provincial

work in fumigation and insiiection took place.

Occasionally we tiud records that certain very dangerous insects were evading

the system of fumigation and inspection. In 1896 an infestation of what, at first,

was thought to be the dreaded San Jose scale was noticed at Popcum. east of

Chilliwack. It afterwards proved to be the Putnams scale. In 1902 or 1903 some
San Jose scale were discovered on trees which had passed through the detention-

sheds. In 1904 an outbreak of codling-moth occurred at Kamloops. Spraying the

trees, of which there were, roughly, 3,000 growing in and around Kamloops at the

time, was undertaken by the Government, but a certain lack of co-operation on the

part of the orchard-owners hindered the work of control, so that the outbreak

continued until about 1910, when the infestatiou was believed to be safely overcome.

For the past four years no further evidence of the reajipearance of the moth or its

larva has been received from the district, which indicates the control-work has been

successful.

In the same year (19041. again, auotlicr and more serious outbreak of codling-

moth took place in the soutliern portion of Vancouver Island. Deputies of the

Department of Horticulture were instructed to locate and destroy all infected fruit

and larvie, and endeavour to induce the growers to co-operate in the matter of

control. In 1909 the fight still continued against the moth, as many as 17,582

trees being found infected, and 7,G10 fruits from which larvre we^e taken. Urgent

measures ou the part of the growers and the Government were then undertaken,

with the result that a few years later the moth infestation was reduced to a very

low condition.

The introduction, localization, ;uid spread of these dangerous pests had the

double effect of iurreasiiig the ri;;idity of the Inspection and fumigation regulalious

and of stinudatiii^ the cause of arlitidal c-ontml measures in the field. Cor to-day we
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liiKl the system of inspection and fumigation is very complete and efficient, the

liossibility of tlie introduction of any dangerous insect pests being reduced to a

minimum, and spraying in the orchard lias become general throughout the Province.

Mr. Cunningham, assisted by Mr. W. H. Lyne, Assistant Inspector of Fruit Pests, iu

close co-operation with the Dominion Division of Entomology, represented up til!

October. 1011, by Mr. Tom Wilsou, acting under the Dominion "Destructive Insect

and Pest Act." operate the co-ordinated inspection aud fumigation worli in Vancouver,

whereby every plant product is duly given individual inspection and fumigation

within certain regulations. The writer took over the work from Mr. Wilson in the

fall of 1911.

The first power-spraying outfit (Bean) was brought to the Province in 1910.

To-day there are nine large machines at worli,in the various sections of the Province

o| (era ted directly by the representatives of the Provincial Government. Several

lirivate individuals aud fruit-growing concerns also enlist the aid of these machines

to reduce the margin of loss in their orchards. At present between Armstrong and

I'eutictou there are about twenty-five private machines iu operation. It is curious

that the Lower Fraser Valley, which was the original fruit-growing area of the

I'ro\'iuce before the Okanagan became famous, forming as it did the advance guard

in the use of the siiraying-machine, and first illustrating the principles of pest-control

iu the early days of the Province, has let other sections go ahead and leave them in

a not very much better position than the early 90's. From the experience of the

writer during the past few years, it would seem apparent that there are no more

than fifteen individuals iu the valley who own and operate their own spray-machines,

liaud and power, for the control of orchard pests and diseases.

In May 1912 Dr. C. Gordon Hewitt. Dominion Entomologist, established a field

station for investigational research in entomology, the object being to study the life-

history and habits of insects in the Province, preferably those of economic importance

and their control. The writer has the honour, at the moment, of occupying the

position as field offlc-er for British Columbia under the direction of the Dominion

Entomologist. Through the courtesy of Mr. Arthur Brealey, fruit-grower, Hatzic, in

the Lower Fraser Valley, the Dominion Division of Entomology was permitted to

establish temiwrary field-quarters on his farm for the purpose of investigating the

life-history and habits of Otiorliijiwhiis oratiis, the strawberry-root weevil, an insect

which was causing very considerable annoyance to the growers in the locality.

These temporary quarters at Platzic were removed to iiermauent ones on the

Dominion Experimental Farm, Agassiz, also iu the Lower Fraser Valley, in the

.spring of the next year, 1913.

In the spring of 1912, again, the Provincial Department of Agriculture appointed

Mr. W. ri. Brittain, at the request of the British Columbia Board of Horticulture,

to the position of Entomologist and Plant Pathologist for the Province. Mr. Brittain

commenc-ed to work collecting data on fungous diseases and insects of the Province

in April. 1912. His headquarters were at Vernon. In the fall of 1913 he accepted

a position in charge of the Biological Department at the Truro Agricultural College,

Nova Scotia, thus leaving British Columbia at this time. The results of his investiga-

tions iu insects in the Province are for the most part recorded in our proceedings.

Under the date of November 12th. 1912. Seymour Iladwen. D.V.Sci., First

Assistant Pathologist, Dominion Veterinary Department, at the branch office on

the Experimental Farm, Agassiz, published an account on the " Economic Aspect

and Contributions on the Biology of Warble-fiies '" under the auspices of the Dominion
Department of Agriculture. Health of Animals Brauch.

The records of entomological work accomplished within the Province since 1911,

and the workers who are responsible for the dissemination of knowledge at this time,

will be found iu the publications of the proceedings of the Society. As the science

stands to-day, everything bids fair for the future. The numbers of workers are

increasing and the demand for knowledge is being felt. The moment should not pass

without one last reference to the splendid foresight shown by the several names
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iiieiitioued in this iiaper in safeguarding the agricultural interests of the Province by

their sound judgments and sane measures, embodied in the regulations of the Board

of Horticulture, against th<' introduction of dangerous insect pests—jiests which are

causing consideralile .innciyaiice and expense to fruit-growers and farmers in otlier

portions of the Dominion of Canada, and which might with ease be introdure<l

through the medium of trade into this Province, which in the early 90"s was only

just beginning to develop its wonderful agricultural aud horticultural resources.

To-day this Province stands, in com])arison to its fruit-growing areas, the cleanest of

any fruit-growing country in the world. There is little codling-moth, no San Jose

scale, no very serious insect pest iu the orchard or on the farm, aud we look back

to the few men. whose names have been incorixirated in this paper, through whose

wise judgment and wlio through the exercise of ]iroper jirecaution made tliis condition

liossible.

If it had nnt Iicimi for tlie Horticultural Kcguhitions. for if lias been on tlie liasis

of these regulations tliat our economic entomolog.v has been built so far. and aliout

which mention has been made, our history of British Columbian entomology up to

the present would have been very different. Instead of applying quarantine and

lireventive measures as have been done aud as we are in the main doing now, we
should have been studying and controlling insect pests of the farmer, of more serious

intent than any we have with us under present conditions. As such the published

record of entomology in British Columbia would have been much different.

Xo praise, theref(n-e. is too great for those whose energies have placed this

I'rovince on an independent pedestal in tlie tield of economic or applied entomology,

causing her to stand an example to all of the practical and elementary principles

of entomolog.v, which other Provinces and States failed to follow until too late.

Our work for the future will be to retain this standard of immunity at all costs

of labour and expense, aud we will endeavour at the same time to supplement onr

knowledge on those insects of economic importance in our midst aud indigenous to

the Province. There are few countries with such au interesting entomological fauna.

There are few studies that offer such scope for individual research as a study of

tliis same entomological fauna; consequently the field lies open, in systematic or

economic investigation, in popular or scientific research, for those that may wish to

place their energies and the products of their brains towards a furtherance of our

knowledge on British Cnlnmbia insects, their lives and their characteristics.

MITES: THEIR CLASSIFICATION AND HABITS, WITH SOME OBSERVA-

TIONS ON THEIR OCCURRENCE IN THE OKANAGAN.

Bv ,T. Sydnkv Dash. B,S.A.

The work of mites has been brought so mnch l.efore us in this Province through-

out the past season (we need only mention here the discovery by Giissow of a

species of Eriophiiix associated with a kind of "silver-leaf," and also liy Brittaiu

of a species of the same genus causing apple-blotch on the fruit) that the writer,

when asked to make a few remarks at this meeting, thought it would not be out

of place to treat briefly on this class of niinntc animals, so that a more exact idea

of the nature, classification, and importance nf flie class may Ic obiained.

The animal kingdom, as you are probably aware, is divided into a nunilicr of

branches or phyla, eacli phylum h.-iving Its own peculiar characteristics. The phylum

with which we have to deal is the Artliroin/ild. a group of animals having jointed

bodies and jointed legs. In this pliylum are the following classes:

—

1. Crustacea.—These are water-breathing animals. They possess many legs and

hard outer or exoskel(>toiis ; head and thorax are united. Kx.ample: Crabs, hilisters.

crayfish.

2. Aruchiiiilii.—These are land fdinis, ]nisscssiiig eight legs, head and tlmrax

united. Example: Sci.r|iiciiis, spiders, miles, and ticks.
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.3. Malucvpodu.—These are ;ilso land forms. 1 ody worm-like and possessing

numerous legs. The Peripatiis. an animal rarely met with, is au example of this

class.

1. Diplopr/ihi'—Also land animals. They possess long, cylindrical, and many-
segmented hodies. Two iiairs of short legs are found ou each segment ; short

antenu.-e are also pre.sent. Example: Thousand-legged worms (Spirobolus).

5. ChUopoda.—Another class of land animal. The bodies are long, tiat, and
many-segmented. One pair of rather long legs is found on each segment ; long

antenna? are present. Example: Centipedes (Scolopeiidra).

6. lusecta or Ilc-capodn.—Either aquatic or terrestrial, but chiefly the latter.

The body of the adults is divided into three distinct regions—head, thorax, and
abdomen. Adult forms possess six legs and many are winged. Sletamorphoses

occur in all but the two lowest orders. Example: Insects (butterflies, moths,

beetles, etc.).

From the above classification we gather that mites, although closely related to

insects, are not placed In the same class ; hence it is a mistake to call a mite an

insect. The main differences, as have been noted, are that in the mites head and
thorax are united and eight legs are present ; while in insects the body of adults

is divided into three distinct regions—head, thorax, and abdomen, and six legs are

present. Some species, however, notably the blistei'-mites. have only four legs,

while young red spiders have six legs before the first moult.

General H.vbits.

The mode of life of the different members of this class varies greatly; some
are parasitic on higher animals, others infest living plants, and many feed upon
dead animal or vegetable matter, thus acting as scavengers. Of the mites that are

parasitic on higlier animals, we have only to mentlonihe various ticivs that are so

common in many parts. An exception to this is the so-called sheep-ticlv, which is

a true insect belonging to the order Diptera (flies). Man himself is subject to the

attacks of a well-known parasitic mite, the itch-mite. It burrows into the skin,

causing the itching sensation so characteristic of the disease. Parasitic mites

sometimes occur on insects ; a common species is found beneath the wings of locusts.

Many mites also infest food products ; the.v are sometimes found in cheese, in sugar,

and in preserved meats.

Mites in.juriois to I'l.\nts and their Control.

.\s these interest us more particularly to-day. \\e shall now briefly consider

some of their important features. They all feed by puncturing the tissues and

extracting iilant-juices. Eggs are laid singly on the outside or inside of ulant-

tissues or in clusters upon the bark. The young develop rapidly and soon new

broods are produced ; consequently a great deal of damage is often done. 1'hey

continue to breed throughout the summer, hot, dry weather being especially

favourable. Cold, wet weather checks their activities. The common mites known

to us in this Province are the red spider (Tctraniiclnix hinnii-iilntii.i), which frequents

all sorts of vegetation: the brown mite (Bnjnhia iiiatriixix). also a general feeder:

and the pear-leaf blister-mite {Eriophijen purl), producing blister-like galls on pear-

leaves. To these may now be added the two forms mentioned in the earlier part of

this paper. In warmer countries mites are responsible for a great deal of harm.

The red spider is very common, one form being especially bad on citrus trees. We
may also mention the silver-mite of lemon (B. olclvonis) and the cotton-leaf blister-

mite (E. (jossiipii). Reference will only be made in this discussion to the forms

found in tlie Province.

It is generally believed that mites winter over in the adult stage under buds

and bark-scales. At any rate, this seems tj-ue In the case of tlie pear-mite.

According to Weldon, of Colorado, who has published a paper in the Joiinial of

EcoiKiinic Eiif(iiiii)Io<iii. Oclol)er. ]91l>. on his observations of orchard mites, the adult
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red spider (7'. himaculatus) passes the winter at a depth of H/4 to 2 inches in the

soil. In a very interesting manner he descrihes the migration of this species from

Ihe tree to the soil. His observations are remarkably convincing. The brown
mite (B. pratcnsis) is closely associated with T. Vimaculatus, but in the case of

the former, webs are usually absent. The injury from this mite takes place early.

AVeldon states that B. pratensis winters over in the egg stage, the winter eggs

being deposited on the trees before August 1st in Colorado.

The problem of mite-control is a difficult one, but good work has been done by

many stations with satisfactory results. They can usually be controlled by the

summer application of flowers of sulphur alone, powdered lime and flowers of

sulphur, or lime-sulphur spray. Weldou found that summer spraying with lime-

sulphur was remarkably effective against red spider (T. hiinaeulatus), while for

brown mite (Bryobia pratensis), which winters over in the egg stage, a dormant
spra.y of lime-sulphur early in the spring gave much better results. With this

donnant spray he states that the mites die a short time after hatching from the eggs.

Observ.vtions made Last October.

The writer last season had a great deal to do with nursery-stocU inspection in

different parts of the Province. In one of the nurseries curious disfigurations or

incrustations of the bark were observed on Northern Spies. Freehand sections

were made of the affected parts, and on examination a large number of mites of

the genus Eriophi/cs were found. The matter was referred to the Dominion
Entomologist for his report. He corroborated my statement that a species of

Kriophyes was present under the incrustations, but suggested that from the way
in which they were found they were probably wintering over in these rough places

on the bark and not causing any harm. On the bark of the same trees, egg-blisters

of the apple-leaf hopper (Ernpoasca mali) were also found, and it appears that

these disHgurations and incrustations are due to the breaking of the egg-blisters

when the young hoppers emerge. If mites were present on the leaves in the summer,

they would easily crawl to these hiding-places in the bark on the approach of cold

weather in the fall. The writer also took the matter up with Mr. Brittaiu, former

Plant Pathologist of the Province, to find out his experience, if any, with this

occurrence. He stated that several examinations of affected trees had been made
by him during the summer and no trace of mites had he found. Now, however,

lie had no difficulty in isolating them from the trees sent him, and expressed the

belief that they were of the same species as the one associated with "silver-leaf."

to which reference has already been made. The problem is an interesting one, for

if the mite in question is responsible for some of the sUver-leaf appearance in

nurseries and it winters over in the places referred to, the life-history will be

complete, and a means of control, by spraying with lime-sulphur when the leaves are

ajipearing, suggests itself. Observations of the summer habits of the mite on the

leaves have been made by Mr. Brittaiu, and a further batch of trees with bark

Incrustations have been sent him, so that he may study and compare the characters

of both more thoroughly and be able to state definitely whether or not the mite found

under the incrustations is the same species as that working on the leaves during the

sununer. It may l)e of interest to note that the disfigurations on Northern Spy. I

.-ini informed, are of common occurrence all over the Province.

It is my regret that I shall not be in the Province next summer to investigate

this problem more thoroughly, as no doubt sonic more light on the subject is greatly

needed. It is to be hoped, however, that it will 1>» taken up by some student in

entomology.

RESOLUTIONS.

Moved by Mr. Taylor, Kelowna, "That this Society, owing to representation

having been made at their annual meeting in .Tanuary. lOH. by fruit-growers from

the Okanagan District, in relation to the possibility of the ' carrying-over " of fire-

blight {Bacillus amylovorus) by bees in their hives during winter, and thus spreading
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the disease in the spriug to orchard trees, respectfully request the Government to

instruct an investigation into the matter to confirm or refute the suppositious of the

growers."

Seconded b.v Mr. Hugh. Victoria. Carried.

Moved b.v Mr. Lyue. Vancouver, " That this Society respectfully urge the Pro-

vincial Government to appoint, as soon as possible, a capable Entomologist, to pursue
the labours relating to entomology in the Province of British Columbia so ably

begun by Mr. W. II. Brittain. in his capacity as Provincial Entomologist and Plant

Pathologist. And. further, that in the opinion of this Society it is advisable that

these two positions of Entomologist and Plant Pathologist be separated, a separate

oflicial being delegated to each Department."

Seconded by Mr. Taylor. Kelowna. Carried.

Moved by Mr. Day. Duncan. "That the cordial thanks of this Society be sent

to the Honourable Price Ellison, Minister of Agriculture for the Province of British

Columbia, for the valuable and opportune assistance given to the Society by obtaluiug

a grant of money and by authorizing the printing of reports ; and at the same time

to express the Society's appreciation of his personal interest in the ob.iects of the

Society."

Seconded by Mr. Treherue. Agassiz. Carried.

Moved by Jlr. Eobinson, Victoria, " Whereas from otficial reports of recent date
' foul-brood ' among bees has made its initial entry into the Province of British

Columbia ; and whereas the Province has in the past, and is at the present date,

practically free from this bee-disease, through the timely destruction of all infected

colonies known to exist in the Province : and whereas in the interests of the bee-

keeping industry it is of the utmost importance that this clean bill of health be

mo.st carefully maintained as a Provincial asset : It is hereby Resolved, That this

the Entomological Society of British Columbia, in annual convention assembled, do

petition the Honourable the Minister of Agriculture to so amend the ' Foul Brood

Bees Act ' that live bees and bee fixtures that have been used (queen bees and their

escorts excepted) be barred absolutely from entry into the Province under any

pretext whatsoever, as the section of the present Act pertaining to the quarantining

of bees for ninety days is open to question as a satisfactory safeguard to the Prov-

ince, for the following reasons : First, bees cannot be confined to their hives for

ninety days without suffering death from worry or starvation. Second, from the

nature of the bees flying from one to four miles from their home, thereby visiting

the bees in British Columbia, and British Columbia bees, in their turn, visiting the

hives of the bees held in quarantine at the boundary-line, and by so doing, as the

exchange of honey, which may contain the germs of the disease, takes place. ' foul-

brood " may be spread around."

Seconded by Mr. Cunningham, Vancouver. Carried.

Moved by Mr. Treherne, Agassiz, " That this Society respectfully and earnestly

request the Provincial Government to grant the Society the annual sum of $2.50 and

to make provision for the publications of their reports."

Seconded by Mr. Blackmore. Victoria. Carried.

" That whereas it has come to the knowledge of this Society, the Entomological

Society of British Columbia, that certain collections of insects, composed of insects

gathered for the most part from British Columbia in the past, have been sold out

of the Province to foreigners, or presented to collectors in other parts of the

Dominion of Canada ; and whereas, in the opinion of this Society, it is of the

utmost importance that representative collection of British Columbia insects be

obtained and built up for the benefit of British Columbia collectors and for the

students of the University of British Columbia : Be it therefore Rcsolvcil. That

this Society respectfully urge all its members to notify the Executive of the Society

when collections of insects relating to the Province come on to the marlcet for sale.

And. further, owing to the financial state of the Society at the present time, that

the Provincial Government be notified as to the above, and be respectfully requested
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to assist in procnriiiK tile aliove insects shinild tbcy lie in ^'ood order and representa-

tive of the Province."

Recommended and jiassed liy tlie Advisory Hoard.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

Tlie following officers were elected for the year 1914 :

—

Honorary President—E. Baynes Reed, Meteorological Ottice, >'ictoria.

President—G. O. Day, F.E.S., Duncan.

First Vice-President—Lionel E. Taylor, F.Z.S.. il.B.O.T.. Kelowna.

Second Vice-President—E. H. Rlackiuore, Victoria,

Secretary-Treasurer—R. C. Treherne, B.S.A., Agassiz.

Assistant Secretary— (Xot appointed.)

Advisory Board—G. O. Day, L. E. Taylor, E. H. Bliulunore, K. C. Treherne,

Tom Wilson, W. 11. Lyne, A. H. Bush.

NOTICE.

To hecome a member of this Society " the annual fee is .$1. on payment of which,

and on apju-oval of three-fourths of the members present at the regular annual

meeting, the individual becomes a dul.v accredited member," Prospective members
are advised to send in their names to the Secretary at any time they wish during

the year, accompanied by .$1, for which they will receive all back reports of the

Society as are available for distribution up to that time, and their names will lie

brought forward at the regular annual meetings in January of each year.

Members will receive the monthly issues of the Canadian Entomologist, the

annual reports of the Ontario Entomological Society, various publications of the

Dominion Division of Entomolog.v, and the reports of the British Columbia Entomo-

logical Society, as well as receive assistance by all and every member in the

identification or control of insects.

ERRATA.

(At the request of the Secretary, the following corrections in Bulletin No. 3.

N.S., lu the Proceedings of the British Columbia Entomological Society, were
noted by Air. Arthur Gibson, Chief Assistant Entomolc^ist, Dominion Division of

Entomology, January, 1914.)

On page 37

—

Paruyrotis ocliniiiostcr is now Eii.roa (iiliroi/astcr. Zebra cater-

pillar (Mamestra canadensis). This should be Manicstra picta. M. canadensis is

not an economic species ; in fact, it is a rare moth. We have no record of it

occurring in British Columbia. It was described from New Brunswick. 'Nephelade.i

should be Nephcloidcs tniiuan.s. \octua clandectina should be N. clandeslina.

Curncades scandiens should be Euxoa scandiens. Posor/ruti relusta should be

Porosagrotis vetusta. Felt in suhgotliica. the dingy cutworm, should be now referred

to as Feltia ducens.

Page 42, line 34—D. ohesies shuuld lie /), dixsus.

LIST OF MEMBERS.

Honorary member—E. Baynes Reed, Meteorolngical Office, Victoria,

Abbott, Reg. C, Mission City, B.C.

Abb.s. A. W., 2125 Thirteenth Avenue West. VaM<-ouver.

Abriel, Thos.. Nakusj).

Anderson. .7. R., T'nion Club, Victoria.

Anderson. E. M.. Provincial Museum. Victoria.

Angus, JI., Peachland, B.C.

Bain, T. R., North Vancouver, B.C.

Barnhill, Earl, Kelowna.

Banks, W. W., Salmon Arm.
Blackmore, E. H., Post-offlce, Victoria,
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Bird, JI. L., Fruit Inspector, Court-liouse, Vaucouver.

Brand, James, 723 Robson Street, Vancouver.

Brealey, Arthur, Hatzic, B.C.

Bryant. Tliec, Ladysmitli.

Busti, A. H.. 1105 Broadway West, A'ancouver.

Brydon, J. M., Royal Oalv.

Brett, W. P., Armstrong.

Breuii, Louis A.. 2260 Cadboro Bay Road, Victoria.

Boddy, R. A., 1744 Fifth Avenue West, Vancouver.

Chapman, Chas., Western Specialty Co., Vancouver.

Cockle, J. W., Kaslo.

Colpitts, R. D., Revelsftoke.

Creese. H. H., Kelowna.

Cunningham, Tom, Fruit Inspector, Court-house. Vancouver.

Currie. II. B., Salmon Arm.
Collins. H. W., Grand Forks.

Day, (i. O., Duncan.

Davidson, John, Botanical Office, Pender Street, Vancouver.

Evans, H. H., Okanagan Centre.

Fitzgerald, H. S., Creston.

French, P. E., Salmon Arm.

Fulton, <}. H., Port Hauey.

Fulton, C, Kelowna.

Gavet. D.. Fruit Inspector, Court-house, Vancouver.

Gemmel, Minnie, Sechelt.

Getchell, F. H.. Fruit Inspector, Court-house, Vancouver.

Iladwen, Dr. S., Experimental Farm. Ag:issiz.

Hanham, A. W., B.>f.A., Duncan.

Heselwood, R. J., Box 364, Kelowna.

Hoy, Ben, Vernon.

Hill, Tom, Vernon.

Hill-Tout, W. S., Abbotsford.

Hunt, Earl C, Creston.

Hugh, W., 316 Coburg Street, Victoria.

Jackson, Walter, Creston.

James, F. J., Box 761, ^'ictoria.

Kennedy, A. B., Fruit Inspector, Court-house, Vancouver.

Kyte, R. J.. Hill Top, Notch Hill.

Lang, W. A., Peachland.

Landells, R., Golden.

Leach, D. H., Salmon Arm.
Lyne, W. H.. Fruit Inspector, Court-house, Vancouver.

Matheson, J. B., Kelowna.

Melhuish, J. S., Walhachin.

Middleton, M. S., Nelson.

Mitchell, David, Tappen.

McKenzie, K.. Kelowna.

McCubbing. Chas., Salmon Arm.
JMcHardy, C. F., Box 1230, Nelson.

Nicolle, —, Box 294, Nelson.

Northcote, T. H., Slission City.

Norman. P.. 1024 Vancouver Street, Victoria.

Palmer, R. M., South Cowichan.

Palmer, L. L., Veriion.

Parham. G. E., Experimental Farm, Invermere.

Patch. A. M. W., Woodland Drive, Vaucouver.
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Peters, R., Flewin's Gardens, Victoria.

Robinson, E. H., 417 Young Street, Victoria.

Robertson, W. H.. Department of Agriculture, Victoria.

Ricli, Edith, Ladner.

Rive, Henry, 500 .Michigan Street, "N'ictoria.

Russel, David, Lavington.

Reeves, S. H., c/o T. II. Stanton, Duncan.

Ro.ss, Anne H., Nelson. '

Ruhman, Max, Grand Forks.

Russel, M. W., Central Okauagan Land Co.. Kclowna.
Itowland, Alton. City Engineer, City Hall. \'an(ouver.

Scott, Col. B., Salmon Arm.
Samson, H., ISO! Tliirty-fourth Avenue West, Vancouver.

Sherman, R. S., 3042 Powell Street, Vancouver Heights.

Stanton, T. H., Duncan.

Ta.vlor, Lionel E., Bank Head. Kelowna.

Treherne, R. C. Experiuiontal Farm, Agassiz.

Tomlinsou, A. H., Prince Rupert.

Thornber, I-L. Kamloops.

Thomson, Chas., We.st Sununerland.

Venables. E. P., Vernon.

Wallace, E. A., Flewin's Gardens, Victoria.

Woods, Mrs. R. E., Adelphi Post-office, Grande Prairie.

Wilkerson. G. E.. 1118 Yates Street, Box 407, Victoria.

White, E. W., Sardis.

Wilson, Tom, 1105 Broadway West, Vancouver.

Wilson, Eli, Armstrong.

Ward, W. E., General Freight Office, C.P.R., Vancouver.

Whiting. H. H., Rock Creek, Kettle Valley.

Winslow. I!. M.. Department of Agriculture, Victoria.

PAPERS FOR FUTURE PUBLICATION.

The following papers presented at the meeting have been withdrawn for

publication at some later date:

—

1. Studies in Coleoptera

—

A. W. Ilanhani. Duncan.
2. Insects of the Y'ear—Tom Wilson.
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British Columbia Entomological Society

PROCEEDINGS. 1915

The Second niidsunimer semi-annual meeting of the British Colum-
bia Eiuomological Society was held in the Board of Trade Hall, Ke-

lovvna, li. C, on Thursday, August 20th, 1914. Between forty-five and

fifty individuals were present, from the Lower Mainland. Salmon Arm.
Kodtenay. X'ancouver Island, and Okanagan districts. The 1st Vice-

President, Air. I^ionel E. Taylor. F.Z.S., M.B.O.L'.. was in the Chair,

and the members were called to order at 10 a.m. dh .Vugust 20th. 1'.'14.

The meeting was divided into morning, afternoon and evening ses-

sions, and many useful papers were read. The papers ])resented will

appear in the Proceedings of the Society at later dates.

The Fourteentli Annual meeting of the Entomological Society of

British Columbia was held on January 16th. in the Auditorium of the

Aberdeen School. Vancouver. B. C. The President, Mr. G. O. Day,

F.E.,S., was in the Chair and the members were called to order at 10 a.m.

on the morning of January 16th. The meeting was divided into morn-

ing, afternoon and evening sessions, and eleven papers of systematic

interest were read and several of economic importance. A lantern slide

lecture on the Oestridae was given to the members in the evening by Dr.

Seymour Pladwen. of the Experimental Farm, .\gassiz. The papers

presented will appear in this bulletin and other later bulletins of the

Society.

SECRETARY-TREASURER'S REPORT.
Correspondence.

The number of letters received and answered by the Secretary has

exceeded all records of past years. It is gratifying to regard the pro-

gress the Society is making in creating an ever-increasing sphere of

interest, both in this Province and elsewhere. Bulletin No. 4 h;is iust
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been issued and distributed, 1500 copies being printed. The special

summer meeting was regularly held last August in Kelowna. The suc-

cess is entirely due to Mr. H. H. Creese, Field Inspector, Provincial

Department of Fruit Pests. The proceedings of this Kelowna meeting

and the papers presented before the annual meeting of January, 1915,

are being incorporated and will appear in due course as Bulletins 5 and

6.

With the sanction of the Advisory Board I beg to add the following

names to our complimentary mailing list. For the most part, these in-

dividuals and institutions have requested to have their names placed on

our mailing list, and in return are forwarding articles of their own for the

benefit of our members and for our Library

;

Library of the British Columbia University.

Library Department of Education, Victoria, B. C.

Robert Matheson, Div. of Entomology, Cornell, Ithaca, N.Y.

Library McGill University, Montreal, P.O.

Library University of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minn., U.S.A.

American Entomological Society, Logan Sq., Philadelphia, Pa.

Geo. Moznette, Div. of Entomology, Corvallis, Oregon.

E. C). Essig, Div. of Entomology, Berkeley University, Cal.

Agricultural Gazette, Publications Branch, Dept. .\gr., (Jttawa.

Library LTniversity of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois, U.S.A.

Edmund Jarvis, Div. of Entomology, Brisbane, Australia.

Laboratorio di zoologie general & agraria, Portici, Napoli, Italy.

L. W. Swett, 501 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

Messrs. Barnes and ]\IcDonough, Decatur, Illinois.

Columlsia University, Barnard College, New York.

Letters of congratulations on our recent publications have been re-

ceived from several sources. The correspondence of the Society is kept

in a special book retained for the purpose, and is open to the members
for perusal at any time. A full report of the progress and standing of

our Society was duly forwarded to be read at the annual meeting of the

Ontario Entomological Society in November, 1''14.

STATEMENT OF THE FINANCES OF THE BRITISH COLUM-
BIA ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Year ending December 31st, 1914.

Credit. Del)tor.

Deficit carried forward _ $ 96.30

Distribution of Bulletin No. 3, viz. : Express, folders,

postage 16.00

General postage in Spring, 1914 2.50

Total deficit $1 1 5.00
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Provincial Gii\ernment Grant, \'ote No. 247, made

available April, 1914 $350.00

Hy cheque to R. C. Treherne for loan _ 115.00

By cheque to H. H. Creese, finances of Kelowna

meeting, August, 1914 20.40

To R. C. Treherne, by cheque, Xov. 30th, Distribution

of Bulletin. No. 4, $10.00; slides made for lantern

use. $15.00 25.00

Ti) Evans and Hastings. Printers. Dec. 2nd, .^00 sub-

scriiition notices 4.00

To Hawkins and Hayward, Electricians 2.30

Balance in l)ank to date, Dec. 31st 183.30

$350.00 .S35O.0O

A NOTE ON THE OCCURRENCE AND SIGNIFICANCE OF
ANOPHELINAE IN B. C.

Seymour Hadvven. D. \'. Sci., Agassiz, B. C.

For se\'eral years notes and obser\'ations ha\e been made (jn the

mos(juitoes of this jjrovince, their classification and seasonal prexalence.

the main object being to find methods for their control. This work has

been confined mainly to the Culicinae ; as far as we know the genus

Anopheles is represented, on the lower mainland, b\- a single species,

A punctipennis, say. The Anophelines are ne\er as numerous as the

Culicinae and are often hard to find. A punctipennis is never found in

large numbers, and it is only in the early spring that these mosquitoes

are to be seen outside: it is at this season that the}- can be found biting

animals. During the summer it is extremely hard to find a specimen; in

the autumn the}' reappear on the walls of houses and in cellars.

The species A maculipennis, which I am recording in this paper,

probably has the same seasonal pre\alence as punctipennis: though it

has been looked for in the Similkameen and Nicola valleys, its presence

has not been recorded during the summer. This year it was discovered

for the first time at Keremeos, B. C. This portion of the province is

peculiarly situated and the climate is very hot and dry.

A, punctipennis is not definitely known to transmit malaria, while A
maculipennis is a well-known carrier of the disease, both in Europe

and in America. Its presence, howe\-er, does not necessarily infer the

existence of malaria. Sometimes the mosquitoes are not infected. Thus,

in Eastern Canada. A maculipennis is still comparati\ ely common, though

malaria, according to rejiorts. is now of rare occurrence. In England,

in certain malarial districts, the disease has disappeared while the mos-
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quitoes showed no corresponding decrease in numbers. In the investi-

gations of Nuttall. Cobbett and Strangeways-Pigg, these well-known

authorities found many mosquitoes btit no cases of malaria, in districts

where the disease had been previously very prevalent. Later Theobald

discovered a genuine case, contracted in England.

In conversation with residents of Keremeos, we have heard of cases

of malaria in that part of the country. However, it is unnecessary to do

more than mention this fact, without further discussion, for the subject

can be better dealt with l^y a medical man.

1 gi\e a short description, taken from Patton and Cragg, of A puncti-

pennis and A maculipennis, so that the two species may l)e readily dis-

tinguished.

Anopheles punctipennis, say. Palpi with two indistinct greyish

bands, and apices sometimes grey. Thorax chestnut brown. Abdomen
brown with golden hairs. Legs brown, except coxae, knees and tips of

tibiae, which are yellowish. Costa black, with two yellow spots, one at

the apex and the other at the apical third. This species is the winter

andpheliiie of the L'nited States.

Anopheles maculipennis Meigen. Palpi brown, unljanded. Thorax

and abdomen brown. Legs brown without any definite bands. Costa

dark, with four dark spots, two apical and two median. It is widely dis-

tributed in Europe, and is a natural carrier of the parasites of malaria in

Italy. (Specimens of A maculipennis were shown at the meeting).

APHID NOTES FROM BRITISH COLUMBIA.

By H. F. Wilson,

Entomologist, Oregon Experiment Station.

During the month of July, 1913, the writer had the pleasure of attend-

ing the summer meeting of the British Columbia Entomological Society,

at Vernon, P>. C, and the following species of aphids were collected dur-

ing the trip ;

1. Macrosiphum stanleyi n. sp. (jii Sambucus glauca in Stanley Park,

V'ancouver.

Macrosiphum stanleyi n. sp. (plate 1, figures 13-15.)

A large, light, green species found feeding on the under side of the

leaves of Sambucus glauca Nutt. This species is common in the vicinity

of Vancouver, P). C, and Seattle, Wash. I have not collected it in Ore-

gon. All forms are lightly covered with a white bloom, which is much
more abundant on the pupae. All forms are quite active and move about

o\er the leaf surface when disturl:)ed.
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Apterous viviparous female—General cnlnv lii;lu yellowish inrecn.

tlie only exceptions l>eing the sixth segment, with sjiur and tarsi, which

are dusky to Lilack. Nectaries and cauda same color as the body, eyes

dark red. ilody long and slender, the antennae reaching beyond tlie tip

of the cauda and with the spur longer than the third segment. Antennae

slender with a strung and prominent antennal tubercle. In this funn.

as sometimes in the pu])ae. the third antennal segment bears from two

to sexen irregular sens(jria situated near the base and lying along one

side of the segment. Legs long and slender. The nectaries are long and

tapering, usually with a slight swelling near the tip. wliicli makes them

appear strongly constricted just back of the tip. Cauda slmrt and slightly

ensiform.

Measurements—Length of bodw 4mni. ; width. 1 5S mm.; length nf

antennae by segments. L 0.1.^ mm.; 11. O.O'imm.; 111. 1.74 mm.; I\',

0.93 mm.; \', 0.84 mm.; \'I. 0.3 mm.; s])ur. l.S mm.; tutal length of

segments. .^.288 mm.; length of nectaries, 1.5 mm.; cauda. side measiu'c-

ment, 0.3 mm.

Pupa— (jcneral color light green covered with a fme white waxy
puwder iir bl(jom. This form is slightly .shorter and slightly narrower

than the apterous forms. Length of Irndx". ,^ mm.; width, 0.').^ mm.

Alate viviparous female—First collected in Stanley f'ark. A'ancou-

\er, ilritish Cnlumliia. July 14. 1''13. General cohir, greenish white, tlie

six antennal segments with spur and tarsi are diiskv to black; eves dark

red. Ilody long and slender and without distinct markings. Antennae
and legs long and slender, antennae reaching beyond the end of the

cauda. Antennal tubercles large and strongly angled at the upper inner

edge. Third se.gment with 12 to 18 round sensoria, which \ary greatly

in size. Wings h_\-aline and df the usual t\-pe.

Measurements—Length of body, 3.? nnn.; width. 1.2.^ nmi. ; tulal

wing ex])anse, 8 to 9 mm.; length of antennae by segments. 1. l.i mm.;
II, 0.00 mm.; IH, L06 mm.; I\', 0.05 mm.; \'. 0.9 mm.; \1. 0.3 mm.;
spur. 2 mm. ; length of nectaries. 1.3 mm. ; cauda. 0.55 mm.

2. Macrosiphum frigidae ( )estlund nn Artemesia sp., W-rnon. jnlv

16.

3. Macrosiphum rudbeckiae Filch .m Solidago s]i.. N'cnion, juK- 1().

4. Macrosiphum urticae Schrank on Urtica dioca, Nernon, July 16.

5. Macrosiphum ludovicianae ( )estlund on Artemesia ludoviciana,
X'ernon. July l(').

0. Macrosiphum rosae Linn., mu Rosa sp.. N'ancmuer. Inly 12.

7. Nectarosiphon rubicola ( )estlund on Rubus sp.. \ ancnuver. |ul\

12.

8. Myzus cerasi h'al).. (in wild cherry, \'ancou\er. |ulv 12.
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'>. Aphis cerasifoliae Fitch., on choke cherry, Vernon. July 16.

10. Aphis sorbi Kalt., on apple, Agassiz, July 13.

11. Ahpis avenae Fab., on apple, Vernon, July 16.

12. Aphis cardui Linn., on Carduus sp.. Vernon, Julv 16.

13. Hyalopterus arundinis Fab., on Prunis sp., Nermin, |ulv 16.

14. Melanoxantherium smithiae Monell., on Populus sp., Xernon.

July 16.

15. Cladobius populeus Kalt.? on Populus (tremuloides?) \'ernon,

July 16.

16. Arctaphis populifolii Essig, on Populus sp., Vernon. July 16.

17. Chaitoghorus aceris Linn., on Acer sp., Agassiz. Tulv 13.

IS. Chaitophorus negundinis Thomas, on Acer negundo, .Vgassiz,

July 13.

19. Euceraphis betula Fitch, on Eastern birch, July 13.

20. Phyllaphis fagi Linn., on Fagus sp. (imported ), .\gassiz, July 13.

MYZAPHIS (APHIS) ABIETINA WALKER. Plate L Figs. 1-12.

This insect i-- here reported for the first time from North America;

and should it continue to cause serious damage, as during the present

season, it will be necessary to develop some methods of control.

The material and notes used with this species were furnished me
by Mr. R. C. Treherne and Mr. J. M. Swaine, of the Dominion Entomo-
logical Staff, and Dr. E. C. Van Dyke, of the LTniversity of California.

Mr. Treherne first noticed the aphids about Ala}- 1, 1914, on spruce

trees in Stanley Park. Vancouver, B. C. By June 1 they had caused

\ery serious damage, and all of the old needles were falling. Later

observations by the parties mentioned show that practically every needle

of last year's growth had fallen from the infested trees. The current

year's growth was intact and uninfested. On some of the spruce twigs

sent in to me, I found as high as seven aphids on a single needle, and

nearly every needle was infested.

Mr. Treherne writes that "this insect is as serious, if not more

serious, than any other insect attacking spruce in the forest lands along

the British Columbia Coast at the present time."

Later in the season the aphids left the spruce and must have

migrated to some alternate host, where they may be found feeding on

either the roots or parts above ground.

This species was first described as new in 1848, and in England has

received some little attention from various workers. The latest and
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Myzaphis (aphis) abietltia W'alUii'.

I'-ig:. 1. antennae: Fig. 2. nectary: Fig. 3. cauda: Fig. I, third anlennal segment
much enlarged, of alate viviparous female; Pigs. 5, 6, 7. wins venation from a .single
individual. Figs.' S. 8, normal venation; Via. 10. antenna; Fig. II. nectary: Fig. 12,
caiulM of apterous \ivii)arous femaks.

Macrosiphiiui Stanley!
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most complete paper on this species, written liv Professor F. \'. 'I'lieo-

Ijald, of Wye, Kent, England, will be found in "The .\nnals of Applied

l!iolin;y," \'ol. I., .\o. 1, Alay 1914. My determination of the species is

based ii|)on specimens sent to me by Professor Theobald. The known
Staines are described as follows:

Apterous viviparous female: (lOneral color, yellowish green to

green, with a dark line on each side of the abdomen. Antennae pale

yellowish green at the l)ase and throughout segments three and four.

The remaining parts dusky to black. Legs green, except tips of femora

and tibiae, and tarsi. Nectaries pale green, tips dusky. Cauda, green.

Mead with a large broad frontal tubercle and with distinct antennal

tubercles. Alxlonien almost round, antennae about half as long as the

1)1 idy. .Xectaries long and slender, and quite characteristic of the Genus
Alvzus. Cauda long, sharply tapering and constricted toward the base.

Measurements: I^ength of body. 1.55 nun.; width, 1 mm.: lengtli

of antennal segments. III, 0.44 mm.: 1\', 0.17() mm.: \'. 0.17() mm.; \"1.

0.09; spur, 0.135 nun.; length of nectaries, (1.44 nun.; length nt ciud.-i.

0.22 mm.

Alate viviparous female: General color of head and thorax light

brown, abdomen bright green with four rows of dark green spots; one

row extends in a slow curve on each side of the median line, and the

others extend along the sides of the abdomen. The two dorsal rows

appear to be connected by faint dark green lines. Antennae yellowish

green at the base and dusky green at the tip. Legs pale .green, tips of

tibiae and tarsi dusky. Nectaries pale green to dusky, cauda pale green.

Antennae reaching to about the base of the nectaries. First antennal

segment strongly gibbous, third roughened and with 9 to 12 or more
sensoria, some of which are as wide as the segment itself, fourth segment
with about four, fifth with one, and sixth with usual sensoria at base of

spur. Wings with very variable venation, median vein sometimes once

forked in front vein and occasionally wanting in hind wing. Opposite

wings of same individuals may have widest possible variation. Nectaries

cylindrical, sometimes with a very slight double curve, and reaching to

tip of Cauda. Cauda long and sharply tapering.

Measurements: Length of body, 1.6 to 1.8 nun.; width, 0.7 mm.;
length of antennal segments, IH, 0.42 mm. ; I\', 0.242 mm. ;

\', 0.22 nmi.

;

\ I, 0.12 mm.; spur, 0.198 mm.; length of nectaries, 0.43 nun.; length of

caiula, 0.25 mm.; length of wing, 2.8 nun.: width, 1 mm.

References.

1. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., IIL Ser. 2, pp. 301-302—1848.

2. P. \'on der Goot, Zur systematik der aphiden, Tijdscrift voor

Entomologie, Dec. L\'L 1913.
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NOTES ON THE EARLY STAGES OF CALOCAMPA
CINERITIA, GROTE.

By G. O. Day. F.E.S.. Duncan, B. C.

A female moth was found tJvipositing on the twig of a sallow tree,

soon after dusk on 11th March, 1''14. A few catkins were out on the

top of the tree, but the eggs were not laid on a blossom twig. The moth
seemed to have started at end of twig with head turned inwards. She
laid the eggs (75) in regular batches. I watched the operation for some
time, and the following is the method of her procedure : After laying

an egg against the one before, the moth moved a step forward and care-

fully felt about with her ovipositor for a position for the next egg. The
eggs were deposited fairly regularly in rows of twos or threes.

Size of egg, 10/12 uiul (i.e., \2 eggs to 10 mm.). In siiape rather

flattened, broadest at base. Usual sculpturing with lines meeting iii

micropyle—micropyle not depressed, color a faint greenish white at

first, changing later to a light brown with pinkish tinge. The moth
ceased to lay when boxed, but after about a week she began again and

deposited a good number of eggs, mostly in sheets, that is, in flat masses

with eggs laid regularly and side by side, but not adhering at their bases

to the box. There were also a number of loose eggs which had evidently

fallen away from the sheets. The sheets consisted of rows of threes and

fours arranged similarly to the manner in which the eggs were laid on

twigs.

Hatched out 5th April, 1914. Young larva rather acti\'e, 4 mm. in

length ; it rests on the two pairs of legs next the anal claspers, which are

slightly raised, as is also the head and fore part of the body. Head yel-

lowish, slightly wider than body. A yellow tinge on first segment

merging posterially into reddish purple which becomes darker at tail

end. As soon as the larva has eaten, the purple tinge goes and gives

place to a uniform green, the same color as the sallow buds on which it

feeds. Each segment has black dots on it, grouped in fours and twos,

across, rather indistinct on the fore segments, more plain in the hinder.

A short spiky hair is emitted from each of the dots, except those near the

tail. After the first few days the color of the head becomes a light trans-

parent brown. Expanse of larva 8 mm. at end of first stage.

On the 18th April, when the larvae were 9 mm. long, the black dots

before noticed had all disappeared, the body fairly cylindrical, tapering

slightly to each end. Color, bright green with a central dorsal white

line, very distinct; and a similar white spiracular line, running the entire

length of the body, from the head to the anal pair of legs. Midway
between the dorsal and the spiracular lines there is a finer white line rm
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eacli side, makiiiij five lines altogether. Head yellowi.sh green, somewhat

transparent. Position at rest much the same as at first, i.e., clasping

with the two pairs of legs next the anal claspers and with Ixxly raised.

Fed on sallow leaves freely.

In the next instar the s])iracular while lines are liroader and nicire

conspicuous than any of tiie others, otherwise the ajjpearance of the

larva is much the same. ( )n 1st May, lar\'a 1*' nnn. long; mi change in

general appearance except that white dots are apparent on each seg-

ment, two on each side of the central line, placed diagonally, and others,

inconspicuous and variable, between the spiracular and subdorsal lines.

The larva mils up into a ring when disturbed, but the whole of the body

is not on the same plane. On 10th May, when (piiescent for moulting,

the larvae were 27 mm. long, of a soft watery green color, and the only

markings noticeable were the fi\'e longitudinal white lines, of which the

most pronounced were the spiracular, then the medindorsal. and finally

the two intermediate lines the most indistinct. The regular white dots

pre\iousl}' noted have now disappeared and the whole surface of the

larva (except the belly) seems to be occupied by obscure whitish llecks

only distinguishable under a hand lens. .\fter casting the skin just

described, the larva undergoes a complete change. The head becomes

very broad, slightly broader than the body, and the color of the bod}- is

a soft, velvety light brown, with darker brown markings ddwn the hack

with the exception of the first segment behind the head, whicli is plain

like the head and divided from it by a dark brown line, 'i'he spiracular

lines are \ery plain, being white tinged with brown. .\.ll tlie bellv lie-

low the spiracular lines, a lighter l)ruwn than above. Length of larva

36 mm. innnediately after moult. The darker dorsal markings are

arrow-head shaped, the point of the arrow starting at the fold of each

segment and extending obliquely forward across the segment and half-

way into the next towards the head. These \'-shaped markings start

from and are connected by a central dorsal line of the same color.

By the 21st May most of the lar\'ae had disappeared for pupation in

soil placed in bottom of breeding jar. The full-fed lar\a is 40 mm. long

and 7 mm. wide. Just before pupation the colors become more dull and
the V-shaped marks not so conspicuous. It is a plump, healthy-looking

lar\a of a russet-brown color, with a double dorsal line under which
runs a vein which can be seen to pulsate, almost causing the line to dis-

appear when contraction of the \ein takes place.
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A DESCRIPTION OF THE EGG AND OVIPOSITOR OF CUTERE-
BRA FONTINELLA, CLARK. (Cottontail Bot.)

B}^ Seymour Hadwen, D.V.. Sci.. Veterinary Researcli Laboratory,

Ag-assiz, B. C.

In tlie study of the Oe.'itridae, tlie most important prul^lem at the

present time is to discover the \-arious methods of oviposition for the

different species. From an economic point of \'iew the most important

question is : How do the larvae gain entrance to their respective hosts,

after emerging from the egg? The following observations on the eggs

and ovipositor of Cuterebra fontinella may be of some interest. Up to

the present I have seen no descriptions of the eggs of any of the Cutere-

brae.

The specimen from which the eggs were obtained was captured out

of doors on July 30th, 1914, at Agassiz, B. C.

The measurements of the egg are: Length, 1.05 mm.; width, .03

mm. at the widest part. In shape it bears a resemblance to the egg of

Gastrophilus equi, being somewhat canoe-shaped (Plate 1, Fig. 1). It

possesses a deep groove on the under side, which is at least one-third

longer in proportion than that of G. equi. In G. equi the groove is about

half the length of the egg. (Plate 1. Fig. 2). On the upper side, at the

end, is a well-marked operculum, very similar in shape and size to that

of G. equi, though in the latter the operculum has reticulations differing

from the markings on the rest of the egg. The egg case is rough and has

a shagrenated appearance, the operculum not differing from the rest of

the egg surface. (Plate 2, Fig. 3). The groove clearly indicates that the

egg is meant to be attached to a hair, and that possibly the larva has. up

to a certain point, a similar life history to that of G. equi. If so, for the

emergence of the larva, moisture and friction must be supplied, such as

would be furnished by the tongue of the host animal when licking itself.

The subsequent life history of Cuterebrine larvae must differ consid-

erably from that of G. equi; because, in the various host animals, the

larvae show a selective facult}" for different parts of the body. For in-

stance, C. emasculator selects the scrotum of Tamias striatus lysteri for

its final habitat. Another undetermined species, specimens of which I

have received, is reported to have been found in the backs of field mice.

Two mature larvae, which were recently sent to me from Manitoba,

were taken from the costal region of a domestic cat. Possibly in this

case the cat was not the natural host, and the larvae acted in a similar

manner to those of Hypoderma bovis, when they are found in an un-

usual host, .\ccordina: to Railliet thev wander about and do not settle
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in any definite portion of the animal. In the case of the cat the lar\ae

may have been swallowed when it was feeding on a squirrel. The onl_\'

availaljle reference of a similar kind is quoted b}' Washburn, where, he

says: "Unidentified bots, possibly belonging to this genus (Cuterebra),

ha\e been taken from beneath the jaws of kittens."

.\ccording to Townsend the larwie i:if C. fontinella, wliirli he ftiund

m rabbits, showed no selective faculty for an}- special part of the body.

The [jositions he mentions are: The dorsal, pectoral and the \entral

regions.

It may be well here to make a brief comparison between the eggs of

the different Oestridae, of which 1 have descriptions.

Hypoderma bovis and H. lineatum have smooth eggs, attached to

the hairs by a ])edicel, and show no trace of operculum. The egg splits

ojjen to alli.iw the emei'gence of the lar\a.

The egg of Oedemagena tarandi, the reindeer Warble-fly, has a

modified operculum in the shape of a thin flap, along the edge of which

the egg splits open, it is attached b_\- a pedicel. According to Carpen-

ter's figures, the egg of O. tarandi, apart from the (.i])ening flap, closel}'

resembles that of Hypoderma.

The egg of Gastrophilus equi is somewhat cur\ed. probabh" owing
to the groove by which it is attached to the hair, which runs along the

under side for about half its length. This groove must occupy space in-

side the egg, hence the corresponding bulge on the other side, to give

room for the lar\a. It has a well-defined operculum, differently marked
from the rest of the egg,

Cuterebra fontinella—This closely resembles the egg of G. equi in

shape and in possessing an operculum and a similarly shaped groove.

The groove, however, is proportionately longer. The main difference

is in the surface of the egg case, which is rough but not lined as in

G. equi, there is no different marking on the operculum.

.According to the conformation ni the egg. it is thus ])ossil)le lo

separate the species mentioned above. .\s C. fontinella is close to G. equi,

it would be reasonable to suppose, then, that in their manner of entrance

at least, the lar\ae of Cuterebra resemble those of Gastrophilus; and

the fact that rodents are continually licking themselves adds strength to

the hypothesis.

According to Townsend and i'>au the host of C. fontinella i> Lepus

artemisia, Bachman (Cottontails). In this part of liritish Columbia rali-

biis are not plentifid and we ha\e no records of an}- having been found

parasitized b}- this grul). It w-ould a])])ear that there is a possibility of

C. fontinella ha\ing another host, two females were collected by Mr,

R. S. Sherman on Savary Island, \\-hich is a small island in the Straits of

(k-orgia where no rabbits exist. llo\\e\er, mice are quite common on
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the islands and vn the mainland, this coupled with the fact that an unde-

termined species has been collected for mice, strengthens the supposi-

tion.

An interesting; lial^it of Cuterelirine larxae mentiimed Ijy Townsend

is their custom of emerging after their host animal has been killed. Thi.s

apparently takes place only when they are sufficiently mature to pupate.

Confirmation of this habit has been obtained from observers in P.ritish

Columbia. The occurrence has not been obser\ed in Hypoderma, and

seems peculiar to the parasites under discussion.

Through the kindness of Dr. C. Gordon Hewitt 1 have iii)tained

Townsend's original description of C. fontinella, and find that he gives

no description of the ovipositor. The most striking thing about the

ovipositor is its shortness, as compared with those of the other Oestridae

;

and this fact makes one wonder how oviposition is accomplished on, for

instance, a small active rodent? One experiment was made with the fly

mentioned in the first part of this paper. Immediately after it was cap-

tured it was placed in a jar with a white mouse. The mouse became

terrified, and whenever the fly buzzed against it, the mouse turned

viciously and bit at it. The experiment was, of course, a failure, as both

mouse and fly wanted to escajje.

Description of the Ovipositor.

The ovipositor is very short and set in a horse-shoe space, the open-

ing being toward the \'entral part of the insect. (Plate 3, Fig. 7). The
horse-shoe ring is surrounded by what Townsend describes as the fourth

and last segment of the abdomen. He is certainly wrong in this, as

there are two distinct segments following the fourth, forming part of

the ovipositor, and, in addition to these, the sternite and tergite plates

represent suppressed segments. So that there are at least six visible

segments in the abdomen. All the segments, including the ovipositor,

are densely covered with hairs, a fringe of hair on the margin of the

fourth segment partly conceals the ovipositor.

The ovipositor ends in two blunt processes, which correspond to

the latero-sternal sclerites, and another, the tergal sclerite, described by

Carpenter for Hypoderma. (Plate 3, Fig. 6). N'entrally in front of the

tergal sclerite, there is a chitinous plate which fits between the latero-

sternal sclerites.

In front of the chitinous plate is a paired membranous organ with

two points, which are designated in the figures as paired membranous
processes. (Plate 3, Figs. 5 and 6).

I am indebted to Mr. Hugh Scott, Curator in Entomology at Cam-
bridge, and Mr. E. E. Austen of the British Museum for the determin-

ation of C. fontinella; to Mr. G. H. Unwin for collecting literature, and

to Dr. F. Torrance, Veterinary Director-General, for permission to pub-

lish this article.
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Fig. 4. Cuterebra fontinella, Clark.
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NOTES ON THE HABITS OF SOME LEPIDOPTERA.
By J. \V. Cockle. Kasl...

Mr. Treherne (Secretary):

Mr. Cockle was unable to come, and he sent me iiis paper. It is one

of the most gratifying things to me, as Secretary nf this Societv, to re-

ceive papers without any special e.xertion on my part. In getting ui)

the programme for this meeting, a few weeks before 1 started I had

nothing in mind, but c)n sending out circulars, these papers came rolling

in. and we ha\c more than enough for today's meeting. Two papers

from the Upper Country ha\-e come in without an_\' sohcitation. one of

them l)eing Mr. Cockle's. 1 take pleasure in reading it for Mr. Cockle.
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The collector is often at a loss to understand why he is unable tC)

find the gender of a species of which the opposite gender is plentiful,

and as an instance of this let me instance Cyanirus nigrescens Fletcher.

The freshly emerged males may he found in great numbers in almost

any damp spot along the roads, but there are no females with them.

An excursion into the brush upon a sunny hillside will probably result

in finding numbers of females of this species which are flying around or

resting on the willow or Coeanothus branches, whilst occasionally a

poor battered male will be seen flying amongst them. Very rarely a

bright, freshly emerged male will be found consorting with them, but

such occurrence is unusual. Not until they are faded and worn do the

males seem to become attracted by the females.

The same remarks will apply to Rusticus anna.

The habit of some of the Argynids are curious. Argynis monticolor

var rhodope has a peculiar migratory habit. In the early morning it may
be found in abundance along the lower \-alleys, but as the sun comes

out and warms the upper mountain slopes it flies upwards. The whole

brood seem to take wing in one direction, always upward towards the

snow fields and the grassy slopes lately emerged from their snow cover-

ing. Here they disport themselves during the heat of the July days.

If they ever return to the lower altitudes again I am unable to record,

but some must do so or else there would be no brood in the valley the

following years. While speaking of the habit of the high mountain

species, allow me to dwell for a moment on the curious habit that all

high mountain forms have of laying over on their side when resting.

One of my favorite hunting grounds is situated in a low pass between

the headwaters of two creeks, which are so located that the west wind

will blow up both of them, and when the gust of wind strikes the most

westerly it rushes up the creek and blows over the summit towards the

east. \Vhilst the wind continues, nearly all the butterflies will come up

over the pass and settle with their wings folded sideways in the direction

of the wind. Suddenly the wind, of which the main gust has reached the

lower valley of the more easterly creek, comes back up the creek and

reverses the direction of the breeze at the summit. Instantaneously

almost every butterfly is in the air and will settle again under the shelter

of the slope on the opposite side. (Jn a breezy day this change may take

place every few minutes, with the resulting migration of the butterflies

over the summit. This haliit nf laying over on their side has been noted

by many writers, and it becomes habitual with species inhabiting the

high mountain slopes. Even when there is no perceptible wind the;'

invariably assume this position, while even the same species when found

in the lower valleys will as invariably be noticed in an upright position.

Another peculiar thing that may be noticed in both butterflies and moths

when flying over a glacier: The temperature of the air for several feet
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above the snow is low enough to produce torpidity. The passage of

even a light, fleecy cloud over the sun is sufficient to cause them to in-

stantly settle on the snow, where they will remain in a torpid condition

until the sun's rays again warm them into activity. 1 have several times

seen the snow litcrall}' covered with all kinds of insects which had

migrated with the wind and had been caught b}- the cold of the snow
field. In many cases where there has not been a recent rain or snowfall,

man>- of such specimens may be secured in perfect condition. A very

curious thing has often occurred to me in reference to Euvanessa antiopa.

It is well known that this species hibernates and often lives long into

the succeeding summer, in fact I have seen one instance where freshly

emerged specimens were seen in late August in company with poor,

bedraggled hibernated specimens ; but the fact that I wish to describe

alludes to their habit of remaining in the vicinity of their growing brood

of larva. They keep up a short flight along the road for a distance of

from three to five hundred feet on either side of the brood, and, when
approaching the location of the feeding larvae, will rise and fly round

over them several times before proceeding past them in the opposite

direction. We all know how animals will protect their young from

attack ; also we have the case of the English Stickleback and the Ameri-
can Black Bass as two cases where fish are known to protect their young
brood, and it has often occurred to me that this peculiarity of antiopa

might in some way be a like example in the case of insects. Does
antiopa keep watch over the brood to dri\e away Ichmeumonidae or

other insects which might be parasitic on her brood? One fact may also

be mentioned, and that is that by far the greater majority of larvae are

free from the attack of Ichmeumonidae while they are feeding in colonies

than may possibly be found in the case of any other species having the

community instinct. The question remains to be solved, why is antiopa

given the gift of the longest life of any of the North American butterflies,

and for what reason does the female remain in the '\-icinity of her brood

during the early stages?

The article by F. H. W'olley Dod in Canadian Entomologist, dealing

with the habit of flying over water of Smerinthus cerisii, also applies to

S. opthalmicus. Df the Saturnidae I have already published in the

annual reports of the Canadian Entomologist Society for 1906 some
notes on the spinning methods of Telea polyphoemus in the west, show-

ing how they invariably attach their cocoon by a silk thread to a limb

instead of allowing it to fall as described by eastern writers. I wish,

however, to refer only brieflx- to the method of Samia rubra. The larva

of this species usually selects the ridge of a sunn}- liank facing the south

on which to ]nipate. I am inclined to attach some significance to the

height at which the cocoons are attached on the brush as relati\'e to the

amount of snow during the following winter, i.e., that when the snow
is liable to be deep the cocoon may be spun high up on the brush, whereas
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when the snowfall is liable to be shallow over the spot selected for

pupation, the cocoons may be spun very near the ground. This must

reasonably be considered as only a circumstance and not as an invariable

rule.

Pseudohazis shastaensis lays its eggs round a small twig in regular

rows. These emerge the following spring and pupation takes place in

the fall, the imago not emerging until the second year after.

Diacrisia kasloa. The males only of this species are attracted by

light. I have never taken a female excepting in flight at dusk.

Some of the genus Shizura when at rest fold their wings very close

to their body with the head downward, the hairs on the thorax standing:'

out straight all round, giving the moth a most peculiar appearance; it

is so unlike a moth that it may easily be passed unnoticed. Among the

Geometers the genus Eupithecia is not largely represented amongst

collections. This may be accounted for by the unfamiliarity of col-

lectors with its habits. When at rest, all the Eupithaciae spread their

wings out flat and attach themselves to the underside of a leaf, or in

case where they are attracted by light they will rest on the ceiling-

overhead; a small, inconspicuous patch on the darkened ceiling is readily

passed unnoticed. A good place to find this genus is on a board fence

which has cross rails. These afford an excellent resting place for them,

more especially if the fence is surrounded by brush. If during the

previous night there has been a heavy rain storm, a visit to the fence

the following day will often produce a good catch. Beside looking for

them on the underside rails of the fence, a sharp blow with a club will

often disturb them and cause them to take wing. Many of the Eustroma,

Hydriomena and allied genus rest during the day under roots, and a

jjarticularly favorite place to find them is under the overhanging foliage

on a cut bank on the side of a road. Here they rest, away from the

glare of the sunlight, cooled by the moist earth. Another favorite place

is on the underside of an overhanging rock blufif.

In conclusion, I trust that I have not trespassed too long on the

time of the meeting, and that at least some of the members of our So-

ciety will find something of interest which will help them in their work
amongst the Lepidoptera.

Mr. Tom Wilson: Mr. Chairman, I think that the Entomological

Society can compliment themselves on having a member who is not only

able but does exercise his powers of observation the same as our friend

Air. Cockle has done. When he speaks about the Mountain Forma, 1

can vouch for him, for I remember once when I was out hunting in the

Nicola country, on a sunny morning, there was a flock of insects I had
been taking notice of. A few minutes after there was a clap of thunder

and they all settled at once and every one of them was lying on its side.

They were all in flight when I saw them first, but immediately the thun-

der came, thev settled on their sides.



NOTES ON THE EARLY STAGES OF EPIRRITA DILUTATA
DENIS & SCHIFF.

I'.y G. ( ). I)a\. I'.IvS., Dnncaii. I',. C.

A female nmili \\a^ fnund al rest cii tree tiiiiik in the Duncan Dis-

Iricl ol' \ ancouver Island mi IJtli (Jctolier, l''l,i. It was eunlined in

elii|) l)iix and laid e,L;^s Lilh tn Idlli ( )i.-ti >lier. E.ui^s laid in inemilar

masses, sniiie siiiLjiy. atlaclied in hox. In Ljeneial ajipearance like ininule

liuiiclies III li.Ljlu Ljreen. uxal Lj'fapes. vSize ul' ei^i;. .66 b_\- .60 mm. I'nder

band lens the surface h Hiked pitted all (i\ er.

\\ hen e.xaiuined on 14tli .March. I'n4. after wintering; outside, the

et^.^s were cayenne-coldured in luass and shiny. Sides a little flattened

and indented. The "iMttinj;" still distinct. I'nder hand lens the culnur

iif indi\'idual ei^s^s was a reddish light hruwii. r.egan tn hatch nut .March

IXth and majcirity out l/y the 20th. Lar\a al first a sunt)- nlixe green,

no apjiareiit markings; head and first seginent rather swoolen ; anal

claspers fairly spreading. The anal claspers and the segment l)ehind head

a lighter green than the rest of the hod}-. Head brown. 'J'he larva would

eat btids of sallow and the common species of vaccinium, Init preferred

the latter, on which it fed well. .\11 other food offered (including alder,

which I had an idea might be its food-plant i was rejected. l,ar\a

continued to be of the dull (jlive colour without marking until 1st .\])ril,

when those which had newly shed their skins (1 am not sure whether for

the first or second time), developed a chrome yellow colour with incon-

spicuous lines running the whole length of the body. .\t this date these

lar\ae were ,s mm. long. The lines were not \ery distinct. i)Ut I could

make out a median dorsal line and two others each side of it on the dorsal

area, making fi\e lines altogether. The space between the median litie

and the first side line, slightly wider than between the second and third.

In the ne.xt iiistar. the ai-ipearance of the lar\a much the same, exce])t

that the colour becomes a glaucous green, similar to that of the lea\es

on which the caterpillar feeds, and the longtitudinal lines are rather more
distinct, with a decided whitish line just below the s]5iracle.s—this line

runs along (abo\e) a kind of ridge. The \entral surface has a tendency

to whitish, and in the next instar, this whiteness is much more pro-

nounced, liecoming a characteristic distinction. The whitish s|)iracular

lines are more marked towards the anus. .\t this stage ( ISth .\prili. the

larvae were 1.^ to 17 mm. long. ( )n 2''tli .\pril they had increased to

25 mm. in length, and some had already c<inimenced to |)upate, spin-

ning chambers in the frass collected ai the bottom of the breeding jar.

The cocoons were fairly strong, for 1 scr;i;)ed some masses of frass out

before ! discoxered there were lar\-ae pupating in it. Larvae when full

led, much the same in ai)|)earance as alread\- described. onl\- the white
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lines have disajipeared witli the exception of some remains of the spir-

acular line frnm the anal clas])er to last pair of legs more distinct than

e\ei". Head small, greenish, and there are some white dots on each seg-

ment, from which are emitted short single hairs. Relly strikingly green-

ish white.

All the larvae had disappeared for pnpatinn by 4th Maw Fed.

healthily, all throngh. on \-accinium.

Seven moths (all females) emerged about the middle of September.

In the natural state the time of appearance here is October,

THE OYSTER SHELL SCALE.

r.y Tom Wilson. F.R.H.S,,

Dominion Inspector of Indian Orchards,

In \iew of the fact that the Oyster Shell Scale (Lepidosaphes ulmij

is one of the most common insects in our orchards. I wish to record for

our Proceedings a list of host plants that I ha\'e obser\-ed in iJritish

Columbia infested by this insect, I am perfectly well aware that this

insect has been reported on from many sections of Canada and the

United States, and that several papers have appeared recording its full

life history, habits and destructiveness. The United States Bulletin

No. 121 of the Bureau of Entomology, in particular, forms a complete

record of this insect, and a long and probably complete list of host plants

is mentioned in the text. So far as British Columbia alone is concerned,

we ha\'e no full record of host plants of our own ; consequently to record

these, from my own experience, is the main object of this paper. Possibly

also I mav be able to add a few more host plants to the list in P>ulletin

121.

Among the different scale insects which infest our orchards and

forests, none has such a large and \'aried "bill of fare" as the ( )ystei"

Shell Scale, and. judging from the different parts of the world in which

it is found, few have such a wide geographical range.

We are apt to look on our orchards as the princijjal place to hnd

the difTerent insect pests, probalily because thev come closest under our

obser\-ation ; but in many cases our natural forests harbour man\- of

them. Where the original home of the Oyster Shell scale was. it would

be difficult or impossible now to determine. It has a world-wide distri-

bution at present, but it is belie\-ed that it was first imported into the

Eastern United .States in the 18th century, from wdiere it has covered

the greater part of the North American Continent, It seems to be able

to adapt itself to \-ery different climatic conditions, as is evidenced by

the fact that it thri\-es as well here in the neighbourhood of \'ancou\er

as it does on A'ancouver Island and in the "dry-" countr-\' of the
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Prunus emarginata

l'ji,L;lish 1 lawtliiirn

l)"Ui;ias 'riiorii

Amelanchier alnitolia

Japanese quince

Cornus stolonifera

Okana.^an. I have also seen it in all ils L;liir\- in ilie ( )1(1 Cipuiurx, and,

ju(li,Mng' from s])eciinens recei\e(l from ja]_ian. it also ihrixes in Asia.

0\x'r twenty years ayo. when there was a threat made h\- the i'ro-

\incial Hoard of Horticulture to enforce the rei;nlatioii- and coinpel llie

people to spray for this scale, 1 pointed out then tliai tliere were several

other trees than those i^rowini^ in our orchards upon which the scale fed

and flourished. Since then 1 ha\e noticed many more, helon^iny to very

different natural orders.

1 suhjoin a list, he.^innin.i; with the most coininon ;

Rosaceae.

Ap:de

Tear

Crah apple

.Mountain Ash
Roses

Spirea discolor

Cornacae.

Cornus nuttalii

Leguminacae

Hroi ini

Laburnum

Salicaceae

W illows of many kinds

l'o|.lar

and the following;:

\ ine Maple

.\sh

r.eech I'h.x

Elm Rhamnus purchiana

We notice from this that we ha\e several different orders re|)re

sented. and 1 douht nut that there are many others that ha\-e not come

to in\- attention. I ha\e found the insect at sea le\cl up to an altitude

of not les> 'than 3,000 feet,

llappily foi- us here the scale is e.Ntreiucly snl)ject to parasitism and

rejiroduces slowly, else with our henehcent climate it would he difficult

to kee]3 in check.

Little more need be said. I should he pleased to hear from anyone

who has recorded thi.s scale on any other host plant than I ha\e men-

tioned. The life history is siin].)le and sin^^le brooded and outlined for

the Society in an article in our last annual Proceedings* by Mr.

Treherne.

* r.ulletin Xo. 4, X. S., L'U, P.. C. Lnt. Soc,

Prixet

Lilac
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PAPERS FOR FUTURE PUBLICATION.

The following- ])ai)ers. presented at the meetings, liave been with-

ilrawn for ]uihhcati(in at some later date:

1. Insect Pests in tlie ( )kana,i;an Ma.x RulinKui

Control ni Incipient Infestation of Codling Moth in a New
District

." W . H . Lyne
Xew Sprays of Up-to-date Interest L. L. Palmer

The Tarnished Plant F>ug R. C. Treherne

The Part Played by Insects in the Sjiread of Plant
Diseases ] . W. Eastham

6. Insect Pollination of Plants Tom W'ilsim

Conditions Relati\e to the Codling Aloth in British

Columbia Thomas Cunningham
8, Insects of the Lower Fraser Valley, 1914 F. IT Getchel!

Insects of the Greenhouse G. E. \\ ilkersun

10. Ornamental and Shade Tree Insects R. C. Treherne

Life History of the Codling Moth on the Pacific

Cast of n. C I \A'. H. Lyne
Forest Insect Notes J. M. vSwaine

13. Records from .\tlin E. AI. .\nderson

14. Notes on the Geometridae of \'. I E. H. l;')lackmore

l.T. LithocoUetis sjaultheniella R. N. Chrvstal

Lady ISug ga\e a party,

It was a grand affair

;

The finest Ileetle dandies
.And the nattiest Gnats were there.

The Glowworm glowed his brightest,

-And the Hornet played his linrn;

The Lutterfly brought butter,

.And the Miller Aloth brought corn
;

The Caterpillar sat and purred.

The Horse Fly galloped high.

The Ants came with their uncles

.\n(l the Spiders came with pie;

'I'he June Bug in his l)ugg_\- came
Dragged by the Dragon Fly

;

The Centipede gave his last cent

To see the pair go by.

It was a splendid party.

But when the last was done
The Hop Toad sat outside the door
And swallowed everv one.

-ANON,
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NOMENCLATURE AND CLASSIFICATION.

(Presiuen'tial Address. )

Bv G. O. D.w, F.E.S., Duxc.\x, \'.I.. B.C.

.SOCIETY such as ours labours under a serious disadvan-

tage by reason of its members being comparatively few,

and those scattered over a great extent of country.

You, in \'ancouver, are fortunate in having a small

band of workers within easy reach of each other; in

\'ict('ria there are a few entomologists who can meet

together if they desire to ; but in the outlying districts

members are isolated and far apart, and where men have no fellow-

workers there lacks an incentive to devote much time and attention to

our particular study. This incentive of friendly rivalry and mutual help

is, to my mind, one of the charms of the pursuit of collecting.

Bearing in mind the drawbacks I have mentioned, I think we, as a

Society, ought to be well satisfied with the result we have accomplished

so far. During the last year we have published, by the generosity of

the Department of Agriculture and the exertions of our Secretary, a very

creditable pamphlet comprising most of the papers given at our annual

meeting in January last. We also held a special summer meeting at

Kelowna 6n August 20th last, an account of which it is hoped will' be

included in a later bulletin of our Proceedings. Another drawback which

the Society suffers from is the want of a " local habitation." We have at

present no room in which to keep our library or to house any collections

we might want to form. The supplying of such a desideratum is, I think,

an object which should ever be kept in view- by the committee. Our
finances, I am glad to say, are in a healthy condition, as has been shown
by the Treasurer's statement.

It is gratifying to know that some of our members, notably Dr.

Seymour Hadwen and Mr. E. H. r)lackmore, have been doing good

practical work, as evidenced Ijy the papers presented to-day. Person-

ally, I have not been able to add much to our general knowledge, but

I am contributing two life-histories which will be printed with the

Proceedings if there is space available. The descriptions may prove

useful for reference when in printed form.

It is generally understood that the syslcinafic side of entomology

should mainly uccup}- the attention of our January meeting; and it lias
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been suggested to me that I should take the questions of nomenclature

and classification as the subjects of my address on this occasion. Taking
into consideration the yevy limited time at my disposal,- it seems ridicu-

lous that I should attempt such large subjects. However. I will try to

deal with them in a simple manner and as briefly as possible. It must be

taken that I speak for the most part from the standpoint of a lepidopterist,

but the principles are much the same for the other orders.

To take nomenclature first: When natural-history objects came to

be seriously classified (nearly two centuries ago), it was found that in

order to avoid confusion it was absolutely necessary to have names that

\\ Tiuld be known to apply to the same object all the world over. It is due

to the famous Swedish naturalist, Linnaeus (or A'on I_.inne, as he took

the title of in 1757), that order was commenced to be rescued from chaos.

He it was who introduced the binomial system in his great work, the
" Systema Natur;e," first published in 1735. Linnreus was primarily a

botanist, but afterwards he turned his attention to the whole system of

nature. At first he seems to have ransacked heathen mythology and

ancient Roman history for his names. A great many European species

bear to-day the names he ga\-e them. Among well-known butterflies the

names Machaon, Daphlidice, Hyale, Antiopa, lo, Iris, etc., readily occur

to one as examples of these. Succeeding workers and classifiers adopted

the principles Linn?eus laid down—namely, a family name and a single

specific name.

The text-books lay down the rule that the name of a genus (family)

or of a subgenus is always a single word, and should be a noun of the

singular number and in the nominative case. The names of all groups

of genera (i.e., families, orders, classes, and branches) consist each of a

single word, and this word should be a plural noun in the nominative

case. No fixed rule appears to ha^'e been adhered to in the bestowal of

specific names. The following quotation taken from the preface to a

work published by the Entomological Societies of Oxford and Cambridge

in the year 1858 bears upon this subject:

—

" Linne, the author of that biliary system of nomenclature which has

now been adopted in everj^ department of natural history of organized

beings, lays down various maxims for regulating the selection of names.

His object was to exclude barbarism and confusion; nevertheless, many
names given by Linne himself are fanciful enough and not peculiarly

applicable ; they are casual or arbitrary appellations. His precept con-

cerning the formation of the names of species is one of considerable

latitude ; for, when the name of the genus is assigned, the species, he

sajs, may be marked by adding to it a ' nomen triviale,' a single word
taken at will from any cjuarter. Such names, whether appropriate or

not, when once established by adequate authority, soon lose their incon-

venience ; and accordingly it is now recognized as a rule that in every

case the trivial name first published shall be retained and all later

synonyms rejected."
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Farther on, the same authorities say:

—

' May we be allowed to ask the attention of scientitic authors and

nomenclators to the following considerations?
" I. Although the name of an insect is to be regarded as a mere

name, and not as a compendious description, yet it is desirable that it

should denote some peculiarity or express some property or habit ])er-

taining to that particular insect.

" 2. It is convenient to form generic names from the Greek, specific

names from the Latin.
'

3. That the names should be formed on the analogy of existing

Greek or Latin words ; but that it is advisable to maintain a uniformity

of termination throughout each tribe to assist the memory.
"4. Names taken from localities commonly become^ inappropriate

from the occurrence of the species in other places ; and names taken from

persons should not be lightly applied."

It will be seen from the foregoing that the rules apply to the first

naming of a species, and that when once a species has received a name
with a published description of the object, whether the name be appro-

priate or not, or wrongly spelled, so long as that name has not been used

before to designate an individual of the same genus, it must be used,

imaltered, by any one referring to that species. It is not even permis-

sible to alter the ending of the word to make it agree with what the

user thinks would be correct. As an example of this, I may adduce the

case of Deilephila gallii. There can be no doubt that when Rottemburg

named the species in 1775 he meant to call it " galii," but by some means,

probably a misprint, it was spelt " gallii." Though several subsequent

authorities have referred to the species as " galii," in would-be correction,

the law of priority has stepped in and the original printed word " gallii
"

is now accepted as being the correct one.

One of the most important nomenclatural movements which has ever

taken place, and one to which science owes much, was the preparation of

the so-called Stricklandian Code, also known as the British Association

Code, prepared in 1842-43 by a committee of the British Association for

the Advancement of Science. . This Code, together with the Linnsean

Code (1751). forms the basis of all subsequent study of the subject.

Mr. Raphael Blanchard (Paris) proposed a Code which was adopted

b}' the first and the second International Congresses in 1889 and 1892;

but it evidently did not find general acceptance, for in 1894 the German
Zoological Society adopted a Code of its own, and other countries were

following various different codes. The question was brought up at the

succeeding triennial International Congress in 1895, when an Inter-

national Commission of five members was appointed. The Commission

was afterwards increased to fifteen members. This larger Commission

reported progress to the Fifth International Congress, held in Berlin,

1901, and the Code then proposed was adopted. The Code covers the
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whole field of zoology. The committees meet every three years and

decide various points that are brought before them. There are still con-

flicting opinions on the subject of nomenclature, and in order that rules

may be adopted that lead to finality, and the division of entomology

receive due attention, the Second International Congress of Entomology

()'ou know we now have an International Congress for our own special

division), held at Oxford, England, in August, 1912, advised the forma-

tion of national committees in each country to collect opinions and

consider changes required in the International Committee, and to com-

municate their resolutions to the International Committee on Zoological

Nomenclature. The next Congress is due to be held this year.

As I have already stated, the International Code is a valuable founda-

tion and guide to the generally accepted rules of nomenclature. In the

introduction to the rules it is stated :

—

" While not attempting to dictate to men of science what they shall

or shall not do, the Commission submits the rules to the serious con-

sideration of all workers in the spirit advanced by Strickland (1842).

namely, " we offer them to the candid consideration of zoologists in the

hope that they may lead to sufficient uniformity of method in future to

rescue science from becoming a mere chaos of words.'
"

The Code is too long to read to you /;; cxtenso on this occasion, but

I will quote a few articles which I think may be of interest :

—

" Article 3. The scientific names of animals must be words which

are either Latin or Latinized, or considered and treated as such in case

they are not of classic origin.

" Article 4. The name of a family is formed by adding the ending
' idee ' ; the name of a sub-family by adding ' incr ' to the root of the name

of its type genus.
" Article 8. A generic name must consist of a single word, simple

or compound, written with a capital initial letter, and employed as a

substantive in the nominative singular.

" Article 13. While specific substantive names derived from names

of persons may be written with a capital initial letter, all other specific

names are to be written with a small initial letter.

" Article 14. Specific names are :

—

"{a.) Adjectives which must agree grammatically with the generic

name. Example : Felix marmorata.

"{b.) Substantives in the nominative in apposition with the generic

name. Example : Felix leo.

"(f.) Substantives in the genitive. Examples: Rosre, sturionis,

antillarum, gallia?, sancti-pauli, sanctje-helenfe.

" Article 16. Geographic names are to be given as substantives in

the genitive, or are to be placed in an adjectival form. Examples:

Sancti-pauli, Sanct;e-helen£e, edwardiensis, diemenensis. magellanicus.

burdi-oalensis. vindobonensis.
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" Article 19. The original orthography of a name is to be preserved

unless an error of transcription, a !apsns calaini. or a typographical error

is evident.

" Article 20. In forming names derived from languages in which

the Latin alphabet is used, the exact original spelling, including diacritic

marks, is to be retained. Recommendations : The prefi.xes " sub ' and
' pscudo' should be used only with adjectives and substantives

—

'sub'

with Latin words, ' pscudo ' with Greek words ; and they should not be

used in combination with proper names. The terminations ' oidcs ' and
' ides ' should be used in combination only with Greek or Latin substan-

tives ; the)' should not be used in combination with proper names.

"Article 21. The author of a scientific name is that person who
first publishes the name in connection with an indication; a definition,

or a description, unless it is clear from the contents of the publication

that some other person is responsible for said name and its indication,

definition, or description.

" Article 22. If it is desired to cite the author's name, this should

follow the scientific name without interposition of any mark or punc-

tuation ; if other citations are desirable, these follow after the author's

name, but are separated from it by a comma or by parentheses.

" Article 25. The valid name of a genus or species can be only that

name under which it was first designated, on the condition :

—

"(a.) That this name was published and accompanied by an indica-

tion or a definition or a description; and

"(b.) That the author has applied the principles of binary nomen-

clature.

" Article 26. The tenth edition of Linne's Systema Xaturse, 1758. is

the work which inaugurated the consistent general application of the

binary nomenclature in zoology. The date 1758 therefore is accepted as

the starting-point of zoological nomenclature and of the law of priority."

There are many other points in the rules which it is important to

have authoritatively laid down, and I would recommend that all natural-

ists who take the study seriously should have a copy of the International

Code in their possession .for reference and information.

If I am not tiring you too much. I will now proceed to the subject

of classification.

There are two ways of dealing with the classification of all

natural objects—either taking the most advanced and specialized forms

and tracing their relationship to existing forms or their evolution from

more primitive forms, or else commencing at the other end and taking

the most primitive forms first, tracing the evolution of the more special-

ized forms. In the following remarks I shall confine myself to insects in

general and to Lepidoptera in particular. In the best-known works on

Lepidoptera. Dyar. Smith, Staudinger. Meyrick, and others take the

higher forms first and work downward. Comstock and the late J. \V.

Tutt considered the other wav best, and worked ui)wards from the lower
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forms. My own feeling in the matter is that the latter method is the

more convenient and understandable one. You know that in most
catalogues of Lepidoptera the butterflies come first. Well, even accord-

ing to their own principles of classification, the authors acknowledge that

in the natural order of things some of the other families are ec^ually

specialized, but. v.ith the exception of Meyrick, they do not seem to have

the courage of their convictions, and prefer to follow precedent. In the

preface to Dr. Dyar's List it is stated:

—

" I have placed the butterflies first since they seem, on the whole,
' higher ' than the moths, and this course agrees with the usual custom.

I follow with the Sphingidfe and Saturnians for the same reasons,

although, in venation, they are more generalized than some of the

Noctuid groups. - The list, as a whole, proceeds from higher to lower

forms, as in Staudinger and Rebel's catalogue."

The following" quotation is from the same preface:

—

"Within the last ten years (1892 to 1902) the classification of the

Lepidoptera has been radically altered. No -exact consensus of opinion

as to the proper sec|uence of families and genera has been reached ; but

the recent workers arc so closely in accord as to the principles involved

and the resultant general scheme that we seem to be somewhere near a

natural classification."

The radical alteration of the classification just referred to was
principally caused by the discovery of the importance of the neuration

of the wings of Lepidoptera in determining their phylogeny. In 1895

Edward Meyrick published a Handbook of British Lepidoptera on this

scheme which revolutionized the study. Although many authors have

not agreed with Meyrick's arrangement, the result of his method is very

remarkable and convincing. I will quote what Meyrick says in his

introduction :

—

" It is now admitted that the resemblances of allied genera and

species are to be explained by community of descent. Hence a system

of classification will be natural or artificial, according as it does or

does not keep steadily in view this princiijle. with which all sound

results must 1)e consistent. ^Vhen it has been decided that a number
of genera possess so much mutual resemblance in structure that they

may be regarded with probability as constituting a distinct branch of

the genealogical tree of the Lepidoptera (and this is what is meant by

family grouping), the question must arise: Which of these genera are

older than the others and which are the latest developments? It may
often be difficult and sometimes impossible to answer this, but in most

cases an approximate result can be reached by a consideration of the

following laws, viz. :

—

" I. No new organ can be produced except as a modification of some
previously existing structure.

" 2. A lost organ cannot be regained.
" 3. A rudimentary organ is rarely redeveloped.
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" Certain other considerations may likewise be of assistance. A
large genus, especially if also of very wide distribution, cannot be a very

recent one, since it must have required a long period for the differen-

tiation of numerous species, though it must be remembered that as the

genus grows larger the process may become more rapid from increased

basis of production. On the other hand, a small genus may be of any

age ; but one which is closely related to a large genus will almost always

be later than it, and a small genus which is widely distributed must

generally be an old one.

" In applying the above-mentioned laws in practice, it must be

constantly borne in mind that because two genera are now more
closely allied together than to any other, it does not follow that -either

is descended from the other ; it is very frecjuently the case that both

are equally derived from a third genus now no longer existent. In

such a case they are said to be correlated. Further, when one genus

is said to be derived from another, and the earlier genus is rich in

species, it is not usually meant that the later genus springs from the

more advanced forms of the earlier one, but much more commonly from

a species standing very near the bottom of the list.

" From a consideration of the laws enunciated there can be no

doubt that the Micropterygina are the ancestral group of the Lepidop-

tera, from which all others have descended. This is sufficiently proved

by the existence of the four or more additional veins in the hind-wings

of that group, for these veins, if not originally present, could not have

been afterwards produced. Now, if the neuration of the whole of the

Lepidoptera is compared with that of all other insects, it will be found

that in no instance is there any close resemblance, except in the case

of the Micropter)^gidse; but the neuration of these so closely approaches

that of certain Trichoptera (caddis-flies) as to be practically identical.

The conclusion is clear that the Lepidoptera are descended from the

Trichoptera, and that the Micropterygidje are the true connecting-link.

It may be worth while to point out that we may assume as the primitive

type of trichopterous neuration a s}'Stem of numerous longitudinal veins

gradually diverging from the base, mostly furcate terminally, and con-

nected by a series of irregularly placed cross-bars near the base, and

another series beyond middle."

Before I leave this phase of the subject, it is instructive to know
what Professor Comstock has written with regard to the descent and
relationship of the various orders of insects. Fie divides the class

Hexapoda into nineteen- orders. He says:—
" The Th3-sanura (bristle-tails, spring-tails, fish-moths, and others)

is doubtless the most primitive order. Then follow first the orders that

undergo an incomplete metamorphosis, and last, those that undergo a

complete metamorphosis. \\'ithin these two orders those with biting

mouth-parts are placed first, and these are followed by those with suck-

ing uKiuth-parts, except that in the second group the Coleo]itera and
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Hymenoptera are placed last for want of a better position. We do not

intend to indicate by tbis that these two orders are closely related, or

that they are more specialized than the Diptera. In fact, with regard

to at least five of the orders of insects (Hemiptera, Lepidoptera, Diptera,

Coleoptera, and Hymenoptera), it seems idle to us to discuss which is

the more highly specialized. Each has been specialized in a direction

peculiar to itself; and to attempt to describe which is the 'highest'

seems as futile as the discussion by children of the question: 'Which
is better, sugar or salt?

The application of the principle of neuration has been, as I have

already stated, the. main foundation for determining the phylogeny and

relationship of Lepidoptera, but other important features have been

taken into account, viz.: the jitgum and the frcnuhim; the eggs, whether

flat or upright ; the arrangement of the tubercles on larvae ; the movable

incisions of pupa ; and the hooks on prolegs of larvae.

In a paper on the classification of Lepidoptera printed in the Trans-

actions of the Entomological Society of London, 1895. ^I"". J. ^V. Tutt

states as follows :

—

' No scheme based on a single set of characters belonging to only

one stage of an insect's existence could possibly be even approximately

perfect. It is possible to conceive that—especially in those orders in

which the methods of life differ so greatly in the various stages, and

diiTerent means of defence and protection are thus rendered necessary

—an insect may be very greatly modified in one particular stage without

any corresponding modification in the other stages being at all necessary.

It may ha])pen to be of advantage for the larva to be of a generalized

type, and for the imago to be much more specialized, or vice versa. If

this be granted, it follows that no scheme of classification that is not

founded upon a consideration of the structural details and peculiarities

of the insects in all their stages can be considered as really sound, or

as founded upon a natural basis. It is also evident that the results of

the various systems—whether based or oval, larval, pupal, or imaginal

characters—must be compared, and the sum total of evidence brought

together, if a satisfactory result is to be obtained."

The conclusion come to by Mr. Tutt concerning the characters

considered important by various authors, including Comstock, Packard,

Dyar, in America, and Chapman in England, is as follows :

—

" I. The Jugum.—As Chapman has already pointed out, this is the

* remnant of a wing-lobe, well developed in many Neuroptera, and

appears to have no such function as is attributed to it (i.e., of combining

the wings in flight).' The hind-wing of Micropteryx (Eriocrania) has

' also an external lobe or " jugum " " (Packard). The classificatory value

of the jugum by which Comstock separates the whole order Lepidoptera

into Jugatse and Frenatse, therefore, is such as to shut off the two or three

most generalized superfamilies, such separation giving us no clue what-
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ever to the more specialized superfamilies that have risen from the stirps,

of which these are now the lowest representatives.

" 2. The Frcniihtm.—Chapman has pointed out that one of the

superfamilies (Jlicropterygids) placed with the Jugatse has also dis-

tinct traces of a connecting frenulum in the development of some strong

hairs ; whilst Kellogg finds, in the Trichopterygid genus Hallesus, ' the

beginning of the frenate method of wing-tying,' there being ' present on

the base of the costal margin of the hind-wing two long, strong hairs, the

ver\- counterpart of the generalized frenulum (i.e., frenulum in which the

hairs are not united into one single strong spine) of the lepidopterous

wing.' That the frenulum had its origin much lower than is usually

assumed, e.g"., in Trichoptera, and. therefore, probably in Lepidoptera,

before they were differentiated as such, leads us to suppose that, pos-

sibly in the earlier Lepidoptera (now extinct), many frenate and jugate

families, otherwise closely related, ran on side by side. Of the latter

only the Micropterygids, Eriocraniids, and Hepialids are left, and these,

although retaining this primitive trait, have become greatly modified in

other directions.

"
3. Xciiration.—It is now generally accepted that the most gener-

alized superfamilies exhibit the most complicated system of neuration,

and that the more reduced in number the nervures become, the more
specialized is the family, superfamily. etc. This with certain limitations

we consider to be generally true. The neuration of the Micropterygids

(Eriocephalids), Eriocraniids, and Hepialids is perhaps more generalized

than that of any other Lepidoptera. Broadly, on these lines, the neura-

tion allows us to separate the more generalized from the more specialized

superfamilies. When, however, one comes to detail—i.e., to the consid-

eration of the characters arising from the modification of the neuration

—we find the characters to be so variously interpreted and applied by

different authors that, standing alone, the neurational characters appear

to be of very little value.

" 4. Mozvblc Incisions of Pupa.—Chapman's pupal characters of

movable segments divide off sharply, and with definiteness, the general-

ized from the specialized superfamilies—the Incompletje representing the

former, the Obtectas the latter ; but it is only in the details such as those

of the dorsal head-piece, the maxillary palpi, etc., that we get any clue

to the real relationships of the superfamilies to one another, although

the amount of incompleteness of the pupa (i.e., the actual number of

movable segments) affords, in a comparative sense, valuable aid.

"
3. Hooks on Prologs.—The arrangement of the hooks on the larval

])rolegs is largely associated with a concealed or exposed habit of life,

yet, with scarcely an exception, the character is sound in separating the

generalized from the specialized superfamilies, and it i;; remarkable that

even when a species belonging to one of the specialized superfamilies

reverts to a concealed mode of life, the prolegs do not revert to the

generalized, but maintain the specialized proleg structure.
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" 6. Larval Tubercles.—The arrangement of the tubercles is remark-

able from the fact that, more than any other larval structure, they have

undergone modification for protective purposes. In concealed-feeding

larvfe the tubercles have usually remained simple, the setae often being

suppressed until they form mere points on the chitinous button of the

tubercle. On the other hand, in exposed-feeding larvae they vary from

entire absence (where their presence would interfere with the protective

coloration adopted by the lar\-?e) to raised warts bearing many- setse

;

or they may form a prolonged spiny base bearing several setiferoiis

branches; or develop fascicles of urticating spines; or hairs may
arise from the normal base. In spite of this, however, two characters

remain fairly constant: ( i.) Tubercles I. and II. tend to form (by union

or by the atrophy of I. or II.) a single sub-dorsal wart, or, on the other

hand, tend to become arranged as anterior and posterior trapezoidals.

(2.) Tubercles IV. and V. both remain as sub-spiracular tubercles, or,

on the other hand, V. remains as a sub-spiracular and IV. becomes a

post-spiracular tubercle. We do not think the pre-spiracular tubercle

(which is more or less adventitious) of much value in classification, but

the two above characters appear to be so.

" Now, it is evident from the above brief summary that the structure

of the larval prolegs, the characters offered by the movable pupal seg-

ments, the broad characters of neuratioh, and of the jugum, only help us

to separate, as it were, the generalized from the more specialized super-

families. These characters still leave them unsorted, and give us no

clue to their relationship to each other.

" It is quite evident that the evolution of the many specialized super-

families has taken place from the generalized, and that the former are

the most recent evolutionary products of certain stems of which the

generalized are the older offshoots. What is needed, then, is some

character or characters that will not slice off horizontally, as it were,

all the branches of the genealogical tree, leaving (i) the upper super-

families, composed of the Obtectae or specialized Frenatae, and (2) the

lower, comprising the Incompletae or generalized Frenatae, but one which

will give us clues as to the development of the branches themselves

vertically, and separate into their own particular branch the specialized

and generalized superfamilies belonging thereto. In this way alone can

we get a true conception of the genealogical relationship of the various

families to each other."

Mr. Tutt then goes on to show how the groups work out according

to Dr. Dyar's studies of the larval tubercles, but considers that the

arrangement leaves us much as we were. He then continues :

—

" There was sufficient material here for the basis on which to

construct the broad lines of a natural genealogical tree, if used in con-

junction with the tables given us by Chapman and Hampson. But

the desiderated clue as to the actual details of such was not obtained

until the publication of Chapman's valuable paper, ' The Phylogeny and
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Evolution of the Lepidoptera from a Pupal and Oval Standpoint.' In

this we had a factor which could be applied in the way desired, and that

showed us, not which were specialized and w'hich generalized super-

families, but which of the specialized and which generalized superfamilies

of the various stirpes were related to each other. This paper showed

that the form of egg found in each different superfamily is very constant,

and that there appears to be no rapid transition from one form to the

other among the Lepidoptera. There are, broadly, among the higher

Obtect families two forms of egg. the flat and the upright egg. the former

being divisible into the Geometrid and the Bombycid. The Geometrid

egg is generally marked by a greater roughness and by coarser ribbing

or network ; the Bombycid is smoother and more polished, although there

are many striking exceptions to this otherwise pretty general rule.

" Chapman is inclined to derive these two forms of flat eggs, from

distinct origins, very low down in the evolutionary scale, but thinks it

probable that the various forms of the upright egg (Noctuid, Papilionid,

etc.) had a common origin, though very low down. He is supported

in this conclusion by the presence of the chin-gland, which is found

only in Papilionids, Noctuids, Notodonts, and other superfamilies with

upright eggs, but nowhere among those with flat eggs, and we may
accept Chapman's conclusion that, however widely the butterflies are

separated from the Noctuids (and the evidence of the Hesperid pupa

shows that the butterfly stirps separated from the Noctuid stirps a very

considerable way below any Noctua-like form usually placed with the

Macros), the evidence of the egg and the presence of the larval chin-

gland sufifice to show that they jointly separated from the Geometrids

and Bombycids still lower down. The evidence of the egg, too, shows

that the Noctuids and Papilionids were not derived, as Meyrick suggests,

from any Pyralid form, as the Pyralids are, in some respects, of a higher

t3'pe than the Hesperids, and yet the former still belong very markedly

to one of the flat-egged stirpes. No very clear indication has yet been

obtained to show where the upright egg branched from the flat egg.

The most probable point is between the Cossids and the Zeuzerids.

These superfamilies are, in many respects, somewhat closely allied.

The former has an upright, the latter a flat, egg, and Chapman considers

that we have here, probably, the point where the two forms are still

unfixed and capable of easy variation. The alliance (by pupa) of Castnia

with Cossus would perhaps point to this also as being somewhat near

the origin of butterfly stirps.

" Accepting the principles here laid down, there can be no doubt that

the flat egg is the ancestral form, and the upright egg a more specialized

structure. Examination of a large number of eggs of species belonging

ti) several superfamilies shows that the upright eggs which characterize

the Notodonts, Noctuids, Lithosiids, Euchromiids, Lymantriids, and

Papilionids are modifications of one and the same structure."
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Mr. Tutt concludes :
" That the details of such an arrangement as

this will be modified by further observation is highly probable, but that

this will form a sound basis for future work we feel convinced. We
shall find, for example, in future schemes, no derivation of generalized

from specialized superfamilies, nor a flat-egged family from an upright-

egged one, the former giving rise again to another upright-egged family,

as repeatedly occurs in the work of Packard, Dyar, and Meyrick."

This is a general outline of the principle on which classification is

based. Our attention has been confined to probable descent and the

relationship of families. When we come to consider the genera and

the respective members thereof, there are several special features and

structures which have been found to be constant ; that is, not varying

in different individuals of the same species. Amongst them I may
mention the palpi, the eyes, whether hairy or smooth, the venation,

the spines on the tibize {vide Mr. Wolley-Dod). Mr. Pearsall states

that in the Geometridse he has found the following characters reliable:

Antennae, frontal tubercles and tufts, the tongue, the claws on fore tibiae,

the tibial spurs and the hair-pencil on hind tibiae of male, besides other

characters. There is also another structure which lately has been found

of great importance, and this is the genitalia of male insects. Professor

Smith and Doctors Barnes and McDunnough have drawn attention to

this feature as a means of determining closely allied species. And Mr.

F. N. Pierce, of Liverpool, has recently published two volumes giving

illustrations of the genitalia of all the British Macrolepidoptera. I have

brought this work with me to-day so that you will be able to see

how infinitely diversified the structures are. I have also brought two

microscope-slides with preparations of the organs of two specimens for

your inspection.

I fear I have occupied too much of your time ; I did not intend to

be so long when I began to prepare my address, but the subjects of

nomenclature and classification are so important and controversial that

even now I have only treated them in a cursory manner. I can only

hope that in what I have brought before you I have been able to convey

some acceptable information.

Mr. President : The next paper is on " The Salal-moth. Lithocolletis

gaultheriella," by R. N. Chrystal. (Read by Mr. Sherman.)
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NOTES ON LITHOCOLLETIS GAULTHERIELLA WALS.
(LEAF-MINER IN GAULTHERIA SHALLON).

Bv R. Neil Cmrvstal, Assistant Forest Insects, Dcjmimon Division

OF Entomology.

The abundant evidence of the work, of what eventually proved to be

the above species, in the leaves of Gaultheria shallon, a shrub which is

very plentiful in Stanley Park, and indeed in the Coast region generally,

is the basis upon which the following notes are presented.

Xatiirc of the Injury.—The mine is on the upper side of the leaf,

and is irregular in form, as a rule, causing the leaves to appear blotched.

Frequently these mines may cover the whole surface, as many as five

larva; being found at work in the same leaf. The details of the early

life-history of this species have not as yet been studied, the larvae being

first examined on June 23rd, at which time their average length was

5 mm., the mines being then fairly extensive and the larvae nearly

full-grown.

The first pupae actually found in nature were collected on July i8th,

three and one-half weeks later. These changed to adults on July 20th

and 21 st, this putting the time of change from larva to pupa between the

last week in June and the first and second week in July. The writer is

inclined to think that the date of emergence of the adults bred in cap-

tivity (July 20th) coincided with their first appearance in. nature, as it

was about this time that the empty pupa-cases could be found sticking

half-way out of the deserted mines ; and in the sunlit spots of the woods

the adults could be seen at rest on the leaves or flying about near by.

About the time of pupation the leaf becomes puckered up and the

pupa is found lying in a silk-lined cell covered over by an opaque silken

web, closely attached to the sides of the leaf immediately around it. This

web was generally found to be circular in shape. The pupa is thrust

through a transverse slit near one end of the cocoon.

On January 2nd. 191 5, Mr. R. C. Treherne kindly collected material

from the Gaultheria in Stanley Park and forwarded it to Ottawa. An
examination of this material showed that fresh mines had been started,

varying in size and shape, none of them, however, being very large.

Larvae in various stages of development, varying in length from i to

4 mm., were found in the tunnels. The following statement by Miss

Annette F. I'.raun, in her paper " Revision of the Genus Lithocolletis,"

Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc, Vol. 34, page 321, is worthy of note: "In
almost all the species, however, the cocoon is only made in the brood

of which the imagoes are to appear in the same summer. In a later

brood hibernation takes place in larval state, with one or two excep-

tions." This was found to be the case with L. gaultheriella, the !arv;e

being in all stages of development, none, howe\cr, being nearly full-
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grown. On July i8th many of the mines were found to be tenanted

by two species of hymenopterous parasites ; one in a small white cocoon

some 4 to 5 mm. long, and the other a black pupa 3 mm. in length. The
adults of both species hatched out at approximately the same time as

the moths. In August their exit-holes were clearly visible on the mined

leaf-surface. The species of these have not yet been determined.

Larva.—Tn the genus Lithocolletis we have an example of " larval

dimorphism," the 'genus being divided into two groups, those having a

flat larva and those having a cylindrical larva respectively. Miss Braun

states that in the entire genus the first three instars are of the flat type,

the cylindrical group gaining their typical form with the third moult

;

while in the flat group the change to an approach to cylindrical form

occurs in the last larval instar preceding the pupa. In the larvse at

present collected the two forms are believed to be present, but the

subject needs further study before any definite pronouncement can be

made. At present, therefore, a short description of the salient features

of each form must suffice.

Flat Larva.—Larvje of the flat type were found ranging from i to

7 mm. in length, and the following general description holds good for

all : The larva is distinctly depressed. The body tapers towards hind

end, this being especially noticeable in the smaller specimens, in which

the body tapers very rapidly, assuming a " V-" shape. The head is very

much flattened, sub-triangular in shape, two-thirds the breadth of the

thorax. In the smaller specimens of the living material examined it was

seen to be much retracted into the first thoracic segment. The mouth-

parts are clearly visible, being thrust out prominently in front. The
presence of dark-brown coloured processes, referred to as " apodemata

"

by Ivar Tragiirdh, Experimentalfiiltet, Sweden, in his paper " Contri-

butions towards the Comparative Morphology of the Trophi of the

Lepidopterous Leaf Miners" (Arkiv For Zoologi. Band 8, No. 9, 1913).

is well marked, both dorsally and ventrally, in all the larvre examined.

The form of these appears to differ in the two forms of larva. Tragiirdh

also points out that there is a difference in the genus Lithocolletis in the

arrangement of the ocelli of the young and full-grown larva respectively.

This has not 3fet been observed in the species.

The number of segments following the head is thirteen ; the sides of

the segments are protuberant, the lateral outline of the body being in

consequence strongly crenate. On the dorsal and ventral aspects of the

thoracic and abdominal segments, dark patches or " maculae " n^Dpear.

These are found to remain constant in shape for corresponding segments

in members of the same species in each stage. In the smaller specimens

their shape was not so clearly marked. The colour of the living larvae

is light green, the maculje being of a brownish colour. The legs of the

smaller specimens are very difficult to make out, being merely tubercular

projections, surmounted with a circle of hooks. Abdominal legs are

present on segments 7, 8, 9, and 13. ^
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Cylindrical Larva.—The cylindrical form of larva presents the follow-

ing differences :

—

(i.) The dorsal and ventral " apodemata." respectively, differ in

their Qutline

:

(2.) The form of the body becoming more cylindrical, the crenate

outline disappears

:

(3.) The " maculjE," both dorsal and ventral, are not so well marked :

(4. ) The legs are better developed :

(5.) Changes in the head region, mouth-parts, etc., are apparent.

MilU'S of LithuvoUelis i/HultlierirUii Wnls. un (iaiiUheyiii shanoii.

The Pii[>a.—The pupa is 5 mm. in length and is light brown in colour

and shining. The head end tapers off to a very sharp point, the hind end

being quite blunt.

At a later date it is hoped to amplify these few notes; more observa-

tions are necessary, however, on the structure and habits of this species

before this can be done.

Air. President: I think it is (ine of the duties of this Society to

have records like that.
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Mr. Tom Wilson : A little ov.er a year ago Mr. Swaine was out and

took stock of it, but it is not very generally distributed. It is local.

We seem to have most of it in Stanley Park. I do not think it is at

Agassiz, and at Sechelt it may very occasionally be seen.

Mr. Day: The next paper is by Mr. E. H. Blackmore, of Victoria,

on: "(a.) Further Notes on the Genus Hydriomena. (/'.) Notes on the

Geometridse of Vancouver Island, with Additions and Corrections of the

British Columbia List."

FURTHER NOTES ON THE SPECIES OF THE GENUS HYDRIO-
MENA, OCCURRING ON VANCOUVER ISLAND, B.C.

By E. H. Bl.xckmore, Victoria, B.C.

C)wing to the exceptionally fine weather which prevailed in this

district during the past season, and which has been very favourable

to Geometers, I have collected a large number of specimens, some of

which are new to science and some new to the British Columbia List.

I have also had the privilege of stud_\-ing se\-eral private collections

which, combined with my own captures, has enabled me to make some
further additions to our list and to supplement the notes contained in

my article on page 44 of Bulletin 4 of our Proceedings. I will confine

inyself in this short paper to a few notes on the different species of the

genus Hydriomena.

Some little time ago Mr. F. Wolley-Dod, of Midnapore, Alberta,

sent me a short series of Hydriomena furcata var. quinquefasciata, and

comparing them with A^ictoria specimens in my collections, I was rather

surprised to find how much they differed, both as to size and colouring.

The Calgary specimens are smaller, ranging from 30 to 32 mm. and

being a greyish-green colour, while the Victoria forms measure from

33 to 35 mm. and are in most cases of a warm brown colour, differing

in individual specimens in the depth of the colouring, but none approach-

ing the colour of the Calgary specimens. During the past summer Mr.

E. M. Anderson, of the Provincial Museum, Victoria, while on a collect-

ing trip around Atlin, B.C., secured, amongst other interesting things, a

series of this insect, and it is worthy of note how clearly they resemble

the Calgary forms, both in size and colour. As Mr. Anderson's specimens

have been compared with Packard's type in the University Museum of

Plarvard College and pronounced identical, it seems to me that our \^an-

couver Island specimens are a distinct geographical race.

A new addition to the British Columbia List is Hydriomena furcata

var. viridata Pack., of which I have taken two specimens, one at light on

May 22nd, 1914, and the other resting on a pine-tree trunk on June i8th,

1914. According to Mr. L. W. Swett. this is an exceedingly rare variet3^

and. I believe that previously it has not been found outside of California,

which is the type locality.
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In October last, while looking over the collection of Mr. E. M.
Skinner, of Duncan, B.C., I noticed a red variety of H. furcata which I

thought might be the var. resecta of Swett. Through the kindness of

Mr. Skinner I obtained the loan of it and sent it to Mr. Swett, who
reported that it slightly resembled resecta, but was not that species,

Ijeing closer to the European variety testaceata Prout. However, as it

is the only one that I have seen so far, it will have to be left at that

for the present.

Since writing my last article on this interesting genus I have been

fortunate enough to capture two specimens of Hydriomena autumnalis

var. columbiata Taylor. I obtained them at Duncan, B.C., on April

19th, 1914, resting on tree-trunks. They puzzled me for some time,

but through the kindness of Mr. Swett, who loaned me the photo of

Taylor's type, I was able to recognize them at once, and there is no

doubt of their identity. Incidentally this is the only insect of which

the late Rev. G. W. Taylor wrote a poor description.

It does not seem to occur in the Victoria District, as I have not seen

or taken a specimen from here. Hydriomena autumnalis var. crokeri

Swett, while always uncommon, seems to have been very scarce this

season, for while constantly on the look-out for it, in the early spring

I only managed to secure two specimens. (.)ne of these, however, was
unique in having the ground colour decidedly greenish, although having

the intensely black, irregular, median band typical of this variety. Com-
menting on this insect, Mr. Swett says: "I have not seen this green

\ ariet}' of crokeri before, and it is very interesting to me to see my theory

jirovcd." Speaking of his theory, he is referring to his colour scheme,

which is fully explained in his article in the Canadian Entomologist for

March, 191 1.

Before leaving this highly interesting and difficult group I would

like to mention one other that was taken by our worthy President, IMr.

(1. O. Day, of Duncan, B.C. Unfortunately it is an only specimen, and

Ijeing a female it remains as an unique for the present, but I am living

in hopes that he will take a male of the same species and so make another

addition to our already swelling list. \\'riting on this insect, Mr. Swett

says': "This is a most remarkable form, and I have not seen anything

like it. It is an undescribed variety of ruberata, possibly a new species,

but I wiiuld not like to describe it without the male."
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NOTES ON THE CHANGES IN GEOMETRID NOMENCLATURE,
WITH RECORDS OF SPECIES NEW TO THE LIST OF
GEOMETRIDAE FOUND IN BRITISH COLUMBIA.

By E. H. Blackmore, Victoria, B.C.

As a kind of preface to my paper, I would like to say that I think

the time is fast approaching when we, as a Society, shall have to prepare

a new check-list of British Columbia Lepidoptera. There have been

many revisions of genera and changes in nomenclature in the nine years

which have elapsed since our last list was published, also there are quite

a number of new records in nearly all the families to be added to the list.

Speaking of the Geometridje, the family in which I am most inter-

ested, perhaps the time is hardly quite ripe, as there are still many knotty

problems remaining to be solved and much research-work yet to be done.

I am at present, in conjunction with Mr. L. W. Swett, of Boston. Mass.,

working on several groups, particular!}- the two genera Petrophora and

Mesoleuca and the Alois latifasciaria-imitata group, which we expect to

get straightened out this year, and the results of which I hope to read

at the next annual meeting of our Society. Fortunately, Mr. .Swett is in

close touch with the University Museum of Harvard College, which, in

addition to housing his own large collection, contains most of Packard's

types, many of which came from Victoria, B.C., being collected by a Mr.

G. R. Crotch some forty years ago.

The purpose of my paper is to give some of the most important

changes in nomenclature affecting our British Columbia Geometridfe.

and by including the records new to British Columbia making it of some

little help to those interested in this particular family. In the following

additions to the list I would like to remark that those species taken in

the Okanagan Falls District in 1913, and in the Atlin District in 1914,

were all collected by Mr. E. M. Anderson, of the Provincial Museum,

who lias made extensive collecting trips in those localities during the

past two seasons.

Taking the Geometers in order as they appear in Dyar's List, which

in the main is the same as Hulst's classification, the name of Cladora

atroliturata A\'alker is the first one to be added to the list, taken on April

20th, 1913, at Okanagan Falls. This is a decidedly interesting record,

as it is a distinctly Eastern species, occurring in the Atlantic States.

The specimen captured was in tine condition and does not differ in any

way from the typical specimens.

Philopsia nivigerata Walker. One specimen taken by me at Victoria

on ]\Iay 4th, 1913. It bears a close resemblance to Philopsia (Talledega)

montana Pack., but is quite distinct. According to Mr. R. F. Pearsall,

ip Canadian Eiifoiiiolcgist, December, 1906, the distinguishing characters of
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these two genera, Philopsia and Talledsga, are inconstant; therefore one

of them must fall, and as Philopsia has priority of page it must stand,

Talledega becoming a synonym of it.

Nasusina (Gymnocelis) melissa Grosbeck. Taken at (3kanagan

Falls on May Qth, 1913. This genus differs from Eupithecia, which

follows it, in ha\ing one pair of spurs on hind tibiae, whereas all the

species of Eupithecia have two pairs ; also in having a projecting cone

tuft on front of head.

In the British Columbia Check-list Taylor has a Eupithecia listed

as lachrymosa Hulst, which is wrong: it should be E. limnata Pearsall.

Taylor was not very well acquainted with Hulst's species, which was

from Oregon, and, although somewhat similar in markings, can be at

once differentiated by the antennas, which is simple ciliate in lachrymosa

and bi-ciliate in limnata. Another one listed wrongly is E. togata Hub.,

which is strictly European. Pearsall described it later as E. mutata, and

that name will take the place of togata in our lists. There are three more
records to be added to this genus

—

E. cestata Hulst and E. implorata

Hulst at Okanagan Falls in April, 1913. and E. adornata Taylor at Atlin.

This latter species was also taken by Mr. J. W. Cockle at Kaslo on May
i6th, 1914. These records are ver)' interesting, as the two districts are

widely separated, each having different fauna and flora from the other.

It is evidently a high-altitude species, as its type locality is Calgary,

Alberta. It was described by Taylor in Canadian Entomologist. December,

1906.

One of the most interesting Geometers taken by Mr. Anderson cm

his Atlin trip was Eustroma destinata var. lugubrata Moschler. This

is a most beautiful insect of a rich chestnut colour and exceedingly rare.

I would like to remark here that Mr. Anderson's captures of Geometridse

in the Atlin District were verj- gratifying, and besides gathering in many
uncommon species, he has taken at least five new to the Province. It is

also remarkable to find that a number of species recorded from Atlin have

been taken by Mr. F. A\ olley-Dod at Calgary, Alberta.

Rheumaptera hastata var. gothica Gue. Four specimens of this

well-marked variety were taken by me at X'ictoria in June, 1913, but

I did not see any during the past season. It is also taken at Vancouver.

Rheumaptera hastata var. hastulata Hub. This is much smaller

and quite distinct from the preceding, somewhat resembling the variety

subhastata, which, however, is darker. A series of this insect was taken

at Atlin in the middle of June.

Mesoleuca cassiata 1). & Sch. should he changed to M. aurata, as

caesiata is strictly European.

The Mesoleuca truncata-immanata group I treated of in my paper

read before you at the last annual meeting (Bulletin No. 4, page 44).

It is unnecessary to add any more to that at present, only to remark

that a few specimens of that group were taken at Atlin. and they all
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show a change in colouring from warm brown to a greyish-brown,

caused possibly either by a change of food-plant or to different climatic

conditions.

I also remarked in the same paper that I had not seen the typical

form of Mesoleuca vasiliata Gue., although the variety niveifasciata Hulst

was taken regularly on Vancouver Island. On further investigation,

however, 1 find that it does occur here, but very sparingly. Mr. G. O.

Day, of Duncan, has taken a few, and so has Mr. A. W. Hanham. 1

found a couple of specimens when going over Mr. E. Skinner's collection

which were taken by him at Duncan, B.C., some years ago ; and also

found one in the collection of Mr. A. H. Bush, of Vancouver, who has

been collecting for many years.

There are also two more species of this genus to add to the list

:

Mesoleuca formosa Hulst, taken by the late Mr. Livingstone at Cowichan

Bay, B.C., and now in the collection of Mr. L. W. Swett, of Boston,

Mass. This is a very rare insect and I am glad to have the record. It

was placed by Hulst in the genus Philerme, but it is a true Mesoleuca.

The other one, M. atrifasciata Hulst, I found in the collection of Mr. E.

Skinner, and was labelled " Possibly a var. of E. nubilata." It is listed

bv Dyar as a synonym of M. immanata, which it in no way resembles.

It is a very striking insect, as may be seen from the t_ype which is figured

in Holland's Moth Book, Plate 44, Fig. 8, under the name of Cleora

atrifasciaria.

The genus Hydriomena I liave treated of in my previous paper, and

I will now pass on to a variety of Triphosa haesitata which occurs here,

but which has evidently been overlooked. Mr. Swett first drew my
attention to this variety, he having found it in the collection of Mr. C.

Livingstone, which passed into his hands some time ago ; since then I

have taken two specimens in Victoria. It has a mottled appearance and

is called var. pustularia Hy. Edwards.

Marmopteryx marmorata Pack. Two specimens of this handsome

insect were taken at Okanagan Falls on May /th, 1913. Its natural

habitat is California. In an article by R. F. Pearsall, in the Bull.

Broeiklyn Ent. Society, CJct., 1914, on Gypsochroa designata Hufnagel,

he says that on comparing the genitalia and markings with the European

designata he finds them dift'erent, and proposes a new name for our

species, viz., emendata Pearsall, G. designata being strictly European.

Petrophora circumvallaria Taylor. One specimen taken at Atlin on

June 13th, 1914. This is a nice capture, and again illustrates the simi-

larity of the fauna of northern British Columbia and southern Alberta.

Both Messrs. I'arnes and McDunnough and Mr. F. Wolley-Dod claim

that this species is a synonym of the European turbata Hub., but until

the genitalia of the two forms are compared I would hesitate to accept

this, as I believe that we get very few of the European species in this

country.
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Petrophora incursata Hub. is, according to Pcarsall (Bull. Brooklyn

Ent. Society, June, 1913), strictly European, he differentiating it from

our species, which he has named P. salvata, by the structure of the

antennje.

In the Canadian Entomologist, 1900, page 104, Hulst described

Hydriomena amorata (No. 3410 of Dyar's List). This Geometer is

not a Hydriomena, however, but a Petrophora, and is a variety of P.

defensaria Gue. I have found it to be double-brooded, as I have taken

it at rest in September, and both at rest and at light in April, the spring

forms being larger and a little brighter coloured.

Deilinia variolaria Gue. was included in the Provincial Museum
catalogue compiled by E. M. Anderson in 1904, but was thrown out by

Mr. Taylor in the 1906 check-list. This was wrong, as it is still taken

in the Province, one specimen in good condition being taken at Okanagan

Falls on Juh^3rd, 1913.

Macaria teucaria Strecker. There has been a certain amount of

doubt connected with this insect. In the 1906 check-list Taylor put

a question-mark before the specific name teucaria, and in Mr. Skinner's

collection I found a specimen taken by him at Duncan some years ago

and labelled " Undescribed " in Taylor's handwriting. When visiting

Duncan in June. 1913, I was fortunate in taking a couple of specimens,

and submitted them to Mr. Swett for his final opinion. Last July he

took them to New York and compared them with specimens in tlie

American Museum of Natural History. The result was that my speci-

mens were found identical with those labelled " Sciagraphia respersata

Hulst," one of which was also marked " Compared with t}'pe." As the

late Mr. Grossbeck had the arrangement of the Geometridse in the above

Museum, and also was familiar with most of Hulst's types, there is no

doubt that the above determination is correct.

Sympherta tripunctaria Pack, should be Gladela lorquinaria Gue. It

appears that the genus Sympherta was preoccupied, so Grossbeck pro-

posed the name of Gladela for it {Entomological Nczvs, October, 1909).

The specific name of lorquinaria Gue. antedates by seventeen years that

of tripunctaria Pack., so that name must stand, the latter becoming a

syniin}m.

Alois disEonaria Hulst. One specimen taken at Okanagan Falls on

May "th, 1Q13, and one at Penticton on June 30th. This is another rare

insect and a \ery interesting record. Its type locality is Colorado, and

it has been taken in Nevada.

Cleora indicataria Walker. I have taken an interesting series of

this insect this past season. It is (|uite distinct from umbrosaria Hub.,

when fresh, but rubbed or worn specimens are hard to distinguish.

Unfortunately they get worn very ciuickl}-, not lasting more than two

or three davs in a fresh condition.
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Erannis coloradata Hulst. This is a record sent me by Mr. Swett,

taken by Mr. Livingstone at Vancouver, ijut without date.

Euchlaena johnsonaria Fitch. One specimen taken on June 28th,

1913, at Okanagan Falls. This species was listed in the 1904 catalogue

as taken at Victoria ; that was an error, as the species taken at Victoria,

Duncan, and other localities on the Island is the variety mollisaria Hulst.

which occurs regularly, but not commonly.

Pero giganteus Grossbeck. This was given to me by Mr. A. W.
Hanham amongst some pinned material last April. When setting it I

noticed that it was different from the species that I had in my collection

labelled " honestarius (ancetaria) Walker." I sent it to Mr. Swett, who
pronounced it to be giganteus. It was described by Mr. Grossbeck in

a paper given by him in the Proceedings of the United States National

Museum, Vol. 38, pages 359-377. In this paper he shows that the genus

Azelina Gue. must fall, as Pero H. & Sch. is the older one; also that our

species ancetaria should be called honestaria for the same reason, so that

the old name of Azelina ancetaria Hubner should read Pero honestaria

Walker.

In addition to the foregoing, I have taken one species and three

varieties new to science, the descriptions of which are now in the hands

of the editor of the Canadian Enfonioloyisf. but as they have not yet been

pulilished I cannot make any remarks on them at this time.

I will now bring my paper to a close with the remark that in the

near future all our closely allied species will be separated by comparisons

of the genitalia of the various forms. There has just been issued in

England a work of Mr. F. N. Pierce entitled " The Genitalia of the

Geometridje," dealing with all the recognized species in the British Isles

and illustrated with over 1,500 figures. This work will be indispensable

to any cme working up the North American Geometridas, as, having tliis

for a basis, it will be comparatively easy to determine with certainty

many of our doubtful species, and to settle the vexed question whether

certain species are European or not.

Below is a tabulated list of the new records which I have been

enabled to get together. As it is necessarily incomplete, I should be

glad if the collectors of Geometridse in this Province would send me
the records of an)^ new species, with the date, locality, and the name
of the authoritv who made the determination.
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Geometers new to British Columbia.

Name.
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Mr. Blackmore : The endin^gs, T think, are absolutely authentic.

At one time, as you know, the various species of genera ended in a

certain way. You could tell by the end of the word what class they

belonged to.

Mr. Day : I shall now call on Mr. Anderson, of the Museum,

Victoria, to give his paper on " Insect Records from Atlin and Northern

British Columbia."

INSECTS RECORDED IN THE ATLIN DISTRICT (NORTHERN
BRITISH COLUMBIA) DURING THE SUMMER OF 1914.

By E. M. Anderson.

(Reprinted from Proi'iucial Museum Report, 1914. by pennissioii of the

Director.)

Since my report is of no economic value, I sincerely trust that it

will be of interest to some members present ; therefore, on a systematic

order, I shall endeavour to furnish you with extracts from my field-notes,

including a brief synopsis and annotated list of the insects collected in

northern British Columbia.

In connection with the Provincial Museum of Victoria, I had the

honour of making an extended zoological expedition into the Atlin

District during the summer of 1914. Accompanied by an assistant,

Mr. C. B. Garrett, we sailed from Victoria on May 29th, via Skag'way,

Alaska ; thence by train and boat, arriving at Atlin on June 6th after a

most enjoyable and pleasant trip. On our arrival we found the town

of Atlin ("Atlin," a " Tahltan " Indian word meaning "Big Water")

nothing but a mass of ruins, save the Government buildings and a few

dwellings at the southern end of the town, these only being saved from

devastation after a fierce fire. The following day, after provisioning the

best we could under the circumstances, we departed from Atlin by wagon

to \A'ilson Creek, and after- a slow and rough ride we camped at the foot

of a steep mountain, close to a small lake, at an altitude of 3,000 feet.

On our arrival the weather was still cool, fresh snow lying on the foot-

hills close to camp ; the snow did not melt until about June 20th. This

spot favoured the collecting of insects, Diurnals, Geometers in particular.

Most of the material gathered at this camp is most desirable, and nearly

all proved good species. Six out of seven species of Brenthis taken on

this trip were found at Wilson Creek, including Brenthis improba Butler,

which is still very rare in collections. This beautiful form was found on

a grassy mountain-top, none being captured below 5,000 feet.

The three listed forms of CEnis and both Erebias appeared on the

western slope of the mountains, while on the opposite side, only a short

distance of about two miles, we found a marked difference in the fauna.

Lycaena saepiolus, aquilo, and scudderi, commonly called " blues "
; Colias

scudderi and eryphile, the sulphur butterflies ; Pontia occidentalis var.
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calyce and Synchloe, creusa the " whites," and a number of day-tlying

moths were found hovering about the flora, which I vouch to say has

no equal in any part of the Province I have visited. In addition, most

of the day-flying moths were taken at Wilson Creek, where we collected

for a short period of a little over three weeks. Having collected birds

and mammals during the fall of the previous year, I acquired a fair

knowledge of the district ; consequently, with this in my favour, I was
enabled to traverse with ease and avoid many hardships, etc., which a

naturalist faces in the wilds of strange territory.

It is needless to mention the pleasure derived from a trip of this

nature, and I sincerely hope that within the near future some of the

members present, or otherwise, will have the same good fortune bestowed

on them, and also the opportunity to go afield as I have in the past,

therel9y furthering what little entomological work I have accomplished,

not only in the north, but in other sections of the Province. The north

undoubtedly is still virgin territory, offering the student the richest field

I know in British Columbia for general research-work. A casual glance

at my list of captures, a number of which are new records, should

convince our members that we are still at sea relative to what species

occur in British Columbia, and also as to the respective range of some
of the common forms of insects in the various orders. Insect-life in this

country flourished almost everywhere in abundance. Perhaps the most

noticeable phenomena was the scarcity of Heterocera (moths), attributed

to the little or no darkness throughout the summer months ; however,

notwithstanding these conditions, it is indeed gratifying to learn that

of what moths were taken nearly all were good species. It was not

until early in August, when the nights began to show signs of darkness,

that we availed ourselves of the use of the lamp. With this device we
were greatly disappointed ; our catch in four consecutive nights only

yielded about a dozen Noctuidse and several Geometridse. Failing to

attract the moths to light, a few nights were spent in visiting a few

sugared tree-trunks, etc. Sugaring also proved futile, taking only four

Euxoa divergens during the whole week. Incidentally, many interest-

ing species of Diurnals (butterflies) fell to the net, several of which arc

entirely new records for the Province. Unfortunately, a number of the

species known to occur in the district missed our observation, particularly

those insects which are purely local to a limited area in the sections we
were unable to search. Owing to our brief stay it was impossible to

cover more than a small part of the vast unknown region, only scratch-

ing, as it were, at half a dozen points throughout the country where

conditions were most favourable for general collecting purposes.

The GeometridcC collected are being reported upon by my esteemed

friend and fellow-member, Mr. E. H. Blackmore. To this gentleman I

am indebted in many ways, and also for his kind assistance in classifying

and determining the insects belonging to this group. I may say that

credit is due him for the energetic and ijainstaking manner in which he
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has devoted all his spare time, both in collecting and studying this group,

for the past two seasons. Xot only has he discovered new species on

Vancouver Island, but he has been instrumental in bringing to light many
species and varieties which for a number of years have assumed erroneous

names, many of which were taken for granted as authentic.

Odonata (dragon-flies) made their appearance early in June, and

were abundant in suitable places during July and August. Six species

were taken, all of which were submitted to Mr. Raymond C. Osburn for

identification.

A very remarkable " Syrphids," Erastalis rupium, was taken. This

is an entirely new record for y\merica, being found common in Europe.

Attached will be found an annotated list of insects captured in the

Atlin District, together with a supplementary list to the Okanagan

insects collected in 1913.

LEPIDOPTERA.

DiuRXALS (Butterflies).

ic. Parnassius smintheus var. nanus Neumoegen (Northern Parnas-

sian). Common at Pike River on July 27th, 28th, and 29th. A large

series of over a hundred were taken, including a number of well-marked

females. (Barnes & McDunnough.)
36A. Pontia occidentalis var. calyce Edwards (Western White).

Fairly common at Wilson Creek in June. This form is the commonest

white in the north. (Barnes & AIcDunnough.)

38A. Pontia napi var. bryoniae Ochsenheimer (Alpine White). Not

common. Two specimens taken at W^ilson Creek on June 12th. Also a

single worn female at Hot Springs on July 7th. We noted several on

the wing at Skagwaj', Alaska, on June 4th. It is possible they may have

been the form alascensis. (Barnes & McDunnough.)
Synchloe creusa Doubleday & Hewitson. Common at Wilson Creek,

where a number were taken on June 8th to 30th. Mr. McDunnough says

specimens examined are typical.

63A. Eurymus hecla var. glacialis McLachlan. A single specimen

collected at Anderson Bay on August 8th near the top of a mountain at

5,000 feet altitude. No others were observed. (Barnes & McDunnough.)
65B. Eurymus eriphyle Edwards. Abundant. Several taken at

Wilson Creek on June 9th to 29th. Also occurred commonly at Hot
Springs in July. Albinic females were also taken. (Mr. McDunnough
states that this is the true form without a doubt.)

72. Eurymvis scudderi Reak (Scudder's Sulphur). Appeared at

Wilson Creek on June 20th to 30th. Fifteen taken at Hot Springs and

Pike River during Jul)'. (Barnes & McDunnough.)
102. Argynnis atlantis Edwards. Fairly common at Hot Springs on

Jul}' i2th to 25th. Specimens taken were a trifle smaller than type forms

from the Catskills, New York. (Barnes & McDunnough.)
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128B. Argynnis eurynome var. bischoffi Edwards. Two specimens

collected at Pike River on August 8th. Mr. McDunnough states this

is the silvered form of bischoffi Edwards, practically the same as var.

washingtonia. ( Barnes & McDunnough.

)

i2iSi). Argynnis bischoffi var. opis Edwards. A single specimen

obtained at Pike River on August 8th. The t}-pe locality for opis

is Cariboo District, but specimen is fairly typical. ( Barnes &
McDunnough.

)

131. Brenthis myrina Cramer (Silver-bordered Fritillary). About

fifty were taken at Hot Springs on July 5th to 9th. where it was common.

Not observed in any other section.

134. Brenthis triclaris Hubner. Fairly common at Wilson Creek.

.A. number were collected at Gopher Dam Mountain at about 4,500 feet

altitude. Did not occur on the lower levels. All were taken from July

iSth to 20th. Mr. McDunnough until further examination refers them

at present to Aphirape v. ossianus Boisduval.

137c. Brenthis chariclea var. boisduvalii Dup. (Boisduval's Fritil-

lary). Appeared commonly at Wilson Creek from June 15th to 30th.

At Hot Springs a number were captured as late as July 20th. (Barnes

& McDunnough.)
138. Brenthis freija Tlumberg; syn. freya H. & S. W^e found this

the commonest Brenthis in the district. It appeared in numbers at

Wilson Creek from June 7th to 30th, where -a number were taken. This

species is the first fritillary to emerge, being the only form fl}'ing when
we arrived at the Creek. (Barnes & McDunnough.)

139. Brenthis polaris Bdv. Not common. Three specimens collected

at Wilson Creek on June 15th and 26th. ( Barnes & McDunnough.)
140A. Brenthis frigga var. saga Kaden. A number were taken at

^\'ilson Creek from June nth to 28th. Fairly common.
1401!. Brenthis frigga var. improba Butler. Eight specimens col-

lected on the summit of Gopher Dam Mountain, 500 feet altitude. Mr.

McDunnough states that it is paler above than the typical specimen, and

is still rare in collections.

191. Phycoides pratensis Behr. Eight specimens taken at Hot
Springs from July loth to 26th. Not a common insect. (Barnes &
McDunnough. 1

218. Aglais milberti Goddart (Milbert's Tortoise-shell). Two seen

at Pike River on August 8th. Probably common later in the fall.

270.\. Erebia disa var. mancinus Dby. We found this beautiful form

laying with Erebia epipsodea at Wilson Creek from June nth to 30th.

About thirty specimens were taken. ]!y no means common. (Barnes &
McDunnough.)

273. Erebia epipsodea Butler (Common .\lpine). Common at

Wilson Creek throughout the month of June. A good series of fresh

sjiecimens were taken. Mr. McDunnough reports the specimens sub-

mitted to him as a true typical form.
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282. Coenomympha kodiak Edwards. Only two specimens taken at

Wilson Creek on June 26th. These are the only two records we have

from British Columbia. Apparently not common, as no others were

seen.

292. CEnis jutta Hubner; syn. Balder Bdv. Not common. Eleven

specimens taken at Wilson Creek during the last week of June. Fairly

common. (Barnes & McDunnough.)

293. CEnis uhleri Reakirt. Rather common. Eleven specimens

collected at Wilson Creek from June 15th to 30th. (Barnes &
McDunnough.)

295F. CEnis noma var. taygete Hubner. Very common at Wilson

Creek throughout the month of June. A large series of over a hundred

were taken. This species is the common Arctic butterfly, and can be

seen in numbers along the mountain trails and roadsides from 3,000 to

5,000 feet altitude. (Barnes & McDunnough.)

396. Epidemia helloides Boisduval. Two specimens collected at Hot
Springs on July 26th and five at Pike River on August 3rd. (Barnes &
McDunnough.)

Some of the Epidemia taken represent a form between dorcas and

xanthoides. ( McDunnough.)

409. Cupido saepiolus Bdv. Common at Wilson Creek from June

8th to 30th. Also common at Hot Springs earlj^ in July. Specimens^

are rather off type. ( Barnes & McDunnough.)

425. Agriades aquilo Boisduval. Thirty specimens collected at

Wilson Creek from June 15th to 30th. Barnes & McDunnough identified

it as an intermediate Western form between aquilo Bdv. and rustica

Edwards.

432. Rusticus scudderi Edwards. Common at Wilson Creek in June

and at Hot Springs in July. Over fifty specimens taken. The specimens

are probably closer to true scudderi described from Lake Winnipeg than

the Eastern form going under the same name. (McDunnough.)

644. Hesperia centaureas Rambur. Only two specimens taken at

Wilson Creek, one on June 22nd and another on June 29th. (Barnes &
McDunnough.)

BIETEROCERA (MOTHS).

Arctiid.e.

869. Neoarctia yarrowi Stretch. A perfect specimen taken ar

Wilson Creek on June 28th. Several others were seen on the wing in

June. (Barnes & McDunnough.)

Ag.\ristid.e.

943. Androloma mac-cullochii Kirby. Fairly common in the moun-
tainous sections in June. Specimens obtained at Wilson Creek from June
I2th to 28th. (Barnes & McDunnough.)
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NOCTUID^.

1 105. Caradrina extimia Walker. Three taken on August 20lh at

Atlin. ( I'.arnes & Aid )unnougli.

)

1223. Agroperina (Hadena) morna Strecker. Single specimen taken

at Pike River on July 2Qlh, possiljly a form of morna. (Parnes &
McDunnough.

)

1232. Sidemia (Hadena) devastatrix lirace. Atlin, August 15th;

Cariboo Crossing, August 20th. (Barnes & McDunnough.)
1281. Hyppa brunneicrista Smith. One specimen taken at Hot

.Sjirings on July 6th, probably this species. (Barnes & McDunnough.)

1390. Rhynchagrotis rufipectus Morrison. Two specimens taken at

Pike River on August 8th. (Barnes & McDunnough.)

1431. Pachnobia littoralis Packard. Single specimen on July 5th at

Hot Springs is a form of littoralis. (Barnes & McDunnough.)

1489. Agrotis (Noctua) fennica Tauscher. Five specimens taken at

Atlin from August 8th to 12th. (Barnes & McDunnough.)

1736. Euxoa (Paragrotis) divergens Walker. Three specimens taken

at Atlin on August 8th, iith, and 12th. Mr. McDunnough is not quite

certain as to the identity of this species.

1737. Euxoa redimicula Morrison. Common at Atlin from August

9th to 19th. Flight specimens collected. (Barnes & McDunnough.)

1798. Mamestra olivacea var. lucina Smith. Single- specimen col-

lected at Atlin on August 8th. (Barnes & McDunnough.)

1840. Mamestra sutrina (jrote. Single specimen collected at AX'ilson

Creek on June 6th. ( Barnes & McDunnough.)

1930. Anarta cordigera Tliunberg. Commcjn at Wilson Creek in

June. Eleven specimens taken. ( Barnes & McDunnough.)

1932. Anarta melanopa Tliunberg. Not common. Three specimens

collected at W'ilson Creek from June 14th to i8th. (Barnes &
McDunnough.)

1935. Anarta richardsoni Curtis. One specimen taken at Hot

Springs on July 7th. (Barnes & McDunnough.)

1936. Anarta? sp. A single specimen, possibly a dark form of

impinigens Walker was taken at Atlin on August 15th. (P.arnes iv

McDimnough.

)

1974. Cirphis (Heliophila) heterodoxa .Smith. One specimen taken

at Hot Springs on July 17th. (Barnes &. McDunnough.)

2533. Autographa (Syngrapha) ignea Grote. Four taken at Pike

River from July 27th to 29th. (Barnes & McDunnough.)

Autographa orophila Ham])son. Two taken at Pike River on July

29th. ( Barnes & McDunnough.)

3223. Epicnaptera americana Harris. A female collected at \\'ilson

Creek on June 2ist. ( Barnes & McDunnough.)
4i97.\. Albuna pyramidalis var. montana Hy. Edwards. Three col-

lected at W^ilson Creek on June 28th. (Barnes & McDunnough.)

3
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GEOMETRID^.

3255. Philopsia (Talledega) montanata Packard. Common at

Wilson Creek in June; specimens taken on June 12th, i6th, 21st, and

27th. (L. W. S.)

Eupithecia adornata Taylor. Three taken at \\'ilson Creek on June

20th and 2ist. (L. W. .S.)

3350. Eustroma propulsata ^Valker. Taken at Atlin on August

nth. \l. ^^'. S.)

335 1.\. Eustroma destinata var. lugubrata Moschler. A single speci-

men taken at rest on a fence at Atlin on August 13th. (L. W. S.)

3353. Eustroma nubilata Packard. Wilson Creek, on June 26th.

(L. W. S.)

3359B. Rheumaptera hastata var. hastulata Hubner. Common at

Wilson Creek from June 9th to 30th. ( L. W. S.)

3360. Rheumaptera tristata Linnaeus. Fairly common at Wilson

Creek from June i6th to 28th. ( L. W. S.)

3362. Rheumaptera luctuata Dennis & Schififermuller. Wilson

Creek, June isth to 20th. { L. W. S.)

3362A. Rheumaptera luctuata var. obducata Moschler. AVilson

Creek, June 26th to 28th. ( L. W. S.)

3379B. Mesoleuca citrata var. suspectata Moschler. \Vilson Creek,

June 14th. (L. W. S.)

3381. Mesoleuca silaceata Huliner. Common in the mountainous

sections in June. A good series taken at ^Vilson Creek. (L. W. S.)

3387c. Hydriomena furcala var. quinquefasciata Packard. Very

abundant throughout the month of June at Wilson Creek. (I^. W. S.)

3419. Hydriomena magnoliata Guenee. Found it common at Wilson

Creek from June i8th to 30th. (L. W. S.)

3434. Stamncfides (Coenocalpe) topazata Strecker. Fairly common
at Wilson Creek in June. Previous record Mount Cheam. ( L. W. S.)

3449. Petrophora salvata Pearsall ; incursata Hubner. Taken at

Wilson Creek on June 30th. ( L. \\'. S.)

3450. Petrophora abrasaria Hcrrich-Schaeffer. Common at Wilson

Creek in June. ( L. W. S.

)

3603. Epelis truncataria \\'alker. Fairly common at ^Vilson Creek

from June 12th to 30th.

3777. Enypia perangulata Hulst. Single specimen taken at Carcross

on August 20th. ( L. AV. S.)

3878. Jubarella danbyi Hulst. Two specimens taken at \\'iIson

Creek on June 26th and 28th. ( L. W. S.)

PvRALID.^i.

4404. Phlyctasnia itysalis W^alker. Common at Hot Springs on July
17th. (P)arnes & McDunnough.)

Phlyctasnia sp.? Pike River, August 8th; possibly tellealis Dyar.
(Barnes & McDunnough.)
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4504. Scoparia lugubralis Walker. Hot Springs, July 4th. (Speci-

mens rubbed; the identification is not certain.) (ISarnes &
McDunnough.)

Scoparia sp.? Hot Springs, July 7th. (Barnes & McDunnough.)

4510. Scoparia centuriella Dennis & Schiffermuller. Very common
at Wilson Creek in June. A large series of this species were collected.

Very variable. (Barnes & McDunnough.)

4563. Crambus pascellus Linn?eus. Common at Hot Springs.

Several taken from July 5th to loth. (Barnes & McDunnough.)

4583. Crambus myellus I lul^ner. h'airly common at Hot Springs.

Specimens were taken on July 4th, 5th, and 6th. (Barnes &
McDunnough.)

4776. Laodamia fusca Harworth. Nine specimens taken at Wilson

Creek from June 15th to 30th. (Barnes & McDunnough.)

5071. Olethreutes bipartitana Clemens. Common. Si.x specimens

taken at Hot Springs on July 8th and 12th. (Barnes & McDunnough.)
Hysterosia homonana Kearfoot. Single specimen taken at Hot

Springs on July 8th. (liarnes & McDonnough.)

Tl.\EID.E.

Nemotois belleta Walker. One specimen taken at Hot Springs on

July 4th. (Barnes & McDunnough.)

DIPTERA. (ATLIN, 1914.)

(Idt. by Raymond C. Osburn.)

T.\B.-\NID.-E.

T. affinis Kirby.

Tabanus sp.

T. osburni I line

BOMBVLID.!^.

Anthrax fulviana Say.

Syrpiiid.e.

Syrphus contumax O. Sacken.

Syrphus intrudens O. Sacken.

Syrphus (Catabomba) pyrastri Linn;cus.

Syrphus torvus (J. Sacken.

Hanmerschmiatia ferruginia Fallen.

Ersitalis rupium Fabricus. New to America ; comuK^n in Europe.

Melanostoma sp. (Prob. new sp.)

ODONATA (DRAGON-FLIES). (ATLIN, 1914.)

(Idt. by Raymond C. Osburn and E. B. Williamson.)

.ffishna sitchensis Hagen. (Osburn.)

.ffishna eremista Scudder. (Osljurn.)

Enallagma calverti Morse. (Osburn.)
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Enallagma cyathigerum Charpentier. (Osburn.)

Leucorhinia hudsonica Selys. ( W'illianison.

)

Leucorhinia proxima Calvert. (Williamson.)

Somatochlora hudsonica Hagen. (Osl^urn.)

SUPPLEMENTARY LIST OF INSECTS COLLECTED IN THE
OKANAGAN, 191 3.

i\RCTIID.E.

833. Eubaphe immaculata Reakirt. Penticton, June 27th, 1913.

(Wolley-Dod.)

NOCTUID.E.

1226. Hadena cogitata Smith. Penticton, July 7th. (W.-D.)

1496. Noctua unicolor Walker; syn. clandestina Harris. Five speci-

mens taken at I'enticton on June 28th. 1 W.-D.)

1708. Hadenella subjuncta Smith. Three specimens taken at light,

Penticton, July 3rd. (W.-D.)

1894. Xylomiges dolosa Grote. Fairly common on peach-blossoms

at Okanagan Falls, May 5th. (W.-D.)

1895. Xylomiges rubrica Harvey. Okanagan Falls, May 5th. Very
common on peach-blossoms. A large series of 220 taken. Very variable.

(W.-D.)

Stretchia angula Smith? Five taken at Okanagan P'alls on May 6th^

8th, and 12th. (Mr. Wolley-Dod states specimens examined agree with

the description of types from Arrow Head Lake, B,C., but he never saw

the species before.)

2102. Xylina georgii Grote; syn. holicineria Smith. Seven taken at

Okanagan Falls from May 5th to 30th. (W.-D.)

2120. Colocampa cineritia Grote; syn. mertena Smith. Five col-

lected at Okanagan Falls on May 6th and loth. (W.-D.)

2142. Rancora strigata Smith. Five fresh specimens taken at light

at Okanagan Falls on May 5th, 7th, and 8th. (W.-D.)

2240. Scopelosoma tristigmata Grote. Okanagan Falls, May 7th.

(W.-D.)

2405. Melicleptria honesta (jrote. Vaseaux Lake, Okanagan Falls,

May 26th. (W.-D.)
" 2601. Eustrotia albidula Guenee. Penticton, June 30th, three taken

at light. (W^-D.)

2761. Syneda (Euclidia) annexa Hy. Edwards. Common at Okana-

gan Falls from April 26th to May 7th. (W.-D.)

HyPENIN/E.

3008. Epizeuxis americalis Guenee. Penticton, June 30th. Mr.

Wolley-Dod states that it appears to be very rare in British Columbia,

the only previous record being one from the late G. W. Taylor's

collection.
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3039A. Chytolita petrealis Giote. Penticton, June 21st. (W.-D.)

3168. Gluphisa severa ]I\-. Edwards. Two taken at Okanai^an Falls

on Ai)ril 24tli. ( W.-I).)

CllCOMETRID.l':.

3237. Cladora atroliturata W^alker. Okanagan Falls, April 2otli and

22nd. (L. W. Swett.

)

Nausina (Gymnocelis) melissa Cirosbcck. Okanagan Falls. May
19th, (L. W.S.)

3316. Eupithecia cestata llulst. Okanagan Falls,, April i8th and

20th. (I.. W. .S.)

3318. Eupithecia implorata Hulst. Okanagan Falls, April i8th to

22nd, fairly cunimtjn at light. ( L. W. S.

)

3321. Eucymatoge tenuata Hulst. Okanagan Falls, June loth.

(L. W. S.)

3436. Marmopteryx marmorata Packard. Two taken at Shuttle-

worth Creek, Okanagan I'alls, on May 7th and loth. (L. \V. S.)

Leptomeris subfuscata Taylor. Fairly common at Shuttleworth

Creek, Okanagan Falls, from May 23rd to 30th. ( L. W. S.)

3550. Leptomeris (Eois) sideraria (nienee. ( )kanagan Falls, June

loth and 12th, common. ( L. W. S.

)

3623. Deilinia variolaria Guenee. Penticttin, July 3rd. ( L. W. S.)

3648. Sciagraphia denticulata Grote. Okanagan Falls, May 6th to

8th. (L. W. S.)

3662. Sciagraphia excurvata Packard. Okanagan I^^alls, May 9th.

( L. W. S.)

3850. Cleora pampinaria Guenee. Penticton, July 6th, ( L. W. S.)

3867. Lycia cognataria Guenee. Penticton, June 30th and July 2nd.

( L. W. S.)

3960. Euchlsena johnsonaria I'^itch. Okanagan Falls, June 23th.

Tin'KiD.i-:.

4i3r. Thyris maculata Harris. Okanagan Falls, June 8th. (Wolley-

Dod.)
'

Geometrid.e (AxLiiV, 1913).

3343. Eutcphria (Philereme) multivagata llulst, Atlin, September

9th, (L w. s.)

3380A. Mesoleuca citrata Linnaeus. September 12th and 13th.

(L. W, S.)

LIST OF HYMRNOPTFRA COLLECTED AT OKANAGAN
FALLS, 191 3.

(Idt. by J. C. Crawford.)

Bombus occidentalis. Okanagan Falls, May 13th to 27th.

Bombus edwardsii. ( )kanagan Falls, April 19th to 22nd, May 3rd.

Bombus separatus. Okanagan Falls, RTay 27th.
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Bombus oppositus. Okanagan Falls, June 13th to 27th.

Psithyrus insularis. Okanagan Falls, June 6th.

Halictus lerouxii. Okanagan Falls, April 19th.

Halictus trizonatus. Okanagan Falls, June 12th.

Agapostemon femoratus? Okanagan Falls, June 13th.

Bombomelerta fulvida. Okanagan Falls, April igth to 26th.

Anthophora solitaria Ritz. Okanagan Falls, June 2nd.

Sphecodes hesperellus. Okanagan Falls, June 2nd.

Andrena kincaidii Ckll. Okanagan Falls, May 13th.

Andrena vicina Smith. Okanagan Falls, May 7th.

Ceratina submaritima. Okanagan Falls, June 12th.

Megachile sp. Okanagan Falls, June 5th.

Osmia sp. (two distinct var.). Okanagan Falls, June 2nd.

Anthophora sp. Okanagan Falls, May 28th.

Mr. Day: That is a vc'ry interesting account of insects. I have

had a little experience with the northern insects. My son was in Dawson
several years ago, and he collected some insects and sent them down to

me. I was much struck with the darkness of the insects, which demon-

strated that the eflect of the cold on moths was to generally produce

dark specimens, and it is admitted that the cold has the effect of darken-

ing moths. I think it is quite interesting to note that som« go dark and

some go light.

Mr. Blackmore : The specimens are similar in some of the various

forms.

Mr. Day : Very similar. The next paper is on " Interesting Habits

of Some Lepidoptera," by J. W. Cockle, Kaslo, IkC.

Mr. Treherne : Mr. Cockle's paper has been printed in Bulletin

No. 5 ; however, as it is a paper which would be immensely interesting

to all present, I beg leave to read it. {Sec Bulletin No. 5 for Mr. Cockle's

paper.)

Mr. Wilson : I was reading the other night Darwin's Diary on the

Butterfly, and I took a little note of the insects that he found in Brazil,

if I might read it to you.

DARWIN, BUTTERFLIES IN BRAZIL.

Noticed by D.vrwin in the Voy.vge of the " Be.vgle."

I was much surprised at the habits of the Papilio feronia. This

butterfly is uncommon and generally frequents the orange groves.

Although generally a high flyer, it frequently lights on the trunks of

trees. On these occasions the head is invariably placed downwards,
and its wings are expanded in an horizontal plane instead of being

folded vertically, as is commonly the case.
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This is the onl)' butterfly that I know of that uses its legs for

running. Not being aware of this fact, the insect more than once, as

I cautiously approached with my foreceps, shuffled on one side just as

the instrument was closing and thus escaped.

Cut a far more singular fact is the power whicii this species

possesses of making a noise. Several times, when a pair, presumably

male and female, were chasing each other in an irregular course, they

passed within a few yards, and I distinctly heard a clicking noise similar

to that produced by a toothed wheel passing under a spring catch. The
noise was continued but at short intervals, and could be distinguished

at about twent}- yards distant. I am certain there is no error in the

observation.

Mr. Doubleday described a peculiar structure in the wings of this

butterfly, which seems to be the means of making this noise. He says

it is remarkable for having a sort of drum at the base of the five wings

betiveen the ctistal nervure and the sub-costal. These two nervures,

moreover, have a peculiar screw-like diaphragm or vessel in the interior.

Mr. Treherne: IJefore we adjourn there are two matters of interest.

Tiiere is reported to be a general outbreak of caterpillars in the Fort

George District.

Mr. Wilson: The caterpillar is working up the Fraser River.

]\Ir. Treherne; This is undoubtedly our friend the tent-caterpillar.

Regarding the importing of bees into British Columbia, I have a letter

from Mr. Robinson. At the present time the regulations of the I^rovince

demand that all bees and bee products be held in <|uarantine for thirty

days, and if they are pronounced free from foul-brood they are allowed

to enter into the country. Mr. Robinson was very strong on this

question, lie claimed that hdlding the bees at the border was not riglit,

as, if they are infested with this foul-brood, they would fly inland into

British Columbia, and if they had the disease they would breed it, and

consequently we passed a resolution requesting action on the part of the

Government to alter this regulation by either prohibiting the importation

from districts known to be infested or by putting a quarantine on the

whole business. We forwarded this resolution to the Department of

Agriculture, and no action was taken, with the result that in Burnaby

and Hastings they have had a very serious outbreak of foul-brood, result-

ing in the expense of several Insjiectors being detailed ofif by this action

t)f the Department.

The President : This is \ery interesting and upholds our action of

last year. Before we adjourn I find it necessary to elect our officers for

the year 191 5. The meeting is now open for nominations.
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OFFICERS ELECTED FOR 1915.

President—G. O. Day, F.E.S., Duncan, B.C.

First Vice-President—L. E. Taylor, F.Z.S., M.B.O.U., Kelovvna.

Second \"ice-President—E. H. Blackmore, Victoria.

Secretary-Treasurer—R. C. Treherne, B.S.A., Agassiz.

Assistant Secretary—H. H. Creese, West Summerland.

Advisory Board—G. O. Day, L. E. Taylor, E. H. Blackmore, R. C.

Treherne, H. H. Creese, Tom Wilson, W. H. Lyne, A. H. Bush,

and E. M. Anderson.

ERRATA.

Corrections in Bulletin No. 4, B.C. Ent. Soc. Proc.

Page 13. Orthosia ferruginoides should be Orthosia verberata.

Mr. F. Wolley-Dod says that ferruginoides do not occur at the Coast

;

all that he has seen bearing that name are verberata. Though much
alike, they are distinct. Scepsia packardii should be Scepsis packardii ;

Leptarctia californicas should be Leptarctia californiae; Leptarctia var.

dimidata should be L. cal. var. dimidiata; Eupethecia should be

Eupithecia; Perstroma nubilata should be Eustroma nubilata.

Page 14. H. autumnalis var. crockeri should be H. autumnalis var.

crokeri.

Page 45, lines 9, 16, and 31. Junctum notata should read punctum
notata.

Page 45, line 28. Dysstroma should read Dysstroma citrata Linn.

Page 45, lines 33 and 36. Variety nineifascia should read var.

niveifascia.

Page 46, line 2. Sentence commencing with " Strange to say " should

read as follows :
" Strange to say that, although californtata has no

described varieties occurring here, the Eastern form has two, one of

which is Hydriomena autumnalis var. crokerii Swett."

VICTORIA, B.C. :

II. CuLLiN, rrinter to lUe King's Most Excellent Majesty

1915.
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PART I.

BRITISH COLUMBIA ENTOMOLOGICAL
SOCIETY

SECOND MIDSUMMER MEETING, 1914

HE second midsuLumor meeting of the British Columbia Entomological

Society was held at Kelowua. B.C.. on August 20th, 1914. The First

Vice-Presideut, Mr. Lionel E. Taylor, was in the cliair.

Jlr. Taylor : If the meeting will now come to order, we will

begin the business of the day. It gives me a great deal of pleasure

to welcome you to-day to the Kelowna District, and I hope the frult-

growers^of the district in general will profit from the discussion's that I am sure

will follow each of the papers on the programme before us. I have been requested

to give an outline on the problems, entomological and pathological, that require

solution in our orchards at the present time.

Mr. Taylor then proceeded to address the meeting on the lines he would suggest

as liable to render the most aid to the frujt-grower in his locality. He dwelt on

some of the problems of the plant pathologist that require solution, in particular

referring to the diseases known as pear-wilt, water-core, truit-pit, and other condi-

tions directly and Indirectly resultant from irrigated conditions affecting fruit-trees.

He also touched on the insect troubles of obscure origin, mentioning the blight-

carrying proclivities of insects, the apple-blotch mite, tarnished plant-bug, tree-

crickets, and locusts. Mr. Taylor also mentioned the methods that would appeal

to him in instructing the fruit-gi-ower as to tiis insect and fungous troubles, and
condemned the principle of short daily meetings, and advocated meetings more of

the short-course nature. He also suggested that a chart be drawn up and circulated

among the fruit-growers showing the sporing periods of fungous diseases a:nd the

hatching periods of insects.

Jlr. J. W. Eastham : In regard to Mr. Taylor's suggestion that fruit-growers

be advised as to dates of spraying, it is needless to say that the time to aiiply

depends on the condition of- the crop plant at the time, and this in a large measure
determines the date in a locality. Take, for instance, the peach-leaf curl. We say

spray before bud-scales are opeu, and this necessarily depends on the season. Given

a very early season, growers may not be prepared. To give the farmer dates of

s|ioring of his fungous diseases would be useful, no doubt, but it is not a main con-

sideration. It would be a poor guide and growers might be misled. In regard to

the more obscure troubles of the orchard, the blotching of apples is caused, according

to Mr. Brittain, la.st year, by a species of mite. We have not found this mite this

year, although the same conditions are noted. Lime-sulphur as a control does not

work as well as might be supposed or hoped. The Kootenays have the same con-

dition. As regards the disease termed "pear-wilt," we have no opinion to offer.

It is a new condition to me. We hope to work on it this coming year. Fruit-pit

and water-core are physiological diseases and control is difficult. It might be

interesting for you to hear that watered core can be restored to normal condition,

provided the water has not reached the seed-cavities. Apples may be picked and
stored and the water absorbed.
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Mr. Trplienie : In regard to the point raised as how to assist the farmer in

his troiililes, I need hardly say that it is one of the prime objects of the meetings

of this Society in the snnuner-time to worli with and help the fruit-grower to the

best of onr ability. It is a disappointment that more do not come to these meetings

if there ai-e complaints as to instructional work. We are trying to develop our

own literature, especially relative to our local conditions, but this takes time, and

we are a young Society and entomology in the Province is young. There is plenty

of literature from outside sources which approximate our conditions, and those

insects wliieh are to-day causing most loss in this valley are already well studied.

We have several, however, which are peculiar to this country which require study,

but study of this kind necessarily takes time for sound results.

Mr. Hereron : What we need is compulsory spraying. All fruit-growers

should spray. Mr. Treherne is quite right ; available literature is to be had.

Mr. Crease : Occasionally we have sudden outbreaks to meet which require

special treatment on the spur of the moment. We cannot always foretell outbreaks.

Many of you know we have had a great deal of trouble with grasshoppers, especially

in the Glenmore orchards. " The ranges have dried up and the insects are undoubtedly

hungry. I can inform you that Bordeaux mixture 4-4-50 will control grasshoppers

absolutely.

Mr. Cunningham : I have been impressed with the points raised. One point in

particular should be carefully considered. Why are we not succeeding better in

the matter of the control of our orchard troubles? In the early history of this

I'roviuce fruit-growers had to work out their own troubles and conducted their own
business. Farmers' institutes now do the work, and the fruit-growers have become

dependent. Poultry, live stock, etc., are all mixed up, instead of settling on horti-

culture and giving all our efforts to horticulture. I hope we will be able to draw a

distinction between fruit-grower and farmer ; there is a difference. Mr. Crease is

quite right about the grasshoppers and deterrents. Arsenicals are not so good.

Heavy rolling of adjacent lands In spring will destroy grasshoppers. In regard to

the pathological diseases, irrigation has a most direct bearing.

Mr. Tom Wilson : Grasshoppers this year are a burden. In the Similkameeu

countrj' the crops are eaten off. Patches of cabbages, etc., are being protected by

trapping. This has given good results, for when in numbers man.v are killed. They
are appearing in clouds and clover lands are bare. All this is due to climatic

reasons and drought. I have also noted that many trees around Armstrong and

Enderby have had their twigs injured. It is a mechanical injury.

Mr. Taylor: Kolling grass for grasshoppers is good. Locusts in South Africa

are destroyed that way. When eggs are observed being laid in the soil a report

is sent to the Bureau of Agriculture, where a map is being kept sliowlng every farm

where eggs have been laid. These eggs will hatch out next year after a rain.

Weather reports are kept, and as rain falls men are sent out to get the locusts.

The locusts advance^ in millions, and the men go ahead of the horde with a water-

cart and spray a width with arsenite of soda and sugar. All are killed. The locusts

are gathered for poultry-feed or are made into flour for food b.v the Kafirs. As
regards farmers Institutes, It is my conviction that they are of little value. They
may be good lecturei-s, but the time is too short and the average farmer has no

knowledge to take all issues in. Take, for instance, a lecture on fertilizers. Unless

one knows chemistry the lectures are of little avail. I advocate short coui"ses for

fruit-growers. Even if you only get six to ten men interested, they would impart

information and tlie locality would be helped.

I would like to say, before closing the discussion, that previous to the meeting

I met the Hon. Price Ellison, and he wishes me to convey to you all his best wishes

. for your success, as he is entirely in favour and appreciates the value of our work
as a Society. (Applause.)

I will now call on Mr. Ruhraau to present his paper. Mr. Ruhman has been

appointed assistant to Mr. Eastham in the Pathological Laboratory at Vernon.
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INSECT-NOTES FROM THE OKANAGAN IN 1914.

By M.\x Ruhman.

Mr. President, Ladies, and Gentlemen,—I was aslced by our wortliy Secretary to

prepare a paper on tlie " Comparative Prevalence of Insect Pests in Various Parts

of tlie Okanagan." Not having had the opportunity to make a survey of the various

districts, I am compelled to use a considerable amount of data collected by others.

I will first take those pests which occur generally throughout the valley.

The Tabnished Plant-bug {Lygtis pratenifis).

This iwst seams to be increasing to an alarming extent in the Okanagan Valley,

and I think that the Capsids of British Columbia should receive more attention than

they appear to be getting. I fear that a great deal of the killing of fruit buds and
blossoms which occurred so noticeably this spring must be i^laced to the credit of the

Capsids. I have no positive proof that the injury was caused by them, but the

nature of the punctures at the base of most of the buds examined leads me to come
to this conclusion.

The Pear-leaf Blister-mite (Erwpliyes pi/ri).

This pest is very noticeable in most orchards where pears are grown ; the pest

is of considerable importance, but is easily controlled.

The Woolly Aphis of the Apple. (Through recent studies in Maine this pest was
proven to be only another form of the elm-aphis (Eriosoma nliiii) ; this,

therefore, is now the technical name.)

This pest is present in all the older orchards throughout the valley, the amount
of infestation being regulated principally by the care the individual orchards receive;

the elm-tree form being particularl.v noticeable in Vernon and Kelowna. The root

form is not so often met with.

The Green Apple-aphis (Aphis mali).

This pest is very common and doing a great deal of injury ; it is, on the whole,

the most widespread pest we have. The amount of injury done to individual orchards

is generally according to the amount of attention given to the control of the pest—too

frequently none at all. A mixed spray of lime-sulphur and Black Leaf 40 applied

as the buds are opening is, I think, the most efflective spray for the control of this

pest.

The Red Spidee {Tctraiiychus liimaculatus).

This pest is found abundantly wherever prunes are grown in the valley, and is

particularly noticeable and injurious In Vernon and Kelowna.

The Oyster-shell Scale {Lepidosaphcs nlmi).

Is particularly prevalent in low-lying moist places on uncleared land. Crab-
aiililes seem to be most affected. In orchards it is met with more often than
desirable, particularly in Vernon ami Keli>wna. Young orchards that receive a

reasonable amount of care seem to he entiri'ly free.

The Cabbage-aphis (Aphis hfassicw).

Very common and destructive everywhere ou cabbage and turnip. Little effort

seems to be made to control this pest.

The Cabbage-worm (I'oiitici rapoe).

Common everywhere; little effort is made to control until too late.

The Red-iiiimped Apple-wokm (Hchiziiva v(incinna).

General and quite common some years, but easily controlled.

The Black Cherry-aphis (Myzus ccraxi).

Fairly abund.mt everywhere; our nmst important cherry pest.
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The CuRK.\KT-APUis (3Iijzus rihis). /

This pest is general aud of eonsiclerable importance.

The Flea-Beetlk {Epitrix siihcrinafa).

General and doing considerable injnry to tomatoes and potatoes, both directly

aud indirectly.

The Plum-sphinx (Uyloicus ilrupiferum).

General; the larviB sometimes found stripping young apple-trees.

The Ciierby-tree Tortrix ob "L'gly Nest (Arcliips cenisiroraiia).

General ; very abundant on choke-cherries in the Vernon District this year.

The FEUiT-TiiEK Leaf-roller (Arcliips arrjiirospila).

General; fairly numerous in both Kelowna and Vernon this year.

The Glick-beetles.

Quite a number of species of the Elaters are general throughout the valley, aud

doing considerable damage by feeding on the buds and opening leaves of young

apple-trees

—

Corymhites inflatus being probably the most prominent. Cardiophoriis

feitestratus has so far only been reported from Shorts Point by Mr. W. H. Brittaiu

as injuring young trees.

The SPsrcE Gall-loui3e {Chcrtiies sp.).

Is noticeable in all districts and frequently does considerable injury to orna-

mental spruce-trees.

The-Apple-leaf Hoppeb (Empoasca maJi).

This pest is very abimdant throughout the valley; their work on the leaves and

their egg-punctures on the young wood is vi'ry imlii-cablc rvcrywhere. Some efforts

seem to be made to control this pest, but in iih'sI cisi's the spray is applied at the

wrong time; the only time spraying is ellVctive is if the spray is applied when the

hoppers are still in the nymph stage; spraying at other times is a waste of time

and good material.

The TicNT-CATEEriLLAR (llalaro.toma plKrialis).

General, but not so abundant as usual this year.

The Peak-slltg (Eriocainpoidcs li)iiaeina Retz).

General, but not so abundant as in other years. It is strange that a pest so

easily controlled is so generally neglected year after year.

The Lesser Apple-worm (Enannonia prunivora Walsh).

This little pest is general, but appears to be kept well in check.

The Fall Web-wokm (Hypantria cunca).

General ; fairly abundant again this year on both apple-trees and wild shrub,

particularly in the Vernon District.

The Strawberrv-root Weevel (Otiorlnjiiclius oidtim).

Though present generally, do^s not ,i|ipini' in lie in sufficient numbers to do a

great deal of harm. Grand Forks, in the P.dund.iiy District, has some quite serious

local infestations.

The Rose-leaf Hopper (Typlilocyha rosw).

Abundant on both the wild and cultivated roses throughout the valley.

The Onion-thkip (Thrips tabaci).

General, and quite serious, particularly in Kelowna this year.
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These are the more important pests observecl or reported generally, except the

grasshoppers, which are certainly plentiful enough to be taken notice of. Mr. Ben

Hoy reports on the 14th that he visited a small orchard surrounded with range land

practically defoliated by grasshoppers (species not identified) in Kelowua. I will

now take the insects observed or reported locally.

A Plusia. il'lusia caVfornica).

From Larkin, Veruon, Kelowna, Summerlaud, and probably Arnistrong. My
attention was first attracted to the larvte of this Plusia in Kelowna on June 2nd.

where I found it doing a great deal of damage in a market-garden, lettuce-plants

being particularly attacked and completely ruined. Although general in Kelowna. I

did not find any other places seriously infested, neither did I receive any later reports

to this effect. My attention was next called to it on June 10th in Larkiu, where a

100-aere field of alfalfa had just been cut, and millions of the larva? were migrating

to an adjoining alfalfa-field, and in transit cleaning up the home vegetable-garden

;

sweet corn being immune from their attaclc, potatoes nearly so, lettuce and peas

being i^referred, onions being also attacked, and large numbers were climbiug on the

walls of the house. The attack on the home garden seemed to be the cause of

attention being first drawn to them. The same day I was called to an orchard in

^'ernon where alfalfa and clover was growing between the tree-rows ; here they were

also present in great numbers, particularly on the alfalfa, and considerable luimbers

were on the fruit-ti'ees, attacking both foliage and fruit and doing considerable

damage. The larvm appeared to be coming from the weeds in an adjoining orchard

which was in a state of neglect. I collected in all 200 larvse in various stages of

growth and placed them in breeding-cages ; a few commenced to pupate on June 12th.

A disease attacked the larvie and large numbers were also parasitized, with the

result that onl.v eleven larvte reached the pupal stage; the rest succumbed to the

disease or i)arasites. Out of the eleven puiuB only four adults emerged ; from the

other seven pupje Tachinid flies emerged ; in the case of inxpce of larva? taken in ,

Kelowna, Braconids emerged. Of those pupa? i)arasitized by Tachinids only one

parasite emerged from each pupa, whilst in the case of ijarasitized larva; which did

uot reach the pupal stage two Tachinids emerged from each. Out of the 200 larva;

taken only 2 per cent, reached the adult stage, and apparently the results were some-

what similar in the field, as a second brood of larva; was uot noticeable and only

very few adults were observed. A specimen also reached mo from Pummerland, but

nothing serious reported from there. A report of a serious invasion of the army-
worm reached me from Armstrong, but did not get the opportunity to investigate,

neither did I receive any specimens from there, but from the descriptions I received

of the larvju I am led to believe that it was the same Plusia as I observed in Larkin.

Vernon, and Kelowna.

The CoDLi>'G-MoTn (Carpocapsa (Cijdia) ponwiirlla).

An incipient local infection in Kelowna. Mr. Cunningham with his usual

thorough methods, will probably have it exterminated bj- next season.

An ArPLE-SAWFLY {Taxonus nigrosomia)

.

I first observed larviB of this sawfly in September, 11>12, in Armstrong, and
Mr. W. H. Brittaiu found them about the same time in Vernon. The full-fed larva-

apparently come from the bush adjoining the orchard, evidently for the purpose of

finding a place to hyberuate in, and had selected an Ontario and a Wagener tree

for the purpose. Every apple on the Ontario tree had either one or two larv.ie; the

Wagener apples only had a few ; a hole was eaten into the fruit slightly deeper than
the length of the larva, after which the larva either remained quiescent or left the

fruit for more comfortable quarters. Mr. Brittaiu bred some of the larvte and had
them named.
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The Mealy Plum-aphis (Mylopierus arundinis Fab.).

Taken iu Vernon.

The IiipOETED Cukrant-bokek {^geria tipuliformis).

Reported a-s plentiful at Creston, in the Kootenays. Have fonnd currant-canes

in both Vernon and Kelowna infested with larvre ai)pareutly of this moth, but

reared no adults. I saw a few moths which appeared to be A. tipuliformis flying

over currant-bushes at the end of May in an orchard in Kelowna, but none were
taken.

The Elroi'ean Fruit-scale {AspiOiotiis ostrwformis Curtis).

Quite plentiful in the bush around Penticton, also on the Indian reserve at

the same place. Has been reported on pear at Kelowna.

The Rosy Apple-APHIS (Apliis sorbl). .

Found at both Vernon and Kelowna.

The Currant Fruit-fly (Epoch la canadensis Loew. ).

Rather jilentiful at Vernon.

The Onion-maggot {Peyoniia cepanim Bouche).

Present in small numbers iu some Vernon gardens.

The Cabbage Plutei.la or Diamond-back Moth {PUitclla niaciilipoiiiis).

A number of larvre of this little pest were sent from Armstrong, where consider-

able damage is reported on cabbage and turnip. This little moth is an importation

from Kurope, where I have at different times noticed considerable damage being

done to yoimg plants by the first brood. It makes its appearance at the end of

May in British Columbia, and we get two broods, ]X)SsibIy three ; in the Southern

States five broods are reported, and I understand that in Florida broods are con-

tinuous the year round. I have found preventive measures the best means of

controlling this pest—that Is, by burning all the leaves and stalks of cruciferous

III ants left on the field after harvest in the fall. Cleanliness is as important as a

preventive of pests and disease in the field as iu the house and barn. The oldest

reports I can find on this insect from the United States are dated 1S77, by Cyrus

Thomas. Out of fourteen ijupte I bred six adults and eight Braconids.

The Stalk-boreb (Papaipenia nitella Gn. ).

The larva of this Noctuid was reported as doing considerable damage to young

celei-y-plants in Armstrong: it is known to attack a large variety of plants; one

larva may do considerable damage by migrating from plant to plant. As the eggs

are laid in the fall on the stems of various weeds and grasses, preventive measures
are obvious and easy, as the larvre do not migrate vei-y far. Keep your vegetable-

garden and its near vicinity free from weeds and grasses. Xo adults were reared.

Mites (Erioplnjcs sp.).

A considerable amount of injury was done to api^le and cherry leaves by a

mite. Leaves brought in showed at first glance the typical appearance of silver-

leaf, but on closer examination iiroved to be the woi-k of mites, which were present

in large numbers on both sides of the leaves. The attention of the growers was
drawn by the wilting of the leaves as if suffering from drought, though plenty of

moisture was present.

A Sap-feeiiing Beetle dps (jiiddrigiittata).

This beetle was prominent in injuring the blooms of asters iu several Vernon
gardens.

The Cakpet-beetle ob Buffalo-moth (Anthrcnus scopliularia- L.).

Larvre of this beetle were brought in for identifieation from Vernon, a house
and stable being badly infested.
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The Bud-moth (Tinctocera occUana).

This pest, although as j-et only reported from Keh)wna, is probably more wide-

spread in the valley, is of great economic importance, and care should be taken

that it is not allowed to become a serious pest here.

BiD-wEKviLs (Ccrrdiicus artcmiscw and Minctus setitlosus).

I'Veding on buds and opening leaves of apple-trees at Tenticton.

The Flat-headed Chebky-tree Borer (Diccrca (lirarkntd).

Only reported from Vernon, where two specimens were tal^en by Jlr. W. II.

Brittain in 1912.

The Peach-tree Borer (Saiiiiinnidca w/fioxw).

This pest is only reiiorted from Summerland, \\-here a considerable number of

trees have been killed by it; probably present to some extent in all the peach

districts.

The Peach-twig Borer (iiiarxia lineatelhi)

.

A serious pest in the southern Okanagan. and very abundant this year, probably

owing to neglect of thorough spraying.

Jlr. Lyiie: To review all tlie insects mentioned by Mr. Itnhman would consume

several davs. I will confine my attention to those of most importance. The Pliisia

generally occur spasmodically owing to the extent of parasitism they are subject to

iir this country. Onion-thrips are very prevalent this year in Kelowna, and affected

fields are especially easy to notice owing to the sickly greyish discoloration of the

leaves and stalk of the onion. The result has been a reduction of growth. Onion-

ground should be ploughed in the fall, the idea being to make it a difficult matter

for the adults in the soil to emerge next season. Stir soil during the muter, if

jiossible. to let the frost act. Except for the presence of the codling-moth in this

locality, the peach-twig borer is very prevalent and destructive and most important.

I'nless spraying is done very few sound i)eaches will be found next year. We know
this insect as very serious. This Society is posted as to procedure, for the life-

history was published last year in Bulletin No. 3 of our series. Methods of com-

bating this pest will be found in the account. The larva; hibernate or pass the

winter in crotches of the tree under bark, etc. The peach-root borer is another

in.iurious insect of prime importance. The larva^ attack apricot and plum, as well

as iieach. These larva», which may be found around the root, and a mass of gum
will indicate their presence, and must be cut out by hand, using a curved bladed

knife for the purpose. An account of this insect appeared in Bulletin No. 3 of last

year's proceedings. Copies of this bulletin can no doubt lie obtained from the

.'Secretary at any time.

THE CONTROL OF INCIPIENT INFESTATION OF CODLING-MOTH IN A

NEW DISTRICT.

By W. H. Lyne. Assistant Provincial Inspector of Fruit Pe.sts.

The most practical method of dealing with a local incipient infestation of

codling-moth depends upon the particular season of the .vear at which the infestation

is discovered, and the time decided ajjon to commence o])eratious with a view to

its extermination. I need hardly preface my remarks by saying that it is the

first object of this Department to exterminate an outbreak of this moth immediately
on its arrival, for the Department has been brought up side by side with the growth
and development of the fruit-growing industry of the Province.

So far experience has taught us that there are only two drastic melhods that

will give satisfactory results. One of these consists in (lcstro!ii)i(j rrrrij iiarliclr of

fruit iritliiii tlic iiifvctcd (in:n iliiriiiii tlic tiiilii siiiiiiiicr. in order to prevent the larva
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completing its life-cycle aud carryiug the infection over to another season. It should

be realized, at this point, that our Province is now practically free of codling-moth;

consequently, with our staff of fieldmen posted in various parts of the country, we
are for ihe most part able to " six)t " an infestation before it has had an opportunity

to get ahead of us. This point should be thoroughly realized, otherwise my few-

remarks may appear to be too theoretical, whereas they actually represent past

experience and fact. The other recourse is that of systematic spraying with arsenate

of Icdil. hfiiKtiiig the trees, and a rigid quarantine of all fruit n-ithin the infceted

distlirt.

It often happens that the infection is not discovered until late in the season at

a time when the first brood of larvre have had their " innings " at the fruit, and
many of them have already passed the pupa stage and new moths are on the wing.

This could happen as early as the mouth of August in this latitude. Under these

circumstances it would be very foolish to proceed with the destruction of the fruit

unless the area was very small indeed. Because by the time the area of Infection

could be ascertained and every particle of fruit destroyed the second brood would

be so far under way as to give many of the larva; an opportunity, to leave the fruit,

spin their cocoons in a small hiding-place under the bark or elsewhere, and there

remain until the following season, and the great sacrifice of fruit would not have

resulted in utter extermination. So if the destruction of the fruit is the method to

lie adopted, with a view to utter extermination, as a reward for the sacrifice, it will

be necessary to start destroying the fruit so early in the season as to ensure the

destruction of every particle before the season is far enough advanced to allow any

larviTe the chance to winter over.

TTiis work of destroying the fruit is not nearly so simple a process as the mere

mention of it might lead people to belie^-e. Any experienced apple, pear, crab, or

<iuiuce grower will agree that, even when harvesting the matured fruit is over.

they will often think every bit of fruit on a certain tree had been gathered, to find

when the tree finally loses its foliage that many specimens remain still adhering.

This will give one an idea of how much more difficult it is to thoroughly dispose of

partly developed fruit at the time it is necessary to make a thorough clean-up. It is

also hard to realize the amount of opposition and refusal to co-operate on the part

of many of the people whose future interests are at stake. Without the thorough

and hearty co-operation of every one concerned, the extermination of the codling-

moth is very difficult, if not iniixissihlc. as a very little fruit allowed to remain in

the trees or even on the grouml tUniughout a scattered district may defeat this

attempt to eradicate the infection.

To review the other method already mentioned, consisting of strict quarantine,

inspection, banding the trees, and spraying, I will give the details that were carried

out in dealing with an infected district of about one square mile in extent. The

cause of infection was traced to a settler having arrived in the spring, with his

household effects, from an infected district in Ontario, and the larvre were carried

in some of the packing-cases in the puiial form, It was not until the beginning of

September that infection in three or four adjoiuing orchards was first discovered,

many of the first brood of larva? being found in cocoons under the bark of infected

trees, and also some newly hatched larvre in the fruit ranging from a few days old

and upwnnls. ScMTal apples were found in which larva? had completed their work

and left. ai-.-,,uiiliiiy partly for those found under the bark in their cocoons. The
trees averaged seven or eight years old, mostly Jonathans, Mcintosh, and Wagener.

all bearing considerable fruit. Four Assistant Inspectors were immediately ordered

to inspect the whole district with a view to locating the exact area of infection.

This proved to be one sqnai'e mile in extent. No fruit was allowed to leave this

district, and outside packing-houses were not allowed to send in any picking or

packing boxes that would go into circulation again in outside districts or packing-

houses. A temporary packing-house was erected in the infected district, to which
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iill fruit was ordered to be taken. During tliis time tlie Inspectors were still busy

locatins tlie infection, which proved finally to exist only in three or four orchards.

\Viieu this condition was ascertained they were instructed to destroy every larva

that could be found in the fruit, on the trees, or under the bark or crevices. The

trunks and limbs of the trees were scraped clean of rough bark and banded with

gunn.v-sack. As a further precaution, every apple, crab, pear, and quince was

carefully inspected by our own Inspectors at the packing-house provided for the

exclusive handling of fruit within the infested district.

After passing this inspection the fruit was packed and hauled direct to the cars

to which they were consigned for shipment to points outside the Province. The

following spring and summer every apple, crab, pear, and quince tree in the infected

district received a thorough spraying with arsenate of lead, and during the balance

of the season the orchards were patrolled by two of our Inspectors on the look-out

for the first sign of reinfection, but none has been found during the last two years.

This fact in itself speaks for the efficacy of the proceedings, and fortunately we
are conscientious enough to recognize Infection when It appears, and so may truth-

fully say we do not know that any codling-moth infection exists in the orchards

above mentioned. Given a free hand and thorough co-operation on the part of the

growers, we believe all normal infestations may be conquered.

Mr. Treherne : This admirable paper speaks for itself and represents a clear

case of conscientious effort for the welfare of the Province. It has been frequently

mentioned, privately and officially, that the cost of control and the wholesale total

elimination of orchard pests is more than the cost would be to the grower if the

pests were present. This is without doubt true, and probably, in some cases, the

expense is greater, but the name and value of having clean fruit in the markets of

the world is worth more than all the costs of control put together. It is largely a

matter for the future, but undoubtedly the cash value will become apparent some
da.v, and that not far distant. I should like to ask Mr. Lyno if he has practised

the former method he mentioned—viz., the total purchase and condemnation of fruit

in an area found to be infected.

Mr. Lyne : Why, certainly. We had a case last summer at Armstrong, brought

to our attention first by Mr. Brittaiu. He observed in the month of June a larva

in a fruit when the apples were still quite small. Immediately we went to work
and rounded up the infection, which finally we fouud was confined to three orchards

of approximately SOO trees, five- to eight-year-olds, of which, if I remember correctly,

about twenty were actually found infected. We bought the crop outright on the

trees in the early summer, amounting to approximately 1,000 boxes, and boiled the

fruit in sacks in scalding water. Since then no further report of infection has come
in from this district.

Mr. Taylor: How many ontbi"eaks have occurred in the Province at one time

and another?

Mr. Lyne: Four or five definite outbreaks have occurred. .

A member : And do you consider the methods you advocate satisfactory under
all ordinary conditions?

Mr. Lyne : So long as we retain the confidence aud the co-operation of the

fruit-growers, certainly. I may say we have been very fortunate in being able to

catch incipient infestation so rapidly. So long as the codling-moth remains a rarity

and we have an efficient orchard patrol, we will keep out the moth for many years

yet.

Mr. Treherne: I am inclined to agree with Mr. Lyne that provided a careful

orchard patrol is continued and Inspectors be properly informed, and the Depart-
ment is properly endorsed by the Government, the matter of control of incii)ient

infestation by codling-moth is simple, and growers should rel,y on and endorse the

work. I may mention, however, that the moth is gradually working its way north-

wards from the State of Washington; hence, we cannot always hope to be immune
from attack.
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SPRAYS OF UP-TO-DATE INTEREST.

By L. L. Palmer.

Among the differeut sprays, inseeticidus, and fungicides of proven value and in

practical use are some of more rec-eut date which, to the writer's knowledge, have

not been extensively tried under Okanagau conditions. These I have been asked to

discuss uuder the above title, " Sprays of Up-to-date Interest." Since many of them

are worthy of long, detailed study, it will not be possible to consider the relative

values of each at any great length.

The 1014 season found the fruit-growers of the Okanagau still fighting the same

insect pests and diseases that troubled this district in 101.3. and, in addition, many
instances of new insects and previously unknown diseases have appeared to augment

the already complex spraying problems ; at least, it is correct to state that effective

spraying was never in greater need by Okanagau fruit-growers than at present.

Perhaps I should put the question more strongly and say, as I believe, that many

growers have practised false economy in 1911 by neglecting to spray where so doing

meant bigger crops, cleaner fruit, and healthier trees. Consequently, the question

of sprays aud spraying is of more vital importance than ever before.

Before entering into the subject of " Sprays of Up-to-date Interest," the writer

wishes to prelude his remarks with this statement: Do not attempt new or untried

sprays if the ones you are accustomed to are giving desired results. No matter

how interesting or novel experimental spraying may be, on a commercial scale the

avei-age orchardist cannot afford it, and even if he could, from an economic stand-

point, he would probably loose money. Still, in the Okanagau Valley many insect

pests and diseases thrive unchecked, and the orchardist must iu the future do more

.spraying. In the majority of orchard conditions in the valley I believe the common
aud well-known insecticides and fungicides, properly mixed or combined and .sprayed

iu the correct season by men and machinery competent to do the work thoroughly

and effectively, will control the chief economic insect pests and diseases.

However, there may arise, either through neglect or especially adverse climatic

conditions, an' orchard status which requires an exceptionally severe spraying or a

spray combination which will positively not burn fruit or foliage. To meet such a

necessity we have some new and interesting sprays, tested and proven in some other

locality for the same reason for which we are trying them. A few such combina-

tions are worth studying. But you must remember, after all, that they do not differ

greatly from the common sprays to which you are accustomed, and some of them

contain the same chemical compounds.

Since sprays composed of insecticides and fungicides, mixed or combined, and

applied to the trees in one application are becoming more and more needed as the

pests and diseases increase in number, the importance of the problem as to just

which spray materials can or cannot be combined has also grown. I am tlierefore

tabulating a few " donfs " for guidance iu the combining of different insecticides

and fungicides.

(1.) Do not combine Bordeaux mixture and Black Leaf 40 or other nicotine

ingredients.

(2.) Do not combine Bordeaux aud acid arsenate of lead. (Note.—Most

standard arsenate pastes are acid arsenates and not safe in combinatiou .spraying.)

(3.) Do not combine lime-sulphur with acid arsenate.

(4.) Do not combine lime-sulphur with soap or kerosene emulsions.

(5.) Do not use atomic sulphur in place of lime-sulphur in dormant insecticide

combinations.

(C.) Do not use any spray materials the purity or strength of which is in doubt.

The first four combinations may be used in dormant season with little danger,

but for spring and summer application they are apt to be disastrous.

Among the most interesting and effective of the newer insecticides are the

different oil sprays. These have been especially brought to oiu- attention through
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experiuiental and iiracHcal use in California. Tliey are vei'.v closely allied to the

common insecticide, " whale-oil soap and (luassia-chiiis," and the more recent

" kerosene emulsion."

The orehardist can obtain commercial oil ennilsions and miscible oils of different

[lenetrating strengths, just as he can buy commercial lime-sulphur of guaranteed

strength, but, as in the case of comparative costs of commercial and home-made

lime-sulphur, the commercial Is a great deal more expensive. Even though this is

an important economic fact, the average orehardist would do better !iy buying the

prepared oil sprays than by attempting to make anything but the simiilest oil

ennilsions on the ranch.

There are many factors hard to overcome in the home manufacture of oil

emulsions. The ideal emulsion is undoubtedly one made from miscible oils, which

are those made by mixing mineral oils of paraffin base with vegetable and some

creosote oils, and are not oils in their natural crude state. In simple words, a

miscible oil, or one which mixes uniformly in water and is therefore capable of

dilution for spraying, is an oil for which a proper soap has been found for the

purpose of emulsifying. Thus in British Columbia we can buy many different tyiies,

such as crude oil. topped crude oil, fuel and stove distillates, and kerosene, all

of which need a different soap for iiroijer emulsion.

Not only does each type of oil require different soaps, but the penetrating power

varies greatly with the gravity strength of the oil, and therefore the amount of

dilution necessary to iirevent injury is hard to ascertain. Oil" companies sell their

products under certain tests indicated in degrees Baume. It must be noted that the

higher the figure in degrees Baume, the lighter the oil. In measuring densities of

liquids lighter than water, the Baume scale begins at 10, which is the density of

water. For measuring liquids heavier than water, the density on the Baume scale

is placed at zero. Consequently the Baume scale is an almost obsolete measure of

density, and in order to get the exact density of any liquid, conversion tables are

necessary if the Beaume hydrometer is used.

The different prepared emulsions put on the market are carefully made from

oils of a definite gravity test in an emuLsion carrying about the following propor-

tions: So per cent, hydrocarbon oils (paraffin series), 4 i)er cent, phenols (mostl.v

cresylie acid), and about 11 per cent, inert matter. These have proven to be very

satisfactory in commercial use when diluted so that 20 and 16 gallons respectively

make 200 gallons of spray, and seem to carry nearly correct physical characteristics

to give proi)er penetration without injury to trees.

Both the crude and distillate oil emulsions contain the same ingredients as

given above, the advantage of the distillate over the crude being mainly that for

spring aud summer use it dilutes more uniformly and can be sprayed on the trees

with less danger of injury. The crude-oil emulsion is used chiefly as a dormant
insecticide.

Now, in home manufacture, the orehardist can but follow certain cautious

principles gleaned from the experience of those engaged in scientific manufacture,

and so make the best of oils obtainable, such as kerosene, gas, lubricating, stove,

and sloii distillates, and crude oil. He will have to emulsify them by using ordinary

whale-oil soap (olin acid) with common lye. Kmulsions made from crude oil or slop

distillates, in the writer's opinion, should be used only as dormant insecticide spra.vs.

As such they are effective and fairly safe. Tested by Baume scale, they will run

from 13 to 19 degrees, with a specific gravity of 0.9800 in crude oil to 0.9400 in the

slop distillates. This, you will note, is not as good an oil as the commercial concerns

put into their crude-oil emulsion, which is generally a natural crude oil, testing 23°

Baume, and is not commonly obtainable in British Columbia. However, for purely

winter use, a safe insecticide can be made from a 19-degree slop distillate by the

following formula used successfully by Oregon State Experimental Station : Fish-oil

or whale-oil soap, 5 lb.; lye, 1 lb.; crude oil. slop distillate, gallons; water, 43

gabous; makiug a total of 50 gallons.
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Close fittention must be given to luising. Water never should be added after

tlie oil has been poured into the solution of soap and lye. Dissolve the soap in S to

10 gallons of boiling water and place in barrel or tank ; add the rest of the water to

make up 4.3 gallons. If using tank, start the agitator, add the lye, follow up with

the oil. pouring the same slowly into the-thoroughly stirred suds.

(XoTE.—This will not make a stock solution, which can be safely kept any time,

so should be sprayed as made.)

Whenever a better oil or distillate is obtainable, I would not advise the use of

the above crude oil, since often it contains so much foreign matter that it forms

a poor emulsion and makes spraying more dangerous through non-uniformity of

mixture. This crude emulsion should never be used except where it is possible to

apply at least 200 lb. pressure with a good angle nozzle which throws a finely divided

spray.

The chief advantage of the crude-oil emulsion is its apparent cheapness, but in

reality the cost is about the same where a good stove distillate testing 29° Baume
can be procured. Laid down in the Okanagan last year the costs were about as

follows (to make up 200-gallou tank), F.O.B. Vernon: Slop distillate (crude oil).

19° Baume, 10 to 12 cents per gallon; fuel distillate (Uttle better than stove), 35°

Baume, IS cents per gallon.

To make up 200-gallon tank requires: Crude oil. 24 gallons-at 10 cents, 3i2.40;

fuel distillate, IG gallons at IS cents. ?2.SS; kerosene, 12 gallons at 2S cents, ?3.3G:

lime-sulphur, 20 gallons at 13 cents, ,$2.60.

(Note.—Kerosene used by ordinary formula would take approximately 12 gallons

to make 200 of the dilute emulsion. Lime-sulphur for comparison only.)

In making the stove-distillate emulsions the same ingredients should be used,

but both the amount of soap and the quantity of oil should be reduced. The
following is satisfactory: Whale-oil, 4 lb.; lye. 1 lb.; distillate, 4 gallons; water,

45 gallons; total, .50 gallons. In the use of distillate, as in crude oil. do not add

water after the oil has been poured in. In other respects follow the same rules.

There are several other interesting new sprays, such as the soda nitrate, used

to stimulate growth and early development of fruit-buds, and powdered arsenates

of lead to replace the ordinary paste. As a fungicide, atomic sulphur has proven

very effective, and combines readily with both oil emulsions, soap solutions. Black

Leaf 40, and arsenates of lead, therefore being more adapted to combination spraying

than its predecessor, Bordeaux mixture.

Any of the above-mentioned spray materials could be studied separately, but

time will not allow it here. Neither bave I taken up the insects and diseases

combated by the sprays mentioned, since they are, known through study of more

common sprays, which are all applied at the time most suited to kill or control

the insect or disease in question.

THE TARNISHED PLANT-BUG (LYGUS PRATENSIS LINN.).

By R. C. Tbeherne, Field Officek, Dominion Division of Entomology, Agassiz, B.C.

In consideration of the comparative prevalence of fire-blight (Bacillus amylo-

rororia) in various parts of the Okanagan District, I have thought it advisable to

draw your attention to the fact that the disease is capable of being spread by

means of several and sundry insects of the orchard. Mr. L. L. Palmer, Horticul-

turist, Coldstream Estate, at the meeting of this Society last July in Vernon, made

mention of the fact that the several species of aphides are chief among the

economic pests of the Okanagan. This is an important point, for it is clearly

proven that aphides, and in particular the green apple-aphis (A. pomi), are capable

of spreading the disease.

Naturally, then, the disease of fire-blight varies in extent in accordance with

the prevalence of aphides, and the obvious control of the blight is accomplished, in
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due rii-oiiortion. tt) the eontfol of the !i,i)hicles. I cannot tlo better than ilraw yoiii-

attention to the very excellent article written by Mr. Palmer and published in

Bulletin Xo. 3, N.S.. British Columbia Entomological Society, on " Some Problems

of Aphis-control in the Okanagan."

Obviously, all insects that feed, more or less, on portions of plant-tissues or on

p)ant-e.\udations affected iljy fire-blight are capable of transmitting the disease to

healthy plants. Such insects, as numerous flies, wasps, bees, ants, bugs, borers, all

effect their quota in transmitting the disease. Pruning alone may Ije practi.sed with

any degree of success against such visitants, wliich in ver.v man.v cases are known
to be a benefit to a tree rather than otherwise. The veterinary slogan " Remove
the cause " may well apply.

There is one insect, the name of which heads this article, the tarnished plant-

bug, which requires some attention. Mr. W. H. Brittaiu. who during the past

summer held tlie iwsition among you as Provincial Entomologist and Plant Patholo-

gist, records this insect among his papers (printed in Bulletin 4, British Columbia

Entomological Society) as noted " attacking a wide range of crops " in the Okanagan.
' Probably," tie states, " the most damage was done to nursery stock. Leaves that

are attacked when young become wrinkled and curled. Sometimes small areas of

the leaves become brown and die. subsequently dropping out and producing a ' shot-

hole ' effect. Blossom-buds attacked on fruit-trees are retarded in development, if

not killed. Leaf-buds, when pierced at the base, frequently die and drop off."

In the same issue of our Proceedings (Bulletin No. 4) I have recorded this

insect as being prevalent in the Lower Eraser Valley, and especially noted as a

serious pest in greenhouses. Its presence is also noted in the orchards of the Lower
Eraser Valley, although during the past Uxo years I have not observed it as being

especially destructive to fruit or blossom buds or to the leaves.

In view of the undoubted presence of this insect in our orchards, I beg leave to

quote Professor Stewart, of the Cornell E.xperiment Station. In Bulletin 329, 1913,

"it is believed that the most important agent in transmitting the 'blight' parasite

to health.v trees has been the tarnished plant-bug (Ljitius pratensis)." I would
suggest, therefore, that those of you who are especially interested in the control of

the fire-blight organism pa.v attention to the presence, prevalence, and control of

this bug.

The adult belongs to the Heteroptera and to the family Capsidre, or leaf-bugs.

When fully mature the adult measures about C mm. long, and is shield-shaped in

general outline, brown in colour, and marked with black, red. and yellow. There
seems considerable variation in the colouring: some are inclined to be greenish or

yellowy brown. The winter is passed in the adult stage beneath rubbish in the

orchard or in such places as fence corners, clumps of leaf-mould, etc. Early in the

spring, and possibly to some extent in the fall previous, oviposition commences.
For a long period of time the season of the year and the place of oviposition ha\e

been in doubt, owing to the difficulty of successful breeding in captivity.

Within the past few years steps have been taken to more fully determine this

point in the life-history, for obviously it is most important. In the JournnJ of

Economic Entoinolofiji, 190S. Professor E. P. Taylor has recorded the fact that

injuries to young developing fruit. " formerly classed as that caused by the plum
or apple curculio, was instead the result of egg-punctures made by the tarnished

plant4ing." Professor Taylor has not observed oviposition in apples at any time

except in the very early spring imme<liately at or .lust after blossoming, and then

particularl.v on the early-blooming varieties. Peculiar "dimples" are produced in

the after-fruit, which outgrows the iu.iury caused from the spring attack.

In 1910. Professors F. IT. Chittenden and H. O. JIarsh. in the same .Tournal.

stated that they found eggs laid in the following places, viz.: (1.) April 19th

—

deposited on kale " slightly inserted on the upper side of the leaf." (2.) May 23rd

—

oil volunteer turnips, deposited " in the seed-stalks, stems, and leaves, scattered

about singly and in irregular rows or groups, sometimes three being placed close
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together." Evidently eggs are " depositecl eliiefly lu the stem?, less seldom in the

midribs, and occasionally in the leaves." (3.) On mullein^'" eggs being inserted

in the petiole or leaf-stem and In the midrib."
' From these notes it would appear that ovipositiou in the early spring takes

place in volunteer plants, weeds, and developing fruit. Yet a further reference is

found in the Journal of Economic Entumoloyij for 101.3'by Professor Ha.semtin, of

Missouri. He believed that the bug " does not deposit its eggs in the tissues of

plants, as some maintain, not even in the soft stems of weeds." He claims that the

ovipositor is not strong enough to drill into the. tissues of plants. In Missouri, he

claims, the bug " deposits its eggs in the fall of the year at least, only in the

blossoms of flowers such as daisies, asters, and particularly ' mare's-tail ' (Eriperon

canadensis)." Professor Haseman has further determined that the life-cycle may
be completed in about a month.

We may judge, therefore, that, although this insect is among the commonest in

our entomological fauna, there still remains a doubt as to its oviposition period.

There seems little doubt that eggs are laid, as stated and observed, in the fall and
in the spring, and for the most part in weeds. While the actual points of oviposition

remain in doubt, yet it would seem that weeds act as the host-plants in the fall

and in the spring : consequently the net value of these records to the farmer and
fruit-grower remains the same. Destroy weeds.

In the spring, in due course, the eggs hatch to nymphs or immature stages of

the bug. Probably four or five moults are undergone before the mature adult is

formed. The adult, of course, sucks its food, and it possesses a long beak fully

one-third the length of its body, which is folded beneath it when not in use. The
adults are very active, darting off immediately they are disturbed. The only hope

of capturing them is in the very early morning in spring, when they are partially

dormant. They may then be shaken off the plants.

As Mr. Brittain noted last year, the chief injury at present is in the effect of

the attack on the terminal shoots, and especially noted in nurseries. Peaches, pears,

and apples are attacked, and no doubt also a variety of other plants, by the bugs,

which suck the juices from the buds, causing a cessation of growth, followed by a

twiggy formation or by a complete check. It may be noticed that there is a certain

difference in the growth of the various varieties of fruit-tree growing under like

conditions. Pear-trees develop most rapidly in midsummer ; apples a little later.

Furthermore, conditions of growth vary in accordance with climatic arrangements

for the year, and induced growth at periodic intervals may be forced under artificial

or irrigated conditions. All such conditions have an important place in our orchards,

when it is realized that a succulent condition of growth is a determining factor in

reference to the spread of fire-blight in certain varieties by such insects as the

tarnished plant-bug. Given a succulent growth, the presence of L. pratensis, and

the blight organism, it will be noted that the attack will be more severe than on a

growth hardening up or previous to sap activity with the same two agents present.

For control measures may be recommended the destruction of all weeds and the

cleaning-up of fence corners in the orchard. The trapping by sticky shield or by

beating in the early morning and the application of kerosene emulsion in dilute

form to tlie leaves at the time when nymphs are present. Sprays of dilute nicotine

extracts may also be used, applications in this form being applied about every ten

days, especially under greenhouse conditions.

THE PART PLAYED BY INSECTS IN THE SPREAD OF PLANT-DISEASES.

Bv J. W. Easth.\m, Peovincial I'laki Pathologist, Yebnon, B.C.

Plant-diseases are of two kinds. In the first place, we have the so-called

physiological or non-parasitic ones, which are due to some irregularity or disturb-

ance in the processes going on in the plant and induced bj' external conditions, such

as deficiency or excess of certain chemical substances in the soil, too much water.
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inpid change of temperaturo, etc. On the other hand, we have diseases directly

due to a parasitic organism obtaining an entrance into the tissues of the plant,

and growing there, bringing about malformation or death of the attacked parts.

Obviously, insects can only be concerned in the spread of diseases of this type when
an organism or " germ " can be conveyed from one plant to another. Disease-

producing organism are of two kinds, fungi and. bacteria. While both of these are

for the most part microscopic, they are nevertheless very different In their relative

size. A fungus often forms a "body" or mycelium of considerable extent, while

bacteria are always exceedingly minute, and their destructive action depends upon

their rapid multiplication, large masses of individuals being soon formed.

Fungous diseases are not usually directly spread by insects, although the spores

may be carried about and distributed to some extent by their agency. Usually a

liarasitic fungus produces quantities of spores which are most effectively distributed

by wind and rain. To produce infection, however, these siiores must have suffleient

moisture to enable them to germinate, and the germ-tube so produced has either to

dissolve its way through a very resistant membrane, the cuticle of a plant, or to

grow along until it finds some natural opening like a stoma or a place where the

cuticle has been broken. It is in this latter respect that insects may greatly favour

infection. It is probable that the fieanbeetle in this way aids the spread of the

early blight of the potato and tomato due to Macrosporium solani. Perhaps the

best instance, however, is the spread of the brown-rot {Sclerotinia fructigena) In

plum and peach orchards in the East through the agency of the plum-curculio

iConotrachelus nenuphar). The punctures made by this insect result in an exuda-

tion of gum which affords an excellent situation for the development of the spores

of the fungtis, which, moreover, are often carried and introduced into the wounds
by the insects. The control of the plum-curculio has hence been found to be essential

in the control of browu-rot in the East.

Itt the case of bacteria we find that these organisms have usually no power of

penetrating the cuticle of a plant. They are for the most part dependent for an
entrance on natural openings or injuries, except when the tissues are exceedingly

delicate and without cuticle, as in the nectaries of flowers, root-hairs, and perhaps

the young growing tips of shoots. They also do not produce externally anything

corresponding to the spores of a fungus, but live internally in the host-plant. Hence
the role of insects as agents in the distribution of such disease is much more
important.

A very good example is the wilt disease of Curcubita, which attacks cucumbers,

mnskmelons, pumpkins, or squashes. This is caused by Bacillus trachcipliilus, which
develops in the sap-vessels of infected plants to such an extent that the vessels

are completely plugged up for long distances. Later the walls of the vessels are

destroyed and the conducting system brolceu down. As a consequence the whole of

the plant above the infected vessels wilts and dies. So far as is known, natural

infection can only take place through insects feeding on an infected plant, getting

their mouth-parts smeared with bacteria and then biting into a healthy plant. The
two insects mostly held responsible are the striped cucumber-beetles. Diahrotica

vittata and D. 12-punctata. The chief gap in our knowledge of the life-history of

the disease is with regard to the way in which the organism passes the winter.

Probably tlie remains of attacked plants in some cases retain bacteria in a living

condition over the winter, and the first infections of the season may be, so to speak,

more or less accidental. I do not know that either this disease or its insect carriers

are found in this Province, but the disease is known in Nebraska and Colorado, and
the insects, I believe, have been found in Washington, so it is quite likely we sliall

ultimately have to deal with this disease.

A disease which comes nearer home to most of us, and in the distribution of

which insects play an exceedingly important part, is the fire-blight of apple, pear,

and quince. So far as we know, the first infections of the season are always pro-

duced by insect Infection of the blossoms. The exudate from hold-over cankers
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serves to coutaminate the insects which come to feed on it, and if such an insect

visits a blossom within a short time after, the honey-glands of the latter are likely

to become infected. The nature of the insects visiting these running cankers affords

scope for much further observation. Probably many kinds of flies may serve to

carry the disease. Wasps have also been rather frequently recorded as visiting the

cankers, but I am not sure that these insects are very common visitors of orchard

blossoms. Chiefly on the strength of the observations of JI. B. Waite, of the United

States Department of Agriculture, the honey-bee has been put down as a carrier of

the first infection, but I have been able to find very few other trustworthy observa-

tions of lioney-'bees visiting the cankers. We also know that many moths are

strongly attracted by sticky, sweet substances, and that the " sugaring " method is

a common one with entomologists for collecting night-flying Lepidoptera, and I think

it is quite possible that these insects may play a part in disseminating flre-blight.

There are, of course, rather grave practical difficulties in the way of securing proper

data on these points. In the first place, it would be necessary to have running

cankers under observation, both night and day, for some time. Such cankers would

also have to he freely exposed, and in a region where fire-blight offers such difficul-

ties in the way of its control an experiment of this kind would not be likely to be

viewed with much favour by neighbouring orchardists. We should be very glad,

however, to receive specimens of any insects which may happen to be found on

running cankers about blossoming-time.

A question sometimes asked is whether the blight bacillus can live through the

winter season in the hive or nest of the bee. If so. it is conceivable that bees

might become contaminated with the germs and carry the infection to the flowers

during their honey-collecting trips in the spring. So far as the honey is c-oucej-ned.

there would seem to be very little danger. Nectar, it is true, affords a medium
suitable to the rapid multiplication of the Wight bacillus, but the nectar of a flower

is different in composition from the stored honey. Such examinations as have been

made of comb-honey have shown it to be almost uniformly sterile.

It is at the same time worthy of note that germs of a rather remarkable nature

can be isolated from the intestine of the honey-bee. Dr. Franklin White states that

lie has thus isolated the colon bacillus and that of liog-cholera. Whether the fire-

iblight bacillus could exist for any length of time in the intestinal tract of the bee

or not. I do not know for certain, and I do not know of any work on this phase of

the subject. I should think, however, it would be very unlikely. In the first place,

the germ is not a spore-former, and has therefore only very limited powers of

resistance to unfavourable conditions ; and, secondly, being adapted for plant-

l^arasitism, the conditions of temperature, ox.vgen supply, etc., in the intestines

would probably be very unsuitable. The same objections would probably apply in

a less degree to the possibilit.v of the germs wintering over elsewhere in the hive.

Once the disease has been introduced into the first blossoms, there is no doubt

that subsequent blossom-infection results from bees visiting such infected blossoms,

becoming smeared with the germs and then leaving them behind in the healthy

flowers visited. The number of flowers which may be infected in this way after

one visit to an infected flower is probably very large, although I have no data.

Surprise is often expressed that so many blossoms on a tree should show the blight

almost simultaneously. Considering, however, the method by which It is spread, a
very few contaminated insects would be sufficient to explain this.

It is sometimes stated that blossoms may show the effect of blight before they
have opened. In this connection it is to be noted that there Is liability of confusion

between the effects of blight and of certain insects—e.g.. tarnished plant-bug. On
the other hand, it is quite possible that some small insects may visit cankers and
afterwards creep into unopened blossom-buds. More observation is required in this

connection.

A question of practical importance is whether there is any relation between
the number of bees Itept and the prevalence of blight. In some parts of the
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Okanagan the part played by bees in distributing the disease has so seized upon

the minds of the growers that any person setting up an apiary is regarded with

considerable disfavour by the rest of the community. Now, I do not know that

any one has ever noticed a correlation between the number of bees kept and the

prevalence of blight. From what has been previously said, it will also be seen that

a very few bees may be as effective in spreading the disease as a large number.

However, if many bees are kept and there is a scarcity of flowers in early spring,

it is possible they might be more attracted to running cankers and thus produce

more primary blossom-infection. On the other hand, proper setting of the fruit is

largely dependent on bees, and in the districts mentioned there are some indications

of defective pollination. On the whole, it would be much better policy to make
every possible effort to clean out hold-over cankers rather than place bee-keeping

under a ban, as in any case it will not be possible to control or exterminate wild bees.

In the spread of the disease later in the season several insects are implicated,

the tarnished plant-bug, aphides, and leaf-hoppers being probably the worst offenders

in this part of the country. In Ontario the bark beetle (Scnli/tus rufluIosuR) has

been shown to be a. very potent agent in disseminating firenblight in the pear. If a

pear-tree is suffering from attacks of both blight and bark-beetles, there is great

danger of the beetles leaving sucli a tree and boring into healthy adjacent trees,

and thus communicating Ijlight, which is often " body-blight " and rapidly fatal to

the tree.

D. H. Jones records a case where a pear-tree infected with body-blight was cut

down but not removed. The beetles migrated from this tree into two rows of young
pear-trees adjoining, with the result that CO jjer cent, of these became attacked, a

beetle being found in every blight area. This beetle has not, I believe, been yet

discovered in British Columbia, but beetles of similar habits occur and such infec-

tions may be considered possible.

The extent of the danger resulting from leaving the blight-cuttings under the

tree instead of at once removing and burning them is a matter of practical impor-

tance. While the danger may not usually be great, it may become considerable under

certain conditions. I have seen fresh cuttings of blight-infected twigs lying on the

ground and swarms of ants running over and amongst them and then up the trees.

Aphides were present on the twigs of the trees, and ants are very prone to mingle

with aphides on account of the honey-dew they excrete. If fresh exudate had been

present on the blight-cutting, we should have had all conditions present for reinfec-

tion of the trees. At the time the weather was hot and dry and moist exudate was
not observed, thus reducing the chances of infection under the circumstances to a

minimum.
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IIR Fourteeuth Annual Meeting of the Entomological Society of British

Columbia was held in the Auditorium of the Aberdeen School, Van-

couver, B.C., on January 16th, 1915. The meeting was called to order

by the President. G. 0.~ Day, F.E.S., of Duncan, B.C., at 10 a.m. on

January 16th. The day was divided into morning, afternoon, and

evening sessions.

Mr. Day (President) : It is only right that the meetings should lie held in

different places, and this year it has come to Vancouver, and I hope that there will

be a large number of members present, and also that in the course of time this

Society will come to Duncan. We just want to start the meeting by discussing a

little .business. I hope Mr. Treherne will tell us what we shall have brought

foi-ward.

Mr. R. C. Treherne : There are several points I would like to bring up before

the meeting iu order to get things started. There is a resolution I would like to

place before you :
" That the following names of individuals and institutions be

added to our complimentary mailing-list; that is to say. in addition to those that

have already been printed in Bulletin No. 4: Library of the University of British

Columbia, Vancouver, B.C. ; Library Department of Education, Victoria, B.C.

:

Dr. Matheson, Division of Entomology, Cornell, Ithaca, X.T. ; Library, McGill

University, Montreal, Que. ; Library, University of Minnesota. St. Baul, Minn.

;

American Entomological Society, Logan Square, Philadelphia, Pa. ; Geo. Moznette.

Division of Eutomolog.v, Corvallis, Oregon; E. O. Essig, Division of Entomology.

Berkeley University, Cal. ; Agricultural Gazette, Publication Branch, Department

of Agriculture, Ottawa, Ontario ; Library, University of Illinois, Urbaua, 111.

:

Edmund Jarvis, Division of Entomology, Brisbane, Australia; Lalioratorio di

zoologia general & agraria, Tortici, Napoli, Italy."

Most of these people and institutions have written for our bulletins, and I

think it speaks very well for our Society to receive requests from Australia and

Italy. I think it speaks well for the progress we are making. I will ,iust put this

in the form of a resolution that these be added to our complimentary mailing-list;

also Barnes & McDonough, Decatur, Illinois.

Mr. Blackmore : I suppose our friend Mr. L. W. Swett, 501 Washington Street,

Boston, Mass., is on the list.

Mr. Anderson : Of course you have the Columbia Univer.sity, Barnard College,

New York. N.V. It should be in the resolution that these names be added to our

mailing-list.

Mr. Tom Wilson : I second it.

Resolution carried.
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Mr. Treherne : At the ijresent time I have the followiug members to be added
to our membership : Mr. Howitt, Priuee Kiipert, B.C. ; Mr. Hook, Cobble Hill, B.C.

;

Rev. Canon Hinehcliff, Chilliwack, B.C. ; Mr. Geo. Raley, Chilllwack, B.C. ; Miss E.

Warren, Barnston Island. B.C. ; Mr; Henry Bailey, South Hastings, B.C. ; Messrs.

A. E. Baggs, T. A. Hamilton. C. W. Mathers, M. G. Stevens, C. L. Thoniber. and
T. Williams.

Mr. Day: Have yon had a rt-qnost from Miss Sellence, of Duncan, B.C.?

Jlr. Treherne : I do not believe I have.

Mr. T. Wilson : I move that they be made members.

Mr. Day : I second it.

Resolution carried.

Mr. Treherne: There is another matter I would like to have put in our pro-

ceedings, as a feeling of regret that one of our members. Dr. de Verteull, was
di-owned off H.M.S. " Good Hope " off the Chilean Coast. He was a member of

this Society and well known in Vancouver. He went to the war as a naval surgeon.

Jlr. Day : I think it would be nice to send a copy of this resolution to his

relatives if they could be found.

Mr. Treherne: There is another point I would like to bring up in connection

with the war. I have received a letter this morning which is an example of several

I have received. This is from a member at Creston. He states as follows :

—

" Owing to my departure to the war in the very near future, there will be no
sense for the time in renewing my connection with this Society. However, wishing

it every success In future as it has had in the past,

" I remain,
" H. S. FlTZGER.\LD."

There are one or two other men who have gone to the front who have not

forwarded their dues but wish to retain their membership. I propose, therefore,

that we should send their 50 cents out of the funds of our Society to the Ontario

Society to retain their connection, so that they will receive their bulletins,

Mr. Day : I do not think we can do anything less ; it is nothing but right.

Mr. Treherne : With reference to the resolution we passed this time last .year

in connection with the buying of insects from the members of our Society, I took

this matter up with the t'niversity Council, having in mind that Mr. Cockle would
probably have a fine collection of insects to dispose of. and I have received the

following reply from Dr. Wesbrook :

—

"Last night I brought your letter regarding the collection of insects before the

Board of Governors. The Board would be very glad, if at any time collections are

available, if wo might be informed, although as yet we shall exercise great care in

securing collections until such time as the Department is manned, so that we will

have the benefit of the judgment of its head and his staff."

Mr. Blaekmore: Are there any collections on the market?
Mr. Treherne: Yes.

-Mr. Day: They have not yet started their Imilding. so are not in a position to

make any offer.

Mr. Treherne : There is another letter which I received which I have not got

here. It is from Saskatchewan from Mr. Johnston, of the Saskatoon High School,

and he states that he has noticed the proceedings of our Society and has been much
interested, and has been moved to frame up an Entomological Society for Saskatoon.

The proceedings of their Society, which they formed a couple of years ago, has
been printed in a local newspaper. They have now approached the Government,
and they are going to give them this spring a small grant, very much like what we
are getting, and they are proposing to publish their proceedings. This is very

interesting.

There is another point tliat I have taken up privately, although I understand
it was taken uii. more or less, as a Society matter in the East. The annual meeting
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of the Ontario Society was held last November, and in order to publish it in time

for this meeting I wrote a personal resolution in my own name, suggesting that all

of these Provincial Societies should be boiled down, and that we sliould no longer

try to enlarge the scope of the proceedings of British Columbia. Quebec, or Nova

Scotia. I made mention that we were a branch of the National Society, which had

become known as the Ontario Society. I suggested that the publications of pro-

ceedings be amalgamated and formed into a bi-monthly national bulletin. Further-

more, we have from time to time practically taken from the Canadian EntomoJofjist

papers that were offered to us because they were British Columbia subjects, advising

us that if we did not want them they would send them to the Canadian Entomolopist.

This is undesirable. If we form a National Society we may get a bi-monthly

bulletin. These proceedings (Bulletin 4) were given in January last and came out

last September, heiug eight months before they got to the public. It would be much

better to have a National Society and have them published quarterly.

I suggested in my resolution that the Dominion Entomologist be requested to

approach the various Provincial Governments, asking for a separate grant from

each proportionate to the membership, and to establish headquarters in Ottawa or

some other place from which the bulletins can be issued. This was taken up. I

fear, as coming from this Society, However, if this Society desires to go on

record

Mr. Day: I think we should have an opinion from the private members; it

is a matter that requires thinking about.

Mr. Treherne : I have also been informed that Dr. Bethune and Dr. Walker, of

Ontario, are considering the matter.

Mr. Andei-son : Has the private opinion of the other Provincial Societies .vet

been aired?

Mr. Treherne: Not yet; in the meantime their replies are still pending. I

wrote Jlr. Brittain in Nova Scotia suggesting that he get busy along the same lines.

Mr. Ti-eherne : It is an expensive jiroposition getting out bulletins like this.

We have to get our own plates and pay for them ourselves, and if we could only

get a National Society together we could use a great many plates which are in the

East.

Mr. Day : 'Would the proceedings of the National Society be extensive enough

to Include all such jiroceedings as are now published by the Provincial Society?

Would they not eliminate a great deal? That would be a point we would have no

control of, what the.v will print or will not print ; whereas if we publish our own
proceedings we can print what we want and use our own discretion. They will

leave out a lot of things which we would like to have put in.

Mr. Treherne : I suppose the committee would be representative of the different

Societies. I fancy there should not be any difliculty from that, because the number

of issues published in the year would greatly exceed the supply. Say here we have

SO pages in this bulletin, and the Ontario Society is not much larger than that.

If we split it in four and spread it over a year it would cover all.

Mr. Anderson: All details sent in from each Society should be printed?

Mr. Treherne: If we had an Advisory Board, it would rest with them as to

what should be printed.

Mr. Day : It is an important question, and perhajis we ought to take the

opinion of this Society, and in the meantime ascertain the feeling of the other

Societies and lay it over for another year.

Mr. Treherne : It appears to me that it is only a question of time and it will

have to come down to this bi-monthly proposition. This annual report business

seems to me to be absolutely antiquated. Each one is trying to publish a little

bulletin of its own Society, while they really all should come under one head. That
is my point. One Societ.v is in competition with the other, and competition is

always wasteful. If .vou care to leave this over until this evening or lay it over

for another year, we can think it over.
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Mr. Pay: I think Mr. Treherne should be r-omineiuletl for what he has done;

he has taken a very important step.

Mr. Treherne : I tliiuk it was taken up wrongly by the East as coming from

this Society as a resolution passed at our last annual meeting.

FINANCES.

Mr. Treherne : The finances of this Society at the present time are in excellent

shape. We received a Provincial grant of .¥300 last April. The Minister of Agri-

culture has for the last two years allowed us $250 each year. When writing him

last spring I asked hiui for this grant of $2.oO. and Informed him that we were §100

odd in the hole, and he very kindly remitted us the grant of .$2.50 plus .flOO. which

more than covers the deficiency, so now at the present time our accounts have

ajready been certified O.K.. and the balance in the bank at the present time is

$183.30. and .$.54 has been received in fees, and half of $34 would be $17. which added

to the $183.10 will give us the total sum we have in the bank. An account of the

finances to date is published in Bulletin Xo. 5.

As a matter of form, I wrote to the Jliuister of Agriculture again and requested

him for another furtfier grant this year. I received a letter from Mr. Ellison in

which he stated :

—

" I note ,vour request for a grant of .$250 this year a.s previously. In reply,

would say that I shall endeavour to get this grant passed in the estimates, although

I cannot say whether it will go through."

I also wrote to Mr. Scott. Deputy Minister of Agriculture, and he replied:

—

"Adverting to your letter of the 28th. I take pleasure in advising you that the

Honourable Minister of Agriculture has authorized uie to place the sum of $2.50

on the estimates for your Society. This will accordingly be done, and provided it

is passed by the Executive, will be payable at the beginning of the ensuing year for

the work of your Societ.v."

I do not think there is anything else to bring up.

The President: I think the next business will be the reading of the papers.

The first one is: "(a) Aphid Xotes from British Columbia: (h) Mii::iii)Iils (Ajihis)

abictina (the Green Spruce-aphis)," by H. F. Wilson, Corvallis. Oregon.

Mr. Treherne : This is a paper Jlr. Wilson wrote for our Society regarding his

experiences when he was up here the summer before last. We are getting out a

little bulletin which will be Bulletin Xo. 5, and this paper will be given there. It

refers to the green spruce-aphis, which is doing more damage than any other insect

on the Coast at the present time. It is a periodical visitant. This bulletin will be

published in about ten days, so that I do not think it is necessary to take this

matter up before the Society.

Afternoon Session.

The President : The first paper this afternoon is on " Insects of the Green-

house." by G. E. Wilkerson, Victoria, B.C.

Mr. Treherne: Mr. Wilkerson had to return to Victoria this afternoon, so

handed in his paper lo be read.

INSECT PESTS IN GREENHOUSES.

By G. E. WlI.KEKSON, VlCTORH. B.C.

In dealing with this subject I will endeavour to give a short description of the

ilift'erent pests, and to go more fully into the damage that they do and how I heir

presenc« may be detected, and the best way to eradicate them, or, at least, keep
I hem in cheek. This I will give from my own personal experience in greenhouse
work for the last twenty years in Victoria. I will endeavour to give only such

descriptions as any person connected with greenhouses can understand.
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Greenhouse Theips.

The first pests I will deal with are greenhouse thrips. The best description I

can give is that taken from Bulletin, Volume 11, Kos. 1 and 2, of the " Monthly

Bulletin of Injurious and Beneficial Insects of California," by E. O. Essig, which is

as follows :

—

. ' '

Genet al Appearance.—The adult insect is characterized by having the autenuse

eight-segmented and twice as long as the head, while the surface of the body Is

distinctly reticulated. The abdomen is yellowish-brown, with head and thorax dark

brown, and antenun", legs, and wings colourless.

Life-history.—The very minute, bean-shaped, colourless eggs are inserted iu the

leaf-tissues of food-plants, usually on the under-side. They hatch in about ten da.vs.

Each female la.vs from ten to twenty eggs. The first hatched larvre are colourless,

with seven-segmented antenna?. As they age they become darker in colour and the

antennre become eight-articulated. The larval and pupal stages occupy from four

to six weeks. All stages feed throughout their life-cycles. There are continuous

and overlapping generations, estimated by H. M. Russell to be twelve a year.

Food-plants.—Food-plants are, with very few exceptions, all plants grown in

greenhouses. My reason for dealing with Thrips first and giving them the most

prominent place in this paper is -because I consider that they do as much, if not

more, damage than all the other pests combined, and are by far the hardest to

control around Victoria District, but they cause most loss in carnations.

The grower may not suspect their presence until one-third, or I have known
one-half of his crop ruined b.v this pest. The first indication he will notice of the

presence of Thrips will be that the edge of the petals of the blossom is discoloured,

having a dried or burnt appearance on the light-coloured flowers, and the red and
crimson ones will have white spots on them. Now, by carefully pulling the flowers

apart, there will be found from one to a dozen of these pests working very

industriously.

Control.—This is a very difficult matter, as I am satisfied that Thrips work very

little among the carnation-foliage, but lay their eggs and are hatched out in the

bud of the carnation, and during this time they are almost hermetically sealed in

the tight folds of the carnation-bud, so I consider spraying of very little value; at

least, that is what I have found. I have tried heavy fumigating with red pepper

and tobacco-stems to be of considerable value, but the best remedy, at least the one

we have most success with, is fumigating with nico-fume, or Black Leaf 40. This

is best applied by painting the return pipes and turning on the steam ; as soon as

this has been done, taking care that all ventilators are tightly closed. If the grower
does not heat by steam, he can get the same results from hot water, pi-oviding he
can heat the pipes to a temperature of not less than 190° Fahr., and more, if possible.

Failing this method, the next best way is to vaporize the nicotine solution over a
spirit or coal-oil lamp. The quantity of nicotine solution to use depends on the size

of the house to be fumigated, but full directions are given on the tins containing

these solutions, and I have found these directions very satisfactory.

By keeping the temperature of the houses in as moist a condition as can be done
with safety, and by frequent syringing, it will have a strong tendency to keep these

pests in check, as they do not like moisture. This can be done with comparative
safety during the months of Jul}-, August, September, and the first two weeks in

October in this district, these being the months in which the most damage is done
by Thrips ; after this time they practically disappear until the following season.

A great help is to keep the greenhouse perfectly clean, allowing no rubbish, dead
flowers, etc., to he around on the paths or on and under the benches.

Some growers use % to % oz. of potassium cyanide and 3 oz. of sulphuric acid,

C.P., dissolved in 4 oz. of water ; but, personally, I do not like this method, as it is

dangerous unless very carefully handled, and the results are sometimes very dis-

astrous to the plants. I have found when using cyanide that one time you get
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apparently satisfactory results, with little or no damage done to the plants, and the

next time I used it, although using exactly the same quantity, there was a large

amount of damage done; this, I believe, is caused by a possible difference of tempera-

ture and humidity in the atmosphere of the houses.

The damage caused by Thrips on roses is similar to that on carnations, as they

attack the rose-buds almost in the same manner, and the same treatment is

applicable.

The procedure of attack on chrysanthemums is considerably different. When
attacked, plants show on the tips of the leaves a slightly yellowish appearance, also

a thickening of the young leaves. On the tips of the plants, upon close examination,

numbers of the insects will be found on the under-side and sometimes on the top

side of the leaves. To destroy these, spraying can be done, as, different from the

carnation or rose, you can reach them with the spraying material. I have found

that tlie nicotine solutions before mentioned, with a little soap added, to be very

satisfactory, also the whale-oil soap and quassia-chips do very good work.

Take 1 lb. of quassia-chips and S oz. of whale-oil soap ; boil together for one

hour in 1 gallon of -water, then strain. Make up evaporation caused by boiling so

that you have 1 gallon of the liquid. When using, add twelve parts of water.

This is a very economical and efficient spray.

Thrips attaclv most of the commercial pot-plants that are grown in greenhouses,

such as gloxinia, cyclamen, fuchsia, etc. ; but if taken in time, spraying or dipping

in the before-mentioned remedies will be found efficient.

Red Spidee.

This insect, I consider, is next in line as causing most loss and damage in the

greenhouse.

- General Appearance.—They are exceedingly small and individuals are seldom

noticed. Their colour is red with a yellowish tinge, and usually witli two darker

spots on each side of the bod.r. Their appearance will first he noticed by the leaves

of the plants having a pale and unnatural green colour, and upon examining the

imder-side of the leaves there will be found numbers of these insects. It attacks

nearl.y all plants grown under glass.

Control.—This pest, fortunatel.v, is easily destroyed and kept under control. All

that is required is heavy but careful syringing by water, but it is very necessary

that the under-side of the leaves must be s.yringed, and there is no excuse for any
grower who possesses a good w-ater-suppl,y to receive much loss from the depreda-

tions of this insect, although, if not kept in check, red spider \vill cause the loss

of the whole crop of chrysanthemums and other plants.

Sometimes during the middle of winter, when it is unsafe to syringe carnations

and roses very heavily, red spider will get a foothold, especially those plants close

to the heating-pipes, but just as soon as the days lengthen and we get more sun-

shine, syringing can be resumed and little damage will have resulted, providing that

the plants have been kept clean from this pest previous to such time when syringing

h.Td to be discontinued on account of weather conditions.

Green Aphis.

This insect hardly needs any description, as it is so conunonly known. It

attacks practically all plants grown under glass, and if not destroyed or kept in

check will do a lot of damage; in fact, it will ruin any crop that it attacks unless
means are taken to destroy them. Fortunately thoy are the easiest of all insects

to kill.

I have found that any of the before-mentioned nicotine solutions will destroy
them, used either as a spray or vaporized. The whale-oil soap and quassia-chips
are also very effective, .but vaporizing Is the hest method, as by that means you
kill all of the young aphides, when by spraying you only kill those that come in

contact with the spray.
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Green aiJliis is active all the year round, but more iiarticularly so from April

to November. The best wa.v to keeji it clown is by frequent fumijjiating and spraying,

so as not to let it get a strong bold. If the greenhouses are fumigated regularly

every week or ten days. little trouble will be experienced from this pest.

Black Aphis.

This insect is similar to the green aphis, excepting in colour, but does not attack

as many varieties of plants. In fact, I have found that the only serious attack has

been on chrysanthemums, and the same remedies as advised for green aphis will

do for the black aphis. In fact, I have found it easier to exterminate than the

green aphis.

White Fly.

This Is the common name that this insect is known by In the Victoria District,

but from the same authority as quoted re Thrlps, I do not think I can give a better

description, which Is as follows :

—

General Appearance.—The adult white flies are about '/:.„ inch long, the males

being slightly smaller than the females. The bodies are yellow and the wings pure

white. The eggs are exceedingly small, oblong in shape, at first light green, growing

black with age and attached by a short stipes. The larvre are light in colour, trans-

forming to flat pupie about y,oo inch long; oblong oval in shape; light green and

supporting noticeable wax-like rods or spines, which make this species readily

distinguishable from all others.

Life-Jiistorii.—The eggs are laid upon the leaves of the plants, each female

depositing over one hundred. These hatch in about two weeks into larv;p, which

begin feeding very shortly, and after three moults, covering nearly a week, they

become pnpiB, which after two more weeks are ready to emerge from the old pupal

skins as adult insects. The adult feed constantly throughout their existence of some

thirty days.

Food-plants.—Tomatoes and cticumbers seem to suffer most from the attacks of

this pest, though a large number of other plants are infested, including the bean,

egg-plant, melon, lettuce, grape-leaves, aster, chrysanthemum, salvia, lantana, fuchsia,

rose, coleus, geranium, primrose, ageratnm, etc.

This insect, I have reason to think, vras imported into this district some eight

years ago. That is when it first came to my notice. I think it must have been

brought in on plants imported from Eastern Canada and the Eastern States, as

previous to seeing them here I had noticed their presence mentioned In the different

trade papers, and inquiries made about them and as to the best way to combat them.

In this district they are most troublesome to the tomato-grower, and I have known
instances when the plants have been infested with thousands of them. Some
gi-owers use tlie Gerod process of fumigating to destroy them, but, unfortunately.

I have known as much Injury, if not more, has been done by this than what the

insect would do. So far, I have found the hest method is to fumigate with the

nicotine solution as soon as the pest Is noticed. By this means we have been able

to keep it in check sufHciently, so that our loss has been very slight, but we take

great care that all plants, after the croj) has been gathered, are burnt up.

If the grower, after his crop is gathered, and the plants burned and the green-

house is empty of all (jther plants, I believe that it would be a good plan to fumigate

with potassium cyanide, but care must be exercised that the walls between the house

fumigated and the adjoining house are tight—that Is, if the houses are adjoining

—

and as a matter of precaution the adjoining houses should have their ventilator.s

left open while the affected house is being fumigated. I think that the resin spray.

as recommended by the Provincial Board of Horticulture, as a summer spray, should

prove of value in fighting this insect, and if we are troubled with it very much this

season I intend to try it.
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Cutworms.

These cause considerable loss, especially in chrysantliemurus, but as soon as

their presence is noticed they can be easily eradicated and destroyed by the use of

poison bran. Take a pail of bran and thorousrhly mix in about 1 to 1% oz. of Paris

green, then moisten with sweetened water and spread on the ground and on the

benches on which the plants are attacked, and in the course of a day i>r two these

pests will have disappeared.

In this paper I have not dealt with all the insect pests that cause loss to the

grower of plants, etc., under glass, but have dealt with the most important which

trouble us in this district.

In conclusion, I would strongly impress ujion the grower to keep a close watch

at all times foi- any signs of attack, and at once use the remedies recommended.

Do not consider the expense of purchasing the different sprays, as you will lose

ten times the amount that these will cost by allowing your plants to be overrun.

I would like to call the attention of this Society to the advisability of approach-

ing the Dominion Government regarding the removal of duty on all nicotine solutions,

such as nicoticide, nicotine, nico-fume. Black Leaf 40, etc. As far as I know, they

are not manufactured in Canada, or likely to be so. Now, as these preparations are

only used for the extermination of the natural enemies of the growers, I consider

it would be a good policy to enable the grower to procure these at the least possible

expense.

Mr. Day : Any questions you would like to ask about this paper? Mr. Treherne

will be pleased to give you any explanations he can.

Question : What is the best way to destroy insects that get down into the root

of the cabbage?

Mr. Treherne: That is a fly known as the cabbage-maggot, and it is a little

white grub at the root of the cabbage. It is the worst insect foiind in truck-

gardens, as it is believed to destroy 75 per cent, of the cabbages in this part of the

world. The best remedy against it is to get a piece of tar-paper and insert around
the plant on the surface of the ground.

Question ; I tried it last year, but it did not have any effect.

Jlr. Treherne : Perhaps your paper was too light ; if it is not heavy enough it

will curl with the sun. I'nder experimental work we have had 90 per cent, efficiency

during the last two years with this same method. There is a solution you can use

;

carbolic acid and soap mixed into a solution and dilute it 1 to 15 and pour aI)out

5 oz. around each plant once a week during the early part of the season, and it

will take about eight applications, but this solution will not give you as good results

as the tai--paper.

Mr. T. Wilson : Talking about this same thing. I was talking to a gentleman at

Chilliwack, and he had tried both methods with a good deal of success. He used

this carbolic solution which I had told him about and he added so much arsenate of

lead, and before planting he dipped the roots into this solution and he had SO per

cent, success.

Mr. Lyne: I believe that arsenate of lead diluted at the rale of 2 lli. to 50

gallons of water would not lie injurious to tlie plant, and would be a sufticient

quantity to stay on the plant: and if it did it would lie perfectly impossible for

the larvie to consume any of the plant.

Question : I would like to hear more about the tar-paper.

Mr. Treherne: Do you know how it works? You make u disk of the tar-paper

about 3 inches diameter with a slit in the centre, and as you put your plant in

the ground you place this disk flush to the surface of the ground around the neck
of the plant. The idea is that if the tar-paper is fresh it will kee]) the fly away;
and if it does not, the eggs will be laid on the surface and often perish.
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.Question : How long do these plants have to be protected before the maggots
cease to act?

Mr. Treherne : The fly will ie laying eggs until September, but probably the

plant will be so well esta-blished by the middle of July that further coutrol against

it would not be of practical value.

The President : I will now call on Mr. F. H. Getehell, Vancouver, B.C., for his

paper on " Insects of the Lower Fraser Valley."

NOTES ON SOME INSECTS OF THE LOWER FRASER VALLEY.

By F. H. GiiTciiELL, Field Inspectok, Pkovinci.il Depabt-ment of Fruit Pests.

During the past three seasons I have had the opportunity of collecting a few
notes on the habits of insects frequenting the orchards of the Lower Fraser Valley.

Through the courtesy of my Department I am permitted to give the Society a record

of some of the notes obtained under their authorization. Many of the insects I

have recorded in my notes have already been well reported in an article by Mr.

Treherne in Bulletin 4 of the British Columbia Entomological series, and con-

sequently it will not be necessary to deal at any length with any one individual

insect. I have, however, several notes of local importance which may well supple-

ment the facts already recorded.

The Woolly Aphis (Eiiosoma lanlgera).

This insect is found in nearly every orchard in the valley. During the past

season I have spent considerable time both in spraying and investigating this insect

in the orchard o\^Tied by J. H. Lawrence, Hatzic, which numbered 2,500 trees from

four to seven years old. Upon my first inspection I found one corner of the orchard,

consisting of about 300 trees, seven-year-olds, badly infested with woolly aphis;

the old stem mothers and the young ibrowu aphides having, for the most part,

wintered over on the trees. As a result of their work the small limbs and spurs

were split and covered with the usual galls. A spray of Black Leaf 40, 1-SOO, and

ordinary soap, 2-50, was applied, combined with lime-sulphur. In another set of

experiments the lime-sulphur was replaced by soluble sulphur, a new spraying com-

pound freshly come on to the market in these parts. The Government Bean power-

sprayer, with Friend nozzles, was used at a pressure of 200 lb., and at a moderate

estimate 75 per cent, of the aphides were killed at the first spraying. Although it

is perhaps a trifle premature to make any definite statements about the relative

virtues of the two sprays, lime-sulphur and soluble sulphur, yet I may say that,

from this past summer's experiments, I have so far seen no difference in the

effective values.

Twice during the summer they were treated by hand with coal-oil. once

Immediately after spraying. They were again sprayed with the machine the second

week in August, with Black Leaf 40 from 1-800 to 1-1,000, and whale-oil soap 2-50.

During this spraying I found it necessary to leave the district temporarily, but in

a week's time I took the work up again. I soon discovered the aphides were

migrating to a greater extent than I have ever observed before, and some of the

older forms were dying. The date was the first week in September.

Later I observed a few of the migrants settled on the main bodies of the pear-

trees in the neighbouring orchards. This is in itself an interesting observation,

but I noted, further, that pear-trees as late as October still contained specimens of

woolly aphides on them. These aphides were observed to be quite active when not

even disturbed. I .ludged that, as the species does not habitually frequent the pear,

they were ill at ease. Besides the movement to the pear, I noticed that a migration

also took place to apple-trees where apparently the aphides localized and would

remain there until the following year. I have no doubt, further, that many of the

migrants, in searching for suitable trees on which to settle, failed to locate, and
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thus many were lost; furthermore, I have no doubt also that a percentage of the

brood did not move at all, but remained on the same ti-ees as they were on during

the summer. IIoAvever. the migration as a whole was most marked, as I observed

before.

Two apple-trees were so covered with aphides in September that in appearance

tliey resembled snow. These trees were sprayed with Black Leaf 40 and whale-oil

soap. This spray was veiy effective, as no aphides were found to survive.

The Pe.\k-i.eaf Blister-mite (Eriopycs jtyri).

This insect, which I have found in some orchards at Mission, had destroyed all

the fruit. It Is not necessary to mention the damage to the foliage, as this injury

is well known. The former observation is. of course, the most important. A little

infection occurs In ever.v orchard visited iu the valley, which indicates that it is

spread throughout the whole valle.v. -

The Bud-moth (Tmetocera occUana).

This insect is steadily increasing in the valley. Some orchardists believe it

thins out the fruit on the tree ; consequently they believe it a benefit rather than a

detriment. The fallacy of this view I need not expose. While spraying the past

season I found it working on the opening buds and blossoms the first week in April.

1 applied arsenate of lead, 2 lb. to T^0 gallons water, with good results, thougli

further demonstration spraying with this insect would prove beneficial. Its dis-

tribution is general, and it is probably the most serious of our pests.

The Oystek-shell Sc.u.e {Lepidosaplics vlmi).

This insect requires little comment pertaining to its life-history, only as regards

spraying during hatching season. At different points from Haney to Mission I

found this scale hatching, and in some cases set b.v May 15th ; while iu 1912 it was
about the first of June before similar conditions were noticed. This indicates a

wide range, due to local climatic conditions.

The Tent-cateepillar (Malacosoma erosa).

These insects were hatched and well developed and doing considerable damage
at Haney on May 20th, having almost entirely disappeared at Mission by June 12th.

The Oblique Banded Leaf-roller (Atchips rosaceana)

.

This insect was very numerous in this city as well as nn the Lower Fraser

Valley this past summer. I am convinced that this insect can be easily controlled

liy the use of arsenate of lead applied about May 15th, judging from this season's

observations.

The Rosy Aphis (Apliis sorhi).

This aphis is laroving to be a pest of marked importance and is spread over a

large territory. It works on the opening foliage and is more difficult to control than

other aphides, as it curls the leaf quicker than other species. In an orchard near

Mission there was considerable damage caused by this insect during the two

previous seasons. The aphis as a rule disappears to a large extent by the middle

of June, and reoccurs on apple-trees in September. I believe this is about the time

of their migration, but the secondaiT Ijost as yet has not been learned. I have used

Black Leaf 40, 1-SOO, on this aphis quite successfull.v, the essential point being

earlines.s.

The Lesser Apple-worm (Enarmonia prunivora)

.

It is indeed reasonalile that this insect should demand its share of investigation.

It existed in orchards where it had not been found liefore this summer. There

are three or more distinct broods closely interwoven with one another, and quite

frequently two larvre of different broods were noticeable in an apple, one at each

end. The first larva; appeared about the middle of July, and the last about the

middle of September. They were more numerous in orchards bordered by woods,
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where the insect must hibernate. In the season of 1912, while spraying an old

oreharil near Abbotsford the first week in July, arsenate of lead was added to the

spray. As the result of this experiment not half a dozen worms were found, while

in the iirevious season this orchard was badly infested.

Spkaying.

The value of spraying is often doubted by the average fruit-grower. But this

misapprehension is largely due to an ignorance of results. It has been proven,

however, that more eonsideratiou should be given spraying, both as to method and
time of application, also the amount of material used. I have been retiuested" to

add a few practical facts on this subject.

The following is an estimate of some figures I have obtained concerning the

cost of spraying. Lime and sulphur is sold at the rate of 27% cents per 40-gallon

barrel, and arsenate of lead at 14 cents per 100 lb. A flve-year-old tree will require

the use of % gallon of diluted spray, and a twenty-year-old tree 5 gallons of such

spray. This may seem to be a close estimate, but using a power-sprayer with an
erjual pressure, and careful work, I have figured this to he 5 cents per five-year-old

tree and 20 cents per twenty-year-old tree, or. as one good authority has stated,

1 cent per tree per year.

I am now desirous of making a few conclusive remarks relative to the best

sprays to use, their number, also some results. I would unquestionably not omit

the regular dormant spray of lime and sulphur applied at the time the buds are

breaking, and the 1-3 scab sprays, the number of the latter depending on the season,

with the first coinciding with the first lime-sulphur spray. Soluble sulphur has

liroven to be very effective, but its use as yet cannot be recommended for summer
work. A fall spray of Bordeaux mixture should be applied to apple-trees foi-

anthracuose. and one additional, if infection is ver.v serious, according to the season.

From my experience of Fraser Valley conditions I realize that at the present

status of our knowledge it is extremely difficult to lay down any definite rule which

will cover any definite number of years and give equal results. As I have attempted

to point out. especially as regards the spring development of buds and the consequent

hatching of insects, in special reference, as this paper shows, to the oyster-shell

scale, the season is extremely variable. I have no doubt that some years a single

spray applied judiciously in the sjiring will accomplish as much as three sprayings

could in an unfavourable year. During this past summer in particular, which was
the driest we have experienced in the valley in twenty years, we did obtain good

results with one spraying applied as the buds had well broken. In another year

with a moist, wet spring the same results could not have been obtained with three

spraj-ings. Consequentl.v, we are down to this fact : that the individual fruit-grower

in close cooperation with the Department of Horticulture will have to decide on the

programme, one year with another.

As a general rule, however, allo'O'ing for the above-named limitations, I may say

these three sprayings are required: (1) Winter spray, lime-sulphur, 1-t), with

arsenate of lead, 2%-40 gallons, as the buds are breaking; (2) summer spray, lime-

sulphur, 1-25 to 30, with arsenate of lead, 2%-40 gallons, after blossoming; (3)

Bordeaux, 6-G-40, in the fall after the first rains (usually late in September or till

October 15th).

Mr. Day : I am sure Mr. Getchell will be glad to answer any questions regarding

his paper. There is one question I would like to ask ; that is regarding the woolly

aphis, which very often hibernates in the roots of the apple-trees. How would you

control it?

Mr. Getchell : I think some have successfully combated it by applying tobacco-

leaves to the roots, but foi- an orchard, iiersonally I do not think it would be a very

practical thing to do.
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(Theu followed a general discussiou regarding the woolly aphis.)

Question : Have you any remedy to keep strawberry-plants from being

destroyed? Sometimes when the plant is in full bearing it dies down, and the

heart of the plant turns quite black.

Mr. Treherne : In our experience with strawberry-plants we find three distinct

causes. The first is caused by the dampness of the soil that produces a rot of the

root; secondly, of the leaf; this is due to the dampness of the soil, as well as the

lack of lime in the soil. The soil around here would stand 2 tons of lime to the

acre without doing any damage to it. Then the second cause is oyerproductiou.

The spring opens up so moderately that, unless a spring frost comes, we often get

an overproduction of fruit, resulting in some dried-up strawberries. If the spring

frost comes along and nips off a quarter or half of the blossoms, theu you will have
a good crop. Thirdly, yon will find a white grub in the roots. These are the various

causes, and I do not know to which one ,vou refer.

Mr. Day: I will now call on Mr. W. H. Lyne. Assistant Inspector of Fruit

Pests, Vancouver, to read bis jiaper on " Remarks on the Life-history of Codling-

moth on the Pacific Coast of British Columbia."

COMMENTS ON SOME PECULIARITIES IN CONNECTION WITH THE LIFE-

HISTORY OF THE CODLING-MOTH ON THE PACIFIC COAST.

By W. II. Lyne. Assistant Inspector of Fruft Pests.

The history of the codling-moth on, the Pacific Coast appears to have beeu a

repetition of misunderstandings as to the insect's ability' to acclimatize itself, to the

peculiar atmospheric conditions near the sea-coast. Perhaps the first locality to

e.xperience its mistake was Santa Cruz County, California, where it was prophesied

that on account of the salt air and damp. fog.gy weather that prevailed so much
during certain seasons, the codling-moth would not thrive, and if it mana.ged to

e.xist at all would never be of any economic importance.

However, the facts are these : that within ten years from the time of iuceptiou

this industrious insect had become the scourge of the apple-growers in that localit.v

;

and so it has repeated its history at one point after another in California, Oregon,

and Washington, until about five years ago we suddenly a\\"alvened to the fact that,

although a few stray specimens were known to have beeu in existence for a few

years previous in the Victoria and Saanich District on Vancouver Island, the

ri)dling-nioth had finally demonstrated its ability to become just as great a pest

and nuisance to the apple and pear growers of Vancouver Island as in many other

places. The situation as discovered demanded immediate action on the part of

those who were responsible for keeping the pest out of the Province, and it was

during the campaign of exterminating this invader that special attention was paid

lo many details peculiar to its habits and life-history in general.

.lust about this time there was considerable discussiou by experts and others

in the Western States as to whether the moth could be controlled with one applica-

tion of arsenate of lead at the time blossoms were falling, or what is often termed
' eal,y-x-spraying," the aim being to fill the cal.vx-cup of the fruit, just forming, before

it closed, after which the inside cavity is fortified against the attack of the young

larva attempting to enter. Those in favour of one spraying appear to have been

under the impression that nearly all the larvre of the first brood entered the fruit by

way of the calyx or blossom end, and by so doing consumed the poison in the calyx-

cup, thus ending their career.

During the process ofsearching every tree for wormy fruit, in order to ascertain

the amount of infection and destroy all that could be found, a close check was kept
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as to which part of the apple or pear the larva made its entry, resultius

follcm-iiis record:

—

Year. in09, Victoria District,
commencing July 5tb.
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These details, on the whole, appear to tally pretty closely with the metamorphosis

of the moth In other latitudes, with the exception that the number of broods per

season are not so numerous this far north as they are to the south.

So far as our success of getting rid of the codling-moth bn Vancouver Island is

concerned, I felt quite safe the other day when I Informed a gentleman that, if I

gave him $5 on condition that he find me a codling-uioth larva, he would think he

had more than earned the money.

(Then followed a general discussion regarding the codling-moth.)

Mr. Day: I vriU now call on Mr. R. C. Treherne. Field Officer, Dominion
Division of Entomolog.v, Agassiz. to give his lecture on " Insects affecting Shade-

trees and Ornamentals around Vancouver."

SHADE-TREE AND ORNAMENTAL INSECTS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.

By R. C. Treiierne. FnoLD Officer, Entomological Bbanch, Dominion Dep.\rtment

OF Agriculture, Agassiz, B.C.

The subject I propose to take up to-day is naturally one that appeals to garden-

lovers and those especially interested in the beautification of boulevards and parks.

I do not propose to make an exhaustive stud.v of all the insects found on shade-trees

and ornamentals, but merel.v to touch upon certain of the more important and most

noticeable, which j'ear in and year out attract attention by their presence.

Heiiipter.\ (True Bugs).

Scale-insects.

Scale-insects are those which cover themselves with a waxy shield or scale, under

which they lie protected and hidden from view. It is only necessary to draw your

attention to the very familiar oyster-shell scale (Lepidosaphes iilmi) to give you an

excellent illustration of the type of insect referred to as a " scale-Insect." This

o.vster-shell scale occurs on a great many different species of shrubs and trees in this

I>art of the world (sec Bull. 5). and being very plentiful and numerous ma.v readily

be taken and studied, in a general way, as a type. Its common name indicates

its appearance, and there is no other insect so readil.v available that has such

characteristic markings. Beneath these protecting scales the soft-bodied insects lie

immovable, but are able to grow and reproduce. Each one is furnished with a

minute " sucker," which is inserted into the plant-tissue, thereby obtaining nourish-

ment for itself.

Other scale-insects of ornamentals may be observed in the vicinity (Vancouver,

B.C.), notably the following :^

—

The rose-scale (Aulacaspis rosw).

The cottony maple-scale (Pulviiiaria iiiiiHincrahilis Rathv.).

The European fruit-scale (AspuHotiis ostnefonnis).

Lecanium spp. on maples, laurels, etc..

Chlonaspis palm-scale (ChrysomphaUix dictyospenni)

.

The cottony maple-scale, found on stems and twigs of maples and many rosaceous

plants, presents a familiar appearance with its white cottony exudation beneath a

brown shield or scale. The European fruit-scale, found on the mountain-ash,

flowering crabs, etc., may be recognized as minute black specks with orange-coloured

centres or " nipples." The Lecauiums, of which it is believed two species occur in

Vancouver on maples, laurels, etc.—viz.. licmixphericinn and licspcrklinn—are known
as somewhat large, spherical brown scales on the stems and leaves. All these scales

may be controlled by the use of kerosene emulsion In the spring, or l)y caustic-soda

ai)plications during winter. The palm-scale is peculiar to plants and ferns in the

greenhouse and conservatory, and the rose-scale has been taken in North ^'anconver.

Aphides.

These insects, commonly referred to as "green lice," form colonies on the leaves

and twigs of plants they attack. The species frequently found on roses may be taken
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as a type. Each species of plant, for the most part, has a different species of aphis

attaelUng it, but despite the varietal differences all are similar in structure, and for

the most part in habits also. They are soft-bodied creatures, slow-moving, usually

green, brown, or covered with a whitey, woolly excretion. All are sucUing-lnsects

and can be controlled by applications of soapy solutions, kerosene emulsion, or caustic

spra.v, the only requisite being necessary that each individual receive attention.

Black Leaf 40 has been found particularly effleaceous and easy to apply.

T?iE T.vRNisHED rL.\NT-BDG (Li/fltis protensis)

.

The malformations of such plants as chrysanthemums, dahlias, and asters, pro-

ducing often a one-sided flower-development or sometimes a total " blighting " of the

flower-bud, are due in a great many cases to the attack on the bud by the above-

named insect. The adult is very active, about % inch long, and darts away rapidly

when approached ; brown in general colour, but frequently adopting a yellowish or

red tmge. The latest report on this insect (Cornell Bull. 346, June, 1914) records

the satisfactory control as " still an unsolved problem," Under garden conditions

sprays of nicotine or kerosene emulsion or dry applications of pyrethrum, sulphur,

or ashes will give relief.

The Eose-leaf Hoppek.

Frequenftj- on the under-snrfaees of rose-leaves a number of small white hopping

insects ma.v be observed. If the bush be disturbed these " hopjiers " will fly out in

great numbers. If careful watch be kept, it will be seen that each Insect is methodi-

cally absorbing the .iuices of the leaf with its sucker inserted into the tissues of the

plant. A peculiar white niottlish appearance shows on the upper surface of the

attacked leaves. When these conditions, are observed we are usually dealing with

the above insect. Control of this insect, again, is a difiicult matter, but careful

sprays of nicotine or kerosene emulsion applied in May, preferably eai'ly in the

morning, and especiall.v directed to the under-surfaces of the leaves, will assist

materially lu the control,

vSpittle-insects ( Cercopidie )

,

These Insects produce a peculiar saliva-like excretion on many plants in the

herbaceous border and on grass. Within this liqnid excretion a small yellow insect

will be seen. During the past few years this insect has been the cause of much
inquir.v. Applications of kerosene emulsion or a strong driving force of water from

a hose will destroy a number of these Insects.

Lepidoptek.\ (Butterflies and Moths),

The Oblique Banded Le.\f-koller (Archips rosaceana) (Tortricida;).

The larval form of butterflies and moths are referred to in general terms as

caterpillars or " worms," and it Is onl.v in the larval form that they attract attention

of the gardener. We have several insects in the vicinity of Vancouver which yearly

cause damage by devouring the leaves and flowers of ornamentals. One of the most

important in this regard are the caterpillars of the above moth. They are familiar

to all amateur rose-gardeners and horticulturists.

They are usually light green in colour, with an evidence of a darker colour of

green along the centre of the back ; head very dark brown, almost black. They may
be seen in the curl of some leaves, doing damage to both leaves and flowers by

devouring the tissues. When disturbed they wriggle rapidly backwards and drop

to the ground by means of a thread of silk. They quickly make a rose-garden look

unsightly and the destruction of the bloom causes great inconvenience. The food-

plants of this insect are very numerous, and from the number of egg-masses which

may be .seen by any one in this city (Vancouver, B.C.) on the trunks of maples,

mountain-ashes, apples, and several other boulevard trees, as well as on the veranda

woodwork, it is evident that it attacks more plants than actually have been observed
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so far in these parts. It has been estimated that a single female molh will lay on

the average of 305 eggs, and that a <Iuster of oi-'fis will contain an average of 117

eggs, thus indicating that a single moth will deposit one or more clusters of eggs.

(Sanderson.)

During the past winter I collected a number of these egg-masses and estimated

that medium-sized clusters contained on the average of 4S.5 eggs, with an average

hatching fertility of 56.6 per cent. Parasites play an important part in the control

of this insect during the summer, as lias and may be shown by breeding tests, other-

wise the former figures would indicate a serious outlook for the safety of our shade-

trees. The lirown moths fly in July and may be collected in thousands around the

electric lights in the streets and on verandas.

As a control nicotine sulphate has been proven very efficacious, and influUe'y

more satisfactory to use on plants growing over verandas, steps, or trellis-worli

around houses than arsenate of lead, mainly for the reason that it does not mark
the paint or woodwork. Arsenate of lead, apart from its unsightly effect in a rose-

garden, is an admirable insecticide.

The Rose Bud-worm (Olcthreiitcs sii.) (Tortriddie).

A species resembling the Eastern nimhatuna has been taken here (Vancouver

B.C.), reared from apple. Literature of the species records it under the above

common name. Apparently its habits on the rose. as. indeed, the whole '" make-up "

of the larva itself, closely resembles the former species, A. ronaceana. so that the

two are hardly distinguishable.

The Fruit-tree Le.iiF-eoller (Archips argyrospiJa) (Tortricidii^).

This is another insect closely related and similar to the two foregoing Tortri-

cidiB. It has been reared on the Pacific Coast from apple, and as it is a very general

feeder on all kinds of ornamental shrubs and trees, there is little doubt it can also

be incorporated in this article. The full-grown larva is dark green in colour, about

% inch in length, with the head, thoracic shield, and legs of brown.

The Alfalfa-looper (Pliylometia (PlusiaJ californica) (Noctuidre).

During the past season (1014) this insect has been prevalent. There was a

serious outbreak recorded for the Okanagan during the early part of the summer,
(.s'ce page 0.) Its attack on rhododendrons. laurels, hollies, roses, and several

other shrubs and plants has attracted attention on the Coast. The larva? are capable

of completely defoliating a bush, and are recognized as olive-green caterpillars, \\-ith

bright-green heads, mouth-parts brown, and black thoracic legs. When disturbed

they curl up and drop to the ground, then refusing to move. Fortunatelj- parasites

played an important part in the control of these.^ insects. While they were very

common this past season, there is little likelihood of damage being caused in the

1015 season.

The West Coast Painted-lady (Vaiiosiia cnrinr) (Nymphalimi;).

The over-wintering butterflies of this species may often be taken in the first

warm days of the spring. While the adult is one of the most beautiful of our Coast

butterflies, the larv.-e are by no means so iirepossessing. During this past summer
the caterpillars were plentiful on many malvaceous plants, and hollyhocks in particu-

lar suffered severely in Vancouver. Both V. atlantn and V. cardid occur ou the

Coast, the former being rare, while the latter may frequently be found on thistles.

Vaiienisa californica Is mainly confined to interior points of this I'roviuce on its

natural food-plants of the Ceanothus family.

The Blues (Lycrenlda-).

The larva> of one of these butterflies this summer destro.vod the appearance of

patches of violets in the gardens of the city b.v riddling the leaves with fi'cding

areas and in some cases b.v totally destroying the leaf.
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The Tussock-moth (Semerocampa antiqua) (Lymantriidre).

During the past two summers the larvre of this moth has beeu very destructive

to azaleas, laurel hedges, and hollies in the city, and may be found on such trees on
the boulevards as elm. birch, willow, poplar, maple, chestnut, ash, mouutain-ash,

as well as on the varieties of ajiple. The attack on the last-named trees is likely

to pass notice until at a last moment, in a year of special prevalence, when parasites

are limited, the attack becomes so marked that great damage results. City Hfe is

particularly suited to the growth and reproduction of this insect. The matter of

control is a very simple matter, for the reason that the female is wingless, and
consequently is forced to remain localized on one tree, provided it is not transported

artificially or by contact of branches to anothei-. At this time of year, during the

winter, the egg-masses may be seen in a cluster of dead leaves still adhering to the

trees on the streets. In the experience of other cities in Canada, notably to my
knowledge in Toronto with Hemerocampa leucostigma, the attacks hy this insect

in past years has become so pronounced at times that the city authorities liave

found it expedient to follow the recommendations of the entomologists. Boys were
employed on the bounty principle to collect these egg-masses' during winter. Up
till the present time Vancouver and other Coast cities have not suffered to any
marked extent, but the presence of these caterpillars during the past two seasons

would indicate that close watch should be kept for fear of an outbreak in the future.

The Text-caterpillar (Malacosomu erosa) (Lasiocampidre).

Tliis is :n](ither insect which appears as a periodical destructive visitant. When
it dues iici iir it causes an extreme amount of damage to shade-trees and shrubs in

these ijarts (Vancouver). It is fully dealt with in Bulletin No. 4 of our series;

consequently it does not need to be mentioned to any extent here.

The Fall Web-wobm (Hyphantria cunea) (Aretiidfe).

During the past few years this insect has not been over-plentiful. During the

years surronmlinj.' 1003 the webs of this Arctiid were "very conspicuous." It is my
impression that it is again obtaining an ascendancy over its parasites, for the

unsightly webs frequently recur to one's notice.

The Cutwokms {Peridroma saucia) (Noctuid;e).

Cutworms of all descriptions have proven themselves at times destructive, Imt

the above species, this past summer and in former years in the Province and on

the Coast, has beeu especially injurious to many kinds of plants in tlie garden.

The greasy-looking worms are mostly nocturnal feeders, and only in eases of extreme

prevalence do they adopt daylight-feeding habits. Frequeutlj^ one finds a plant very

badly defoliated or suddenly cut off at the ground, and for a time one is at a loss

to assign the cause or observe the culprit. By carefully sifting the soil around the

plant the cutworm may be found. If it belongs to the above species it will be, when
full grown, about 1% inches in length, dull brown in colour, mottled grey or black,

with a row of four to si.x yellow spots on the back. Asa control for this class of

insect a mixture of 50 lb. bran, sugar syrup, and 1 lb. Paris green, all mixed together

and placed around a plant in the evening, will be effective.

The Diamond-backed Moth (PhitcUa maciiUpcniiis).

A small green worm measuring about li inch or rather more when full grown

has been very desti-uctlve this year, more so than in any of the past three years

to my knowledge. Stocks and sweet peas suffered greatly, as did the cruciferous

garden-truck crops. The larva is very active when disturbed and quickly falls to

the ground. The cocoon Is formed on the leaves of the plant attacked, and Is

recognized as a delicate silk gauze-like structure resembling "a loose-mesh piece

of lace. Within this cocoon the larva forms its pupa. There are at least two broods

and probably a third supplementary brood in the Eraser Valley.
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The Hemlock-loopek (Tlicriiia sp.).

Two "loopers" occur ou the Coast, one attiickiug hemlocks (Vancouver) anil

the other oaks (Victoria). The former, I believe, is referred to as T. ferviilarUi.

while the latter has been called T. somniaria. I am not satisfied that we are entirely

correct as to these specific names, and it is advisable to make more certain. The
former species on the hemlock is one of the specially injurious in Stanley Park' at

the present time.

Cedar-leaf Miner.

The larva of a small moth is commonly to be found mining the leaves of the

cedar. It is very prevalent in certain sections of Stanley Park, and greatly dis-

flgui-es the trees. It will be recognized by its habits of turning the leaves brown
and liy producing a swelling on the affected leaf-tissues.

The SPKrCE-CHEEMES.

These and other insects affecting the timber of the Pacific Coast have been the

snbjeft of considerable investigation by Mr. .T. il. Swaino. who has charge of forest-

insect investigations under the Dominion Entomological Branch. It is to be hoped
that when Mr. Swaine has completed his work, in which he is being assisted by
Mr. rt. X. Chrystal, he will be able to give our Society some of the benefits of his

researche.'!.

COLEOPTERA (BEETLES ) .

Oliorliiinchns sulcatiis.

A large white grub may frequently be found in and among the roots of several

plants in the herbaceous border, notably in primulas. Frequent reports have been

received in the city i-egarding this insect. It also has been observed affecting straw-

berries, and growers of this crop in a few cases have lost severely. The larvre may
be found embedded in the roots of the plants, actively devouring the tissue's^ while

those specimens in the soil will devour the roots themselves. The result is that the

plants die, the effect becoming most noticeable in the spring. The eggs of the species

are laid during August, and the minute larvre hatch in September, and become

quarter-grown during the fall. A partial dormancy is experienced during the winter,

but in the spring the attack again progre-sses. It is at this time that the plants

suffer most. Pupte are formed in the soil during May and June, and the adults

appear in June and July.

A close relative, O. ovatii''. is found to be the more injurious of the two species

to the fruit-grower, but O. sulcatiin has proved more important to the gardener.

The life-histories of the two species closely resemble one another, and a report on

0. ovatus with control measures may be seen in Bulletin No. 2 of our series, page 41.

Click-beetles (Elateridie).

We have many species of click-beetles recorded in our proceedings ; several of

them have been shown to be injurious to blossoms of trees while iu bloom. The

damage, of course, to the ftuit-grower is more serious than to the gardener, for the

reason that the attack destroys the possibility of the resultant fruit. However,

it is interesting to note that the adults of these t)eetles are also injurious to

ornamentals.

Chrysomelius.

These leaf-feeding beetles at times pay us visits, as they did last summer, and

frequently cause considerable barm. The species observed are not yet identified.

The Poplar-borer {Saperrla calcnrata).

This beetle is also recorded tor the Province as injurious to willows and poplars.
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DiPTEKA (Flies).

There are two flies which are gaining in importanfe in tlie garden and green-

houses of Vancouver— viz., the ehrysantheuiuiu leaf-miner and the narcissus-fly.

The former I reported in my paper of last year, and an account may be seen iu

Bulletin 4 of our series, as affecting white daisies and chrysanthemums. The latter,

however, the narcissus-fly {Merodon ecfiicitris), while also reported on at length in

the same Bulletiu 4, requires further mention. I again wish to warn those who are

interested that this iusect is rapidly increasing its sphere of prevalence. During

the past spring I observed an extraordinary bad attack from this insect .inst out-

side the cit.v limits of Vancouver. Upwards of half an acre of bulbs, buried in the

ground and neglected, were severely Infested. This instance is only one of many
lu which careless growers of bulbs neglect their grounds to increase the breeding

area of this insect. I understand that when there is no sale for the bulbs It is the

practice by commercial gardeners to " heel " in the bulbs, trusting to make money
toy any chan-ce blooms during the spring. This practice cannot be too strongl.v

condemned, as the unfortunate private residents of the locality suffer as a direct

result. I have known cases of individuals iu the City of Vancouver who have

failed to harvest their bulbs owing to this fly, and I have no doubt, further, that

many bulbs suffer which we do not hear about.

Three years ago the Victoria District was suffering severely, and at that time

we only had actual references of a few cases of infection in Vancouver. Last year

the attack was noticed in private gardens. Indicating an increase. This year I feel

sure that it has increased to a remarkable extent, more so than we can gauge from

exact data. Furthermore, ilr. Tom Wilson, Dominion Inspector of Indian Orchards,

Informs me that less than 1 per cent, of a large bed of daffodils planted ou the

All Hallows grounds at Yale, 150 miles Inland, matured. The sisters in charge

remarked on the condition and produced the insect In question.

To tho.se who are not familiar with this insect will find references iu Bulletins

1 and 4 of our series. It may be recognized as a large grub within the bulb of

daffodils, causiug a rot. Extreme care should be taken to examine the bulbs before

planting, and, when, digging, to determine whether or not the bulb is infested. No
bulb should be left undisturbed during the winter : all should lie pulled up for spring

jjlanting.

Other Animals.

The IjINden-trke Gall.

The gall produced on the leaves of basswoods and lindens, and recorded mainl.v

from Victoria, but also occurring at poiuts inland, is referred to, in one of the late

Dr, Fletcher's reports, as the' work of Erioplij/cs ahiwrniis Garman.

The Ked SrinEB {TctraniicJius biiiinei(l(itiis).

Early in spring, frequently showing activity in the month of February in the

City of Vancouver, these mites may be seen, forming webs of fine silk over the

trunks of many of our boulevard trees. Their presence on the trunks of trees is

readily discernible, resembling in a way as if the trees were dusted with sawdust.

I took a.ctive specimens on February 20th this year. To satisfy myself, specimeus

were forwarded to Dr. Xathan Banks, of the Washington. D.C., Bureau, and he

believed them to be the above species.

The Clover-mite {Bnjohia pratensis).

This mite also occurs in association with the red spider, causiug discoloration

of the leaves of ornamentals.

Theips.

According to Comstock's classification these insects belong to the Ph.ysopoda.

If you tease open any flower you will usually find a large number of very minute,

active creatures ; these are usually Thrips. They may be found on very nearly
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every kind of flower—viz., aster, daliUas, clirysanthemums, daisies, roses, and many
others. Tlie damage caused by tliem is often lost sigllt of, Imt in tlie order we bave
several economic pests, the most important, in our connection, being the greenhouse
thrip, which is credited as being one of the most injurious of all greenhouse insects

in these parts. As yet we have had no one to study these insects under our local

conditions ; consequently there is some excellent worlv ready at hand for those

interested.

Slugs.

Sings in the soil in this part of the world frequently are met with, and their

slimy nature make them very disagreeable. Their presence is largely accounted

for by somewhat sour conditions of soil, such as wo have in the city, .\pplications

of lime will give relief.

JIOLES.

According to Mr. E. M. Anderson. Museum. Victoria, we have two species in

the immediate vicinity of Vancouver—viz., Townsend's mole (Scoiiaiiiis toicnscridi

Bach.) and Gibb's mole {Xeurotricliiis f/ilibsl Baird). The former is 6 inches in

length, while the latter is only 3. They are both beneficial, though at times a

nuisance.

Jlr. Day: I shall now ask Jlr. Tom Wilson to read his papers on: (a.) "The
< K-ster-shell Scale" (published in Bulletin ."il. (h.) " Tlie Itemarkalile Outbreak of

Locusts of 1914."

THE OUTBREAK OF LOCUSTS OF 1914.

By To.m AVilson, F.R.H.S., Dominion Inspector of Indi.\n ORcrTARD.s.

This past summer has l)eeu remarkable for an outbreak of locusts which
iMcurri'il. The immense range areas of the Interior and the fruit lauds of the

OUanagan have suffered equally from the attack, each in its own respective manner.

Tnie locusts, or short-horned grasshoppers, belong to the entomological family

Acridiidte. Some of the most numerous and destructive insects belong to this family.

They are widely dispersed throughout many difCerent parts of the world, and do

periodical damage in those different parts of the world. They are mentioned in

many ancient writings ; for Instance, we read of a plague of locusts in ancient

Eg.vpt, a country which still is subject to occasional infestations. They are found

in both the Old and New Worlds : Southern Europe, Algeria, India, South Africa,

in the Eastern Hemisphere, and in the Argentine, Mexico, and some of the Western
United States, as also on the Canadian great plains, and now. owing to several

different trains of circumstance, in British Columbia.

The insects of this family have antennte short, much more so than the body

;

the ovipositor of the female also short and composed of four separate plates ; the

tarsi are three-jointed. The hind legs are the longest and usually bave stout femora,

especially near the base.

Amongst those species of this family that did most damage during the past

sciVson, for there were several species involved, were ilelanopJitu affinis and M. foiiiir-

iiihnim, the red-legged locust. The first district in which they came under the

writer's notice was in the Similkameen Valley, near Princeton, about the middle of

July. They were so numerous that the flight resembled a snow-storm. We found

that crops of clover, alfalfa, and the ordinary ha.v-crops had been much injured, so

much so as to bring about an appreciable shortage in weiglit per acre, while the

ranges or cattle-grazing grounds had been rendered bare.

A little later in the season we were in the Okanagan country near Kelowna, and
the same conditions were found to exist. lu one young orchard which we visited,

where that most reprehensible practice "clean cultivation" was being carried on,

we found the locusts, after having eaten off the surrounding " range." were tackling
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the young orcUard trees. These trees seemed to have been planted about two years.

Every tree would have a dozen or more locusts busily eating ofE the foliage, and
even the yoiiug branches being stripped bare of leaves, petioles, and bark. Where
the wood was too hard to cut off we found that In many eases the bark of the trunk

had been girdled. I may say that it appeared that only on clean-cultivated orchards

was this extreme injury found to be the case. Where there was a crop between
the trees or where there were a few weeds along the roadside or by the fences, the

trees were more or less untouched.

In the Spallumcheen country I found the locusts again very numerous, but

doing no great amount of harm to farm or garden crops, owing. I suppose, to there

being a goodly supply of their natural food. They had, however, denuded such

shrubs as the saskatoon, wild roses, willows, buck-brush, etc.

The graziug-grounds in the vicinity of Nicola Lake were also severely attacked

and many thousands of acres were rendered useless. Our Secretary, Mr. Treherne,

made a special trip to the Nicola country to investigate the conditions of the out-

break. Possibly we may persuade him to tell us more of the exact conditions as

they appeared to him. I will, however, leave that to him, as the work was done
at the special request of the Dominion Entomologist in Ottawa, to whom the report

was forwarded.

For the benefit of those of our members who may not be acquainted with the

life-habits of this family of insects, I shall describe briefly the life-history of these

creatures.

The eggs are Jaid underneath the surface of the soil in an egg-pod in shape

something like a bent flask. Each of these pods contains from twenty-four to thirty-

six eggs. Each female in her lifetime usually deposits two of these, though some-

times three or four may be laid by the same female. The insects pass the winter

in the egg stage, and the young locusts hatch out in the spring. The period between

hatching and maturity is from eighty to ninety days, and the grasshopper passes

through several moults, usually four or five. Only after the last moult does the

young grasshopper get its fuU.wings. In aliout a week after reaching maturity the

adults pair and oviposition commences.

The egg-masses during winter are largely pre.ved upon by the larvre of blister-

beetles, which devour the eggs readily. In connection with this, I may say that I

found several species of blister-beetles in different parts of the interior of British

Columbia during the past summer, notabl.v CantJiaris cyanipennis, which I found in

large numbers in the Similkameen country usually congregated on the wild vetch.

I found them both singly and in coiiula. They were also noticed in the Boundary
country on vetches and alfalfa.

I mentioned in the beginning of this sketch that there were several circum-

stances which might have bearing on the present infestation and the reasons it

should have reached the dimensions it did, because, like many other insects, we
have the grasshoppers always with us, but not iu such overpowering numbers.

The first reason I advance was the abnormally hot and dry season we have

experienced, even for the Dry Belt. This condition was mostr conducive to the

spread of these sun-loving dry-country insects. Second, the influx of settlers and
the consequent diminution of the natural food of the locusts. Thirdly too heavy

grazing on the range, or perhaps, more correctly stated, injudicious grazing on the

range, has done away with the food-plants and forced the locusts to places where
they could obtain the requisite amount of nutrition.

Mr. Treherne : Mr. Wilson has correctly stated that I made a short stay in

the Nicola and Quilchena country investigating the outbreak of locusts that occurred

the past -summer. This was done at the request in the first place by the Forestry

Branch of the. Department of Lands, Victoria, and later by authorization from the

Division of Entomology in Ottawa. A full report of my trip was forwarded in the

usual manner to Ottawa, where a memorandum will no doubt be made out for the
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benefit of the Forestry Branch and the ranchers of the Nicola Valley. Without

trespassing on the grounds of this uiemorandnni, I may say that I found that the

spread of these locusts commenced from the Minnie and Courtenay Lake Districts,

and that they travelled north at least as far as Kamloops, and extended west as

far as Merritt and east as far as Kelowna. These areas are merely arbitrary as

representing the probable centre of the infestation. The investigation into the

Nicola country was begun in the first week of November. 1914, a very uupropitious

time to study the adults, for very few could be found, and those adults found were

dead and mutilated in the stacks of hay. Tlie eggs were easily found, and in some

instances in extreme numbers, indicating clearly that no disease of the adults had

destroyed the females before their eggs had been laid. Where eggs were found in

concentrated area, blister-beetle larva; were also numerous enough, no doubt, to

effect a fair means of control by next spring. Eggs oii the range were normal and
apparently healthy; consequently there is every indication that we shall again be

bothered by the adults next sunniier unless one of the usual periodical diseases

intervenes. I gathered that the outbreaks occur every seven years or so, and that

the years when the locusts were most numerous and did most damage were 1889,

1S98, 1907, and 1914. and that great damage was effected for about three years

surrounding these dates. It is interesting to note that in one of Dr. Fletcher's old

reports for 1898 (late Dominion Entomologist), on the authority of Dr, Scudder, the

following species were involved :
" The great mass of material was Trimcrotropis,

probably cincta." Out of the balance he made out the following species : Camnulla
pclUtrUla. Cercotettix verruculatus, and MelanopUis aflanis. These species were

named from specimens from the Nicola District.

The next paper is one written by Mr. Lionel E. Taylor on " Notes on Birds

likely to be of Service in the Destruction of Locusts in the Nicola Vallej'," and will

ask Sir. Anderson to read this paper.

NOTES ON BIRDS LIKELY TO BE OF SERVICE IN THE DESTRUCTION OF
•GRASSHOPPERS IN THE NICOLA VALLEY.

By Lionel E. T.wlor, F.Z.S., M.B.O.U., Assoc.JIem.A.O.T'.

The following notes are based on the reports on economic ornithology issued by

the t'nited States Department of Agriculture and from other sources; they do not

pretend to be in any way complete, as the literature at my disposal is limited. The
species of birds mentioned are those which may with some certainty be presumed

to occur in the Nicola Valley in considerable numbers. There are many other species

which occur in small numbers or at infrequent intervals, but these have been oniitteil.

as it is not thought that they could be of economic importance.

It must be pointed out that almost all birds will eat grasshoppers at certain

times, and especiall.v when they are feeding their young. It is also important to

note all investigation points to the fact that grasshoppers are exceedingly palatable

to birds, and that when an incursion of these insects occurs a great many species

of birds will depart from their usual diet and live almost entirely on grasshoppers,

t'nfortuuately there are no birds in this country which e.vist in such numbers
as to be able to seriously cope with a large outbreak of grasshoppere as is the case

in many other countries, and notabl.v in Africa, where such birds as storks, i)ratin-

coles, kestrels, and others are capable of destroying entlrel.v enormous swarms of

locusts by. their own efforts. In case, however, any doubt may exist on this point.

I may mention that these flocks of birds frequentl.v contain tens of thousands of

individuals, and that they follow the swarms of locusts sometimes for weeks on end.

It must not be i)resumed from this that because we have no such enormous
flocks of birds ver.v litle good can result. In California, whore grasshoppers are

aniuially a plague in one part or another, often numbering twenty-five to the square

yard, it is conceded that the birds are not able to cause an aiii)rccialili> decrease in
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the number of grasshoppers ; but. at the same time, it was estimated that on a

square mile in an infested area the birds accounted for 120.44.5 grasshoppers dail.v,

which must mean an enormous saving of damage.

The following is a list of useful birds likely to occur in the Nicola Valle.v. The
nomenclatui'e is that of the A.O.U. Check-list, 3rd edition. It must be pointed out

that the figures given as to the percentage of grasshoppers eaten does not always

refer to the particular species or subspecies found here In the West, but to the

Eastern form.

Western JMeadow-lark {StiiyneUa ncglecta).

This will probably be found to be the greatest locust-destroyer, and being present

In large numbers during the summer it is of great economic importance. The per-

centage of grasshoppers eaten is 29 per cent, for the year and 42 per cent, during

August.

Deseet SrAKROw-HAWK OR KiTTY HAWK (Falco gparveHiis plialctva).

This bird ranks very high as a grasshopper-destroyer and is almndant every-

where during the summer. Of 410 stomachs examined, 314 contained insects mostly

grasshoppei-s. I have seen a great number of these birds shot under the impression

that they are destructive to poultry; this is a popular erroneous idea, and farmers

should be warned against shooting them. It is very seldom that they take birds,

especially chickens, and then only when they are very small.

Arkansas Kingbird (Tyrannus verticaJis).

A very abundant species, with a great liking for grasshoppers ;
percentage for

year, 20 per cent.

Kingbird (TyraiDiii-'i turniiiiHs).

Similar habits to the above.

Western Bluebird {Sialia inexicaua occideiitaJis).

Mountain Bluebird (t^ialia ciimiroUJes).

Although it might not be expected that so small a bird as the bluebird would

be capable of consuming many grasshoppers, yet these insects form 22 per cent, of

its diet throughout the year and 60 per cent, during August and September.

Western Robin (Planesticus migratorius caurinus Grinnell).

This bird, which is iiarticularly common during the late summer, feeds on

grasshopiiers to the extent of 10 per cent for the year and 30 per cent, for August.

Northwestern Crow {Corvus caurinus).

Grasshoppers form the leading diet of this bird during August.

Black-he^vded Jay {Ciianocitta stelleri aiinectens).

Grasshoppers form 5 per cent, of the diet for the year, 14 per cent, for Jul.v.

IS per cent, for August, and 10 per cent, for September. They are not found in any

numbers except in the wooded regions.

Brewer's Blackbird {EiipJia!iii'< ciiaiioccpJidhis).

In California this bird ranks with the meadow-lark in being the most useful

grasshopper-destroyer.

Columbia Sharp-tailed Grouse- (Pedioecete-^ j)hasianclh(s cohdiiJiioiiiis).

Although this species is said not to be of such value as the true prairie-chicken,

yet it Is probable that they consume large quantities of gi-asshoppers late in the

summer. From nine stomachs examined, six contained 174 grasshoppers.

Blue Grouse (Denclragaims oMcunis richardsoni).

The young of this species Is fed largely on grasshoppers ; the stomach of one

examined contained twenty.
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NOBTHERN SlIBIKE (LdllillS hoVCalifl).

This bird is only ineutioued as it is mie of the greatest giMssli.i[i|icr-ilt'str<>,vcrs.

Imt unfortunately is not plentiful cnoufrU to he of any iuiportance here.

KiLDEER (Oxi/echus i-ocifcriis).

This hirfl, which is plentiful here in summer, is of eonsiderahle value as a

locust-destroyer.

Sparrows of various species are of considerable importance; in June, whi-n I he

larger species of grasshoppers are young, they form 36 per cent, of their diet.

Batcheldee's Woodpecker {DryoTjaies puhescens homorous).'

Grasshoppers' eggs are said to be freely eaten by this species.

It is perhaps superfluous to add that domestic fowls and turkeys are amongst

the greatest destroyers of grasshoppei-s, a fact which should not be overlooked when
dealing with small areas.

The meeting adjourned until S p.m.

In the evening Dr. S. Hadwen, Veterinary Pathologist, gave a' lantern-slide

lecture on the tEstrida?. The lecture was well attended and an enthusiastic

discussion took place.

The meeting adjourned at 10 p.m.

THE KANSAS REMEDY FOR THE CONTROL OF LOCUSTS.

By Artiii'r (Jinsox. in Charge of Field-crop Insect Ixvlstiuatioxs. Exto.mological

Branch, Ottawa.

In Entomological Circular No. 5 of the Dominion Department of Agriculture,

which is now in press, and which is entitled " The Control of locusts In Eastern

Canada," I have given briefly the results in Eastern Canada following the use of

tllfe recently devised Kansas formula for the control of destructive locusts. When-
ever opportunity occurs, we should be glad if farmers or others in British Columbia

would try out this remedy and report to us, after the mixture has been given a fair

trial.

The formnla consists of: Bran, 20 lb.; Paris green, 1 lb.; molasses, 2 quarts;

lemons, '3 fruits; water, 3% gallons. The bran and Paris green are mixed thoroughly

while dry. This ina.v be done in a wash-tub or on a cement floor. The juice of the

lemons is squeezed into the water, and to this is also added the pulp and peel after

cutting into fine bits. The molasses should then be added, and when dissolved the

mixture should be poured on to the dry bran and poison, stirring the whole constantly

so as to dampen the bran thoroughly. When required for use. the bran-mash is

sown broadcast in the Infested locust areas early in the morning. The above

quantity is sufficient to treat ~y acres. By scattering the mixture thinly a large

number of locusts are killed, and when thus applied there is no danger of birds,

poultr.v, or live stock securing a sufficient amount of the poison to kill them.

In our experiments near Ottawa, counts of dead locusts were made four days

after the mixture had been broadcasted, and these gave from TjO to 414 to the square

yard. In Quebec Province, however, from 900 to 1,200 dead per square yard were
counted.

The Entomologiciil Branch will be glad to corresimnd with farmers or others in

British Columbia who may be troubled with' locusts, or, as they are more commonly
called, " grasshoppers." Specimens of the destructive species are desired. The
circular above referred to will be sent to any one on request.
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BRITISH COLUMBIA
ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY

Regular Annual Meeting, igi6

BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS.

The Fifteenth annual meeting of the Entomological Society of Briti-^ii

Columbia was held in the Provincial Museum. Parliament Buildings, Victoria,

B. C, on March 11th. 1916. Among those present were the following: Messrs.
E. M. Anderson. J. R. Anderson. E. H. Blackmore, Dr. Seymour Hadwen,
R. S. Sherman, Lionel E. Taylor. H. Thornber. R. C. Treherne, E. W. White.
G. E. Wilkerson. Tom Wilson. W. Hugh. A. J. Crocker, G. E. Parham. A. G.

Brown, W. Downes, D. Todd, J. A. Brydon. F. Kermode and several visitor*.

The President. !Mr. G. O. Day. Duncan, B.C., was unfortunately ill it

the time of the meeting, hence was unable to occupy the chair

The Vice-President for the Coast, Mr. E. H. Blackmore, therefore wa>
asked to open the meeting and to conduct the business of the Society and
its proceedings.

Mr. Blackmore (Vice-President): I am very glad to accept the honour of

presiding at this meeting. We are all sorry, and I am in particular, to hear
of the indisposition of our President, Mr. Day, and we all sincerely hope he
will soon recover. I am sure I am expressing the feelings of the Society as

a whole when I say that we are fortunate in having such a President as Mr.
Day. His work with the Society during the past three years has been of

exceptional value, and we are indebted to him to a very large e.xtent, for the
excellent position and standing we are in as a Society.

Our Secretary, Mr. Treherne, is, I see, first on the programme, and will

give us the business details that have engaged his attention during the past
year and I fancy, that from his remarks you will gain an impression of the
excellent position we are in. I will now ask our Secretary to bring up the
first order of business.

Mr. Treherne (Secretarj') : The first order of business is placing this

annual meeting in order. If you refer to our By-Laws you will see that our
regular annual meeting should be held in January of each year. This ruling,

however, we could not follow this year. I took the matter up with the -Ad-

visory Board, and received their unanimous consent to postpone the meeting
until suitable. Hence a resolution placing this meeting in order would be
the first item of business.

Resolved that this meeting be approved and considered in order. Mo\ers
—Parham, Sherman.—Carried.

The Secretary: The next item of business is that relative to the finance-.

I am pleased to say we are in excellent standing financially. I take pleasure
in presenting the followin,g statement. I have included a complete statement
of the expenses of the Society from its resuscitation, in 1911, until the presen;,

for reference.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT
December 9, 1911 (Reorganization Meeting)

1912

Members Subscriptions (Jan. 31. 1912) $ ^^Oo'
Postage Stamps
Post Cards
Stationery
Printing Programme ^^^

.^'

Janitor, Aberdeen School. Annual Meeting '....'.......'........

Subscription to "Canadian Entomologist". I"'I"

1913.
Private Subscription Loan 60 00
Members Subscription (Jan. 31, 1913) '..."1.1...7 70 00
Printing Programme
Printing 1912 Report ''-'Z!!!!ZI'ZZ

""

Postage
Stationery
Subscription to "Canadian Entomologist"
Engraving Map of B. C
SOO Copies of Map printed
Print of Photo Group ..'...-..........

Copper Plate of Group for Report ..7....."."......'..."

1914.
Semi-.Annual Aleeting E.xpenses (Vernon)
Printing Circulars
Stationery
Subscriptions

Z............... 5.S 00
Provincial Government Grant 350 00
Paying off Loan and Deficit (R.C.T.)

'"1 '~!!

Semi-.\nnual Meeting. Expenses (Kelowna) (H.H.c:.)..
Prmtmg Circular (Evans and Hastings)
Express. Stamps, Stationery, etc. (R.C.T.)
Electrical Fittings (Annual Meeting)
Lantern Slides '

'

Engravin.gs for Report

1915.

Stenographer (Annual Meeting)
Lantern Slides (Bishop and Christie) .."7.''.."...

Printing, Bulletin 5, (News Advertiser) '...,„[

Provincial Government Grant $^50 00
Arranging Library (G. H. U.)
Express, Stamps, etc. ( R. C. T.) ^''."..I"Z
Subscription to "Canadian Entomologist" I'
Subscriptions 55 qq

,-, , .
$873.00

Balance ni Bank March 1st 1916 $231.00

1916.

Stenographer (.Annual Meeting)
Library Expenses (W. Hugh)
Express, $1.55: Freight, 68c: Stamps. $9.00: Stationery "$Too'

Janitor, $2.00; Typewriter Rent, $4.00; Mailing Bulletins
$2.00 (R. C. T.)

Stenographer (letters re meeting) .".'^

Subscriptions to "Canadian Entomologist"
Printing Programmes (T. A. Hibben)
Members' Subscriptions (to date, .April, 1916) $19 00
Engravings (Cleland and Dibble En.gravin.g Co.)
To Stenographer, typewriting Syrphid paper

$231.00

Balance $12.68
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MEMBERSHIP.

The membership dunn.i! the past year has deereased trom 90 to 66. It is

probable that the membership will drop still further this year, owing m a

great measure to the war situation. Approximately 15, of our members have

joined the colours, and a number have withdrawn, owing partly to hnancuil

conditions and partly because the kind of information we are able to offer

did not appeal to them.

I am glad to say, however, that a number of new members are joining;,

in fact, the general health of the Society is yearly improyin.g, so far as ento-

mological enthusiasts are concerned. As a Society, think we should fee!

pleased that the membership is becoming more stable and the quality im-

proving.

I regret to say however, that we are in trouble with our parent Society

in the East It is p'robable that some of our members have not been receiving

their publications for fee received, but I am taking steps now to see that the

matter is cleared up; that back membership is settled, and that from now on

we may make our situation clear with the Ontario Entomological Society. As

I understand the situation, our Society here received its members and their

dues during the t^rst few months of the year. This list of members is then

forwarded to Ontario with the enclosure of a sum o money equivalent .o

SOc per member. The following year our list of members, as the Society -s

in a formative condition, may chan.ge; new members are elected and some old

members withdrawn. Hence the list forwarded to Ontario may vary from t.ie

previous list. So far as our Society .goes, those members whose names are

not included on the list are withdrawn, and no longer remain as members.

However as I understand the situation, this was not understood in Ontario.

The "Canadian Entomologist" being run as a ma.gazme. and therefore run on

a different plan to our Society and other Branch Societies, maintains a con-

tinuous list of members. Therefore I believe the magazine has been sent lO

men who really are not on our list as members for the specihc year, but were

maintained on the Ontario list. As the list changes you can understand that

some names have gone with arrears. It is not the fault of the inembers. It

is a joint misunderstanding between myself, as Secretary to this Society, and

Mr. A. W. Baker, Secretary of the Ontario Society.

In a recent letter covering these points, I have now made it clear how

our Society is run, and that the list I file in the early part of each year follow-

ing our Annual Meeting covers the members for that year, and all previous

names are dropped. I have asked Mr. Baker to submit to me how many and

what names are in arrears, and the extent of our obligation, and I trust that

with your sympathy I shall be able to arrange matters from now on, on a

satisfactory basis. It may mean the voting of $20, tentatively speakin.g, from

our funds to refund the "Canadian Entomologist."

Mr Treherne: If it is the wish of the members to take up this matter

now. I will put it to the meeting, otherwise I will continue with other business.

(Matter left over.)

THE LIBRARY.

I beg to submit a list of the books in our Library.

During the past summer I have been able to arrange the list of the books

in our library The library at the present time is at the Entomological Branch

Laboratory, Agassiz. We have an upstairs space, which is devoted to the

library I have them arranged in cases, so that each bulletin is marked with

blue pencil, the number corresponding to the list given here, so if anyone

wishes any specific article he will be able to write for that number, and the

Librarian will be able to go direct and mail it to him. .\nybody who is

working on any group, or wishes any book, can apply for it.
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KEY TO CLASSIFICATION OF BULLETINS

Systematic

Lepidoptera. Xos. 1 to 54 inclusive.

Diptera. Nos. 55 to 81 inclusive.

Orthoptera, Nos. 82 to 99 inclusive.

Coleoptera, Nos. 100 ti) 111 inclusive.

Odonata, Nos. Ill to 121 inclusive.

Hymenoptera, Xos 122 to 176 inclusive.

Miscellaneous, Nos. 177 to 216 inclusive.

Economic

Nn<;. 217 to 344 iiu-luMve.

SYSTEMATIC ENTOMOLOGY

1. Butterflies, Descriptions of New .\merican. Schauss, \V., 1902.

2. Butterflies, Three Interesting, from Massachusetts. Clark, .\usti i

Hobart, 1913.

3. Campometra, Nocturnal Mollis of. Smith. John B., 1899.

4. Cochlidiidae, Species of. Dyar. Harrison G., 1907.

5. Cochlidian Moths. Dyar, Harrison G.. 1905.

6. Coenympha, American Species. Skinner. Henry. 1900.

7. Colorado, ]\Ioths from. Dyar, Harrison G., 1902.

8. Cosmoptery.x Hubner, American Moths of. Busck, .\ugust, 1906.

9. Crambid Moths, N. American. Kearfott, \V. D.. 1908.

10. Depressaria Haworth, Genus. Busck, August, 1912.

11. Euerythra. species of. Smith, John B.. 1887.

12. Gelechiidae, American Moths of. Busck, August, 1903.

13. Geometrid Moths, S. American. Warren, William, 1906.

14. Geometrid, Genus Pero, Studies of. Grossbeck, John A., 1910.

15. Geometrid Moths, Descriptions of genera and species. Warren, Wm.,
1908.

16. Lepidoptera. from E. .\frica, Kashmir. Hollaml. H. J., 1895.

17. Lepidoptera. of E. Africa. Holland. H. J., 1896.

18. Lepidoptera. of the Kootenai. Dyar, Harrison G.. 1904.

19. Lepidoptera, Early Stages of Japanese. Dyar, Harrison G., 1905.

20. Lepidoptera, chiefly from Ms-xico. Dyar. Harrison G., 1912.

21. Lepidoptera, New Species from Mexico. Dyar, Harrison G., 1910.

2Ia. Lepidoptera. New Species Chiefly from Mexico. Dyar. Harrison G.. 1913.

22. Lepidoptera of Panaman Canal Zone. Dyar. Harrison G.. 1914.

23. Microlepidoptera. from Panama New Genera and Species. Busck,

August, 1914.

24. Moths, N. .-Vmerican. Some Life Histories. Dyar, Harrison G.. 1900.

25. Moths. S. .American. Warren. William. 1905.

26. Noctuidae, on Pacific Coast of N. .\merica. Grote. 1875.

27. Noctuidae, of N. America. Smith. John B.. 1887.

28. Noctuidae, Revision of some Tacniocampid Genera. Smith. John P)., 1880.

29. Noctuidae of Temperate N. .\merica (incl. genus Agrotis). Smith.

John B., 1890.

30. Noctuidae, Species of Hadena referable to Xyloph.isi.a and Luperina.

Smith, John B.. 1891.

31. Noctuidae. Geneva Cucullia. Dicopis. Xylomiges. and Morrisonia.

Smith, John B., 1892.
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32. Noctuidae. Smith, John B., 1894.

33. Noctuidae, Gen. Xylomiges. Xylina. Sniitli. John B., 1899.

34. Noctuidae, species Acontia. Smith, John B., 1900.

35. Noctuidae, Gen. Xylina. Smith, John B., 1900.

36. Noctuidae, A Hundred New Moths. Smith, John B., 1900.

37. Noctuidae, Spec. Mamestra. Smith, John B., 1901.

38. Noctuidae, Gen. Leucania. Smith, John B., 1902.

39. Noctuidae, some species hitherto referred to Genus Homoptera Bois-

duval. Smith, John B., 1908.

40. Noctuid Moths, Gen. Palindia and Dyomj'x. Dyar, Harrison G., 1914.

41. Notodontidae. Neumioegen & Dyar, 1894.

42. Oecophoridae, Generic Revision of Family. Busck, August, 1908.

43. Saturnian Moths, Three New Species. Schauss, Wm., 1908.

44. Saturniid 'Moths, (larvae used as food by Indians). Aldrich, J. M., 1912.

45. Saturnian Moths in U. S. N. N. Dyar, Harrison G., 1913.

46 South American Moths. Dyar, Harrison G., 1905.

47. Syntomid Moths of S. Venezuela. Klages, Edward A., 1906.

48. Tineina, Superfamily, Moth of. Busck. August. 1900.

49. Tineid Moths from B. C. Busck, August, 1904.

50. Tineid Moths from S. Texas. Busck, August, 1906.

51. Tineid Moths, with Generic Table of Family Blastobasidae. Lord

Walsingham, 1907.

52. Tineoid Moths, S. America. Descriptions of. 1911.

53. Tortricid Moths from N. Carolina. Kearfott, W. D., 1905.

54. Trichostibas, Genus, New Moths of. Busck. Aug.. 1910.

DIPTERA

55. Agromyza. Flies of the Genus. Malloch, J. R., 1915.

56. Anthomyidae. Tliree New Species. Malloch. J. R.. 1913.

57. Borboridae. New Species. Malloch. J. R., 1913.

58. Craneflies, sub. fam. Limnobinae. Alexander. Chas. P., 1913.

59. Diptera, Western. Osten Sacken, C. R., 1877.

60. Diptera. Japanese. Coquillet, D. W., 1898.

61. Dipterous Insects from Puerto Rico. Coquillet, D. W.. 1900.

62. Diptera in the U. S. N. M. Coquillet, D. W.. 1901.

63. Diptera from Southern Africa. Coquillet, D. W.. 1901.

64. Diptera, Systematic Arrangment of Families. Coquillet, D. W., 1901.

65. Diptera; from North America. Coquillet, D. W., 1902.

66. Diptera. Type Species of N. American. Coquillet, D. W., 1910.

67. Dipterous Insects, One New Genus, Eight New Species. Malloch. J.

R., 1912.

68. Diptera, Two New Species. Malloch. J. R.. 1913.

69. Empidae. N. American. Coquillet, D. W.. 1896.

70. Fannia. Notes on Genus. Malloch, J. R., 1913.

71. Mosquitoes, of Coast region of California. Dyar. Harrison G., 1907.

72. Mosquitoes, of Saskatchewan. Kniab, Fred'k., 1908.

73. Mosquitoes, from Tropical America. Dyar & Knab. 1908.

74. Mosquito Fauna of Panama. Busck, August, 1908.

75. Mosquitoes. American (New Species). Dyar & Knab, 1909.

76. Muscoid Flies, from Pacific Coast. Townsend, Chas. H. T., 1912.

77. Pipunculidae, Insects of the Family. Malloch, J. R., 1912.

7S. Ptychopteridae, Revision of. Alexander, Chas. P., 1913.

79. Psychodidae (Moth-Flies). Knab,' Fred'k.. 1913.

80. Pseudodinia. Notes on Genus. Malloch. J. R., 1915.

81. Tabanidae (Gad-Flies) Gen. Stibasoma. Knab. Fred'k.. 1913.
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ORTHOPTERA

82. Acrididae, Found North uf Mexican Boundary. Bruner, Lawrcncf, 1S89.

83. Acrididae, Paraguayan, Synoptic List. Bruner. Lawrence. 1906.

84. Acridiidae, Two Neotroprical Species. Rehn. Jas. A. G.. 1908.

85. Acridiidae. Yale Peruvian Expedition. Bruner. Laurence. 1913.

86. Acridiidae, Addenda to 86. Bruner, Lawrence. 1913.

87. Forbiculids and Blattids (Old World). Rehn, Jas. A. G.. 1904.

88. Grasshoppers. Subf. Acridinac. Rehn. Jas. A. G.. 1906.

89. Grasshopers. Brazilian. Rehn, Jas. A. G.. 1909,

90. Katydids. Tliree New Species, and Crickets from Costa Rica. Rehn.

Jas. A. G., 1906.

91. Locustidae and Gryllidae (Paraguay), Caudell, .Andrew Nelson. 1906,

92. Mantids, Studies in, Rehn. Jas, A. G.. 1904,

93. Orthoptera, Two from U. S. Caudell. A. N,. 1904.

94. Orthoptera, from S. Arizona. Caudell. A, N,, 1905.

95. Orthoptera, Notes on Western, Caudell. A. N., 19(18.

96. Orthoptera, African—Mantidae & Phasmidae. Rehn. Jas. A. G.. 1912.

97. Orthopterous Insects, Nearctic. Caudell. .A. N., 1913.

98. Orthoptera ( Exel. Acrididae). Caudell. A. N,. 1913.

99. Protoblattid. from lower Cretaceous. Evelyn Groebecl< Mitclu-II. 1908.

COLEOPTERA

100. Barkbeetles. Genus Dendroctonus. Hopkins. A. D.. 1909,

101. Cerambycidae and Scarabeidae. Linell, Martin L.. 1896.

102. Chrysomelidae. Linell. Martin L.. 1897.

103. Coleopterous Insects. Galapagos Is. Linell, Martin L.. 1898.

105. Coleoptera, Fossil from Florissant. Wickham, H. F., 1913.

106. Curculionid Beetles. Tribe Anthonomini, Dwight Pierce, \\'.. 1908,

107. Powder-Post Beetles, Fam. Lyctidae. Kraus. E, J,. 1911.

108. Scarabeidae, N. American, Linell. Martin L,. 1896,

109. Scolytid Beetles. Synonymy. EichhofT. Wm.. 1896.

110. Weevils, Studies of N. American. Dwight Pierce. W., 1909.

111. Weevils. Some of Economic or Biologic Importance. Dwight Pierce.

W.. 1912.

ODONATA

112. Dragon Fly Nymphs in U. S. X. M. Needham. Jas. G.. 1904.

113. Dragon-Flies of Burma. Subf. Calopteryginae, W'illiamson, Edward
B.. 1904.

114. Dragcjnflies of Burma & Lower Siam. Subfamilies. Cordulegasterinae.

Chlorogomphinae and Gomphinae, Williamson. E, B.. 1907,

115. Dragon-Flies of Mississippi Valley, Wilson. C, B.. 1907.

116. Dragon-Flies of Kentucky and Tennessee. Wilson, C, B., 1912.

117. Odonata. E. Africa, Calvert. Philip P„ 1895,

118. Odonata, E. Africa. Calvert, Philip P., 1895.

119. Odonata, Genus Macromia. Williamson, Edward B.. 1909.

120. Odonata. Bumping Lake. Washington. Kennedy. C. H., 1913,

121. Wing Venation, Genealogic Study. Needham. J. (~i.. 1903.

HYMENOPTERA
122. Au.gochlora, Genus. West Indies. Cockerell. T. D. A.. 1910.

123. Bees in U. S. N. M.. Some Descriptions. Cockerell. T. D. A.. 1909.

124. Bees, in U. S. N. M.. 1. Cockerell. T. D. A.. 1911.

125. Bees, in U. S, N, M., 2. Cockerell. T, D. A., 1911.
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126. Bees, Eucerine. Names applied to. Cockerel], T. D. A., 1912.

127. Bees, Genera, Lithurgus, Anthidium & allies. Cockerell. T. D. A.

128. Braconidae, in U. S. N. M. Ashmead, W. H., 1888.

129. Encyrtinae, Insects of, with branched antennae. Howard, L. O.. 1892.

130. Hymenoptera, from Philippine Islands. Ashmead, W. H., 1904.

131. Hymenoptera, from Philippines. Ashmead, W. H., 1905.

132. 'Hymenoptera, from Philippines (additions). Ashmead, W. H., 1905.

133. Hymenoptera, (new) from Philippines. Ashmead, W. H., 1905.

134. Hymenoptera, from Japana. Ashmead, W. H., 1906.

135. Hymenoptera, from Philippines. Crawford, J. C, 1910.

136. Hymenopterous Insects, from Philippines. Rohwer, S. A.. 1910.

137. Hymenopterous Insects, from Formosa. Rohwer, S. A., 1911.

138. Hymenoptera, Descriptions of New, (1). Crawford. J. C, 1911.

139. Hymenoptera, Descriptions of New, (2). Crawford. J. C, 1911.

140. Hymenoptera, Descriptions of New, (3). Crawford, J. C, 1911.

141. Hymenoptera, Descriptions of New, (4). Crawford. J. C, 1912.

142. Hj'menoptera, Descriptions of New. (5). Crawford, J. C, 1912.

143. Hymenoptera, Descriptions of New, (8). Crawford, J. C, 1913.

144. Hymenoptera, from N. America. Gahan, .\. B., 1913.

145. Hymenoptera, Superf. Apoidae &. Chalcidoidae. Crawford, J. C.

146. Ichneumonidae, from Pacific Slope. E. T. Cresson, 1878.

147. Ichneumonidae, in U. S. N. M. Ashmead, VV. H., 1890.

148. Ichneumon Flies, Descriptions. Viereck, H. L., 1910.

149. Ichneumon Flies, reared. Species of. Viereck, H. L., 1911.

150. Iclmeuimon Flies, Descriptions. Viereck, H. L.. 1911.

151. Ichneumon Flies, Descriptions. Viereck, H. L., 1911.

152. Ichneumon Flies, Descriptions. Viereck, H. L., 1911.

153. Ichneun^on Flies, Descriptions. Viereck. H. L.. 1912.

154. Ichneumon Flies and Bees. Viereck, H. L., 1912.

155. Ichneumon Flies, Descriptions. Viereck, H. L.. 1912.

156. Ichneumon Flies, Descriptions. Viereck, H. L., 1913.

157. Ichneumon Flies, Descriptions. Viereck. H. L.. 1913.

158. Ichneumon Flies, Descriptions. Viereck, H. L.. 1913.

159. Ichneum'onoidea, Yale Peruvian E-xpedition. Viereck, H. L., 1913.

160. Nomada, Genus of Bees in N. America. Cockerell. T. A.. 1911.

161. Nomia. N. American Bees of Genus. Cockerell. T. D. A., 1910.

162. Osmia, Names applies to Genus. Cockerell, T. D. A., 1912.

163. Parasitic Hymenoptera from Ceylon. Howard and Ashmead, 1896.

164. Parasitic Hymenoptera. S. .America. Crawford, J. C, 1910.

165. Parasitic Hymenoptera. Erixestus, Plagiomerus, Psylledontus. Crav

ford, J. C, 1910.

166. Parasitic Hymenoptera, Gen. Eiphosoma. Cockerell. T. D. A., 1913.

167. Sawflies, Japanese. Rohwer. S. A., 1910.

168. Sawflies, in U. S. N. M. Rohwer, S. A., 1911.

169. Sawflies. Descriptions. Rohwer, S. .\.. 1912.

170. Tenthredinidae, Japanese. Marlatt. C. L.. 1898.

171. Tenthredidnoidea, from Eastern Canada. Rohwer, S. A.. 1910.

172. Vespoidea and Sphecoidea. Rohwer, S. A., 1913.

173. Wasps, Descriptions of New Species. Rohwer, S. A.. 1911.

174. Wasps. Earn. Sphecidae. FerUiald, Henry T., 1912.

175. Wasps, Descriptions. Rohwer. S. A.. 1912.

176. Wasps, Superfamily Orysoidea. Rohwer, S. A., 1912.
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GENERAL

177. Animals and Plants from Colorailip (described as new). Cockerell,

T. D. A., 1912.

178. Anthrax. Coquillet, D. W., 1892.

179. Asilidae. Williston, S. VV., 1885.

180. Bark-Wecvils, Genus Pissodes. Hopkins, A. D., 1911.

181. Bees, Rocky Mountain. Cockerell & Robbins, 191U.

182. Bees, New Mexico. Cockerell, T. D. A., 1898.

183. Bees, of Boulder County, Colorado. Cockerell, T. D. A., 1907.

184. Bees, Some in Harvard Univ. Museum. Cockerell, T. D. A., 1907.

185. Bombylidae. Coquillet, D. VV., 1894.

186. Coleoptera and other Insects (coll. by Dr. Abbott). Linell, Martin L.,

1897.

187. Cycadoidea (Fossil). Ward, Lester P., 1898.

187a. Callimorpha Latr. Smith, John B., 1887.

188. Dermaptera, of the U. S. N. M. Burr, of Malcolm, 1910.

189. Forficalids (Earwigs). Rehn, Jas. A. G., 1905.

190. Fossil Insects from Florissant. Cockerell, T. D. A., 1913,

191. Geological Survey of Canada. Robert Bell, 1903.

192. Ixodoidea (Ticks). Banks, Nathan, 1908.

193. Kansas University Science Bulletin, 1905.

194. Millipeds, in S. Texas. Cook. O. F., 1911.

195. Millipeds, Order Merocheta, Tropical. Cook, C). F.

196. Myriapods, Fam. Lithobudae, Utah. Chamberlin. Ralph V., 1901.

197. Natural History of Rocky Mountains. Cockerell, T. D. A., 1905.

198. Xearctic Spiders, Catalogue of. Banks, Nathan, 1910.

199. Noctuidae, California. Grote, A. R. (Art. VI., U. S. Geo. Survey.)

200. Odonata of Ohio, Catalogue of. Kellicott, D. S., 1896.

201. Papilio Machaon. Edwards, \V. H., 1883.

202. Sawfiies (Chalastogastra) Boulder Co., Colorado. Rohwer, Sievert A,,

1912.

203. Spiders and other .\rachnida. Southern .Arizona. Banks, Nathan, 190'.

204. Spiders and other Arachnida, Porto Rico. Banks, Nathan, 1901.

205. Spiders, from Arizona. Banks, Nathan. 1902.

206. Streptisiptera. D wight Pierce. \V.. 1911.

207. Syrphus arcuatus Fallen. Osburn, R. C, 191(.).

208. Syrphus perplexus. Osburn. R. C. 1910.

209. Syrphidae, Genus Scaeva (Catabomba) Invalidity. Osburn, R. C. 1910.

210. Tachinidae, Revision. Coquillet, D. W., 1897.

211. Tenebrionid, Genus. Echocerus. Chittenden, F. H., 1895.

212. Tertiary Insects. Cockerell, T. D. A., 1908.

213. Tenthredinoidea, Genotypes of. Rohwer. S. A.. 1911.

214. Tliysanopterous Insects. B.-irbados. Franklin, Henry Jas.. 1908.

215. Thorax, of Insects & .\rticulation of Wings. Snodgrass, Robt. Evans,

1909.

216. Tomocerinae. Sub. Fam. of Spring-tails. Folsom. Justus W.

21

218

219,

220

221

ECONOMIC ENTOMOLOGY

Alfalfa Caterpillar. Wildermuth. V. I... 1911.

Apples, Spraying. Bull. 191. Ohio Ag. Expt. Stn.. 1908

Apple Spraying in 1908. H. A. Gossard, Ohio Ag. Stn.. 1909.

.Apple Tree Insects of Maine. Maine Ag. Expt. Stn.. 1909.

.Apple Leaf Hopper and others. Washburn, F. L., 1909.
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222. Bacterial Blight, Apple, Pear, Quince (Bull. 176). D. H. Jones. Ont.

Dep. Ag, 1909.

223. Bark Beetles or Bark Borers. Gossard, H. A., 1908.

224. Bee Diseases in Ontario (Bull. 197). Pettit, Morley, Ont. Dep. Ag., 1912.

225. Bee Diseases in Ontario. Bull, 190, Ont, Dep. Ag., 1911.

226. Bee Diseases in Ontario. Pettit, Morley (Rev. Ed., No. 197), 1913.

227. Boll Weevil, Most Important Step in Control. Hunter, W. D., 1907.

228. Boll Weevil, Bibliography. Bishopp, F. C, 1911.

229. Boll Weevil, Hibernation in Central Louisiana. Circ. 31, State Crop
' Pest Commission, civ, 1909.

230. Boll Weevils, Destroying before Hibernation. Circ. 24. State Crop
Pest Co., 1908.

231. Boll Weevil, Reducing Number during June and July. Circ. 22, S. C.

P. C, 1908.

232. Boll Weevil, Increasing Death Rate in Winter. Circ. 28, S. C. P. C, 1909.

233. Boll Weevil, Status in 1909. Circ. 122. U. S. Dep. Ag. Bur Ent., 1910.

234. Boll Weevil, Destroying in Winter. Circ. 107, U.S. Dept. Ag. Bur. Ent.,

1909.

235. Boll Weevil, The Cotton, Sherman, Franklin, 1904.

236. Boll Weevil, Insects mistaken for. Bull. 74, Texas Ag. Expt. Stns., 1904.

237. Boll Weevil. Remedial Work .Against. Circ. ii. Series 2, U. S. Dep. At,.

Div. Ent.

238. Boll Weevil, in 1897. Circ. 27, Div. Ent. U. S. Dep. Ag.
239. Boll Weevil. U. S. Dep. Ag. Div. Ent., circ. 1897.

240. Boll Weevil, in Texas. Circ. 8, Tex. Ag. Expt. Stn., 1904.

241. Boll Weevil .Ant, Habits of the Guatemalan, Bull. 49, Bur. Ent.. U.S.

Dep. Ag., 1904.

242. Boll Weevil. Circular of Information. Bull. 12, Georgia State Board
of Ent., 1904.

243. Boll Weevil Convention (Second .\nnual Meeting). Louisiana Crop
Pest Com., 1904.

244. Boll Weevil, Powdered Lead Arsenate as a Poison. Circ. 33, Louisiana

S. C. P. C, 1909.

245. Boll Weevil, Hibernation of. Bull 77, Bur. Ent. U. S. Dep. Ag., 1909.

246. Brown Rot and Phim Curculio on Peaches. Circ. 120. U. S. Dep.

Bur. Ent., 1910.

247. Bud Worms in Corn. Circ. 8, Albania Expt. Stn., 1911.

248. Buffalo Tree Hopper. Circ. 23, Div. Ent. U. S. Dep. Ag., 1897.

249. Catalpa Midge. Bull. 197, Ohio Ag. Expt. Stn., 1908.

250. Chinch Bug. Bull. 69, Ohio Ag. Expt. Stn., 1896.

251. Chinch Bug and other Destructive Insects. Bull. 77, Ohio Ag. Expt.

Stn., 1897.

252. Chinch Bug. Circ. 115, Ohio Ag. Expt. Stn., 1911.

253. Cicada, The Periodical in 1911. Marlatt, C. L. Bur. Ent. U. S. Dtp.

Ag. Circ. 132. 1911.

254. Cicada, in Ohio. Bull. 87. Ohio Ag. Expt. Stn.. 1897.

255. Cicada, Periodical in 1897. Circ. 22, Series 2, Div. Ent. U.S. Dep. Ag.

256. Citrus White Fly. Fumigation of. Bull. 76, Bur. Ent. U.S. Dep. Ag., 190S.

257. Clover Leaf Weevil, The Lesser. Bull. 85, Pt. 1, U.S. Dep. Ag. Bur

Ent.. 1909.

258. Coccidae. of Wisconsin. Preliminary List. Reprint Journal Econ. Ent.,

Vol. 2, No. 4, 1909.

259. Cofifee Bean Weevil, Breeding Records. U.S. Dep. Agl Bur. Ent., 1909.

260. Cotton Stalk Cutter. The "V". Newell & Dougherty, 1909.
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Codling Moth, in Pennsylvania, Lite History. A. G. Haniniar ( Bnr.

Ent.). 1910.

Codling Moth and Plum Curculio, One Spray Method of Control. Bull.

80, Part VIII.. Bur. Ent., U. S., Dept. Ag., 1910.

Codling Moth. Bull. 160, Ohio Ag. Expt. St., 1905.

Codling Moth, Control of ( Washdngton ). Melander, .\. L., 1911.

Codling Moth, in the Ozarks. Bull. 80, Ft. 1, Bur. Ent. U. S. Dep. Ag.,

1909.

Codling Moth. Eastern & Western Methods Compared. Rumsey, W. E.

Codling Moth. Bull. 187. Out. Dept. Ag., 1911.

Cotton Plant, Insects .Effecting the. Howard. L. O.

Cotton, Caterpillar. Georgia State Board of Ent.. 1904.

Cucumber Beetles, Notes on. Chittenden. F. H. (Bur. Ent.). 1910.

Cutworms. Texas Ag. Expt. Stns.. 1904.

Cutworms and Grasshoppers. Prevention. Etc. Dept. .Ag., Briti>'i

Columbia, 1899.

Enological Investigations. Bull 230, California Ag. Expt. Stn., 1912.

Flat-Headed Borers, Injuries to Forest Trees. Burke, H. E., 1909.

Forest Conditions in Ohio. Bull. 254. Ohio Ag. Expt. Stn.. 1912.

Forest's. N. .Xmerican. Insect Depradations in. Hopkins. .\. D., Bur.

Ent., 1909.

Forest Products, Insect Injuries to. Hopkins, A. D., 1910.

Fumigation Investigations in California. Bull 79, Bur. Ent.. U. S. DeD.

Ag.. 1909.

Fun.gicides and Insecticides. Bull 199. Ohio Ag. Expt. Stn.. 1908.

Future Supplies of Timber. Insect Relation to. Howard. L. O.. Bur.

Ent.. 1910.

Gipsy Moth and Brown-tail Moth. Field Work. Bull. 87. Bur. Ent.,

U. S. Dep. Ag.. 1910.

Grains. Stored. Insects Injurious to. Bull 156. Univ. 111.. .\g. Expt.

Stn.. 1912.

Grapevine Root Borer. Brooks. F. E.. Virginia Expt. Stn., 1907.

Grapevine, Insects Injurious to (California). Quayle, H. G.. 1907.

Grape Leaf Hopper (California). Quayle, H. G., 1908.

Grape Root Worm, California. Quayle, H. G., 1908.

Grapeberry Worm. Xo. 292, Ohio Ag. Expt. Stn., 1908.

Grape Root Worm. Bull 89, Bur. Ent. U. S. Dep. Ag., 1910,

Grasshoppers. Circ. 137, Ohio Ag. Expt. Stn., 1913.

Harvest Mites. "Jiggers." H. .\. Gossard, 1909.

Hessian Fly Experiments. Bull 103. Kentucky .\g. Expt. Stn., 1902.

Horse Flies of Louisiana. Lousiana Bull X'o. 93. 1907.

Horseflies of Louisana. Preliminary Report. State Crop Pest Commis-
sion, Circ. 6, 1906.

Hydrocyanic Gas Fumigation of Citrus Trees. Bull 90. Pt. 1, Eur. En:.

U. S. Dept. Ag., 1911.

Hydrocyanic .\cid Gas, for Nursery Stock. Circ. 29, Louisiana S. C.

P. C, 1909.

Importation of Trees. Fruits, Etc., Regulations. Circ. 41. Series 2.

U. S. Dept. Ag.

Insects. Some Destructive. Bull. 68. Ohio Ag. Expt. Stn.. 1896.

Insecticides and Fungicides. Bull 154. Ont. Dept. .\g., 1907.

Insecticides and Fungicides. Bull. 195. Ont. Dept. Ag., 1912.

Iridomyrmex humilis. Introduction into N. Orleans, from Jour. Ec.

Ent., Vol. 1, No. 5. 1908.
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3U1. Indomyrmex humilis, Notes on the Habits of. Reprint Jour. Ec. Ent.,

Vol. 1, No. 1. 1908.

302. Leopard Moth. Circ. 109. Bur. Ent., U. S. Dept. Ag., 1909.

303. Lime-Sulphur Wash Bull. 177, On-t. Dept. Ag., 1909.

304. Lime-Sulphur Wash. Bull. 198, Ont. Dept. Ag., 1912.

305. Maple Worm, Green-Striped. Circ. 110, Bur. Ent., U.S. Dept. Ag., 1909.

306. Nursery Stock, Regulations re Shipment. Circ. 75. Bur. Ent. U. S.

Dept. Ag., 1908.

307. Orange and other Citrus Fruits (with insects afifecting). Stubbs &
Morgan, Louisiana, 1893.

308. Orchard Cleansing. Inspector of Fruit Pests, B. C, 1908.

309. O.x Warble. Div. Ent. U. S. Dept. Ag., 1897.

310. Palmer Worm. Cornell Univ., Ent. Div., 1901.

311. Paris Green and Lead Arsenate, Analyses. Woodworth, C. W., 1906.

312. Pear Thrips, and Its Control. Bull. 80, Bur. Ent, U.S. Dept. Ag., 1909.

313. Petroleum, Preparation of Envullsions. Circ. 89, Bur. An. Ind., 1905.

314. Raspberry Bythurus. Bull. 202, Ohio Ag. Expt. Stn., 1909.

315. Saddled Prominent (Heterocampa guttivitta). Bull. 161, Maine Expt.

Stn., 1908.

316. San Jose Scale and Methods of Controlling. Bui.. 165, Conn. Ag. Expt.

Stn., 1909.

317. San Jose Scale, How to Control. Marlatt, C. L.

318. San Jose Scale. State Ent., Virginia, 1904-5.

319. San Jose Scale, Remedies for. Sherman, Franklin, Jr., 1909.

.320. San Jose Scale, Use of Soluble Oils Against. Georgia State Board Ent,

1907.

321. Sarcophagidae. Bur. Ent., U.S. Dept. Ag., 1911.

322. San Jose Scale, Remedies for. Bull. 157, Ont. Dept. Ag., 1907.

323. Scale Insects, Diaspine, New Species of. Alarlatt. C. L.. 1908.

324. Shade Trees, in Ohio, Insects Affecting. Bull. 194, Ag. Expt. Stn., 1908.

325. Snout Beetles, Three that attack Apples. Brooks, F. E., 1910.

326. Snout Beetles that Injure Nuts. Brooks, F. E., 1910.

327. Spraying Machinery Accessories. Bull. 248, Ohio Ag. Expt. Stn., 1912.

328. Spraying, Instructions in. Ont. Dept. Ag., 1900.

329. Spraying Machinery. Bull. 216, Ohio Expt. Stn.. 1910.

330. Spring Manvial of Practice in Economic Zoolog}-. Bull. 198. Ohio A.g.

Expt. Stn., 1908.

331. Sugar Cane Insects of Hawaii. Bull 93, Bur. of Ent., U.S. Dep. Ag.. 191'.

332. Sugar Cane Borer, in Louisiana. Circ. 139. Bur. Ent.. U.S. Dep Ag., 191'

333. Tarnished Plant Bug & False Chinch Bug. New Mexico Ent., 1894.

334. Texas Fever in Phillipines. Jobling and Woolley, 1904.

335. Tick Eradication. Bull. 81, Univ. of Tennessee. 1908.

336. Tick Control, in relation to Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever. R. .-\.

Cooley. Montana. 1911.

337 Truck Crops, Common Insects Injurious to. Louisiana S. C. P. C. 1909.

338. Truck Crop Insects. Notes on Various. Chittenden, F. H., 1911.

339. Tussock Moth. The California. Volck. W. H.. 1907.

340. Typhoid Fly and Allies. Yohannsen, O. A.. Ag. Expt. Stn., Maine.

341. Wheat Joint Worm. Bull. 226. Ohio Ag. Expt. Stn., 1911.

342. Wheat Joint Worm, How to Combat. Gossard. H. A., 1908.

343. Wheat Joint Worm. Gossard. H. A., 1908.

344. White Ants. Fuller. Claude. Natal, S. Africa, 1912.
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LIST OF VOLUMES

The Canadian Entomologist, Vols 24-46 inclusive.*

*Lackins: Vol. 40, Nos. 2: Vol. 41, Xos. 2; Vol. 43. Nos. 10, 11, 12; Vol. 43.

Xos. 1, 2. 4, S. 6: Vol. 45, Xos. 5, 7. 8, 12: Vol. 46, Xos. 9, 10. 11. 12.

Entomological Catalogues.

Louisiana State Entomologist Biennial Report, 1908-9.

List of X. American Lepidoptera. Dyar.

Xeu- York State Entomologist. Reports 8 to 12 (incl.i.

LuIIetin Xo. 44 of U. S. X. M. Catalogue of the Xoctuidae. Smith.

P.ulletin Xo. 48, of U. S. X. M. Revision of the Deltoid Moths. Smith, 1895.

Orthoptera of X^. America. Scudder.

A Monographic Revision of the Coleoptera, belonging to the Tenel)rionidae,

Tribe Eleodiini, inhabiting the United States. Lower California, and

adjacent Islands. Blaisdell, Frank E.

Hymenoptera of Alaska. Ashmead, Wm. Harris.

XOTE.—There are a few more volumes and papers in our possessi'in th.'U

arc not in the above list; these will be recorded in a later list. Mem-
bers are requested to send in an.v volumes, papers or books, they have

no particular use for. i)f an Entomological nature, to complete and
111! up series, etc.

WILLIAMS HUGH,
316 Beckley Ave.. Victoria, B.C.

I had an opportunity of returnin.g East this winter, and one of the points

I took up was the utilizing of the library at Guelph. They have a very lar.ge

and well equipped library there. Mr. Winn, who is President of the Montreal
Branch, and President of the parent Society for this year, understands the
situation of branch societies. W'e are not like the members at Guelph, who
have the library within 100 yards of them. We are many miles away, conse-
quently we are not able to get the books so readily. I am able to say now.
that all the members of any branch Society are able to write to Guelph and
obtain books from that library. Postage to and from will have to be paid
at our end. They have also a very excellent library at Montreal, the property
of the late H. H. Lyman. Mr. Winn has charge of this library, but is not
allowed to circulate books. He will, however, take extracts, and will forward
these at the request of our members. Therefore, supposing you wish to get
an extract from Volume 26, Xo. 2, of the "Canadian Entomologist," a reference
which your work has made you refer to, you will be able to write to Mr.
Winn for that reference, which will be written out for you and mailed. Mr.
Winn's address is 36 Springfield Avenue, West Mount, Montreal, P.Q.

I would suggest therefore, that we devote $100.00 of our money to the
purchasing of books for our library; Thus, any member who is working on
any special group of insects, if he wishes to obtain some book wdiich costs a

sum of money, which he does not feel like expending himself, will be able to

use this money for purchasing the paper required. The President. Secretar3-
and Assistant Secretary, who mi.ght act as Librarian, will decide whether or
not it is advisable to purchase the book or paper. It will be one of our books,
and will remain the property of the Society, but it may be held by a inember
for such time as he has use for it. When he has dispensed with its service
he can return it to the liljrary. 1 briTi.g this up now as a su.g.gestion. but later

will frame a resolution covering the point.

.\ny matter dealin.g with the Librarv and the obtainin.g of books or circu-

lars is to be addressed to Williams Hugh, 316 Beckley .\vcnuc, Victoria. B. C.

THE PUBLICATIONS.

Doubtless in the minds of many of you there is some iiuestion as to how
our Bulletins are bein.g issued. Through the kindness of the Department of

.\,griculture, we have been able to have our bulletins printed by the Govern-
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ment press. Nos. 3, 7 and part of 4 were authorised by the Department of

Agriculture. Bulletin Xo. 6 and part of Xo. 4 were issued, thanks to the re-

presentation made to the Department of Education by Mr. Francis Kermodo.
Bulletins Xos. 1, 2 and S were issued at the expense of the Society.

It maj' appear strange to you that our bulletins are being authorised
from these different sources. In explanation, therefore, I wish to recall to

your memory how our Society re-organized. In December, 1911, I called a

meeting in Vancouver, and resuscitated the Society, which had been dormant
for several years. The proceedings of this meeting were printed in Bulletin

No. 1, at the private expense of a few members. It was very unpretentious,
but a start. On January 9th, 1913, a second meeting was held, and the pro-
ceedings were issued in Bulletin Xo. 2 at our own expense. At that meetin.g
it was decided to hold a semi-annual meetin.g in the Okana.gan during the
summer. This meetin.g was duly held in Vernon on July 18th and 19th, 1913.

The object of this meeting, as evidenced by the character of the papers sub-
mitted, was mainly economic in nature. I therefore presented my case to the
Department of Agriculture, Victoria, B. C, submittin.g the papers read at this

Vernon meeting, and presenting and explaining the character of our work,
as evidenced by our former publications. Nos. 1 and 2. Through the kind-
ness of the Hon. Price Ellison, Minister of Agriculture, and Mr. W. E. Scott,

Deputy Minister of Agriculture, I was accorded the pleasure of havin,g Bul-
letin No. 3 passed through the Government press free of charge to the
Society. I was further able to procure a grant of money for the Society,
which relieved the Society of its indebtedness incurred by the two previous
publications. You will notice, in this connection, that we had to abide by
the regulation size of paper and type of print, required by Departmental
bulletins. This, of course, we were very pleased to do, considerin.g the
courtesy with which our claims were met.

Our fourth meeting, or the thirteenth Annual Meeting since the incep-
tion in 1902, was held in Victoria on January 23rd, 24th, 1914. At this meet-
ing, as may be gathered by the papers presented, we had a combination of

scientific and popular economic papers. On submittin.g the papers to the
Department of A.griculture on the request to again have them printed by
the Government press, I was met by the objection that many of the papers
were too technical for the farmer, and hence the Department could not see
their way clear to authorize the printin.g of the whole. They were willin.g,

however, to sanction the printing of .those of economic interest. Consequejit-
ly, in Bulletin 4, of our Series, from page 1 to 39, we find the economic papers
issued. It became necessary at this point to make arrangements for the pub-
lications of the Scientific Technical papers. I presented my case to Mr.
Francis Kermode, Director of the Provincial Museum, and he in turn referred
the matter to Dr. H. E. Young. Minister of Education, and I was able to

follow this up by personal representation. I was able, therefore, to obtain
authorization to have the technical papers printed. I cannot here say how
much this Society should feel indebted to Mr. Kermode for his very kindly
help and assistance, both in this instance and later. He has continually placed
his services at our disposal, and has at all times supported our endeavours.
I trust this Society will remember this, and will take steps to give ^Ir. Ker-
mode an appreciation in return for his kindly and ready help.

.'\s it happened, the proceedings of our 13tli .Annual Meeting went t'l

press in two sections, authorized on the one hand by the Department of

Agriculture, and on the other liand by the Department of Education. Mr.
W. H. Cullen, King's Printer, asked me by letter whether it would be suitable
to combine the two proceedings as one bulletin. I replied in the affirmative,
hence you have Bulletin Xo. 4 in combination.

The success of the first semi-annual meetin.g was so marked that it was
decided to hold a second. This meetin.g was held at Kelowna on .August 20th,
1914. The fourteenth annual meetin.g was held in Vancouver on January
16th. 1915. The papers presented at these two meetings were combined and
submitted for publication. In view of the previous objection raised, it was
thought advisable that we separate our economic papers from our systematic,
and from this point on run two series in our publications.

In order to set a standard in type of print thought desirable for scientific

literature, I made arrangements to issue at our own expense, Bulletin Xo. 5.
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The niimbcriiis of the pages in Bulletin Xo. 5 runs consecutively with Bul-
letin Xi). 4. The type of printing, as you will observe, is a wide difference
from previous issues, and in my opinion much more suitable for scientific

literature. I may say that Bulletin No. 5 created a most favourable impres-
sion in the Entomological world. The remaining papers presented at the two
meetings, i. e., Kelowna and Vancouver, still required publication. I separated
the technical from the economic, submitting the former to Mr. Kermode, who
authorized its publication as Bulletin No. 6. The latter was submitted to the
Department of Agriculture, who authorized its publication as Bulletin Xo. 7.

The type used in the printing of these two bulletins differs, as can be seen.
It was necessary to make arrangements with the King's Printer in regard to
the chan.ge of type, as it appeared there was some di..-.culty in changing type
to suit our Bulletin Xo. 5. However, I am pleased to say this was overcome,
and we have Bulletin Xo. 6 running in consecutive order with Bulletin No. .^,

as the "Technical or Systematic Series." The numberin.g of the pages in

Bulletin No. 7 commences at 1. hence with Bulletin No. 7 we start a new
series called the "Economic Series."

r think it ad\isable that our future publications should run in these two
series, and the pa.ges shou]<l run consecutively, so that after a period of time
ari index could be drawn up coverin.g the former issues. I trust this explana-
tion is clear, and in accordance with your wishes. I will submit for your
approval a resolution coverin.g this point, later.

Resolved That the Secretary's Report be adopted. Movers: Hugh

—

Wilson. Carried.

RESOLUTIONS.

During the session the fnlh.wing resolutions were discussed and acted

upon:

1. Re BIRDS.
In view of the fact that a gre:it deal of discussion commonly occurs :it

Farmer's meeting in regard to the usefulness or destructiveness of birds in

their relation to agriculture, and considering the fact that from many stand-

points the relation of birds to agriculture has an Entomological bearing.

Be it Resolved: "That this Society being the Entomological Society of

British Columbia ur.ge the Provincial Government to undertake an investiga-

tion into the food and habits of birds in relation to their economic value, and
that the Government be asked to publish a bulletin dealing with the economic
value of the common birds in British Columbia."

Movers: Taylor—Parham. Carried.

2. Re PARENT SOCIETY.
In view of a misunderstanding that has occurred between this Society

and tile Parent Society in the matter of membership dues

Be it Resolved: That the Secretary be authorized to straighten up the
affairs of this Society with the parent Society, and that he be authorized to

utilize such funds of the Society to accomplish this end.

Movers: Treherne—Wilson. Carried.

3. Re BY-LAWS.
In as nnicli as the By-Laws of the Society call for the regular annual

UK'eting to be held in January of each year, and as this is not always con-
venient.

Be it Resolved That the words "In the Spring" replace the words "In
the month of Janu;iry" in the By-Laws covering the date of meeting.

-Movers: Treherne—Wilson. C:irried.

4. Re SOLDIER'S FEES.

In consideration of the fact that sever:il of the members of the Society
who have joined the colours and enlisted for military service in Europe, desire
still to retain their membership.
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Be it Resolved "Tliat the Secretary be authorized to forward the dues
(50c) per member to tlie 'Canadian Entomologist' for every inember of the
Society wlio have joined the army and that the money be made available from
the funds of the Society."

Movers: Treherne—Downes. Carried.

5. Re NOTES OF CONDOLENCE.
In consideration of the loss, durin.e; the past year, the Society has sus-

tained by the death of Mr, Thomas Cunningham, late Provincial Inspector'
of Fruit Pests; of Mr. E. H. Robinson, beekeeper, Victoria: and of Capt.
R. V. Harvey, formerly Secretary of the Society, who was wounded on active
service in France, and died in a German prison,

Be it Resolved "That the Secretary be authorized to send the dependents
of Mr. Thotnas Cunnin.gham, Mr. E. H. Robinson, and Capt. R. V. Harvey,
the heartfelt condolence of the Society, and a recognition of the services
they performed, not only for the Society, but also for the Province as a whole.

Movers respectively: Treherne—Wilson: Todd—Blackmore: Sherman

—

Treherne. Carried.

6. Re GRANT TO LIBRARY.
In consideration of the fact that it is advisable not onl^' to build up our

library by the purchase of books of reference, but also to assist members in

studying groups of insects in which they are interested.

Be it Resolved "That ($100) One Hundred Dollars of the funds of the
Society be placed towards the furtherance of building up the library and
supplying the members with books of reference, and that the President and
Secretaries, be appointed to decide and act on each request in accordance with
the best interests of the Society.

Movers: Treherne—Wilson. Carried.

7. Re SEMI-ANNUAL MEETING.
In consideration of the success of former summer semi-annual meetings.

Be it Resolved "Tliat a semi-annual meetin.g be held at Penticton during
1916."

Movers: Treherne—Wilson. Carried.

8. Re PROVINCIAL MUSEUM.
In consideration of the courtesy and kindly help the Society have always

experienced at the hands of the Provincial Museum, through the medium of

Mr. Francis Kermode. Director of the Museum,

Be it Resolved: "That the Society tender its thanks to Air. F. Kermode
for the use of the room to hold the meetings in, and also for the assistance

and support in the publication of its technical papers it has received."

Movers: Treherne—Sherman. Carried.

9. Re PROVINCIAL DEPARTMENT AGRICULTURE.
In consideration of tlie many kindly services accorded the Society by the

Minister of Agriculture, and Ijy Mr. W. E. Scott, Deputy Minister of Agri-
culture,

Be it Resolved: "That this Society express its deep appreciation to the
Provincial Department of Agriculture for obtaining the Society a grant
($250.00) for maintenance and for the assistance and support it has received
in issuing the "Proceedings."

Movers: Blackmore—Wilson. Carried.

10. Re B. C. LIST OF INSECTS.
In consideration of the necessity of publishing a B. C. List of Insects,

the members are requested to compile and work out the names of determined
species of insects known to occur in British Columbia.

Be it Resolved "That the list of insects in B, C. be published as soon as

possible, and that the matter be dealt with by the Advisory Board," Carried.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION

A general discussion on tliese fureRoing resolutions, and on other matters
of interest took place during the session. Tlie remarks passed were some-
what as follows:—

Mr. Sherman: 1 wish to express, on behalf of the Society, and for my-
self in particular, great sorrow at the death of Capt. R. V. Harvey. I am
sure that all the older members of the Society are well acquainted with Capt.
Harvey and his work. We regard his loss as that of a personal friend. He
may be regarded as the founder of this Society and has personally inspired
many young members with the desire to do good work. He was always
willing to assist more humble searchers after truth, and. I may say without
hesitation, that in the various lines of Entomology he took up, he e.xcelled.

He was one' of our best authorities in the West, and a most enthusiastic
collector. He took up the study of the Diptera and was enthusiastic about
tliat group. He added many new species to our list. Although he was not
very active, as an Entomologist, during more recent years, yet while he was
active, he represented the old type of Entomologist and studied the subject
from pure love of the science, and not for anything he might .get out of it

personally. He was a man who was both friend and companiun, and his loss

is a severe one to a society such as this and. on account of his personal
nature, a great loss to humanity.

Mr. Treherne: In moving a note of condolence to our late friend, Air.

Thomas Cunningham, who until so recently held an honoured position in this

Province as Inspector of Fruit Pests, I would like merely to say. that I feel

a great personal loss in his recent decease. We had all met him, as he has
attended these meetings of ours for the past three years. We all recognized,
none more so than those who worked in close co-operation with him, the
earnest way he had when dealing with matters of Provincial interest, and ail

his actions were guided by the sincere wish to do the best he knew how for

file welfare of the Province.

Mr. Wilson: .A word to support Mr. Treherne's remarks. We have lost,

in the death of Mr. Cunningham, a very valuable man and a time honoured
servant of the Province. The horticultural interests have also suffered a

severe loss by his death. Some times he and I did not see "eye to eye" and
our views were often antagonistic to one another, but Iwish to say that I

have always held a sincere respect for Mr. Cvuiningham for the forcefulness
of his character. The love he held for this great and grand Province of ours
far exceeded the love he held for anything else. He will be sorely missed
by the fruit growers and farmers; he will be missed generally.

Mr. Blackmore: The beekeepers of British Columbia have lost just as
big a friend in their line as have the horticulturists in theirs, in the recent
death of Mr. E. H. Robinson. Mr. Robinson was one of the best beekeepers
we have ever had in British Columbia. He was fearless, genuine, and always
spoke what he thought. 1 have known him for several years, and I have
heard him remark often what he proposed to do for this meeting, and for

this Society. Xow he has .gone, his loss will be felt no less so than for the
other two gentlemen you have just mentioned.

Mr. Dundas Todd: 1 am very glad, indeed you have carried a resolutio:i

of condolence wdth Mrs. E. H. Robinson, regarding the death of her husband.
Mr. Robinson was the best beekeeper in this part of the world. He took a

great interest in beekeeping. I have had several letters regarding the con-
ditions in his Apiary. He was a first-class workman, and a hrst-class bee-man,
and I am glad to have this opportunity' of adding my testimony to what has
already been said.

Re CANADIAN ENTOMOLOGIST
Mr. Treherne: There is another matter I would like to hear discussed,

and that is the advisability of sendin.g back some of our papers to be published
in the "Canadian Entomologist." You all know, and it is emphasized in the

paper by Mr. Winn, that the number of articles penned by Canadians appear-
in.g in its pa.ges is not nearly hi.gh enou.gh. I would like to suggest that we
send back some of our papers presented at this meeting for the "Canadian
Entomolo.gist" for publication with the words attached to tlie article: "Con-
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tributions from the Entomological Society of British Columbia." In this way
we would be aiding the oldest journal of Canadian Entomolog3', and the cir-

culation and notoriety such an article would receive would far exceed the

notoriety our Society can give for many years. The kudos this Society would
gain would be accomplished by adding the postscript I suggest. There are

at least four of the papers submitted at this meeting which could and would
be readily acceptable in the pages of the "Canadian Entomologist." The
other papers, being of peculiar interest to the Province, can better be taken

care of out here. I bring this matter up for discussion.

A Member: 1 am inclined to think that the style of the "Canadian
Entomologist" might be improved considerably.

Mr. Sherman: Contributions to the "Entomologist" might be left to the
ir.dividual contributors. So long as we are able to publish our own proceed-
ings, I am in favour that we do so.

Mr. Blackmore: Mr. Ivermode has in the past, and we hope will in the

future, have our publications of scientific interest published by the Government
press with his consent and support. So far as the papers of economic interest

are concerned, Mr. Treherne has thus far been able to obtain the support and
co-operation of the Department of Agriculture.

Mr. Kermode: I am sure I am perfectly willing to do what I can to

assist in having your technical papers published under the jNIuseum Depart
ment.

Mr. Treherne: I am sure we all feel very much indebted to Mr. Kermode
of his kind services, and our appreciation should also extend to Mr. W. E.

Scott, Deputy Minister of Agriculture, however, I think it only right and
proper that the members of this Society should realize that, as a private

Society, we are obtaining these services by the grace and goodness of these
various departmental chiefs. It must never be thought for a moment that the

kindness extended to us, as a Society thus far, is to act a precedent, and that
if the auspices were not good and we were unable to obtain former assistance
in the matter of printing or by grant, we should feel hurt or misused. It

must be clearly understood that, at the moment, we are a private Society,
operating under a grant and assisted by the Department press, and that we
can only hope for maintenance of this principle provided we are able to show
how and why and where we are of a benelit to the Province. I think we have
shown this, and will do so more as time goes on. but we must not be con-
fused in first principles.

Mr. Blackmore: I think we had better handle our own papers, as lon.g

as we are able to. I notice that the names of Eastern Canadians do not
appear as often as they mi.ght in the pages of the "Entomolo.gist." I am in-

clined to think that, proportionately speaking, the West is well represented in

the pa.ges of the ma,gazine, and that we have our own bulletins in addition.

I think it would be a mistake to send papers to be printed there, and not
have the benefit of their bein.g printed here, as they refer to British Columbia
insects.

At the wish of the mcetin.g the matter was allowed to drop, no steps
being taken to publish in the East.

OFFICERS, 1916.

The followin.g ofificers for the Society for the year March. 1916 and Sprin.g,
1917, were regularly elected.

Honorary President Francis Kermode
President E. H. Blackmore
1st Vice-President (Okanagan) Lionel E. Taylor
2nd Vice-President (Coast) R. S. Sherman
Secretary-Treasurer R. C. Treherne
Asst. Secretary and Librarian W. Hugii
Advisory Board Messrs. Blackmore, Taylor, Sherman, Treherne,

Hugh, G. O. Day, Tom Wilson, E. M. Anderson.
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British Columbia Entomological Society

PROCEEDINGS, 1916

The Fifteenth Annual ^Meeting- of the Entomological Society of

I'.ritish Colunihia was held on Alarch 11th, 1916, in the Provincial

Museum, \"ictoria, B.C.

Owing- to the absence through illness of the President. Mr. G. O.

Day. of Duncan, the chair was occupied by the \'ice-President, Mr.

E. H. Blackmore, who called the meeting to order at 9 a.m.

The report of the Secretary-Treasurer, showing the continued satis-

factory progress of the Society and its healthy financial condition, was

moved and adopted.

Seventeen papers were read, including six on systematic subjects

and eight of economic importance. The economic papers were printed

in Bulletin No. 7 (Economic Series), while the chief of the systematic

papers are published in this present Bulletin No. 8 (Systematic Series).

At the close of the day's proceedings the election of officers for the

\ear 1916 was proceeded with, and resulted as follows

:

Hon. President—F. Kermode, Provincial Museum, Victoria. B.C.

President—E. H. Blackmore, Victoria, B.C.

Vice-President (Coast)—R. S. Sherman, \'ancouver, B.C.

\'ice-President (Interior)—L. E. Taylor, F.Z.S.. \'ernon, B.C.

Secretary-Treasurer—R. C. Treherne, B..S.A.. Agassiz, B.C.

Assistant Secretary—Williams Hugh, \"ictoria, B.C.

Advisory Board—E. Al. Anderson, \'ictoria. B.C., Tcjm Wilson,

\ ancouver, B.C., in addition to the officers aliove mentioned.
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PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS
By G. O. Day. F.E.S., Duncan. B.C.

The shadow of the dreadful war in which the Empire is engaged

is still over us. The past year has been filled with anxiety and gloom.

Almost all of us have friends or relations who have been or are taking

part in the terrible strife ; and I think I am expressing the general

feeling when I state there has been a sense of suspense and imrest and

of dread as to what each day might bring forth. Is it indeed to be

wondered at, therefore, if people have felt too uneasy over the stupend-

ous struggle in Europe to give full-hearted attention to the special

subject our Society is interested in? I rather think it is a matter for

congratulation that we have done so well, especially in the programme
provided for today, in the matter of papers.

The awfulness of war has been brought very closely home to us by

the death of one of our members—Capt. R. V. Harvey. He was wounded
and taken prisoner at Festubert in April last, and subsequently died in

Germany from his wounds. Though of late years he had not done

much active work in Entomology, he it was who was mainly instru-

mental in starting the B.C. Entomological Society in 1902; and from the

quarterly bulletins issued during the years 1906-07-08 (copies of which

are preserved in our library), we have evidence of what an energetic

Secretary and enthusiastic entomologist he was at that time.

I would like to express our appreciation of the sacrifice of his life

in the cause of the Empire and our sense of the loss the Society has

sustained by his death.

It is with much regret that I have to refer to the losses tiy death of

two other members of the Society. These are Mr. T. Cunningham
(quite recently) and Mr. E. H. Robinson (last year). Mr. Robinson

was an authority on Honey Bees. He attended our Annual Meeting

two years ago and gave us a talk about those insects—with particular

reference to the new disease affecting them.

Mr. Cunningham was a keen supporter of our Society, chiefly, of

course, on the economic side. Those who knew him personally must

admire his staunch character and appreciate the whole-hearted devotion

in \vhich he carried (jut his duties as Fruit Inspector for the P^rovince.

In considering a general review of Entomology during the past year,

very few important events have come under my observation.

The meeting of the International Congress of P'ntomology, which

was due to l)e held in 1915, did not—obviously could not—take place.

Our parent Society, the Entomological Society of Ontario, published

during the year a most satisfactory report containing interesting papers

and addresses. In the Presidential address by Dr. Hewitt particular
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mention is made of the gratifying- development of the British Cohimbia

Branch of the Society. A reference to the hst of members certainly

gives us cause to be proud of our position—numerically at all events

—

for the Province of British Columbia furnishes 98 members out of a total

of 203 for the whole of Canada ; that is, nearly half the number.

Our neighbours across the line, being not so much affected liy war

conditions as ourselves, held, as you know, a monster Exposition at San

Francisco during the summer. The Entomological Society of America

took advantage of this event to hold a Convention there, which ento-

mologists from all over the United States and some from Canada
attended. The arrangements were on a most liberal scale, and 1 under-

stand that the affair was most successful and enjoyable.

You will have seen from Bulletin No. 7, which has recently been

published, that our Society's summer meeting at Kelowna passed

off well.

The interest shown by the attendance, and by the papers given, is

e\ idence that }-our Committee are wise in holding such meetings in the

eastern district of the Province, and I trust we shall be able to continue

them.

It is hardly necessary for me to emphasise the fact that our Society

is proving the vehicle of much useful information to fruit growers and

agriculturists, both by the presentation at our meetings of papers and

discussions dealing with subjects of economic entomology and by the

printing of such information in the Proceedings of the Society. We, as

a Society, are doing our part in providing this information for reference,

and it is up to the public generally to take advantage of our publications

and also to attend our meetings.

In the matter of the issue of our Proceedings for the past year, we
are greatl}' indebted to the Provincial Department of Agriculture for

printing No. 7, and to the authorities of the Provincial Museum for

undertaking the printing of No. 6. I think you will agree with me that

the work has been done in a most admirable manner—a result extremely

gratifying to the executive of our Society. It will be my pleasing duty

to propose a vote of thanks to the proper quarters, but I feel that a

mere \'ote oi thanks feebly expresses our full appreciation of the benefits

received.

You will, no doubt, have noticed that most of the papers given in

the bulletins relate to subjects of an economic nature.

This is as it should be. for applied entomology is assuming more
and more importance in the eyes of fruit growers and farmers.

The extent of damage done by insects is being increasingly recog-

nized the more the matter is looked into. At the same time, though
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there is plenty of literature covering the commonest pests and the

remedies for their control, a great many people do not seem to take

the trouble to read particulars of the life histories already worked out.

They seem to fight shy of printed descriptions in books and pamphlets,

as being too dry and technical, and very often they are too sceptical to

try the remedies recommended.

The United States, which, I suppose, leads the world in the amount
of money spent on combating insect pests and the publication of litera-

ture in connection with insect pests for the use and benefit of agricul-

turists, have, I believe, found the same difficulty in impressing the

general run of farmers and of inducing them to take advantage of the

information given. I have seen it stated somewhere, that the United

States Entomological Department is trying to introduce the subject

into the newspapers, where probably the pabulum will be taken in as a

matter of daily reading. This seems to me to be an excellent plan, and

worthy of being adopted in Canada or elsewhere.

While recognizing the importance of applied entomology, I would
not like our Society to lose sight of the systematic side.

There is a vast amount of work to be done. I think we ought to

make an effort to continue the lists given by the late Mr. Harvey in the

bulletins of the Society for 1906-07-08, for the orders Coleoptera,

Hymenoptera, Diptera and Odonata. It is only in the order Lepidoptera

that a serious attempt at a complete list for British Columbia has been

made. This list, published in 1906. has been most valuable, but it needs

revising and bringing up to date.

It would be a useful work if we could collect under one cover all

the records for our Province scattered through the pages of the various

publications. Besides the lists I have mentioned as printed in our former

bulletins, there are numerous records in the Canadian Entomologist,

Reports of the Entomological Society of Ontario, etc., where they are

hidden and unhandy. If we did this, the only difficulty, to my mind,

would be to find someone to undertake the revisal of the records in the

more obscure orders.

Considering the very little work that has been done in all the Orders

other than Lepidoptera and Coleoptera, it is not creditable for the insect

lovers of this Province to allow such a state of things to exist; and I

sincerely trust that some of us will look beyond the amassing of a private

collection of insects in comparatively popular orders and will take up

the study of neglected orders, instead or in addition. It appears to be

impracticable at present for the Society to think of possessing collections

of its own, but at least we could publish, in handy form, information on

the species of insects in the orders I have mentioned, occurring in the

district. I earnestly put this matter before our members, and sincerely

trust that some of us will take the matter into serious consideration.
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ON THE SPECIES OF THE GENUS PERO OCCURRING IN
BRITISH COLUMBIA

By \i. II. P.Iackmore, \'icturia. B.C.

For many years the species of the genus Pero were a puzzling- one

to geometric! students, and it was not until the year 1910 that the late

John A. Grossbeck, of New Brunswick, N.J., revised this group and

placed the different species upon a satisfactory basis.

Pero, the name by wliich this genus is now known, was applied by

Herrich Schaeffer in the year 1850. and it supersedes the old name of

Azelina Guenee by which it was known for so many years, and it also

includes the genus Marmarea which was erected by Hulst in 1896.

This latter was made a distinct genus owing to the fact that the male of

occidentalis had dentate antennae.

In the species separated by Grossbeck in his revision two have

dentate antennae in the males, all the others having filiform antennae.

In regard to this difference in antenna! structure, Grossbeck in his

Monograph (Proceedings of the U.S. National Museum, \'ol. 38, 19!0)

says : "occidentalis has dentate antennae in common with Colorado, but

this in my opinion can hardly be considered of generic value, especially

in view of the fact that occidentalis in habitus and genitalic structure has

strong affinities with modestus a species with filiform antennae, while

Colorado has affinities in the same peculiarities with morrisonatus, also

a form with filiform antennae. For these reasons I have regarded the

genus as identical with Pero."

This means that the two species with dentate antennae differ more
from each other than they do from those with simple antennae. The
markings of this group, although similar in outline but differing in

colour, are very well defined and quite distinctive. The ground colour

varies from light gray and light ochreous through all their var}-ing

shades to dark umber-brown. The fore wings are divided into three

transverse regions, the basa! and outer thirds generally being of the

same shades of colouring, while the median band is very much darker,

becoming more intense as it approaches the extra-discal line. In some
species the intra-discal line is partially obsolete, giving them the appear-

ance of a single division. The hind wings are divided by a slightly

curved or undulate line, which crosses the wing outward of the middle,

terminating at the inner margin. Now, this concludes my generic refer-

ences, but before speaking of the species with which we are most inter-

ested, I would like to say that prior to the time when Mr. Grossbeck

undertook his investigations, only two species were recognized, viz.

:

Honestarius Walker (the ancetaria of our lists) and occidentalis Hulst.

Mr. Grossbeck had for a long time thought that there were many forms
going under the name of honestarius, and he set to work to gather as
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much material as possible, for the purpose of studying the whole group.

With his own large collection supplemented b}' specimens loaned from

many different points in the United States and Canada, which included

very long series from the collection of Dr. Wm. Barnes, he eventually

examined some 800 specimens. The final result of all this work showed
that there were nine different species represented on the American con-

tinent north of Mexico, five of which had been regarded, at one time or

another, as varieties of honestarius. With typical thoroughness, Mr.

Grossbeck had slides made of the genitalia, and in every case they bore

out the arrangement that he had previously based on superficial

characters only.

Of the nine species listed by him as occurring in Xorth America,

there are four which are found in this Province, viz. : giganteus Gross-

beck, occidentalis Hulst, morrisonatus Hy. Edw., and behrensarius Pack.

I will now give a short description of each, with their habitat, which

I hope will render them more easy of identification in the future. I have

also brought with me specimens of the different species for coinparison.

Pero giganteus Grossbeck. This is the largest species of the genus,

measuring 45-51 m.m. in expanse. Its large size alone will readily dis-

tinguish it from the other species. The ground colour of the fore wings

is whitish-grey, with more or less of a brownish, or yellowish, cast. The
median band in the male is of a dark umber-brown, which becomes more

intense as it approaches the extra-discal line. In the female this dark

brown colour is replaced by a brighter reddish brown. While not a

common insect, it is more abundant than any of the other species that

occur in our fauna. It is on the wing from the beginning of July until

the end of August, and ranges from Vancouver Island to as far east as

Kaslo. This is the species that Taylor listed erroneously as Azelina

occidentalis and is labelled as such in many of our collections.

Pero occidentalis Hulst. This species can be recognized liy the

dentate antennae of the male, which at once separates it from the

others. It is smaller than the preceding species, being from 38-40 m.m.

in expanse. The intra-discal line of the primaries is dark brown and

well defined, giving the median area the appearance of a solid dark

brown band, which contrasts sharply with the lighter grayish brown of

the ground colour. This species is earlier on the wing than any of the

others, being found throughout May and June. It is found in the

Interior, and is rather uncommon. The specific localities I have for

this species are Rossland, June 8th (W. H. Danby) ; Kaslo, June lOtli

(J. W. Cockle) ; and Okanagan Falls, May 6th (E. M. Anderson).

Pero morrisonatus Hy. Edw. This form is readily identified by its

peculiarly mottled appearance. The ground colour is of a variegated

vellow, the extra- and intra-discal lines being dark brown, and the
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median space often profusely mottled with the same colour. This

species occurs all over the southern part of British Columbia and \'an-

couver Island, but is more uncommon than giganteus. It generally flies

from the beginning to the end of June. This form has been invariably

sent to me under the name of honestarius (ancetaria), which species

does not occur, as far as is known, any further west than Calgarv, and
must accordingly be struck off our lists.

Pero behrensarius Pack. Of this species I can say but \ery little,

and it must be exceedingly rare, as I believe it is contained in onl}- two
collections. Mr. Grossbeck had nine specimens before him when writing

his Monograph, of which seven came from Oregon, one from California,

and one from Rossland, B.C. The latter was dated June 3rd, but by

whom it was taken is not recorded. I had hoped to have found a speci-

men amongst Mr. W. H. Danby's material (he having collected at Ross-

land for several years), but was disappointed in this respect, although

he had specimens of the other three species. Speaking of this form.

Air. Grossbeck says : "It is a very distinct and easily recognized species,

separable from all the others by the granite-grey ground and the sharply

defined median area."

To summarize the foregoing, the species of this genus will stand in

our lists as follows :

PERO Herr-Sch. ,

giganteus Grossbeck - Generally distributed.

occidentalis Hulst - - Rossland; Kaslo ; Okanagan Falls.

morrisonatus Hy. Edw. - Generally distributed.

behrensarius Packard - Rossland.

Author's Note.—Since the above article was written, the following

additional data has been gathered

:

Pero behrensarius Pack. Recently in going over a collection of

Lepidoptera made by Air. W. Downes. at Armstrong, B.C., a few years

ago, I found two specimens of what are undoubtedly this species, taken

in July, 1914. They agree perfectly with Grossbeck's description and

are easily separable from the other three species found in this Province.

Pero occidentalis Hulst. On June 4th, 1917, I took at light a speci-

men of Pero, which seemed to me to be different to any that I had

hitherto taken in Victoria. Upon examination under a binocular, it

proved to my surprise to be occidentalis. This, to my knowledge, is the

first record of this species on Vancouver Island, and considerably

extends its known range in F)ritish Columbia. On June 7th. 1 took

another one. also at light, both s]:)eciniens being males.

Pero morrisonatus Hy. Edw. It is well to note that in Alessrs.

Barnes and McDunnough's New Check List (1917) the name morri-

sonatus has been altered to morrisonarius. EH B
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THE OCCURRENCE OF GLUTOPS SINGULARIS, BURGESS. IN
BRITISH COLUMBIA

By R. C. Treherne, Field Officer, Entomological Branch,

Dominion Department of Agricultvire

A single male of Glutops singularis, Burgess, was taken last June,

1915, at Agassiz, British Columbia, by the writer. Its identit}- was
determined by Dr. J. M. Aldrich, La Fayette, Indiana, U.S.A., on a

recent professional visit to Ottawa, Ont. Dr. Aldrich remarked at the

time that it was extraordinary that an insect, apparently so rare, should

have such a wide distribution. Former specimens of this species had

only been taken in Massachusetts and Connecticut, U.S.A., consequently

I was advised to enquire from Mr. Chas. W. Johnson, of the Boston

Society of Natural History, who had been brought into touch with the

insect on various occasions, regarding earlier records of its occurrence.

I am indebted to Mr. Johnson for giving me the references from which

the following notes are gathered.

A single male was first collected by Dr. George Dimmock, at Spring-

field, Mass., U.S.A., about 1872, but it was not described until 1878, when
Mr. Edward Burgess placed the insect as a new species in a new genus

(Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. 19, p. 322, 1878). For thirty years

the above solitary male remained the sole representative of its species,

and it was not until April 18, 1909, that Mr. William Reifl:' captured three

males near Purgatory Swamp, Norwood, Mass., U.S.A. Under the

heading "The Rediscovery of Glutops singularis, Burgess," Mr. C. W.
Johnson records (Psyche, Dec, 1909, p. 132) the capture of these three

males and gives the location of the types as the}' were placed in museum
collections at that time.

On April 21, 1912, Mr. Reiff was fortunate in again taking some

males at the same place as before mentioned in Norwood, Mass., U.S.A.

Three years later, on April 17, 1915, at South Meriden, Connecticut,

U.S.A., Mr. Harry L. Johnson captured a single male.

I am now able to record, for the past spring also, the occurrence of

this fly on the Pacific Coast. This specimen is in the National Collection

of the Entomological Branch, Dominion Dept. Agriculture, Ottawa,

Ontario. It is very strange, therefore, that the species should be so

widespread in distribution and yet be so rarely captured. Up until the

present time only males of this species have been taken, consequently

nothing is known of its life history or habits, but it is hoped that before

long- more information will be gathered on this interesting insect.
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AN APPRECIATION

By A. F. Winn, President of the Ontario Entomolog-ical Society.

^Ir. President and Members of the B.C. Entomolojj;-ical Society :

Thanks to the courtes}' of your Secretary. I have the ])leasure of

saying- a few words at this nieeting-.

I need scarcely say how much I wish it were possilde to temporarily

acquire the fabled seven-leagued boots and leave home overnight so as

to be with you in person at this meeting, but even if I did, it would not

Ik- a record for a Canadian meeting of Entomologists. We were

delighted to have at the November meeting both your Secretary and Mr.

Tom Wilson, and felt the magnetic influence of an Entomological meet-

ing was indeed strong to bring two enthusiasts over 2,800 miles, when in

walked Mr. C. P. Lounsbury, of Pretoria, the Government Entomologist

of the Union of South Africa, who also greatly helped in making the

meeting the success it was.

I wish to express to you the greetings of the Parent Society, and

also to say a few words of appreciation of the work you have done and

are doing for Entomology in Canada. The hope has often been expressed

that the time would come when our Society would have a chain of

branches extending from the Atlantic to the Pacific. Today this has

been accomplished, and the men who have brought it about are well

known to you. One is your Secretary, who has got together such a lot

of enthusiasts in your Province, that he tells me there are not enough

copies of the Canadian Entomologist printed to go around ; the other is

Prof. Brittain, who carried the ideas he had formed in British Columbia

straight across the continent, and on his arrival at Truro, Nova Scotia,

at once formed an active branch in the Maritime Provinces. In Mon-
treal, Toronto and Guelph, the branches meet regularly, and we are

glad to learn that one is likely to be formed at Saskatoon.

The life history of an Entomological Society has been compared

with that of an insect. It is usually started by a few kindred spirits in

a very small way, making their presence noticed no more than the eggs

of a butterfly, then, like a caterpillar, it Ijegins to grow and do things;

it changes its skin, adapting itself to changing conditions from time to

time, it wanders abroad, it may have to rest occasionally or take refuge

in dark days, and apparently not make much progress, but it is only

temi)orarih' held back, and ultimately develops its full growth. This

covers a time, like the present, which may be considered to resemble

the pupal period, when progress is being made rapidly, but perhaps not

so noticeably, although it must be remembered that pupae are often

decidedly active, and then comes the inago. What our final stage will

be, remains for ourselves to show, for no other country can boast of

an P'ntomolosrical Societ\' havincr branches e.xtendinsr o\-er such a wide
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area. The charter of our Society is made out on the broadest possible

lines, and there is nothing Government about it, except the name, and

we cannot feel grateful enough to the Ontario Department of Agricul-

ture for having fostered us from the beginning, though they realize that

they never made an investment that has paid them so well' as the annual

grant they have given us.

It has lieen the aim of the Parent Society during all the }'ears when
the headquarters were at London, Ont., and the more recent ones at

Guelph, to make the members at a distance feel they had the same

privileges as those residing in their city, and many have been the sug-

gestions and ofifers made to bring about closer relationships between the

branches and widely separated individual members.

Glancing at the list of contrilnitors to Vol. 47, it will be seen that

out of 61 names, 20 are Canadians, a little less than one-third. Can't

we do better than this, and make Vol. 48 show at least 50 per cent.?

We cannot all write technical papers, fortunately perhaps, but the Editor

would welcome contributions to the "popular and practical" column,

and notes on capture of unusual specimens or observations of their

habits.

Our forthcoming annual Report should show a series of contribu-

tions representing the whole Dominion, and we must keep this up—

a

few more pages can easily be added if required to publish our contribu-

tion towards the next meeting. These two publications are surely

together worth the cost of membership, but to add to a good thing your

Branch has outshone all the others by issuing a valuable series of

"Bulletins" and distributing them to us gratis. We look forward to

receiving further bulletins from time to time. They will prove more
and more valuable as the series grows ; and if I may suggest it, there

should be a reserve stock kept somewhere, from which back numbers
can be supplied at a price that will pay for the trouble and a little more.

Hints have also reached us that lists of British Columbia Insects are

being prepared and old ones revised, and this is another indication of

the extent of your activities. One thing I omitted to mention regarding

the Annual Report is the "Entomological Record," conducted by Mr.

Arthur Gibson. This has been a feature since 1901, and last year's list

is the largest one we have ever had. One object the late Dr. Fletcher

had when he started it, was to bring us more closely in touch with one

another's work, and into association of specialists capable of helping us

out of difficulties.

Your Secretary not only represented you at our November meeting,

but also kindly visited us in Montreal at our February monthly meeting,

and told us much, but not everything, about the progress of Entomology
in British Columbia, and we know he can and will tell you our side of

the story, for no one could do it better. Our message therefore is not
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only one of pleasure and pride in what you have accomplished, hut a

plea for hearty co-operation. Those of us who see our English con-

temporary the London "Entomologist," which is just one year older

than its Canadian namesake, will recall the quotation that appears on

its brilliant orange cover every mbnth, and it can easily be memorized

by all—
"By mutual confidence and mutual aid.

Great deeds are done and great discoveries made."

There is one other matter that should not be omitted, namely, that

a new and stronger tie than any mentioned above is binding us closer

together. Our members in every Province have answered the call of

King and Country to fight side by side, as true men of science, against

a power wiiich has made science only a tool for achieving deeds of

unthinkable barbarity. In numbers that have joined the colours, the

British Columbia Branch stands foremost, but all will do their share.

On the same day that I was reading an account of my friend Mr. H.

Simms' observations of butterflies in the trenches, I was grieved to hear

that the pioneer entomologist of British Columbia, Mr. R. V. Harvey,

had been killed "Somewhere in France." The ancients used the word
Psyche to indicate both the butterfly and the soul; and the butterfly is

forever regarded as a symbol of the resurrection—a sacred thought dear

to many a dying entomologist.

The eneiny has recently given the press the information that science,

especially in Natural History in Canada, is at a standstill owing to the

war. So far as Entoinology is concerned, if anyone thinks it worth

while to brand this statement as being of the saine nature as others

that are "Made in Gennany," let him look up the records of the last

ineetings held in Ottawa, Montreal and Victoria, and learn that they

rank among the best in the 52 years of our existence.
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FURTHER ADDITIONS TO THE LIST OF BRITISH
COLUMBIA GEOMETRIDAE

By E. H. Blackmore. Victoria, B.C.

This paper is really an addition "to the one that I read before you

at the last annual meeting (Proc. B.C. Ent. Society, No. 6, N.S., p. 116,

et seq.), and is induced by the fact that I have been able, during the past

year, to obtain several new records to be added to our list, as well as

finding out further changes in nomenclature which affect our British

Columbia Geometridae. I will deal with the new records first, keeping

the corrections and changes for the latter part of my paper. Altogether

there are over twenty species and varieties new to our British Columbia

List, which I have gathered from the following sources. In November
last, while going through a number of papered specimens collected by

Mr. W. H. Danby at Rossland some fifteen years ago, I found about

thirty specimens of Geometridae. After relaxing and setting these up

I was very pleased to find three species which had not previously been

authentically recorded. At the beginning of January I was asked by

the authorities at the Mount Tolmie University to re-arrange and re-label

the collection of the late Capt. R. V. Harvey, who was for many years

one of our most valued members. In the Geometrid portion I found

three more species which were new to the list. In my paper at the last

annual meeting I spoke of the captures made by Mr. E. M. Anderson

at Atlin in 1914, while on a general collecting trip for the Provincial

Museum. At that time several species of Geometridae were held over

for investigation, and amongst them, two more have been found new to

the Province. There are two from Mr. J. W. Cockle of Kaslo, as well

as several others apparently undescribed, and I feel sure that there will

be several more new records to his credit when they are thoroughly

worked out. Amongst material collected last season at Cranbrook by

Mr. C. B. Garrett for the Provincial Museum, there were a number of

Geometridae, three of which are new records. A very rare variety which

is new to Canada was captured by Mr. G. O. Day at Duncan, and I have

been instrumental in adding eight new records, including one species and

three varieties new to science.

1 will now take them in order in which they appear in Dyar's List,

which is at present the classification used l^y the leading Museums of

North America. They are as follows :

Carsia paludata Thunb., taken by the late Capt. Harvey in the Hope
Mountains on 19th July, 1906. This is an interesting capture, as its

regular habitat is Arctic America. I have a specimen in my own col-

lection from Labrador, with which it fully agrees.

Eupithecia laisata Streck. In the summer of 1914 I took a long

series of E. longipalpata, and amongst them I found a short series of six
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which were different to the others. At first 1 thought they were a well

marked variety, but later they turned out to be laisata. Mr. L. W.
Swett of Boston compared them with a specimen in the Pearsall collec-

tion at New York, which specimen was labelled "compared with

Strecker's type," and my specimens matched it exactly. This species is

very close to longipalpata but is of a lighter colour and has the spots

on the veins elongated, the latter being, to my mind, its most distin-

guishing feature. I am inclined to believe it more of a variety of longi-

palpata than a distinct species, although that can only be proved by

breeding. Its type locality is California.

Eupithecia usurpata Pearsall. This species was described in the

Proc. Entomological Society of Washington, Vol. XL, 1909. It belongs

to the same group as limnata and olivacea, and is in shape and colour

verj- much like limnata, only it is somewhat smaller and is of an even

dark 3'ellowish brown, not mottled as in limnata, and the discal dots

are much less clear than in the latter species. It flies with limnata in

the same localities and is, with the latter, one of our earliest species,

flying round the "sallow blossoms" in late March. I took two on the

26th March last year at Victoria, but it is almost certain to occur at

Duncan and other points on the Island.

Eucymatoge vitalbata L). & S., taken by Mr. J. \V. Cockle at Kaslo

on the 6th August, 1907, and is the only known specimen in British

Columbia. This species is taken commonly at Calgary, Alberta, by Mr.

Wolley-Dod, from where it was first recorded as North American. It

also occurs in Manitoba and I have specimens from Ontario.

Rheumaptera luctuata var. obductata Moesch. Through some mis-

identification of the late Mr. Taylor, he has the wrong form listed in our

British Columbia Check List. The insect that he has listed there, as

R. luctuata is in reality the var. obductata, which has the secondaries

entirely black. I have this form from Atlin, Rossland and Vancouver.

Dysstroma mulleolata Mosch. Mention of this species was made
by me at our annual meeting two years ago (See Proc. B.C. Ent. Socy.,

No. 4, N.S., p. 45). At that time I listed it as a variety of Dysstroma
citrata Linn., but with additional material that I have collected during

the past two seasons and a careful comparison with Hulst's type, which

was made through the kindness of Mr. H. Weiss, of New Brunswick,

N.J., the true form of mulleolata has been located. It is quite distinct from

any of its allies and is of a very striking appearance; it is much larger

than any of the citrata group, and is on the wing fully a month earlier.

It is apparently local and far from being common. I may add that I

have three distinct varieties of this species, descriptions of which will

shortly be published in the Canadian Entomologist.

Hydriomena nubilofasciata var. cupidata Swett. This very rare

and interesting geometer was taken bv our worthy President, Mr. G.
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O. Dav, not far from his residence at Quamichan Lake, on the 22nd May,

1914. This variety was described in Can. Entomologist, August, 1910.

Commenting on this capture, Mr. Swett says, "This is a rare variety and

rather unexpected to turn up in B.C. I have only seen it from Cali-

fornia so far, and only two specimens at that."

Hydriomena speciosata var. ameliata Swett (nov. var. ) This

variety has a broad white median band which easily distinguishes it from

the typical form. So far I have only taken two specimens, one on the

7th July, 1914, at Garden City, and the other two days later at Swan
Lake, both of them being females. The type remains in my own collec-

tion while the paratype is in the collection of Mr. L. W. Swett. It was

described in the Can. Ent., February, 1915.

Hydriomena grandis var. saawichata Swett (nov. var.) This is a

very striking variety "and cannot be confused with typical grandis, the

rusty-brown colour of the basal and outer thirds greatly contrasting with

the black median band. It flies with grandis about the middle of May,
and is on the wing about a month. It is not uncommon, although I have

never taken more than two in any one day. It gets worn much qviicker

than grandis, and is hard to get in good condition ; out of eighteen that

I have taken in the past two years, only seven are in perfect condition.

The name was originally written saanichata, but owing to a typo-

graphical error was printed as saawichata, and according to international

custom I am afraid that name will have to stand.

Stamnodes blackmorei Swett (nov. sp.) This species is very local,

and only occurs, as far as I know, in the vicinity of Victoria. It is a very

pretty species, especially on the underside, which is suffused with a rosy

flush, this being very noticeable in freshly caught specimens. It is by

no means common, although it occurs regularly ; I having taken

twenty-two specimens in the last three years. It had gone for many
years under the name of gibbicostata Walk., an eastern form which

occurs as far west as Winnipeg. I was always doubtful about our form

being conspecific with this latter, and after receiving additional specimens

of the true gibbicostata from Montreal, Que. ; London, Ont., and Cin-

cinnati, Ohio, I noticed many diflierences which have led to its being

described as a new species. In size it is much smaller, and underneath

on the hind wings it is quite clear, where gibbicostata is heavily striated.

It also flies a month earlier, emerging about the first week in July. I

have placed paratypes of both this and the preceding one in the Pro-

vincial Museum at Victoria, and have also sent a paratype of each to

the Canadian National Museum at Ottawa.

Petrophora defensaria var. mephistaria, Swett (nov. var.) On the

30th August, 1914, I took a very striking variety of defensaria, which

was entirely unlike anything I had seen before. As it did not fit any

published description that I had, I sent it to Mr. Swett, who, it appears,
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had one sent to him some years ago by Mr. A. J. Croker of this city.

These were then described under the al)ove name. This is a very

distinct variety, the basal area and the outer third being flesh-

coloured, while the median band is solid black. It is rather a rare

variety, as I have only taken five during the past two seasons. The

descriptions of the above three geometers were published in Can. Ent.,

May, 1915, p. 155 et seq. 1 would like to add here that during the past

season both Mr. Swett and myself have devoted a lot of time to the

defensaria group, which has resulted in the addition of four more distinct

varieties, all of which will be described in one of the forthcoming

numbers of the Canadian Entomologist.

Leptomeris frigidaria Mosch. Several specimens of this Arctic

species were taken by Mr. Anderson at Atlin in July, 1914. The mark-

ings are somewhat similar to subfuscata Taylor, but it is smaller in size

and is of a greyish colour.

Leptomeris ancellata Hulst. Three specimens taken by Mr. C.

Garrett at Cranbrook on the 6th July. 1915. It is about the same size

as quinquelinearia Pack., but is of a chalky white colour and has more
pointed wings. This is also taken by ]Mr. Cockle at Kaslo.

Deilinia behrensaria var. cervinicolor Hulst. I have two specimens

from Rossland taken by Mr. Danby in 1901. This variety differs from

typical specimens in having the reddish ochre colour on all wings

replaced by cervinus. or deer-gray. This colour variety is very striking

and rather uncommon.

Deilinia carnearia Hulst. A specimen in ]\Ir. Cockle's collection,

taken at Trail, B.C., without date. I have a note that another specimen

was also taken at Peachland by. I belie\-e. a Mr. Wallis.

Diastictis occiduaria Pack. Taken by Mr. Garrett at Cranbrook on
the 20th July. 1915. Two specimens were taken and, as there has been

a doubt between this and a closely allied species, I have had them com-
pared with Packard's type of occiduaria by Mr. Swett, who states that

they match the type exactly.

Diastictis brunneata Thunb. One specimen taken by the late Capt.

Harvey at Similkameen on 20th July, 1906. This species has a wide dis-

tribution, being found in the Northern United States and Europe. I also

have specimens taken at Calgary, Alberta.

Diastictis denticulodes Hulst. This was also taken by Capt. Harvey
in the same locality two days later. This species bears a striking resem-

blance to Sciagraphia denticulata Grote, but is slightly larger and is

easily distinguished by the bi-pectinate antennae of the male. 'Sir.

Cockle of Kaslo has also taken this species.

Alcis imitata ^\'alk. This geometer appears in all our local ctjllec-

tions under the name of A. latifasciaria Pack., which also occurs here. In
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many cases both species are mixed together under this latter name.

During the last three seasons I have taken a long series of both these

species and find them easily separable, the chief distinguishing feature

is that in latifasciaria the extra-discal line on the primaries is heavily

shaded with blackish-brown, whereas imitata is of an even colour

throughout. Also the median band of imitata is concolorous with the

rest of the wing, whilst in latifasciaria it is broken up and mottled with

a lighter shade. They fly together in the same localities, but my notes

tell me that latifasciaria is generally a week later in emerging and it is

also much less common than imitata.

Metanema determinata Walk. Two specimens taken at Cranbrook

by Mr. Garrett on the 12th May, 1915. Its general habitat is the North

Atlantic States, but it has been taken at Calgary by Mr. Wolley Dod,

although but very rarely.

Sabulodes cervinaria Pack. I have a pair in good condition, taken

by Mr. Danby at Rossland on the 4th May, 1900. They have been com-

pared with Packard's type and are correct. In the 1904 Catalogue of

B.C. Lepidoptera it was listed as a doubtful species, but I found on

examination that the insect with that label was a female specimen of

Pherne jubararia Hulst.

Sabulodes auranticaria Pack. I have one from Rossland, also taken

by Mr. Danby. I have a note somewhere that Mr. Taylor saw a female

specimen of this species taken by Mr. Cockle at Kaslo many years ago.

This concludes the main part of my paper relating to the additions

to the B.C. List, and I will now proceed to the corrections and changes

in nomenclature which afifect our B.C. Geometridae.

In the paper I read before you at the last Annual Meeting (Pro. Ent.

Socy. B.C., No. 6, N.S.), I have to correct one error of identification, and

that is Philopsia nivigerata Walk., which was made from a single speci-

men. Since then, through the kindness of Mr. G. O. Day and Mr. A. W.
Hanham, I have obtained additional material, with the result that

although very close, it is not nivigerata but is probably tabulata Hulst,

but I will not state so positively until I have had the specimens com-

pared with Hulst's type. We have three distinct forms of this group in

British Columbia, but it has been definitely settled that montanata does

not occur here, and therefore must be dropped from our lists. The
variety magnoliatoidata Dyar I have from both Rossland and Kaslo.

The species that I have tentatively called tabulata Hulst are from \'ic-

toria and Quamichan Lake, while the third form was taken by Mr. Day
at Stewart, B.C., and is probably a northern form of Philopsia canaves-

tita Pearsall. I hope to have this group worked out satisfactorily by our

next annual meeting.

Three species of Eupithecia listed by Dr. Dyar from Kaslo in 1904

must be struck off our lists ; his determinations were made at a great
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disadvantage, as his material was very sc;inty and tlie collection in the

U.S. National Museum at that time was exceedingly poor in this genus.

They are as follows : E. laquaearia H-S., named from a single specimen,

turned out to be E. albicapitata Pack., and the latter name must be sub-

stituted for it. This has also been taken at Cowichan Lake. E. laricata

Freyer was also named from a single specimen in Mr. Cockle's collection,

but Mr. Taylor, with more abundant material and a careful comparison

with British specimens, described it as new in the Can. Ent., Dec, 1906,

under the name of E. perbrunneata.

E. satyrata Hub. is European and should have been the E. perfusca

of Hulst, and as both names appear in our list, satyrata must be

struck of?.

In the Trans. N.Y. Ent. Socy., 1913, p. 189, Mr. R. F. Pearsall

revised the genus Philobia, with the result that the enotata of Dyar's

list turns out to be aemulataria Walker, which is a smaller species occur-

ring in the Eastern United States. The species that we have always

listed under the name of enotata he has described as ulsterata from

specimens taken in British Columfiia and the Catskill Mountains. N.Y.

The B.C. specimens are a trifle larger but otherwise the same. We
must, therefore, revise our list accordingly.

Doctors Barnes and McDunnough in their "Contrib. Lepidoptera of

North America, \^ol. 2, No. 5," tell us that the names Mesoleuca inter-

mediata Gue., and M. lacustrata Gue. have been interchanged at some
time or other. Dr. McDunnough who visited Europe in the autumn of

1913, saw Guenee's type of intermediata in Paris, and says it is the

species which is commonly known here as lacustrata. This is the form

with white subterminal area and large discal spot. Therefore in future

our present lacustrata will be known as intermediata, and vice versa.

They also tell us that Petrophora abrasaria H.S. is typically European,

and that our species should be called congregata Walk. In the same
paper, on p. 212. they give the name of ornata to the summer form of

Eutrapela alciphearia Walk. This form is much smaller and of a

brighter yellow on the upper side ; they both occur on Vancouver Island.

I have brought with me a case containing the majority of the species

and varieties mentioned in this paper, in the hope that it may be of some
interest to my fellow-members.

Before concluding, I would like to say a few words in regard to the

preparation of a new Check List of B.C. Lepidoptera, to which necessity

I called attention at our last Annual Meeting. As you are all probably

aware, the Geometrid portion was entrusted to me for revision, and I had

hoped to have had my part ready for the printer this spring. I find,

however, that although I have been at work on this part for the past

five months, there is still much more remaining to be done, if we are to

have a thoroughly representative list. There are two main reasons why
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we cannot publish a new Check List at the present time ; one of them
is that although the majority of the species have been worked out and

correctly identified, there are still a number of species, both in the

Noctuidae and Geometridae, that cannot be accurately identified until

comparisons are made with the author's 'types ; whilst others are appar-

ently undescribed. It is of no use issuing a Check List of B.C. Lepi-

doptera which does not include every species known up to the date of

publication, neither is it right to include a doubtful species which, with

a little time and trouble, may be cleared up one way or the other. The
second reason is that Doctors Barnes and McDunnough intend issuing

a new Check List of North American Lepidoptera in the near future.

In that work the changes in nomenclature are very considerable, and,

as is very likely, that when published it will be the standard list for some
years to come, it is advisable for us, as a scientific society, to have our

B.C. List follow along the same up-to-date lines.

Author's Note.—Since the above notes were written, it has Ijeen

found that Sabulodes aurantiacaria Pack, is the female of S. cervinaria

Pack., which latter was described from two males taken by Behrens in

California. Therefore, the name aurantiacaria will automatically

become a synonym of cervinaria. E. H. B.

Explanation of Plate II.

Stamnodes blackmorei Swett. Co-type.

Stamnodes blackmorei Swett. Underside.

Stamnodes gibbicostata Walk.

Stamnodes gibbicostata Walk. Underside.

Note difference in size and maculatien between Figs.

2 and 4.

Hydriomena speciosata Pack. Typical.

H. speciosata form ameliata Swett. Allotype.

Note the broad white median band and strongly marked

intra-discal line of this form as compared with Fig. 5.

Hydriomena grandis Hulst. Typical.

H. grandis form saawichata Swett. Paratype.

Note the solid dark median band contrasting with the

lighter unicolorous basal area.

Eupithecia limnata Pears.

Eupithecia usurpata Pears.

Eupithecia longipalpata Pack.

Eupithecia laisata Streck.

Figures 3 and 4 were taken by A. F. Winn at Montreal, Que. All

the others were taken by E. H. Blackmore in the vicinity of Victoria. B.C.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.
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LARVA REARING
By G. O. Day, F.K.S.

As a subject specially applicable to Ijoth the systematic and

economic phases of Entomology, I have chosen "Larva Rearing" to

speak about today. Any fresh information as to the life histories of

insects, either injurious or otherwise, is so much gain to both depart-

ments. I have had considerable experience in the rearing of the larvae of

Lepidoptera, particularly of the English species, and perhap.^ a feu-

remarks on the results of my experience may be of use.

It must be borne in mind that the larvae dealt with are Lepidoptera.

but no doubt, hints can be oljtained for the treatment of larvae of other

orders.

The best way to obtain larvae is from eggs, either found in the

natural state, or else from captured females. (Captured females may be

encouraged to lay in confinement by feeding with syrup or slices of

apple. ) Another method is by beating the foliage of trees and shrubs

over a beating tray or inverted umbrella. The most profitable times of

year for this are in the spring, just after the leaves are out, and in

September. The former time will catch hibernated larvae, and those

recently hatched from eggs laid the previous autumn. The September

beating will secure the larvae which intend to pass the winter in the

pupal stage. Instead of beating, I personally prefer to search for the

caterpillars by noticing where the leaves have been eaten, and by turning

up leaves and branches. Searching low-growing herbage with a lantern

after dark is an interesting manner of hunting, and is productive of

many species not otherwise observed.

Having first procured your larvae, the next thing to be considered

is the best way to feed them in confinement. You all know the kind of

cages that dealers sell for this purpose. They are all very well for

some kinds of larvae, but they are not suitable for all. Different species

require dififerent treatment, and it is here that success or failure comes in.

I will mention several kinds of apparatus that I have found most useful

myself.

In the first place, it is necessary to have small metal boxes, almost
airtight, about 3 in. in diameter, glass topped preferred, to keep newly
hatched larvae in. Young larvae can be kept in these, certainly until

the second moult (but not too crowded), and in some cases for their

whole larval existence. The advantage of closely fitting boxes is that

the small larvae cannot escape and that the food does not dry up rapidly.

Flower pots (all sizes), partly filled with earth or peat, or sawdust and
earth, make excellent breeding cages for many kinds of low-feeding

caterpillars. The top must be covered by a piece of muslin or even
stronger material, tied round by a piece of string. I generally ])ut a small

bottle of water inside the flower pot, sinking it in the soil a little way.
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and in this is inserted the food plant, which keeps fresh longer in this

way. With larvae that feed on trees or shrubs, sleeving is a very easy

way of keeping them. A number of different sized sleeves should be

prepared. I have found bags about two feet long by 9 inches wide a

useful size. These should be slipped over suitable branches and tied

round the open end by a piece of string, care being taken to avoid folds

through which larvae enemies could creep. In some cases sleeves

open at both ends are more convenient to slip over branches, the outside

end being afterwards tied up with a piece of string. The material of which

the bags are made should be strong enough to resist the attacks of birds,

but transparent enough to see when the food contained inside is getting

finished. If necessary to transfer the larvae to fresh pasturage, it is

advisable to cut off the old branch and pick off the larvae over a sheet

or large newspaper, transferring them to the new sleeve after it is in

position on the fresh branch. It is necessary to keep an eye on the

sleeves and when the larvae are getting full fed, especially in cases

when they pupate in soil or on the ground, to let them finish in flower

pots such as I have mentioned. I prefer flower pots for this, because

it is desirable to keep only one kind in each pot.

Another variant of the sleeve is to cut off a branch of the food plant

required, tie it in the sleeve in the same manner as just described, only

leaving about 6 inches of the stem projecting outside and then put the

stem in a jar of water, with the sleeve resting on the mouth of the jar.

This can be kept in the house or outhouse, and will be found a most

convenient and successful method.

Shallow boxes of wood, with moss or cocoanut fibre on the bottom,

make excellent cages. The tops must be perfectly level so that a sheet

of glass, placed on the top, will not leave any spaces for the larvae to

escape. A piece of muslin or butter cloth should be put under the glass

over the top of the box. In cases of odd larvae of unknown species

picked up, I have found it a convenient practice to use Economy jars or

sealers. I first put a little debris, fibre moss or cotton wool, in the

bottom of the jar.

Then I take a small bottle about 3 inches high, and tie a piece of

string around its neck ; after filling the little bottle with water, I put in

a sprig of the food plant and lower the whole into the jar by the string.

The string will be found necessary, for if not used the inside bottle will

slip away from the food.

The string is also needed to lift out the bottle when renewing the

food plant. The mouth of the jar must be covered by a piece of cheese

cloth, secured by a string or elastic band. The advantage of this method

is that a description of the caterpillar can be attached to the jar and the

connection of larva and perfect insect be safely established. Moreover

the larvae may be allowed to pupate in the jar—the jar can be stored in
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a suitable situation and an eye can be kept upon it for indication of the

emergence of the perfect insect, without removing the cover. In ])rac-

tice, however, I have found that the perfect insect often rests on the

cover where it is not easily seen, so that it is advisable to take off the

cover occasionally and look inside.

When breeding large numbers of the same species for varieties. I

have found large tubs, or a barrel cut in two, most effective. Of course

the tubs must have a cloth cover tied round by a piece of string. There

are some interesting notes on the sul)ject of breeding Lepidoptera in

B.C.E.S. Bulletins No. 6 and 7 by Mr. J. W. Cockle of Kaslo. For

other directions, observations, hints and recommendations, I shall quote

extensively from an article on "The Rearing of Larvae" by Mr. C.

Rippon, M.A., F.E.S., in "The Entomologist" during the past year,

because the experiences there recorded so generally correspond with my
own that I am glad to avail myself of the diction and of the writer's

individual observations. I consider the article a most interesting con-

tribution to the subject.

Newly hatched larvae have a tendency to scatter, therefore they

should be confined to a somewhat small space, with the receptacle com-

fortably filled with the food plant, taking care that some of the food is

in contact with the lid of the box, where, as a rule, the young larvae

congregate. In some cases where the food plant is not known, I always

put in single leaves of as many plants as are available, choosing such

kinds as I think the species would be likely to feed upon in a state of

nature and being guided by what I know alread}' to be the general kind

of food of the dififerent families. For instance, a great many geometer

larvae will eat Polygonum aviculare although that plant may not be their

usual food. Likewise most noctuid larvae will eat dock, plantain or

chickweed. But, in passing, I may say that any too succulent food, like

chickweed or lettuce, is bad for larvae, and should be used very spar-

ingly. Arctiid larvae prefer fairly succulent food, such as low-growing

herbs. They are dirty feeders and need frequent change of food. Noto-

donts generally require leaves of trees. Whatever food is put in A\ith

young larvae should not be too wet and should be disturbed as little as

possil^le. It will soon be seen if the larvae are taking to any of the

leaves provided, indicated by their resting elsewhere than on the glass

lid. If they congregate there or seem restless, it is best to put in fresh

kinds of food. When it is seen that the larvae have eaten, they should

be left alone until the food is withered, by which time the larvae have

generally passed through their first instar. The food can then be

examined to see which of the leaves have been preferred and the sub-

sequent supply determined thereby. When larvae are larger, so much
care need not be taken to see that the foliage is dry, except in boxes
where there is very little ventilation, but such cages should be avoided,

as plenty of fresh air is necessary for successful rearing. Overcrowding
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is another thing to be avoided, and it is best not to have more than one

kind of larva in each receptacle. "The choice and condition of pupating

material most suitable to the species being bred is a matter of consider-

able importance. Some larvae require quite a special type of material,

while the majority do best in a light, fibrous, sandy soil, more analogous

to pure leaf-mould and very different to the ordinary soil in a garden.

Then again, for convenience in manipulation, the material should have

nothing in it which could be mistaken for a ^ocoon, i.e., no lumps, stones,

etc. : it should also be easily capable of being moistened to any degree

required, and, most important of all. should l^e free of any insect pests.

I quote the foregoing information about the moistening the pupating

material, for the use of anyone it may appeal to. My own experience is

that, as a rule, if pupa are kept in the open air, under cover and shade,

they do not require artificial moistening. I think, however, that if pupae

are found in a damp situation, it is important that the moist condition

should be continued, as it is fatal to allow the same pupae to be some-

times damp and sometimes dry.

In regard to "receptacles for pupating, it may be mentioned that,

though metal may be used, those constructed of rough wood are infinitely

preferable, except for wood-eating larvae and one or two species which

seem to like stone or earthenware to pupate on.

"The size and depth of the receptacles are again dependent largely

on the species to be treated. About three or four inches deep are suffi-

cient for the majority of burying larvae, but for some of the larger

hawk moths and certain fastidious things, the compost should be much
deeper. As to size of receptacle, it is much better to have a number
fairly small and let only a few larvae do down in each, than one large

one. and expect a lot of larvae to go down in it.

"One reason is that generally the majority of a batch of larvae

unaccountably prefer one end or corner of a pupating box; consequently

if a large number are allowed to pupate in the same box, however large

it may be, those which descend last will disturb those already down,

with bad results as to the number of pupae obtained.

"For larvae which spin up on the surface of the ground there is

nothing equal to natural moss (sterilized), pressed down gently on to

the surface of a layer of the peaty compost already described.

"For those which spin up in dead leaves, it is obvious what should

be supplied, while larvae which spin above ground usuall}- do not

require anything special, but will make their cocoons on the food plant

or cage. Ornamental cork is not a bad substitute for such larvae as

require the bark of trees in which to make their cocoons, while wood-

feeders and a few others demand special treatment, such as hollow

sticks, rotten wood, and the like."
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"All breeders of Lepidoptera naturally aim not only at olitaininsj

a high proportion of imagfines to the number of larvae, but also at

obtaining fine, richly coloured specimens. No doubt a large variety of

factors conduce to the production of such imagines, but one of the

greatest is. I I)elieve, quickness of development in the larval stage. Of

course the average life of larvae of different species varies enormously,

some taking years to come to maturity and others weeks onl}- ; so that

in speaking of quickness of development I only mean it to refer to the

usual length of life of the larva under consideration. Suppose for

example, we have a larva whose average life is 3 months; it will usually

produce a far finer imago if it comes to maturity in ten weeks, than if

it drags on for three and a half months. Other things being equal, the

cjuicker, within certain limits, larvae can be fed up without interferring

materially with their cycles, the larger will be the proportion to pupate

and the finer the resulting imagines. This I have found to be particularly

the case with larvae that feed up in the spring or early summer.

"Xow if there is one thing that has more influence than another on

quickness of development, it is temperature. I do not mean that the

greater the heat the better will be the results. The temperature wants

to be consistent with that prevailing under the best conditions at the

time of year when the larvae naturally feed, and, above all, it should be

regular. I have frequently obtained quite remarkable results by feeding

up certain spring larvae in a temperature of 55 to 60 degrees kept up

regularly day and night in April and May.

"This sort of treatment has one disadvantage, and that is, that

the imagines may appear two or three weeks before their proper time
;

but against this may be set very many advantages. The larvae seem
very much less liable to ailments ; the}- feed heartil}- and steadily, there

is practically no loss in changing skins or pupation, and the imagines are

large and handsome. I have found this use of a steady, fairly warm
temperature of the greatest help in rearing larvae hatched in the spring

from ova which were laid the previous stimmer or autumn, and have by

its means bred without any difficulty several species which pass the

winter as ova and are considered difficult, if not imjjossible. to get

through successfully in confinement.

"Perhaps this effect of a regular temperature is one of the chief

reasons why some species vary so enormously in their abundance in

different years. If the temperature during the months the larvae are

feeding is unusually warm and steady for that period of the year, then

the next emergence of the species will be unusually abundant. It will

l)e noticed that I refer to the temperature being warm, not hot. Great

heat and drought have quite a contrary effect ; the larvae may feed up
very quickly, but the imagines are frequently small and stunted. This

may very likely be due to the fact that great heat dries up foliage and

makes it much less succulent, besides making it more difficult for the
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larvae to eat. so that the latter cannot consume enough to keep pace

with their rate of development ; and what they do consume has very

little moisture in it—a commodity most essential to a larva's well-being-.

"The successful hibernation of larvae is, in my opinion, the most

difficult part of larvae rearing'.

"The majority of hibernating larvae require to be on or near their

food plant to live through the winter, and there is little doubt that

many larvae feed far more during hibernation than many persons sup-

pose. Low-feeding larvae may be successfully treated in a cage in which

is placed a flower pot planted with what they feed on. I would, how-

ever, suggest that whatever the plants may be that the larvae fancy, a

little grass should also be put in the pot, for I have found that quite a

number of species which never touch grass at other times will frequently

nibble it during the winter months.

"Quite a number of species which hibernate as larvae in nature can

be made in confinement to feed straight up, pupate and emerge about

Christmas or early in the ncAv year. The two necessary factors are

warmth and suitable food A suitable temperature is, of course,

all-important, and it should on no account be allowed to drop very low

even for a short period. One really cold night will start some larvae

hibernating, and nothing will then induce them to resume feeding. This

forcing through of hibernating larvae is only possible with certain

species; others, whether kept warm or not, utterly refuse to go on

feeding after a certain period in the autumn. With many hibernating

larvae it is not particularly difficult to bring them through the winter

;

but the problem is how to prevent them dying off when hibernation is

over, which they often persist in doing, despite being supplied with the

most tempting portions of their food plant. When the latter is available

sufficiently early, I have found that the best plan is to bring the larvae

into a warm, steady temperature about a month or more before the}'

thoroughly wake up under natural conditions. I often begin to bring-

in hibernating larvae in February, with most excellent results."

"I have seen it stated in quite a number of works on the British

Lepidoptera that the pupae of burying larvae should not be dug up,

and that cocoons should not be interfered with. In the great majority

of cases I would unhesitatingly advise the very opposite.

"In confinement many of the spinning larvae will make their cocoons

one on top of the other in such a way that if left in position the imagines

could never get out of those at the bottom, while with those that bury

I have already pointed out how one end or corner of the pupating box

will be patronized by the majority of the larvae. Then, again, despite

the greatest care, insect pests may get established in the pupating

material ; and if the pupae are left in it for months they may all be

destroyed long before the perfect insects are ready to emerge. ^Xnother
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point aljout takini^- out the pupae is that they are then much easier to

handle and look after and to place, so that they get the full benefit of

the damp atmosphere which is so necessary to most species just before

emero-ence. When, in addition to this, it is realized that the removal

of the pupae, if carefully done, does them no harm, and adds to the

percentage of emergences, there seems no tangible reason for leaving

pupae in situ.

"I do not I)}' all this mean that every cocoon should be opened and

the pupae removed. As long as the cocoons are fairly substantial there

is no object to be gained by doing more than separating the cocoons one

from the other, and removing the loose outer web if there is one. Indeed,

from the difficulty of doing so without injury, it is unwise to attempt to

remo\'e pupae from tough cocoons."

"When dealing with larvae whose period of rest is tmknown. the

receptacle in which they have gone down should be left untouched for a

fortnight, then the compost in one corner should be gently removed till

one of the insects is found ; if it is a thoroughly hard pupa, the lot ma}-

be turned out with safety; if, on the other hand it is still a larva, leave it,

slightly exposed if possible, so that it can be inspected every few days.

In this way the period of rest can be found out, and, at any rate, th'e

breeder does not endanger the whole brood. The chief thing in keeping

bare pupae over any length of time is to prevent them coming into

contact with anything that will block up their spiracles. The)' should

never be allowed to lie on, or in any dusty material, such as dry earth.

Bare pupae and cocoons can quite easily be kept during the winter

piled into and shut up in chip or glass-topped boxes exposed to outdoor

temperature."

"About a month or more before the time arrives for the emergence

of the perfect insect, the pupae and cocoons should be spread out in

shallow pans or boxes, the bare pupae between two la;^ers of sterilized

moss, and placed in a cage or large, well ventilated box with rough

sides and top. The atmosphere in this box should be kept decidedlj'

damp, or many cripples will be bred, especially amongst the Geometers.

The pupae of many species do not all emerge the first year, a provision

of Nature that has no doubt saved many an insect from extinction ; but

this class of pupae does not seem to call for any special treatment, unless

it be extra care in making sure a pupa is really dead before throwing it

away."

That is all I have to say about larvae-rearing toda}'. I am con-

scious that all the members present may not feel greatly interested in

the subject, and may think that I might have chosen a less common-
place one, but my excuse must be that I wish to encourage the practice

of larva-rearing; for it is a sad fact that in the case of a great number
of our insects, little or nothing is known of their earlier stages.
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CAPTAIN R. V. HARVEY

Captain R. \'. Harvey was born at Londonderry, Ireland, in 1872.

His earlier education was received at Liverpool College. From this

institution he matriculated into Magdalen College, Cambridge, where

he graduated as a Master of Arts.

Coming to X'ancouver in 1900, he opened the Queen's School, a

private academy for boys. Under his able direction this institution

grew to such dimension.s that it was found advisable to transplant it to

\'ictoria, where a more suitable environment could be found. He there

co-operated with the Rev. W. W. Bolton and Mr. L C. Barnacle in the

establishment of the University School.

During the nine years that Captain Harvey spent in Vancouver, he

was indefatigable in his efforts to promote the interests of Entomology

in this Province. It was largely due to his efforts that the B. C.

Entomological Society was inaugurated in 1902. For nine years he was

Secretary of that Society, and was tireless in his endeavours to make

it a success.

Captain Harvey had studied the Lepidoptera in England, where he

had made an extensive collection. He naturally specialized in this order

when he first collected in British Columbia, and many new records and

several new species were added to our lists as the result of his work.

In 1904 he turned his attention to the study of Diptera, and during

the next four years his collections in this order were extensive and
valuable. In the Canadian Entomologist for January. 1908, Prof. Rav-
mond C. r)sburn. in his article on B.C. Syrphidae, says: "Especial refer-

ence must be made to the excellent work of Prof. R. V. Harvey, of

Queen's School, \'ancou\'er. to whose careful collecting twent\-two of

the additions are due."

In 1906 Captain Harvey made a collecting trip over the Hope Trail

tu Princeton, walking one hundred and thirty miles. The results were so

satisfactory that he repeated the trip in 1908. This, perhaps, marks the

last serious work he attempted in connection with Entomology. Botany
began to appeal to him as a new field of study: and with characteristic

thoroughness he set about the investigation of our western flora. On
his return from the first Hope Trail tri]i he started tin- \'anc()U\er

Naturalists' Field CIul). an institution which flourished during the time

he was connected with it. but which, on iiis removal h' X'ictoria. became
moribund for w;int of a sjuidiny- spirit.
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But other fields of effort now claimed his attention. From the very

inception of the Boy Scout movement he became one of its most enthvisi-

astic supporters. The Cadet Corps of University School. Victoria, also

found in him its able sponsor.

It is not surprising to find him associating himself in a more serious

way with military affairs. With the establishment of the 88th Fusiliers,

Captain Harvey took out his commission. His first taste of active

service was during the mining disturbances on Vancouver Island. Then
came the declaration of war, and Captain Harvey was one of the first

to offer his services.

He was drafted with the 7th Battalion and after training at Val-

cartier and later at Salisbury Plain, was with the first Canadian forces

to go to France. Here he was wounded and taken prisoner in the gallant

charge of the Canadians during April, 1915, and died in a German con-

centration camp some few weeks later.

The news of his death brought heartfelt sorrow to all who knew
him. His personality was magnetic in its power to attract and charm

those who were in any way intimately associated with him. The ver-

satility of his mind was so combined with a singleness of purpose and

concentration of effort in whatever he undertook that we find him excel-

ling in many of life's activities. During his residence in the West he

made many friends, who will long mourn his loss, and yet who will feel

a certain vicarious pride in the heroic nature of his death.

R. S. SHERMAN.
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(•TIC—Tlif Fiflrc'iitli Animal Mi-ctiii,:; nf llic ISrilisli ( '.iliiiiihia Fiil.i-

Iii,i.'iral Society wa.s lu'ld in tlic I'rn\incial Muscnni. I'arlianient

Ilnildings. Victoria, B.C., on .Manli lltli. I'.HH. 'I'liis P.ulletln No. 'J

lonl.-iins the niori' ccononiii- jiapri-s nf in-artical or ijupular intei-est to

trnil-;;i-()\MMs and larnicrs. and in ilie matter (jf pa.u'e nmnijerini; is a

dircrl (•i>iitiiinatiMn linni I'.nllctin Xn. 7.

J'lir ri'si.liitiniis .-ind inisiix'ss I rans.-oi inns (.f tlii> Sc-iety. rnllnwini; tlie Fifteentli

Annnal Jli-ctin-. have i;rcn sc|t,i rated l|-oin llie |ia|iers and arliiles -iv<>n at tlu'

ineelin;.' and will a|i|ii'.-ii- .-is a sn|i]ilcnirnl a fv i-c']iorl.

NOTES ON THE WOODTICK (DERMACENTOR VENUSTUS).

By .1. W.\r. ('ocKr.E. Kaslo.

.Snnie years n^'n I was asl;eil by the late Dr. Fletclier to write an article on

wciiid-tiiks. .-mil tliiid;ii;i; I ]<ncw a lot about tlieir varied idiosyncrasies. I committed

my .l.siT\ati(pns to |p.i]ief. The article never aiijieared in print, as onr dear old

friend. l)r. I'Iclclier, Wfutr me iipnn the rc<'ei|it nf the .articli' tlnit he wnnlil refrain

from pnlilisliin;; i( lieeanse lie eniisidered the averai-'e retider would consider thai my
inia.i;ination liad prob.ilily snperindnced a tetnporary attacli of liallncination. and in

their opinion I slioidd be immediately elected to the presidency of the Ananias f'lnb.

Since then 1 have ^'aincd in years, and dnring this time I have had to carry I he

wei:;ht of the repntation of b.-nini.' written for publication a true tish story, so tlint

now. liaviii;; snrvived Ibis weitchty rc|intalion. I thinlc I can more easily carry llu>

onus of having; written some fai-ts about wood-ticks which may be received with

scepticism.

In Ihe report of the Dondnion I'hdoinologist for l'.il4. under the heading of

"Insects affecting Animals and JIan," ajiiiears the following: " Oiu' inquiries in

regard to the distribution of ticks in British Columbia, and espei-ially of Dcnuiuriitor

rciiiixliix on aci-onnt of its relalii>n to the ohseure <liseasc termed tick paral.\sis in

children, b.-is been continneil ami .-ulditional data lias been secured." .\s far as I

know, tb ily data which has beiMi published was thai sjilendid report on tiel;

paralysis in l,-nnl,s eanscMl by /(. i-fiiiixl ii>i wliieli was pnblislH'd by onr iLintnal friend.

Hr. Seymour Iladwen. This repcu'l .ippealed to me niosi strongly, as prior to taking

n|i his research-wcjrlv in regard to iliN tick I h.nl the pleasure of llrsi meeling

Hr. Iladweii .-iiid discussing witli him the >nliject of tieks.

The investigation which w,-is sl:ii-ted by the Ihd.nnologien I I lepart mcMd reg.-inling

ticks originated from a jiress reiiort wbieli apiicared in m.iny i:asierii p,ipcrs. wbii-b

slate<l that 1 was responsible for the st;ilement that lieks piiuiuee spi)ial meningitis,

anil thai Ihere wi'i-e remrds id' deaths luiving resulted Ir this disiMse in the

Kootenays. This st.ali'inent was entirely wrong, the pfe>s ri'porter having confused

spotted fever, siiinal nii'iiingil is. with Ihi' Montana ^|iolteil fever. I reeeived a letter

by lirsl m;iil from l)r. Hewitt asking it I bail m.ide such a slalemcnt. This ha|ipily

I was able to deny. But Ihe fail remained Ihal there were records of si'veral

cliildren \\ho bad died from the effects of a ti<k Inning alt.-ielied itself at the bjlse

of the skull, eausiiig paralysis and ile.itb. Several other eases were reeorded where
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the cliild was t ijilctely iiaral.vscil. I uf vt'Ciivcred niiciii the I'ciii ival of the tick.

AI.v olijeet in writiiii; to the ii.-ipers at tliis lime was In iioiiit niit tliat there was
(langef fi'eiii wiiuil-ticl;s wlieii tlie.v attaclied Hieniselves n. ymiiiL; cliildren, and this

letfei- and tile siilisec|iieiit airitation wliicli it )ir(ivi)l;ed w.is I he iiiilial |ii)iiit from
whirli Ihe niidical laciilt.v ill Canada was lirnii-lil into conlaii witli tlie results

wliii ii hail roiiie miller Ihe oliservation ol' several medical men in Weslern Canada,

anil led lo Ihe receipt of luau.v letters of congratulation and tliaiil;s from iiarents

whose ihildien had been affected by wood-tick " bites."

The further reason of my desire to o]ipn up the queslion of lirUs has until now
remained unpublished.

It is a recorded fart Ihal >Ionlaiia spotled lever, whirli |iroilnced a niortalilv

in Ihe early limes of 11(1 per rent., was |iroilnred bv ll. n ii list us. and there are also

records of Ibis same fever, but ill a much mililer form, from uihcr of Ihe Western

Slales.

We now come i1on\ii to the fads re;;ardiiit; /». rniiisliis and ils ally ill I'.rilish

Coliiml ia. I am speaking now ;is an eiilomolo^'ist. and I wish to make the state-

ment, re.u'ardless of all coni r.ailiii ion. that there are two licks masqneradin.s; under

the same name. ,\s far as sirniinre and maculation ^'o. they are iiracticall.v identical,

but one is a fever-lick and the other is not.

The ally will walk all over a person without eausir.i; any uneasiness except

a crawly feelini;. whilst /». rrmislds appears to atteni]it to saiii entrance for its

suckiuK-tiibe in m.aiiy ]ilaccs. and where any sucli attack is made it results in a

sore spot. I have seen cases where iiersons were a mass of small irritalini; sores

caused by •biles" from Ibis lick.* This slow nnirainly bui: crawls deliberately

over one in search of a secluded spot at which lo attach itself, whilst its nimble

all.v will travel three times as fast and atteniiit attachment at many points.

You may asl; how I know that they are a different species if their form and
niaciil.ition are identical. Well, I have watched them, and as an entomoloijist I

know lliat lliey have nothing in conunon ; one is a raceliorsc, ihe oihcr a hack.

This is noi a scientific reason; science says that they are one. bin Ihe e.\ e of the

studeni fails to observe what .science accepts as ;i fact.

Some years a.ico after the I>epartmeiit of Washini.'loii li.ul made a llioron;;!!

e.\aniiiiation of the wood-tick siluation in tlie Ititter Itoot \alley. Montana, there

appeared in one of the scientific nia.irazines an illustrated article on the subject, and

in this the fever-tick was cited as l>. jdliii-iniiii. When and by whom the chan.i;e in

nomeiiclalure was made 1 do iml know, haviiii,' no reference library, but it seems

|irol able to me llial. on acciiiinl of the similarity in appearance, jtilni.tiniii has been

relej;ated to that ever-increasin,^ list of synonyms from which it will some day have

to be resurrected.

Allow me now to p.ass on to some personal narratives rcuardiim ticks. The first

lick I saw in Ihe Kootenays was in the early sjirin,!: of l.sisii. .\ friend .-ind myself

liad I cell oiii to liioli fur deer, .and when we re-entered our rowhoal to return home,

my friend leaped suddenly mil of Ihe rowhoat lo secure a rock with which he |ioinided

a jioor nnfortunale lick, wliicli he disco\cred on llic i;uiiwale of Ihe boal, lo atoms.

When asked why he used such strenuous methods and laiiKua.i-'e. he told me that he

had ,1 i;rud.i;e a.irainst all ticks by reason of the misery lie had endured from their

' biles." The reason for the rock is ex]ilained that it is almost impossilile to crush

a lick. If you place mie on a ll.il bo.aril. jiressiiiL: 11 down under llii' thumb with

the full wei.irbt of the liody. il seems only to enliven il. for when Ihe tlinnib is lifted

it will wall; off even faster than before. The antipathy to tick.s and the fiendish

deliiilit wliicli may be evinced by one who has been the subiect of their attention

may Ic well iiidicat(>d b.v the almost insane vindictiveness of another friraid. who
m.iroiiicd .1 lick .ai Ihe lop nf a bai-e rock in Ihe middle of a sawmill iioiid, lOvery

niorniii,;;. hail. rain, nr shine, be would n.w over to Ibis rock to look at the lick and

kic ivfi'i-s lo ;is •Mil., ally^' is i.ii.l.ml.t..|ll.v lurmiiriiittir
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iiirsc it witli s'luic 111' tilt' cliiiiccst vcnini-nl.-ir to he met witli. even in the iiicniciT

Wi'st. 'I'liis liili n'iii;iiiiiMl iiiarniuic'il ,,n iliis vnrk \'<iv <,\vv ilircr innntlis. This

scciiis III illnslr:ilc lliat llir liirils. lilic iiiaii. h:\vr :ui Mill iii.it liy fur lirl;s.

Ill llii' Iiisl |i:ir;i-ra|i]i I Inlil ymi uf :i licl; liviii;; lliriT iiuiiillis mi a li.-iri' riir]<.

Miiil iiiiw 1 will iiTiiril II Iicr fart iplrasi' rfiiifiiilicr tliar rlirsi" ari' all larlsi.

Siuiii' yrars a;.'", wlicii I was njn'rat iiij; as a taxiik'niiist. two iiioiiiitaiii-iioat licads

wrrc scut fn iiic In he iiiniinti'il. AftiT sUiniiiiii; they were iniiiiersed in a soliitinn

iif salt anil Imrax. In Iliis iliry rcniainril Inr over a inontli. am] wIumi iniiiintcil Ihcy

wrri' Iniim up in llir sun milsiili' llii' sIiimI in ilry. T had iinliiril tlial tlicrr were

many heavil,\ eni;nr;-'eil liiks aillierin;; In tlie pell ami hail leninveil nmsl nl" Iheiii

Willi a rniiili. Iiul alter the heads had heeii nut in the sun Inr an hniir nr two, my
atteiilinii was atlraited in several hea\ily eii;.'iir;;ed lieks walkiiii; aimiit nver the

heads. Whether it was the elfeet nt the sun nr the l.iste nr smell nf tile arsenical

liaste with whiih the heads were rn.ated wliiih raiised them In detaeh themselves

will ever remain a myslery, lull the prnven fait remains lh.it they will stand suh-

inersinii. even in a salnr.ile snlulinn nt sail, fur an extended perinil.

The siiseepliliility In the allaek trniii tieUs is a myslery. One |iersnn nr nne

linrse nr ntlier animal niii nt a liiineh seems always tn he the marked recipient fnr

their altenliniis. I have kimwii men who would return from a trip thr<)Uj;h the

brush eomplelely covered with ticks—fifty or sixty ticks erawiinj: over the hody

and cliillies is no uneominnu necurrence fnr even a trip nf a few liiimlred yards

—

whilst ilieir eiimpaiiinns. wlm in many e.ases were ahe.ul and eniisei|iieiit ly hrushed

nff the ticks from overgrowin;; hnish. wnnlil he prael ieally iniiniine. As an illus-

tration of iininuuity. I may tell yon th.ii 1 li.ive iie\er had a tick altacli itself to

me; a very few will crawl over inc. hiil 1 am imi tn their likiiifr.

A tanner liviin: in Smithein Knnteiiay had three horses and an old mare. Ticks

were \er.v iiinnerous in Iliis inminunil.N". hut the horses seldnin had any ticks atlacli

themselves to them, whilst the mare would daily reluni from ]iiistiire smothered with

them. The method of freeini; her from llieir atlac'k was somewhat iinvel. Tlie

farmer wnuld drive her .iiniind until she was in a heavy sweat, and in this cnnditioii

most of the ticks would Mihmlarily det.ich themselves, while the reiiiaiiiiii,^' ones

could easily he 1, rushed nff.

The methnds eni|ilnyed nr siigiiesled fnr ;;etlin.i; rid nf an attached tick are

snmewliat nnvel .and varied. Snme old |iros|ieeliirs who have had many ex]ierieiices

claim that they can he unserewed: others try i;eiliiu.' rid of lliem hy ap|ilyin'_' a

li^'hted match to their aldnnieii; olliers swear liy an .i|iplicalioii of enal-nil or hy

means of a wad of chewiii,i;-|iiliaecii placed nxer lliem. .\ny nr all nf these methods

may prove effective in some iuslames. hut the f.ail of the sinking-tuhe heiiifr trans-

parent or nearly so renders it almost invisihie to .anything' hut :i |iowerful microscope,

so Ihoimh they may a|i|iarei]tl.\- lia\e Iteeii removed intail the smkin^'-t ulie often

remains in the skin. When this occurs it imarialily sets ii|i a very had ulcerous

intianiniation which does nm .\ ielil readily to any ireatnienl. often remainin.i; ail

ii]ien sore for nionlhs. The most praclical remedy is to pull llie ticlv forward with

the aid of forceps until the skin is raised, then with a sliarji knife cut off the jiro-

.iectiiiL: skin cniitainini,' the suck in,i;-t ill le ; a slire less than a sixteenlh nf an inch

Ihiek is ample In ensure the cninplele eradication of the suckin.^'-tulie.

With all the iiii nnvetiieiice that tiik^^ prnilui e. we ma.\- couL-'ra I illale mirselves

nil Ihe f.ai-t llial Ihere has never heen recorded .1 ease nf Mniit.in.a spnlled fever in

I'.ritish ( 'nlunihia.

I am (•onseiniis of Ihe |irnverli of llie iirnphel heiin: imt witlmut h iir." hut

liave full contideiiee that this len^'tli.\- epitome and the repulat imi nf the writer may
safely he left in the hands of ihe memliers of mir Smiety fm- a verdict.

.Mr. rarh.am; This |.aper hy Mr. Coikle is very interest im: to me. While he

may have writle-.i his pa|ier in a .jokiiiL' strain. Ihe relalinii nf liiks In a:.'riiulture

is nil iiikiiit: mailer, 'fhe relatinii nf liiks in Imrses and the .ainin.\ .nice laused are
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only too true. We have a gre-at deal of trouhlr with them, especially in the Southeru

Okauagan country, and we And them very liard tii control. There is absolutely no

question that the ticks attack one person and not another, and the same applies to

horses. There is no accounting for this dislike or preference; it just occurs. One
method of exterminating the tick is to pull it out and cut off a piece of skin sur-

rounding the puncture, but currycombing is a ver.v jiractical method with horses.

Still another common method is employed as described by Mr. Cockle, and that is

to work them very bard, so as to cause profuse sweating; but this does not check

them. I am ver.v interested in all this and would like to hear further discussion.

Mr. Blackmore : I notice Dr. Hadwen is here and that he will be giving us the

next paper, referring to ticks. Possibly he might have some remarks to luake now
or he might prefer to give us his paper.

Dr. S. Hadwen: I do not know that 1 can .-ulil very nunU tn what Mr. CocUle

has said. His observations are without diiul)t correct, and I can support his con-

tentions on many points. I am afraid. Mr. I'resident, that the paper I iiroposed to

give at tliis meeting nnist lie cancelled. I had expected to give you a list of the

species of ticks that occur in British Columbia. Dr. Hewitt, Dominion Entomologist,

however, has .lUst issued a list of Canadian ticks whicli covers our British Columbia

list completely. I received Dr. Hewitt's list .vesterday and there is little that can

be added to it now.

In regard to this suliject. under discussion, of ticks and tlie evils resulting from

their attack on animals. I have dealt fairly fully with tlie suliject on other occasions.

Tick paraly.sis is a di.sease of animals and is produced in hiniian lieings by the bites

of ticks. In Cape Colon.v, South Africa, as well as in this country, ticks bave been

found to iiroduce paral.vsis in sheep. Another record comes from Australia. Con-

ditions of paral.vsis may be. caused by several species of ticks, not always b.v the

same one. Paral.vsis occurs several days afhn- the tick lias coiunieiiced its attack.

During the first three or four days the tick remains quiet, liut ibiriiig tlie last twenty-

four hours or so the engorgement is very rapid. In fatal cases the lieart and respira-

tion are affected. If the lick is removed, recovery is ver.v rapid.

While there are about fifteen varieties of ticks in British Columbia, most of

those whicli affect animals produce, not paralysis, but intense Irritation to the

tissues. It is remarkable that after a bite from almost an,v of the ticks, itching

may continue for .vears. Severe constitutional disorders iiia.^' result, .-ind the ulcers

which ma,v form are ver.v slow to heal.

In reference to the connection between ticks and animals, I have freiinently

heard it claimed that ticks prefer certain trees in which to stay. I am inclined

to think that this is the case, and is caused by a preference on the part of the

animals, after becoming laden with ticks in the |iastiire or range, to collect under

some favourite tree for shade. Some animals .ire, as pointed out, more susceptible

to ticks than others. I have noticed that we.-ik animals are always affected the

win-st. but whether or not the weak comlilioii is directly the cause of the attack I

cauuot say. Once an animal has a tick on it, you will find that a rag saturated

with coal-oil will cause it to relimiuish its hold. Any oil will wiirk. but 1 acknowl-

edge a certain ditliculty in getting rid of ticks, esiiecially on horses.

Mr. Parham : 1 Innen't bad vcvy giiid success with nil.

Dr. Hadwen: You will Hiid it will work. 1 am sure. .V sm.ill ilriqi even on the

stiguial plate will cause a tick to relinquish its hold. It works every time. You can

prove it for yourself in the laboratory.

Mr. Treherne: Is it so that "spotted fever" does not occur in British Columbia?

Dr. Hadwen : We have never heard of any case.

Mr. Parham: What abcut ticks on poultry?

Dr. Hadwen: I liavi' ni'ver heard of ]ionltry bein- atTecled by ticks. But if

a chicken is aft'ecled with lice, it is advisable to dust thoi-oiigbly with suliiluir. .\iiy

dusty sulistauce kills them instantly. We lia\'e very few records of ticks taken on

birds in this countrv.
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M-. I.. !:. T.i.vl.ir: I |-.iiiii(l ..nr (in n liinl on ,ini> nciMsi.m. Mv. ('i.ckh. in liis

li.ipiM- incniiniii'd .-iliinit l-inls mil srnninL; l<i like licks, iiil I kniiw of a tram of

iixrn in Snnlli Africa w liicli. wiicn I lu'V u'ot Imnic al niu'lil. cnvcrcil willi licks, the

cliickcns wnnld make tlicir cvcnini; meal .if I lie licl;s on lliein. It was re.ill.v an

exirani'iliiiar.v siu'lit In see the liinis jinniiin- n|i ;it llie liellies uf the oxen.

In .'^milh .Vfrii'M afsenic.il (lips f,ii- sheep a I'e cmsiilei-ed •.'.led lliiiiL's. despii,. | he

pdiseii. I Inne seen the hair reiiiii\ed cemplel el.\- li,\' di|i|iim: lee m.in.v limes, fp
til a certain |iiiiiil (lipiiiii- is line. li.inke.\s are espeeiall.\ .illlicleil with licks. One
rui-f for licks in Sdiilh Afi'ica is Id ap|il.\ .1 liet coal t.i llie h.id.v. This oanses tin-

tick Id Iddseii its hdld. (Ill dther dccasidns a neaii.v fnll-L'dru'ed tick, if left mi the

Idd.v. will ili-dp off naliirall.v. with little evil results.

I>r. Ilailwen: Deer in this cdiintr.v are often attacked h.v wli.it are called

•ticks." hut tlie.v are iKil true ticks. .Vt certain times the.v tl.v. and when the.v li;;lir

(111 an animal the.v throw off their wiiiL;s and live as liddy-parasites.

.Mr. Wilsdii: When I was in India I ^'ot what was called a •' Idack man's lovise
'

on me. h.v sleeping too clese to tlie natives.

If. Iliulwen: Thai, of course, is due to tlie pigmental ion of the skin from a

iicL't-d. The species of the louse was the same as the " white man's louse."

.\lr. Trelicrne: Mr. Cockle in .sulunitriii.i; his paper attaclied a letter in wUich

he meiitions some interestiui; details. He mentions taking; a very minute tick from

a shrew, which is lieiii^' sent to \Vashim.'t(in. li.C, for detcrmiiiat ion. He has also

added to his records of snow-insects I .v the c;i|ilurc of anotlier species (if " snow-tiea."

whose name he does not mention. The first siiecimens were t.iken on the snow when
tile thermometer re.uistered '2'j° Fahr., tictively wtilkin^'. This is the lowest tempera-

lure that he has ever s;een any inseet-life active and .alive. He lias also discovered

aiidther small cdldiiy uf u'oldeii siiow-tleas in a locality different to any one known up

to tlie present. It is to lie lioped that .Mr. Cockle will ii'ivi- lis further information

on this inlerestin- form of insect-life on .another occasion.

>Ir. I'dackmore 1 \ice-l"resideiit I : I will now .ask .'Mr. Tom \YiIsdU to sive ns

his p.aper on (he Cditoii.N M.-i|ile-scalc."

THE COTTONY MAPLE-SCALE (PULVINARIA 1 N N U M ERABI LIS).

I!v To.Ni WiL.sox. F.K.H.S.

The al:d\e-iiaiiied insect lias increased loth in numliers and distriliution duriiif:

the past season to an almost alarmiii!; extent. Tt has heeu noticed in the I'ity of

\'aiicou\-e'- on a L'reat \-ariet.\ of fiiod-plauts. such as thorns, jioplars. ,gra|ie-vines.

willows. .111(1 irooselicrries. .\t A^-.assiz. on iiia|iles and other |ilaii|s. \t I..\ttoii. on

A err ,;liiliiii and Ar,r iiciiuiiiln. Near Nanaimo, I he willows out in the wmids were

attacked, as were also the niaiiles. and the writer has had letters from many goose-

herry-growers in various parts of the rrovince. sending' in specimens of the affected

twigs bearin.g the cliaracteristlc while col tony masses. We have iidl noticed them
so numerous in the I'roviuce since Is'.i'.i. when the thorn hedges and also currant-

Inishes ardund Chilliwack were all hea\ily infested. They almnst disaiipeared the

fdUdwing year.

This insect is usually very iiicdnspi(ai(ins in llie early part of the year. 1 iit

comes into notice aftia- the fcm.iles have attained their full growth in .M.iy or .lune.

and have excreted a cotton like sul stance, which iiroirmles from under the scale,

covering the insect.

'J'he eiilire niihr-su rface of liiiil s is freiiucntly covered hy these iusccts. with

lluir cdttony til res full of miiiule eggs and .Miiinu'. The species is very prolitic. and
the late I. .s:. I'litmaii. who |iuhlislic(l .111 exh.iusiive re|iorl on the insect, says that

a female will l.i.\- from .".nn .ind niorc frc(|iiciill,\ J.lild eggs in the seasdii. Wlieu

the yiiiuig leave the mother they est.il lish themselves along the veins and usually

oil the under side of the leaves, siimeiiiiie-, on the u|ipcr side. It has lieeu noticed

that the young insects grow more ra|ii(ll.\ on the under side than 011 the upper. The
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first iHiiuIt takes |iliU-<> aliout a iiidiitli aftcf the ycuni;; leave their uiiither. ami is

foUciweil liy the seeretioii (if a hcjHKjfieiieeus layer of wax. The insects are yellnwish

for a |iei-i(iil. tbe females .shuwini; deep-red iiiarkiu); about the time the delieate twn-

wiiiu'ed males make their appearance. They later change to a lirownish culnnr and

migrate tcj the sides of the twit's hefori' the fall of the leaf.
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The iK'St lime to enidicMto tlii' pcsl i-; when llu' 1i-ccs :u-i. cl,)riii;nit Mini llir Ic.ni's

Ikivc f.illcii. The winter sti'ensfli "f llii' liiiii> nnd suliiliur sprMx. i(p w liicli has Ikm'Ii

MihhMl ,-1 (iii.iiility cif ennstic sdthi, will l li.>ro\i-lily ilissi.lve I he scmIcs. ami llicy may
also 111' kept ill cliec-k liy wasliiiiL' tlinii oil with a slroim llcad of water f|-oiii a hose.

I iiscrssKiN.

Mr. 'r.i.\l.o-: I should not wonder If we li.avc a siiiiilar <-oiiditioii in the

(ikaiia-.in. We had it very h.ad last ,\cir. and il did consiihT.ihle d.im.i-e this year,

ll is very comnion on all the wild trees, and .ipparentl.N causes t'ruil and trees to

liirii hlael;.

Air. Wilson: The l.ile Hr. Flelelier said we li.id one spei'ies .it onr own on the

Coast.

Mr. Treherne: Thai was /'. ,,r,i,hiil,ilis. Inir I helieve il is n,,w eoiieeded thai

this form was only a variety of /'. iiiiiinin i ahilis. Tlie fornier name is dro|i|ie(l.

.Mr. Wilson: Yes: spe.-ikin.L.' fr(nn memor,\. I lielii'Ve 1 am e.n-recl in sa.\ iitu' 1 ha t

this scale was hrst recorded fcrr iliis I'roN iiice .it ChilliwacU aliont IN'.l'.l. Last season

I took il al Amh'rsoii Lake, in the Lillo.iel c..iinlry. where it did a ;:ood deal cd'

daina;;!'.

Witli your permission. Air. ('hairm.in. 1 miiiln meiilion that while in the

l.illooet c ]nntry last year 1 found the spniee-liiid worm and the jiiiie white hoth

pi-eseiit and doin,:; daniafie. The s'prncednui worm onthreak occurred hoth at

-\nders(in T>aUe and hetweeii Lilliinet and liellainy Lake. T do not reniemher ever

liavini; seen these two insects W(n'kini.' to:.'elher. The spriK-edaid Worm has not

lieen eommoii on spruce for many years. Two years .a^'o it was numerous.

Mr. Sherman: With re;;.ird to the pine white, it was very numerous this |i,isl

suninier on Savar.\- Island, ei;.'ht.\ miles n|i the Coast.

Mr. UlnckUKire : In past years il has heeii very common in the vicinity of

(iiddstream. hut luy total ca]itiires duriii;; the |ia'-t hve years in Ihis locality lias

lieen akout five siiecimens.

.Mr. Iiownes: At Aniistron:; 1 liavi> takiai the |iini' white on two occ'asions:

the lirst. a male, ten years a,i;o ; and last year a feiii.ale.

Mr. K. M. .Vndersou : Around Sooke. where it used to he very common some
ye.irs a;;o. lo-day you don"t see one. Last summer, as a result of several collectors

anion:; the teachers takini; the elenienta'w trainini: course. I received fmir records

of the pine white right in this cily ( \ictoria i. These were taken in the vi<Mnity of

Clover I'oint iintl the cemetery.

Mr. Treherne: I look niimeroiis s|>i'cinicais at .Vixassiz iluriin; the past year.

I had not noticed it dnriii;; I he three .\e,irs p -ecedinu'.

THE PEA-WEEVIL IN BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Kv I!. C. Ti!F.Hi:ii.\i:. I'lii.n (Iiikku. I).\ iomoi ocicai. I'.u.\.m ii. Lominion IiKi'AurMENT

III- .\(;inci i.TiHi:.

In April. I'.il.-.. Mr. II. S. I'.rodie. Assistant to tlie Linoniolo-ic.-il Ilranch

Lai (ir.ilor.N . .\-:issiz. I!.C.. drew my attention to some ]ieas he had collected from

a coiisitrnmenl of si>ed-pcas purchased hy a local farmer of .\gassiz I Mr. SAveatman I

from a Xancoiiver seed merchanl. These peas were infested li.\' llie |n'a weevil

lllnnliiis iiisniinii L. i . There we -e no live .adults in the pe.is .Mr. r.io.lie collected.

and later examinalion of .Mr. Swealmans sei'ds did iioi show any livi- beetles: how-

ever, the faci remains llial L'reat i.ire miisl le e.xia-cised hy seedsmen, farmers, and

i|ii,iraiiliiie ollicials. especiall,\ willi re,:.'ard lo small coiisi?;nmeiils which may evade

inspection or fiiiiii,L:al ion. lor I'car of iiii roilncinL: this pesl.

(Ill iiKiniry from llie seed merclianl in \aiiiou\er 1 foiinil thai a coiisidcrahle

aiiioiml (.!' |ieas li.iil hcen sold rcceiitl.v. and lliat for llie mosi |iarl llie peas li.id

I cell iiiiporled fi i (liilario.
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At the present iiiomeiit there are uo pea-weevils recortled for British Columhia.

a fact which is indeed fnrtiinate. lieeause this small beetle has frequently made the

growing of peas an impossibility in certain parts of Ontario. There is no doubt

that this beetle will thrive in BritLsh Cohuubia if it is introduced, and it can only

he introduced through such a medium as mentioned aliove : that is. the importation

of seed from an infested area.

Inquiry in Ontario has elicited the infurmatiim that peas are not snl)ject by law

to fumigation before sale or distribution, but seedsmen, to iirotect their own business,

usually fumigate on their own responsibility. Further. I am infornied, the numbers
of the pea-weevil in Ontario are gradually increasing in those districts where peas

are being grown. Hence, those Provinces, and in particular British Columbia, where
the i)est does not occur at present, must guard agxiinst the introduction of this beetle,

which is unquestionabl.v one of the most serious to the pea-growing industry of

Ontario.

The adult weevil is about % inch long. In general its colour is blaeli, with

irregular markings of black and white, over which may !)e seen a slight lirown

pubescence. Farmers in Britisli Colundiia will recognize it from these characters

and from the fact that it may be found as a beetle inside the peas. Its presence

is indicated by circiilar round holes in the pea : consequently when these signs are

seen there should lie an iiiuuciliaie re|inrt niadr tn llif Cuvcriiinent.

ENTOMOLOGY IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOL.

By J. A. II-\i[iLToN, I'liiNcirAi., .Ioii.n Xoiu;! ay I'ria.ir School. .South VA.xcorvER.

B.v way of introducing the lopir upon whiih I desire to devote a few minutes

of .vour precious time, and which I shall treat from a standpoint, theoretical as well

as practical, permit me to quote William W. Campbell on the subject of agriculture

in general. lie states: "The luition of the fntiire which will rule the world will

be that one which lays most stress on her rural ))opnlall(iii and her rural wealth.

She will be the one in which the great mass of her people till the land. M.v hope

for my Canada is that she will turn all her energies in the direction of the .soil, and

that she will become a country of orchards and vine.vards and wheat-tields and

meadows, and a great pasture for the herds of the earth."

Also, the Eo.val Commission on Technical Fducation and Industrial Training has

this to say: "In all progressive counlrics educ-.-ilinn is liehig adjusted to meet the

needs of the children ... to inlercst them in rural Hie, and to qualify them

to follow it with advantage."

And let me add a note from the Itcimrt of the Uoyal Cnnnnisslon on .Vgriculture

:

"We would suggest the teaching of the fundamental principles of agriculture, with

the art of giving . . . some knowledge of botany, soils, and kindred subjects.'"

The above excerpts will tend to make nmnifest the standing of authorities who
have the real welfare of their countr.v at heart upon the position and status of the

subject of agriculture in the school curriculum ; and perhaps no part of It has a more

inqiortant bearing upon its success or failure. Its improvement or its retardation,

than the study of entomology in its various phases of interest.

A metropolis to be ideal niu.st, besides constant consideration of the a'sthetic

and the means and methods of attaining a maximum in that respect, note ver.v care-

fully that all its putrefaction and festering sewerage is deposited at no little distance

from its vicinity: all that would mar or destroy nnist be slowly, carefully, and per-

manently, if at all possible, removed; so, also, the most profound and intricate stud.v

must be made of all the causes responsible for the attainment of the highest and

noblest results in agriculture. Perhaps in no other branch is there such a field for

research along these lines than in the subje<-t of entomology; besides affording us

means to accouqjlish witli satisfaction some of the finest results iu nature's processes

in agriculture, it gives us a means of removing or at least checking to a degree much
which tends to make agriculture a liurdcii and a care, whicli man.v engaged in its

pursuit would v.-itlier shirk than carry.
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(Jur luiys ;uid iiirls of to-il:i.v w ill hi' mir l.-iniicrs and fanners' wivrsof in-iiiorrnw.

Where. Ilii'ii. is there a more fruiilnl area in sow iliis Uiiipuii>(l;;e lliaii in our schools,

r(illej.'es. anil universities? Ami jiul^'e f^r yourself wliieh nt llie three is the most

desiralile institution in which to ini|iarl it : the sclieol, where the interest is obtained

fur the lirst time in the wonderful vistas of new worlds opened to view, where the

mind is most rece|itive tn intluences <if wh.atever nature the.v he: or the colIe,i;e. where

in cases iiiniiiiier.ilili' the youth li.is oilier multitudinous interests aiuoni: wliich to

di\iile his time and sulstaiice ; of at tlie uiii\ersily. where tile c-urriiiilum is so

diversilied that somelliiii- must Ire eliminated to maUe room for llic> eonrse of the

li.Mliieular hias or tri'Ud wliirh the sludeiil may h.ave developed tlirou:;li fiu'ce of

eirciimslances or ollierwise.

'I'his suIi.icM-t, then, sh.iuld lie commenced in sell. ml just as soon as a child nhtains

.an inlercsl in .any object whii-|i seems to coinmand his atliaitioii. a ^'fadi'd course

l;eiii;.' essential .aceordini; to the aliilily of the imiiils. Thaid;s to the Iieiiarlmeiit

of lOdiicalion. wilh the sulisl.aiilial aid whieh it has received from tlie |)omiuion

(iovernment. many teachers have fiualitied in this subject. I'.ut since the success of

its teaching aiul the resultant enthusiasm of the class iiroiiortionately depends upon

the dynamic or inert interest of the t(>acher in the sulijeet. many schools, ideall.v

situated for altainiiii; the act f perfeiiion in this re;.'ard. have not reached the

standard they miiilit. I'!ii|onioIoi;y is of sinli tremendous ini|iort that, in my mind

—

and in this stati iit. of course, I mean in its relation to ,af;riculture. not apart from

it—every teacher should have to i|nalif.\- in it before he takes up the all-important

profession of tc.acliiiii:. To i-ealize how maity active teachers are lilie-minded in

this respect, one need only c.ill to mind the large number of men and women in

atleiidaiice at our reciail summer s( liools. I might state in this connection that the

(•(Uifse alii'.idy referred tip .and titting teachers to eui-'.age in imparting iiistiaiction in

entomology might more satisfaeiorily be carried on in coniic<tioii with the Dejiart-

ment of .Vgricnlture in the Tniversity, where men trained in pedagogy, and with this

sole aim and interest at heart, the teaching of agriculture in its v.irious .is|ie(ts.

including the instruction, lu'actical. tlieoretical, and biological, in entoiiio|oL:y. nmlil

and would no doubt devote tlieir time alon.g these lines. The sunnner vacatiim ronld

be utilized as before for this puriiose. the teachers receiving remuneration as a matter

of course. Should other ipialiHed Dominion experts be re(|uired. it seems but fair

that they too should receive some extra recognition of their service.

S mil for the ti'mhia' and his i|ualiticafinns. What .about the mind and

atlitndc> of llii> childV

(It f the most iM.werful iiistimis inboiai in every .liild thai may be used in

the schiiobroiim is iiin.ate cnriosily. lie w.ants to Unow the origin, the workim;, and
the use of ever.\lliiiig his eyes alight U|jon : this period can be religiously used to

direct the child alon.g the lines of ]eiirnin.g just what bearing these things have upon

his own life. Amid these introductions to the new objects of his world, he wonders
much about the phenomena of ntiture. lie is again most curimis and feels he must
know what aiul why these things arc, and adv.ant.iu'c of this desire iiinsi be taken

immediately in the study of that which liears upon eiilomolo-y: his standard of

judgment shotdd again be its altitude upon his own life, whelher il is beiielicial

in- pernicious, notin.g ;is a coiiseiiitencc the advisabilily of its preserv.ation or its

extiiu-tion. The wise teacher will allow him to investigale freel,\ in naliire's ilom.iiiis

whatever he is interested in. and will be very ready to proiii|j| and Icid into further

research along these channels.

Kiitomolo:,'y is csiieci.illy suitable for si iniiila I iiig and training the power of

ol servatioii and manipulation, the ability to rcall,\- sec and carefully handle. The
child doubtless, to begin with, will prove himself a thorough savage in the wanton
destiaiction of insect-life In order to stitisfy his thirst for knowledge. Kul here the

(ipporlunity of iiresenting the ethics of the subject would be seized and |iresented to

his Utile niind— lo live and let live the beauliful or ever-cipuimon (a-catures which

iire beiielicial to him and to those wlio jirovide for him. .and to destroy that which
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is n |icst. Also, till' iiriiiciiili' of ("insi' ami eftVct arc easily m-aspcil licrc. lie sees

lliat lliiu,t,'s are imt let'l tci cliaiiee. luit tlial lliis universal rule ;;iiverns all actious.

Latei- in his school-life he eau ajiply tliis saiue rule in history, jiolities. and personal

eoiuluct. Stress generally eau lie put upon the value of any life in nature, his

attention rivetert upon tlie lieinousness of destroyini; any ereaturo without a fair

Irial, and llie I'.ritisli sense of justice and fair jilay inlrodu'-eil to him for the first

time; lie will ilevelop a loye of the lieautiful. the loleration of tlii' useful, even

tlioii^ii it is uyly: llie ^eiieial priui-iple llial everything' lias some ]iarticular finiction

after all: in fart, this study ojieiis \\\i tile widest helds to the stuilent of nature in

the wonderful insects of the world, tlieir lieautiful fitness fiu' tlieir existeni-e and
peculi.ir characteristics, and he feels a greater reverence for that Great Intluenee

uliich introduced them all. In fact, a foundation is laid for tlie moral standin.g

of Ills after-life.

This suli.ject lends itself well in correlation witli the other suhjects in the

class-room. It is tlie life of natnre-stud.v, which otherwise uii,ght be and too often

is dry and prosy. In literature, in reading and discussing the lesson, new words
are aililed to the vocahular.v; in sjielling and dictation likewise: in geography, in

the e-\aiuination of the particular ph.vsical and prevalent conditions ohtaining in the

haliitat of special insects, a depth of inforiuation is sounded: and jierhaps it is most

advantageotis in the realm of art-work. Here the pupil is introiluceil to the real

ami li\ing creature: he sets to work to study its general characteristics; lie portra.vs

its likeness to tlie best of his aliility. and he has the satisfaction of knowing that

whatever he in-oduces is his own conception of the olg'ect. not his piu-frayal of some
other's design or conc-eptiini. Tt is his own work, his ]iersonal reproduction: he has

the wonderful knowleilgc that he himself without any aid has ]iroiliiced somethin.g

non-existent liefore. He is the originator ;iml he revels in the fact, (iiveii such an

impetus, much may he expi'Cti'd from such a source, and disapiiointmenl is seldom

attending.

Let nie state that the teaching of this snhject is meeting with a largess of

success. Its practicaliility appeals to the live teadier: he gains .1 greater control

over his class than ever liefore through his association with their victories and

their disapiiointmeiit and defeats. .\ general eiithusiasni. detenniiiat ion, and per-

severance is instilled into jnuiil and teacher alike, which result in tin' iniiirovement

of the other suhjects of the ciirri<ulum. It affords a rest, a change from the constant

routine of the other work : even outings which the .youngsters relish to look forward

to with keen interest are quite in line with the idea of teaching' this suliject: as a

matter of fact, are ]ierh;tps the entire stimulus of the work.

It is not at all within the hounds of this short paiier on a wonderfully extensive

topic to outline a course in the snhject. That has already been attempted and suc-

cessfully comiileted l.y abler hands th.in mine: sultice it to say that noble work

is being done along these lines in our schools of the Province, a work which in time

will be crowned with the success it so meritoriously deserves.

In <-losing. let me thank ,vou for the o|i]iortunity of presenting my iilcas on tli?

subject to you, an audience <if practical men. IlKiroughly conversant with tlie tojiic

in band; in f.ait, living exiioncuts of its ]inssibilities. We in the schools admire

your work, ami fully grasp the signiticance of it. in the world of miture-stud.v. We
feel grateful for instruction imparted by various members of the Society during the

recent summer schools, deejily appreciating many minor details which have been

of untold value in the presentation of the suliject to the cl.-iss. practical hints by

experienced men. Had it not been for such advi<r, our work of a necessity would

h,-ive been a \eritable drudge instead of the pleasure it became for us. and through

us was made for others.

Mr. I 'liairman, I tli.ink you.
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THE FOREST-INSECT PROBLEM IN STANLEY PARK.

r.i i:. N. Ciii;-, SIM . I'll in I II I K I i: i.>i; I'okim I.nmcis.'

I''nr -A llllllllicr nf yi'ai-s new llll- lllllu'.lllliy rnllditinll a( till- i-.illillTims n-ccs 111

Sniiilcy I'lirk liiis liciMi a iii.iltcr (nv iivdVf (oihctii aiiiniiL: llir lilizriis nl' \Miii-niivi'r

1111(1 ulhri-s iiilrnsliMl in llic |iri'srrv:il inn of lliis afcM ni iialiiral Inrrst uiiirji ailils

sii iniiiii III llii' liianii nl' llir Western i-ily. Tlic firsl invest i;;al i. in iiit.i the exisliii;:

eiiiiililiiiiis was Hindi' iliiriii;.' the svininier nf I'Ji:'. hy Mr. .1. .M. Swaine. Assistant

lOiildiiinlo-ist for Forest Iiisccis, Kiiloiiiolo;;ieal I'.raiich, Ottawa. I'olh.w in- Jlr.

Swaiiie's report a field lalioratory was esfahlisiieil in tlie pari; during' llie suiiinier

of I'.llt. tlie woik liein.i; continiieil I hioimli,,iit tlie season of ^'.n:,. As a restllt of

tliese iiivestit;alions a ronsider.ilile aiiioiiin of iiiforinat ion lias heeii eolleeted relative

111 the life-liistnries and lialiits of tlie injurious iusect species which are i-es|irinsilile

for the daina^'e: while at tlie same time measures for efficient control of the |iests

and re;.'eiieratioii of the dama^'ed areas have heeii proposed and inirtly earried into

effe.r. This matter heiii- one of interest to the nieiiilieis of llie I'.ritisli ColniHliia

i:iitoiiiolii-i(al Soiiet.N. the followin,;; short aeroiiiii of tlie results thus far olitaiued

is ^'iveu lielow :

—

(iKNKRAL ( 'oNllITtONS.

Stanley I'ark was |iriiii.irily n nii.xed eoiiiferous forest eomjinsed of Sitlia sprm-e

I /iiri, .v//r//, /i.s/vi. Ii.mulas lir U'r^i inl'ilsiiiin nnniniiahn . westeiai hemlo.-k {Tsiiijii

hr/rroplnilhn. and western cedar iTIiiiid iiiinihn : the area has lieeii loL'-'ed o\er.

however, and the ma.jority of the tiiiest trees re veil : the |>reseiit slock heiiiL' mainly

sec-oiid ,:.'rowtli. interinixed with a consideralile pro]Mirtioii nf liroail-ieaved sjiecies.

iiicludiiitc inaiiles. poplar, and willow: tliese in certain |ilaces taking' sole possess!

m

of the ground.

'I'he priiici|ia] species will I e considered in turn in relation to the insecl pests

associated with them.

THF, SiTK.V Sl'Iil Ct; {I'iriil sitcllciisis}.

The Sitka Spruce (Jail-louse (CIktiiics i-anlvtii (iillettei.—This insect causes

elon<iate cone-sliaped i;alls to forin on the youus; t\vi,i;s of the sjiruce in tlie sprin.s:.

llie twis; heini; killed ;is a resitlt. and the health of the tree seriously affected when
Ihe attack is liea\.\-. Tlie study of llie life history and liahits of this insect in Stanley

Park resulted in its hein,;: ideiitilied as fin inns cnuh-iii (iilletle. a sjiecies sludied

and descrihed hy Professor (
'. 1'. (Jillette. I'ort Collins. Colorado, in his |iaper entitled

•Chernies of Colorado Conifers.- I'roc. Acad. .\at. Sci.. l'liil.idel| iliia. T.tllT. The life-

history is interesliii;: owiiiL' to the fact lliat the species has two hosts, spendini; part

of ils life on Ihe Sitka spruce and niifjratiuf; thence to the 1 loimlas tir. X short pa|ier

on the results olitained in the park will shortly apiiear in the 'I'ransact ions of the

I'',]itiiniolo;.;ical Societ.x' of ()iilario. and in conseipieiice no details will he u'iveii here.

The main c Insions drawn from the oliser\-eil facts of the life-liistory of this

insect are as follows; That this species lias iiroved itself a serious enemy to Ihe

Sitka spruce in Stanle.v I'ark. eatisiiif; tlie death of luany trees, holli lari;e and small,

a survey of the jiark showiiii; a jieri-entau'e of over seventy-five affected trees; and

thai till' DouLilas lii. the secoiidar.\- host tree, is not seriously affecti'd hy the presence

of tlie insect. No -all is formed upon the tir.

'I'lie Sitka Spruce .\|iliis i l/////,s- ahiiliiKn. Two years a-o this insect w;is

reported hy Mr. K. i '. Trelierne as caiisin- serious daiiia;.'e to the spiaice in llie

s]iriiii; and early siimnier. When acti\it.\ starts in s|irin- the apterous vi\iiiarous

females are to he found in L-re.it niiniliefs on the old n lies ; Ihe followiiiL' ;;eneration

develops wiii.i.'s in due .oiirse and lea\cs the spruce about the end of .Ma.v and the

hefjiniiiiif; of .Iiiiie; the secondary liosl-plaiil is so far unknown.

'(iiiilrilmli.in lium tlic f;iitumoIe.-ic:d l.tninch. Hciiartiiicnt uf A^'ricullmv. Ciltawa.
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Although the work of this insect is ver.v niiirlied upou a limited number of trees

in Stanley Parle, the present theory is that at the moment it is important only as a
very effleieut secondary enemy to assist its more destructive ally, the gall-chermes.

To form an idea of its potentiality for destruction, however, one need only go and
visit the Beacon Hill Park at Victoria, where several large spruce have been seriousl.v

damaged by its ravages during the past two or three years. The work of the aphis

is ver.v characteristic, causing yellowing of the needles, which finally fall off. leaving

.\t'tc

the jiresent .vear's crop in sole possession. Tliis species has been studied in England

by I'rofessor F. V. Theobald (Annals of Ai>plied Biology, -N'ol. I.. No. 1, 1!)14, May,

page 22). who found it destructive to various sjiecies of siiruce. In 1910 it was also

recorded by Professor II. P. Wilson from (.'orvaliis, dregon, who wrote in June, lOlii,

that this aphis had proved very destructive all down the coast of Washington and

Oregon.
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'I'he Silk.i S|inici' r.,ii-k hcrl Ir I Ih inlKirluiins o/,( xhv M.-iniili 1 .— In Hli:!. ;ili(iul,

tlic iiiar;,'iii .>f r.caxcr Lake. Ilinv lar,:.'c spnin-tnTs were li.nnd li> l)c allarkcd liy

lliis hectic: the spiairc in tliis i-iv^'i..n liad alrcaily liccu siTi.iiisl.\ uiakciicd l,\' tlnnd^

ill-, cniiscqnciit ni the raisin;; nt llic level ol' the lake, as well as hy llie .alta<-ks (d'

clirniicx riinh'iii. l''.i M iiu-.i lile r. imlitioiis for the exteiisiM- spread ni' iliis desi niei ive

sjieeics llllls (ilil.lilleil, I'.y llic early ,Slllllllier of 101.") tlie lilllillier III' alTeetcd trees ill

the vieiiiily of Die lake liad increased tn tliirtecii : and in c.iiisc(|ue]ice of Iliis fact

a siir\cy ni' tlie whole ii.iil^ was made to eiidc.i\dnr lo loiale any oilier ceiilrcs of

iiifeclion. Two olhcr u'ronps were loc.ate(l in w idcl.\ sei.araled parls of llic |iark, one

id' nine trees and aiiolhcr of live. All Ihe iiileslcd trees wi'rc marked lor removal

in the spring' of i:il.',, whii-li was larL'cly doni", llic sliiinps heiiiL' eoniplcicl\^ larki^d

to iirevciit their siihsei|iienl use as lirecdin^'-plai-cs, A Inrlher si'areli in.aile diirim.'

tlic Slimmer of I'.iir, oiil,\- resulted in the liiidim: ot a few I recs. some of which had

1 11 omillcd ill I'.ll I owiii.u' lo their hciiii; in use as lelcphonc-iioles : these have liecn

marked for removal Iliis s|iriii,:.'.

Titi; Wi:sTia!.\ IIkmi.ock i'/'siiim hrtiroiiliiilhn.

Over a lar,i;e area of the jiark the wcslcrn hcmloi'k coiiKlilutcs llic principal

species; Ihis tree has liecii liadly al lacked and in iilaccs eiiritvly killed .ml liy a

defoli.iliiiL; Ccomcliid . .ilcrpil la r of ilii' ;.'eiiiis '111, rind. The moths were in .i;reat

ahiliid.ini c- diirin:; Ihe l.ill of l'.!!:!, hiil in I'.lld cvidi'iii-cs went to show th.at jiarasites

and pred.ilors li.ail ohlained control over the pesl. h.ardly aii,\- mollis lieiii;.' seen diirim:

Ihe Slimmer of P.il,",, liy Iliis time the ilama^'c done w.is irrcpa ralile o\ er a con-

siderahle area, and ill olhcr jilaccs the 1 rees were liLdiliii^' an ii|iliili haltle. with

sadly Ihiniied lolia;.'e. a^'ainsl II Ifecis of the jircN ions ,\car's altaik.

The western hemlock harkdieetle is also cslalilislied in the alTccti'd trees and is

known to he a destructive species.

Dipterous Ma^K<it in liark of Hemlock.—The ]iresi>nce of a dipleroiis nia^-ol of

the ,i.'eniis Cliiihjsia. prohalil.\' the species C. iil(f<l.;'iixis ('o,|.. family Syrpliidie. was
foiinil r.airly comniiml.x in the fark of Ihe weslern li(anloi-l; in Ihe jiark. This insect

canscs the injnry known to the lumhernian as " hla<-k die. k," and lis jiresi'iice may
he detected liy the pitch-tubes of resin which collect al the point of ait.nk. -\lr,

II. !•;. BurUe, of the I.'nited Slates Hure.-ui of Knlomol.r.'y. in a pap. a- on - I'.la.'k

Check iu Western Hemlock." I'ir.ailar .X... Ul, I'nii.'.l .si.it.s I i.'parl niciit of .\^ri-

ciilture. Bureau of Entomolo^'y. l!iu."), slates Ih.al 111.' injiir,\' is .In.' primarily lo tli.'

w.irk of the harkdieelle of the w.-slerii h.'inl.uk { II iihsiniis .s/,.i. whi.li c.x.aval.'s

fo.id-titnnels in tlicsi' pl.a.-es. ^'iviiii: tlii' y.iiiim iiiaL'uols a starl in.^'-LCi'oiin.l f.ir tli.ar

w.irk. This iiise.-t has not yet hcen exhatistivel,\' sln.li.'.l in Stanley I'ark.

The Western Hemlock ('hermes.—In the s]iriim, ..n isolated trees in lln- |.ark,

ihi' close observer will notice that the folia^'i' has llie appi'arance of beini.' .-..v.'ri'il

with minnte ticks .>f a wliili> woolly mati'rial ; this marks ih.' ].r.'sen.-c .if the al;.i\c

spei-i.'s. iniriii,:; tli.' lirsl .l.iys .if spriic.;. 111.' si. 'in ther. : val-shap.'il llal l.nisc.

o.."i 111111. in li'n;;lli. ami .lark brown in .-.iloiir, willi lb.' .lorsal snrfa.'c .-.iv.M'.'.l willi

A wbili' wo.ill.N s.'.'reii.in. may be f.nin.l lo.-al.'il al llii' base .if lb.' iii'.'.ll.'s. Ii.'i- si'la-

ili'i'ply Slink in the tissues.

Oviposition coinnieiici's al .ml this liiii.', th.' .N.ninir h.-ilcbiii^ in six or s.'\-eii .lays.

The ..inijilete life-cycle of this s|i.'.i.'S has iiol yet b.'i-n .slablisbc.i. .Mlh.in-h ii|i to

the present Ihis siicics has ii.il pr.iv.'.l ^'.nerally d.'slrncl i\ .•. al Icasi Iw.i lar^'.'

liemloi'k-lrc.'s li.ive bi'i'ii kill.'il as a r.'siill of ils alla.ks, while oth.'rs arc in a serious
. -.111.111!.. II ; 111.' ..1.1 n.'.'.ll.'s ari' alfi.li'd and f.ill .iff .liiriii;; the early summer, leaviii.^'

Ilu' Ire.' |iarliall\ .l.'l.il iai.'.l. Th,' larxa' and imp:.' ..f Syrjihus tiies and ( 'oi-cinellid

bci'tlcs luivi- b.'.'ii foiin.l in c.insi.l.-rabb' niimb.'i's pr.'yin;; on the yonn,^ in Ihe spring,

ami it is p.issible llial lli.'se iii.-iy pro\.' to bi' an .'Ib.i.'iil natural means of control.

Tin: l>.ii.,i.AS l''ii! t l'.\iiiiliil\iiii(i iiiiirrdiiiila) .

The Douglas tir has .m lb.' wli.ib' ri'iiiainc.l bealth.v: it is consi.l.'r.'d lb.'

healthiest species of .•.mifcr in Ih.- I'roviiii-i'.
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'I'liK Wemtkhn ('i:iiai: {'rhiijii iilinilin.

The iiiii.i(irit\ (if the Inrirc ecilnrs in the |i;ii-|c are (hMiMi>|i|ie(l. whieh iiijur.v is

said til lie due (n a fuiiciis-ilisease. Su far im disccivery ef extensive insect-damage

til tliis siiecies lias heeii recunled in llie park. 'I'he l\vi;;s of the eedar are attacked

by a leaf-miner lieliiii;;in,i,' tci the .i;enus Aiijihcslhiii : llie (hinia.ue ilnne is ncit extensive,

however.

D.VMAcii: Til iiriiKi! Si'i;iii:s IN' Tin: I'aiik.

The sliruli Hniillln i id shiill'iii (salal ). wliicli is ahnndani in llie park, is rendered

nnsiiihtly in plaies hy Ihi' wiirk nf a lepidnpteniiis leaf-miner [ I'll iilliu !iii< r i l.itliu-

volkiis) (liiiilthii'ullii Wlsni.i. Tli,' life-histciry ef this s|ieries has been jiartially

stndied.

Elders iSiinthiiiiis) uniwin;; in tile |iark wcri' foiiml tn have been alla.ked. and
in a few cases killed, liy a ( "eramliyciil larva lieliin;;iii.L,' In llie ^eniis l,i[itiir(t.

CoNTHOL Measures and Imi'isovkments.

It was shewn hy ex|ierinients carried niii hy Mr. ];. (
'. 'I'reherue in 1!)14 that

the attacks (if tile s|iriice .gall-ehernies cenld he readily cnnl riiUed along tlie drive-

ways and places wliere the spruce was accessihle. I'.y means nf a modern [Kiwer-

sprayer eipiiliped with almndant Imse, a sdlid-stri'ain nuzzle, and extension laihler

the f<>lia;;e conld have lieeii spraycil up lo 14(1 feel in hei,t;hl. I>ead arsenate imild

have lieeii used to (diitrol the caterpillars on tlie hemlock, and a contact spray, such

as keioseiie emnlsion, lisli-oil soap, or nicotine extracts. em|iloycd in tlie case of the

chermes. I'nfortiinately llie survey of l'.)]4 showed that the condition of the sprnce

along the driveways would not warf.int the exiienditiire which would he entailed in

the purchase of a power-sprayer, and the crisis of the attack ou the hemlock having

come and gone, the idea of employing spraying as a method of control was for the

time aliaudoncd. At the present time attention is being given to the subject of treat-

ment from a sylvicultnral standpoint: the measures |iro|iosed eiit.iiling clearing up

and cutting out of the dead and sicl;ly trees, .ind Ihe cm|iloyinenl of an artificial

system of regeneration such as would be easil.v carried out in a confined area like

Stanley I'ark. The Douglas fir has been recommended as a suitable tree to plant

oil the areas which are to be regenerated, and it is to be sincerely hoiied that in the

iii'ar future adeijnate measures will lie taken to restore the beauty of llie park, and

render it a woiThy objecl of care to the cit.\'. of which it is an iiise|iarable part.

SOME ORCHARD INSECTS OF ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE IN BRITISH
COLUMBIA.

By I;. C Tkehekne. Field OiT'Tcer. IOnto.moeoou'AE Bhancii, Homimon Depaktment

(JF A(;i!UTi/rri!E. AcAssiz. I!.(.'.

We are aiiiiroaching very rapidly a condition in the Province of British

Columbia, in regard to insects of importance to the agriculturist and fruit-grower,

which will very soon demand most serious consideration. We are reaching a

point in which the whole system of orchard-management in relation to spraying

will have to be reconstructed and viewed from a different light than heretofore.

The importance of such pests as the codling-moth. San Jose scale. pear-thri]is. woolly

aphis, and black currant bud-mite cannot be loo lightly de,-ilt with. The fruit-

growers of I'.ritish Coliimliia. as will bei-ome evident in the pa.ires that folbiw. have

since the inception of the fruit-growing industry relied on two main considerations;

el) The youth of their industry and the production of fruit free of serious jiests

which beset fruit-growers in other sections of Canada: and (2) the wise considera-

tions of the Provincial Government aud the r'roviucial Board of Horticulture, who

liave dealt witli insect pests in most drastic manners, both through an efficient system

of (piarantine and inspection at the ports of entry, and through careful and |iains-
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lakiii;; cftnrt in llic ii.iilrul nf iiici|iicii| mitlircMUs oT siu-li ]icsls which I'xpi'i-ifiirc'

Ikivi' slioxNii 111 I,c iiijui'iiiiis ill iilliri niiiiitrirs. 'I"ii llmsc nl' us who itmIIzi' tin'

^TMiliial asii'iHlaiiiy Ihal many i.T llicsc iiiscrls arc ^'ainiii;; in llic I'niviiicc. anil

Willi rcco-nizc llic ]i(issilile ilaiificr llial awails llic nvcliai-ilisr in llic cnirsc nf a

few years, il is a mailer of sreal ciniceni In kimw Imw In iiilliiencc ami aihisc llic

Lrrnwcr licfm-e il is Inn late. 'J'herc c.-iii lie nn i|neslinii lii.-il. unless Ihc nrcliarilisl

keeps fully aihiscil nn Ihc ilc\-clnpiiic f lli,. innre scrimis iiisecl pesls. liierc will

ennie a time wlicii in.an.\- dnllars will lie Inst Irniii lack nf prc|iareiliicss. I iln mil

lielievc that we will lie .ilile In keep these insects mil nf llic I'rn\-iiice fnr an imlclliiite

leiiL'Ili nf lime. Th.-il is impnssilile : lint liy lieiiiL; equipped Willi the innsi apiirnved

s]ira.\-inacliincs ami chemicals each inili\iilii.il L'l'nwcr will lie in .a pnsilinii tn cheek,

very ina Icii.i 1 1.\'. the ]irn;;rcss nf a pest ami retain it witliin rcasnnalile linnmls hefnre

it liecnmes (Ic'ply cnl reiichcik

III the .\car INML' Ihc insects we hml nmsl iisuall.X' rccnnlcil as iiijurimis in tlie

I'rnviiice are Ihc fnllnwiii-: .Vphiiles. iiilwnrnis. wirewnrnis. Imrse-tlics. Imi-tlies,

hiaek-rties. innsiiiiitnes. Tipnliil l.i r\-.e. ami Incnsts. nr - i;rasshn|i]iers."» .Ml nf these

.i|-e sneli as one wniihl c.xpect in he present in a cniinlry Just ilevelnpinu its a^'ricnl-

inral resources. Witli Ihc rajiid ccnnnmii- de\clnpnient of flic I'rn\im-c fmiii this

liine on. new au'riciili iiral prnlilcins ami new pesls came intn prniiiinciice. The must

iinpnrlant ni these will he dealt with in llic fnllnwin^' p.-i;;cs. It is Imped that in

detailiiiLT these insects the pniiit will he realized that it is impnrlant Ihal the frnit-

u'ruwer sli.ill rccnmiize his pnsilinii and .act accnrdiii;;l.\'. It is iinpnssihle for ns. as

enlnninlni.'ists. to (In inni-c llian offer niir hesl services and aih ice. The dcvcln|inn'nt

of the Province li.is l.'oiic hcyniid the stale when radical eniilrnl me.isni-es can lie

reasnmilily cnfnrced. Hence the nhli-alinii iimst assuredly diM'nlvcs npnii Ihc

nrchardisi in Ihis rrnvince. as in nilier I'rnvinces, tn hnld his nwn on his own

Till-; ('oiii.iM>.\ioTii iCinliii (Ciirii'iriiijsii I ii, ,1110111 Iln I.inn. I.

llisloiir(il.—'\'\u' codliiiL'-molli. as .ill friiit--rowers fnlly realize, is one of the

niosi serious of all insects .iffeclin- the fruit nf the .i|iple in Xnrlli .Vmcriea. Il has

lieeii a matter nf surprise fli.it this niolli has mn eslahlished itself as a ircnera

I

orchard pest in ilie rroviuee hefore now. when it is considered thai it has hiMui for

niaii.v .\e.irs .1 serious insect in the Stales of WashiiiL'ton and Oresmi. tmd when we
know the importation of ajiples into tlic rrovime from infested localities li.is 1 ecu

conlinnint; for so Ion;;. The credit for such iniinniiit.v as we do jiossess is due lo

the elticicnt s.\slein of fruit inspection tlial is in \n-^u>' within tile I'rnvinec and tn

tile prninpt eradication mellioils that have heeii put into pr.actice iinmcdialel.v an

niitlireak is rccnrdcd.

The lirst rccnrd nf the cndlinir-inoth having; been reared from apples .:;rown in

the I'ro\in(i' is rcpoiaed hy I )r. J. Fletcher in his report as Dominion Kiitoniolotrist

for r.iii.'i. In Ihis instance lie received "an undouhted specimen of Ihc coillinj;-niolh
"

from Mr. .1. \V. Cockle. Kaslo. U.C.. and he remarks Ihal nnlil this record came lo

h.iiid he had never keen ahle to Icani of the oiiairrcnec of Ihis insect in r.rilisli

fnlumliia." In l'.:n."i. a^aiii. tlic Kev. .1. II. Keen tnok a specimen of Ilic adiill

endliiii.'-inotli in His house .11 Mellakatla. Il.C. Tliis specimen is imw in the natimial

cnlleciinii nf the I'.nl ninnln-ica 1 r.ranch. (Itiawa. Inil il was iindoiilitcdiy lircd from

imiinrted friiil and not from lioiiic-::ro\\ n apples. In I'-lOn Mv. I'ockic .airain lircd

this moth wilhiii the limits of tlie town of K.isln. and repnrtcd Ihc same Imth In

Iir. I'letchcr and to tlie rrovimial I ie|iart iiieiit of .\i;riculi nrc. Il is intcrestinu, in

p.assini.'. to imic thai a parasite il'iiiiiihi sp.) was lired frnin this inateiial in lIKii;.

In tlie same year .Mr. Stii.irt Wnnd. nf Kainhmps. ]'..('.. Inrwardcd s|ieeinieiis of a

unian " which had lieen at lacking; Ihe apple-ei'op of the city for I wo or three years

lo ]lr. Fleti-her at Ottawa. Dr. Flelelier in his i-eporl for I'.ioT aeknowied^'ed the

insects ahovc nieiitioned. and on cxamiii.Ml ion found llnan In he nndnuhled spiM-imens

Sc'ccmil l;.|l.l|-| nf lllr |lc|i;irllll.lll .if .\s;rirll 1 1 II I c (if IJlilisll rillullll.ia. I.MIi;.
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Damaw caused to apple by the lesser apple-worm. The injury resembles the work of the codling-
moth larva, but it will be noticed that the lesser apple-worm larva feeds more on the surface of the fruit
around the calyx. The codlinK-moth larva, it entrance is made through the calyx, usually passes direct
to the core of the fruit. (I'hofo by K. ('. Treherne.)



l'i:(irKi:i.i.\c;s, lllld. BO

(if Ihc c.iilliii.ir-iiintli. Sii I'ar MS I havf hrcii alilc tu -ntlicr fi'diii loral lii-arsay. Ihc

iiitriiili'.cliiiii III' lliis iiiolli iiiiii Kanilniiiis. uliirli nritiinallv i". iin-fil alioiii r."M. was
liron.ijhl aliiiiit li\- an iiii|i.irtati.ai of a r.iiisiL'iiiiirni of lioxcs of (tnlario ap|ilrs at

Clirislnuis-liiiic. Tliese aiJiilcs wia'c adiaillcil ami sforcd ln-fovc an iiispnl ion was
given the lioxos. This oiitliri'al; al Kanjiooiis pcrsislcd until alioni I'.iH. a period

of nine years, diiriui: wiiich lime llu' I'l-ovimial l''rnit Insneitors wau'ed a campaiun
of exlerniination. As iT.-.,i'dcd in llie I'l-oorrdinL's of th,' llritisji Colnmliia llntonio-

lo;.'iial Sociriy. Hill, pa^'e lili. .ap| ii'i L\ iiH.i I ely .'i.diMi irpcs wei'e re.i-'iilarly sprayed and
iiispeeled. will] a icsnit lli.al h.-d.iy. .lannary. lHHi. il niay he slateil that the moth
is of no importance .and po>silil\- does not exist.

.\-,iin. al:oiil I'.inl anoliieL- .lull-reali of the molh orcitrred near \'ieiori:i. ];.( '.

ll is su|i|.osed lli.al liie insect on tliis oi-casion gained access to llie orchards llirou^'h

the meilinm of iiifesleil pears from t'alifornia. Tins imthrealc has p(a-sisleil until

tlie iiresenl lime (lltl.'il. In I'.KI'.I- an .area coiilainini; IT-'iSJ trees was involved,

and in Ihe snnnner of Uiat year .as many as THHI lar\a> were taken from imlividnal

fiaiits within llial area. l>urin;.' tie' past summer the iufesration slip occurred in a

few orchards, lail tie' unmler of lar\-.a' lrd<(ai liarely reached three liiiudred i'_'Pl i.

r.etweeii Ihe \cars of Hint and I'.lll no furtlier outhreaks .M-cttrred. and Ihe

I'rovincia! I lep.irlment of l^'ruit I'esis was I'lma.Lted in c(Uitrolliu,;; the infested areas

arouuil K.islo. K.andoops. and \'i(ioria.

It is inlerestiim to rememlier .at Iliis ]iiiint that tlie fruif-.urowin^' industry has

praclic.ally developcil since I'.iijli. Tlie iinmlier of trees coming' into liearini; has

iueretised very renuirkabl.v since lUKl. and llie oittpiil ol fruit Ints a^snined <-oiisider-

aljle proportions durin.a: tlie past few years. The lirst power sin-ay-macliini' was
opertited in tlie Province duriii;; tlie summer of I'.lKi. Tliese facts imlicale llie youth

of the frnit-.^'rowiiiL; industry, and p.artly ex]ilain the reason wliy tlie codlin^'-molh

has not olitaiiieil a lio]<l in tlie c<iiiiilry. rro\ ided hearing' (U-cluirds are comparatively

few. soniewliat scattered, and loc;iied a few miles aw.iy from railway or sliippin;;

centres, and provided an ettieietit syshaii of orih.ird inspcclioii is maintained, the

ehaiiees Uiv the introduction of the ii]illiin;-moili are reduced to a miniinnm. Sinli

has leeii the experience in the rrovimc u\t to llie ];reseiil. Iml it is (piily fair to realize

the fact thai, even snii|iosiim tlie .|U:iiitily of codliii;;-motli material iniporleil lo-day

thron,i.'li the medium of infected ears and fruit is the same as in years i.'oiie by. the

cliances of ]n-esi'nl and permaneul infeslatiou are imreasi'd a liniidreilf.ild. The
nnnilier of hetiriii.i; orchards have increased to a fireat extent: they are netirer

sliipiiin.L; centres, where a moth may transfonn ;ind Hy a short distance to find con-

ditions to its likini;: .and the area in orchard land to-day is too larse for a cotuplete

survey l.y tield iiis|pectors. Ilciice we must realize the situation that, as re;;ards Ihe

codlint-'-molh in the rroviin-e. we will soon have lo .icce]il it as a ::eiier.il orchard

Iiest. ciuiiroilalile only liy individual effort.

Let us notice what lias oeiairred in recent years. In tlie aiilnmn of I'.lll a

family fr Ont.ario. settliii;; iU: Itiithuid, B.(.'.. a locality near Kelowna. I r.ni'.dit

some cocnons in the case.s coiitainin.i; their personal effects. .Son M ciicixms were

found in cracks of some lioxes in their possession, .-ind on iiii|iiiry il w.is foniid thai

these boxes had been stored in .1 fruit-i-ell.ir on an t Inlario farm. I UiriiiL' Scpleinlier.

I!n2. infestation from Ihe codlinu'-niolli was dis.-ovia-ed in .idjoiniii- orchards .and

evidence c-learly pointed P. this Ontario family as Ihe inimeiliate c.iiise of I he

iutroiliictimi.T The ex.ai t are.i of iufistation pro\cd lo bi e mile in extent. I',y a

system of inspeclion .and spr.ayin^'. ably descrihed by .Mr. \V. II. I.yne in llie Five

ceedinizs of tlie llrilisli Columbi.i i:nloiiiolo:;ic.al Society. .\o. 7. I'.U.".. pa;:e IJ. tlie

moth was exieriniiiated. and fiu- llie past two ye.ars no furtliia- si-n of il h.as been

found.

* I'KicrcdiiiLs <if lllc lllitisl. Ciilinilbi:! ICllI ipianle^icn 1 Scrlcly. N.i. 4. T.ll I. |)MKc It'.l ; No. T.

till.-., i.i^c .;::.

-;- I'l-.H-cdiims i.f \\w Itrilish (•..liiiiu.i.i i: iii.>!..f;ii'Ml S.,ri.ay. No. u. I'.UJ. pam- To; N,,.

T. l;il.-.. viv^r 1-J.
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In tlif siirjii;,' cil' T.illl. .-li-'niii. .Mr. W. H. Ilriltahi, Mt !lie time ri-4>viiieial

Eutouiologist. (lisfiivcrcd :\ Ini'va in an aiiiilc at .Vriiistroi]^'. R.C. On i-e|]iirting

tllis cliscover.v tlic I'vnvincial I >f|iaiMn]fnl uf Fruit I'ests innnediatcly tu.ili steps to

• round up" tlie infestation. Aceordin;: tn Mr. Lyiie. in tlic reference .jnst iiudted.

twenty trees in three orchards of 8(i<l ti-e<'s were fnnnd infested. It is not <inite

elear hiiw tliis infestation was started. Imt it is believed that the cocoons were
introduced on sonii' iiarjun^'-eases contain'ins; nursery stocli from Oregon, V.S.A.

Close attention was paid to eoidrollini; tliis outhrealc. and the methods employed

are described liy :Mr. ( 'niniini;lutin in tlie I'roeeedin^'s of the British Coliimliia Euto-

molo,gical Society. -\'o. -J. T.I12. jiaue lis. lOviilently success attended the efforts of

the Provincial authorities, because no 'worms" were found at .Vrmslrong the

following season of I'.li:!. and none have been found since (IIH.").

In litlo. however, another outbreak occurred in the City of Kelowna. introduced

through the medium of infected cai's. In the spring of V.il."i tills infestation still

required attention, but the number of larvip taken was \ ery few (eiglit).

During this past summer. l!n."i. we nnfortunatel,\- have to re]»irt two of the

most serious outbreaks that have as yet aiipeared in the I'rovince. one at Westbank

and the other at Okanagan Landing. The first was reporte<l in August and the latter

did not become ajiparent until late September, when nian.v larv:e were entering

hibernation. It is not possible at this time to give any further information on these

two outbreaks, as they occurred during the jiast seasini. lint enough has been shown
to inilicale that the status of the codling-moth in I'.ritish CoUunbia is assuming .-ilarm-

ing proiiortions. In the Aiuiual Iteport of the ()nlario Entomological Society. I'.ili;.

I drew attention to the fact that in l'.t12 the ULotb was freciuenting orchards in

Washington State about thirt.v unles south of the Ilritisli Columbia boundary-line.

I have not received an.v later information that it bad .-ipiiroacbed closer than thirt.v

miles, but we camiot avoid the fact that with the inform.ition given in this article

we nuist regard the co<Hing-moth as an orch.ird pest that we will soon be called u|ion

to fight.

A third occurrence of some l.-irva' in the fruit of apples growing at Eburne. B.C.,

near Vancouver, was discovered in September of the past summer (l!)l."pt. but at

present there is uo more information offering on this outbreak. It is believed, also,

that another centre of infestation occnrre<l at Kelown.i duiiug the jiast year.

You will, no doubt, be jileased to bear tlial 1 ir. C. Cord.m Hewitt. Dominimi

Entoiuologist, has arranged for the prelindnary studies into the life-history of this

moth under conditions that pertain to the (ikaii.igan \'alley. .\ commenceiueut of

this stud.v will be begun during the connug se.asim (IPKil with the main ob.iect in

view to advise the fruit-growers more intelligently on local methods of control.

( 'ol)I.tX(i-.\IOTII ( 'ONTHOI..

For the jairpose of iilacing before the frnil-growc^rs of r.rilish ('oluuil ia. more

liarticularly those residing in the Okauagan. a few notes on the control of the codling-

moth, in .'inticipation of this insect assuming iiLijiortance as a pest in the I'rovince.

it has been thought advisable to mention a few important considerations bearing on

its life-histor.v and methods of control.

We have not had any oii|i(u-tunity. as \et. to make a searching inciuiry into the

life-hist(a-y. the number of broods, or the relation of the movements of the lavv;e

to the development of the apple un<ler conditions th.al lu'evail in the okanagan

V.-illey. .\-s has already lieeii stated, several small o\itbreaks have ..ccurred from

time to time .-it one or two points, but the etfoi-ls of thi' lns|iectors have been directed

maiidy towards extermination of the insect rather than to any serious attempt to

determine the important points in the life-history of the moth, which would naturally

govern the effectual methods of control. It is n<it sujiposed that the habits of the

moth will vary very luueh fvom it.s habits in the States of \V:ishington and Ore.gon.

in districts of .similar climatic influences; eonsecinently. until we have experimental
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evidence ut' i ur nnti tn 1 e.ir (int (ir In iiiiHUfy the exiiericiioi' nf ntUers. we iiniy

accept evidence fi-cnn tlie Simtli tn ri|)|irn.\iniate (HU' cimditioiis.

Witli the niidcrstaiidinu, tlicreforf. tliat we do nut as yet liniiw willi certainty

tlie details uf tlie lifi'-liist(a'y of this insect nnder okiUiauan conditions, the followini;

notes are siven :

—

Tlio Life-liistoril in Cliiii-nil.—Tlie adnlt. as llie name implies, is a motli, and tlircv

distinct and different stages are under.iione hefurc tlie ailnit moth is formed—namely,

the egg, the larva, and the iiuiia. It passes the wintrr as a " worm " or larva inside

a silken cocoon in cracks and crevices of the liarl;. in shelters under leaves or stones

on the ground, and in varied locations in fruit-sliiMls and .store-rooms. In the spring

this "worm" forms a chrysalis or |inpa inside the silken cocoon, from which the

adnlt moth will eventually emerge. The emergence of the moth occurs dnrin.g the

latter part of Alay. during .Tune and part of .July also. After emer.gence the adult

females prepare to de|iosit eggs, laying them in due course on the leaves and on

the young developing fruits. The e.ggs eventually hatch to ve"y small larva', wliicli

penetrate to the core of an apple liy way of the caly.x. Later, when fnll-grown. these

larva' leave the apple, as a rule, throu.gh the side of the fruit, and form cocoous in

places as mentioned aliove. In northerly latitudes these cocoons are the ones that

pass the winter, giiang rise to the moths in the spring; but, unfortimately, in the

Okanagnn tliere is little dnulit th.it tin' number of "heat units" that prevail will

lie stifficieiit to force ilevclopmeiit to such an extent that the first eggs. larviB, and
pn|iM' of the spring' will undergo their transfia-m.itious in shorter time, so that the

moths will develop f-om these early stages. (Inring ]iiiit of .July, in August, and in

September. These second-generation inotlis lay eggs which develop to larva'. causin.g

a common form of in.iury known as " side worm-in.iury." which nu'ans the jienetra-

tiou of the fruit by these young larva- through the side. These worms attain their

full .growth before winter in the aii]iles. .md ]iass the <lin'niant season in the usual

manner as larva' in cicoons. In s(uitherly and w.-irnier cliniates tlie iiumber of

"heat units" are sulHcient to force a very rapid develnpnnait. with a result thtit

we And sometimes three and at times four generations occurring ilnring the course

of the yeai-.

In the entiro (ikaiiagaii \'.illo.\- there is little doubt that the climatic Conditions

will f:n-oiir two complete brocrds, .-inil there is a |iossiliility that in the southern

sections (if the \;illey a llii-d or p.-irtial third l:r 1 will be found. Future investi-

galion will deleriniiie this point, which, as iii.-iy I'eadily be supposed, is of great

importance to the fruit-grower, in that it .governs the reipiisite number of sprays.

The chart facing pa.ge 70 is offered as sug.gestive of wliat is imiilied in the foregoiig

paragraphs. No excuse is made for inaccuracies which may become apparent when
the investigation is pursued, hence the drawing must be taken as an approximate

diagram of the life-history of the moth, showing in addition the approximate spray

dates and the examination iieriods of the " liaiids."

77/c Ciiiitrol of the Codlinii-iii'ilh hii N;. /»//;»,/.—The most efl'ectnai method of

combating the codling-moth is by ap|ilying ii iioisoiKuis licpiid to aiijile^trees in the

sijring anil during snninier.

Thr ,\l(i<Iiiiir used for ap|ilying this spra.\' should be a high-power gasolene

outfit capable of generating over I'liii lli. iiressure. The hose should be guaranteed

to stand at least oiiil lb. pressure, lland-power iiuin]is are effective if time and

care is taken in directing the spr.iy. A hand-syrin.ge would also he of use if the

application be made correctl.\'. ilowever. the time required and tlie relative effec-

tiveness of the spray varies in due projiortion to the type of machine used. .\

gasolene-power ontlit. for instance, mi.ght be expected to handle 20 acres of large

(20-year) trees or 40 acres of small (^-10 year) trees at the critical period in the

spring. .\ b.ind-|io\\er might le expected to handle, respectively, from ."; to 10 acre-.

A hand-syriuge or knapsack pnnip might spra.v from six to twelve small trees. The

last two machines are. of course, licit re<-oiiinieiided in pr.iitice.
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Tin- (Ibjicl iif Ihi- N///(/// i>; to lill thi" cal.v\-cii|i (if llu> iiiiiiU' with |iartii'lcs

III' iiisiihililc iiiiisiiii, sii lliat the .mhiiil; wnriii which usu.iliy I'liliTs llimuu'li the calyx

will l:c killi'd li\ arsenical iniisdiiiii;,'. Trcssin'c ami caic in dircciin;; the spi'ay arc

rei|iiisile fm- elTecl iveness, so tliat ]iai-ticles of arsenic are even firceil inlii the

cn|i lelween I he slaniens Mivrouiiilin.i; Ihc calyx.

'Ilir 'I'iiin h, Spniii is jiiiniediati'ly after the lil.iss.inis ha\c fallen, after UlC

feriiliz.itiiiii iif the M.iwer has laUen place. The cal.w laip uill lie fennil tn lie lUOSt

receplive in shape and cnnditinn al this lime. It is (hmlilfnl \\hetlier mm-e than

fen days will he all.iwed the crchardist In linish this spi-ayin- so rapidly <l(ies the

t;r(iwlli I f Ihc ymin- apple prnceed in the sprin;;. If the ca l\ x-iulies are clnsed the

(ili.ji'ct and cffecliveness of the spray is nlfset in dne |ii-o|iorHiin to the deiirce of

developmenl.

Ihiii iiiiniii V////rx hi Siinni depends nn fnlnre imest i-a I ion nmh'r local con-

ililioiis. Iliiwe\cr. fill- The |i)-esent. a sin-le I lioniin/Ji s|ira.\ applied after tile

1 less iins f.ill ouu'hl III snllicc for Ihc season. A second poison spray, applied tell

days from 1 he lirsi s]ira.\im:. is .aihisalile in heavily infested localities. .\ third

.iiid e\cn .a fmirlh spra.\ iim is ofleii .i|iplieil in I hose sections where the i;ener.a tioiis

cf Ihc iiioi h ,a -e more freipieiit.

7/11 ,V/i/,/// Miilrriiil advised for use is arsenale of lead mi.vcd al the r.ate of

L' Ih. to -10 -aliens of w.iler. Itordeanx mi.Miire. or ilihiled lime-siilplmr solution.

'I'lir 'J'.u/K of Siirii!i-iin::li reipiired is one ca|ialile of throwiiiL' a coarse drivili,^

stream sel at an aiiL.'le of t."i ile^'rees lo the spray-rod.

flir Aiiiijinil III Mill' liiil I'c'iiiiii'tl III r Tn r varies coiisiilevahly according to the

type I f the tree and the amount of lilooin Ihc I ree is show inu at the time. Kxperience

will offer the most reliahle -iiide. 1 ill for the sake of assisting tho.se with )io

experience the following' formula is sin^u'estcd :

—

I'or a heavy-iiloomin^' tree multiply the age of Ihe tree hy *,. or with a lijiht

aniiuuit of lilooin imilliply the au'c Vy '-. and the result in each case will irive the

approximate amount of ihe diluted mixture rei|uireil fur sprayin,' ihat individual

tree. I-\ir instance, if we had live t wel ve-,M'ar-old apple-lrees in heavy liloom. to

estimate the .amount of lii|Uid rciinired. ^^l \ -'i x ."i = l.'i lmIIous. This ainouul of

diluted s]ir.iy would re(|iii!-e L'. 1 lli. of arsen.ite of lead: conseipieiil ly in lliis w.ay

a fniit-LcrowiM- will, with little ditliiailly. he .ahle to eslimate Ihe amount of material

i-eipiired lo he oii hand.

iillnr \i,iliiiils iif Ciiiilrnl consist in .i|i|il.\ iii^' hands around the trees, removal

and ileslrncii f \vorm.\- .apples ,al all times, and llic Ire.ilmeiil of moths in store-

rooms. The \ii-tnes of the last-named methods reipiire no explauatioii : Ihe first

method, however. mi;.'ht he menlioiied further.

Iliiiiiliiiil consists in lyinu' a piece of cloth or a sirip of linrl.ip almut >< inches

wide arniind .i tree .alauit is inches from thi' -round. Thi' ol Jed of this c.iii lie

readily surmised rniin a stiid,\- of Ihe lifehistory. p!-evioiisly menlioued. The lar\a'

after complelin- llieir irrowth iirepare for luipatiou. in the suuimer as well as in

Ihe auliimn. and ill doiuK so seek the most convenient and suitahle place ready at

h.aiMl. .V cloth land on the trunU of the Iree is evidently preferahle lo a tlake of

harlc or a crevice, hence they liave no liesilatiDii in formin- their coi is under this

hand, which hecomes a trap. The hand may If pl.iced early in .Inly and may la-

left oil until the end of Xovemher. T"he whole etfectiveness of this |ilaii. however,

depends on the occasional exauiinatiou of I hese lauds and the desiruction of the

cocoons found under them: otherwise, if left uutonclied. ihe hands hccoiue l.reedin.ir

centres most suitahle lo Ihe ]iro|ia;,'al ion of the iiiolh. 'I'liis point, therefore, shnnhl

he carefull.N- watched and the hands examincil every ten days to two weeks. The
most conveuieul iiuthod of seftin- ihe hands is in the use of Imi- tinishin- nails

driven IhroULrii one ellil i;f the h.iiid" half-w.iy into ihe tree. The land 1 hen can

he loosely passed round Ihe iree and drawn over tin- u.iiis ami tixed.
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Showing calvccs of nppli' vciulv foi- lii-Kt sjirnvins iianiiiKt tln'

codling-moth. A ti'itic carlv ..ii Irit : ,i trill. late .m rit;lir : alumt
i-ight in tlie cpntrc lAftn- Holl, riali.i

%

T(io lali' lo spray." (Atlrr liall. Vtal

.if trc.'. i.\ri('|- Hall, llali, I

i.f 111.' ..Hlliim-in.ilh l.\' spraying ami l.anili:
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1'liK Sa.\ .Iosi: Scuk i Axiiiilioliis /icni

The San .Icsc s,Ml,. i^ univri-sa lly

affi'i-fiiiu' f'l-uil-ln'cs and ..laiaini'nlal,- in X.irlli AiniTicM. In I'.rilisli (

V I I. nisi. I.

Icil as llu- iiKisi sri-iii\is nf llir insrcls

liavi> liciML fiirtunati'ly vci-y snci-i'sst'nl in thns far maintaining' a |ii-act iral i1i'l."-i'c

(if innnnnity frnni liiis prsi. r,iniliticins arc such Ihat lu-ilay i.lannai-y, r.ilH) we
arc still able to claim tliat tlic insect is nut a ircncral .irclianl |icst. Wc arc mil

alilc I.I claim, with tile same as,surancc as wc used t<> in llic ycais umic li.\. tli.il tlic

jicst is not Unown to exist, liecause unfortnnately it has made its appi-a I'aiicc al least

at one point in the I'mvince.

It would lie intiTes'tiiiLT to review Inietly the history of this insect in the

I'rovim-c; points at which ils iireseiice is rccordeil. ami nicihods of its introdiici ion.

In the lirst place. l''lclcher st.ilcs in his .annn.-il fepori ,as Iiominion lailoinoloiiist

for l,s'.l4 that -on l>\.i or three occ-ishms il ithe S.in .lose scalei has heeli reported

to me as occnrrinL; in I'.rilish I'olnniliia; Iml 1 had .it lirst Ihe imprcssinii that tlic

insect refci-red to was the scnrf.\- hark-loiisc i r 7/io)/,/,v/o\ fiirliini'i Fitch, i or somc-

Ihini; else. Dnriinr Ihe |i,-isl sum r. lio\\c\-er. umlonlitcd specimens of \.^iiitl iot us

l„'niiri,,siis on aiiple have I ecu received from Ilritish Colnmliia and have hcen

identitied liy Mr. ].. (I. Howard."

This, so far as i-.-in he -athered. is the hrst recoi-de.l instance of Ihe |ircseiice of

this scale in Ilritish ( '0111111111.1. That it was !i severe infeslafion may lie i;am,'eil

hy the fact Ihat the .apple-l on-'hs were entirely cncrnsli'd wilh the scales." •I'licrc

was no cNldemc in Hr. I-'Ictchcrs re]iort for IMM to show where the oiithrcak was

locatiMl or how the scale had entered the I'ro\ince. However, in his feiioil for l^Ho.

he rciiorts a \isil he made to r.ritish I'oliimhia to invesliu'ate Ihe existence of Ihe

San Jose scale in the Province, as " iiiidonhted specimens had heeii received at

Ottawa for ideiititication." with the statement that 'they had heen collected In

the Okananan ^aIley." The locality in which the scale had heeii discovei-ed was
Kclowna. Iiecanse in the Ki-pori of the Iicpartmenl of .V-ricnll lire for the I'rioince

of r.ritisli ('olnniliia for thai year it is stated thai on the trip to liritish Colnmliia

hy .Mr. .lami's fletcher. IMC. Kclowna was \isiteil on .Inl.\- 2."itli. when " s)iccial

examination was made for traces of Ihe San .losi' scale." l''lclclier was unahle to

find any siL;ii of the San Jose scale in any of the orchanl laml cxislim; at thai timi>

ll^'.i.'ii .iroiiml Kelowiia. He reported his ohservations in person to the frnit-u'rowers

at their annn.il meetiii.tc of that year helil at A,;;assiz, It.C In r.nlletin No. ;!. Dcii.irl-

mcnt of .\^'riciiltnre. I'.rilish Colnmhia. in the I'rocccdini_'s of Ihe SecomI .Vnnnal

Farmers' Convention on .\nmist 1st .and 'Jml. isii."!. Dr. I'Ictclier's siieedi is (pioted

as follows: ".Seme time a.^'o anlheniic specimens of the San Jose scale were sent

to me from I'.rilish (.'olninhia . . . willi the stateineiit thai tile insecl was doiii:;

harm to .apple-trees. I am pleased lo he able to tell yon . . . thai allhon.^h the

insect certainly did ociair . . . for the ideiil itic.ai ion was conlir d hy .Mr. I,. ().

Howard . . . it is safe to say it does not now exist in any ot the orchards aroiinil

this orii-'inal localit.w"

II is inlenstin^' to note that the scale at ihislime ilM)."ii was only .insl lic.u'innin^'

to make ils aiijiearance in Ontario. In I'.ict. with the exception ol .a localil.\- in K(ait

Coiiiit.w Ontario.* in which the San .lose scali> w.is oliscr\i'd in Isp:;. Kclnwiia. ]'..('..

has the doiihtfiil honour of Iiein;: Ihe lirst infested localil.\ in Canada. l'roin|it

rcnicili.al me.asnres were .aihiscd hy In-. Fletcher on llic lirsl intimation of Ihe mit-

hre.ak at Kclowna. with 111.' rcsiill. as .aluoi' staled, thai in Is!!.", no si-n of ihe scale

exislcd eilher at Kelow ii.a or .it .any othir point in Ihe I'mvince.

The nexl year. howi'Mr. isiii;. Iiron^dit foiah ; thcr report of the existence of

this si-.ilc in I'.rilish Colnml.i.i. Iml on this occasi,,n il was found near Victoria, on

Vaie Oliver M.-nnl.v

.Mr. 1;. .M. r.ilmcr. al the lime I'rovinci.al Inspi^i lor of Fruit I'csts. deser\es Ihe

credit for discoveriim the scale in this new locality. Spi'cimens of intcsled wood

lOvidi'llc.'. Ilr. .1. I'l.l.li.r. ti.tii.-..

- Itciicirl el h.iiiiiiiiuii Dnii. 111,. tout.

•;i:iii.li) inc.; 1'.
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were sent to Ottawa, and Kr. FU-trlier mikI. lliripu-h him. Dr. I,. (). Howard cuntiriiietl

Mr. I'almer's siiiiiiositiim as tn llie ideiitit.v. Mv. I'aluun- ri-ports that c-ertaiu trees

111 two orcliiirds were iulcstrd. luit that llicsc trees were iiit down and di'strii.\ cd.

There seems little doulit that Imth the Kehiwiia omhrt'ak in IMU and the A'ietoria

ontlii-eak in IS'ji; were trne ami antheiitie instances cif the presence of the scale in

the Province. Inasinueli as no further record has l;een made of the scale from these

localities up to the present time indicates that prompt and successful initial steiis

were taken towards eradication.

In 1S97 two reports of the scale were made as occnrrini; on Saltspriug Island

and at Xanaimo. V,.C.. hut these reports wi're ((jntrailicted laler. with the statement
that no San Jose scale now oi-curs in the I'l-ovince "

( U. M. rainier. Xovemher 21st,

UK" 1 1

.

The rapid increase of the scale in Ontario and the dan.^'er of introducing; it into

new localities tliroujih tlie medium of nnrser.v slock indnced the Doininion (iovern-

ment to iiass the •' San Jose Scale Act " on March l"th. isiis. This Act was, in 1900,

amended to allow for the process of fumigation at ports of eiitr.v for incoming nursery

stock into the various Provinces. Vancouver was selected as the port of entry for

British Colnmliia, and all incouiiu.g nursery stock was dealt with there in accordance

with the provisions of the Act.

In 1005, however, two outlireaks of the San Jose scale occurred in the Province,

according to Dr. Fletcher's report for r.iiCi. One of these .-ipiieared at Kaslo, B.C.,

and was reported b,v Mr. J. W. Cockle. 1'he other, as reported by Dr. Fletcher in

190S, occurred at Spences Uridgc It.c. In toth these cases it was evident that

infested trees were imported into the Province previous to IfICO and the consequent

enforcing of the fumigation regulations. The Kaslo infestation was soon eradicated,

but the Spences Bridge outbreak has persisted until the present day (November.
191.->).

In connection with this l.-ittcr iputlireak. whicli aiiiiarcntl.v had its origin from

infested young aiiplc-trces inipurlcd from (intario. a "whole orchard was cut down"
in 190S.*

In 1912 I had the opportunity of examining some twigs of apple from Spences

Bridge which were infested with the scale. Mr, Thomas Cunningham, I'rovincial

Inspector of Fruit Pests, dealt with the matter as he deemed advisable, whieli

resulted in a certain nninlier of trees leiiig cut down and full instrmtions regarding

spraying being given for the remainder. In the suiiimm- of IPKl .\Ir. Cunningham
authorized Mr. F. H. (Jetchell. Field Inspector, to visit Siiences Bridge and report

on the condition of the scale. Jlr, Getchell was able to find one wild cherry-tree

that was infested growing on some waste gnuiiid near the Caimdiau I'acifle Itailway

track. This tree was iiroinptly cut down. In October, 1015, I was surprised to

receive a consignment of apiiles from Mr. M. H. Ituhmanu, Assistant to the Provin-

cial Plant Pathologist, A'ernoii. B.<_'.. whicli were badl.v infested with the San Jose

scale. Incpiiry into the origin of these fruits resulted in the information that they

were grown at Spences Brid.ge and that he had received them, in turn, from Mr.

1j. L. Palmer, Assistant Inspector of Fruit I'ests. Mr. W. II. Lyne. Assistant to

Mr. Cunningham, at the hitter's request, inuiiertiately visited the infested locality

and (.-arried on a ramiiaign of extermination: time will show with what success.

In October. lOl.j. again I received inforiiiation that sonic San Jose scale was

liresent at Chase, B.C., in small quantity. This report has not as yet been sub-

stantiated, but it is thought probalile that the scale is Aspidiotiis uxtrctrformis. A
similar report occurring at about th(> same time from Kelowna proved to be this

latter species, which, while universally distrilnited over the Province, is not con-

sidered of prime importance as .-iii oreh;ird pest.

In the Annual lleport of llie ICnIomologieal Society of Ontario. 1012. I took the

opportunity of drawing attention to tlie tact thai the San Jose sc;ile is gradually

• H.-ijerl (>t riominion Eiitdmniii.iist. t'.ioT-lSHi.s.
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advancing' ii|i tlic ( »lc,-iii:iu'aii \alli',\- Ilmiji IIk' State ol' Wasliiiiulnii. ami llial il was
iiiily a (|iii'sl inn nf lime w Inn ihc scali' woiilil i.cciir in I'.riiish ('nlinnliia as a L'cncral

oi-clianl |"'St. In tin' r,,„„,/;„,, riitmuol,,,/!-.! . XI. NIL. .\... J. A|i|-il. llll.",. il is slalcil

thai Ihc srah' had n^arhrd a |i..inl in I'.Ml' at thr jiiin-t i..n n!' thr ( ,,liniiliia ami
' )Uaiia:.'an Kivcrs. a |iidnl a|i|if(ixiinatcly sixty ndli's south of the llfitish Ccilninliia

h.inmltify-iiiir.

Tin. histni-y ,,f this sralc. I hcirfon.. in Iliilish Cnluinlia has been very interest-

in;.', .ami we are walehiiiL' with .-i m'e.at deal ..1 r,.nreni ils I ill lire devehipiiK'nts. It

is to he h(i|ied that the Iriiil -^inw els nl' the rruvimc |ire|'erl.\' realize the iiii]K)rtan('e

of this insect, and that these slalenieiils ahov<> will assist them in y;iiii;iii,L; the present

conditions as they e.vist.

A Ihoron^h drenching' of the trei'S infcste,] ly the scale with i-oininci-cial eon-

centraled liine-siil|iliiir S(.liili liliileil 1-s. apiilied in spriim as the buds hri'ak. will

effect eolltl-ol.

SlK.wiilu- lv].ii-:il iniiu-v to Mpplrs liv Ihc rcsv :niliis. fi-c,|ii.'ii 1 1 V a
season of tll.- ynn- wlicn Ulr Mhovr is nol.^d ll.i ••iphidcs al-i. seal ill Ihc clusl
of k'Uvos or aiiph's. Tliis Is accounted for by the fact that lb.' ajibidcs ba'
migrated from the apple-trees to some other food-iilant. 'I'bp injury, as sw
is a result of an early spring attack, d'hoto l)y K. ('. T.

)

Tin: Weoij.v ,\riiis \ I'.riiLKiiniii laiiii/ira llaiism.l.

In the year Islii' Ihis well-known insect was repiirted to occur ;il .\ldei',i.'rove.

Chilliwaek. Maiile Uidse. Saltsprins Island, ami Coinox. In ls;i;;. acccu-dinu to ihe

rrovineial D(>|iartiiieiit of Agriculture reports, it was n-ported Iroiu l.an;.'ley. riie.im.

llamuioiid. Port Moody. Viotcu-ia, and I 'o x. .and to have iiea-caseil iioticeahly in

area oyca- |irevioiis records of infcsl.il ion. .\eveil helcss. we are infonued tlutt the

woolly a|ihis used soinetiines lo be nut iced in Is'.lo."- which would indicale Ihaf

ill that year this insect was mil considered conimon in th(> Lower I'raser Valley.

Its oecnrrcaice. as may be seen froin lite l'oie;.'oiii- localities, was coiilined to the

Lower Mainland and to \ancou\cr Island, p.irl iciil.irly. il woiibl seem, lo Ihe lalliT

loeality, aeeordiuL' to .Mr. i:. 1 lni<-licrson. rrovimial liispcitor t,( I'mit Tests, in the

Second Iteport id' the 1 lepartinent of .\-iiciili tin', isiij, who claims that this aiiliis

"Proceedings of Ibc lli-ilisb rulunil.ia i:nl.iniiiloi;ical Socidy. No. -», IPl-l. page 00.
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is " presenf to nii cxtrMm-iliiiiiry ili'u'i'rc in every nrdiiird nr iiiirsi-ry \•i^i:^ll in the

Victoria Distrirt."

In tiie year IS'.lt* this aphis c.intiniKd to increase and \n spread its area ef

inl'eslal ii)n on tlie I,ewer .Mainland. W this time it was net known to oe(air in

tlu' (llcanaj;an N'alli'y. exeeiit at ()l;anai;an .Mission, wliere. it was snpjiosed. a few

specimens existed in is'.lo. Fruit-iirowers in tlie valley at the time were advised to

' e.xelude tliis pest from tlieir midst" and |o nse care in the selection of nursery

stoelc for fear of its introduction. l-"or many years the Okanaixnn A'alley remained

free from this pesl. lait there is no evidence to show any sjii-ead from orifjinal

points of introdnction. In llirj Mr. W. II. Ilritlaiii synopsized ihe situation in the

Okana^'an \'alley as follows; " b'airly common everywhere lliron.t;liout the season

. . . no root forms seen . . . not a serious ]iest in wcll-cared-for orclnirds."t

In passing', it is interestini: to note in tlie same report that Mr. M. S. >Iiddlelon.

Assistant rrovimial Horticulturist, stationed at .Xelson. B.C. makes the statement

that the aphis lias not made its appearance in the Konteiiay Valleys.

Slio tlic

applo-leaves in late siiimiiri jimI

the under-side witli the l:ii\:i i>c(

two leaves show the wnii. ^.i ih.

surface. As the leaves I'nniiinni . i

to some sheltered crevice ou the twi,

liver-winters. (Thoto by R. C. T.

)

ilf Ihe llUil-

truuli of th.' tr

Lllture. 18!)4. 111

111 Soeiely. No. :;. HU2
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Ill July. Un:!. .Mr. I,, i.. I'liliiirr rc'tcrs to llic wonlly a|iliis ms m f ilii. iiK.st

scriniis iirsts In II VcliM 111 isl .irniiiMl \rniiiii. Mill) ilniws .illnilinii 1.1 ilii' pri'sriiii'

or' r -iiilosl ill- forms in tliiil loinlily.

In llir iiio.-iiiw liilc. ill till' Lower l-'i-.-isor \'.-illr.\- llir woolly ,-i|ilils has ^Towii lo

Ihr r.-iiik ol' ilic most coiiiiii.in on-luiril inscri in iho \:illry. II orcurs o\-rr.\ wlii'i-i- on

Vool .-uhI sli'iii I'roiii \':iiiroiivcr to .\:;assi/..

In I'.Hl. aiconlin- lo Mr. .\l. 11. Kuhni.- in llio l'ioi',Tilini.'s of tlio l!ritisli

roliinilHa l-:nloiiioloi.'i.al .Si,riii.\, .\d. 7. I'.M.'i. tlio wooll.x' ajiliis ' was lUTsciil in ;U1

tho ol.lrr oi-cliai-as lliroii-lioiit tlio nk.in.a;;.an \allc,\. Ilic rool form not hoiiis xi>

oftrl 1 Willi."

Ihiriuu' I'.il I I hail the oiiport unity of visiliiiL: the (>kaiiai;aii \'Mlley for the first

time after Inniiit; spciil two \ears in the Coast ilislriets. If tin-re was one lliiii^'

more than an.\- other thai striiek me on that visil it was the ' eomparal i ve " alseme

<if lliis Woolly aphis, ami the report from iiiaii.\' quarters of its increase in ni.anv

loe.alilies. There seems liltle iloiihl that, while Ihe wooly aphis may have been

present ill the (Ikaiiau'aii \'alley siiiee anil kefore Is'.i:;. il lias not as yei spreail over

the existiii- oreliaril area lo the same e.xteiil as it has done on the Coasl. 1 am
inrlineil to ihink that the woolly aphis, like Ihe oyster-shell seale. is an insert

parlieiilarl.x- ailapteil to a hiimiil ist elimale. where il woiihl he more lialile t.i

liiiil lonilitioiis siiiialiie to o|iiiiiiiiiii ilevelopment than in ariil se.-tions. However,

there is no 1 loll hi that elimatii- eonililions in Ihe I Ikana-an woiilil suit il well eiiou-li

lo eii.ahle it to eatise a eoiisiilerahle ainoiint of iiijiir.\ ; therefore it is ailvisahle Ihal

line re^.iril lie paid to its spread anil reprodini ion in the Ipper ronnlry.

Tin; r.i ii-\ioTli i'l'iiirt'irrid i.rrUiniii SehilTl.

The lirsl re|iort of the hnd-moili oeeiirrin;; in I'.rilish ('olnmlii.i is that reeorded

in Ihe iMlth .\iiniial Uep'H'l "f the I lort ieiill iiral and I-"riiit-L;rowers' Assmiation of

I'.rilish Colnmhia. 1n'.i4. In thai year spei-imeiis of the liiid-moih were reporied from

the vieiiiity ot \eriioii. W.r. This .i|ipe,-irs to lie the hrst re|iorl for the I'roviiiee

appeariin,' in prim. Init Ihe impression is Ljiven holh ill the Is'.U Iteporl as well as

in the IN'.I-^ l;ep"fl- Hiiil 'I"' iiisei-l oerlirred at the time in the Lower I'raser N'alley.

Dr. J. Fletcher, in his report as liominiim lOntoniolo.u'ist. Isp.-,, mentions reeeiviiif;

specimens of Ihe Imd-molli from the nrcharil of Mr. (
'.

]•'. I'oniid. Si. lOliiio. T,.('..

and remarks that these were the tiist s|iecimens he liail received from I'.ritish

('olnmlii.i. I':ven in llin.'l this insect did imr occur con il\- in Ihe I'nnince. Since

Itlll il has 1 ceil found |ireseiil in every orcliard visited in the Lower Fraser \alley.

.\dillts have lieen hreil and coniiiared with l^aslcrn Canadian specimens and their

iileiilit.\- is certiticd. It is well to say this, lieiailse we are yet a litlle donhttiil as

to the idem ily of s e other hiiil worms "
\ cry similar in iialnre to ihe hiul niol h.

Ill this year (I'.ll.'il. howe\er. we may state that the hnd-iiiol |i (
7'. nrrlliiiiii ) ociirs

commonly lioili on Vancouver Isl.ind and on the Lower Mainiand. In the (ikanauan

it reinains somewiial scarce. .Mr. llrilt.iin reports it as workiiiL: in several orclianls

in the Keli.wna Hislrici in ilii> slimmer of I'.ii;;. hut not in snilicieiil nnmlicrs to

do a L-reat deal of harm." In .\ii-iisl. I'.il 1. I \isiieil the ( ikana-'an and made a

special ciiilea\oiir to dclermine the ilist rihiit ion of Ihe hiid-mol li. I realized thai

doillil had heeii expressed as lo Ihe prohahle species iiiMilvcd in in.inr.N^ of a similar

iialnre. hence I was careful in determinal ion. I am of II pinion tlial the Imd-

nioth I v. nrrlhiiui) occurs at \eiiioii. Kelowna. and al I'eiil id on. Kelow iia was the

only poiiil where hnd-moth iii.jiiry altracied altcnlion; at oiher poiiils careful exam-
inations had to lie made hecaiise the insects were not common. It is lo he hoped
that the iie.M few years will throw more liirlit on the iilentily of ihe species of

hiiil-worms " iiiMiheil. lieea.use at present there is much confusion. .\| any rale.

Ilie important point is appai^ent llial e\ery year adds a litlle more area to Ihe

extent of infestalion in the Okaniman: lonseipieiitly ^'rowers are advised lo walch
the aihance of this inseci lor fear it I niies as well estalilislied as il is at present

in the Lower Fr.iser \allev.
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Two I'ESTS NEW T(l I'llilTINlI ('(ILrMI'.IA.

I rciirct xt'vy luucli to have to record two new pesls whirli liave uiaile tlieir

appearance iu Britisb CoUimliia during tbe past year (]!!]."] i. and l:otli from Tan-

couver Island. Tlie first and tbe most important, botb in jmint oT numbers and
in.iuriousuess, is tbe pear-tbrips {Tiritiotln-ipa pyrl Daniels), and tbe second is tbe

black currant bud-mite (Erioi)lnii ^ riliix Xalepa). Tbe appearance of tbese two
pests is botb interestins and extraordinnry. Xeitber bas been recorded for Canada
previous to tins occasion, .-ind llic l.-illi'r in particular lias not. to my knowlediie. as

yet lieen re|Jorted as occurriiit: in open licld planlatimis in Xorlli .\merica. Tbe

Allowing tlip ty|iic:il iniuiy ti> innlioc ipiilis it pRl..lm_ tmiH i msiil
by tlio youns iiirviB of the Imd-ii utii. Apph s an fioqucnth disti..,uud .ind

rendin'c'd of lower value liy iniiiry of this ntitme Thi mnm iv shov\u in
SGCIional vipw and the depth to which thi laivn- woik This foim of
injury assists decay in stora.uo. (Photo l>y It. ('. T.)

former, bowever. is known to occur at several Imt widr^ly separated fruil areas in

tlie T'nited States. Tlie liistory of tlieir occurrence in I'.rilisli Colnniliia is somewhat

as follows:—

Tin: I'E.Mi-TiTHirs ('ririiidtliiiiis piii'i lianielsl.

Dnriiii; .Vpril. I'.n.l, Mr. T. A. lirydon. frnit-^jrower. lioyal Oak. reiiorted lo >Ir.

Thomas CunniiiiiUam. Inspector of Fruit Pests, that the lirst-sprin,;; spray that he

bad used on tlie lalter's sufijreslion liad injured his trees, so much so that tbe

blossom-cluslers were turnini; lirown, and it was evident that little fruit was setting.

Mr. Rrydon. lielievin;,' tliis apparent injury due to tlu' spray npiilied. did not spray
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ailvuiii-.il .-(.iKlili,.!! .if Mlt:ick l.v 111.' I:irv:i- n( th.. I.uil-mol li in the
Ills. .\,il.. h.AV !h.- liiHls ;irr lirslriMcd ;niii (1..V. lupin. Ill .h. <!;. .!. An

.arly spriiii; s|.r;iy ..>nlalnins arscnalr ..1 I. 'a.! will r.'ilii..' injui-y. . rh.il.> hy U. ('. T.I

tilt' rt'iiiuiii(l<'r III' his nrcliard which slill rci|iilrril a|i|ilic-;il imis. lie was asloiil.shcil,

a few days hiliT. In iiiitc that tliesi.' iiiispi-ayiMl Ircrs als.i sli.iwcil sIliiis nf in.iiiry

similar In llir s]ii-a,\i'ii iriTs. Ilr arriiriliiiL'I.N' rcviTsnl liis i.|iiiii.iii mi Ih.' rir.'.l <il'

till- spray ami ri'ii.iiinl the slalr nf affairs l:..lli In .Mr. j;. .M. Wiiisl.iw. IT.ivimial

Ilnrlii'iilliirisl. ami tn .Mr. ( iiiiniiiu'liam. .Mr. Wiiislnw iiiimrdialcly visitnl .Mr.

I'.rydiiii and imti'd llic iirrsnicr ,,( lliri|is in Ihc 1 Inssniiis nf pi'arli. |iluiii. lu'.-ir. priim\

a|ipln. and ilmrry. .Mr. K. \V. While, nii .Mr. ('unnin.^liaiii's iiistrmlinn, yisili-d tlin

nr.'liaril almiii thr samr limr and nntrd llii- sainr rniidil inns.

.Mr. Wiiislnu iinmi'dialrly Inn); str|is In liavn Ihr iiisnls idi'lil ilird. at trihut iiiu'

111!' in.jnry tn ilicni. Spci-imriis wcrr sent In .Mr. S. W. FusUt. San I.'ram-isi-n. and

I.I r.rrl<rlcy fniyi'isily. ('alifurnia. riirnimh llir nindiiini >>( Mr. Wliilr I rcrivcd

s|ircini('ns alsn. whirh 1 Iciilal ivrly idriililird as Ihr pear Ihrips. S|iiMinirns wen-

ill dill' rniirsr fnrw a idn.l In I ir. I'. Cnrdnii Ilcwilt, li.imiiiinn I'hilnmnln-isl. Ollawa.

ulm. In satisfy niir ilrlmninal i.m. fnrwarded sniiu' tn \Vashin,L:tnn, I).i'.. fnr suh-

slanlial inn. hi ilii' imirsi. nf a frw days reports from all sources \yer.' received ami

the iiU'iitilieal inn in each case was identical. Tli(> s|iecies Inyolveil was 'r<niinlliriiis

liiiri Daniels. Immediate stc|is were llieii laKeii In eslimale llie exieiil nf iii.jiiry

and the area Inynlvcd. .\s a result, il was f.iiind llial an area apjirnximal in^' twelve

square miles was invnhed in Ihe nulbreak, willi ceiilres nf infeslalimi al Kn.\al (lak,

Kcatuigs, and (inrdnii Head.

On May Ttli and sth, al the reuucst of .Mr. Winslow, I made a survey .if Ihe

district and arranged a series ifi meetings with tlie frnit-,i;rnweis ai caili of Ihe

three places mentioned. SininltaniHUisIj', tlirougli the energy ni .Mr. Winsluw and
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u-lc.l,w is
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were sold tii Im-il ,;;rn\vrrs on \';inciniv('r Island. I'm- tlu' |iasl Iwn years llie nursery

lias ceasi'd l<i cxisl. and llir iiwncr is at pri'scnl nn military service in lOureiie. Tlie

I (inks el' Ihi' ceniiiany. llierelnre, are eliised and \vi' are mil alile (n .ililain tlie names
nf iinn-iiasers.

Tlie iiniinrlanee nf lliis ndte is well nndersi.Mid ii\ iliose wlm liave experienced

ils rava'_'es in 1-Jmland; ennse(|nenl ly pi'dUipl and ellieieiil sleps are nr^'enlly I'eipiired

Pi slam]i il (inl. Cmwers nf enrranis ai-e ad\ised to i-eport ils presem-e |o Mie

(eiveriunenl if llieir suspicions a I'e aroused. .Vll'ecled IimsIm'S are most easily

olisin-ved in llie early sprimr. wlii'n llie Imds of sucli Imslies swell almormally.

evenlnally dropping' off or sellinL; no frnil. The only i-emedy adviseil in eoiisidei'-

alien of llie present slaiiis of the currant industry of tlie Island is to destroy afCeeted

liiislies liy liurnin.i,'.

SUPERHEATING .« S A CONTROL METHOD FOR INSECTS WHICH INFEST
STORED PRODUCTS.

T'.v .\kiiiih (liiiso.N, ('mil .Vssisi \.\t l-^NToMoi.ocisr. 1 ii i'.\ni .\ii;.\T or AiiuKri.TiKi;.

<)TT.\WA.

Tliei'e are se\eral iinportaiil insects wliicli collecl i\ely are resiioiisilile every year

for serious losses to Hour, stored LTraiii. etc.. in various parts of Canada, such losses

aiiionniin^' to maii.\ thousands of dollars. The .\re(literraueau tlour-iuotli (/v'/i/ir.v/ii;

l.-iD'Iniiillii ) is lar:^el\ a Hour inseil. Iinl il also w.irks in other luauufaetured foods.

The Indian-meal moth {/Inilla iiitiriiiiiK'trlUt \ has a wide i-aii.§e of food, attacking,

freely. Lrrain and other seeds, meal, dried fruits, nuts. etc. The meal snoiit-motli

tl'iiKilis fiiiiii'ili>> is some years found causing' consideralile iu,iur.y to stored .i;raiu.

etc. The .Vimoiiiiiois -rain-moth { sitnl I'mKi ii-niili lUi ) is occasionally foiiml ill sliip-

nieiils of corn-seed iiniiorled from forei:.'ii countries. Thi' |iii\ver of ^'r.iiiar.N-weevils

.Hid similar sm.-ill I eetles to (U'stroy .urain ami otlier stored ]iroducts when held for

any leiii;lli of time ill stores or warehouses is euoruious. Tlie weevils which cause

tile ^.'reatest daiii:if;e are tile ixra ill-weevil {('(ilidnlid iiniiiiniin and tli<' rice-weevil

[CiilaiiiJni o///:,rl. In addition to these wei-vils there are several small reddisli-

l-riiwii leetles which comnioii I \ infest stored -rain and mill products. I'.reakfasI

foods. Hour. meal, dried fruits, mils. etc.. .ire .-ill .-iltacked.

Keceiilly the laitomolo-ii .il r.r.incli has had o]iporlunit ies of e.xperimeiit iii^' with

liiudi temper.-itures for llie eoiitrol of insecis infcsliiiL: mills and warehouses, and

the results ohlaiiied have heeii lii::hly satisfactory. In the siiiierheatin.s melliod of

control it is necessary to iiislall a system of lie.itinu' which will give and luainlain

.•I temiieratiire of from lUP !o li'.'i Falir. for ahoul six hours. In stores or ware-

hiiiises llie eslahlished heat in;: system will reiiuin' to lie aiimiiented liy coal. wood,

or :.Ms stoves, particularl.v in autuiun and durinj; the colder luouths. .V iiuuilier of

tloiir-inills in the T'uited States which are heated by steam have installed additional

r.-idi.-it ion al a cost not exceedin.i; the ex]ieiise of one fuiiii;:atiou with hydrocyanic-

ai-id ;.'as. which lias I ecu used lo such an extent in the past for deslroyiu.i; insecis

iiifestin;; Hour and oilier stori'd products. The additional system of radialioii is

lieriiiaiient. and one .iiiiilic.i I i I' the superheat iu-' method each year has lieen found

111 he siitlicieiil lo imitrol such insects. In Canada, also, llie siiperhea t iiii; melliod

has I ecu adopted ill tloiir-mills lo control the .Meiliterranean Hour-moth. In the

M unreal district, for instance, the Hour-mills are re.milarl.v. e.-icli suuimer. siih.ieeted

to lii;,'li tem]ieraliires to destroy this insect. In instances where luills and w.arehouscs

h.ave lieen infested with such sni.all heelles as tlii> eonfused Hoiir-heet le [T lihdliiiiii

i-iinfiixinin. and fuiiii;.'aled with li.\ (Irocyaiiic-aeid L'as. il has lieen found that the -as

did not |ieiietr:iti> sullicieiitly deep inio all cracks, etc.. to kill the iiisecl ill every

sta^e. 'I'lie superheating' iiielhod. liowe\er. reaches the places iiiaccessilil(> to L'as

and destroys any insects which may ln' preseiil.

'J'he followini; hrief st.alemenl w ill indicate the value of lii;.di temperatures as a

ciiiilrol measure for such insecis as I have mentioned:

—
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In OclnliiT. llii:;, Mr. W. A. Ross, Field Officer of the EDtoniological r.r;iii<-li.

coiidiuted ail experiiuriit in a large feed-store at Duiidas. Out., wliieli was badly

iufested with the Mediterranean flonr-uioth. Myriads of the moths were present

and the meal and flonr in the sacks were literally alive with caterpillars. The
heating (System consisted of five steani-pi]ies. wliicli extended half-way around the

walls, and four hox stoves. I'ractically lialf of tlie second tloor was occupied by

a suite of offices heated by steain-railiat<irs. In tlic miliealcd ])ortion of this flat

oue box and two steam-gas stoves liad liecn inslalled. and on Ihe to]) Hat four

gas-stoves.

At p.m. the steam was turned on and the stoves were lighted. At 1 a.m. the

moths in the bins on the top tlat commenced to succumb to the heat (114° Fahr.).

At 10.30 p.m. the following day no living insects could be found on the second and

third flats. The temperature on the tliird tloor had reached 120° F;ihr., and on the

second floor 108° Fahi-. in one place and 121 1° Fahr. in another. The thermometers

available and used on these floors did not register higher than 120° Fahr. On the

first floor five extra stoves were installed owing to the fact that the temperature in

the immediate neighbourliood of the floor was not sufficientl.v high to prove fatal.

The heating on this floor was begun at a.m. and discontinneil at p.m. Better

thermometers were obtained and these registered as high as 147.2°. 120°, and l."iO..S°

I'alii-. The one which registered 120° Fahr. w,-is lying on llic Ibmr near a door. Two
wcelcs later Mr. Ross again visited the store and no sign of Ihe iiiscci conhl be seen,

nor bad an.v been noticed by the owner of I be warehouse or his men since the building

w.is superheated.

One other experiment to which I will refer took place in a large seed-store at

A'icloria, B.C. The insects pn'senl in Ibis instance were the two granary-weevlls^

—

nauiely. the grain-weevil (Cnliiinhii ijiiniiiiim and the rice-wee'\al (^Calainlra orjixrr).

I'.olb wei'vils had been found working fi'ccly in stored grain. Towards the end of

April. 11114, we recommended to Ihe prnprielnrs of this store that they ado|it super-

heating to destro.v the insects. This they did. Ihe temperature being raised to

between 11.5° and 12.")° Fahr. and maintained for aloul I'igbt honrs. with the desired

effect. 8teel oil-barrels were used as stoves to i-aisi' Ihe lemperatnre. Holes were

imnclieil in these, near the boltom, so as lo prn\iile a ilrangbl. and <-i.l;e was used

as a tnel. I'revions In tile snperlieat ing, tiunigalion willi bisulphide of carliru U.ad

been tested, the anionnt of l)isuli)liide used being aiiproximatel.v 3% lb. to ever.v

1.00(1 iail)i(/ feet of space. The building consisted of four floors, of a size 30 x 110

feet, three being 10 I'eet high and one 14 feet high. The liquid was poured into tin

\esKels which wci-e distril lUted throughout the building. Tliis fumigation killed large

nnniliers of the adults, bnl diil not have an.v effect upon the e.ggs. Consetiuentl.v,

later, the superheating melliod was .idii|)led with enlire satisfaction.

As mentioned above. Ihe bi'at trnm a high lenipcralnrc of 12.")' Fahr. nuiinlaineit

for several honrs penelrales into all (a-acks, etc., killing all stages of the insects

present.

CONTROL OF CABBAGE-APHIS BY PARASITES IN WESTERN CANADA.

r.Y K. II. Stkkkl.v.M). LKTiiiJKiiHa:, Ai,i;i;kia, I'lia.n ( in u i:ii. ICMO.MoLoiiU ai. I'.ka.nlu,

Dominion Department of AGiiicri.TrRE.

The cabbage-aphis (A/ilii.t hni.isicir T.inn.t. though a native of Europe, is now
widely distributed in America, when' il was fii-st rci'dnled in ITPl. In Fletcher's

report for i^'.l.") it was stated that .i "grey ai)bis i])i)ssilily 1. Iirasxicir)" had been

very destniclive on N'.ini-ouver Island, and that Ihe worsi yi'ar on record was ISTIi.

There can be little ilonbt bnl that this note relerred lo .1. hniss!c<r. wliidi has l]een

recorded frequeutl.y from this localit.v since that date. It has Ihen-fore been ])resent

in British Columbia for at least forty years.

Very briefly the life-history of this aphis is as follows: The small shining black

eggs are laid in the fall on cabbage stumps and leaves. They may be found also on
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iiifcsfccl tiirnip. iinishinl. or ra|ic Icavi's. They hatch in llic spriii;; iiiti) wiii^'loss

fciiiaU' niihidrs. known ns • strni niothcrs." These iiiatnro in alioni iwo weeks and

licfiin ;;ivin;,' liirth lo another iri'neration of females, whieh in llieii- turn mature

raiiiilly anil are soon ariively producing a third generation. This rapid ]iroduc-

lion of new L'l'neral ions of wingless females continues throughout the suunner.

(i.-e.-isionally w ini-'rd speriniens ajipear. and fly to new plant.s. thus S[)readiug the

infestalion. .Males are nol jiroilnnMl inilil tin' f.all. These mate with the females,

and as a result tin' latter prodme ol'-'s insle.id of living yming. It is these eggs

whii-h pass the winter: no oilier sI.il-c of I. hnissii-ir is alile to do so.

i.f \lillis I,:- as l;nil

The alarniing rate at which tin'se apliidos inrroas<' iiiiglil niali le woiulor le.w

it is llial all eahliages. wherever this \n'st is foniid. are not invariably and ijiiirkly

destroyed. One. and perhaps the ehi(!f. reason is that the aphis li.as several natural

(•iieiiiies wliieh are continuall.v reducing I heir nuinlcrs.

These enendes are diviileil into two classes— viz.. predators and ii.irasiles.

.\niong the jiredalors are found liotli the l.-irv.-e aial adults of ladyldids {Cmiiiirl-

li(lir\. the larv.-e of hover-flies t l^iiriiliiihr) . and Ihe l.-irv.-e of lace-wings [('Itnjsiiiiiilti ]

.

These we can prohahl.v aid or harm Init Utile. Se\er.il parasites have heen hreil

from Aphis hraxxicir in different ]iarts of the coin ineiil. Inil fnnn material studied

in South Alhert.-i dnrin-' T.114 and 1'.n."i one s]ieeies oidy h.-is hi'en IhmmI. This is a

small Hymenopteron. n.-inied Din ii Inn nijid ('nrl. Since this spei-ies |iar;isiti7,es a

lar.ge percentage of the apliides. and it is present in th<' tields and gardens from

Ihe time when the stem nioihcrs h.ilcli. il is ver.v \aliialile for iireveid in;; oiitl reaks

of cahha.ge-aphis.

The life-history of this par.-isiie is similar to that of most of tin' ,i|iins parasites.

The adult huries its e-g inside an apliis with lie' aid of its oviposilor. From lliis

egg Initches an (jrange-coloure(l \.\v\:[. whicli develops r.apidly at Ihe e.\]iensi> of ils

host. \\y the time it is fnll-grown the hody of the aiiliis li.is hecome innch swollen.

and is almost sphefical. while its "skin" has clianged from a dull-grey lo a straw-

yellow eolonr. and is of a parehment-Iike consistency. The |iarasitie larva liy this

time completely Alls the dead aiihis. which is flrmly cemenled to the eahli.-ige-leaf

upon which it was feedin.ir. Within it the parasite pujiates, and Liter llie .idult

emerges through a circular hole. How many generations of this jiarasiie there are

in a year we do not know, hut llicre must l,e several. The most import.-iiit point for

lis to consider is the manner in which the winter is jiassed.

I.ale in the fall man.v of tlie ii|ihides contain fully develo|ied parasilic larva',

piiliie. or occasiouall.y adults which have not emer,i;ed. These aphides, with Iheir

contained parasites, are so firmly attached to Hie calihage leaves and slumps that

they rein.iin on them throughout Ihe winler. The lirsl .severe frosis kill off .all

normal apliid<'S. leaving only Ihe jiarasilizcil spi.cimens 1 llie small Mack eggs

produced hy the fertilized female aphides of tlie lasl uemrai ion.

If we examine some of the parasitized aphides in llic early spring wi' liiid that

in most cases where they contain a full-grown llinii tiix lar\a this larva is ali\e .'iiid

licallhy. We liiid also lli.il tlii' pupa' of Ihe species lia\e [i.assed Hie winter siK'cess-

rmiy. iail that llie few adnlls which we dissect oiil an> in evei-y case dead.

During the lirsl week in .\pril adnlls le-an to lialcli fn>m mali-rial colli'cleil at

I.ethhridge earlim- in Ihe sprim:. From this it is seen that foih the aphis and ils

v.llualle parasite ii.ass Ihe winler on the e.ill a^'e sluiiiiis and le.ives.

In ]iassiiig. \\c migli! mention that in soin,' of Ihe p.arasilized aphides we found

an unwelcome guest, wliich w.is passing the winter in the same stages of develop-
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Ill ;is Diiirdiis /(/;m. Tliis iiisi'ct was di'lcriiiiiKMl fur us liy .\!r. (liraiill. ul' Ilic

riiifr<l States Naliiiiial .Miisciiiii. as ncaf I'arli iiik iiidii." 'I'liis small i.'r(>(Mi IIviikmi-

opiri-'iii lays its i-^i: II llic vc'iilial siilr (if the iraimf-c^iNnirril Did i< ills lai-\a. Fniiii

it lial^-lii'S a uliiti' liv|"'i'pai-asit ii- unili. wiiii-li slii\\l\- in^ I'eascs in size at llic rxpciisi'

il' its shriiikiiiL; liusl. till we liiiil. instcail of a larL'c raii-c lar\a with a small wliitc

^•nili 111 its vciilral siilc a lai'i.'i' \\liitc lafva with a small, shriinki'ii, >i-ai];;r-riiNiiiri'il

skill nil lis MMilral si(li>. Still latiT \\-.' liiid llir |p\i|ia nr ailiilt nl' llii> liypiTiiarasili'.

SiiHi-. iM.w.'Wr. wr kn'il li.rly-l liiv,. Ilhrniiis a.liills K, vi'iy I'luii iiiirii n,ii . tlir llirs

whii'h we lialclinl rn.m iir parasil iznl apliiilcs were iliM-i,|,.,lly l.-ciii-ticial.

'I'lii' i|iirsliiiii wliiili ihiw arises is: ('an \vi' aiil llirse iiarasiles in any \\a.\'

s\ illeiul at till' same time aiiliiiu' tlu'ir jnisl. I lie la I ilia-e aphis'.- In dry, lold lalitiides

we <-ertainly .,iii, I ill it must la' l.iirne i iiid that the fnl h.w in^' siiL:u'esl i^.n applies

inly l.isti^-h plaivs as the Inlcriiir f I'.iitisli ('nliimhia ami In tlie I'rairie I'r^.vim-cs,

where the (lil is siiHicieiit ly intense tn kill IT all caliliai.'i'-i.'niwl h witli certainty

I efiii-e thi> spriiiL.'.

I'arasitizi'il larva uf .l;)//i,s- hiiis

ovcr-wintcrinj; liarasitf'. (In natii
swollen and onlai^.il, i iH^-l. K. II. S. i

.\ ntn.l meastirc advncated in the east and to tile south of us is tliat of

•lleiiin^' anil liurnin.i; all old siiim|is ami itlna' refuse duriug the fall and winter.

'I'liis is ver.\- lieneliiial sini-e it destmys iiiimennis aphis-e.ij.irs. "U'here tliere is luueli

snow or where the wiiiler is not sc\ere, su^-|i slumps are mil killed by the spring;,

and e\cn tliou;rli tli(.\- are pulled they may have eiiou-h vitality to pn>duce sullii-ielit

.iireeu -rowth for tlie yoiiiii; ,a]iliides that liatili Ironi tin- i-t-'^is to iii,itnre and produce

a winf;ed ^'eiieration.

I'mler our condilioiis. however, such L'rowlh is impiissililc. ninl we can olilaiu

even heller results from a inodiliealion of tliis melhoil. The slumps .iiiil refuse must

lie colleiled diirin- tlii' fall or winter, and iilaced in a heap mi ail ahs^ilntely liare

piece of 1,-ind, at s^^me littl.. dislance from aii.\- t:ri>en u'rowlh. espei-ially aii,\ sinli

weeds ,is slii'| ilii'i'd's-pursi'. nntstard. or any of the plants lii>hiiit.'iii^' to the ordiu'

rrui-ifei'a'. since Aiiliis Innssiiir laii hreeil ill almost any of I liese.

In tlie sprin.iT h.itli the p.ir.isite ailuits and the aphis-e-us halch. 'I'lie par.asites

are stron.ir-winned ami ran r,apidly lly to more favoiiralile locations, hut llie lender

will-less aphides are loo far ri'iiiovcil from any fiMiil !! stand a cham-i' of rawlini;

to it liefore tiiey die of sl.ir\ at imi. A few may possihly he hhiwii or carried l.y hirds

!! smiii' cni.iferons pl,-iiit, hut this iiiimlna- iiiiisl 1 e very small, wlua-eas iiiiiiiiiH-r.Mhle

parasih's are (ml inu.all\ esi-.apiiiL'.
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From a large heap of baiHy Infested stumps ou the Experimental Farm at

Lethbriilge a constant flight of parasites was observed during April in 1015, while

numerous minute aphides were seen crawling over the heap of well-frozen and
lifeless stumps. Some of the aphides were hatched in captivity and lived for two
or tliree days only. None was seen to attempt to feed upon the over-wintered

(al;lia.i.'i'-tissues.

'i"lu' foregoing suggestion musi not be considered as an excuse for leaving

cabbage-stumps, etc.. lying around in the fields during winter. It is just as essential

that all refuse be coUei-ted and placed on a clean piece of land, which must not be

allowed lo grow U]) to weeds during April or early May. as it is to collect such refuse

for lun-niiig. We wmild repeat, also, that this is ap|>licalile only to those localities

in which the winter is always sufflcieutl.v severe to ensure that all refuse U'ft over

from cabbage or turnip crops is completely killed. In suc-h localities we would

reconnneud that some snrh arrangement be made so that we do not annually kill

off a large percentage of our best friends, anil then inade(|uafely replace their role

in ]iature with expensive spra\iiig.

VICTORIA, B.C. :

riiiitea by William H. Cullik, I'rinter to tUe King's Most Excellent Miijo

3910.
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British Columbia Entomological Society

PROCEEDINGS, 1917

The Sixteenth Annual Meeting of the Entomological Society of

British Columbia was held in the Provincial Museum, Parliament

Buildings, Victoria, B.C., on March 17th, 1917.

The meeting was called to order by the President, Mr. E. H. Black-

more, of Victoria, at 9.30 a.m., and was one of the best that the Society

has ever held. The large proportion of active workers present, the

enthusiasm displayed, and the spirited discussion on many of the papers

read being very gratifying to those officers of the Society who were

responsible for the getting up of the programme.

The report of the Secretary-Treasurer was highly satisfactory, and

showed, amongst other things, an increase of membership and a very

large correspondence, which told of the interest taken by many outside

institutions and individuals in the activities of the Society.

Eleven papers were read, six being on systematic lines, five on

economic subjects, and one of general interest.

The day's proceedings closed at 6 p.m., when the election of officers

for the year 1917 was proceeded with, and resulted as follows:

Hon. President—F. Kermode, Provincial Museum, Victoria, B.C.

President—E. H. Blackmore, Victoria, B.C. (re-elected).

Vice-President (Coast)—R. S. Sherman, Vancouver, B.C. (re-

elected).

Vice-President (Interior)—L. E. Taylor, F.Z.S., Vernon, B.C. (re-

elected).

Secretary-Treasurer—Williams Hugh, Box 20, Cloverdale, B.C.

Advisory Board—A. E. Cameron, M.A., D.Sc. ; Geo. O. Day, F.E.S.

;

Seymour Hadwin, D.V.Sc. ; and R. C. Treherne, B.S.A., in addition to

the officers above mentioned.
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PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS
By E. H. Blackmore, Victoria, B.C.

In welcoming you to the Sixteenth Annual Meeting of our

Society, it is my sad and painful duty to call attention to the deaths of

three of our members that have occurred since our last meeting.

I refer to the deaths of Mr. A. H. Bush, Mr. E. Baynes Reed, and

Mr. Tom Wilson, in the order in which they occurred. More com-

petent hands than mine will pa}' worthy tribute to each of them, but

I would like to say a few words of personal appreciation.

Mr. Bush was one of the original members of our Society when it

was formed in 1901, and was elected Vice-President in 1908.

He was one of our most active members, and built up an interesting

collection of Lepidoptera which contained many records new to British

Columbia, mostly taken on Mt. Cheam. the ascent of which mountain

he made on many occasions. He contributed papers, chiefly on Mountain

Fauna, at our annual meetings in 1912, 1913 and 1914.

He had a pleasing personality, and was well liked by all those with

whom he came in contact. As you all doubtless know, he fell while

fighting for his King and Country on the blood-stained battlefields of

France in August, 1916.

Mr. Baynes Reed, who was elected Honorary President of our

Society in January, 1913, was one of the oldest entomologists in the

Dominion of Canada, having joined the Entomological Society of Ontario

on its inception in 1863, and in the succeeding 25 years before his removal

to Victoria, he held at dififerent times the positions of Vice-President,

Secretary-Treasurer, Librarian, Curator and Auditor. He wrote many
articles on economic entomology, and was a constant contributor to the

Canadian Entomologist. He passed away at his home in this city

on November 18th last, after a long illness, at the advanced age of 79.

A fitting tribute to his memory is penned by his life-long friend. Rev.

J. C. S. Bethune, in the Canadian Entomologist for February, 1917.

It is with deep and sincere regret that I have to refer to the tragic

fate which overtook Mr. Tom Wilson, on the morning of March the 6th.

He was also one of our original members, and was elected President at

the resuscitation of our Society in December, 1911. He was an ardent

entomologist and botanist, being especially interested in Scale Insects

and the distribution of the Tent-caterpillar in this Province, and we
always looked forward to an interesting paper by him at our annual

meeting. He was one of the most genial, generous and warm-hearted

men that I ever met, and in him the Dominion Government has lost a

most faithful and conscientious servant, and our Society one of its

most valued members.
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In passing, I think it is only rig-ht to mention the heroic death of

Serg-t.-Major W. T. Taylor, the youngest son of the late Rev. G. W.
Taylor, who was the President of our Society for so many years. Sergt.

Taylor was only twenty years of age, and while leading his men during

an attack on an enemy position, he was struck by a piece of shrapnel

and his left arm torn ofif. Despite this terrible injury, he urged on his

men to greater efforts, while he lay in a shell hole. After the assault on

the enemy had been successfully effected, he was rescued but spurned

assistance, saying that there were others who needed it worse than he.

He died shortly afterwards, alone in his dugout, from loss of blood. He
was educated at Mount Tolinie University School, and was a pupil of

the late Captain Harvey.

At this, our annual meeting, it will be only fitting for us to pass

a vote of condolence to the families of the deceased gentlemen.

During the past season the Dominion Government appointed Dr.

A. E. Cameron on a special mission to investigate the ravages of the

Pear Thrips on the Saanich Peninsula, and I wish to welcome him
amongst us, and to take this opportunity of extending the good wishes

of the Society towards him. Perhaps you are not all aware of the

great success that attended the work of Dr. Cameron and Mr. Treherne

amongst the Pear Thrips during the past year.

I believe I am right in stating that, owing to their efforts in this

direction at Mr. Bryden's orchard at Royal Oak. there was the biggest

crop of fruit produced in many years, notwithstanding the adverse

weather conditions encountered in the early part of the season. Dr.

Cameron has become a member of our Society, and will be a great

acquisition to us and a source of strength to the entomology of the

Province.

He has otiered to help any of our members who are desirous of

going deeper into the studies of our local insects, and I look forward

to Dr. Cameron's assistance with great interest, assistance which will

be invaluable to those of us who intend to study the biology and

taxonomy of our insect fauna.

While I am on this subject, I would like to draw the attention of

our Society to the excellent work that our worthy Secretary, Mr. R. C.

Treherne, has done on that destructive pest the Cabbage Root Maggot.
A very excellent bulletin, comprising 58 pages and 27 original illustra-

tions, entitled "The Cabbage Root Maggot and its Control in Canada,"

was issued by the Dominion Department of Agriculture last April,

written by Messrs. Arthur Gibson and R. C. Treherne in collaboration,

which covers ever}- phase of the subject, and I think that we, as a

Society, should congratulate our worthy Secretary as junior author of

such an important contribution to economic entomology.
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Speaking of entomological literature reminds me that I would like

to say a few words regarding two Monographs recently published in the

State of Illinois. The first was issued in July, 1915, by the University

of Illinois, and is the work of Stanley B. Fracker. It is entitled "The

Classification of Lepidopterous Larvae," and carries to a successful

conclusion the preliminary work done by Dr. Dyar and others. It is

a very clever piece of work and wonderfully well thought out. The
chief structures of value in the classification of the larvae, are the posi-

tion of the setae, the shape of the spiracles, the number of prolegs and

the arrangements of the crochets they bear.

The other Monograph was published by the Illinois State Laboratory

in March, 1916, and is entitled "The Classification of the Lepidoptera

based on Pupal Characters," by Dr. Edna Mosher, and is a really

important addition to entomological literature, as previous to this

publication very little had been done in this particular line of research.

Some of the chief characters used for determining the phylogeny of the

order are the number of movable segments, the freedom of the append-

ages, the number of sutures present in the head, and the relative length

of the body segments. It has been found in some orders that the

only good taxonomic characters available are found in the pupal stage

of the insect. These two publications, taken together, afford much food

for thought both to systematic and economic entomologists.

It is of special interest to the economic entomologist, as he early

realizes the value of being able to recognize the immature stages, for in

many orders of insects the larval stages alone are responsible for a

great deal of the damage done to crops and orchards.

At present, in many cases, he has to content himself with rearing

the adult forms to determine the species, and thereby possibly losing a

lot of valuable time. To those of us that are systematists, it is very

evident that the classification of Lepidoptera based upon characters that

are only present in the adult forms, must necessarily be arbitrary and

artificial, and that to get a natural classification we shall have to study

in conjunction characters that appear in the larval and pupal stages as

well as those in the adult insects, and also the inter-relationships of one

to the other.

The new check list of North American Lepidoptera issued by Drs.

Barnes and McDunnough, which we have all been waiting for, was
published last week. There are a large number of additions and a great

many changes in nomenclature. The arrangement of genera is also

entirely different to what we have been accustomed. I must say that,

on a cursory glance through its pages, the numerous shiftings of species

into different genera is a great improvement on previous lists, and that

the arrangement in general seems to me to be a great step towards a

more natural arrangement of the species.
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With the valued assistance of our energetic Assistant Secretary.

Mr. Williams Hugh, I instituted a series of monthly meetings, beginning

with the New Year. We held one in January and another in February,

both of which were attended by about nine of our local members, and

a great deal of interest was shown at both meetings in the subjects

under discussion. It is our intention to hold these meetings the second

week in each month throughout the year, and to make them as interest-

ing and instructive as possible, especially to the younger members of

our Society.

I have not taken any set subject for my address, but am contenting

myself with making a few general remarks on different subjects that I

wish to speak of, and this seems to me the most convenient opportunity

of expressing myself to you. I would like to say here that these remarks

are not made in any spirit of criticism but are made solely with the idea

of improving the collections of the systematic entomologists of British

Columbia.

During the past four years, as most all of you know, I have been

studying the Geometridae of British Columbia. In the course of my
studies I have examined about fourteen collections, both on the Island

and the Mainland. Many of these collections had neither date nor

locality labels ; some of the insects were on short pins, others low set

on long pins ; again others were badly set and badly arranged, and in a

few instances the presence of mites and dermestes was very evident.

Noticing all these things made me feel that if I were permitted to

draw the attention of our systematic collectors to these several defects,

a more uniform standard could be attained in the display of our collec-

tions. This may seem to many of you a trivial matter, but I can assure

you from the remarks of Mr. Wolley Dod and other eminent entomol-

ogists, that it is a matter of the utmost importance, both to the collector

himself and more especially to others who may either want to exchange

material, or for comparison to settle some disputed point.

I was very sorry to see so many collections without date labels of

any kind, as the value of labelling at the time of capture cannot be too

strongly impressed upon all collectors. It has been truly said that at

times a label without an insect is of more value than an insect without

a label. A small printed label not only adds to the appearance of a

collection but in many cases is the only means of a ready identification

of specimens. To illustrate what I mean, I will give an example as

regards the value of a date label. W^e have on Vancouver Island two
geometers that are almost exactly alike, Hydriomena irata and Hydrio-

mena californiata, so close in fact that if there were no labels on them
only an expert could tell which was which, but when properly dated can

be easily separated, as irata occurs in April while californiata does not

emerge until June.
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An example of the value of locality labels occurs in the common
sulphur butterfly of the eastern states, Eurymus philodice, the points

of difference between this and its western representative. Eurymus
eriphele, are so slight that without locality labels no one but a close

student of this genus could tell one from the other. As any one can

get these labels printed with locality and collector's name in 3 point

type for the small sum of 25 cents per thousand, there is no reason why
every collector should not have a supply of these on hand.

Low setting has fallen into disuse in nearly all countries, with the

exception of the British Isles. It has many disadvantages as compared

with high setting, chief of which is the greater danger to the attack of

insect pests, and in those species which are liable to "grease," the

danger of the grease spreading to the lining of the box and ruining the

whole of the specimens contained therein is very great.

Now as to arrangement. I have seen collections of Lepidoptera

beautifully set and labelled correctly, but badly mixed up—diurnals,

noctuids and geometers all in one box
;
genera split up, some in one

box, some in another; and even specimens of the same species scattered

through two or three dififerent boxes. The result of this haphazard

arrangement is that when one wants to show a fellow-collector a certain

group or even a certain species, one has to hunt through half a dozen

boxes or drawers, as the case may be, befol^e finding them. It is time

well spent to go over one's entire collection every winter and arrange

it in accordance with the list which is the recognized standard of the

time. We should have no difficulty as regards this from now on, as

the new check list just published will probably be the standard list for

a great many years.

As regards insect pests in our collection, immediate steps should be

taken to exterminate them at the very first sign of their presence.

Nothing is more sure or certain than a tablespoonful of bisulphide of

carbon in a small container, and placed in the box or drawer and left

for twenty-four hours. All exchanges should be subjected to this

process before being placed in our cabinets, as very often pests are

introduced into our collections by specimens from outside sources.

I would also like to ask our more active members to study their

insects more in the leisure hours of the winter months. I am sure

many interesting points would be discovered and many mistakes recti-

fied. I have seen in several collections different species listed under

the same name, in some cases as many as three, and in one case four;

also the same species listed under two dififerent names, and so on. I

think in cases like this a little more care and study would eliminate

these mistakes.

I would be sorry to see the collection of any member of our Society

come under the scathing indictment made bv Mr. Wollev Dod on the
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Heath Collection of Lepidopters, which appeared in the Canadian

Entomologist for May, 1916. In support of my remarks to you this

morning, I would like to give a few brief extracts from the article in

question. As some of you probably know, the late Mr. E. F. Heath
was a resident of Cartwright, Manitoba, and collected there for about

35 years. At his death, his collection was acquired by the Manitoba

Government, as a nucleus for the entomological section of the Pro-

vincial ]Museum.

Mr. Wolley Dod was given an opportunity of looking over it last

December, and this, in part, is what he says : "Viewed as a Avhole the

collection was in poor condition. The percentage of worn or indifferent

specimens was high, and with a very few exceptions, the setting was
badly done on short pins. A portion, and only a portion, of the speci-

mens bore date labels, usualh^ face downwards." Again he says

:

"Heath, though a most energetic collector, had unfortunately a poorly

developed faculty for recognizing a species. We frequently found a

series of good specimens standing as one species, a series of bad speci-

mens of the same as distinct, and perhaps a series of smaller specimens

of the same thing as something else. Nor was that all, besides the

frequency with which one species stood for two or more, it was deplor-

able the number of very distinct and often dissimilar species which

were arranged in one series under the same name. In short, the errors

and mixtures were appalling."

Xow, that is a pretty severe indictment of a man who had been

collecting for 35 years. There is no reason why any of our members
should lay themselves open to an attack of this nature. There is a

good collection of Lepidoptera in the Museum, which is available at any

time during the day, and my own private collection is open at all times

for inspection and comparison to any of our members who care to avail

themselves of it.

In conclusion, I would like to appeal to all our members to do some
one thing or other during the coming season to advance the knowledge

of the entomology of this Province, either by recording life histories of

species, by the breeding of rare or uncommon forms, by making

ecological notes of all rare or uncommon species they may happen to

capture, of by taking interesting and uncommon forms in other orders

than those in which they happen to be interested, and giving those speci-

mens to members who are making a special study of them.

Dr. Hewitt, the chief entomologist of the Dominion, paid a lirief

visit to this city last June, during which I had the pleasure of spending

an evening with him, and he wished me to convey to you his hearty

appreciation of the work our Society was doing. As your President,

it is my earnest desire to maintain this work, and that is why I ask all
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of you to do something, however Httle, to keep up the reputation that

we have gained.

We have the finest field in the Dominion of Canada for the prosecu-

tion of our studies, and there are many perplexing problems waiting

to be solved. In Leptarctia californiae and its varieties, to determine

if any males can be produced that have red secondaries; all the males

that I have seen have yellow ones and the females red, although Dr.

McDunnough assures me that he has a red male. In the genus Alypia,

Sir George Hampson, in his synopsis of the species, differentiates

between octomaculata hind wings marked with white and langtoni hind

wings marked with yellow. The species that we have are all listed

under the name of langtoni, although in all the specimens that I have

seen the males have hind wings marked with white and the females

marked with yellow. By breeding we could determine if this was only

a sexual and not a specific difference. Again we have a species called

Hadena arctica, which Dr. McDunnough claims to be a variety of

Hadena castanea. I am of the opinion that it is a western race of the

eastern arctica, but by breeding castanea and so called arctica from the

eggs of known females, this point could be definitely settled for all

time. There are a number of other instances which I could give you

along the same lines, but I think these are sufficient to show you that

if our systematic members would each take up one of these subjects and

carry it to a successful conclusion, they would accomplish something

that would add to their credit and be of great taxonomic value to the

entomology of Boreal America.
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NOTES ON THE LEPIDOPTERA OF THE NORTHERN

OKANAGAN
By W. Downes. Victoria, B.C.

During a residence of several years' duration in the vicinity of

Armstrong, in the Northern Okanagan, a small collection of Lepidoptera

was made by the writer, and the following brief notes may be of interest

to those who have not had the opportunity of visiting this favoured

district and obtaining first-hand knowledge of its rich insect fauna.

Travelling northwards from Vernon, a point is reached about 12

miles from that city, where the open range country ends rather abruptly

and the hills are principally forest-clad, with here and there patches of

open grass land, while on the lower levels there are extensive areas of

heavy bush, indicating a moister climate, the precipitation in fact in this

district being about double that of the range country to the south.

This region may be roughly described as being triangular in shape, the

base of the triangle extending from Sicamous, on the main C.P.R. line,

to rather beyond Salmon Arm, and the apex at Armstrong. The visitor

will find that this district presents faunal characteristics very different

from the drier range country to the south and west, the varied flora is

at once apparent, and from the point of view of an entomologist the

region is one of surpassing interest. For the most part the country

consists of broad valleys interspersed with low hills, but it is flanked

at the east by high mountains rising to a height of about 4000 feet, on

which many high-altitude species may be obtained, not to be found on

the lower levels. The collection brought by me to the Coast this year

is not a large one and contains only about 300 species, but it is fairly

representative and includes some rare forms and several new records

for the Province.

With the first warm days of spring Papilio zelicaon. Luc. makes its

appearance, followed at no great interval by P. glaucus race canadensis,

which is one of the common butterflies of the Interior. The magnificent

P. daunus. Bdv. does not usually appear until June, but I have taken it

once as early as May 12th. P. bairdi race oregonia. Edw. is not so

frequently met with in the bush districts as on the range land to the

south, where it is fairly plentiful in July. Parnassius smintheus race

magnus is somewhat local, but where found is usually abundant.

Neophasia menapia. Feld. is taken but rarely, being more abundant in

the Southern Cjkanagan.

Among the sulphurs, Eurymus eurytheme form kootenai Cockle is

common in spring. The form eryphyle l^dw. appears in the first week
in July, followed a little later b}' eurytheme Bdv., which is not by any

means common, and of which I have so far only taken males. It is

scarcely necessary to mention such a cosmopolitan insect as Danaus
archippus but for the fact that I have seen hibernated individuals early
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in May, and venture to suggest that it may breed with us ; it is abun-

dant along the poplar-fringed bottom lands in certain years in July.

Of the Satyridae my collection shows few examples, but one butter-

fly among them well worthy of mention is Oeneis macouni Edw. Of
this species I have a single example, which was taken near my house,

but evidently a straggler, as it is a high altitude insect and is found

more abundantly as we ascend to higher levels, together with chryxus,

which is the commoner one of the two.

Among the Nymphalidae, electa, leto and atlantis are the commonest
forms. Brenthis bellona is double-brooded with us, occurring in May
and Juh'. Euphydryas perdiceas Edw. occurs in great numbers in the

spring.

Of the Lycaenidae, interesting and rather uncommon species are

Incisalia eryphon Bdv., C. dumetorum Bdv., H. heteronea Bdv., and

P. piasus Bdv.

Among the Sphingidae, a new record for British Columbia is Smer-

inthus jamaicensis form geminatus Say., which comes occasionally to

light. Paonias myops A. & S. I have bred from the larva, the food plant

of which is the choke cherry. Pachysphinx modesta Harris is taken

sparingly. The beautiful Proserpinus clarkiae Bdv. is quite a common
insect in certain years, flying in bright sunshine over the blossoms of

the "wild sunflower." Eubaphe immaculata race trimaculosa Reak. is

common some times on partly cleared bush lands. Hyphoraia parthenos

Harr. is occasionally taken.

Among the noctuids, a new record for this Province is Dysocnemis

oregonica Hy. Edw., which I have taken on the open range among the

sunflowers in May. Sugaring I have always found the most successful

method of getting noctuids and generally far more productive of speci-

mens than light. One of the good things taken at sugar is Euxoa andera

Sm., a new record for the Province ; it is not uncommon. Cirphis farcta

Grt., Agrotis rubifera Grt. and Aplectoides condita Gn. are also recorded

for the first time : none of them are common in the district, and I

obtained only single examples of each.

In August, 1915, several specimens of Catocala relicta Wlk. were

obtained at sugar. This fine moth is usually rare with us, and it was

the first time I had seen it for some years. It has the unusual habit of

being attracted by ordure, and I have seen it fly up from cattle and

horse manure on the roads. Other species of this genus that were taken

are nevadensis form montana Beut. and californica Edw., the latter

being the most common. Two specimens of Eosphoropteryx thya-

tyroides Gn. were taken in July, 1913, but I have failed to take it since.

Others worthy of note are Aplectoides pressus Grt., Euretagrotis per-

attenta Grt., Xylena mertena Sm., Trachea illocata Wlk., T. mactata
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race allecto Sm.. Luperina veterata vSm., Acronycta minella Dyar.,

A. tartarea Sm. and A. dolorosa Dyar.

The Geometridae of the district are very numerous and although the

species obtained by me were comparatively few, nevertheless two new
records for the Province were obtained. These are Macaria bicolorata

Fabr. and Hesperumia sulphuraria form baltearia Pack. Two specimens

were secured of the latter, which is not at all uncommon. No collection

was made of any Micro-lepidoptera.

With the exception of my own trivial and spasmodic efforts, the

Northern Okanagan is quite unworked territory, and it is hoped that

in the near future its insect fauna will be better known, there being no

doubt that more sustained and systematic collecting will result in the

discovery of many species hitherto unknown in the district.

For the determination of material. I am indebted to Mr. E. H.

Blackmore, who has looked over my collection and given me most

generous assistance.
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NOTES ON THE HYBERNATION OF SOME LARVAE AND
THE MOVEMENT OF BOREUS IN THE SNOW

By J. \Vm. Cockle, Kaslo

The statement is often made that Snow Fleas, as they are commonly
called, come up through the snow. This statement has often struck me
as strange and altogether improbable. How could an insect get through

several layers of frozen snow, which represent the results of thawing

and are generally described as crusts? But like our old friend Mark
Twain, "I have watched him." The summary of results follows

:

The actions of the snow insects form a reliable barometer, and as

they become readily visible after the first snow has whitened the ground,

their observation becomes easy.

It is well to enumerate the changes that occurred in the temperature

in order that we may more readily understand the extreme changes that

insects are subjected to in this locality.

On November 17th, 1916, the winter commenced with a slight fall

of snow and sleet, followed the next night by a fall in the temperature

to below zero. The temperature gradually rose for the next few days,

and then it snowed about six inches. The following morning, when
the temperature stood at freezing point, the snow was covered with

insect life. Boreus californicus was very numerous, and I also observed

five species of spiders, the most plentiful of which is a pale greenish

stone colour, having two yellow stripes lengthwise of the abdomen.

I may note, in passing, that these spiders have been fairly common on

the snow all winter, but the most remarkable thing that came under

my observation was the number of noctuid larvae that were out on the

surface of the snow, and were in a lively condition. The natural con-

clusion was that they had been caught by the early snow and although

they had managed to crawl upward through it, away from the frozen

ground below, that they would eventually succumb to the cold and find

a grave in the snow, but remarkable as it may seem, their appearance

later demonstrates that they will live and thrive in the snow. We had

a continuance of cold weather and snow up to Christmas. On the

night of the 26th December the temperature again fell to below zero,

moderating again in a few days, and then another heavy fall of snow
(making a total fall to date of 24 inches) with a temperature of 30

degrees. Numerous larvae were again seen in an active condition. I

procured some five or six and brought them into the house and fed

them on cabbage leaves. The change from the cold snow to the warmth
of a sunny window in the kitchen seemed to be to their liking, and they

were thriving well until they turned cannibals. Only one was left when
I discovered this and I consigned it to the stove. Cannibal larvae will

not reach maturity, but generally die just as they reach the stage of

pupation.

Ne.xt time 1 shall know that they have to be kept separate, just as

the snow deals with them.
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Now let me describe nature's winter barometer—Boreus. When
the temperature is 30 degrees or over they may be seen hopping over

the snow, and if there is a snowstorm pending they will be observed in

greater numbers. A heavy snowstorm starts, then they may be observed

jumping from point to point in an endeavour to maintain themselves at

the highest level. They do not get snowed under, but keep out on top

as long as the temperature does not fall below 28 degrees.

As I previously stated, the temperature fell on December 26th to

below zero. This was followed by a fall of 26 inches of snow and con-

tinuous cold for a fortnight, when the temperature again rose to 34

degrees. Within three days Boreus was again to be seen on the surface.

On February 1st a heavy snowstorm started, when 26 inches of

snow fell in the course of 36 hours, and as the temperature was low,

all insect life was dormant and consequently was buried under this

depth of snow. No larvae were seen after this fall, but within three

days Boreus was again out on the surface. In this way they follow up

the various snowfalls, always keeping as near the surface as the tem-

perature will permit.

Boreus also seems to avoid the extreme heat of the bright March
sun. When the sun is shining they may be observed buried under a

thin coating of the surface ice for protection against the heat. None
will be visible on the surface except on cloudy days, or where there is

some shade.

The summary of results is that they do come up through the snow,

but they do it gradually, following up each fall as it occurs. It is

probable that some of the noctuid larvae also pass the winter in a much
similar manner but, as I have stated before, none have been seen since

the heavy snow of December 26th.

How the spiders manage to exist I am not prepared to offer any

suggestion, but from the fact that they may be observed on the surface

of the snow when the weather is mild seems to offer the suggestion

that their habits may be similar to the Boreus, or they may attach them-

selves to a tree or other similar resting place, a condition which does

seem applicable to the other two insects mentioned, as the majority of

those observed have been on or near the roads or on cleared land where

there is no vegetation near, and their slow progression dispells the

supposition that they have travelled any considerable distance during

the time that the climatic conditions were sufficiently favourable for

them to move about.

.\t the last annual meeting mention was made of another snow
insect that I had discovered that was active when the temperature was
25 degrees Ft. I was fortunate in securing another of these this winter,

which I found actively walking on the snow, the temperature being at

the time 29 .degrees Ft. As it was taken close to the house, I was able

to compare the temperature at once. This makes this a positively

reliable record.
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NOTES ON GEOMETRIDAE NEW TO BRITISH COLUMBIA
By E. H. Blackmore, Victoria, B.C.

This is the fourth year in succession that I have presented you
with a paper under a similar title. Each year I am in hopes that I

have come to the end of the new additions to the list, but after another

season's work, I always seem to find some species and varieties that

have not been previously recorded.

The present paper embraces two species and eight varieties new to

science that have been described during the past twelve months,' and four

species and three varieties new to British Columbia, making a total of

six species and eleven varieties to be added to the list as a result of

last year's investigations.

I will take the new species and varieties first.

Nomenia obsoleta Swett. When rearranging the collection of the

late Captain R. V. Harvey. I came across three specimens that were

labelled Venusia cambrica Curtis. Although bearing a strong super-

ficial resemblance to this species they seemed rather small, and on

further examination I found that they were all taken in April. Now as

cambrica does not emerge until about the first of July, I knew at once

that it could not be that species. Upon further examination under a

microscope I found that in the males the antennae were somewhat
difi'erent, being unipectinate, while in cambrica they are bipectinate and

in pearsalli filiform ciliate. As they evidently did not belong to either

of these two genera, they naturally fell into the genus Nomenia, which is

closely allied. As we had no representative of this genus in British

Columbia, I concluded that it was new and sent it to Mr. L. W. Swett,

who verified my conclusions and named it obsoleta. This name is rather

appropriate, as I have not seen it anywhere else with the exception of

one in the Provincial Museum, which was taken in the same month and

year—April, 1908.

I have worked this district thoroughly for the past five seasons,

but have not taken anything approaching it, so that I am afraid it has

disappeared.

Diastictis andersoni Swett. This species was taken by Mr. E. M.
Anderson at Atlin, B.C., in 1914, and was at first thought to be a luteous

form of occiduaria Pack., but the extra-discal lines are differently curved

and there is no trace of any yellow shading. It is closely allied' to

inceptaria Walk., specimens of which I have from Michigan.

Hydriomena californiata ab niveifascia Swett. In Capt. Harvey's

collection there were several specimens of Hydriomena under the name
of californiata. On looking them over, I found two which were quite

distinctive from the others, and which have been named as above. The
chief points of distinction are the silvery white bands which replace the

ordinary red shadings and smoky bands of the typical form.
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Xanthorhoe defensaria (riu gigantaria Swclt. (I'aratypc liiale).

Xanthorhoe defensaria fdi'in gigantaria Swett. (.Mlotype female).

Xanthorhoe defensaria furin conciliaria Swett. ( I'aratype male).

Xanthorhoe defensaria ti)rm conciliaria Swett. (.Allotype female).

Xanthorhoe defensaria form thanataria Swett. (I'aratype male).

Xanthorhoe defensaria form thanataria Swett. (I'aratype female).

Xanthorhoe defensaria tcirm mephistaria Swett. ( Faratype male).

Xanthorhoe defensaria fnrm suppuraria Swett. (I'aratype male).
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The above three insects were described in the Can. Ent.. \'o!.

XL VIII., page 249 et seq. (July. 1916).

The next in order is the genus Xanthorhoe, a genus we have been

working on for some considerable time. When I started to collect

geometers seriously in the spring of 1912, I was much struck with the

amount of variation that occurred in three species of this difficult but

interesting genus. I determined to pay special attention to this group,

with the result that in 1913 and 1914 I collected something over 300

specimens of this genus. The three groups mentioned are the defensaria

group and what are known as the fossaria-pontiaria group and the

munitata-convallaria group.

Taking the defensaria group first, I sorted them out into series gov-

erned by the date of their appearance and the differences in maculation.

I then sent them to Mr. Swett, who agreed in the main with my separa-

tion, with the result that the following four well-marked varieties were

described by him in the Can. Ent., Vol. XLVIIL. page 349 et seq.

(October, 1916).

X. defensaria var. gigantaria Swett, which is the large spring form

occurring at the end of April. It is distinguished by its large size, heavy

markings, and wide bands.

X. defensaria var. conciliaria Swett. This is a very distinct form

and is easily recognized by the basal and outer areas of the fore wings

being a deep ochre and the median band of a reddish chocolate colour.

It flies along with, and at the same time as, typical defensaria.

X. defensaria var. thanataria Swett. This is a small and stunted

form which occurs later in the fall, generally in September and October.

It is possibly a third brood, but this cannot be definitely stated until it

is bred. In fact, the whole of this group may have to be revised again,

when the life histories of the various forms are worked out and the

genitalia studied.

X. defensaria var. suppuraria Swett. This is a beautiful variety

and a very distinct one, the broad black band contrasting sharply with

the lighten ashen colour of the fore wings. This median band is subject

to a variation in colour from reddish black to a deep jet black, and is

really a melanistic form. This is the rarest of all the varieties and occurs

in April.

I may say here that the study of the fossaria-pontiaria group has

just been completed and three new species have been discovered, which

will be described in the Can. Ent. at an early date. This leaves us the

munitiata-convallaria group to work on during the present year, and
Avhich we hope to complete before our next annual meeting.

We now come to the Dysstroma citrata-mulleolata group. Citrata

Linn and its varieties I treated of in our Proceedings No. 4, N.S., page

44 et seq., 1914, and mulleolata I spoke of in the paper I read before you
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at our last annual meeting. A more complete revision of this group

has just been given by Mr. Swett in the Can. Ent., Vol. XLIX., page 64

et seq. (February, 1917), wherein he has described the three following

new aberrations

:

Dysstroma mulleolata ab sobria Swett. This is a form which has

the median band solid black and is the rarest form of all. So far I have

only taken one specimen and that is the type which is in the collection

of Mr. Swett.

D. mulleolata ab subumbrata Swett. In this form, which is a transi-

tion stage between the black-banded and the white-banded forms, the

black central band has begun to break up into greyish spots and shad-

ings, especially at the costal and inner margins. Of this form I took

four specimens in 1914 and two in 1915, but have not seen it since.

D. mulleolata ab ochrofuscaria Swett. Of this form I have only

taken one, and that is the type taken on the 27th June, 1915. Mr. G. O.

Day took a female at Quamichan Lake in 1908, which has been made a

paratype, as also is a male taken by Mr. A. W. Hanham in the same

district in 1910. I believe Mr. Hanham has also one or two more of

them.

I am not quite so sure of this latter being a variety of mulleolata.

The course of the extra-discal line is different, and there are one or two

other minor points which make me think that it may be a distinct species

when its life history is worked out together with a study of the genitalia.

This concludes the list of species and varieties new to science which

have been described from British Columbia during the past twelve

months. Turning to those geometers which I have discovered during

the past year as being new to British Columbia, the first to claim our

attention is Hydriomenia furcata var. periclata Swett. I found this

interesting geometer resting on the outside of my house on April 4th,

1916. It was described from a single male taken at San Francisco in

1909, and seems to be of very rare occurrence.

Stamnodes topazata var. albida B. & McD. where the deep

ocherous colour of topazata gives place to a creamy white. This speci-

men was taken by our energetic librarian, Mr. Williams Hugh, and is

rather illustrative of what is generally known as fisherman's luck. Mr.

Hugh was over in Abbotsford for a few days in the early part of April

last year, and one day seeing a few geometers flying about, he caught

half a dozen with his hat, and brought them back with him in a

matchbox.

Five of them were the common M. gratulata, and the other a new
addition to the list. I am only sorry that the numbers were not reversed.

Our thanks are due to Mr. Hugh for putting a new record on our lists

in such a lucky manner.

Sciagraphia orillata Walk., taken by Mr. Anderson at Penticton on

May, 1913. This was placed as a synonym of continuata Wlk. liy Dr.
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Dyar in 1902. but is a distinct species, a very excellent fiis;-ure of which

is given in Packard's Monograph, Plate IX., Fig. 75.

Sciagraphia meadiaria Pack., taken by Mr. W. Newcomb at Chil-

cotiii in June, 1914. Thi.s one was rather damaged, but we are glad to

have the record of it. This group sadly needs revising, hut unfortunately

(jur material in this group is very limited.

Macaria praeatomata Haw. This prett)' species was taken by Mr.

Downes at Armstrong in 1915. It is accurately figured by Packard in

his Monograph on Plate X.. Fig. 18. The name will probably fall

before bicolorata Fab., as I believe the two species are the same. Packard

had never seen a specimen of bicolorata, which was described from \'ir-

ginia in 1794. Praeatomata, vi'hile not common, is widely distributed

throughout the New England States.

Diastictis decorata Hulst. A specimen of this species was taken

by Mr. Anderson at Lillooet in July, 1916. This species was described

from specimens taken by Dr. Barnes at Platte Canyon, Colorado, in

1896.

Alois sulphuraria var. baltearia Hulst. This pretty variety was
taken by Mr. Downes in June, 1915, and also by Mr. Anderson at Lillooet,

27th June, 1916. I have specimens exactly like this one, taken at San

Diego, Cal., in July.

This concludes the list of those that we are absolutely certain of as

being new to British Columbia, although there are a few more yet to be

correctly placed. We seem to have quite a number of intermediate

forms in this Province, perhaps it would be better to say local races, and

until these are bred and their life histories worked out, it cannot be

definitely ascertained what their relationships are to closely allied

species, appearing in other parts of the country.

Author's Note (July, 1918).—Since the above paper was written,

many new facts have come to hand which makes it necessary to add the

following notes and remarks

:

Nomenia obsoleta Swett. On looking over the collection of Mr.

G. O. Day, of Duncan, in September, 1917, I found that he had four

specimens of this species amongst his material, all taken in the Duncan
district. Showing how rare this species is, not more than one specimen

was taken in any one y.ear, the dates of capture being March 20th, 1914;

x\pril 16th, 1915; May 7th, 1916; and April 3rd, 1917. I was extremely

glad to get these records, as I had feared that the species was extinct.

Xanthorhoe defensaria form thanataria Swett, and Xanthorhoe

defensaria form suppuraria Swett. These two forms have both l)een

placed in the synonymy by Messrs. Barnes and McDunnough in their

New Check List. In the case of thanataria they are probably correct,

as in my opinion it is only a partial third brood which is produced in

those season's having a long, dry fall. The food plant at that time of

the year being much less succulent, thus producing a small stunted form
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with narrower bands. As regards suppuraria I must entirely disagree

with them in placing it as a synonym of mephistaria Swett. They are

seasonal forms, are quite distinct both in size and width of median bands,

and I have never known them to intergrade. In my opinion suppuraria

bears the same relation to mephistaria that gigantaria bears to typical

defensaria.

Hydriemena furcata var. periclata Swett. There is some doubt as

to the status of this specimen, either Mr. Swett has misidentihed it, or

the reference to furcata is incorrect. At the time I took the specimen in

question I recognized that it was different to any that I had taken pre-

viously. I read over carefully the published descriptions of this group,

and it seemed to me that it agreed very closely with periclata. At a

later date I sent it to Mr. Swett, who confirmed my identification,

remarking that "it is very nearly like type." Messrs. Barnes and

McDunnough in "A Review of the genus Hydriemena Hub." (Cont.

Lep. No. Amer., Vol. IV., No. 1), state that Mr. Swett has examined

the unique male type (of periclata) and informs them that unfortunately

the uncus is broken off but that the basal portion is rather narrow and

suggests that of furcata. Recently I have examined my specimen

under a binocular, and find that the uncus is of the shape which is

characteristic of the quinquefasciata group, and which materially differs

from the shape of the uncus in the furcata group. Until such times

as further nimotypical specimens of periclata can be obtained, the refer-

ence to furcata cannot be considered as entirely conclusive. For the

present I shall list it with a question mark as follows: H. furcata (?)

var. periclata Swett.

Hydriemena californiata var. niveifascia Swett. Messrs. Barnes

and McDunnough have associated this form with irata Swett, instead of

californiata Pack., on account of the similarity of the male genitalia

which differs considerably in the two species named. This variety is

now known as H. irata form niveifascia Swett.

Dysstroma muUeolata Hulst. It is rather doubtful if our large Van-
couver Island form is the true muUeolata. The type locality in Hulst's

description is given as Colorado, whilst the type specimen in the Hulst

collection at Rutger's College, N.J., is labelled "Washington," so it is

questionable whether this so-called "type" represents the true muUeolata

of Hulst. Again, Mr. Weiss who compared a specimen of the large Van-

couver Island form with this so-called "type" (which is in very poor

condition), may have misidentified it, as this large form, typical truncata

Huf., and citrata form punctum-notata Haw. are practically alike in

maculation. It is more than likely that the Hulst specimen, if the

locality label is correct, is really conspecific with the latter-named form.

I wish to thank Mr. F. Kermode, our Honorary President and

Director of the Provincial Museum, for the loan of the cuts, from which

Plates 11. and III. were made to illustrate this paper. E. H. B.
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FOSSIL INSECTS, WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THOSE OF
THE TERTIARY LAKE DEPOSITS OF THE

SIMILKAMEEN VALLEY, B.C.

By .Alfred E. Cameron, M.A.. D.Sc, F.E.S.

MEANS OF FOSSILIZATION

Abundant as insects are at present, they are comparatively rare as

fossils, the fossil species forming a very insignificant percentage of the

total number of described species of insects. The absence of insect

remains in sedimentary rocks of marine origin is explained by the fact

that almost no insects inhabit salt water ; and terrestial forms, in general,

are ill-adapted for fossilization. The hosts of insects that die each year

leave remarkably few traces in the soil, owing perhaps in great measure

to the dissolution of chitin in the presence of moisture.

Most of the fossil insects that are known have been found in vege-

table accumulations such as coal, peat, lignite, or else in ancient fresh

water basins, where the insects were probably drowned and rapidly

embedded. At present, enormous numbers of insects are sometimes cast

upon the shores of our great lakes—a phenomenon which helps to

explain the profusion of fossil forms found in some of the ancient lake

' basins.

Insects in rich variety have been foimd in amber, the fossilized resin

of coniferous trees. This substance, as it exuded, must have entangled

and enveloped insect visitors, just as it does at present. Many of these

amber insects are excellently preserved, as if sealed in glass. Copal, a

transparent amber-like resin from various tropical trees, particularly

Leguminosae, has also yielded many interesting insects.

Ill-adapted as insects are by organization and habit for the com-
moner methods of fossilization, the number of fossil insects already

described is now more than 6000.

LOCALITIES OF FOSSIL INSECTS

The Devonian of New Brunswick in Canada has furnished a few

forms, found near St. John, in a small ledge that outcrops between the

tide-marks. These forms, though few, are of extraordinary interest, as

will be seen.

For Carboniferous species, Commentry in France is a locality noted

through the admirable researches of Brongniart (6), who described from
there 97 species of 48 genera, representing 12 families or higher groups
—10 of which are regarded as extinct—without including many hundred
specimens of cockroaches which he found but did not study. In this

country many species have been found in the coalfields of Illinois, Nova
Scotia, Rhode Island, Pennsylvania and Ohio.
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Many fine fossils of the Jurassic period have been found in the lith-

ographic limestones of Bavaria. One hundred and forty-three species

from the Lias—four-fifths of them beetles—were studied by Heer (1).

The Tertiary period has furnished the majority of fossil specimens.

To the Oligocene belong the amber insects, of which 900 species are

known from Baltic amber alone, and to the same epoch are ascribed the

deposits of Florissant and White River in Colorado and of Green River,

Wyoming. These localities—the richest in the world—have been made
famous by the monumental works of Scudder. At Florissant there is

an extinct lake, in the bed of which, entombed in shales derived from

volcanic ash and sand, the remains of insects are found in astonishing

profusion. For Miocene forms, of which 1550 European species are

known, the Oeningen beds of Bavaria are celebrated as having furnished

844 species, described by the illustrious Heer (1).

On our Western Coast it is interesting to know that quite a rich

stratum of fossil-insect remains are located in the Tertiary lake deposits

of the Southern Interior of British Columbia, there being in all something

like 135 species, which have been described by the three distinguished

palaeoentomologists, Scudder, Cockerell and Handlirsch. In 1910

Handlirsch (2), dealing with a collection of IZ specimens of fossil insects

disinterred by Lambe of the Canadian Geological Survey, and submitted

to him for investigation by Dr. A. P. Low, Director of the Survey, made
a valuable contribution to the study of Canadian fossil insects. The
localities in which these insect fossils of British Columbia have been

found is confined to a comparatively small area, extending from the

Similkameen in the south to Quesnel in the north, and include the

deposits along the Nicola River, the Tulameen River one and a half

miles above Princeton and opposite Vermilion Clifif, Tranquille River,

Horsefly Mine, Ninemile Creek, Quilchena. One specimen is recorded

from Vancouver Island, an unidentified specimen of the Chrysomelid

genus Microrhopala described by Chagnon.

Of the 7i specimens collected by Lambe, Handlirsch distributed

them among the systematic groups as follows: Orthoptera (Acridioidea),

1; Coleoptera, 4; Hymenoptera—Ichneumonidae, 1; Rhaphidioidea, 1

Diptera—Bibionidae, 54; Ptychopteridae, 1; Tipulidae, 2; Empidae, 1

Hemiptera—Pentatomidae, 1 ; Gerridae, 1 ; Homoptera—Cercopidae, 3

Insecta incerta sedis, 6. In all there were 41 species, of which 20

belonged to the genus Penthetria of the dipterous Bibionidae.

Including the Tertiary insects previously made known from British

Columbia, chiefly in the works of Scudder—which Handlirsch (2) for

the sake of completeness inserted in his list—the species are systematic-

ally distributed among various families by this author as follows

:

Orthoptera—Acridioidea. 1. ? Mastacinae, 1.
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Coleoptera—Carabidae, 1 ; Nitidulidae, 1 : Tenebriondidae, 1
;

Elateridae, 5; Buprestidae. 3; Hydrophylidae, 1; Chrysomelidae, 3;

Scaral)aeidae, 1 ; Coleoptera incertae sedis, 3.

Hymenoptera—Ichneumonidae, Pimplinae, 4; Braconidae, 2; For-

micidae, 3.

Neuroptera—Hemerobiidae, 1.

Diptera—Orthorrhapha nematocera. Mycetophilidae, 5 ; Bibionidae,

about 35 ; Ptychopteridae, 1 ; Chironomidae, several ; Tipulidae, 2

;

Orthorrapha brachycera, Asilidae, 1 : Empidae, 1 ; Dolichopodidae, I
;

Cyclorrhapha-Borboridae (Acalyptrate Muscidae), 5; Anthomyiidae, 2.

Hemiptera—Gerridae, 2 ; Pentatomidae. 2.

Homoptera—Fulgoridae, 1 (? 2); Cercopidae. 12; Aphididae. 2

( incerta sedis, 1 ).

Insecta incerta sedis, 7.

With such a small number of species as have been found, it is diffi-

cult to judge accurately the age of the given deposits. Handlirsch argues

that since no representatives of the latest and most highly specialized

insects have been found, the deposits belong to the early Tertiary. For

instance, the .\phididae. Muscidae, Syrphidae, Rhynchophora, Cecido-

myiidae, Lepidoptera, Thysanoptera, Termitidae, Forficulidae, Chal-

cididae, etc., are either absent or only feebly represented, and likewise

the Lamellicorns and Formicidae. All these groups have doubtless

persisted since the Cretaceous. Nevertheless, in the early Tertiary

they did not for a long time attain that pre-eminence for which they

were noted in the late Tertiary, the Quaternary, and especially in recent

times, where they are distinctly dominant forms. In the early Tertiary

they were certainly also well represented in British Columbia, and, if

they are lacking in the collections, this fact must in part be attributed to

accident, and in part to their still meagre numerical development at that

time. Moreover, this fact may also be accepted as proof of the relatively

great age of the beds in question. A further argument of perhaps greater

significance, rests on the relatively strong representation of groups of Old-

world forms, as, for example, the Elateridae and Buprestididae (which

were numerous even in the Lias) ; the species of the genus Pimpla,

belonging to the most primitive apocrite Hymenoptera ; the Cercopidae,

which are also of Jurassic age ; also a form of Acridiidae, which does not

strictly coincide with any of the recent sub-groups ; a Rhaphidian in

which are found characters of both existing genera of this order, and,

finally, a very primitive Ptychopterid, the representative of a family

existing today in a few surviving forms.

The Diptera clearly furnish the most reliable data. Of these forms,

the nematocerous Orthorrhapha with their eucephalous larvae, also the

above-mentioned ptychopterid, as well as the Chironomids, Myceto-
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philids, and Bil^ionids, have a relatively strong representation, and out-

number all other Diptera threefold. Today, these conditions are exactly

reversed. The Bibionids were especially prominent, and appear to have

formed the principal element of the fauna of that time. They are

exclusively represented by the genus Penthetria (Plecia), which through-

out the world, at present, includes but few more species than are com-

prised in the small collection of Lambe. The number of species of this

genus was much larger in the early Tertiary than in the late Tertiary,

where the genus Bibio was beginning to become more prevalent, as

judged by their geological distribution in the European Tertiary.

Hence Handlirsch came to the conclusion that the occurrence of so dis-

proportionately large a number of species of Penthetria in the Tertiary

of British Columbia, contemporaneous with the absence of Bibio, also

indicate that the beds in question belong to the early Tertiary, and are

at least Oligocene in age. The genus Bibio is now represented in the

American Tertiary and the supposition is that the genus Bibio originated

in the East, probably in Europe, and later found its way to America.

Today, the genus Penthetria exists principally in tropical and sub-

tropical countries. In temperate zones, it survives only in individual

forms; one of these being the single dwarf European species P. holo-

sericea. Bibio, on the other hand, is especially abundant in the temperate

regions of North America and Europe, but is sparingly represented in

the South. So much the more interesting, then, is the occurrence of

such a large series of fossil species of Penthetria—the representatives of

existing thermophilous forms—in a latitude so high as is the region of

the Similkameen River. Not only in the Penthetrias, however, but also

in Promastax (primitive Acridioid) and the numerous Cercopids, and

particularh' in the huge Aphrophora angusta Hand, the fulgorid,

Ricania antiquata Scud, etc., are found proofs of a warm climate at that

time. These data, therefore, taken together, lead to the safe conclusion

that the Similkameen deposits are at least Oligocene in age.

GEOLOGICAL RECORD

Although insects have a very long pedigree, it is as yet a very

imperfect one. The remains of creatures that can be referred to the

class Insecta have been found, it is said, in Silurian strata ; only one

or two of these very early forms are at present known, and the informa-

tion about them is by no means satisfactory. If insects at all—as to

which some doubt exists—they apparently belong to very different

forms, though, like all the earliest fossil insects, they are winged. In

the strata of the Carboniferous epoch numerous insects have been

detected, in both Europe and North America. These early insects are

called by Scudder—quoted by Sharp (8, p. 486)—Palaeodictyoptera.

According to this author they are separated from the insects around us,

because he considers there existed among the Palaeozoic insects no

ordinal distinctions such as obtains in the existing forms, but that the
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primeval creatures formed a single group of generalized Hexapods.

Brauer on the other hand—also quoted by Sharp (8)—considers that

these earlier forms can be relegated to families existing today and form-

ing parts of the Orthoptera, Neuroptera and Hemiptera. Since it is

chiefly the wings of these forms that have been found, it would seem

arbitrary to assign the species to a separate order, said to be extinct, on

merely alar evidence. The fact that there is one species, Eugereon

bockingi, with head and mouth parts of a hemipterous or dipterous

nature while the wings are distinctly neuropetrous. seems to us to

weaken Scudder's position.

In the more recent rocks, insect remains become comparatively

numerous, and in Mesozoic strata forms that can be satisfactorily

referred to existing orders are found, the Palaeodictyoptera of Golden-

berg and Scudder having disappeared. The Blattidae do not apparently

present any great discontinuity between their Palaeozoic and Mesozoic

forms. It would be well to remark here that the history of the cock-

roaches is the best preserved in the rocks, of any insect. In the Car-

boniferous epoch they existed in considerable numbers and variety, and

a still earlier but doubtful fossil has been found in the Silurian of

Calvados. It is curious to note, accordiupf to Brongniart (6), that some

of the females of these fossil Blattidae b.ad a well-marked ovipositor,

in the shape of an elongate, exserted organ at the end of the body, by

means of which the insect may have desposited its eggs in trees and

other receptacles in the manner prevailing among Orthoptera of our own
times.

In the strata of the Secondary epoch, remains of Blattidae have also

been discovered in both Europe and America, in Oolitic, Liassic and

Triassic deposits. From the Tertiary strata, on the other hand, com-

paratively few species have been brought to light. A few have been

discovered preserved in amber.

According to Scudder (5, p. 109) not only were insects abundant in the

Tertiaries, but their remains indicate conditions of existence very similar

to what we find around us today. "Certain peculiarities of secondary

sexual dimorphism accompanying special forms of communistic life,

such as the neuters and workers in Hymenoptera and the soldiers of the

Termitidae, are also found, as would be expected, among the fossils, at

least through the whole series of the Tertiaries. The same may be said

of other sexual characteristics, such as the stridulating organs of the

Orthoptera, and the peculiarities of ovipostion, as seen in the huge egg-

capsules of an extinct Sialid of the early Tertiaries. The viviparity of

the ancient Aphididae is suggested, according to Buckton, by the appear-

ance of one of the specimens from the Oligocene of the Florissant, while

some of the more extraordinary forms of parasitism are indicated at a

time equally remote by the occurrence in amber of the triangulin larva
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of Meloe and of a characteristic strepsipterous insect. Not only, too,

are the parent tribes of gall-making insects abundant in the Tertiaries,

but their galls as well have been found."

Following is a brief outline of our knowledge of fossil insects as

culled from Folsom (9j :

Phryganeidae. Abundant remains in the Tertiaries. It is a remark-

able fact that a larval case has been found in amber, which seems to

point to the arboreal habits of the species, quite rare today. Adult

fossils are very abundant at Florissant (Tertiary Lake Basin). In

Auvergne, the so-called industrial limestone, two or three yards thick

over a wide area, is supposed to be composed chiefly of the cases of

larvae of this family.

In the Mesozoic epoch some wings have been found in the lower

Purbeck, and similar wings in the Lias. A tube of a supposedly Phry-

ganeid larva has been found in the Cretaceous of Bohemia. The palae-

ontological evidence does not appear to supply any information regarding

the theory that the Phyrganeidae are allied to the early conditions of

the Lepidoptera.

Acridiidae. Have never been found in amber, probably owing to

their strength and size. Few fossil remains are known and these do

not extend further back than the Mesozoic. Several forms found at

Florissant. Brojg-niart has found some representatives at Commentry in

the Carboniferous strata (Palaeacridiidae), which are said to be abun-

dant in this epoch.

Forficulidae. Occur in the lower Lias of Aargau and Jurassic in

Eastern Siberia, but the forms are not well preserved. They are

common in the Tertiary formations, as in the Lower Miocene beds at

Florissant.

Ephemeridae. The palaeontological record of this family is both

rich and remarkable. Several forms are preserved in amber. The
family is represented in the Tertiaries (Florissant), Jurassic, Devonian

and Carboniferous, all more or less akin to our existing Ephemeridae.

All evidence points to the fact that our fragile, short-lived may-flies

appear to be, as Scudder says, the lingering fragments of an expiring

group.

Perlidae. Occur in amber. Eocene (Isle of Wight) ; Miocene

(Europe)
;

Jurassic (Siberia) ; Carboniferous (Commentry).

Sialidae. Found in Tertiary and Mesozoic. The red sandstones of

Connecticut have yielded a larval form of Sialid (Scudder), which is the

oldest larva known (Mormolucoides articulatus). From the Carbon-

iferous of Illinois several specimens have also been disinterred.

Termitidae. Very abundant in Tertiary times, when the genera

appear to have been much the same as at present. In Mesozoic strata.
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the remains of true Teremitidae apparently exist in the Lias in Europe,

but further back than this the history is not traceable satisfactorily.

They are not now supposed to have existed in the Carboniferous strata.

Some of the extinct Neuroptera of palaeozoic times were insects of

large size, surpassing considerably in this respect any of those now
known. Some possessed abdominal tracheal gills comparable to those

found in the immature condition of the present day Ephemeridae and

analogous to those of the adult of Pteronarcys. Further, some had

wing-like expansions on the prothorax.

Thysanoptera. Tertiary epoch of Europe and North America.

Buprestidae. Remarkably rich in fossils. Twenty-eight per cent,

of fossil beetles of the Mesozoic period found by Heer in Switzerland

are referred to the Buprestidae.

Diptera. A considerable variety of forms have been found in amber
and many in the Tertiary beds. A very few numbers of the Cyclorrha-

phous sections are, however, found among them. Tipulidae are richly

represented. In the Mesozoic epoch the order is found as early as the

Lias, the forms being exclusively Orthorrhaphous, both Nematocera and

Brachycera being represented. All are referred to existing families.

No evidence has been found tending to connect the Diptera with other

orders. No Palaeozoic Diptera are known.

Hemiptera. Several Palaeozoic fossils have been found but their

identity has been disputed. Eugereon bockingi belongs to the Permian

strata. Facts show that the Homoptera appeared before the Heteroptera

and date as far back as the Carboniferous period.

Ants. They are among the earliest of the Hymenoptera. Remains
referred to the family have been found in the Lias of Switzerland and

in the English Purbecks. In Tertiary times Formicidae appear to have

been the most abundant of all insects. At Florissant they occur in

thousands and form in individuals about one-fourth of all the insects

found there. They have also been met with in large numbers in the

European Tertiaries, and Mayr studied no less than 1500 specimens

found in amber.

Oestridae and other parasites (Mallophaga). Although in many
cases the rocks have yielded us no direct information regarding such

highly specialized parasitic insects as the warble flies of oxen and deer,

we may be assured that they only became differentiated during those

later stages of the Kainozoic period which witnessed the evolution of

their respective mammalian hosts. Carpenter (7, p. 108) states that

"some instructive hints as to differences in the rate of change among
different insect groups may be drawn from the study of parasites." For

example, V. L. Kellog (10) points out that an identical species of the
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Mallophaga (Bird Lice) infest an Australian Cassowary and two of the

South American Rheas ; while two species of the same genus (Lipeurus)

are common to the African Ostrich and a third kind of South American

Rhea. These parasites must have been inherited unchanged by the

various members of these three families of flightless birds from their

common ancestors, that is from early Kainozoic times at latest.

Handlirsch (4, p. 250) has shown in a summary of the distribution

of the species of existing and extinct genera of insects that heterometa-

bolus species are more numerous in warm regions, whilst holometabolic

species are more frequent in cold countries. Arguing from this fact, we
are led to the conclusion that those species, the fossil remains of which

are found in the rocks of temperate regions, but are related to forms

which today occur only in warm, southern countries, must have existed

at a time when temperature conditions were more favourable in those

regions where they now occur only as fossils. In amplification of the

evidence Handlirsch (3, p. 518) cites several cases and I take the oppor-

tunity of presenting a translation of his words:

"The sand-ground beetle, Tetracha Carolina, occurs today only in

the southern part of North America and in Central America, but it is

also found in the European Bernstein. The sawflies of the genus Perga

exist today only in Australia and sparingly in South America. They
were, however, present in the Miocene of North America. The Aethio-

pian genus Glossina (tse-tse flies), fortunately now only represented in

tropical Africa, but they were present in the Miocene of North America.

The nemopterid genus Halter is now confined to the Eastern Alediter-

ranean, whereas species abounded in North American Miocene. Various

genera of ants which one finds today only in tropical Asia, lived in the

Oligocene in Northern Europe.

"Not only do these fossil remains indicate a similarity in the environ-

mental conditions of the regions where they occurred thousands of years

ago with those that now prevail in those regions where their allies at

present live, but it is more than probable that there was distinct land

connections between the different continents in places now occupied by

the waters of the ocean.

"It appears to me that generally speaking insects oiifer very good

evidence for the assumption that the northern continents were linked

up at diiTerent times to each other by means of land-bridges, for there

was in the Palaeozoic a great resemblance between the faunas of the

eastern and western hemispheres. All orders of which we have been

able to recognize more than one representative, have been shown to

occur both in America and Europe. Almost all families tolerably rich

in species, and many genera occur on both sides of the Atlantic, and

although the species often appear to be different, yet the difference in

the general facies of the faunas is certainly not any trreater than that
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which prevails toda}- in the case of those of Europe and Palaarctic

Eastern Asia. Since there was also a similar condition of affairs in the

Tertiar}', we may conclude that insects were repeatedly given the oppor-

tunity of passing- between Eurasia and North America."
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Jin iipmortam

TOM WILSON

It is with a feeling of deep regret that I put pen to paper to record

the life-work of our late lamented colleague and friend, Mr. Tom Wilson,
who met his death in a disastrous fire at the Coquihalla Hotel at Hope,
B.C., on March 6th, 1917. On the other hand, it is with immense satis-

faction that I can call attention to the wonderful influence his life and
personality brought to bear on the work of our Entomological Society,

as indeed upon the interests of all field naturalists. His intimate knowl-

edge of our birds, mammals, plants and insects was nothing short of

marvellous, and it was conceded by all who knew him that he represented

the best type of field naturalist the Province has enjoyed for a great

many years. He could discourse freely upon the habits of many native

animals and insects—facts known to only a few but facts learnt by
observation and experience—and he could bring his memory to bear

onto the distribution of the majority of our native plants and trees.

There were few parts of British Columbia where he had not been, after

thirty years sojourn in the Province. While the habits of insects and

animals attracted his regard to no small extent, it was really upon the

mysteries of plant life, growth and ecology, that his mind really loved

to dwell. A tramp through the woods, especially on Vancouver Island

and on the Lower Mainland, was to his heart its greatest pleasure, and

hours spent in his company on such occasions were hours of inspiration

and delight.

He was born at Musselburgh, Scotland, on July 2Sth, 1856. In his

early twenties he studied horticulture and forestry, and for a while was
employed as foreman in the Royal Botanic Gardens at Edinburgh. India

then claimed his attention, to which country he went at the age of 24.

Here he was engaged as Superintendent of some tea plantations in

Lower India and Burmah. After six years spent in the tropics, he

returned to his home in Scotland, only to set sail shortly afterwards for

Canada. He was for a time employed on railway construction work

on the main line of the Canadian Pacific Transcontinental Railway, and

as he used to remark, "he walked into British Columbia before the rail-

way was completed." From 1886 until the date of his death he remained

in British Columbia—in very truth one of the pioneers of this great

Province. In 1896 he was appointed Fruit Inspector in the Provincial

Department of Agriculture. In 1900 he entered the service of the

Dominion Government as Superintendent of Fumigation, and in 1906

the Inspectorship of Indian Orchards was added to his duties. The

importance of the work necessary to develop Indian agriculture grad-
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ually increased until finally, in 1911, he was relieved of his work at the

Fumigation Station in order that he might devote his whole energy to

the improvement of Indian orchards and farms.

It was in pursuit of his duties as an officer of the Indian Department,

loaned to the Entomological Branch of the Dominion Department of

Agriculture, that he met his untimely end on March 6th, 1917.

The most outstanding feature of his character was his absolute trust

and loyalty to his colleagues and to his chiefs, and his obvious endeavour

to do the very best he could in the work in which he was engaged.

Friends throughout the Province learnt of his death with the greatest

regret, realizing a sterling character had passed away as well as a perfect

friend and companion.
R. C. TREHERNE, B.S.A.
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THE ONION-MAGGOT.

R. C. Treherne, Entomologist in Charge for B.C. Dominion
Department of Agriculture, and M. H. Ruhman,

Assistant Provincial Entomologist.

GREAT deal of conflicting evidence is before us on the control

of this injurious insect. Even now after one year's concen-

trated study of this insect at Vernon in the " Dry Belt," where

li li u I it is yearly assuming greater importance, and after two years'

V^te/ observations on its general activities and habits in that district,

'

I we are unable to claim to have devised a scheme for control

which completely satisfies us. Our investigations have led us along defi-

nite channels which may result in something definite after a while.

In glancing over the literature on this insect we find the following sug-

gestions for its control :

—

" Liberal amounts of tobacco-dust." (O'Kane.)
" Clean up and burn refuse after harvest." (Sanborn, Oklahoma.)
' Rotation of crop, destroy infested plants, and apply carbolic-acid

enuilsion to soil." (Conradi, South Carolina.)

" Destroy refuse, wild mustards, and cruciferous weeds ; rotate crops

;

fertilizers ; frequent surface cultivation ; tobacco-dust and sulphur in drill-

rows with seed; hellebore; and slaked lime as a dust to the soil. (Lovett,

Oregon.)
" Cultural control measures and use of trap-crops with deterrents of

sand and kerosene, carbolized lime, charcoal, hellebore, tobacco-dust, and

dry lime." (Britton, Connecticut.)

" Control by repellents and fertilizers ; take up infested bulbs and

destroy." (Pettit, Michigan.)

These suggestions for control are representative of the remedial

measures adopted for this fly until about the year 1913. During 1913, 1914,

and 1915 the poisoned-bait method for control was devised and used exten-

sively in Eastern United States. Eastern Canada has also used this new
method with great success. In brief, the recommendation called for the

use of 5 grammes of sodium arsenite dissolved in J-4 pint of molasses and
water. This mi.xture was applied to the fields of onions as soon as the

onions were up in about two applications a week until the latter part of

June. It was either whisked out of a bucket across or in the rows of

onions or it was sprayed in coarse drops from a hand-sprayer. The object
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to be attained was briefly to induce the female flies to feed upon the

poisoned liquid from the drops that fell either on the soil, or on the onion

foliage, or on the foliage of weeds and grass growing alongside the fields.

In this way the flies would be killed and the first generation of maggots

would be prevented. Later on, owing to the labour involved in this opera-

tion of spraying, ordinary pie-dishes were used at the rate of from twenty

to forty to the acre, with a quantity of the same poisoned liquid in each

dish. At the present time it is my understanding, although there are few

published records of the work, that both the spray method and the pie-dish

method are employed by onion-growers in Eastern Canada and Eastern

United States.

In order to test the efficacy of the treatment in British Columbia, steps

were taken in 1918 and in 1919 to run a series of experiments. Since the

summer of 1914 the annual losses suffered by onion-growers through the

work of the onion-maggot have been gradually increasing in severity. In

the spring of 1918 several growers evinced the desire to take steps to effect

control. Unfortunately, the Entomological Branch, at this time, were

unable to undertake any definite control measures or to study the life-history

owing to pressure of other work. The growers were advised on the

method of using the sodium-arsenite and molasses bait. The pie-dish

method of using the bait was suggested, for the reason that it was felt

that the spreading of the bait in coarse drops of spray would not suit our

conditions in the Okanagan.

Accordingly, two fairly large onion-growers set out twenty pie-dishes

to the acre, using the bait consisting of J4 oz. of sodium arsenite and ^-i

pint of molasses to a gallon of water, and starting them going about the end

of April. These pie-dishes were maintained during May and until June

14th, after which time they were allowed to dry for a month, being renewed

for a few weeks in July. On June 14th, at the suggestion of these growers,

an examination of the onion plantations was made, and advice was further

requested as to how to save the plantation which was severely injured by

maggots. Examination revealed the fact that the onions were heavily

infested despite the use of the baits over the period mentioned. The
growers had made an honest endeavour to retain moisture in the pie-dishes,

but it was a difficult matter owing to the rapid evaporation. Dishes filled

at noon were found to be absolutely dry by 3 o'clock in the afternoon.

Fresh water at the rate of 13^ pints to each dish was added daily, and once

a week a fresh solution of bait was made up and poured into the dishes.

Close examination of the fields on June 14th showed that very few

unhatched eggs were present and that few flies were in evidence flying over

the plantations. The onions had been thinned in May by hand, but despite

this fact it was evident that a heavy loss from the maggot was to be antici-

pated. Judging from the conditions, it would appear that the point of

heaviest infestation had been reached; it was therefore suggested that the

crop be rethinned and that all infested onions be pulled up and burnt. One
grower with 8 acres of onions arranged in two blocks. 5 and 3 acres each,
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separated by icxD yards of an alfalfa-field, objected to the process of rethin-

ning owing to the increased cost. He was prevailed upon, however, to do

the rethinning on 5 acres, leaving the remaining 3 acres untouched. The
results of this work were most surprising. The rethinned 5 acres yielded

a crop at the end of the year of 25 tons to the acre, while the untouched 3

acres produced a total of 900 lb.

At the close of the year the statement was made in our annual report that

results from the use of the poisoned bait had been unsatisfactory, but that

the bait was still believed to be satisfactory. It seemed essentially necessary,

however, to conduct a close study of the life-history of the fly in order to

correlate its habits with the use of the bait. The onion-growers, further,

were very anxious to obtain more information leading towards control

;

hence it was decided to include the study of this fly in the outline of experi-

ments for 1919.

In 1919 an extensive experiment with the use of sodium-arsenite and

molasses bait (^ oz. to ^4 pint) was carried on at Vernon Specially con-

structed cans were made, filled with water, which allowed a certain quantity

of water to filter down on to felt pads arranged in trays. The felt pads,

having been soaked in the bait and a few ounces of the poisoned liquid

poured over them, retained their moisture for four to ten days under all

temperatures. Twenty of such bait-cans were placed to the acre between

the rows of onions and 23/2 acres in an 8-acre field in all were treated in

this experiment. The bait-cans were set on May 14th, five days before any

eggs were laid in the field, and they were maintained continuously until the

end of June, and again during the first two weeks in August.

Samples of the poisoned liquid were taken two or three times a week

from the trays and fed to flies. The adults were observed to be in distress

within five minutes of actual feeding and were completely stupefied in thirty

minutes, and this condition prevailed throughout, despite frequent dilutions

from rain and from the water in the reservoirs above the felt pads. Flies

left to their own devices in the laboratory in the presence of drops of

poisoned bait gave a loo-per-cent. mortality in less than twenty-four hours.

Circular fly-traps arranged in the field, each baited with different essential

oils and mixtures, undoubtedly showed that molasses was the most suitable

substance to attract the flies. Despite these two favourable circumstances,

we are unable to claim that the poisoned-bait method is a satisfactory control

under such field conditions as prevailed at Vernon, B.C., in 1919. Oviposi-

tion took place on seedling onions and on volunteer onions (from the crop

of the previous year) in such numbers that it was impossible to state that

the poison bait had any effect in checking oviposition. In several instances

volunteer onions gave as many as 500 eggs to the plant during May and June.

The influence of a suitable type of volunteer onions as a trap-crop for

the first generation presents a phase of onion-maggot control that must be

regarded very highly. In the 8-acre experiment of 1919 a number of sec-

tions of onion-seedling rows were examined daily for oviposition, and

it may be stated that there was no material difference in oviposition in the
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baited area or in the non-baited area. Further, there was no indication that

the maggot attack was more severe in any one part of the field over any

other.

The first male flies appeared in the field on May loth ; the first females

a few days later. The height of the oviposition period was not passed

until June 6th. Eggs were laid in the field on May 19th, and continually

from this date until August. The length of the larval period varied from

sixteen to twenty-nine days and the pupal period from fourteen to twenty-

six days. The earliest pupa formed was found on June 14th. Second-

generation adults appeared on July 7th. The first generation of flies

extended over a period between May loth and July 7th ; the second genera-

tion until August 23rd, after which time third-generation flies might be

expected. Two generations occur and doubtless a third, but the life-history

notes on the last generation have not been obtained with accuracy. A great

many notes have been obtained on the habits of the fly and particular atten-

tion has been paid to temperatures and weather conditions.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE CONTROL OF THE ONION-
MAGGOT (HYLEMYIA ANTIGUA).

BV M. H. RUHMAN.

Onions have been extensively grown in British Columbia for a number

of years, particularly in the Okanagan Valley. In the year 19 14 growers

began to complain that cutworms were destroying their young plants. On
investigation it was found that the onion-maggot was present and respon-

sible for most of the trouble. This was most evident in small kitchen-

gardens, the large commercial plantings not suffering sufficiently to attract

attention. The few short gaps that did occur in the rows of onions were

attributed to faulty seeding or cutworms. In the year 191 5 growers began

to get alarmed, as extensive injury was being done by the onion-maggot.

The recommendations for control—i.e., the removal of infested plants in

the middle of June and their destruction by boiling or burning, and the

destruction after harvest of onion-tops and undersized onions, usually left

on the field to be ploughed under—did not appeal to them and compara-

tively little was done to control the pest. The onion-maggot" has now

become so serious a menace that control measures must be undertaken or

the growing of onions commercially must soon be discontinued.

The adult of the onion-maggot is a fly somewhat resembling the

the common house-fly, a little smaller and more slender, but with propor-

tionally larger wings, and is grey in colour. The life-history of the fly

in British Columbia is not well known; the insect passes the winter in the

pupal stage in the ground and occasionally in stored onions, in which they

may have pupated. The adult fly emerges in the spring; the earliest

Canadian record is of an adult captured in the third week in May at

Ottawa (i). The number of eggs laid at one deposition may vary from
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one to fifteen (2) and are laid at the base of the young plants or in the soil

close to a plant. Later broods may lay them in the axil of the leaves when

the plants are well grown. The incubation period of the eggs may vary

from three to ten days (2 and 3), according to climatic conditions. The

larval period (2) is completed in two to three weeks in green onions, onion-

sets, and small-seeded onions, but in onions stored from the previous year

may require from four to five weeks to complete their larval period. The

pupal period (2) of the summer broods is from nine to sixteen days, with

an average of eleven to twelve days. There are probably three broods of

flies each season.

When the eggs are hatched the young larvje immediately work their

way down the plants and commence feeding, and as at this time, the end of

May or early June, the onions are quite small, one larva may destroy a large

number of plants, with the result that long stretches in each row of onions

may be completely destroyed, making it unprofitable to continue cultivation.

Later when the bulbs are forming a number of larvae may be found in one

bulb. The top of the onion in this case may be completely killed, but the

lower part of the bulb may still continue to grow owing to the roots being

uninjured.

The losses to the onion-growers occasioned by the maggot during the

years 1917 and 1918 in the Okanagan Valley were very heavy, amounting

to thousands of dollars. Li some instances the crops were so badly injured

during the earl)' summer that it was unprofitable to continue cultivation and

the crops were consequently ploughed under. It is well to state, however,

that yields were also greatly interfered with by other conditions, such as

wireworm -attack and poor quality of imported seeds. So far as is known,

this insect has no other host-plant, but to determine if this insect was able

to complete its life-cycle on other food, Messrs. Severin & Severin (2)

conducted a number of experiments. Freshly laid eggs were placed in

contact with growing radishes, and it was found that the onion-maggot

completed its life-cycle in twenty-nine to thirty-five days. A second experi-

ment was tried by placing the eggs on fresh horse-droppings, with the result

that the maggots completed their life-cycle in twenty-nine to thirty-one days;

one maggot taking fifty-two days to complete its life-cycle. It is therefore

evident that the fly can adapt itself to other food than the onion, but in a

general way, under strictly natural conditions, most investigators agree that

the onion-maggot attacks onions and no other crop.

Control.—A large and varied number of methods of control for the

onion-maggot have been advocated at different times. Few of these appear

to have been tested on a commercial scale. Many of them are too expen-

sive to be considered, and a few of them, such as carbolic-acid emulsion,

kerosene emulsion, and hellebore, are only useful in the kitchen-garden.

Professor Sanders (4), having determined that the pre-oviposition period

of the female fly covered a period of ten to fourteen days, thought it feasible

to prepare a poison bait that would attract the adult fly during the pre-

oviposition period. Accordingly, experiments on a commercial scale were
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conducted by the Professor and others in Wisconsin between 1913 to 1916.

The bait used was the Sanders formula, 5 grammes sodium arsenite dissolved

in I gallon of boiling water, to which is added ^ pint of molasses. This

bait was applied as a spray with a small compressed-air sprayer altered to

give a coarse spray, or might be applied by a whisk-broom, the operator

walking up and down the fields about every twelftli or fourteenth row and

releasing a quantity of spray at every four paces. In this manner about 3

gallons of the bait were applied to 7 acres about twice a week. The first

application was made as soon as the onions came up and were continued

until the later part of June. From the end of May the amount of spray

applications was doubled. From the end of June to the end of August a

series of fly-traps were used to test various modified baits. Of the baits

tried, the Sanders formula with the addition of sliced onions proved 300

times more attractive than other baits tested. A further experiment was

tried by distributing the bait in pie-tins at the rate of fifteen to twenty-five

tins per acre. The amount of success obtained with these baits in the field

did not come up to expectations, being attributed to continuous rains.

Mr. T. J. Headlee, of New Jersey, where similar tests had been made over

two years under drier conditions, states that very satisfactory results were

obtained. In the Okanagan Valley in the spring of 1918, owing to the

heavy loss in the onion-crop the previous year, a local grower was induced

to try the poison-bait method to protect his crop. He was instructed to

distribute tin pie-plates at the rate of twenty to the acre, and to prepare

the poison by dissolving 34 oz. of sodium arsenite in i gallon of boiling

water and to add to this
J-^ pint of molasses. This bait was placed in the

plates and renewed weekly. Frequent visits were paid to this field to

observe results. Early in June it was found that, owing to our dry condi-

tions, the renewal of the bait once weekly was insufficient owing to the

rapid evaporation of the water, and dishes were found to be quite dry one

or two days after the bait had been placed in them; it was therefore found

necessary to renew the baits daily during the months of June and July.

The adults of the onion-maggot were found to be attracted freely to

the bait when moist, but none were observed near dry or partly dry dishes.

Instead of renewing the bait daily, water was added to keep it moist, fresh

bait being only distributed weekly. The result was that considerable infes-

tation was noticed in the middle of June. It was then suggested that a

second thinning of the crop be undertaken and that infested onions be

removed and burned. Owing to the acreage under consideration and the

expense of a second thinning, also because there was considerable doubt

on the part of the grower as to the final results, the work was undertaken

on 5 acres of the crop which consisted of home-grown seed, and was more

vigorous than the balance of the crop which was sown to imported seed.

The work was carefully done and the poisoned bait continued ; by the middle

of July the rethinned onions were showing a perfect stand and the poisoned

bait was soon after discontinued. The harvested crop from the 5 acres of
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rethinned onions was estimated to average 24 tons per acre ; the balance of

the field was a total loss.

From the observations made on the experiment the following conclu-

sions were drawn : The fresh bait was attractive to the fly. Where the

plates had been allowed to dry no flies were attracted to the poisoned

molasses remaining. Instead of weekly renewal of the bait as suggested by

the Wisconsin experiments, it was found that daily renewal was necessary

under our dry conditions. Instead of daily renewal of the bait, water was
added to the plates to replace evaporated moisture ; this possibly was not

done until after the bait was so dry that the water would not mix readily

with the poisoned molasses; consequently the flies were able to obtain

moisture from the bait without absorbing the poison. In the middle of June

infestation was found to be very heavy, and the second thinning appears to

be mainly responsible for the excellent crop obtained, the cost of which was

certainly warranted, but careful work is necessary to make the thinning a

success.

In the spring of 1919 experiments will be conducted to find, if possible,

a more attractive bait ; also methods of application more suitable to our dry

conditions in relation to the life-history will be tested.
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SOME NOTES ON THE TENT-CATERPILLAR.

Bv A. B. B.^iRD, Assistant Entomologist, Entomological Branch,
Ottawa.

During the past summer the tent-caterpillars have been attracting the

attention of every orie in and around the Cities of Vancouver and Victoria,

and judging from the supply of egg-masses to be seen at the present time

this pest inay be expected in even greater numbers in 1919 unless control-

work is undertaken in a thorough and systematic manner. These cater-

pillars must not be confused with another destructive species, the fall

web-worm (Hyphantria sp.), which were also very abundant in Vancouver

and the Lower Eraser \'alley last year, but which appear much later in the

season, usually about the end of July, after the tent-caterpillars have

disappeared.

Two distinct species of this insect occur in British Columbia— the

common or orchard tent-caterpillar (Malacosoma pluvialis) and the forest

tent-caterpillar (M. disstria var. erosa). Their life-histories, habits, and

control are quite similar, however, and they will be treated together in this
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short paper. In common with many of our native insects, this pest is subject

to years of abundance followed by several years of scarcity, and this is but

one of the many outbreaks recorded in the history of our continent. The

caterpillars are voracious feeders, and during the years of abundance much
damage is done, in addition to the unsightly appearance and inconvenience

caused by their presence. The history of the forest tent-caterpillar as

recorded in our available literature is given briefly on the accompanying

chart. A more detailed account may be found in the Annual Report of the

Entomological Society of Ontario, 1916.

It will be noted that outbreaks have occurred at intervals of eight to

ten years and the average duration was about three years.

Life-history and Habits.—The insect spends the winter as a tiny cater-

pillar in the egg-shell. The eggs are deposited in masses of from 250 to

400 in the form of rings or masses on the terminal twigs and smaller

branches of the trees. The masses are covered with a shellac-like material

which serves to hold the eggs together and protect them from the weather

as well.

The caterpillars emerge from the eggs in the early spring and feed upon

the opening leaves. Those from each mass, or from several masses in the

case of an outbreak, usually keep together and feed in congress until nearly

full-grown. As the caterpillars grow they moult, or cast off their outer

skins several times, and the dry skins are often found in large numbers on

the tree-trunks and taken by many to be dead caterpillars.

When the caterpillars become full-grown, which usually requires about

eight weeks, they spin their cocoons and enter their chrysalid or pupal stage.

The cocoons may be found fastened to the leaves of trees, in crevices of the

bark, under fence-rails, under the eaves of houses, and in many other places.

The moths emerge in from two to three weeks. They are medium-sized

moths and are reddish-brown in colour, with two more or less distinct band^

across each front wing near the middle. They fly at night, and after mating

the males die within a day or two and the females deposit their eggs as soon

as they have found a suitable location. The females will not deposit their

eggs until they have been fertilized and may live for two or three weeks.

There is only one generation a year, the eggs deposited in July remaining

on the trees until the following spring.

Control.—The control of these insects in forest lands is not at present

economically possible, but the following control methods are applicable to

orchards, city lots, shade-trees, and parks :

—

(i.) Destruction of Egg-masses.—During the winter months the egg-

masses are easily seen on the twigs, especially on the smaller trees, and much
good can be done by removing and burning them before hatching-time, and
although some masses will be missed the caterpillars from these will be more
easily controlled.

(2.) Destruction of Clusters of Caterpillars.—The forest tent-cater-

pillars may be removed when they are in clusters on the trunk or lower

branches on the tree, either by scraping them off with a hoe or stiff wire
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brush or by applying a strong spray of kerosene emulsion directly on the

caterpillars. The caterpillars of the other species may be quite readily

destroyed by burning with a torch when they are resting in their web or tent

on the trees.

(3.) Spraying.—This is perhaps the simplest and most economical

method where quite large areas are infested, such as in parks and orchards.

Any reliable stomach-poison may be used, the most available being Paris

green and lead arsenate. Of these, lead arsenate is to be preferred on

account of its better adhesive qualities. The spraying should be commenced

as soon as possible after the caterpillars hatch, so that they may be killed

before much damage is done to the trees. Also the older caterpillars

require much stronger spraying mixtures, and as the foliage increases the

amount of spray necessary becomes proportionately greater; hence it is

doubly economical to spray early. Use 2^/4 lb. of lead arsenate to 40

gallons of water; or i lb. of Paris green with 2 lb. of quicklime (to prevent

burning) to 160 gallons of water.

(4.) Jarring the Trees.—The caterpillars usually drop to the ground

when the tree on which they are feeding is jarred or shaken, so if one

strikes the trunk and larger branches with a padded mallet most of the

caterpillars will fall off, and the trunk may be banded with cotton or some

adhesive mixture to prevent their return up the tree.

(5.) Banding.—Banding is more or less complementary to all the other

control measures in order to prevent caterpillars from infested trees near by

crawling on to trees which have been freed from the pests. Several

materials may be used for banding, but the most convenient and effective

material is a special tree tanglefoot prepared by the O. W. Thum Company,

Grand Rapids, Michigan, the makers of sticky fly-paper. This should be

applied as a band around the trunk about 4 or 5 inches wide and 4 or 5 feet

from the ground. It must be renewed, if necessary, by scraping the surface

and removing caterpillars which get stuck up in it.

The natural control of these insects was discussed in a paper prepared

by Mr. J. D. Tothill for last year's annual meeting of this Society and will

be found in the report of that meeting. I would merely mention the fact

that insect parasites and predators, diseases, birds, weather conditions, and

such-like, have been responsible for the years of scarcity noted in the past

and will no doubt reduce the present outbreak in due time. In the mean-

time, however, we must make use of artificial methods of control to prevent

the damage to our property which must otherwise result.
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FURTHER NOTES ON THE TENT-CATERPILLAR AND
ITS NATURAL CONTROL, 1919.

Bv A. B. Baird.

The tent-caterpillar outbreak was again very severe in and around the

Cities of Vancouver and \'ictoria, causing much damage to shade and fruit

trees and making the streets and parks very unsightly. The web-building

species (Malacosoma pluvialis) was predominant and spread over a much
larger area than the forest tent ( M. disstria var. erosa). The latter was

confined chiefly to a part of the Uplands District in Victoria, and in Van-

couver to a section between Seventh and Thirtieth Avenues and extending

for some fifteen to twenty-five blocks east and west of Main Street.

Occasional caterpillars and small colonies were found scattered all over the

infested area, but only in the above-mentioned areas was it in the majority.

The species are equally destructive and their life-histories, habits, and control

are practically the same, the chief difference being that T. pluvialis hatches

about a week earlier in spring. Owing to the very cold, backward spring

the trees had nearly all leaved out before the larvae issued, which is a rather

unusual condition. The cold weather also reduced the work of insect para-

sites to a large extent.

As conditions in \'ancouver and \'ictoria are quite dififerent, it is neces-

sary to discuss them separately.

In \^ancouver overcrowding and diseases were the chief control factors

noted, and together they were responsible for the death of large numbers of

the larvae. It is rather ditificult to estimate the percentage thus destroyed,

but judging from the abundance of egg-masses it was not suflicient to pre-

vent another outbreak next year. Insect parasites were almost entirely

absent. Apart from a few egg parasites which destroyed about 2 per cent,

of the eggs and a species of tachinid fly which destroyed less than i/io of t

per cent, of the pupje, none were found, although several careful searches

were made in the field covering most of the infested territory, and each week

collections of 100 larvae and pupae were made from different sections, which

were either dissected or reared tJirough in trays in the insectary. If para-

sites were present they must have been exceedingly scarce and localized.

Birds of various kinds devoured a small percentage and insect predators,

such as ants and carabid beetles, no doubt also took a small percentage.

None of these factors, however, have had any appreciable eft'ect in reducing

the outbreak, and there will be another outbreak to face this coming season

if the eggs now on the trees hatch and yield the usual number of caterpillars.

In \'ictoria conditions were quite different. Insect parasites were very

al)undant in early June—sufficient under ordinary conditions to control the

outbreak. The cold, windy weather, however, reduced their effectiveness,

so they were almost a negligible quantity in the control. IMillions of

parasite-eggs failed to hatch in time to do their deadly work, and millions

more were not deposited at all, or were deposited out of season. One
tachinid fly deposited eggs on fully 50 per cent, of the caterpillars, but, so
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far as we could tell from field observations and rearing hundreds of them

in the insectary, less than i per cent, of these eggs hatched before being

moulted ofif by the caterpillars. Another tachinid which deposits eggs on

the leaves of the food-plants is only active on hot, sunny days, and deposited

most of its eggs too late to be of value in the case of M. pluvialis. It was,

however, useful in the control of the erosa outbreak in the Uplands ; these

caterpillars being ten days to two weeks later, and the parasitism there ran

as high as 20 per cent. Two species of Hymenoptera were present in small

numbers

—

Campoplex (Ameloctonus) validus and a species of Rogas.

Both of these attack the very small caterpillars and are often useful para-

sites. Some other parasites were found attacking the pupae, but these were

also in negligible numbers. Overcrowding and diseases were very active

and important factors, and were successful in reducing the outbreak in all

parts of the city, with the exception of the Uplands, which was fairly free

from disease.

To sum up, we see that, although the natural enemies of the tent-

caterpillars have been successful in reducing the outbreak in Victoria, it is

far from being under complete control, and it can increase so rapidly that

it will be necessary to assist nature in every way during the coming summer
in order to render these pests innocuous. In Vancouver much greater

efforts will be necessary. Last year recommendations were made to the

Councils of both cities with a view to assisting them in reducing the depre-

dations of the insects, but the results fell far short of being satisfactory

owing to a lack of any co-ordinated campaign.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE USE OF POISON BAITS FOR
THE CONTROL OF CUTWORMS IN 1918.

By M. H. Ruhm.'\n.

For some years a mixture of Paris green or white arsenic and bran has

been advocated for use against cutworms. . The usual recommendation was

the application of the poisoned-bran bait round the base of young orchard

trees, or its distribution along the rows of plants, or its being placed in

small piles under shingles among the plants to be protected. In lectures on

control and in most publications emphasis is placed on the fact that the

Paris green or white arsenic is liable to cause injury to the plants or trees

if the bait is placed in contact with them. Evidence to this effect came to

the writer's notice in the spring of 1918 when called upon to investigate the

cause of the complete destruction of two separate plantings of 2,000 tomato-

plants and approximately 2 acres of beans. On examination it was imme-

diately evident that the plants had been burned by some poison applied to

prevent cutworm injury. On inquiry it was found that a bait had been

prepared consisting of 2 lb. of white arsenic to 50 lb. of bran mixed with

sufficient water to make a crumbly mass. The white arsenic was used
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owing to difficulty in obtaining sufficient Paris green. The grower was

not aware of the necessity of avoiding contact between the bait and the

plants, and had been in the habit of applying the bait to the rows of plants

without troubling to avoid contact. No ill effect had resulted in previous

years, but Paris green had always been used in place of white arsenic.

Greater care, therefore, is necessary in using white arsenic than Paris green,

but care should be exercised on all occasions with growing plants with either

arsenical. On another occasion a representative of a commercial firm called

for advice as to the planting of 80 acres which had been prepared to receive

tomato-plants and which had been baited for cutworms. Thirty plants set

the previous evening had been cut down overnight and it was feared that

heavy losses would result if the field were planted. A visit was paid to this

field, and on examination of the plants destroyed an average of seven cut-

worms to each plant was found. The preparation and handling of this acre-

age was entirely in the hands of Chinamen, who insisted that the injury was

not due to cutworms, as they had carefully baited the land to destroy them

by placing about a tablespoonful of poisoned-bran bait on the spot each

plant was to occupy. This bait on examination was found to have been

improperly mixed, at least 50 per cent, of the bran being free of poison.

The method used to apply the bran was not only unsatisfactory, but must

have taken considerable time. It was advisable, therefore, to rebait the

entire field, the formula given being in the proportions of : Bran, 50 lb.

;

Paris green, i lb. ; molasses, 2 quarts ; lemons, 6 fruits ; and water, 5 gallons.

This bait is prepared by thoroughly mixing the bran and Paris green

in their dry state. One gallon of the water is heated, in which the molasses

is dissolved, which is then added to the remaining 4 gallons of water. The
juice of the lemons, and their pulp and peel after being finely chopped,

are then added. The liquid is then gradually mixed with the bran and Paris

green and thoroughly worked until all the bran is equally moistened. This

bait was, on the occasion mentioned above, and should at all times be pre-

pared just before use and broadcasted over the ground immediately after

the ground has been prepared for planting, but before planting or seeding

has taken place. It should be applied over the entire acreage as thinly as

possible in the cool of the evening. This quantity of bait will cover about 7
acres if thinly broadcasted.

No further visits were paid to this field, but on inquiry at the end of

July it was reported that not a single plant had been lost through cutworms.

On another occasion a small lot of about i acre, which had been pre-

pared for planting, but was abandoned owing to the enormous quantity of

cutworms present, was taken over by two boys for a war-garden. The
writer personally baited this lot with the mixture before described, and

obtained 100 per cent, results overnight. The boys were put to work to

hunt for live cutworms the following morning, and, although over 3,000

dead cutworms were gathered, they failed to find a live one. This lot was

then planted to beans, with no loss for the remainder of the summer through

cutworms.
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The mixture used is a modification of the Kansas grasshopper bait, and

was first used by the writer in the spring of 1917 on a small city garden-

patch with perfect results.

In many districts cutworms are always present in sufficiently large

numbers to warrant the application of a poisoned bait every spring to pro-

tect the crops. The broadcast method has the advantage that no green food

is present to detract the cutworms from the bait, which is consequently

greedily eaten. The desired results are thereby obtained.

Owing to war conditions the cost of material in the spring of 1918 was

high, being: Bran, 5olb., $1.05; molasses, 5 lb. (approximately 2 quarts),

50 cents; lemons, 6 fruits, 25 cents ; Paris green, i lb., $1 ; making a total

of $2.80 for material sufficient for about 7 acres. With the labour of prep-

aration and application the total cost should not exceed 55 cents per acre.

Under normal trade conditions the lower cost of material would reduce this

to approximately 40 cents per acre.

Every endeavour should be made to treat land before planting, as the

quantity of bait required per acre to treat planted land greatly exceeds the

broadcasting method, and the time required to apply the bait, so as to avoid

direct contact with the growing plants, can bear no comparison. Further-

more, the effectiveness of the bait is considerably reduced, as when succu-

lent young plants are present the cutworms are liable to give them preference

to the bait.

The most important point in the preparation of the bait is the thorough

mixing of the bran and Paris green. These ingredients must be mixed in

their dry state in the endeavour that each flake of bran shall bear a particle

of the poison. The water must not be added in bulk, but worked in gradu-

ally and thoroughly. If this is not done the addition of the water will free

a considerable percentage of the poison from the bran-flakes, thereby making

the bait less effective, it being remembered that only a small quantity of the

bait will be consumed by one cutworm.

GENERAL RECORDS OF WORK CARRIED ON IN THE
UNITED STATES AND CANADA IN 1918.

Bv R. C. Treherne.

In Control of Cabhagc-zvonn lead arsenate and calcium arsenate gave

best results (i lb. powder, 2 lb. paste to 40 gallons, with i lb. laundry-soap).

Zinc arsenate, tobacco-dust, lime, of no use at all. Dusting is becoming the

recognized way of controlling cabbage-infesting insects.

(a.) Arsenate of lead powder or Paris green mixed with 20 times its

bulk of hydrated lime or gypsum.

{b.) Sulphur, 50 parts; tobacco-dust, 40 parts; lead arsenate, 10 parts;

used in cheese-cloth bag by shaking, or by regular dusting-machine, costing

approximately $30.
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Control of Clothes-moth—Sulphur fumigation destroys adults and

larvae, not eggs. Heat at 110° Fahr. for 30 minutes kills all stages. Larvse

and eggs killed by dipping for 10 seconds in water at 140° F. Camphor and

naphthaline are the only materials fit to use in closets, etc.

Control of Cockroaches.—Sodium fluoride has given best results.

Borax is good, but its action is slow.

Red-spider Control.—Use soft-soap solution, 4 per cent, if buds are

closed ; soft soap i per cent, and nicotine 3 per cent. ; soft soap i per cent,

and quassia 2 per cent. A new spray where red spider is really bad has been

devised in California, uniting lime-sulphur, miscible oil, glue, and water.

Sprays—Arsenate of Lead Spreaders.—Sage-brush tea, i lb. to i gallon;

allow to stand for 12 hours, 5-1,000. Casein lime: 3I/2 grammes quicklime

and i^ grammes casein; grind in mortar; 4-8 oz. to 100 gallons.

Calcium Arsenate is not safe for general recommendation. It is sug-

gested for apples, potatoes, pear, but not for plum, cherry, or peach. Used

alone, it burns. One to ten of lime is safe for apple. Excess of lime pre-

vents arsenic going into solution.

Dusting is rapidly replacing liquid sprays for many insect and disease

controls. The machinery and dusting mixtures have not as yet reached a

stage of perfection. To-day, relative cost is higher. They are using 80 to

85 per cent, sulphur, 10 to 15 per cent, powdered arsenate of lead, with 10

per cent, diluent, at 3 lb. per medium tree. Cherries may be dusted with-

out arsenate within a few days of picking. Dusting is cheaper for large

trees, 50 per cent, dearer for medium trees, and much more expensive for

small trees. Liquids hold better to leaves. Diluents or carriers are silt,

gypsum, talc, limestone. In general, liquid sprays are advocated until

dusting equipment is improved.

Lime-sulphur is liable to cause injury with trees in poor vitality, appli-

cations in unusual heat, direction of spray with high humidity and high

sunshine record.

Nicotine has been shown by several investigators to be an eflfective ovi-

cide, in some cases by itself destroying 80 per cent, of eggs. With soap,

4 lb. to 100 gallons (B.L. 40, 1-1,200), 100 per cent, mortality has been

shown. A new combination with nicotine extract and oleic acid has been

brought forward. Olein, from which the acid is made, is the chief constitu-

ent of the fatty oils, such as olive-oil, whale-oil, etc.

Soluble Sulphur (a sodium sulphide) is advocated from several quar-

ters, but is not generally recommended. If used, it appears that calcium

arsenate is safer than lead arsenate in combination. The formula suggested

is: 2^/^-31^ lb. soluble sulphur; ly^ lb. calcium arsenate; 15-20 lb. hydrated

lime; 100 gallons water. Liver of sulphur (potassium sulphide) cannot be

used with arsenicals.

Residues from Spraying.-—Experiments have been conducted to show
the effect of feeding hay cut from beneath trees sprayed with arsenicals.

With cattle, no effects at 3 lb. arsenate to 50; symptoms of poisoning, 6-50;

serious, 10-50. The same applies to sheep, but not so with poultry. As to
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sprayed apples, 0.5 mg. is left on one apple at 3-50; medicinal dose is 2-5

mg. ; dangerous dose, 60-120 mg. Thus no danger unless 120 apples are

eaten at one time.

House-ant Control.—One pound sugar dissolved in i quart water, to

which add 125 grains (approximately 34 oz.) sodium arsenate. Boil until

thoroughly dissolved and add about a tablespoonful of honey. Set out with

sponge in shallow dishes.

Rice-weevils.—Do not breed in stored, sun-dried wheat containing

moisture up to 8 per cent. In 9 per cent, moisture they lie dormant, and

above 9 per cent, are active. Weevils in flour may be controlled by heat,

113° Fahr. at 24 per cent, relative humidity.

Carbon-hisulphidc fumigation for pea-weevil is used in Kentucky at

I lb. per 83 cubic feet ; a greater strength than this destroys germination.

Pear-slug.—Parthenogenesis proved ; virgin females laid eggs in spring,

giving rise to virgin females entirely. Males are rare.

Aphides.—It must be realized that three kinds of aphides may be found

associated in a single cluster on an apple-tree. These are known as the

green apple-aphis, the European grain-aphis, and the rosy aphis.

The Green Apple-aphis (A. pomi).—Eggs are laid in autumn on apple;

hibernates as egg. Hatching occurs when nearly all buds show some green,

forming, after moults, stem-mothers ; wanders around, settles in buds. In

ten days reproduces about forty young, giving rise to wingless viviparous

females, winged females, and intermediate forms. The number of young

produced in earlier generations is higher than later, varying as 55 : 30 : 12,

according to season. Winged forms are not produced as a result of lack

of food, and not necessary for the propagation of the species. Thus two

theories are disposed of. Intermediate forms are variants, but reproduce

normally; seventeen generations occur. Sexes are formed by the winged

and wingless females; usually commence in August or September. The

proportion of males to females is ten to ninety. Plural mating takes place,

an average of six eggs per female being laid.

The Rosy Aphis (A. malifoliae).—The most injurious species. A vari-

ation is shown in the life-history from the green apple-aphis. The winged

forms are again seen. All form wings and migrate to secondary host-plant.

Eggs are laid in apple. Hatch at same time as A. pomi. Stem-mother in

fifteen days starts to reproduce, laying about seventy-one young. Then five

to seven generations follow ; the first wingless, later winged ; approximately

122 young being produced per individual. The winged forms become

migrants in late May. Settle on plantains
;
produces eighteen young, each

wingless. No aphides of this species are now in the apple; all are on plan-

tains. Forty-seven young are produced in geometrical ratio in plantain.

Winged forms in later generations in plantain are formed, which fly back

to apple in September. Males are formed in plantain in late summer and

fly to apple at a time when the first migrants have produced young of the

oviparous type. Seven eggs per female are laid on apple-twigs in October.
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The European Grain-aphis (A. avenae) has a similar life-history to the

rosy aphis, but it uses the grain and grasses as alternate hosts instead of

plantains. The only important point—this aphis hatches ten days earlier.

Aphis-control.—Buds too far expanded makes spraying difficult. In

all recommendations for spraying it is stated that the best results attend a

dormant spray as the buds are nicely broken. It costs money to spray;

often not desirable ; depends on degree of infestation and on early spring

temperatures, etc. There is a certain stage in the embryo which is suscep-

tible to outside agencies. A high temperature of 65^ Fahr. in February

often kills most aphides. The study is a very complicated matter; the

critical temperatures are not yet determined. In dry air 4 per cent, eggs

hatch; in 22 per cent, moisture, 12 per cent.; in 63 per cent, moisture, 20

per cent. ; in 100 per cent, moisture, 36-46 per cent, hatch. Lime-sulphur

tends to harden shell and nicotine tends to penetrate. Spray i-y lime-

sulphur and nicotine 1-500.

VICTORIA, B.C. :
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PROCEEDINGS, 1918

The Seventeenth Annual Meeting of the Entomological Society of

British Columbia was held in the Belmont Building, Government Street,

Victoria, B.C., on February 23rd, 1918.

The meeting was called to order by the President, Mr. E. H. Black-

more, of Victoria, at 9.30 a.m.

The report of the Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. Williams Hugh, for the

fiscal year 1917, was passed and accepted.

Eleven papers were read, six on systematic subjects, three of

economic importance, and two of general interest.

At the close of the day's proceedings, the election of officers for the

year 1918 was proceeded with, and resulted as follows:

Hon. President—Francis Kerniode, Frov. Museum, \'ictoria, B.C.

President—R. S. Sherman, \'ancouver, B.C.

Vice-President (Coast)—Vv'm. Downes, Victoria, B.C.

Vice-President (Interior)—J. W. Cockle, Kaslo, B.C.

Secretary-Treasurer—Williams Hugh, Cloverdale, B.C.

Advisory Board—Iv FI. Blackmore (Chairman); R. C. Treherne,

B.S.A.; G. O. Day, F.E.S. ; A. W. Hanhani ; and L. A. Breun.
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY-TREASURER

In submitting my report for the year 1917, I regret to state our

numbers have been sadly depleted owing to the demand made by the

necessities of the War, but, notwithstanding, we have made a little

progress, new names being added to our membership roll. There has

been a growing interest in the work of this Society. Mention was made,

early in the year, in several British Columbia newspapers, of the objects

of this Society and the work our members were interested in. Many
requests for information were received, and a number of insects were

received for identification.

Our President, Mr. E. H. Blackmore, Messrs. R. C. Treherne, Geo.

Day, Dr. Cameron, and L. A. Breun, very kindly assisted in the work
of determination, and gave a brief account of the life-history of the

specimens. I received expressions of thanks and appreciation from the

persons sending. Two cases came from schools in the Fraser Valley.

I am of the opinion that this part of our work might be encouraged and

greater publicity given to it, so that those interested may be put in touch

with our members who specialize in the various orders.

I have to report that during last August, my attention was drawn

to a case of disease affecting the brood of bees, in Burnaby. It is

commonly called European Foul-brood. The larva is affected very early

in its development, but the disease can be controlled by treatment.

Our library has increased by the addition of several volumes of

Psyche, and The Annals of the Entomological Society of America. The
fund reserved for the purchase of books has not been drawn on very

heavily. This is quite ready for our members use. I have ordered

"Howard's Insect Book" and Comstock's "Handbook of Nature Study."

Our finances at present are in good standing, and our Society has

paid all indebtedness to the parent Society in Ontario.

It is not, perhaps, necessary for me to say how much I am indebted

to our President and Mr. R. C. Treherne for their generous assistance

during the past year, and the unremitting interest they have taken in the

work of the Society, so dear to us all.

(Signed) WILLIAMS HUGH,
Hon. Secretary-Treasurer.
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PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS
By E. H. Blackiiiore, \'ictoria, B.C.

As President of your Society. I beg to extend a hearty welcome to

all those members who are present at this our Seventeenth Annual

Meeting. Following the precedent of Dr. C. Ciordon Hewitt, at the

Annual Meeting of the parent Society in 1915. I am not going to give

you a presidential address. In opening that meeting he said that he

did not consider it necessary or even desiraljlc for the President to give

a presidential address on re-election, and in that view I full}' concur.

Instead I am going to talk to you about ourselves, both collectively and

individually : what each of us has done, and what the Society has done

to advance our knowledge of the entomolog)- of British Columbia.

I have had the honour and privilege of being your President now
for the past two years, and I think it is my duty to give some account

of my stewardship, as it were—to review the past two years and note

what progress we have made. On looking back 1 am glad to say that

we have progressed, and we are in a better position now as regards active

workers and students than we have ever been in the history of our

Society.

Last year, during my address to you, I made an earnest appeal to

each one of you to do something, however small, towards advancing

our knowledge of the insect fauna of this great Province; I asked you

to take up some of the more neglected orders, and for all of us to work
together in a spirit of harmony and co-operation, and I am. pleased to say

that my appeal was not made in vain. Work has been commenced in

some of these neglected orders and much good work has been done

throughout the year, some of the results of which will be seen in the

programme which you have before you.

It is with great regret that I notice the absence of many familiar

faces this morning; some have answered their country's call and are

now in training, others have gone overseas, and some have left the

Province to go to other spheres of usefulness. In this latter category

1 have special reference to Dr. S. Hadwen and Dr. A. E. Cameron, who
have been recalled to Ottawa to take up other and, in the opinion of

iJr. Hewitt, greater activities.

These two members are a distinct loss to our Society. Dr. Cameron,

who was only with us a comparatively short tmie, endeared himself to

all those members with whom he came in contact, and was ever ready to

help with advice and suggestions any of us who were confronted with

some of those difficult problems which are forever arising.

In conjunction with two other of our members, Messrs. R. C.

Treherne and E. W. White, he wrote a valuable Bulletin on the Pear
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Thrips of British Coluniljia, which added materially to the known history

of this important insect pest. However, he has kindly sent us a paper

to be read at this meeting, so that although absent in body, he will be

with us in spirit. Dr. Hadwen was one of our liest known members,

and has never missed a meeting since the Society was resuscitated in

1911. We shall miss his valuable contributions, which were generally

on Ticks and Blood-sucking Flies, which affected the health and well-

being of animals. I am sure that I am only endorsing the feelings of all

our members, in expressing our regret at the removal of these two gentle-

men from our midst, and to extend to them our hearty wishes for their

future success in their particular lines of investigation.

I am now going to introduce our more active members to each other,

as we only meet once a year, and many of us only see each other at this

time. I think it is only right that we should know what the other fellow

is doing, what lines he is working on, and whether we can help him or

not. I do not want you to run away with the idea that I am forming a

mutual admiration society, but I do say this, that when we have members
of our Society who are doing good work, and who are spending their

spare time in the study of the particular order they have taken up, I think

some measure of recognition should be given them, and perhaps I, being

in closer touch with all the active members, may be a little better

cjualified than most to make a few remarks along these lines.

In the Lepidoptera, Mr. G. O. Day, of Duncan, has done some very

valuable work in raising many of our western moths from the egg to the

imago, thereby giving us life histories of species that have never before

been recorded. Much work still remains to be done in this particular

field of endeavour, many knotty problems that still perplex us can only

be solved by working out the life-history of the species involved. I

should be glad to see some more (if our members take up this exceedingly

useful work.

I am pleased to note that one of our old meniliers, Mr. J. W. Cockle,

of Kaslo, has taken up active work again, and he is now specializing in

the genus Eupithecia, a group of small geomterid moths. Mr. Cockle

has done some very valuable work during the many years he has col-

lected in the Kootenay district, and has added a large number of species

to our liritish Columbia list, including many new to science.

Mr. M. Brinkman, of this city, is a very enthusiastic worker, and has

gathered together a very interesting collection containing many rare

and uncommon species.

In the Coleoptera, I am sorry to say that we have only one niemljer

who has made any attempt to really study this very interesting and

important order, and that is Mr. A. W. Hanham, of Duncan. He has

got together what is probably the largest private collection in the Prov-
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ince. and is al)le and willing to determine specimens in this order for

an^• of onr meml:)ers who wish to avail themselves in this way.

Most of us have done a little desultory collecting in this order, but

none of us have taken it up in a proper systematic manner, and there is

a great field open for an}- member who would undertake to do this.

I feci sure that many species new to British Columbia and probably

new to science await the collector who devotes himself solely to the

study of this order.

Coming next to the Diptera, our thanks are due to Air. R. S.

Sherman, of X'ancouver, for the able and painstaking manner in which

he has worked in this order. Since the death of Capt. R. V . Harvey,

he has worked jiractically single-handed, and has added extensively to

our knowledge of the dipterous fauna of British Columbia. Latterly, he

has devoted himself to the study of the Fungus Gnats, and has added an

immense number of species to our local list.

On looking over the list of members. I do not find any that are

taking any special interest in the Hymenoptrea, with the e.xception of

Mr. Williams Hugh, who is taking up the study of the aculeate

hymenoptera, that is, the Social and Solitary Bees and Wasps. In that

section alone he will find a life's work.

I am gratified to learn that Mr. W. Downes has taken up as a special

study the order Flemiptera. This is an order which has been entirely

neglected for many years from a systematic standpoint, although from

an economic view it is a very important one, as it contains manv species

which do a great deal of damage. I am pleased that so able a man as

Mr. Downes is associating himself with this order, and I feel sure that

we shall benefit by his researches in the future, and shall lotjk forward

to a ^•aluable paper at our next annual meeting.

Mr. W. R. Carter, who has been a memlier for several years, is now
associated with the Provincial Museum. He is a good botanist, and

should be very helpful to those lepidopterists whose knowledge of botany

is limited, in determining the food plants on which they find their larvae

feeding.

r)n the economic side, we have three more \-aluable members, chief

of whom is Mr. R. C. Treherne, whose \-aluabIe and important work on

the insect pests of British Columbia is known from coast to coast. Mr.

Ed. White, who was associated with Dr. Cameron in his early work on

the Thrips, and is now Inspector of Fruit Pests for the Department of

.Agriculture, taking in the district comprised by \'ancouver Island and

the Lower Mainland: and Mr. M. Ruhman. the Provincial Entomologist,

who is stationed at \'ernon. and has done a lot of good work during the

past year, in conjunction with Mr. Treherne, in investigating and con-

trolling outlneaks of the codling moth in the Okanagan district.
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During the past year we have had several new members, and I have

made it my business to write to each of them, extending a hearty wel-

come on behalf of the Society and ascertaining what particular field of

endeavour they were most interested in. By giving this information to

the members here assembled, those that are working along similar lines

could get in touch with these new members and possibly form associa-

tions which would eventually prove of mutual help and benefit, both to

themselves and the Society. Mr. \V. R. S. Metcalfe, who is now located

at Peachland, is an ardent student of certain families in the order

Hemiptera. Mr. W. Sykes, who is a school teacher at McAllister, is

taking up the Diptera, and should be able to add many species new to

British. Columbia, as he lives in a district from which very little material

has been taken. Mr. A. W. A. Phair, of Lillooet, is a very enthusiastic

collector of Lepidoptera, and will be a valuable addition to. our Society.

Out of a large number of noctuid moths, brovight down by him for

identification last November, there are no less than eleven species new
to British Columbia.

Mr. H. P. Eldridge, now residing in this city, is a keen student of

Coleoptera, specializing among the smaller forms, and I look forward to

his doing some good work in the near future. Last but not least is our

worthy friend, Mr. W. B. Anderson, who is pretty well known to the

most of you. He has been appointed to the position of Inspector of

Indian Orchards, rendered vacant by the death of our late lamented

member, Mr. Tom Wilson. Mr. Anderson is an accomplished botanist,

and is rapidly becoming a keen entomologist, and as his duties take him

into parts of the Province where very little collecting has been done

previously, I feel sure that we shall lienefit greatly by his membership.

By some of you I may be accused of introducing what may be termed

as too much of the personal element, but I have felt for some time that

we, as individual members, are so far apart, and in some cases isolated

from each other, that we do not really know what each of us is doing,

and I have taken this means of bringing the work of each to the atten-

tion of all.

During the past two years a very large number of species have been

added to our previously known records, not in one order alone hut in

practically every order. I have not had the time to compile the e.xact

number of species that have been thus added to our list, but I can say

this, that nearly every active member of our Society has contributed

more or less towards them.

In searching through the Entomological publications for the past

two years, insofar as they were available to me, I have found that 33

insects new to science were described from British Columbia, represent-

ing 4 different orders. Of these, Lepidoptera claimed 26, Coleoptera 3,
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Diptera 2, and Hymenoptera 2. Of these 33 new species and varieties,

no less than 22 were described from material collected by members of

this Society, divided as follows: E. H. Blackmore, 9; J. W. Cockle, 5;

late Capt. Harvey, 3; E. M. Anderson, 2; G. O. Day, 1 ; A. W. Hanham,
1 ; and the late Tom Wilson, 1. This is a showing of which we should

be proud, and should spur our individual members on to greater efforts,

for much work remains to be done in each and every order.

It has given me much pleasure to place these facts before you, and

perhaps I have put them in a rather unconventional manner, but if so

I must beg your forgiveness, as I have only done what I have thought to

be right and in the best interests of the Society.

LIFE-HISTORY OF THE LEAF-EATING CRANE-FLY
CYLINDROTOMA SPLENDENS, DOANE (DIPTERA, TIPULIDAE)

By Alfred E. Cameron, M.A., D.Sc, F.E.S., Technical Assistant,

Entomological Branch, Department of Agriculture, Ottawa

INTRODUCTION
Previous to the discovery of the larvae of Cylindrotoma splendens

by the author and Mr. E. W. White of Victoria, at Westholme, Van-

couver Island, the species was known only from Alaska, and apparently

the female had not been found. The original description of Doane

(1900) was made from three male specimens, and Coquillet (1901)

re-described the species under the name of Cylindrotoma juneta from a

single male specimen.

In addition to the fact that the author, in the present work, obtained

in the course of breeding all the pre-adult stages for the first time and

described them in a paper recently read before the Annual Meeting of

the American Entomological Society at Pittsburg, it may be remarked

that never before had the immature stages of any species of the genus

Cylindrotoma been found on the American continent.

The tribe Cylindrotomini occupies an isolated and intermediate posi-

tion between the Tipulidae brevipalpi and longipalpi. The structure of

the adult flies, especially as regards certain details of the venation of the

wings, is quite unique, but it is in the immature stages of the different

genera that the most interesting distinctions are found. The larvae,

instead of living in the mud along the banks of streams or in rotten wood,

as do the majority of the known crane-fly larvae, dwell upon the leaves

of various terrestial and aquatic plants ; instead of being brown or grey

in colour, they are bright green and usually resemble the leaves of their

host-plants to a very remarkable degree.
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LIFE-HISTORY

The larvae were first taken on April 28, 1917, on Vancouver Island,

and were observed to be feeding- on the leaves of the false bugbane,

Trautvetteria grandis (Ranunculaceae). The food-plant generally affects

damp and well-shaded habitats, and in this particular instance it was
growing in great luxuriance in a rich woodland timbered by lofty cedars

and spreading, large-leaved maples. At the time of first collection, the

larvae appeared to be in the penultimate stage of their development.

They were reared to maturity and the adults were obtained, both sexes,

from the resulting pupae.

Egg Stage. Individual plants of Trautvetteria grandis were potted,

and one each placed in special breeding cages. As the adults emerged
from the pupal skins (May 15-30), they were transferred to the breeding

cages. Copulation was undertaken soon after emergence, and the female

deposited her elongate, glistening, white eggs along the margin of the

leaves, generally on the under-surface. Under natural conditions the

eggs were found to be invariably laid on the lower surface, but in the

more confined area of the breeding cages, eggs were also deposited on the

margin of the upper leaf-surface.

The female ovipositor is unicjue among Tipulidae, and consists of

(1) a pair of double-bladed cutting valves; (2) an unpaired, upper,

bifurcated valve; and (3) an unpaired, lower, plough-share valve.

Each one of the cutting valves bears an inner, serrate-edged blade, and

an outer, unserrated blade. It is their function to slit the epiderm of

the leaf whilst the plough-share valve guides the egg into the resulting

slit. The bifurcated valve apparently serves to keep the leaf in position

during the operation of ovipositing, since the leaf-margin is held securely

between this valve and the cutting valves.

The eggs are not wholly hidden. They are generally laid in close,

parellel series, lending to the leaf-margin a characteristic, beaded appear-

ance. The period of incubation occupies about two weeks.

Larval Stage. The first stage larvae are a semi-translucent greyish-

white, and measure 1.19 mm. long and 0.37 mm. broad soon after they

emerge from the egg. The segmental tubercles and pro-legs so char-

acteristic of the mature larvae, are readily distinguishable although they

are as yet not well developed. The black head-capsule stands out in

decided contrast to the semi-transparent liod)'.

The young larvae are very sluggish and are not readily disturbed

when feeding. The mandibles are very firmly embedded in the leaf-

tissue. Their movements are very characteristic and can be most aptly

compared with those of the "measuring worms" or "looper-caterpillars"

(CTeometridae).
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As the larva grows, it assumes a leaf-green colour, which renders it

almost imperceptible to the casual oljserver. This general green colour

is relieved by two brownish grey lines, one on each side of the median

dorsal line.

After a period of about six weeks, end of July, during which time

the larva has apparently only moulted l)ut once and has attained a

length of about 8.5 mm., it ceases feeding altogether and becomes

ciuiescent. In this condition they spend the winter among the dead

leaves on the ground, and in the following spring they resiune their

activities when the food-plant once more sends up its sh.oots.

Growth then proceeds rather ra])idly, the larva measuring 15 mm.
in its penultimate stadium and 17 mm. when full-grown. The segmental

tubercles un the dorsal surface and the paired "pseudopodia" on each of

the last eight abdominal segments, are now well developed. The latter

are the organs of locomotion and serve to retain the body of the larva

on the leaf-surface by fluid-pressure, as well as liy the secretion of a

viscid liquid. When disturbed, the larvae relax their liold on the leaf-

surface and readily fall to the ground. This response to a contact

stimulus, together with their marked resemblance to their environment,

would appear to be their only assets of defence against predaceous

insects. In no single instance were the larvae found to be parasitized,

although it is not improbalile that there is quite a high percentage of

mortality under natural conditions, caused b}' hunting spiders and

ground-beetles.

Pupal Stage. Previous to pupating, the larva firmly attaches itself

to the surface of the leaf or to the leaf-petiole by means of its anal

pseudopodia. The skin splits transversely posterior to the head, but is

only partiall}- .sloughed ofT. The head, thorax and first four abdominal

segments of the ]nipa are exposed, but the remainder of the abdomen
remains enclosed in the larval skin, the terminal portion of which

attached to the leaf-surface, is collapsed and wrinkled. The black

head-capsule of the larva, which is moulted w-ith the rest of the exuvium,

lies ventrad of the fifth abdominal segment of the pupa. The pupae may
be found on both the upper and lower leaf-surface as well as attached to

the petioles.

The pupal period persists for 6 to 10 days, at the end of which time

the adult appears.

Proportion of Sexes. Of 108 adults reared, 91 were females and
the remaining 17 males. Thus the percentage of females and males
reared were respectively 84.2 and 15.8.

On June 1, 1917, 96 individuals were captured bv sweeping the

food-plant at Westholme, when the males were found to be in the
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ascendant in the ratio of 60.2% to 38.9%. On this date many specimens

were taken in copula.

The marked discrepancy between these two sets of figures appears

at first glance to be inexplicable. It is just probable, however, that the

figures resulting from rearing the adults, represent approximately the

actual superiority in total numbers of the females over the males. On
the date that the collection was made at Westholrne, there were com-

paratively few adults to be seen. When one adds to this the fact that

the females emerge in larger numbers before the males appear and that

they die off soon after laying their eggs, the greater proportion of the

later-emerging males towards the end of the adult season on June 1,

is readily accounted for.

The same male may copulate with several different females.

Explanatory Note. In the original paper, to be published in the

Annals of the Entomological Society of America, full and detailed

descriptions have been given of the egg, larva, head-capsule and mouth-

parts of the larva, the pupa and adults, together with illustrations in each

case. As the presentation of these descriptions from a read manuscript

would be rather tedious, I have thought it best not to attempt to exhaust

the patience of the members by including them in this paper, which your

President has kindly asked me to send. I have, however, had photo-

graphs made of my drawings, and these, I think, will explain the salient

features of the different stages of the species.

I should like to say here that Mr. W. Downes, one of the Society's

members, has the hibernating larvae under his able care, and from his

last letter, I understand that they are hibernating in good condition.

With his continued assistance, I hope to be able to determine the exact

number of larval moults when these larvae commence feeding again in

the spring. The larvae of the closely allied genus and species Liogma
glabrata have been stated by Dr. Mueggenberg in an admirable paper

published in 1901, to have probably eight moults, and this is the number
determined for Phalacrocera replicata, also belonging to the Cylindro-

tomini, by Bergtsson. Both of these species are European.
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NOTES ON A COLLECTION OF HEMIPTERA
I-]y W. Downes, Victoria, B.C.

With a view to extending- the hitherto very limited Hst of Heterop-

tera and Homoptera known to occur in British Columbia, considerable

collecting has been done by the writer during the past season, principally

in the neighbourhood of \'ictoria, and the resulting material has been

submitted to specialists in the order for identification. For determina-

tions I am indebted to the following gentlemen : Heteroptera, Dr. H. M.

Parshley; Cicadidae, Mr. W. T. Davis, N.Y. ; Membracidae, Dr. Funk-

houser; other Homoptera, Dr. E. D. Ball.

While the collection is necessarily as yet a very limited one. a good

start on the list of British Columbia Hemiptera has been made, and some
additional light has been thrown on the knowledge of the distribution of

many of the species. The majority of species were taken in the neigh-

Ijourhood of Victoria, or on the Saanich Peninsula to the north of the

city, especially near Royal Oak, and a few species were collected during

brief visits to the (Jkanagan in the neighbinirhood of \'ernon and

Armstrong.

By far the largest number of species collected belong to the Heterop-

tera, and as these have not yet been fully examined by Dr. Parshley, their

consideration will have to be left until later, and the present brief paper

will deal with the Homoptera. Besides those species collected by myself,

a few have been received from R. C. Treherne, Vernon, B.C., and M. H.

Ruhman. Vernon, B.C.

List of Species

FAMILY CICADIDAE:

Okanagana occidentalis Walk. Armstrong, July 12, 1917; Saanich

District, June 18, 1918. (W. D.) This is the commonest Cicada occur-

ring in British Columbia.

Platypedia areolata Uhl. Nelson. May 6, 1918 (R. C. T.); Arm-
strong, July, 1914 ( W. D.). One more species was taken but is not yet

identified.

FAMILY CERCOPIDAE:
Aphrophora irrorata Ball. Saanich, C)ctoi)er 25, 1917 (W. D.).

Aphrophora permutata Uhl. X'crnon. June 24. 1917 (R. C. T.).

Philaenus leucopthalmus Linn. Saanich. August 3, 1918 (W. D.).

P. leucopthalmus var. astulatus Fall. June 18. 1918 (W. D.).

P. leucopthalmus var. pallidus. June 18, 1918 (W. D.).

P. leucopthalmus var. lineatus. June IS, 1918 (W. D.). This

cercopid is extremely common everywhere, the three varieties noted

above being more usual than the type form but they all intergrade.

Clastoptera obtusa Say. i\ugust 13, 1918 (W.D.), on alder.
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FAMILY MEMBRACIDAE:
Ceresa basalis Walk. Saanich, October 8, 1917; August 14, 1917

(W. D.). A common species. On willow and goldenrod.

Stictocephala pacifica Van D. Saanich, Augvist 3. 1918: July ,31,

1918 (W. D.). Taken on willow (Salix scouleriana).

Glossonotus univittatus Harr. Saanich, October 10, 1917; July 11.

1918 (W. D.); \"ancouver, September 23, 1918 (W. D.). This species

is rarely taken. Occurs on Salix scouleriana.

Platycotis quadrivittata Say. Saanich, June 13, 1918 ; April 18.

1918 (W. D.). Occurs on oak (Quercus gafryana). Very variable both

in coloui- and form. In some individuals the humeral and dorsal pro-

cesses are well developed ; in others absent altogether. In colour the

species vary from brown mottled with black to a dull green speckled

with red.

A beautiful form is sometimes taken in which the ground colour is

greenish white with a bright red stripe extending from the head over the

humeral angles and bordering the lower edges of the pronotum, and two
parallel red stripes extending caudad from the head on each side of the

median carina. The species winters in the adult condition, and I took

nymphs in final and penultimate stages on September 9, 1918.

Campylenchia latipes Say. Vernon, September 28, 1918 (\\'.D.).

One specimen on willow. Although this is said to be a grass-inhabiting

species in the East, I failed to take any in the alfalfa field which was

bordered by the willow trees on which the specimen was taken.

In spite of persistent collecting, the number of Membracidae taken

is disappointingly few, the above mentioned five species being all that

have been observed so far. Probably when further collections can be

made over a more extended area a number of species will be added.

FAMILY CICADELLIDAE:

Agallia novella Say. Coldstream, B.C., June 2, 1918 ( W. D.).

Agallia lyrata Bak. (?) Armstrong, September 29, 1918; Saanich,

April 19, 1918 (W. D.).

Idiocerus pallidus Fh. \'ictoria, August 17, 1917; Saanich Sept.

9, 1918 (W. D.). A common species on Salix scouleriana.

Idiocerus pallidus. Variety with a dark saddle. Not uncommon.
Armstrong, September 29, 1918 (W. D.).

Idiocerus suturalis var. lunaris Ball. Saanich, August 3, 1918.

Common.

Idiocerus musteus Ball. Royal Oak, September 28, 1917; August

25, 1918 (W. D.). Common on willow.

Idiocerus concinnus Ball. Saanich, September 11, 1918 (W. D.).
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Idiocerus amabilis Ball. Saanich, September 11, 1918 (W. D.).

Idiocerus productus Bak. Royal Oak, September 6, 1918. ; \'ictoria,

July 1, 1918 (W. D.). Not common. Taken on Salix lasiandra.

Macropsis viridis Fh. Saanich, August 3, 1918 (W. D.).

Macropsis canadensis \'an ]). Saanich, August 3, 1918 (W. D.).

Oncopsis variabilis Fh. \'crnon, July 4. 1917 (R. C. T. ) ; Victoria,

July 11, 1918 (W. D.).

Bythoscopus rufoscutellatus Bak. \^ernon, June 24, 1917 (R. C. T.).

Cicadella hieroglyphica var. confluens Uh. Renal Oak, September

6, 1918 (W. D.). At Duncan 1 have recently found this species in great

numbers on the willows bordering the Cowichan River.

Cicadella gothica Sign. Vernon, September 24. 1918 (W. D.).

Helochara communis Fh. Saanich, September 18, 1917; Armstrong.

September 29, 1918; Shawnigan, July 21, 1918 (W. D.). Common
everywhere.

Draeculacephala crassicornis \'an D. Saanich, August 14. 1917;

Victoria, July 1, 1918; Shawnigan, July 21, 1918 (W. D.). Common
species on herbage in moist places.

Eucanthus acuminatus Fabr. Saanich. August 3, 1918 (\V. D.).

Common on alder.

Errhomenellus lineatus Bak. Vernon (R. C. T. ). .V pair in coitu.

Gypona angulata Spangh. Shawnigan. July 21. 1918 (W. D.). \'ery

few taken. This is a new record for this species ( E. D. B.).

Xerophloea viridis Fabr. Saanich, May 3, 1918; Royal Oak.

November 9, 1917 (W. D.).

Scaphoideus scalaris \'an D. Saanich, September 12. 1918 (W. D.).

Platymetopius acutus Burm. Saanich, August 3, 1918; Shawnigan.

July 21, 1918 (W. 1).). Common species.

Deltocephalus affinis C. cK: B. Armstrong, Sept. 29, 1918 (W. D.).

Deltocephalus fuscinervosus Van I), (var,). Saanich, September

11, 1<>18: June 22, 1918 (\V. D.).

Deltocephalus misellus Ball. \"ictoria. June 11, 1918 (\V. D.).

Deltocephalus Van duzei G & B. Saanich, June 5, 1918 (\V. D.).

Euscelis striatulus Fa]!. Cowichan, July 24, 1918 (W. D.).

Euscelis clavatus Ball. Royal Oak, September 6, 1918 (W. D.).

Phlepsius apertus \'an D. Victoria, July 11, 1918 (W. D.). A
common species everywhere,

Phlepsius occidentalis Bak. Saanich, August 14. 1917 (W. D.).

Thamnotettix geminatus \'an D. Royal Oak, September 28, 1917;

Saanich, June 6. 1918 (W. I),). Common species.

Thamnotettix montanus \'an D. Saanich, August 18, 1917; C.u'd-

stream, June 2, 1918 (W. 1).). Common species.
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Thamnotettix flavocapitatus Van D. Victoria. June 12, 1918. Red
variety; occurs on oak (Quercus'garryana).

Thamnotettix inornatus Van D. Saanich, August 3, 1918 (W. D.).

Chlorotettix unicolor Fh. Saanich, August 13, 1918 (W. D.).

Neocoelidia lineata Bak. Armstrong, September 29, 1918 (W. D.).

Cicadula sexnotata Fall. Royal Oak, August 18, 1917; Saanich,

June 10, 1918 (W. D.). An abundant species.

Balclutha manitou G. & B. Saanich, May 5, 1918; April 19, 1918

(W. D.).

Dikraneura mail Prov. Saanich, April 19, 1918 (W. D.).

Empoa querci var. Gillette! Van D. Victoria, June 17, 1918

(W. D.). .Abundant on oak.

Empoa commisuralis Stal. Saanich, September 9, 1918 (W. D.).

Taken usually on alder, on which it is quite abundant, The form with

the dark stripe on the tegmina not very frequent, most specimens are

immaculate or very slightly marked.

Erythroneura comes var. vitifex Fitch. Gordon Head, May 3, 1918;

Saanich, April 30, 1918. Generally taken when sweeping grass and low

herbage.

FAMILY FULGORIDAE:

Scolops sulcipes Say (?). Vernon, July 10, 1917 (M. H. R)

(nymph) ; Goldstream (A. \V. H.), no date.

Cixius sp. Armstrong, September 29, 1918 (W. D.).

Liburnia sp. (Osborni?). Saanich, June 6, 1918 (W. D.).

Liburnia sp. Saanich, September 14, 1918 ; Vernon, September 28,

1918. Taken aljundantly when sweeping damp places and borders of

lakes.

Of the above species thirty-four are new records for the district.

A number of other species await identification. The nomenclature used

is that of \'an Duzee's recent list.

Since the above list was compiled. Dr. Parshley has completed his

examination of the British Columbia material (Heteroptera) and has

published the results of his findings (Occas. 'pap. 71 Mus. Zool. Univ.

Mich., i'J19). In this paper 137 species are recorded for British Col-

umbia, uf which 90 are new records. The few ecological notes com-

municated by me are in this paper, and at the present time there is little

of intercut that I can add. The determination of this material was in

man}' cases most difficult, and our thanks are due to Dr. Parshley for

the exhaustive and careful manner in which he has dealt with it. Since

this collection was made a number of other species have turned up, and

it is iur/ed that he will make them the suliject of an additional paper.
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LIFE-HISTORY OF PERIGRAPHA PRvESES GRT.

By Geo. O. Day, F.E.S., Duncan, B.C.

A female taken at sallows on the flats near Cowichan Bay, in 1916,

laid 60 to 70 eggs on the 2nd of April. The eggs were laid somewhat

regularly in a patch on the lid of a chip l)o.x attached by the liase and

mostly touching each other. The colour was light green and continued

the same until the eggs hatched out. Shape, spherical—very slightly

flattened at apex and base—the usual striations running from base to

micropyle. Hatched 22nd April. Young larvae 3 mm. long. Colour

of body a dirty green. Flead very bright brown and wider than body.

Roth body and head look spotted with black. O'n the body it is the

warts that are black, and on the head, black marks arranged irregularly.

The warts extend across each segment but appear irregular—the young

larvae would not keep still enough to notice particularly. The larva has

four pairs of pro-legs, but uses only two pairs and the anal claspers in

walking, which is a decided looping motion. The two pairs of legs are

some distance away from the anal claspers. The young larva rests on

the two pairs of pro-legs with the rest of the body elevated. Short hairs

are emitted from the warts.

On the 9th of Ma}-, when at the end of the 2nd or 3rd instar, the

larvae were abotit eleven millimeters long—most of them of a watery

sage-green colour, with five longitudinal white stripes, of which the

widest contains the spiracles ; the next widest is the central dorsal line,

and the others (narrow-er) between this and the spiracles, but rather

nearer the spiracular line than the central line. There are slight black

dots across each segment—the four on the dorsal area being situate on

the green stripes and the other four on the white spiracular stripes.

Head now small and spotted, of a lighter colour than the liody, and with

a tinge of light brown. The larvae vary considerably—the greens in the

intensity of colour and density of the white stripes. Others have a

tendency to be darker in ground colour in the direction of purplish brown.

The ventral area is much the same colour as the dark stripes. They seem

to prefer spirea to sallow as food, but will eat both. Make use of all

their legs at this stage, hut still make a decided loop when walking.

On the 15th of May, at the end of the third (or fourth) instar, the

white stripes are still discernable under a hand lens, but the spiracular

lines are the only conspicuous ones. The general colour is a dirty

brown, though some larvae are greyer. The dorsal area on each side

of the central lines, as far as the two second lines, is lighter in colour

than the outer area between the second lines and the light spiracular

areas just mentioned. On each segment (dorsal area) are four eye-like

marks with a black pupil on the inside, making the eyes look like some-

one squinting. The foremost pair are closer together than the hind pair.

The conspicuous light spiracular line is rust colour along the middle of it.
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The ventral area, including the legs, are lighter than the dorsal area,

and of a greeny brown colour.

On 28th May (36 days old), having just changed skins, the general

appearance considerably changed. Length 25 mm. Prevailing colour

a dark umber-brown on the dorsal area, with lighter orange-brown

along the spiracles and all over the ventral area, only the underside lacks

the orange tinge. The dorsal central area is a lighter shade of brown
than the area between this and the spiracular stripes. The central area

(or stripes) on each segment, is wider on the head side than on the tail

side, and makes a pattern (especially towards the tail) like a chain of

shields. There are various light dots, the most conspicuous of which

are those on the forward points (one on each) of the shield-like markings.

Head light brown.

On the 13th June (52 days old), length 35 mm. General markings

much the same as before, only the colour is rather darker brown and

the shield-like markings, especially towards the tail, are outlined with

very dark brown triangular markings. At this stage the larvae appear

to be nearly full-fed and thicken for pupation. There is more uniformity

in appearance, inter se, in the later stages.

After the early stages all the legs are used in progressing, and the

larvae appear as regular noctuids. Rolls in an incomplete ring when
disturbed, Init is soon active again.

With regard to general habits, the larvae mostly rest during the

day, either amongst the twigs of the food-plant or at bottom of their

feeding cage among debris (in my case, moss was supplied). During

the night they eat most voraciously.

All my larvae disappeared for pupation during the week following

the 13th of June, being near about 8 weeks in the larvae stage, a firm

compact cocoon was formed among the debris and moss at the bottom

of the tin. The cocoon is lined with a kind of glutinous silk, and

fits the enclosed pupa rather closely. The pupa is very dark brown,

almost black, and of the usual noctuid shape, fairly plump and blunt

with a pair of small anal hooks.

Three moths appeared on 4th of March, 1917, while snow was still

on the ground. The weather, however, was becoming mild after a long

spell of snow and frost. Emergencies continued until 24th of March

(forty in all). What mortality there was occurred principally in the

pupa stage. I kept the pupae in an outhouse under cover, and I suppose

they did not get sufficient moisture. However, the. success was about

60 per cent., which is not bad.

The moths varied considerably in the markings, but could be roughly

divided into these groups :
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No. of Specimens

1. Uniform dark chocolate brown, markings indistinct 18

2. Very dark, with the band on outer margin and the

reniform and orbicular spots showing distinct but dark 9

3. Dark, with the same markings lighter and more con-

trasting 13

Total 40

The female parent of the brood lielonged to group No. 2. It is

curious that there should be fewer of this type than the others.

A REVISION OF THE BRITISH COLUMBIA SPECIES OF THE
GEOMETRID GENUS HYDRIOMENA HUB.

By E. H. Blackmore, Victoria, B.C.

During the past four years I have endeavoured to try and straighten

out this most difficult and perplexing group, as far as it concerned our

British Columbia species. I have given papers on this genus at some

of our previous meetings, bringing the changes up to date as our knowl-

edge became more extended. In consequence of further additional

research, other changes have been made which brings this particular

genus pretty near perfection. What has made this genus so perplexing

in the past is the fact that many species which could not be conveniently

placed in any other genera, were all dumped in here, witli the result that

there was a heterogenous mass of species which bore no apparent

relationship to each other, either in maculation or generic structure.

In 1892, Mr. Meyrick, of London, England, published a "Classifica-

tion of Geometrina of the European Fauna" (Trans. Ento. Socy. London
1892, Part 1, pp. 53-140), in which he endeavoured to arrange the family

on the basis of invariable structure. This classification was not entirely

adopted, as he had not taken into accovmt the known existence of inter-

mediate forms in nature. The strictest application of his fundamental

rules of classification, made some of his genera, especially the one we
have under consideration, cover almost sub-family differences.

The Rev. Geo. Hulst, some four years later, published a "Classifica-

tion of the Geometrina of North America" (Trans. Am. Ent. Socy.,

Vol. XXIII., pages 245-386), and while following Meyrick's classification

in the main, he made several changes, notably in this genus Hydriomena,

separating from it five other genera which Alcyrick had placed with it,

viz. : Mesoleuca, Caenocalpe, Triphosa, Euchoria and Gypsochroa. Even
then, Hulst admitted that he had drawn an artificial line in this genus,

as he says

:
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"I have in a sort of way made Hydriomena the refuge of species

whose males I have not seen, and whose exact reference cannot there-

fore be given. The species under it are yet, in respect to palpi, antennae,

and thoracic tuftings, very variable, but I hesitate to make any further

divisions, as the bulk of the species lie midway between the extremes."

This is how the position stood until quite recently, although it has

been felt by workers in this group for a long time past that something

would have to be done to further limit this unwieldy and cumbersome
genus. The true Hydriomenas were easily separable, and fell into a

natural group, but what to do with the others was the great trouble.

Out of 28 species listed by Dr. Dyar (U.S.N.M. Bull. 52, 1902) in 1902,

only 8 were true Hydriomenas. However, in that monumental work,

"Seitz Macro-Lepidoptera of the World," parts of which were first

published in 1913, and which owing to the war, has never been completed,

and perhaps never will be, Louis B. Prout, of the British Museum, the

greatest geometridist we have today, and in whose charge the geometrid

part was placed, has completely revised the whole of the family, with

the result that all those fugitive species which had found a resting-place

in this genus, were removed to other genera or else had new genera

erected for them.

In the 1906 Check List of B.C. Lepidoptera, 13 species were listed

under the genus Hydriomena, of which only seven were true species of

this genus—the other six species have since been placed in four other

different genera.

Having shown you the difficulties we have had to contend with in

this group, and brought you down to the point where the true Hydrio-

menas have been at last placed by themselves, I will now go on to give a

brief resume of these true species.

Previous to 1911, very little was known about the forms described

by the older authors, several of them having been described from females

only. In that year Mr. L. W. Swett, of Boston, Mass., published an

article in the Can. Ent., Vol. 43. p. IZ et seq., in which he separated them

into three main groups according to the length of the palpi—short,

moderate and long. This was a distinct advance on anything attempted

before, and reduced them from an unwieldy mass into something like

approaching order.

In the new Check List they are placed practically as Swett worked

them out, but since then Messrs. Barnes and McDunnough have pub-

lished a revision of this group (Cont. N.H. Lept. No. Amer., Vol. IV.,

No. 1, May, 1917). This revision is based on the structure of the male

genitalia, with special reference to the shape of the uncus, and has

certainly led to a number of radical changes. The authors have retained

Swett's palpal subdivisions, so that with taking these two principal char-
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actcrs in conjunction with each other, it will be easier to separate our

Briti.sh Columbia species than has hitherto been the case. Messrs.

Barnes and McDunnough are certainly to be conoratulated on their

work, which, as far as our present knowledge goes, is pretty nearly

perfect.

I may state here that it is not necessary to break off the body of a

cherished specimen to examine the genitalia, as by simply removing a

few hairs with a fine brush from the anal segment, the uncus is exposed

to view and can be readily examined under a strong lens or low-power

microscope.

There are three distinct types of uncus in this group—truncate,

conical and bifurcate—each of which has its own modific'ations and

variations.

I will not take up your time in going over the whole list of British

Columbia, species separately, but will give you a few remarks on the new
forms, with their distinguishing characteristics, and also on those which

may be difficult to determine, contenting myself with giving you a list

of those species that are well known and of which the names have not

been changed. In their proper sequence, the latter consists of furcata

periclata Swett ; nubilofasciata cupidata Swett (Mr. Day, of Duncan,

has taken the only specimen in British Columbia, that I have any record

of); manzanita Taylor; irata Swett ; californiata Pack : and speciosata

Pack, with its forms taylori Swett, and ameliata Swett. The latter of

which only two specimens have been taken, both of which were collected

by myself.

There has been considerable doubt in the past about the two species

furcata Thun., and quinquefasciata Pack. An examination of the

genitalia of the two forms shows quite a difference, and they are easily

separable by this character alone.

The shape of the uncus in furcata (page 25, Fig. 1), is identical with

the figure given in Pierce's "Genitalia of the British Geometridae." The
colour of the primaries of this species is either smoky or else decidedly

reddish. There is also a European form that occurs with it, fuscoun-

data Don., which is very strongly marked, and having a greenish tinge

with the median space ruddy. It is practically identical in maculation

with the next species quinquefasciata Pack., and can only be separated

by the shape of the uncus (page 25, Fig. 3) being convex instead of

concave, having the base broader and the lateral apical points much
reduced. With this species goes the form viridata Pack., which is

greener, has no ruddy shades, and is more indistinct in its markings.

I have specimens of these forms, all taken in Victoria.

We are all pretty well acquainted with the species hitherto known
as reflata Grt. This name has now been relegated in a varietal sense
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to a form which occurs in Arizona, and which is Hsted as a race of

albifasciata Pack., the latter, although only an aberrant form, having

priority over reflata. This left our Vancouver Island form without a

name, as although it is identical in maculation with the Arizona form,

it differs in colour, the latter being a dark grey form, while ours is a

dull green with slight rosy sprinklings along the veins. Messrs. Barnes

and McDunnough have named it victoria, the types being three males

and two females from this localit^^

A new species is described from Ketchikan, Alaska, under the name
of exculpata B. & McD., and a grey form of this species occurs with it,

called tribulata B. & McD. This latter form also occurs at Kaslo

amongst other places, and therefore must he included in our B.C. List.

The form of niveifasciata Swett, described as a variety of californiata

and of which I have the allotype, is now placed as a form of irata on

account of the shape of the uncus, which, as will be seen by the figures

on page 25, is much closer to the type of irata than it is to that of

californiata.

This concludes the new forms in the short palpi group. In the

next group, those with moderate palpi, there have been more changes

than in any of the others. The name of autumnalis Strom., which is a

European species, and which was applied to a species occurring in the

Atlantic States, has been discarded, as the genitalia of our North

American species do not coincide with it; also several forms which were

associated with it in a varietal sense have been raised to specific rank,

notabl}' perfracta Swett, which is a very rare insect, of v%'hich only three

specimens are known, two from Calgary and one from the Catskill Mts.

There is a race of this species from Vancouver Island, which has just

been described by Barnes and McDunnough under the name of exasperata

from two specimens in the Taylor collection, taken at Departure Bay and

Wellington, respectively. I had the good fortune to take a single male

in May, 1914. This had stood in my collection as an undescribed form

of autumnalis. It is evidently as rare as the typical species, as the three

mentioned are the only ones known ; so far no female specimens have

been taken.

We now come to the race named columbiata by the late Rev. Taylor.

It has been removed from its previous association, and is now considered

a race of renunciata Walk., on account of the shape of the uncus, which

is deeply bifurcated, leaving practically no neck. There is a melanic

form of this race, which has been named pernigra by Barnes and McDun-
nough. This is of special interest to us, as although the types are from

Montana, the three paratypes are from British Columbia—a male and

female from Skagit Basin and a male from Stickeen River. It is more

than probable that the latter was taken by Theodore Bryant when in

that district many years ago with a survey party.
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Crokeri Swett has been raised to specific rank. The only locality

tiiis species has been recorded from is Victoria, with the exception of a

solitary male from Salem, Ore.

In the long palpi group, the only change affecting our British Col-

umbia species is in edenata Swett. This species was described from

Eden Valley, Monterey Co., Calif., and although our Vancouver Island

form is identical in maculation, it is very much larger, measuring 38 mm.
in 1:)0th sexes.

On account of this large size, Barnes and McDunnough propose

the racial name of grandis for our Vancouver Island form. It also differs

slightly in colouring, as our local form possesses a greenish tinge, which

is lacking in the tyjMcal species.

In this long palpi group speciosata Pack., and its varieties, occur,

and it is interesting to note the totally different shape of the uncus from

those we have been discussing.

There are slight but distinct differences in the uncus of speciosata,

and its two forms, taylori and ameliata, especially in the basal portion

of the neck. I have a long series of each of the two former, and the

differences appear to be constant.

In conclusion, it may be of interest to mention that out of a grand

total of 68 described forms in Boreal America (that is, North of Mexico

to the Arctic Circle), twenty or nearly one-third occur in British Col-

umbia. Of these 20 forms, no less than 18 occur on Vancouver Island,

this Island thus containing more species than any other locality in North

America. This is quite an advance on the 1906 B.C. Check List, which

contains seven species, and one of these

—

ruberata—was listed in error.

Furthermore, out of the 18 forms occurring on Vancouver Island, it is

gratifying to note that eleven of them were described from here, the

types being from Victoria (5), Wellington (2), Departure Bay (2), Gold-

stream (1), and Duncan (1).

Author's Note (September, 1919).

Since the above article was written, another nev.- species of this

genus has been described by L. W. Swett under the name of Hydriomena
macdonnoughi, vide Can. Ent., Vol. 50, p. 296, Sept. 1918. It was taken

at Atlin in June, 1914, and apparently belongs to the ruberata group.

It is named after Dr. J. McDunnough. in recognition of his splendid work
on this genus.

In the same article Mr. Swett verifies the conclusion that 1 had

arri\ed at in my article in the Proc. B.C. Ent. Socy., No. 10, March, 1917

(Author's Note, page 20), that periclata is a form of quinquefasciata

Pack, rather than of furcata Thun. Upon the recent receipt of two males
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from the nimot3'pical locality, he was enabled to see that this form had

the same type of uncus that is associated with quinquefasciata.

Recently, in working over my material in this genus, I have found

a male specimen which undoubtedly belongs to speciosata form ameliata

Swett. It was taken at Garden City (the type locality), a suburb of

Victoria, on June 26th, 1914, and is the first male recorded, the type

and paratype both being females (Can. Ent.. Vol. 47, p. 64, Feb.. 1915).

A figure of the uncus will be found on page 25. E. H. B.

EXPLANATION OF FIGURES ON PAGE 25

H. furcata Thun. Fig. 9. H. renunciata

H. furcata

form fuscoundata Don.

H. quinquefasciata Pack.

H. quinquefasciata

form viridata Pack.

H. albifasciata

race victoria B. & McD.

H. manzanita Taylor.

H. irata Swett.

H. irata

form niveifascia Swett.

race columbiata Taylor.

10. H. crokeri Swett.

11. H. californiata Pack.

12. H. macdunnoughi Swett.

13. H. edenata

race grandis B. & McD.

14. H. speciosata Pack.

15. H. speciosata

form taylori Swett.

16. H. speciosata

form ameliata Swett.

These figures were all drawn with the aid of a low-power binocular

from specimens in my own collection.
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TYPES OF UNCUS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA SPECIES OF THE
GENUS HYDRIOMENA HUB.
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COMPLETE LIST OF SPECIES OF HYDRIOMENA
OCCURRING IN BRITISH COLUMBIA

As it may be some time before the new Check List of British Col-

umbia Lepidoptera is published, I have thought it best to append a list

of our species in this genus, with their localities, insofar as they are

known to me.

HYDRIOMENA HUB.

SHORT PALPI GROUP:
furcata Thun. ----- \'ancvr. Island, Princeton, Lillooet,

Chilcotin, Ouesnel, Rossland.

Atlin.

form fuscoundata Don. - - Victoria.

quinquefasciata Pack. - - - \'ictoria, Duncan,

form viridata Pack. - - - Victoria,

form periclata Swett - - Victoria.

albifasciata Pack.

. race victoria B. & McD. - - \'ictoria, Duncan.

nubilofasciata Pack.

form cupidata ( ?) vSwett - - Duncan.

manzanita Taylor - - - - Coldstream, Duncan. Wellington.

exculpata B. & McD.

form tribulata B. & McD. - Kaslo.

irata Swett ----- Vancouver Island, Vancouver,

form niveifascia Swett - - Victoria, Coldstream, Duncan.

MODERATE PALPI CROUP:
perfracta Swett

race exasperata B. & McD. - X'ictoria, Departure Bay,Wellington.

renunciata Walk.

race columbiata Tavlor - - Vancouver Island, Agassiz, Hope.

form pernigrata B. & McD. - Skagit River, Stickeen River,

crokeri Swett ----- \Mctoria.

californiata Pack. - - - - \'aiicouver Island.

LONG PALPI GROUP:
macdunnoughi Swett - - - Atlin.

edenata Swett

race grandis B. & McD. - - \'ictoria, Dvmcan.

speciosata Pack. - - - - A'ancouver Island.

form taylori Swett - - - Vancouver Island.

form ameliata Swett - - - Victoria.
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NOTES ON THE AEOLOTHRIPIDAE
By R. C. Treherne, Field Officer, Kntonioldgica! Branch,

IJoniinion Department of Agriculture

I take a great deal of pleasure in recording certain notes on the

order Thysanoptera in the Proceedings of the Entomological vSociety

of British Columbia. This group has been sadly neglected in Canada,

very few records being obtainable as to the. species present, with their

distribution.

The family Aeolothripidae represents the most generalized group

in the Thysanoptera, and for that reason 1 have attempted to bring

together such information as I have been able to gather from literature

and from the study of certain specimens, with a view towards enlisting

your support and introducing to your notice this important group of

insects, which has not as yet received any attention at the hands of our

entomologists.

This order of insects, commonly known as Thrij)s, has Deen referred

to the Physopoda by various authors. The name Thysanoptera, how-

ever, has priority over Physoda, and therefore should be used to cover

this group. The order is divided into two sub-order.s

—

-Terebrantia and

Tubulifera, the former having females with a saw-like ovipositor arising

from the 8th and 9th alulominal segments, and the latter, with females

without an ovipositor, the terminal segments of the abdomen being-

drawn out into the form of a tube.

.According to I-Iood (1915), the sub-order Terebrantia is divided

into two super-families

—

Aeolothripidea and Thripoidea—the ovipositor

of the former being up-curved and of the latter down-curved. The fainily

Aeolothripidae, which will receive our attention in this paper, is con-

tained within the former super-family, and it is divided into sub-families

and genera in the following manner.

Order - _ - - Thysanoptera Haliday.

Sub-order - - - Terebrantia Haliday.

Super-family - - Aeolothripoidea Hood.

Family - - - - Aeolothripidae Uzel.

KEY TO SUB-FAMILIES

A. Labial palpi with fewer segments than maxillary palpi : antennal

segments often freely movable.

B. Maxillary palpi 7 or 8 segmented : laliial palpi .v5 segmented.

Orothripinae Bagnall.

BB. Maxillar}' palpi 3-segmented; lalnal palpi 2-scgmented.

Melanothripinae Bagnall.

AA. Labial palpi 4-segmented ; maxillary palpi .vsegmented ; distal

segments always closely united Aeolothripinae Bagnall.
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KEY TO THE GENERA

Orothripinae Bagnall

a. Labial palpi S-segmented ; head wider than long.

b. Terminal antennal segments more or less closely united.

c. Antennae moderately slender, inserted very closely together,

segments 7-9 more or less compactly united ; maxillary palpi

clearly 8-segmented
;

posterior margin of prothorax without

strong spine ; fore-tibiae unarmed ; fore-wings expanded

apically, where they are twice as broad as near l)ase.

Stomatothrips Hood.

cc. Antennal segments 5-9 closely united Desmothrips Hood.

bb. All antennal segments freely movable.

d. Maxillary palpi 5-segmented*
;

posterior margin of pro-

thorax bordered with several quite strong spines on either

side ; all tibiae armed ; fore-wings broader in distal third,

narrower near base Orothrips RIoulton.

aa. Labial palpi 3 or 4-segmented, head longer than wide.

e. Antennal segments 8 and 9 closely joined and together,

somewhat shorter than segment 7 ; maxillary palpi

8-segmented; fore-wings very slightly narrowed before

the middle Erythrothrips Moulton.

Melanothripinae Bagnall

a. Antennae strongly geniculate, with tip of second segment strongly

produced inwardly beyond insertion of third, all segments free; fore-

wing coloured uniformly pale brown Ankothrips Crawford.

aa Melanothrips.

Aeolothripinae Bagnall

a. Head small, broader than long, rounded uniformly anteriorly, dis-

tinctly retracted into prothorax, forming a compact elliptical mass

with prothorax ; fore-wings narrow with two developed longitudinal

veins 1nit without cross veins Franklinothrips Back.

aa. Head and prothorax separated ; wings with cross-wings.

b. Antennal segments 3 and 4 elongated, the fourth being three times

as long as the succeeding segments combined.

Mitrothrips Trybom.

* Moulton (U.S.D.A. Tech. ser. No. 12, Pt. 3) in generic key of Orothrips gives
labial palpi "four-segmented," but in the description of the genus and in the
species kelloggii gives labial palpi "five-segmented." No specimen of kelloggii

has been available for study, but in a specimen of its variety yosemitii the lanial

palpi are apparently four-segmented, but by careful lighting adjustment a small
fifth segment appears to be present.

With Erythrothrips (U.S.D.A. Tech. ser. No. 21) Moulton in generic descrip-
tion gives labial palpi with three segments, but in the description of the species
arizonae labial palpi four-segmented.
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l)h. Fr)urtli antennal segment less tlian three times as long as com-

bined succeeding segments.

c. Antennal segment 7 longer than 8 and 9 together.

Rhipidothrips.

cc. Terminal four antennal segments closely jointed, shorter or

slightly longer than the fifth Aeolothrips Haliday.

KEY TO THE SPECIES

Genus Stomatothrips Hood

S. flavus Hood (Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., Vol. 25, 1912, p. 64).

Female—Length 1.4-1.7 mm.; colour brownish-yellow; antennal seg-

ments 1-4 pale yellowish white, the remainder of antenna black; tibiae

shaded with black.

Head about one and one-fourth times as wide as long; wings long;

fore-wings expanded apically coloured pale brown, with two white cross

bands, one of these being a narrow one at basal seventh and the other a

slightly wider one at apical seventh ; intermediate brown area somewhat
paler at middle. Abdominal segments 1, 2, 3 whitish on posterior

margin; segments 9 and 10 tinged with yellow or white.

Genus Desmothrips Hood

D. australis Bagnall. Described by Bagnall under the generic name
of Orothrips. Hood (Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., Vol. 28, 1915, p. 57) refers

this species to Desmothrips.

Genus Orothrips Moulton

O. kelloggii Moulton (U.S.D.A. Bur. Ent. Tech., ser. 12, Pt. 3, 1907).

Length 1.8 mm.; colour dark brown, sometimes light brown; prothorax

and abdomen shaded with orange. Antennae uniform dark brown except

tip of segment 2, which is light brown, and base of 3, which is yellow

;

antennal segments 3 and 4 with elongate light coloured membranous
sense areas on outer side.

O. kelloggii yosemitii Moulton (U.S.D.A. Bur. Ent. Tech., ser. 21,

1911). Length 1.7 mm.; colour brown to blackish-brown; antennae,

segment 2 yellow, dark-brown at base, segment 3 yellow but brown in

outer half; sense areas on segments 3 and 4 ovoid.

Genus Erythrotjirips Moulton

E. arizona Moulton (U.S.D.A. Bur. Ent. Tech., ser. 21, 1911).

Length of body 2.6 mm. ; colour dark brown ; antennae brown uni-

colorous with body except basal part of segment 3, which is light brown.

Long slender sense areas on segments 3 and 4. Fore-wings clear white

with longitudinal bands, dark brown, extending from base, including

scale, to tip.
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Genus Ankothrips Crawford

A. robustus Crawford (Pomona Journ. Ent., Vol. 1. No. 4, 1909).

Length of body 1.4 mm.; colour dark lirown to Islack
; antennae lirown

unicolorous with body ; fore-wings light brown.

Genus Franklinothrips Back

F. vespiformis Crawford (Pomona Journ. Ent., Vol. 1, 1909).

Length of body 1.6 mm.; colour dark brown with first two and part of

third abdominal segments light ; antennal segments 1-3 clear pale yellow
;

fore-wings shaded brown, with a small clear area near bse and another

almost at the tip and a larger clear area near centre.

F. tenuicornis Hood (Ent. News, Vol. 26, 1915). Length of body
1.8 mm.; colour blackish-brown; antennal segments 1-4 clear pale

yellow, remainder dark blackish-lirown.

Genus Aeolothrips Haliday

a. Antennal segment 4 uniformly similar in colour to segments 5-9.

1). Antennal segment 2 wholly concolorous with segment 1 ; fore-

wings clear white with dark l->rown longitudinal band covering

posterior half near base to near tip. Length of body 1.6 mm.;
antennal segment 3 lemon-yellow shaded light brown at tip,

kuwanaii Moulton.

bb. Length of body 2.4 mm. ; antennal segment 3 light lirown with a

touch of purple pigment at the base.

kuwanaii var. robustus Moulton.

bbb. Antennal segment 2 lighter in colour, wholly or in part, to

segment 1 ; fore-wings with dark cross bands reaching from

anterior margin of wing to the posterior margin.

c. Segments 2 and 3 of abdomen white; length of body 1.9 mm.;
antennal segment 3 very pale yellowish-white except brown
band around apex, antennal segment 2 brown at base, fading

to light yellowish at apex bicolor Hinds.

cc. Abdominal segments more or less imicolorous, brown.

d. Last four segments of antennae equal to the fifth alone

:

segment 3 one and one-third times as long as 1 and 2

together; length of body 1.6 mm.; antennae brown except

tip of 2 and all but extreme tip of 3, which are nearly white,

remainder concolorous. fasciatus Linn.

dd. Last four segments of antennae one and one-fourth times

as long as segment 5 ; segment 3 one and one-half times as

long as 1 and 2 together; length of body 2-1 mm.; antennal

segment 2 light brown, 3 lemon-yellow shaded light brown

at the tip, remaining segments concolorous Avith rest of the

body nasturtii Jones.
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aa. Antennal segment 4 white or yellow or partially shaded brown,

e. Fir.st few abdominal segments yellow in colour,

ee. Abdominal segments unicolorous or first few segments

only slightly lighter to the prevailing colour,

f. Antennal segment 4 wholly -white or yellow or shaded

l)rown only at the extreme apex,

g. Fore-wing with brown area along the greater part

of the costal margin -.tiliae 15agnall.

gg. Fore-wing with longitudinal black band along-

posterior margin, which broadens in the second

fifth to nearly the costal margin. Length of body

1.5 mm.; colour blackish-brown; head not trans-

versely striate ; antennal segments 6-9 together

equal to segment 5 crassus Hood.

ff. Antennal segment 4 with basal half white or yellow,

a.pical half shaded brown or black.

h. Antennal segment 3 more or yellowish-white

throughout. Length of body 1.5 mm.; colour

blackish-brown ; antennal segment 4 pale

yellowish-white in basal half; ocelli more than

twice the diameter of facets of eyes ; antennal

segments 5-9 together very slightly longer

than 3, the last four segments together nearly

as long as 5 ; fore-wings basal fifth and apex

white, remainder dark brown-grey, except a

white spot occupying costal half of middle

fifth annectans Flood.

hh. Antennal segment 3 with extreme tip brown

or l)lack.

j. Head deeply and closely transversely striate ;

length of body 1.5 mm.; colour dark black-

ish-brown ; antennal segment 3 yellowish-

white, becoming dark blackish-brown at

extreme apex; 4 yellowish-white in basal

half or third, except dark pedicel, remainder

of antenna blackish-brown ; fore-wings

with posterior border occupied by a longi-

tudinal black band which extends from

extreme base, across scale, 'to the tip of

wing, with a tendency to form a transverse

liand just beyond the basal third.

vittipennis I food.

jj. Head, dorsal surface with minute cross

striations ; length of body 1.7 mm.; colour
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AEOLOTHRIPS SPP.

Diagrammatic outlines, shaded to show specific characters, adapted from
original descriptions, of the female antenna and the wing of Aeolothrips:

(1) kuwanaii, (2) kuwanaii robustus, (3) bicolor, (4) fasciatus, (S) nasturtii, (6)

tiliae, (7) crassus, (8) vittipennis, (9) annectans, (10) floridensis.
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dark brown ; antennal segment 3 and Ixisal

half of 4 yellow, remainder brown, with

the very tip of 3 brown ; fore-wings with

posterior half shaded, but not very dark

brown, longitudinally floridensis Watson.

Ae. vittatus, tibialis, albocinctus, melaleucus and versicolor are not

contained in the above key. In the keys on the genus Aeolothrips to

which I have had reference (Jones, U.S.D.A. Bur. Ent. Tech. ser. 23,

Pt. I., 1912, and Watson, Ent. News, Vol. 27, 1916) the leading char-

acters refer to the wing. In some specimens in my possession, collected

in British Columbia, brachyterous forms only occur at present. Hence

for my own satisfaction I have collated such information relating to the

various species from the original descriptions, using other characters

than the wings as the basis.
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THREE YEARS COLLECTING IN THE LILLOOET DISTRICT

By A. W. A, Phair, Lillooet, B.C.

Don't let me frighten you, as luckily for my friends, all I know
about my collection of three years gathering-, or rather the part that

may interest you, will not take long to tell, as I will try and omit the

part familiar to all collectors.

When a boy my teacher (Morrison) had shown me how to mount
butterflies, and if I had known what I know now I expect I could have

given the world quite a few new things, as I must have had such

butterflies as Erebia vidleri before known to Elwes. I believe the type

came from Seton Lake. Not knowing how to take care of my collection,

of course most of those collected years ago were entirely destroyed, but

I found a few specimens a couple of years ago in the attic in shoe boxes,

in perfect condition. I can't understand why the moths didn't destroy

them, as moths are very hard to keep out of my glass cases. One thing

I have never forgotten was getting Parnassius smintheus probably var.

magnus, about twenty years ago, a hundred feet or so aliove town. Ten

years or so ago it seems to me that I saw hundreds near the summit nf

Mt. McLean. The last three years I have only seen them at from 4,000

to 6,000 feet. Last year there were none i>n the summit. Can anyone

account for it being so low down that one time? It A\as not likely it

was breeding here then, as it lives on sedum and saxifraga, which are

only found high up.

It was our good old friend, the late Tom Wilson, who put me on

the right track. I collected Buprestids for him, luit couldn't resist

starting a collection of butterflies, although he told me to leave that to

the boys, and for me to take up a group not so well known. The moun-

tains were always my friends, but it was not until I knew how to collect

scientifically that they became of such great interest, it was not until

after E. M. Anderson had taken two specimens of Oeneis bea".:i that I

had any conception that I still might turn vip something of interest to the

outside world. With the idea of becoming suddenly famous, I made up

my mind that I would capture an Oeneis bea^.i if possible, although

Anderson had been a week in capturing two. I watched the barometer

until I felt sure that we were going to have fine settled weather. It is

no use attempting to collect high up in liad weather. So an hour or so

Ijefore daylight on an August morning, 1 started out for a day of chase

and destruction that I shall never forget. At about 5,000 ft. I rested

for breakfast, and if I were a poet I would lie still writing verses describ-

ing the grandeur of the scene, the rising sun gilding the tip of th?

mountain in the distance, and the lieds of lupins and yellow lillies at

my feet. The breathing of an air so pure, the stillness of it all, ma'ces

one wonder how poor man has fallen and got away from God's wondrous

world. Reaching timber line at aliout six. I still pressed onward even
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thduo-h there were plenty of good things at hand. My mind was set

on beani. r)n reaching the crest of the ridge that runs to the summit of

Mt. McLean, I was surprised to notice-two or three of the prize I sought,

but I soon found they were a long way from being in the bottle. I noted

the spot where I was sure I had seen one alight, but although I got quite

close I could not make it out. I found later on that the underside is

exactly the colour of the moss or lichen-covered rocks, and that when

they alight they turn over on their sides, but they are on the alert, and

one does well to get within ten feet. When they start they rise high in

the air and are off down the mountain side several hundred feet, .\fter

a while I struck a plan by studying its movements. I found if I kept a

little down one side of the ridge, they would often fly in m_\' directi'^n

or light near me. Even when one had the net over them, one would

have to be very careful as they would not rise into the net, liut lie flat

on the ground and sneak out under the net, but after many hours of

hard work up and down the ridge, I was well rewarded. As I got to the

summit I noticed that beani disappeared and that chryxus took their

place, and that they did not encroach on each others territory.

This was in 1916. In 1917 there was not a beani to be seen on the

same ground at the same time of the year. The weather might have

li;id something to do with it, as I did not strike a good day the whole

of 1917. I saw a few beani near the head of Cayoosh Creek in 1917.

Among my 1916 catch, I got two or three Brenthis astarte, but was
so intent on beani that I did not notice much about the habits of astarte.

In fact, I did not know I had made such a rare capture until later on.

I did not see an astarte anywhere in 1917.

Erebia vidleri is fairly plentiful at from 4,000 to 6.000 feet, although

fresh specimens are not always easily got.

Oeneis navadensis is found at one t)r two thousand feet.

Eurymus nastes form streckeri is fnuiul here at abiju.t 7,000 feet. I

have never seen many, and they seem the hardest of any to capture, as

once they start they do not alight for a long time.

I had the good fortune to get Heodes cupreus at al)Out 7,000 feet

in 1917. I also got a few at the head of a tril)utary of Cayoosh Creek.

The gold and red gives it a very striking appearance when in flight.

One sight I witnessed on the jicak of Mt. McLean struck me as

peculiar. The air was literally full of flying ants and lad_\'-bugs

(Coccinellidae). I intend tr}ing to find out if the ants had their nest

there, (jr if they flew up from tlie vallev.

Danaus archippus was quite common here in about 1915, but now
seems to have disappeared.

The same thing seems to have happened to Pseudohazis hera. This
moth was quite common one season, and I got several specimens, but it
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disappeared all of a sudden, and I only got one specimen the following

season, although I kept on the lookout for it for two months. I think

it was flying some time in July, on very hot days. I gave a couple to

the late T. Wilson, who said he had never seen it liefore.

MOUNT McLEAN
jVIcLean lies to the west of the town of Lillooet. It is bounded

on the south by Seton Lake and on the north by the lower Bridge River.

The highest peak cannot be seen from the town, but a trail starts from

here that is the best possible route to take for one wishing to reach the

summit. To climb the 7,438 feet and return to town the same dav

is not too strenuous an undertaking. Any young man that is a good

walker can make it easily. Those who prefer to ride can take horses,

and there is a very good trail the whole way. As the town is 862 feet

above sea level, it means the peak is 8,300 feet high. July and Avigust

are the ideal months for the collector. Those contemplating a one-day

trip should start at two or three a.m. There is an excellent place for

breakfast at about 5,000 feet. Timber line would be then reached at

about six, and by that time the sun would be warm enough to bring out

quite a few butterflies. By nine or ten a person could be on the summit.

Even on the hottest days it is cool there, as there is generally a breeze

blowing. The horse flies might be a little troublesome, but you can

have some sport bottling these. There are several lakes and you could

work down to these for lunch. Collecting is good anywhere here. The
view from the top is beyond description. I think I counted three hundred

snow-capped peaks, some seventy miles away. Looking towards the

coast, it is a sea of peaks, some covered with perpetual snow down their

sides for two or three thousand feet. 1 can pick out one at the head of

Cayoosh Creek that must be 9,000 feet. Frank Gott is the only human
being who has ever climbed it, Indians excepted (but I don't think they

ever did), so I named it Gott Mountain. I got on top of the next peak

and took a picture of it.

The flora is most interesting. J. M. Macoun, Dominion Botanist,

collected here in 1916. He got nearly a thousand species, and claims

it is one of the best fields he ever collected in. The most beautiful spots

lie between 4,000 and 6,500 feet. Here whole hillsides are a mass of

purple lupins, dotted with yellow lillies and framed with dark green fir

or spruce. In the distance shining snow-banks show through the trees.

There is quite a contrast between the flowers found at the town and

those on top of the mountain. Here we have almost tropical vegetation,

as cactus, sage brush, and other plants that grow in Arizona, while at

8,000 feet we find alpine flowers that grow up into the Arctic Circle.

This should be the ideal field for the collector, and I daresay gives a com-

bination that will be hard to beat anywhere. Then lying between the

wet and dry belts, a person has only to go a few miles one way or the

other to find the fauna and flora entirely difl^erent.
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NATURAL CONTROL INVESTIGATIONS IN BRITISH
COLUMBIA

By John D. Tothill, B.S.A.,

In Charge of Natural Control Investigations,

Entomological Branch, Ottawa'

The forest tent insect (Malacosoma disstria) has an egg mass of

approximately 200 eggs. In areas where it is maintaining about the

same numerical strength during a short term of years, it is obvious that

on an average only a single pair of moths can come to maturity from

each mass of eggs. This means, of course, that about 198 of the 200

eggs in each mass fail to do so.

With the direction of Dr. C. Gordon Hewitt, the Dominion Entomol-

ogist, an investigation in the natural control of insects is being carried

on, and the writer is undertaking the study of the causes of this stupen-

dous mortality in the case of a very few of our common injurious insects.

One of the chief causes of mortality, or causes of control, has proven

to be parasitism and predatism by other insects. Indeed, in the host

insects studied, insect foes have shown themselves to be the chief regu-

lators of control ; for unlike birds, inclement weather, and epidemics of

bacterial and fungus diseases, they increase and decrease with their

hosts.

The importance of such insect predators and parasites in the control

of insect pests has been recognized for many years, and already some

very practical uses for them have been found. The citrus industry of

California owes its vigour to the introduction from Australia of a few

insignificant-looking lady beetles of the genus Vedalia and of a few even

more insignificant-looking Agromyzid flies. The most common eastern

parasite of the cabbage worm was brought here many years ago from

its home in Europe. Owing to the introduction of its chief insect

enemies the dreaded gypsy moth is now under infinitely better control

than it was ten years ago. By thus helping insect foes of insects to

cross such barriers as oceans, mountain ranges, and deserts, the dis-

turbed balance of nature has in many cases been re-established. Such

work has been carried on particularly by the State of Massachusetts in

co-operation with the Federal Entomological forces in the case of the

gypsy and brown tail moths, and by the State authorities of California

in the case of citrus insects. The Government Entomological Service

in Hawaii and entomologists independently employed by the Sugar

Planters' Association in the Hawaiian Island, have been very active in

similar work.

In the progress of natural control investigations in Canada it seemed

probable that barriers within the limits of the Dominion were affecting

the distribution of parasitic and predacious enemies of insects having a
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coast to coast distribution. Certain findings in particular seemed to

indicate that such was the case. For instance, a few years after the work
was started it was found that useful parasites were occasionally killed

out over an area as large as New Brunswick. A Tachinid parasite that

for three years in succession had killed off more than sixty per cent,

of the fall webworm crop (Hyphantria) was suddenly itself killed off

by a very simple but quite natural set of conditions. The crux of the

situation was that the fly had to compete with another parasite that

could oviposit in wet weather. While the Tachinid flies were sheltering

under leaves, their food supply was parasitized by their competitor.

In another instance a light frost in June indirectly killed off the principal

parasites of the forest tent (Malacosoma disstria). Such cases indicated

that parasites present on one coast or in one locality might be absent

in other places.

With these things in view the same set of host insects were studied

last year in the West as had been studied for several years previously

either in Massachusetts or New Brunswick.

The forest tent caterpillar (M. disstria) was studied at Red Deer,

Alberta, and in the lower Fraser Valley. At the first of these places

there has been a serious outbreak of the insect for three years, and a

great deal of leaf stripping has taken place each year. In an outbreak

of such long standing one usually finds that parasites of various kinds

are becoming very abundant. At Red Deer, however, such was not the

case, and I was unable to find a single specimen of any of the parasites

ordinarily preying on this host in both the East and far West. Parasites

of the right kind could be secured in great quantities at the present time

from the Western Tent insect (M. pluvialis) on the lower end of Van-

couver Island, and it seems well worth an effort to collect these for

liberation at Red Deer. The only reason for the absence of parasites at

Red Deer that I am able to suggest is that as the present outbreak seems

to be quite isolated, it probably arose from a few moths being blown in

from such a great distance that the parasites have been unable to follow.

As none of the parasites are on the wing at the flying time of the moths

they could reach such an isolated outbreak only by being accidently

blown to it. In their case, of course, the barrier would consist of a great

area of country supporting no food material.

In the lower Fraser Valley the environment for the forest tent is

exceedingly unfavourable. None of the native trees it feeds upon are

abundant enough to support an outbreak, and the insect seems to be

eking out a rather unhappy existence. Most of the larvae from twenty-

four egg masses that I had under observation there were eaten by spiders.

Though the usual insect parasites were present and even abundant, this

was undoubtedly due to the great numbers of M. pluvialis which were

suffering a great mortalit)' from the same parasites.
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In studj'ing the fall webworm (Hyphantria) information was

obtained, lartjely throug-h material collected by several members of the

British Columbia Entomological Society, concerning its control at several

widely separated points in both wet and dry belts. It was foun-d that

in British Columbia a parasite is at work unknown in Eastern Canada,

and that this -parasite was the most important single factor in control

there. This parasite is an undcscriljed Tachinid fly, closely related to

the gyspy moth parasite Compsilura. Its introduction into the region

East of Winnipeg will be watched with interest. In this case the great

plains of the Middle West seem to have been the barrier across which

the parasite has been unable to go.

Finally. I will mention just one more case of a similar kind, this time

in connection with an exotic insect, the Oyster Shell Scale. In Eastern

Canada, and according to Walsh, Shinier, Ewing and Webster, in the

Eastern United States, the most important single factor in control of

this scale is a predacious mite, Hemisarcoptes malus. This mite, by

feeding upon the eggs of the scale, brings about an immense destruction

;

and besides takes at least some of the growing summer scales.

Although I have been able to find this mite with little or no trouble in

every one of our Eastern Provinces, a very careful search, made largely

through the kindness of a number of your members, and last summer
through personal observations, has failed to reveal the presence of the

mite in British Columbia. If it is there at all, it is too rare to be of

practical benefit, and its complete absence seems highly probable.

Though it is not certain how or when the scale reached British Columbia,

that it came from the East is about as certain as that it reached the East

from Europe. Infested stock undouljtedly reached the Province shortly

after the completion of the Canadian Pacific Railway. That the mite

has not also reached the Province by the same route is a fine tribute to

the splendid inspection and fumigation system consistently maintained

by the Provincial and Dominion Departments of Agriculture. It may
be added, in conclusion, that some experimental colonies of this mite

have been liberated at several points in British Columbia, and that these

will be kept under observation during the next few years.
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THE LOCUSTS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.

By E. R. Blickell.

)CUSTS or grasshoppers from an early date have been known

to cause great losses to cultivated crops and to the native grasses

in North America. The Rocky Mountain locust (Melanoplus

spretus), which periodically appeared in dense clouds, flying

from the breeding-grounds on the dry mountain-slopes to the

lower lands in the valleys, was particularly feared by the early

settlers. Arriving suddenly in a dense swarm, they would descend upon

the cultivated portions of the valleys, and moving forward would leave the

ground behind them completely cleared of vegetation, causing great losses.

In Canada the Rocky Mountain locust is said to have been responsible for

the great damage done during the severe locust outbreaks of 1868, 1870,

1S72, and 1874. Since then, however, it has not occurred alone in sufficient

numbers to do very serious damage. Its place, however, has been taken by

several species, most of which are not migratory in their habits, but

periodically become very numerous and destroy the crops in the neighbour-

hood of their breeding-grounds. As these species are often distributed

over a large area, a sudden increase in their numbers will cause the destruc-

tion of crops and range grasses over that area, often resulting in an outbreak

covering large tracts of land.

With the exception of Camnula pellucida, which belongs to the sub-

family CEdipodinae, the other species chiefly responsible for outlireaks in

Canada belong to the subfamily Acridinas and to the genus Melanoplus;

these are : M. atlanis, M. affinis, M. iemur-rubrum, M. bivittatus, M.
packardii, and M. spretus. Sj^ecies of other genera, and in some cases

other families, have been recorded as present during outbreaks, but not in

sufficient numbers to be of much importance.

The following brief outline of locust outbreaks in Canada is compiled

from the reports of the Dominion Entomologist: In the years 1868, 1870,

1872, and 1874 serious locust depredations occurred in the Prairie Provinces,

the Rocky Mountain locust (M. spretus) being chiefly responsible for the

damage done. In 1893 the common red-legged locust (M. femur-rubrum)

became very abundant in the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec. In 1894

a heavy outbreak of the lesser migratory locust (M. atlanis) caused great

damage on Sable Island. In Ontario and Quebec the locusts continued to

increase and in 1895 and again in 1896 caused great damage in these
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Provinces, the species chiefly responsible being M. atlanis, M. femur-

rubrum, and M. bivittatus. During these two years (1895 and 1896) these

three species mentioned above were reported as injurious to crops and range

grasses in several parts of Canada, especially where droughts prevailed.

In 1896 the climax of this outbreak in Ontario and Quebec was apparently

reached, for in 1897 these Provinces were comparatively free from locusts,

the notable absence of locusts being probably due to the great abundance of

their parasites in 1896. In 1898 a bad outbreak occurred in Manitoba, and

this outbreak lasted until 1903. The commencement of this outbreak in

Manitoba was important on account of the fact that in this year the Rocky

Mountain locust (M. spretus), not an important species as regards damage

done in Canada since the outbreak of 1868- 1874, where it alone was

responsible for most of the damage, was again the chief destructive specie.

Three other species were recorded as present in lesser numbers—namely,

M. atlanis, M. minor, and Camnula pellucida. In 1900 this outbreak in

Manitoba was still serious ; M. spretus was, however, not so much in

evidence, but M. packardii, with M. atlanis and Camnula pellucida, were

the chief destructive species. During the years 1901 and 1902 the Manitoba

outbreak continued, but was controlled locally by the use of poisoned bran-

mash. At this time M. atlanis was the chief species present ; M. spretus

and M. packardii were on the decrease, M. bivittatus and Camnula
pellucida taking their places. In 1903 the same species as in the past three

years were again numerous in Manitoba, but this appeared to be their final

year in this particular outbreak, for in 1904, 1905, and 1906 no serious

damage from locusts was reported. In 1909 and 1910 parts of Manitoba

and Ontario and Quebec were again injured by locusts. In 1914 and 1915

Ontario suffered badly from the ravages of M. atlanis and Camnula

pellucida. During the year 1916 no serious locust damage was reported.

Locust Outbre.\ks in B.C.

The accounts of these outbreaks are taken from the reports of the

Dominion Entomologist, except that in the account of the 1914 outbreak in

the Nicola Valley the report of Mr. R. C. Treherne, Field Officer, Dominion

Entomological Branch, was the chief source of my information, and in 1919

I was able to visit the outbreaks myself. The earliest record of locust-

injury in British Columbia contained in these reports is in 1890, where

locusts are reported to have " caused complete havoc in the Nicola Valley.

In 1895 Camnula pellucida was extremely abundant and destructive between

Vernon and Kelowna."

The next outbreak we hear of in British Columbia is in 1898 in the

Nicola Valley, and in a letter from Mr. Pooley to the Dominion

Entomologist of September 7th, 1898, he says :
" Injury done by the hoppers

was principally to the ranges and bunch-grass pasture-fields; also con-

siderable injury to the oats, by their eating off the small stem which connects

the grain with the straw, and consequently all the oats were lodged on the

ground. Injury to wheat, not any; peas scarcely perceptible. This is the

second time the grasshoppers have appeared in our valley. The first time
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(which was in 1890) they made complete havoc, and unless something

iiappens to destroy the eggs before hatching it will be very little use putting

in a crop next spring. The eggs are deposited on sandy and gravelly hills

(about an inch below the surface). Some of the eggs seem to have

become dried, but the majority are quite fertile. Nearly all the grasshoppers

have disappeared and a great many have died."

Mr. S. J. Solomon, in a letter to the Dominion Entomologist, says:

" Nicola Lake, December 31st.—I could not grow enough feed to keep any

quantity of hogs. The grasshoppers were very bad last summer and laid

their eggs, so that we are expecting our crops will be all eaten by them

next year. I shall put in very little wheat or oats, but principally peas

and potatoes, as they do not bother these crops so much.

The early disappearance of the locusts mentioned by j\Ir. Pooley

would indicate the probable presence of parasitic insects or some fungous

or bacterial disease. The most numerous species was Camnula pellucida,

which is sometimes extremely abundant and destructive in the West.

This was the case between \'ernon and Kelowna in 1895. The other species

present were Trimerotropis (probably cincta), Circotettix verruculatus,

and M. atlanis." During the years igoo and 1901 reports were received

by the Dominion Entomologist of considerable damage to crops and range

land in British Columbia. In 1900 it was in the Okanagan Valley where

most of the damage was done, where M. atlanis and C. pellucida were

numerous and attacked grain-crops and bunch-grass pasture lands.

In the following year, 1901, the locusts had increased in numbers and

were doing considerable damage in several parts of the Province.

M. atlanis damaged the foliage of fruit-trees and forage-crops on the

Coldstream Ranch at A'ernon. The Nicola \"alley was another district

which was badly damaged in 1901, and the range country between Nicola

and Kamloops showed many instances of their destructiveness. Throughout

this district the grasses on the ranges were severely damaged and the foliage

of trees and shrubs in the gullies was attacked. Where cultivated crops

occurred, grain-crops, turnips, and garden produce was destroyed by them.

The locusts responsible for this destruction in the Nicola-Kamloops region

were Camnula pellucida and M. affinis the former doing the most damage.

I,ociists were again noticed in numbers in the Okanagan Valley in 1903,

and although no serious damage was reported, there was considerable

anxiety felt by the ranchers in this region lest there be a repetition of the

outbreaks of igoo-1901. The grey-spotted blister-beetle (Epicauta

maculata ) was abundant in 1903, feeding on wild plants, and as this insect

is predaceous on the locust it was no doubt partly due to its presence that

the locusts did not increase in the Okanagan \^alley. The locust Camnula
pellucida was fairly numerous in parts of the Dry Belt in 1904 and again

in 1907, in which year it did considerable damage, but from this date until

19 1
4 no serious outbreaks of locusts were reported from the Province.

In 1914 the locusts were again present in destructive numbers and

young orchards of apple and pear trees were damaged in the Okanagan

N'alley by M. atlanis. The Nicola Valley was again attacked by locusts,
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M. affinis being the most numerous species present. An investigation of the

conditions was made by Mr. R. C. Treherne at the request of the Dominion

Entomologist and Provincial Government Forestry Branch, and extracts

from his report are given below :

—

" It was reported from the Department at Ottawa that close upon

200,000 acres of bunch-grass had been laid waste during the summer of

1914 in the Nicola Valley owing to the outbreak of the locust M. affinis.

The attacks from this insect had been increasing during the last three or

four 3'ears. Mr. Cleasby, of Coutlee, near Merritt, Secretary of the Nicola

Stock-breeders' Association, said ' that in his recollection the years surround-

ing the periods of 1898, 1907, and the past summer of 1914 were the most

serious cases on record.' I gathered from Mr. Ward, of the Douglas Lake

Cattle Company, that the locusts began around the Minnie Lake District,

a point 25 miles south of Quilchena, and passed through, investing Quilchena

to the west and Douglas Lake to the east, going north nearly to Stump Lake.

This area approximately involved land 40 miles by 20 miles and was the

centre of the outbreak, while outlying points such as Merritt suffered to

a lesser degree. On the afternoon of November 6th I made a detour of

the hills on foot around the house and buildings at Quilchena. On one

small hill immediately behind the house I found innumerable eggs. I took

an area 3 feet by i foot and carefully sifted over the soil by means of a

hand-trowel. I should judge that between 300 and 400 eggs existed to the

square foot of soil, 3 inches deep. Eleven predatory larvae were taken in

the area 3 feet by i foot ; thus approximately four predatory larvae demolish

300 eggs. The hill in question was just a slight rise off the general level of

the land, dry, practically devoid of vegetation, and the soil mostly clay,

but very plentifully mixed with loose rock and fine shaly stones. The
greatest number of eggs were found at the summit of the hill, but eggs

could be found easily on the sides and at the base of the hill. On the open

slopes and level places eggs could be found here and there, but were

scattered and not together in restricted areas, which was the case on slightly

rising ground and hill-tops where the soil was gravelly or clay well mixed

with small stones, etc. Larvae of predatory beetles were found freely where

eggs were thickest, while with the isolated clusters no beetle larvae were

found. Mr. Guichon, of Quilchena, said that, of course, locusts were with

them every year, but that for the years surrounding 1889, 1898, 1907, and

1914, and for approximately three years surrounding these dates locusts

did a great deal of damage. Probably the 1889 outbreak was the most

serious.

' Li 1919 locust outbreaks occurred in four widely separated points in

British Columbia. The first outbreak reported was between Bridesville

and Rock Creek, in the Boundary country, where a large swarm of Camnula

pellucida which had been working north through Washington State since

1914 crossed the Canadian boundary in this section. Considerable damage

was done to the grain-crops. An active campaign, however, was started

in Washington in 1918 and continued in 1919, and the Canadian farmers
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were enabled to obtain the poison-bran bait for distribution from the Wash-
ington authorities, with the result that this outbreak is, we believe, definitely

checked. The next report was from Celista, on the Shuswap Lake. In

this locality there was a clearing in the bush of 400 acres, and a large swarm

of Melanoplus atlanis had been devouring everything that the settlers

])lanted during the last three years. This year they were again bad, and

when I visited the clearing in the middle of August I found that they had

made a clear sweep of the vegetation in the clearing and were moving off

into the bush on all sides in dense swarms. The third outbreak was

reported fr(_im the Fraser \'alley, between Huntingdon and Clayburn, where

Melanoplus femur-rubrum was numerous and was doing some damage to

grain and truck crops. The last report was from the Chilcotin District

at a point situated 150 miles north of Ashcroft. I was not able to visit

this point until the frost had killed all the grasshoppers, but from the

remains found I do not think that there is any doubt that Camnula
pellucida was the species causing tlie damage. In this district the ranges

had been eaten bare by the grasshoppers over an area of several hundred

square miles, and was by far the most serious outbreak that has occurred

in British Columbia for some years."

Control ]\Ieasures.

Introduction.—There are several methods employed in controlling

locusts which vary according to the stage the locusts have reached when
the control is to be started. In some cases the eggs may be destroyed by

ploughing the breeding-grounds in the fall, and thus exposing the eggs to

the frost and enemies, such as birds, mice, etc. The eggs that are turned

under by the plough will probably be buried deep enough to prevent the

hoppers from reaching the surface in the spring when they hatch. This

method is most often successful with the pellucid locust (Camnula
pellucida), as this species lays its eggs in concentrated areas. With other

species this method is often impossible owing to the fact that the eggs are

laid in an irregular manner over a large area, and not collected together

in certain definite breeding-grounds. In this case other methods have to

be relied upon, such as poisoning the young adults or by the use of hopper-

dozers and other hopper-catching machines. In the United States, where

locust-control has been carried on for many years, a number of poison-

bait formulas have been tried out with varying results.

Baits.—From the experiments conducted in Canada it has been found

that up to the present time the most successful formula is the Kansas

formula, though in some localities where considerable moisture exists in

the air during the day, and the bait does not dry out too rapidly, the

Criddle mixture has proved equally efficient and less expensive.

The Kansas formula consists of : Bran, 20 lb. ; Paris green, i lb.

;

molasses, 2 quarts; oranges or lemons, 3 fruits; water, 3^/ gallons.

The Criddle mixture is made by mixing: Horse-manure, 60 parts;

Paris green, i part ; salt, 2 parts.
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In the dry climate existing throughout the Dry Belt of British Columbia

the Criddle mixture would probably dry up too quickly to prove of much
use, as the locusts will not eat it unless it is fairly fresh and moist. The
Kansas formula, however, is eaten by them very readily when damp, and

they will also continue to eat it dry, but not so readily. The substitution

of sawdust in the place of bran has been tried and seems to have proved

very successful. It is, however, harder to mix properly, as the sawdust

does not absorb water so readily as bran, and in adding water the Paris

green is apt to be washed off the sawdust. Some idea may be had of the

effect of the poisoned formulas from the fact that in experiments conducted

in Ontario and Quebec from 210 to 1,200 dead locusts were counted to the

square yard. The count was made four days after the bait was spread,

giving an average of 514.2 dead locusts to the square yard.

Preparation.—In mixing the bran-mash the bran and Paris green should

be mixed together dry. This is best done by adding the Paris green slowly

as the bran is stirred around in a tub or box. In the States, where they have

had large areas to treat, the mixing has been done on large cement floors of

barns, using shovels to mix the bran and Paris green; or, if done in the

open, a good way is to put tarpaulin wagon-covers or canvas sheets on the

ground, spread the bran on these in a thin layers, and, after scattering the

Paris green over the bran as evenly as possible, roll the ingredients together

by lifting the sides of the wagon-cover alternately until they are thoroughly

mixed. A tight wagon-box is a good place to mix a few hundred pounds of

bait. The molasses and lemon-juice should be added to the water and

thoroughly mixed, the rinds of the lemons being chopped up fine and added to

the mixture. The lemons may be best cut up by passing them through a

mincing-machine. When the liquid materials are well mixed, sprinkle them

over the bran as evenly as possible, a watering can being found most useful

for large quantities. Care should be taken that the mixture is not made
into a sloppy mass, but that each flake of the bran is moistened by the

liquid. If the bait is made too wet it will stick together in lumps when

spread on the fields.

Distribution.—This should be guarded against, as it is not nearly so

efficient as a bait unless evenly distributed in flakes. When distributed in

flakes it would be found and eaten by a far larger percentage of the

locusts than it would if it were scattered in lumps here and there. Further,

the risk of poultry or stock eating it and getting poisoned is obviated. The

best time to poison locusts is when they are still immature and have not

yet got their wings, the bait being spread broadcast over the areas most

frequented by them. This should be done either overnight or early in the

morning, so that it will be moist and most readily attract the locusts when

they commence to feed in the morning. Where small quantities are to

be used it may be broadcasted by hand, but where larger tracts are to be

treated it can be most conveniently carried in barrels in a wagon and

spread as widely as possible with a trowel or a shingle. In parts of the

United States (Montana, Utah) where it was necessary to treat a large
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tract of range land the farmers co-operate, and by meeting on a certain

day they all help in mixing and spreading the bait. Boilers are used on

such occasions to mix the liquids in ; the hot water more readily mixing

with the molasses and bringing out the full flavour from the chopped-up

lemon-rinds. While the liquids are being prepared wagon-covers, sheets,

etc.. are spread on the ground and the bran and Paris green mixed ready

for the liquids to be added. Some mixing is also done in wagon-boxes in

the field. Towards evening, when all the mixing has been done and the

poison bait put into the wagons, the mixture is spread broadcast by men-

standing in the back of the wagons. The wagons are lined up so that there

would be no ground left uncovered and driven forward in line over the

areas previously mapped out, spreading the bait at the same time. Men
en horseback are employed to keep the wagons in line, and others to lead

them through the places which had previously been located as the most

frequented by the locusts.

As night came on the bait kept moist, so that on the next day there

were very few locusts throughout the region who did not find and devour a

few flakes of bran. In this way a very efficient control was maintained and

the cost sustained by the farmers was not great. The ingredients are

usually bought in quantity and the results amply justify the time or money
spent. The cost of this Kansas mixture as used in Canada in 191 5 and

1916 was found to be 21 cents per acre, including all labour, so that it will

be seen that the expense is not great for the results obtained. It has been

found that from 4 to 5 lb. of this mixture to the acre is sufficient, provided

it is properly prepared and distributed as evenly as possible over the ground.

A larger quantity per acre or a larger percentage of Paris green will

undoubtedly kill more locusts, but the cost is greater, and 4 to 5 lb. properly

applied has given a thoroughly satisfactory control. Two applications of

this standard formula would certainly give better results than one applica-

tion of a stronger mixture. As a rule there is no need for more than

one or two applications of bran mixture, but cases have been recorded

in the United States where a big swarm of locusts on the range lands, having

reduced the food on the ranges, move down to the crops in the valleys. In

such instances it is necessary to keep a constant supply of the bait spread in

a narrow strip along the edge of the range lands adjoining the cultivated

crops in the valley. In this way all locusts crossing this control belt would

come in contact with the bait and the majority would eat some of it. In

spreading poisoned bait in a field it is not necessary to be very particular

to cover every yard of ground, as the locusts, being very active insects, with

a good sense of smell, will find it. They will come from 15 to 20 yards to

bait placed in heaps, which shows that they can detect its presence from

some way off. The effect of poison on the locusts is not observed at once,

and it is usually from three to four days after they have eaten it before they

die. This is with the Kansas formula as given; a stronger percentage of

Paris green will act quicker, but is unnecessary, as the locusts eat little,

if any at all, once they have the poison in their systems.
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Where cultivated crops are being attacked in scattered localities, and

not by a general migration from the range lands, it is almost always due to

the fact that there are favourable breeding-grounds for the locusts in the

immediate vicinity. The places most often chosen for oviposition are

compact, firm lands, soft cultivated fields being avoided, as are also damp
localities. The favourite places are rough, dry roadsides, dry banks, old

dried-out pasture lands, and alfalfa-fields which have become hard and

baked owing to the lack of proper attention. In these places the locusts

will congregate for oviposition, and it will be from these places that the

swarms will migrate to destroy the alfalfa and other cultivated crops in the

immediate neighbourhood.

Ploughing.—These fields if they are being used as breeding-grounds

should be ploughed up in the fall after the eggs have been deposited. This

will break the egg-capsules and bury them, so that very few locusts will

hatch out in the spring. If these places cannot be ploughed, a careful

watch should be kept on them in the spring, and as soon as the young

hoppers are seen to be emerging in large numbers control measures should

be started. Poison bait can be scattered, at any rate, along the side of the

ground next to the crops. A stream of water in an irrigation-ditch forms

an effective barrier to the hoppers while they are small. Once the locusts

become full-grown and are winged their control is more difficult. When
the locusts are winged they may still be poisoned, but it is done more

economically when they are younger and have not spread far from the

grounds where they were hatched.

Hoppcrdoscrs.—Hopperdozers and hopper-catching machines are used

extensively in many parts of the United States for controlling the locusts,

both in the immature stages and also when they are winged adults. Hopper-

dozers were the first form of hopper-catching machines used and were

mostly home-made, and naturally varied considerably in structure, but the

description of one will serve for them all, as the differences were only in

size and material used, and the ultimate results were in most cases equally

efficient.

" The hopperdozer consists of a galvanized-iron pan mounted on low

runners and having a backstop of canvas or sheet tin. The pan was usually

made about 12 feet long by 2 feet wide and about 4 inches deep. The back

and ends of the pan have a 2-inch flange, the front a 6-inch flange. This

pan is supported back and front by a 2- by 4-inch which is set into the

runners at either end, which are made of a 2- by 8-inch and are 4 feet long.

The flanges are nailed to this wooden frame. A runner in the centre helps

to strengthen the frame and support the pan. The hitch is made direct to

the runners. A backstop 30 inches high, with triangular pieces for the ends,

made of canvas or tin nailed on a frame, is held in position by allowing

cross-pieces of the frame to fit into bow-irons on the back of the pan-frame,

and this arrangement allows the backstop to be removed when not in use

or if the machine is to be loaded into a wagon for removal from field to

field. The pan when in use should have about 2 inches of water in it,
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with a coating of coal-oil on the top. A movable frame forming partitions

in the pan will greatly aid in keeping the liquid from slopping over too

much. With machines of this sort catches of 8 to 10 bushels of hoppers

have been collected in less than three hours. When the hoppers are too

thick in the pan they may be removed with a tin scoop with holes in it,

which will remove the hoppers and allow the water to drain back into the

pan. From time to time the pan will want replenishing with water and

oil. As this machine is drawn up and down the fields, the hoppers, jumping

to avoid it, strike the backstop and fall into the water and oil, and those

that succeed in jumping out again die, as the oil on their bodies is apparently

fatal to them."

Hoppcr-catclicr.—The most successful machine is the hopper-catching

machine, which catches the hoppers alive, and has the advantage that it can

be used on steep hillsides and rough ground where a hopperdozer with its

pan of water and oil would be impossible, and the hoppers when caught

form excellent chicken-food. It is not so easily made as the hopperdozer,

but once made is far more economical to use. A description of this machine,

which is given below, is taken from Bull No. 138 of the Utah Experimental

Station, by E. D. Ball, 1915.

' This machine can be run over hay and grain crops, sugar-beets and

potatoes ; in fact, over practically everything except corn and ripening

grain. The principle of the machine is very simple—a box about 2 feet

square and 16 feet long on runners, a 2^foot by 4-inch extending out 4
feet at each end, to which a horse is attached. The horses then travel 24
feet apart, driving the grasshoppers in until most of them are in front of

the 16-foot machine. A rope fastened to the hame on the inside of each

horse and dragged just in front of the machine causes the hoppers to jump
just as the machine gets to them. The front of the machine is made of

tin and is about 2^^ feet high and slightly curved. This front does not

extend quite down to the bottom, and about 2 inches in front of it and about

4 inches high there is a false front, a second piece of tin, which curves

back down and into the box. A grasshopper hitting the tin cannot get a

foothold and is perfectly helpless and slides down between the two pieces

of tin, strikes the curve, and is thrown well back into the box, far enough

so that he cannot see the opening through which he entered. The top

and back of the box are made of wire mosquito-netting and the hopper

immediately jumps towards the light and clings to the netting, never seeking

the hole through which he came in. Several bushels can be gathered in

this way before they will shake down into the bottom sufficiently to choke

up the front opening. As soon as this happens the front opening should

be closed with gunny-sacks or similar material, and the hoppers can be

shovelled out into sacks and used to feed chickens or dumped into a trench

and buried. The material will cost between $8 and $9 and any one with a

saw and hammer can make one in a very short time. The runners should

be spaced to fit sugar-beet or potato-rows, if the machine is to be used on

these crops. A machine if protected will last for years, and as it takes 24
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feet at a sweep will cover 40 to 50 acres in a day, and will thus handle a

large area. As there is no expense to the operation except a team and a

man to drive, or preferably two small boys to ride the horses, the cost per

acre is trifling. If the tin front is kept bright and shining the grasshoppers

are apparently not able to see it at all and fly against it readily. From 6 to

10 bushels in an hour have been collected with one of these machines where

the hoppers were numerous and conditions favourable, and 30 to 40 bushels

per day taken from fields where they did not appear to be very abundant.

Other Machines.—Another form of hopper-catching device used in the

States, principally against the migratory swarms of the pellucid locust

(Camnula pellucida), is also described by E. D. Ball in the same bulletin,

and as C. pellucida is one of the most destructive species which occurs in

swarms from time to time in this Province, it may be of interest if I give

Mr. Ball's description of the contraption known as the balloon hopper-

catcher.

" The balloon consists of a light frame 12 feet long and 2 feet high, with

two or three cross-bars to give it more rigidity. This frame has attached

to it a bag, of which it forms the mouth and which tapers back to a praint

about 10 feet back of the frame. The point is open and when in use is

fastened with a string tied round it like a sack is tied. In fact, a seamless

sack makes a good point to this big bag. The bottom of the bag, which

drags on the ground, is -often made of heavy canvas, while the upper side

is of ordinary sheeting. The frame is usually made of i-inch by 4-inch

!^tufl^ and the whole thing is drawn by a single light rope, which forks

to the two ends and forks again to each corner. This rope is either

fastened to the pommel of a saddle or else to a light whiffletree of a light

harness. The pony is started off at a fast trot. The air inflates the open-

mouthed sack, which 'balloons' up and draws along the ground, over the

meadow-grass or grain-crop. The bottom of the frame draws along on

the ground, and as a young hopper jumps to avoid it it slides under him,

and as he jumps again and again each time he finds himself farther and

farther back in the sack until he comes to rest with his fellows in the tip.

The rider of the pony starts off at a good pace, swinging back and forth

across the swarm until his sack has a bushel or so of grasshoppers in the

apex. Then he dismounts and helps his partner to lift up the frame and

shake all the hoppers back into the ape.x of the sack; then another sack is

held over the end, the string untied, and the hoppers sacked. Where the

ground is rough the lower side of tlie frame catches and the top flops over

and closes the mouth. To obviate this a rope is fastened to the top of the

frame and a small fence-post is drawn along back of the sack, thus serving

to pull the top back and keep the mouth open. Practically all the wear

conies on the bottom of the sack, so this is made of heavier material, or,

better still, a second strip is fastened to the frame and draws underneath

the sack and protects it from injury. Old binder-canvas and such material

make excellent material for this use."
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In dealing with Camnula pellucida, which has the habit of congregating

in a few concentrated areas for oviposition, although the adults may be

scattered over large tracts of land, there are several methods of control

which have been practised in the States. The limits of the breeding-

grounds must be carefully ascertained during the egg-laying season, and this

area may then be ploughed, if ploughing is possible. A trench may, further,

be dug around the area, into which the tiny hoppers will fall when they

begin to migrate, which they do as soon as hatched, hopping always towards

the sun instead of remaining close to their egg-capsules, which is the case

with most of the other species. If this trench can be flooded from some

irrigation-ditch it will be still more effective. In some cases where the

breeding-grounds are flat and hard, rollers have been employed and the

ground gone over every two or three days during the period when the

hoppers are hatching, as this species hatches in great numbers at one time,

usually within a week or ten days. The young hoppers have also been

sprayed at this time with oil. This proves a very expensive though effective

method. Once" the hoppers have left the breeding-grounds and are

advancing in swarms they may be caught with the balloon catchers.

Camnula pellucida is not easy to poison, as it is on the move most of the

time, swinging about on their course, although the general tendency is to

travel in a south and south-westerly direction following the sun. During

these migrations the locusts never turn aside on account of food, and will

pass through a field of alfalfa or grain, eating the plants in their course

completely off, even eating down to the roots below the level of the ground,

but leaving the rest of the field untouched. According to E. D. Ball, " If

a swarm comes to a body of water, or even an irrigation-ditch, they will

pile up against the bank and stay there for a long time, travelling up and

down the bank as the sun swings round, but not turning aside or going

back."

This habit of Camnula pellucida -of tra\'elling in compact swarms and

always toward the sun has been observed by many writers in the United

States and described in their bulletins. From my limited observations and

from accounts given to me by people who have observed Camnula pellucida

in British Columbia, I do not think that this habit is at all common in this

Province. While this species certainly seems to keep together in swarms,

more than do the species of Melanoplus, and these swarms travel from

place to place, the tendency is to travel from the hatching-grounds to lower

levels, where the feed is greener, while immature, and to return to the

highest hill-tops for oviposition. There is apparently no tendency to travel

toward the sun in this Province rather than away from it, the direction of

travel being* determined mostly by the position of the available food and the

slope of the ground.
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NATIVE FLOWERS FOR BEES.

By J. Davidson, F.L.S., F.B.S.E., Botanist in Charge of the Herbarium
AND Botanical Gardens, University of B.C.

Numerous requests from residents in various parts of the Province for

assistance in the identification of " honey-yielding " plants, and for informa-

tion regarding the native flora of regions where settlers proposed to

establish apiaries, prompted me to select " Native Flowers for Bees " as a

subject for discussion before this Society, in response to the request of the

Secretary.

As the bee-keeping industry is a comparatively new one in this

Province, bee-keepers here have to depend largely on the experience of

apiarists in other Provinces or in the United States, and British Columbia

apiarists are finding many interesting problems, due largely to the fact

that our climatic conditions and native flora are quite dilTerent from those

of the Eastern Provinces and for most of the States in America. Further,

in British Columbia we have such a variety of habitats, from the moist

Coast area with luxuriant vegetation to the arid Interior with an almost

desert flora, and again to the moist regions of the Interior and the foot-hills

of the Rockies, in all of which the soil, the rainfall, the growing season,

the extremes of temperature, and the resultant effect of these on the flora

show corresponding dift'erences which make it necessary for the prospective

apiarist to study local conditions and be guided by his observations.

The relationship between the local flora and the success or failure of

apiarist cannot be disputed. You can have no more bees than the flora will

support; apart from insect parasites, the flora is the limiting factor. Bees,

being the only insects which feed their offspring with pollen, are wholly

dependent upon flowers for their own food and that of their offspring.

One need not here enter into the discussion of the relationship between

the habits of bees and the structure of flowers, further than to mention that

without our native bees this Province would be minus many of our showy

wild flowers, for as pollinating agents the bees far surpass all other insects

in importance. So dependent are many flowers on the visits of bees that

in their absence they fail to produce seed, as is well known in the case of

red clover, salvia, larkspur, and some orchids. You probably know that

when the farmers of New Zealand first grew red clover it failed to produce

seed because there were no bumble-bees in New Zealand, and it was not

until several species of these were introduced from Great Britain that the

raising of clover-seed became commercially profitable. The bee-keeper is

similarly indebted to many species of wild or native bees for the abundance

of flowers which he depends upon to replenish his apiary from year to

year.

About fifteen years ago Lord Avebury advanced a theory that blue

flowers were mostly favoured by bees, and numerous examples given made

the theory seem very plausible. It has since been shown that structure,

and perhaps odour, is of greater importance than colour, because different

coloured varieties of asters, zinnias, and centaureas are visited indiscrimi-
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nately, whereas many of the best bee-flowers are not blue. For example,

we find amongst the best native bee-plants of this Province, Salix (willows ),

Solidago (goldenrod), Cleome (Rocky Mountain bee-flower). Taraxacum
(dandelion), Helianthus (Sunflowers), and Monarda (horsemint), none

of which have blue flowers.

Regarding the structure of flowers best suited for bees, one has to

take into account the dift"erent species of bees in each region, as we find

a great variation in the length of their tongues according to species and

sex, varying from 6 or 7 mm. in the case of honey-bees to about 20 mm. in

some species of bumble-bees. Flowers, therefore, with the nectar at a

greater depth than 6 or 7 mm. are of little value to the apiarist, and very

shallow flowers may be classed in the same category, because flies and other

insects with very short tongues may reach the nectar and thus limit the

supply available for bees.

It has been calculated that about 37,030 Joads of nectar are required

for the production of i lb. of honey ; it is therefore necessary for the bee to

get as much as possible from each flower, and the flowers most favoured

by honey-bees are those with a short narrow tube which will prevent smaller

insects from reaching the nectar.

We do occasionally find honey-bees visiting flowers with long spurs

and obtaining nectar through holes made in the spurs by bumble-bees. This

dishonest method of obtaining the nectar seems very prevalent not only on

this continent, but also in Europe. In the north of Scotland I have

examined hundreds of wild dog-violets and every one had its spur per-

forated ; in other years on the same area I have scarcely found a damaged

spur. In British Columbia one frequently finds the Columbine spurs

similarly pierced, and it has been reported that about 303 dift'erent species

of flowers are thus robbed.

Though I have never seen a bumble-bee in the act of burglary, I learn

from other observers that the punctures are made by laciniae, or lance-shaped

ends of the maxillae. I am not aware of any authentic case of a honey-bee

thus robbing the flower of its nectar where the flower has not previously

been perforated by bumble-bees.

All Bee-flowers do not yield Nectar.

There are other native plants, however, which yield no nectar, yet are

valuable to bees as sources of pollen to feed the young larvae. Apiarists

generally distinguish between the pollen-yielding and the nectar-yielding

flowers, but many novices overlook the importance of this distinction, and

one cannot always rely on what novices write in prose or poetry. For

example, the wild roses, of which we have so many in British Columbia,

are nectarless, but useful in providing an abundance of pollen which bees

make free use of. A poet, observing the frequent visits of honey-bees to

roses, bursts into song in the following words :

—

He harries the ports of the hollyhocks

i\nd levies on poor sweetbrier;

And drinks the whitest wine of phlox,

And the rose is his desire.
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" He " must refer to drones, and not to the undeveloped females or

workers which visit the flowers. The tube of the phlox is too long for the

tongues of honey-bees; the poet may have seen a long-tongued bumble-bee

without knowing the difiference, and phlox is generally regarded as a

butterfly-flower ; had the poet known the rose was nectarless we would have

lost this gem of ignorance.

In dealing with the different kinds of native plants for bees, it may
be useful to indicate whether they yield nectar or pollen, or both.

Jl'illozvs.—Probably the most valuable plants to the apiarist are the

willows ; they furnish the first nectar of the season, and honey-bees have

been reported as storing from 8 to 15 lb. of honey per hive from this source

alone. The honey has a. pleasant aromatic taste, not unlike that obtained

from fruit-blossoms. Further, no other early blooming flowers yield so

much pollen as the willows, as any one can prove by watching the myriads

of bees returning with heavily laden pollen-baskets from almost any clump

of willows in the early spring.

The willows are well distributed over the Province, different species in

different districts, but in the Coast region (i.e.. west of the Coast Range)

we have in succession Nuttall's, Scouler's, Sitka, Hooker's, and the cracked-

bark willow, the four former probably being the most productive.

As willows are readily grown from twigs stuck into moist soil, they can

be easily multiplied, or introduced into districts where they are scarce. It

should be borne in mind, however, that in areas infested with tent-

caterpillars willows are favourite food-plants of this pest.

Dandelion (Taraxacum officinale).—Though one cannot consider this

a native plant, it is so closely associated with man that in practically every

little community it is found as an introduced weed which has come to stay

and cause us endless trouble trying to eradicate it from our lawns and

gardens. " It's an ill wind that blaws naebody guid," and the wind that

blows the dandelion fruits in the direction of an apiary should be appreciated

by bee-keepers. The dandelion's chief value lies in providing pollen and

nectar for building up colonies in early spring just after the willows have

passed their best. It is not relied on to provide a surplus of honey, though

in occasional years bees will store a surplus from this source. The honey

is of an amber colour.

Cleome serrulata, sometimes known as spider-flower, is known to bee-

keepers in Colorado as the Rocky Mountain bee-flower on account of the

abundance of nectar which it furnishes. This plant is found in the

Okanagan and Chilcotin Districts, though not perhaps in such quantities

as to make its presence noticeable to bee-keepers. It should not be difficult,

however, to encourage, and as it is one of our showy species it will prove

an acquisition to the flora of any district. Under favourable conditions it

is reported a heavy yielder, two or three flowers giving a full load of nectar

for honey-bees.

Goldenrod (Solidago, various species) is a widely distributed plant in

British Columbia, some species being more common in the Coast area and
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others more common in the Interior ; the different species are so like each

other that amateurs overlook their dift'erences and regard them merely as

goldenrods. It has been found, however, that bees prefer certain species,

find will fly over several plants of one species to visit another one. I shall

be glad at any time to receive specimens of the goldenrods most favoured

by honey-bees, so that we can ascertain the species of most value to British

Columbia apiarists.

The honey from this source is described as of a golden-yellow, with

heavy body, not of the finest flavour, and the fall hone)' when freshly

gathered is said to have such a pronounced odour that it can be detected a

little distance from the hive.

^Istcrs (many species), like the goldenrods, are well distributed over

the Province, and it is possible that much of the value credited to goldenrod

belongs to the asters, because the former are most conspicuous. The later

flowering species are considered of most value.

Blooming, as they do, in the fall until frost cuts them down, asters

are valuable in providing winter stores ; though aster-honey is not considered

good for this purpose it is in most localities mixed with dark fall honey, so

that it is rarely stored separately. The honey is pale amber, with a mild

flavour, is rather thin, and by itself does not thicken up readily.

Horse-mint (Monarda fistulosa) is a plant which, like red-clover,

varies in value according to the locality in which it grows. Of the ten

species of Monarda, three are recommended to United States apiarists, the

best of which is our native species common in some parts of the Okanagan

\'alley, but somewhat limited in its distribution. The corolla-tubes are

sometimes very deep and one would scarcely think honey-bees could reach

the nectar ; nevertheless, in hot dry regions it is considered of major impor-

tance and it is widely reported as a source of honey.

Milkweed ( Asclepias) is to the botanist a plant of unusual interest

on account of the peculiar adaptation it has for insect pollination. The

stamens are so placed and constructed that when an insect visits the flower

the pollinia, or masses of pollen, adhere to its body and sometimes its feet,

and lurid word pictures have been printed of bees becoming so entangled as

to be unable to find their way home again, but these are probably exaggerated.

In " Gleanings in Bee-culture " for July, 1912, an apiarist reports a

yield of 1,320 lb. of honey from eleven colonies in eleven days from milk-

weed. Any plant that will yield from 10 to 11 lb. of honey per colony per

day deserves encouragement. The honey is light in colour and of good

quality.

Po(/lHme (Apocynum) is often erroneously called milkweed because,

like many other plants, it exudes a milky juice when injured. This plant

is fdund at the Coast and in the Interior, where it more abundant. ( It

was formerly of great value to the Indians for the production of fibre for

lines.) It is very common in the Kootenay, Okanagan, and Thompson

\'alleys, but appears in many unexpected places in the Coast area and on

the islands along the Coast, including \'ancouver Island. Although not

usually listed amongst honey-yielding plants, I was glad to learn from Mr.
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W. Sheppard, Provincial Apiarist for the Kootenay region, that this plant

was considered a valuable bee-plant in his district.

In addition to the foregoing useful bee-plants, we have in some parts

of the Province, particularly in the Lower Fraser Valley and on some parts

of \"ancouver Island, a plant which is considered an agricultural undesirable

—namely, the bitterweed, or sneezeweed (Helenium). Though I have not

heard of our native species affecting the quality of honey, I draw attention

to it in the hope of eliciting information as to whether or not it is as

harmful as its closely related species found in the United States.

Regarding Helenium tenuifolium in Texas, it is reported that the

" honey yield is good in favourable seasons ; honey golden-yellow, heavy

body, but very bitter, as if 50 per cent, quinine and some pepper were

added." Our native species flowers from June to August, and I have seen

it in abundance around Langley Prairie and on A'ancouver Island in the

vicinity of Colwood.

If apiarists have had experience with bitter honey, we would like to

know in order to ascertain if other plants may be responsible for similar

results. Good crops of white-clover honey are frequently spoiled in the

United States by mixing with bitter honey.

Pammel, in his huge work on poisonous plants, reports that the honey

from rhododendron and Kalmia latifolia is poisonous, and mentions our

native species, Kalmia polifolia, as possessing similar properties. This is

of interest to us, because in some districts we have large areas covered with

these plants. There are probably no apiarists within reach of our evergreen

rhododendron region in the Skagit River basin, but we may have in the

regions of white rhododendrons, and there must be some within reach of

the bogs which are ablaze in spring with millions of our beautiful kalmia

flowers.

Conclusive .evidence seems to be lacking as to the poisonous properties

in the nectar of these plants, and it is hoped that by mentioning it here it

may lead to our being able to corroborate or contradict the statement with

definite proof.

As previously mentioned, this work in British Columbia is compara-

tively new ; there is much to be done in testing the value of our native

flowers for bees. With keen and intelligent observers in various parts of the

Province co-operating in this work, we should be able to accumulate much

valuable information for the benefit of the present and future generations.

Entomologists can assist, if they will, by observing flowers that are visited

by honey-bees, and having the flowers correctly identified so that definite

records can be made.

It is impossible here to deal in detail with all the native plants known

to yield nectar and pollen for bees. I have drawn up a list of over 100

botanical and common names of the best known species, indicating their

use for nectar or pollen, or both, and the periods of flowering.
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The list is not by any means to be regarded as complete, but is sub-

mitted as a nucleus to be revised or added to according to the experience

of apiarists working under British Columbia conditions.

It is quite likely that some species will be of value to apiarists at the

Coast, though the same species may be unimportant in the Interior, and vice

versa.

I have referred chiefly to native plants ; the value of fruit-trees, clover,

alfalfa, and other introduced plants is well enough known, and the abundance

of these depends on the number of farms and orchards in the district.

The main point of economic importance is that this Province uses more

honey than it produces ; whereas, with the assistance of our native bee-

flowers, we should be able to produce more than we use and have a surplus

to export. If the study of our native flowers can assist the apiarists to

attain this end, the Department of Botany of the University is ready to

co-operate by assisting in the identification of likely bee-plants, so that our

present information may be verified or added to, and the results made

known to apiarists in other parts of the Province, and thus contriljute to the

future prosperity of British Columbia.

(This address was illustrated by Iierbarium specimens of the plants

mentioned.)
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List of Plants.
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List of Tlants—Continued.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF MOSQUITOES, WITH NOTES ON
SOME BRITISH COLUMBIA SPECIES.

By E. Hearle.

Mosquitoes are responsible for half the entire mortality of the human
race. This is due to their position as the transmittens of malaria alone,

according to Dr. Creighton, the noted authority on that disease. The
mosquitoes of the tropics " have their spears poisoned with death-dealing

disease-germs " and do not fight a clean warfare as do their northern

relations. They and their accomplices have played a great part in moulding

the destiny of the world. The fertile plains of Africa might have been the

centre of the world's civilization; but, instead, the deadly swarms of

mosquitoes and the malaria carried by them have shut off Africa more

effectively than the greatest natural barriers could have done. When one

realizes the terrible proportions as.sumed by malaria, yellow fever, dengue,

and filariasis in many parts of the tropical world, and that these diseases

are transmitted solely by mosquitoes, it is evident that Dr. Creighton's

statement is by no means extravagant. India alone lost 5,000,000 people

in one year from malaria.

In temperate and northern countries mosquitoes exert a very important

economic influence in many districts. They do not, it is true, invoke the aid

of that dread ally, disease ; but their own spears are weapons enough with

which to wage a terrible warfare. In some areas the bloodthirsty hordes

occur in such enormous numbers that progress and development are retarded

and life is made intolerable for man and beast. Much of New Jersey was

thus eft'ected, and in the 1917 Report of the Department of Conservation

and Development the Board states that it " is convinced that the salt-marsli

mosquitoes, more than anything or than all else, are responsible for the

backwardness of the eastern and southern sections of the State. They have

depopulated farms, prevented the growth of towns, hampered the

development of shore resorts, and restricted the extension of suburban

communities."

A most exhaustive study of the mosquitoes of New Jersey has resulted

in the adoption of control measures which, wherever thoroughly carried out,

have greatly relieved the situation. Every district has its own particular

problem, usually intimately associated with peculiarities of topography and

special advantages offered to one or more species in the mosquito fauna.

In New Jersey the big problem lay in the salt marshes. At the high tides

the flooding of these resulted in the formation of shallow pools where the

salt marsh mosquitoes, .ffides sollicitans, .ffides cantator, and .ffides taenior-

hynchus, could develop unmolested by their natural enemies, mainly certain

fishes. By drainage the conditions so favourable to mosquito-development

were eliminated. Where complete drainage was not practicable, ditching

was undertaken in such a way that the controlling fishes could penetrate to

all breeding-places.
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In various parts of Canada we have mosquito problems which in some
cases are ahnost as serious as that of New Jersey. In Northern Quebec
and Ontario, in areas on the East Coast, on the Prairies, in parts of British

Columbia and in the North-west Territories mosquitoes at times assume

considerable economic importance.

The mosquito problem of the Fraser \'alley, British Columbia, is one

of the most serious economic factors presented in that district. Agriculture

is seriously affected ; at times much of the small fruit is lust owing to the

difficulty of obtaining pickers; cattle become very emaciated, and on dairy-

farms the drop in milk production is marked during years when mosquitoes

are troublesome ; while calves have actually been killed by them. In

exceptionally bad seasons lumber camps and mills have been obliged to

close down.

The Dominion Government is undertaking an investigation of the

problem, and the writer, under the direction of Dr. C. Gordon Hewitt, the

Dominion Entomologist, was engaged during the past summer as a student

of the Honorary Research Council in making a preliminary survey of the

district and- of the species involved. The following notes are taken from a

report to the Dominion Research Council : Nineteen species were taken in

the Lower Fraser Valley ; but only two, .ffides aldrichi and .ffides sylvestris,

were found to be of any great importance. During years when weather

conditions cause the rapid and extended melting of the snow on the

mountains the Fraser River overflows its banks and floods the surrounding

alder bottoms and open flats. This provides ideal conditions for the

extensive development of the two species which are responsible for nearly

all the mosquito trouble of the district.

Some I\Iosquitoes of the Lower Fr.\ser \'.\lley, B.C.

iEdes aldrichi Dyar and Knab. ' This, the dominant Fraser Delta

mosquito, breeds extensively along the river wherever alder bottoms are

flooded. This is the first record for Canada, although the species has

previously recorded from Idaho and Montana.

.ffides sylvestris (Theobald) Dyar and Knab. A very common Fraser

Valley mosquito. It occurs in great numbers wherever the river floods open

flats and meadows.

JEdes varipalpus Coquillett. A very beautiful black-and-white

mosquito which is fairly common in wooded areas. It is a tree-hole breeder,

although occasionally larvre may be taken in artificial receptacles. The

males as well as the females are attracted to the person, although they

cannot bite.

.ffides punctor Kirby. This is a fairly common but very localized

species. It is restricted to woods, especially those that are dark and gloomy.

The larvfe breed in shallow temporary woodland pools.

.ffides cinereus Meigen. This small red-brown species occurs generally

throughout the Fraser \'alley. Although at times they bite viciously, they

are seldom troublesome and never leave the vicinity of their breeding-places.

The larvje are found in shallow, protected surface pools and alder-swamps.
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.ffides curriei Coquillett. This species was found only along the Coast

and on the outlying islands. It breeds in rock pools filled with brackish

water and on salt-marshes. Although a bad biter, it is seldom sufficiently

abundant to be troublesome.

iEdes canadensis (Theobald) Dyar and Knab. This is essentially a

woodland species, and, although only one specimen was taken during the

past season, it may be fairly prevalent in certain localities when the climatic

conditions are satisfactory.

Culex saxitilis Grossbeck. This small, dark, inoffensive mosquito is

found very generally throughout the district. The larvae are found mainly

in surface pools and ditches, especially those protected by willow or other

growth. The adults are not known to attack warm-blooded animals.

Culex tarsalis Coquillett. This species is found in small numbers

through the Fraser Valley. It is fortunate that it does not occur more
abundantly, as it is one of the worst biters and is very insistent in its efforts

to enter houses. The larvae are found in roadside ditches, surface pools,

and alder and open swamps.

Culex pipiens Linnjeus. In spite of the fact that conditions very

favourable to the development of C. pipiens occur throughout the valley,

specimens were taken only in Vancouver. This limited distribution indicates

a very recent introduction, and it will be interesting to follow the spread

from this point. Culex pipiens is one of those domesticated mosquitoes

which have managed to spread far and wide through shipping. Like the

English sparrow, they thrive exceedingly wherever introduced.

Culiseta incidens (Thompson) Felt. This is one of the largest of

British Columbian mosquitoes and one of the most inoffensive, as it is so

timid that it will seldom bite. It is the most generally distributed species

in the district—almost every rain-water barrel is teeming with larvre

throughout the summer. Although rain-water barrels provide the main

breeding-places, the larvae are by no means particular, and were taken in

alder-swamps, ditches, and roadside pools, and even in brackish water in

company with ..ffides curriei.

Culiseta impatiens (Walker). This is another very large mosquito.

It is found mainly in thinly wooded areas and on mountain-slopes. Usually

it is too timid to be troublesome, but at times it will attack with some determi-

nation. This species is the one commonly known as the snow-mosquito,

from its habit of leaving hibernation quarters on warm days during the

winter.

Culiseta alaskasnsis (I.udlow). Only one specimen was taken. This

was obtained on Alay 20th at Hope.

Mansonia perturbans Walker. This is a very interesting species.

The larvEe and pupje do not come to the surface, but attach themselves to

the submerged stems of water-plants, from which they will obtain the

necessary oxygen. As the bite of this species is more painful than that of

any other North American mosquito, it is fortunate that it is comparatively

rare. Specimens were taken in numbers only in certain areas in Stanley

Park, Vancouver.
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Anopheles punctipennis Say. Although not common during 1919, this

species may be fairly abundant during wet seasons. The larvae occur almost

everywhere throughout the district in roadside ditches, surface pools, and
alfier swamps.

Anopheles occidentalis Dyar and K;iab. This anopheline is found
sparsely throughout the district. The larvas occur mainly in roadside

ditches and alder-swamps.

Several species of .ffides were also taken in the Frascr A'alley, the

identity of which could not be determined with certainty on account of the

scantiness and condition of the material obtained. Dr. Dyar kindly

examined these and reported on them as follows : .ffides fietcheri or ripar-

ius ; .ffides excrucians or fitchii.

The writer desires to express his thanks to Dr. H. G. Dyar for his

kindness in verifying his findings and for determining the identity of .S^des

punctor and Culiseta impatiens.

A FURTHER REVIEW OF APPLIED ENTOMOLOGY IN
BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Bv R. C. Treherne, Entomologist in Charge for B.C. Dominion
Department of Agriculture.

Notable progress has been made in applied entomology during the

past six years. The disastrous war in Europe between 1914 and 1918

undoubtedly checked progress to a marked extent, and many entomologists

who assisted so materially in establishing our science during its early years

in British Columbia will not return. Some lost their lives in France ; others

who enlisted for the Empire's service, but who survived, have found their

billets in other industries in other parts of the world. The campaign for

greater production which was carried on industriously during the middle

years of the war undoubtedly proved a leading string to foster the develop-

ment of economic entomology. The closing of the avenues of loss on the

farm proved a great incentive to popularize entomology. Farmers, some

for the first time, have learnt to realize the serious inroads insect pests are

capable of causing in their financial returns. The improved prices for

agricultural commodities of recent years also has acted as an impetus towards

providing better equipment for fighting agricultural pests, and this same

feature has induced growers to take a wider interest in life-histories and

modes of combat of our injurious insects.

During the years 1914 and 1915 the names of those engaged in

economic-insect investigations numbered three or four. To-day, or rather

during the season of 1920, there were twelve individuals who have been

actively engaged in solving economic-insect problems. It is true that the

majority of these investigators commenced their work in the last two years

or since the termination of the European war, and it is pleasing to note that
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fully half the number are men who have seen active service at the Front.

If the progress shown during the past two years is continued, the outlook for

our science is bright indeed. I propose mentioning briefly the progress of

entomology in the Province for the past few years on the supposition that

our historical notes may become confused with the wealth of data we expect

to appear in the near future.

During 1914 the writer, who had charge of the Dominion Entomo-
logical Laboratory and Field Station at Agassiz, published Bulletin No. 8

of the Dominion series on the strawberry-root weevil. This publication

was based on studies carried on at Hatzic during 1912 and 1913. It is

interesting to note that this bulletin was the last to appear as an Entomo-
logical Division bulletin of the Experimental Farm system. The formation

of the Dominion Entomological Branch as a separate Department under the

Dominion Department of Agriculture took place under the ffigis of Dr.

C. Gordon Hewitt on February 26th, 1914. During the summers of 1914

and 191 5 the writer was engaged in a study of the cabbage-root maggot, the

wheat-midge, and other insects of local interest in the Lower Eraser

Valley.

All entomological investigation up until the close of 191 5 under the

auspices of the Dominion entomological service took place in the Lower
Mainland and Island. • It will be recalled that Mr. W. H. Brittain, who
entered the Province in the spring of 1912 as Provincial Entomologist and

Plant Pathologist, established his headquarters at Vernon, in the Okanagan
Valley. The interior sections of the Province were thus under his care,

and it may be stated that Mr. Brittain and the writer agreed to this tentative

division of territory so as to avoid all possibility of conflict in the matter

of investigating insect problems. Unfortunately, Mr. Brittain left the

Province in 1913 to return to Nova Scotia. Mr. J. W. Eastham succeeded

him at Vernon in the spring of 1914. Mr. Eastham, being a plant patholo-

gist in leanings, delegated Mr. M. H. Ruhmann, his assistant, to conduct

such studies as were necessary in entomology. Mr. W. H. Lyne, operating

under Mr. Thomas Cunningham's division of Provincial fruit inspection,

conducted certain field-work operations, assisted by his staff of local field

inspectors, against the codling-moth. In the New Year of 191 5 the new

Provincial Court-house at \'ernon was completed and the Provincial Ento-

mological Branch took up its quarters in this building under the direction

of Mr. J- W. Eastham. During the summer of 1915 Mr. Eastham decided

to move to Vancouver, where he establisheed pathological headquarters in

the Vancouver Court-house, the A^ernon office being maintained under the

direction of Mr. M. H. Ruhmann.

The only other publications of note during the years of 1914 and 1915

were those by Dr. Seymour Hadwen, Animal Pathologist at Agassiz, on

tick paralysis, anaphylaxis of cattle, sheep and horses, and the warble-flies.

During 19 14 no new serious insect pests were recorded, and with the

exception of certain outbreaks of codling-moth and a severe infestation of

locusts in the Nicola Valley little of interest occurred.
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In 191 5 two new insects of importance made their appearance, and both

on A'ancouver Island. In April, through the courtesy of Mr. Glendenning,

the writer became aware of the presence of the black-currant bud-mite at

Duncan. This mite had evidently been imported by a nurseryman at

Somenos some three years previous from England or Scotland on currants,

and the record of its appearance on Vancouver Island constituted an original

record for the American continent, and, so far as I am aware, no other

centre of infestation occurred in Canada or the United States until the close

of this year 1920. During 191 5 and 1916 steps were taken to eradicate

the mite from British Columbia, and while great progress was made it is

questionable whether the mite is exterminated.

Towards the latter part of April of 1915 a still more serious insect

pest made its appearance, although it doubtless had been present in the

locality for a great many years. I refer to the pear-thrips found on the

Saanich Peninsula. It was too late in the year to take any material action

'against this insect, but full plans were laid down for the 1916 season in

co-operation with Mr. R. M. \\'inslow. Provincial Horticulturist, to combat

the pest in the orchards.

As a matter of history, not for personal reasons, I would like to point

out that, with the exception of the field-work against codling-moth carried

on by the Provincial Fruit Inspection and Horticultural Branches, I believe

I was the only professional economic entomologist at work in the Province.

Mr. M. H. Ruhmann was at Vernon, but he was so busily engaged in

correspondence-work and field-control measures that he had little time

for investigational work. The bulk of my work had been carried on at

Coast points, and it was not until 1916 that the Okanagan Valley received

any attention of an investigational nature. In this year the study of the

life-history and habits of the codling-moth was commenced at Vernon, the

work being undertaken by Mr. Ruhmann and myself. This was in July of

191 6, but I have neglected to mention that previous to my visit to the

Okanagan in midsummer we had to welcome P)r. A. E. Cameron, who came

direct from Manchester University to British Columbia in March, 1916,

as an officer of the Dominion Entomological Branch and as an associate

of my own in the pear-thrips campaign which opened early in the spring.

We were all very glad indeed to welcome Dr. Cameron to British Columbia,

as it marked a very important step in the progress of economic entomology

in the Province, as is evidenced by the' amount of information on British

Columbia insects collected and published by him during his stay in the

Province. Unfortunately, he found his billet in Saskatchewan in the

summer of 1917 after having remained in British Columbia for about

eighteen months. In February of 1916 British Columbia lost one of its

most active entomological members, a man who really bears the credit for

having established British Columbia as a pest-free Province. I think it is

safe to say that the Province until this time may be considered pest-free,

inasmuch as it was a fact that while we had a number of insect pests of

importance there was none that had so great a hold on the agricultural

interests as to cause untold loss or worrv. I refer to Mr. Thomas
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Cunningham, who died in N'ancouver in February of this year, and he took

with him, in addition to the respect of all his associates, the main credit

from an entomological standpoint of having established a world-wide

reputation for the Province in the matter of its freedom from the codling-

moth. I think there is no question about this and it is right to give honour

where honour is due. Mr. Cunningham by his foresight and will-power laid

the foundation-stones upon which we as oflicers of the Department who
followed him have built.

In 1 91 6, again several new insect pests not previously recorded for

the Province were reported and determined by officers of the Entomological

Branch. It may almost appear that the number of insect pests were

increasing in due proportion to the increase of the entomological staff, but,

of course, these insect pests doubtless had been present for several years

and their identity had lain dormant until discovered by entomologists whose

duty it was to investigate insect conditions. The pests that I have noted for

this year are the chrysanthemum-midge, which was reported to me by Mr.

R. M. Winslow and E. W. White, of the Provincial Horticultural Branch

from Victoria; the mangel-root or sugar-beet aphis (Pemphigus betas),

reported to me by W. T. McDonald, Provincial Live Stock Commissioner

from Victoria; and the apple-maggot (Rhagoletis pomonella), taken by

myself at Penticton on July 26th, 1916, and identified by Dr. J- M. Aldrich,

of Washington, D.C. The identity of the sugar-beet aphis was proved by

Mr. W. A. Ross, of the Entomological Branch, Ottawa.

During 1916 the Bulletin No. 12 of the Dominion series appeared

from Ottawa detailing the habits of the cabbage-root maggot. During 1917

the study of the pear-thrips on the Saanich Peninsula continued, with Dr.

A. E. Cameron and the writer in charge. The results of this work were

summarized into bulletin form during the winter of 191 7 and appeared as

Bulletin No. 15 of the Dominion series in January, 191 8, in time for the

opening of the spring campaign of that year.

Mr. W. Downes was engaged as temporary field assistant in the spring

of 191 7 to carry on the field data on the pear-thrips in the neighbourhood

of Victoria. Mr. J. D. Tothill also visited the Province this year and opened

up a field laboratory at Royal Oak, on Vancouver Island, to commence the

study of tent-caterpillars, spruce-budworm, and fall web-worm. Mr. Tothill

had charge of the natural-control features of Dominion Entomological

Branch studies, and it was under the auspices of the Federal Government

that he commenced work in this Province. His studies carried him far and

wide throughout the Province, but Lillooet, the Lower Eraser Valley, and

Vancouver Island claimed his attention to the greatest extent.

The most noteworthy economic insects discovered this year were the

pea-weevil at Penticton and Summerland, reported to me by the Provincial

Eield Inspectors, and the apple-maggot at Victoria, discovered by Mr.

Downes. The writer also undertook this year to investigate certain stored-

product insects, and heat was used for the first time in the Province to

control such insects. Calandra oryza, Laemophleus ferrugineus, Tribe-
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Hum ferrugineum, Plodia interpunctella, Dermestes vulpinus and

lardarius, Necrobia rufipes, and Tenebrioides mauritanicus were found in

cargoes of transpacilic vessels. Plodia interpunctella, Ephestia kuehniella.

Tinea granella, Pyralis farinalis, Calandra oryza, ami Tyroglyphus farinae

were found in local mills and warehouses.

At this point I would like to diverge for a moment to another phase of

entomological progress. It has been pointed out at various times that

economic entomology in the Province has received its incentive for further

action through the medium of the British Columbia Fruit-growers' Associa-

tion and the Horticultural Branch of the Province. This is as much true

to-day as in the years gone by, and in passing I feel it only right that we
should mention the excellent work of Mr. R. M. Winslow, who officiated as

Provincial Horticulturist between the years of 1909 and 1917. The
establishing of known measures of insect-control as regular orchard pro-

cedures was very largely due to Mr. Winslow, and his sympathy for the

solving of measures improperly known and the force he exerted to obtain

results against new and imperfectly known insect pests was very great

indeed. British Columbia suffered a very material loss in his resignation

in July, 1917.

Mr. ^I. S. Middleton succeeded \Mr. Winslow later in 191 7, and

through him a new series' of horticultural bulletins, of which many were

entomological in nature, was inaugurated. Mr. Middleton saw fit to resign

his position in 1918, since when the office has been vacant.

During 1918 some changes in the organization of the entomological

work took place which are worthy of mention. Agassiz, on the Experimental

Farm, had been the headquarters of the Dominion Entomological Branch in

the Province since 1912 and up until the close of 1917. It has been pointed

out already in this paper that the Provincial headquarters had been main-

lained at \'ernon from 1912 until 1918, at which time Mr. Eastham moved
his headquarters to Vancouver. Mr. Ruhmann was left in Vernon, under-

taking such entomological work that required attention, but he found that

pressure of other duties interfered so materially with his insect-work that

he was unable to accomplish very much. Furthermore, the development of

the Federal work showed prospects of enlargement to such an extent that

the quarters at Agassiz would shortly become too small. Furthermore,

again, it happened that the greatest number of inquiries of an

entomological nature were emanating from the Okanagan \'alley, where

it appeared the most serious insect problems were pending. It was decided,

therefore, to transfer the Dominion headquarters from Agassiz to Vernon.

This was done during the spring of 1918, and although the writer had spent

the greater part of the two previous summers in the Okanagan \'alley, this

spring of 1918 was the first spring spent in the Interior.

It may also be worthy of mention, as a matter of history, that by

request of the Provincial Department of Agriculture the direction of the

Provincial entomological activities was turned over to the writer. In this

way Mr. Ruhmann was relieved of a great deal of his executive work, which

enabled him to undertake more insect-investigation studies.
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Mr. W. Downes undertook the work necessary under the Dominion
Entomological Branch on Vancouver Island, undertaking in particular the

studies necessary on the strawberry-root weevil and pear-thrips. He was
also able to prove the existence of the apple-maggot and its food-plant,

showing that the species in British Columbia was a " biological species
"

not connected with the apple at all, but with the Symphoricarpus or

.snowberry. It was, however, in all other particulars identical with the

typical apple-maggot of the East. Mr. Downes also received this year an

hnpression of the parthenogcnctic nature of the strawberry-root weevil

adults, an impression which he verified the succeeding year.

The writer was able this year to bring to light in the Upper Country

several insect pests which liad not been noted previously. Chief among
these was the alfalfa-seed chalcid, which was found wherever alfalfa was
grown between the Lower Similkameen and Lillooet and causing a loss

which varied from 25 to 75 per cent, in the seed-crop ; the clover-seed midge

at Victoria; the greater wheat-stem maggot (Meromyza americana) in the

neighbourhood between Salmon Arm and Chase; and, the pear-psyllia at

Nelson. All of these insects rank in the forefront as economic pests and

doubtless will need consideration at some time in the future. Hemerocampa
vetusta form gulosa (the tussock-moth of the fir) was also reported from

Armstrong, Chase, Salmon Arm, and Hedley during this year, and its

presence has been noted every year until the present at the same points,

with the addition of Vernon and Okanagan Centre. A species of Lach-

nosterna which was believed to be referable to the species (dubia) anxia

was received from Blind Bay in the Shuswap area and Vernon. Mr.

Downes also added Synanthedon rutilans and Aristotelia fragariae among

the injurious small-fruit insects of the Island.

In the spring of 1918 Mr. Tothill, as a result of his preliminary inquiries

of the year previous, instructed his assistant, Mr. A. B. Baird, to repair to

British Columbia for the purpose of undertaking a systematic study into

the parasitism of the tent-caterpillars, the spruce-bud worm, and fall web-

worm. Mr. Baird made Agassiz his headquarters and he remained in

British Columbia until the close of this present year 1920, when he returned

to his headquarters at Fredericton, New Brunswick.

British Columbia was honoured in the autumn of 191 8 by a visit from

Dr. C. Gordon Hewitt, Dominion Entomologist. Dr. Hewitt, of course,

was not a stranger to British Columbia, inasmuch as he had visited the

Province on the average of every other year since his appointment in Ottawa

in 1909. However, on this occasion his visit was noteworthy because it

added just one more milestone to the progress of entomology in the Prov-

ince. The Lower Eraser \'alley has always contended against the mosquito

plague, and public opinion was aroused to such a pitch that the writer was

enabled to arrange a meeting with the Vancouver Board of Trade, the Reeves

of the Eraser Valley municipalities, and Dr. Hewitt this autumn. The

meeting was held at Mission, with Mr. C. E. Tisdall in the chair, on

September loth. Dr. Hewitt promised to appoint an officer from his
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Branch to investigate and report on the biology and species of the mosqui-

toes present in the valley and to assist the municipalities by general advice

and suggestion. The A'ancouver Board of Trade undertook to draft a
" Mosquito-control Act " which could be submitted to the Provincial House
for discussion and endorsation. Unfortunately, the endeavours came to

naught owing, I believe, to lack of co-operation among the municipalities,

but Dr. Hewitt fulfilled his part of the bargain, and next spring we
welcomed Mr. Eric Hearle to Briti'^h Columbia with special instructions to

investigate the mosquito pi'oblcm.

In 1917 Mr. R. N. Chrystal, of Dr. Swaine's Federal Division of Forest

Insects, left the Province this year to undertake certain work elsewhere in

the Dominion. Mr. Chrystal had been engaged in preliminary studies of

forest insects in British Columbia for two years and his major inquiries

centred in Stanley Park at ^"ancouver. A laboratory was established in

Stanley Park for the purposes of close investigation, but this was abandoned
when Mr. Chrystal left for the East.

So far as the Provincial entomological service is concerned, in addition

to the services of Mr. M. H. Ruhmann at \^ernon, we have to record the

entrance of Air. E. R. Buckell to the field insect-work. Mr. Buckell was
attached during iqiS to the Horticultural Branch of the Province and was
engaged in codling-moth eradication at Walhachin. In 1919 he joined the

entomological service proper and was placed at Penticton to investigate

the peach-twig borer and the locust situation in the Lower Oka-

nagan Valley. Mr. Buckell found his special field of • investigation

in insects affecting the range and cereals, so that during 1920

lie made the Chilcotin District his headquarters. It is interesting to

note that, so far as I am aware, this was the first time the Chilcotins

have been visited to investigate any special insect problem. The sad

depletion of the range from overgrazing and from the influence of locusts

necessitated some action, and it is hoped that as a result of Mr. Buckell's

investigations some measures will be adopted, in co-operation with the

Provincial Range Commissioner, to better tiie conditions. Mr. Buckell

intends continuing his investigations in the same area next year, 1921.

A matter of some iinportance which I have neglected to mention thus

far in this paper in reviewing entomological progress in British Columbia

is the school educational work under the auspices of the Provincial Depart-

ment of Education. ]\Ir. J.
\\'. Gibson was appointed as Provincial

Director of Agricultural Education during the winter of 1914-75 under

the Federal grant used for that purpose. In 1915 he held his first short

course for teachers at Victoria, and the writer had the honour of presenting

the course in entomology. It is felt that this wurk may have a very direct

bearing on the future of entomology, as the teachers who were thus

instructed undoubtedly obtained a wider knowledge on insect-life which they

could impart to their students in all parts of the Province. A similar course

has been held in Victoria during July of 1916, 1917, 1919, and 1920. The

writer has conducted this course each vear under Mr. (Hb.son's direction,
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ably as.sisted in 1917 and 1919 by Mr. E. H. Blackmore, who undertook to

give instructions in the determination of the important famiHes of the

Lepidoptera.

With the opening of the 1919 season the following officers were actively

engaged in economic-insect investigations : Mr. W. Downes, who during

1918 and 1919 had been on temporary employ of the Dominion Entomo-

logical Branch, was appointed as permanent officer of the Dominion Branch

on September ist, 1919; Mr. E. P. Venables, who had recently returned

from active military service in Palestine, was placed on temporary employ

on the Dominion Branch for six months dating from May 15th until

November 15th; Messrs. M. H. Ruhmann and E. R. Buckell under the

Provincial Service ; and the writer, who assumed general direction of the

work. It will be seen that the Dominion and Provincial services are now
co-ordinated so as to prevent overlapping of industry. The necessary

projects are now grouped under crop insects: Mr. Downes, located at

Victoria, was placed in charge of small-fruit investigations ; Mr. Venables,

at Vernon, on tree-fruit studies; Mr. Ruhmann, on vegetables; and Mr.

Buckell, on range and cereal insects. In addition, Mr. Hearle, at Mission.

is continuing his studies on the mosquitoes, and Mr. Baird, at Agassiz, on

natural-control features of certain insect pests. Furthermore, the field

officers of the Provincial Horticultural Branch were engaged in collecting

data and reporting the existence of insect troubles in their respective

districts, and the quarantine and inspection work under the direction of Mr.

W. H. Lyne in A'ancouver was productive of many notes of entomological

interest. Thus the work was planned for 1919.

The year 1919 was productive in the following notes of special

entomological interest : The writer received the work of Marmara
pomonella, a lepidopterous fruit-miner, from Sorrento on October 25th.

This same insect was noted by Mr. M. H. Ruhmann in 1917 in apples

received from Creston on October 25th. The identification was made by

Mr. Quaintance, of the United States Federal Entomological Bureau,

Washington, D.C. In midsummer larvae of Mineola tricolorella were

taken at Okanagan Landing and bred through to the adult, the deter-

mination being made by Dr. J. JMcDonough, of Ottawa. Argyroploce

consanguiniana was also reared from apple-foliage at \'ernon. This

insect had previously been noted from the Province in 1914, when it

was bred from larvae taken on apple at Hatzic, in the Lower Eraser

Valley. Mr. Downes, in addition to establishing the identity of many
small-fruit insects from Island districts, this year reported Apateticus

crocatus, a pentatomid bug predaceous on the caterpillars of the tent-

caterpillar and oak-looper at Victoria. During IVIay Mr. Buckell, in

association with the writer, was able to establish the very interesting

and doubtless important note on the existence of Entpmophthora (Tari-

chium) megaspermum, an entomophilous fungous disease on noctuid

larvae attacking the Chrysothamnus bushes at Keremeos. The deter-

mination was made by j\ir. Speare, Mycoentomologist of the United
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States Bureau of Entomology, wlio remarked " that as near as can be

determined the fungus is E. Megaspermum Cohn, which was described

in 1873 and has never been recorded since as far as I am aware."

There is another phase of entomological endeavour which I have not

mentioned thus far in this review, for the reason that it constitutes a

separate branch of work. I refer to the Indian-orchard work. In 191

1

the writer entered upon his duties in British Columbia to relieve our

late lamented associate, !Mr. Tom Wilson, of his duties as Dominion

Inspector of Nursery Stock. Mr. Wilson previous to 191 1 combined the

duties at the Vancouver Fumigation Station with those essential to the

establishment and safe-keeping of Indian orchards. He found the work
necessary on the many Indian reserves in the Province so impo'rtant that

in 191 1 he was enabled to spend his whole time superintending Indian

orchards and agriculture in general. Plis work in this connection took

him to all parts of the Province, and his astonishing knowledge of botany,

zoology, and entomology made him an invaluable collector of insects and

insect records. Mr. Wilson carried on his duties until March 6th, 1917,

when he met an untimely death in a disastrous fire at the Coquihalla

Hotel, Hope, B.C. His loss was felt most severely in a personal and

professional way. The writer had the honour of writing his obituary

notice in our Bulletin No. 10, 1917, but this only half expressed the high

regard in which he was held. With Tom Wilson went a great mass of

information on insect-life which never now can be published. His death

was so sudden and unexpected that it was hard to realize the loss

entomology suffered. If a moral could be pointed, it should be impressed

upon us all that for the sake of the future we should make an endeavour

to cover by writing the important established data which our experience

produces. Mr. Wilson was succeeded by Mr. Walter B. Anderson in

the spring of 1918, who has carried on, similar duties that Mr. Wilson
was performing at the time of his death. Mr. Anderson proved an

inveterate collector and the National Museum in Ottawa has been

enriched to a very considerable extent as a result of his labours.

The year 1919, as may be seen, proved an auspicious year for British

Columbia; It remained for this last year, 1920, to show the greatest

degree of development yet experienced in the Province. The progress

made in British Columbia has been due to the foresight of the late

Dominion Entomologist, Dr. C. Gordon Hewitt. I think it should be

clearly borne in mind that while the local officials of both Federal and

Provincial Departments of Agriculture -have done all in their power to

further the interests of entomology in the Province, nothing like the

progress shown would have been po.ssible without the support and

endorsation of Dr. C. Gordon Flewitt. It was with feelings of deep

regret that we heard of his untimely death by pneumonia in February

of this year. The studies planned for 1920 were planned at a time

previous to his death, and so I think we may still gi\e Dr. Hewitt credit

for- the developments shown during this past year.
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The first new face that we welcomed was Mr. Ralph Hopping, who
was appointed under Dr. Swaine's Forest Insect Division, and who arrived

in December, 1919, to take charge of special forest-insect investigations

in this Province. Mr. Hopping came direct from California, and he

brought with him not only the best private collection of beetles on the

West Coast, but also a standard of knowledge on beetle-life which has

been gained as a result of twenty years' experience in this group. He
is regarded as one of the leading students on forest-insect life on the

West Coast, and his allocation to British Columbia was not only a direct

loss to the United States, but a most decided acquisition to Canada and

to the Province of British Columbia in particular. The next most

important item in this year's history is the advent for the first time

into the field of entomology of students from the University of British

Columbia. Three were employed this year. Mr. Alphonse Crawford,

undergraduate in medicine, was delegated to assist Mr. Eric Hearle in

his mosquito studies on the Lower Eraser; Mr. N. L. Cutler, biology

student, was posted to the entomological laboratory at Vernon to under-

take the collecting of insect specimens for the University collection, the

specimens to be collected individually and in bulk for the use of the

students at the University during this present winter; Miss A. C. Healey,

art student, as laboratory assistant at the Vernon Laboratory. All of

these students were on temporary employ for the summer months, ter-

minating their services in time to return to \'ancouver to continue their

graduate studies.

Mr. A. B. Baird received temporary assistance this year in the person

of Mr. R. Glendenning, and on the termination of the special natural-

control investigations and the return of Mr. Baird to the East, Mr. Glen-

denning was enlisted for temporary service as assistant to Mr. Downes
at Victoria. Mr. Buckell, as previously mentioned, went north this year

to the Chilcotins on special range-work, and Mr. Ruhmann continued

his studies of vegetable insects at Vernon, as did Mr. Venables on tree-

fruit insects. Another innovation instituted at the Vernon Laboratory

this year for the first time in the Province was the employment, under

the Provincial Department of Agriculture, of two laboratory boys—boys

who by reason of the fact that they showed umnistakable ability in

natural-history studies were thought fit to pin, mount, collect, and take

simple field-notes on insect-life in the field. It is hoped that if this idea

is persevered in we may be able to build up entomologists for the future.

During this year, and commencing with the auturnn sessions of the

University, Dr. C. McLean Eraser, of the Marine Biological Station at

Nanaimo, was appointed as Zoologist. Dr. Eraser lectured to the

students during the 1919 sessions at the Universit}^, dealing with insects

as a phase of the zoological science, and to him and to Dr. A. H.

Hutchinson, Biologist, we are indebted for available students for field-

work in the Province during the past year. Similar courses are again

being held this year, but, I believe, for the first time, will a course be
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held in economic entomology in the regular session at the University.

The writer has the honour at this time to be giving this course.

Durmg 1920 the following insects have been reported of economic

interest: The Hessian fly was sent in to the Vernon Laboratory __by the

Superintendent of the Sidney Experimental F'arm. This is a new record

for the l^rovince. although, judging from the present known area of

infestation, it has been present for many years. Our information until

1918 was to the effect that while this insect was widely distributed west

of the Cascades in both Washington and Oregon States, it was not known
to occur north of Seattle. It is probable that this insect will cause very

considerable trouble to fall wheat on the Island and measures for its

control will have to be figured out. The satin-moth was reported by

Dr. J. McDonough. of Ottawa, who determined this insect for Mr. A. B.

Eaird, who collected it. This moth is now only known to occur in British

Columbia in the City of New Westminster, and the only other point at

present infested in the North American Continent is Massachusetts.

Hence it is believed to be an imported pest of recent standing, as it is

common, I believe, both in Europe and Siberia. It is impossible at this

time to state how important this insect may become during the next few

years, but there is no c|uestion but that it will require careful watching.

The Colorado potato-beetle, reported last year by Mr. W. H. Lyne for

Gateway, in the Lower Kootenay country, was this year noted by

Mr. W. B. Anderson at Waldo, a spread of 40 miles in a year. The
currant elm-aphis, reported by Mr. Downes from Chilliwack and

identified by Mr. \\'. A. Ross, of the Dominion Entomological Branch,

\'ineland, Ontario, as Eriosoma ulmi, is noted for the first time. Anis-

andrus pyri (the shot-hole borer of the West) was, I believe, introduced

to our nolice by Mr. J. W. Eastham, who obtained identification through

Dr. J. M. Swaine in Ottawa. This insect was taken in the neighbourhoo.d

of South \''ancouver. Mineola tricolorella was again reported from

A'ernon, while the studies of Mr. Venal)Ies have brought to light the

following list from the apple: Bruce's measuring-worm, Rachela

bruceata, Epicallima dimidiella, Peronea maximana, together with the

established identity of other common fruit-infesting larvje, such as the

lesser apple-worm, bud-moth, and the dock false worm. Several other

insects attacking fruit have been found, but their identity is not yet

disclosed. Peronea maximana may be further mentioned for the reason

that it is closely related to Alceris (Teras) minuta, an insect which is

noted by Mr. J. R. Anderson in his Bulletin No. 12 of Provincial Depart-

ment of Agriculftire, and as long as I can remember this insect has been

mentioned to me as being present in British Columbia, but no specimens

had been received. It is just possible that T. minuta may have been

confused with P. maximana, but of this we have no definite information.

Of those insects Mr. Buckell has found infesting the range lands of the

Province I cannot make mention at this time. Suffice it to say that he

has enriched our locust knowledge by establishing the presence of about
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sixty species of locusts and has obtained ecological notes and life-history

data on the majority of these. Diplotaxis tenebrosus Fall was noted

this spring injuring young apricot seedlings at Osoyoos.

This review has taken longer than I intended it should, and on

reading it over it appears as though it were a diatribe on the features

of professional entomologists and a history of the Branch development.

I really do not intend that it should be such and must apologize if it

appears so. I have not touched upon the very excellent systematic work
that has been accomplished during the past few years by professional

and private members of our Society, and the non-inclusion of these

records in this paper is no reflection. I had intended only dealing with

the economic history, and in order to do this effectively I must of

necessity mention personal data. In closing, I merely wish to say that

it is my hope that the same progress be shown in the next few years

as I am sure you will all agree has been the history of the past few years.

A TALK ON INSECTS IMPORTED FROM THE ORIENT.

Bv \V. H. I.YNE. Inspector of Imp(jrted Frtit and Nursery Stock.

It is not my intention to discuss the point as to whether or not the

San Jose scale was first introduced to this continent on nursery stock

imported from Japan. The fact that it was discovered on shrubbery

imported from Japan to San Jose, Santa Clara County. Cal.. and thus

established its name, I have no wish to dispute.

What I do know is that on more than one occasion San Jose

scale has been found on nursery stock imported from Japan to British

Columbia, and that within the last month several apple, pear, and peach

trees from Japan were condemned here in Vancouver owing to their

being infested with that particular pest.

The San Jose scale ( Aspidiotus perniciosus ) is not the only scale-

insect imported from Japan. AVe occasionally come in contact with

other species, such as the cherry-scale (Aspidiotus forbesi, A. nerii, and

A. hedera), infesting ornamental trees and shrubs. There are often

otiier subfamilies of Coccidse, such as Chionaspis, Mytilaspis, Diaspis,

and Lecanium, represented by several of their relative species.

On one occasion .several egg-masses of the gipsy moth ( Porthetria

dispar) were found on the bark of Arbor vitae trees.

Other interesting species of insects imported are the larvae of several

beetles, boring into the heart-wood or feeding on the roots of trees or

plants. The giant borer, a species of the Prioninae, has occasionally

been found in roots or just above the crown of Wistaria, walnut, and

other trees from Japan.

Probably the beetle attracting the most attention at the present

time is the Japanese beetle, Popillia japonica, owing to its having become

established in certain sections of the Eastern United States. It is

supposed to have been imported in iris-roots from Japan. On a few

occasions and verv recentlv we have found several larvse closely resem-
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bling that of this particular beetle ; some were taken from around the

roots of Thuja and maple trees and others from the roots or iris-plants.

They have been submitted to Ottawa for identification. Some have been

identified as being closely allied to our native Anomolas. and others are

in process of breeding to adults in order to determine their species.

There have also been other insects of minor importance.

Insects infesting Stored Products.—Besides the insects that accompany

nursery stock from Japan and a few other parts of the Orient, there are

many species that infest the miscellaneous stored products imported to

this country.

Some few years ago one might often notice along the wharves

[iroducts such as rice, corn, beans, peanuts, etc., just landed from Japan,

Chinft, Malaya Straits, or Australia, sim]3ly smothered with insects.

It was a sickly sight sometimes to see a large consignment of rice

with thousands of larv;e of the Plodia interpunctella moth crawling over

the sacks or mats. A closer inspection of this writhing mass of larvae

might also disclose the presence of the Mediterranean flour-moth

( Ephestia kuehniella) or the meal snout-moth (Pyralis farinalis). Then
by way of a little seasoning might be added the rice-weevil (Calandra

oryzas) and the flour-beetle (Tribolium confusum). Prowling among
these like a tiger in search of his prey would [jerhaps be seen the cadelle

(Tenebriodes mauritanicus ) . not ver}- particular whether he dines on a

good fat weevil or a grain of rice. There may still be other insects in

this miscellaneous assembly. Sometimes we notice the frivolous little

chalcid or other parasitic flies, and even the little flour-mites, Tyfogly-

phus. Consignments of the other products referred to. including wheat,

are lialjle to be infested with any or all ot the insects mentioned.

One other lepidopter not referred to. is the Angoumois grain-moth,

which on some occasions has accompanied maize from Australia and

Manchuria, also peanuts from Japan.

On one occasion a large consignment of maize arrived from the

Orient badly infested with weevil, Calandra oryza and granaria. The
little pests were so anxious to see Vancouver they climbed over each

other until they formed pyramids 6 inches high on to]) of the sacks. It

was very amusing to hear the remarks passed by the longshoremen

watching them.

Within twelve hours after the maize had been landed on the dock

very few of the weevil were to be seen outside of the sacks. It is perhaps

needless to add the whole of this particular shipment was fumigated

sliortly after with carbon bisulphide, which ended the career of these

objectionable little immigrants.

Pea and Bean ]Vccvil.—Other weevil of perhaps still more economic

importance are those of the Bruchus family, commonly referred to as pea

or bean weevil. It lias been necessary to fumigate large quantities of peas

and beans fmrn the Orient infested with tliuse ])articular insects. Bruchus
pisorum and obtectus.
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Nutmeg iveevil.—Another species of the Bruchus family play sad

havoc with nutmegs. Shipments have arrived at Vancouver simply riddled

and pulverized, and the excavated nuts filled with castings of the insects are

not very nice when ground and sold as powdered nutmeg. Such offal has

been refused entry into the Province.

Szvcct-potato Weevil.—Another so-called weevil, but more resembling

an ant, is the sweet-potato weevil (Cylas formicarius ) . Both sweet

potatoes and yams from the Orient have been condemned at Vancouver

owing to being infested with this insect.

Potato-tuhcr Moth.—Shipnients of the common Irish potato from

Australia and New Zealand have been condemned for tuber-moth

(Phthorimaea operculella).

The commercial world is just beginning to realize the tremendous waste

resulting from the many insects that infest stored products, and fumigation

and other methods of combating them are becoming very popular.

Thousands of tons of the imported store products referred to have been

fumigated at \ancouver during the last fifteen vears.

MAN'S INFLUENCE ON THE NATIVE FLORA, WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCE TO INSECT PESTS.

Bv J. Davidson, F.L.S., F.B.S.E.

For many years I \\a.\Q been observing man's influence in changing

the local flora from the natural evergreen formation of cedar and Douglas

fir to one in which deciduous trees predominate. My attention was first

drawn to this about eight years ago during a botanical visit to ttee district

between Crescent and White Rock. About that time an accidental fire had

spread through a large area of evergreen forest on the bench land along the

Coast where maples formed the fringe of the forest. The conifers and

many of the maples succumbed to the eft"ects, and the whole area was left

a bleak waste of charred logs and burnt soil. The fire occurred when the

fruits of the maples were reaching maturity, and though many trees were

fatally injured at the crown of the root they were able to ripen and disperse

their seeds. Being on the windward side, the seeds were freely distributed

over the burnt area, and in the following season millions of maple seedlings

gave promise of a change to a deciduous forest.

A similar change was foimd on logged-over land between Point

Roberts and the Indian reserve, where maples, dogwood, and other

deciduous trees form a large proportion of the second-growth forest. The

change of soil by the additional humus formed by fallen leaves, and the

fact that light reaches the forest floor in spring, favoured the increase of

flowering plants formerly unable to exist in the darkness of the evergreen

forest.

As is well known, there is a distinct relation between the flora and the

fauna. Many of the new plants are food-plants of insects, which in turn

provide part of the food of birds. Such areas naturally become breeding-
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grounds and distributing centres for insects which may become garden or

orchard ])ests.

In studying man's influence on the flora of the \'ancouver District,

one has to obtain a ghnipse of tlie original forest formation as a basis

for comparison. Unfortunately, this cannot be seen in any part of Greater

\'ancouver, not even in Stanley Park, which bears abundant evidences of

the logger's axe. We can tell, however, that the forest was predominantly

evergreen, with alder and elder, willows and crab-apple, fringing the forest

on boggy lands, and where the soil was too wet for Douglas fir to encroach

;

and maples, cherry, and dogwood along the slopes near the Coast.

In those days it was absolutely impossible to have a tent-caterpillar

I>Iague such as we have experienced during the past few years ; there were

not sufficient food-plants to support it; the coniferous trees limited the

distribution of deciduous species and caused the starvation of millions of

seedlings which germinated in the darkness of the evergreen forest.

With the advent of the logger, open spaces in the forest provided the

necessary light for the success of deciduous trees whose seeds were dis-

tributed by wind or l)y birds, and some of those early intruders may be

found in various parts of Greater \^ancouver as fairly large trees.

With the establishment and development of the City of Vancouver,

and subsequently of the adjacent municipalities, the wholesale clearing of

property opened up large areas for the increase of deciduous trees, notably

alders and willows, whose seeds are adapted for distribution by wind. The
result is to be seen to-day in most parts of Greater Vancouver—and in other

Coast districts—where, on much of the " wild land " and some of the

" impro-tad land," we see young forests of food-plants for insect pests,

replacing the forests which so long served as a natural protection against

their invasion.

Man has thus upset the balance of nature, and if left to herself Nature

will gradually restore the former order of things and evergreen trees will

again become dominant, because in this locality they constitute what is

termed the climax flora.

As a step towards the rehabilitation of the normal forest, Nature must

control the abnormal growth which followed man's overthrow of natural

conditions ; the tent-caterpillar is but one of Nature's agents in this work,

and, judging by the results of the past few years, it has proved a very

efifective one.

It will therefore be seen that anything done to encourage the growth

of certain species of deciduous trees will also encourage the increase of tent-

caterpillars ; and conversely, by encouraging evergreen trees and such

species of deciduous trees as are not food-plants of the tent-caterpillar, we

lessen the risk of future plagues.

To directly attack the tent-caterpillar by spraying vegetation on vacant

lots is contrary to nature and tends to prolong the duration of the plague

;

by adopting this method we protect unnatural vegetation to increase the

menace every succeeding year. It is better to assist in restoring the balance
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of nature by demolishing the abnormal conditions which we have created,

and by destroying only those species ivhich arc food-plants of the tent-

caterpillar we remove the cause of the outbreak and prevent its recurrence.

For the past three years I have advocated this method of combating

the tent-caterpillar plague, and last year the City of Vancouver took steps

to carry this method into effect by having vacant lots cleared. But the

clearing has been overdone, and on that account may have to be repeated

in a year or two. Instead of destroying only food-plants, every tree and

shrub was cut to the ground, piled into heaps and burned, with the result

that a greater area is. available for the growth of food-plants than existed

before the ground was cleared, and much unnecessary expenditure was

incurred in cutting down trees which were not only harmless, but were

actually beneficial in hindering or limiting the establishment of food-

plants.

Man's influence on the flora is therefore well illustrated in Van-

couver; instead of vacant lots covered with various evergreen trees, vine-

maple, cascara, dogwood, and other beautiful and harmless species, we have

waste ground for the reception of wind-borne seeds of alder, willow, fire-

weed, thistles, dandelions, and other weeds, and the prospect of a con-

tinuance of the tent-caterpillar pest until a new growth of immune trees

takes possession of such areas.

It should be emphasized that all deciduous trees are not food-plants of

the tent-caterpillar, and those entrusted with clearing operations should be

able to distinguish the harmful species from the useful. This can be done

as easily in winter as in summer, and arrangements should be made to give

the men suflicient instruction in the identification of trees as would enable

the work to be done more effectively and more economically.

Last summer on a small area comprising almost one-quarter of a block,

several men worked for the greater part of a week clearing off the vegeta-

tion ; it so happened that on this particular area there were comparatively

few food-plants of the tent-caterpillar, but there were many deciduous trees,

including maples and cascara-trees ; of the latter I counted ninety- four

specimens of average size, besides a number of saplings ; all were cut and

burned. One man could have cut all the food-plants in one afternoon

;

approximately $80 worth of cascara-bark would have been saved from the

flames, and the remaining cedars, Douglas firs, and maples would have

provided shelter, protection, and nesting-places for birds, many of which

assist in controlling insect pests.

Trees which should be cut,.

Amongst the local trees which are food-plants of the tent-caterpillar,

and which alone should be destroyed on vacant lots, are alder, various

species of willow, two species of poplar known as cottonwood and aspen,

wild cherry, crab-apple, and hawthorn; the latter, though not in evidence

in Vancouver, is very common in one or two municipalities in this region.

The following shrubs are also food-plants : Flowering currant, wild roses,
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and June-berry or saskatoon. In some localities these are so abundant as

to constitute a menace to adjacent gardens and orchards, but unless the

plants are actually attacked by the pest, isolated patches of these shrubs

may be spared for the beauty of their flowers.

Trees which should be spared.

Amongst the trees which are immune to the attacks of tent-caterpillars

are the conifers, including giant fir, cedar, hemlock, yew, Douglas fir, and

pine. Spruce-trees attacked by the spruce-gall aphis may be destroyed.

Maples, cascara, arbutus, Osier dogwood, and Nuttall's dogwood are all

useful species and should be spared. Nuttall's dogwood is our famous large-

flowered species and is practically immune to all insect and fungus pests.

It is rapidly becoming extinct in Vancouver except as a garden plant, but

is still found in abundance outside the city boundaries. If vacant areas

were replanted with this tree it would add much to the beauty of the city

and help to prevent the establishment of undesirable species.

I have endeavoured to show that the tent-caterpillar plague here is

due to man's influence on the local flora, and that by using his influence in

the right direction and in accordance with natural laws he may not only

counteract the present outbreak, but will save future generations from a

recurrence of the pestilential conditions we have had to endure for the

past three or four years.

VICTORIA, B.C. :

nted by William n. Cullin, rriiiter to the King's Most Excellent Majesly.

1921.
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PROCEEDINGS, 1919

The Eighteenth Annual Meeting of the British Cohunbia Entomo-
logical Society was held in Vancouver in the Biological Lecture Room
at the University of British Columbia on March 15th, 1919.

The President, Mr. R. S. Sherman, being absent owing to illness,

the chair was taken by the Vice-President for the Coast, Mr. E. H.

P)lackmore, and the meeting was called to order at 10 a.m.

The report of the Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. Williams Hugh, was
read and adopted, after which the reading of papers was proceeded with.

Thirteen papers were presented, six of which were on economic entomo-

logy, four systematic, and the remainder of general interest.

The following resolutions were proposed and carried :

Moved by E. H. Blackmore, seconded by R. C. Treherne, that in

view of the fact that numbers of students are interested in entomology

but not in research work, the constitution be changed to admit associate

members ; that the fee for said members be 50 cents per annum.

Moved by R. C. Treherne, seconded by E. H. Blackmore, that the

ofter of Prizes for the Best Collection of Insects be renewed to the

Vancouver Exhibition, and the same offer be made to the New West-
minster Exhibition Association.

Moved by R. C. Treherne, seconded l)y W. J. Winson, that a sum
of $100.00 be set aside for the purpose of providing prizes at Fall Fairs

for the best exhibits of insects, made by students attending public

schools (subject to approval of Advisory Board).

Moved by W. Downes, seconded by W. J. Winson, that the Com-
mittee formed for the purpose of publishing Bulletins Nos. 8 and 10 be

sustained, and the Committee be instructed to proceed with the work of

publishing Bulletin No. 11, Economic Series.

The following officers were elected for the year 1919:

Hon. President—Francis Kermode, Prov. Museum, Victoria, B.C.

President—E. H. Blackmore.

Vice-President (Coast)—R. S. Sherman.

Vice-President (Interior)—J. W. Cockle.

Hon. Secretary-Treasurer—W. Downes.

Advisory Board—Messrs. W. H. Lyne, R. C. Treherne, G. O. Day,

John Davidson, and L. A. Breun.
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY-TREASURER
I beg to present a report of the work of the British Columbia

Entomological Society for the year 1918.

In spite of war conditions the Society added a few names to the

membership roll. The parent Society credits this liranch with having

thirty-seven members, but our paid up membership is only twenty-five

;

all are actively engaged in some branch of Entomological Science.

In accordance with our usual custom, I have presented to the parent

Society a report of the proceedings of the 17th Annual Meeting, held in

the City of Victoria, February 23rd, 1918.

The question of Mosquito control was discussed by several govern-

ing bodies. Farmers' Institutes, and other organizations interested in

the development of rural life on the Lower Mainland of British Columbia

during June, 1918, the Vancouver Board of Trade being prominent in

the work. The attention of the Board was drawn by this Society to

the work of the Field Entomologists in the employ of the Dominion

Government, and suggested the Board get in touch with Dr. Gordon

Hewitt, in charge of the work. Mr. C. E. Tisdall immediately took up

the question through the Board, with the Dominion Government, result-

ing in a visit being made by Dr. Hewitt and his British Columbia assist-

ant in charge—our valued member, R. C. Treherne. A meeting was
held in the Mission district, and a representative body of men appointed

to further the work throughout the Eraser Valley. Further measures

are being taken to bring the work to fruition. Mr. Tisdall commended
the work of this Society.

There were no entries for the prizes offered by this Society at the

Vancouver Exhibition for types of beneficial and injurious insects.

If it is the pleasure of the Advisory Board to renew the ofTer, I feel sure

eventually sufficient interest will be created to warrant the Society

renewing the offer, in view of the fact that school children are now
taking up the question of nature study seriously.

The Committee appointed by the Advisory Board to produce

Bulletins Nos. 8 and 10,- Systematic Series, completed their work, and

Messrs. E. H. Blackmore, Wm. Downes and R. C. Treherne are to be

congratulated on the result. The Bulletins haVe been distributed to all

members and the several learned Societies on our mailing list, and

letters of commendation have been received, and several requests have

been received for copies from Entomologists in the United States.

Copies of the Bulletins were sent to all members of the Nova Scotia

Entomological Society and a consignment sent to the parent Society at

Guelph, and to members on the stafif of the Dominion Entomologist.

WILLIAMS HUGH, Hon. Secretary,
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THE LYC^NIN^ OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
By E. H. Blackmore, Victoria, 'B.C.

At our annual meetings during the past five years I have given

either one or two papers each year, relating to the Geometridae of this

Piovince. During that time I have been quietly but effectively work-

ing on a new Check List of British Columbia Lepidoptera. Up to the

present time I have worked out 95 per cent, of the Rhopalocera, 75 per

cent, of the Noctuidse, and 90 per cent, of the Geometridae.

In the course of my studies I have found a great many errors which

have existed for a number of years. Some of them very palpable, others

which could not be avoided, as later research work by specialists has

only recently given us a proper understanding of some of our species,

and even now many of the names are really only tentative, as much
work still remains to be done in completing the life-histories of many
of our species and geographical races. Long series of adults from

certain localities are necessary for purposes of comparison—certain

species and forms must be bred from the egg, and larval notes taken at

each successive moult, before we can really determine the status of all

of our species.

The butterflies of British Columbia comprise six different families,

in none of which are the misidentifications more numerous than the one

I have chosen as the title of this paper.

Before taking up the different species, I think that it would be as

well to give a few general characteristics of this family in its different

stages.

Egg. The eggs are for the most part flattened or turban shaped,

curiously and beautifully adorned with ridges and reticulations.

Larva. The caterpillars present a very unusual form, being more
or less slug-shaped. The body is short and broad ; the legs and pro-legs

are short and small, allowing the body to be closely pressed to the

object upon which it is moving; in fact, some of the species glide rather

than creep. They are vegetable feeders, with the exception of one

species, viz., Feniseca tarquinius Fabr. This species occurs in the

Atlantic States and is aphidivorous, feeding on the woolly lice of the

alder. One or two of the species are remarkable for having honey tubes

which can be pushed out from the seventh and eighth abdominal seg-

ments and through which honey dew is extracted for the use of ants.

Chrysalis. The chrysalids are short, compressed and without

angulations, attached at the caudal extremity and having a loop of silk

passing round the body near its middle. They are generally closely

fastened to the surface upon which pupation takes place.

Imago. All the butterflies of this family are small and are of deli-

cate structure. The antennae are nearly always ringed with white and

a conspicuous rim of white scales encircle the eyes. There is exceeding
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diversity of form in the various genera comprising this family, and they

have been divided into three sub-families, viz.

:

(1). The Theclinae or Hair Streaks, whose wings on the upper

side are generally some shade of brown and which very often have

on the underside some narrow white zigzag lines, also very fre-

quently having the hind wings adorned with one or more slender

tails.

(2). The Chrysophaninae or Coppers, so called as in nearly all

the species, shades of coppery-red predominate.

(3). The Lycaeninae or Blues. This sub-family contains by

far the largest number of species and is characterized by the

gorgeous blue of the most varying shades on the upper side of the

wings, especially in the males. It is the species of this latter sub-

family that I propose to deal with in this paper.

The Lycaeninae of Boreal North America comprise ten different

genera, six of which are represented in British Columbia. Up to date

there have been described thirty-eight distinct species with thirty-five

geographical races and seasonal varieties, making a total of seventy-

three different forms listed as occurring in North America. In British

Columbia we have nine species and nine geographical races, making a

total of eighteen distinct forms, which is about one-fourth of the total

number of "Blues" found in North America.

We have had two Check Lists of British Columbia Lepidoptera

published, one was compiled by Mr. E. M. Anderson and published by

the Provincial Museum in 1904, and the other one published by the

Provincial Department of Agriculture in 1906, and compiled by some of

the officers of this Society. I have never been able to find out just who
assisted in this latter compilation, which was certainly an improvement

on the previous one, as many of the most glaring errors and misidenti-

fications were left out. I presume, however, that Mr. J. W. Cockle, of

Kaslo, was responsible for most of the "Micros," and no doubt the late

Rev. G. W. Taylor compiled the whole of the Geometridse, while the late

Capt. R. V. Harvey most likely listed the Diurnals. Looking back over

these lists, I find that in this sub-family, the Lycaeninae, there were

twenty-one forms listed in the 1904 Check List, of which one belonged

to the Chrysophaninae, and ten were misidentified ; of these, seven do not

occur in the Province, and in one case, one species was represented by

three different names, none of which were right. In the 1906 List, there

were fourteen forms recorded, of which eight were misidentifications, five

of them not occurring in the Province.

I will now treat of them specificall}' in the sequence in which they

are placed in Barnes and McDunnough's Check List, commencing with

:

No. 1. Everes amyntula Bdv. This is commonly called the

Western Tailed Blue, as it has a verv minute tail at the anal ang^le of
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each hind-wing. In both the previous B.C. Check Lists its Eastern

congener comyntas Godt. has been listed from the Interior, but this is

an error, as comyntas does not occur in Canada any further west than

about Winnipeg. It is a debatable question, however, whether they are

two distinct species or merely geographical races of each other. The
mistake in our local lists probably arises from the fact that Vancouver

Island specimens show a greater paucity of spotting on the under side

than do those from the Okanagan district. The latter is more nearly

typical and some day our Vancouver Island form may need a racial

name. The most distinguishing characteristics of comyntas is the red

lunules near the anal angle on secondaries on the upper side, which are

nut met with in amyntula.

No. 2. Plebeius scudderi Edw. or Scudder's Blue. The genus

Plebeius is the largest in this sub-family and comprises thirty-one forms,

of which ten are taken in British Columbia. Scudderi was not listed in

the 1906 List but was recorded from Osoyoos in the 1904 List. This

latter was an error of misidentification and was really P. melissa Edw.,

which occurs throughout that district. Scudderi was described from

Lake Winnipeg, and the only specimens of this species taken in B.C.

are from the Atlin district. They are much closer to the typical form

than eastern specimens going under the same name.

No. 3. Plebeius melissa Edw. or the Orange-margined Blue.

Through some reason or other this was omitted from the 1906 Check
List. This was rather strange as it occurs right through southern B.C.

from Vancouver Island to the Rocky Mountains. It is not nearly as

common as many of the other "Blues," and on Vancouver Island seems

rather scarce. I do not think that I have taken a dozen specimens in

the ten years I have been collecting here.

No. 4. Plebeius anna Edw. This is probably one of the most
local of our "blue" butterflies as so far I have only seen specimens from

the Hope Mountains. It is recognized ])y its nearly white under side

and the diminution of the black spots, also the orange sub-marginal

band is reduced to a series of yellowish brown spots. There is a smaller

form occurring at Kaslo and in the Similkameen district that may be a

dwarf form of this species or a race of scudderi. Unfortunately the

specimens I have been able to obtain so far have l)een too worn to make
definite determination possible.

No. 5. Plebeius aquilo Bdv. This is commonly called the Alpine

Blue on account of its only being taken at high altitudes. Atlin seems
to be the only locality in B.C. from which aquilo is recorded. It is one

of the smallest of our "blue" butterflies, and in the male is of a bluish-

grey colour on the upper side.

No. 6. Plebeius aquilo race rustica Edw. This is the form which
is wrongly listed in both of our Check Lists as podarce Eeld., wliich
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latter inhabits the Sierras of Central California. Podarce is also pro-

fusely spotted with black dots ringed with white on the under side, while

in rustica the spots are reduced and on the secondaries are largely

suffused with whitish. Rustica occurs on mountains of 6,000 to 8,000

feet altitude and has been taken on Mt. Cheam, Mt. McLean and Mt.

Arrowsmith.

No. 7. Plebeius saepiolus Bdv. This is really a mountain species

and was described from the high mountains of California. The males

of this species are of a silvery blue tinted with a violaceous sheen in

certain lights, differing in colour from any other species that we have.

The females are brown, heavily shot with blue, especially on the prim-

aries. The specimens taken at Atlin are the only ones that can be

considered as approaching typical saepiolus.

No. 8. Plebeius saepiolus form rufescens Bdv. This is a form

occurring in northern and middle California and which extends into

southern British Columbia. It is generally of larger size and has more
or less obsolete reddish marginal lunules on the secondaries. It has

been taken at Kaslo and Cranbrook.

No. 9. Plebeius saepiolus race nov. This is the form which occurs

commonly on Vancouver Island and goes under the name of saepiolus.

It dififers from typical saepiolus in the following particulars, which appear

fairly constant: in the male the blue is much brighter on the upper side

and does not show the same violaceous sheen. On the under side the

ground colour is considerably lighter, being a bluish white, whereas in

typical saepiolus it is a brownish white ; also the marginal row of black

dots on the under side of the secondaries have a tendency to become

obsolete. The females are entirely brown with a few blue scales basally.

I have listed them in my own collection under the name of insulanus.

No. 10. Plebeius icarioides race pembina Edw. This is the insect

that has been listed in B.C. collections under six different names, viz.

:

phileros Bdv., fuUa Edw., icarioides Bdv., ardea Edw., lycea Edw., and

pheres Bdv. Phileros and fuUa are pure synonyms of icarioides, which

latter is now restricted to the mountains of California. Ardea is a

geographical race of icarioides inhabiting the Great Basin region, and

lycea is another geographical race from the mountains of Colorado.

Pheres is a distinct species and is only kiiown from the San Francisco

Bay region. The race pembina that we have in B.C. and the identifica-

tion of which is correct, was described from Lake Winnipeg, and also

occurs at Calgary and Yellowstone Park. The specific localities I have

it from in British Columbia are the Hope Mountains, Princeton, Simil-

kameen, Vernon, Armstrong, Kaslo and Rossland.

No. 11. Plebeius lupini Bdv. This is the species that is listed in

our Check List as acmon Dbldy. & Hew. In Dr. Dyar's list (Bull. 52

U. S. N. M. 1902) lupini is listed as a synonym of shasta Edw., but they
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have been proved to be two distinct species, typical shasta occurring

throughout the Sierra Nevada range as far north as Oregon. Lupini

does not have a wide range in this Province, the only known localities

being Kaslo and the Okanagan district.

No. 12. Philotes battoides Behr. or Behr's Blue. This, like the

preceding, is not at all a common species with us, and is taken in the

same general localities as lupini. Apart from generic structure, they are

very much alike superficially, but may be distinguished by the following

diliferential characters ; in lupini the males have an orange band on the

outer margin of the hind wings on the upper side, while in battoides the

orange only shows through at the anal angle. Underneath in battoides

the ground colour is of a darker gray with the spots, especially on the

primaries, being more or less quadrate. The easiest recognized point

of diiTerence, however, lies in the presence of a marginal row of metallic

bluish green scales on the under side of the hind wings of lupini which

is absent in battoides.

No. 13. Phasdrctes piasus Bdv. or the Arrowhead Blue. This is

better known under the name of sagittigera Feld., which name is now
placed in the synonymy. It was so named in reference to the white

sagittate or spear-head marks which show so prominently on the under

side of the secondaries. Our records show at present only a limited

distribution, the specific localities being Armstrong, Vernon, Penticton

and Osoyoos.

No. 14. Glaucopsyche lygdamus race ore Scud. This and the

following race have been going under various names in collections in

this Province for a number of years, such as antiacis, antiacis var. behri,

lygdamus, and couperi. Moreover, these names have been applied indis-

criminately to each of these two forms. The race oro, of which 1 have

a long series from Lillooet, Okanagan Landing, Armstrong, Penticton

and Kaslo, is differentiated from Columbia by the much paler blue on the

upper side of the male. The females show a greater degree of differ-

entiation, ore being of a uniform smoky brown with a few blue scales

basally, while Columbia is almost black, heavily shot with blue, giving it

the appearance of being bright blue with a wide black border. The two
races differ in the ground colour of the under side, oro being of a

brownish-drab colour, while the majority of the specimens of Columbia

are of a light stone colovir.

No. 15. Glaucopsyche lygdamus race Columbia Skin. This form

was described by Dr. H. Skinner in the Ent. News, May, 1917. The
type and paratypes are from Port Columbia, Wash. Amongst other

localities mentioned are Corfield, Vancouver, which, I imagine, is meant
for Corfield near Duncan, on Vancouver Island. This race of lygdamus
occurs and is fairly common on Vancouver Island about May, and is

also taken in the Lower Fraser Valley, which in the main has a similar

fauna to Vancouver Island.
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No. 16. Lycasnopsis pseudargiolus race nigrescens Fletcher. This

butterfly is interesting from the fact that more varieties of it have

been described than of any other butterfly on the North American con-

tinent. Today there are no fewer than fourteen recognized races and

seasonal forms distributed from the Atlantic to the Paciiic. In our

Check Lists nigrescens is given as "generally distributed," but this is an

error as it does not occur on Vancouver Island. It was described from

specimens taken by Mr. J. W. Cockle at Kaslo, and as its name implies,

it is a much darker form than the one on Vancouver Island, especially

on the under side. I also have it from Lillooet, Penticton and Rossland.

No. 17. Lycaenopsis pseudargiolus race nigrescens form quesnelli

Cockle. This form was tentatively named by Mr. Cockle, which name
has been accepted for the present and is listed in Barnes and McDun-
nough's Check List (1917). The only specimens known are two worn

ones taken at Bala Lake near Quesnel.

No. 18. Lycaenopsis pseudargiolus race echo Edw. This form is

very common on Vancouver Island in the early Spring, and has been

listed in all local collections under the name of nigrescens. Echo was

described from California and is very common in its nimotypical locality.

AUTHOR'S NOTE (October, 1920):

Nos. 5 and 6. Plebeius aquilo and its race rustica. Since the above

paper was written I have received additional material in this group from

Lillooet and Chilcotin. I have given this species considerable study

and have come to the conclusion that all of the forms from the various

localities in British Columbia are conspecific. I have compared them

with aquilo from Labrador and with rustica from Colorado, and although

they bear certain characters of each, they do not exactly correspond in

all particulars with either. They are probably nearer to the race rustica

than to aquilo, but until I can procure further material, especially

females, it will be best to call them rustica for the present.

In the Can. Ent., April, 1919, p. 92, Drs. Barnes and MacDunnough
have described a new race of Plebeius icarioides under the name of

blackmorei, from a long series of both sexes taken by the writer at

Coldstream in May, 1918. Excellent figures of the male, female, and

the under side of this new race, with notes thereon, are contained in the

Annual Report of the Provincial Museum for 1919.

As there seems considerable difficulty amongst collectors in

identifying their specimens in this sub-family, I have prepared a plate

illustrating the under sides of sixteen forms occurring in British Col-

umbia. It is to be hoped that this will prove to be of some benefit to

our B.C. collectors in enabling them to determine their "Blues" more

readily than they have been able to do in the past.





PLATE I.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE

Fig.
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NOTES ON THE MYCETOPHILID^ OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
By R. S. Sherman.

From a common Agaricus, or gill-bearing fungus, gathered on Nov.

4th, there emerged on Nov. 24th over fifty specimens of Mycetophila

monochasta. From similar fungi gathered on Nov. 18th there emerged

on Dec. 12th, a numerous brood of Bolitophila cinerea Meig. From
fungi gathered on Dec. 16th, there emerged on Jan. 3rd to Jan. 5th, a

large brood of Exechias. From another fungus gathered on the same

date I obtained a few specimens of Rhymosia- sp., on Jan. 17th.

The pupal stage of the Exechias emerging on Jan. 3rd lasted fifteen

days. The larvae of these Exechias excavated a cell about two inches

below the surface and after weaving a delicate white cocoon soon

assumed the pupal form, which could be seen quite plainly through the

gauzy covering. It was evident that the mature fly made good use

of the strong setae, spines, and spurs, with which its legs are armed, in

forcing an outlet to the surface of the soil.

I herewith submit a tentative list of the species of Mycetophilidae

found in the Province of British Columbia

:

1. Bolitophila hybrida Meig. Selkirk Mts. ; Stanley Park.

2. Bolitophila disjuncta Lw. Vancouver; Caulfields.

3. Bolitophila montana Coq. Vancouver.

4. Bolitophila cinerea Meig. Vancouver.

5. Mycetobia divergens Walk. Victoria.

6. Palaeoplatyura sp. Savary Island.

7. Ditomyia sp. Savary Island.

8. Symmerus annulata Meig. Savary Island.

9. Diadocidia borealis Coq. Commonly distributed.

10. Diadocidia ferruginosa Meig. Vancouver.

11. Ceroplatus erminalis Coq. Kaslo; Royal Oak.

12. Apemon nigriventris Jn. Prairie Hill, alt. 5,800 feet.

13. Platyura mendica Lw. Savary Island.

14. Platyura mendosa Lw. Savary Island.

15. Platyura moerens Jn. Savary Island.

16. Platyura fascipennis var. sagax Jn. Savary Island.

17. Platyura intermedia sp. nov. Savary Island.

18. Macrocera clara Lw. Savary Island.

19. Macrocera sp. nov. Savary Island; Caulfields.

20. Macrocera sp. nov. Savary Island.

21. Monoclona elegantula Jn. Capilano.

22. Monoclona furcata Jn.

23. Monoclona sp. nov. Capilano.

24. Tetragoneura pimpla Coq. Vancouver; Savary Island.

25. Tetragoneura arcuata sp. nov. Caulfields ; Stanley Park.

26. Tetragoneura marceda sp. nov. Savary Island.
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27. Tetragoneura fallax sp. nov. Commonl)- distributed.

28. Tetragoneura atra sp. nov. Vancouver ; Seymour Creek.

29. Paratinia vancouverensis sp. nov. Vancouver.

30. Polylepta obediens Jn. Savary Island.

31. Polylepta sp. nov.

32. Dziedzickia fuscipennis Coq. Kaslo.

3?i. Dziedzickia columbiana sp. nov. Vancouver.

34. Dziedzickia johannseni sp. nov. Savary Island.

35. Dziedzickia rutila sp. nov. \'ancouver.

36. Dziedzickia occidentalis sp. nov. Savary Island.

37. Dziedzickia vernalis sp. nov. Vancouver.

38. Mycomya maxima Johan. Vancouver.

39. Mycomya mendax Johan. Selkirk Mts. ; Vancouver.

40. Mycomya brevitittata Coq. "Originally recorded from B.C."

—

41. Mycomya marginalis Jn. Selkirk Mts. [Johan.

42. Mycomya imitans Jn. Selkirk Mts.

43. Mycomya biseriata Lw. Selkirk Mts.

44. Mycomya incompta Jn. Selkirk Mts.

45. Mycomya simplex Coq. \'ancouver.

46. Mycomya calcarata Coq. Savary Island.

47. Mycomya (near) littoralis Say. Lynn Creek.

48. Acnemia psylla Lw. Vancouver.

49. Rondaniella abbreviata Lw. Selkirk Mts.

50. Neuratelia coxalis Coq. Savary Island.

5L Neuratelia nemoralis Meig". »SeIkirk Mts.

52. Neuratelia johannseni sp. nov. Agassiz.

53. Boletina imitator Jn. Vancouver.

54. Boletina melancholica Jn. Vancouver.

55. Boletina notescens Jn. Lynn Creek.

56. Boletina inops Co<i. Vancouver.

57. Boletina sobria Jn. \'ancouver.

58. Boletina auricoma sp. nov. Savary Island; Stanley Park.

59. Boletina tenebrosa sp. nov. Savary Island ; Vancouver.

60. Boletina noctivaga sp. nov. Savary Island.

61. Boletina majuscula sp. nov. Caulfields.

62. Leia sublunata Lw. "B.C."

63. Leia winthemi Leh. Agassiz.

64. Leia cernua sp. nov. Agassiz.

65. Phthinia curta Jn. Vancouver.

66. Phthinia tanypus Lw. Vancouver.

67. Phthinia seorsa sp. nov. Vancouver.

68. Phthinia vittata sp. nov. X'ancouver.

69. Coelosia gracilis Jn. Agassiz.

70. Coelosia univittata sp. nov. Savary Island.
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71. Megophthalmidia occidentalis Jn. Savary Island.

72. Docosia nigella ( ?) Jn. Vancouver.

7i. Anatella silvestris Jn. Vancouver.

74. Trichonta dawsoni (fossil).

75. Trichonta nigrina sp. nov. Caulfields.

76. Cordyla manca Jn. Vancouver.

77

.

Cordyla neglecta Jn. Vancouver.

78. Cordyla scita Jn.

79. Cordyla sp. ( ?)

80. Rhymosia sp. b Jn. Selkirk Mts.

81. Rhymosia filipes Lw. Vancouver.

82. Rhymosia imitator Jn. Vancouver.

83. Rhymosia pectinata sp. nov. Savary Island.

84. Rhymosia brevicornis sp. nov. Vancouver.

85. Rhymosia prolixa sp. nov. Vancouver.

86. Rhymosia faceta sp. nov. Savary Island.

87. Rhymosia seminigra sp. nov. Vancouver.

88. Allodia falcata Jn. Stanley Park.

89. Allodia bella Jn. Selkirk Mts. •

90. Allodia auratilis sp. nov. Savary Island.

91. Allodia protenta sp. nov. Vancouver.

92. Allodia maxima sp. nov. Vancouver.

93. Allodia quadrangula sp. nov. Savary Island.

94. Phronia incerta Adams. Selkirk Mts.

95. Phronia venusta Jn. Caulfields.

96. Phronia insulsa Jn. Savary Island.

97. Telmaphilus nebulosa Jn. Stanley Park.

98. Telmaphilus tenebrosus Coq. Savary Island.

99. Telmaphilus sp. nov.

100. Exechia perspicua Jn. Vancouver.

101. Exechia palmata Jn. Selkirk Mts.; Vancouver.

102. Exechia umbratica Aid. Vancouver.

103. Exechia nugax Jn. Vancouver.

104. Exechia bellula Jn. Vancouver.

105. Dynatosoma fulvida Coq. Selkirk Mts. ; Vancouver; Wellington.

106. Dynatosoma nigrina Jn. Vancouver Island.

107. Dynatosoma placida Jn. Capilano.

108. Mycothera impellans Jn. Vancouver.

109. Mycothera paula Lw. Columbia River, B.C. ; Common on the

110. Mycothera fenestrata Coq. Generally distril>uted. [Coast.

111. Mycothera sp. Caulfields.

112. Mycetophila mutica Lw. Selkirk Mts. ; Vancouver.

113. Mycetophila vitrea Coq. "B.C."

114. Mycetophila scalaris Lw. Selkirk Mts.
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115.

11(.

117

118.

119.

120.

121.

124.

125.

126.

127.

128.

129.

130.

131.

132.

133.

134.

135.

136.

13

138.

139.

Mycetophi

Mycetophi

Mycetophi

Mycetophi

Mycetophi

Mycetophi

Mycetophi

Mycetophi

Mycetophi

Mycetophi

Mycetophi

Mycetophi

Mycetophi

Mycetophi

Mycetophi

Mycetophi

Mycetophi

a pectita Jn. Selkirk Mts.

a edentula Jn. Rogers' Pas.s ; Vancouver; Agassiz.

a monochaeta L\v. Vancouver.

a lassata Jn. Vancouver.

a imitator Jn. Vancouver.

a extenta Jn. Vancouver.

a punctata Jn. Vancouver; Victoria.

a jugata Jn. Vancouver.

a falcata Jn. Savary Island ; Vancouver.

a fatua Jn. Cauliields ; Stanley Park.

a foecunda Jn. Seymour Creek.

a bipunctata L\v. Vancouver.

a (near) edura Jn. Caulfields.

a socia Jn. (var.) Lynn Creek.

a perlonga Jn. Caulfields.

a polita Lw. Caulfields.

la exusta Jn. Vancouver.

Sceptonia nigra Meig. Selkirk Mts.

Sciara pauciseta Felt. Grand Forks.

Sciara tridentata Rub. Lowe Inlet.

Sciara prolifica Felt. Selkirk Mts.

Sciara munda Jn. Vancouver; Vancouver Island.

Sciara acuta Jn. \'ancouver.

Manota sp. Savary Island ; Stanley Park.

Opisthlolaba ocellata Jn. Caulfields; Lynn Creek

Roo-ers' Pass; Caulfields
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NOTES ON OPORINIA AUTUMNATA Gn.

By G. O. Day

Any information that serves to identify or determine some of our B.C.

Lepidoptera that are doubtfully named, is so much to the good ; there-

fore the following notes on the above named species may be of interest.

I have long been of the opinion that the moth recorded in our

Check List of B.C. Lepidoptera as Asthena dilutata Denis & Schifif, was
not that species. (I may mention in passing that in Barnes & McDun-
nough's recently published Check List the family name is changed to

Oporinia Hbn., which name we may now accept.) In order to find out

if my doubts were correct, I obtained in 1913 some ova from the only

representative of the genus Oporinia I have taken in this district

(Duncan) and I bred the insect through to the perfect state in 1914.

I found that the larvae differed sufficiently from those of genuine

dilutata, as figured in Buckler's Larvae of British Lepidoptera, to justify

my suspicions. Last August I received a letter from Dr. Harrison, of

the Zoological Department of the University of Durham, England, ask-

ing me if I could let him have ova of O. dilutata from British Columbia

for the purpose of experimenting in the crossing of that species with

the closely allied species O. autumnata. Fortunately, I was able to

supply him with ova of the Oporinia occurring here, and in his letter

of acknowledgment he wrote as follows : "The eggs are those of

O. autumnata, not dilutata. Dilutata has a small egg, polished and

markingless, about one-third the size of these. Autumnata differs in

nowise from yours."

When I was in England I was well acquainted with both dilutata

and autumnata in the perfect state, and the two were accepted by all

entomologists there as distinct species.

As Drs. Barnes & McDunnough in their Check List make autumnata

only a form of O. dilutata and not a separate species, I wrote to the

authors and enclosed Dr. Harrison's letter, calling their attention to

the information contained therein. In reply Dr. McDunnough stated

that the matter had been cleared up in 1917, by Mr. Swett, who gave

the new name autumnata var. henshawi to our North American form.

It is satisfactory to feel that progress is being made in the identi-

fication of our B.C. insects.

I assume from Barnes & McDunnough's list that O. dilutata also is

found in North America, but I have failed to find the species in the

Cowichan district so far.





PLATE II.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE II.

(.\11 Figures X 4)

Ceresa basalis Walk., female.

Ceresa bubalus Fab., female (ovipositor protriu'

Stictoctpbala pacifica Van D., female.

T'latycotis quadrivittata Say., female.

Glossoiiotus univittatus Harr.. female.

Campylencliia latipes Say., female.
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THE TREE-HOPPERS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
By W. Dovvnes

The present account embodies the results of collections made by

the writer during the years 1917 and 1918, principally in the neighbour-

hood of Victoria and a few specimens taken in the Fall of 1918 at

Vernon, but as the area covered has been so restricted, this report

cannot be considered as other than a preliminary outline, but it may
serve as an indication of the extent of our Membracid fauna.

The number of species taken has been disappointingly few, only

five having so far been found, but possibly this number may be added

to when opportunity occurs to collect further afield, particularly along

the southern boundary of the Province and especially in that region

south of Okanagan Lake, where a streak of the Upper Austral Zone
crosses the International boundary.

The Pacific Coast is, compared with the East, not by any means
rich in Membracid species, only thirty-five being recorded from Cali-

fornia, while in New York vState seventy-six species are recorded and

over sixty in New Jersey. In an account of the Membracidae of Nova
Scotia by Prof. Brittain (N.S. Ent. Soc. Proc. No. 3) thirteen species

are described, while Ontario is credited in Van Duzee's recent list

with thirty-six.

The Membracidae are primarily a tropical and sub-tropical family

and their stronghold is South America, where they are abundantly repre-

sented. Perhaps their scarcity on the Pacific Slope may be explained

in part by the presence of geographical barriers in ancient times. The
Palearctic region is very poorly represented, there being only two or

three genera on the entire continent of Europe. Only two species are

known in Great Britain and two in Russia. The further north the

fewer the species, consequently it will be in the southern portion of our
territory that we must look for fresh accessions to our list.

Ceresa basalis, Walk. This is the commonest Membracid found in

British Columbia. The usual colour is pale green, fading to a greenish

yellow when dried, or occasionally live adults are seen which are yellow.

Length of males 7 m.m. Length of females 8 m.m. The pronotum is

furnished with two short lateral horns which are usually tipped with
red. The pronotum is densely punctate and bears numerous short

hairs. The ventral surface in the males is nearly always black, the

black colour often extending to the head and dorsal surface, so that

the whole insect has a dingy appearance, but in the females the black

colour is confined to the ventral surface of the abdomen, and many
females are entirely free from black. LIsually this species has been

swept from willow bushes, l:)Ut I have found it also on (loldenrod and

several herbaceous plants.

Stictocephala pacifica, \"an. D. This species is fairly common at

Victoria, but 1 have not vet taken it in the Interior. It is about cciual
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in size with the foregoing and may easily be distinguished by the absence

of the pronotal horns. The colour is also a more decided green. The

males are smaller than the females and the ventral surface of the

abdomen of the male is black, the females being entirely green. The

most decided specific character is the outline of the terminal abdominal

segment, which is deeply notched to receive the styles of the ovipositor.

So far I have only taken Stictocephala pacifica on willow.

Platycotis quadrivittata (Say.) is common on oaks in the neighbour-

hood of Victoria. In general appearance the species is greenish brown

above, dotted with red. The pronotum is densely punctate, smooth,

and bears a short pronotal horn projecting slightly forward and two

short lateral horns. The length of the pronotal horn varies greatly and

both it and the lateral horns may be absent. The amount of red on

the pronotum and costal margins of the tegmina varies greatly and is

more usually present in the females than the males, which are darker

and frequently blotched with black. A beautiful form which is occa-

sionally taken has the ground colour a dull greenish white with the

edges of the pronotum bordered with red, and two parallel red stripes

one on each side of the median carina. It would seem that the name
quadrivittata would be more applicable to this variety than the com-

moner type. Length 10 m.m. Adults of this species have been taken

early in the Spring, so it is probable that it winters over in the adult

form.

Glossonotus univittatus, Harr. Very few of this species have

been taken and it does not appear to be anywhere very common.
It has been only taken on willow (Salix scouleriana). Two or three

specimens have been obtained near Victoria and a dead one was taken

from a spider's web at Vancouver. It will easily be known by the

pronotum being raised into a prominent hump and by the broad white

stripe extending nearly to the tip of the pronotum. Nothing is known
of the life-history. Length 9.5 m.m.

Campylenchia latipes, Say. One specimen only has been taken.

This one was swept from willow at Swan Lake near Vernon. It is

usually a grass-inhabiting species and common in the east on alfalfa

and sweet clover, and its occurrence on willow may have been accidental,

as it was on the edge of an alfalfa field. It will easily be recognized by

the forward-projecting pronotal horn which is deeply keeled and bears

two lateral ridges. Colour cinnamon brown, pronotum densely punc-

tate and hairy. Length 6 m.m.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (Dec, 1920):

Since the above was written I have been able to record another

species for British Columbia. This is Ceresa bubalus Fabr. It was
taken at Agassiz on Aug. 29th, 1920. Its occurrence was not unexpected,

since it is a common species in most parts of North America and has
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been recorded from California, and its range might be expected to extend

northwards. It is easily distinguished from Ceresa basalis, which it

resembles in form, by its larger size and longer lateral horns. Its

length is 9 m.m., colour bright green, fading in cabinet specimens to

dull yellow.

Ceresa bubalus is of considerable economic importance where it is

abundant, on account of the injuries done to young orchard trees and

nursery stock by the female when ovipositing. The eggs are inserted

in a slit in the bark and the scars thus caused enlarge with the growth

of the tree, forming dead areas of bark which are a starting point for

fungous growths and boring insects. Ceresa basalis oviposits in a

similar way but the wounds heal over and are not so serious.

Glossonotus univittatus. Further examples of this species have

been taken, two by me at Enderby on Aug. 22nd, and one by Mr.

Ruckell at Chilcotin on July 23rd. The Okanagan specimens were
taken on willow, and I found it, as elsewhere, very scarce.

Stictocephala pacifica. A few specimens have been received from

\'ernon (July 29th, M. H. R.), thus extending the known range of this

species to the Interior of British Columbia.

Campylenchia latipes. On Aug. 16th I took a number of these at

Penticton on Goldenrod. They were in little parties of four or five

and were attended by ants who were evidently herding them, as they

do with other species of Membracidae elsewhere. So long as the ants

were undisturbed the tree-hoppers made no attempt to move away, but

whenever the ants were driven ofif the tree-hoppers seemed to take

fright and decamped in all directions.

CORRECTIONS TO PROCEEDINGS No. 12

Page 13, line 34. for astulatus read ustulatus.

Page 15, line 19, for Eucanthus read Evacanthus.

Page 16, line 13, for commisuralis read commissuralis.
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A SWARM OF VANESSA CALIFORNICA
AND SOME NOTES ON A SWARM OF PLUSIA CALIFORNICA

By J. W. Cockle

Commencing on June 17th of this year a very large number of

V. californica were to be seen on the lower slopes of the mountains

round Kootenay Lake. It is usual to see a few hibernated specimens

of this butterfly in the early spring, just as soon as the weather is warm
enough to permit them to emerge from their winter quarters, but what

amounted to a large swarm in the middle of June was most unusual.

All of the specimens were very fresh and looked as if they might be

freshly emerged, but my supposition was that they were part of a brood

that had hibernated at a very high altitude and consequently did not

leave their winter quarters until the snows had melted in the neighbour-

hood in which they had hibernated. This supposition is backed up by

the fact that the mountains round Kootenay Lake rise to an altitude of

over 9,000 feet and their only known food plant, Ceanothus sanguineus,

grows most abundantly up to near the summits.

About the first week in August the new brood began to make their

appearance and in a few days they were to be seen in countless thou-

sands, not alone round Kootenay Lake but eastward across the mountain

range in the valley of the Columbia and westward into the valley of

the Arrow Lakes district. The emergence seemed to reach its zenith

about the 15th of August, at which time they were everywhere; along

the roads in the afternoon they were to be seen settled on the roadbed

in sufficient numbers to almost obscure the ground.

I kept a good lookout for any aberrations but none were seen,

whereas in the swarm that was here in the summer of 1890 several

dimorphic specimens were captured by a collector here; these are, I

believe, now in the Cambridge Museum in England.

The time of their arrival and subsequent emergence shows that

their entire larval and pupal stages were completed in five weeks ; this

is remarkable as those that occur here ordinarily will take from the

beginning of May until August to complete their life-history.

I have also to record a swarm of Plusia californica which emerged

at the end of September. They were much in evidence in the afternoon

and early evening flying over the clover, as many as twenty or thirty

might be taken on the clover blossoms within a space of a square yard.

Though they were so plentiful in the fields, they were very scarce at

light, which is quite the reverse of their usual habit. It was curious

that P. californica was so numerous, when the scarcity of all other

varieties of Plusias was so marked, the only other species of this genus
that occurred sparingly here last summer was viridisignata, all other

members of this family were conspicuous by their absence, not a single

specimen was taken here by either of the collectors.
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As p. californica when numerous has proved a bad pest amongst

the alfalfa fields, it remains to be seen if they will pass the winter in

sufficient numbers to make them a bad pest in the coming summer.

Regarding the economic vakie of records of swarms of insects, it may
be well to conclude this article with a few notes. V. californica feeds

only on the Ceanothus which, when attacked by a swarm, is completely

defoliated, areas of many acres ha\e been observed which had been

entirely stripped of every vestige of foliage, and it is not unusual to

find the pupa; suspended from the leafless branches. I have seen

instances where the pupae hung in rows (with an intervening space in

some cases not exceeding one inch) right along the branches. The .fact

that V. californica only feeds on the Ceanothus forms an exception to

the many insects which favour this shrub as a food plant, most of the

other insects which feed on it will attack the foliage of the apple trees

which have superseded the wild brush on the cleared land.

Another fact that was observed after the swarm of 1890 was the

almost entire absence of the insect for several years following. This

year swarms of them are hibernating. During January I had occasion

to remove some lumber which had been piled in the roof of the barn

and fovmd thousands of them packed in between the stacks of boards

;

it would have been easy to fill a quart measure with them.

.\s regards P. californica I have reason to believe that all the

Plusias that occur in this section of British Columbia are single brooded.,

Californica hibernates and in the spring of 1914 was greatly in evidence

flying round the fruit tree bloom, to which I believe they acted as

good pollinators.

I would like to refer to a pamphlet issued by the Entomological

Department, being a re-print of an article by Mr. Arthur Gibson which

was published in the Agricultural Gazette, entitled "The Alfalfa Looper,"

in which the statement is made that -there are probably two distinct

broods each year; this statement I fielieve to be incorrect. It is a fact

that freshly emerged specimens may be found during July, but it is

also very probable that some specimens may have been confused with

Pseudogamma. These two species are so much alike that a correct

identification is sometimes difficult.

Pseudogamma flies during July, August and September and passes

the winter in the larval stage. I have never seen a hibernated specimen

of it. I have records of Californica from July to the following June,

but all those taken in the spring are hibernated; the records of Pseudo-

gamma run from July to October, with no record of any hibernated

specimens in the following spring.

I have no records of the capture of hibernated specimens of any

of the fifteen species of Plusia that occur here, except as stated in the

case of Californica.
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British Columbia Entomological Society

MINUTES OF NINETEENTH ANNUAL MEETING
The Nineteenth Annual Meeting of the B. C. Entomological Society

was held in the I. O. D. E. Rooms, No. 401 Jones Building, Fort Street,

Victoria, on Saturday, February 21st, 1920. The President, Mr. E. H.
Blackmore, was in the chair. Seventeen members were present and

several visitors.

The minutes of the last year's meeting having been read bv the

Secretary, it was moved by Mr. Treherne, seconded by Mr. Winson,

"That the minutes be adopted." Carried.

The Secretary-Treasurer then presented his annual report.

It was moved by Mr. Day, seconded by Mr. Winson. "That the

Secretary's report be adopted." Carried.

It was moved by Mr. Treherne, seconded by Mr. Davidson, "That

Mr. Sherman and Mr. Day be appointed auditors to verify the accounts."

Carried.

The programme of the meeting was then proceeded with.

In the afternoon the following resolutions were passed:

Moved by Mr. Treherne, seconded by Mr. Lyne, "That this Society,

the Entomological Society of British Columbia, being the far western

Branch of the old Canadian Entomological Society, represented, in being

at present, by the Entomological Society of Ontario, place themselves

on record at this their annual meeting held in Victoria, B. C, on Feb-

ruary 21st, 1920, as being in favour of establishing National Journals

of Entomology and of abolishing our local publication called the 'Pro-

ceedings of the Entomological Society of B. C.,' in its present form,

provided the articles which normally would appear in these Proceedings

appear in the Canadian National Journals, in being or to be formed,

should the question arise within the next few years that the construction

of such National J<jurnals be considered liy all concerned both practical

and desirable.

"That we as a Society approve of the principle of co-ordinating

entomological work throughout the Dominion, and that we feel that this

may be assisted very materially by our supporting the principle of estab-

lishing two journals of entomology, one for systematic entomologists

(The Canadian Entomologist) and one for economic entomologists (the

name to be chosen later), and signifying our willingness to regard our

own Proceedings as secondary to the National Journals.

"That this resolution be forwarded to the Secretaries of the Nova
Scotia Entomological Society, the Ontario Entomological Society, the

Quebec Society for the Protection of Plants, and all other societies inter-

ested in entomology in Canada, with the suggestion that they also place

before their members the advisability of abolishing their Reports in
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their present form and place their papers iiefore a central editorial

Committee for inclusion in Canadian National Journals, and that these

secretaries be asked to forward the results of their deliberations to the

President of the Ontario Entomological Society.

"That the President of the Ontario Entomological Society be

requested to submit the resolutions on this matter received from the

Secretaries of the various Branch Societies and other Societies, and that

he be empowered to place the matter before the DominioH Entomologist

^vith a request that action be taken to submit the question before the

Federal Parliament to acquire a yearly Federal Grant for the purpose

of maintaining the National Journal.

''That this Society stands willing to commit ourselves to this course

of action for a period of three years from this the annual meeting of

1920." Carried.

Moved by Mr. Sherman, seconded by Mr. Winson, "That the

Dominion Government be asked to publish a handbook oh the Birds of

Canada west of the Rocky Mountains, similar to the one recently pub-

lished on the Birds east of the Rockies." Carried.

Moved by Mr. Treherne, seconded by Mr. Winson. "That a Com-
mittee be formed to interview Mr. Kermode and discuss this resolution

with him." Carried.

Alessrs. Anderson, Winson and Carter were appointed a Committee.

Following a discussion on the best methods of combating the Tent

Caterpillar, it was moved by' Mr. Treherne, seconded by Mr. Davidson,

"That the Secretary write to the Natural History Societies of Victoria

and Vancouver asking them to co-operate with the B. C. Entomological

Society in bringing the matter to the notice of the civic authorities."

Carried.

Moved by Mr. Sherman, seconded by Mr. Day, "That the giving of

-

prizes to school children at the Fall Fairs for the best collection of

insects be left to the discretion of the Advisory Board." Carried.

Moved by Mr. Winson, seconded by -Mr. Davidson. "That the sub-

scriptions of new members joining later than August in any year shall

be good for the whole of the following year." Carried.

iloved by Mr. Treherne, seconded by Mr. Winson, "That the

\'ictoria representatives of the Advisory Board arrange with a dealer

in the city to act as agent for entomological supplies.". Carried.

The following officers were elected

:

Hon. President—Francis Kermode.
President—E. H. Blackmore.

Vice-Presidents—Coast, R. S. Sherman ; Interior, R. C. Treherne.

Advisory Board—Messrs. J. Davidson, J. W. Gibson. L. E. Breun,

E. W. White, L. E. Marmont.
Hon. Secretarv-Treasurer—W. Downes.
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REPORT OF SECRETARY-TREASURER
I beg to submit the report of the work done by the B. C. Entomo-

logical Society during the j'ear 1919.

The membership of the Society has increased during the past year

and a number af new members have joined. We have now forty-two

members in good standing, as compared with twenty-hve reported as

paid up the previous year, which is a gratifying increase and indicates

that renewed interest is being taken in our work, and that the Society

is recovering from the setback it received during the years of the war.

In respect to membership, ours is the strongest branch of the

Ontario Entomological Society.

In accordance with a resolution passed at last year's meeting, I duly

communicated with the Secretary of the Parent Societ)' regarding the

possibility of our receiving associate members to our branch. His reply

was to the effect that there was apparently nothing in the constitution of

the Parent Society to prevent this, though such associate members
would not be entitled to the Canadian Entomologist or the Proceedings

"of the Ontario Society unless the full fee was paid.

The sum of $100.00 was offered last year by the Society to provide

prizes at the Fall Fairs for the best collections of insects made l)y

school children. By the advice of Mr. J. W. Gibson, Director of Agri-

cultural Instruction, the following Fairs were selected: New West-

minster, Vancouver, Kelowna, Armstrong. Trail, Kamloops, Nelson,

Penticton, Chilliwack, North and South Saanich, Cowichan, Nanaimo,

Surrey, Langley. Mr. Gibson was also kind enough to commimicate

with the teachers at these points, asking them to draw the attention

of the pupils to this competition. Probably owing to the fact that it

^was rather late in the season before the matter was brought to the

attention of the schools, less interest was taken than would otherwise

ha\-e Ijeen the case, but the prizes were competed for at Nelson, Kelowna.

Cowichan and Langley, and the sum of $27.50 was distributed in prize

money. In view of the increased attention paid to the teaching of

Entomology in the schools, it is hoped that the Society will be al>le to

continue to oiifer these prizes.

During the year the library has been increased by the purchase of

a number of works on Entomology. The sum of $150.00 was voted

last year for the purchase of books, but !)}• the President's suggestion,

it was decided to expend $100.00 at first. A list of desirable works
was drawn up and submitted to the President and- members of the

Advisory Board for consideration, and was. approved by them after

some alterations and reductions in the list had been made. The sum
expended has been $101.86, on which $11.86 is still owing. In all, 33

works were purchased, and the majority of these are I^ound volumes,

and with the exception of one or two smaller papers, are standard works
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and monographical in their scope. With regard to the unexpended

balance we recommend that this be kept in hand and no further pur-

chases of books made until the Society has published the last year's

Proceedings and Bulletin No. 11. as the cost of publishing has so greatly

increased that when these are paid for we shall only have a small

balance left.

During' the winter the Society published Bulletin No. 12, being

the Proceedings of the Society for 1918. The editing was kindly under-

taken by Mr. Elackmore, and the Bulletin may be considered to be

fully ecjual to its predecessors. Copies have been sent to all the British

Columbia members and to all names on our complimentary mailing list,

and in due course will also be sent to each member of the Ontario

Society and affiliated branches.

REPORT OF THE TREASURER
The Society has a cash balance in hand of $282.42. Against this

there is the balance, $11.86, due on library books purchased and the

unexpended balance of library vote—$48.14. The cost of printing the

Society's Proceedings this year was greater than previously, and

amounted to $208.25. Of the amount voted for prize money, $27.50 has

been disbursed, and as the vote was for one season only, the balance

accrues to the funds of the Society.

Although the Societ)' has a fair cash balance in hand and our

financial position may be regarded as satisfactory, nevertheles^s it should

he remembered that we have greater calls upon our resources than

hitherto. Having once launched upon the policy of encouraging the

study of Entomolog)' in the schools by offering prizes for collections

at the Fall Fairs, and if it is desirable that we should continue to oflfer

these prizes, we will rec(uire to set aside a yearly sum for that purpose.

Also we are still behind in the publication of our Bulletin, there being

a number of economic papers to publish and the Proceedings for 1919.

Thus, we shall hardly be able, with the balance we have in hand, to

publish more than one Bulletin this year, and pass a reduced vote for

prizes at the Fairs.

W. DOWNES, Hon, Secretary-Treasurer.
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NOTES ON THE AEOLOTHRIPIDAE {2)

B_\- R. C. Trehcrne, Entomologist in Charge for British Columbia

Dominion Department of Agriculture

In a previous issue of our Proceedings (No. 12, February, 1918), I

gave the Society certain suggestions on this group of Thysanoptera

which were intended to assist beginners meeting with members of this

group for the first time. In this present paper I wish to extend the

information further by dwelling on certain life history and habit notes

and by presenting a catalogue on certain of the genera and species.

It would appear that the life histories and habits of the several

species of iVeolothripidae are not known with a great degree of exacti-

tude. .\dults are recorded to be "on the foliage of," "on" or "i)i the flozvers

of" certain plants, with- little to indicate their feeding habits. C. B.

Williams, in the Annals of Applied Biology 1 :240:1915, reports fasciatus

the type of the genus Aeolothrips, common in England o/i peas and

beans, as "partly carnivorous but also feeds on pollen and plant juices."

It is my belief that Thysanopterists regard the Aeolothrips as predacious

in their primary functions, but concede that they are also phytophagus.

J. R. Watson in Florida, referring to the "black and white" cereal thrips

(Aeolothrips bicolor), states that this species is "often abundant on

oats in spring and damages them materially." With my own species,

Ae. auricestus, I have failed to determine its exact feeding habits but

from its numbers in clumps of Elymus condensatus and from certain

peculiar decolored areas in the leaves, I am inclined to think it is

phytophagus.

The mouth parts of thrips have been discussed on many occasions

by man}- writers, and several authors have used Aeolothrips upon which

to base their discussions. Garman, Uzel and Comstock have contri-

buted in this connection, and from what I can gather, while there has

been a slight difference of opinions in the placing and naming of certain

organs of the mouth, the view is generally held that "the mouth parts

are chiefly used for sucking but intermediate in form between those

lA the sucking and those of the biting insects."

The predacious habits of several members of Ibis family are

undoubted, in view of more recent observations. In British Columbia

Ae. fasciatus may l)e frequently found in association with swarms of

Frankliniella tritici in the flower heads of plants; Ae. annectans has

also occurred in sufficient numbers with Thrips tabaci on onion foliage

to leave little doubt, although, unfortunately, it has not as yet been

proven, that they are carnivorous. Watson, in Florida, has observed

that Ae. floridensis is invariably found in association with other species,

although he draws no conclusions from this occurrence. C. B. Williams,

in "The Entomologist" 49:277:1916, has the following to say on the
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situation relating to tlie association between the pea thrips and Ae.

fasciatus :

"I was able to teed larvae of the predaceous thrips, Ae. fasciatus, on
the larvae of the pea thrips in captivity. One larva of Ae. fasciatus

sucked and killed three larvae of K. pisivora in about three hours.'"

He "found adults (commonly) and larvae (occasionally) in

pea flowers but has not actually seen them feeding on the pea thrips in

the wild state. There is little doubt, however, that they do so, as the
species is invariably predaceous and is indeed the chief enemy of

Limothrips cerealium."

Kurdjumov in a Report from the Poltava Agricultin-al Experi-

mental Station, Russia, 18:1913, records the fact that the larvae of

Ae. fasciatus are enemies of Haplothrips aculeatus and H. tritici.

According to the same authority,

''this predacious thrips, according to Uzel, winters in the larval and egg
stage; both adults and larvae being found on various plants and the

larvae have been found feeding on Aphis crataegi and A. rumicis"

and on the eggs and larvae of several other insects.

\\'ith these few words I would leave with you a catalogue on this

famil}- as a supplementary' index to my first paper in our Proceedings

on this subject in 1918. I would draw your attention to the fact that

a great deal is yet to be learnt on the habits and life histories of the

members of this family, and would urge that an endeavour be made
to make a closer study of this group. It would appear to -me C[uite

clearly from my brief acquaintance with this group of insects that

nearly all the energy thus far expended, has been spent on devising new
genera and establishing new species. I do not know how this applies

to other groups of insects, but it is my belief that in many ways what

is true in the Thysanoptera is also true in many other Orders. Not
enotigh time has been spent on the bionomics of the species ; species

which are often easily determined and readily available for study. The
dread of the junior entotnologist may easily be removed if he realizes

this situation within the science, which at once enables him to take

almost any insect in hand and record by actual and accurate personal

observation its habits and life history under strictly natural conditions.

The charm of such a field of study should draw and attract a large num-

ber of students, and we as a Society should lend our influence towards

developing the love for natural objects that usually abides in the mind

of most boys and girls, by training their powers of observation.

MELANOTHRIPS Haliday

1836. Halijlay. Entom. Mag. 450.

"Antennae distincte 9-articulatae: os breve: palporum ma.xillarium

articuli subaequales: alae anticae costa pubescentes. nervis transversis

tribus: tibiae anticae apicae productae: terebra a basi paruni recurva."

1880. Taschenberg. Prak. Insek-Kunde. 4:212.

1895. Beach. Proc. Iowa. Acad. Sci. 3:215.

1907. Buffa. Process! verb, della Soc. Tosc. d. Sci. Nat. 4.

1907. Buffa. Atti d. Soc. Tosc. d. Sci. Nat. 23.
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extincta Scudder
1875. Mchiiiothril^s. Scudder. Bull. Cieol. Survey 2.

ficalbii Buffa

1907. Mclanothnl'S. Buffa. Atti. Soc. Tosc. Pro. verb. 16:58.

1907. Mclanothrips. Buffa. Atti. d. Soc. Tosc. d. Sci. Nat. 2,3.

1913. Mchmothrips. Bagnall. Ent. Mon. Mag. 24.

1913. Mdanothnt-s. Bagnall. Jr. Econ, Biol. 8:231.

1913. Mclanothnfs. Bagnall. Jr. Econ. Biol. 8:155.

Hauitat— Italy; England.

fuscus Sulzer

1776. Thn'l^s fuscus. Sulzer. .'X.bg. Gesch. d. Ins. 112.

1788. Thrifs fusca. Gmelin. C. Linne. Syst. Nat. 2223.

1836. Melanothrips obesa. Haliday. Ent. Mag. 450. Type.

1836. Melanothrips obcsa. Burmeister. Hand. d. Ent. 2:417.

1843. Melanothrips obesa. Amyot at Serville. Ins. Hemip. 645.

1852. Mclanothrips obesa. Haliday. Walk. Homop. Ins. Brit. Mus. 1116.

1852. Mclanothrips obcsa. Heeger Sitzb. Ahad. Wiss. Wien. 8:133.

1895. Mclanothrips fusca. Uzel. Mon. d. Ord. Thys.

1907. Mclanothrips fusca. Buffa. Atti. d. Soc. Tosc. d. Sci. Nat. 23.

1907. Mclanothrips fusca. Proces. verb. d. Soc. Tosc. d. Sci. Nat.

1911. Mclanothrips fuscus. Bagnall. Jr. Econ. Biol. 6:10.

1912. Mclanothrips fuscus. Bagnall. Jr. Econ. Biol. 7.

1913. Melanothrips fuscus. Bagnall. Ent. Mon. Mag. 24.

1913. Mclanothrips fuscus. Bagnall. Jr. Econ. Biol. 8:155.

1913. Mclanothrips fuscus. Williams. Jr. Econ. Biol. 8:218.

1915. Mclanothrips fuscus. Williams. Ann. App. Biol. 1:240.

1915. Mclanothrips fuscus. Bagnall. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. 15.

Habitat—On Sinapis arvensis and in various flowers in England; Austria;

Bohemia; on Brassica rapae in Italy; Tunis.

nigricornis Bagnall

1913. Melanothrips. Bagnall. Ent. Mon. Mag. 24.

Habitat—In flowers of Convolvulus. Tunis.

DESMOTHRIPS Hood

1915. Hood. Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash. 28:57.

australis Bagnall

1914. Orothrips. Bagnall. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. 13:287. Type.

1915. =Desmothrips. Hood. Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash. 28:57.

1916. Orothrips. Bagnall. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. 17.

Habitat—In flowers of Xanthorrhoea australis in Victoria, Australia..

OROTHRIPS Moulton

1907. Moulton. U. S. Dept. Agr. Bur. Ent. Tech. Ser. 12:45.

kelloggii Moulton
1907. Orothrips. Moulton U. S. Dept. .\gr. Bur. Ent. Tech. Ser. 12:46. Type.

1911. Orothrips. Moulton. U. S. Dept. Agr. Bur. Ent. Tech. Ser. 21:21.

1918. Orothrips. Treherne. Proc. B. C. Ent. Soc. 12:29.

Habitat—In blossoms of Manzanita manzanita and Arbutus menziesii in

California, U. S. A.
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kelloggii yosemitii Moulton
19n. Orothrips. Moulton. U. S. Dept. Agr. Bur. Ent. Tech. Ser. 21:2.

1918. Orothrips. Treherne. Proc. B. C. Ent. See. 12:29.

1919. Orothrips. Treherne. Can. Ent. 51:181.

Habitat—U. S. A.: in blossoms of Ceanothus in California;

Canada: off Amelanchier in British Columbia.

propinuus Bagnall

1916. Orothrips. Bagnall. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. 17.

Habitat—On sweet pea, Victoria, Australia.

tenuicornis Bagnall

1916. Orothrips. Bagnall. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. 17.

Habitat—From flowers of Erythroea australis, Australia.

STOMATOTHRIPS Hood

1912. Hood. Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash. 25:63.

flavus Hood
1912. Stomatothrips. Hood. Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash. 25:64. Type.

Habitat—Mexico; Te.xas; Illinois, U. S. A.; on cotton, grasses and weeds.

MITOTHRIPS Trybom.

1912. Trybom. Ent. Tidskr. 33:146.

1913. Bagnall. Jr. Econ. Biol. 8:157.

megalops Trybom.
1912. Mitothrips. Trybom. Ent. Tidskr. 33:147. Type.

1912. ^Franklinothrips. Bagnall. 2nd Ent. Congress. 397.

1915. =Mitothrips. Hood. Ent. News. 26:162.

1915. Mitothrips. Bagnall. Jr. Linn. Soc. Zool. 32:496.

Habitat—British East Africa.

petulans Bagnall

1915. Mitothrips. Bagnall. Journ. Linn. Soc. Zool. 32:496.

Habitat—On cacao leaves in Trinidad, B. W. I.

ANKOTHRIPS Crawford

1909. Crawford. Pom. Col. Jr. Ent. 1:109.

1915. Bagnall. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. 15.

1918. Treherne. Proc. B. C. Ent. Soc. 12:30.

robustus Crawford

1909. Ankothrips. Crawford. Pom. Col. Jr. Ent. 1:109. Type.

Habitat—On Umbellularia and Ceanothus in California, U. S. A.

ERYTHROTHRIPS Moulton

1911. Moulton. U. S. Dept. Agr. Bur. Ent. Tech. Ser. 21.34.

arizonae Moulton
1911. Erythrothrips. Moulton. U. S. Dept. Agr. Bur. Ent. Tech. Ser. 21:34. Type.

1918. Erythrothrips. Treherne. Proc. B. C. Ent. Soc. 12:29.

Habitat—On Orange and Olive blossoms in Arizona; on Rhamnus pur-

shiana in California, U. S. A.
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DESMOTHRIPS Hood

1914. Orolhn'l's. Bagiiall. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. 13:287.

1915. =Dcsmotlinps. Hood. Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash. 28:57.

australis Bagnall
1914. Orothrifs. Bagnall. -Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. 13:287. Type.

H.\BiT.\T— In flowers of Xanthorrhoea australis, Victoria, Australia.

RHIPIDOTHRIPS Uzel

1895. Uzel. Mon. d. Ord. Thys. 67.

brunneus Williams
1913. Rhipidothrifs. Williams. Jr. Econ. Biol. 8:216.

1916. Rltipidolhn'f>s. Williams. Entomologist. 49:221.

H.\BITAT—From grass, Sussex, England.

gratiosus Uzel
1895. Rhipidolhrips gratiosa. Uzel. Mon. d. Ord. Thys. 66.

1912. Rhifidothrips gratiosa. Bagnall. Jr. Econ. Biol. 7:191.

1913. Rhipidothrips gratiosa. Williams. Jr. Econ. Biol. 8:217.

1913. Rhipidothrips gratiosus. Bagnall. Jr.. Econ. Biol. 8:232.

H.\iiiT.\T—Cereal fields in England; Bohemia.

niveipennis Renter
1901. Rhipidothrips. Reuter. Acta. Soc. Faun. Fenn. 17:30.

1909. Rhipidolhrips. Bagnall. Jr. Econ. Biol'. 4.

1912. Rliipidothrips. Bagnall. Jr. Econ. Biol. 7:190.

1913. Rhipidolhrips. Williams. Jr. Econ. Biol. 8:218.

1916. Rliipidothrips. Williams. Entomologist. 49:221.

H.\BiT.\T—On Abies and Convallaria in Finland.

juniperina Linnaeus

1761. Thrips. Linnaeus. Fauna Svecica. 265.

1901. ^Rhipidothrips niveipennis? Reuter. Acta. Soc. pro. Faun. Flora Fenn. 17.

FRANKLINOTHRIPS Back

1912. Back. Ent. News. 23:75.

1912. Bagnall. Trans. 2nd Ent. Congress. 397.

1913. Bagnall. Jr. Econ. Biol. 8:157.'

insularis

(In the Review of Applied PZntomology, London, Vol. 3, page 468, 1915.

reference is made to Franklinothrips insularis. It is possible that this

refers to Frankliniella insularis. Franklin.)

tenuicornis Hood
1915. Pranlduiothnps. Hood. Can. Ent. 26:164.

1918. franlHinothrips. Williams. Trin. & Tob. Bull. 17:144.

1918. Franklinothrips. Treherne. Proc. B. C. Ent. Soc. 12:30.

Habitat—On leaves on Inga, cacao. Hibiscus rosa sinensis, Ipomoea in

Trinidad; Panama.

vespiformis Crawford
1909. .leulollirips. Crawford. Pom. Col. Jr. Ent. 1:109. Type.

1911. .leololhrips. Moulton. U. S. Dept. Agr. Bur. Ent. Tech. Ser. 21:21.

1912. =Pranklinot1irips (.4eolothrips). Back. Ent. News. 23:74, 75.

1912. Franhlinothrips (Aeolotbrips). Hood. Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash. 25:62.
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1913

1915

1915

1917,

1918,

1918,

1918,

Fraiikliiiothril's. Hood. Psyche. 20:119.

FrankliHothrips. Bagnall. Linn. Soc. Jr. Zool. 32:498.

Franklinothril>s. Hood. ' Ent. News. 26:163.

Frankiinotlirips. Bagnall. Jr. Zool. Res. 2:21.

Franklinolliri/^s. Watson. Florida Buggist. 2:66.

Franklinothrips. Williams. Trin. & Tob. Bull. 17:143.

Fniiikliiwthrips. Treherne. Proc. B. C. Ent. Soc. 12:30.

Habitat—U. S. A.: Florida on Citrus foliage; Nicaragua; Texas, Panama
Canal; West Indies: Trinidad; St. Vincent; Central America.

1838.
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1916. Aeolothrits. Watson. Ent. News. 27:127.

1917. Acolothrit>s. Hood. Ins. Ins. Men. 5;SS.

1918. .-Icohthril's. Watson. Florida Buggist'. 2:65.

1918. Acolothrips. Treherne. Proc. B. C. Ent. Soc. 12:30.

HAliiT.A.T—On oats and wheat in Southern United States; on various

plants and grasses at Amherst, Massachusetts; on Plantago

virginica, citrus, corn, strawberry, grain, onion, oats, rutabaga

in Florida; in sod in Tennessee; in Indiana; Virginia; Mary-

land; Illinois; Minnesota; Kansas; Te.xas (U. S. A.).

brevicornis Bagnall

1915. Acvlothrips. Gagnall. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. 15.

ir.MiiTAT—In tlowers. Cape Town, South Africa.

crassus Hood
1912. Acolothril^s. Hood. Proc. Ent. Soc. Wash. 14:130.

H.\i3iT.vT—In flower of Hydrophyllum virginicum and on wild grape in

Maryland, U. S. A.

fasciatus LinnaeiLs

1758. Thri/)s fasclatd. Linnaeus. Syst. Naturae. 10:457. Type.

1761. Tlirips fascialii. Linnaeus. Fauna Svecica. 266.

"Thrips elytris 'albis nigrisque fasciatus. corpore atro. Habitat in

floribus, uti praecedentes, sed rarior aliis. Desc: Omnia, ut in praece-

denti, (T. juniperina) sed fasciae transversae albae et nigrae alas

distinguunt; animal totum atrum, praesedenti majus, elytra nigra fasciae

tres niveae secant, quarum una in apicae, altera in medio, tertia versus

basi elytrorum."

1767. Thrips fasciata. Linnaeus. Syst. Naturae. 12 & 13:743.

1775. Thrips fasciata. Fabricius. Systema Ent. 745.

1781. Thrips fasciata. Schrank. Enum. Insect. Aust. 297.

1781. Thrips fasciata. Fabricius. Species Insectorum. 2:397.

1781. Tlirips fasciata. Fabricius. Mantissa Insectorum. 2:320.

1788. Thrips fasciata. Gmelin. Linn. Syst. Nat. li-.nii.

1789. Thrips fasciata. Berkenhout. Syn. Nat. Hist. Gt. Br. & Ire. 123.

1802. Thrips fasciata. Stew. Elem. of Nat. Hist. 2:114.

1803. Thrips fasciata. Faljricius. Systema Rhyngotorum. 314.

1806. Thrips fasciata. Turton. Gen. Syst. of Nat. 2:717.

1836. Aeolothrips (Colcolhrips) fasciata. Haliday. Ent. Mag. 3:451.

1838. Aeolothrips fasciata. Burmeister. Hundb. d. Entom. 2:417.

1843. Aeolothrips fasciata. Amyot et Serville. Hist. nat. d. Ins. Hemip. 646.

1852. Aeolothrips (Coleothrips) fasciata. Haliday, Walk. Homop. Br. Mus. 4:1117.

1852. .Aeolothrips fasciata. Heeger. Sitz. d. Acad. d. Wiss. Wien. 8:135.

1855. Coleothrips trifasciata. Fitch. Count. Gent. 6:385.

1857. Coleothrips trifasciata. Fitch. 2nd Rept. Nox. Ins. N. Y. 308.

1871. Thrips fasciata. de Man. Tijdschr. v. Entom. 147.

1879. Aeolothrips (Coleothrips) fasciata. Reuter. Ofv. Fin. Soc. 21:214.

1882. Coleothrips fasciata. Pergande. Entomologist. 95.

1886. Coleothrips trifasciata. Webster. Rept. Dept. Agr. 577.

1889. Coleothrips trifasciata. Thaxter. Rept. Conn. Agr. Exp. Sta. 180.

1891. Coleothrips j-/a.Sfm/(7. Riley-Howard. Ins. Life. 3:301.

1892. Coleothrips trifasciata. Townsend. Can. Ent. 24:197.

1893. Coleothrips trifasciata. Gillette. Bull. 24. Col. Agr. Exp. Sta. 15.

1893. Cloeothrips trifasciata. Davis. Mich. Agr. Exp. Sta. 102:39.
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1895. Co/eotlirips trifasciatiis. Cockerell. N. Mex. Agr. Exp. Sta. 15:7L

1895. Aealotlirips fasciata. Uzel. Mon. d. Ord. Thys. 72.

1896. Colcothril'S trifasciala. Davis. Spec. Mich. Agr. Exp. Sta. 2:13.

1901. Aeolothrips fasciata. Tumpel. Die Geradflugler Mitteleuropas. 286.

1902. Aeolothrips fasciatus. Hinds. U. S. Nat. Mus. 26:127.

1907. Aeolothrips fasciata. Buffa. Atti. d. Soc. Tosc. d. Sci. Nat. 23:57.

1911. Aeolothrips fascialus. Moulton. U. S. Dept. Agr. Tech. Ser. 21:23.

1913. Aeolothrips fasciatus. Stcherbakov. Rev. Russe d. Ent. 13:461.

1913. Aeolothrips fasciatus. Kurdjumov. Trans. Poltava Agr. Exp. Sta. 18:19.

1913. Aeolothrips fasciatus. Bagnall. Jr. Econ. Biol. 8:156.

1915. Aeolothrips fasciatus. Williams. Ann. App. Biol. 1:240,

1915. Aeolothrips fasciatus. Bagnall. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. IS.

1916. Aeolothrips fasciatus. Williams. Entomologist. 49:277.

1916. Aeolothrips fasciatus. Watson. Ent. News. 27:127.

1916. Aeolothrips fasciatus. Ross. Ent. Soc. Ont. 47:27.

1918. .-ieolothrips fasciatus. Treherne. Proc. B. C. Ent. Soc. 12:30.

1919. Aeolothrips fasciatus. Treherne. Can. Ent. 51:181.

Habitat—On various grains, grasses, flowers and weeds; England; Russia;
Austria; Finland; Germany; Africa: Tunis; Canary Islands;

United States: Connecticut, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Massa-
chusetts, New Mexico, New York, Ohio, Arizona, Oregon, Cali-

fornia; Canada: British Columbia, Ontario, Manitoba.

floridensis Watson
1916. Aeolothrips. Watson. Ent. News. 27:126.

1918. Aeolothrips. Watson. Florida Buggist. 2:65.

1918. Aeolothrips. Treherne. Proc. B. C. Ent. Soc. 12:30.

Habitat—On oats and corn in Florida, U. S. A.

gloriosus Bagnall

1914. Aeolothrips. Bagnall. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. 14.

Habitat—Sardinia.

kuwanaii Moulton
1907. Aeolothrips. Moulton. U. S. Dept. Agr. Bur. Ent. 12:47.

1907. ,-iro/o//!n>j- (variety robustus). Moulton. U. S. Dept. Agr. Bur. Ent. 12:48.

1912. Aeolothrips. Hood. Proc. Ent. Soc. Wash. 14:130.

1918. Aeolothrips. Treherne. Proc. B. C. Ent. Soc. 12:30.

Habitat—On Ceanothus thyrsiflorus in California, U. S. A., and robustus

on apricot tree in California, U. S. A.

longiceps Crawford
1909. Aeolothrips. Crav/ford. Pom. Col. Jr. Ent. 1:101.

1912. ^Franklinothrips. Bagnall. Trans. 2nd Ent. Congress. 397.

1913. Aeolothrips. Bagnall. Jr. Econ. Biol. 8:157.

1915. ^Aeolothrips kuiianaii. Hood. Ent. News. 26:162.

1916. Aeolothrips. Watson. Ent. News. 27:127.

1918. Aeolothrips. Treherne. Proc. B. C. Ent. Soc. 12:30.

Habitat—On Umbellularia and Ceanothus in California, U. S. A.

Melaleuca Haliday
1836. Aeolothrips. Haliday. Entom. Mag. 3.

1911. Ae. melalcucus. Bagnall. Jr. Econ. Biol. 6:10.

1916. Ae. melalenca. Hood. Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash. 29:110.

"Apparently very close" to Ae. annectans Hood, but type "cannot
now be secured for comparison."

Habitat—British Isles.
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nasturtii Jones
1912. Acolothril'S. Jones. U. S. Dept. Agr. Bur. Ent. Tech. Ser. 23:2.

1912. ^Franklinothrif^s. Bagnall. Trans. 2nd Ent. Congress, 397.

1913. Acolotbnfs. Bagnall. Jr. Econ. Biol. 8:157.

1915. =Acohthrifs. Hood. Ent. News. 26:162.

1916. Aeolothrips. Watson. Ent. News. 27:127.

1918. .Icvlolhrips. Treherne. Proc. B. C. Ent. Soc. 12:30.

H.MUTAT—On flowers of Nasturtium officinale in California, U. S. A.

vittatus Haliday

1836. Acolothnps. Haliday. Ent. Mag. 3.

1911. Acolothrifs. Bagnall. Jr. Econ. Biol. 6:10.

1912. Acolothrifs. Bagnall. Jr. Econ. Biol. 7:189.

Hauit.vt—England; Finland; Sweden; Austria-Hungary.

vittipennis Hood
1912. Acolothril'S. Hood. Proc. Ent. Soc. Wash. 14:129.

1917. .icolothrips. Hood. Ins. Ins. Men. 5:64.

1918. Acolothrips. Treherne. Proc. B. C. Ent. Soc. 12:30.

Habitat—U. S. A.: on leaf of hickory in Maryland; on honey locust

(Gleditsia triacanthos L), Illinois; and yellow locust (Robinia

pseudacacia), in Washington D. C.

tibialis Renter
1901. Acolothrips. Reuter. Acta. Soc. Faun. Fenn. Finland. 17:33.

1913. Acolothrips. Bagnall. Jr. Econ. Biol. 8:157.

1918. Acolothrips. Treherne. Proc. B. C. Ent. Soc. 12:.30.

Habitat—Finland.

tiliae Bagnall
1913. Acolothrips. Bagnall. Jr. Econ. Biol. 8:156.

Habitat—On Tilia in Norway.

versicolor Uzel
1895. Acolothrips. Uzel. Mon. d. Ord. Thys. 69.

*

Habitat—Austria.

ERRATA
In the Proceedings of the Entomological Society, February. 1918, Number 12,

Sj'stematic Series, on pages 27-33, in my article on "Notes on the Aeolothripidae,"

the following errors have appeared in the text:

On page 27—Line 15, -Physoda should read Physopoda.

Line 22, Aeolothripidea should read Aeolothripoidea.

On page 28—The word Melanothrips requires the author's name after it, thus

reading "Melanothrips Haliday."

Mitrothrips should read Mitothrips.

On page 29—Rhipidothrips requires the author's name after it, thus reading

"Rhipidothrips I'zel."

E. arizona should read E. arizonae.
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NEW SPECIES OF MYCETOPHILIDAE
By R. S. Sherman

Mycomya mutabilis sp. nov.

Male. Length 4.25 m.m. Head, face, and antennae brownish, the

basal joints of the last and the palpi yellow ; intennediate antennal joints

about twice as long as wide. Thorax brown with obscure darker brown

or black vittae separated by grayish pollen. Humerus yellow. Scutel-

lum and metanotunT brown. Two strong scutellars in addition to

smaller setae. Thoracic, scutellar, and abdominal setae brown.

Abdomen brown, posterior and lateral margin slightly yellowish. Hypo-

pygium yellow. Legs long and slender, yellow; fore metatarsus L/io

times the tibia in length, setae of hind tibia slightly less than diameter

of this member. Wings hyaline with grayish tinge ; veins brown, sulv

costa ends in the costa opposite middle of cell Ri, which is 2.5 times as

long as wide; the subcostal cross-vein is proximad of the middle of this

cell ; the basal section of the radial sector and the R-M cross-vein are

subequal ; R4-5 ends at tip of wing
;
petiole of the media is equal to M2

;

cubitus forks slightly distad of the middle of cell Ri : the wing is 4.75

m.m. in length, which is 2.8 times as long as the fore metatarsus.

Halteres yellow. Taken on Savary Island, B. C, April, 1917.

Differs from M. maxima in being smaller, darker color, two scutel-

lars, lacking coxal spur, etc. It is nearer to M. sigma but differs in

length of intermediate flagellar joints, color of thorax, color of wings,

length of petiole of media as compared with M2 ; forking of cubitus

more distad of cross-vein and in greater length of wing as compared

with length of fore metatarsus,

Platyura intermedia sp. nov.

Female. Length 3.5 m.m. Yellow. Antennae except the scape

fuscous. Thorax yellow with traces of three pale confluent stripes.

The base of each abdominal segment dark brown. Wings uniformly

Yellowish slightly tinged with cinereous in region of R2-3, veins fuscous

;

subcostal vein ends in costa a little proximad of base of radial sector

;

R2-3 rather long and oblique in position; halteres yellow. Subcostal

cross-vein slightly proximad of centre of subcosta ; coalesced part of

media about equal to the petiole. Anal vein produced to the margin.

Fore metatarsus slightly shorter than tibia. Two tibial spurs on middle

and hind tibiae. Savary Island, July 21, 1917.

Dziedzickia vernalis sp. nov.

Female. Length 5 m.m. Brown, the first two joints of the antennae,

humeri, posterior margins of abdominal segments and the legs, yellow,

the latter with brownish tarsi; antennae with third joint about twice

its width in length ; body opaque, the hairs and bristles reddish yellow,

bristles of tibiae shorter than greatest diameter of latter ; wings hyaline
;

subcostal vein terminates in Ri near distal end of cell Ri, this cell about
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I'j times as Ions;- as wide, K4-5 strongl}' bowed forward, pctiunclc of

cell Mj about twice as long as R-M cross-vein, cubitus, apparently

detached, forks near middle of cell R. F'ore metatarsus is about .8 as

lung- as the tibia. Halteres yellow. \'ancouver, B. C, 8:\':16.

Dziedzickia rutila sp. nov.

Male. I^ength 5.5 m.ni. ^'cllow, head black, antennae, except the

basal joints, fuscous, abdominal segments brown caudad, tarsi browish,

tibial spurs lighter yellow than the tibiae, which ar^ dusky yellow

;

thorax yellow with reddish brown vittae and black hairs; abdominal

setae black ; scutellum yellow with black hairs
;

pleura tinged with

brown; wings hyaline, subcostal vein terminates in Ri slightly proximad

of centre of cell Ri, this cell about 2j4 times as long as wide, R4-5

moderately bo\\'ed, peduncle -of cell Mj about twice the length of the

R-M cross-vein, cuj not detached, forks at the middle of basal cell R,

fore metatarsus about ^4 as long as the tibia, anal vein docs not reach

the margin, halteres pale yellow. \anciju\-er, B. C, 3;XI:17.

Dziedzickia johannseni sp. nov.

I'cuialc. Length 4 m.m. Black, the first two joints of antennae,

femora, tibial spurs and halteres, yellow ; tibiae and tarsi yellowish

brown shading to dark brown in tarsi ; abdomen with faint indications

of lighter colored marginal bands; thorax black, scutellum, pleurae and

coxae brown ; hairs reddish yellow ; wings hyaline, subcostal vein ter

minates in Rj, exactly at distal extremity of small cell Rj, this cell about

13^ times as long as wide, R4-5 moderately bowed, peduncle of cell Mi
a little longer than twice the length of R-M cross-vein, cubitus forks at

about two-thirds the length of basal ceil Rj ; fore metatarsus about

two-thirds as long as the tibia ; half of fore metatarsus swollen on under

side, giving this joint a bowed appearance ; under side of 2nd, 3rd and

4th tarsal joints evenly swollen. 5th joint slender. Savary Island,

10;I\':17.

Dziedzicka columbiana sp. nov.

Male. Length 4 m.m. Dark brown, the basal joints of antennae,

humeri, co.xae and femora, yellow ; large yellow triangles on sides of

2nd and 3rd abdominal segments ; hairs on thorax, scutellum and

abdomen yellowish
;
joints of flagellum somewhat compressed, the -third

joint of antennae being only slightly longer than wide ; wings hyaline,

subco-jtal vein terminates in Rj, near the centre of cell Ri, this cell

about I34 times as long as wide, R4-5 moderately arched, peduncle of

cell Ml about 1^^ times the length of R-M cross-vein, cubitus forks

distad of centre of basal cell Ri, anal vein weak and does not reach the

border; fore metatarsus about four-fifths the tibia in length; halteres

yellow. Vancouver, B. C, 22:V:17.

Dziedzickia occidentalis sp. nov.

Male. Length 5 m.m. Dark brown to black, basal joints of

antennae front coxae, femora and stalk of halteres, yellow ; hairs of
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thorax and abdomen pale ; antennal joints of flagellum elongate ; wings

hyaline, subcostal vein terminates in Rj proximad of the centre of cell

Rl ; this cell is three times as long as wide, R4-5 strongly arched,

peduncle of cell Mi 234 times as long as R-M cross-vein, cubitus forks

proximad of centre of basal cell Rj anal vein strong but does not reach

the margin. Knob of halteres brown, fore metatarsus about two-thirds

as long as the tibia. Savary Island, 8:I\':17.

Rhymosia prolixa sp. nov.

Male. Length Byi m.m. Yellow, including the two basal joints of

the flagellum, palpi and hypopygium ; thorax with reddish brown vittae
;

tergites with triangular brown saddles. Setae of thorax and scutellum

Ijlack.^ Hypopygium longer than last abdominal segment, black pilose.

A black spot on hind femora at basal fourth. Legs slender, long; coxae

and femora yellow, tibiae dusky yellow and tarsi fuscous. Tibial spurs

black. Wings yellowish hyaline. Subcosta ends free
;
petiole of media

slightly more than half as long as the R-M cross-vein ; fork of cubitus

far ])roximad of the proximal end of the cross-vein. Savary Island,

S:\'1I;17.

Rhymosia faceta sp. nov.

Male. Length 4 m.m. Yellow, including basal joints of flagellum,

palpi and hypopygium. Head fuscous ; Ihorax subfuscous on dorsum
and pleurae ; coxae, femora and tibiae yellow ; tarsi fuscous. Abdomen
with wide yellow fasciae on 2nd to 5th segments inclusive, cephalad.

Wings hyaline with slight cinereous tinge along costal margin. Setae

of thorax and scutellum black. Fore metatarsus subequal to tibia.

Two scutellar setae. Subcosta ends in Ri. Petiole of media about

two-thirds as long as R-M cross-vein. Cubitus forks under proximal

end of this cross-vein. Anal vein extends beyond branch of cubitus.

Halteres yellow. \'ancouver, B. C, 11:11:17.

Rhymosia seminigra sp. nov.

Male and Female. Length 6 m.m. Dark brown ; head black ; basal

joints of antennae and palpi yellow; humeri j-ellow ; dorsum of thorax

dark velvety brown, with pale appressed hairs and black setae ; scutel-

lum and metanotum brown; two scutellar setae, black; abdomen dark

brown, sixth segment wholly black, segments 2 to 5 with yellow long-

itudinal bands on the sclerites dorsad, rounded caudad, leaving the

posterior margin of these segments fuscous ; hypopygium large, yellow

with black hairs ; legs yellow, hind coxae with fuscous stripe, one basal

coxal seta, hind femora darker apically, tibia and tarsi subfuscous to

fuscous, fore metatarsus 1J4 length of tibia; apical half of wing cin-

ereous, proximal half hyaline, subcosta ends in Ri ;
petiole of media

and R-M cross-vein subequal; fork of cubitus under fork of media, anal

vein ends under fork of cubitus. Three males- and three females taken

at Vancouver and Savary Island, March, April and October.
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Rhymosia pectinata sp. nov.

Male. Length 4.5 m.ni. Head fuscous, the scape and palpi yellow

;

antennae Ij^ times the length of thorax. Thorax dull yellow, dorsum
and pleurae brownish, with indistinct darker brown vittae ; scutellum

and metanotum fuscous ; hairs yellow, depressed, setae black ; two
scutellar setae. Segments 2 to 5 of abdomen with yellow fasciae,

cephalad ; these fasciae are widest ventrad ; hypopygium yellow. Coxae
and legs yellow, tarsi and tibial spurs brown ; one posterior basal hind

coxal seta ; fore tarsal joints on under side serrate. Fore metatarsus

slightly longer than tibia. Wing hyaline, subcosta ends in R x- Petiole

of media two-thirds length of R-M cross-vein. Cubitus forks under

proximal end of R-M cross-vein. Anal vein extends distad of fork of

cubitus. Halteres yellow. Savary Island, 9:IV:17.

Rhymosia brevicomis sp. nov.

Male. Length 5.5 m.m. Head fuscous, the scape, aiid palpi yellow;

antennae slightly shorter than length of thorax. Thorax dull yellow,

dorsum of mesonotum and pleurae fuscous ; scutellum and metanotum
fuscous ; hairs appressed, j'ellow, setae black ; 4 scutellar setae ; seg-

ments 2 to 5 of abdomen with brown saddles, broadest anteriorly,

posterior margins and ventral stripe subfuscous, leaving well marked
yellow triangles on sides of segments 3 and 4; segments 1 and 6 dark

brown ; hypop^^gium yellow, large, being twice length of segment 6.

Legs and coxae yellow ; tarsi fuscous ; one basal coxal seta. Wings
yellowish hyaline, subcosta short, ending apparently free though close

to Rs. Petiole of M and R-M cross-vein subequal. Cubitus forks

proximad of proximal end of R-M cross-vein ; anal vein stout, ends

slightly distad of fork of cubitus. Halteres yellow. Fore metatarsus

slightly shorter than tibia. Vancouver, B. C, 28:I\':17.

Tetragoneura atra sp. nov.

Male. Length 4 m.m. Black, including knob of halteres and hypo-

pygium ; antennae black, including basal joints
; palpi black ; middle

and hind coxae fuscous, front coxae and femora yellowish brown, tibiae

brown, tarsi black ; hairs on thorax and abdomen pale ; wings grayish

hyaline, the subcostal vein ends in Rj at nearly two-thirds of distance

lietween humeral cross-vein and base of the radial sector ; cubitus de-

tached but not attenuated, beginning at a point in line with the R-]\I

cross-vein produced. Cell Ri vcr}- little longer than wide, almost a

perfect rhombus.

Female. Like the male but scape of antennae and genitalia are

yellow. Cuj slightly attenuated at proximal end. R2-3 wanting in

one wing.

Described from two males and one female taken at X'ancouver,

May and June.
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Tetragoneura marceda sp. nov.

Male. Length 3.5 m.m. Head black, base of antennae and palpi

yellow, remainder of antennae dark brown ; thorax, scutelluni and

abdomen brown, hypopygium yellowish ; hairs on thorax and abdomen
yellow or reddish brown ; halteres, coxae and femora yellow, tibiae

yellowish brown, tarsi dark brown ; wings hyaline, subcostal vein ends

in Ri about midway between the humeral cross-vein and base of the

radial sector; cul)itus forks close to its base, cuj' detached and attenu-

ated at proximal end; cell Rj scarcely as long as wide.

Twenty-nine males and six females taken at Savary Island and

\'ancouver, B. C, April and May. Of these specimens only seven males

and two females have the rhomboidal cell complete in both wings

;

seven males and one female are zygomorphic, the vein R2-3 being absent

in one wing ; fifteen males and three females are destitute of vein R2-3
in both wings. In some specimens the cell Ri is very short, vein R2-3
almost touching the base of radial sector.

Female. Like the male, but usually lighter in color, the humeri and

genitalia being yellow.

Tetragoneura fallax sp. nov.

Male. Length 4.5 m.m. Head black, base of antennae and palpi

3ellow ; remainder of antennae dark brown ; thorax and abdomen dark

brown; humeri, edge of sclitellum and metanotum yellow; the meta-

notum ~inore or less fuscous dorsally ; the large hypopygium mostly

dark brown, the interior parts mostly yellow ; legs yellow changing to

subfuscous and fuscous in tibiae and tarsi ; setae and hairs yellow

;

halteres yellow; wing hyaline, veins strong, subcosta ends in Rj about

midway betwen humeral cro§s-vein and base of radial sector; cubitus

forks slightly proximad of proximal end of R-M cross-vein, or directly

under it; cui not detached; length of cell Rj about 1.5 times its width.

Female. Color usually more dilute
;
genitalia yellow.

In a series of forty specimens, thirteen males and twenty-seven

females, taken at Savary Island and Vancouver in April, May and

December, there is considerable variation in :

(a) Relative position of end of subcost:a.

(b) Relative position of fork of cubitus.

(c) Length of small cell.

Two males and four females have R2-3 wanting in one or both

wings.
Tetragoneura arcuata sp. nov.

Alale. Length 3 m.m. Head black, base of antennae and palpi

3'ellow, remainder of antennae dark brown ; thorax, scutellum, meta-

notum and abdomen dark brown, hypopygium largely brown ; hairs on

thorax and abdomen yellow ; halteres yellow, the knob tipped with

brown ; legs yellow, middle and hind coxae brownish, tibiae and tarsi
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shading- from light to dark brown; wings hyaline, subcosta ends in Rj
about two-fifths of the distance between the humeral cross-vein and

base of radial sector; cubitus forks about under distal end of subcosta,

not detached ; anterior veins much stronger than posterior ; R4-5

strongly arched in proximal half, distal half being only gently curved
;

length of rhomboidal cell varies from 1.23 to 1.75 its width; base of

radial sector and R2-3 slender.

J^riiialc. Resembles the male ; genitalia yellow tipped with dark

l)rown.

Described from a series of one male and four females taken during

May and June in the vicinity of Vancouver.

THE LIFE HISTORY OF APATETICUS CROCATUS Uhl.

(HEMIPTERA)
By W. Downes.

The species which forms the subject of the present paper is a large

pentatomid bug which is fairly common in the neighbourhood of Victoria

and a somewhat familiar object during the late summer and fall. It

belongs to the class popularly called "stink bugs," a well-earned name
by the way, and is one of the largest members of the Heteroptera in

our local fauna.

Although, in common with the rest of the pentatomids, it has an

uneviable reputation owing to the possession of repugnatorial glands

which secrete the objectionable odour familiar to all who have attempted

to handle them, nevertheless the species we are considering has good

points which make it worthy of our interest and protection, for it is of

considerable economic value, its food consisting- to a very large extent

of caterpillars, especially tent caterpillars, and larvae of the oak looper

(Ellopia somniaria), so that it may be classed among our useful insects.

Wherever caterpillars are numerous, these bugs will be found.

Many of them take up their abode within the webs made by the tent

caterpillars, where they find a plentiful food supply within easy reach.

Others are found on the oak trees infested with "looper" caterpillars,

but they are not entirely dependent on animal food by any means. In

fact, a certain amount of vegetable food is essential for them, and during

the first instar the little nymphs are entirely phytophagous and possibly

the species may be al)le to subsist without much animal food.

The Egg. The egg is cylindrical with slightly convex sides, its

height being about one-third greater than its diameter, somewhat barrel-

shaped in fact. The top and bottom are convex and the cap, or lid, is

surrounded by a fringe of short incurving spines. The eggs are smooth

and shiny and in colour are brownish black with irregular oval areas of

dull white on the sides. Around the rim is a narrow white band from

which arises the chaplet of spines of the same colour, tipped with black.
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The eggs stand upright in a double row, usually on the upper side of a

twig and may be sixty or seventy in number. One female that I watched

laid her eggs on the upright iron standard of my garden gate. The time

occupied in depositing one egg varied, but was usually about four

minutes. Having deposited an egg on the right, the female moved
slightly upward and laid another on the left, touching, but slightly in

advance of, the first. The next egg would be deposited on the right

side, touching the first egg and slightly in advance of the second, and

so on alternately on the right and left until the double line was complete,

each egg standing in the angle formed by the junction of the eggs in

the opposite row. At first the eggs are white, but darken within a few

minutes. The majority are probably laid in September and October.

Those that I have observed were laid on October 25th. These hatched

on May 19th following. Another lot collected in the field hatched on

April 21st, and a third lot from an oak tree hatched on June 7th. The
little bugs when newly emerged from the egg are entirely red but harden

within half an hour : the legs, head and thorax becoming black, while

the abdomen remains a deep red, bordered by a row of black spots and

with a ro\v of large quadrangular black markings on the central dorsal

line.

The Nymphal Stages. During the first instar the nymphs are

gregarious and usually remain clustered together, a habit common to

many species of pentatomids, and so far as I have observed, are entirely

vegetable feeders during this period. After the first moult, however,

they show a tendency to wander and commence to feed on other insects

when opportunity is given. The gregarious habit is abandoned during

the later moults.

On April 21st. 1919, the first lot of nymphs kept under observation

hatched from a batch of eggs laid on an apple twig. These were

divided into two lots, one of which was kept at my residence while the

other remained at the laboratory. Petri dishes with covers were used

fcr l;reeding cages at first, but were soon abandoned in favour of fruit

jars covered with muslin, as the moisture condensed in large drops in

the petri dishes and drowned many of the little nymphs.

The lot kept at the laboratory progressed ^t first much more rapidly

than tliose at the house. They were supplied with sprays of. young pear

leives. on which they were occasionally observed to feed. The first

moult occurred in this lot on April 30th, but those at the house did not

moult until May 6th. The average temperature at the laboratory was

several degrees higher than at the house, which partly accounts for the

more rapid growth of the nymphs. On May 10th, five nymphs of this

lot were observed to be feeding on a bud-moth larva. A nest of tent

caterpillars was obtained and placed in the jar, and shortly after several

of the nymphs were seen to be attacking these. It -was found, however,

that many nymphs were lost by getting entangled in the webs, also.
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that at this stage of their growth they cannot Hve extensively on animal

food hut require a constant supply of fresh green leaves. They seem

to require a certain amount of moisture and were seen sucking at drops

that condensed on the glass of the breeding jar. The experiment of

feeding them on syrup, of white sugar and water, was tried, and this

they took readily. The second moult of those kept at the house was

noted on May 20th, the third on June 2nd, the fourth on June 19th, and

the fifth on July . th. Four lots were kept under observation at different

periods and the average length of the instars was found to be thirteen

da\"s under artificial conditions, the fourth and fifth instars being the

longest. I was able to observe the change from the last nymphal stage

to adult. The nymph in each case rested head downwards hanging

from a twig. Ecdysis was complete in ten minutes and as soon as

free the adult reversed its position. At first the adults are pale salmon

pink and do not harden completely for nearly two days. The final moult

was observed on July 8th and on the 10th the bugs were observed to

be sufficiently hardened and attacking tent caterpillars. During the

fifth instar the nymphs refused animal food, seeming to prefer plant

juices. Young branches of wild rose were supplied, the bugs invariably

sucking from the leaf petioles or midribs. Other plant food besides

briar rose was tried, namely, pear, apple, oak and willow, but rose

seeined to be preferred. Of the four broods kept under observation

the last reached adult condition on August 18th.

Feeding Habits. It was interesting to observe the extreme timidity

and caution which marked the attitude of the bugs when attacking their

prey. Not being possessed of any weapon to aid them, such as the

powerful grasping forelegs of those species that are solely predatory,

they are forced to await a propitious time for attack. On scenting game
the beak is immediately extended and the bug advances towards its

quarry. Usually weak and sickly caterpillars are selected or one that

is in such a position as to be unable to escape. When within half an

inch or so the rate of advance is cautiously slackened and the progress

of the extended beak towards the caterpillar becomes so slow as to be

scarcely perceptible. Should the caterpillar make the slightest move-
ment, the bug immediately retreats, advancing again and again imtil

at last from sheer weariness the caterpillar permits the beak to be

inserted. Once this occurs there is no escape. The barbed tips of

the maxillae give the bug a hold that is not readily shaken off, and

despite wriggling and squirming the beak turns in the wound without

\\ithdrawing. Not until the caterpillar is sucked dry does the bug
withdraw its beak, and it may retain its hold for as long as twelve hours.

It is only when pressed by hunger that they show any boldness. Some
that had been without food for nearly a fortnight were supplied with

larvae of the poplar sawfly (Platycampus victoria MacGill). These
they accepted readily, following them up with beak extended and
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antennae quivering, and when near their prey, would make a short rush

forward, stabbing the larvae with their beaks.

Mating was first observed on July 22nd, but probably owing to an

insufficient food supply, I failed to get the females to oviposit.

DESCRIPTION OF LIFE STAGES
Egg. Height, 1.07 mm.; width, .80 mm.; width of cap, .56 mm.; shape,

oval cylindrical; smooth, glossy; base flattened; sides and cap slightly convex;

general appearance, brownish-black in color with large irregular areas of white

on the sides, cap black, surrounded by a narrow white circle, from the outer edge

of which arises a row of incurving white spines, sixteen to nineteen in number.

Eggs are laid in a double row firmly attached to one another and to their

support.

Nymph: first instar. Body broadly ovate, narrowing anteriorl}-, broadly

rounded posteriorly. Average length, 1.76 mm. Average width, 1.60 mm.
Head, somewhat rounded in front, nearly twice as broad as long, posterior

margin rounded; width, including eyes, .72 mm. Prothorax narrow, curving

anteriorly, twice as wide as head, excluding the eyes, shortest at median dorsal

line, from thence widening slightly to lateral margins. Mesothorax one-fifth

shorter and slightly wider than prothorax, curving anteriorly. Abdomen, rounded,

dorsum convex, nearly 6ne half as long as wide. Antennae, stout, medium length,

slightly pubescent, terminal joint the longest, thickened and tapering at-proximal

and distal extremities. Length, 1.35 mm.; 1st segment, .15 mm.; 2nd segment,

.36 mm.; 3rd segment, .30 mm.; 4th segment, .53 mm. Legs medium length,

strong; hind tibia, .46 mm. Color, head, antennae, prothorax, mesothorax and

legs black, eyes red, abdomen crimson, conspicuously marked on the median

dorsal line with four quadrangular black spots; lateral margins spotted with

four quadrangular black markings; ventral surface of abdomen red, lateral mar-
gins spotted with black.

Second Instar. Body longer, broadly pyriform, length 1.90 mm.—2.6 mm.
Head, quadrate, anterior outline slightly curved, posterior margin curved, tylus

distinct, not shorter than juga, eyes prominent. Width, including eyes, .845 mm.
Prothorax, one-third wider than head, curving anteriorly. Anterior and posterior

margins nearly parallel, divergent at sides, lateral margins explanate. Mesothorax

of nearly equal length and width to prothora.x, curving anteriorly, shorter at

lateral margins, anterior margin slightly curved, posterior margin broadly angled.

Metathorax very short at median dorsal line, from thence widening to lateral

margins, width scarcely exceeding mesothorax. Abdomen rounded, dorsum con-

ve.x, venter slightly convex. Antennae, more slender, pubescent; length, 1.93

mm.; 1st segment, .16 mm.; 2nd segment, .6 mm.; 3rd segment, .5 mm.; 4th

segment, .6 mm. Legs, strong, tarsi furnished with a few short hairs, claws

strong, recurved; length of hind tibia, .96 mm. Color, dorsal surface of head

and thorax black with a greenish metallic sheen, eyes red to brownish-black,

under surface of thorax, legs and rostrum piceous; antennae brownish-black;

abdomen crimson, with four quadrangular greenish-black spots on median dorsal

line, lateral margins spotted as before, the spots being relatively smaller than

in the first instar; ventral surface of abdomen crimson, lateral margins spotted

with black.

Third Instar. Shape of body similar to previous instar, but abdomen more
rotund. Average length, 3.86 mm. Head, sub-uadrate, eyes prominent, anterior

margins of juga and tylus rounded, juga slightly longer than tylus, vertex rough;

width, including eyes, 1.6 mm. Prothorax, two and one half times wider than
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head, rugose, anterior and posterior margins parallel, anterior margin straight

behind head, curving sharply forward behind the eyes; lateral margins explanate,

rounded, converging to head, minutely serrulate; posterior margin straight,

extremities curving slightly caudad. Mesothorax, slightly wider than prothorax

at median dorsal line, thence narrowing to lateral margins, widest at posterior

angles, central posterior margin broadly angled, projecting caudad. Melatlwrax

slightly narrower than mesothorax and one half as long, constricted in centre,

surface smooth. ^Ihdoiiicii, nearly round, dorsum strongly convex, venter slightly

convex. Antennae, pubescent; length, 2.4 mm.; 1st segment, .2 mm.; 2nd seg-

ment, .86 mm.; 3rd segment, .6 mm.; 4th segment. .6 mm. Legs, strong, tibiae

and tarsi slightly hairy, femora with a few sliort liairs. Length of hind tibia,

1.0v3 mm. Color, dorsal surface as before, ventral surface of thorax crimson,

pleurae dusky, eyes and antennae black.

Fourth Instar. Shape similar to previous instar; length, 7.5 mm.; greatest

width, 4.43 mm. Head, sub-quadrate, flattened, eyes prominent, juga rounded
in front, longer than tylus, margins bordered by a small but distinct flange,

surface roughened. Prothorax, twice as wide as head, rugose, callosities apparent,

anterior and posterior margins. nearly parallel, anterior margin curving sharply

forward behind eyes, lateral margins explanate, minutely toothed, posterior

margin slightly procurved, posterior angles projecting slightly caudad. Meso-

thorax, wider than prothorax and slightly longer at median line, surface rugose,

posterior margin angled at centre, lateral lobes short, projecting caudad as far

as second abdominal segment. Mclathorax, three-fourths as wide as mesothorax,

very short at centre, from thence widening and recurving on each side of median
dorsal line. Abdomen, broad, rounded, dorsum convex, venter slightly convex.

Antennae, pubescent, distal segment slightly thicker than 3rd; length, 4,2 mm.;
1st segment, .43 mm.; 2nd segment, 1.56 mm.; 3rd segment, 1.1 mm.; 4th seg-

ment, 1.1 mm. Legs, tibiae and tarsi hairy, femora with a few short hairs; length

of hind tibia, 2.3 mm. Color, the same as before, some individuals showing
coppery metallic tints on dorsal surface of head and thorax.

Fifth Instar. Body more ovate, abdomen less tumid, wing pads developed;

length, 10 to 12 mm.; width, 7 to 8 mm. Head, as in previous stages but juga

relatively longer, lateral margins curved. Prothorax, equal in length to head and
twice as wide; anterior margin curved, lateral margins converging anteriorly,

explanate and irregularly toothed, posterior margin slightly procurved, lateral

posterior angles acute, projecting caudad, surface rugose, callosities larg'e.

Mesothorax pne-third longer than prothorax, wing pads extending beyond second
al)dominal segment; central portion of posterior margin angled and extending

caudad beyond metathorax, surface minutely punctate. Metathorax, very short,

narrow, one half as wide as mesothorax, apparent only between the angles

formed by the wing pads. Abdomen oval, dorsal and ventral surfaces convex,

the larger spots on median dorsal line each with an elliptical rugose callus; inner

portion of spots on lateral margins bifurcate. Antennae, pubescent, terminal

segment scarcely thicker than the third; length, 5.53 mm.; 1st segment, .5 mm.;
2nd segment, 2.i mm.; 3rd segment, 1.43 mm.; 4th segment, 1.3 mm. Legs,

strong as in previous instar; hind tibia, 3.4 mm. Color, variable, dorsal surface

of head and thorax and spots on abdomen coppery metallic green with golden

sheen in some individuals, others with thora.x mottled with red; dorsal surface

of abdomen crimson, ventral surface pale red, pleurae dusky, legs and antennae

black with metallic green reflections.

Adult. Uhler's original description (1) is as follows:

"Podisus crocatus, New sp.—Broad, suboval, more robust than P. cynicus

Say., and with blunter and more callous humeral angles. Color dull orange,
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brighter beneath, coarsely, deeply and unevenly punctate with dark green. Head
sub-quadrate, longer than wide, margined with dark green, often with two dark,

short stripes on the basal raised lines, and with a dark streak on the middle of

the tylus, reliefs between the eyes strongly defined, lateral lobes somewhat longer

than the tylus. more finely punctate than the vertex, their outer angles a little

rounded and marked with dark green. Underside of head polished, sparsely and

finely punctate in separated patches or lines, the under submargin of the lateral

lobes closely and deeply punctate;, rostrum reaching to just behind the middle

coxae, the second joint reaching to the posterior margin of the anterior coxae;

antennae dusky rufous, darker on middle of last three segments. Pronotum wide,

deeply, coarsely punctate, mostly in transverse wavy lines, and punctures partly

confluent on the disk, depression at base of forward lobe marked with a trans-

verse series of indented and discolored spots, the posterior lobe more or less

darkened with obscure green, the humeral angles irregularly triangular, callous

at tip, a little shorter and less acute than in P. cynicus Say., the extremity often

dark green, and charged with four wrinkles, anterior part of lateral margin

coarsely granulate-serrate. Pleural pieces coarsely, remotely, deeply punctate,

excepting the area around the ostiolar canal. Legs luteous, sparsely punctate,

tlie femora more or less pointed with rufous, and wrinkled. Scutellum more
finely punctate, clouded with green, the middle line smooth and very sparsely

punctate. Clavus narrow, dark, luteous, greenish at base, punctate in lines;

corium finely and remotely punctate with green, the costal area more coarsely

so, and more spotted, membrane longer than the venter, pale bronze, finely

granulated, the veins a little darker. Venter coarsely, remotely, unevenly

punctate and rugose on the sides, with a broad, smooth, middle line, almost

impunctate; tergum purplish black, dull, the connexivum orange, punctate with

red, the sutures of the segments broadly marked with a quadrate, black-green,

densely punctate spot across the entire width of the connexivum; ventral spur

long, acute in the male, blunter in the female. Length to end of venter 13 to

17 mm. Width across humeral angles 8 to 10 mm.
"This species is common in Western Oregon and Washington Territories.

It occurs also on Vancouver Island, and extends south into California. The third

joint of the antennae is much shorter than the preceding or following ones, the

second is longest, and nearly twice as long as the third. The species is very

variable in the degree and amount of dark marking on the several parts of the

upper surface."

The color of both sexes varies considerablj', but in general the

ground color is pale brown or fawn, inore or less suffused or mottled

with dark green with a metallic lustre. In some individuals the ground

color is almost obscured, while others are uniformly pale with an entire

absence of green exceptitig the brilliant metallic spots on the connex-

ivum. In such individuals the tergum is crimson ; in dark specimens

it is black.

'The vaginal plate is triangular, and the characteristics of the female

genitalia resemble those of its near ally bracteatus. The most notice-

able structural character differentiating crocatus from bracteatus is the

shape of the lateral pronotal spines, which are short and blunt, while

those of bracteatus are decidedly more acute and projecting. In a

series of eighteen specimens of crocatus before me I find this feature

constant. In cynicus the vaginal plate is quadrangular, which clearly

distinguishes it from both crocatus and bracteatus.
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Bracteatus has been recorded as occurring on Vancouver Island (2),

but during four years' collecting I have not as yet come across any

specimens that could be referred to this species.

I wish to express my acknowledgments to Dr. H. M. Parshley who
has assisted me by sending specimens of Apateticus bracteatus for com-

parison and a copy of Uhler's original description.
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THE GENUS ARGYNNIS IN BRITISH COLUMBIA
By E. H. Blackmore, F.E.S.

The genus Argynnis, or, as they are commonly called. Fritillaries

or Silver-spots, belong to the family Nymphalidae or brush-footed

butterflies, so called on account of the first pair of legs being aborted,

and folded in front of them, thus being of no use for walking purposes.

This genus is one of the largest in this family; it is well represented

in Europe, and is found in Asia, China and Japan. Several specfes are

found in Australia, and two or three species in Africa, but it is in North

America that it has found its greatest development. They are found

on high mountains up to the timber limit, and at lower elevations down
to sea-level, but they are, generally speaking, a mountain-loving group.

The species' composing this genus are of moderate or large size,

and are distinguished by their bright tawny or fulvous colour, with well

defined black markings, which consist of waved transverse lines and

rounded or triangular markings on the outer borders.

A great many species so closely approximate each other that great

difficulty is experienced in separating them satisfactorily ; most of the

eastern species have had their life histories carefully worked out, so that

not much difficulty is now experienced in determining them, but it is

our western forms that have caused the most trouble to students of this

genus. JVIany different causes are responsible for this confusion; in

some cases the limits of variation are not very well known ; and in

others, species intergrade with each other so that in a long series it is

hard to tell where one species leaves oflf and another one begins. Mis-

identifications and confusion of species by some of the older authors led

to a great deal of trouble in this respect. In some cases descriptions

have not been detailed enough to allow of a definite placing of species,

and have been so vaguely worded that they will allow two or three

dififerent forms to fit it in a more or less satisfactory manner.

Fortunately, for present day systematists. Dr. Wm. Barnes some
years ago—1913, to be exact—sent Dr. J. McDunnough to Europe for
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the express purpose of studying the type specimens of No. Amer. Lepi-

doptera which were contained in British, French, Belgium and German
Museums. After his return from Europe he visited the principal

museums of the United States, where type collections were known to

exist. The total result of these examinations of type specimens has

been to elucidate many perplexing problems, and to put our knowledge
of the species on a far better basis than has hitherto been possible. In

the genus under discussion, there still remains in certain groups, much
work to be done in careful breeding, and a comparison of the larval

stages before a proper understanding of the species can be arrived at.

Egg. The eggs of this genus are beautiful objects under the micro-

scope, being truncate conoidal, in shape something like a thimble, orna-

mented on the side by parallel raised ridges, between these ridges are

a number of small cross ridges, giving it a reticulated appearance.

According to W. G. Wright, in his "Butterflies of the West Coast,"

some species of this genus oviposit like a grasshopper, thrusting the

ovipositor down amongst the dead leaves and rubbish under small

bushes ; others drop their eggs while flying over suitable places. The
eggs hatch in about three weeks, the young larva devouring its shell

;

it then goes into lethargy without eating anything else and thus it hiber-

nates, a tiny thing, not half so big as a pin's head, naked, without any

covering, in the wet and frozen rubbish, till the leaves of its food plant

shall grow in the early spring.

Larva. The larvae are cylindrical and covered with spines, the

first segment always bearing a pair of spines somewhat longer than

the others. So far as is known the North American species of this genus
feed on the various species of wild violets, they are nocturnal feeders,

lying concealed during the day.

Chrysalis. The chrysalids are rather large ; angular; with more or

less prominent projections and a bifid head.

As stated before, North America has shown the greatest develop-

ment in this genus, no less than 63 described forms and species being

recognized in the B. & McD. Check List.

In the 1904 B. C. Check List 14 species were listed, 9 of which

were misidentifications, and in some cases the same species was listed

under two or three different names. I am rather afraid that comparison

with Holland's Butterfly Book was responsible for many of the errors

in that list.

In the 1906 List we find but 10 species listed, of which only four

were misidentifications, or species not occurring in the Province.

Up to the present I have 8 species and 7 geographical races listed

from the Province, and out of these 15 forms I have 14 in my own collec-

tion, the remaining species being found in the far north of the Province.

1. Argynnis leto Behr. This *is the largest and most beautiful

species that we have in the Province. It is especially interesting from
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the fact that there arc no normal coloured females, instead of being

fulvous they are of a blackish-brown colour, with the sub-terminal area

of a pale straw yellow. The question whether there were ever any

normal-coloured females in an interesting one. The localities I have it

from are Princeton. Similkameen, Vernon. Armstrong, and Rossland.

2. A. aphrodite race Columbia Hy. Hdw. Until quite recently

Columbia has always been considered a distinct species, but upon an

examination of the t\pe l^y Dr. McDunnough it is now considered a

small northern form of aphrodite. It resembles atlantis somewhat, and

with which it has very often been associated, but they can alwa}'s l)c

separated in the males by the fact that in atlantis the veins on the

primaries are enlarged or thickened b\' black scales. It was described

from Lake La Hache and Quesnel in 1877, but it has a wide distribution

throughout the northern part of Canada. I have specimens of this

species from Chilcotin.

3. A. atlantis Edw. .\lthough this butterfly occurs from the Hope
Mountains to the Rockies, it is not listed in our B. C. Check Lists. It

was probably listed under the name of electa Edw., which is, however,

a larger and more heavily marked insect. I have it recorded from a

number of localities, including Atlin, Mt. McLean, Armstrong, Osoyoos,

and Rossland.

4. A. electa Edw. This is one of the commonest species of this

genus in the Intericjr. I have it from a large number of localities

between Princeton and the Rocky Mountains. There has been a con-

siderable mix up in the types of chitone, electa, and cornelia, the latter

of which is now sunk as a synonym of electa. Edwards had several

forms before him when he described this species, but the type is now
restricted to a male from No. Colo., taken by Mead in 1871.

In the Vernon district we have another species going under this

name with the discal area of the underside of the secondaries suffused

with chocolate brown. They could not be matched in the Barnes col-

lection, and may be an undescribed form of either electa or chitone.

5. A. bremneri Edw. In our B. C. Check Lists the locality of

this species is given as "generally distributed." but this is wrong, as I

have no record of its being taken anywhere than on \'ancouver Island

and the Lower Eraser Valley. Possibly the undescribed form men-
tioned above has been confused with it, as they bear a general resem-

l)lance to each other.

6. A. hydaspe race rhodope Edw. This with the preceding species

^ are the only two that occur on Vancouver Island, so that we are rather

poorly ofif in this particular section of the Province. Rhodope, which

previousl)- held specific rank, is now regarded as the extremely heavily

marked northern race of hydaspe which occurs in the Yosemite Valley.

Cal. The race purpurascens of SisTciyou Co., Calif., being the connect-

ing link Ijetween the two. Rhodope so far has only been found in British
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Columbia, the type locality being given as the Fraser River. There is

considerable variation in the amount of silver on the spots underneath,

typically the marginal row of triangular spots, are well silvered with the

remainder of the spots straw yellow, but in many cases the amount of

silver on this outside row are greatly reduced, while occasionally, on

the other hand, nearly all the spots are silvered.

7. A. hydaspe race sakuntula Skin. This race was described in

1911 partly from material taken at Ainsworth and Kaslo. It is not quite

so heavily marked on the upper side as rhodope but underneath the

spots are entirely unsilvered, all being of a yellov^- colour. In addition

to the above localities, I have the species from Rossland. It is evi-

dently a high altitude species.

8. A. nevadensis Edw. This species, together with meadii,

edwardsi and snyderi belong to a distinct group, which have the spots

elongated and very heavily silvered and with a green suffusion on under-

side of secondaries. It is rather uncommon in B. C, as Vernon and

Princeton are the only localities I have seen it from, althoitgh in some

parts of Eastern California it is one of the commonest species of this

genus.

9. A. nevadensis race meadi Edw. This form that we take in

B. C. and through the Rocky Mountains to Calgary has never been

satisfactorily placed. Some years ago the late Wolley Dod sent a series

to Dr. Skinner who, in returning them, said: "They are certainly not

edwardsii nor are they true nevadensis, nor are they exactly like the

Colorado meadi, but they come nearest to meadi." This form occurs at

Princeton, Similkameen, Armstrong and Vernon, and if some enter-

prising student in any of those districts would take upon himself the

task of rearing this species from the egg, and make careful notes of all

the larval stages, it would go far, I am sure, towards solving Ihis problem.

Personally, I think it is a distinct geographical race of meadi, which

latter is typical in the mountains of Colorado.

10. A. platina Skin. This belongs to the halcyone-coronis group.

The late Wolley Dod never quite satisfactorily separated this group,

although he had quite a nice series for comparison; he also had speci-

mens from Idaho (one of the type localities) and from Utah. The

trouble is that some species that are found hundreds of miles from their

nimotypical locality are subject to changes of colouration of the under-

side of secondaries, and also in the black markings of the upper-side,

which may be markedly heavier or again may be somewhat reduced.

These differences in colouration and maculation are probably due to a

change of food plant and to climatic conditions.

So far this, species has only been recorded from Osoyoos, but Wolley

Dod took a pair at Brisco, B. C, about 35 miles below Windermere,

which are probably referable to this species. I did not possess a speci-
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men of this sjjecies until recently, when a specimen was sent to me by

Dr. J. McDunnough through the kindness of Dr. G. Hewitt, the

Dominion Entomologist.

11. A. snyderi Skin. I have a single specimen, as yet unexpanded,

which has lieen identified by Dr. McDunnough as this species. It was

taken by the late Capt. Harvey, at Vernon, in 1904. Dr. Fletcher, to

wliom it had been sent, returned it as "'undescribed." It was described

in 1897 from specimens taken in Utah. I have compared it with the

description, with which it agrees. 1 have not seen any others, although

I have examined a great.deal of Vernon material in the last few years.

12. A. mormonia race erinna Edw. This is one of the small

Argynnids and so far has only been found in the Kootenay country. It

differs veiy little from the typical form mormonia, which occurs in Cali-

fornia and Southern Oregon. Erinna was described from Spokane,

Wash., and the name is retained to indicate the northern form. It

resembles closely the following species, but it can be distinguished by

its lighter colour and reduced black markings on the upper-side, and by

the total lack of green suffusion on the secondaries on the under-side ; in

this case the disk being suffused with cinnamon brown.

13. A. bischoffi Edw. This species was described from Kodiak,

Alaska, in 1870. Mr. E, M. Anderson took two specimens at Atlin in

1914, which are the only records for B. C. In the Report Canadian

Arctic Expedition recently to hand, Gibson records the capture of a

single specimen at Ma3-o Lake in the Yukon, by Mr, J. Keele in 1904.

14. A. bischofB race opis Edw. This species v^-as described- from

specimens taken at Bald Mt., Cariboo, and I have it from the Hope
Mountains, Kaslo, Field, and the Taku River.- It is the same insect that

has Iieen in our lists under the name of eurynome var. clio for many
years. Dr. D}'ar sunk opis as a synonym of clio, but this is not the case,

as the green scaling at the base of the secondaries on the under-side

show a greater affinity to bischoffi than to eurynome. This is the form

that has the spots entirely unsilvered.

15. A, bischoffi race washingtonia B. & McD. This race was
described in April, 1913, from specimens taken by Dr. McDunnough on

Mt. Rainier, Wash. This is the southern representative of the Alaskan

bischoffi. This is the same butterfly that has been in our lists for many
years as eurynome, which, of course, with its race clio will now be

dropped and opis and washingtonia will take their place. Washingtonia

is considerably smaller than the average expanse of eurynome and the

spots are well-silvered. It has practically the same range as the pre-

ceding and will no doubt we found on all of the higher peaks of the

mountains of Southern British Columbia.
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VITULA SERRATILINEELLA Rag., A Honey Feeding Larva

By J. Wm. Cockle, Kaslo, B. C.

Having set aside some frames of partially capped honey, I was much
surprised when examining them in October to see that they were covered

with what appeared at first sight as cobweb ; on closer examination

I discovered a lot of small whitish larvae secreted under the webs in the

partially filled cells. Where the cell was empty the larva was to be

seen coiled up in the bottom, but in case the larva was feeding on the

honey it had spun a web about one and a half inches in diameter over

the comb and either rested on the web or under it. Observation showed

that the larva reached down through a hole in the web to feed, but did

not remain in the cell until all the honey had been extracted. In a few

instances when the larva had emptied the first cell it had pierced the

wall of the adjoining cell, from which it continued feeding; this was
the exception and not the rule; -most of the larvae fed from the top.

On October 14th, finding that the number of larvae were decreasing

and that there were no signs of any pupaef I removed the balance to a

breeding jar, placing in it a little dry earth, a few dry leaves and a small

block of comb honey.

When removing one of the larvae from which to make a description,

I look it up on the point of the knife with which I had previously cut

the hone}-. It crawled over the honey without the slightest trouble, the

stickiness did not appear to inconvenience it at all or to interfere with

its progress, but they prefer to travel upon the dry comb or upon the

mat of silk with which they cover the comb surrounding the cell from

which they are feeding and in which they leave a small hole over the

cell through which they feed.

During the succeeding months the larvae spun tunnelled silk pas-

sages all round the jar, extending them both through the comb and also

down into the dry earth at the bottom of the jar. They covered the

whole interior of the jar with a mat of silk as thick as a good sheet of

paper but could be observed through the glass resting in the tunnels.

In these they passed the winter, and as they Avere kept in a warm room,

they were never dormant but appeared to be feeding all the time.

Description of mature larva. Length 16 m.m. Color cream. Head
light brown, mandibles and lower edge of cheek much darker brown,

thoracic segment lighter than hea'd, divided at dorsum, a dark brown

splash at stigma, abdominal segments with tubercles at 1 and 2 more

or less brownish, hairs white. Last abdominal segment with two eyed

brown rings at 2, from these the hairs are longer than those on the other

segments, also a tubercle at 1 with a heavy brown spot but not ringed.

Anal segment splashed with brown which extends down to the vent,

there are also 4 brown spots. Feet concolorous.

Pupa. Date of pupation not observed but was proliably during

March. Color light golden brown, slightly darker at head and anal
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M.i^uient, a row of raised brown tubercles on stiti'iiia, that on tlie second

abdominal segment partially overlapping the upper edge of the wing
cover, on the third the tubercle is just above the edge of the wing cover,

on the fourth there is a secondary tubercle below and anterior to the

major one, the anal segment is without tubercles and is armed with

:'\eral short spines.

The pupa was enclosed in a white silk cocoon placed mostl}- within

the tttnnels. This factor was mainly responsible for the almost com-

plete loss of the resulting imagoes, some of them being denuded of all

scales in their passage through the silk net, whilst others were damaged
by contact with the honey, the net result being one male and one female

secured for identification.

Date of emergence. May 29th, 1919, on which date two specimens

\\ere taken at light outside. The latter agree with some named V. serra-

tilineella by Dr. Dyar, the bred specimens are slightly grayer and are

not so contrasting in maciilation. I am indebted to the kindness of Dr.

J. McDonnotigh for verification of my indentification. To quote from

his letter, he says; "I think you will 1)e safe in calling the species

V. serratilineella, although personally I have never been satisfactorily

able to separate this western species from its near ally in the east,

V. edmandsi Pack. The maculation is identical and the haljits appear

to be the same in both species, the only difference being that the western

form is slightly larger. However, in view of the geograp^iical distribu-

tion it seems advisable at present to retain the name serratilineella for

the western form."

The habit referred to by Dr. McDonnough, is the fact that V.

edmandsi is- an incjuiline of Bumble Bees nests in \\-hich it feeds; a

description of this is given in. Parkard's Guide to the Study of Insects.

Dr. Dyar in Pro. U. S. Nat. Museum, Vol. 27, page 921, records

having taken this moth at Shawnigan Lake, B. C, Aug. 17th and Sept.

4th, whilst the Kaslo specimen that he had for identification was dated

June 24. The dates of those in my collection are May 19, 29, June 7,

24, 29, July 9, 19, -Aug. 12, Dec. 30, the latter taken in the house this

\\inter.

I have also received specimens from Mr. Williams llugli, of Clover-

dale, B. C. His opinion is that it can never be considered an injurious

pest, "strong colonies never tolerate its presence and the bees certainly

clean up the webs from the combs."

Mr. F. W. L. Sladen, Dominion .\i)iculturist. writes mc that he has

never observed it, and Mr. W. J. Sheppard. Provincial Apiculturist, also

informs me that although he examined thousands of hives in British

Columliia during the past six -years that he has not seen anv evidence
of it.

The conclusion is. that this moth will onl_\- be found amongst stored

frames or diseased colonies.
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PROCEEDINGS

British Columbia Entomological Society

The Twenty-second Annual Meetinc' was held in the Court House,

Vancouver, on Saturday the 17th of Felu-uary, l'J'2.3.

The President, Mr. L. E. Maruumt, was in the chair, and frcun tAvelve

to fifteen meiuhers -were ))resent tlirouj^liout tlie iiieetinn'.

At the business session in the moruiuji', thi-ee new ineiubers were

pi-o])osed and accepted, Mr. K. F. Auden, Mr. A. 0. Hope, and ilr. 0.

Whittaker.

A redraft of the by-laws was })assed upon for incorporation purposes.

It was decided not to providi' another cup this year for school

competition.

Upon the motion of Mr. Venables, it was decided to hold a sunimei-

nieetiuK' at Vernon durini;- the visit of the Dominion Entomologist.

The following papers were read :

—

Presidential Address L. E. Marmont

Collecting' in the Sagebrush of the Southern

Okanagan Valley' E. K. Ruckell

Key to the Vesiiini' C. I). Carrett

Control of Oyster-shell Scale with Oil Sprays^ M. II. Kulanann

The Peach Twig- Borer in B. C.^ R. C. Treherne

Economic Entomology in the Dry Belt E. P. Venables

Notes on Economic Insects in 1922 W. Downes

New Records of B. C. Hemiptera \V. Downes

Ett'eet of Fumigation on C(>r1aiii Insects .._ W. II. Lync

The Elm-Currant Aphis R. Glendeuning

Forest Entomology' R. Hopping

ilosquito Control at Banff* E. Ilearle

Relation of Botanj^ to Entomology* W. B. Anderson

Slides showing the beauties of the Mymaridae were shown uiuler

the microscope by Mr. Whittaker.

*Read by proxy.
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The election of officers for 1923 resulted as follows :

—

Honorary President F. Kermode

President L. E. Marmont

Vice-President (for Coast) R. S. Sherman
"

(for Interior) M. H. Ruhmann

Advisory Board :

The Officers, and J. Davidson, W. Downes, E. Hearle. W. H. Lyne,

and E. P. Venables.

Honorai-y Secretary-Treasurer R. Glendenninii', Agassiz. B. C.

Hon. Auditor W. S. Moore, J.P.

It was decided, according;' to precedent, to hold the 19'24 meeting in

Victoria, B. C.

REPORTS OF THE SECRETARY-TREASURER, 1922

I beg to submit a rcjxirt mi the fulhiwing subjects:

—

Finances,

Publication of Proceedings,

Catalogue of Library,

Incorporation,

The Society' 's Cup and the Encouragement of Entomology in Schools,

and

Membership.

The Finances are tolerably satisfactory. After spending just over

$300 on printing, we have in hand $73 and no liabilities. This sum, with

the usual Provincial grant wliieh we have been promised, will pXace us

comfortably off, if not in affluence, during 1923.

Publication of Proceedings

Onh' one number of our Proceedings was published this year. This.

No. 20, consisted of two valuable systematic papers, the report and our

President's address.

There has been keen demand for this number, and I think we have en-

lianced the value of our Proceedings by its publication.

Catalogue of Libeaey

It has been found impossible to get anyone to undertake this task,

consequently our members are still quite in the dark regarding what
books are available for borrowing. It had been decided to distribute

mimeographed copies of the list to members. .

Incorporation

The by-laws, a declaration, the consent of the Ontario Society, all

duly signed and witnessed, were with considerable trouble gotten to-
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gether and submitted to the Registrar, (inly to be returned on account of

our by-laws as revised and adopted at our last meeting not conforming to

the reciuirements of the act.

The cost will be approximately $2."), and, should you still wish to

become incorporated, it will be necessary for us to revise our by-laws

to-day and provide for the $2.') in our next year's expenditure.

Encoi'ragement op Entomology in Schools

This subject has been apjn-oaehed fi-om two directions; firstly, by

giving a cup for an exiiibit of insects; ;ind, sei'ondly, l)y co-operating with

and endeavouring to rentier assistance and advice to tlie Director of

Elementary Agricultural Education, Mr, (iibson.

With i-egard to the latter, the Advisory Board, to whom the matter

Avas referred at inir last meeting, have suggsted certain methods for use

in schools, and have endoi-sed ^Ir, Gibson's idea of short circulars for

instruction iiui'poses.

The offering of a cup. which cost over $50, has, I am sorry to say,

met with no adequate response in the matter of encouraging Entomology

in the schools of the Province, and the cup has now fiassed out of the

Society's possession, being won thrice by the John Norquay School, South

Vancouver.

Membership

This now stands at 32 fully paid-up members. This is a decrease of

about 10, and, while this is to be regretted, the greater number of those

retiring were not active members.

As secretary, I regret the growing apathy of the old brigade of

amateur systematists, which has been increasingly noticeable during the

past year.

R. GLENDENNING,
Hon. Sec.-Treas.

PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS

To the Members of the British Columbia

Entomological Society

;

Gentlemen,

—

I have mucli jileasure in welcoming you to the 22nd Annual ileeting

of the Society.

Tlie past .year has not been marked by any unusual ur outstanding

event or feature pertaining to the progress of the Society, but I may
say that we have maintained our position financially and otherwise satis-

factorily, and enter another j'ear with a fairly good cash balance, and
this in spite of the fact that the printing of our proceedings, which has

hitherto been done gratis by the Government, had to be met out of our

own funds.
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Tlie membership has, I believe, been kept up to its usual standard,

but has not made the advance we should all have liked to see. I hope, at

this meeting, to see some scheme formulated or some good suggestions

advanced which will tend to bring about this desirable result, for we
must get more members, if we are to continue as a live organization and

carry on the work properly pertaining to such an organization.

With this object in view, you will remember that the Society donated

a handsome cup, to be competed for by the public schools of the Province,

to become the property of the school exhibiting the best collectin of

B. C. insects, of not less than four orders, and winning the cup three

times in succession. This was done by the John Norquay School of

South Vancouver, and the cup passed into their possession. Unfortu-

nately, by omitting the condition that the collection shown must be bona-

fide the work of the scholars, this school was able to become the possessors

of the cup by exhibiting a good collection donated to the school by a kind

friend, and thus the object of the Society was defeated. Under the word-

ing of the conditions as set forth in the Fair prize list, there was no alter-

native but to award the cup, as to do otherwise would be breaking faith

with the exhibitors. If at any time the Society should offer another prize,

they will doubtless benefit by this experience and make the conditions

in keeping with the object aimed at.

The secretary informs me that there have been numerous requests

from many quarters for some of our economic papers, showing that the

work of our energetic members is being recognized as very valuable

to economic and applied Entomology, and while we all feel that this is

as it should be, and the utmost value must rightly be attached to these

most important matters, let us try at the same time to so popularize the

study of insects as to enlist the interest of what Ave may call the ordinary

layman who would not bother to read highly technical papers, and would

not understand them if he did. There are many persons, and especially

the younger ones, who only require a little encouragement to become keen

students of nature, and a proportion of these develop into real ento-

mologists.

I would also like to see a little more co-operation among our present

members, but perhaps this is ratlier difficult where they are so widely

scattered over so large a Province, but at any rate there should be nothing

to prevent them sending in papers or even notes of interest to be read

at the annual meetings.

During the year, good work has been done by many of the members
in extending our knowledge of the insect fauna of the Pacific Province.

The tent caterpillar outbreak which began some three or four years

ago shows signs of abating, and I am of the opinion that the effects of

the widely spread forest fires of the past summer on this pest Avill be

noticeable.
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Till' pjuropean Satin Motli is spreadin<r in the Lowei- Mainland,

pspccially in the disti'ict round Xew Westminster, and in this connection

I liave observed a sort nf change in their food liabits. An outbreak in

Maillardville began in 1921 on Lombardy poplar. Near these were three

large Russian Pojolar trees which were not affected in 1921. In 1922 (last

year), by the end of June, the Russian Poplars were completely stripped

of leaves, and the caterpillars were massed along the bare limbs, while

the Lombardy Poplars nearby were almost untouched. The owner cut

oft' all the limbs and the tops of the Russian Poplars, the caterpillars

then swarmed on to his house in masses, and were played upon by fire

hose under good jircssure, afterwards dying and drying up in thousands.

Plenty of them, however, pupated, and enough moths emerged to do

damage next season.

I might record among niy ea]itui-es last season a lieautiful, newly

emerged specimen of the rare motli Aemilia roseata, on July 2nd, and
in September of a specimen of Papaipema insulidens. The season, on

the whole, however, was not particularly good for collecting.

In conclusion, I would express the hoiie that our deliberations at

this annual meeting may result in much benefit to the Society.

Yours,

L. E. MARMONT.

THE EUROPEAN EARWIG IN BRITISH COLUMBIA

1>^' K. ('. ThEHERNK, ExT(_>MOL(HnCAL BRANCH,

Dominion Department of Agriculture.

In his book on the "Orthoptera of North-Eastern America," W. S.

Blatehley states that "about 400 species of earwigs have been described,

mostly from tropical and semi-tropical countries, where they are common
along the sea-coast. Many of the species are cosmopolitan in distribu-

tion, their form enabling them to hide readily in the crevices of ships

and their cargoes, and thus be borne to all parts of the earth. Inland

thej' are scarce, especially in temperate and cold regions. Only fifteen

native or established species of earwigs are at present known from

America, north of Mexico."

Canada, until a few years ago, only possessed one species, Labia

minor Linn, an introduction from Europe originally, which had been

taken from several widely separated points throughout tlie Dominion.

This species, commonly known as the "Little Earwig" and so called from

its length, which is only 4-") mm., is recorded from Quebec, Ottawa, Mani-

toba and Salmon Arm, B. ('.

We have now to record a second species for Canada in Forficula aur-

icularia Linn, the so-called European Earwig. Thus far the Coast cities

of Vancouver and New Westminster are the only points in Canada known
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to be infested, and there is a strong possibility tliat Victoria maj' also

harbour the pest. This species is also European in origin and cosmopoli-

tan. From its habits it bids fair to become a pest of some importance in

places where it finds conditions suitable to its reproduction. It is des-

cribed by Blatchley as follows: "Dark reddish-brown ; basal joints of

antennae, sides of pronotum, hind margins of abdominal segments, for-

ceps and legs paler; tegmina and wings dull yellow. Tegmina one-half

longer than pronotum. Forceps of male about as long as abdomen, their

legs flattened and broadened at base, then usually curved almost into a

semi-circle, armed on the inner side at base with a large quadrate crenu-

late tooth, and another at beginning of curve ; legs of female forceps

slightly curved, crenulate on inner margin and crossing at tips. Length

of body 10-12 mm.; of tegmina, 2 mm.; of forceps, male 4-7 mm.; female

3 mm. '

'

The first specimens of F. auricularia actually reported for British

Columbia were taken alive by the author in September, 1916, at Van-

couver, in the hold of the SS. Talthybius, on arrival from Europe and

Asia. This was adventive material of a kind that undoubtedly had been

imported in the holds of trans-Pacific vessels for many years. Comstock,

in his 1901 Manual of Insects, refers to this insect on the Pacific Coast,

and Morgan Hebard records a note by Fieber in Lotos 3, 254, 1853, as

adventive American material. This insect, however, was not long to

remain in the holds of vessels alone. In 1912 a male and a, female were

captured at Newport, Rhode Island, in the New England States of

America. In August, 1919, reports of the presence of this insect were

received from the neighborhood of English Bay, in the city of Vancouver,

and in 1920 the reports increased in numbers. An examination revealed

the fact that tlie insects were widespread through the "west end" of

the city and in Stanley Park. In 1921, specimens were seen on the foliage

of trees in the boulevards of Vancouver and New Westminster. The
numbers found undoubtedly indicated an earlier introduction than 1919.

Curiously enough reports of the presence of this insect arrived almost

simultaneously at .many coast cities in America, following the Newport
introduction in 1912. In 1914, Kingston, R.I., announced its presence;

Seattle in 1915; East Aurora, New York State, in 1917. One observation

has led to others, and it is doubtless probable that search will reveal these

insects at many seaport towns not now recorded as infested.

The avenues of introduction are numerous. In addition to the direct

importation through mercliandise at the jiorts. these insects have been

taken in nui'sery stock, bullis and plants imported from Europe.

For instance, T. I. Beaulue captured some specimens in Holland nur-

sery stock at Montreal in the autumn of 1914, and T. D. Cockerell found

adults in Dutch tulips imported into Boulder, Colorado, in 1918. E. R.

Sasscer observed them in the soils around imported florist stock in the

eastern United States.
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Tliese insects are well-known pests in Europe and Australia, where

they cause material damage to tlowers and vegetables in the gardens by

feeding upon tender green shoots. The petals and stamens of ornamental

flowers are freely devoured and roses frequently suffer. They are also

cai'uivorous in that they destroy sluggish larvae in the soil, feed upon

dead animal mattei- and u]>on the dead and dying of their own species.

They are more objectionable in houses where, being mainly noctur-

nal in habits, they secrete themselves in upholstery, under cushions, rugs,

in vei'andah awnings and in every conceivable place to avoid light or

noise.

As to their life hal)i1s. it is sup]iosed that only the females survive

the winter, their eggs being deposited in the ;iutiiian in gard-'u soil.

I'oung larvae make tlieir appeai-ance ;n the sjjrini;- (April and Ma.y),

feeding by night on grass and plants at soil surface. They usually become

fuil-urown in mid -hily and in late summer, congregating in great num-

bers in crevices around houses for mating purposes. The adults may also

find their way into houses, where their presence is a source of consider-

able worry to house-wives, not so much from their injurious habits as

their uii])Ieasant natures.

In conti'ol, sodium fluoride mixed in equal parts witli flour sprinkled

in houses wliei'e tlie insects are common will appreciably diminish their

number. In gardens, in soil adjoining houses, the use of naphthaline,

soot or lime, applied in autumn, Avill in some measure deter them in their

converging habits. In the open garden, poison baits for the larvae may
be used in May and June. Paris green and stale bread, 1 part to 16 parts

by weight, mixed with water, is fairly satisfactory. The bread, which

is broken u]i into fine jiarticles, and the ]ioison should be mixed dr.v and

water added to make a mixture, which, when broadcasted over the lawn

or garden, will break up into snudl pai'ticles. This is the control measure

recommended by D. \V. Jones of the I'.S. Department of Agriculture.

Tiiree applications over ten days are suggested, warm evenings being

chosen for the operations.

B. B. Pulton, of the Oi'egon Experimental Station, used wheat bran,

1 g<ilhm; sodium fliioi'ide. (j ounces, and molasses 14 pint, wdtli enough

water to moisten. This is broadcasted over the garden at dusk, as with

the other bait, and the formula given is considered sufficient for an ordi-

nary city lot.

These baits are applied against the young larvae feeding on the soil

surface, and advantage is taken of the carni^•orous habits of both larvae

and adults.

In England, inverted flower pots filled up with sti'aw or hay arc used

as traps for the adults. Being night feeders, they liide during tin- day-

time, and advantage is taken of this habit to eiilice the a<lults to lra])s

which mav be examined and the confi'uts deslroNcd daih'.
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THE RELATION OF THE PREDATORY MITE
"HEMISARCOPTES MALUS" Shinier TO THE

OYSTER-SHELL SCALE IN

BRITISH COLUMBIA

By E. p. Venables, Entomological Laboratory, Vernon, B. C.

The careful researches of Dr. J. D. Tothill upon the distribution and

habits of this mite within the Dominion are recorded in Vol. 9 of the

Bulletin of Entomological Research for 1919.

We find that during the year 1916-1917 samples of scale-infested

wood were received by liim from all the Provinces within the Dominion,

and were examined for the presence of this predatory mite ; whilst

occurring in all the fruit-growing sections east of the Rocky Mountains,

the mite was, for some reason, absent from the material sent in from

British Columbia. The samples from this Province were taken in the

following localities : Kaslo, Grand Forks, Vernon, Lillooet, Agassiz, Har-

rison, Nicomen, North Vancouver, Kuper Island, Victoria, Alberni, and
Duncan.

As regards the presence of the mite within the North American

Continent, it is known to occur in Nova Scotia, New Bru^nswick, Quebec,

Prince Edward Island, Ontario, Massachusetts, Ohio, Illinois, and Iowa.

No examples were secured from the Prairie Provinces, this being prob-

ably due to the absence of suitable fpod plants for the Oyster .shell scale.

From the very high destruction wrought by this mite among the

eggs of the scale in certain of these localities, reaching in some cases as

high as 90-95%, it became apparent that the introduction of the

Hemisarcoptes into the Province of British Columbia was a matter of

some moment, and to achieve this result the following method was

employed

:

Consignments of scale-infested twigs harbouring the mite were

secured from New Brunswick in 1917, and were placed upon trees in-

fested with Oyster Shell Scale at various points in the Province of British

Columbia as follows: Royal Oak (Brydon Farm), Mission (near Catch-

pole Farm), at Agassiz Experimental Farm, and at South Vernon. The

twigs as received were tied upon trees to be used as centres of distribu-

tion ; these included Hawthorne, Red Osier Dogwood, and Apple trees,

the Dogwood being found to be a ver.v favourite food plant attacked by

the scale.

The trees selected for the liberation of the mite in the Vernon district

were situated some two miles from the city, and were growing on a piece

of waste land on the banks of the Vernon creek. These trees, three in

number, had been very heavily infested with the scale for some years,

and were growing in close proximity to the native timber fringing the
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creek banks, mueli of wliifli was coated witli scale, nioi-e esijeeially the

Red Osier Dogwood. In tlie Spring- of 1920, these trees were earefull.v

gone over for the purpose of ascertaining whether the mite had become
established, cuttings being taken and the scale examined under tiie bin-

ocular. These investigations revealed the fact that the Hemisarcoptss

was numerous, and that many eggs had been destroyed. At the same

time the native vegetation was gone over to some extent and the mite

discovci-ed some 200 yards distant from the point of liberation in 1917.

In the Spring of 1921, a more extended search was undertaken, and

as a result the mites have been found to be quite numerous at a distance

of one and a-half miles from the originall.v infected trees. In this district

the mite was, as far as obsevations have been carried out, almost entirely

confined to tlie native vegetation along the creek banks ; this maj- be due

to the fact that the ti-ees infected in 1917 were isolated by at least one-

half mile of open country on one side before the nearest apple trees were

encountered, and upon the other by a belt of willows, and various

indigenous trees which follow the course of the creek. All the cultivated

orchai'ds lay be.vond the creek on that side.

The accompanying chart shows the distribution of the Hemisarcoptes

in this locality, and gives some idea of the condition already referred to.

In order to carry the infection to districts somewhat distant from .the

l)oints of recovery, in 1921, scale-infested twigs wim-c taken in the south

Vernon area from trees known to harbour mites, and were placed upon

trees at the Coldstream; apple and dogwood were used in all these cases

for the introduction of the mite. In all, nineteen separate infections were

made during the spring and summer of 1920-21, the same procedure

being followed as in the original transference carried out in 1917.

The IlABiTh; .\n'd Appe.vk.^nce of Hemisarcoptes maeus

In order that the I'ehition of the Hemisarcoptes to the Oyster shell

scale may be clearly comprehended, a brief summary of the life history

of the latter insect is advisable. Much of the following account is taken

from the paper of Dr. J. D. Tothill, already referred to.

In the Okanasian the eggs of the scale hatch approximately during

the entl of ilay, or early iu June, dependent upon climatic conditions.

The newly hatched nymphs, after wandering around for a few hours,

settle down and insert their mouth jiarts in the bai'k, in which jiosition

tlie insect remains fixed foi- the remainder of its existence; the scaly

covering, wdiich consists of the moulted skins of the individual being

gradually enlarged until maturity is reached, wliich, in the Okanagan

Valley, will be some time in late July, or early August, and at that time

the eggs of the scale insect will be found to have made their appearance.

These eggs remain beneath the parent scale until the following ^May or

June, a period of ten or eleven months, and during practically the whole

of that period the predatory mites have undisturbed access to them.
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In looking over specimens of the Oj^stei" shell scale in search of

examples of the Hemisarcoptes, there will be found no external evidence

of their presence, but, on the scale being inverted, the appearance of the

eggs, if attacked, is quite characteristic. Even if no mites are found,

a number of empty eggshells being in evidence with a certain percentage

of injured eggs of a shrivelled appearance lying in confusion, the mites

being found amongst these, and also scattered amongst the undamaged

eggs.

The mites are shining white in colour, and are approximately of the

same size as the eggs of the scale insect. The body is oval in outline

;

the legs, eight in number, are provided with "tarsal suckers," which are

of service to the creature in walking over slippery surfaces; there will

be found arising from the hind tarsi a number of long hairs, which are

dragged along by the mite in its wanderings ; these hairs are evidently of

of some service to the mite in enabling it to find a foothold, the. hairs

being closely applied to the surface upon which the mite is resting, even

an inverted plate of glass appearing to offer no obstacle to their progress.

It is a well-known fact that this mite is never to be found beneath old,

empty scales, but is always discovered in the presence of healthy eggs,

or under those scales harbouring the parent female, for it appears, from

the observations of Ewing, Webster, and A. R. Baird (Tothill, 1. c. p.

194), that the Hemisarcoptes feeds also upon the parent scales themselves.

From the above facts, and also from the appearance of the mite when
compared with certain species of scavenger mites, also found in associa-

tion with the oyster shell scale, the matter of identification is not a diffi-

cult one. The number of mites to be found beneath a single scale varied,

in those examples examined at Vernon, from a single adult to six or

seven individuals, both adults and j'oung nymphs ; the latter being pro-

vided with only six legs, mature specimens possess eight in all. The eggs

of this mite are deposited beneath the caudal margin of the scale, and

occurred in numbers varying from six to fourteen in those cases noted at

Vernon. Individual eggs are somewhat less than half the size than the

eggs of the scale insect, shining white in colour and oval in outline.

The maximum jieriod of oviposition of tliis mite appears from local

observations to be during April and May, although eggs have been found

during the entire summer. Lignieres, in his observations on the oviposi-

tion of the mite in Prance, states that eggs were found at all seasons of

the year, the minimum number being found from November to January.

Ewing and Webster, in their Iowa observations recorded in "Psyche,

Volume XIX., No. 4," noted a similar set of conditions to the above, find-

ing eggs and mites numerous beneath the scales on March 29th, and also

during April and May.

Local notes at Vernon are quite incomplete as regards the period of

oviposition ; no eggs were found during March, the first eggs noted being

on April 14th.
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It lias been friMiuetit ly (ihserved. in examininir scales for the jji-esenee

(if this mite, that the only indication of its work will be a cluster of eggs

lying just beneath the caudal margin of the scale, the parent that deposit-

ed them having evidently moved off to some other location. Tlie number

of eggs laid by a single female does not appear to be known, Init, from

information gleaned during the work with the mite at Vernon, it would

appear that individual females deposited a few eggs beneath a number

of scales, as the eggs when found varied in numbers from half a dozen

to fifteen or twenty. Between May 7th and 18th, 119 scales were examined

for the presence of the mite, these scales being taken from varimis locali-

ties in the mite-infested area; it was found that mites were i)resent be-

neath 22 of them, six individuals being the greatest number seen beneath

a single scale. The fact that this mite feeds upon the San Jose Scale

has ijeeii well established. Mr. Dearness, in 1899, received samples of

tills scale from Kent County, Ontario, and found numbers of the mite

feeding upon the mature female scale insects, as many as eighteen larval

mites being observed beneath a single scale.

Various other species of mites will be encountei-ed beneath the empty

scales of the oyster shell scale; among these may be noted two species

known to occur in British ('olumbia, Tydeus gloveri, a gregarious species,

which may be found to the iiuiiiher of l.") or 20 beneath a single scale;

this species is recogiiizaine by tlie median line on the Jibdoinen.

A species of Gamasus will also be found hibernating beneath the

empty scales; this is a fairly large mite, possessing two conspicuous

whitish markings extending almost the whole length of the bodv.

INSECTS OF ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE IN THE
FRASER VALLEY IN 1921

By R. Glendennin(;, Entomological L.\boratory, Agassiz, B. C.

On several occasions in the past ten years, since the resuscitation of

the Society, members have given jiapers dealing in a general way with

insect conditions during that year in the various districts that they hap-

pened to be located in.

These may be found in the Proceedings under such titles as: "Report

from Vancouver," "Rejiort from Okanagan District," "Insects of the

Lower Fraser Valley," etc., etc., and have been contributed by such

respected members of our Society as the lale Messrs. Thos. Cunningham
and Tom Wilson, Messrs. Treherne, Ruhman, Venables, Brittain, and

others. Tliese papers, with the Reviews of Applied Entomology con-

tributed from time to time by Mr. Treherne, while possibly of only pass-

ing interest at the time, will undoubtedly form a very valuable history

of Economic Entomology in this Province, their value increasing with

age.
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The year 1921 was marked by no great insect outbreak on the Lower

Mainland. Even the mosquito crop failed to materialize, and the chief

trouble was from the insidious attentions of our usual pests. Looking

back over our previous papers covering this district, I find about thirty-

five chief pests mentioned, and while I will not touch at length on all

of these, it will be interesting for future comparison to mention their

scarcity or abundance.

Vegetable Insects

The Imported Cabbage Worm (Pieris rapae L).—This was plentiful

this year and took its usual toll of cruciferous vegetables. It is surprising

that an insect so easily controlled is allowed to do so much damage. A
remedy that appeals to me always, from its simplicity, is the lime-arsenate

dusting. Lime (twenty pounds), and lead arsenate powder (one pound),

dusted on the leaves when wet with dew in the early morning.

The Cabbage Boot Maggot (Hylemyia brassicae Bouche).—This in-

sect was also very abundant this year, and tliei-e is now no reason for

growers to take a loss with the 100% immunity obtained by the mercury

bi-chloride treatment—1 ounce to 10 gallons in three treatments.

Cutworms.— \^iih the exception of the variegated cutworm

(Lycophotia margaritosa Haw), but little damage from these insects

came to my notice. The above exception was, however, plentiful in

August in various points in the Valley, and one record of damage was
received from Golden, in the Columbia Valley. No parasites were re-

covered from material reared and collected at Agassiz; we therefore may
possibly have an epidemic next year, as was the case in 1900 and 1905.

Tomatoes were the chief crop affected, and the climbing habit of this

species was demonstrated on this host, the fruits being eaten right to

the top of the plant.

Some damage to mangolds and beets was reported from Lulu Island

in June from cutworms, but tlie species was not ascertained.'

Slugs.— Although not insects technically, entomologists are usually

consulted regarding tliese troublesome mollusks, which this year were

unusually abundant in the Fraser Valley. The usual remedies were appar-

ently insufficient to check tliem, and much damage was done, especially

to young corn, which in some instances had to be replanted.

Liming on three consecutive nights is, I am told, a certain remedy.

Bordeaux mixture is also strongl.v recommended by workers in Oregon

as being highly distasteful to slugs.

Flea Beetles.— Cabbage, turnips, hops and potatoes all suffered this

year from these pests, which are not easy to control during the summer.

The hop yards rely chiefly on clearing up the hibernating places as a

control measure.
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Shade Tree Insects

Ant'xiuc Tussock Mutli (Notolophus badia).—Tlie moths were quite

abundant in Vaneimvcr tliis fall. No damage, liowever, was noticed this

summer from the feeding larvae, although I frequently came across them

on poplars when on Satin moth studies. Mr. Bush recorded an epidemic

in 1911.

Tent Caterpillars (Malacosoma disstria erosa Hbn and M. pluvialis

Dyar).—These two species reached their maximum last year, and this

year a slight decline was noticed
;
parasites, both egg and larval, being

frequently noted. Wilt diseases, however, so common in the two previous

years, were not noted this summer. These insects are again appearing

at points up the Praser Valley, where for several year.s they have been

absent.

Ffill ir(7)-irr;r/(t (Hyphantria cunea Dru).—Again abundant all over

the Valley. Hymenoiitcrnus pai'asites wei'c fi-cipiently noted in tiie webs.

Satin Moth (Stilpnotia salicis L).—This insect, first located in the

Province at Westminster in July, 19'2(). by officers of the Dominion Ento-

mological Branch, has to lie included in ou.r list of shade tree depredators.

Of European origin, introduced probably at least five years ago, this

])rolific insect was very conspicuous this summer in Vancouver and West-

minster, and made a sorry mess of the poplai's in these two towns.

Although little was known regarding its economic importance in its

native habitat, its close relationship to the Gipsy and Brown Tail moths,

Liparids like itself, singled it out for immediate attention by the Ento-

mological Branch, and last year hopes were entertained and endeavours

made to stamp out the outbreak in Westminster. Its discovery, however,

in an area of larger extent in Vancouver, and also at Cowichan Bay on

Vancouver Island, and at Maillardville near Westminster, showed the

futility of entertaining these hopes with tlie funds likely to be available.

We will, therefore, most probably have a permanent addition to our

lepidopterous fauna, whether of great importance or not it is not ^)ossible

to say at the present time.

It has so far been found chiefly on the Lombardy, White, and Black

poplars in British ('oluml)ia. all introduced species, though also found

sparingly on the native cottonwood, Populus trichocarpa; should it event-

ually accept this tree as readily as the introduced kinds which are its food

plants in Europe, it would become a serious pest. As it is, it has caused

considerable damage and annoyance, and has now spread over the whole

area of Greater Vancouvei' whei'ever poplars have been planted.

FnriT Insects

Previous reports recorded the following insects in varying degrees of

destructiveness. These were noted as present this yeai-. but in no cases

were thev serious

:
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The bud moth (Tmetocera ocellana, D. & S.)

The cherry and pear sliiji (Caliroa cerasi, L.)

The cigar case bearer ( Coleophora fietcherella, Fernald).

The lesser apple worm (Enarmonia prunivora, Walsh).

The apple leaf hopper (Empoasca mali, Le Baron).

The oyster shell scale ( Lepidosaphes ulmi, L.)

The pear leaf blister mite (Eriophyes pyri Pgst).

The apple dock sawfly or dock false worm (Ametastegia glabrata

Fallen), mentioned as possibly present in the Valley in 1914 by Mr.

Treherne, has now been found at Agassiz.

Small Fruit Insects

Strawberry Root Weevils (Brachyrhinus ovatus and sulcatus).—These

caused much damage all over the small fruit areas. Several cases were

reported of the second annual crop being a failure and the plantations

being plowed up. A new species for British Columbia, B. rugifrons, was

reared at Agassiz from larval material collected at Mission. From its

apparent abundance, this pest, recognized in Washington and Oregon

as of greater importance than ovatus or sulcatus, is possibly supplanting

these species in the Lower Fraser Valley plantations. It was entirely

absent in 1918, we may presume, as it is not reported by Mr. Treherne,

who matle exhaustive experiments on strawberry root weevils in the

Mission district in 1911' and 191:!.

The Currant Fruit Fly (Epochra canadensis Loew).—As usual, very

troublesome in the Valley, spoiling much fruit. Some growers report

being without it since the hard winter of 191o-]916.

The Gooaehcrry Sawftij (Gymnonychus appendiculatus Hartig).—
More than usually abundant, and some cases of total stripjiing were seen.

Much parasitized in the later generations. ,

The Tarnished Plant Bug (Lygus pratensis L. )—Common but not in

epidemic numbers.

Hewitt's Leaf Roller (Cacoecia hewittana Busck).—Somewhat trouble-

some this year, especially on currants.

Imported Currant Borer (Synanthedon tipuliformis L.)—This insect

is becoming more troublesome and is often the cause of sickly looking

bushes. Prom its hidden manner of working it often escapes observation.

The Lorjanherry Crown Borer (Bembecia marginata, Harris).—This

insect works frrely on blackberry, raspben-y and the wild thimble berry

(Rubus parviflorus), but in no case does it cause so much trouble as on

ihe loganberry, where it is a serious pest and one difficult to control.

The Raspberry Cane Maggot (Phorbia rubivora, Coquillet).—This

insect is freqiiently seen in the raspberry plantations but not in serious

quantit.v. Both this insect and the previous one, should they become more
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numerous, Wduld he ;i serious ti-nulile to the small finiit liTower and

would present a difiicult prolilem to the economic entoniolo^'ist in their

control. That this is moi-c than a' niei'e possiliility is to be apprehended

from the fact that they were only listed as suspects by Mr. Treherne in

1914, whereas tliey are now i;enci'ally distributed and frequent. Their

continued increase would eive rise to the situation just nu'iitioned.

Rose Scale (Aulacaspis rosae, Bouehe).—This was met with occasion-

ally on all cane fruits and roses, but chiefly on blackberries. It may be

controlled by a lye wash iii winter and by euttinp' out the badly affected

canes. Only where ueiilectcd is any damage done.

Eliii-Ci(rnntt Aphis ( Schizoneura ulmi L.)—Tliis interesting species

was collected a1 Cliilliwack in the fall of lit2() by Mr. \V. II. Robertson,

Provincial Horticulfui-ist. It is ;i double host aphid of European oi-ig-in,

alternating between the Eniziish elm (Ulmus campestris) and eui-rants

or goo.seberries, but this is the first record of its occurrence on the cur-

rant in America.

Dr. Edith Patch, in ;\laiue. and Mr. W. A. Pioss, in Ontario, have

found it rarely on elm.

In PjUS'land it lias been noti'd doiuu- danuiue to youni;- currant hushes

in the luirsery row, where it forms colonies on the roots after the style

of the woolly a])his of the ai^ple in its subterranean forms.

Beside the Cliilliwack outbreak, hushes located at Ajiassiz were found

to be infested, aiul I uuide this year some prelimiiuiry observations on

its life history.

My first note is the fiiuliiit;- of the stem mother with a numerous pro-

geny in a typical h>af curl on English elms on the E.xperimental Farm
at Agassiz. American elms are not touched by this species; the leaf curls

on this latter tree being caused by "lanigera" or "americana." The lice

in these leaf curls produced winged migrants and were emjity by Jiuie

20th, when on July the .")tli, I fouTid the commencement of the summer
cycle on the black currant roots on the farm. These were situated at

varying distances of from 50 to 200 yards from the elms. These a])1erous

generations continued to increase and spread over the whole root system

of the currants until September, when the winged form again aj)peared

and returned to the elm for egg laying. This is an insect that will have

to be watched, especially in its effect on nursery stock. In its present

abundance it probabl.y does but little damage to established plantations,

but, should it increase, the problem of its control would ln' as difficult as

that of the somewhat similar grape phylloxera, with lln' ailded difficulty

that the returns from its small-fruit hosts do nol admit of an expensive

method of control being applied.

Experiments with sdil insecticides carried on at Agassiz lliis year

were not successful. Xicotiiie sul|)hate was the most jiromising, but

failed to laenetrate to the i.le])ths at which the lice were found.
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When digg'ing- tlie younf;' stock in the fall for distribution, the lice

may be cleansed from the roots by di]ipini>- in nicotine sulphate without

injurious effects.

Aphids in general were kept well in check this year by natural con-

trol, and many specie.s of regular economic importance were a negligible

quantity, as far as my observations went. The apple-grain aphis was

in very small quantity on either host and was heavily parasitized all

summer by a small hymenopteron. Coccinellids and Syrphids were abun-

dant this year and kept all species in check effectually.

Amongst insects of general importance, several species of sawfly,

especially on roses, Avere more than usually abundant, whilst the opposite

extreme was attained by the Red-legged locust (Melanoplus femur-

rubrum), whose numbers were very small after a period of abundance

for three years. It would be interesting and useful to know the exact

causes of these fluctuations.

THE RELATION OF BOTANY TO ENTOMOLOGY

By W. B. Anderson, Victoria.

In offering you these few remarks, I do not purpose going deeply

into my subject, nor have I made this paper too long. It is, in a way,

a filler-up, as so many of our older members seem to have given up the

writing of papers for these meetings, for the entertainment or the instruc-

tion of such of us as have had less time or fewer opportunities for syste-

matic collecting. This is miich to be deplored, for to the existence of this

Society we are indebted to the zealous efforts of the older Provincial

Systematists, and it is to be hoped that another year will see more of our

old friends, and again hear from them of some of their delightful and

entertaining experiences.

I have taken for title, "The Relation of Botany to Entomology,"

and propose to show, in so far as I am able, the vahie of a knowledge of

Botany to the collector.

Among Economists, this is being demonstrated every day, in most

cases quite unwittingly. As, for example, a searcher for the Codling Moth
goes through apple orchards ; for the Leaf Slug, among the cherries and

pears. For the Vine Weevil among grapes, strawberries and primulas.

So with other pests which harry the soul of the orchardist or the farmer,

or gardener. But everyone knows the trees and plants just named, and

the average Economist, were he to find any one of the pests enumerated

on any other host plant but those he has been accustomed to associate

with the particular insect, will be quite at sea, and unable to name the

plant without collecting specimens and submitting them to someone of

Botanical knowledge.
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Hut when I say that, to be a really sueeessl'ul Eutomoloii-ist, one

slhiuld liave a knowledge of Botany, I do not wish to t;ive the impression

that one must be a finished, scientific Botanist, for in Canada to-day

these are nearly as rare as the Great Auk— , but merely that one sliould

be so up in the rudiments of the science that he will be able to recognize,

at least, members of the i^rincipal orders and their following genera. To

the systematic collector this knowledge is particularly valuable, especi-

ally where the talving of the rarer species is concerned. Taking a certain

section of our much varied Province, should one be keen on capturing

certain species of Lepidoptera, Hymenoptera, Diptera or Colcoptera

known to frequent the particular region one may be in, and one's time

being limited, one loses no time, but searches primarily for a spot where

grows the plant one knows to be attractive to the pai'ticular insect sought.

Conditions of flowering, etc., being right, one is then fairly certain of a

catch off the shrub or herb. To give a few examples:

The uncommon Geometer, Marmopteryx marmorata, may be taken

only on the shrub called "False Grease Wood" or "Antelope Bush,"

Kunzia tridentata. It is simply waste of time looking for the insect else-

where than on this slnnib, or close to where it grows, and, should a stray

specimen be taken on f)tlier ^egetation, it is a surprise, while on its own
Ijai'tieular slirub large numbers may be found in season.

Platea trilinearia, another rare ami beautiful Geometer, is never

found except on the "Sage Bush," Artemisia tridentata. Several of

the rarer Blues seem to affect the mountain Lupines. The "Milkweed
Butterfly" Danais plexippus, and its imitation, Basilarchia archippus

must be looked for among tlie Milkweeds, Asclepias. Some years

ago the country about Lillooet and other semi-dry belt areas were over-

whelmed with what is ordinarily a rare Butterfly in the Province, Aglais

californica. Apparently no damage was done to crops or other vegeta-

tion on the lower levels, Ijut far up the mountain sides great areas of

Ceanothus sanguineus, a white flowered shrub of tlie higher altitudes,

were completely denuded of foliage by the larvae. After emergence, the

insects seemed to drift gradually to the lower levels, where they finally

numbered thousands. The following year this insect was conspicuous

by its rarit}'.

Among the other ordei's this partiality to certain plants is perhaps

st longer. Certain Coleoptera may be found only on "False Milkweed,"

Apocynum sps, others on certain of the Umbelliferae, others again on

Composites, while many others feed entirely on certain Agarics and other

Fungi. Gums of certain jjlants are highly attractive to many insects,

these exudations being a sort of natural "sugaring," so largely practised

by Old World collectors. Some of tiiese natural sugars an' e\-iih_'ntly of

more than prohibition strengtli, as many insects t;dien thus are ((uite

incapable of action.

Witii these few remarks 1 shall close this papt'r. While possessing
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a very limited knowledge of Botany myself, I have found that little of

immense value in my collecting trips, and have often been puzzled by an

attempted description of some plant on which other collectors have per-

chance taken rare specimens. Hence I have ventured to bring to the

notice of this Society the value of some Botanical knowledge, so that

we may remind ourselves that (excuse the paraphrase) "it is never too

late to learn."

EFFECT OF FUMIGATION ON CERTAIN INSECTS

By W. H. Lyxe, Vancouver, B. C.

The danger of nursery stock cari-ying objectionable insects from one

country to another might be entirely overcome if the stock could survive

the treatment necessary to destroy the insects.

Fortunately the San Jose Scale (Aspidiotus perniciosus), is one of

the species of insects hydrocyanic acid gas will kill without injury to the

trees or shi-ubs exposed tp the fumes. Provided, of course, the correct

formula and exposure arte used. This, of course, has reference to the

ordinary application of the gas not applied under vacuum pressure.

It is, of course, understood that the San Jose Scale, being ovovivi-

parous, there are no eggs to contend with, simply the old or young insects,

both of which are affected by the gas and so the extermination is com-

plete ; unless a very unique instance with which I happen to be familiar

may be taken as an exception. On one occasion, after fumigating some

apple trees infested with San Jose Scale, I examined a well developed

female specimen witli my liand lens and noticed a newly born specimen

almost attached to the old one. Within lialf an hour an examination

was made under the microscope and we were very much surprised to

discover three newly born specimens all alive. The old female was appar-

ently dead, but the young ones lived for several hours. There were

several other specimens on the same tree, but all were dead aftei- exposure

to the gas.

Other species of Aspidiotus scale insects giving birth to living young

include ostreaeformis and hederae, on which the hydrocyanic acid gas

should be just as effective as with Aspidiotus perniciosus.

Egg-Producing Scale Insects

Aspidiotus aueylus and forbesi, Diaspis, Chionaspis, Mytilaspis and

Lecanium, from which the young hatch from eggs deposited by the female,

present another problem. The mother scale may be killed by the gas,

but the eggs are liable to survive its effect.

Under the circumstances the only recourse is that of dipping the stock

in a caustic solution, such as lime sulphur, whale oil, soap and nicotine

or distillate oil emulsion. The hardy nature of the stock would suggest

the best formula to use.
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Were u'f t(i rxiiosc tlic stork to a cyMniilc av carbon bisulpliidc gas

sufficient to kill all cLi'.iz' infestation, it wouM pi-obably i-esult in fatal

injury to the stock as well as the egff.

Till' amount of in.j\ii'y to thr stock would likely be accorilinu to the

amount of moisture it coiitaiued.

Other interesting experiences we have had in c(uinection with the

fumigation of nursery stock has been with such insects as Browntail Moth

larvae, Gipsy Moth egg clusters. Black, Woolly, (Jreen and other aphis,

lied Spider, Phylloxera, Narcissus Fly, etc. Also several sj)eeies of root

and stem borers.

That with P.i-owntail ]\Ioth larvae, subjected to the usual formula

of Hydrocyanic gas, resulted as follows:

Where the larvae renuiinetl undisturhi'd within their closely woven

nest of silk web, the gas apparently had very little or no effect. In nests

that were torn o])en. bef(u-e exposure to the gas, some of the larvae

appeared to he dead and othei-s moi'e or li'ss seriously ati'ected; they all

appeared to be deail within about forty-eight luuirs.

GlI'SY JIoTII

In spite of fumigation, a cluster of Gijisy Moth eggs from France

hatchiHl out to a firu', robust colony of young larvae. Tliey were not

turneil hiose, howe\'er.

Aphis

Many of the adults of the different species of Aphis were killed by

the gas. but the eggs survived. The adults of the Woolly Aphis (Eriosoma

lanigera), apjienred to be the nu)st I'esistant, and we have often been in

doubt as to many of them idtinuitely surviving.

Red SriDER

Tlie adults of the red spider evidently were all killed, but the young
s])iders commenced hatching from the batches of eggs when exposed to

the warm rays of the sun shortly after coming out of the fumigation

ciiambei-.

PhYLLOXE[!A

A<lults of the grape phylloxera (vastatrix), did not survive the

cyanide fumes, but there was always a possibility of eggs being over-

looked. For that reason any vines showing the phylloxera galls on the

roots \\-('yf discarded and burned, or retui'ned to the shipjjcr.

Peach Root Borek

It would i'e(iuire a much stronger formula of hydrocyanic acid gas

than is usetl for ordinary fumigation of nursery stock to kill the peacdi

root borer (Sanninoidea exitiosa), althougli many of the larvae extracted

from their boi-ings in the roots of peach, ai)ricor. ()lum and cherry fi'ee.s,

appeal- scunetimes to be seriously affected by the gas. On some occasions
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they appear to be dead, but iisuallj' survive. Tliis may perliaps be owing

to some of the larvae being more securely embedded in the roots or crown

of the tree than others, or some variation in the temperature and humid-

ity Avithin the fumigating chamber. Although 65° to 70° Fah. is the tem-

perature usually maintained within the fumigating chamber, tlie humid-

ily may vary owing to outside atmospheric conditions.

Blackberry Root Borer

The blackberry and raspberry root borer (Bembecia marginata), is

about as immune to the ordinary fumigating process as the peaclt root

borer, and, to insure against distributing either of these pests, all the

trees, bushes, vines and canes are thoroughly insjDected. Any sign of

the eastings or borings of the insects condemns the tree, etc., to the

bonfire.

Vacuum Fumigation

I have referred to the foregoing treatment of insects as applying to

the ordinary fumigating process for the following reason:

We have great expectations regarding the vacuum process, by which

we hope to get better results as regards the destruction of certain insect

pests without injury to the stock or products they infest. '

Vacuum fumigation is not entirely new in connection with the treat-

ment of certain products, such as cotton, etc., but there are still a few

problems that require working out to perfection regarding the treatment

of certain nursery stock.

Mr. D. B. Mackie, of the California State Department of Agriculture,

has already done excellent work solving the problems referred to. I

could not do justice to his work were I to try and explain in detail all

that he has accomplished. But we may look forward to a greatly improv-

ed method of nursery stock fumigation in the near future.

THE PEACH TWIG BORER, (Anarsia lineatella)

IN BRITISH COLUMBIA

By R. C. Treherne, Entomological Branch, Ottawa.

In the years just preceding 1915 the peach growing industry of

southern British Columbia was somewhat depressed. Prices had not been

good and much disheartenment was in evidence. In 1915 the price for No.

1 wrapped peaches varied between 45 cents and 75 cents per 20 pounds.

In 1916 the price varied between 60 cents and $1.00. In 1917 the peach

industry showed signs of revival, the prices being received in this year

varying from 75 cents to $1.25 to the grower. Much concern, however,

was shown over the depredations of the Peach Twig Borer or Peach Worm,
an insect which liad been allowed to increase to such projjortions in the
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years prcvidus to 1!.)17 that, in that year, i'nily .")()', of the fruit in tiic

nrehards was unmarketablt', while a lieavy h)ss was appai'ent with the

fi'uit taken to the paekiiiji- luuises. ]'eaehcs, ai:>i-ieots, prunes and eliei'ries

were beins' attaeked thi-oui:hout the Okanayan Valley.

During' the winter of 1917-1918 enero'etic steps were taken at the

request of the growers by the Provincial Horticultural Department to

institute repressive measures against this insect. A campaign of spray-

ing was inaugurated in the spring of 1918, tlie measures taken being

adapted from recommendations made by the States of Washington and

('alif(u-nia against this insert. During tlie course of the campaign of 1918

studies were begun by the writer, as an officer of tlie Dominion Entomo-

logical Branch, at Summei'hiinl. I'enticton and Kaleden, and efforts were

iiuide to harmonize the (level()))ing life history of the insect with the

s])raying camjiaign then in piogress. Similar studies were maintained

during 1919. A short cii-cular on tliis insect, its life history and control,

was prepared b.y the writer and issued and circulated by tlie Provincial

Department of Agriculture. This circular covered the essential features

of practical value to the grower. So far as I am aware no effort has been

made to present to entomologists the substance from -wliich this circular

was written. With this end in view, the following record is presented:

( )VEK-WlNTEI{IXG 11A HITS

The adult of this insect is a minute moth Avhii'h may be found on

the wing in the orchards in considerable numbei-s during May and June

and again in August and September. In a normal year two generations

occur, the autumn brood of moths being pi-esent from early August until

late September, ovipositing freely on the twigs. The eggs hatch, giving

rise td larvae which over-winter. So far as our records go, the winter

is only passed in this larval stage. Commencing in August and passing

through September into October, these larvae, which are of an average

length of 2.5 mm., aftei* feeding to a slight extent on leaves, twigs and

fruit, form hibernacula. This hibei-naenlum is a minute gallery made
in the wood of the tree by the larvae. It is lined on the inside with silk

and a minute column of frass is thrown uj) on the outside. These columns

of frass are very distinctive and are readily seen, particularly when the

castings are fresh. They oecui- in the crotches of 1, 2, 3 and 4-year-old

wood of young orchards. When larvae are ])articularly numerous and in

older orchards, these hib(M-na<Mihi ai-c found, as well, in 5- and 6-year-old

wood, on the underside of boughs as well as in the crotches. Entrance

to the wood is frequently made through the stomala and in the softer

cambium growth surrounding pruning scai-s. As a result of an examina-

tion of several hundred hibernacula during 1918 and 1919, in commercial

peach and apricot orchards, by far the greatest number of larvae were

found in the crotches of 1- and '2-yeal•-(^ld \\'oo(l, usuall\- on the u|)pci'

sides and not underneath.

While the larvae enter their hibernacula in the autumn. "_' mm. to
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3 mm. in len<;'tli, they feed to some extent and undergo at least one moult

before they emerge to continue their development. Signs of activity in

the spring are evidenced by the production of fresh frass and by an

enlargement of the gallery. These larvae may become 5.5 mm. in length

before they emerge, although the average length is not more than 3 mm.
in the spring.

There is a certain natural mortality of the larvae during winter.

An exact record taken in nnsprayed orchards in April, 1919, at Penticton,

following the winter of 1918, showed that 31.5% of the larvae had died;

66.4% out of the 125 galleries examined in April, 1919, contained live

larvae, while S.l'/f contained dipterous larval parasites.

Si'KiNCi Larval Habits

The over-wintering larvae, in the early spring, leave their burrows

and move to the buds and blossoms. This migration commenced in 1918,

on April 10th, at the time when the apricot and peach blossom buds were

well swollen, and on April 21st. 1919, when apricots were nearly in full

bloom and peaches were in the "pink." This migration, once started,

was rapid. It was at its height on April 16th, in 1918, and on April 27tli,

in 1919; in the former year when apricots were in full bloom and in the

latter year when the apricot petals were commencing to fall and peaches

were in full bloom. Larvae were actually found infesting the buds of

peaches on April 16th, in 1918, and on April 25th, in 1919. There is,

however, as has already been pointed out, certain larval activity within

the burrows previous to emergence. In 1919 this activity was apparent

in the presence of fresh frass at the entrance of the burrows on April 9th,

fully two weeks before any migration took place from the burrows. A
period of cold, backward weather in the spring of 1919 checked the

development which might have followed rajiidly after the first appear-

ance of activity.

Following the migration of the larvae from their over-wintering

burrows, m\ich feeding takes place at various points on the tree; buds

and twig growth are fed on and mined, blossoms and young fruit* are

bored into and destroyed. At first there seems to be an inclination for

the larvae to move freely over the tree, feeding here and there before

settling in one fruit or twig. This is an im])ortant jioint which has its

bearing on the value of arsenical sprays. This larval activity of the first

generation continued until the middle of June, at which time practically

all had pujiated. In 1918, full grown larvae, measuring 12-15 mm. in

length were found preparing to pupate on May lOth ; in 1919 the first

pupae were found on May 28tli, though they commenced their prepara-

tion on May 23rd.

From these habits it may be seen that twig, leaf and fruit develop-

ment are all attacked by the larvae in the spring and that there is a

certain movement of the larvae over the tree, although they seldom move
off the original twig on which they passed the winter. On the records
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from tlie cxiimiiiatidii of a liTcat many lai'vac duriiifi' May, it was fciund

tliat 83',; of the larvae attaeked twi.us and 17',' attaeked fruit.

Tlie injury to peacli twig jirowth was more apparent than that on

ajirieots. Tliere was a slight wilting of the leaves in the initial attack,

resembling the curl caused by aphids, followed by a distinctive withering

and a darkening of the green color of the foliage, which becomes discern-

ible by experience. With apricots the twigs grow faster and stronger

than peaches and the wilting is offset, thus making determination of

infestation difficult.

During June, twigs attacked in May recover and new growth forms

to rejjlace the wilted portions. Often a small cluster of dead leaves will

be seen, particularly in apricots, with the new twig growth continuing

without interruption. Sometimes where marked injury has been caused

and the terminal bud destroyed, growth starts at other j^oints on the

stem. In a severe attack "twiggy"" formation is a characteristic sign of

previous infestation.

Pupation of First Generation

Full grown larvae measuring 12 to 15 mm. in length were found on

May Kith. IDllI, preparing to pupate. A few days later pupae were

formed. These were located, for the most part, in cracks and crevices

of the bark in the main trunks and larger limbs. Beneath flakes of loose

bark, within the characteristic curls of bark tissue and in the longitudinal

cracks in the main trunk, were common locations, particularly on apricots.

By the end of ilay it was almost impossible to find any larvae in the

fruit or twigs, those found being full-grown, but pupae were plentiful.

A few full-grown larvae were observed within the fruit of apricots on

Ma.v 17th, but in general almost the entire generation were in the pupal

stage by June 1st. In 1919 the first pupae observed were those bred

under insectary conditions from larvae 3 to 4 mm. in length taken on

May I'nd. These commenced to jiupate on May 28th.- Under field condi-

tions in this year full-grown lar\ai' were observed in the orchards on

June 6th, but all had disappeared and had formed pupae on June 16th.

The length of life of individual larvae vai'ied from 3S days to 57 from

the spring emergence from hibernaeula. and the pui^al jieriod in each

year lasted 14 days to 3 weeks.

Ejiercjence of Midsummer iloTiis

In 1918, the last week of May saw the tirst appearance of adults,

iloths at Kaleden were seen on apricots on May 29th, and in the tirst

two weeks of June they were common in the orchards at i'enticton, and

some were seen in the first week of Jul.v. In 1!>19 niolhs were observed

on June 16th and remained common for a full month.

Eggs were seen, on occasion, shortly after the appearance of adults

in each year, on new twig growth. Difficulties in rearing moths in cap-
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tivity prevented the taking of more ample notes on the places chosen for

oviposition, and the size of the egg precluded extended obsravtions in

the field.

Appearance of Second Generation Larvae

In 1918 the first small larvae of the second generation were observed

first, at Kaleden, on apricots on June 19th. The terminal leaf cluster was

attacked much in the same way as the earlier spring damage was accom-

plished. In this same orchard larvae 4 mm. long were taken on June 27th.

They had burrowed down two inches into the central pith of the stem

and had caused the terminal growth to wilt. Other larvae, entering the

stems at leaf axils, burrowed in, but frequently withdrew to attack the

tips of the growing twigs, where surface tissue is fed on to some extent

before entering and burrowing down the central pith, where they were

commonly found. On July 10th, larvae '< mm. in length were found, and

on July 16tli some 10 mm. long. In August larvae in all stages of gi'owth,

from 3 mm. to 12 mm., were common. Fruit was attacked much in the

same way as formerly noticed, the larvae frequently gaining entrance

near the stalk. Clustered peaches were often found attacked. Fruit thus

entered would he completely hollowed out, showing a large cavity within

and a minute entrance hole. The attack on mature fruit is probably

the only really serious form of injury caused, as it renders it un-

marketable.

In 1919 all larvae seen between June 6th and 16th were full grown.

There was then a lapse of fully five weeks, in which period it was prac-

tically impossible to find any larvae of any kind and none at all on the

particular trees which were under continuous and careful surveillance.

On July 14 minute larvae 3 to 5 mm. in length were common. Hence

field data supports our la))oratory rearing that the larvae found during

July and August arose from moths which liad developed from over-

wintering larvae. On August 30th, in 1919, nearly all the larvae found

in the orchards were full grown. During the first two weeks of Septem-

ber, minute larvae were again apparent, which, from our laboratory

rearing notes, were the progeny from the autumn generation of moths.

These small larvae formed hibernacula. The field notes of injury show
no material variation in habits to that already evidenced by the spring

larvae. It was noticed, liowever, that the percentage of larval injury

to fruit was greater than the injury to twigs.

Second Generation and Moth Emergence

Collections of larvae taken between August 1st, and 27th, 1918,

varied in size from 3 mm. to 10 mm. These were bred through under

normal insectary conditions, using a small cage over a young peach tree.

Pupation followed, and moth emergence took place between August 19th

and October 1st. The height of the flight season occurred in tlie middle

of August. The lengtli of the pupal period again lasted about 14 days.
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and 7.")', of the puj);)! eases were fdi-iiied on the main trunk and erotches

two feet from the soil surface. An unusual record was obtained from a

pupa formed on July 13th, from a larva which had possibly been starved,

and M-hieh formed its moth on July 21st.

In 1919 second generation larvae formed pupae on July 23rd, and

moths emerged on August 4th. On August 5th, field observations showed

2.1% pupation; on August 19th 75%. Full-grown larvae were taken on

September 4th. Moths were commonly observed in the orchards on

August 19th and tlironghout tlie month. Laboratory material yielded

moths until the elose of Sejitember.

The second oviposition period of the year followed shortly after

the appearance of moths, and eggs, although only seen at various times,

must have been freely laid in both years, from the middle of August

until October.

The larvae arising from these eggs enter the liark, foi-m hibernacula

and ])ass the winter with an average length of 2.5 mm., although some

may be 4 mm. and a few as much as 5 mm. in length.

These young larvae luidoubtedly feed to some extent before entering

winter quai'ters, as they may be quite commonly seen feeding on mature

peach fruit or on leaves during the latter part of August and in Sep-

tember. Hibernacula were formed and inhabited on August 20th and

at all periods between this and autumn.

There is no doubt that two generations occur in a year, although

it is true, in certain seasons, the second generation may not be quite

complete.

The Control by Spraying

The matter of control by lime sulphur and lead arsenate applications

before and after blossoming have been laid down already in the circular

previously mentioned. The following notes are suiijilementary to the

circular

:

On April 10th. 1918, at Kaleden, when the apricot l)uds were well

swollen and purjile, lime sulphur (1-9) spraying was in full "operation.

Triple.x power machines with "gun'' nozzles were employed, and certain

sections of an orchard were personally thoroughly sprayed at 200 lbs.

pressure, with particular spray direction into the erotches of the finer

twigs, the work being done from the machine and not from the ground.

On April 16th, and on succeeding days, it was found that a larger per-

centage of larvae survived than was expected. Some larvae were unques-

tionably destroyed in their burrows, for between April lOth and Kith

the majority of the larvae in. 1918 were still in winter (juarters, though

signs of activity wi-n^ noticed in the presence of fresh frass and some
larvae had migrated to the buds. Other lai-vae freshly destroyed were

found in the terminal buds, indicating either that tln' solution penetrated
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these burrows or that the lime sulphur had acted as a slf)W stomach

poison following larval feeding on surface. tissue. In the laboratory the

value of lime sulphur as a stomach insecticide gave both positive and

negative results. The caustic action would appear to be the main con-

trolling factor, but it was not as great as anticipated, judging from the

number of live larvae found a week after the applications in hibernacula

and in buds. A careful record made in sprayed and unsprayed plots

showed that no more than a 50% degree of Control had been effected; a

ratio from 8.1 to .3.8.

On May 9th, at Kaleden, when 60%-709( of the apricot husks had

fallen and the fruit was three-quarters of an inch long, when the larvae

^\•ere half to full-grown, an application of 2 gallons of concentrated lime

sulphur to 100 gallons of water, to which was added 2i/2 lbs. of lead

arsenate paste, the results proved that many larvae died from arsenical

poisoning. Here, again, only 509?: efficiency was apparent; a ratio being

obtained of 7.2 to 4.5.

Owing to the extensive spraying campaign that was conducted in

1918, an opportunity offered itself to check the general results over a

large acreage of peaches and apricots. The notes taken presented them-

selves without comparison to control blocks, hence are only judged on

tlieir relative commercial value, supported by observations of larvae in

situ.

It was felt that both sprays individually applied did not accomplish

more than 50% results, though the results obtained, suppoi-ted by the

natural larval mortality during winter and a certain natural loss in the

pupae during May, were commercial and pronounced satisfactory. Those

growers witli extra zeal who applied two sprays, one before and the

other after blossoming, obtained practically 100% results, for their*

orchards hardly yielded any worms at time of picking. This proved the

desirability of making two sprays in heavy infestation, the practicability

of rendering an orchard commercially clean in a single season, and lastly

that moths do not move on the wing from one orchard to another to any

appreciable extent.

In 1919, further notes on spraying were obtained. It was shown

that a power machine, with a 200-gallon tank, actually carrying about

150 gallons, with a pressure of 250 lbs., using a "gun," one man and a

driver, would spray two acres of 9-year-old apricots in bud to a filling.

The trees were planted 170 to the acre, and about 15 trees were sprayed

in 15 minutes.

A Pontiac machine, a favored lower powered macliine, used for hill-

side work, carrying a 120 Imperial gallon tank, handled 5 acres of

apricots a day during April. Two nozzle men and a driver were required,

and 150-175 lbs. pressure was employed. Both machines did excellent

work, the coating of lime sulphur being thorough.
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Uevt', ;ifiain. ;is in 1918, tlic liilienuu'iila were not always penetrated.

Some crotelies containing: hibernacula, encrusted with a heavy deposit

of lime sulphur in the April spraying-, yielded healthy larvae a week

after application, but, on the whole, results were satisfactory. In this

year, lead arsenate applications applied as soon after blossoming as

possible gave better results than the liiue sulphur sprays applied just

before blossoming.

In consideration of the whole matter of spraying, growers have the

choice of lime sulphur or lead arsenate, used separately or in association

in two sprays, one just before and the other just after blossoming. In a

heavy degree of attack, both applications may be made. The lime sul-

phur application lias a slight preference over the later lead arsenate

sprays owing to its possible effect against the fungous disease, "leaf

curl." The spray for "leaf cui'l" is an early lime sulphur spray applied

even before the buds break. A grower with a light attack of fungous

and peach worm has the opportunity of economizing by combining this

peach leaf curl spray with the spray for the peach worm.

FOREST ENTOMOLOGY

By Rali'h Hopping.

If I were to ask yon wli;it was tlie most imjiortant crop of British

Columbia, many of you would jirobably answer "apples" or "straw-

berries." for instance. The forests. hoAvever, jiroduce the most valuable

crop and turn in the nu)st revenue to the Provincial Government. I uiuler-

staud the revenue is greater than all the other industries combined.

Althougli the Government is doing a great deal at the present time

to preserve the forests, we are not properly or adequately taking care

of this, the most valuable crop in the province
;
principally because the

public does not realize that it is so valuable or so necessary, and we must

liave the support of the public when public money is expended.

The forests of B. C have been subject to great losses from year to

year, through two chief agencies: FIRE and DESTRIX'TIVE INSECTS.
Fire is the more spectacular, but the depredations of insects are at present

of much greater importance in the open stands of yellow pine in the dry

southern interior of the jirovince. During the i)ast eight years the loss

from insects in and around Princeton Bnd Merritt has amounted to over

200 million feet of lumber, worth at lea.st 6 million dollars to the province.

The fires an' being taken care of more and more effectively as the

years go on by the protective force of the Forest Branch. Through close

co-operation with this same Forest Branch, we are gradually beginning

to take care of the insect depredations. This work, however, is a special-

ized department, as the insects attacking trees are of many species, each

species of tree often having its own special group of in.sects.
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The technique of the control measures employed to combat these

depredations or epidemic infestations, as they are called, is supervised

by a forest entomologist employed by the Entomological Branch of the

Department of Agriculture.

The duties of a forest entomologist are many and varied. He must

iiot only be able to tell in the field just what is killing a forest tree, and

maintain as complete a collection as possible of all forest insects for

identification purposes, but he must be able to recommend methods of

control and to apply them in the field. In order to identify many of the

tree killers in the bush, he must also be familiar with the different designs

of the egg' galleries.

Most of the insects killing forest trees are beetles. As many of the

insects of all groups are injurious to the interests of mankind, we have

little hesitation in killing them, nevertheless the methods employed are

as painless as possible, in spite of the fact that many scientists insist

that they have no sense of pain. I remember my daughter bringing a

small boy just five years old into my study one time, where she showed

him some of the brilliantly colored specimens and the boxes of beetles,

both large and small. He was a very grave little fellow and looked at

them without comment for some time. Finally lie said. "Did you kill

all of them?" "No," I replied, "but 1 killed a great many of +hem.

"

I was astonished to hear him ask, "Oh, I suppose their souls are all in

Heaven?" I do not remember what my reply was, but it probably was

not satisfactoi'v to myself or the child.

There is considerable loss due to the attacks of various bark-beetles

in nearly all our Bi-itish Columbia conifierous trees. For instanci', bark-

beetles kill each year many western white pines, (Pinus monticola),

and in some districts in the province have become epidemic and have

killed the greater part of the white pine timber. Douglas fir (Pseudot-

suga taxifolia) is subject to attack by the Douglas fir bark-beetle, and

at least two sucli epidemic areas are now known to exist. Stands of

true fir or balsam (Abies) are dying here and there from bark-beetle

attacks. By far the greatest losses, however, occur in lodgepole (Pinus

contorta) and yellow pine (Pinus ponderosa) and are mostly confined

to the southern part of the interior.

The largest outbreak in lodgepole pine is in the Yahk disti-ict in

the south-eastern part of the province, but various epidemic areas of

greater or less magnitude occur between Penticton and Nels(ui and be-

tween Penticton and Princeton, and east of Okanagan Lake.

The losses in yellow pine have been much the most serious, owing
not only to the greater commercial importance of this pine, but also to

the virulence and long sustained attack of the bark-beetles causing the

injury. The greatest outbreaks, in which the loss has been excessive,

have occurred around Princeton, where it is estimated that 150 million

board feet have been killed during the past six years, and in the Cold-
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\v;itiT \'Mll('y. near Mcrritt, wliere a very activt' infestation is now in

projii-ess. It is evident that the yellow pine in this wliole forest between

Princeton and Kamloops is threatened with ruin by these outbreaks,

and that our control operations, now being conducted through the co-

operation of the British Columbia Forest Branch, the Dominion Forestry

Branch and the Dominion Entomological Branch, offer the only hope of

saving- it. Fortunately they promise to be successful.

There are three types of .I)ark-beetle attack :

1. An endemic or so-called "normal" infestation exists in almost

all forests, in which over-mature or weakened trees or their parts, are

killed here and there from bark-beetle attacks.

2. Sporadic outbreaks frequently develop in the neighbourhood of

slash, windfalls or light burns, particularly in bodies of weakened timber,

but subside before many trees are killed.

3. Epidemic outbreaks resultinu- from a more sci-ious disturbance

of Nature's ('(juilibrinm. from either natural or artificial causes, spreading

rapidly through the forest, killing great numbers of trees in a very short

period.

An endemic infestation need cause little concern, altliougii it effects

considerable loss when this is computed over a jieriod of years, and it

is, of course, from this normal infestation that the serious outbreaks

develop. The sporadic outbreaks, although small, may be important in,

stands of valuable timber, and may develop, if not controlled, into the

more serious epidemic type. The epidemic outbreak is a serious matter,

often killing Oo'/i <if the timber stand, in certain tree species, in the

short period of five or six years. Control measures for epidemic out-

breaks should be undertaken with tlie least possible delay, under the

direction of a competent forest entomologist.

It a]ipears prol)able that serious bark-beetle outbreaks usually

devehip through some notable distui'bance of the natural conditions in

the forest, such as windfalls over large areas whei'e man_y trees are

Idown down, fires caused by lightning, or through human agency, such

as careJesseness with fire, lumbering operations, or slashings of any

description.

In windfalls and fires, we have conditions produced in whieli the

bark-beetles are not hampered by the resistance of the healthy trees.

The bark-beetles breed freelj- under these conditions and often start

outbi-eaks as a result, immediately following the fire or heavy windstorm.

In logging operations we have a much more prevalent cause of

epidepiics. The immense amount of fresh slash, in tiie form of tops and
cull logs, affords an ideal breeding ground for the destructive bark-

beetles. The method of logging in the winter and not in the summer
has been especially favourable to attack upon the standing timbei-. The
beetles, completing their life-cycle in the freshly cut material, emerge,
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and, having- no new supply of cut material to enter, for they will not

breed in dry logs, enter the living standing trees and kill them within

one year. They then spread from year to year throughout the timber

stand, leaving devastation in their wake. They also produce conditions

favourable to the increase of other insects, usually considered as secon-

dary, which, if they do not kill ti-ees outright, nevertheless injure or

kill parts of trees and assist the more important species in the general

destruction.

The most important pine killing bark-beetles of British Columbia

belong to two species of the genus Dentroctonus, of which one confines

its attack to yellow pine, while the other attacks not only yellow pine

but white pine and lodgepole pine as well.

In general, the method of attack is the same for both species. Emerg-

ing from a recently killed host tree in June or July, they attack other

trees during July and August. Entrance tunnels are cut through the

bark to the wood surface, and from the ends of these they excavate

tunnels in the inner bark or between the bark and the wood surface, in

wliieh they laj' their eggs in small niches cut along the sides. The larvae

wliieh hatch from the eggs also cut galleries more or less at right angles

to the egg-tunnels and thus generally complete the killing of the tree by

girdling it from top to base. Transformation to the pupal stage takes

place either in the autumn or during April and May of the following

• spring, and the new brood of adult beetles emerges through exit-lioles

in the Inirk to attack fresh trees and thus extend the outbreak.

The number of insects a single tree can harbour is enormous. It

has been estimated that in California a sugar pine 9 feet in diameter and

200 feet in height has produced one million beetles to spread to surround-

ing trees in the forest. Here in B. C. we have caged a yellow pine 24

inches in diameter and captured over 6000 of the killing species of beetle,

over 16,000 insects of all kinds from the tree, over 10,000 of which were

more or less injurious.

When these beetles emerge from a tree in July and August they

immediately attack other trees. The emergence is not all in one day

but spread over at least six weeks. By some instinct which they possess

they are enabled to concentrate the attack on one particular tree. The
first few hundred die by drowning in the pitch, but, as the attack goes

on continuously from day to day, the resistance of the tree is weakened
and it at last succumbs. If we have a late fall, many of the trees yellow

before winter sets in, but, be the fall early or late, nearly all the trees

so attacked yellow and die by the last of June of the following year.

That is, trees attacked by September are dead the following June. It

is therefore necessary in order to control au outbreak that the infested

trees be cut and burned before the emergence in July and August. Our
working period is from about April 1st to June 15th, as it is almost im-

possible to Inirn while tlie snow is on the ground.
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An epidemic of ime year, if not eontrcilled. may increase I'lO to 200%

tlie next. Conti'ol work will decrease it at least 80%. If our forests

were not disturbed, only large windfalls would increase these infestations

to epidemic proportions, but promiscuous cuttings, unless regulated by

the government, upset the natural balance and cause such outbreaks as

we are having at the present time, which would answer the question,

'Why is the Forest Entomologist"?

In conclusion. I wish to state tliat if a thorough campaign of slash

disposal and control of incipient outbreaks is carried on in the future,

the tremendous loss caused in the past to the forests of the province

will not only be stopped, but much of the fire risk now caused by .slash

and dead standing timl)ei' will cease to exist.

MOSQUITO CONTROL AT BANFF

By Eric I1i;ari,i;. Dclmixion Extomologk'al Branch

In the Agricultural (iazette for May-June, T,t22, the writer con-

tributed a brief statement on an aerial survey of mosquito breeding

places, conducted in the Lower Fraser Valley of British Columbia, which

survey was made in 1921. In the same year, in company with Mr.

Arthur Gibson, Dominion Entomologist, a brief .survey was made of

mosquito infested areas in the Rocky Mountains' National Park, ad-

jacent to the town of Banff and the station of Lake Louise, Alberta.

It has been recognized for some time that relief from the mosquito

trouble might be possible, and in the summer of 1916 the late Dr. Hewitt

undertook a preliminary survey and drew up valuable recommendations.

During the last three or four years a certain amount of control work

has been condvicted under Messrs. Sanson and Childe, of the Parks

Branch, and considerable success was met within the reduction of the

mosquitoes. In the Spring of 1922, Mr. Arthur Gibson, the Dominion

Entomologist, arranged for a detailed investigation into the pest, and

the writer was given charge of all the investigational and control work.

Oiling operations were extended much further than previously, and as

a result the mosquito pest in the vicinit.v of Banff was reduced to a

negligible quantity during the past season.

The 1922 investigations showed that oiit of a moscpiito fauna of

somr" IS species only three of the species were imjiortant pests.

Constituents of the Pest:

There were found to be two main problems—the snow-pool problem

in the early summer and the flood water problem dependent upon the

river freshets. In the former, one species only is important

—

Aedes

cataphylla Dyar; but in the hitter, while Aedes cataphylla Dyar is tlie

species of main importance, Aedes intrudens Dyar aiul Aedes vexans

Meigen have also to be reckoned with. In ilay the melting snows (ill
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depressions with water, and larvae of Aedes cataphylla are to be found

in these pools in great numbers; the majority of tliese emerge during

the last week of May and constitute the snow-pool pest.

The time of the river freshet varies—in 1922 it occurred in tlie first

week of June. Mosquito larvae were found in vast numbers in the

flooded areas, and most of those that escaped the oilers completed

development before the end of the month. Collections of larvae carried

out throughout the district showed that the low-lying area to the west

and north of the town is mainly responsible for the pest. In some parts

of this basin fairly extensive meadows occur, but dense willow growth

clothes the remainder. The breeding areas appear to be of importance to

some four miles west of the town.

During the past season oiling was mainly resorted to in dealing

with the pest. Four men were employed through May and June to

apply oil, and occasional extra help was provided as needed. Oiling

occupied some 194 days' labour and about 2,800 gallons of oil were ap-

plied ; watering cans and knapsack sprayers were utilized in spreading

tlie oil. The whole breeding area was divided into three districts: one

man being held responsible for the work in each. Large drums of oil

were distributed by truck to various points in each district, and from

these points the oil was transported in smaller containers to a number

of stations in the breeding areas—a pack pony and a canvas boat were

found useful for this. Oil was spread on all water where larvae were

found, and, whenever oiling was completed in any one section, patrols

were made to ascertain if effective killing had been secured. Coal oil

was used alone, as, owing to the cold nights, it was thought inadvisable

to use heavier oils.

A number of the breeding pools were undoubtedly missed owing

to tlie difficult nature of the territory involved ; and in some of the more

open stretches wind rendered the oil film partially ineffective. In spite

of this, however, the rfesults of oiling were very marked, and about 77%
control was realized—the town of Banff and the immediate vicinity were

rendered comparatively free of mosquitoes.

After the necessity for oiling was over, the mosquito sqi^ad worked

on permanent improvements. A number of ditches were dug to divert

small streams feeding various swampy areas. In many parts of the district

the willow growth was found to be so dense that penetration was ex-

tremely difficult and the work of oiling was greatly retarded ; to mitigate

this a large number of trails were cut through these areas and the

majority wei-e rendered easily accessible.

During the season of 1923 the Entomological Branch plan to con-

tinue investigations into the mosquito situation at Banff; flight experi-

ments will be conducted to ascertain the actual distance from which in-

festation is possible ; and it is hoped to secure data regarding the pos-

sibility of introducing certain natural control elements, sucli as the
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minnows, which winikl iiuitcrially reduee the costs of oilin<>- operations.

Experiment.s have also been projected to test oiit the comparative values

of oils, larvicides, etc., and their adaptability to the needs of the district.

It is lio])ed that at the conclusion of these investio'ations mostpiito

control at Banff will have been placed on a fairly sound scientific basis,

and tliat freedom from the mosquito nuisaiu'e will be possilile with the

R-reatest (»conorav in labour and materials.

THE STATUS OF SPREADERS IN THE POISON SPRAY SOLUTION

IJV A. L. LdVKTT. EXTdJKlLCKilST,

Oregon Agrutltt-ral Experimext Station

Commercially prepared spreaders were used rather extensively in

orchard spraying for the first time this past season. The interest mani-

fested in this recent innovation in our spray practices makes it appear

desirable to undertake a ^enei-al survey of the situation, attempting- to

develop a summary of the opinion.?, observations, experiments and re-

actions of the growers, experimentors and others following the close of

the year's trial of the use of spreaders.

Historical

The addition of materials to the spray solution for the impro^-ement

of its physical properties is by no means new. Various materials, in-

cluding glue, molasses, soap, saponin, casein, gelatine, aluminum sul-

]ih;ite, etc., have been added as spreaders from time to time where the

investigator, dealing with a specific pest or disease, appreciated the

desirability of improving the wetting and adhering jn-operties of the

spray solution.

Probably the first large scale investigation of spreadei's for use with

poison sprays, having a rather definite application to the economic control

of orchard pests, were tliose undertaken Ijy the Oregon Experiment
Station. A variety of materials were tested as spreaders ; among the

more promising were caseinate, glue, gelatine, saponin and mineral

oil emulsions. In considering their qualities as a spreader, the following

factors were necessarily taken into account: (1) Availabi.lity, (is the

source of supply easily accessible and adequate?)
; (2) Compatibility, (the

spreader must not react unfavorably with any ordinary spray water,

spray material or combination of spray materials)
; (3) Efficacy, (in

reasonable amounts they must actually give satisfactory results in in-

creased wetting, adherence, etc.)
; (4) Ease in preparation, (complicated

manipulations, cooking; any operation requiring close attention or much
additional work meets little favor with the grower) : (;j) Cost, (must

be reasonable in price).
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With these factors as the standard of excellence, the casemate spread-

er has appeared the most promising. Oil emulsions are a most worthy

competitor, but there is a decided element of danger in their use under

factors 2, compatibility, and 4, ease of preparation, as outlined above.

If we could be sure the growers would appreciate the element of chance

and use the necessary precautions in properly handling the oil emulsion,

the ranking of these two materials as spreaders might possibly be

changed, but in general the risk with oils is too great for their general

adoption.

Casein Spreader

In the tests at the Experiment Station and in the earlier field work,

ordinary commercial ground casein, mixed with hydrated lime, was em-

ployed. In the earlier commercial orchard tests, while growers "mixed

their own" casein spreader, not all reports were favorable. The process

of mixing the spreader and its addition to the spray solution were of

themselves subject to failure where any short cuts were attempted, also

the casein a\'ailable was variable in sizv? of particles and in character.

With the opening of the season of 1921, some commei'cial companies

began tlie manufacture of a prepared casein sjireader. Of the powdered

forms, which were \)y far in the majoi'ity, it may be said that in general

tliej^ represented a high-grade casein, ground somewhat finer than the

ordinaiy commercial product and tliorougly mixed in definite propor-

tions with hydrated lime.

These ccimmercial materials combined to a very satisfactory degree

the "essential factors" of a spreader. Particularly in the matter of

ease of preparation were they popular, because it was possible to sift

them directly into the spray tank, obviating any extra manipulations.

Spreaders in the Arsenate Sprays

The majority of the experimental work with spreaders at the station

and in the majority of the cases of their use in the field, they were

employed with poison spray solutions. The use of spreaders with the

poison spray solution constitutes, therefore, the primary object of this

enquiry. Summarizing our knowledge, it may be grouped imder the

following heads :

1. Does the Addition of a Casein Spreader Increase the Efficiency of the

Poison Sprui/ in Apple-Worm Control'?

Earlier investigations under rather carefully conducted controls at

the Oregon Station indicated a fairly marked increase in the percentage

of control obtained where spreaders were added to the poison spray solu-

tion. During the past two seasons results have been more variable, and
certainly less conclusively in favor of the spreaders.

Reports from California are conflicting, some feeling that decidedly

better results are obtained, others finding little evidence of improved
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eontnil. DeOn^-, repnrtinji- (jn an arscnatf fulia^r spray for recl-liuiupcd

caterpillars, reports supci'ior ('oiitrol where casein spreader was

employed.

In the Wenatehee section of Washington there is a general impres-

sion that spreaders improve the efficiency of the spray. In the Yakima

section less spreaders have been used, and there is a general sentiment

to the effect that spreaders do not improve the killing efficiency.

Ill 1hi' Twin P'alls section of Idaho, spreaders were (juite genei-ally

e)niilo.\'e(l. and tlieir use has received a most hearty enilorsement from

the growers. It would seein that they are enthusiastically united in

the opinion that spreaders materiall.v increased the killing efficiency.

Where sprea<lers lunc been used in Oregon there is a general feeling

thai the control has been improved. However, recent investigational

plats do not bear this out in any striking detail.

iSummarized. we ma.v sa.v that while there is much evidence to indi-

cate that the addition of a s]u-eadi'r to the i)oison spray solution increases

its killing efficienc.\-. it is decidedly d<iubtful as to just what extent this

is true. It is our opinion that the value of a spreader in this regard

will be. to a considerable extent, in proportion to the efficacy of the

spray outfit; the excellence of the spray technique and the judgment in

]iroper timing of the spray operation. Where any or all of these are

faulty, the value of the spreader increases proportionately.

2. Does fhc Spreader Improve the Spread of the Spray f

All reports are agreed that with the addition of a spreader one

iibtains a smoother, less conspicuous and a more even distribution of

the spra.v. This accomplishes two outstanding results of merit. The

even, inconspicuous covering renders the fruit less likely to unfavorable

suspicion regarding poison spray covering and makes wiping unnecessary

in many instances. By avoiding the heavy blotchy covering of the fruit

with the late summer spray, the red varieties of apple color up more
evenly, improving the appearance and grade of the mature fruit materi-

ally.

This factor of a sniootli. inconspicuous covering, thus avoiding the

blotchy spray deposit and resultant uneven coloring, is really important,

and to many growers serves as a good and sufficient reason for the enthu-

siastic adoption of spreaders in tlieir late summer applications.

3. Does till iiiliJition of a Spreader Inerease the Covering Power of the

Sprat) Solution so More Trees inatj be Covereel per Tank of Sprayl'

Some growers have checked on this point fairl.v carefully and are

convinced that there is a material increase in the number of trees one

may cover with a tank of spray where a spreader is added. Many have
not checked on this, and a note of warning on the point is wortliy of

thoughtful consideration. It would be a most unfortunate situation if

the grower, imbued with this idea of a quicker covering with less

mati'i'ial. arlually failed to nsc sufficient time or solution on tile tree to
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obtain the thorough spray covering required. So while it is conceivable

that by increased wetting due to the spreader we would get quicker

covering, this should not become a factor of first importance when decid-

ing for or against the spreader.

4. Are Siyreaders Advisable with all Arsenical Applications?

The consensus of opinion seems to be that spreaders should be used

with all the lead arsenate applications from calyx or pink to the last

cover spray. Considered strictly from a comparative point of view and

valued on the beneficial results one might logically expect from its use

in actual apple worm control, it would appear that the spreader in the

solution could be dispensed with in the earlier applications if desired,

but is of especial merit in tlie late cover spray.

Spreaders With Other Sprays

No careful experiments have been made at the Oregon Station with

spreaders except with the poison sprays. Opportunities for observations

on their use with other materials have been frequent, and other experi-

menters and growers have used them in a great variety of ways.

Fisher, of Washington, investigating the control of apple mildew

with the application of lime-sulphur, developed a casein spreader for

use and finds it a highly desirable addition. He also recommends it

with the lime-sulphur spray foi* brown rot on prunes and cherries.

Jones, of California, finds the casein spreader a most satisfactory

and practical substitute for glue in their lime-sulphur-oil-glue and their

B.T.S. -oil-glue formulae in citrous spraying for scale in Tulare County.

Smith, of Idaho, considers the addition of the spreader decidedly

improves the efficiency of the dormant spray of lime-sulphur for scale

control and of lime-sulphur in the delayed dormant for red spider control.

DeOng, of California, considers the addition of casein spreader ad-

vantageous in red spider and aphis control sprays.

Wenatchee authorities of Washington feel that there is an improve-

ment in most of their spray applications from the addition of a spreader.

It was observed that in the lime-sulphur-arsenate of lead combination

sprays, the addition of the casein spreader materially reduced the amount

and retarded the development of sludge.

Where increased wetting, covering and adherence of the spray solu-

tion is desirable, the casein spreader improves. Bordeaux mixture is

apparently improved to an equal degree with the other spray solution,

tliough no careful experiments are at hand regarding the use of spreaders

with the Bordeaux. One caution is apparently worthy of mention here

—excessive amounts of spreader, i.e., more than one and one-half pounds

of commercial caseinate to 200 gallons of Bordeaux solution may cause

trouble : one poinid is probably advisable.
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What ahe the Aiuersi; Reports ox Casein Spreader

Witli a new substanee introduft'd extensively for tlie first time, and

tested under a great variety of eiroumstanees, some adverse reports and

serious criticisms are to be expected. Vague rumors and occasional

reports coming in during tlie season led one to expect a rather definite

and general unfav()ral)le report upon some jjoints. May I say that,

everything considered. I am most agreeably surprised at the general and

united favorable attitude on spreaders.

The one rather general complaint of the rommercial casein spreaders

is their cost. In this paper, I shall attemjit neither to condone nor defend;

I do hope it will be possible, as the business develops, for the commercial

companies to decrease the cost of their product.

D. F. Fisher. Federal Pathologist of Wenatchee. has developed two

modified casein formulae, and they were used rather extensively in tlie

Wenatchee fruit section by growers this season. Two dilfereiit methods

have been used :

Water 1 gallon

Caustic soda 3 ounces

Casein 1 pound

TJie caustic soda is dissolved in the water wliile bringing to a boil,

then the casein is slowl\- sifted in with careful stirring to avoid lumping.

A little boiling will dissolve the casein, and this solution then forms the

stock solution and may be used as a spreader at the rate of one pint to

the 100 gallons, or the above amount is sufficient for 800 gallons of spray.

The second method is similar except that one employs baking soda

instead of caustic soda, and the material does not need to be cooked.

Probably a rather finely ground casein would be advantageous, and two
gallons of water would avoid working with so thick a jDaste as otherwise.

This stock must be used within reasonable time after its preparation

because of the deterioration with a development of most unpleasant odors.

Summarizing our information on the casein spreaders, then, we may
say that

:

1. While there is considerable room for question as to the value of

spreaders in increasing the toxic efficiency of the poison spray applica-

tion where high-powered outfits are employed in the hands of experienced

operators and the applications carefully timed, for tlie vast majority of

growers the addition of spreaders is of advantage.

2. By increasing the evenness of the spray deposit, it is possible

to obtain a more even coloring of the fruit, a point of more than passing

importance. If it will avoid the necessity for wiping, as was the case

with many growers this season, this likewise will prove a decided factor

ill favor of their more general adoption.
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3. The addition of spreaders to other applications than the poison

sprays seems equally desirable and effective in increasing their values

under tlie same conditions.

It is our opinion that spreaders have come to stay. Undoubtedly

improvements and modifications will take place as our knowledge and

experience of spreaders increase.







NOTICE

The attention of Entomologists throughout the world is

called to the fact that, beginning with the Volume for 1922,

the preparation of the "Inseeta" part of the "Zoological

Record" is being undertaken by the Imperial Bureau of Ento-

mology. In order that the Record may be as complete as it is

possible to make it, all authors of entomological papers, especi-

ally of systematic ones, are requested to send separata of their

papers to the Bureau. These are particularly desired in cases

where the original journal is one that is not primarily devoted

to entomology. All separata should be addressed to :

—

THE ASSISTANT DIRECTOR,

IMPERIAL BUREAU OF ENTOMOLOGY,

41 QUEEN'S GATE,

LONDON, S. W. 7,

ENGLAND.
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British Columbia Entomological Society

PROCEEDINGS, 1921

The Twentieth Annual Meeting of the B. C. Entomological Spciety

was held in the Chamber Court Room of the Provincial Court House,

Vancouver, B. C, on Saturday, February 12th, 1921. There was an

attendance of 17 members at the morning session and 22 in the afternoon.

The meeting was called to order at 9.30 a.m., and the Secretary read

the annual report and statement of accounts.

Moved by Mr. Ruhman, seconded by Mr. Buckell, "That the

Secretary's Report be adopted and filed." Carried.

Letters were read from Mr. Arthur Gibson, the Dominion Entomo-
logist, and from Mr. Geo. A. Dean, President of the Society of Economic
Entomologists, congratulating the Entomological Society of British

Columbia upon the attainment of its twentieth anniversary and wishing

it continued success. A telegram was received from Dr. D- Warn.ock,

Deputy Minister of Agriculture, regretting his inability to be present,

-

and wishing the Society a successful meeting.

It was moved by Mr. Kermode, seconded by Mr. Venables, "That

it was desirable that this Society should be incorporated under the

Benevolent Societies Act and that steps to this effect be taken by the

.\dvisory Board." Carried.

A letter was read by the Secretary from Mr. Bigwood, Secretary

of the Victoria Branch of the Engineering Institute of Canada, asking

whether the Entomological Society of B. C. would combine with that

and other Societies in the matter of obtaining a joint room for meeting

purposes and to house a library. It was decided, after discussion, that

this would be of no benefit to the Entomological Society, and it was

moved by Mr. Kermode, seconded by Mr. Anderson, "That a reply to

this effect be sent." Carried.

It was moved by the Secretary, seconded by Mr. Davidson, "That

all papers for publication in the Society's Proceedings shall be subject

to the approval of the Advisory Board, which shall decide on their suit-

ability for publication and may suggest alterations to or reject copy,

and their decision shall be final." Carried.

The Secretary mentioned that a verbal offer had been made by the

Provincial Librarian to house the Society's Library in the Provincial

Library, and that the books would be catalogued and properly cared for

and issued to members in accordance with the Society's rules. After

discussion, it was moved by Mr. White, seconded by Mr. Treherne,

"That the Secretary be authorized to take up with the Provincial

Librarian the matter of transferring the Society's books to the Pro-

vincial Library." Carried.
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The question of issuing membership cards was taken up and dis-

cussed, and it was moved b}' Mr. Anderson, seconded by Mr. Treherne,

"That the question of issuing membership cards be referred to the

Advisory Board, which should decide as to details." Carried.

It was moved by Mr. Kermode, seconded by Mr. Ruhman, "That as

the Parent Society had raised its fee to $2.00 and it would be necessary

for this Society to contribute a larger amount, therefore the annual sub-

scription to this Society shall be raised to $2.00." Carried.

The question arose as to whether the Society received the Canadian

Entomologist as it was entitled to. The Secretary said that as far as

he was aware no such copies were sent for the Society's library. It was
moved by Mr. White, seconded by Mr. Ruhman, "That the Society apply

to the Parent Society for a set of the Canadian Entomologist." Carried.

The President's Address was then read. -At the conclusion of this

a vote of thanks was moved by Mr. Anderson, seconded by Mr. Treherne,

and carried unanimously.

Mr. Treherne's paper, entitled "A Further Review of Applied Ento-

mology in British Columbia," was then read. At the conclusion of this

a vote of thanks was tendered to Mr. Treherne for his interesting paper

and for the exhaustive manner in which he had covered the subject

;

moved by Mr. White, seconded by Mr. Buckell.

Mr. Day's paper, "Notes on the Early Stages of Nepytia phantas-

maria," was read by the Secretary. As time did not admit of Mr.

Cockle's paper being read, this was tabled and the meeting adjourned

for lunch at 12.10 p.m. The meeting re-convened at 1.30 p.m., and the

following papers were read : "Notes on the Fauna and Flora of Mt.

McLean," by R. Glendenning ; "Man's Influence on the Native Flora,

with Special Reference to Insect Pests," by Mr. Davidson. After the

cTiscussion upon this paper, the following motion was proposed by Mr.

Kermode and seconded by Mr. Winson, and carried: "That the

Dominion Department of Mines be communicated with and be asked

to prepare a book on the Birds of Canada West of Port Arthur, similar

to a publication already issued on the Eastern birds."

Other papers given in the afternoon were : "The Sphingidae of

British Columbia," by E. H. Blackmore ; "Notes on Amnesia decorata

and the Holly Bud Moth," by Mr. Downes ; "Notes on the Satin Moth,"

by R. Glendenning ; and "Notes on the Ecological Distribution of Some
Orthoptera from the Chilcotin District of B. C," by E. R. Buckell. At

the conclusion of his paper a vote of thanks was tendered to Mr. Buckell

for his interesting paper; movers, Davidson, Venables.

At 4.15 p.m. the election of officers was proceeded with and resulted

as follows: Hon. President, F\ Kermode; President, h. E. Marmont

;

Vice-President (Coast), R. S. Sherman; Vice-President (Interior), R. C.

Treherne; Advisory Board—J. Davidson, L. E. Breun, J. W. Gibson,

E. H. Blackmore, E. W. White, W. B. Anderson; lion. Secretary-
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Treasurer, W. Downes ; Assistant Secretary, R. (ilendcnning-. It was

moved by Mr. Treherne, seconded Ijy Mr. Winson. "That there be both

Secretary and Assistant Secretary as formerly." Carried.

With regard to the publishing of the Proceedings of the Society, it

was moved by Mr. Kermode, seconded by Mr. Winson, "That the

.\dvisory Board have charge of this." Carried.

At 5.30 p.m. the meeting adjourned and met for sujipcr at the

Citizen's Club, Vancouver Block.

At 7.30 p.m. the members returned to the meeting room and listened

to a lecture by Mr. W. B. Anderson on "Collecting Places in B. C,"
illustrated with lantern slides. Points visited by Mr. Anderson in the

course of his trips were shown on the screen, and specimens of certain

rare lepidoptera taken during these trips were also shown. Mr. Downes
read portions of Dr. Parshley's report "On Collections of Hemiptera

from B. C," and illustrated this with slides of a few of the new species

described and new records for B. C. Mr. Treherne showed some slides

illustrating some of the Codling Moth control work being done at

Vernon, and other inject studies. Mr. Glendcnning showed some slides

of Mt. McLean and Mt. Cheam.

A vote of thanks was tendered to Mr. Anderson for his interesting

lecture.

It was decided to hold the next year's meeting in Victoria.

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY-TREASURER

I have pleasure in submitting the report of the work of the B. C.

Entomological Society for the year 1920.

The membership of the Society continues to increase, and now
numbers forty-five members, nearly all of whom are paid up, only three,

in fact, being in arrears with their dues, which is satisfactory and shows

the continued and growing interest in the work of the Society.

Pursuant to a motion passed at last year's meeting, the Advisory

I'oard duly considered the question of providing prizes for the best col-

lections of insects made by public school children, and it was decided, at

a meeting held on May 10th, that this should take the form of a challenge

cup, to be ofifered for competition at the Provincial Fair at New West-

minster. The sum of fifty dollars was set aside for this purpose and a

handsome cup has been purchased. This was offered for competition

at the last Provincial Fall Fair, and was won by John Norcjuay School.

South Vancouver. In addition to this, a prize of $5.00 was awarded at

Langley Fall Fair. This prize was offered by the Langley Agricultural

Association in error, but as it is not the wish of the Society to discourage

any competitor, the Advisory Board authijrized that the jjrize money
be paid.
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Regarding entomological supplies, arrangements were made last

year, in accordance with the wish of the Society, that these should be

kept in stock by a local dealer, and Mr. Litchfield, Stationer, 1109 Gov-

ernment Street, now carries a supply of sheet cork, but pins were un-

obtainable and will have to be ordered from the makers by those wanting

them.

During the year Mr. J. M. Anderson presented the Society with all

his Entomological Bulletins and paj^rs. These are all of an economic

nature and are the only additions to the Society's library that have been

made this year. During the summer the Society's Proceedings No. 11

were published by the Department of Agriculture. In view of the high

cost of printing and the difficulty the Society has of meeting the cost of

producing its bulletin, this assistance from the Department is very wel-

come. In various small matters, such as the cost of mailing and

envelopes, we have also received assistance. Bulletin No. 14, being

the proceedings of the year 1919, was published this winter. We are

still in arrears with the printing of our 1920 proceedings, but as the

Society has a cash balance sufficient to meet this outlay, it is hoped this

may be published shortly and so bring our bulletins up to date. This is

an urgent matter and I suggest to the meeting that the Society's funds

should be expended on this rather than on other matters, as the value

of our publications is greatly lessened by their being delayed. Bulletin

No. 13, of the economic series, will be prepared for the printer during

the coming season. I have to point out that with regard to the printing

of these Proceedings by the Government we have to wait until their

own work is out of the way and they have time to attend to ours,

and this accounts for much of the delay in producing the economic

series. Another reason is that we are usually short of economic papers.

The finances of the Society are in a very satisfactory condition. We
have a balance in the Savings Bank, $439.80, and cash in hand to the

amount of $16.02, total $455.82. Against this we are liable for the cost

of printing Bulletin 14, $145.38, and $5.00 has been set aside for prize

money for Langley Fair, leaving $289.42 to commence the year with.

The cost of printing Bulletin 16 is estimated to be $225.00, leaving us

with $64.00 in hand for current expenses. These should be light during

the coming year, as we have eliminated a number of small expenditures

and the matter of a cup for the best insect exhibit is already provided for.

I wish to draw the attention of the Society to the desirability of

finding a more suitable location for our library. It will be remembered

that this question came up and was discussed at our last meeting, but

at that time no more suitable arrangement than the present one was

under consideration. At present the library is located in Mr. Black-

more's house, and while we appreciate his efforts in the matter, and his

generosity in providing space for it, there are decided drawbacks to the

arrangement, the chief of which is that it is not readily availaljle to
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members for reference. There is also the obvious risk of fire. Recently,

hoAvever. an offer has come from the Provincial Library to house the

Ijooks there. I have been assured by the librarian that not only will

the books be catalogued and cared for as they should be. but the library

will undertake to issue them to members at a distance in conformity

with the rules of the Society. I understand that the Natural History

Society is making the same arrangement with regard to their library.

I commend this plan to you as a most desirable one, and suggest that

the Society give the oft'er of the Provincial Library their consideration

and approval.
W. DOWNES, Hon. Secretary-Treasurer.

PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS, 1921

By E. H. Blackmore, F.E.S. •

Gentlemen.— I did not intend to inflict an address upon you at this

meeting, but being the twentieth anniversary of the founding of our

Society, it is perhaps appropriate that I should say a few words on the

progress of entomology in the Province during the last few years. As
our worthy Vice-President, Mr. R. C. Treherne, is giving a review of

economic entomology in B. C. during the same period, I will confine

myself to the systematic side.

Mr. G. O. Day, in his presidential address in January, 1914, gave a

rather comprehensive account of the work of the earlier entomologists

in B. C, and also of the activities of the Society from its inception up

to the end of the year 1913. His very interesting address is printed in

full in No. 4 of our Proceedings, and it is an address that is well worth

reading a second time, as it contains much valuable information, and

I would like to recommend its perusal to our more recent members.

I will take up, in as brief a manner as possible, the progress of systematic

entomology since that date to the present time, including the part that

the Society, through its active members, has played during that period.

Before doing so, however, I would like to add a few remarks on the

earlier days of entomology in B. C. which were not included in Mr.

Day's paper.

The first scientific collector of insects on Vancouver Island of which

we have any authentic record was a Mr. G. R. Crotch, who collected in

the vicinity of Victoria in the month of Jul}', 1871, some fifty years ago.

After leaving Victoria Mr. Crotch went to California, where he collected

extensively for the Museum of Comparative Zoology, at which institu-

tion many of his Vancouver Island captures are still to be seen. In

1876 Adolpheus S. Packard published his "Monograph of the Geomet-

ridae of North America," in which he described as new many of the

species that were taken by Mr. Crotch at Victoria, so that Victoria and
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Vancouver Island were well to the front in the first great work written

on this family of moths in North America. Over forty species of

Geometers are mentioned by Packard as being taken in Victoria by
Mr. Crotch on that trip.

The work of the late Rev. G. W. Taylor, from the time he settled

on Vancouver Island in 1877 until the formation of the B. C. Ent. Socy.

in 1901, and of which Mr. Taylor was the first president, is fully treated

of in Mr. Day's paper already alluded to, as is also the valuable work
of the late Capt. R. V. Harvey.

The next active collector that we have record of was the late Mr.

W. H. Danby, who came here from New York about the year 1888.

He collected a number of species in and around Victoria and Gold-.

stream, specimens of which were sent to his old time New York friend,

Mr. B. Neumogen, who was himself a w-ell known entomologist at that

time, and who described many of Mr. Danby's captures as new, naming
two of them after Mr. Danby, viz., Diacrisia danbyi and Gluphisia

danbyi.

In 1896 the Rev. Geo. Hulst published a work on the "Classification

of the Geometrina of North America," which was the first revision of

this family since Packard's Monograph in 1876, just twenty years pre-

vious. In this publication Hulst described a number of new species,

several of them being species sent to him by Mr. Danby from Victoria,

one of which was named Paraptera danbyi in honour of the collector.

(As regards this particular geometer it is a most singular thing that

although it was described nearly twenty-five years ago, it has not been

found in any other locality than Victoria, B. C, and even there is only

taken in a somewhat limited area. It is called the big winter moth and

emerges about the middle of November. The females are wingless.)

In 1897 Mr. Danby moved to Rossland, B. C, where he collected actively

for several years. Amongst his captures in this district there were

many that were naturally new to B. C, and included several new to

science, amongst which was Jubarella danbyi, named by Dr. Hulst in

1898.

In passing I may say that Mr. Danby died at his home in Victoria

last May. He had been in failing health for some years, in fact for the

three years preceding his death he had been partially paralyzed, the

result of several strokes.

Associated with Mr. Danby in entomological work was Mr. C. de

Blois Green, who had a ranch at Fairview. Mr. Green collected diurnals

almost exclusively, and it was from this district that our first records

from the Interior were obtained. In those early days there does not

seem to have been any collections made in the other orders of insects,

excepting perhaps Coleoptera, at any rate no reference is made to them
in any of the local literature of that time. The first record of Coleoptera

that I can find is a list by the late Rev. G. W. Taylor in 1885, entitled
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"Notes on 76 species of Cicindelidae and Carabidae collected near Vic-

toria." Forty of these were apparently new to the Canadian Fauna.

The next reference to this order was a list of beetles collected by the

Rev. J. H. Keen at Masset, Queen Charlotte Islands. They comprised

142 species and were presented by him to the Provincial Museum -in

1897. No further lists in any order appear to have been published until

the appearance of the Quarterly Bulletins of this Society, which com-
menced in March, 1906. Ten of these Bulletins were issued, the last

one bearing the date of June, 1900. Much interesting information is

contained in them, and partial lists of many orders were given, appar-

ently the work of one man^the late Capt. R. V. Harvey.. I would like

to see these lists revived, as our knowledge of the species in many orders

is woefully deficient, but I am glad to say that in a few orders in which

some of our present members are working, very useful and valuable

records are being compiled, and I sincerely hope that the day is. not far

distant when we shall be able to publish fairly complete lists of the

chief orders of insects occurring in the Province. While speaking of lists

and before taking up the more recent work of our members, a few brief

words on those that have been published in the past will probably be

of interest. To my mind a comparison of lists of different dates is a

fairly accurate indication of the work accomplished between the times

of their compilation. At any rate a comparison of our B. C. lists

shows this to a marked degree. The following notes refer to Lepidoptera

exclusively—this order being the one which has the largest number of

students and is also the one which first attracts the attention of the

young collector.

The first list that I can find that is devoted to B. C. insects was
published in 1891. It is contained in a publication entitled, "Papers

and Communications read before the Natural History Society of British

Columbia," Vol. 1, No. 1. It contains a list of 29 species of butterflies

taken in Victoria in the preceding year.

In 1893 the same society published another Bulletin, which con-

tained a "Report on the Entomology of British Columbia by W. H.

Danby and C. de Blois Green." Some progress had been made in those

two years, as the 29 species of Butterflies had grown into 90, along with

71 species of moths, which included 2 sphingids, 9 arctiids and 53

noctuids. The geometers taken at that period were not named, owing

to the difficulty of getting them determined.

In 1898 the late John Fannin published a "Preliminary List of the

Collections of Natural History and Ethnology in the Prov. Museum."

Apparently very little entomological work had been done during those

five years, as the butterflies had only been increased by four species

and the noctuids by two. The geometers still remaining unlisted.

In 1903 Dr. H. G. Dyar visited the Kaslo district where, under the

guidance of one of our old members, Mr. J. W. Cockle, he made large
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and extensive collections of Lepidoptera during the entire summer.

In the fall he paid a visit to Vancouver Island, where he made the

acquaintance of many of our old members and continued his collecting

activities. In 1904 he issued his "List of the Lepidoptera of the Kootenai

District," and that gave a great impetus to systematic collecting in the

Province.

Following upon this was a "Check List of B. C. Lepidoptera," com-

piled by Mr. F. Kermode with the assistance of Mr. E. M. Anderson, and

issued under the auspices of the Provincial Museum. It was made up

from specimens in the Museum collection with the additions contained

in Dr. Dj-ar's "Kootenai List." This was a distinct advance and served

as a basis for future work. It contained the names of over 1,000 species

and contained the first list of Geometridae and Micro-lepidoptera pub-

lished in the PiX)vince ; one hilndred and eighty-seven species of

geometers were recorded and 226 species of micros^.

Naturally there were many errors in it—misidentifications and

duplication of names, that is to say, in some cases the same insect was
listed under two or more names. Much valuable work was done during

the next two years, and a large number of species in the different families

were added to the ever-growing list, and it was finally decided by the

officers of this Society to bring out a new Check List of B. C. Lepi-

doptera. It was eventually issued in the fall of 1906, under the auspices

of the Provincial Department of Agriculture. It was a great improve-

ment on the previous list, as many of the most glaring errors had been

removed and a number of new additions were recorded. No less than

seventeen species of geometers and 51 species of micros being added

in those two seasons. Since then no further Check List has been pub-

lished^ although additions and corrections in many of the families have

been, noted from time to time. These are to be found in (1) the Bul-

letins of the B. C. Ent. Socy. 1906 to 1908, (2) the Proceedings of our

Society from 1914 up to the present issue, and (3) the Annual Reports

of the Provincial Museum from 1915 to date, the latter having been

especially useful, as it regularly contains two half tone plates represent-

ing new or rare species of Lepidoptera, many of which have not been

figured elsewhere.

Just to show the amount of w-ork that has been accomplished during

the last few years, I have taken the following figures from my manu-

script list of B. C. Lepidoptera.

At present I have listed 189 diurnals, 518 noctuids, 310 geometrids

and over 400 species of micros. I have left out the figures of the other

families, as they are comparatively small. These figures show a large

increase over the number of species recorded in the 1906 list. To be

exact, they show an addition to our fauna during this period of 57

butterflies, 129 noctuids, 106 geometers and 125 micros.
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There are a large number of past and present members who have

contributed in a greater or lesser degree to this knowledge of our lepi-

dopterous fauna. Some of them have passed away, others have given

up active collecting through various reasons, but the majority, I am
pleased to say, are still with us. Their names in alphabetical order are:

E. M. Anderson, W. B. Anderson, T. Bryant, the late A. H. Bush, W. R.

Carter, J. W. Cockle, A. J. Croker, G. O. Day, W. Downes, A W.
Hanham, the late Capt. R. V. Harvey, L. E. Marmont, A. W. Phair,

R. Sherman, the late Rev. G. W. Taylor, R. C. Treherne, the late Tom
Wilson, and I suppose that I may also add my own name, as I have

done a little towards discovering some new species, especially amongst

the Geometridae.

Turning to the other orders, I would like to acknowledge the great

amount of good work ac9omplished in the order Diptera by Mr. R.

Sherman, who has proved himself a worthy successor to the late Capt.

R. V. Harvey. In recent years Mr. Sherman has made a special study

of the family Mycetophilidae or Fungus gnats, and the result of his

labours is shown in the magnificent list of species given in No. 14 of

our Proceedings, which has recently come to hand ; 139 different species

are listed, 35 -of which are new to science, and are being described by
him. I am especially pleased to see this, and I sincerely hope that we
shall have similar lists in various other orders in the near future.

In the other two large orders, Coleoptera and Hymenoptera, appar-

ently very little work has been recorded. Mr. A. W. Hanham still

keeps adding to his large collection of B. C. Coleoptera, and I am sure

that a list of the specimens in his cabinets, together with the new species

that have been described in recent years, would make a fairly complete

record of our coleopterous fauna.

The order Hymenoptera seems to have been altogether neglected

of late years, which is to be regretted, as T am confident that we have

a large and practically untouched field in which to work, especially in

that section known as Parasitic Hymenoptera. Mr. W. B. Anderson,

whose duties takehim to all parts of the Province, has, however, col-

lected considerable material in this as well as in other orders of insects.

This material is now being worked over in Ottawa, and I shall be very

much surprised if many species new to science are not amongst it.

During the last three seasons Mr. W. Downes has been applying

himself very diligently to the study of that hitherto much neglected

order Hemiptera and with most satisfactory results. This order is

divided into two sections, the Heteroptera and the Homoptera. In the

former group 129 species new to B. C, including six. species new to

science, have been added to our former somewhat meagre list; in the

latter group (the Homoptera) 42 species new to B. C. have been

recorded. These additions bring the total of known Heteroptera in this

Province to some 206 species and the Homoptera to about 70.
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Much of the material in this latter section is as yet unidentified, but

when thoroughly worked over, there will probably be found amongst

them several new to science as well as many new to B. C. The col-

lectors who have assisted Mr. Downes with material, etc., are : E. M.

Anderson, E. R. Buckell, A. W. Hanham, Mrs. W. W. Hippisley, A. W.
Phair, M. H. Ruhman, R. Sherman, R. C. Treherne, E. P. Venables and

R. C. Woodward.
Mr. E. R. Buckell, who has been making a special study of the

grasshopper outbreak in the Chilcotin country, has added considerably

to our knowledge of the order Orthoptera, and has recorded several

species new to British Columbia.

The order Thysanoptera is one of the most neglected orders in

Canada, but Mr. R. C. Treherne has made an exhaustive study of one

of its chief families., i.e., the Aeolothripidae. In No. 12 of our Pro-

ceedings (Feb. 1918) Mr. Treherne gave a very interesting paper on

this family, which was of great taxonomic value. It contained refer-

ences to all the known species, with keys to the genera and species, also

a plate of diagrammatic outlines of the wing and female antenna, shaded

to show the specific characters of 10 different species.

In a further article in the Can. Ent., August, 1919, Mr. Treherne

described a new species of Thrips from Vernon, under the Aeolthrips

auricestus. As some of the species of this family are of great economic

importance, Mr. Treherne's work in this group is very valuable.

I think, gentlemen, that you will agree with me that this Society

has justified the twenty years of its existence, and that we have a record

of which -We can be justly proud.

In conclusion I wish to thank you for giving me so patient a hearing,

but as this is probably the last time that I shall address you as your

President, I would like to say that this recapitulation of our past efforts

should be a stimulus to every one of us to do his best in his own selected

field, for much work yet remains to be done.
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A REPORT ON SOME HEMIPTERA FROM BRITISH
COLUMBIA*

By H. M. Parshley. Smith College

The entomological fauna of British Columbia is rapidly becoming

i^etter known, chiefly through the assiduous collecting and study of the

enthusiastic resident entomologists, and in due time we may look for-

ward to the publication of a full list of the insects of the region, a work
which will be of the greatest value in the study of geographical distribu-

tion if it is based on data sufficiently extensive to make the enumeration

truly representative. A great deal remains to be done, however, before

the knowledge of some of the orders can be considered adequate, as

is well illustrated in the case of the Hemiptera. In an earlier reporf^

I recorded 90 species in addition to the 86 given in Van Duzee's "Cata-

logue," making a total of 176 known to occur in British Columbia,

surely fa:r less than half the number which actually inhabit the region.

Stoner- has recently published the record of one more (Podisus serie-

ventris), and the present list adds 30, bringing the total number of

species to 207. If we contrast this figure with the 450 of New England,

it is clear that there is still a good opportunity for the collector; in fact,

every field trip should yield unrecorded species, especially in the aquatic

and semiaquatic groups.

It is worthy of remark that about half of the species recorded in

the former list occur also in New England, illustrating the extraordin-

arily extended range of many Hemiptera, but the fauna of British

Columbia is in reality much more distinctive than such incomplete

data would seem to indicate." As further collecting is done in the more

remote parts of the Province, the proportion of characteristic, western

species will rise, and we note a tendency in this direction in the present

enumeration, for of the thirty-two additional species (excluding those

occurring also in the Palaeartic region) here recorded, only 11 are to be

met with in New England.

Most of the material on which this report is based was sent to me
for study by Mr. W. Downes, who collected much of it himself and

greatly enhanced its value, as is his custom, with notes, of which he

has permitted me to make free use. Through the kindness of Mr. C. A.

Frost, of Framingham, Mass., I am enabled to include records of- soine

specimens from Terrace, on the Skeena River, collected by Mrs. W. W.
Hippisley.

Additional data are given for some of the species of my former list,

indicated here by an asterisk (*), and certain corrections must be made,

which are summarized herewith :

Contributions from the Department of Zoology, Smith College, No. 79.

'On some Hemiptera from Western Canada, Occas. Papers Mus. Zool. Univ.
Michigan, No. 71, 1919, 35 pp.

"Notes on Scutelleroidea from Vancouver Island, Can. Ent., LII:12-13, 1920.
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p. 7. Add to list of collectors, A. W. A. Phair.

p. 13. Aradus inornatus should read Aradus blaisdelli \'an Diizee.

A. cinnamomeus is represented by subsp. antennalis

Parshley.

p. 18. Corythucha canadensis=C. salicis Osborn and Drake,

p. 23. C. hesperia==C. hewitti Drake,

p. 24. C. pura=C. immaculata Osborn and Drake,

p. 30. Phytocoris eximius should read P. neglectus Knight,

p. 31. Delete Orectoderus spp. with data.

p. 35. Bolteria should read Phyllopidea.

Collectors: E. R. Buckell, W. Downes, A. W. Hanham, Mrs. W. W.
Hippisley, M. H. Ruhmann, R. C. Treherne, E. P. Venables.

LIST OF SPECIES
Family SCUTELLERIDAE

, Homaemus bijugis Uhler.* Fairview, 21-VIII-'19 (E.R.B.).

Phimodera torpida Walker. Chilcotin, 15-VII-'20 (E.R.B.). Deter-

mination confirmed by Van Duzee, who suggests the probability that

this species is identical with P. binotata Say.

Vanduzeeina balli Van Duzee. Chilcotin, 16, 18-VI-'20 (E.R.B.).

Determined by Van Duzee.

Family CYDNIDAE
Galgupha atra Amyot & Serville. Enderby, 22-VIII-'20 (W.D.).

Malloch^ has recently proposed a generic rearrangement of the species

placed under Thyreocoris in Van Duzee's "Catalogue." Much as we
deplore any undue multiplication of genera, we must nevertheless accept

a well founded partition of a group composed of generically discordant

elements, as this seems to be. The matter cannot be considered as

wholly settled, however, as Horvath has also turned his attention to the

subdivision of Thyreocoris, in a work^ which I have just received from

the author, and some adjustments may be necessary in combining the

two independent treatments.

Corimelaena montana Van Duzee. Enderby, 22-VIII-'20 (W.D.).

Taken on mullein with the preceding.

Family PENTATOMIDAE
Carpocoris remotus Horvath.* Walhachin, 23-VII-'18 (E.R.B.).

Neottiglossa sulcifrons Stal. Victoria, 30-VIII-'20 (W.D.) ; Ver-

non {fide DoAvnes).

Banasa dimidiata Say.* Terrace, VI-IX (W.W.H.).

Elasmostethus cruciatus Say.* Terrace, VI-IX (W.W.H.).

Perillus exaptus Say.* Terrace, VI-IX (W.W.H.).

=Hart (and Malloch), Pentatomoidea of 111., III. Nat. Hist. Surv., Bull.

XIII :207, 1919.

"Analecta ad cognitionem Cydnidarum, Ann. Mus. Nat. Hungarici, XVII:
205-273, 1919.
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Podisus modestus Dallas.* Terrace, \'I-IX (W.W.H.)-
Zicrona caerulea Linne. Duncan, \'II-'18 (A.W.H.). Taken on

alder. This is one of the most widely distributed of the Hemiptera.

Family COREIDAE
Ceraleptus pacificus Barber. Saanich Dist.. 6-\'I-'18 (W.D.).

Determination confirmed by Barber.

Coriomeris humilis Uhler. Mara, \'-'20 (R.C.T.); Saanich Dist.,

7-V-'19 (W.D.). Downes' specimen was taken in sweeping blossoms of

trefoil and other herbage on the slopes of Mt. Douglas, four miles north

of ^'ictoria. Barber writes me that in his opinion this cannot.be dis-

tinguished by constant characters from C. nigricornis Stal, and if such

proves to be the case, upon comparison of types, the latter name must
be adopted. Family ALYDIDAE

Alydus scutellatus Van Duzee. Mt. McLean, 20-VIII-'20.

Tollius setosus \'an Duzee. Ivnderby, 22-VIII-'20 (W.D.).

Family CORIZIDAE
Harmostes croceus Gibson.* Coldstream, VI-'18 (A.W.H.).

Family ARADIDAE
Aradus persimilis Van Duzee. Terrace, VI-IX (W.W.H.)

.

Aradus blaisdelli \'an Duzee. Proc. California Ac. Sci., (4) IX:333,

1920. This is the A. inornatus of my former report.

Aradus funestus Bergroth.* Vernon, 7-X-'18 (W.D.).

Aradus cinnamomeus* subsp. antennalis Parshley. This was pre-

\ iously noted under the specific name. The terminology used here

agrees with that adopted in my "essay" on Aradus.

Mezira moesta Stal. Duncan, VII-'17 (A.W.H.).

Family LYGAEIDAE
Ortholomus longiceps Stal. Kingmere, 19-VII-'19 (R. H. Chry-

stal) : Vernon, \'II-'12.

Ischnorhynchus franciscanus Stal.* Terrace, VI-IX (W.W.H.).

Blissus occiduus Barber. Bull. Brooklyn Ent. Soc, XIII -.36. 1918.

Shawnigan, 22-\I-'19 (W.D.). Taken in general sweeping. This

species is distinguished from B. leucopterus by its small size and short

hemielytra, which, in the brachypterous form, are scarcely twice as long

as the scutellum. Determination confirmed by Barber.

Crophius bohemani Stal. Cowichan, 24-VIII-'18 (W.D.) : Royal

Oak, 13-IX-'19 (W.D.): Saanich Dist.. 19-IV-'18 (W.D.)-. Taken in

general sweeping. The colour is somewhat variable in this species,

one specimen showing hardly a trace of the apical pale band of the

pronotum.

Sphaerobius insignis Uhler. Chilcotin, 10-\'1-'20 (R.C.T.) : Lillooet,

(W.D.). Abundant under stones and droppings at Chilcotin. This

.s]iccies is ant-likc in appearance and was found associated with ants.
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Peritrechus fraternus Uhler.* Chilcotin, 30-IV-'20 (E.R.B.)
;

Saanich Dist.. 6-IV-'18 (W.D.).

Sphragisticus nebulosus Fallen.* Gordon Head, 16-VI-"20 (W.D.)
;

Penticton, 22-IX-'19 (W.D.).

Eremocoris ferus Say.* Saanich Dist., 20-IV-'18 (W.D.).

Eremocoris obscurus Van Duzee.* -Royal Oak, 12-IX-'19 (W.D.),

found under a log; Chilcotin, 24-IV-'20 (E.R.B.), under stones on open

range.

Gastrodes pacificus Provancher. Kaleden, 14-IV-'19 (E.R.B.).

Family TINCflDAE
Acalypta modesta sp. nov.

Brachypterous form.—Very pale grayish brown, head, antennae, legs,

and body beneath, somewhat darker brown.

Head (including eyes) somewhat broader than long (22-16) ; vertex

impunctate, faintly shining ; frontal spines rather short and stout, blunt,

about as long as second antenna! segment ; antennae as long as pronotum

and head to base of spines, the third segment about three times as long as
'

the fourth (20-7), very slightly enlarged at base, the fourth fusiform.

_ Pronotum tricarinate, the disc punctato-reticulate except for the trans-

verse, shining region of the calli
;
paranota rather narrow, biseriate at

middle, the sides almost straight and strongly convergent, gradually

rounded anteriorly, suddenly rounded and slightly prominent pos-

teriorly; hood small, transverse, projecting anteriorly very slightly

beyond posterior margin of eyes ; carinae rather low, with one distinct

series of areoles, the median carina highest, the lateral extending to

posterior margin of calli and slightly convergent anteriorly; angulate

process obtuse, its areoles distinctly smaller than those of paranota.

Hemielytra extending slightly beyond apex of abdomen, very moderately

convex, the main veins but little raised ; sutural margin nearly straight,

the apices narrowly rounded ; sutural area mostly biseriate, irregularly

triseriate at anterior and posterior ends ; discoidal area widest, with 5

or 6 rather irregular series of areoles for most of its length, acuminate

at apex; subcostal area distinctly narrower than discoidal, mostly

quadriseriate, triseriate toward apex; costal area (costal membrane)

uniseriate, extremely narrow, the areoles not larger than those of sub--

costal area; viewed from the side the costal area and hypohemielytral

lamina appear about equally broad. Length male 1.84 mm, female

2.04 mm; width male .94 mm, female 1.10 mm.
Holotype, female. Royal Oak, B. C, 14-V-'17 (R. C. Treherne), in

the National Collection at Ottawa.

Allotype, male, and paratype, female same data, in my collection.

This species, of which the specimens at hand were found imder

moss on rocks, is related to A. lilianis Torre-Bueno. Its most striking

characteristic is its very pale colour, which is similar in the three speci-

mens of the type series and can hardly be due to immaturity as the
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individuals appear from the data to have been in hibernation and other

indications of teneral condition are lacking. Structurally it may be dis-

tinguished by the narrow paranota, relatively broad discoidal area, the

very narrow costal area which is scarcely wider than the hypohemie-

lytral lamina, and the impunctate vertex, as well as by various minor

points. The dorsal aspect is distinctly less convex than in allied species.

The macropterous form, if this species has it, is at present unknown.

Corythucha salicis Osborn and Drake. (^C. canadensis Parshley*).

Mission, 21-VIII-'19 (W.D.). Abundant on Salix hookeriana. I have

recently called attention to the synonymy of this species-''. It varies in

length from 2.65 mm. to 3.57 mm., and the marginal spines are some-

times almost vestigial.

Corythucha salicata Gibson.* Mission, 21, 22-VIII-'19 (W.D.).

Downes has taken this species in large numbers on Salix lasiandra, and

a few on apple.

Corythucha hewitti Drake. Can. Ent., LI:159, June-July, 1919.

(=C. hesperia Parshley.* Op. cit., p. 23, August, 1919). Vernon,

28-IX-'19 (W.D.). Taken on hazel. Determination confirmed by

Drake. This species varies considerably in darkness of markings and

in the shape of the hood, which, as viewed from the side, may be almost

angulate dorsally or evenly rounded.

Corythucha immaculata Osborn and Drake. (=C. pura Gibson*).

Chilcotin, 14-V-'20 (E.R.B.). Taken on Balsamorhiza sagittaria. In

my previous paper this species was recorded under Gibson's name.

Family REDUVIIDAE
Ploiariola canadensis Parshley.* This species, described in my pre-

vious report, has been found again by Downes in moderate numbers,

"in company with P. hirtipes.* The latter was numerous this year on

the under side of 9. rail on the shady side of a close board fence which

separates my garden from the adjoining lot. Here they were found in

all stages living among the cobwebs and apparently getting their living

from the insects caught in them, though I never actually found one

feeding" (from Downes' notes). With additional material I am enabled

to give some further details concerning canadensis. The scutellar spine

is not constant in size ; it may be almost obsolete or as long as that of

the postscutellum. The third antennal segment is about one-third as

long as the second ; the fourth slightly more than one-third the length

of the third.

Pygolampis sericea Stal. Vancouver, 3-V-'03.

Zelus socius Uhler. Vernon, 20-VI-'19 (E.P.V.).

Family NABIDAE
Nabis subcoleoptratus Kirby. Enderby, 22-VIII-'20 (W.D.).
Nabis ferus Linne.* Terrace, VI-IX (W.W.H.).

Family MIRIDAE
Trigonotylus ruficornis Fallen. Chilcotin, 27-VII-'20 (E.R.B.).

'Hem. Notices. I., Ent. News. XXXI :273, 1920.
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Dacerla formicina sp. nov.

Brownish black, faintly shining, with fine sparse pale pubescence

;

antennae, except enlarged apical portion of second segment, legs,

rostrum, and hemielytra paler brown ; abdomen beneath with a basal

white spot and a smaller one at base of connexivum
;
posterior genital

segment of female marked with white on each side at base ; connexivum

variably brownish. In one specimen the thorax and its appendages are

red, probably a teneral coloration.

a^
Dacerla formicina sp. nov.

Fig. 1. Lateral view of male.

Eig. 2.- Apical tarsal structures, showing the large, divergent arolia and the

psuedo-arolia, the latter forming the thin inner margin of the claws. (Drawn
by Dr. H.'H. Knight).

Fig. 3. Genital claspers of the male, drawn without removal from the

abdomen. a, the left clasper; b, the right.

Head triangular before eyes, narrowed behind ;
anteocular portion

slightly broader than long (24-21) ; width of vertex between eyes about

one-half width of head just in front of eyes; second antennal segment

as long as distance from anterior margin of pronotum to apex of

hemielytra. about four times the length of the first (55-13), enlarged in

apical third, third and fourth segments about equal, together slightly

longer than second (60-55) ; rostrum extending barely to middle coxae,

proportions of segments as in figure 1. Pronotum tumid, short, not

covering mesonotum, wider at apex than at base; mesonotum (including

scutellum) almost as long on median line as pronotum (21,-25), narrowed

to apex from bases of hemielytra. Hemielytra about as long as pro-

notum, slightly upturned at apex, meeting inwardly in a straight line

which is nearly one-half as long as mesonotum, apices obtusely angulate
;

cla\'us indistinct; memljrane wantin.g. Abdomen globuliform. the
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pleural region forming; a thick fold. Male genital claspers shown in

figure 3. Legs long and slender ; arolia and claws as in figure 2.

Length male 5.5 mm; female 6.5 mm.
Holotype, female, Saanich Dist., B. C, 3-VIII-'18 (W. Downes), in

the National Collection at Ottawa.

Allotype, male. Saanich Dist., 1-\'II-'18 (W. Downes), in my collec-

tion.

Paratypes, same data and Shawnigan, B.C., l-\"n-'18 (W.D.), in

Downes', H. H. Knight's, and in my collection.

Collected on Rubus nutkanus, the thimbleberry or salmonberry.

This remarkable myrmecoid species is assigned to the genus

Dacerla because it agrees closely with D. inflata Uhler in all but the

structure of the pronotum and hemielytra. These parts are especially

liable to superficial modifications correlated with brachyptery and ant

mimicry and hence their characteristics, while sometimes striking, may
properly be considered of specific rather than of generic value. The
male genital claspers (Fig. 3) are very similar to those of D. inflata, the

right somewhat longer and more slender. The arolia (Fig. 2) are pre-

cisely similar, and their structure leads us to question Van Duzee's"

course in placing Dacerla in the Hallodapini (Dicyphinae). They are

not "minute or wanting," neither are they united with nor parallel with

the claws. They are in fact such as are characteristic of the Capsini

(Mirinae) and if we accept the fundamental principles of Renter's system

the genus must be placed in the Capsine tribe Myrmecorarra, where

Renter located it in 1909," without examination of the arolia. Accord-

ing to Knight's key to the subfamilies of Miridae,** Dacerla runs directly

to the Mirinae. The striking resemblance which D. formicina bears to

the brachypterous female of Orectoderus is shown by the fact that two
students well versed in the study of the Miridae determined specimens

without hesitation as "Orectoderus sp." when I submitted them for

examination. When I called the attention of my friend Dr. H. H.

Knight to the neglected arolia he gave me his views, upon which I

have freely drawn in the above discussion, and he was kind enough to

send me the drawing of the arolia and a specimen of D. inflata for com-
parison. I am indebted also to Dr. \V. B. Herms, of the University of

California, for a series of this species accompanied by the ant with

which it was found associated and which it closely resembles as a

nymph. The ant has been determined for me by Dr. \V. J\L Wheeler as

Formica fusca Linn.

Phytocoris neglectus Knight. Bull. Brooklyn Hot. Soc, XV:54,
1920. Victoria, 31-V1I-'18 (W.D.). This is the species recorded in

*Synop. Keys Genera N. Am. Miridae, Univ. Calif. Pubs. Tech. Bulls.,

Entom., 1:210, 1916.

'Bemerk. neark. Capsiden, Acta. Soc. Sci. Kennicae, XXXVI, No. 2:8, 1909.

"Jour. New York Ent. Soc, XXVI:40-44.
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my former paper as P. eximius. Specimens have been compared with

the types by Knight. The species has been known hitherto from

Michigan and Minnesota and eastward.

Stenotus binotatus Fabricius.* Royal Oak. 7-VIII-'19 (W.D.).

Good figures of this species are to be found in "Insect Life," V:90, 1892.

Lygidea rubecula var. obscura Reuter. Penticton, 16-VIII-'20

(W.D.).

Lygus pratensis Linne.* Duncan, 4-VIII-'20 (W.D.) ; Terrace,

VI-IX (W.W.H.). Several varietal forms which Knight has under

investigation.

Lygus campestris Linne.* Chilcotin, l-IX-'20 (E.R.B.) ; Saanich

Dist., 6-VI-'18 (W.D.).

Lygus nubilatus Knight. Bull. Cornell Agr. Exp. Sta., No. 391,

1917, p. 584. Saanich Dist., 30-IV, 10-V-'18 (W.D.). Known hitherto

only from California. Determined by Knight.

Neoborus amoenus Reuter. Victoria, 27-VIII-'20 (W.D.). Found

on poplar and maple trees near the docks, not elsewhere on the Island.

The coloration is unusually pale.

Deraeocoris borealis Van Duzee. Proc. California Ac. Sci., (4)

IX:354, 1920. Victoria, 30-VIII-'20 (W.D.) . Determined by Knight,

who has revised the genus. This species was described from Eastern

Canada, Maine, and New York, but its range undoubtedly extends across

the continent, as is the case with so many northern species.

Coquillettia insignis Uhler. Okanagan Falls, 16-VI-'19 (R.C.T.).

Labops hesperius Uhler. Chilcotin, 23-VII-'20 (E.R.B.)

.

Labops burmeisteri Stal. Chilcotin, 15-VI-'20 (R.C.T.). On grasses

on open range. The determination of this species must be considered

provisional, as a comparison with the types is necessary to make the

matter certain. This form may be distinguished from L. hesperius by

its very small size (length, brach. 3 mm, macr. 3.5 mm), the much

coarser and thicker scale-like pubescence of the dorsal surface, which

almost covers the pronotum and scutellum, and the coloration of the

femora, which are black except at apex and not annulate as in hesperius.

Hadronema militaris Uhler.* Okanagan Falls, 16-VI-'19 (R.C.T.) ;

Penticton, VI-'19 (R.C.T.).

Hadronema princeps Uhler. Vernon, 29-VII-'20 (M.H.R.).

Orthotylus pacificus Van Duzee.* Royal Oak, 7-VII-'19 (W.D.).

Several specimens of this species, of which the description was included

in my former report, were collected on Salix in company with Stenotus

binotatus, to which they bear some superficial resemblance. The extent

of the black markings is sometimes greater than the original description

would indicate. The anterior half of the pronotum may be entirely

black, or with pale anterior margin ; the scutellum may be wholly black

except for a narrow median pale spot in the posterior half ; and the head

may be largely black or largely pale.
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Phyllopidea picta var. hirta Van Duzee.* This form was previously

recorded under the genus Bolteria. Knight has shown" that this assign-

ment is incorrect, and he has kindly confirmed the determination of

the British Columbia material.

Family GERRIDAE
Gerris marginatus Say. Beaver Lake, Saanich Dist., 9-VIII-'19

(W.D.). A brachypterous male having the hemielytra extending to the

middle of the fourth abdominal segment.

Gerris buenoi Kirkaldy. Beaver Lake, Saanich Dist., 9-\'III-'19

(W.D.). A brachypterous female having the hemielytra extending to

the level of the apex of the middle coxae. Short-winged forms are rare

in this species but are of wide spread occurrence, as I have found them

on Long Island, N.Y., and Hussey^" has reported apterous individuals

from Michigan. Family SALDIDAE
Saldula interstitialis Say. Duncan, 17-IX-'19 (W.D.) ; Saanich

Dist, 17-VI-'19 (W.D.); Shawnigan, 2-VIII-'19 (W.D.). These speci-

mens from British Columbia cannot be distinguished from those occur-

ring abundantly in the Eastern States, which at present are considered

to represent the interstitialis of Say. In working out the Saldids

reported on in this paper I have been favoured with the advice of my
friend, Mr. J. R. de la Torre-Bueno, -who is engaged upon a monograph

of the North American species.

Saldula comata sp. nov.

Black, shining, the hemielytra conspicuously marked with dull

yellow as follows : a series of narrow spots within the costal margin,

variably developed ; a large ocellate spot occupying most of the middle

areole before the middle ; between this and the costal rovv, two or three

large irregular blotches, and behind it two near the membranal suture,

the outer long and narrow, the inner very small ; a small oval spot at

apex of clavus. Membrance translucent brown with one or two dark

spots in each areole. Head black, with small yellow spots between

ocelli and eyes and in front of the latter; tylus reddish yellow with a

black spot at base ; antennae black with a reddish yellow streak on the

inner side of the first segment. Rostrum and ventral surface black.

Legs largely dark reddish yellow, the feinora with a black longitudinal

stripe of variable width and black dots, the anterior and middle tibiae

with a black stripe on the outer side, which is variably developed and

does not reach the apex ; second tarsal segment yellow, the third black

or brown.

Entire dorsal surface, excepting membrane, with legs and antennae,

thickly clothed with long, erect, black setae and provided also with a

"The genus Bolteria, Bull. Brooklyn Ent. Soc, XIV:126-128, 1919.

'"Waterbugs Douglas Lake, Occas. Papers Mus. Zool. Univ. Mich., No. 75,

p. 11, 1919.
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ven^ fine pale pubescence ; the setae very conspicuous on vertex, lateral

margins of pronotum, and legs ; ventral surface similarly clothed, the

setae less conspicuous.

Vertex very finely roughened, its least width about equal to the

transverse diameter of an eye, provided with diverging grooves before

the ocelli, the latter separated by a space slightly greater than the

diameter of one of them, and three times as far from the eyes as from

each other ; the transverse carina between frons and tylus obsolete at

middle ; tylus elevated, moderately swollen at base
;
postocular portion

of head very short. Antennae slender, as long as pronotum and scutel-

lum ; the first segment much the thickest and slightly shorter than least

distance between eyes (9-10), almost as long as the third (9-10) ; second

very slender, very slightly curved, a little enlarged toward apex, twice as

long as the first; third almost cylindrical, slightly shorter than the fourth

(9-11), which is slightly thicker than the third and cylindrical except

at ends. Pronotum polished, transverse, more than three times wider

than long/47-14); lateral margins slightly curved, convergent, anterior

angles evenly rounded ; the anterior margin a little narrower than head

including eyes
;
posterior margin broadly emarginate, slightly and evenly

curved across middle; callus prominent, convex, not reaching lateral

margins, with three discal indentations of which the middle one is

deepest, the lateral faint; transverse impression deep, curved, minutely

punctate at bottom
;
posterior lobe about one-half as long as preceding

on median line. Scutellum polished, as long as wide, the impression

sinuate, situated slightly in front of middle, the posterior lobe longer

than the anterior (20-13) on median line. Hemielytra moderately con-

vex, the costal margin strongly curved, broadly flattened and slightly

refiexed anteriorly ; corium faintly shining, very obsoletely punctate

;

clavus opaque ; veins distinct, the inner forked, with branches reaching

membranal suture; membrane with four areoles, the inner longest,

extending anteriorly about one-seventh of its length beyond base of the

next, posteriorly almost as far as the next ; outer margin of membrane

thickened and pubescent. Second segment of hind tarsi about as long

as the third. Last ventral segment of female more than twice as broad

as long (38-14), somewhat produced and broadly rounded at middle.

Form rather broadly oval. Length male and female 4.8-5.0 mm ;
width

2.5-2.7 mm.
Plolotype, male. Beaver Lake, Saanich Dist., B. C, 17-VI-'19

(W.D.), in the National Collection at Ottawa.

Allotype, female, same data, in my collection.

Paratype. female, Vernon. B. C, 26-IX-'18 (W.D.), in Downes'
collection.

This species is closely related to interstitialis Say, from which it is

distinguished by the long pubescence, evenly rounded anterior angles

of pronotum, shining surface, etc.
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Saldula nigrita sp. nov.

Black, moderately shining, the hemielytra almost opaque and orna-

mented with a few small and inconspicuous dull yellow markings as

follows : a wedge-shaped spot near apex of clavus ; some irregular ones

just within costal margin near middle and near apex; three widely

separated in middle areole of corium, of which the central one is most

conspicuous; a rounded one between the branches of the inner corial

vein near inner basal angle of membrane, and a narrow one occasionally

at the fork of this vein. Membrane black, usually with a dull yellow

spot near apex of outer corial vein. Head black, sometimes with small

dull yellow spots between and in front of eyes and one on apex of tylus.

Antennae black, the first segment sometimes faintly marked with dull

yellow. Rostrum and ventral surface black. Legs black, the femora

and tibiae more or less distinctly marked with yellow toward apex,

but not annulate.

Dorsal surface,- except membrane, and ventral surface clothed with

very fine pale pubescence, the head with a few large black setae.

Vertex very finely roughened and pubescent, its least width some-

what less than t.he transverse diameter of an eye (8-10), provided with

two oblique grooves extending from before the ocelli to the anterior

inner margin of eyes ; ocelli separated by a space scarcely equal to the

diameter of one, three times as far from the eyes as from each other; a

prominent transverse carina, recurved nearly to the eyes at each end,

separates frons from base of tylus; tylus elevated, slightly swollen at

base; postocular portion of head short, nearly cylindrical. Antennae

slender, as long as head, pronotum, and scutellum
;
provided with very

fine pale pubescence and, except second segment, with sparse, erect

setae ; first segment thickest, about as long as shortest distance between

eyes, much shorter than third (7-13) ; second very slender, slightly

curved, a little enlarged toward apex, about three times as long as first

(23-8) ; third very slenderly fusiform, more than one-half as long as

second (13-23) ; fourth very slightly broader than third, narrowly fusi-

f'.irni. somewhat shorter than third (12-13). Pronotum very finely

rugulose, transverse, about three times wider than long (40-14) ; the

lateral margins convergent, slightly curved especially anteriorh' ; an-

terior margin a little narrower than head with eyes
;

posterior margin

Ijroadly emarginate, nearly straight across middle; callus prominent,

convex, not reaching lateral margins, with three discal indentations

tending to form a transverse groove ; transverse impression sharp,

curved, finely punctate at bottom
;

posterior lobe a little shorter than

preceding on median line. Scutellum slightly longer than wide, the

l)asal lobe rugulose, the impression sinuate, situated a little in front of

middle
;

posterior lobe almost smooth, faintly transversely rugulose

along middle, nearly twice as long as anterior on median line. Hemi-
elytra opaque, obsoletely punctulate. moderately convex, the costal
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margins gently curved, rather broadly flattened and a little reflexed

anteriorly ; veins feebly elevated, the interior forked, with branches

reaching membranal suture. Membrane with four areoles, the inner

longest, extending anteriorly about one-eighth of its length beyond base

of the next and posteriorly almost as far as the next ; outer margin

thickened, pubescent. Second segment of hind tarsi about as long as

the third. Last ventral segment of female more than twice as broad as

long (40-15), somewhat produced and broadly rounded at middle.

Form rather elongate oval. Length male and female, 5-5.5 mm ; width

2.3-2.5 mm.
Holotype, female, Duncan, B. C, 17-IX-'19 (W.D.), in the National

Collection at Ottawa.

Allotype, male, same data, in Downes' collection.

Paratypes, male and female, in my collection.

This species may be recognized by its narrow form and its dull

black colour, with inconspicuous spotting; it is distinguished from

interstitialis and allied species also by the strong transverse carina

separating frons and tylus, which is very distinct at middle as well as at

the sides. According to my interpretation of Reuter's essay^^ at the

generic subdivision of Salda (or Acanthia), this form pertains to Saldula

Van D. (Acanthia Reut.). I am not fully satisfied that many of the

characters which Reuter employs are really of generic value, and some

of them are certainly indefinite, e.g., the relative width of head and

anterior margin of pronotum and the punctation of the transverse pro-

notal impression. This latter character is mentioned in the above

descriptions and it is present in allied species, although they belong to

a group which, according to Reuter, lacks this feature. Probably the

punctures are merely developed in varying degrees in the different

sections. The characters used by Reuter in separating his genera are

included in the present descriptions.

Family NOTONECTIDAE
Notonecta undulata Say.* Vernon, 26-IX'19 (W.D.).

Buenoa elegans Fieber. Beaver Lake, Saanich Dist., 9-VIiri9

(W.D.). Study of a good series has revealed no differences between

specimens taken in the west and in the east. The proper application

of the names elegans and platycnemis of Fieber may be considered some-

what in doubt, but these specimens exhibit the characters ascribed to

elegans by Hussey {Op. cit., p. 18).

"Zur gen. Teilung paL u. neark. Acanthiaden, Ofv. Finska Vet.-Soc. Forh.,

LIV, Afd. A, No. 12:1-24, 1912.
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THE SPHINGIDAE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
By E. H. Blackmore, F.E.S.

The family Sphingidae is very poorly represented in the north-

western portion of this continent. In boreal North America there are

forty different genera, comprising some 134 species and varietal forms,

of which only seven genera and fourteen species are known to occur

in British Columbia. Alberta is not much better represented, as only

sixteen forms are recorded from that province—just two more than we
have. It is interesting to note, however, that eight of the species occur

in both provinces. Showing how poorly we are represented here in

this family, I may mention that in the State of New Jersey alone fifty

different species and forms are recorded. Before taking up the species

in detail, perhaps it would be as well to say a few words about the

different stages.

Larvae. The larvae of this family are quite characteristic. As a

rule they are large and rather remarkable in appearance, the body is

cylindrical and naked and most of them have a caudal horn situated

near the end of the body on the eighth abdominal segment. Sometimes
in place of this horn is a polished eye-like spot. The majority of the

species are of some shade of green in colour and usually have oblique

stripes of a contrasting colour on the sides. The anterior segments

are retractile and when at rest these segments are drawn back and the

front portion of the body raised in the air. When in this posture they

are supposed to represent the Egyptian Sphinx and it is to this resem-

blance that the typical genus was named Sphinx. The larvae feed upon
leaves of trees and shrubs and are solitary, that is, they do not feed in

colonies, but each one feeds by itself upon its appropriate food plant.

Pupae. Most of the species pass the pupal state deep in the ground
in simple cells made in the earth ; a few species, however, transform on

the surface of the ground in imperfect cocoons composed of leaves

fastened together with silk.

Adults. The majority of the species of this family have very stout,

long, conical bodies, with long narrow pointed wings, which, together

with their rapid and powerful flight have given them their common
name of Hawk-moths. Sometimes they are called Humming-bird
Moths on account of their habit of remaining poised over a flower while

extracting the nectar, holding themselves in this position by a rapid

motion of the wings. This attitude and the whirr of the vibrating wings

gives them a strong resemblance to a humming-bird. The tongue as a

rule is very long, sometimes longer than the body, and in some species

it is nearly six inches in length when uncoiled. The antennae are

somewhat peculiar, being fusiform (that is spindle shaped) and pris-

matic ; they are generally stouter in the male and usually hooked at

the tip. They are, as a rule, crepuscular in their habits, flying at twi-

light and hovering over flowers from which they extract the nectar with
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their long tongues. They are the most elegant of all the Lepidoptera,

the quiet but exquisite shades of olive, tan, brown, black and yellow,

with touches here and there of pink and blue, combine to make a most
harmonious coloration.

The different species in British Columbia arranged in accordance

with Barnes and McDunnough's Check List are as follows:

(1) 668 Sphinx vancouverensis Hy. Edw., or as it is commonly
called, the Vancouver Sphinx. This species is fairly common on Van-
couver Island, although it is not well represented in British Columbia

collections. It is greyish brown in colour, with shades of paler grey

and a few scattered black lines.

It feeds on snowberry and is on the wing in July. It occurs from

Vancouver Island throughout Southern British Columbia to Kaslo and
Rossland. Its range extends southward to about San Francisco and

eastward to Alberta and Montana.

There is a variety of this species named albescens Tapper, which

is supposed to fly wil>li it, but I have not seen a specimen of it in any

British Columbia collection. It occurs in Alberta, however, and also

in Manitoba ; it is a smaller insect, with the costa and outer margin

of the primaries a very pale grey, as is also the centre of the thorax.

In The Moth Book. p. 51, Holland speaks of albescens as having a very

dark thorax; this is an error, as that description applies to vancou-

verensis, although his figure on Plate VI is correct.

(2) 690 Sphinx perelegans Hy. Edw., or the Elegant Sphinx.

This is a species which has been overlooked in our collections. It is

rather rare but may be more common than supposed, as it is ver}' liable

to be confused with vancouverensis, especially by those collectors who
are not aware of a similar species occurring in our fauna. It has a

much larger wing expanse and differs in the following particulars : it

lacks the distinct narrow black line parallelling the outer margin of the

primaries ; the black sub-apical streak is disconnected, farming in this

species two streaks, one slightly below the other; it has also a small

brown discal spot on the primaries, and has a distinct whitish sub-

marginal band.

This species was first mentioned by the late Rev. G. W. Taylor in

the Can. Ent. Dec. 1909. He took five specimens with him to Ottawa
and studied them in conjunction with Mr. Arthur Gibson, and after

studying the descriptions of vancouverensis, albescens, vashti and per-

elegans, found that they agreed perfectly with the latter. Of the five

specimens taken, four were from Wellington and one from Peachland.

The only three specimens I have seen are from the Duncan district,

where they were taken by the late Mr. E. M. Skinner some twenty-five

years ago. In the Bull. B. C. Ent. Soc. Sept. 1906, Mr. Cockle lists

S. drupiferarum A. & S. from Kaslo, identified from Holland's Moth
Book, but I rather doubt this record and believe that it refers to per-
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elegans, as both species are closely allied, in fact perelegans is closer

in maciilation and size to drupiferarum than it is to vancouverensis.

The species referred to by Mr. \V. H. Brittain in Brit. Col. Ent. Socy.

Bull. 4, 1914, as drupiferarum is probably perelegans.

(3) 705 Smerinthus jamaicensis normal form geminatus Say.

(The Twin-spot Sphinx). Thi« beautifully coloured moth expands

aljout 2Y2 inches. The forewingfs are fawn, tipped and banded with

Ijrown. the hindwings are carmine in the middle, bordered with pale

tan : near the anal angle is a large black spot in which there are two

smaller blue spots, which gave rise to the specific name geminatus.

This species was originally named and described by Drury in error

as coming from the Island of Jamaica. He also was unfortunate in

having for* his tj-pe an aberrant specimen in which the large black spot

contained only one blue one. Sucji specimens occur very occasionally,

as also does one in which three blue spots occur in the ocellus and this

is named tripartitus Grt. The first specimens that I saw of geminatus

in .British Columbia were two or three in the collection of Mr. \V.

Downes, taken at Armstrong, and whicli I recorded in Gibson's Ent.

Record for 1917, with a note that it was "the only record we have for

B. C." Since then, however, I have seen several more specimens taken

by Mr. A. L. Meugens at Kelowna. The larva feeds upon a variety of

trees, including apple, plimi, elm, ash, willow and wild cherry. It is

fjuite common in the Middle Atlantic States.

(4) 706a. Smerinthus cerisyi race opthalmicus Bdv. The Eyed
Hawk Moth. This is without doubt the commonest species of this

genus occurring on \'ancouver Island ; although in Eastern Canada it

is comparatively rare. It is on the wing in late April and early May
and can be found hanging to electric light cables in almost any street of

our coast cities ; on one occasion I took 9 specimens ofT one cable wire.

The female lays eggs freely in confinement—large round white ones

—

like small pearls. The species is easily bred, the larvae feeding on

different species of willow. The species is distributed from X'ancouver

Island to the foothills of the Rockies.

(5) 706a. S. cerisyi opthalmicus form pallidulus Edw. This is a

most beautiful form, as all the umber brown and grey colourings are

replaced by 'shades of pale oliveaceous and light tan. It is rather rare

in collections; I only know of five or six specimens being taken. 1

captured one on June -26th, 1913, and bred another one on July 14th

of the same year. Mr. Phair of Lillooct has' taken one specimen and

Mr. Cockle of Kaslo one or two. It is interesting to note that these

very pale forms do not emerge tuitil from one to two months later than

the typical forms.

(6) 707 Paonias excaecata A. i\; S. (The lUind Sphinx). This

genus differs from the preceding genera in that the head is crested and

the apex of the costal margin of the hind wings is produced into a some-
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what broad lobe. There are only three species in this genus, two of

which occur within the Province. Its range in British Columbia is

from Vancouver Island to the Kootenays, and it occurs right across the

continent to the New England States, where it is quite common. It

feeds upon various plants of the order Rosaceae but does not confine

itself to these, as it will feed upon willow, poplar and other forest trees.

(7) 708 Paonias myops Ab. & Sm. (The Small-eyed Sphinx).

This is a smaller species than the preceding and somewhat prettier in

ornamentation. The food plants and localities are much the same as

excaecatus but it is much less common. It is rather rare in British

Columbia and has been reported from the Okanagan District and from

East Kootenay. I do not think that it occurs on Vancouver Island;

so far I have not seen it in any collection on the Island.

(8) 711 Pachysphinx modesta R. & J. This species has two pop-

ular names, the Modest Sphinx in allusion to the quiet modest tints in

which it is clothed, and the Big Poplar Sphinx on account of poplar

being its chief food plant, although it will also feed on willow. It- is

the largest of our local sphingids, measuring from 4 to 5 inches in wing

expanse. The body and basal third of the fore wing is pale olive, with

the outer third of the wing a darker olive and the middle third darker

still with a minute olive discal dot. The hind wings are dull carmine

red in the centre with a bluish grey patch near the anal angle. The
larva when full grown is about 3 inches long, of a pale green colour

and coarsely granulated, the granules studied with fine white points,

giving it a frosted appearance. This species is recorded from the

Okanagan to the foothills of the Rockies, but is somewhat rare. Out-

side of the Province it extends to the Atlantic coast and southwards into

the northern portion of Mexico ; but is not common in any locality.

(9) 732 Haemorrhagia thysbe form cimbiciformis Steph. (Hum-
ming Bird Clearwing). This section of the Sphingidae differs from all

others in having the middle of all the wings transparent, that is, free

from scales. In many species the abdomen of the male ends in a fan-

shaped anal tuft.

In our 1906 "list," thysbe is listed from the coast, but I have never

been able to trace the specimens that the record refers to. The insect

that occurs in British Columbia is the form cimbiciformis and it differs

from thysbe in the outline of the inner margin of the broad outer band

of the primaries ; in our form the line is even or slightly sinuate, in

thysbe the line is strongly dentate. It is the rarest Hawk Moth that

we have in the Province, I only know of three specimens being taken,

although there may be others of which I have no record. The speci-

men shown was taken in the Bulkley Valley in June, 1914, and the late

Wolley Dod records one taken at Field in 1909. Strange to say, it is

the commonest species of the genus in Eastern Canada and the New
England States. The larva feeds on viburum, honeysuckle and snow-

Ijerrv.
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(10) 735d. Haemorrhagia diffinis race rubens Hy. Edw. (The

Bumble-bee Hawk Moth). This species is very common in certain

localities on Vancouver Island and occurs all through the Province as

far as the East Kootenays. It is very difficult to capture on the wing
as its flight is exceedingly rapid and vvhen once struck at and missed it

is gone for good. The best and easiest way to capture them is to stand

perfectly still, before a patch of blossom which they are known to fre-

quent, with ones net ready to strike, and as soon as one comes within

striking distance, to make a sweep at it, creating as little disturbance

as possible. One afternoon in early May several years ago I captured

over 20 in an hour and a half in a small area about 6 yards long by 2

yards in width. It feeds on snowberry and I have bred them from a

species of barberry.

It may not be known to all of you that when these moths emerge
from their pupal state, their wings are covered with scales, which how-
ever are somewhat loosely attached. These scales become detached

after the first flight, thus rendering the wings transparent, with the

exception of a narrow border round the edges.

In our 1906 Check List we have listed both thetis and palpalis, the

latter is now a synonym of the former. The record is wrong, however,

as rubens is the form that we get in British Columbia; thetis is a much
smaller species and occurs in Wyoming and Colorado.

(11) 752 Prosperinus clarkiae Bdv. (Clark's Day-sphinx). This

is rather a small but pretty species, the fore wings are a pale olive green

with an oblique brownish median band and a triangular brownish patch

near the apex. The hind wings are orange yellow margined with black.

It is not a common species by any means. It emerges about the middle

of May and is found hovering over flowers in the bright sunshine. It

occurs on Vancouver Island and is recorded from Vernon. I also have
one specimen from Trail, but so far Mr. Cockle has not taken it at Kaslo.

(12) 753a. Prosperinus flavofasciata race ulalume Strecker. This

species is rather local but it is not uncommon where it occurs. It is a

day-flier and like the preceding species is fond of hovering over flowers.

In a certain orchard near Cobble Hill, it is very common round the

cherry trees when they are in bloom. It is fairly common in late April

and early May in some parts of Vancouver. It is also taken at Kaslo

and I have it from Mission and Rossland. The larvae are reported to

have been found feeding on fireweed.

(13) 761 Celerio gallii race intermedia Kirby. (The Bedstraw
Hawk-moth). So called as the larvae feed upon tl>e common bedstraw

Galium triflorum. This is the North American representative of gallii,

which is very common in Europe.

Dr. Dyar in his Catalogue made intermedia a synonym of gallii,

but Rothschild and Jordan in their Revision of the Sphingidae have

restored the name of intermedia, which is applied to our North American
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race. It is very common throughout the Province and it occurs all over

Canada and the United States. It is often seen hovering over flowers

in the twilight and is attracted by light. I have seen dozens of them

flving around the arc-lights in the suburbs of Victoria.

(14) 762 Celerio lineata Fab. (The Striped Morning Sphinx).

This is supposed to be the commonest sphingid in North America and

has probably the most extensive range of any of them. Southern British

Columbia is probably its northernmost limit ; it extends from coast to

coast in the United States and ranges southward through Mexico to

Central America. In Colorado they swarm about the electric lights in

the streets of the cities, literally in hundreds. It is not so common as

the preceding species in this Province, but is found in the same localities.

The two species resemble each other in colour and markings, but are

easily distinguished by lineata having six oblique narrow white lines

crossing each of the forewings ; the thorax is white striped. The

larvae of this species show great diversity in markings and are the

most variable of all sphingid larvae. It is almost omnivorous—feeding

on a great variety of dissimilar plants, including apple, plum, currant,

gooseberry, turnip and chickweed. It is closely allied to the Striped

Hawk Moth of the Old World (Celerio livornica), which has only four

white longitudinal stripes on the thorax instead of six as in our species.

EARLY STAGES OF NEPYTIA PHANTASMARIA STRECKER
(LEPIDOPTERA)

By Geo. O. Day

A female of this species captured flj'ing at Quamichan, Vancouver

Island, on 3rd Sept., 1915, and confined in a chip box, laid 69 eggs in

small batches of from two to ten each, the ova securely attached by

their sides. Colour a dull light green of a yellowish tinge. Shape

bluntly oval—upper and lower sides very slightly flattened—looked at

under hand lens no surface markings were visible. Micropylar end of

egg rather flat with a central dot. After ten days or a fortnight the

colour changed to a purplish gray as if the larva enclosed was in process

of formation, but the eggs continued in this condition without hatching.

On 17th October I cut one of the eggs open and found it filled with a

yellowish green fluid without any sign of larval development. No
larvae appeared until the following May, when on the 7th of that month

I found two on the lid of the box, evidently just hatched out. and the

remainder followed in the course of a few days. Length 3 m.m. Head

and claspers wider than the rest of the body ; head black. Skin behind

the head seemed to fold over it. This fold, and the anal claspers.

lighter in colour than the rest of the body, being a watery green. Two
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grayish stripes run the length of the body, separated by a black line of

equal width, each of the grayish stripes being outwardly edged by black

lines along the spiracles, and the black extends to the ventral surface,

so that practically, with the exception of the anal claspers and the skin

fold behind the head, the larva is striped on the dorsal area with lines

of black and gray, the median line being black. On May 16th length

5j/2 m.m. Head black; the front part of the fold behind the head gra}'

with a dark line behind it ; body striped as before, but the colours are

dirty green and grayish green. Larvae rather restless in their habits;

fed on the tender new growth of Douglas Fir.

On 27th of May length 10 m.m. Head as before. The three pairs

of front claspers also jet black. Some of the larvae were still of a dirty

green as general tone, but others inclined to plum colour in the darker

stripes. The longitudinal lines still distinct, but instead of being about

equal breadth, the lighter lines have narrowed, leaving the dorsal central

stripe much wider, and also the stripe above, the light spiracular stripe

slightly wider, in proportion, than before. The dorsal stripe is lighter

in colour than the outer ones and is bordered (immediately adjoining

the white stripe) with darkec, and in this dark edge is situated a dot

on each segment.

On 13th June length 18 m.m. The stripes very clearly defined and

colours more pronounced. General tone green (simulating the colour

of the old spines of the fir), with conspicuous yellow spiracular lines and

two other, narrower, light green lines. All the lines (stripes) have dark

purplish brown margins. To go more into detail, the central dorsal

stripe is broad, bordered by narrow dark lines, then a greenish white

stripe again bordered by a dark line throughout its length ; between

this and the yellow spiracular stripe, the narrow space is occupied by
aa irregular series of broken dark lines; these dark irregular and slightly

wavy lines (5 or 6) are continued all over the ventral area, the ground

colour of which is green.

At this stage the head is green, with 14 dark spots. The anus also

has black spots.

When eating the larva starts at the outer end of the fir-spine and

demolishes it across—not lengthways.

On 3rd July length about 25 m.m. General markings not much
changed. Dark spots on head conspicuous. Broken dark lines on the

green background not so noticeable.

On 6th July three or four of the most forward larvae had spun a

few strands of silk among the pine needles, each making a very flimsy

cocoon preparatory to pupating, and on the 7th had changed to a bright

green chrysalis with two white stripes down the back, and another

stripe on each side extending from the outer margin of the wing-case

to the tail. The wing-cases are also white with green veins. The
white areas of the wing-cases increase towards the time of emergence.
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as if the white wings were showing through. There are a number of

dark speckles across each segment. The antennae cases are also green

—legs white—proboscis ( ?) green. Some of the more backward larvae

did not pupate until the end of July—not until several imagines from

early pupae had emerged.

The first moth (a female) emerged on 25th July, the second (a

male) on the 29th, and the third (a female) on the 31st. In all, 29

moths emerged—12 males and 17 females. In the wild state, the moth

is sometimes found at rest on the trunks of trees, where it is a con-

spicuous object; but it is easily disturbed and has a tendency to fly

upwards among the branches of the firs.

NOTES ON THE ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION OF SOME
ORTHOPTERA FROM THE CHILCOTIN DISTRICT

OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
By E. R. Buckell

In British Columbia there are some species of Orthoptera which

do not frequent the same type of habitat in diflferent parts of the Prov-

ince, and the following notes on ecological distribution apply only to

the Chilcotin District, and mainly to the Riske Creek Range situated

in the angle made by the junction of the Fraser and Chilcotin Rivers.

In dividing a number of species into "groups" or "associations of

species" there are a number of plans which might be adopted. In the

Chilcotin District, however,- the topographical and floral characters lend

themselves readily to the formation of four main divisions, populated

by fairly distinct groups of species. These may conveniently be called

the campcstrian, sylvan, semi-sylvan and hygrophilous groups. The cam-

pcstrian group may, furthermore, be sub-divided into phytophUous, saxi-

coloits and gcophilous species ; and the hygrophilous group into humicolous

and pahidicolous species. These sub-divisions are added to further

emphasize the various types of environment chosen by the campestrian

and hygrophilous species for their normal habitat (i.e., the habitat in

which they are found in greatest numbers). A short description of the

district will further explain the choice of these headings.

The Riske Creek Range is an undulating, triangular, tableland, with

an elevation ranging from 3,000 to 3,500 feet. It is bounded on two

sides by the river valleys of the Fraser and Chilcotin Rivers, which are

approximately 1,500 feet below the level of the main tableland.

The steep river valley slopes and the main tableland are open

grass lands bounded on the north by forests of fir, spruce and pine.

This open grass covered area contains about 300 square miles and forms

the home of the campestrian species.
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The lower slopes and benches of the river valleys are very much
warmer than the upper tableland and are covered with tall bunch-grass

and Chrysothamnus bushes, and are intersected by numerous ravines

filled with rank herbage and small trees. It is here that we find the

phytophilous campestrian species, whose habitat is a warm, dry loca-

tion, plentifully covered with herbage such as the tall bunch-grass of

the open slopes, or the tangled brush of the ravines. The colder and
higher tableland above supports but little vegetation and has been so

heavily overgrazed by cattle that we find nothing but a scant covering

of low-growing grasses and small plants which soon dry up in the

summer sun. This is the home of the geophilous campestrian species,

whose favourite habitat is a bare, sunbaked ground devoid of all tall

herbage.

The tableland is composed of a layer of lava rock overlying deep

beds of silt and gravel. The rivers in cutting down through this vol-

canic rock into the softer layers below, have left in many places, pre-

cipitous cliffs along the upper edges of their valleys (locally known as

"the rimrock"). At the base of these clififs there is the usual talus of

broken rock which reaches down on to the upper slopes of the valleys,

forming a favourable habitat for certain species which I am calling the

sa.vicoloiis campestrian

.

The forests, bounding the open country on the north, are composed
mainly of Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga mucronata), Engelmann spruce

(Picea engelmanni) and Lodgepole pine (Pinus murrayana). There is

very little undergrowth, the ground being covered with pine-grass. In

these forests we find the sylvan species.

T*he semi-sylvan species are those which are found in the large

natural clearings in the forest, where an abundance of tall herbage

grows, and in the long grass beneath the aspen poplars which ai'e always

found fringing the edge of the forests and dividing them from the open

grass-land. The species included under this heading naturally overlap

the sylvan and geophilous campestrian species, but are never numerous
away from their natural habitat.

Lastly, we have the hygrophilous group divided into the humicolous

species inhabiting hay-fields, borders of streams, the thick herbage of

"willow-bottoms," and the margins of lakes, and the paludicolous species

frequenting marshes and bogs.

The following species were collected during the summer of 1920,

and are arranged systematically with short notes on their Ecological

Distribution. P^^^ily lqCUSTIDAE
Anabrus longipes Caudell. Scmi-sykvn. Found inhabiting open

glades. Aspen groves on open mountain slopes, and in and around clumps

of trees on certain portions of the open range.

Steiroxys (trilineata?) Thomas. A sciiii-syk'an species, fairly plenti-

ful, found in similar locations to Anabrus longipes.
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Cyphoderris monstrosus Uhler. Syhaii. A nocturnal species.

May be found during the day time beneath logs and flat stones in the

forests.
Family GRYLLIDAE

Gryllus abbreviatus Serville. A saxicolons campcstrian. An un-

common insect in this locality found only in warm situations close to

the Fraser River. Frequents rock-slides and stony ravines, where the

males may be heard stridulating during the heat of the day.

Oecanthus quadripunctatus Beut. A phytophiloits campcstrian. Found

occasionally among tall plants and rose bushes in dry, warm ravines in

the river valleys.
Family ACRIDIDAE

Tettiginae

Acrydium granulatum Kirby. A huinicolous hygrophile. Taken only

in damp grass beneath willow and birch close to water. Both long and

short-pronotumed forms were collected.

Acrydium brunneri Bol. A Jiimiicoloits hygrophik. Observed only

in one small area among fallen leaves and moss under birch and willow

around an upland spring.
Tryxalinae

Amphitornus bicolor McNeill. A pJiytophilous campcstrian. Inhabits

the bunch-grass slopes of the river valleys. A few found on Upper table-

land in depressions where the herbage was fairly plentiful.

Chloealtis abdominalis Thomas. Syhan. Very common. Fre-

quenting open forests, especially where logging operations have been

conducted leaving the ground strewn with dead limbs. Less plentiful

in aspen groves in semi-sylvan locations.

Chloealtis conspersa Harris. Syhan. Common. Inhabiting open

forests in company with C. abdominalis.

Mecostethus gracilis Scudder. A palndicolous hygrophile. Collected

in wet marshes and flooded areas in wild hay mea'dows. Flies actively

about in the tops of tall grasses and rushes.

Chorthippus curtipennis Harris. A humicolous hygrophile. A very

common species in long rank meadow grass and under aspens in damp

locations. Extending in places into distinctly sylvan surroundings.

Platybothrus brunneus Thomas. A geophilous campestrian. Was
found in great numbers over approximately 1,000 square miles of dry,

bare, overgrazed range. The only geophilons species of this sub-family

collected and, I believe, the first record of a Tryxaline occurring in

injurious nuinbers in Canada.

Oedipodinae

Arphia pseudonietana Thomas. A phytophilous campestrian. Rarely

seen. Taken in small numbers in hot, dry ravines, and among sage

brush near the Fraser River.

Camnula pellucida Scudder. A geophilons campcstrian. This common
and destructive species was found everywhere on the open range land.
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It is particularly fond of alkaline g-round, especially for oviposition. A
species with migrator}' tendencies and flies freely. This species

migrated during August into sylvan, semi-sylvan and phytophilous

locations in search of food, but returned to the range for oviposition.

Hippiscus sp. A gcopliiloiis cainpcstriaii. A typical geophilous cam-

pestrian distributed all over the open range and rarely extending into

semi-sylvan or phytophilous surroundings.

Hippiscus (Xanthippus) latefasciatus Scudder. .\ phytophilous cain-

pcstrian. This large brightly coloured insect is one of the earliest to

appear in spring as it hibernates as a nymph. Commonly found on

warm bunch-grass flats along the river valleys. Occasionally found

on the upper range.

Pardalophora tuberculata Beauv. Sciiii-syk'aii. A rare species,

taken occasionally in dry mountain meadows.
Spharagemon aequale Say. A phytophilous caiiipcstriau. Collected

only on lower bunch-grass flats close to the rivers, where, in company
with Metator pardalinus, it did considerable damage to the grass.

Metator pardalinus Saussure. A phytophilous cainpcstrian. Very
common on lower bunch-grass flats in company with Spharagemon
aequale. Rare on upper range. Both yellow and red winged forms

Vvere seen.

Circotettix carlinianus Thomas. A geophilous cainpcstrian. Found
only on the dryest and barest parts of the upper range in small scattered

colonies.

Circotettix lobatus Saussure. A sa.vicolous canipcstrian. Inhabits

the steep rock}- sides of ravines and the base of cliffs in warm locations

on the river slopes.

Circotettix sufFusus Scudder. A sylvan species. This species was
most freqviently found in the Chilcotin district in sylvan locations, but

also inhabits semi-sylvan areas such as open clearings and road sides.

Trimerotropis vinculata Scudder. A phytophilous cainpcstrian.

Found locally on dry exposed areas on lower river benches.

Trimerotropis sp. A geophilous canipcstrian. A typical geophilous

species found commonly on the open range of the tableland.

Acridinae

Melanoplus atlanis Riley. A geophilous canipcstrian. Frequents dry,,

sandy grass lands on sheltered parts of the range.

Melanoplus femur-rubrum DeGeer. .\ hiiniicolons hygrophile. Re-

stricted in the Chilcotin district to hay meadows and long rank grass;

avoiding very dry areas.

Melanoplus bivittatus Say. Jilainly a scini-syhan species, adapted,

however, to a wide variety of conditions. It was found wherever there

was a thick growth of succulent vegetation, such as the borders of

streams, and also out on the open range in depressions where there was

a good covering of grass.
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Melanoplus packardii Scudder. A phytophilons campcstrian, with

geophilous tendencies. Only collected in one locality. Found among

bushes on a dry, stony bank near the Chilcotin River at Hanceville.

Melanoplus altitudinum Scudder. Semi-sylvan. Found only among

the scrub along road sides and in aspen poplar groves.

Melanoplus minor Scudder. A phytophilons campcstrian. Frequents

dry ground among bushes and low scrub, on the lower river valley flats.

Found sometimes in typical semi-sylvan surroundings.

Melanoplus bruneri Scudder. Semi-sylvan. Found most commonly

in semi-sylvan locations, but extends into the geophilous campestrian

area where the open range adjoins the forest.

Melanoplus alpinus Scudder. A sylvan species. Found throughout

the open pine forests, usually above 3,500 feet elevation.

Melanoplus infantilis Scudder. A geophilous campcstrian. A typical

geophilous species and the only Melanoplus found commonly on the open

dry range. It chooses the barest of ground for its habitat, and never

encroaches upon the semi-sylvan or phytophilous locations.

Melanoplus borealis Fieber. A hutnicoloiis hygrophilc. An inhabit-

ant of the tall rank vegetation beneath birch and willow on the borders

of streams. A sluggish species, usually seen resting on the leaves of

nettles and other tall plants. A richly coloured insect, probably due

to its humid surroundings.

Melanoplus fasciatus Walker. Sylvan. A typical sylvan species

found among low brush in the forest areas in the higher elevations. In

addition to the species of Melanoplus enumerated above two species of

wingless Melanpoli (genus and species not yet determined) were taken

in considerable numbers. They were typically semi-sylvan in their

choice of habitats. They were found in dry mountain meadows and in

aspen groves on the mountain slopes.

TABLE OF THE "LOCUST ASSOCIATIONS" FOUND IN THE
CHILCOTIN DISTRICT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

Group I. CAMPESTRIAN (Inhabiting Open Ground)

PHYTOPHILOUS Species.

Oecanthus quadripunctatus Beut.

Amphitornus bicolor McNeill.

Arphia pseudonietana Thomas.

Hippiscus (Xanthippus) latefasciatus Scudder.

Spharagemon aequale Say.

Metator pardalinus Saussure.

Trimerotropis vinculata Scudder.

Melanoplus packardii Scudder.

Melanoplus minor Scudder.
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GEOPHILOUS Species.

Platybothrus brunneus Thomas.
Camnula pellucida Scudder.

Hippiscus sp.

Circotettix carlinianus Thomas.
Trimerotropis sp.

Melanoplus atlanis Riley.

Melanoplus infantilis Scudder.

SAXICOLOUS Species.

Gryllus abbreviatus Serville.

Circotettix lobatus Saussure.

Group II. SYLVAN (Inhabiting Forests)

Cyphoderris monstrosus Uhler.

Chloealtis abdominalis Thomas.
Chloealtis conspersa Harris.

Circotettix suffusus Scudder.

Melanoplus alpi'nus Scudder.

Melanoplus fasciatus Walker.

Group III. SEMI-SYLVAN (Inhabting Borders of Forests, Poplar Groves,

Open Glades, etc.)

Anabrus longipes Caudell.

Steiroxys (trilineata?) Thomas.
Pardalophora tuberculata Beau v.

Melanoplus bivittatus Say.

Melanoplus altitudinum Scudder.

Melanoplus bruneri Scudder.

Group IV. HYGROPHILOUS
HUMICOLOUS (Moisture-loving) Species.

Acrydium granulatum Kirby.

Acrydium brunneri Bo).

Chorthippus curtipennis Harris.

Melanoplus femur-rubrum DeGeer.

Melanoplus borealis Fieber.

PALUDICOLOUS (Marsh-loving) Species.

Mecostethus gracilis Scudder.

In conclusion it is worth mentioning the influence that man has

had upon the distribution of some of the Orthoptera of the Chilcotin

district. Before this country was settled, the whole of the tableland

(geophilous campestrian location) was thickly covered with bunch-

grass, and although undoubtedly somewhat colder than the river valley

slopes (phytophilous campestrian location), I believe that the Orthop-

teran fauna was very similar in the two localities.
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The use of this country as a cattle range has completely altered the

condition of the tableland, or upper range, where the cattle have been

allowed to graze vinchecked. The bunch-grass has gone, and the range

is bare and tmcovered by any high growing plants. Species such as

Metator pardalinus, Spharagemon aequale and Amphitomiis bicolor no

longer find the range to their liking and only a few of them can now be

found in some of the depressions where there is an unusual abundance

of grass.

These species are now confined to the river valley slopes which

have been fenced as "winter ranges" and are not overgrazed b_v the

cattle. The overgrazing of the range, while it has caused the decrease

of some species, such as Metator, Spharagemon and Amphitomus, has

undoubtedly created ideal conditions for other species, probably hitherto

comparatively uncommon. Among these may be mentioned Melanoplus

infantilis, Camnula pellucida and Platybothrus brunneus. The last

species was extremely abundant, causing a serious outbreak over at

least 1,000 square miles in the Chilcotin district alone, and as specimens

were also secured from the Nicola Valley, it probably extended over

2,000 to 2,500 square miles of open cattle range in British Columbia.

This sudden outbreak, in large numbers, of a species never before

recorded from the Province, and rarely taken in Canada, is remarkable.

The following species from the above list are believed to be new
records for the Province.

Pardalophora tuberculata Beauv.

Mecostethus gracilis Scudder.

Platybothrus brunneus Thomas.

Melanoplus fasciatus Walker.

Melanoplus infantilis Scudder.

Melanoplus borealis Fieber.

Melanoplus minor Scudder.

Melanoplus altitudinum Scudder.
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NOTES ON THE FAUNA AND FLORA OF MT. McLEAN, B. C.

By R. Glendenning

During- the summer of 1920 this mountain was visited three times

in connection with the Natural Control Investigations being carried on

by the Dominion Entomological Branch. The insect being studied in

this case was the Spruce Budworm, Tortrix fumiferana, which has I^een

doing considerable damage to the Douglas Fir in these parts. Perliaps

a brief description of the plant associations found on the mountain

from base to summit would not be out of place, as no factor has greater

Ijearing on the distribution of the insect fauna than the plant associations.

The life zones encountered on this mountain according to the system

of Merriam are as follows

:

Base-1000 Upper Sonoran.

1000-1700 Arid Transition.

1700-3700 Humid Transition.

3700-6600 Hudsonian.

6600-Top 7850 Arctic.

At the base of the mountain lies the town of Lillooet in the Upper
Sonoran area, i.e., the sage brush countr}- ; here the dominant plant is

the sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata) with Rabbit Bush (Bigelovia)

and various small herbs of xerophytic habit as Chrysopsis the Golden

Aster, and the handsome Gaillardia aristata. There are a few scattered

trees of Yellow Pine (Pinus ponderosa, also a little Sumach (Rhus
glabra). This association has to withstand the fiery heat of summer with-

out relief from the showers which refresh our coast vegetation, or occur

at higher elevations on the mountain. Life is at its zenith here early

in the year, though throughout the long summer days the variously

pitched songs of the Orthoptera are always to be heard. This sage-

brush formation extends upwards to the 1,000 feet level, where it

gradually merges into the Arid Transition area. It will be fully under-

stood that there is no hard and. fast line of demarcation between plant

formations, one is only gradually replaced by the next, and at times it

is difficult to say which formation one is in. As well, elevation is not

the sole factor governing the type of plant formation, as a southern

exposure or a dry ridge will carry the association of a lower formation

to higher levels, causing an irregular contour. These remarks apply

equally to the divisions between all the formations.

In the Arid Transition we have as dominant trees, the Yellow Pine

(Pinus ponderosa) and our versatile friend the Douglas Fir, and it

might be as well to lay stress here on this quality of the latter tree ; it

being found in three if not four zones and ranging from 1,000 to 6,000

feet, or to within 500 ft. of the limit of trees. These two trees form

an open woodland pleasant to pass through and collect in. The under-

brush is light and consists of Snowbrush (Ceanothus sanguineus), a fav-
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ourite food plant of many insects, June berry (Amelanchier), rose bushes

(R. pisocarpa and nutkana), with a low covering of the evergreen False

box (Pachystima myrsinites), and Spiraea lucida. This association

persists on the drier ridges for about 1,000 ft. There is here ample

material for wood boring insects, consequently Buprestids are frequent.

Ants also find congenial surroundings and are numerous both in species

and individuals, and seem to delight in getting rnixed up with ones food

and crawling up ones legs at night. The mound building species are

much in evidence ; some of their domiciles were noticed that had been

torn down by bears. For a student in myrmecology this would be an

excellent place to locate.

The Arid Transition and the Humid Transition have a range of

elevation of approximately 2,700 ft. or from 1,000 to 3,700 ft. above

sea level. They are very similar but the greater rain and snow fall

in the upper half causes a ranker growth, and several plants drop out,

to be replaced by others. The woods of the Humid Transition have

very much of the appearance we are familiar with on the coast. Salal

(Gaultheria shallon) and Ocean Spray (Spiraea discolor), with bar-

berries (Berberis nervosa and aquifolium) form the underbrush and the

Douglas Fir is an almost pure stand and forms a much closer growth

of timber than lower down.

It is within these areas, the Arid and Humid Transition, that the

Spruce Bud moth is most active, and although the damage to the forests

has been much less severe than in the Eastern States, a considerable

amount of stripping has been noticeable for some years past in this

district. In contrast with the outbreaks in New Brunswick, the out-

breaks in British Columbia have always been checked in the course of

a few years by natural means and it was in order to study these natural

control phenomena that time was spent on the mountain.

As is so often the case, birds proved to be the greatest factor in

control, and it was an interesting sight to see the flocks of sparrows,

chickadees, vireos, warblers and other birds, including the brilliantly

coloured western tanager, revelling in the abundance of food there to

be found. These birds were exceedingly nimble and tame, and could be

watched at less than arms length hopping along a branch, systematically

side stepping on each branchlet to pick oS the larva ensconced in its

nest at the tip. When the branch was finished, they would ascend to

the next and work that similarly. So thoroughly was their work done,

that considerable difficulty was experienced, and much time spent, in

endeavouring to collect sufficient material for parasite rearing work.

Speaking from memory, at least 75% of the damaged tips examined for

a larva were found to have lost their occupants. Various hymenop-
terous parasites, Apanteles, Pimpla, Limnerium and Meteorus were

also at work but by far the greatest benefit is attributable to the birds,

who have now practically controlled the outbreak on Mt. McL,ean. The
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moths were very scarce during their annual flight during July this year,

where in previous years hundreds were on the wing.

The larva of the Bud worm has various methods of defence against

predators and parasites, two especially being noticeable. Firstly, from
their nest at the branch tips for;iied by the drawn together needles, the

larva drops like a plummet on the jarring of the branch and conceals

itself amongst the foliage of the branch below, or secondly, in the

event of a close approach when the insect is out feeding, it retracts into

its cell with great rapidity. This latter move being probably of much
use in escaping from some hovering parasite. There is no doubt that

the more open nature of the forest in British Columbia than in New
lirunswick is conducive to a greater bird population and is the missing

factor in the natural control of this pest in eastern forests, where in

the gloom of the balsam woods, birds are less plentiful.

Another insect of some interest met with in this zone and the next

was a species of stone cricket (Cyphoderris monstrosus). Our evening

meal being over, the chores done, we would be sitting over the camp
fire when as du.sk fell, a high pitched churring would be heard from
the neigh!)ouring trees. To locate the maker of this vespertine music
was a difficult task, as it was very nearly dark before it commenced, and
was one of those curious sounds of all pervading intensity, and appar-

ently ventriloquial. With much perseverance we at length located one

of the musicians resting lengthwise on a branch. Very careful approach

was necessary to effect capture, as they would simply drop to the

ground and be lost in the gloom of the gathering night. Some two
dozen specimens were captured during the summer, and the exact

economy of this nocturnal serenade is not clear, as no females were

encountered, though careful search was made.

Insects are only toleralily abundant in this zone, being much less

so than in the open flower slopes around 5,000 ft., but there were quite

a few micros on the wing and large robber-flies were frequent ; one

being netted with a rare noctuid in his talons, quite uninjured and now
in the collection of Mr. A. W. Hanham.

After 3,700 ft. altitude is reached, more boreal conditions become
evident. Our plant association alters once more and we are in the

Hudsonian area. Of trees, the Douglas Fir still persists but others

appear, the mountain representatives of our lowland conifers, namely,

spruce (Picea engelmanni, balsam (Abies lasiocarpa), hemlock (Tsuga

mertensiana), and two pines (Pinus contorta and albicaulis). The
mountain juniper (Juniperus sibirica), rhododenron (Rhododendron

albiflorum), and Devil's Club (Fatsia horrida) also occur. These form

rather dense growth in the draws but on the ridges they give way to the

flower slopes that in July are, I think I am safe in saying, unmatched in

North America for beauty to the artist and for interest to the ento-

mologist. Here herbs are at their zenith and a riot of colour is provided
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for the eye and a feast of richness for the innumerable flower frequenting

insects. Lupines, Pentstemons, Arnicas and Asters are amongst the

commoner herbs, and syrphids, bombyliids and various hymenoptera
and lepidoptera come in droves to the feast. A considerable amount of

collecting was done in the neighbourhood of these flower slopes, as well

as in the alpine meadows above timberline. Some of the material

collected is named, but much is not and should provide many new and
interesting records of alpine and subalpine species when worked over

by specialists. Diptera and hymenoptera were the chief orders collected

in, but on the occasion of my last trip in August I had the pleasure of

the congenial and erudite company of Mr. A. W. Hanham, who gathered

many choice specimens of lepidoptera and coleoptera, some of which

are also yet undetermined.

Five days were spent in camp at the 5,000 ft. level last August, and

it might be as well to mention here that camping at this elevation in the

dry belt of British Columbia is not at all unpleasant. The nights are

not unduly cold, not nearly so cold as those experienced at 4,000 ft. on

Mt. Cheam in the wet coast strip.

From the camping place on Mt. McLean at 5,000 ft. there is another

L500 ft. of open Hudsonian association before the timber line is reached

at 6,500 ft. This last L500 ft. is very steep going but pleasant and open.

Where water is near the surface, the vegetation is quite rank, and coarse

growing herbs abound. Collecting was good here in August on the

Umbellifers Angelica Lyallii and Heracleum lanatum. Aster foliaceus

and Erigeron salsuginosus also were much patronized by insects and

some fine Pachytas, a dull yellow Cerambycid, were taken here. Just

before leaving the timber, under some horse dung, were found some long

legged bugs, black with a reddish shield ; they were apparently feeding

on the larvae of a dung beetle there. This proved to be a rather rare

insect, Alydus scutellatus, and Mr. Downes, who identified it, informs

me only taken once before from British Columbia.

To those who have toiled up a mountain side through the gloom

of the forest I need not describe the joyous feeling attendant on emerg-

ing from the timber and gaining the open slopes of an alpine summit.

To those who have not, I will merely say they have a treat in store.

The timber line on McLean is quite sharply defined, and from the edge

of the trees upward the country consists of bare rocky ridges, with

occasional dwarfed clumps of conifers. The ridges, although appar-

ently bare, are not really so, as a close mat of prostrate herbs covers

them, prostrate perforce, the winds occasionally being so strong that

mounted Lidians decline to face them while hunting. Grasses, sedges,

potentillas, dwarf lupines, heathers, saxifrages, the moss campion and

the handsome Eriogonum subalpinum are here at home, but perhaps the

commonest plant is the alpine avens, Dryas octopetaia.
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These plants are arctic in distrii^ntion and persist from timber line

to summit 7,850 ft. Some of them will be found up to 10.000 where that

elevation is reached.

On our visit early in July the snow was just commencing to go on

these alpine slopes anfl Ijut little was moving; but in August insect life

uas abundant in this zone. Various species of grasshoppers are to be

found. lepidoi)tera are numerous and in fact all orders of insects are

represented, often by rarely taken species, the joy of the cabinet system-

atist. Parnassius butterflies were abundant here in August, as were

blues of several species. That very common .habit of several alpine

species of butterflies of closnig their wings and turning on their side

was noticed. The most insect frequented flowers on these alpine slopes

were the arnicas (A. latifolia and parryi), a solidago (S. corymbosa) and

two species of Agoseris, dandelion-like plants. The richly coloured

willow herb, Epilobium latifolium was neglected except by bees.

I would like to record here while dealing with this subject an inter-

esting little episode I witnessed. Away on the side of one of these lone

Imre wind-swept ridges was a small semi-sh'eltered depression still

green and carpeted with a lovely btmch of Arnicas : collecting was good
here. On one of the clumps of arnica I noticed a very large, heavy

bodied bumble bee ; it %vas busy robbing one of the waving heads, which

having completed, it attempted to cross to another nearby whenever the

titful gusts of wind blew one in its direction. Several unsuccessful

attempts were made to hold with the front pair of legs the waving

blossom, and at least half a minvite passed before it was at length suc-

cessful in holding and scrambling over on to another flower without

ha\ing recourse to flight. I think this shows more reason, than that

quality described as instinct by naturalists.

Another interesting sight was some clumps of an alpine willow

(Salix arctica) about 18 inches high covered with the pupae of a chry-

somelid (leaf-eating) beetle. They had completely skeletonized the

foliage and the adults were just commencing to emerge. It is a rare

species and I have not yet received the name. There must have been

thousands on these few bushes and a strong inky odour was prevalent

in their proximity.

Some distance above timber line, at 7,000 ft. to be exact, two small

lakes, each about Y^ acre in extent, were found. Here tvvo species of

water beetle, a tipulid (daddy-long-legs) and a dragonfly were noticed.

al.'^o some caddis larvae. These lakes can only be free from ice for

about eight weeks in the year. In the mud by the margin the footprint

of a wader (curlew?) was noticed, thus exemplifying one of the methods

by which water insects probably reach these isolated places.

Insect life was common at or near the very summit; grasshoppers

were plentiful and several small butterflies were taken within a few

yards of the top, wherever a slight depression gave shelter from the
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wind, a copper (Heodes cupreus) and a blue (Plebius podarce) and

several others not yet determined. These species are dwellers on the

rock slides (not very good ground for chasing them) and frequented the

clumps of Solidago and Aplopappus there to be found. Several speci-

mens of noctuids of the alpine genus Syngrapha were also taken early

in the afternoon.

The usual alpine animals were seen. Hoary marmots whistled

at our intrusion of their solitudes, and rock rabbits squeaked and hid

in the rock slides. Two willow ptarmigan in mottled summer plumage

were very tame, and allowed good photographs to be taken. Pipits

were encountered .frequently and a golden crowned sparrow appeared

to be nesting in a clump of wind depressed firs. There is certainly lots

of insect food here for these birds during the brief summer.

To anyone wishing to spend a short time collecting under alpine

and subalpine conditions, no better mountain is known in these parts.

There is an immense area of land above timber line available and by

no means worked out. One can travel all day and not cover the same

ground. There is a good horse trail from base to timber line, used

by the local inhabitants when hunting or when opening their irrigation

ditches, which convey the water from the melting snows to the parched

land of the valleys. Camping is pleasant, mosquitos being scarce ; and

its proximity to the dividing line between wet and dry belts makes it a

rich field botanicallv and therefore entoniologically.
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PROCEEDINGS
OF THE

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

The Twenty-first Annual Meetinp; was held in Vietoria on Saturday,

January 21, 1922.

The President, L. E. Marmont, was in the chair, and 14 members
were present.

The Secretary's Report and Financial Statement was read by
Mr. R. Glendenning', Assistant Secretary, in the absence of Mr. Downes.

The business and discussions upon it occupied nearly the whole of

the morning session, the subjects being:

The continuance of the Entomological Record;

The Society's Cup, offered for school competition;

The by-laws revised for incorporation, and
The proposed increase in subscription to the parent society.

The following motion was passed relative to the last subject

:

"That this Society thinks a subscription of $1 to the Ontario En-
tomological Society is sufficient, in view of the decrease in prices."

The following papers were read

:

The ITse of Spreaders in Poison Sprays A. L. Lovett

Ilemisarcoptes Malus and Its Relation to Oyster Shell

Scale E. P. Venables

Economic Insects of the Year in the Lower Eraser Valley. .R. Glendenning
A Talk on the Chilcotin Country and its Orthoptera,

illustrated with lantern slides E. R. Buckell

The Teaching of Entomology in the Public Schools J. W. Gibson
Aerial Surveys as an Aid to Entomological Investigation E. Hearle
The Life History of the Poplar Sawfly W. Downes
The European Earwig in B. C R. C. Treherne
Incidental Observations Regarding Certain Insects W. H. Lyne

Election of officers resulted as follows

:

Hon. President F. Kermode
President L. E. Marmont

„ • T X ( R- S- Sherman (Coast)
Vice-Presidents

] ht tt ti i ,t\ s

I
M. H. Ruhmann (Interior)

Advisory Board: The above and E. II. Blackmore,

W. 11. Robertson, J. W. Gibson, W. H. Lyne, E. Hearle.

Hon. Secretary-Treasurer, R. Glendenning, Agassiz, B.C.
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A hearty vote of thanks was accorded to Mr. W. Downes, the re-

tiring secretary, for his valuable services.

It was decided that the next meeting would be held in Vancouver.

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY-TREASURER

I have pleasure in presenting tlie report of the Secretar.y-Treasurer

for the year 1921.

During the past year the membership of the Society has been well

maintained and some new names have been added to the list. These

are : F. B. Whitehouse, R. Hopping, G. E. Wilkerson and Miss Amy
Woodland. The Society will be strengthened by the membership of the

first named who are well known for their work in Odonata and Cole-

optera respectively. Mr. Wilkerson is a former member whom we are

glad to welcome back to our Society and Miss Amy Woodland has

joined as an associate member.

In accordance with the resolution passed at your last meeting, the

matter of the incorporation of the Society was considered by the ad-

visory board and a committee, consisting of Messrs. Gibson, Downes and

White, appointed to go into the matter. It was found that under the

Benevolent Societies Act that it was necessary to obtain the consent of

the parent Society to this incorporation, our Society being a branch of

the Ontario Entomological Society ; also that a copy of the bylaws of

our Society should be filed with the registrar. Therefore, before sub-

mitting these bylaws it was necessary for the committee to revise them

and add the resolutions that had been passed from time to time and then

submit them to the parent Society for final approval and to ensure that

they should not conflict with the constitution of the Ontario Entomo-

logical Society. The most convenient time to do this was at the annual

meeting of the Ontario Entomological Society on December 29 when a

majority of the members of the council was present. This meeting I

attended, and certain alterations and suggestions were made by the

parent Society. Under our bylaws it will be necessary for these alter-

ations to be considered and passed at the annual meeting of our Society

and if they meet with your approval they can be filed with the registrar

and incorporation obtained without further delay.

During the year the Society has published four numbers of its Pro-

ceedings, two of which, numbers 13 and 15, were published in one bul-

letin. The other two numbers are 16 and 18 of the Systematic series.

Thus we have now no publications outstanding and it is satisfactory to

know that our papers are no longer in arrears. There has been consider-

able delay in getting out these numbers of the Proceedings and this is

explained by the fact that some of tlie contributors lived a considerable
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distancL' away and as the practice is now beino; followed of sending the

proofs to the various authors for correction, it is natural that some delay

has resulted. Nevertheless I believe the members will agree that this is

the most satisfactory plan to pursue, but I would like to impress upon

eontribiitors the necessity of returnin": their proofs with as little delay

as possible.

The matter of the amount of subscrii)tion which should be con-

tributed by the members of the branches came up at the annual meeting

of the Ontario Entomolos'ieal Society and it was decided that in future

the annual contribution from each member of a branch should be $1.50

instead of $1.00. This is necessitated by the increased cost of printing

and the fact that it is impossible any longer to supply the Canadian

Entomologist to members of branches at the original low figure. This

proposal is dependent upon its being accepted by the various branches

concerned and I would ask the meeting to consider the matter. Its ac-

ceptance, however, will leave us with only 50 cents in hand from each

member and I would ask the meeting to suggest some alternative plan.

The challenge cup for school collections of insects was won again

last fall by John Norquay School, South Vancouver. In the event of

this school winning the cup a third time, it will be necessary for the

Society to provide another and I would ask you to bear this possible

contingency in mind when planning any expenditure for the coming

season.

I have to make an appeal to the members for assistance in supplying

records of new species or rare captures to be published in the Entomo-

logical Record which for some years has been compiled by Mr. Gibson

and Mr. Norman Criddle and published by the Entomological Branch.

The usefulness of this record is greatly diminished by the failure of

collectors to send in their records and its non-appearance lately has been

due to the lack of support from many of our collectors. The idea is to

have all records listed, whether published or not, and the proper refer-

ences to published records will of course be given. A record like this is

obviously of -great value, but I am asked to state that its continuance is

entirely dependent upon the degree of support that is given by collectors.

I ask, therefore, that all collectors who have taken any new or rare

species within the last two years that have not been recorded, send in

these names at the earliest possible opportunity to Mr. Criddle, and in

the case of new records the name of the specialist who determined them.

The 1920 number of the Record is now at press, but its publication has

been held up by a printers' strike.

The finances of the Society are in a very satisfactory condition, and

the past season has closed with a balance of $112.56 in the bank and

$4.45 in cash. To this must be added the sum of $26.00 due to the Society
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irom Smith College, Massachusetts, for printing separates and part of

this sum has already been transmitted. The total assets of the Society

amount to $143.01, which is a satisfactory balance to commence the year

with. During the coming season our expenses will not be as heavy as

last year for we have but one number of the Proceedings to pay for, the

Economic series being printed for us free of charge by the Provincial

Department of Agriculture. I have also pleasure in stating that the

Department has agreed to publish free for us the index to the Society's

Proceedings which has been prepared by Mr. Venables. The manuscript

of this index is now in the printers' hands and it is hoped that it may be

issued before very long.

Respectfully submitted,

W. DOWNBS,
Honorary Seci'etary-Treasurer.

PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS

To the Members of the British Columbia Entomological Society:

Gentlemen,—It gives me very great pleasure, I can assure you, to

welcome you to the Twenty-first Annual Meeting of our Society, and also

to congratulate the Society on having attained its majority as a Society.

Since the formation of our association, Entomology has taken great

strides forward and I am gratified to find that we have members re-

presenting almost all parts of our beautiful province. Nowhere else in

the Dominion of Canada is there such a field for the pursuit of our

favorite study, embracing as it does such a wide variation in climatic

conditions, in addition to equally wide differences in natural conditions

as to soil and vegetation. We have here every grade from alpine flora

and fauna to those of more lowland areas, with all the various stages

from the one extreme to the other.

Naturally under these conditions British Columbia offers induce-

ments second to none to those who have the inclination and leisure to

pursue the study of Entomology and I am glad to find amongst us many

who have not as much leisure as they would wish, but yet are so enthusi-

astic that they devote what leisure they can find or make to our favorite

study, and I am pleased indeed to recognize the good work done by

such men and I feel sure that you will all heartily agree with me in

according them our warmest praise for their good work.

The secretary, Mr. Downes, is unfortunately unable to be present

with us, on account of his duties calling him to Ottawa at this time, but

I understand from his report that the affairs of the Society are in a

flourishing condition. For myself I may say that owing to my con-

nection with municipal affairs and other public business I have not been
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able to devote that close attention to mattiM-s of detail in connection with

the Society's business which I could have wished, and which they prop-

erly demand, and I think it would be preferable to have someone in the

position of president who is not hampered with other cares, if that is

possible.

Now, as to membership, I am afraid we are not getting as many
recruits as we should do, and older members have dropped out from time

to time due to removal or other causes. The thoughts of the younger
generation unfortunately in these times seem to tend to more frivolous

enjoyments and unless we can find some means to create more interest

in young minds in fiie study of the thousand and one beauties of

nature all around them, there is grave danger of our Society dwindling

in membership. True, there is what is called nature study in the schools,

but as far as my experience goes it is more or less of a perfunctory

nature, and falls very far short of accomplishing anything worth while.

At some period in every young person 's life some sort of collecting hobby
takes hold of them and if it fortunately takes the form of collecting

insects, the next desire is to know their names, habits and all about them,

then follows a desire to have them classified properly and in due time we
have an entomologist. So that the amateur collector is the first stage

in the foundation of such a society as oui"s.

Economic entomology is and must continue to be of the first im-

portance as regards the commercial side, if I may so express it. There is

scarcely a line of business in any way connected with producing the

means of existence for the human race with which it is not intimately

connected, aiul this fact is more and more recognized by the various

governments which have their staffs of entomologists officered by

splendid men, but let us not forget the systematic man, nay, let us en-

courage even the mere amateur collector, for it is for those who follow

our favorite study for the love of it that associations such as ours were

primarily formed. There should, in fact, be close co-operation between

the economic and systematic members of our Society; one should fit in

with the other. It is sometimes the collector who first discovers the

existence of a harmful species in a locality which might otherwise have

escaped notice.

There is a vast field for study for those who have the time and op-

portunity to devote to it in working out the life histories as far as possible

of the great majority of our species in the various orders. Probably most

of us have noticed how few of the butterflies in Holland's book have any-

thing known of their earlier stages ; it gets almost monotonous to read

"Earlier Stages Unknown," varied with "At Present Unknown" or

"These Await Description." Even many of our prevalent species are
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only known in the perfect form. Pei'haps there may be some among us

who will tempt Providence in this direction.

In the various orders good work has been done during the past

year. I would like particularly to mention the good work of Mr. B. H.

Blackmore in extending our knowledge of the Micro-Lepidoptera of the

province. Many new species have been discovered and a large number of

known species added to the B. C. list. In this work he has had the

assistance of many of the members in various parts of the province, and

I may say that it has been my privilege to do my share in a small way in

my own particular locality. This work is still in progress, and when the

material is all determined, a very large addition will be made to the

B. C. list.

A feature of the past year has been the serious outbreak on the

lower mainland of the European Satin Moth which bids fair, unless

some means is found of checking it, to do immense damage to Lom-

bardy and other poplars. Wherever there were Lombardy or Russian

Poplars in New Westminster and district, the moths swarmed in July and

early August and I fear the results will be only too apparent when the

foliage comes after the period of hibernation is over.

It is with great regret that I have to note the removal of Mr. R. C.

Treherne to Ottawa during the year. We shall miss him very much and

we hope he will be able to return to British Columbia as a resident some

time in the future.

I will conclude these somewhat rambling notes with the hope that

all the members of the Society may enjoy a very prosperous year, en-

tomologically and in every other way.

L. E. MARMONT.
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A LIST OF THE ORTHOPTERA AND DERMAPTERA RECORDED
FROM BRITISH COLUMBIA PRIOR TO THE YEAR 1922,

WITH ANNOTATIONS

E. R. BUCKELL

The following list is intended as a l)asis upon which we may even-

tually build up a complete and authentic check list of the British Col-

umbia Orthoptera and Dermaptera.

From the collections made during the past three years, and from the

available literature, there are listed below the majority of the species

which have been recorded from this Province prior to the year 1922,

withholding only those whose specific determination at this time is un-

cei-tain, owing to the genera to which they belong being in the course

of revision. It is the intention of the author to revise and add to this

list from time to time, in order to include those species at present with-

held and any new records which may be discovered, or to correct any
errors in determination or synonymy which may occur in the present

list.

During recent years the careful and extensive researches conducted

by Messrs. J. A. G. Rehn and Morgan Hebard, at the Academy of Natural

Sciences of Philadelphia, have disclosed the fact that many of our west-

ern Orthoptera are specifically distinct from, though closely related to,

species found in central and eastern North America, and a number of

new western species have been described.

Some of our British Columbia records will undoubtedly be found,

eventually, to belong to those new species—often Great Basin forms of

the genus—and not to the species to which they are at present assigned,

and Messrs. Rehn and Hebard have a number of our western genera in

the course of revision.

In the following list, however, all records are included, as it re-

quires further study and collecting to definitely determine in some

genera just which species we have in British Columbia.

In a Province containing approximately 355,855 square miles, with

such great diversity of topography and climate, and containing floral and

faunal zones ranging from Upper Sonoran to Arctic, often in close prox-

imity, it is possible to find species inhabiting very different types of en-

vironment within a comparatively short distance of one another.

The humid and more mountainous sections of the Province such as

the Coast district containing the Coast Mountains, and the Kootenay

district with its neighboring Selkirk and Rocky Mountain Ranges have
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as yet been very little explored for Ortlioptera and doubtless many
interesting species remain in these areas to be recorded.

Acknowledgements are dvie to Messrs. James A. G. Rehn and Morgan
Hebard of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, who have

very materially aided the author, by determining a large percentage of

the species collected during the past three years, and by straightening

out many problems of synonymy and supplying many interesting notes

on distribution, etc., and also to Dr. E. M. Walker of the University of

Toronto, and Mr. Norman Criddle of the Dominion Entomological

Branch, Ottawa, for the determination of material.

List of Chief References

Caudell, A. N. Notes on .Some Orthoptera from British Columbia.

Ent. News. XV. p. 62, (1904).

The Genus Cyphoderris. Jour. N. Y. Ent. Soc. XII,

p. 47 (1904).
" The Decticinae of North America. Proc. U. S. Nat.

Mus., XXXII, p. 285 (1907).
" Notes on Some Western Orthoptera; with the Descrip-

tion of One New Species. Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. XXXIV,
p. 70 (1908).

" The Genera of the Tettiginiid Insects of the Sub-

family Rhaphidophorinae Found in America North of

Mexico. Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. XLIX, p. 65.5 (1916).

Caulfield, F. B. A Sketch of Canadian Orthoptera. Rep. Ent. Soc.

Ont. XVIII, p. 59 (1888).

Rehn, J. A. G. Records of Orthoptera from Western Canada. Ent.

News. XXI, p. 23 (1910).

Seudder, S. H. A Revision of the Orthopteran Group Melanopli. Proc.

U. S. Nat. Mus. XX, p. 1 (1897).
" The North American Ceuthophili. Proc. Amer. Acad.

Arts. Sci. XXX, p. 17 (1894).

Walker, E. M. Records of Orthoptera from tlie Canadian Northwest.

Can. Ent. XXXVIII, p. 55 (1906).
" The Canadian Species of Trimerotropis. Can. Ent.

XXXIV, p. 1 (1902).
" The Orthoptera of Western Canada. Can. Ent. XLII,

p. 293 (1910).
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BRITISH COLUMBIA DERMAPTERA
Order DEKxMAPTEKxV

(Tlie Barwit>-s)

We may describe the Earwigs as:*" Insects with slight post-emln-y-

onie development, the nymphs being very similar to the imagines. The
hind femora are suitable for running, the tarsi ])eing of three segments

usually without pulvillus. They are mute, stridulating organs being

absent. Their bodies are elongate, the arrangements of the segments of

the abdomen being imbricate and the abdomen being terminated by
cerei, which take the form of callipers. The elytra are leather-like and
much smaller than the wings, these latter being folded from the base

and again in the middle of the anterior margin; many species, however,

are wingless. Ocelli are absent."

The fallowing ai-e tlie records of British Columbia Earwigs:

Euborellia annulipes Lucas, 1847. The Red-legged or Banded Ear-

wig. Lucas. Ann. Soc. Ent. France, (2), vol. 5, p. LXXXIV (1847).

In the Vernon Entomological Laboratory collection there are two

earwigs collected by Mr. R. C Treherne, of the Dominion Entomological

Brancli, on the S.S. Talthybius—a Blue Funnel liner—while this ship

was in the Vancouver docks. They were taken in February, 1916. Au
examination of these specimens showed that one is a female Forficula

auricularia Tjinnaeus, and the other a female Euborellia annulipes Lucas.

Euborellia annulipes Lucas is a dark colored wingless species, it is

cosmopolitan, being practically a universally distributed species. This is,

I believe, the only Canadian record of this insect; it lias been recorded

from Massachusetts by A. P. Morse and from Connecticut.

Locality records. >S..S. Talthybius, Vancouver Docks, Feb. 1916

(R. C. Treherne).

Labia minor Linnaeus, 1758. The Little Earwig. (Introduced).

Linnaeus, Carl von. 'Syst. Nat., p. 423 (1758).

This small earwig is common throughout Europe. It has been in-

troduced into America where it now seems to be firmly established. It

flies freely in the sunlight. It is not common in British Columbia.

Locality records. .Salmon Arm. August, 1917 (E. R. Buckell).

Forficula auricularia Linnaeus, 1758. The Common European Eai"-

wig. (Introduced).

Linnaeus, Carl von. Syst. Nat., p. 423 (1758).

This is the common Earwig of Europe. It has, like Labia minor,

found its way to America and is now sufficiently numerous in some parts

of the United States and Canada to cause considerable annoyance and

damage. I am informed by Mr. R. C. Treherne, Chief, Division of Field

"W. J. Lucas. A Moiiugnipli of tlie British Ortliiiptc
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Crop and Garden Insects, Dominion Entomological Branch, that this

earwig- has increased to such an extent in the City of Vancouver during

the past few years as to cause considerable discomfort and annoyance in

houses and gardens throughout the City, and that it has spread to New
Westminster and probably to Victoria on Vancouver Island also. In

examining a considerable series of these insects collected by Mr. Tre-

herne in Vancouver it is apparent that the long-callipered variety (For-

ficula auricularia var forcipata Stephens), is common and in the material

examined was found to be more numerous than the typical auricularia

Linnaeus.

Locality records. Vancouver, 1916. New Westminster, 1921

(R. C. Treherne).

BRITISH COLUMBIA ORTHOPTERA

Order ORTHOPTERA

(Straight-winged Insects)

All true insects can be placed into one of two main divisions, de-

pending upon their method of development from the egg to the adult.

In the first division—the Metabola—are placed those insects having a

"complete metamorphosis." In this division the insect passes through

four distinct phases ; the egg, the larva, the pupa and the imago.

In the second division—the Heterometabola—are placed those

insects having an "incomplete metamorphosis." In this division, to

which the Orthoptera belong, the young insect on emerging from the egg

resembles the adult in general form, but is wholly wingless and the

sexual organs are undeveloped. These young insects are known as

nymphs, and the change from the newly hatched nymph to the adult—or

imago—is gradual and scarcely noticeable.

As the Orthopterous nymph grows it sheds its skin from five to seven

times, varying in the different families of the Order. The wings gradu-

ally develop until at the final moult it emerges mature or in the imago

stage.

The insects of the Order Orthojjtera may be distinguished from those

of the other Orders of the division Heterometabola by the following char-

acteristics: Mouth parts formed for biting and chewing; the fore

wings—or tegmina,—when present, stiff but not horny, usually protec-

ting the larger and more delicate hind wings, which, when at rest, are

folded fanwise. Legs adapted for running

—

Grylloblattidae, Blattidae,

Phasmidae, Mantidae—or for leaping

—

Acrididae, Tettigoniidae, Gryl-

lidae.
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The Order Ortluiptera may be divided into seven families.

1. GRYLLOBLATTIDAE.
2. BLATTIDAE (Tlie Cnckroaehes).

;3. MANTIDAE (The Soothsayers or Praying Insects).

4. PHASMIDAE (The Leaf and Stick-Insects).

5. ACRIDIDAE (Tlie Short-horned Grasshoppers).

fi. TETTIGONIIDAE (The Long-horned Grasshoppers).

7. GRYLLIDAE (Tiie Crickets).

At the present time we liave representatives of tive out of the seven
families reeoi-dcd from l^ritisli Cohimhia.

No Grylloblattidae or Phasmidae liave as yet been recorded from
tjiis ])roviiice. Thi' family Grylloblattidae contains but a single species

Grylloblatta campodeiformis. E. M. Walker. This species was described

from two females which were found running about like centipedes under
the stones of a talus-slope at an altitude of about 6500 feet on Sulphur
Mountain, Banff, Alberta, on June 'Jllth. 19ia. by Dr. E. M. Walker.

Family 1. GRYLLOBLATTIDAE

Grylloblatta campodeiformis E. M. Walker. This species has not as

yet been recorded from British Columbia. The type material was

secured by Dr. E. M. Walker on Sulphur Mountain, Banff, Alberta; 1913.

This new family, genus and species is described by Dr. Walker in the

Canadian Entomologist, Vol. 46, p. 93, 1914.

Owing to the proximity of Banff to the British Columbia boundary

line it is probable that further search \\'\\\ iind these exceedingly inter-

esting insects in the British Columbia Rockies as well as in the Alberta

Rockies.

Family 2. BLATTIDAE
(The Cockroaches)

The Blattidae may be defined as: *"Orthoptera with all the legs

more or less alike; the large and free coxae entirely covering the ventral

surface of the thorax and the base of the abdomen ; tarsi of five segments.

Head in repose, bent under the thorax, so that the fore part points back-

wards ; antennae long and slender (there being often nearly a hundred

segments). Pronotum shield-like, frequently quite concealing the head.

Wings with the anal region capable of fan-like folding (but the alar

organs are variable and sometimes entirely absent). Cerci, variable in

shape and size, present in both sexes; a i)air of slender styles also usually

present in the male."

Records of British Columbia Blattidae

Although a considerable number of exotic insects, including Blat-

tidae, are doubtless received at the Port of Vancouver in shipments of

*W. B. Lucas. A Monograph of the British Orthoptcra, p. 63, 1920,
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foreign merchandise, and fruits, such as bananas, but few authentic

records have been kept.

Blattella germanica Linnaeus. 1767. Croton-bug:, Steam-fly, Rus-

sian Roacli, Prussian Roach. (Introduced).

Linnaeus, Carl von. Syst. Nat. ed XII, Vol. 1, p. 668, (1767).

This species occurs wild in woods in Russia as well as in Prussia and
must be considered as a "naturalised alien" on the North American Con-

tinent. It is the only species of roach which has become firmly estab-

lished in British Columbia. It is found in most cities and towns at

least in the southern half of the Province where it frequents dwelling

houses, particularly warm buildings such as bake-houses and hotel base-

ments.

Locality records. Vancouver, 1901 (R. C. Treherne). Vernon, 1920;

Vict(n-ia, Vancouver, 1921 (E. R. Buckell).

Periplaneta americana Linnaeus, 1758. The American Roach. (In-

troduced).

Linnaeus, Carl von. Syst. Nat. ed X, Vol. 1, p. 424 (1758).

This large reddish brown roach is a native of tropical and subtropical

America. It is, however, cosmopolitan, and has spread to all parts of the

earth. It has been taken on the Vancouver wharves.

Locality records. Vancouver.

Panchlora cubensis Saussure, 1862. The Green Cuban Roach. (In-

troduced).

Saussure H. de. Rev. et Mag. Zool., XIV, p. 230 (1862).

This pale green roach is a tropical American species of wide distri-

bution. It is sometimes found in shipments of bananas at the Port of

Vancouver.

Locality records. Vanc(niver, 1916 (R. C. Treherne). In bananas.

Nyctibora noctivaga Rehn, 1902. The Great Brown Roach. (In-

troduced).

Rehn, J. A. G. Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc, XXIX, p. 3 (1902).

This large brown species is a native of Central America and Jamaica.

Occasional specimens are brought to the Port of Vancouver in foreign

cargoes.

Locality records. Vancouver.

Family 3. MANTIDAE
(The Soothsayers or Praying Insects)

*"This family is composed of slow moving, elongate insects, the most
notable character of which is the possession of a front pair of legs so

modified as to be fitted for grasping and holding their prey. The old

name given to the group by Westwood Avas therefore Raptoria or

*W. S. Blateliley, Orthoptera of North Eastern America, p. 115, 1920.
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graspers. The head is slidrt, much wider than lonj;\ triangular, vertical,

and loosely jointed to the tliorax in such a manner as to be freelj' mov-

able ; antennae slender, usually tiliform, rarely half as long as the body

;

eyes very large, convex, prominent; ocelli three in number, arranged on

a triangular elevation just above the insertion of the antennae
;
pro-

notum usually several times longer than broad, with the broadest part

in front of the middle and above the point of attachment of the long fore

coxae ; both inner and outer wings usually present but often shorter than

the abdomen in the females ; the abdomen of that sex often much broader

than that of the male, and without a visible ovipositor.

"Both sexes have a pair of short jointed cerci attached to the sides

of the supra-anal plate, while the males have also a pair of much shorter

styles near the apex of the subgenital plate. They have the fore legs

stout and raptorial, the tibiae terminating in a long claw and with the

long, slender, five-jointed tarsi, when at rest, bent back into a groove on

the under side of the spinous femur; middle and hind pairs of legs long,

slender, and fitted for slow motion."

A single species of this family has been recorded from the Province.

Litaneutria minor Scudder, 1872.

Scudder, Samuel H. Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv. Nebraska, p. 251 (1872).

A specimen of this insect was taken in the Lower Okanagan Valley at

Osoyoos in 1920 by Mr. E. Hearle, of the Dominion Entomological Branch.

It was found on a Sage-brush (Artemisia tridentata) plant. We are

indebted to Mr. Morgan Hebard, of the Academy of Natural Sciences of

Philadelphia, for the determination of this specimen. Mr. Hebard says

"The Mantid is a specimen of the very common and widely distributed

Litaneutria minor Scudder. The record is, however, of the greatest

interest, as you note, the first native species of Mantidae, from Canada.

The species is found generally over the arid and semi-arid regions of the

Western United States and adjacent Mexico."

Locality records. Osoyoos, 1920 (E. Ilearle).

Family 4. PHASMIDAE
(The Leaf and Stick-Insects)

No representatives of this family have as yet been recorded from

British Columbia.
Family 5. ACEIDIDAE

(The Short-horned Grasshoppers)

The family Acrididae includes an immense number of species. The

members of this family maj' be defined as: Orthoptera with fore and

middle legs of nearly equal size and hind legs longer than middle legs

with their femora enlarged ; tarsi of three segments ; the terminal or

third segment furnished with two strong claws, an aroliiini or pad is

found between the claws of the tarsi (except in the Acrydiinae). Teg-
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mina and wings, when in repose, rest partly horizontal on the back of the

abdomen, and partly deflexed against the sides. The antennae are com-

posed of from six to twenty-four joints; shorter than the body, rarely

exceeding half its length ; they may be filiform, clubbed or ensiform in

shape. Auditory organs situated on the sides of the first abdominal

segment. Ocelli present. Ovipositor consisting of four short, horny

pieces, the so-called valves, projecting from the tip of the abdomen, two

of which curve upward and two downward.

There are four subfamilies of Acrididae represented in British Col-

umbia.
Subfamilies

1. ACRYDIINAE (The Pigmy or Grouse Locusts).

2. TRYXALINAE (The Oblique-faced Locusts).

3. OEDIPODINAE (The Band-winged Locusts).

4. ACRIDINAE (The Spine-breasted Locusts).

Subfamily I. ACKYDIINAE
(Pigmy or Grouse Locusts)

The species of tliis subfamily are all of small size and are often

mistaken for the young of other locusts. They may readily be separated

from the other three subfamilies by the following characters ; size small

;

pronotum extending back over the abdomen; no arolium or pad between

the claws of the tarsi ; tegmina rudimentary ; wings usually present and

well developed.

They pass the winter with us as nymphs and adults in hibernation.

The following species have been recorded from British Columbia.

Acrydium granulatum Kirby, 1837. The Granulated Grouse Locust.

Kii-by, William. Fauna Boreali-Americana. Insects, p. 251 (1837).

This species is the commonest of our Grouse Locusts. It is found

most frequently in rough swampy meadows. Both macropterous (Acry-

dium granulatum granulatum) and brachypterous (Acrydium granu-

latum variegatum) forms are found but the macropterous form greatly

predominates.

Locality records. Vancouver, (S. H. Scudder). Victoria, 1888

(Rev. G. W. Taylor). Victoria, 1920 (W. Downes). Agassiz, 1897

(E. M. Walker). Field, 1906 (J. A. G. Rehn). Mission, 1919 (R. C.

Treherne). Fairview, Penticton, Vernon, Salmon Arm, Celesta, Chil-

cotin, 1920-21 (B. R. Buckell). Notch Hill, 1921 (C. R. Barlow).

Acrydium brunneri Bolivar, 1887. Brunner's Grouse Locust.

Bolivar, Ignatio. Ann. Soc. Belg., XXXI, p. 266 (1887). Bruxelles.

This Grouse Locust was seen frequently among dead leaves under

willow bushes, in spruce swamps, and along streams in the Chilcotin

district during the summers of 1920 and 1921. Both short and long-

winged forms were secured. The bracliypterous form was found to be
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nmeh the most luuiierous. There are an enormous number of eolour

patterns to be found in these loeusts.

Locality records. Field, 190(5 (J. A. G. Rehn). Kaslo, 1913 (A. N.

Caudell). Chileotin, Qnesiiel, Barkerville, 1920-2] (E. K. Uuekell).

Acrydium ornatum Say, 1824. The Ornate Grouse Locust.

8ay, Thomas. Amer. Ent., I, p. 8 (1824).

A single specimen was taken in the Lower Okanagan Valley in 1919

(E. Iv. B.) ; it belonn-cd to the brachypterous form (Acrydium ornatum

abbreviatum ;\Iorse). It has also been recorded from Kaslo by Caudell.

Locality records. Kaslo, 191:1 (A. N. Caudell). Pairview, 1919

(E. U. Buekell).

Subfamily II. TRYXALINAE
(The Oblique-faced Locusts)

In the Tryxalinae the vertex of tlie head i.s nearly horizontal, the face

quiU' oblique, generally forming an acute angle at the union with the

vertex. Lateral foveolae are usually well developed, although some-

times absent. The eyes are usually longer than that portion of the genae

below their orbits. The antennae are variable, being accuminate, de-

pressed, or rarely clavate, and situated between or below the middle of

the eyes. The pronotum has the front and rear margins of the disk

nearly equal in width ; all the carinae are usually distinct, the median

carina cut by one sulcus and not raised in the form of a crest. The

tegmina and wings are often short and rudimentary, but sometimes fully

developed in members of the same species. In our British Columbia

species the inner wing is always transparent, without bright colours or

a black band.

British Columbia Tryxalinae

Pseudopomala brachyptera Seudder, 1862. The Bunch-grass Locust.

Seudder, Samuel II. Materials for a Monograph of the N. A. Orth.,

p. 454 (1862).

A few specimens of this species have been taken in the Okaiuigau

Valley. It is a sluggish insect and apparently by no means common in

British Columbia. It has been found in dry, rough pastures and in rank

growtli of Bunch-grass.

Locality records. Fairview, Vaseaux Lake, Vernon, 1919 (E. R.

Buekell).

Amphitornus nanus Rehn and Ilebard, 1908.

Rehn, J. A. G. and Ilebard, Moi-gan. Proc. Aead. Nat. Sci. Philad.,

1908, p. 376.

A common insect on the Buneli-grass slopes of the Eraser and Chil-

eotin Valleys in the Chileotin district. It probably occurs throughout

the central Dry Belt of the Province wherever \varm, dry, grass cov-

ered slopes are found. Mr. Rehn informs me that "Tlu; situation in the
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genus Amphitornus is that we have three nominal species, which may
prove to be geographic races of one, or one of them may be a synonym of

another. Of these, ornatus and nanus are vei-y close, nanus more ex-

treme in development than ornatus, but whether it will stand as a re-

cognizable race remains to be determined. British Columbia is appai'-

ently a point of intergradation of races or forms which have been sup-

posed to be distinct to the southward, how distinct remains to be ascer-

tained. Coloradus (or bicolor) is the Great Plains type; where it passes

into the otlier form or forms, if it does, is yet to be established."

Locality records. Big Bar, Williams Lake, Chilcotin, 1920-21 (E. R.

Buckell).

Amphitornus coloradus Tliomas, 1872. The Bicolored Locust.

Thomas, Cyrus. Prelim. Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv. of Montana, p. 465

(1872).

This species was found to be common on the dry Bunch-grass flats

in the Southern Okanagan Valley in 1919. (This species was previously

incorrectly recorded by the writer as Akentetus unicolor McNeill in the

Report of the Ontario Entomological ISooiet.v, No. 36, p. 54, 1919).

Locality records. VeriKin, 1897 (E. M. Walker). Pairview, Pentic-

ton, 1919 (E. R. Buckell).

Orphulella salina Scudder, 1899.

Scudder, Samuel H. Can. Ent., XXXI, p. 9 (1899).

A few specimens of this species were collected in 1919 on a small

patch of alkaline ground close to the Okanagan River near Pairview, on

what is now the townsite of Oliver, in the new Land Settlement area in

the. Southern Okanagan Valley. Both green and brown specimens were

secured. (Tliis species was previously incorrectly recorded by the

writer, as Orphulella pelidna Burmeister, in the Report of the Ontario

Entomological Society, No. 36, p. 54, 1919). Mr. Rehn, to whom these

specimens were submitted for determination, says "This is a Great Basin

form, here at its northern known limit." It has been recorded from

Colorado by Gillette and from Utah by Scudder.

Locality records. Pairview, 1919 (E. R. Buckell).

Chloealtis conspersa Harris, 1841. The Sprinkled Locust.

Harris, Thaddeus W. Ins. Inj. Veg., p. 149 (1841).

This is a fairly common and evenly distributed species throughout

the lightly timbered areas of the interior of the Province from the United

States Boundary to at least the 52nd parallel.

All the females of this species that have as yet been seen from British

Columbia are brachypterous.

Locality records. Salmon Arm, Vernon, 1919. Clinton, Williams

Lake, Chilcotin, 1920-21 (E. R. Buckell).

Chloealtis abdominalis Thomas, 1873.
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Thomas, Cyrus. Syn. Acrid. N. A., p. 74 (1873).

This species is found in the same type of location as Chloealtis con-

spersa, but is usually very much more numerous. In woods where logging

operations have been conducted and the ground is left strewn with slash

and treetops this species is often to be found in great numbers. A few

specimens of macropterous females can usually be found, but the ma-

jority are brachypterous.

Locality records. Salmon Arm, Vernon, 1919. Clinton, Williams

Lake, Chilcotin, Tatla Lake, Anahim Lake, 1920-21 (E. R. Buckell).

Stirapleura sp.

This species is common in the early summer in the Lower Okanagan

Valley where it is found on the open stony areas among the Sage-brush on

both sides of the Okanagan River and around the Osoyoos Lake. It hib-

ernates during the winter in about the second nymphal stage, and appears

in the spring as soon as the ground is free from snow. The specific name
of this insect has not at the present time been definitely determined and

is left for a future date.

Stirapleura decussata Scudder, has been recorded from Alberta,

Saskatchewan and Manitoba, and our British Columbia si^ecimens may
possibly belong to this species and were recorded as such by the writer

in the Report of the Ontario Entomological Society, No. 36, p. 54 (1919).

Locality records. Osoyoos, Fairview, Okanagan Falls, Vaseaux

Lake, Penticton, Naramata, Keremeos, 1919 (E. R. Buckell).

Ageneotettix occidentalis Bruner, 1905.

Bruner, Laurence. Biol. Centr.-Amer., Orth. II, p. 109 (1905).

This was one of the commonest species in the Lower Okanagan Valley

during the summer of 1919. Although a small species they are easily

seen on the ground on account of their white antennae and bright red

hind tibiae. They are an active species with great jumping powers. The
males make a shrill squeaky striduhition while in pursuit of the females.

(This species was recorded as Ageneotettix scudderi Bruner in the Report

of the Ontario Entomological Society, No. 36, p. 54, 1919).

Locality records. Osoyoos, Fairview, Westbank, 1919 (E. R. Buc-

kell).

Aulocara elliotti Thomas, 1870.

Thomas, Cyrus. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Philad., p. 82 (1870).

This species was found plentifully on the open Bunch-grass flats in

the Lower Okanagan Valley in company with Ageneotettix occidentalis

Bruner during the summer of 1919. This is a larger insect than Agen-

eotettix occidentalis Bruner but with very similar habits. The females

are very much larger than the males and vary considerably in coloration,

some having the white markings on the pronotum very distinct, while in

others these markings are hardly visible. The males appeared to be far
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more numerous than the females and were very active, running on the

ground with considerable speed. On several occasions from three to five

males were observed following a female. In each case the female was

hopping while the males were running rapidly behind, stopping occasion-

ally to stridulate.

Locality records. Ycnion, 1895 (J. Fletcher). Osoj'oos, Fairview,

Westbaiik, 1919 (E. R. Buekell).

Mecostethus lineatus Sejidder, 1862. The Striped Sedge Locust.

Seudder, Samuel H. Bost. Jour. Nat. Hist. VII, p. 462 (1862).

A few specimens of this species were found in company with Meco-

stethus gracilis Seudder in the Chilcotin District during the summer of

1921. They were found in a small beaver-meadow among the tall wild

grasses and rushes wliich had grown up around the area flooded by the

beavers.

Locality records. Chilcotin, 1921 (E. R. Buekell).

Mecostethus gracilis Seudder, 1862. The Northern or Graceful Sedge

Locust.

Seudder, Samuel 11. Bost, Jour. Nat. Hist. VII, p. 463 (1862).

This species was fairly common in the swamps and beaver-meadows

in the Chilcotin District, and a fair series was collected. The females

are sluggish, heavy bodied insects and were rarely seen to fly, they

ijsually slipped down among the vegetation and hid when approached,

and they were found among the thick soft grass on land not actually

flooded with water. The males on the other hand are trim, active insects

and were often heard uttering their distinctive chirruping notes (re-

sembling schirrup—schlip-schlip-schlip) far out in the beaver-meadows,

where a thick growth of water-loving plants grew up, through several

feet of water. This species was also found in damp locations in hay

fields and in the vegetation boi-dering streams. The notes of the male

are loud, distinctive, unvarying, and quite unlike the call of any of our

other Britisli Columbia Orthoptera.

Locality records. Chilcotin, 1920-21 (E. R. Buekell).

Chorthippus Series.

Chorthippus oregonensis Seudder, 1899.

Seudder, Samuel H. Proc. Amer. Acad., XXXV, p. 50 (1899).

and

Chorthippus curtipennis Harris, 1835. The Meadow Locust.

Harris, Thaddeus W. Cat. Ins. Mass., p. 56 (1835).

During the past three years a number of species of Chorthippus

have been collected by the writer in different parts of British Columbia

and these were submitted to Mr. J. A. G. Rehn for examination. It would

appear that British Columbia is an area of intergradation between two

'geographic races.' Mr. Rehn says
" Chortliippus curtipennis and Cher-
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thippus oregonensis are merelj' ' jieo^n-aphic races' of the same species.

This never has been established in print but your series demonstrates it.

The area of intergradation is covered by your specimens and they fluc-

tuate between the two much as follows: Vernon specimens, nearer ore-

gonensis; Anahim Lake specimens, nearly typical curtipennis to distinctly

iiitcrmi'diate ; Chilcotin specimens, from typical curtipennis to typical

oregonensis — the majority being intermediate."

This species frequents moist grass land and hay fields and is com-

mon throughout the Province wherever collecting has been done.

Locality records. Sandon, Vernon, 1897 (E. M. Walker). Lloyd-

minster, Greenwood, 1906 (W. J. Alexander). Lillooet, 1918 (R. C.

Treherne). Osoyoos, Fairview, Okanagan Palls, Penticton, Westbank,

Summerland, Salmon Arm, 1919; Williams Lake, Chilcotin, Anahim

Lake, Harkerville, Quesnel. 1920-21 (E. R. Buckell).

Platybothrus brunneus Thomas, 1871.

Thomas, Cyrus. Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv., Wyoming, p. 280 (1871).

This species was very common throughout the Chilcotin and adjoin-

ing districts during the years 1920 and 1921, and did considerable damage

to the grass on the cattle ranges. It was present in the form of a serious

outbreak over some 2000 square miles of dry range country from the

Chilcotin country south to the Nicola Valley.

Locality records. Grand Prairie. Nicola Valley, Big Bar, Clinton,

Williams Lake, Chilcotin, 1920-21 (E. R. Buckell).

Subfamily III. OEDIPODINAE
• (The Band-winged Locusts)

This subfamily includes those genera having the prosternum without

a tubercle or spine ; head with the vertex sloping downward, the face

nearly vertical, rounded where joined to the vertex. Foveolae present.

Eyes rather small, shorter than the portion of the genae below their orbit.

Antennae filiform or sublinear, and usually inserted above the middle of

the eyes, sometimes almost above the eyes themselves. Disk of the

pronotum with the rear margin much wider than the anterior margin.

Surface of the pronotum wrinkled or covered with tubercles. Lateral

carinae faint or wanting. Median carina often raised in a sharp crest,

and cut by one or two sulci (except in the genus Arphia). Tegmina and

wings always fully developed. Wings usually brightly colored, and with

a median black band. Most of the British Columbia Oedipodinae pro-

duce a snapping or rattling sound when in flight.

British Columbia Oedipodinae

Among the Oedipodinae collected during the past three years in

British Columbia there are some whose correct specific determination is

not possible at this time. In the genus Trimerotropis there are several
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species withheld until the revision of this genus, which Mr. J. A. G. Relin

has in hand, is completed, and it is possible to give accurate specific

determinations. The genus Xanthippus also needs further study, and

more collecting done, before a complete enumeration of the Bi-itish Col-

iimbia sijecies is possible.

Arphia pseudonietana Thomas, 1870. The Northwest Red-winged

Locust.

Thomas, Cyrus. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Philad.. p. 82 (1870).

A common insect in late summer and fall in the British Columbia

Dry Belt, particularly south of the Canadian Pacific Railway. In the

more northern portion of the Province it appears to be confined to cer-

tain warm sections such as the Chilcotin River Valley and around the

townsite of Williams Lake.

Locality records. Vernon, Victoria, 1876 (E. M. Walker). Van-

couver Island, 1884 (Saussure) ; Walhachin, 1918; Osoyoos, Fairview,

Penticton, Westbank, Salmon Arm, 1919 ; Kamloops, Ashcroft, Williams

Lake. Chilcotin, 1920-21 (E. R. Buckell).

Arphia frigida Scudder, 1875.

Scudder, Samuel H. Dawsons Rep. Geol., 49th Parallel, p. 344

(1875).

Locality records. Alaskan Peninsular, 1884 (H. de Saussure). Vic-

toria, Vancouver Island, 1917 (W. B. Anderson).

Chortophaga viridifasciata DeGeer, 1773. The Northern Green-

striped Locust.

DeGeer, Karl. Mem. des Ins., Vol. 3, p. 498 (1773). '

There is one male specimen of this species in the Vernon collection

,

it is labeled "Victoria, B. C. " without record of collector or date.

Locality records. Victoria, B. C.

Camnula pellucida Scudder, 1862. The Clear-winged Locust.

Scudder, Samuel H. Jour. Bost. Soe. Nat. Hist., VII, p. 427 (1862).

This species is one of our most injurious Canadian Locusts, and has

caused more damage in British Columbia than any other species. It

occurs from time to time in the form of serious outbreaks often covering

many hundreds of square miles and the insects are so abundant that the

native vegetation and cultivated crops are almost entirely destroyed in

the infested areas. One of the most injurious habits that this locust has

in British Columbia is that of concentrating upon the cattle ranges and

destroying the feed of the cattle to such an extent that serious loss often

occurs.

Locality records. Victoria, 1888 (Rev. G. W. Taylor). Nelson, 1906

(W. J. Alexander). Kaslo, 1903 (A. N. Caudell). Beavermouth, 1906

(J. A. G. Rehn). Osoyoos, Fairview, Vaseaux Lake, Okanagan Falls,
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Kaleden, Pentk'toii, Keremeos, Naramata, West bank, Vernon, Celesta,

Salmon Arm, 1919; Nicola Valley, Kamloops, Walhaehin, Ashcroft, Clin-

ton, Big Bar, Alkali Lake, Dog Creek, Canoe Creek, Williams Lake,

Chilcotin, 1920-21 (E. R. Buckell). Huntingdon, Victoria, 1920 (W.
Downes).

Pardalophora apiculata Harris, 1835. The Coral-winged Locust.

Harris, Tliaddens W. Cat. Ins. Mass., p. 57(5 (1835).

This species appears to be rare in British Columbia. It occurs early

in the spring, the nymphs having hibernated.

Locality records. Alkali Lake, Chilcotin, 1920-21 (E. K. Buckell).

Xanthippus neglectus Tliomas-, 1870.

Thomas, Cyrus. Proe. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philad., p. 81 (1870).

A common species both in the Okanagan Valley and in the Chilcotin

District. The Okanagan specimens show great variation in the color of

the disk of the wings and the hind tibiae, while tliose from the Chilcotin

are of one uniform type.

Locality records. Nelson, 1906 (W. J. Alexander). Lillooet, 1914

(R. C. Treherne). Osoyoos, Vaseaux Lake, Fairview, Penticton, Nara-

mata, Westbank, Vernon, 1919 ; Chilcotin, Alkali Lake, Williams Lake,

Dog Cr(>ek, Big Bar, Clinton, 1920-21 (E. R. Buckell).

Xanthippus obscurus Scudder, 1892.

Scudder. Samuel H. Psyche, Vol. V, No. 6, p. 359 (1892).

This species has been taken in the Okanagan Valley but was not

found in the Chilcotin District. This species seems to vary a great deal

in coloration and is very hard to distinguish from Xanthippus neglectus

Thomas in the field.

Locality records. B. C. 1892 (G. R. Crotch). Osoyoos, Fairview,

Vaseaux Lake, Penticton, Keremeos, 1919 (E. R. Buckell).

Xanthippus latefasciatus Scudder, 1892.

Scudder. Samuel H. Ps.yche., VI, p. 273 (1892).

This appears to be the only record of this species from British Col-

umbia ; it is hoped that further collecting will enable us to get some more
recent records of this species if it is a resident of this Province.

Locality records. B. C., 1892 (S. H. Scudder).

Xanthippus vitellinus Saussure, 1884.

Saussure, II. de. Mem. Soc. Geneve. XXVIII, p. 90 (1884).

Two specimens of this species have been identified by Mr. J. A. G.

Rehn, from material collected in the Lower Okanagan Valley in 1919.

Locality records. Osoyoos, 1919 (W. B. Anderson). Fairview, 1919

(E. R. Buckell).

Leprus intermedins Saussure, 1884.

Saussure, II. de. Mem. Soc. Geneve. XXVIII, p. 95 (1884).
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Seudder records this species from British Columbia in Psyche., Vol.

9, p. 75 (1900).

Locality records. B. C, 1900 (G. K. Crotch).

Dissosteira Carolina Linnaeus, 1758. The Carolina Locust.

Linnaeus, Carl von. Syst. Nat. (ed. X.) I, p. 433 (1758).

A very common insect in dusty locations throughout the southern

part of the Province but does not seem to occur for any distance north of

the Canadian Pacific Railway. It could not be found in the Chilcotiu

District.

Locality records. Vernon, 1897 (E. M. Walker). Victoria, Van-

couver Island, 1888 (Rev. G. AV. Taylor). Osoyoos, Fairview, Penticton,

Westbank, Naramata, Salmon Arm, Kamloops, Walhaehin, Ashcroft,

1919 (E. R. Buckell).

Spharagemon aequlae Say, 1825.

Say, Thomas. Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci., Philad., IV, p. 397 (1825).

A common species throughout the Interior Dry Belt of British Col-

umbia. Sometimes very abundant locally. Occurred in injurious numbers

on the Bunch-grass river benches in the Chilcotin District in 1920.

Locality records. Kamloops, 1906 (W. J. Alexander). Fairview,

Westbank, Penticton, Vernon, Kamloops, Walhaehin, 1919 ; Williams

Lake, Chilcotin, 1920-21 (E. R. Buckell).

Metator nevadensis Bruner, 1905.

Bruner, Laurence. Biol. Centr.-Amei"., Orth. II, p. 175 (1906).

This species occurs thi'oughout the Dry Belt of British Columbia

from the United States Boundary to the Chilcotin District on Parallel

52. Both red and yellow-winged varieties occur, the yellow-winged being

the most plentiful. (This species was incorrectly recorded by the writer

as Metator pardalinus Saussure in the Proceedings of the British Col-

umbia Entomological Society, No. 18, p. 35, Systematic Series, 1921). This

was a very abundant species in the Chilcotin District in 1920, where, with

Spharagemon aequale Say, they caused an outbreak of considerable

extent along the Bunch-grass terraces of the Eraser and Chilcotin Rivers,

and damaged the grass on the winter cattle ranges.

Locality records. Osoyoos, Fairview, 1919 ; Williams Lake, Chil-

cotin, 1920-21 (E. R. Buckell).

Mestobregma kiowa Seudder, 1900.

Seudder, Samuel H. Psyche., Vol. IX, p. 91 (1900).

As far as present records go this species seems to be very local in

its distribution. It has been taken on hot, dry patches of gravelly ground

at Okanagan Landing and in the City Limits of Kamloops close to the

Kamloops Hospital.

Locality records. Okanagan Landing, 1919 ; Kamloops, 1920

(E. R. Buckell).
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Conozoa wallula Sciidder, 1880.

Seudder, Samuel H. 2nd. Rep. U. S. Ent. Comm. p. 27. (1880).

This species is found in the southern part of the Interior Dry Belt

of Britisli Columbia. It frequents dry, sandy spots, congregating to-

gether in small colonies. It is particularly partial to dry wagon roads

crossing the sandy flats in the Southern Okanagan Valley, especially in

the neighbourhood of Pairview.

Locality records. Vernon, 1897 (E. M. Walker). Kamloops, 1906

(W. J. Alexander). Pairview, Westbank, Okanagan Landing, 1919 (E.

K. I'.uckell).

Aerochoreutes carlinianus Thomas, 1870.

Thomas, Cyrus. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila. p. 81. (1870).

This species has, until recently, been included in the genus Circo-

tettix but has now been found to constitute a new genus (Aerochoreutes).

This new genus consists of the above species which is divisible into two

subspecies ; descriptions of genus and subspecies are given in a recent

publication by Mr. J. A. G. Rehn; (Descriptions of new and critical

notes upon previously known forms of North American Oedipodinae;

second paper; from the Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc. 47, p. 171, No. 811. Issued

December 22nd, 1921).

The following extracts are taken from the above paper.

"A critical examination of the species which have been referred

liy authors to the genus Circotettix, shows most conclusively that we
have a' number of aggregations represented in that assemblage, and of

these but a few show sufficient affinity to be retained in restricted Circo-

tettix, the genotype of which, is, as originally stated by Seudder, Oedi-

poda undulata Thomas."

"The first section which it is necessary to segregate is that containing

tlie forms of the carlinianus type. This we find to represent a valid

genus, showing slightly more affinity- with the Old World genus Bryo-

dema Pieber, than with true Circotettix." "The genus is composed of

one species, which is divisible into two well-marked geographic races,

each occupying a considerable territory and their intergradation demon-
strated in the material before us. Of these races, one (carlinianus car-

linianus) is eastern and northern, occuring in the northern Great Plains,

northern Rocky Mountains and central British Columbia, while the

other, which is new (carlinianus strepitus), is a form of the Great Basin

and Green River regions."

"Actual intermediates between tlie two races are before us from

Chilcotin, British Columbia ; La Chappies, Yakima River, Washington

;

and Salt Lake Valley, Utah. When the distribution of typical carlinianus

is compared with that of the subspecies strepitus, it will be seen tliat tlie

former is a more northern and eastern type, and that it is not stable
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nor fully typical in the Snake River country of Idaho. It is also in a

stage of what might be called equal fusion with A. c. strepitus in regions

as related to the Snake River country as the Salt Lake Valley district,

and to the Great Basin region as the Columbia Plains (Yakima River)

and the dry interior of British Columbia (Chilcotin)."

During the summers of 1920 and 1921 this species was found to be

very common in certain areas in the Chilcotin range country, frequenting

particularly the high, gravelly, dry ridges on the open cattle ranges at

an elevation of from 3000 tn 4500 feet. Tlie prolonged, harsh buzzing

sound made by this species in flight make it easy to detect. The sound

which it makes as it leaves the ground at one's feet is extremely similar

to the buzzing produced by the rattle-snakes which frequent the warmer
parts of southern British Columbia.

Locality records. Vancouver Is., 1906 (S. H. Scudder). Big Bar,

Alkali Lake, Williams Lake, Chilcotin, 1920-21 (E. R. Buckell).

Circotettix rabula Rehn and Hebard, 1906.

Rehn and Hebard, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 393. (1906).

This species has been recorded from Glenora, British Columbia, by

Rehn. Glenora is on the Stikine River a little south of Telegraph Creek

on latitude -58 N. in the Cassiar District.

Locality records. Glenora (Rehn).

Circotettix undulatus Thomas, 1871.

Thomas. Cyrus. Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv. Montana, p. 460. (1871).

This a common species in the Interior Dry Belt of British Columbia

frequenting roek-slides, cliffs, and rocky ravines. As this species is now
considered to be synonymous with Circotettix lobatus Saussure, the local-

ity records of both are included below.

Locality records. Victoria, 1888 (J. Fletcher). Vernon, 1897 (E.

M. Walker). Walhachin, Savona, 1918; Fairview, 1919; Ashcroft,

Clinton, Big Bar, Williams Lake, Chilcotin, 1920-21 (E. R. Buckell).

Circotettix suffusus Scudder, 1876. The Black Locust.

Scudder, Samuel H. Bull. U.S. Geol. Surv. Territ. 11, p. 265 (1876).

This is one of the most evenly distributed species in British Columbia,

being found everywhere that light open woodlands occur. It is partic-

ularly fond of roads through the forests, and a number of these insects

may often be seen sunning themselves on the roads during the heat of

the day. The males will frequently leave the ground and circling about

in the air they will often go for considerable flights through the woods,

returning again to the same spot in the road. During this flight they

will rise to a considerable height in the air and circling to and fro will

make, continuously throughout their flight, the loud snapping notes so

characteristic of this species and of its near relative Circotettix verrucu-

latus Kirby.
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Locality records. Donald, Kevelstoke, Rosslaiul, Robson, Vernon,

Agassiz, Discovery Is., near Victoria, 1897 (E. M. Walker). Kaslo,

1903 (A. N. Caudell). Cranbrook, Greenwood, Kamloops, Kitchener,

Nelson, 1906 (W. J. Alexander). Beavermouth, Field, 1910 (J. A. G.

Kelin). Osoyoos, Fairview, Vaseanx Lake, Okanagan Falls, Kaledeu,

Penticton, Naramata, Westbank, Vernon, Armstrong, Enderby, Sicamous,

Salmon Arm, Celesta, Chase, Kamloops, Savona, Walhaehin, Asbcroft,

1919 ; Clinton, Big Bar, Alkali Lake, Dog Creek, Canoe Creek, Gang
Ranch, Williams Lake, Chilcotin, Tatla Lake, Quesnel, Barkerville, 1920-

21. (E. R. Buekell).

Circotettix verruculatus Kirby, 1837. Tlie Snapping Locust or

Broad-winged Locust.

Kirby, William. Faun. Bor.-Amer. IV, p. 250 (1837).

This is a common species in eastern Canada where it takes the place

of our common Circotettix suffusus Scudder. This species has, however,

been recorded from British Columbia by S. H. Scudder and A. N. Caudell.

Locality records. Vancouver, 1898 (S. H. Scudder). Kaslo, 1903

(A. X. Caudell).

Trimerotropis caeruleipes Scudder, 1880.

Scudder, Samuel H. 2nd Rep. U. S. Ent. Comm., p. 28 (1880).

This species is i:)lentiful around Victoria and .southern Vancouver

Island, but does not seem to have been recorded with certainty, from the

the mainland. The records below are all from Vancouver Is.

Locality records. Nanaimo, Duncans, Discovery Is., 1897 (E. M.
Walker). Wellington, Nanaimo, 1907 (A. N. Caudell). Victoria, 1920

(W. Downes).

Trimerotropis ferruginea McNeill, 1900.

McNeill, Jerome. Psyche. IX. p. 30. (1900).

This species is fairly common in the Okanagan Valley and at Salmon
Arm. It seems to be particularly fond of dusty, cultivated land such as

clean-cultivated orchard land.

Locality records. Fairview, Westbank, Vernon, 1919; Salmon Arm,
Kamloops, Chilcotin, 1920-21 (E. R. Buekell).

Trimerotropis monticola Saussure, 1884.

Saussure, II. de. Mem. Soc. Geneve, XXVIII, p. 167 (1884).

This species was found to be very common indeed in the Chilcotin

district during the summers of 1920 and 1921. It frequents the dry open
cattle ranges. All the many thousands of specimens observed and the

several hundred collected showed very little variation in color, but

the notching of the median carina of the pronotum varied considerably;

in some specimens the notching of the prozonal carina was so faint as

to give the pronotum the appearance found in the genus Spharagemon.
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The hind tibiae of all the specimens seen were yellow or yellowish brown

and not red as generally recorded for this species.

Locality Records. Vernon, 1897 (E. M. Walker). Vernon, Kamloops,

Big Bar, Williams Lake, Chilcotin, Alkali Lake, 1920-21 (E. R. Buckell).

Trimerotropis citrina Seudder, 1876. The Citrus-winged Locust.

Scudder, Samuel PL Bull. U. S. Surv. Territ. IL p. 265 (1876).

Locality records. Vernon, 1905 (E. P. Venables). Vernon, 1906

(J. Fletcher).

Trimerotropis longicornis E. M. Walker, 1902.

Walker, E. M. Can. Ent. Vol. 34. No. 1. p. 4. (1902).

This species was described by Dr. E. M. Walker from a male taken

at Vernon.

Locality records. Vernon, 1897 (E. M. Walker).

Trimerotropis vinculata Scudder, 1876.

Scudder, Samuel li. Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist. XVIIL p. 270 (1876).

This large species is a common insect in certain sections of the

Province where warm, sandy areas are to be found. It is usually found

in colonies frequenting, in many cases, only a small portion of land.

These locations are usually well sheltered, warm, dry spots, devoid of any

thick vegetation. The males fly with a quick zig-zag flight, keeping close

to the ground ; at each turn of the flying insect a soft squeaking sound is

produced. The males are markedly smaller than the females.

Locality records. Victoria, 1888 (Rev. 6. W. Taylor). Revelstoke,

Vernon, Agassiz, 1897 (E. M. Walker). Ashcroft, 1905 (Rev. W. M.

Roger). Savona, Greenwood, Kamloops, 1906 (W. J. Alexander). Fair-

view, Penticton, Westbank, Vernon, Walhachin, Kamloops, Salmon Arm,

1919; Chilcotin, Williams Lake, 1920-21 (E. R. Buckell).

Subfamily IV. ACRIDINAE

(The Spine-breasted Locusts)

The species of this subfamily are readily separated from those of

the three preceding subfamilies by the presence of a prominent spine

or tubercle on the prosternum, between the front pair of legs. There is

considerable variation in size and coloration among the members of this

subfamily. The head is smaller and less swollen than in the Tryxalinae

and Oedipodinae, and the pronutum is free from tubercles or distinct

wrinkles. Tegmina usually well developed, but in some species very

short, and in a few, wholly wanting. Inner wings in all the British

Columbia species transparent and without the black band and bright

colors found in the Oedipodinae, and all pass the winter in the egg stage.

All are silent in flight. Some of our most injurious species belong to this

subfamily.
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BRITISH COLUMBIA ACRIDINAE
Bradynotes chilcotinae Ilebaid. 19:^2.

Hebard, Morgan.

Tliis species, which has been described as new by Mr. Hebard, was
found plentifully throughout the Chilcotin district during the summers
of 1920 and 1921. Its nymphs are the first of theMelanopli to hatch in

the sprinfi'. This species is particularly fond of dry hill sides and moun-
tain slopes covered with Balsam-Root (Balsamorhiza sagittata Nutt) and
both nymphs and adults feed upon this plant. The nymphs begin hatch-

ing in early May, and the first adults appear during the first week in June.

Oviposition takes place during Jul}' and by the end of August only a few

adults can be found. The females are heavy insects and do not jump
very actively, but the males are very active. The young nymphs are very

soft and many fall prey to ground spiders and ants.

Locality records. Riske Creek, Chilcotin, June 7th. 1920. Rig liar,

Alkali Lake, Williams Lake, Chilcotin, 1920-21 (E. R. Buckell).

Bradynotes expleta Scudder has been recorded from Mt. Clieam

where a single specimen was taken at an elevation of 7000 ft., on August
15tli, 1906. Dr. E. M. Walker, who records this species in the Orthoptera

of Western Canada, Can. Ent. Vol. 41, p. 333, tells me that he does not

think that this should be considered as an authentic record until further

material has been secured as the specimen was in ver,v bad condition

and a positive determination not possible. This was, however, a true

Bradynotes and the fii-st of this genus to be recorded from Canada.

Asemoplus somesi Hebard, 1919.

Hebard, Morgan. Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc, XIV, p. 271 (1919).

This species was collected below the Kitchener Glacier on Mt.

Kokanee in the Kootenay District of British Cdlumbia by Mr. A. N.

Caudell, and was at first recorded as Podisma polita Scudder.

Locality records. Kitchener Glacier, Mt. Kokanee, 1903 (A. N.

Caudell).

Asemoplus hispidus Bruner, 1885.

Bruner, Laurence. Can. Ent., XVII, p. 12 (1885).

Syn.

—

Asemoplus nudus Walker.

This species was recorded from British Columbia by Dr. E. M.

Walkei- from Sandon in the Kootenay District.

Locality records. Sandon, 1898 (E. M. Walker).

Asemoplus montanus Bruner, 1885.

Bruner, Laurence. Can. Ent., XVII, p. 16 (1885;

This species has been recorded from Nelson in the Kootenay Dis-

trict and from Vernon in the Okanagan Valley.

Locality records. Nelson, 1906 (W. J. Alexander). Vernon, 1898

(E. M. Walker).
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Melanoplus flabellifer Scudder, 1879.

Seudder, Samuel 11. Proc. Bost. Soe. Nat. Hist., XX, p. 68 (1879).

This species was taken in considerable numbers in the Chilcotiu

River Valley on a sage-brush flat. Mr. Morgan Ilebai-d, who kindly

determined this species for me, says: "It is a common Great Plains

species but very interesting from your region. I have taken it on the

summits of the Colorado Rockies."

Locality records. Chilcotin, 1921 (E. R. Buckell).

Melanoplus bruneri Scudder, 1897. Bruner's Locust.

•Seudder. Samuel II. Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc, XXXVI, p. 19 (1897).

A very common species on the cattle ranges in the Chilcotin District

during the summers of 1920 and 1921. It was found most plentifully in

the long grass bordering clumps of Aspen Poplars and in grassy depres-

sions on the open range.

Locality records. Spilmacheen, 1897 (S. Henshaw). Big Bar,

Alkali Lake, Williams Lake, Chilcotin, 1920-21 (E. R. Buckell).

Melanoplus mexicanus bilituratus F. Walker, 1870.

Walker, Francis. Cat. Derm. Salt. Brit. Mus., IV, p. 679 (1870).

The similarity to the next "geographic race" makes it difficult to

determine the validity of some of the records of this insect and it is

hoped that further collecting will show more clearly the range of this

race in British Columbia.

Locality records. Victoria, Vancouver Island; Sicamous, 1897 (S. H.

Scudder). Donald, Vernon, Kelowna, Duncans, Nanaimo, Riddle, Van-

couver Island, 1901 (J. Fletcher).

Melanoplus mexicanus atlanis Thomas, 1873. The Lesser Migratory

Locust.

Thomas, Cyrus. Syn. Acrid. N. Amer., p. 22 (1873).

This "geographic race" is very common in British Columbia and

has caused serious damage to cultivated crops on a good many occasions.

It is very variable in size and wing length in British Columbia.

Melanoplus affinis and Melanoplus spretis have occasionally been

recorded from British Columbia in the past, but it is considered probable

that these were varieties of Melanoplus mexicanus atlanis. In the case

of spretis it was probably an example of the optimum migratory con-

dition developed in atlanis.

Locality records. Vancouver, 1880 (S. H. Scudder). Agassiz, Ver-

non, Kelowna, 1901 (J. Fletcher). Cranbrook, Nelson, Greenwood, Kam-

loops, 1906 (W. J. Alexander). Beavermouth, 1906 (Prof. S. Brown).

Kaslo, 1913 (A. N. Caudell). Osoyoos, Bridesville, Rockcreek, Fairview,

Vaseaux Lake, Okanagan Palls, Summerland, Pentieton, Westbank,

Peachland, Kelowna, Okanagan Centre, Okanagan Landing, Vernon, Arm-

strong, Enderby, Mara, Sicamous, Salmon Arm, Tappen, Notch Hill,
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Celesta, Sorento, Chase, Kam'loops, Quileliena, Savona, Walhachin. 1919;

Ashcroft, Lytton, Clinton, Big Bar, Dog Creek, Canoe Creek, Alkali Lake,

Gang' Ranch, Williams Lake, Chilcotin, Hanceville, Alexis Creek, Tatla

Lake, Soda' Creek, Quesnel. 1920-21 (E. R. Bnekell).

Melanoplus devastator Sciidder, 1898.

Scudder, Samuel H. Proe. 1 1. S. Nat. Miis., XX, p. 198 (1898).

This species has been recorded from Vancouver Island by A. N.

Caudell.

Locality records. Vancouver Island, 1908 (A. N. Caudell).

Melanoplus dawsoni Scudder, 1875. Dawson's Locust.

Scudder, Samuel II. Dawson's Rep. Geol. Res., 49th Parallel, yi. 343

(1875).

This species has been taken in the neighborhixid of Kaslo ; the

specimens collected belonged to the brachypterous form.

Locality records. Bear Lake near Kaslo, 6500 feet; 1903 (A. N.

Caudell).

Melanoplus dodgei huroni IShitcliiey, 1898. The Huron Short -winged

Locust.

Blatchley, W. S. Psyche. VIII, p. 195 (1898).

Not a common species in British Columbia but found sparingly in

the Chilcotin District in upland mountain meadows and at the edge of

timber in dry situations.

Locality records. Chilcotin, 1920-21 (E. R. Buckell).

Melanoplus fasciatus Walker F. 1870. The Banded Locust or Huc-
kleberry Locust.

Walker, Francis. Cat. Derm. Salt. Brit. Mus., IV, p. 680 (1870).

A common species in the pine woods in the Chilcotin District. The
majority belong to the short-winged form but a few long-winged speci-

mens were found among them.

Locality records. Kaslo, 1903 (A. N. Caudell). Chilcotin, 1920-21

(E. R. BuckcU).

Melanoplus borealis monticola Fieber, 1853. The Northern Locust.

Fiebcr, F. X. Lotos. Ill, p. 120 (1853).

. This species is found among rank herbage along the edge of streams

and in hay fields. It is usually found ]iei-ched high up on the plants. Mr.
Morgan Hebard, who kindly identified these for me, says: "The speci-

mens submitted were all Melanoplus borealis monticola, no typical

borealis borealis being present."

Locality records. Field, 1908 (Prof. S. Brown). Chilcotin, Tatla

Lake, Analiim Lake, 1920-21 (E. R. Buckell).

Melanoplus femur-rubrum femur-rubrum De Geer, 1773. The Red-

legged Locust.

DeGeer, Karl. Mem. Ins. Orth. III. p. 498. (1773).
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A common insect throughout the Province in fairly moist locations.

Particularly common in tlie more humid sections of the Province such

as the Fraser Valley, where it has done considerable damage to hay and

vegetables.

Locality records. Vancouver Island, 1897 (S. H. Scudder). Agassiz,

1897 (E. M. Walker). Kaslo, 1903 (A. N. Caudell). Fairview, Vaseaux

Lake, Okanagan Falls, Kaleden, Penticton, Westbank, Summerland,

Okanagan Landing, Vernon, Salmon Arm, Walhaehin, 1919 ; Big Bar,

Chilcotin, 1920-21 (E. R. Buckell).

Melanoplus cinereus Scudder, 1878. The Ash-colored Locust.

Scudder, Samuel H, Proe. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., XIX, p. 288 (1878).

This pale grey species makes its home among the Sage-brush and

Rabbit-brush in the warmest sections of British Columbia. In some of

these locations it is quite common. Its habit of remaining in the Sage-

brush bushes makes its capture difficult during the day time. At night,

however, it "roosts" high up on the topmost twigs of the bushes and is

easily captured with the hand on moonlight nights or witli the aid of

a light. The nymphs of this species are a creamy white.

Locality records. Fairview, 1919; Chilcotin, 1921 (E. R. Buckell).

Melanoplus packardii Scudder, 1878. Packard's Locust.

Scudder, Samuel H. Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., XIX, p. 287 (1878).

This species is common in many parts of the Interior Dry Belt of

British Columbia. All the specimens as yet examined from this Province

have bright red hind tibiae. The Chilcotin specimens are dark and

richly marked, while those from the Okanagan Valley are pale yellowish

in color.

Locality records. B. C, 1897 (S. H. Scudder). Nicola Valley, 1901

(J. Fletcher). Osoyoos, Fairview, 1919; Chilcotin, Hanceville, 1920-21

(E. R. Buckell).

Melanoplus alpinus Scudder, 1897.

Scudder, Samuel H. Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc, XXXVI, p. 28 (1897).

A fairly common species in the dry Douglas Fir forests in the

Chilcotin District. Specimens with both red and blue tibiae were

collected, the majority of the males having blue tibiae, while in. the

females the majority have red.

Locality records. Chilcotin, 1920-21 (E. R. Buckell).

Melanoplus infantilis Scudder, 1879.

Scudder, Samuel H. Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., XX, p. 65 (1879).

Tills small Melanoplus was very common throughout the Chilcotin

District during the summers of 1920 and 1921 on the open cattle ranges.

Locality records. Big Bar, Alkali Lake, Williams Lake, Chilcotin,

Hanceville, 1920-21 (E. R. Buckell).

Melanoplus confusus Scudder, 1897. The Little Pasture Locust.
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Scudder. Samuel 11. Pi-oc. Amcr. Pliil. Sue. XXXVI. p. 29. (1897).

This species was taken in tlie Chilccitin Distriet; it was found on the

open cattle ranfre country in the shallow depressions and gullies where
the !j-rowth of grass was more vigorous than on the majority of the range.

Locality records, ("hilcotin, 19-20-21 (E. R. Buckell).

Melanoplus bivittatus Say. 1S2."). The Yellow-stripped or Two-
striped l^oCUst.

Say, Thomas. Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci., Philad., IV, p. 308 (1825).

This common grasshopper is found throughout tlie Province, but

it is much more plentiful in the southern part of the Province, especially

in the more humid sections. The hind tibiae of British Columbia speci-

uuuis are very variable, and all gradations can be found together from the

typical bivittatus to the typical femoratus. In the more humid sections

the red-legged variety is considerably commoner that the blue-leg'ged.

Locality records. B. C, 1883 (L. Bruner). Victoria, 1888 (Rev.

G. W. Taylor). Vernon, 1897 (E. M. Walker). Chase, Kamloops,

Savona, Walhaehin, Ashcroft, Lytton, 1918 ; Osoyoos, Fairview, Brides-

ville, Rockcreek, Midway, CTreenwood, Grand Forks, Vaseaux Lake,

White Lake, Okanagan Falls, Kaleden, Penticton, Keremeos, Naramata,
Siunmerland, Westbank, Kelowna, Coldstream, Lavington, Lumby, Ver-

non, Armstrong. Enderby, Mara, Sicamous, Salmon Arm, Celesta, 1919;

Knutsford, Quilchena, Merritt, Clinton, Big Bar, Alkali Lake, Gang
Ranch, Empire Valley, Hanceville, Alexis Creek, Redstone, Tatla Lake,

Chelanko Forks, Chilcotin, Williams Lake, Soda Creek, Que.snel, 1920-21

(E. R. Buckell).

Melanoplus washingtonianus Bruner, 1885.

Bruner, Laurence. Can. Ent., XVII, p. 14 (lS8o).

Dr. E. M. Walker informs me that he took several males and females

of this species on a mountain at Nelson in 1920, though they are much
larger, paler and somewhat longer-winged that the washingtonianus

that is found on the summit of Banif and at Lake Louise. He also con-

siders that the record of Melanoplus validus from Nelson in 1906 is

referable to this species.

Locality records. Nelson, 1906 (W. J. Alexaiuler). Nelson, 1920

(E. M. Walker).

Family 6. TETTIGONIIDAE

(The Long-homed Grasshoppers)

The Tettigoniidae may be defined as: Orthoptera with the hind

legs longer that the fore and middle legs, and having the femora swollen

at the base ; tarsi of four segments ; auditory organs, when present, situ-

ated one on each front leg near the basal end of the tibae ; antennae very

long and slender ; ovipositor usually long and sword-shaped ; musical
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apparatus, when present, situated on the basal portion of the tegmina

of the male ; many wingless species.

There are five subfamilies of Tettigoniidae represented in British

Columbia.

1. STENOPELMATINAE (The Sand Crickets).

2. RHAPHIDOPHORINAE (The Cave, Stone or Camel

Crickets).

3. DECTICINAE (The Shield-backed Crickets).

4. CONOCEPHALINAE (The Meadow-Grasshoppers).

5. PHANEROPTERINAE (The Bush Katydids).

Subfamily I. STENOPELMATINAE
(The Sand Crickets)

Three species of this subfamily have been recorded from British

Columbia.

Stenopelmatus fuscus Haldeman, 1852.

Haldeman, S. S. Stansbury Expedition to Utah, p. 372 (1852).

A single specimen of this curious cricket was found by the writer in

the Southern Okanagan Valley near Faii-view. It was found under a

log on dry, sandy ground.

Locality records. Fairview, 1919 (E. R. Buckell).

Stenopelmatus longispina Brunner, 1888.

Bru!iner, von Wattenwyl, Carl. Vehr. zool-bot. Gesellsch. Wein.,

XXXVIII, p. 261 (1888).

This species has been recorded from Vancouver by Brunner.

Locality records. Vancouver, 1888 (C. Brunner).

Cyphoderris monstrosus Uhler, 1864.

Uhler, P. R. Proc. Ent, Soc. Philad., II, p. (1864).

This species is common in the timbered sections of the Province. It

is nocturnal, keeping under logs and stones during the day. The males

stridulate at night and are distinctly ventriloquial. They hibernate

during tlie winter months as nymphs beneath stones and logs, the nymphs
digging themselves shallow burrows.

Locality records. Ainsworth, 1903 (A. N. Caudell). Peachland,

1907 (Wallis). Vernon, Salmon Arm, Chilcntin, Alexis Creek, 1920-21

(E. R. Buckell).

SubfamUy II. RHAPHIDOPHORINAE
(The Cave, Stone or Camel Crickets)

Tropidischia xanthostoma Seudder, 1861.

Scudder, Samuel H. Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., VIU, p. 12 (1861).

This interesting species has been recorded from the Province by

A. N. Caudell in 'The Genera of the Tettiginiid Insects of the Subfamily

Rhaphidophorinae found in America North of Mexico'; from the Pro-

ceedings of the U. S. National Museum, Vol. 49, p. 658 (1916).' The
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records iiivcii are: "One male and oiie female from British Columbia,

taken by Harvey Iladden in 11)11. in the liritish Museum in London.

One male from Vancouver Island, IJritish Columbia, taken by E. M.

Anderson, March 10, 1913, in collection of the United States National

Museum." It would appear that very few specimens of this insect have

been collected. It has been recorded from California, Oregon and Wash-

ington in addition to British Columbia. During December of 1921 a fine

male specimen of this species was brought to the office of the Depart-

nu>nt of Agriculture in Vancouver. Further particulars concerning

place and date of capture are not available, but it was undoubtedly

collected in or close to the City of Vancouver. Since this specimen was

obtained Mr. R. C. Treherne informs me that he has seen a second

specimen of this species in a private collection in Vancouver. This

specimen was collected in Stanley I'ark in the City of Vancouver. It is

hoped that further specimens of this interesting species will be obtained.

Locality records. Vancouver Island, 1908 (Dr. A. 6. Huntsman),

recorded by Dr. E. X. Walker in Ent. Record for 1914. B. C, 1911

(Harvey Hadden), in British Museum in London. Vancouver Island,

1913 (E. M. Anderson), in collection of U. S. National Museum. Van-

couver, 1921; received at Office of Agricultural Department, Court House,

Vancouver; in the Canadian National Collection, Ottawa. Stanley Park,

Vancouver; in a private collection.

Ceuthophilus agassizii Scudder, 1861.

Scudder, Samuel H. Pi-<.c. I^ost. Soc. Nat. Hist., VIII, p. 11 (1861).

This species was found to be fairly common in stone heaps and

under fiat rocks amongst the Sage-ltrush in the Chilcotin River Valley

in 1921. S. H. Scudder recorded this sjiecies from Victoria in 1899 as

Ceuthophilus celatus Scudder. (See A. X. Caudell, N. A. Rhapliidophor-

inae. I'roc C. S. Xat. Mus., Vol. 49, p. 666. 1916).

Locality records. Victoria, Vancouv(>r Island, 1S99 (S. H. Scudder).

Chilcotin. 1921 (E. K. Buckell).

Ceuthophilus californianus Scudder, 1862.

Scudilcr, Samuel II. Bost. Jour. Nat. Hist., VII, ]). 438 (1862).

There are records of this species from Vancouver and from Victoria,

Vancouver Is.

Locality records. Vancouver, 1869 (F. Walker). Victoria, 1888

(Kev. (!. W. Taylor).

Pristoceuthophilus celatus Scudder, 1894.

Scudder. Saiiinel H. Proc. Amer. Acad., XXX, p. 97 (1894).

A few specimens of this species have been taken in recent years in

moist locations and under the bark of decayed trees in the neighborhood

of tlie Okanagan Valley. Tlie Vancouver Island record was recorded

by Scudder as Ceuthophilus henshawi Scudder, and the Kaslo record as
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Marsa henshawi Scudder; see A. N. Caudell, N. A. Rhaphidophorinae.

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., Vol. 49, p. 671, 1916).

Locality records. Vancouver Island, 1894 (S. H. Scudder). Kaslo,

1903 (A. N. Caudell). Vernon, 1919 (E. R. Buckell). Ranata, Lower

Arrow Lakes, 1921 (H. J. Bhirton).

Pristoceuthophilus pacificus Thomas, 1872.

Thomas, Cyrus. Ann. Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv. Terr., V, p. 436 (1872).

There is a male specimen of this species in the U. S. National Museum,

from Ainsworth in the Kootenay District of British Columbia. (See

A. N. Caudell, N. A. Rhaphidophorinae, Proe. U. S. Nat. Mus., Vol. 49,

p. 675, 1916).

Locality records. Ainsworth, (A. N. Caudell).

Subfamily III. DECTICINAE
(The Shield-backed Grasshoppers)

Apote notabilis Scudder, 1897.

Scudder. Samuel H. Can. Ent., XXIX, p. 73 (1897).

A single female was taken by the writer in the Okanap:an Valley in

1919. It has also been recorded from Vancouver Island by Caudell.

Locality records. Vancouver Island, 1907 (A. N. Caudell). Osoy-

oos, 1919 (E. R. Buckell).

Anabrus simplex var maculatus Caudell, 1907.

Caudell, A. N. Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXXII, p. 356 (1907).

A few specimens of this species were taken in the Southern Okan-

agan Valley by the writer in 1919. It has also been recorded from Port

Walsh by Caudell.

Locality records. Port Walsh, 1907 (A. N. Caudell). Osoyoos,

1919 (E. R. Buckell).

Anabrus longipes Caudell, 1907.

Caudell, A. N. Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXXII, p. 361 (1907).

This large ci-icket is quite common throughout the greater part of

the Province. It has occurred in sufficient numbers on one or two occa-

sions to cause small local outbreaks over a few square miles of country.

Locality records. Nelson, 1906 (W. J. Alexander). Osoyoos, Fair-

view, Vernon, 1919; Clinton, Big Bar, 100-Mile House, Williams Lake,

Alkali Lake, Chilcotin, 1920-21 (E. R. Buckell).

Steiroxys sp.

Pemales of this long-legged, slender cricket were seen in large

niimbers during the summers of 1920 and 1921 in the Chilcotin District.

Careful search was made for the males but entirely without result. These

crickets were found all over the open cattle ranges wherever there was

sufficient grass to afford them some cover. It was noticed that these

females were attracted to the stridulation of the large males of Anabrus
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longipes Caudell, the latter, however, paid no attention to them. The
faet that the.se female crickets were attracted to the .stridulation of males
of another o-enus and species and that careful search during two summers
entirely failed to discover any males is interesting. The absence of

males makes it ditficult, if not imi)ossil)le, to determine the species of

these female crickets.

Locality records. Chileotin, 1920-21 (E. \l. Buckell).

Neduba carinata F. Walker, IStJ'J.

Walker, Francis. Cat. Derm. Salt. Brit. Mns.. 11, p. 2.")1 (1869).

This species lias been recorded from Vancouver Island and from tlic

Okanagan Valley.

Locality records. Wellington, Vancouver Island, 1907 (A. N. Cau-
dell). I'arksville, Vancouver Island, 19l:i (W. B. Anderson). Osoyoos.
1919 (E. R. Buckell).

Subfamily IV. CONOCEPHALINAE
<The Meadow Grasshoppar.s)

Conocephalus fasciatus Detieer, 177.'i. The JSlender Meadow Grass-

hojjper.

Geer, de Karel. Mem. Hist. Ins., Ill, p. 458 (1773).

Very few specimens of the species in this subfamily have been col-

lected in British Columbia during the past few years and it i.s hard to

say, until long series have been obtained, whether this species is at all

common in the Province or whether it is entirely replaced by Conoce-

phalus fasciatus vicinus Morse.

Locality records. Agassiz, 1897 (E. M. Walker). Peachland, 1916

(Wallis).

SubfamUy V. PHANEROPTERINAE
(The Busli-Katydids)

Scudderia furcata Brunner, 1878. The Forked-tailed Bush-Katydid.

Brunner, von Wattenwyl, Carl. Monogr. Phaner., p. 239 (1878).

This is the only species of Scudderia that has been recorded from
Britisli Columbia. It is fairly common in the apple orchards throughout

the Okanagan Valley, but has not been recorded to the north of the

Canadian Pacific Railway.

Locality records. Kaslo, 1906. (Recorded in Ent. Record. 191."), by

Dr. E. M. Walker). Vernon, Salmon Arm, 191!) (E. R. Buckell).

Family 7. GEYLLIDAE
(The Crickets)

We may define tlie British Columbia Gryllidae as.- Orthoptera with

slender, usually long antennae. Auditory organs on the fore tibiae, and
stridulatory organs on the wing covers of the males. The.y differ from
till' Tettigoniidae in having but three segments to the tai-si. and an awl-

likc (jr needle-like ovipositor. They are mainly nocturnal.
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Three subfamilies of Gryllidae are represented in British Columbia.

1. GRYLLINAE. (The Field Crickets).

2. MYRMECOPIIILINAE. (The Ant-loving- Crickets).

3. OECANTHINAE. (The Tree Crickets').

Subfamily I. G-RYLLINAE

(The Field Crickets)

Gryllus assimilis Fabricius, 1775. The Common Field Cricket.

Fabricius, Johann C. Syst. Ent., p. 280 (1775).

This cricket was fairly common in dry gullies in the Chilcotin

District. It was only found in the warmest situations in the river

valleys.

Locality records. Chilcotin, ]92n-21 (E. R. Buckell).

Subfamily II. MYRMECOPHILINAE
(The Ant-loving Crickets)

Myrmecophila oregonensis liruner, 1884.

Bruner, Laurence. Can. Ent., XVI, p. 42 (1884).

These minute crickets live as 'guests' in the nests of several of our

common ants. They live on the cutaneous secretions and the thin coat-

ing of saliva with which the ants cover one another. (See Prof.

Wheeler's ANTS, p. .393).

Locality records. Victoria, 1888; Vancouver, 1898 (G. W. Taylor).

Wellington, Vancouver Island, 1908 (A. N. Caudell).

Subfamily III. OECANTHINAE
(The Tree Crickets)

Oecanthus niveus DeGeer, 1773. The Snowy Tree Cricket.

Geer. de Karel. Mem. Ins., Ill, p. 522 (1773).

This species has been recorded from Penticton in the Okanagan

Valley.

Locality records. Penticton, 1908 (Mrs. Fowler). Ent. Record,

l!11(i.

Oecanthus quadripunctatus Bcutenmuller, 1894. The Four-spotted

Tree Cricket.

Beutenmuller, W. Bull. Mus. Amer. Nat. Hist., VI, p. 271 (1894).

A common species in most parts of the Province.

Locality records. Peachland, 1912 (Wallis). Okanagan Landing,

1913 (E. M. Walker). Fairview, Penticton, Summerland, Vernon, Sal-

mon Arm, Kamloops, Walhachin, 1919; Ashcroft, Williams Lake, Chil-

cotin, 1920-21 (E. R. Buckell).
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A CONCISE LIST OF THE ORTHOPTERA AND DERMAPTERA
RECORDED FROM BRITISH COLUMBIA PRIOR

TO THE YEAR 1922.

DERMAPTERA
* 1. Euborellia annulipes Lucas.

* 2. Labia minor liiiniacus.

* 3. Forficula auricularia Ijiniuieus.

ORTHOPTERA
(Blattidae)

* 4. Blattella germanica Ijiimaeus. >

' '). Periplaneta americana Linnaeus.

* 6. Panchlora cubensis Saussure.

* 7. Nyctibora noctivaga Hchn.

MANTIDAE
8. Litaneutria minor Sciuldcr.

ACRIDIDAE
(Acrydiinae)

9. Acrydium granulatum Kirby.

10. Acrydium brunneri Bolivar.

IL Acrydiimi ornatum Say.

(Tpyxalinae

12. Pseudopomala brachyptera Seudder.

13. Amphitornus coloradus Tliomas.

14. Amphitornus nanus Ri'lm & Hebard.

If). Orphulella salina Seudder.

16. Chloealtis conspersa Harris.

17. Chloealtis abdominalis Thomas.

15. Stirapleura sj).

19. Ageneotettix occidentalis Bruner.

20. Aulocara elliotti Tliomas.

21. Mecostethus lineatus Seudder.

22. Mecostethus gracilis Seudder.

23. Chorthippus oregonensis Seudder.

24. Chorthippus curtipennis Harris.

25. Platybothrus brunneus Thomas.

(Oedipodinae)

26. Arphia pseudonietana Thomas.

27. Arphia frigida Seudder.

28. Chortophaga viridifasciata DeGeer.

29. Camnula pellucida Seudder.

*Atlventive Species.
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30. Pardalophora apiculata Harris.

.31. Xanthippus neglectus Thomas.

32. Xanthippus obscurus Sendder.

33. Xanthippus latefasciatus Scudder.

34. Xanthippus vitellinus .Saussiire.

35. Leprus intermedius Saussiu-e.

36. Dissosteira Carolina Linnaeus.

37. Spharagemon aequale Saj-.

38. Metator nevadensis Bruner.

39. Mestobregma kiowa Scudder.

40. Conozoa wallula Scndder.

41. Aerochoreutes carlinianus Thomas.

42. Circotettix rabula Rehn & Ilebard.

43. Circotettix undulatus Thomas.

44. Circotettix suffusus Seudder.

45. Circotettix verruculatus Kirby.

46. Trimerotropis caeruleipes Seudder.

47. Trimerotropis ferruginea McNeill.

48. Trimerotropis monticola Saussure.

49. Trimerotropis citrina .Scudder.

50. Trimerotropis longicornis E. M. Walker.

51. Trimerotropis vinculata Scudder.

(Acridinae)

52. Bradynotes chilcotinae Hebard.

53. Asemoplus somesi Hebard.

54. Asemoplus hispidus Bruner.

55. Asemoplus montanus Bruner.

56. Melanoplus flabellifer Scudder.

57. Melanoplus bruneri Scudder.

58. Melanoplus mexicanus bilituratus P. Walker.

59. Melanoplus mexicanus atlanis Thomas.

60. Melanoplus devastator Seudder.

61. Melanoplus dawsoni Seudder.

62. Melanoplus dodgei huroni Blatehley.

63. Melanoplus fasciatus F. Walker.

64. Melanoplus borealis monticola Fieber.

65. Melanoplus femur-rubrum femur-rubrum DeGeer.

66. Melanoplus cinereus Scudder.

67. Melanoplus packardii Scudder.

68. Melanoplus alpinus Scudder.

• 69. Melanoplus infantilis Scudder.

70. Melanoplus confusus Seudder.
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71. Melanoplus bivittatus Say.

72. Melanoplus washingtonianus I>inuu'r.

TETTIGONIIDAE
( Stsiiopelmatinae

)

7.'!. Stenopelniatus fuscus Ilaldcnuin.

74. Stenopelmatus longispina IJiuncr,

75. Cyphoderris monstrosus Ihlor.

(Rhaphidophorinae)

76. Tropidischia xanthostoma Sciulder.

77. Ceuthophilvis agassizii Setukler.

78. Ceuthophilus californianus Sfiidder.

79. Pristoceuthophilus celatus Scudder.

80. Pristoceuthophilus pacificus Thonias.

(Decticinae)

81. Apote notabilis Scudder.

82. Anabrus simplex var maculatus Caudell.

83. Anabrus longipes ("audell.

84. Steiroxys.

8.5. Neduba carinata F. Walker.

(Conocephalinae)

8t). Conocephalus fasciatus DcGeer.

( Phaiieropterinae

)

87. Scudderia furcata Bruncr.

GRYLLIDAE
(Gryllinae)

88. Gryllus assimilis Fabi-ioius.

(Myrmecophilinae)

89. Myrmecophila oregonensis I>rniier.

(Oecanthinae)

90. Oecanthus niveus DeGecr.

91. Oecanthus quadripunctatus ]5(Mitciimu1l<'r.
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KARNY'S KEY TO THE PHLOEOTHRIPIDAE

R. C. TREHEENE, Entomological Branch, Department of Agriculture, Ottawa.

A few years ago I placed before the members of the British Columbia

Entomological Society certain suggestions in key form to determine the

Aeolothripidae and I followed this with a similar key for the Phloeo-

thripidae. I was kindly allowed place on the programme of one of our

annual meetings for an explanation of this latter division of the Thysan-

optera. I did not at the time present my paper which I had then pre-

pared because I did not feel it was complete enough for issuance in our

Proceedings. I bad made an endeavour to separate and then to bring

together again the information on this group at that time in my posses-

sion. I am very glad indeed, however, that I did not present my paper

for publication for the reason that recently there has come into my pos-

session a very complete and excellent paper written by Dr. H. Karny, and

received direct from him at his laboratory at Buitzenzorg in Java. This

work covers the work I had attempted and is, from such an authority, a

most complete resume of our present knowledge of the Thysanoptera.

It appeared in Treubia, Volume I, Part 4, 1921, and I have to the best of

my ability translated this paper from the original German into English

and herewith present that part of it which has reference to the Phloeo-

thripidae, to the members of our Society for their information.

PHLOEOTHRIPIDAE

1. Cheeks set with bristle-bearing warts Phloeothripinae

1. Cheeks without bristle-bearing warts.

2. Cheeks not set throughout their entire length with thorn-like

bristles.

3. Head not much swollen towards the posterior margin.

4. Mouth cone sharply pointed at end Liothripinae

4. Mouth cone rounded at end.

5. Wings narrowed in the middle, sole-like ; when absent, the

prothorax along the posterior margin is not much broader

than the head Haplothripinae

5. AVings reduced or not narrowed in the middle. Prothorax

along posterior margin clearly broader than the head.

6. Head not at all or slightly longer than the protliorax.

7. Fore tibia unarmed Trichothripinae

7. Fore tibia with a tooth on the inside extremity

Kladothripinae

6. Head clearly longer than the prothorax.

7. Head seldom more than twice as long as wide, its

sides fairly regularly formed. Antennae not notice-
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ably long' ami thin and without teeth-like projections

at the joints Cryptothripinae

7. Head more than twiee as long as wide, usually con-

stricted behind the eyes and in front of the posterior

margin; the sides between the two constrictions

arched. Antennae noticeably long and thin or sev-

eral joints on the dorsal side at the extremity with a

tooth-like projection Compsothripinae

3. Head viewed dorsally narrowed along tlie posterior margin,

viewed laterally much swollen in dorsal aspect...:

' Docessissophothripinae

2. Cheeks equally set tliroughout their length with numerous sliort

thorn-like bristles Macrothi'lpinae

PHLOEOTHRIPINAE

1. Compound eyes moderately large, not taking in the whole of the fore

part of the head.

2. Fore femora in both sexes unarmed.

3. 8th abdominal segment (perhaps only in the male) with tooth-

like processes on the sides Odontinothrips I'riesner

3. 8th abdominal segment simple.

4. Wings present Phloeothrips Ilaliday

4. Wings reduced Malacothrips Hinds

2. Pore femur toothed in the male.

3. Fore femur in the male armed on inner sjde with two teeth, in

the female usually unarmed Hoplandrothrips Hood

3. Fore femora in both sexes armed in inner margin with one

tooth Acanthothrips Uzel

1. ('oni])ound eyes very large, occupying the whole front jiart of the

head, leaving only a small area for the ocelli, cf. Eupathithrips Bagnall

LIOTHRIPINAE

1. Fore wings not narrowed in the middle.

2. Antennae 8-jointed.

3. Head not at all or not much longer than tlu^ prothorax.

4. 7th and 8th antennal segments clearly separated from one

another ..Eurhynchothrips Bagnall

4. 7th and 8tli antennal segments apparently closely joined to-

gether.

5. Head not at all or scarcely longer than broad

Rhynchothrips Hood
5. Head markedly longer than broad Horistothrips Morga?i

3. Head noticeably longer than the prothorax.
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4. Wings fully developed.

5. Tube in most cases clearly more than half as long as the

head.

6. Antennae and legs sliort and thick

Liophlocothrips Priesner

6. Antennae and legs slender Liothrips Uzel

5. Tube only about half as long as the head. Very strong

anteocular bristles anteriorly directed Trybomia Karny

4. Wings reduced or absent.

5. 3rd antennal joint pr(Uiouncedly longer than the others.

cf. Leptogastrothrips Trybom

5. 3rd antennal .ioint not at all or scarcely longer than the

others.

6. 3rd antennal joint noticeably shorter than the 8th.

Lissothrips Hood

6. 3rd antennal joint clearly longer than the 8th.

7. The whole thorax adorned with a snow-white line, on

each side, continued into the first abdominal segments.

Poecilothrips T^zel

7. One colour, the thorax without white liiu^s. The 7tli

and 8th antennal segments with a broad surface join-

ing one another, apparently entire Neothrips Hood

2. Antennae 7-jointed cf. Symphyothrips H. & W.

1. Wings always well developed, narrowed in the middle, sole-like.

2. Head long and narrow, gradually narrowing postericirly, twice as

long as broad Dolichothrips Karny

2. Head at the most a third longer, with slightly arched cheeks.

cf. Neoheegeria Schmutz

HAPLOTHRIPINAE

1. Bristles of the prothorax simple, sharp or club-like, never funnel-

shaped.

2. Pore femora unarmed.

3. Fore tibia unarmed.

4. 3rd antennal joint noticeably short, shorter than the 8th.

cf. Lissothrips Hood

4. 3rd antennal joint pronouncedly longer than the 8th.

5. Prothorax along posterior margin not much broader than

the head.

6. Mouth cone reaching almost to the raesosternum

Gnophothrips H. & W.
6. Mouth cone short, reaching to the middle of the pros-

ternum Cephalothrips Uzel
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5. Protliorax alon^ posterior marjjin clearly broader than the

head.

6. Head normal.

7. Bristles on tube and 9th abdominal segment notice-

ably long, about half as long as the tube. The re-

maining abdominal bristles club-like. Head and

body extremity dark ; body centre light, yellowish.

Hindsiana Karny

7. Bristles not as above. Body equally coloured.

8. Anterior ocellus on a little rising on the vertex of

the head, which does not rise at the front above the

base of the antennae.

9. Tube at the base without close-lying scales.

Head usually not at all or only a little longer

than the prothorax.

10. Mouth cone rounded oft"

Haplothrips .Serville

10. Mouth cone pointed....Neoheegeria Schmutz

9. Tube in the male with close lying scales at the

base on each side. Head pronouncedly longer

than the prothorax Zygotlirips Uzel

8. Anterior ocellus on the elongated vertex of the

head, rising above the base of the antennae at the

front cf. Leptothrips Hood
6. Head narrowed along posterior margin, with a highly

arched vertex Craniothrips Bagnall

3. Fore tibia at the extremity with a sharp tooth-like process. Pore

tarsus also armed with a strong tooth Podothrips Hood
2. Fore femur armed on the inside with a powerful tooth.. .:

cf. Cryptothripinae

1. Bristles of the prothorax funnel-shaped, transparent, often only recog-

nizable on close examination.

2. 6th antennal joint clearly separated from the 7th. Fore femur in

the male with one tooth Scopaeothrips Hood
2. The last three antennal joints seemingly joined together

Rhopalothrips Hood

TRICHOTHRIPINAE

1. Fore angles of the breast with two finger-like thorns, and at their side

several smaller ones Tetracanthothrips Bagnall

1. Fore angles of the breast without finger-like processes.

2. Bristles of prothorax funnel-shaped, transparent

cf. Haplothripinae
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2. Bristles of protliorax simple, sharp or clubbed at end, not funnel-

shaped.

3. Head pronouncedlj' broader than long.

4. Head slightly tapering along the posterior margin. The 7th

and 8th antennal joints together longer tlian tlie tliird

Brachythrips Ileuter

4. Head broadest along posterior margin. The 7th and 8th an-

tennal joints clearly separated from one another, each as long

as the third Austrothrips Brethes

3. Head as long as broad or longer.

4. Antennae 8-jointed.

5. Posterior part of head broadest witli sides clearly tapering

towards the front.

6. Abdomen not broader than tlie pterothorax

Cecidothrips Kieffer

6. Abdomen noticeably broad, mueli Ijroadcr than the

pterothorax Eurythrips Hinds

5. Head not broader along posterior margin.

6. Abdomen with quite short, weak bristles or witli none.

7. Abdominal bristles present. Antennal joints not

noticeably short and thick Gymnothrips Karny

7. Abdominal bristles absent. The middle antennal

joints noticeably short and thick Lispothrips Renter

6. Abdomen covered sparsely with long bristles.

7. Mouth cone as long as the vertex of the licad

cf. Eurhynchotlirips Bagnall

7. Proboscis pronouncedly shorter than tht^ rest of the

head.

8. Fore tibia armed at the end with a tooth

Plectrothrips Hood
8. Fore tibia witliout teeth.

9. Tube not noticeably short, without longitudinal

sutures.

10. Labrum sharply pointed, rising above the

gently rounded off mouth cone. Antennae

more than twice as long as the head

Trichothrips Uzel

10. Labrum blunt ; when not, the antennae are

less than twice as Jong as the head.

11. Fore femur in both sexes much thick-

ened cf. Mesothrips Zimmerman
11. Fore femur (in both sexes'?) weak.

.
12. Head clearly longer than broad.
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13. Fore tarsus armed with a dis-

tinct tooth.-Dolerothrips Bagnall

13. Fore tarsus without tooth or only

supplied with a very small crook-

ed tooth.

14. Prothorax clearly wideninf;

along the posterior margin.

Eothrips Hood
14. Prothorax gently tapering

towards the po.sterior margin

at the most two-fifths broad-

er than the head

.... Eumorphothrips Schmutz

12. Head not at all or scarcely longer

than broad. Eyes very small.

13. Ocelli and wings lacking. Body
length 1.5 mm

Oedemothrips Bagnall

13. Ocelli and wings present. Body
length 4.5 mm

cf. Holothrips Kainy

9. Tube about one-third shorter than the head,

with several deep longitudinal sutures.

Barythrips II. & W.
4. Antennae 7-jointed.

5. Eyes very prominent ; head behind eyes constricted very

much. The upper surface of the body with polygonal net-

like structures. Glyptothrips Hood
5. Eyes not prominent; head behind not constricted. No net-

like sculpturing.

6. Ocelli present.

7. Fore femur much thickened, as a rule, more than

twice as long as the tibia Nesothrips Kirkaldy

7. Fore femur not so powerful. Foi-e tarsus in both

sexes with a prominent tooth...Symphyothrips II. & W.
6. Ocelli absent. Wings stunted or absent. Allothrips Hood

KLADOTHRIPINAE

1. Prothorax more than twice as long and 3-4 times as broad as head.

Eurynothrips liagnall

1. Prothorax not at all or only a little longer than the head.

2. Head with parallel sides, about twice as long as broad.

3. Antennae 8-jointed. Body uniformly dark.
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4. Tube about as long as the head. Claws of the fore tarsus very

powerful, longer than the tarsi. Pore tibia noticeably short

and broad, only about one and a half times as long as broad.

, Onychothrips Karny
4. Tube about half as long as the head. Fore tarsi about as long

or even longer than their claws. Fore tibia not noticeably

short, about three times as long as broad Oncothrips Karny
3. Antennae 7-jointed. Black, Pterothorax and first abdominal

segment yellow. Kladothrips Froggatt

2. Head tapering towards the posterior margin, not much longer than

broad.

3. First antennal joint much shorter than the second.

4. Fore wings not narrowed in the middle, with eight fringes.

cf. Plectrothrips Hood
4. Pore wings narrowed in the middle, sole-like, without fringes.

ef. Podothrips Hood
3. First antennal joint as long or longer than the second and much

stronger Ag^ostochthona Kirkaldy

CRYPTOTHRIPINAE

1. Pore femur, at least in the male, armed with a strong tooth.

2. Tooth of the fore femur present in both sexes. Pore tibia unarmed.

3. Antennae twice as long as the head. Prothorax along the pos-

terior margin only one-third broader than the head.

* Microcanthothrips Bagnall

3. Antennae rarely more than one and a half times as long as the

head. Posterior margin of prothorax one and a half times,

usually twice as broad as the head Androthrips Karny

2. Tooth of the fore femur only present in the male. Pore tibia in the

male on the inner side with three little teeth

Aleurodothrips Franklin

1. Fore femur in both sexes unarmed.

2. Pore tibia armed with one tooth cf. Agnostochthona Kirkaldy

2. Pore tibia unarmed.

3. Head not at all or scarcely longer than broad, but longer than

the prothorax Gastrothrips Hood
3. Head much longer than broad.

4. Antennae, 8-jointed.

5. A well developed bristle on each side of the anterior ocellus.

Diceratothrips Bagnall

5. No very large bristles beside the fore ocellus.

6. An unusually long, strong bristle on each side behind the

hind ocellus Dichaetothrips Hood
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6. No strong' bristU's hcliiiul the liind (leellus.

7. Eyes very large, almost toueliiiiLr. Holopothrips Hood
7. Eyes not very large.

8. 7th antennal joint clearly separated from the 6th.

9. Fore ocellns placed on the elongated vertex

rising above the antennal base, dii-ccted anter-

iorly. Leptothrips Hood
9. Fore (leellus on a little rising on vertex, not

rising above base of the antennae.

10. Fore femur, at least in a female, slender.

11. Fore femur much bent with a broadly

angi;lar concave inner margin.

Rhaebothrips Karny

11. Fore femur not noticeably bent with an

almost straight inner margin.

12. Head not much longer than broad.

Body length 4.5 mm
Holothrips Karny

12. Head clearly longer than broad.

13. Wings stunted or narrowed in

middle.

14. Mouth cone broadly rounded

off.

15. Fore femur in tlie male

very much thickened.

cf. Crytothrips

15. Fore femur in both sexes

slender... Pseudocrypto-

thrips Priesner

14. ]\Iouth cone narrowed, not

rounded off until the end.

Fore femur in both sexes

slender Zygothrips Uzel

13. Wings fully developed, not nar-

rowed in the middle.

14. Light yellow and mottled

purplish. Fore tarsi in both

sexes with one tooth

Porphyrothrips Vuillet

14. Coloured differently. Fore

tai-si, at least in the female,

unarmed.
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15. Fore femur in both sexes

slender.

16. Head no more than
one - quarter longer

than broad, cf. Gyn-
aikothrips Zimm

16. Head at most two-

thirds longer than
broad.

17. Tube nearly as

long or longer

than the head.

.... Gynaikothrips

Zimm
17. Tube clearly

shorter than the

head.

18. Antennae less

than twice as

long as the

head. cf. Gyn-

. . aikothrips

Zimm
18. Antennae

about twice

as long as

the head.

19. M r e

than
10 fring-

es. Dark
with out
much
1 i g h t er

colouring.

.. Hoodia

Karny
19. Less than

10 fring-

es. Red-

disli yel-

1 w or
partly
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red with

light yel-

low slant-

ing lines.

Chroma-

tothrips

Sehmutz

15. Fore femur in the male

thickened. Fore tarsus,

at least in the male,

armed at most with one

tooth... Cryptothrips Uzel

10. Fore femur in both sexes thickened.

11. Labrinn not sharply pointed. Abdomin-

al bristles not noticeably long

Mesothrips Zimmerman
11. Tjabrum sharply pointed, i-ising above

tlu' mouth cone. The bristles on the

last abdominal segment extending be-

yond the tube. Middle antennal joints

very long and slender

Megalomerothrips Watson

8. The last three antennal joints joined together with

a broad surface apparently entire

Dermothrips Bagnall

4. Antennae 7-jointed.

5. Head much longer than I)ri)ad, slightly but clearly tapering

towards the middle, broadest on pusti'rinr margin

Polyphomothrips Sehmutz

5. Head hardly longer than bi-oad, broadest about the middle,

strongly constricted above tliis iv.iiiit. by the hind margin

of the compound eyes cf. Glyptothrips Hood

COMPSOTHRIPINAE

1. Fore fenuir armed on inside with a row of small shai-j) humps.

cf. Macrothripinae

1. Fore femur unarmed.

2. At the end of the .Ith and (itli antennal joint a leaf-like three cor-

nered process that normally ajipears across the short tooth that lies

on the following joint.

3. Wings absent.

4. Mouth cone narrowed to the poiiiL Clieeks almost parallel.

Leptogastrothrips Trybom
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4. Mouth cone broadly rounded. Cheeks arched

Compsothrips Renter

3. Wings present Lophothrips Karny

2. Antenna! joints without processes.

3. Tube shorter or as long as the head. A pair of long strong

thorns or bristles near the anterior ocellus.

4. Antennae 8-jointed.

5. Tube shorter than the head. Two very long anteriorly-

directed bristles in front of the fore ocellus

Ophidothrips Schmutz

5. Tube as long as the head. A moderately-long vei^y strong

outwardly-directed bristle on each side beside the anterior

ocellus of. Anactinothrips Bagnall

4. Antennae 7-jointed cf. Polyphemothrips Schmutz

3. Tube clearly longer than the head. No thuriis or bristles by the

anterior ocellus cf . Gigantothrips Zimmerman

DOCESSISSOPHOTHRIPS

1. Head sharply constricted towards the side more than one-quarter of

the whole body length. Dorsal aspect strongly arched, venti-al side

almost bent out at right angles when seen in lateral view

Egchocephalothrips Bagnall

1. Ventral side of head not at all or hardly concave

Docessissophothrips Bagnall

MACROTHRIPINAE

1. Fore femur without a row of teeth.

2. Fore hips without a horn.

3. On each side of the fore angles of the middle breast, two finger-

like thorns and beside them several smaller ones

cf. Tetracanthothrips Bagnall

3. Fore angles of the middle breast unarmed or with a forked

process.

4. Tube only about half as long as the head...cf. Trybomia Karny

4. Tube about as long as the head or longer.

5. Fore angles of the middle breast in the male, with a forked

like process Dinothrips Bagnall

5. Fore angles of the middle breast in both sexes unarmed.

6. Fore tibia unarmed Adiaphorothrips Bagnall

6. Fore tibia with a sharp claw-like tooth

Diaphorothrips Karny

2. Fore hips with an angularly-bent heel-like or straight cone-like

horn Macrothrips Bagnall
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1. Fore femur in the male on inner side with a row of teeth. Female

unknown.

2. Teeth of fore femur large and slender, taji-shaped. Fore tarsus with

two little teeth Machatothrips Bagnall

2. Teeth of fore femur small and liumij-like. Fore tarsus with a

powerful tooth.

3. The end of the fore tibia with a tooth-like process

Ischyrothrips Sehmutz

3. Fore tibia unarmed Eulophothrips Sehmutz

IDOLOTHRIPIDAE

1. Second to the eighth abdominal segments with a tooth. Tube les.s

than five times as long as the ninth abdominal segment.

2. Head projecting not at all or only a little beyond the eyes; fore

angles of the prothorax and fore femur iniarmed. Tube longer than

the 9tli abdominal segment.

3. Head shorter. Cheeks without thorns. I'rothorax clearly slant-

ing without sculpturing or little humps. Tube at least four

times as long as the 9th abdominal segment.

Gigantothrips Zimmerman
3. Head longer. Cheeks set with more or less strong thorns. Pro-

thorax with sculptures or little humps. Tube less than four

times as long as the 9th abdominal segment.

4. A strong sickle-shaped stunted bristle on the outside in front

of the knee on the fore femur of the male.

Dicaiothrips Buffa

4. Fore femur of the male without sickle-sjiaped bristles.

Elaphrothrips Buffa

2. Head projecting far in front of the eyes. The end of the fore

femur in front usually with a tooth.

3. Tube not at all or only a little longer than the 9th abdominal

segment.

4. Fore angles of the prothorax with a large thorn

Mecynothrips Bagnall

4. Fore angles of the prothorax unarmed Klinothrips liagnall

3. Tube about three times as long as the 9th abdominal segment.

Fore femur (at least in the male) very much enlarged.

4. A strong blunt hump on the middle of the inner margin of

fore femur in the male. Fore tibia at the end armed with a

sharply angular tooth Phoxothrips Karny

4. The middle inner margin of the fore femur without little

humps. Fore tibia at the end only bluntly-angularly

broadened Kleothrips Sehmutz
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1. Second to eiglitli abdominal segments (at least in the male) armed at

the side with a posteriorly directed tooth. Tube 5-7 times as long as

the 9th segment.

2. Head about twice as long as broad. 1st antennal joint armed with

a strong bristle Actinothrips Bagnall

2. Head not quite three times as- long as broad. 1st antennal joint

without a thorn.

3. Bristles on the head normally developed, not very long.

Idolothrips Haliday

3. A short, thick sidewise-directed tliorn on each side of the anterior

ocellus. Postocular bristles and a pair between them and the

posterior margin clearly developed, much longer than the width

of the head. Anactinothrips Bagnall

MEGATHRIPIDAE

1. Fore ocellus further distant from the two side ones than these are

from one another Subfamily Bactrothripinae

1. Fore ocellus not further distant from the two side ones than these are

from one another Subfamily Megathripinae

BACTROTHRIPINAE

1. Fifth abdominal segment (in tlie male) with a pair of posteriorly

directed stunted processes on the side ; the sixth segment with a shorter

straight pair near the last third of the segment; posterior angles of

the ninth segment forming thorned humps Eidothrips Bagnall

1. Fifth abdominal segment in the male without horned pi-ocesses.

2. Horned process of the sixth male abdominal segment long, reach-

ing to about the posterior margin of the 7th segment, scarcely

diverging towards the back. The 7th and 8th segments on each

side with a clear tooth-like process .....Bactridothrips Karny

2. Horned process of the 6th male abdominal segment shorter and less

markedly diverging, hardly reaching to the middle of the 7th seg-

ment, the latter on each side with a short tooth-like process. Tlie

8th segment marked with irregular knobby markings.

3. Horned process of the 6th male abdominal segment somewhat

shorter, still diverging at the end Bactrothrips Karny

3. Horned process of the 6th male abdomin.il segment longer

slightly diverging at the distal end Krinothrips Bagnall

MEGATHRIPINAE

1. Horned process of the 6tli male alnlominal segment as a rule extending

past the end of the 7th segment, bent outwardly.
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2. Tube of tlie female, six times as lonu' as tlie 9th seg'ment

Caudothrips Kaniy
2. Tube at the most, four times as long as the 9th segment.

3. Prothorax much broader than long. 8th abdominal segment in

the male, simple. Body bristles comparatively long-. Antennae
fairly short, the middle joints not very sharply clubbed.

Megalothrips Uzel

3. Prothorax not so markedly slanting. 8th abdominal .segment in

the male with a pair of side processes. Body bristles compara-

tively short, the antennae longer, the middle joints clearly

clubbed Megathrips Targioni-Tozzetti

1. Horned processes of the 6th male abdominal segment not reaching to

the end of the 7th segment, straight or bent towards the inside.

2. Body broad and strong. Prothorax much broader than long. Head
twice as long as the prothorax. Horned process of the 6th male

abdominal segment bent sharply inward. 7th and 8th segments

simple Siphonothrips Buffa

2. Body slender and linear. Prothorax not so sharply slanting. Head
three times as long as the prothorax. The processes of the 6th male

abdominal fairly straight and parallel. The 7th and Stli segments

with a pair of side processes Bacillothrips Buffa

HYSTRICOTHRIPIDAE
1. Head only a little elongated iti front of the eyes.

2. Head one and one-half times as long as broad, broadest across the

compound eyes. Cheeks set with two strong bristle-bearing humps.

Forewings set with 20-25 fringes Hystricothrips Karny
2. Head short and broad, tapering towards the front. Cheeks arched,

set with numerous short bristles without warts. Forewings without

fringes. Leeuwenia Karny
1. Head process in front of eyes verj' long, its length three-quarters the

remaining head length Holurothrips Bagnall

CHIROTHRIPOIDIIDAE
Only one genus Chirothripoides Bagnall

UROTHRIPIDAE
1 . Antennae 7-jointed Urothrips Bagnall

1. Antennae 4-5 jointed.

2. Antennae 5-jointed

3. Fifth antennal joint clearly separated from the 4th.

Bebelothrips Buffa

3. Fifth antennal joint bound to the 4th with a liroad surface, ap-

parently making a whole Stephanothrips Ti-ybom

2. Antennae 4-jointed Amphibolothrips Buffa
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q3RITISH COLUMBIA
ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY-TREASURER
FOR THE YEAR 1923

I beg to submit tbe fnHDwiiij;' rejicirt (Hi the activities of the Society

for the i)ast year

:

FiXANTES

The Financial Statement siiows a credit balance of $183.7r). This

compares very favourably with tlie liaJance of last year, $7:5.

Membership fees amounted to $7r2 this year, half of tliis aciinu' to

the Ontario Society.

We received the usual iiraiit from the Provincial (iovernmen: of

$250. which enabji's us to ])ublish our Proceedin»'s.

This cost $1.")6, a I'eduction of $1.1'.") per pajie in the cost of printing

M'as obtained this year, thus allowing a saving of about i^i'u.

Proceedings

One number has been published this year. This, Nos. 17 and 19

combined of the Economic Series, contained several very useful con-

tributions and has been in considerable demand.

We have now published twenty numbers of our Proceedings.

Incorporation

I am ghid to be able lo repoi-t that tiiis has at length been accoin-

plisiied. Tile ci>st as mentioned was $12-4.7.'), plus a lot of paper and ink.

Membership

The membei'shi]) has remained stationary at thii'ty-two; a few liave

dropped out. l)ut their places liave l)een taken by most desii-able sub-

stitutes.

Si'MMER ^Meeting

The Slimmer meeting in the Okanagan, projjosed by Mr. \'enables.

which was to synchronize with the visit of the Dominion Entomologist,

Mr. Gibson, was not held. Mr. Gibson did not visit British Columbia
this year, and it was found that few if any of tlie coast mrinbei-s rould

make tlie trip.
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Financial Statement for the Year 1923.

Receipts

Balance from 1922 $ 73.80

Bank Interest 4.05

Subscriptions, 1922 2.00

Subscriptions. 1923 52.00

Provincial Grant, 1923 250.00

$381.85

Expenditures

Subscription to " Psyche "$ 2.09

Express 4.86

Postages 22.00

Sundries 6.00

Incorporation Fees 24.75

Dues to Ontario Society .... 32.17

Printing Proceedings 156.23

Balance in Bank 133.75

$381.85

R. GLENDEXXIXG,
Hon. Secretary-Treasurer.

Audited and found correct,

W. S. MOORE.

PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS

To the Members of the British Columbia Entomological Society:—
Gentlemen,

It is with much pleasure that I welcome you to the 23rd Annual

Meeting of the B. C. Entomological Society.

I am not going to weary you with a lengthy address, but will merely

touch on a few matters which I think will form the subject of discussion

during the meeting.

As you have learned from the report of the Secretary-Treasurer,

the financial condition of the Society is satisfactory, there being a good

balance on the right side.

The meeting this year is much later than usual owing to the fact

the Secretary was in Ottawa most of tlie winter, and tliis may possibly

militate to a certain extent against the attendance, especially in view

of the fact that the spring is so much earlier than usual, and, as a con-

sequence, tield work is almost in full swing.

In a territory so extensive as the Province of B. C, it is always a

very difficult matter to get many of the members together at any one

time, scattered as tlie.y are over such a wide area, but more co-operation

is possible through correspondence and exchange of material, etc., bet-

ween members, and I should like to see more of this than exists at present,

in fact to those of us who take up the study of entomology and who
desire to have anything like a representative collection of B. C. material
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in any nf tlic onlrrs, it is almost necessary, as the inseet fauna of liic

different elimatic belts of the ]irovinee vary so niueh. We iiave moist

belts, dry !)i'lts. hiizh ami low altitudes, and I think we have active mem-
bers in all of tliese.

Our active members in the various orders have continued their work

during the past year and have added considerably to our knowledj;e of

the Entomology of B. V. I would particularly mention the work of the

following members who specialize in their orders: Messrs. E. H. Black-

more, in Geometridae and Microlepidoptera ; R. S. Sherman, in Diptera;

R. Glendenning. in the Ajihids: \V. Downes. in the Ilemiptera; E. R. Buck-

ell, in the Orthoptera. ^lan.v other mend)ers have also been active in

gathering material which has added vastly to the list of known species

occuring in B. C.

In such generall.v studied order, even as the Lepidoptera, we have no

cheek list an.vwhere near up to date, and liei'e is a labor of love and value

for such as ha\-e the necessar.v knowledge and the enterprise to carry it

out.

Some of the other orders are almost virgin fields as far as B. ('. is

concerned, and offer to those who take them up the incentive of almost

untrodden ground and new discoveries.

Life is never dull for those who have the desire to delve into the

mv'steries and beauties of nature, and a hobby, if you like to call it such,

is a grand thing to fall back upon. and. I have even heard, conduces to

longevit.v.

I trust our deliberations may residt in much benefit to the Society

during the coming year.

L. E. MARMOXT.

ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS TO THE LIST OF
BRITISH COLUMBIA ORTHOPTERA

By E. R. Bt'ckell.

In the Proceedings of the British Columbia Entomological Societ.v

for 1922 (Sj'stematic series No. 20. j there was published a list of the

Dermaptera and Orthoptera recorded fi-om British Columbia prior to

11122. Tlie list was intended as a basis on which to build up an anthentic

check list of the Dermaptera and Orthoptera of liritish Columbia.

In the present paper twelve species are addeil to the list, some

necessary corrections made, and occasional not<>s of intei-est are added

to species previously listed.
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I am indebted to Messrs. J. A. G. Rehii and Morgan Hebard for many
of the corrections made and for the determination of material and permis-

sion to use certain racial names.

New Records.

Family Arcrididae

Suljfamily Oedipodinae

Xanthippus leprosus (Saussure), 1SS4.

Saussure, II. DE. :\lem. Soc. Geneve. XXVIII., p. 89 (18S4).

This large red-winged species is found throughout the interior dry

belt from the Chilcotin district to the southern Okanagan valley. The

winter is passed as a nympli in hibernation.

Locality Records. Oliver, 1919; Chilcotin, Williams Lake, Big Bar,

Rock Creek, Nicola, Minnie Lake, Douglas Lake, Chapperon Lake. Aspen

Grove, Knut.sford, Beresford, Kamloops, Vernon, 1922; Merritt, Prince-

ton, Hedley, Keremeos, Osoyoos, 1923 (E. R. Buekell).

Dissosteira spurcata (Saussure), 18S4.

Saussire, II. DE. Mem. See. Geneve. XXXIII.. p. 134 (1884).

Two males of this species have been taken in August at Oliver, in

the southern Okanagan valley. They were foiuid on a sandy flat close to

the Okanagan river, amongst a scant growth of Sage-brush (Artemisia

tridentata Xutt.), Rabbit l)ush (Bigelovia graveolens Xutt.), and Ante-

loi)e-l)usli (Purshia tridentata I). ('.).

Locality Records. Oliver. 1922-23 (E. R. Buekell).

Trimerotropis gracilis (Thomas) 1872.

Thomas, Cyrus. Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv., ilontana, p. 461 (1872).

This is not a common species in British Columbia, but occurs in small

colonies amongst Sage-brush in warm, sheltered localities.

Locality Records. Chilcotin, 1921 ; Kamloops. 1922 ; Xieola, 1923

(E. R. Buekell).

Subfamily Acridinae

Melanoplus scriptus (F. Walker) and Melanoplus repletus (F. Wal-

ker) were recorded from Vancouver Island by Francis Walker and

described by him in the Cat. Derm. Salt. Brit. Mus., IV., pp. 680 and 678

(1870).

Mr. B. Uvarov has recently been revising the Walkerian types in

the British Museum of Natural History and has sent me the following-

notes on these species. "There is no doubt that M. scriptus (F. Walker)

is a .synonym of M. bilituratus (F. Walker), and the types agree abso-

lutely with Scudders description and figure in his Monograph." The
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type of M. repletus (F. Walker) lias apiiarently been lost, and Mr. I'va-

rov believes that a female of Melanoplus femur—rubrum (De Geer) from
"N. America" is the actual type of repletus, althoiijiii he eaiinot as yet

find any actual proof of it.

Melanoplus borealis Junius (Dodjie) 1876.

Dodge. Canad. Ent. VIII., ]). '.) (lS7(i).

This lieouraphie race of Melanoplus borealis (Fieber) has been erect-

ed for Melanoplus Junius (Dod-i-
) by .Mr. Moi^an Hebard. who kindly

identitied a small series of specimens from Anahim Lake, in the northern

Chilcotin district, as this i-aee. They were taken in a sliady situation at

the edge of a big bog.

Locality Records. Analum Lake. 11(21 ( E. R. Buckell).

Phoetaliotes nebrascensis (Thomas) 1872.

Thomas, Cyris. Rep. Geol. Surv., Montana, p. 4o,") (18721.

This species was found commonly on certain stony hillsides, in the

southern Okanagan valley, at Oliver. All the siiecimens seen were
brachypterous.

Locality Records. Oliver. 1922-23 ( E. R. Buckell).

Bradynotes pinguis (Scudder), 1898.

SccDDER, Sa.mcel IL Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XX., pp. 81, 85 (1898).

In 1922 a few specimens of this wingless species were found on the

higher slopes of the hills, near Rock Creek in tlie Kettle river valley,

wliere they were associated with Asemoplus montanus (Bruner). In

June, 1923, a large colony was seen on the western slope of Anarchist

Mountain, above Osoyoos Lake, in the southern Okanagan valley. They
were found in open grassy glades in the forest above the 3.()()0-foot line.

This habitat was similar in evei\v way to that in which Bradynotes chil-

cotinae (Hebard) has been found in other parts of the province, but the

tw(] species have not as yet been found inhabiting the same area.

Locality Records. Rock Greek, 1922; Anarchist Mt., 1923 (E. R.

Buckell).

Family Tettigoniidae

Subfamily Stenopelmatinae

Cyphoderris piperi (Gaudelli, 19(17.

Caudell, a. X. Ent. News. XVIIL, p. 33.5 (1907).

The records of this species in British Columbia have been incorporat-

ed in the past under Cyphoderris monstrosa (Uhler). Since the striking

differences in the male geiiilalia of tlie two sjiecies were pointed out to

me by Mr. B. B. Fulton, an examination of the available Britis'h Colum-

bia material has shown that both species are present and that there are

eonsdcrably more males of piperi than of monstrosa in the collections.
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Both species have been seen at Nicola in lar>;t' iiumhcrs during late

May feeding together upon ftewers of Amelanchier cusickii (Fer.), Ame-

lanchier florida (Lindl.). and Slaeagnus argentea (Pursh).

Locality Records. Peachland, 1!I07 ; Lillooet, 1920 (A. B. Baird)
;

Nicola, 1922-23 (E. R. Bnckell).

Subfamily Decticinae

Peranabrus scabricoUis (Thomas) 1872. The Coulee Cricket.

Thomas, Cyrus. Hayden's Rep., Geol. Surv.. Montana, p. 441 (1872).

Small colonies of the Coulee cricket were found at Stump Lake and

near Aspen Grove in the Nicola valley in 1922. All the specimens found

were bright apple green.

Locality Records. Stump Lake, Aspen Grove, 1922 (E. R. Buckell).

Steiroxys trilineata (Thomas) 1870.

Thomas, Cyrcs. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci.. Philad., p. 16 (1870).

This species was recorded in the previous list as Steiroxys sp. (Proc.

B. C. Ent. Soe. p. 36. Systematic series No. 20, 1922).

A number of males were secured in 1922, making the determination

of the species possible.

Locality Records. Chilcotin, 1920-21; Nicola, Aspen Grove, Kam-

loops, Penticton, Oliver, Osoyoos, Rock Creek, 1922-23 (E. R. Buckell).

Family Gryllidae

Subfamily Gryllinae

Nemobius fasciatus (De Geer), 1773.

De Geer. Mem. I'llist. Ins.. III., p. 522 (1773).

This species occurs commonly in fields at Kelowna, on the Okanagan

Lake. It has not been found elsewhere in the province.

Locality Records. Kelowna, 1922-23 (E. R. Buckell).

Corrections and Notes of Interest.

Since the first list was prepared it has been found necessary to make

certain corrections and alterations, which are here set down in the order

in which they occur. Notes of intei'cst on some of the species are also

included.

The Grylloblattidae were placed in the previous list as a sub-family

of the Orthoptera. This is incorrect, as they are considered to constitute

a distinct order, the Notoptera (Crampton, 1915), or Grylloblattaria

(Brunei-, 1916).

Acrididae

In the genus Xanthippus (Saussure) a large number of specimens of

Xanthippus neglectus (Thomas) and Xanthippus obscurus (Seudder)
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have hi'en e()lle(_-ted. Scries nt' tliese were sent to Messrs. J. A. (i. Kelm

and Morgan Ilebard, who int'onned nie that tliey consider Xanthippus

obscurus (Scudder) to be an absolute synonym of Xanthippus neglectus

(Tii(inuis) ; and it must therefore l)e struek off tiie list.

It is furthei- considered that the species listed in the present paper

as Xanthippus leprosus (Saussnre) and the species listed in the former

pajiei' as Xanthippus latefasciatus (Scudder) ])robably represent one spe-

cies in liritisli Coluiiibia.

Tiie.v find that the materi.d submitted to them for determination dur-

iiii:' the past few years arrets with matei'ial determined by Scudder as

leprosus, but may not l)i' iileiitical with the leprosus of Saussure. which

was described from Mexico. The melius is a difticidt one. and more woi-k

is neede(l to detiuitely dctermiiu' what species we have represented in

Canada. The two nauu's, leprosus and latefasciatus, are temporarily re-

tained until further work can be done on the ji-enus.

Mr. Kehn informs me that in the genus Trimerotropis the species

listed as Trimerotropis ferruginea (McNeill) will pr<ibably be f(uuul to

be a synonym of Trimetropis caeruleipes (Scuddei-).

Tlie record of Trimerotropis citrina (Scudder) was matle from a

single specimen collected l)y Mi\ E. P. Venables at Vernon in I'JO.") and

recorded by Dr. James Fletcher as this s])ecies. The specimen has been

examined and found to be a male Spharagemon aequale (Sayi in which

the notching of the median cai'iua of the pronotum closely resembles a

member of the genus Trimerotropis, as there is a tlistinct second notcli. a

featui-e which occasionally occurs in specimens cd' Spharagemon aequale

(Say).

It is probable that Trimerotropis citrina (Sciulder) will not be found

in Canada.

The type s)iecimeii of Trimerotropis longicornis ( E. M. Walker) was

recently comjiared by Prof. Walker and the author to material collected

in British Columbia which had been determined by Mr. Rehn as Trimero-

tropis monticola (Saussui-e), and found to be very close to if not identical

with this matei'ial. In liritish Columbia Trimerotropis monticola (Saus-

sui-e) has yellow hind tiijiae ami does not bear much superficial resemb-

lance to the monticola found on the ju-aii'les in Canada. It is tliought,

however, that Trimerotropis longicornis (E. M. Walker) may eventually

be found to be Trimerotropis monticola (Saussure).

Mr. Morgan Ilebard infoi'ins me that he finds Melanoplus flabellifer

(Scudder) to be an absolute synonym of Melanoplus occidentalis (Tho-

mas).

In. the in-evious list I jjlaced Thomas as the author of Melanoplus

mexicanus atlanis; this is incorrect ami should i-ead (Hiley) Aiui. liep.

Ins. Mo. VII.. |). 1«'J (IMTo).
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The author of Melanoplus borealis monticola is Scudder and not

Fieber, as I stated, and should read: Shudder. 8. H. Proe. Amer. Phil.

Soe. XXXVI.. p. '2-i (1S1I7). The spt'llini:- is incMirreet in Melanoplus was-

hingtonianus, and should read: Melanoplus washingtonius (l>runcri.

Tettigoniidae

In the previous list Cyphoderris monstrosus d'hlei') should be

Cyphoderris monstrosa (Ihlcri. Prcie. Elnt. Sm-. Pliilad., II.. p. .i.il

(1864).

The use of varietal names in so variable an order as the Orthoptera

is not generally considered advisable and Anabrus simplex var. maculo-

sus (Caudell) is best recorded as Anabrus simplex (Ilaldeman). ytans-

bury, Exped. Great Salt Lake of Utah, p. 372 (1S52).

Further study in the British Columbia material of Conocephalus

fasciatus (De Geer) by Messrs. Rehn and Hebard has shown that Cono-

cephalus fasciatus fasciatus (De Geer) and intermediates between this

^eoi^iaphie race and Conocephalus fasciatus vicinus (Morse) occur, but

probably true vicinus will not be found in British Golumbia.

"VESPA"
The First Paper Maker

BY W. B. Anderson.

We, of this age of inventions, of useful commodities of all kinds, of

thousands of things little and big which have been evolved for the con-

venience and the comfort of us pampered humans, seldom if ever pause

to think of the long trails made by patient toilers, which lead eventually

to the successes as we know them. Do we ever consider, when looking at

and admiring a beautifully finished sword, that the first sword was made

of a thin slice of intensely hard stone, cut from the larger block by means

of a sandstone slip, sand, water, and days, nay weeks, of hard labour? Do
we ever consider that the surgeon's keen scalpels had their beginning in

a bit of sharp shell, or agate chip? Very few, among a million people,

give thought to the evolution of the commercial article in every day use.

We read a book, admire the print, the binding, the texture of the

paper. We sit down to wi-ite on various themes, and at times throw

down pen or pencil with a "Pshaw, why don't they make better paper to

write on?" Forgetting for the time, that the first documents were scrib-

ed on stone ; then on bark, or papyrus, until at last some human more

clever than the rest, or one who desired less manual labour in indicting

his love letters or his declarations of war, hit upon a scheme whereby

some vegetable substance was pulped, mixed with a glutinous vehicle,

then spread thin and dried ; with the result that a material was finally
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]ii'()duced which could he writtru iiixiu. This pri>hal>ly was al'tcr tlic ag'e

of sheepskin; slicetl jiitiis of shrnl)s and plants and other suhstances

which, in their day. were considered the "dernier eri" in material for the

art.

Who was the man. and of what people came this ohserver.' Of the

(liinese ? Perhaps; for these people have been, and probably always will

be. better observers of natural phenomena and of Nature's handiwork
than we "superior" races. For mark; there was a paper maker before

his day. Had iieen, since Nature first evolved him from some obscure,

crawling' form of Primordial life.

We, to-day, look with wondering eyes on the vast intricacies of the

modern paper mill. We see the great logs drawn into the gangs of saws,

and we follow the course of the blocks until we see the sheets of beautiful

snowy papei' slowly rolling u]). a hundred yards or more away fi-oni the

starting point. We mai'vt-l that man ever could conceive the idea of thus

tui-ning a hard, woody substance into the beautiful, pliable commodity
which, were we to now be suddenly deprived of, would stop the commerce
of tlie world. But the basic method was followed ages before history

began by a little insect which we know to-day as "Vespa." the Wasp. It

only remained for an observant human with a disinclination for the hard

work necessary in chipping or scribing hard stone, or dressing tough

sheepskin, to note ways of friend Vespa, to coi>y him, and to improve his

methods, until he produced a substance white enough, and tough and

smooth enough, to enable him. with the aid of a pointed stick and a little

coloured fruit juice, or blood, to easily set down his ideas. The rest was
simply a nuitter of pei'sistent endeavoi- in evolutioji.

Years au'o, when a boj", I was fortunate enough, from a ])ei-sistent

habit I had of watching birds, beasts and reptiles goins' al)out their dail.v

housekeeping tasks, to see Vespa busy at the operation of paper making,

and, for the benefit of those of this Society who iierhaps have not been so

luck.v. I shall desci'ibe as nearly as possible the way she went about the

task.

In those days, what are known as "Snake" rail fences, went zig-

zagging about all the fields, ilade of 12-ft. sjilit sections of the Douglas

Fir, these singularly unbeautiful creations were nevertheless a boon for

the wasp folk, for, as I watched a lady wasp buzzing about, she alighted

on a rail, and, after a little searching, began to chew with hei- strong

mandibles on a part of the soft layer of the annual ring, meanwhile wet-

ting the resulting mass with a j)resumably sticky exudation from her

mouth. After a few minutes woi-k. she had collected a round ball, the

size of a small pea, of perfect pulp, (I will here digress to read a bit from
Kirby, Assistant in the Zoological Department in the British .Museum,

who, in describing "^espa," says: "These nests are composed oi a

material resembling thin, coai'se brown jiaper. ")
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If my audience will follow me, I think it will ajiree with me in spite

of this authority's words that the material, apart from "resembling," is,

in fact, coarse brown paper-grey, to be correct. To proceed ; the wasp,

after gathering together the little pellet of pulp, flew to a nearby shrub,

where, on the underside of one of the smooth, wide leaves, carefully

spread with feet and mandibles her little bit of paper material, then back

to the rail to collect more pulp. Not alwa.vs returning to the same bush

for the spreading operation, until at length, I presume other household

cares claimed her attention, as she flew away and came no more.

Afterwards, (shall I say the next day? I fancy that will be nearly

right), I again took my post near the paper bush. I had not been there

long when Mrs. Vespa came buzzing about, and though I then, and always

have had, a deathly fear of wasps, I stood my ground, soon perceiving

that paper making was to the lady of far greater importance than sting-

ing a boy dressed in dirty face and ragged pants. Soon she alighted on

the bush, on one of the very leaves under which she had plastered a bit

of pulp. Carefully taking a corner of the now dry paper in her man-

dibles, she gently pvilled the sheet clear of the leaf, and taking wing,

flew away with a dirty grey banner trailing beneath her bf)dy, a sheet

measuring perhaps three-quarter-inch of irregular shape.

That closed the book for the time being, for being "Vespa occidenta-

lis" (or shall we say, "Vespa vulgaris, var. occidentalis?") her nest was

underground, and the last I saw of her was a busy wasp dragging a folded

bit of paper into a hole in the ground. Having become interested in this

paper-making operation, I later watched nest building operations when-

ever possible, and was finally lucky enough to see the operation of build-

ing up. This time it was another of the paper-makers, the Black Hornet,

who showed me the way, whose nest, being built above ground, gave a

good view of the work. Alighting on the nest with a piece of paper of

much the size and appearance of that made by "Vulgaris," the insect

proceeded to a part evidently being built on or strt-ngthened. She

attached one corner of the sheet to the nest, and gradually spread it

smooth, at the same time wetting the edges with (presumably) mucous

saliva, tamping the whole quite smooth, the whole operation taking per-

haps 30 seconds. This, in brief, is the story of Vespa 's paper-making and

building up. It is of course well known that the queen lies dormant in

some snug place during winter. In early spring, she bestirs herself with

the first warm rays. A small nest is made without delay, this of less than

one inch in diameter, in some sheltered place above ground. I am again

speaking of Vulgaris—in which she lays 3 or 4 eggs—seldom more at

first, each in its tiny cell (paper cells too), and from this on the life

history is easily traced. The first brood help build a bigger nest, also

above ground, and this brood in turn help the colony, which, at a certain

stage in life's affairs, digs its underground chamber in which is built the

final nest from which the members emerge in search of prey, belted war-
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rior.s filled with more concentrated, villainous bitterness than so many
rattlesnakes, always prepared to ^ive battle to any movin<;- thiiif:- in the

vicinity of the nest, tlie unwary entoniolofiist ineluded.

A iiabit of this same wasp which I at one time noted may be of

interest. The season opened early ami warm, ;m<l the common wasji made
many flourishin,u- colonies. Later on, the weather turned Xfry wet. and

in a field of barley, where were many was]is nests, the cai'eful household-

ers of the tinderj^rouiul communities built chimnies of clay, to the heiy'ht

of three or four inches, aliove the mouths of their underground passages,

w-itluuit doubt to Liiuird Mt;ainst tloodinu' from sudden downpours of

i-ain. 1 liave never since lieeii fortunate enouiih to see these structui-es

at the mouths of the nests.

NOTES ON COLLECTING AT FLOWERS AND BLOSSOMS

r.v A. W. II.VNUA.M

Looking- back over tlie notes and records starti'd soon after I came
to Canada in December, LS81, I have jotted down in this papei' some

items that may be of interest.

I had my introdtict ion to Canadian Entomology at Ottawa in 1882,

with such enthusiasts as the late Dr. James Fletcher, and the late W.
Hayne Harrington, to s|ieed me on my way: the foi-mer with the but-

terflies and moths, and the latter \vith the beetles. Later on, at Que-

bec, I had the ])leasure of working in these with the late Kev. T. \V.

Fyles, and when I came cuit to this coast, with the late Rev. U. W.
Tayloi'. and late Cajit. 1\. V. Ilarvey, with insects and shells.

All tliese old friends and kindred spirits have passed on ; yet one

remains, yiniv I'resident, ^Ir. Ij. E. Marmont. with whom many happy

days and otitings were spent at Brandon and Kounslnvaite, ihin., dur-

ing a number of years when I was stationed ;it Winnipeg.

From Ottawa, I was moved to Paris, (Int.. and then to Hamilton

and Brantfcu'cL Ont., thence to Quebec City, in ISill. to Winnijieg in

1898, and to Victoria, 11. ('. in 1!KI1. From these remarks y(Ui will see

that I have had exceptional opportunities of collecting in many |>ai'ts

of Canada.

In 18S8 I recorded the capture of a number of noctuid.s—as many
as 100 specimens in one evening—off sunflowers in my garden at Ham-
ilton, Ont., in .\ugust, towards dusk. In May and June a number of

species of Coleoptera, mostly Cerambycidae, off hawthorn blossom in

open bnsh, along under the mountain there, hi June. 1,S89, si.x species

of Sphindidae from flower beds, one evening at Port Dover, Lake Erie,

(tn June 12th, 1892, on Isle d'Oi-leans, lying in the St. Lawrence River,
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a few miles below Quebec City, a rare Blister beetle. Pomphopoea sayi.

at elderberry flowers; and on the stime Island on Aut;-. lOtli. 1893,

flying about the spreading dogbane (Apocynum androsaemifolium) in

a small clearing, 30 specimens of Autographa, 7 or 8 species being cap-

tured. 1894 found me settled in Winnipeg, and I record little seen or

taken on flowers or blossom, except butterflies and beetles, until well

on in the summer or fall, when the Canada thistle (Cnicus arvensis),

asters and golden rod were out. At Bird's Hill, near Winnipeg, on .Labor

Day, 1890, some good noetuids (day flying) w^ere swept off golden rod,

and some rare beetles (Lebia) off asters. On July 29th, Aug. 2nd and

5th, 1900, a number of Melicleptria villosa, form sexata, Avere taken at

rest in the centre of a purplish daisy (Chrysanthemum leucanthemum),

and in the same meadow I swept off flowers, my first specimen of Pam-

phila ottoe. During my sojourn on the Prairies my best collecting off

flowers was made at Brandon and Rounshwaite, Man., where in 1896 and

1897, particularly, as recorded in Vol. 30 of The Canadian Entomologist,

many good species of noetuids w^ere swept at dusk in July and August

off the following; the spreading dogbane, wild bergamot or horsemint

(Monarda fistvilosa, var. mollis), Scotch thistle (Cuicus undulatus), wild

sunflowers (Helianthus scabra and rigidus), and species of golden rod,

of which Solidago rigidus proved the most attractive. The moths includ-

ed Autographa biloba, brassicae, flagellum, and californica (tlic last

named was looked on as a rai'ity on the Prairies.) Perhaps at Kouiish-

waite, where I was the guest of Mr. Marmont, on several occasions, Oncoc-

nemis atrifasciata Avas our most beautiful, if not also our liest catch.

In August, 1896, five specimens of Eosphoropteryx thyatyroides wei-e

taken at dusk in Elm Pai-k, Winnipeg, off one of the above-mentioni'd

sunflowers (scabra).

During flying visits to Carberry, Man., I bagged my first specimen

of Argynnis nevadensis (green washed frit), a number of Eurymus (albi

iKis I. Euptoieta claudia and some rare "Skippers," off milk v.ecd ; and at

dusk off golden rod, many rare noetuids, including Oncocnemis viridi-

tincta; the only time I ever took it. When I lived in Victoria, liold-

stream was a favorite hunting ground with me, and in May and June

especially, many good captures were made on the mountain slopes, and

along the railway line ; needless to say, the majority off flowers. I remem-

ber my first view of the Dogwoods in flower, and my disappointment

when I found that virtually nothing seemed to be attracted. One year in

May, in Victoria, I took some nice noetuids about the holly trees in blos-

som. Since my residence near Quamichan Lake, 21/r, miles from Duncan,

V. I., wdiere I came in 1906, I have devoted much time to collecting at

flowers chiefly in my own garden. In August and Septembei-. 1913. at

dusk, off sunflowers, I made my first big catch here of autographas;

they included nine species; the sunflowers were mostly of the double

variety. I first grew Mathiola (night blooming stock) a year or two
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latei-, and took my first Autographa speciosa ciff it in .Inly. liH."). I have

planted special beds of this hi,L;'lily scmti'd t'l(i\\'('r sinre T discovered its

attractive properties, and liave taken speciosa every season; it is on the

wing from the beginnini;- of .Inly mitil ahont thi' 2(lth. In Scpteraher.

1922, I took a pair of Autographa brassicae at the flowers, a new record

for Vanconver Island, and an addition to my 1>. ('. collection.

Last year (lft2o) my record for the season, from tlie beyinnin";' of

-Inly to the be^innini;' of OetobiT. was 11 species of Antofi'rapha. some
]'){) specinu-ns. Kvery species that I have taken on the Island has beei!

attracted, except Mapjia. which iiies in .Inne before the flower ai-e ont.

Stran^^-e to say comparatively few otliei' sjiecies of noctnids appeal- to be

attracted to this flowei-. aIthon;.:h I have twice taken sinLih' specimens of

Cucullia. I have tnken the i'each-bhissom moth (L. pudens) at blossom

of the wihl cheri-y.

Last year a nei.uhbour, ^Ir. Demns Ashby, called my attention to the

attractiveness of the Tansy ragwort; Stinking Willie is another name for

it, and a fitting one, for it has a very strong sour, disagreeable smell

—

and he gave me some plants. I can truthfully state that I have never

before seen such swarms of insects on any flowers or plants. All order-^

were \vell represented, but, as the flowers \vere not open until the begin-

ning of Auiiust. not many species of Diurnals were out to be attracted.

Hymenoptera simply swarmed: the Coleoptera were mostly "Lady-

birtls." and "Longhorns." l)nt hei-e again ]iot a great luimbei- of species

of the latter were still about; I, iiowever. to(dv two sjiecies new to tiiis

district. Hemiptera were alnindant, ami Diptera also. Micro-Lepidop-

tera Avere attracted in numbers, and species new to nu' turned up. includ-

ine our tinyest "Plume" (Trichoptilus pygmaeus), and Allononyma vica-

rialis; of the latter I caught about twenty specimens during August, all

during the daytime, never towards dark or later. Strange that, during a

residence at Quamichan of 18 years, I had never run across it before.

This handsome little moth skipped about on the flower heads, usually

with its wings (Uit at i-ight angles or up-tilted; oiu-e it took flight, it dis-

appeared from my vision. Tliis moth was met with one season at Gold-

stream in xVugust. In the evening a lot of "Micros" were on the flowers,

also noctnids and geometers. Amcjiig the latter tlie pick was a specimen

of Cleora albescens. If this plant (it is really a weed) could be persuad-

ed to flower earlier than August, the possibilities of its attraction would

be almost unlimited. To all collectors of "Bugs" possessing a garden,

my advice is, grow a jiatch of Tansy ragwort, and one of Mathiola; tii:^

flowers of tlie latter, except on i-ainy or ^•ery dull days, close up entirely,

and it is therefore no use for day collecting. lIoiu\v suckle (not the wild

kind) draws the Sphingidae, and Lilac (I only grow the whiti' variety)

attracts well ; in the day time Paplllos and cb'ar wing moths, among them

Proserpinus clarkiae and ulalume— l)olh rather lare species usually—and

towards evi'uine- many of the early appcai-iiiL;' Polias, etc.
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I should not omit to refer to eoUeetinii' at ".Sallows."" I do not

remember doing any "sallowing"' worth mentioning- in Ontario. Quebec,

or on the Prairies, nor during my stay in Victoria, chiefly for lack of

any convenient localities, easy of access, but since I came to Duncan, this

mode of collecting has been almost a yearly event. Accompanied often

liy my friend and next door neighbour on Quamichan Lake, Mr. G. 0.

Day, I have enjoyed many profitable evenings, and without going any
distance away from home. Sheets spread under the trees—some of them
quite large and tall—some vigorous shaking, lamps, cyanide bottles, or

pill boxes, and then often a rich and varied harvest. The noetuids usu-

ally sit dormant on the slieets long enough to allow one to jiick and
choose. The Geometers, which coiuc in surprising numbers, have to be

collected off the Howers, or flushed before it is too dark to see, and then

taken in the net. All the native species of Stretchia, Xylomyges, Peri-

grapha, Orthosia, Graptolitha, Xylena, and other early flying species,

may be taken in one good season. The season varies a good deal, accord-

ing as it may be an early or late one. mild or chilly. This year (1924)

some of the sallow noetuids appeared before the last days of February.

In British Columbia I mi.ss the collecting off "Milk weed;" in Onta-

rio, Quebec, and to a lesser degree on the Prairies, the flowers proved

highly attractive to butterflies, .especially perhaps the larger Argynnids.

I regret that I never tried the "Milk weed" of an evening. I wondei- if

any Lcpidopterists present have ever taken that beautiful noctuid, Rho-

dophora florida, at the flowers of the wild evening primrose (Oenothera

biennis). Perhaps the moth does not occur anywhere in B. C, but I

noticed the plant in flower, and fairly abundant around Agas.siz in

August, 1922. I have taken the moth back East, and on the Prairies, and
found it at rest in the daytime, partly in the closed flowers ; with its

pinkish jn-imaries. it was a feast to the eyes.

In 1919 and 1921, with Mr. Day, and in 1920, with Mr. Glendenning,

Mount McLean, in the Lillooet District, was visited. In the two last

years we camped at 5,000 feet, and a number of trips were made to the

higher elevations, and to the summit nearly 8,000 feet. I think most of

our best collecting was done off flowei'S above the tree level, at about

7,500 feet. There are meadows of fairly level ground, quite extensive,

and, on the whole, well carpeted with flowers. Some kinds were over

when we were up in August, the Anemone occidentalis were all seeding

;

the}- were abtindant from 5,500 feet up, and the heather was mostly past

also. Where the flower patches were thickest, Diurnals, especially the

"Blues," simply swarmed in 1920 (Auuust 22nd and 23rd). It was here

that I took two species of Syngrapha; in 1921 none were seen, I think

because we were a couple of weeks ahead of the 1920 dates. The patches

of flowers consisted chiefly of a large flowered Aster (apricus), yello>v

or orange daisies (Arnica), and another tall yellow flower (Aplopappus).

One day in 1920 at 2 o'clock, and the second as late as 4 o'clock, Hepialus
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marglashani \v;is taken dvcr and aixiul (inc of tlicse patclirs. dashing'

around ratlin- wildly. 1 am not sure that they wn-e attrac-tod by the

flowers to any extent : ]MTha))s one of tln-m was its food plant, and I for-

get whether I took any exeept on the win^-. Xoetuids were plentiful also

in individuals— if ni>t siieeies—on the flowers, and one kind could be

swept oft" a dwarf Solidago, only a few inehes high. Yarrow or Milfoil

(Achillea) Lu])ins. and Fire-weed, rather dwarfed, all three ,L:r(Ju-ini!'

fairly high up. say about 6,500 feet. We did not find woj-tli while visiting

Angelica, and Heracleum flowers wei'e (piite attractive to all orders, but

did not , I thiidv. grow higher up than .l.oOO feet.

In the rocliy ravines, and on the slo])es towards the summit, a silene

occurred; this is the moss-campion, with tin.v \)'u\k flowers on a greenish

cushion lying close to the ground. Lasiestras, Lasionyctas, and Orosagro-

tis incognita favored tiiis silene. sometimes half a dozen of them on one

plant, and it was on this that I took all my specimens of Autographa alta.

The beautiful "t'opjier." Heodes cupreus, could occasionally be swept ott'

the scattered plants of Arnica on the slopes, but they usually preferred

to sit down among tlie i-oeks in the ravines, like the Anarta and Syra-

pistis, though in 1921 I swept some of them (the latter) oft' a tiny white

flower, a few inches high, growing by one of the lakes at 7,500 feet.

Around oni- camp in ];)21. es])eeiall,v at dusk, a number of things

were taken at the Asters, these included some Autographas, and Oncoc-

nemis hayesi, Paroa-nigra, and chandleri, also Euxoa brocha. Alpine

collecting for Coleoptera did not come up to expectations, but some good

species of Ceramby cidae, were taken on Mount McLean in ^'^'2^) ami 1921.

and on Moiuit Cheam in 1922, all picked, or swe])t oft' flowers, chiefly

umbelliferus plants. Two specimens of a small clear-wing moth were

taken oft' these in 1921. In the spring of 1905, I was fortunate in being

able to visit Southern California ; I was down there from the end of Janu-

ary into ]\Iay. At the beginning of February, Autographa californica

was out in large numbers, flying about some flowering shrubs during the

day in the gardens; tlie only other spgcies met with were brassicae, and

on Catalina Island, one biloba; other noctuids were very scarce, with the

exception of species of Melicleptria and allied genera. Some of these

were quite common, some of considerable beauty; the flowers oft' which

I swept them were mostly strangers to me. That exquisite "Blue,""

Philotes sonorensis, was flying with the moths in March and April. The

very tiny "Blue," Brephidium exilis, appeared to hug the coast liiH>.

The Cacti flowers only seemed to attract small beetles. Species of Bren-

this, Euphydryas and Melitaea were fairly abundant, and at Santa Bar-

bara in Ma.\- Dione vanillae and Junonia coenia were not uncomnu)n;

both are handsome butterflies. Most of my collecting was done at La

Jolla, near San Diego ; all that country is ti-eeless, except for the fruit

orchards, and the catch made during my stay was hardly a rich one. ily

intention had been to deal with the results and possibilities of collecting

"At Light'" also, but the jiresent jtaper is alread.v uiululy long.
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ENTOMOLOGISTS, MOIJERN AND ANCIENT

I'.v li. S. Siii:i;max.

As the years speed by I beg-in to realize the great changes that have

marked the study and pursuit of entomology during the half century

covered by my conscious experience. It occurred to me that it might be

of interest to some of the younger knights of the net to listen for a few

minutes to the rambling thoughts of one of the old school.

'My first colled ing was done during the seventies in the vicinity oi

Belleville, Ontario. The only entomologist of my acquaintance—a dist-

ant, awe-inspiring acquaintance—was Professor Bell of Albert College.

I saw him twice ; once with net in hand in dignified chase of some elusive

hexapod; and again when I carried to him a male, rhinoceros-beetle. This

ferocious creature had broken cover from a jungle of dead leaves, and I

can remember the powerful thrust of his horned head and doughty legs

as lie tried to free himself from my grasp. I took him to the profes-

sor, who pi'onounced him a rare capture and a new record for Canada.

From that moment the virus df the collector entered my blood and has

not yet worked its way out of my system.

Naturally, on the strength of this capture, I ran largely to coleoptera

during the first part of my entomological career. There was good

hunting- in those days. The beech and maple forests had not yet fallen

beneath the all-consuming axe of the farmer. From the opening- of the

first hepaticas to the waning of the golden-rod, the forest aisles were

a-hum with insect life. Nor did the snows that lasted from November to

Api'il put an end to our entomological pursuits. The half-rotted logs of

beech and maple yielded treasures sufficient to keep our interest alive

throughout the winter.

I suppose there is no entomologist who has not succumbed, for a

brief period at least, to the manifold charms of Madame Butterfly. And
who that has once seen our mountain meadows in all their glory could

fail to admire those living, palpitating flowers of the air, flitting from

bloom to bloom and making the sunlight vibrant with their beauty? Yes,

like the rest of you, I had my fling at the butterflies.

But there came a time when the needle of my inclination refused to

oscillate to these local attractions, however alluring, and settled down to

the pole star of my destiny—the diptera ; and there I think it will remain.

A recent writer in the Canadian Entomologist, comnienting on the rea-

sons which lead one man to work upon dragonflies, another on butterflies,

and a third on beetles, states that "he himself was irresistibly drawn to-

wards the smallest and most intrinsically uninteresting- of irtsect forms."

That explains nine-tenths of our predilections. Yet I am convinced that

the true entomologist is broadminded enough to find something of inte-

rest in all of nature's forms. Personally, though I "run to diptera," I
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am a lover (if all ]\I(itluT Xattu-c's (/liildrcii. l)c they birds, l)easts, insects,

or plants; and though I have been a collector for nearly half a century,

my keenest pleasure lias always been derived from watch iiii;- the living-

creature at work or play. The economic value of an insect, bird, or mam-
mal weighs but little in my regard. And just there is the line of fi.ssion

between the old and the new entomology. The question of dollars and
cents looms large on the mental horizon of the modern man; with the old-

timer dollars and cents were a minus quantity.

I realize fullj- the importance of the economic side of entomology.

As a citizen 1 am must keenly alive to the valuable—nay. I may say the

invaluable, work which is being carried on by the gallant band of work-

ers selected by the government to control insect pests. It is a noble, a

patriotic work; but to me it makes little appeal. Nor do 1 think that I

am alone in this avoidance of the economic side of entomology. I think

I belong to a class (a vanishing class, it may be) who study the insect

Iiurely for the inherent interest in the creatui-e itself.

There is a third class of entomologists, oft'-shoots or by-products of

tlu> other two—the simon-pure systematists. Avho care not an atom, or

should I say an electron ? for the creatvire, living or dead, except in so far

as it avails'them to add another Greek-and-Latin hybrid of a name to the

hair-splitting monographs they are compiling. The late S. W. Williston,

commenting on this modern mania for multiplying genera and species,

says: "By an excessive splitting of genera broader relationships are lost

sight of. and the tendency is inevitable to restore those evidences by the

invention of new group terms to express them. Possibly it may be neces-

sary some time in the future to have a (piantitative chemical analysis of

a mosquito before deciding to which genus it may belong convenience

is an important end of classification, as well as the expression of relation-

ships."

What amateur entomologist can liope to keep abreast of the bib-

liography that is piling up in his own particular group.' And look at the

changes in nomenclature that are thrust uixm us I Xo, I am convinced

that the old-fashioned entomologist will soon become extinct, like the

Dodo and the Great Auk. And it is a pit.v ; tor he was a harmless imbe-

cile and afforded rare sport for the small bo.v and the yokel.

I cannot conclude these rambling remarks without a reference, how-

ever brief, to some of our departed members, good men and true, who
wielded the net in woodland trails that now are ])aved highways, and in

primeval forest vistas that now form the bedi'aggled outskii-ts of a great

metropolis.

The IJev. (J. W. Taylor was a t.vjncal entomologist of the old school,

and one whose work in his special field will long endure. So, too. was

Tom Wilson, who carried on his work and his interests as an amateui- and

a collector while faithfull.v perfoi-ming his duties in the economic field.
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His close companion and collaborator, Arthur H. Bush, was never happier

than when displaying the beauties of his wonderful collection to timid

tyros among the younger group of entomologists, and in giving them

assistance and advice. But to Capt. R. V. Harvey our society is particu-

larly indebted for the impetus which his splendid personality gave to the

initial growth of our organization. He had the rare faculty of inspiring

and fostering enthusiasm in all who were associated with him. Havini>-

travelled with him over three hundred miles of mountain trails, I learnea

to value him as an ideal "giiiile. jihilosopher, and friend."

In conclusion, let me say that in our present society I believe we iiave

men of whom any similai- institution in America might well be proud.

The least that we can do is to foster that spirit of comeraderie and good-

fellowship without which the fires of achievement turn cold and crumble

into the ashes of disappointment. Give the word of praise and encourage-

ment now, when it may bear fi-uit, not reserving it as a flourish at the end

of an obituary.

LEAF-ROLLERS ATTACKING ORCHARD TREES IN THE
OKANAGAN VALLEY

Bv E. P. Yenabi.es,

Dominion Entomological Branch, Vernon, B. C.

Tlie collection and breeding of larvae causing typical leafroller in.iu-

ry in the dry belt of British Columbia during the past few seasons has

revealed the presence of four species of tortricid moths, viz. : the fruit-

tree leaf-roller. Cacoecia argyrospila (^Valker). the oblique-banded leaf-

roller Cacoecia rosaceana (Ilaiiis). Tortrix alleniana (Fern.), and Pero-

nea maximana (B. and B.). Prior to the year 1918 injury caused by leaf-

roller larvae was as a rule attributed to Cacoecia rosaceana (Harr. ). It

was a matter of uncertainty as to whether the fruit-tree leaf-roller actu-

ally occurred in the Okanagan Valley at that time. This latter insect is

included in the check list of British Columbia Lepidoptera published in

1906, being recorded from the coastal district, and ;it Kaslo. It is also

listed by Dr. Dyar in his "Lepidoptera of the Kootenay District of Bri

tish Columbia" as having been captured near Field in 1903. It was first

actually bred from Okanagan material in 1922, though egg masses sup-

posedly referable to this species were noted by Mr. R. C. Treherne in

1921 on apple trees at Kelowna. Cacoecia rosaceana (Ilari-. ) has un-

doubtedly been present within tlu' i)rovince for a number of years, and

has been frequently mentioned in the lists of injurious insects of the

Okanagan Valley. Tortrix alleniana (Fern.) was first detected as an

orchard pest by the author in 1922, when larvae were bi'ed from apple

foliage at Vernon. The similarity of the life-history of this species to
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tliiit <if the ol)li(|ui.'-haii(lcil h'iif rdllcr is n m<ittcr (if iiitcri'st. and 1iu'

type of injury eausrd by Imtli species is identical. Peronea maximana
(B. and B.) was fii'st bred from apple foliaoe in 1921 at Vernon; tliis

constituted the first record of this insect as a species of economic import-

ance in the Okanagan. P'urther notes (,f an historical nature reyardin^
this insect will be ii-iven under the life history on a later paye.

In consichM-inu- the life histories of these four species of leaf-i-oller,

M-e may take tlieui in theii- oi-der (if iuiiiortance. .

The Fruit Tree Leaf-Roller, Cacoecia argyrospila, (Walker).

The control of this insect may at ]n-eseul be considered the most
serious problem facing the orchardists in the interior fruit growing sec-

tions of the Province. Extensive damage has been caused in many of the

commercial orchards in the Okanagan Valley, and although in 1922 these

areas were circumscribed, and fairly well defined, the insect, during 1923,

spread throughout the whole of the orchard sections of the Valley, be-

sides being reported from Creston in the Kootenays.

The life-history of the fruit-tree leaf-roller may be briefly outlined

as follows; the winter is passed in the egg stage upon the trees, the eggs

occurring in small, greyish-brown, oval patches upon the bark of the

main limbs and twigs. The number of eggs in a single egg mass varies

approximately from fifteen to one hundred, or possibly more. The hatch-

ing of the eggs fi-om a single mass may extend over a period of from
about 24 to 48 hours, and occurs in May just as the buds are commencing
to expand. The young larvae at first attack tiie opening buds, and later

the blossoms and fruit, much of which is entirely destroyed, or so severe-

ly mutilated as to produce only scarred and deformed specimens at pick-

ing time. During July the larvae become mature, at which time they

appear as cylindrical, pale green caterpillars with dark heads. Foliage

injury is extensive, and considerable quantities of silk are spun by tlr;

larvae, which conceal themselves in nests formed from leaves tied to-

gether with silken threads. Pupation takes place within the protection

of tlie nest used by the caterpillar for concealment. Moths emerge, and

are on the wing during the latter part of July, and are active chiefly at

dusk. During the daytime the moths lie dormant amongst the foliage of

the trees, but large numbers may be observed in flight if the trees are

shaken, or disturbed. The eggs are deposited towards the end of the

month, and by early August all adults have practically disappeared.

It will be seen that from 9 to 10 months are passed by the fruit-tree

leaf-roller in the egg stage, and it is during this period of its existance

ih;it controi measures should lie aiiplied. A]iplications of miscible oil at

an 8 per cent, dilution, put on in early sjiring, before any bud develop-

nu'ut has started, will give a good control, especially if thoroughness is

observed. Whei-e oil sprays are not used, it will lie necessary to ajiply
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sprays cdntaininu- arsenate of lead after the caterpillars have hatched.

In the control of the fruit-tree leaf-roller, tiiorouo:h covering and high

pressure are essentials.

The Oblique-banded Leaf-Roller, Cacoecia rosaceana (Harris).

Tlie past two seasons have witnessed a very considerable increase in

the numbers of this pest, and numerous enquiries have been received re-

garding its depredations.

The life-history of the oblique-banded leaf-roller affords a good ex-

ample of the necessity of a clear understanding of the habits of an insect

in order that repressive measures may be intelligently applied in any

given locality. Prior to the year 1922 certain phases in the development

of this insect were not well understood, at least in so far as the interior

fruit-growing sections of the province were concerned.

It was generally believed that the winter was passed in the egg

stage, and that the newly hatched larvae immediately attacked the open-

ing buds, and that its life history was more or less identical with that of

the fruit-tree leaf-roller. Recent observations, however, have shown that

this is not the case. The oblique-banded leaf-roller passes the winter in

the Okanagan Valley as a partly grown caterpillar upon the trees, within

the protection of a closely woven silken cocoon. Over-wintering cocoons

occur beneath flakes of dead bark, under bud scales attached to the fruit

spurs, or in other protected situations. These over-wintering larvae

emerge from their hibernating quarters in early spring, as soon as the

buds begin to expand, and feed in much the same manner as do the lar-

vae of the fruit-tree leaf-roller, which they closely resemble. Maturity

is reached in July, and the adults are on the wing about the middle of

that month.

The eggs of the oblique-banded leaf-roller are deposited upon the

upper surface of the leaves of apple and other orchard trees during the

month of July. A number of eggs are laid together in a flattened oval

mass, and are of a pale green colour, closely resembling the leaf surface

to which they are attached. Individual egg masses appear as blots of

tinted wax, and each mass may contain from 15 to 100 eggs or more. A
short time before hatching, the black heads of the larvae may be distinct-

ly seen within the eggs, the masses appearing as though finely stippled

with black dot.s, arranged in symmetrical lines. An interesting point

regarding the hatching of the eggs of the oblique-banded leaf-roller is

the brief period covered by the emergence of the larvae from a single egg

mass, all of which appear to mature at the same time, and emerge within

a few minutes of each other. The hatching of a fully incubated egg mass

may sometimes be brought about at a given time by jarring the leaf to

which the eggs are attached.

The newly hatched caterpillars migrate to the under surfaces of the

leaves, and spin fine silken webs in close proximity to the main veins,
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beneath which they feed durinf;' the entire period of their activity before

entering liibernati((n quarters. In many cases a caterpillar will attach a

leaf to an apple with silk, and feed upon the surface of the fruit, eating

out small lioles in the skin, and causing injury identical with that of the

larvae of the bud moth, Tmetocera ocellana (Schff. > In late August the

tiny caterpillars leave their feeding grounds and spin their cocoons for

hibernation upon the twigs and limbs of the trees.

In controlling this insect, the same arsenical applications as are em-

ployed against the fruit-tree leaf-roller in early spring should prove

effective. The possible value of late summer sprays against the newly

hatched larvae is a matter foi- further exjieriment.

Tortrix alleniana, Fern.

Tliis insect was first recorded as an orchai'd pest, in the Okanagan
Valley, in the summer of 1922, when larvae were bred from apple foliage.

Our notes for the past two seasons indicate that this insect has a life

history very similar to that of the oblique-banded leaf-roller, inasmuch

as the eggs are laid in July in flattened oval masses upon the upper sur-

face of the leaves of apple trees. Eggs have also been taken upon the

foliage of alfalfa, and snuwberry. The egg mass of Tortrix alleniana dif-

fers from that of Cacoecia rosaceana in being a pale lemon yellow color,

and of more delicate structure. As the hatching period approaches, the

mass becomes more or less transparent in appearance, with the heads

of the larvae clearly visible. There is no difficulty in distinguishing the

eggs of the two species at hatching time, owing to the cloudy appearance

of the egg mass of Tortrix alleniana as compared with the very regular

arrangement of the larval heads in the mass of Cacoecia rosaceana.

The newly hatched larvae feed exclusively upon the uiuler surface

of the foliage, and also upon the sui-faee of the fruit, in much the same

manner as do the larvae of C. rosaceana. The young larvae appear to be

somewhat gregarious in their habits during the late summer, three or

four individuals occasionally being found within the same web beneath

a single l(>af. Individual larvae may cause injury of an extensive nature

during their early life, their work, at this time, being in the nuijority of

cases, more apparent tlian tliat of either the bud-moth, or tin- oblique-

banded leaf-roller, botli of wliicli inserts occur in tin' same situation, and

at the same period of the year.

The young larvae consti-uet iiibernating cocoons \\])nn tiie lind>s and

twigs during the latter part of July and early August, within which tiiey

remain until the following spring, emerging just as the buds begin to

ex]iand.

The iiijui'.\' in early summer, by the maturing lai-\ae. is identical witii

that of tile otiier leaf-r<iliers already nu'ntioued. The mature larvae

nu'asures '2-i mm. iu length. The head is pale yellowish, with dark brown
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markings; thoracic sliield pale yellowish, with a dark brown, triangular

mark on the caudo-lateral margin on each side. Tlie thoracic shield is

divided by a narrow pale line, which is bounded on each side by a narrow

pale brown stripe which is considerably wider posteriorly. The whole

of the dorsum above the spiracles is very dark green in colour, with the

tubercles conspicuous, and of a dull yellowish white. Below the spiracles

the body is pale yellowish, with the tubercles of that region light in col-

f)ur and prominent. In the centre (if each tubercle there is a dark hidwn

circular spot, from the centre of which arises a single pale seta. The anal

plate is paler than the dorsum, and bears eight setae. There is a pro-

nounced anal fork beneath the posterior margin of the anal plate. The

thoracic legs are pale brown; prolegs eoncolorous with venter. Spira-

cles dark brown.

The pupa is 12 to 15 mm. in length, very dark brown above, and

somewliat paler beneath. Pupation takes place within folded ajiple

leaves in the same manner as with the other leaf-rollers mentioned in

this paper. The pupae under observation spent from 12 to 15 days in

this stage. Adult emergence from pupae taken in the field covered a

pi'riiul of approximately two months.

Peronea maximana B. & B.

In Scientific Agriculture, March, 1921, wc find the first authentic

record of this insect as an orchard pest in the Okanagan Valley. In this

article, "Some notes on the fruit worms of British Columbia," by Mr. R.

('. Trehei-ne, Dominion Entomological Branch, Ottawa, this insect is

included among the fruit worms of the province, and is remarked upon
as follows: "Peronea, (Alceris) maximana has jnoved an interesting

insect attacking orchard trees in the Okanagan Valley, not so much from

its economic importance, which is slight, but from its identity and dis-

covery. The early authors on British Columbia insects record the pre-

sence in the province of Teras minuta. Much of the work ascribed to the

bud moth, T. ocellana ;ind the lesser apple worm has been placed to the

credit of Teras minuta in the minds of field inspectors. Its presence is

poinilarly Ijelieved to exist, and doubtless some moths M'ere originally

identified as referable to this species. The writer has, however, been

unsuccessful in recovering Teras minuta, and all efforts to collect it or

its near relatives have failed, until this year, when Peronea maximana

was bred from the North Okanagan. Its identity was proved liy Dr. J.

]\IcDunnough, Dominion Entomological Branch, Ottawa."

The life-history of this insect has only been slightly studied, and

beyond the fact that larvae were taken on the terminal shoots of apple

during the early summer of 1920, and that moths developed from these

in August and September nothing is known. Mr. E. H. Blaekmore re

ports that the insect is more or less common on Vancouver Island, and

that in some seasons it is extremely common at Eraser Mills, in the lower
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Frasei' Valley, in S('))teiiilii'i' and Octubci-, and that siqiixisedly the lai-vae

feed iijiDii alder. The mature larvae measure 14 mm. in lenuth, with the

dorsum pale yelhiwisli-ereen thrnuuhdut. with nn markiniis ai)i)arenf.

The head is pale yelhiwish, with the mouth parts df :i dull jiui-plish tiuuc

The ventral surface is jialei- than the dorsuiu. Tuliei-eles iiu-nuspieuiuis.

bearin<;' short setae.

X(i mentiiui has heen made in this paper of eertain othei- well-known

foliage and fruit feeding;' larvae whieh are known to oeeui- in the C)ka-

nae'an Valley, attention lieine^ merely drawn to the four speeies men-

tioned, all of whieh cause what is commonly referred to as "leaf-roller

injury," and which is distinctive from the work of most other lepidoj;-

terous larvae inhaliitinii' the orchard.

NEW RECORDS OF HEMIPTERA FROM BRITISH COLUMBIA

p.v W. l)(iWNi:s.

Since the year 11(21. when a rejiort on c<dlectiiuis of Hemiptera from

Britisli C'oluml)ia was published in this journal by Dr. II. M. Parsliley,

little has lieen recorded regarding- the Hemiptera of this province. Mueli

collecting has been done, liowever. and I have recently had an oppor-

tunity of working over the aecumtdated material. The jn-esent list adds

46 specie.s of Heteroptera and (i8 species of Homoptera, making 11.") atldi-

tional .species. This brings the number of species of Heteroptera known
to occur in the Province up to 2.1'2 and of Homoptera ls2. When we
consider the restricted areas in whicli collecting has been carried on, it

will be seen that these figures probably fall far shoi-t of the actual num-
ber of species occurring in our territory. ^lost of the collecting has been

done in the neighliourhood <if Victoria, and those records fi-om sucli

places as Penticton, Sumnierland and Vernon are usually the result of

short collecting trips of not more than one or two days duration, usually

in late summer or early fall. Veiw. little collecting has been done in the

neighbourhood of Vancouver and the Lower Fraser Valley generally, but

that district has yielded many species that find a favourable environment

in the humid coastal area. In 1920 and 1921 Mr. Buckell collected in the

Chilcotin and Barkerville districts and provided many new records and

some new species.

I am greatly indebted to ^Mr. E. P. Van Duzee for his kindness in

giving me access to the collections at the California Academy of Sciences

and for much generous assistance in the determination of material, and

to the following gentlemen who have determined species in \ai-ious

groups: r>r. D. ]\I. De Long. Cicadellidae ; Dr. II. I'>. Ilungei-ford, Aquatic

Hemiptera; Dr. H. H. Knight. Miridae; and .Mi-. \V. L. .McAtee. Reduvii-

dae.
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The names of the collectors are : K. F. Auden, E. H. Blackmore, E. R.

Biickell, N. L. Ciitler, W. Downes, R. Glendenning, A. W. Hanham.

George Hopping-, T. A. Moilliet. M. PI. Riihmann, R. C. Treherne, E. P.

Veuables, 0. Whittaker.

List of Species.

Heteroptera

Family Pentatomidae

Brochymena 4-pustulata (Fabr.). Walhachin, 6/17. (E.R.B.)

Trichopepla aurora \'an D. Vernon, 20/6/19. (E.P.V.) Victoria

12 5 22. (E.H.B.)

Tricopepla californica Van D. Mt. Garibaldi. 10/9/23. (K.F.A.)

Taken oil fruiting heads (if Anemone occidentalis at a height of 6,000

feet.

Corizus viridicatus Thl. Summerland, lS/7 ^23. (W.D.)

Aradus parvicornis Parsh. llidday Valley, 19/7/21. (G. H.

)

From Pinus ponderosa.

Nysius californicus Stal Dnnean, 29/6/22. (W.D.)

Ligyrocoris diffusus (I'lil.). Pentieton, 16/8/20. (W.D.)

Stignocoris rtisticus (Fall.). Vernon. 24/9/19. (W.D.)

Trapezonotus arenarius (Linn.). Goldstream, 12/8/23. (K.F.A.)

Scolopostethus pacificus IJarb. Kelowna, 19/1/23. (W.D.) Taken

hibernating under bark.

Family Tingidae

Corythuca morilli 0. and I). Pentieton, 18/7/23. (W.D.) Abnn-

daiit on Artemisia dracunculoides.

Physatocheila ornata \'an D. Chilliwaek, (0. W.) On alder.

Family Reduviidae

Ploiariola vagabunda var. pilosa Fieb. This was originally re-

corded as P. canadensis (Parsh.). but Mr. McAfee informs me it is iden-

tical with the first named, a European species. I have taken it on tree

trunks in the city of Vancouver and in Stanley Park, and in Victoria on

the shady side of board fences in company with P. hirtipes, but not as

commonly as the latter.

Ploiariola californica Banks Victoria, 24/5/21. (W.D.) This

was abundant in an old henhouse in Victoria among the cobwebs. One

specimen was taken in flight at Keatings, B. C. 30/5/22.

Pselliopus spinicollis (Champ.). Lillooet, 7/7/19. (A.W.H.) Taken

by ;\Ir. Ilanham on Mt. McLean.

Fitchia spinosula Stal. Oliver, 23 '8/22. (E.R.B.)
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Family Anthocoridae

Lyctocoris campestris (Fab.). Viftm-ia, '24 6 iM. i W.D.) AbniidaTit

in a hcnliouse in Victoria, wiierc it ajijiearcd to be livins' on the r<'(l mitr,,

whicli swarmed under tlie manure with whieli eoo])s and boxes were en-

crusted.

Lyctocoris elongatus (l\out.). ilidday Valh'v. l':! 7 21. I'nder bai-k

of Pinus ponderosa.

Tetraphleps latipennis Van. D. \'iet(iria. 2:|/7/23. (K.F.A.)

Family Miridae

Stenodema virens (Linn. i. Cliileotin. 16 .) 21. (E.R.IJ.)

Phytocoris commissuralis Van D. Victoria, H !) 22. (W.D.)

Phytocoris stellatus \'an I). IJurnaby. ].S/8/'2o. (W.D.)

Phytocoris tiliae Fab. (Vancouver. 2:! II 21 and l."')/9/2;3. (W.D.)

This European species, evidently introduced, is now (|uite common in the

city of Vancouver, where it occurs on tree truulis in the boulevards. It

is a beautiful insect, the hemelytra being- usually bright green with irre-

gular black markings. Other specimens may be brownish with black

marking's, or again the black marks and mottlings nuiy predominate on a

pale green or greenish white ground. It is not uncommon in England on

palings and tree trunks.

Capsus ater (Linn.). Chilcotin, 27/7/20. (E.R.B.) Vernon. 20 (i l!l

(E.P.V.)

Lygidea obscura Rent. Barkerville 14/.8/21. (E.R.B.)

Lyg-us atriflavus Knight :Mt. :\IeLean, 6/7/19. (A.W.H.)

Lygus elisus var. viridiscutatus Knight Victoria. 11/5/21. (W.D.^i

Lygus rubicundus \-ar. winnipegensis Knight I'hilcotin, 18 •'j 21,

(E.R.B. I

Lygus distinguendas Stal. Barkervelle, 14/8/21. (E.R.B.)

Neolygus confusus Kni<;lit Barkerville. 14/8/21. (E.R.B.)

Clivinema fusca new species

General colour of dorsal surface, except seutellum and membrane,

brown; antennae brown; head and seutellum dark brown: tylus bhi'di

;

membrane hyaline clouded fuscous; disc of abdomen light i-ed : ventral

surface black except abdominal margins, which ai'e red; genital seg-

ments mostly reddish yellow: coxae and tarsi black, legs bi-ownish yel-

low."

In the specimen described the sides of the seutellum are bordei'ed

with a line of white waxy excretion, and the propleura, sternal plates,

sides of the abdominal segments and margins of abdomen are partly

coated with the same substance.
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Head produced before the eyes, the vertex convex witli a median line

of pale pubescence extending over the frons nearly to the base of the

tylus and a narrow border of pubescence behind each eye. Pronotum

with entire surface rugose and coarsely pubescent, the anterior margin

strongly incised at the middle ; the apical portion of the pronotum con-

vex, depressed deeply below the posterior portion; posterior margin sinu-

ate ; scutellum pubescent, raised tumid, the apex depressed ; hemelytra,

except membrane, finel.y and evenly punctate and covered with short

pubescence; ventral surface finely pubescent; legs slightly hairy, the

outer sides of the femora with a line of black dots extending nearly their

entire length.

Form elongate oval. Lengtli ri.'2 mm., width 2 mm. Holotype, female,

Saanich District, B. C, 10/7/23. (W.D.) in the National Collection

at Ottawa. Described from one specimen collected by sweeping at the

top of Mt. Douglas, a liill a few miles nortli of Victoria.

Ceratocapsus fusiformis Van D. Saanich Dist. 18/8/22. (W.D.)

Labopshirtus Kni-ht ("hileotin, 23/7/20. (E.R.B.)

Tiryus punctulatus (Hmit.). Pentieton, 16/8/20 (W.D,)

Hadronema robusta I'lil. Summerland, 17/7/23. (W.D.)

Hadronema princeps riil. Summerland, 17/7/23. (W.D.)

Plesiocoris rugicoUis (Fall.), Barkerville, 14/8/21, (E.R.B,)

Orthotylus dorsalis (Prov,). Pentieton, 15/7/23: (W,D.)

Orthotylus katmai Knight Barkerville, 14/8/21. (E.R.B.)

Psallus alnicola I), jind S. Barkerville, 14/8/21. (E.R.B.)

Plagiognathus fraternus I'lil. Duncan, 28/7/19. (W.D.)

Family Saldidae

Saldula explanata I'lil. Mt. Wahleach, 28/7/23. (K.F.A,)

Family Nepidae

Ranatra americana Montd. Vernon, 3/10/20. (W.D.)

Family Corixidae

Callicorixa praeusta (Fieb.). Saanich Dist. 17/6/19. (W.D.)

Arctocorixa laevigata (Fhl.). Vernon, 26/9/19, (W,D,)

Homoptera

Family Cercopidae

Philaenus leucopthalmus \;\v. lateralis (Linn.). Victoria, 2.5/6/21.

(W.D.)

Clastoptera lineatocollis Stal. Sunimerland, 18/7/23. (W.D.)
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Clastoptera lineatocoUis vMi. binotata I'>;ill. SunniKMlaiKl. IS 7 23.

(W.D.) Swept in fair nninbcrs fi-din i-aliliit Iirusli ( Bigelovia i

.

Family Membracidae

Stictocephala franciscana. Gdhlsti-caHi, \'i/'l/2-i. (K.F.A.)

Family Cicadellidae

Koebelia californica I'.ak. (loldstrcam. L'7 6 123. (E.II.P..)

Agallia californica Bak. Saaiiirh Dist. i;)/4/LS. (W.D.i

Idiocerus femoratus Ball. Bark.Tvillf. 14 8 21. (E.R.B.)

Idiocerus suturalis var. vagus Ball. Barkeiville. l/l)/2(). (E.R.B.)

Macropsis occidentalis (Van D.). Saaiiieh Dist. 7 7 19. ( W.D. i

Oncopsis sobrius (Walk.) Vancouver. 20/7/2.']. (W.D.) On alder.

Oncopsis californicus Van D. Victoria. 3 8 22. (W.D.)

Oncopsis fitchi Van D. Vernon. 8/7/20. (/M.II.K.)

Gypona 8-lineata vai-. striata Burm. Enderby. 28 820. (W.D.)

Acucephalus nervosus (Schrank). Agassi/,, .")/l()/21. (W.D.)

Acucephalus albifrons (Liiui.). Victoria. 14 '9/21. (W.D.)

Parabolocratus viridis illil.i. Vernon. 13/6/17. (K.C.T.)

Aligia jucunda (I'hl.). Victoria, 30/8/20. (W.D.)

Mesamia coloradensis (G. and B.). Pentieton, 21/9/19. (W.D.)

Scaphoideus immistus (Say.). Pentieton, 16/8/20. (W.D.)

Platymetopiiis oregonensis Bak. Saanieh Dist. 3/8/18. (W.D.)

Deltocephalus inimicus (Say.i. Vernon, 26/9/18. (W.D.)

Deltocephalus ocellaris (Fall.i. Cliilcotin, 1/9/20. (E.K.B.)

Deltocephalus striatus Linn, cliilcotin. 23 7 20. (E.R.B.)

Deltocephalus punctatus (>. and B. Victoria, 2.")/6 21. (W.D.)

Deltocephalus abdominalis 'Fahr. >. Cliilcotin, 23/7 20. (E.R.B.)

Deltocephalus escalantus (Ball.). Cliilcotin. 1/9/20. (E.R.B.)

Euscelis vaccinii \an D. Victoria. 2.") (i 21. (W.D.)

Euscelis instabilis \'an D. Pentieton. l.'>/7/23. (W.D.)

Eutettix scitulus Ball. Pentieton, 21 9/19. (W.D.)

Phlepsius superbus \an D. Victoria. l()/8y'21. (W.D.)

Phlepsius lascivius Ball. J'eiitieton l.") 7 21. (W.D.)

Phlepsius irroratus (Say.). Saanieh Distr. 18/8/22. (W.D.)

Phlepsius fulvidorsum ( Fitch, i. Pentieton, 16 8 20. (W.D.)
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Phlepsius apertinus 0. and L. Penticton, 16/8/20. (W.D.)

Acinopterus acuminatus var. viridis Ball. .Siimmerlaiul, 17/7/28,
(W.D. )

Thamnotettix subcupraeus (Prov.). Enderby, 22/8/20. (W.D.)

Thamnotettix cockerelli Ball. Cliilcotin, 29/7/20. (E.R.B.)

Thamnotettix eburatus Van D. Penticton, 21/9/19. (W.D.)

Thamnotettix belli (Ulil.) Barkei-ville, 14/8/21. (E.R.B.)

Thamnotettix mendicus Ball. Penticton, 16/8/20. (W.D.)

Thamnotettix aureolus Van D. Victoria, 12/6/18. (W.D.)

Thamnotettix waldanus Ball. Penticton, 15/7/23. (W.D.)

Thamnotettix smithi Van D. Shawnij^ian. lo/9/22. (W.D.)

Cicadula variata (Fall.). Penticton, 16/8/20. (W.D.)

Cicadula divisa (I'hl.). Shawnigan, 15/9/22). (W.D.)

Cicadula lineatifrons (Stal.). Vancouver, 21/9/21. (W.D.)

Balclutha osborni Van D. Vernon, 10/6/17. (R.C.T.)

Eugnathodus abdominalis Van D. Vancouver, 21/9/21. (W.D.)

Dikraneura abnormis (Walsh.). Chilcotin, 29/6 20. (E.R.B.)

Empoasca aureoviridis (Ulil.). Chilcotin, 1/9/20. (E.R.B.)

Empoasca unicolor Gill. Vernon, 15 4/12. (M.H.R.)

Empoasca nigra G. and B. (Var.) Penticton, 21/9/19. (W.D.)

Empoasca aspersa 6. and B. Penticton, 21/9/19. (W.D.)

Empoasca alboneura Gill. Vernon, 10/6/18. (R.C.T.)

Empoasca flavescens (Fabr. ). Vernon, 8/6/18. (R.C.T.)

Typhlocyba ulmi (Linn.). Vernon, 29/9/19. Victoria, 12/8/20. (W.
D.)

Typhlocyba bifasciata G. and B. fShawnigan, 21/7/18. (W.D.)

Family Fulgoridae

Scolops angustatus I'iil. Penticton, 16/8/20. (W.D.)

Elidiptera henshawi Van D. Victoria, 8/7/23. (K.F.A.)

Catonia nemoralis Van D. Gold.stream, 17/6/23. (K.F.A.)

Cixius misellus Van D. Burnaby, 18/8/23. (W.D.)

On Finns contorta at Burnaby Lake.

Cixius coeloepium Fitch. Victoria, (E.H.B.) no date.

Bruchomorpha suturalis Melich. Enderby, 22/ 8/ 20. (W.D.)

Otiocerus degeeri Kby. Vavenby, 20/9/22. (T.A.M.)

Saanich, 13/8/22. (W.D.)
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Stenocranus dorsaiis iFieh.i Slia\viiii;;in. 15/9/22. (W.D.i

Laccocera vittipennis \'an D. (ididnn Head. 17 7 2(). (W.D.)

Family Chermidae

Aphalara angustipennis (rawf. Duncan, 29/6/22. (W.D.)

Psyllia alni var. americana (Crawf.). Sooke, 30/6/23. (W.D.) on

alder; Victoria, 8/9/22. (W.D.) on Cottonwood.

THE ELM-CURRANT APHIS (Eriosoma ulmi L.)

BY R. Glexdenxin(;.

Relationship and DisTixcrisiiixn Featxres

Tliis aphid is a doulilc host s]i('cifs and has a rather intcrestino- life-

history and relationship.

In the <ienus Eriosoma (Schizoneura) there are at present known

some four or five species which use the various elms as primary or winter

hosts. These species have heeii hadly mixed in the past, but, now that

their complete life-histories are known, they are readily distinguishable.

lanigera, Hausman, the cdiniiion woolly aphis of the apple, alter

nates normally between the American elm (U. americana) and apple.

americana, Riley, spends the wintei- on American elm, and the sum-

mer on the root.s of the Junebei-ry (Amelanchier).

rileyi, Thomas, spends its whole life on iht liark and twi^s of Amer

ican I'lm and nui;rates only lietween trees of the same species.

lanuginosa, Hartig, has been recently co-related with pyricola (B.

and D.), and mig-rates from Eni;lish dm (campestris and vars. i lo tli

roots of pear trees.

ubni L. lias as its winter host English elm, and migrates in early

summer to currants and gooseberries, forming subteri-anean c(donies on

the roots.

The se])ai'ation of these species on their sununer hosts is easy, as

apparently they are constant in their habits.

On the elms they are also separable from ciich other without recourse

to their structural ditferences, which are rather minute.

Key to Species of Eriosoma ox Elms ix Caxada.

(hi Aiiiiricdii ilm—Rosette type of gall, leaves and twigs in

continuous malformation lanigera
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Fig. 1—Leufcurl causid hii E. americana {original).

Fig. 2—Eosettc cud of E. lanigtra (after patch).

Fig. 3—Leaf curl caused by E. ulmi (original).
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Leaves eiirled sin<>-ly, usually (Uie-halt' nf lilailc only

involved americana

No leaf eui'l, insect feedini;' on wooly colonies on trunk

and l>i-anclies only _ rileyi

On Eiujlisli ihii—^largin of leaf enrolled usually to midrib

only, no thickenini;' tissue ulmi

Whole leaf involved, tissue and veins much thickened.

becoming' baglike lanuginosa

The only two galls liable to be confused ai-e those of americana and

ulmi, which, although on different specie.s of elm. are very similar. Tiie

lice contained, however, are distinguishable both maci'oseo])ii'al|y aiid

microscopically.

The young stages of americana ai-e bluish-puri)le. those of ulmi are

green, both covered with a tloeeuleiit wax. The pui)ae of both species are

juirple with paler wing pads. Definite determinations may be made by

the antennae of tlie winged individuals. In ulmi segment III. being

nearly twice the length of IV.+V.+YL, and segment V. is without annu-

lar sensoria. while americana has III. equal to IV+V.+VI. and segment

V. has annulations.

Distribution

:

The sjiecics ulmi witli which we are dealing is not a native insect in

America, but has been introduced from Europe at a comparatively recen.t

date.

It was first recorded from Maine in 19l:i on elm. but has been seldom

recorded from black currant roots in America.

In British Columbia it was fir.st reported in IM^Jd. when ,Mi-. \V. .\.

Ross identified specimens collected by Mr. W. II. Kobertson, Provincial

Horticulturist, from black currant roots in a nursery at C'liilliwack.

In the spring of TJl^l it was located freely on English elm, both at

Chilliwack and Agassiz, and notes on its life-history have been taken

during' the following seasons :

LiFE-IIlSTORV.

The eggs, which are laid in the fall on the elm truid<. hatch betwi'cn

Aj^ril I'ltli and 30th, accoriling to the season. The newly eini'rt;r 1

nymplis crawl to a bursting bud. often several yards distant, and ensconce

on the underside of a young h-af. Tliese individuals become the stem-

mothers and remain in the leaf until death. With the feeding of the

insects the leaf curls, forming a pseudo-gall in about a week, ami tluis

protecting to some extent the lice therein.

The stem-mother movdts four times and comnu'iu'cs de]iositing young

when aliout three weeks old. Approximately tif1\- young are deposited
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Fig. 1—''J" antenna of E. ulml

"B" antenna of E. amei
Spring migrants, (original).

Fig. 2—Coloiiji of E. ulmi on enrrant root, {original}.

Fig. 3—Soots of biaik currant sliowing iiijurii hij E. ulmi, (original)
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by fiicli steni-mdtlifr. I'lii' liri' (if tliis sccdiid L:riiiTatiim lit'cMnni' winuril

Hnd leave the elm early in -Imie.

The life-history of lanigera, the wndlly apliis of apple, differs here

fi'oni this and other species of Eriosoma, since an apterous viviparous

fieneration is produced by tlie stem-mot her. this second generation pro-

ducins' the spring migrants, wliereas with ulmi, as stated above, the

spring migrants are the direct progeny of the stem-mothers without an

intei'vening generation.

The spring migrants, upon leaving the gall, fly to black currant or

gooseberry, often at a considerable distance ; infections having been

located on currants two miles from any elms.

I'pon arrival on the currant they alight on tlie leaves and travel

down the stem to the ground, penetrating to a depth of from 1-4 inches.

They here deposit from 12-15 young each, which become the first genera-

tion of apterous root lice which gradually colonize the entire root system,

penetrating to a depth of three feet and often occur five feet from the

stem.

This root louse, originally described as fodiens, is ]:)ale yellow, he

coming orange after the third moult. Either .'] or 4 moults occur, and the

adult louse then measures 1.8 mm. long by .I't mm. wide; they secrete

copiously a silky wax from a series of pores. These pores occur longi-

tudinally in two rows of four on the head and in four rows of fourteen

each on the thoracic and abdominal segments, one row being on each

margin of the dorsum, the other two rows equidistant between them.

Lice of the apterous root generations mature in about fourteen days and

commence reproduction, depositing 25-30 young each at a rate of rather

more than one per day. No complete series was reared through, but,

from the data obtained by several batches reared on pieces of currant

root in petri dishes buried in the soil of the insectary, it would appear

that from 5 to 6 root generations occur during the summer in British

Columbia.

The colonies are readily located on currant roots by the masses of

wliite w^axy secretion, which indicates one or more lice, and persist for

some time after they die.

Early in September pupae may be found in the soil, and the result-

ant winged migrants are leaving in large numbers by the middle of Sep-

tember, stragglers often continuing to emerge from the ground as late

as the middle of October. Tlie autumn migrants fly liaek to English elm.

where, alighting on the trunk and main bi-anehes. they de|.iiisit the sexeil

forms.

The migrants are found must aliuiidaiitly at a height of from five to

seven feet from the ground, just lu'low tin- main itraiiehes.
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Fig. 1—Adult

Fin

A louse, (X25).

Full migrant depositing youna,

(XIO).

Fig. 5—Male, (X40).

Fig. ,'

—

Stem mother, (Xl.j).

Fig. 4—Pupa of spring migrant, (XT'!.

Fig. 6—Oriparous female. (X40|.

{All plioto.<: original).
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Eacli iiiii;raiit dejidsits six (ir scvrii scxcil iiiilividiials. whirli, as i-liar-

acti'ristic (if the sexual fiinus (if tliis uciius ai'c witlidiit functidiiiuji- iiiinitli

|)ai'ts.

These males and females li\-e foi- ahdut a week hidden in the ereviees

(if the hark and amongst the damp nuiss (if the trunk. Fdur moults take

place hefore mating, after whieh (iperation the male soon dies. The
female lives for a day or two and may or ma\- Udt extrude her single e<xff

hefore death. Eggs may often be found appai-ently healthy, with the

shrivelled skin of the mother still adhering.

The sexes are without wooly secretion, jiale straw in eohir, the males

smaller and dai-ker than the females, whieh measure 1 mm, in length;

the males being only one-half mm. hmg.

The egg is elongate, abdut .(i mm. hmg, pellucid when laid, becoming

straw yellow by spring. The eggs are not attached to anything when
laid, but are sim])ly (lepositiMl in crevices amimgst the nidss stems.

EcdXdMic Imimiktaxci: and ("(IXTROI,.

This insect has udt jiroved to he of seridiis ecfuiomic imiiortance so

far in America, It is, Imwever, repdrted by Theobald as doing serious

damage to young currants in the nursery row in England,

In the event of its increasing to serious extent, the following observa-

tions may be useful:

In the control of this insect on its ])i-iniary host, the elm, the most

vulnerable period appears to be when the fall migrants are clustered on

the trunks, depositing the sexes there. At that time even one application

(if nicotine sulphate would undoubtedly destroy a very large percentage

of this migration, and two a])plications ten days apart would undoubted-

ly destroy almost the entire number,

Wliere elms hav(» been rendei'cd uiisighlly by leaf curls made either

by tliis s|)ecics (ii- dther Eriosomas, as often occurs, the above procedure

siiduhl be folldwed,

Tlu' leaf cui-ls are almost impenetrable by si)rays, and, with tlie

additional protection the lice receive fi-om their waxy secretion, they are

very difficult to destroy at this stage in their life-history.

Experiments were conducted at Agassi;^ in 11121 with soil insect ieidcs,

such as carbon bisulphide, naphthalene, nicotine sulphate, but all failed

through lack of penetration, and whereas the subterranean forms descend

several feet, it would a]")pear economically imjiossible to treat the roots of

small fi'uils thus.

In 192;5 an experiment was cdnducted with naphthalene as a deter-

rent, the object being to ]U'event the deposition of the root form by the

spi'in^ migrants.
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Two rows of black currants in a block adjacent to heavily infested

English elm were treated with naphthalene compound (naphthalene and
wood ashes) just as the migrants were leaving the elms. The treated

rows kept entirely free from root infestations for two weeks. A few
migrants were found in the soil and an occasional root form, but always

dead and discolored. The untreated rows showed numbers of migrants,

and infection of the roots soon became general. Eventually, when the

effect of the light dose of naphthalene disappeared, the later migrants

infected the roots of the treated rows.

From the result of these experiments it would appear that a heavier

dressing of crude naphthalene—six handfuls to each bush hoed in to a

depth of 2-3 inches—would be satisfactory.

PRELIMINARY LIST OF APHIDIDAE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

1)Y K. Glendenning

Callipternini (Tribe).

Phyllaphis fagi (L.). On copper beech. Agassiz. The copiously floccu-

lent lice are frequent all summer on the undersides of the leaves.

Chromaphis juglandicola (Kalt). On walnut. Agassiz.

Therioaphis tiliae (L.). Common on lime and linden, Tilia sp. on Experi-

mental Farm, Agassiz. A very distinct species. Body with black

bars and wing veins heavily bordered with black.

Euceraphis gillettei (D'son). A large free-flj-ing species, using Alnus

oregona as a primary host ; also found on Birch.

Euceraphis betulae (Koch). A similar species frequent on Birch.

Myzocallis querci (Kalt). A small green species on introduced oak

—

Agassiz and Westminster.

Drepanosiphum platanoides (Sdirank). A large active species very

common on Acer pseudo-platanus in the Lower Eraser Valley. Very

objectionable from copious excretion of honey dew, on which a black

fungus grows.

Chaitophorus viminalis (Monell). Frequent on native cottonwood (P.

trichocarpa), rendering the leaves very sticky.

Periphyllus americanus (Baker). A dark red species on Acer circinatum

—dimorphic—.tiding over the dry weather thus.

Neothomasia populicola (Thomas). Frequent on petioles of cottonwood

leaves. Apterae yellowish with a black Y on back.

Melanoxantherium populifoliae (Fitch). On twigs of Salix sps.
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Melanoxantherium smithiae i .Minicll i. Similnr liahits to nhnvt' hut with

shorter cornich-s.

Several other Pterocommnas have been collected on i)olpar and wil-

low, hut are at ]ii-eseiit unidcut iticil on account of unsatisfactory state of

this suh-ti'ibe.

APHIDINI (Tribe)

Aphidina ( Sui)trilie i.

Anuraphis helichrysi (Kalt). Taken on ])luiu at Mission. A European

species confinetl in America t<i the West. Alternate host species of

Compositae.

Anuraphis cardui (L.). Taken on Scoteii thistle oeeasionall.v.

Anuraphis viburnicola ((HUette). On Viburnum opulus, Agassiz.

Anuraphis crataegifoliae (Fitch). Fall migrants taken on apple; mig-

i-atcs to clover.

Anuraphis roseus ( Baker

\

Anuraphis sorbi (Kalti.

(>nc. or possibly both, of these species taken lui ;i])i)le at Agassiz.

Aphis helianthi (Monell). Taken on Cornus stolonifera from the flower

heads. Ilai'rison Lake, migrates to coiu|)osites.

Aphis yuccae (Cowen). Present in lltL'l lui Yucca filamentosa on Experi-

mental Farm. Agassiz.

Aphis neomexicanus ((_'kll.). A black sj)eeies from Idack currant as

primary host onl.v.

Aphis rumicis (L.). Very common on a great variet.v of hf)sts—most

common on goosefoot, spinach antl beans.

Aphis pomi (De Geer). Green apple aphis occurs tlnvuighout the Prov

ince, i-emaining- on apple entii-ely.

Brevicoryne brassicae (L.i. The cabbage ajihis most comnnuily found on

erucifers in Pii'itish Cohunhia.

Cavariella capreae (Fabr. i. A medium to la}-ge species migrating fi-on;

wiHow to I'ndx'llifers. ('(unmoii.

Hyalopteris arundinis (Fab.i. Tlie meal.\- plum aphis. Taken at Agassiz

foi- the first time in UI24.

Rhopalosiphum nympheae (L.i. Migrates between plum and various

water plants.

Rhopalosiphum prunifoliae (Fitch). The common ajiple grain aiihid.

generally mentioned in litei'atui-e as Aphis avenae.

Rhopalosiphum grabhami (Ckll.). Found on Lonicera involucrata, in

s|M'ing and I'all. curling the leaves, which bec(Uiie vai'iously colored.

Alternate host unknown. (Possibly hebuigs to genus Francoa).
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Subtrilif Macrosiphina

Amphorophora lactucae (Kalt). This light sreen species migrates bet-

ween curi-Hiits and various ligulate composites.

Amphorophora corylinum (David). Taken on wild hazel, on twigs

AgMSsiz.

Macrosiphoniella millifolii (Fab.). Taken on Achillea at Agassiz. A
European species, very distinct by reason of its heavy black and

green bars.

Macrosiphum granarium (Kirby). Very common on grains, especially

oats, where they cluster in the heads. Larger than Rho: prunifoli-

um. stays on Oramineae all the time.

Macrosiphum rudbeckiae (Fitch). A red aphid, common on composites

(Solidago, etc.). Found on the stems and, when disturbed, i-aises its

body at i-ight angles to the stem.

Macrosiphum rosae (L.). Occurs on roses, frequently overwinters in

vivi]iarous stage in Victoria.

Macrosiphum solanifolii (Ashmead). A similar species, migrating bet-

ween rose and potato.

Macrosiphum pisi (Kalt). The common pea aphis, very destructive at

Agassiz in 192:3.

Macrosiphum albifrons (Essig). Sjiecimens collected by Mr. W. Downes

in Victoria on Lupinus arboreus are apparently this species.

Myzus cerasi (Fab.). On common cherry, curling the leaves, partial mig-

ration to Lepidium.

Myzus persicae (8ulzer). One of the few aphids apparently omnivorous.

Myzus ribis (L.). Frequent on currants, causing blistei--like swellings

on leaves.

Phorodon humili (Schrank). The common hop-plum aphis—very com-

mon and troublesome on hops.

Mindarinae (Subfamily).

Mindarus abietinus (Koch.). Taken at Agassiz on Abies grandis, curl-

ing young shoots. This species is considered a relic of the past with-

out any surviving relations.

ERISOMATINI (Tribe)

Erisoma americana (Riley). Causing leaf curl on American elm and

migrating to roots of Amelanchier florida. Both forms fiumd at

Agassiz.
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Eriosoma lanigera illaiis.). The (Muninim wiMilly aphis uf ajjple. (Mirliiij;-

tlir leaves (if American elm, often continuin<r entirely on apple.

Eriosoma lanuginosa (Hartig). The species oceurrino- on pear roots (py-

ricola) has recently been co-related to this species. A pear root

aphis occur on Vancouver Island and is probably this species. The

primary host is English elm, the leaves of wliieli it causes to form a

bag:-like pall. A European species.

Eriosoma ulmi (L.). An intrmluced species altei-naliue' between Elielisli

elm and the routs of black currant and ^•(xtsebcrry. The root forms

were described as fodiens.

PEMPHIGINI (Tribe)

Pemphigus betae (Doane.j. Tiiis iieet -rout aphis o,ccurs in the Province

(111 mangels, beets, Rumex and PiilyiidiHiiiis, using the Cottonwood as

a winter host. The jiopiar form was described as balsamiferac

Williams.

Pemphigus populicaulis (Fitch.). This species makes a petiole gall on

((ittdiiwcHid. and its secondary host was determined this year as

Oenanthe sarmentosa, Water Parsley (Umbelliferae).

Pemphigus gravicornis (Patcli.). This species folds the leaves of cotton-

\vi)(id. Its alternate host is luiknown.

Pemphigus populi-venae (Fitch). A gall like a cock's comb ascribed to

this species has been frequently observed mi cuttonwood at Agassiz

;

no alatae, however, were secured. It is believed that this species

also migrates to beet.

PROCIPHILINI (Tribe)

Prociphilus corrugatans (yirrinej. An aphid very near this species is

i'(piiiiuiinly f(.niid curling the leaves of the native Pyrus rivularis at

Agassiz. The fall migrants are taken abundantly on various species

of Pyrus and Crataegus.
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In 111) more fittin"- place could a memorial notice to "Tre" appear

tlian in (nir Proeeedinfi's, ^vhich are in themselves a monument to his

enei-i;'y. his (li]>hiinacy, and liis cameradei'ie.

It was impossihh' tn realize, wlien tiie sad news of his sudden death.

arrived, tliat he liad fXDUe aiul we should see him no more.

Entomologists in I5ritisli ('olumbia were lodkinn' fcirward to seeiuu'

him in July, to t'ei'l his licarty handshake, to hear his genuine lauuii, and

to consult his well balanced mind, hut our hopes were sliattered.

Entomology in tlie Dominion, and especially in British Columbia,

has received a serious blow by his death, for his interests were here, and

he had done more for entomology in this province than anyone.

To Mr. Treherne belongs the honour of resuscitating our Society in

1911 and of bringing together the two classes of entomological workers

and keeping them in hajjpy unison during his tenure of office as Secretary

from 1911 to 1916.

Economic entomologists knew his value as an adviser, and, when he

w-as called east in 1921 to take charge of a Division of the Entomological

Branch, we in Britisli Columbia knew our loss, the only consolation being

the knowledge that he would be a tower of strength at head(|uarters in

our interests.

Mr. Ti-eherne liad offers of lucrative positions in Canada, in England

and elsewhere, but his soul was in the Branch and lie remained true, too

true, for his death can be ascribed to his indomitable energy whereby he

neglected his health for duty and died in harness.

On the .SOtli of May he returned ill to Ottawa from an inspection trip

in southern Ontario. On the second of June he was forced' to go to bed.

and on the seventh he died under an operation for acute peritonitis; the

one wish of his friends, he had no enemies, is that the trouble had Ix'fu

taken in time.

Besides these Proceedings we have as a memorial, the thrips genus

TREHERXIELLA, and the example of his life, a pattern not onh' for

young entomologists to follow.

R. G.





LIST OF MEMBERS, 1924

L. E. Manncmt, .Mailhii'dvillc, I!. C Lcpiddptci-i

W. li. Amlcrsim, ll'lT) Rdslyn Hcuid. Vii-ti)ria. H. (" Lcpidoptura

\V. K. liiitdu'll. Salmon Arm, I!. ('.

E. Ileai-le, Court IIoiisi'. \'i'i'iion, IS. (' Mosi|uitoes

M. 11. Kuhman. Couit House. \',M-ii<m. B. ('.

E. K. liuc-kcll. Cimi't lliiiisc. Vernon. li. C .Orthoptcra

E. P. Vcnahlcs. Court House. Vernon. B. C Lepidoptera

E. II. Bhiekmore, P. ().. Yietmia, B. C Lepidoptera

W. II. Lyne. Court House, ^'all(ouve^. 1^. C Imported Inseet.s

E. \V. White, l)t'])\. of Aiirieulture, Victoria

R. (ilendenning, Aya.ssiz, B. C Aphids

J. W. Gibson, Dept. of Education, Victoria, B. C.

O. Wiiittaker. Ciiilliwack. B. C. .....Ilemiptera

W. E. Ward, C. P. K. Fieiiiht Office. Vancouver.

T. A. Moillet. Vavenhy, B. C.

W. II. Robertson, Dept. of A-irieulture. Victoria, B. C.

C. (Jari'et, Cranl)r,iok, !>. C Dijitera and Ilynienoptera

F. C. Wbiteliouse. .\(dson, B. C Odonata

A. W. Ilanbani. Duncan, B. C Lepidoptera and Coleoptera

R. Hoppin<i'. Court House, \'ernon, B. C Coleoptera

G. 0. Day, Duncan, B. C Lepidoptera

F. Kermode, Prov. Museum, Victoria

J. Davidson. I'niversity of B. ('.. Vancouver.

J. W. Winson. Iluntinjjdon, B. C.

K. F. Auden, Bo.x l'2'.]4. Vancouver Coleoptera

A. 0. Hope. Duncan, B. C.

W. Downes, Dept. of Ai;riculture. \'ictoi-ia. B. C Hemiptera

R. S. Sherman, '.1642 Dundas St., Vancouver. B. C. Diptera

\V. II. (iray, :):i8 St, James Rd., .\. Lonsdale P. ()., B. C.

P. \. Vroom. I'niversity of B. ('., Vancouver.

A. P. MacDouti-all (Miss) University of B. ('., Vancouver, B. C Ai)liids

C. Bannister, Il.}4 Robson St.. Vancouver, B. C.

G. E. W. Clarke. Court House, Vancouver. B. C.
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